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FOREWORD
I
NPRESENTING

for 1940 the 17th edition of The Radio Amateur's
Handbook the publishers again express the hope that it will be found as helpful
as previous editions and will enjoy as whole-hearted areception at the hands
of the amateur fraternity.
From modest beginnings in 1926 the Handbook has had an inspiring success,
running now to seventeen editions in twenty-eight printings and atotal distribution well over half amillion copies. Its fame has echoed around the world.
Schools and technical classes have adopted it as a text; quantity orders have
come from many aforeign land. But most important of all, it is the right-hand
guide of practical amateurs in every country of the globe. This success derives
in considerable measure from the splendid cooperation we have always received from practicing amateurs everywhere, for which we remain grateful.
Devoted to a fast-moving and progressive science, it is only natural that
throughout its life the Handbook should have required sweeping and virtually
continuous modification. Since the very beginning a strenuous attempt has
been made to keep the book as up to date, as accurate and as reliable as is
humanly possible. A studious effort has been made to restrict the material to
modern, sound and well-tried practice. Having always had somewhat the
character of an annual review of time-tried and proven methods in apparatus
construction and operation, the Handbook has never provided a place for
freaky circuits or methods. As any practicing amateur is well aware, there is
an almost infinite number of ways of accomplishing a given result in his station — some good, some poor, many indifferent. Our editorial task has therefore been basically one of selecting. It has been necessary to eliminate from the
enormous wealth of ideas on technique, methods and procedure, all those that
have not proved themselves by successful application in practice.
For many editions back, the annual revision of the Handbook has been asort
of family affair of the headquarters staff of the American Radio Relay League
at West Hartford. Most of the technically-skilled specialists on the League's
staff, men who have earned their spurs in amateur radio, have participated in
its revision. The present edition has seen acomplete rewriting and the addition
of about two hundred new illustrations, while scores of new pieces of apparatus
were specially designed and constructed — and tested! Prepared under the
general technical editorship of Mr. George Grammer, QST's technical editor,
and with major contributions by him, the present work also represents many
months of labor on the part of Messrs. Donald H. Mix and Byron Goodman,
QST's assistant technical editors; Mr. Clinton B. DeSoto, assistant secretary
of the League; Mr. Vernon Chambers, in charge of QST's technical information service; and Mr. Thomas M. Ferrill, Jr., late of our staff. The stationoperating material of course is contributed by the League's communications
manager, Mr. Francis E. Handy. The actual production of the book has been
on the broad shoulders of Mr. Clark C. Rodimon, QST's managing editor.
With this edition we have made a definite endeavor to rearrange the material for the greater benefit of the various classes of Handbook users, and afew
words of explanation may be in order. First, from areference to the contents
page it will be seen that the book is divided into sections: introductory, principles, the construction and use of equipment, antennas, and so on. Within
these sections there has been amore extensive subdivision into chapters than

in the past, for the purpose of segregating the material in which various groups
of users will be more particularly interested. For example, the elements of a
lecture or study course in radio will be found by taking Chapters 3 to 6, 11,
17, 21 to 24, and 26. Design information particularly valuable to amateurs who
plan their own equipment is given in Chapters 4to 6, and 20. Adjustment and
"trouble-shooting" have been segregated for transmitters, receivers and
'phone, respectively, in Chapters 9, 14 and 16, to make these important treatments more readily available not only for those who are building new equipment but for those who already have satisfactory apparatus. At the end of
each chapter on the construction of equipment there is a bibliography of
articles in QST in which will be found more extensive descriptions of some of
the pieces of apparatus described in this edition. References to these bibliographies will be fotind frequently in the text and take such aform as (
Bib. 5),
which means that the fifth item in the bibliography at the end of that particular chapter will give areference to aQST article describing the particular
piece of gear in somewhat greater detail. It should perhaps be pointed out
that, to facilitate reference, the illustrations herein are serially numbered in
each chapter and with the first digit indicating the chapter number. Thus,
Fig. 812 can be readily located as the twelfth illustration in Chapter 8.
Finally it should be mentioned (because many amateurs do not seem aware
of it!) that this Handbook has, at the end of its reading pages, acomprehensive
and carefully-prepared index, which will lead the reader quickly to the treatment of asubject of particular interest.
One feature of the Handbook which has been growing steadily in importance
is the quite extensive catalog advertising. We recognize that it is generally not
regarded as good form to make editorial reference even to the existence of
advertising, but this case we believe to be different. To be truly comprehensive
as ahandbook — to fill all the functions one visualizes with the word " handbook" — this book must bring the reader data and specifications on the
manufactured products which are the raw material of amateur radio. Our
manufacturers have collaborated with us in this purpose by presenting here
not mere advertising but catalog technical data. The amateur constructer
and experimenter will find it convenient to possess in such juxtaposition both
the constructional guidance he seeks and the needed data on available equipment, since both are necessary ingredients of the complete standard manual of
amateur high-frequency communication.
It is but natural that we here shall all feel very happy if this edition of the
Handbook brings as much assistance and inspiration to amateurs and would-be
amateurs as have its predecessors.
KENNETH B.W ARNER
Managing Secretary, A.R.R.L.
W EST HARTFORD, CONN.
November, 1939
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CODE
** *

The Amateur is Gentlemanly. He never knowingly uses
the air for his own amusement in such away as to lessen the
pleasure of others. He abides by the pledges given by the
A.R.R.L. in his behalf to the public and the Government.
2. The Amateur is Loyal. He owes his amateur radio to the
American Radio Relay League, and he offers it his unswerving loyalty.
3. The Amateur is Progressive. He keeps his station abreast
of science. It is built well and efficiently. His operating
practice is clean and regular.
4. The Amateur is Friendly. Slow and patient sending When
requested, friendly advice and counsel to the beginner,
kindly assistance and cooperation for the broadcast listener ;
these are marks of the amateur spirit.
5. The Amateur is Balanced. Radio is his hobby. He never
allows it to interfere with any of the duties he owes to his
home, his job, his school, or his community.
6. The Amateur is Patriotic. His knowledge and his station
are always ready for the service of his country and his
community.

STORY OF AMATEUR RADIO
How It Started— The Part Played by
The A.R.R.L.

AMATEUR

radio represents, to some
seventy thousand people, the most satisfying,
most exciting of all hobbies. Over 50,000 of
these enthusiasts are located in the United
States and Canada, for it is this continent
which gave birth to the movement and which
has ever since represented its stronghold.
When radio broadcasting was first introduced to the public some years ago, it instantly
caught the fancy of millions of people all over
the world. Why? Because it fired their imagination — because it thrilled them to tune in on
a program direct from some distant point, to
hear speech and music that was at that moment being transmitted from a city hundreds
and even thousands of miles away. To be sure
there was also a certain amount of entertainment value, and it is true that as the years
have passed this phase has become paramount
in the minds of most listeners; yet the thrill of
"DX" is still a major factor in the minds of
hundreds of thousands of people, as witness
the present popularity of international short
wave reception of foreign programs.
That keen satisfaction of hearing a distant
station is basic with the radio amateur but it
has long since been superseded by an even
greater lure, and that is the thrill of talking with
these distant points! On one side of your radio
amateur's table is his short-wave receiver; on
the other side is his private (and usually homemade) short-wave transmitter, ready at the
throw of a switch to be used in calling and
"working" other amateurs in the United
States, in Canada, Europe, Australia, every
corner of the globe! Even a low-power transmitter using nothing more ambitious than one
or two receiving-type tubes makes it possible
to develop friendships in every State in the
Union, in dozens of countries abroad. Of course,
it is not to be expected that the first contacts
will necessarily be with foreign amateurs.
Experience in adjusting the simple transmitter,
in using the right frequency band at the right
time of day when foreign stations are on the
air, and practice in operating are necessary before communication will be enjoyed with amateurs of other nationalities. But patience and
experience are the sole prerequisites; neither
high power nor expensive equipment is required.
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Nor does the personal enjoyment that comes
from amateur radio constitute its only benefit.
There is the enduring satisfaction that comes
from doing things with the apparatus put together by one's own skill. The process of designing and constructing radio equipment develops
real engineering ability. Operating an amateur
station with even the simplest equipment likewise develops operating proficiency and skill.
Many an engineer, operator and executive in
the commercial radio field got his practical
background and much of his training from his
amateur work. So, in addition to the advantages of amateur radio as ahobby, the value of
systematic amateur work to a student of almost every branch of radio cannot well be
overlooked. An increasing number of radio
services, each expanding in itself, require
additional personnel — technicians, operators,
inspectors, engineers and executives — and in
every field abackground of amateur experience
is regarded as valuable.
Amateur radio is as old as the art itself.
There were amateurs before the present
century. Shortly after the late Guglielmo Marconi had astounded the world with his first
experiments proving that telegraph messages
actually could be sent between distant points
without wires, they were attempting to duplicate his results. Marconi himself was probably
the first amateur — indeed, the distinguished
inventor so liked to style himself. But amateur
radio as it has come to be known was born when
private citizens first saw in the new marvel a
means for personal communication with others
and set about learning enough of the new art
to build a homemade station.
Amateur radio's subsequent development
may be divided into two periods: pre-war and
post-war.
Pre-war amateur radio bore little resemblance to the art as it exists to-day, except
in principle. The equipment, both transmitting
and receiving, was of atype now long obsolete.
The range of even the highest-powered transmitters, under the most favorable conditions,
would be scoffed at by the rankest beginner
to-day. No United States amateur had ever
heard the signals of a foreign amateur, nor
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had any foreigner ever reported hearing an
American. The oceans were a wall of silence,
impenetrable, isolating us from every signal
abroad. Even transcontinental DX was accomplished in relays. " Short waves" meant
200 meters; the entire wavelength spectrum
below 200 meters was a vast silence — no signal ever disturbed it. Years were to pass before
its phenomenal possibilities were to be suspected.
Yet the period was notable for a number of
accomplishments. It saw the number of amateurs in the United States increase to approximately 4,000 by 1917. It witnessed the first
appearance of radio laws, licensing, wavelength specifications for the various services.
("Amateurs? — oh, yes — well, stick 'em on
200 meters: it's no good for anything; they'll
never get out of their own back yards with it.")
It saw an increase in the range of amateur
stations to such unheard-of distances as 500
and, in some cases, even 1,000 miles, with
U. S. amateurs beginning to wonder, just before the war, if there were amateurs in other
countries across the seas and if — daring
thought! — it might some day be possible to
span the Atlantic with 200-meter equipment.
Because all long-distance messages had to be
relayed, this period saw relaying developed to a
fine art — and what a priceless accomplishment that ability turned out to be later when
the government suddenly needed dozens and
hundreds of skilled operators for war service!
Most important of all, the pre-war period witnessed the birth of the American Radio Relay
League, the amateur organization whose fame
was to travel to all parts of the world and
whose name was to be virtually synonymous
with subsequent amateur progress and shortwave development. Conceived and formed by
the famous inventor and amateur, the late
Hiram Percy Maxim, it was formally launched
in early 1914 and was just beginning to exert
its full force in amateur activities when the
United States declared war and by that act
sounded the knell for amateur radio for the
next two and one-half years. By presidential
direction every amateur station was dismantled. Within afew months three-fourths of the
amateurs of the country were serving with the
armed forces of the United States as operators
and instructors.
Few amateurs to-day realize that the war not
only marked the close of the first phase of amateur development but came very near marking
its end for all time. The fate of amateur radio
was in the balance in the days immediately
following declaration of the Armistice, in 1918.
The government, having had a taste of supreme authority over all communications in
wartime, was more than half inclined to keep
it; indeed, the war had not been ended amonth
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before Congress was considering legislation
that would have made it impossible for the
amateur radio of old ever to be resumed. President Maxim rushed to Washington, pleaded,
argued; the bill was defeated. But there was
still no amateur radio; the war ban continued
in effect. Repeated representations to Washington met only with silence; it was to be
nearly ayear before licenses were again issued.
In the meantime, however, there was much
to be done. Three-fourths of the former amateurs had gone to France; many of them would
never come back. Would those who had returned be interested, now, in such things as
amateur radio? Mr. Maxim determined to find
out and called a meeting of such members
of the Board of Directors of the League as he
could locate. Eleven men, several still in uniform, met in New York and took stock of the
situation. It wasn't very encouraging: amateur
radio still banned by law, former members of
the League scattered no one knew where, no
League, no membership, no funds. But those
eleven men financed the publication of anotice
to all the former amateurs that could be
located, hired Kenneth B. Warner as the
League's first paid secretary, floated a bond
issue among old League members to obtain
money for immediate running expenses, bought
the magazine QST to be the League's official
organ, and dunned officialdom until the wartime ban was lifted and amateur radio resumed
again. Even before the ban was lifted, in October, 1919, old-timers all over the country
were flocking back to the League, renewing
friendships, planning for the future. When
licensing was resumed there was a headlong
rush to get back on the air.
From the start, however, post-war amateur
radio took on new aspects. War-time pressure
had stimulated technical development in radio.
There were new types of equipment. The
vacuum tube was being used for both receiving
and transmitting. Amateurs immediately
adapted the new apparatus to 200-meter work.
Ranges promptly increased; soon it was possible to bridge the continent with but one intermediate relay. Shortly thereafter stations on
one coast were hearing those on the other
direct!
These developments had an inevitable result.
Watching DX come to represent 1,000 miles,
then 1,500 and then 2,000, amateurs began to
dream of transatlantic work. Could they get
across? In December, 1921, the A.R.R.L. sent
abroad one of its most prominent amateurs,
Paul Godley, with the best amateur receiving
equipment available. Tests were run, and
thirty American amateur stations were heard
in Europe! The news electrified the amateur
world. In 1922 another transatlantic test was
carried out; this time 315 American calls
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were logged by European amateurs and, what
was more, one French and two British stations
were heard on this side.
Everything now was centered on one objective: two-way communication across the Atlantic by amateur radio! It must be possible —
but somehow they couldn't quite make it.
Further increases in power were out of the
question; many amateurs already were using
the legal maximum of one kilowatt. Better receivers? They already had the superheterodyne; it didn't seem possible to make any very
great advance in that direction.
How about trying another wavelength, then,
they asked? What about those wavelengths
below 200 meters? The engineering world said
they were worthless — but then, that had been
said about 200 meters, too. There have been
many wrong guesses in history. In 1922 the
assistant technical editor of QST (
Phelps, now
W9BP) carried on tests between Hartford and
Boston on 130 meters. The results were encouraging. Early in 1923 the A.R.R.L. sponsored a
series of organized tests on wavelengths down
to 90 meters and it was noted that as the
wavelength dropped the reported results were
better. A growing excitement began to filter
into the amateur ranks.
Finally, in November, 1923, after some
months of careful preparation, two-way amateur communication across the Atlantic became a reality, when Schnell, IMO (now
W9UZ), and Reinartz, 1XAM (now W3IBS),
worked for several hours with Deloy, 8AB,
in France, all three stations using a wavelength of 110 meters! Additional stations
dropped down to 100 meters and found that
they, too, could easily work two-way across
the Atlantic. The exodus from the 200-meter
region started.
By 1924 the entire radio world was agog and
dozens of commercial companies were rushing
stations into the 100-meter region. Chaos
threatened, until the first of a series of radio
conferences partitioned off various bands of
frequencies for all the different services clamoring for assignments. Although thought was
still centered in 100 meters, League officials
at the first of these conferences, in 1924, came
to the conclusion that the surface had probably
only been scratched, and wisely obtained
amateur bands not only at 80 meters, but
at 40 and 20 and 10 and even 5 meters.
Many amateurs promptly jumped down to
the 40- meter band. A pretty low wavelength, to
be sure, but you never could tell about these
short waves. Forty was given a try and responded by enabling two-way communication
with Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
How about 20? It immediately showed
entirely unexpected possibilities by enabling
an east-coast amateur to communicate with
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another on the west coast, direct, at high
noon. The dream of amateur radio — daylight
DX! — had come true.
From that time to the present represents a
period of unparalleled accomplishment. The
short waves proved a veritable gold mine.
Country after country came on the air, until
the confusion became so great that it was
necessary to devise a system of international
intermediates in order to distinguish the nationality of calls. The League began issuing
what are known as WAC certificates to stations proving that they had worked all the
continents. Over five thousand such certificates
have been issued. Representatives of the
A.R.R.L. went to Paris and deliberated with
the amateur representatives of twenty-two
other nations. On April 17, 1925, this conference formed the International Amateur Radio
Union — a federation of national amateur
societies. The amateur as a type is the same
the world over.
Nor has experimental development been lost
sight of in the enthusiasm incident to international amateur communication. The experimentally-minded amateur is constantly at
work conducting tests in new frequency bands,
devising improved apparatus for amateur receiving and transmitting, learning how to operate two and three and even four stations where
previously there was room enough for only one.
In particular, the amateur experimenter
presses on to the development of the higher
frequencies represented by the wavelengths
below 10 meters, territory only afew years ago
regarded even by most amateurs as comparatively unprofitable operating ground.
The amateur's experience with five meters is
especially representative of his initiative and
resourcefulness, and his ability to make the
most of what is at hand. In 1924 first amateur
experiments in the vicinity of 56 Mc. indicated
the band to be practically worthless for distance work; signals at such frequencies appeared capable of being heard only to " horizon
range." But the amateur turns even such
apparent disadvantages to use. If not suitable
for long-distance work, at least the band was
ideal for " short-haul" communication. Beginning in 1931, then, there was tremendous
activity in 56- Mc. work by hundreds of amateurs all over the country, and acomplete new
line of transmitters and receivers was developed to meet the special conditions incident
to communicating at these ultra-high frequencies. In 1934 additional impetus was given
to this band when experiments by the A.R.R.L.
with directive antennas resulted in remarkably
consistent two-way communication over distances of more than 100 miles, without the aid
of " hilltop" locations. While atmospheric con-
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ditions appear to have a great deal to do with
5-meter DX, many thousands of amateurs are
now spending much of their time in the 56- Mc.
region, some having worked as many as four
or five hundred different stations on that band
at distances up to several hundred miles.
Recently the radio world has been astounded
by conditions whereby transcontinental contacts have been made on five meters, with
hundreds of contacts over athousand miles or
so. To-day's concept of u.h.f. propagation was
developed almost entirely through amateur
research.
Most of the technical developments in amateur radio have come from the amateur ranks.
Many of these developments represent valuable contributions to the art, and the articles
about them are as widely read in professional
circles as by amateurs. At a time when only a
few broadcast engineers in the country knew
what was meant by " 100% modulation" the
technical staff of the A.R.R.L. was publishing
articles in QST urging amateur ' phones to embrace it and showing them how to do it. When
interest quickened in five- meter work, and experiments showed that the ordinary regenerative receiver was practically worthless for such
wavelengths, it was the A.R.R.L. that developed practical super-regenerative receivers as
the solution to the receiver problem. From the
League's laboratory, too, came in 1932, the
single-signal superheterodyne — the world's
most advanced high-frequency radiotelegraph
receiver. In 1934 the commercial production
of r.f. power pentodes came as a result of the
A.R.R.L. Hq. technical staff's urging and demonstration of their advantages. In 1936 the
"noise-silencer" circuit for superheterodynes
was developed, permitting for the first time
satisfactory high-frequency reception through
the more common forms of man-made electrical interference. During 1938 the use of
transmitters whose frequency could be changed
by acontinuous panel control became common,
along with improved directive antennas.
Amateur radio is one of the finest of hobbies,
but this fact alone would hardly merit such
whole-hearted support as was given it by the
United States government at recent international conferences. There must be other reasons
to justify such backing. One of these is a
thorough appreciation by the Army and Navy
of the value of the amateur as asource of skilled
radio personnel in time of war. The other is
best described as " public service."
We have already seen 3,500 amateurs contributing their skill and ability to the American cause in the Great War. After the war it
was only natural that cordial relations should
prevail between the Army and Navy and the
amateur. Several things occurred in the next
few years to strengthen these relations. In
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1924, when the U. S. dirigible Shenandoah
made a tour of the country, amateurs provided continuous contact between the big ship
and the ground. In 1925 when the United
States battle fleet made a cruise to Australia
and the Navy wished to test out short-wave
apparatus for future communication purposes,
it was the League's Traffic Manager who was
in complete charge of an experimental highfrequency set on the U.S.S. Seattle.
Definite friendly relations between the amateur and the armed forces of the Government
were cemented in 1925. In this year both the
Army and the Navy came to the League with
proposals for amateur cooperation. The radio
Naval Reserve and the Army-Amateur Net are
the outgrowth of these proposals.
The public service record of the amateur is a
brilliant one. These services can be roughly divided into two classes: emergencies and expeditions. It is regrettable that space limitations
preclude detailed mention of amateur work in
both these classes, for the stories constitute
high-lights of amateur accomplishment.
Since 1913, amateur radio has been the principal, and in many cases the only, means of
outside communication in more than one hundred storm, flood and earthquake emergencies
in this country. Among the most noteworthy
were the Florida hurricanes of 1926, 1928 and
1935, the Mississippi and New England floods
of 1927 and the California dam break of 1928.
During 1931 there were the New Zealand and
Nicaraguan earthquakes, and in 1932 floods in
California and Texas. Outstanding in 1933 was
the earthquake in southern California. In 1934
further floods in California and Oklahoma resulted in notable amateur cooperation. The
1936 eastern states flood, the 1937 Ohio River
valley flood, and the 1938 southern California
flood and Long Island- New England hurricane
disaster saw the greatest emergency effort ever
performed by amateurs. In all these and many
others, amateur radio played a major rôle in
the rescue work and amateurs earned worldwide commendation for their resourcefulness in
effecting communication where all other means
failed.
During 1938 the A.R.R.L. inaugurated its
emergency preparedness program, providing
for the appointment of regional and local
Emergency Coordinators to organize amateur
facilities and establish liaison with other agencies. This was in addition to the registration of
personnel and equipment in the Emergency
Corps. A comprehensive program of cooperation with the Red Cross, Western Union and
others was put into effect.
Amateur cooperation with expeditions goes
back to 1923, when a League member, Don
Mix of Bristol, Conn., accompanied MacMillan
to the Arctic on the schooner Bowdoin in
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charge of an amateur set. Amateurs in Canada
and the United States provided the home
contact. The success of this venture was such
that other explorers made inquiry of the
League regarding similar arrangements for
their journeys. In 1924 another expedition
secured amateur cotiperation; in 1925 there
were three, and by 1928 the figure had risen to
nine for that year alone. Each year since then
has seen League headquarters in receipt of
requests for such service, until now a total of
perhaps two hundred voyages and expeditions
have been thus assisted. To-day practically no
exploring trip starts from this country to
remote parts of the world without making
arrangements to keep in contact through the
medium of amateur radio.
Emergency relief, expeditionary contact,
experimental work and countless instances of
other forms of public service — rendered, as
they always have been and always will be,
without hope or expectation of material reward — have made amateur radio an integral
part of our national life.
The American Radio Relay League
THE American Radio Relay League is to-day
not only the spokesman for amateur radio in
this country but it is the largest amateur
organization in the world. It is strictly of, by
and for amateurs, is non-commercial and has
no stockholders. The members of the League
are the owners of the A.R.R.L. and QST.
The League is organized to represent the
amateur in legislative matters. It is pledged
to promote interest in two-way amateur communication and experimentation. It is interested in the relaying of messages by amateur
radio. It is concerned with the advancement of
the radio art. It stands for the maintenance of
fraternalism and a high standard of conduct.
One of its principal purposes is to keep amateur activities so well conducted that the amateur will continue to justify his existence. As an
example of this might be cited the action of the
League in sponsoring the establishment of a
system of Standard Frequency Stations throughout the United States.
The operating territory of the League is
divided into fourteen United States and six
Canadian divisions. The affairs of the League
are managed by a Board of Directors. One
director is elected every two years by the
membership of each United States division,
and a Canadian General Manager is elected
every two years by the Canadian membership.
These directors then choose the president and
vice-president, who are also directors, of
course. No one commercially engaged in selling
or manufacturing radio apparatus or literature
can be a member of the Board or an officer of
the League.
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The president, vice-president, secretary,
treasurer and communications manager of the
League are elected or appointed by the Board
of Directors. These officers constitute an Executive Committee which, under certain restrictions, decides how to apply Board policies
to matters arising between Board meetings.
The League owns and publishes the magazine QST. QST goes to all members of the
League each month. It acts as amonthly bulletin of the League's organized activities. It
serves as a medium for the exchange of ideas.
It fosters amateur spirit. Its technical articles
are renowned. QST has grown to be the " amateur's bible" as well as one of the foremost
radio magazines in the world. The profits QST
makes are used in supporting League activities. Membership dues to the League include a
subscription to QST for the same period.
The extensive field organization of the Communications Department coordinates operating activities throughout North America.
Headquarters
FROM the humble beginnings recounted in
this story of amateur radio, League headquarters has grown until now it occupies an
entire office building and employs nearly forty
people.
Members of the League are entitled to write
to Headquarters for information of any kind,
whether it concerns membership, legislation, or
general questions on the construction or operation of amateur apparatus. If you don't find
the information you want in QST or the
Handbook, write to A.R.R.L. Headquarters,
West Hartford, Connecticut, telling us your
problem. All replies are made directly by letter;
no charge is made for the service.
If you come to Hartford, drop out to Headquarters at 38 LaSalle Road, West Hartford.
Visitors are always welcome.
Headquarters Stations
FROM 1927 to 1936 the League operated its
headquarters station, W1M K, at Brainerd
Field, Hartford's municipal airport on the
Connecticut River. During the disastrous flood
of 1936 this station was devastated. From the
spring of 1936 until early summer of 1938 a
temporary station was operated at the headquarters offices, at first under the old auxiliary
call W1INF and later as W1AW. The call
W1AW, held until his death by Hiram Percy
Maxim, was issued to the League by a special
order of the Federal Communications Commission for the official headquarters station
call.
Beginning September, 1938, the Hiram Percy
Maxim Memorial Station at Newington, Conn.,
has been in operation as the headquarters
station. Operating on all amateur bands, with
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separate transmitters rated at the maximum
legal input of one kilowatt and elaborate
antenna systems, this station is heard with
good strength in every part of the world. The
building in which it is housed was designed by
order of the League's Board of Directors as a
permanent memorial to the founder- president,
Hiram Percy Maxim.

the latest amateur apparatus developments
and " ham" news from your particular section
of the country. A sample copy will be sent you
for 25 cents if you are unable to obtain one at
your local newsstand.
International Amateur Radio Union

THE I.A.R.U. is afederation of thirty-three
national amateur radio societies in the prinJoining the League
cipal nations of the world. Its purposes are the
THE best way to get started in the amateur
promotion and coordination of two-way comgame is to join the League and start reading
munication between the amateurs of the vaQST. Inquiries regarding membership should
rious countries, the effecting of cooperative
be addressed to the Secretary. There is a agreements between the various national soconvenient application blank in the rear of
cieties on matters of common welfare, the
this book. An interest in amateur radio is the
advancement of the radio art, the encourageonly qualification necessary in becoming a ment of international fraternalism, and the
member of the A.R.R.L. Ownership of a stapromotion of allied activities. Perhaps its greattion and knowledge of the code are not prereqest service lies in representing the amateurs
uisites. They can come later. According to
of the world at international telecommunicaa constitutional requirement, however, only
tions conferences and technical consulting
those members who possess an amateur station
committee (C.C.I.R.) meetings.
or operator license are entitled to vote in
The headquarters society of the Union is the
director elections.
American Radio Relay League. All correLearn to let the League help you. It is organspondence should be addressed to 38 LaSalle
ized solely for that purpose, and its entire
Road, West Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
headquarters' personnel is trained to render the
The I.A.R.U. issues WAC ( Worked-Allbest assistance it can to you in solving your
Continents) certificates to amateurs who qualify
amateur problems. If, as abeginner, you should
for this award. The regulations, in brief,
find it difficult to understand some of the matstipulate that the applicant must have worked
ter contained in succeeding chapters of this
other amateurs in each of the six recognized
book, do not hesitate to write the Information
continental areas of the world, supplying QSL
Service stating your trouble. Perhaps, in such
cards or other indisputable proof of two-way
a case, it would be profitable for you to send
contact in connection with his application; and
for acopy of abooklet published by the League
that he must be a member of the memberespecially for the beginner and entitled " How
society of the Union for the country in which
to Become a Radio Amateur." This is written
he resides. In countries where no memberin simple, straightforward language, and desociety exists the certificate may be secured
scribes from start to finish the building of a upon payment of a fee of 500 to cover mailing
simple but effective amateur installation. The
costs. Two kinds of certificates are issued, one
price is 25 cents, postpaid.
for radiotelegraph work and one for radioEvery amateur should read the League's
telephone. There is a special endorsement for
magazine QST each month. It is filled with
28- Mc. operation.
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GETTING STARTED
The Amateur Bands— Learning the Code— Obtaining Licenses
Tins chapter deals with the two major
problems of every beginning amateur — learning the code and getting the necessary federal
licenses.
Our Amateur Bands
To understand amateur radio, it is first
necessary to know where amateurs operate.
There are those who, because they have never
heard anything else, think that " radio" means
only " broadcasting." To such people a few
nights listening in on the high frequencies
(wavelengths below the broadcast band) will
be arevelation. A horde of signals from dozens
of different types of services tell their story to
whoever will listen. Some stations send slowly
and leisurely. Even the beginner can read
them. Others race along furiously so that
whole sentences become meaningless buzzes.
There are both telegraph and telephone signals. Press messages, weather reports, highfrequency international broadcasting of voice
and music, transmissions from government and
experimental stations including picture transmissions and television, airplane dispatching,
police calls, signals from private yachts and
expeditions exploring the remote parts of the
earth — these jam the short-wave spectrum
from one end to the other.
Sandwiched in among all these services are
the amateurs, the largest service of all. Thousands of their signals may be heard every night
in the various bands set apart by international
treaty for their use.
Many factors must be considered in picking
the proper band for a certain job from among
the several bands devoted to amateur operation. The distance to be covered enters into it,
as well as the time of day when communication
is desired. In addition to daily changes there
are seasonal changes, and also a long-time
change in atmospheric conditions which seems
to coincide with the 11-year cycle of sun-spot or
solar activity. The reliability of communication
on agiven frequency at agiven time of day, the
suitability of a given band for traffic or DX,
the desires of the individual amateur in choosing his circle of friends with whom he expects
to make contact on schedule, the amount of
interference to be expected at certain hours,
and the time of day available for operating —
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all influence the choice of an operating frequency.
The 1715-kc. band,* which carried all amateur activity before experimenters opened the
way to each of the higher frequency bands in
turn, always served amateurs well for general
contact between points all over the country.
There was ashort period, during the height of
development of the higher frequencies, when
activity in this band dwindled, but it is again
active.
The band is especially popular for radiotelephone work. Code practice transmissions are
made in this band for beginning amateurs and
many beginners may be heard in this region
making their first two-way contact with each
other. The band is one of our " widest" from
the standpoint of the number of stations that
may be comfortably accommodated. The band
is open to amateur facsimile and picture
transmission.
The 3500-kc. band has, in recent years, been
regarded as best for all consistent domestic
communication. It is good for coast-to-coast
work at night all the year except for afew summer months. It has been recommended for all
amateur message-handling over medium distances ( 1,000 miles, for example). Much of the
friendly human contact between amateurs
takes place in the 3500-kc. band. As the winter
evening advances, the well-known " skip effect" (explained in detail in Chapter Four) of
the higher frequencies has made itself known,
the increased range of the " sky wave" brings
in signals from the other coast and the increased range also brings in more stations, so
that the band appears busier.
The 7000-kc. band has been the most popular
band for general amateur work for years. It is
useful mainly at night for contacts with the
opposite coast, or with foreign countries.
Power output does not lithit the range of a
station to the same extent as when working on
the lower frequency bands discussed above.
However, the band is more handicapped by
congestion in the early evenings and more
subject to the vagaries of skip-effect and
uncertain transmission conditions than are
*Subject to change to 1,750 to 2,050 kilocycles in accordance with the "Inter-American Arrangement Covering
Radiocommunication," Havana, 1937.
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Fig. 201 — The Amateur Bands. Areas shaded
with diagonal lines are
open to c.w. telegraphy
(A-1 emission) only.
Cross-hatched areas are
open to both 'phone (A-3)
and c.w.

tions, is sometimes subject to sudden fluctuations in transmitting conditions.
The 28,000-kc. ( 28-Mc.) band combines both
the long-distance characteristics of the 14- Mc.
band and some of the local advantages of the
56- Mc, band, but its remarkable long-distance
characteristics have been the cause of its tremendous growth in popularity. The band is by
no means as reliable as those of lower frequency
but the performance to be had on it has been
becoming progressively better during the last
few years. A well-defined seasonal effect produces much better conditions during the fall
and spring than at other times of the year.
Though the band was a barren waste a few
years ago it is now, particularly during fall
and spring, full of activity. It is the place
where one can get by far the most miles per
watt.
The 56,000-kc. or 56- Mc. band is used largely
for local and short-distance work over distances of ten to thirty miles. Because of the
cheapness, compactness and ease of construction of the necessary apparatus, it has proved
ideal for this purpose and many hundreds of
stations operate " locally" there. Experiments
with directive antennas by the technical staff
of the A.R.R.L. beginning in 1934 disclosed
that surprisingly consistent two-way contact
could be maintained over distances of a hundred miles or more with suitable conditions and
equipment, and such contacts are now common. Recent " sky-wave" DX work over several thousand miles on this band and the prospect that much more is to come make the band
a prize one for the experimenter. Most of this
work seems to occur during the month of May
each year.
The 112,000-kc. or 112-Mc. band is the newest addition to the amateur spectrum, and is
gradually receiving occupancy. Its characteristics insofar as local work is concerned are similar to 56 Mc. The fact that elementary transceivers can be used, without the stability requirements of the lower frequencies, makes the
band especially attractive for mobile work and
general short-range activity.
Above 116 Mc. but little progress has as yet
been made by amateurs, although a few experimenters are persistently investigating this
field. As yet the 224- Mc, band and the experimental region above 300 Mc. are not used for
general communication, but it is logical to
expect agradual infiltration in the course of the
next few years.
Memorizing the Code
There is nothing particularly difficult incident to taking your place in the ranks of
licensed amateurs.
The first job you should tackle is the business
of memorizing the code. This can be done while
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1 • mio
ma am
2 somem•am
3 • • • ma mi
4 • • • •
5
6 am • • • •
7 am am • • •
8
am • •
9 am
•

o

(")• am • • eim•
Error
• sun •
OK (Received)
• • •
Double Dash
am •
Invitation to transmit
Wait
•
•
•
•
End of message • um • ma e
End of transmission • • • am • um
Thank you
am • • mi
Fig. 202 — The Continental Code.
you are building your receiver. Thus, by the
time the receiver is finished, you will know the
characters for the alphabet and will be ready to
practice receiving in order to acquire speed.
Speed practice, either by means of abuzzer, or
by listening in on your receiver, can be indulged in in odd moments while the transmitter, in turn, is being constructed. The net re-.
suit of such an organized program should be
that by the time the transmitter is finished you
will be able to receive the thirteen words a
minute required by the government for your
amateur operator license, and can immediately
proceed to study for the " theoretical" part of
your license examination without loss of time.
Memorizing the code is no task at all if you
simply make up your mind to apply yourself to
the job and get it over with as quickly as possible. The complete Continental alphabet,
punctuation marks and numerals are shown in
the table given here. The alphabet and all the
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numerals should be learned, but only the first
eight of the punctuation marks shown need be
memorized by the beginner. Start by memorizing the alphabet, forgetting the numerals and
punctuation marks for the present. Various
good systems for learning the code have been
devised. They are of undoubted value but the
job is avery simple one and usually can be accomplished easily by taking the first five letters, memorizing them, then the next five, and
so on. As you progress you should review all
the letters learned up to that time, of course.
When you have memorized the alphabet you
can go to the numerals, which will come very
quickly since you can see that they follow a
definite system. The punctuation marks wind
up the schedule — and be sure to learn at least
the first eight — the more commonly-used
ones.
One suggestion: Learn to think of the letters
in terms of sound rather than their appearance
as they are printed. Don't think of A as " dotdash" but think of it as the sound " dit-dah."
B, of course, is " dah-dit-dit-dit," C, "dah-ditdah-dit" and so on.
Even better will be listening to the characters as they are sent on a buzzer or code practice oscillator, if someone can be found to send
to you. Learning the code is like learning anew
language, and the sooner you learn to understand the language without mental " translation" the easier it will be for you.
Don't think about speed yet. Your first job
is simply to memorize all the characters and
make sure you know them without hesitation.
Good practice can be obtained, while building
the receiver, if you try to spell out in code the
names of the various parts you are working on
at the time.
Acquiring Speed by Buzzer Practice
When the code is thoroughly memorized, you
can start to develop speed in receiving code
transmission. Perhaps the best way to do this
is to have two people learn the code together
and send to each other by means of a buzzerand-key outfit. An advantage of this system is
that it develops sending ability, too, for the
person doing the receiving will be quick to
criticize uneven or indistinct sending. If possible, it is agood idea to get the aid of an experienced operator for the first few sessions, so
that you will know what well-sent characters
sound like.
The diagram shows the connections for a
buzzer-practice set. When buying the key it is
agood idea to get one that will be suitable for
use in the transmitter later; this will save you
money.
Another good practice set for two people
learning the code together is that using atube
oscillator.
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The parts required are: an old audio transformer, atype ' 30 tube, a pair of ' phones, key,
two No. 6 dry cells, tube-socket, a 20-ohm
filament rheostat, and a 22%-volt B battery.
These are hooked up to form an audio oscillator.
If nothing is heard in the ' phones when the key
is depressed, reverse the leads going to the two
binding posts at either transformer winding.
Reversing both sets of leads will have no
effect.
A more elaborate oscillator which dispenses
with batteries is shown in Figs. 205 and 206. It
uses a single dual-purpose tube as oscillator
and rectifier, and will operate from any 110-120
volt a.c. or d.c. supply.
Either the buzzer set or the audio oscillators
described will give satisfactory results. The
advantage of an audio oscillator over the buzzer set is that it gives a good signal in the
'phones without making any noise in the room,
and also produces a tone more closely simulating actual radio signals.
After the practice set has been built, and
another operator's help secured, practice sending turn and turn about to each other. Send
single letters at first, the listener learning to
recognize each character quickly, without hesitation. Following this, start slow sending of
complete words and sentences, always trying
to have the material sent at just alittle faster
rate than you can copy easily; this speeds up
your mind. Write down each letter you recognize. Do not try to write down the dots and
dashes; write down the letters. Don't stop to
compare the sounds of different letters, or
think too long about aletter or word that has
been missed. Go right on to the next one or
each " miss" will cause you to lose several
characters you might otherwise have gotten.
If you exercise alittle patience you will soon be
getting every character, and in a surprisingly
short time will be receiving at a good rate of
speed. When you think you can receive 13
words a minute (65 letters a minute) have the

Fig. 203 — A Buzzer Code Practice Set.
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Fig. 204 — Circuit of the buzzer code practice set
shown in Fig. 203. The 'phones are connected across the
coils of the buzzer with acondenser in series. The size of
this condenser determines the strength of the signal in
the 'phones. Should the value shown give an excessively
loud signal, it may be reduced to 500 or even 250 11 IA fd.

sender transmit code groups rather than
straight English text. This will prevent you
from recognizing a word " on the way" and
filling it in before you've really listened to the
letters themselves.
After you have acquired areasonable degree
of proficiency concentrate on the less common
characters, as well as the numerals and punctuation marks. These prove the downfall of
many applicants taking the code examination
under the handicap of nervous stress and
excitement.
Learning by Listening
While it is very nice to be able to get the
help of another person in sending to you while
you are acquiring code-speed, it is not always
possible to be so fortunate, and some other
method of acquiring speed must be resorted to.
Under such circumstances, the time-honored
system is to " learn by listening" on your shortwave receiver. With even the simplest shortwave receivers anumber of high-power stations
can be heard in every part of the world. It is
usually possible to pick astation going at about
the desired speed for code practice. Listen to
see if you cannot recognize some individual
letters. Use paper and pencil and write down
the letters as you hear them. Try to copy as
many letters as you can.
Whenever you hear aletter that you know,
write it down. Keep everlastingly at it. Twenty
minutes or half an hour is long enough for one
session. This practice may be repeated several
times a day. Don't become discouraged. Soon
you will copy without missing so many letters.
Then you will begin to get calls, which are
repeated several times, and whole words like
"and" and " the." After words will come
sentences. You now know the code and your
speed will improve slowly with practice.
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In " learning by listening" try to pick stations sending slightly faster than your limit.
In writing, try to make the separation between
words definite. Try to " read" the whole of
short words before starting to write them down.
Do the writing while listening to the first
part of the next word. Practice and patience
will soon make it easy to listen and write
at the same time. Good operators usually copy
several words " behind" the incoming signals.
A word of caution: the U. S. radio communication laws prescribe heavy penalties for
divulging the contents of any radiogram to
other than the addressee. You may copy anything you hear in the amateur bands for practice but you must preserve its secrecy.
Code Practice Helps
There are several code-training courses and
mechanical devices on the market designed to
assist in building code speed. One such course
is based on a special training routine¡ others
are built around automatic sending equipment
(either tape or phonograph recordings) which
send perfectly-formed code without the help of
another person. We heartily suggest that the
beginner should examine advertisements for
such courses and equipment, especially where
difficulty is experienced with more common
methods.
Volunteer Code Practice Stations
Each fall and winter season the A.R.R.L.
solicits volunteers, amateurs using code only,
or often acombination of voice and code transmission, who will send transmissions especially
calculated to assist beginners. These transmissions go on the air at specified hours on certain
days of the week and may be picked up within
aradius of several hundred miles under favorable conditions. Words and sentences are sent
at different speeds and repeated by voice, or
checked by mail for correctness if you write the
stations making the transmissions and enclose
astamped, addressed envelope for reply.
The schedules of the score or more volunteer
code-practice stations are listed regularly in
QST during the fall and winter. Information at
other times may be secured by writing League
headquarters. Some of the stations have been
highly successful in reaching both coasts with
code-practice transmissions from the central
part of the country.
Interpreting What You Hear
As soon as you finish your receiver and hook
it up you will begin to pick up different highfrequency stations, some of them perhaps in
the bands of frequency assigned to amateurs,
others perhaps commercial stations belonging
to different services. The loudest signals will
not necessarily be those from near- by stations.
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Depending on transmitting conditions which
vary with the frequency, the distance and the
time of day, remote stations may or may not
be louder than relatively near-by stations.
The first letters you identify probably will
be the call signals identifying the stations
called and the calling stations, if the stations
are in the amateur bands. Station calls are
assigned by the government, prefixed by a
letter ( W in the United States, VE in Canada,
G in England, etc.) indicating the country. In
this country amateur calls will be made up of
such combinations as W8CMP, W1KH,
W1AW, etc., the number indicating the amateur call area and giving a general idea of the
part of the country in which the station heard
is located. The reader is referred to the chapter
on " Operating a Station" for complete information on the procedure amateurs use in calling, handling messages, and the like. Many
abbreviations are used which will be made clear
by reference to the tables of Q Code, miscellaneous abbreviations, and " ham" abbreviations included in the Appendix. The table of
international prefixes, also in the back of the
book, will help to identify the country where
amateur and commercial stations are located.
Using a Key
The correct way to grasp the key is important. The knob of the key should be about
eighteen inches from the edge of the operating
table and about on a line with the operator's
right shoulder, allowing room for the elbow to
rest on the table. A table about thirty inches in
height is best. The spring tension of the key
varies with different operators. A fairly heavy
spring at the start is desirable. The back adjustment of the key should be changed until
there is a vertical movement of about onesixteenth inch at the knob. After an operator
has mastered the use of the hand key the tension should be changed and can be reduced to
the minimum spring tension that will cause the
key to open immediately when the pressure is
released. More spring tension than necessary
causes the expenditure of unnecessary energy.
The contacts should be spaced by the rear
screw on the key only and not by allowing
play in the side screws, which are provided
merely for aligning the contact points. These
side screws should be screwed up to a setting
which prevents appreciable side play but not
adjusted so tightly that binding is caused. The
gap between the contacts should always be at
least a thirty-second of an inch, since a toofinely spaced contact will cultivate a nervous
style of sending which is highly undesirable.
On the other hand too-wide spacing (much over
one-sixteenth inch) may result in unduly heavy
or " muddy" sending. "
Do not hold the key tightly. Let the hand
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key of heavy construction will help
in this.
Obtaining Government Licenses
When you are able to copy 13
words per minute, have studied basic transmitter theory and familiarized yourself with the radio law and
amateur regulations, you are ready
to give serious thought to securing
the government combination amateur operator-station license which
is issued you, after examination,
through the Federal Communications Commission, at Washington,
D. C.
Because a discussion of license
application procedure, license renewal and modification, exemptions, and detailed information on
the nature and scope of the license
examination involve more detailed
treatment than it is possible to
give within the limitations of this
chapter, it has been made the subFig. 205 — A.C.-D.C. code practice oscillator.
ject of aspecial booklet published
by the League, and at this point
the beginning amateur should possess himrest lightly on the key. The thumb should be
self of a copy and settle down to a study
against the left side of the key. The first and
of its pages in order to familiarize himsecond fingers should be bent a little. They
self with the intricacies of the law and preshould hold the middle and right sides of the
pare himself for his test. The booklet, "The
knob, respectively. The fingers are partly on
Radio Amateur's License Manual," may be obtop and partly over the side of the knob. The
tained from A.R.R.L. headquarters for 25e
other two fingers should be free of the key. The
postpaid. From the beginner's standpoint one
photograph shows the correct way to hold akey.
of the most valuable features of this book is its
A wrist motion should be used in sending.
The whole arm should not be used. One should
25A7
not send " nervously " but with asteady flexing
R,
of the wrist. The grasp on the key should be
firm, not tight, or jerky sending will result.
None of the muscles should be tense but they
C,
should all be under control. The arm should
rest lightly on the operating table with the
R3
wrist held above the table. An up-and-down
motion without any sideways action is best.
The fingers should never leave the key knob.

f,e;:t
ed

Sending
Good sending seems easier than receiving,
but don't be deceived. A beginner should not
send fast. Keep your transmitting speed down
to the receiving speed, and bend your efforts
to sending well.
When sending do not try to speed things up
too soon. A slow, even rate of sending is the
mark of agood operator. Speed will come with
time alone. Leave special types of keys alone
until you have mastered the knack of properly
handling the standard-type telegraph key.
Because radio transmissions are seldom free
from interference, a " heavier" style of sending
is best to develop for radio work. A rugged
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Fig. 206 — Diagram of the A.C.-D.C. oscillator.
C1— 100-p4d. midget mica fixed condenser.
Cg — 250-mufd. midget mica fixed condenser.
Cy — 8-4d. 200-volt midget electrolytic.
R1— 0.5-megohm A-watt fixed resistor. (A lower
value or a variable resistor may be used to
reduce volume if desired.)
R2
1-megohm %.watt fixed resistor.
Ry — 50-ohm 1-watt fixed resistor.
T — 3:1 ratio midget push-pull audio transformer.
Line cord resistor — 310 ohms. (A 300-ohm 50-watt
fixed resistor may be used.)
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list of nearly 200 representative examination
questions with their correct answers.
A few general remarks:
While no government licenses are necessary
to operate receivers in the United States, you
positively must have the required amateur
licenses before doing sending of any kind with
atransmitter. This license requirement applies
for any kind of transmitter on any wavelength.
Attempts to engage in transmitting operation
of any kind, without holding licenses, will inevitably lead to arrest, and fine or imprisonment.
Amateur licenses are free, but are issued only
to citizens of the United States; this applies
both to the station authorization and the
operator's personal license, with the further
provision in the station license that it will not
be issued where the apparatus is to be located
on premises controlled by an alien. But the requirement of citizenship is the only limitation,
and amateur licenses are issued without regard
to age or physical condition to anyone who
successfully completes the required examination. There are licensed amateurs as young as
twelve and as old as eighty. Many permanently
bed-ridden persons find their amateur radio a
priceless boon and have successfully qualified
for their " tickets"; even blindness is no bar
— several stations heard regularly on the air
are operated by people so afflicted.
Persons who would like to operate at amateur stations, but do not have their own sta-
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Fig. 207 — Illustrating the correct position of the
hand and fingers for the operation of atelegraph key.

tion as yet, may obtain an amateur operator
license without being obliged to take out a
station license. But no one may take out the
station license alone; all those wishing station
licenses must also take out operator licenses.
Extracts from the basic Communications
Act and the complete text of the amateur
regulations current at the time this Handbook
went to press will be found in the Appendix.
Because the regulations are subject to occasional changes or additions, however, it
is recommended that your study of them be
from the License Manual already mentioned,
since this latter publication is always revised,
or a " change sheet" incorporated with it,
whenever such alterations in our regulations
take place.
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Current Flow — Conductors and Insulators— Condensers —
Coils— Tuned Circuits— Vacuum Tube Fundamentals

O

NE will recall from high-school chemistry that all matter — solids, liquids and gases
— is made up of fundamental units called
molecules, the smallest subdivision of matter.
These molecules in turn are found to consist of
atoms of the component elements. Molecules
and atoms are infinitesimally small, and can't
be seen even with the most powerful microscopes. The thing to remember is that all
matter is made up of molecules which are in
turn combinations of atoms of the component
elements.
Electrons

All atoms are made up of particles, or
charges, of electricity — nothing more — and
atoms differ from each other only in the number and arrangement of these charges. These
charges are called electrons. The atom has a
nucleus composed of both positive and negative electrons, with the positive predominating
so that the nature of the nucleus is positive.
The charges in the nucleus are closely bound
together. Exterior to the nucleus are negative
electrons, some of which are not so closely
bound and can be made to leave the vicinity
of the nucleus without too much urging. These
electrons whirl around the nucleus like the
planets around the sun, and their orbits are
not random paths but geometrically-regular
ones determined by the charges on the nucleus
and the number of electrons. Ordinarily the
atom is electrically neutral, the outer negative electrons balancing the positive nucleus,
but when something disturbs this balance
electrical activity becomes evident, and it is
the study of what happens in this unbalanced
condition that makes up electrical theory.
• ELECTRONS AT REST
It was mentioned above that in some materials it is relatively easy to move the electrons
+ + + + + + + +

+ + + + + +
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Fig. 301— Lightning is
caused by the discharge of
electricity that builds up on
acloud reaching apotential
high enough to break down
the air between the cloud
and ground or another cloud.
The charge is believed to be
caused by friction of air
masses or dust particles.

away from the nucleus. There are also many
materials in which this is difficult to do. A
material in which it is hard to move or displace
the electrons by electrical means is said to have
a high resistance, and further along you will
see why this is also an appropriate term from
other standpoints.
Static Charges

Many materials that have a high resistance
can be made to acquire a charge (surplus or
deficiency of electrons) by mechanical means.
You have often heard the " electricity" crackling when you ran your hard- rubber comb
through your hair on adry winter day, or have
noticed the tiny spark that jumps from your
finger tip to a metal object after you have
walked across a rug in a dry room. This was
caused simply by the friction of the comb passing through your hair and of your shoes passing
over the carpet. The spark, in either case, was
caused by the attempt of the charge that had
built up to equalize itself. In other words,
when you ran the comb through your hair,
there was a surplus of electrons left on the
comb, forming acharge, and the next time you
brought the comb near your hair the charge
was in such a hurry to equalize itself that it
jumped a short distance through the air. The
higher the charge, the greater the distance it
can jump. Lightning is nothing more than the
same thing on agigantic scale; clouds pick up
a tremendous charge ( meteorologists don't
agree as to why, but friction of air masses or
dust particles is believed to be a contributing
factor) and when the charge becomes great
enough it breaks over in a blinding flash to
ground or to another cloud with the opposite
charge. Objects can have either asurplus or a
deficiency of electrons — it is called a negative
charge if there is a surplus of electrons; a
positive charge if there is a lack of them. As
with all things in nature, there must always be
abalance, and for every negative charge there
will be found a similar positive charge, since
each electron that leaves an atom to form a
negative charge leaves the rest of the atom
with a positive charge.
You will have the essence if you remember
that these charges or potentials are nothing
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more than alack or surplus of electrons.
If two objects are oppositely charged,
a potential difference is said to exist
between them, and this difference is
measured by an electrical unit called
the volt. The greater the potential difA
ference, the higher (numerically) the
Fig. 303 — A simple example of Ohm's Law. At A, a
voltage. The difference in electrons between
single lamp across the 110-volt line burns with normal
the two objects which causes this potenbrilliancy, indicating normal current through the lamp.
tial difference or voltage exerts an electrical
At B, the two lamps in series give an effective resistance of twice that of a single lamp, and the current
pressure or force which is trying to equalize and
through them is therefore only half normal current.
thus nullify the charges, and for this reason it
This is indicated by half brilliancy of the lamps.
is often called electromotive force or, simply,
At C, the lamps are connected in parallel, and since
e.m.f. However, one usually thinks of it as
the lamps have 110 volts across them they burn with
normal brilliancy. But twice as much light is given off,
"voltage," remembering that voltage represo the system must be drawing twice as much current
sents the electrical potential difference set up
and the effect of the two lamps in parallel is to place a
by a surplus or lack of electrons.
load across the line of half the resistance of one lamp.
Condensers
Now is a good time to become acquainted
with a fundamental electrical device used
quite often in electrical and mechanical work,
the condenser. So far, only static charges on
combs and clouds have been mentioned. However, if two metal plates are separated a short
distance by:a high-resistance material, such as
glass, mica, oil or air, or any one of anumber of
other materials, it will be found that the two
plates can be given a charge by connecting
them to asource of potential difference such as
abattery or other power supply. The potential
difference, or voltage, of the charge will be
equal to that of the source. The quantity of the

charge will depend upon the voltage of the
charging source and the capacity of the condenser. The value of capacity of a condenser
is a constant depending upon the physical dimensions, increasing with the area of the
plates and the thinness and dielectric constant
of the insulating material in between.
Capacity is measured in farads, a unit much
too large for practical purposes, and in radio
work the terms microfarad (
abbreviated dd.)
and micro-microfarad ( pfd.) are used. The
microfarad is one- millionth of afarad, and the
micro-microfarad is one-millionth of that.
One can easily demonstrate the difference in
the quantity-holding ability of condensers by
taking two of different capacity out of the junk
box, touching them one at a time across a
45-volt B battery to charge them, and then
discharging them with a screw driver across
the terminals. The one with the larger capacity
will give a fatter spark when it is discharged.
Since they were both charged to exactly the
same potential — the voltage of the battery —
the difference in the discharges was due to the
difference in the amount of stored charge.
Electrostatic Field

Fig. 302 — Various forms of condensers. The electro
lytic condenser at the left front is alow-voltage one used
as an audio by-pass across cathode resistors. The long,
cylindrical can directly in back houses ahigher-voltage
electrolytic condenser used in receiver and low-voltage
transmitter power-supply filters. The small paper (front
row, second from left) and the small mica (front row,
extreme right) fixed condensers are used in receiver and
low-voltage transmitter applications. The small variable
condenser in the front row is used in receivers and lowvoltage transmitters; the variable condenser with the
heavy plates and greater spacing is used in high-power
transmitters. The small, compact vacuum condenser is
anew type of fixed condenser for transmitting having an
even greater voltage rating than the large variable
condenser and losses low enough so that it may be used
in atransmitter tank circuit.
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The electrical energy in acharged condenser
is considered to be stored in much the same
way that mechanical energy is stored in a
stressed spring or rubber band. Whereas the
mechanical energy in the spring can be stored
because of the elasticity of the material, the
electrical energy is stored in a condenser
because of the electrostatic field that exists
wherever a difference of potential occurs. The
conception of afield, or lines of force, is adopted
as the only way to explain the " action at a
distance" of an electrical charge.

• ELECTRONS

IN MOTION

It was mentioned above that a material in
which it is difficult to move the electrons is said
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to have high resistance. Conversely, amaterial
in which it is easy to move the electrons is said
to have low resistance or, more simply, it is
called agood conductor. Most of the metals fall
into this class, with silver and copper being
among the best, followed by aluminum, brass,
zinc, platinum and iron, in the order named.
Conductors will, of course, conduct electricity
regardless of their shape, but in most electrical
work the most efficient form of conductor is a
round wire, and henceforth when the word
"conductor" is used, it should be visualized
as a wire.
Current Flow
If a difference of potential exists across the
ends of aconductor (by connecting the wire to
a battery or generator or other source of voltage) there will be acontinuous drift of electrons
passing from atom to atom, and an electrical
current is said to be flowing. The electrons do
not streak from one end of the conductor to
the other — their actual movement is quite
minute — but it is more like a " bucket brigade" where, instead of firemen handing
buckets down the line, atoms pass a potential
difference down the line of the conductor until
it is neutralized. The current itself may be
traveling quite fast, close to the speed of light,
but the actual electrons themselves move only
ashort distance.
The current is measured in amperes, and if
you wish to visualize that in terms of electrons,
try to remember that a current of one ampere
represents nearly 10 19 (ten million, million,
million) electrons flowing past a point in one
second; or that a micro-ampere ( millionth of
an ampere) is nearly 10 million electrons per
micro-second ( millionth of asecond).
Ohm's Law
The current in aconductor is determined by
two things, the voltage across the conductor
R,

R4
SERIES

and the resistance of «the conductor. The unit of
resistance is the ohm, and, by definition, an
e.m.f. of one volt will cause a current of one
ampere to flow through a resistance of one
ohm. Since the three quantities are interdependent, if we know the values of any two we
can easily determine the third by the simple
relation known as Ohm's Law. When I is the
current in amperes, E is the electromotive force
in volts and R is the circuit resistance in ohms,
the formulas of Ohm's Law are:
E
E
It = — = —
I
,

The resistance of the circuit can therefore be
found by dividing the voltage by the current: the
current can be found by dividing the voltage by
the resistance: the electromotive force or e.m.f. is
equal to the product of the resistance and the
current.
Ohm's Law applies only to circuits with
metallic conductors, since some materials
change their resistance in accordance with the
amount of current flowing. The resistance of
any metallic conductor depends upon the material, its cross-sectional area and the length
of the conductor.
Resistances in Series and Parallel
Resistors, like battery cells, may be connected in series, in parallel or in series-parallel.
When two or more resistors are connected in
series, the total resistance of the group is higher
than that of any of the units. Should two or
more resistors be connected in parallel, the
total resistance is decreased. Fig. 304 and the
following formulas show how the value of a
bank of resistors in series, parallel or seriesparallel may be computed, the total being
between A and B in each case.
Resistances in series:
Total resistance in ohms = R1 ± R2 + R3 + R4
Resistances in parallel:
Total resistance in ohms —

A

E = IR

1
1
R1 +

oA
PARALLEL / R,

R3

1

1

1

R2

± R3

+ R4

Or, in the case of only 2 resistances in
parallel,

R4

Total resistance in ohms —

o

R1R2
R1 + R2

Resistances in series-parallel:
Total resistance in ohms =
1
1

SERIESPARALLEL

R1+ R2

1
+

1

R3 + R4

+

R5 + R6

1
+

R7 + R8 +

Re

Ionization
Fig. 304
Diagrams of series,
parallel resistance connections.
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parallel and series-

All conduction does not necessarily take
place in solid conductors. If a glass tube is
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fitted with metal plates at each end, and filled
with a gas or even ordinary air (a mixture of
gases) at reduced pressure, an electric current
may be passed through the gas if ahigh-enough
voltage is applied across the metal terminals.
The commonly-used neon advertising signs
utilize this principle, since the current flow
also generates light, the color depending upon
the gas being used. When the voltage is applied
across the tube, the positively charged plate
attracts a few electrons, which are given considerable velocity due to the acceleration of the
electric charge and the fact that the reduced
pressure in the tube (less gas) permits the electrons to travel farther before colliding with a
gas atom. When they do collide with the atoms,
they knock off outer electrons of the gas atom
and these electrons also join the procession towards the positive plate, and of course knock
off more electrons from other atoms. The atoms
that have had an electron or two knocked off
are no longer true atoms but ions, and since
they have apositive charge (due to the electron
deficiency) they are called " positive ions."
These positive ions, being heavier than the
electrons, travel more slowly towards the
negative plate, where they acquire electrons
and become neutral atoms again. The net
result is a flow of electrons, and hence of current, from negative plate to positive plate. The
light given off, it may be mentioned, is considered incidental to the recombination of ions
and free electrons at the negative plate. This
kind of conduction, made possible by ionization by collision, is utilized in the operation of
certain types of gaseous rectifiers, and in
combination with another principle in mercuryvapor rectifiers.
Electrolytic Conduction
A very large number of chemical compounds
have the peculiar characteristic that when
they are put into solution the component
parts become ionized. For example, common
table salt or sodium chloride, each molecule of
which is made up of one atom of sodium and
one of chlorine, will, when put into water,
break down into a sodium ion (positive, with
one electron deficient) and a chlorine ion
(negative, with one excess electron). This can
only occur as long as the salt is in solution —
take away the water and the ions are recombined into the neutral sodium chloride. This
spontaneous disassociation in solution is of
course another form of ionization, and if two
wires with adifference of potential across them
are placed in the solution, the negative wire will
attract the positive sodium ions and the positive wire will attract the negative chlorine
ions, and acurrent will flow through the solution. When the ions reach the wires the electron
surplus or deficiency will be remedied, and a
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neutral atom will be formed. The energy supplied by the source of potential difference is
used to move the ions through the liquid and to
supply or remove electrons. This type of current flow is due to electrolytic conduction, and
the principle was utilized in the now almostobsolete " electrolytic rectifier." It also forms
abasis for the construction of the " electrolytic
condenser."
Batteries
All batteries depend upon chemical action
for the generation of a potential difference
across their terminals. The common dry cell
(which won't work completely dry) depends
upon zinc ions (the metal case of a dry cell is
the zinc plate) with a positive charge going
into solution and leaving the zinc plate strongly
negative. The electrical energy is derived from
the chemical energy, and in time the zinc will
be used up or worn away. However, in lead
storage batteries, such as are used in automobiles for starting, the electrical energy is stored
by chemical means and entails no destruction
of the battery materials. The water that must
be replaced from time to time is lost by
evaporation.
It might be pointed out here that the term
"battery" is used correctly only when speaking of more than one cell — asingle cell is not
abattery, but two or more connected together
become a battery.
Thermionic Conduction
There is still another method of electric
current conduction, one of the most important
in radio because it is the foundation for the
whole wonderful family of vacuum tubes used in
both reception and transmission. If a suitable
metallic conductor, such as tungsten or oxidecoated or thoriated tungsten, is heated to a
Dnection
of f/ow

Positive
Plate

Hot
Filament

9.

11111111

Fig. 305 — II ustrating conduction by thermonic
emission of electrons in avacuum tube. One battery is
used only to heat the filament to atemperature where
it will emit electrons. The other battery places apositive
potential on the plate, with respect to the filament, and
the electrons are attracted to the plate. The flow of
electrons completes the electrical path, and current
flows in the plate circuit.
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high temperature in a vacuum (by passing
current through it until it heats to the proper
temperature) electrons will be emitted from
the surface. The electrons are freed from this
filament or cathode because it has been heated
to a temperature that activates them sufficiently to allow them to break away from the
surface. The process is called thermionic electron
emission, or simply emission. Once free, these
electrons form a cloud of negative electrons
immediately surrounding the cathode which
will repel further electrons that try to break
through this space charge. A few will be given
sufficient velocity to travel some distance from
the cathode, but the majority will stay in the
vicinity of the cathode. However, if a plate
is placed in the vacuum tube, and given a
positive charge by connecting a battery between plate and cathode, this plate or anode
will attract anumber of the electrons that surround the cathode. The passage of these electrons from cathode to anode constitutes an
electric current. Some of the electrons that
reach the anode may have sufficient velocity
to dislodge an electron or two from the plate,
and these electrons can be attracted to other
positively-charged plates in the vicinity. If
there are no other positive plates nearby, the
electrons are attracted back to the plate from
which they came. The process of dislodging
electrons by other fast-moving electrons is
called secondary emission. The important thing
to remember is that all thermionic vacuum
tubes depend for their operation on the emission of electrons from a hot cathode, and that
the current flowing through a vacuum tube is
simply the flow of these electrons being attracted to apositively-charged plate or anode.
Insulators

Materials with a very high resistance, like
hard rubber, steatite, bakelite, isolantite, mica,
mycalex, quartz, sulphur and vacuum are
called insulators. If an insulator is used to
separate the plates of a condenser, it is called
adielectric. Poor conductors are good insulators,
and vice versa. Insulators are used where it is
desired to avoid current flow through a physical connection.

P = El,
or P =
or P = E2
P being the power in watts, E the e.m.f. in
volts, and I the current in amperes.
It will be noted that if the current in a
resistor and the resistance value are known, we
can readily find the power. Or if the voltage
across a resistance and the current through it
are known or measured by a suitable voltmeter and ammeter, the product of volts and
amperes will give the power. Knowing the approximate value of a resistor (ohms) and the
applied voltage across it, the power dissipated
is given by the last formula.
Likewise, when the power and resistance in a
circuit are known, the voltage and current
can be calculated by the following equations
derived from the power formulas given above:
E -= VPR

Magnetic Field

Any physicist will tell you that moving electrons generate a magnetic field. This magnetic
field is exactly the same as the strange force
that exists in the vicinity of any magnet and is
capable of attracting other magnetic materials.
Since acurrent in awire is electrons in motion,
it is not strange that a magnetic field is found
in the vicinity of a conductor with current
flowing through it.
There is aconverse to this. When a conductor is moved through a magnetic field (or the
field is moved past the conductor) electrons in
the conductor are forced to move, producing a
current. An electric current generates amagnetic
field about it and, conversely, an electric current
is generated by a magnetic field moving (or
changing) past the conductor.
Magnetic fields are in the form of lines surrounding the wire; they are termed lines of

Heating Effect and Power

When current passes through a conductor,
there is some amount of molecular friction, and
this friction generates heat. This heat is dependent only upon the current in the conductor, the resistance of the conductor and the
time during which the current flows. The
power used in heating or the heat dissipated
in the circuit ( which may be considered sometimes as an undesired power loss) can be determined by substitution in the following
equations:
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Fig. 306— Whenever current passes
through a wire, a
magnetic field exists
around the wire.
Its direction can be
traced by means of a
small compass.
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magnetic force. These lines of force, in the form
of concentric circles around the conductor, lie
in planes at right angles to the axis of the
conductor.
The magnetic field constituted by these
lines of force exists only when current is flowing through the wire. When the current is
started through the wire, we may visualize the
magnetic field as coming into being and sweeping outward from the axis of the wire. And on
the cessation of the current flow, the field collapses toward the wire again and disappears.
Thus energy is alternately stored in the field and
returned to the wire. When a conductor is
wound into the form of a coil of many turns,
the magnetic field becomes stronger because

the coil tends constantly to oppose any change
in the current flowing through it, and it takes
an appreciable amount of time for the current
to reach its normal value through the coil. The
effect can be visualized as electrical inertia.
After the current has come to a steady value,
the self-inductance has no effect, and the
current is only limited by the resistance of the
wire in the coil.
The inductance of a coil is measured in
henrys or, when smaller units are more convenient, the millihenry (one-thousandth of a
henry) or microhenry (one-millionth of a henry). The inductance of a coil depends on
several factors (see Chapter Twenty), chief of
which are the number of turns and the crosssectional area of the coil. The inductance can
be greatly increased by using iron instead of
air for a core material.
Electric Circuits

;;*

I
I
Fig. 307 — When the conducting wire is coiled, the
individual magnetic fields of each turn are in such a
direction as to produce afield similar to that of abar
magnet.
there are more lines of force, and the effect can
be increased still further by placing an iron
core within the coil. The force is expressed in
terms of magneto-motive force (m.m.f.) which
depends on the number of turns of wire, the
size of the coil and the amount of current
flowing through it. The same magnetizing effect can be secured with a great many turns
and a weak current or with fewer turns and a
greater current. If 10 amperes flow in one
turn of wire, the magnetizing effect is 10
ampere-turns. Should one ampere flow in 10
turns of wire, the magnetizing effect is also
10 ampere-turns.
Inductance
When asource of voltage is connected across
a coil, the current does not immediately reach
the value predicted, by Ohm's Law, for the applied voltage and the resistance of the coil.
The reason for this is that, as the current
starts to flow through the coil, the magnetic
field around the coil builds up. As this field
builds up, it induces avoltage back in the coil,
and the current caused by this induced voltage
is always in the opposite direction to the current originally passed through the coil. Therefore, because of this property of self-induction,
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You will often see mention of an electric
"circuit." It is sufficient to remember that this
is simply acomplete path along which electrons
can transmit their charge. More completely,
there will normally be a source of energy — a
battery, generator, or magnetic means for
inducing current flow — and a load or portion
of the circuit where the current is made to do
useful work. There must be an unbroken path
through which the electrons can transmit their
charges, with the source of energy acting as an
electron pump and sending them around the
circuit. The circuit is said to be open when no
charges can move, due to a break in the path.
It is closed when no break exists — when
switches are closed and all connections are
properly made.
• ELECTRONS IN MOTION — ALTERNATING CURRENT
Thus far only direct current, i.e., current
traveling in one direction, has been discussed.
However, most electrical and radio work
utilizes alternating current, or current that
alternates its direction in periodic fashion.
(
I0
707

Peak value
ACmeters read the
effective (rm s ' values
ofcurrent and
707 of peak
value of
wave

(re's =

vodage
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Fig. 308 — Representing sine-wave alternating current and voltage.
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An electric current can be generated by a
magnetic field moving or changing past a conductor. If the magnetic field moves in one
direction, the electric current will flow in one
direction; if the magnetic field moves in the
opposite direction (decreasing is the same
thing, in effect the current will move in the
opposite direction. Mechanical methods are
used to generate alternating current by this
principle, using rotating machinery, and the
machines are called alternating-current generators or alternators. Their design is such that the
current in the wire (or voltage across the
terminals) will go from zero to apeak value and
back to zero, and up to apeak value in the opposite direction and back to zero, in what is
called a sine wave. The length of time that it
takes to go through this cycle is called the
period; the number of times it goes through
this cycle, per second, is called the frequency.
It may be easier to understand if the value of
current (or voltage) is represented graphically as
in Fig. 308. This is simply achart showing that
the current starts at zero value, builds up to a
maximum in one direction, comes back down
to zero, builds up to amaximum in the opposite
direction and comes back to zero. This completes one cycle — 60 cycle (per second) current does this 60 times a second. The curve
followed is described mathematically as a
sine curve; it will be shown later how harmonics will change the general shape of the
curve.
It is evident that both the voltage and current are swinging continuously between their
positive maximum and negative maximum
values, and it might be wondered how one can
speak of so many amperes of alternating current when the value is changing continuously.
The problem is simplified in practical work by
considering that an alternating current has an
effective value of one ampere when it produces
heat at the same average rate as one ampere of
continuous direct current flowing through agiven
resistor. This effective value is the square root
of the mean value of the instantaneous current
squared. For the sine-wave form,
Eeff =

N/MEL:

For this reason, the effective value of an alternating current, or voltage, is also known as the
root-mean-square or r.m.s. value. Hence, the
effective value is the square root of 32 or 0.707
of the maximum value — practically considered 70% of the maximum value.
Another important value, involved where
alternating current is rectified to direct current,
is the average. This is equal to 0.636 of the
maximum (or peak) value of either current or
voltage. The three terms maximum (
or peak),
effective (or r.m.s.) and average are so important
and are encountered so frequently in radio
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work that they should be fixed firmly in mind
right at the start.
They are related to each other as follows:
E... = Eel, X 1.414 = E... X 1.57
Ee l = E. X .
707 = E... X 1 . 11
E... =
X .
636 = Eeff X
.
9
The relationships for current are the same as
those given above for voltage. The usual alternating current ammeter or voltmeter gives a
direct reading of the effective or r.m.s. (root
mean square) value of current or voltage. A
direct current ammeter in the plate circuit of
avacuum tube approximates the average value
of rectified plate current. Maximum values
can be measured by a peak vacuum-tube voltmeter. Instruments for making such measurements are treated in Chapter Seventeen.
Transformers
If two coils of wire are wound on alaminated
iron core, and one of the coils is connected to a
source of alternating current, it will be found
that there is an alternating voltage across the
terminals of the other coil of wire, and an al-

Fig. 309 — Schematic representation of atransformer.
Alternating current flowing in the primary winding
induces a current in the secondary winding. The ratio
of the primary voltage to secondary voltage is very
nearly equal to the ratio of primary turns to secondary
turns.

ternating current will flow through aconductor
connecting the two terminals. The explanation
is simple: The alternating current in the first
coil, or primary, causes a changing magnetic
field in the iron core, and this changing magnetic field causes or induces an alternating
current in the second coil, or secondary. The
proportion of primary voltage to secondary
voltage is very nearly the same as the ratio of
primary turns; i.e., twice as many secondary
turns as primary turns will give twice as much
secondary voltage, etc. The current proportion
goes the other way — it is inversely proportional to the turns ratio.
Reactance— Inductive and Capacitive
When alternating current passes through a
coil, the effect described under " Inductance"
(see page 27) is present not only when the
circuit is first closed but at every reversal of the
current, and the inductance of the coil limits
the flow of current. The higher the frequency
of the current the more the inductance will try
to prevent its flow. Further, the higher the
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inductance the greater is the tendency to
retard current of the same frequency. This
characteristic of a coil, which depends both
upon frequency and inductance, is termed the
reactance, or inductive reactance.
We can readily understand how very different will be the performance of any condenser
when direct or alternating voltages are applied
to it. The direct voltages will cause a sudden
charging current, but that is all. The alternating voltages will result in the condenser becoming charged first in one direction and then
the other — this rapidly changing charging
current actually being the equivalent of an
alternating current through the condenser.
Many of the condensers in radio circuits are
used just because of this effect. They serve to
allow an alternating current to flow through
some portion of the circuit but at the same
time prevent the flow of any direct current.
Of course, condensers do not permit alternating currents to flow through them with perfect ease. They impede an alternating current
just as an inductance does. The term capacitive
reactance is used to describe this effect in the
case of condensers. Condensers have a reactance which is inversely proportional to the
capacitance and to the frequency of the applied voltage.
It should not be thought that the reactance
of coils becomes infinitely high as the frequency is increased to a high value and, likewise, that the reactance of condensers becomes
infinitely low at high frequencies. All coils have
some capacity between turns, and the reactance of this capacity can become low enough
at some high frequencies to tend to cancel the
high reactance of the coil. Likewise, the leads
and plates of condensers will have considerable
inductance at high frequencies, which will
tend to offset the capacitive reactance of the
condenser itself. For these reasons, chokes for
high-frequency work must be designed to have
low " distributed" capacity, and condensers
must be wired with short, heavy leads to have
low inductance. For example, a two-inch
length of No. 18 wire will have considerable
inductance at 28 Mc.

in a circuit where capacity predominates. Fig.
310 shows three possible conditions in an alternating current circuit. In the first, when the
load is a pure resistance, both voltage and
current rise to the maximum values simultaneously. In this case the voltage and current
are said to be in phase. In the second instance,
the existence of inductance in the circuit has
caused the current to lag behind the voltage.
In the diagram, the current is lagging one
quarter cycle behind the voltage. The current
is therefore said to be 90 degrees out of phase
with the voltage (360 degrees being the complete cycle). In the third example, with a
capacitive load, the voltage is lagging one
quarter cycle behind the current. The phase
difference is again 90 degrees. These, of course,
are theoretical examples in which it is assumed
that the inductance and the condenser have
no resistance. Actually, the angle of lag or
lead (
phase angle) depends on the ratio of
reactance to resistance in the circuit.
Another kind of phase relationship frequently encountered in radio work is that
between two alternating currents of identical
frequency flowing simultaneously in the same
circuit. Even in acircuit of pure resistance the
two currents will augment or nullify each
other, depending on whether they are in phase
or out of phase. When two such currents are
of the same frequency and in phase they are
said to be synchronized, the maximum amplitude of the combination then being the arithmetical sum of the two separate amplitudes.
The maximum amplitude will be lessened as
the phase differs, reducing to zero amplitude
with two equal currents when the phase angle
becomes 180 degrees. The latter condition is
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It has been mentioned that in a circuit
containing inductance, the rise of current is
delayed by the effect of electrical inertia presented by the inductance. Both increases and
decreases of current are similarly delayed. It
is also true that a current must flow into a
condenser before its elements can be charged
and so provide avoltage difference between its
terminals. Because of these facts, we say that
a current " lags" behind the voltage in a
circuit which has a preponderance of inductance and that the current " leads" the voltage
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known as plumc oppo8iliou or, more commonly,
out of phase.
Impedance (Z)
The combined effect of resistance and
reactance is termed impedance in the case of
both coils and condensers. The symbol for
impedance is Z and, for a series circuit, it is
computed from the formula:
Z .= V R2x.2
where R is the resistance and X is the reactance. The terms Z, R and X are all expressed
in ohms. Ohm's Law for alternating current
circuits then becomes
I =—
E '•
Z
Z

I"
E

=
E
IZ

When a circuit contains resistance, capacitance and inductance, all three in series, the
value of reactance will be the difference between that of the coil and that of the condenser.
Since for agiven coil and condenser the inductive reactance increases with frequency and
capacitive reactance decreases with frequency,
the inductive reactance (designated XL) is
conventionally considered positive and the
capacitive reactance (
Xc) negative.
In finding the current flow through a condenser in an alternating current circuit we can

be in resonance at that frequency or tuned to
that frequency.
The resonant frequency of a simple circuit
containing inductance and capacity is given by
f

—

1
27r V LC

where
fis the frequency in kilocycles per second
27r is 6.28
L is the inductance in microhenrys
C is the capacitance in micro-microfarads
(gad.)
The resonance equation in terms of wavelength is
X = 1.885 VLizh.
where
X is the wavelength in meters
LIA .is the inductance in mierohenrys
is the capacitance in micromicrofarads
All practical tuned circuits can be treated
as either one of two general types. One is the
series resonant circuit in which the inductance,
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usually assume that / = —
E (
Xè being the capacitive reactance of the condenser). The use
of the term Z (
impedance) is, in such cases,
made unnecessary because the resistance of the
usual good condenser is not high enough to
warrant consideration. When there is a resistance in series with the condenser, however, it
can be taken into account in exactly the same
manner as the resistance of the coil. The impedance of the condenser-resistance combination is then computed and used as the Z term
in the Ohm's Law formulas.
Resonance
It has been shown that the inductive reactance of acoil and the capacitive reactance of a
condenser are oppositely affected with frequency. Inductive reactance increases with
frequency; capacitive reactance decreases as
the frequency increases. In any combination of
inductance and capacitance, therefore, there is
one particular frequency for which the inductive and capacitive reactances are equal and,
since these two reactances oppose each other,
for which the net reactance becomes zero,
leaving only the resistance of the circuit to
impede the flow of current. The frequency at
which this occurs is known as the resonant
frequency of the circuit and the circuit is said to
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Fig. 311 — Characteristics of series-resonant

parallel-resonant circuits.

and

capacitance, resistance and source of voltage
are in series with each other. With a constantvoltage alternating current applied as shown in
A of Fig. 311 the current flowing through such
a circuit will be maximum at resonant frequency. The magnitude of the current will be
determined by the resistance in the circuit.
The curves of Fig. 311 illustrate this, curve a
being for minimum resistance and curves band
cbeing for greater resistances.
The second general case is the parallel resonant circuit illustrated in B of Fig. 311. This
also contains inductance, capacitance and
resistance in series, but the voltage is applied
in parallel with the combination instead of in
series with it as in A. Here we are not primarily
interested in the current flowing through the
circuit but in its characteristics as viewed from
its terminals, especially in the parallel impedance it offers. The variation of parallel
impedance of a parallel resonant circuit with
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frequency is illustrated by the same curves of
Fig. 311 that show the variation in current
with frequency for the series resonant circuit.
The parallel impedance is maximum at resonance and increases with decreasing series
resistance. Although both series and parallel
resonant circuits are generally used in radio
work, the parallel resonant circuit is most
frequently found, as inspection of the diagrams of the equipment described in subsequent chapters will show.
High parallel impedance is generally desirable in the parallel resonant circuit and low
series impedance is to be sought in series resonant circuits. Hence low series resistance is
desirable in both cases.
Sharpness of Resonance ( Q)
It is to be noted that the curves become
"flatter" for frequencies near resonance frequency as the internal series resistance is
increased, but are of the same shape for all resistances at frequencies further removed from
resonance frequency. The relative sharpness of
the resonance curve near resonance frequency
is a measure of the sharpness of tuning or
selectivity (
ability to discriminate between
voltages of different frequencies) in such circuits. This is an important consideration in
tuned circuits used for radio work. Since the
effective resistance is practically all in the
coil, the condenser resistance being negligible
(except at 28 Mc. and higher), the efficiency of
the coil is normally the important thing determining the " goodness" of a tuned circuit.
A useful measure of coil efficiency, and hence of
tuned circuit selectivity, is the ratio of the
coil's reactance to its effective series resistance.
This ratio is designated by Q.

Q=

esfL
R

The value of Q is determined directly from
the resonance curve of either aseries-resonant
or parallel-resonant circuit as shown in Fig.

312. It is given by the ratio of the resonance
frequency to the difference between the frequencies at which the series current (for the
series-resonant circuit) or the parallel voltage
(for the parallel-resonant circuit) becomes
70% of the maximum value. A value of Q that
represents a well-designed coil at the lower
frequencies will also represent an efficient coil
on the higher frequencies. This value ranges
from 100 to several hundred for good receiving
coils and slightly higher for transmitter inductances. It must be remembered, however,
that Q represents a ratio, so that the actual
frequency width of the resonance curve would
be proportionately greater for ahigh-frequency
circuit than for alow-frequency circuit having
the same value of Q.
Parallel-Resonant Circuit Impedance
The parallel-resonant circuit offers pure
resistance (its resonant impedance) between
its terminals at resonance frequency, and becomes reactive for frequencies higher and lower.
The manner in which this reactance varies
with frequency is shown by the indicated curve
in Fig. 313. This figure also shows the parallel
resistance component which combines with the
Resistance
Rearéance
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-

+
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Fig. 313 — The impedance of a parallel-resonant
circuit separated into its reactance and resistance
components. The parallel resistance is equal to the
parallel impedance at resonance.

reactance to make up the impedance. The reactive nature of parallel impedance at frequencies off resonance is important in a number of practical applications of parallel-tuned
circuits, in both transmitters and receivers,
and it will be helpful to keep this picture in
mind.
The maximum value of parallel impedance
which is obtained at resonance is proportional
to the inductance and inversely proportional
to the capacity and series resistance. (This
resistance should not be confused with the
resistance component of parallel impedance
which has just been mentioned.)
Resonant impedance —

Fig. 312 — How the value of Q is determined from t
resonance curve of asingle circuit.
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Resonant impedance = (
27rf,L)Q
In other words, the impedance is equal to the
inductive reactance of the coil (at resonant
frequency) times the Q of the circuit. Hence,
the voltage developed across the parallel
resonant circuit will be proportional to its Q.
For this reason the Q of the circuit is not only a
measure of the selectivity, but also of its gain
or amplification, since the voltage developed
across it is proportional to Z. Likewise, the Q
of acircuit is related to the frequency stability
of an oscillator in which it is used, the frequency stability being generally better as the
circuit Q is higher.
The L- Cratio of acircuit is often mentioned,
and it is simply the ratio of inductance to
capacity in any particular circuit. A " high-L"
(or " low- C") circuit is one with more than normal inductance for the frequency or application.
Piezo Electricity
Properly-ground crystals of quartz, tourmaline and other materials show a mechanical
strain when subjected to an electric charge
and, conversely, will show a difference in potential between two faces when subjected to
mechanical stress. This characteristic is called
the piezo-electric effect and is utilized in several
ways. Rochelle-salt crystals are utilized as
microphone and headphone elements. A
properly-ground quartz crystal is electrically
equivalent to a series circuit of very high Q
and as such is used to replace the frequencydetermining coil and condenser in an oscillator
circuit (see Chapter Five). It can also be used
as a filter in the intermediate-frequency
amplifier of asuperheterodyne receiver to give
greatly increased selectivity (see Chapter
Four).

• CIRCUITS

WITH DISTRIBUTED CONSTANTS — ANTENNAS AND R.F. CHOKES
In addition to resonant circuits containing
lumped capacitance and inductance, there are
important tuned circuits which utilize the distributed capacitance and inductance that are
inevitable even in a circuit consisting of a
single straight conductor. Transmitting and
receiving antennas are such circuits and depend on their distributed capacitance and
inductance for tuning. A peculiarity of such a
circuit is that when it is excited at its resonant
frequency the current or voltage, as measured
throughout its length, will have different values
at different points. For instance, if the wire
happens to be one in " free space" with both
ends open circuited, when it is excited at its
resonant frequency the current will be maximum
at the center and zero at the ends. On the other
hand, the voltage will be maximum at the ends
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and zero at the center. The explanation of this is
that the traveling waves on the wire are reflected when they reach an end. Succeeding
waves traveling toward the same end of the
wire ( the incident waves) meet the returning
waves (
reflected waves) and the consequence of
this meeting is that currents add up at the
center and voltages cancel at the center; while
voltages add up at the ends and currents cancel at the ends. A continuous succession of such
incident and reflected waves therefore gives
the effect of astanding wave in the circuit.
A similar standing-wave or straight-line
resonance effect is experienced even when the
conductor is wound in a long spiral, or coil
having diameter small in proportion to its
length. A single-layer radio-frequency choke is
such a coil. It offers particularly high impedance between its ends at its resonant frequency and also, as will be presently shown
for antennas, at multiples of its fundamental
resonant frequency. Either side of these
resonance peaks it has fairly high impedance,
if it is a good choke, and therefore is useful
over aconsiderable band of frequencies. Practically the same results are obtained with
chokes consisting of a number of layer-wound
sections, with all the sections connected in
series.
Frequency and Wavelength
Although it is possible to describe the constants of such line circuits in terms of inductance and capacitance, or in terms of
inductance and capacitance per unit length, it
is more convenient to give them simply in
terms of fundamental resonant frequency or of
length. In the case of a straight-wire circuit,
such as an antenna, length is inversely proportional to lowest resonant frequency. Since the
velocity of the waves in space is 300,000 kilometers ( 186,000 miles) per second, the wavelength of the waves is
X

— 300 '000

where Xis the wavelength in meters and fki .is
the frequency in kilocycles. The electrical length
of an antenna is specified in terms of the wavelength corresponding to the lowest frequency
at which it will be resonant. This is known as
its fundamental frequency or wavelength. As
shown in the chapters on Antennas, the physical length is afew percent less than an actual
half-wavelength for an ungrounded ( Hertz)
antenna and a quarter- wavelength for a
grounded ( Marconi) antenna. This shortening
effect occurs because the velocity of the waves
is less in aconductor than in space. It is common to describe antennas as half-wave, quarterwave, etc., for acertain frequency (" half-wave
7000-kc. antenna," for instance).
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Wavelength is also used interchangeably
with frequency in describing not only antennas
but also for tuned circuits, complete transmitters, receivers, etc. Thus the terms " highfrequency receiver" and " short-wave receiver," or " 75-meter fundamental antenna"
and " 4000-kilocycle fundamental antenna"
are synonymous.
Harmonic Resonance

Although acoil-condenser combination having lumped constants (capacitance and inductance) resonates at only one frequency,
circuits such as antennas containing distributed constants resonate readily at frequencies
which are very nearly, although not exactly,
integral multiples of the funamental frequency (or wavelengths that are integral
fractions of the fundamental wavelength).
These frequencies are therefore in harmonic
relationship to the fundamental frequency
and, hence, are referred to as harmonics. In
radio practice the fundamental itself is called
the first harmonic, the frequency twice the
fundamental is called the second harmonic, and
so on.
Fig. 314 illustrates the distribution of the
standing waves on a Hertz antenna for
fundamental, second and third harmonic ex2.nd Harmonic
Fundamental or /4
1
Harmonic

a- Current Max/ma (anti-nodes)
bcdef.— Current Nodes
Fig. 314 — Standing-wave current distribution on an
antenna operating as an oscillatory circuit at its fundamental, second harmonic and third harmonic frequencies.

citation. There is one point of maximum current with fundamental operation, there are
two when operation is at the second harmonic
and three at the third harmonic; the number of
current maxima corresponds to the order of the
harmonic and the number of standing waves on
the wire. As noted in the figure, the points of
maximum current are called anti-nodes (
also
known as " loops") and the points of zero
current are called nodes.
Radiation Resistance

It will be remembered that it was shown that
current flow in a conductor was accompanied
by a magnetic field about the conductor; and
that with an alternating current the energy was
alternately stored in the field in the form of
lines of magnetic force and returned to the wire.
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But when the frequency becomes higher than
15,000 cycles or so (radio frequency) all the
energy stored in the field is not returned to the
conductor but some escapes in the form of
electromagnetic waves. In other words, energy
is radiated. Energy radiated by an antenna is
equivalent to energy dissipated in a resistor.
The value of this equivalent resistance is
known as radiation resistance. The approximate
value of power in an antenna can be computed
by multiplying the assumed radiation- resistance by the square of the maximum current in
the antenna.
Resonant Line Circuits

The effective resistance of aresonant straight
wire — that is, of an antenna — is seen to be
considerable. Because of the power radiated,
or " coupled" to the surrounding medium, the
resonance curve of such a straight-line circuit
is quite broad. In other words, its Q is relatively
low. However, by folding the line, as suggested
by Fig. 315, the fields about the adjacent sections largely cancel each other and very small
radiation results. The radiation resistance is
greatly reduced and we have aline-type circuit
which can be made to have a very sharp
resonance curve or high Q.
A circuit of this type will have a standing
wave on it, as shown by the dash-line of Fig.
315, with the instantaneous current flow in
each wire opposite in direction to the flow in
the other, as indicated by the arrows on the
diagram. This opposite current flow accounts
for the cancellation of radiation. Furthermore,
the impedance across the open ends of the line
will be very high, thousands of ohms, while
the impedance across the line near the closed
end will be very low, as low as 25 ohms or so at
the lowest.
Matched Impedance Lines

If a two-wire line were made infinitely long
there would be no reflection from its far end
when radio-frequency energy was supplied to
the input end. Hence, there would be no standing waves on the line and it would be, in effect,
non-resonant. The input impedance of such a
line would have a definite value of impedance
Sialwlif ware
---- - f of current

kre ce l

•

•

e
Fig. 315 — Standing wave and instantaneous current
conditions of afolded resonant-line circuit.
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determined, practically, by the size of the
wires, their spacing and the dielectric between
them. This impedance is called the surge impedance or characteristic impedance. If this
line were cut and it was terminated, at a
definite distance from the input end, by an
impedance equal to the surge impedance of
the infinite line, again there would be no reflections from the far end and, consequently, no
standing waves.
Resonant lines and lines terminated in their
characteristic impedance find much application
in coupling transmitters and receivers to antenna systems.
• COUPLED CIRCUITS
Resonant circuits are not used alone in very
many instances but are usually associated with
other resonant circuits or are coupled to other
circuits. It is by such coupling that energy is
transferred from one circuit to another. Such
coupling may be direct, as shown in A, B and C
of Fig. 316, utilizing as the mutual coupling
element, inductance (A), capacitance (B) or
resistance (C). These three types of coupling
are known as direct inductive, direct capacitive,
or direct resistive, respectively. Current circulating in one LC branch flows through the common element (
C, R or L) and the voltage developed across this element causes current
flow in the other CL branch. Other types of
coupling are the indirect capacitive and transformer or inductive shown below the others.
The coupling most common in high-frequency
circuits is of the latter type. In such an arrangement the coupling value may be changed
by changing the number of active turns in
either coil or by changing the relative position of the coils (distance or angle between
them).
All of the above coupling schemes may be
classified as either tight or loose. Coupling
cannot, however, be measured simply in
"inches" separation of coils. The separation
between the coils (distance and angle between
axes) and the inductance in each determine
the coefficient of coupling.

Coefficient of Coupling (
k)
The common property of two coils which
gives transformer action is their mutual inductance ( M). Its value is determined by selfinductance of each of the two coils and their
position with respect to each other. In practice,
the coupling between two coils is given in
terms of their coefficient of coupling, designated
by k. The coupling is maximum (unity or
100%) when all of the lines of force produced
by one coil link with all of the turns of the
other. With air-core coils in radio-frequency
circuits the coupling is much " looser" than
this, however. It is generally expressed by the
following relation:
k —
VE11:2

in which k is the coefficient of coupling expressed either as a decimal part of 1, or, when
multiplied by 100, as a percentage; M is the
mutual inductance; L1 is the self-inductance
of one coil; and L2 is the self-inductance of the
other coil. M, L1 and L2 must be in the same
units (henrys, millihenrys or microhenrys).
Critical coupling is that which gives the
maximum transfer of energy from the primary
to the secondary. However, the sharpness of
resonance for the combination is considerably
lessened under this condition. With coupling
greater than critical, the resonance curve has
two " humps" appreciably separated. For good
selectivity the coupling is therefore made considerably less than the critical value, even
though this reduces the amplification or gain.
Impedance Matching

It should be kept in mind that, as has been
previously mentioned, both single resonant
circuits and coupled circuits are used in conjunction with other circuit elements. These
other elements introduce resistance into the
resonant circuits, and modify the constants
that they would have by themselves. In practice it is seldom possible for the amateur to precalculate the effect of such reactions, since the
other quantities are usually
unknown. In any case, it is
usually necessary to arrive at
"best conditions" by the
practical process of adjustment. However, the foregoing
C-Resistive
B - Capacitive
A - inductive
general information is helpful
DIRECT COUPLING METHODS
in preliminary design or choice of tuned
Cm
circuit combinations, and in understanding
why certain changes are likely to cause
different behavior in circuit performance.
Cpt
It is a well-known principle in radio
circuit design that the maximum gross
D -Indirect Capacitive
E - Transformer
power of a generator, such as a vacuum
tube, will be delivered to its load when the
Fig. 316 — Basic types of circuit coupling.

71F,
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load resistance is equal to the internal
resistance of the generator. In other
words, maximum power would be taken
from the generator when its resistance
was exactly matched by the load resistance. Although this particular statement is literally true, it might not describe the most desirable condition of loading. For one thing, the efficiency would be
only 50%, half the power being consumed in
the generator and half in the load. From
the principle, however, has grown up a system of more or less standard practice in designing radio circuits which comes under the
broad heading of impedance matching. The
term means, generally, that the load impedance
presented to the source is transformed to suit
given requirements. This is accomplished by
transformers and other coupling devices.
Iron-core transformers are widely used for
coupling between load and vacuum-tube in
audio-frequency amplifiers, for instance. In
such cases the value of proper load resistance
(load impedance) for maximum undistorted
power output will be given for the tube. This
load resistance, it will be noted, is not the same
as the rated plate resistance of the tube,
which is equivalent to its internal resistance as
a generator. A second figure will be given for
the actual impedance of the load device to
which the tube must supply undistorted power.
The matching of this load to the given requirements of the tube is the job of the coupling
transformer, the job being to make the actual
impedance of the load device appear as the
rated load impedance of the tube, so far as the
tube is concerned. This requires that the transformer have the proper ratio of secondary to
primary turns. The turn ratio will be equal to the
square root of the impedance ratio.
N.;
Ñ
where N. and Nz,are the numbers of secondary
and primary turns, Z. is the impedance of the
load device and Z„ is the rated load resistance
of the tube. This will also be the voltage ratio
of the transformer.
Transformers are also used to provide proper
impedance matching in radio-frequency circuits, although here the problem is not one
of simply choosing a calculated turn ratio.
Rather, the right condition is arrived at by adjustment of turns and distance between coils.
Matching by Tapped Circuits
In addition to impedance matching by inductive coupling with tuned circuits, frequent
use is made of tapped resonant circuits. Two
methods for parallel resonant circuits are illustrated in Fig. 317. In one case (A) the
tapping is across part of the coil, while in the
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Fig. 317— Methods of tapping the parallel impedance
of resonant circuits for impedance matching.
other (B) it is across one of two tuning condensers in series. In both cases the impedance
between the tap points will be to the total impedance practically as the square of the reactance
between the tap points is to the total reactance of
the branch in which the tapping is done. That is,
if the coil is tapped in the center the reactance
between the tap points will be one-half the
total inductive reactance and the impedance
between these points will be (%) 2 or onefourth the total parallel impedance of the circuit. The same will apply if the tap is made
across one of two equal capacitance condensers
connected in series. If the condenser across
which the tap was made had twice the capacitance of the other, however, the impedance
Z. would be one-ninth the total, since the reactance between the tap points would then be
but a third — capacitive reactance decreasing
as the capacitance is increased.
Link Coupling
Another coupling arrangement used for impedance matching radio-frequency circuit is
that known as link coupling. It is used for
transferring energy between two tuned circuits
which are separated by space so that there is
no direct mutual coupling between the two
coils. It is especially helpful in minimizing incidental capacitive coupling between the two
circuits due to the distributed capacitance of
the windings, thereby minimizing the transfer
of undesired harmonic components of the desired fundamental. Two typical versions of
link coupling are shown in Fig. 318. Both represent an impedance step-down from one tuned
circuit to the coupling line, and then an im-

Fig. 318— Methods of using link coupling for
impedance matching.
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pedance step-up from the line to the other
tuned circuit.
The arrangement of Fig. 318-A will be
recognized as an adaptation of the impedancetapping method previously shown in Fig.
317-A. It is sometimes called auto-transformer
link coupling, because the link turns are also
included in the tuned-circuit turns. The arrangement of 318-B differs only in that the
link turns are separate and inductively coupled
to the tuned-circuit turns. The latter system is
somewhat more flexible in adjustment than the
tapping method, since the coupling at either
end of the line can be adjusted in small steps
by moving the link turns with respect to the
tuned-circuit coils.
• COMPLEX WAVES
Alternating currents having the ideal sinewave form are practically never found in
actual radio circuits, although waves closely
approximating the perfectly sinusoidal can be
generated with laboratory-type equipment. In
the usual case, such a current actually has
components of two or more frequencies integrally related, as shown in Fig. 319. Any complex wave-form can be resolved into afundamental frequency and a number of wholenumber multiple frequencies called harmonics.
The harmonic of double frequency is the second
harmonic, one of triple frequency the third,
etc. Although the wave resulting from the
combination is non-sinusoidal the wave-form
of each component taken separately has the
sine-wave form. The resultant form of the complex wave will depend on the number and
amplitude of the harmonics and the phase
angles between the harmonics and the fundamental.
If acurrent of pure sine-wave form is passed
through some electrical device that distorts the
wave-form, i.e., changes its shape from the
original, the resultant current must necessarily
be made up of the fundamental plus harmonic

frequencies, and it is said that the device
"distorted" the wave-form of generated harmonics. Under certain conditions, vacuumtube amplifiers will distort the wave-form and
generate harmonics.
The effective value of the current or voltage
for such a complex wave will not be the same
as for a pure sine wave of the same maximum
value. Instead, the effective value for the complex wave will be equal to the square root of the
sum of the squares of the effective values of the
individual frequency components. That is,
E = VE12

E22

where E is the effective value for the complex
wave, and E1, E2,etc., are the effective values
of the fundamental and harmonics. The same
relation also applies where currents of different
frequencies not harmonically related flow in
the same circuit.
Combined A.C. and D.C.
There are many practical instances of simultaneous flow of alternating and direct current
in acircuit. When this occurs there is apulsat-
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Fig. 320 — Pulsating current composed of alternating
current superimposed on direct current.
ing current and it is said that an alternating
current is superimposed on a direct current.
As shown in Fig. 320, the maximum value is
equal to the d.c. value plus the a.c. maximum,
while the minimum value (on the negative a.c.
peak) is the difference between the d.c. and the
maximum a.c. values. If ad.c. ammeter is used
to measure the current, only the average or
direct-current component will be indicated.
An a.c. meter, however, will show the effective
value of the combination. But this effective
value is not the simple arithmetical sum of the
effective value of the a.c. and the d.c., but is
equal to the square root of the sum of the effective
a.c. squared and the d.c. squared.
I = Vi ses ±

3cycles

E,,,t/ • Ze

Fig. 319— A complex wave and its sine.wave components.
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where I. is the effective value of the a.c.
component, I is the effective value of the
combination and Id. is the average (d.c.) value
of the combination. If the a.c. component is of
sine-wave form, its maximum value will be its
effective value, as determined above, multiplied by 1.414. If the a.c. component is not
sinusoidal the maximum value will have a
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different ratio to the effective value, of course,
depending on its wave-form, as discussed in
the preceding section.
Beats
If two ox more alternating currents of different frequencies are present in anormal circuit,
they have no particular effect upon one another
and, for this reason, can be separated again at
any time by the proper selective circuits.
However, if two (or more) alternating currents
of different frequencies are present in an element having unilateral or one-way current
flow properties, not only will the two original
frequencies be present in the output but also
currents having frequencies equal to the sum,
and difference, of the original frequencies.
These sum and difference frequencies are called
the beat frequencies. For example, if frequencies of 2000 and 3000 kc. are present in a
normal circuit, only those two frequencies exist,
but if they are passed through a unilateralelement (such as a properly-adjusted vacuum
tube) there will be present in the output not
only the two original frequencies of 2000 and
3000 kc. but also currents of 1000 (3000 — 2000)
and 5000 (3000 -F 2000) kc. Proper selective
circuits can select the desired beat frequency.
There are two important things to remember
about beats: ( 1) it is necessary to have a unilateral (or non-linear) element before beats can
be generated, and (2) both sum and difference
frequencies exist in the output, as well as the
original frequencies.
• ELECTRONS IN MOTION — RADIO
FREQUENCY
It has already been briefly mentioned that
when alternating current reaches a frequency
of 15,000 cycles or higher not all of the energy
stored in the magnetic field of a coil (or the
electrostatic field of a condenser) returns, but
that some of the energy escapes in the form of
electromagnetic radiation. In other words, the
energy is radiated into space. Not much escapes
from the conventional coil or condenser, but a
great deal is radiated from a resonant wire, as
mentioned before. As the frequency is increased, more and more of the total energy is
radiated, and most radio antennas at the higher
frequencies radiate practically all of the energy
introduced into them. This radiation through
space is the basis of all radio communication.
You now have the complete picture of the
family of moving electrons, or electricity. Electrons at rest in the form of static (meaning
still) charges; electrons moving in one direction
forming direct-current flow; electrons moving
back and forth at regular periods to form alternating current, and, when the frequency becomes great enough, radiating their energy
out into space. One thing is important: The
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radio-frequency currents in the antenna set up
fields of energy which travel through space —
the electrons themselves are not hurtled
through the air. Radio waves travel through
space with the speed of light, roughly about
186,000 miles per second, or seven times
around the world in one second. Normally
traveling in straight lines from the radiating
point, radio waves can be bent or refracted in
the upper atmosphere and thus transmitted to
apoint on the opposite side of the earth.
Wiring Diagrams
The connections for the component parts of
any piece of electrical or radio equipment are
given in a wiring or circuit diagram. Reference
to the table of symbols will allow one to become familiar with the symbols used to represent the various components. It should be remembered that, unless it is so labeled, awiring
diagram is not necessarily a " picture diagram"
and therefore does not show the relative position of parts and wires. Often the circuit
diagram will represent a layout of parts that
allows short, and hence desirable, leads but
this is not always the ease. In any event, the
sequence of connections as shown in the wiring
diagram is not necessarily the sequence that
need be followed, and the relative length of
leads shown on the wiring diagram does not
necessarily represent the relative length of
leads in the set. Wires carrying radio-frequency
should be kept short; connections carrying
direct or low-frequency alternating current can
usually be any practical length without impairing the performance.
Grounds
Frequent reference will be made to "ground"
in discussing circuits in later chapters, and
nearly all wiring diagrams will show a ground
connection. It should be understood from the
start that aground connection does not necessarily mean that connection to the earth is
essential for the proper operation of the equipment, although it is sometimes necessary in
the case of high-gain audio amplifiers and some
receivers. Ground in a circuit normally means
the voltage-reference level of the circuit, and
it is apoint in the circuit that can be connected
to the earth without any change in the operation of the equipment. In a receiver or transmitter, the metal chassis is usually used as the
ground for all d.c. voltages, and any a.c. or r.f.
circuit can be brought to ground by direct
connection or, when adirect connection would
short the d.c. circuit, by a condenser of suitable size.
A Complete Radio System
Radiation through space is the basis of all
radio communication, but means must be
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provided for generating the signal and reclaiming it at the receiving end. The transmitting
station requires, first of all, ameans for generating the radio-frequency energy, and this is
done by converting direct current or low-frequency alternating current power into radio
frequency by means of vacuum tubes and their
associated circuits, as will be explained in detail
later. The radio-frequency energy is fed into a
radiating system, or antenna. However, in
order to transmit intelligence, that intelligence must first be superimposed upon the
radio-frequency energy, and this is done by
either varying the amplitude of the output in
accordance with the voice frequencies of the
operator picked up by microphone and amplified, in the case of radiotelephone operation,
or by turning the output on and off to form the
dots and dashes of the Morse radio code that
correspond to the letters of the words that the
operator wishes to transmit. Thus the energy
radiated from the antenna serves as a carrier
for the intelligence.
At the receiving station, an antenna has
induced in it currents that correspond to those
in the transmitting antenna, although millions
of times weaker. These currents are introduced
into selective circuits which make it possible to
select the desired signal out of all that exist in
space at any instant, and they are amplified
by passing them through suitable vacuumtube amplifiers which build up the energy
level. But to make the signal audible it must
be detected, which means running the amplified
energy through a proper vacuum tube which
strips the radio-frequency from the signal and
leaves only currents which are varying exactly
as the voice currents from the microphone at
the transmitter varied. In the case of radiotelegraph transmission, an oscillator near the
frequency of the signal beats with the signal in
the detector to generate a beat frequency

within the audio range which of course only
appears when the signal is coming through and
hence varies exactly as the dots and dashes
formed at the transmitter. The audible signal
may be amplified after detection and made
audible by feeding it into headphones or a
loud-speaker.
• VACUUM TUBES
As mentioned before, practically all of the
vacuum tubes used in radio work depend upon
thermionic conduction for their operation. The
simplest type of vacuum tube is that shown in
Fig. 322. It has but two elements, cathode and
plate, and is therefore called a diode. The
cathode is heated by the " A" battery and
emits electrons which flow to the plate when
the plate is at apositive potential with respect
to the cathode. The " A" battery furnishes no
power to the cathode-plate circuit — its only
ISaturation
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PLATE
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Fig. 322 — The diode or two-element tube and a
typical characteristic curve.

function is to heat the cathode hot enough to
emit electrons freely. The tube is a conductor
in one direction only. If abattery is connected
with its negative terminal to cathode and
positive to plate (the " B " battery in Fig. 322)
this flow of electrons will be continuous. But if
a source of alternating voltage is connected
between the cathode and plate, then electrons
will flow only on the positive half-cycles of
alternating voltage; there will be no electron
flow during the half cycle
when the plate is negative.
Phones Thus the tube can be used
as arectifier, to change alternating current to pulsating
direct current. This alternating current can be anything
g
from the 60-cycle kind to the
highest radio frequencies,
ilibt wed tor C119:
making it possible to use the
• Microphone
diode as a rectifier in power
RECEIVER
TRANSMITTER
supplies furnishing direct current for our transmitters and receivers or to
Fig. 321 — A complete radio system. The power
supply of the transmitter furnishes power that is changed
use it as arectifier (detector) of radio-frequency
to radio-frequency energy and fed to the antenna. The
current in receivers.
oscillator determines the frequency of the radio-freThe performance of the tube can be reduced
quency power. A modulator, for voice work, or akey for
radiotelegraph, varies the power fed to the amplifier
to easily-understood terms by making use of
and hence the power reaching the antenna. Weak radio.
what are known as tube characteristic curves. A
frequency currents induced in the receiving antenna are
typical characteristic curve for a diode is
detected and amplified, and are heard in headphones or
shown at the right in Fig. 322. It shows the
aloudspeaker.
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currents flowing between the various tube
elements and cathode ( usually only between
plate and cathode, since the plate current is of
chief interest in determining the output of the
tube) with different d.c. voltages applied to
the elements. The curve of Fig. 322 shows
that, with fixed cathode temperature, the
plate current increases as the voltage between
cathode and plate is raised. For an actual tube
the values of plate current and plate voltage
would be plotted along their respective axes.
With the cathode temperature fixed, the
total number of electrons emitted is always the
same regardless of the plate voltage. Fig. 322
shows, however, that less plate current will
flow at low plate voltages than when the plate
voltage is large. With low plate voltage only
those electrons nearest the plate are attracted
to the plate. The electrons in the space near the
cathode, being themselves negatively charged,
tend to repel the similarly-charged electrons
leaving the cathode surface and cause them
to fall back on the cathode. This is called the
space charge effect. As the plate voltage is
raised, more and more electrons are attracted
to the plate until finally the space charge effect
is completely overcome and all the electrons
emitted by the cathode are attracted to the
plate, and a further increase in plate voltage
can cause no increase in plate current. This is
called the saturation point.
Triode Action— Amplification
If a third element, called the control grid or
simply the grid, is inserted between the cathode
and plate of the diode the space-charge effect
can be controlled. The tube then becomes a
triode (
three-element tube) and is useful for
more things than rectification. The grid is
usually in the form of an open spiral or mesh of
fine wire. With the grid connected externally to
the cathode and with a steady voltage from a
d.c. supply applied between the cathode and
plate (the positive of the " B" supply is always
connected to the plate), there will be aconstant
flow of electrons from cathode to plate,
through the openings of the grid, much as in
the diode. But if a source of variable voltage
is connected between the grid and cathode
there will be avariation in the flow of electrons
from cathode to plate (a variation in plate
current) as the voltage on the grid changes
about a mean value. When the grid is made
less negative (more positive) with respect to
the cathode, the space charge is partially
neutralized and there will be an increase in
plate current; when the grid is made more
negative with respect to the cathode, the space
charge is reinforced and there will be a decrease in plate current. When a resistance or
impedance is connected in the plate circuit, the
variation in plate current will cause avariation
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Fig. 323 — A typical audio- frequency amplifier using
a triode tube.

in voltage across this load that will be amagnified version of the variation in grid voltage. In
other words there is amplification and the tube
is an amplifier.
The measure of the amplification of which a
tube is capable is known as its amplification
factor, designated by (
mu). Mu is the ratio of
plate-voltage change required for a given
change in plate current to the grid-voltage
change necessary to produce the same change
in plate current. Another important characteristic is the plate resistance, designated ri,. It is
the ratio, for a fixed grid voltage, of a small
plate voltage change to the plate current
change it effects. It is expressed in ohms. Still
another important characteristic used in describing the properties of a tube is mutual
conductance, designated by g,,, and defined as
the rate of change of plate current with respect
to a change in grid voltage. The mutual conductance is a rough indication of the design
merit of the tube. It is expressed in micromhos,
the ratio of amplification factor to plate resistance, multiplied by one million. These tube
characteristics are inter-related and are dependent primarily on the tube structure.
The operation of avacuum tube amplifier is
graphically represented in elementary form in
Fig. 324. The sloping line represents the variation in plate current obtained at a constant
plate voltage with grid voltages ranging from a
value sufficiently negative to reduce the plate
current to zero to a value slightly positive.
Bear in mind that grid voltage is with reference to the cathode or filament. Notable facts
about this curve are that it is essentially a
straight line (is linear) over the middle section
and that it bends towards the bottom (near
cut off) and near the top (
saturation). In other
words, the variation in plate current is directly
proportional to the variation in grid voltage
over the region between the two bends. With a
fixed grid voltage (
bias) of proper value the
plate current can be set at any desired value.
Tube characteristics of the type shown in
Fig. 324 may be of either the static or dynamic
type. Static characteristics show the plate current that will flow at specific grid and plate
voltages in the absence of any output device
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in the plate circuit for transferring the plate
current variation to an external circuit.
Dynamic characteristics are more useful.
In plotting this form of curve aresistance, R,,
is connected in series with the battery and
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Fig. 324 — Operating characteristics of a vacuum.
tube amplifier. Class-A amplifier operation is depicted.
plate-cathode circuit of the tube; it represents
a load or output circuit. Plate current flowing
through R, causes avoltage drop in the resistor; if the grid voltage is varied, causing a
variation in plate current, the voltage drop
across R, likewise will vary. If an alternating
voltage is applied to the grid-cathode circuit
the alternating plate current causes an alternating voltage to be developed across R,,. This
voltage is the useful output of the tube.
The load impedance or load resistance,
may be an actual resistor or adevice having an
impedance, at the frequency being amplified,
of a value suitable for the plate circuit of the
tube. In general, there will be one value of
which will give optimum results for a given
type of tube and set of operating voltages;
its value also depends upon the type of service
for which the amplifier is designed. If the impedance of the actual device used is considerably different from the optimum load impedance, the tube and output device must be
coupled through a transformer having a turns
ratio such that the impedance reflected into
the plate circuit of the tube is the optimum
value.

sufficient to run into the lower- or upper-bend
regions of the curve. If this occurs the output
waves will be flattened or distorted. If the
operating point is set towards the bottom or
the top of the curve there will also be distortion of the output wave shapes because part or
all of the lower or upper half-cycles will be cut
off.
Whenever the bias is adjusted so that the
tube works over a non-linear portion of its
characteristic curve, distortion will take place
and the output wave-form will not duplicate
the wave-form of the voltage introduced at the
grid. This characteristic of non-linearity of an
amplifier is useful in many applications (to be
described later) and is an undesirable feature
at other times. The distortion will take the
form of harmonics added to the original wave,
as explained previously. If the exciting signal
is a single sine wave, the output wave, when
distortion is present, will consist of the fundamental plus second and higher harmonics.
Parallel and Push-Pull Connections
When it is necessary to obtain more power
output than one tube is capable of giving,
without going to a larger tube structure, two
or more tubes may be connected in parallel, in
which case the similar elements in all tubes are
connected together. The power output will
then be in proportion to the number of tubes
used; the exciting voltage required, however,
is the same as for one tube.
An increase in power output also can be
secured by connecting two tubes in push-pull,
the grids and plates of the two tubes being
connected to opposite ends of the circuit, respectively. Parallel and push-pull operation
are illustrated in Fig. 325. A " balanced" circuit, in which the cathode returns are made to
the midpoint of the input and output devices,
is necessary with push-pull operation. An alternating current flowing through the primary
of the input transformer in the push-pull diagram will cause an alternating voltage to be

Distortion
With negative grid bias as shown in Fig. 324
this point (the operating point) comes in the
middle of the linear region. If an alternating
voltage (
signal) is now applied to the grid in
series with the grid bias, the grid voltage
swings more and less negative about the mean
bias voltage value and the plate current swings
up (positive) and down (negative) about the
mean plate current value. This is equivalent to
an alternating current superimposed on the
steady plate current. At this operating point
it is evident that the plate current wave shapes
are identical reproductions of the grid voltage
wave shapes and will remain so as long as the
grid voltage amplitude does not reach values
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Fig. 325 — Parallel and push-pull amplifier connections.
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induced in the secondary winding; since the
ends of the winding will be at opposite potentials with respect to the cathode connection,
the grid of one tube is swung positive at the
same instant that the grid of the other is swung
negative. Hence, in any push-pull-connected
stage, the voltages and currents of one tube
are " out of phase" with those of the other
tube. The plate current of one tube therefore is rising while the plate current of the
other is falling, hence the name " push-pull."
In push-pull operation the even-harmonic
(second, fourth, etc.) distortion is cancelled in
the symmetrical plate circuit, so that for the
same output the distortion will be less than
with parallel operation. It follows that for a
given degree of distortion the push-pull amplifier is capable of delivering somewhat more
power than a parallel amplifier.

tube in the last stage usually is designed to
deliver a considerable amount of audio power,
while requiring but negligible power from the
input or exciting signal. The power amplification — ratio of output power to power supplied
the grid circuit — is consequently very high.
Such tubes generally require alarge grid voltage swing for full power output, however, so
that the voltage amplification — ratio of output
voltage to signal voltage — is quite low. To
get the voltage swing required for the grid of
such a tube voltage amplifiers are used, employing tubes of high ei which will greatly
increase the voltage amplitude of the signal.
Although such tubes are capable of relatively
high voltage output, the power obtainable
from them is small. Voltage amplifiers are used
in the radio-frequency stages of receivers as
well as in audio amplifiers.

R.F. and A.F. Voltage and Power Amplifiers

Bias

The major uses of vacuum tube amplifiers
in radio work are to amplify at audio frequencies (approximately 30 to 15,000 cycles per
second) and to amplify at radio frequencies
(up to 60,000 kc. or higher). The audio-frequency amplifier is generally used to amplify
without discrimination at all frequencies in a
wide range (say from 100 to 3000 cycles for
voice communication), and is therefore associated with non-resonant or untuned circuits
which offer a uniform load over the desired
range. The radio-frequency amplifier, on the
other hand, is generally used to amplify
selectively at asingle radio frequency, or over a
small band of frequencies at most, and is therefore associated with resonant circuits tunable
to the desired frequency.
An audio-frequency amplifier may be considered a broad-band amplifier; most radiofrequency amplifiers are relatively narrowband affairs.
Amplifiers may be divided broadly into two
general types, those whose chief purpose is to
give a greatly magnified reproduction of the
input signal voltage across the plate load but
not necessarily much power, and those intended to deliver a relatively large amount of
power to aload (aloud-speaker, in the case of
an audio amplifier, or an antenna, in the case
of a radio-frequency amplifier). The former is
a voltage amplifier, while the latter is a power
amplifier.
In audio circuits, the power tube or output

A fixed voltage is applied to the grid of a
tube, to determine the point on the tube
characteristic at which the tube will operate.
This fixed voltage is called the grid bias, and it
can be obtained in several different ways. The
simplest is to use abattery or power supply of
the proper voltage connected in the grid circuit of the tube, as shown in Fig. 326-A.
Another method is to connect a resistor in
the cathode circuit of the tube as in Fig. 326-B.
The voltage drop caused by the flow of plate
current through the resistor is used as the
source of bias potential. This is called cathode
bias. In multi-element tubes, the current
through this resistor will be the summation of
the plate and screen (and suppressor) currents.
The condenser across the resistor acts as alowimpedance path for the plate current and
must have avalue that offers alow-impedance
path to the frequency of the plate current. If
the condenser is omitted or has too small a
value, the changes in plate current will change
the bias at the same time, and these changes
work against the changes in plate current
caused by the signal voltage on the grid, reducing the amplification of the tube. This effect is
called degeneration.
Still another type of bias, used when the
grid is driven positive by the signal voltage,
is shown in Fig. 326-C. This is called grid-leak
bias. The grid acts as the plate of a diode and,
every time it is driven positive with respect to
the cathode, it draws current as any diode does.

Fig. 326 — Three methods of obtaining
grid bias. Battery bias is shown at A, cathode
bias at B, and grid-leak bias at C.
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This current, flowing through the grid-leak
resistor R, causes a potential drop across the
resistor that supplies the bias voltage. The
condenser furnishes alow-impedance path for
the signal, similar to its function in the case of
cathode bias. This bias system can only be
used when the grid is driven positive, and requires that the amplifier or source furnishing
the signal (
excitation) at the grid supply power
to the circuit. The grid-leak bias system is
used in some forms of detectors (explained
later) and in oscillators and transmitter stages.
The proper value of cathode resistor can be
easily calculated from Ohm's Law.
For cathode bias, R. —

E X 1000

where R. = cathode bias resistor in ohms
E = desired bias voltage
I = total cathode current in milliamperes
E and I can be found from the tube tables.
Screen- and suppressor-grid currents should be
included with the plate current in multielement tubes to obtain the total cathode
current, and also the control-grid current if the
control grid is driven positive during operation.
For grid-leak bias, R, 1 —

Class- B Amplifiers
The Class-B amplifier is primarily one in
which the output current, or alternating component of the plate current, is proportional to
the amplitude of the exciting grid voltage.
Since power is proportional to the square of the
current, the power output of a Class-B amplifier is proportional to the square of the exciting
grid voltage.
The distinguishing operating condition in
Class-B service is that the grid bias is set so
that the plate current is very nearly zero or

E X 1000

where R, 1 = grid-leak resistance in ohms
E = desired bias voltage
I = grid current only, in milliamperes
When two tubes are operated in push-pull
or parallel and use acommon cathode- or gridleak resistor, the value of resistance becomes
one-half what it would be for one tube.
Fundamental Amplifier Classifications
Class A
An amplifier operated as shown in Fig. 324
in which the output wave shape is a faithful
reproduction of the input wave shape, is known
as a Class-A amplifier.
Certain operating conditions distinguish the
Class-A amplifier. As generally used, the grid
never is driven positive with respect to the
cathode by the exciting signal, and never is
driven so far negative that plate-current cutoff is reached. The plate current is constant
both with and without an exciting signal. The
chief characteristics of the Class-A amplifier are low distortion, low power output for a
given size of tube, and ahigh power-amplification ratio. The plate efficiency — ratio of a.c.
output power to steady d.c. input power —
is relatively low, being in the vicinity of 20 to
35 percent at full output, depending upon the
design of the tube and the operating conditions.
Class-A amplifiers of the power type find
application as output amplifiers in audio systems, operating loud speakers in radio receivers
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and public-address systems, and as modulators
in radiotelephone transmitters. Class- A voltage
amplifiers are found in the stages preceding the
power stage in such applications, and as radiofrequency amplifiers in receivers.

Fig. 327 — Operation of the Class-B amplifier.
cut-off; the exciting signal amplitude can be
such that the entire linear portion of the tube's
characteristic is used. Fig. 327 illustrates
Class-B operation. Plate current flows only
during the positive half-cycle of excitation
voltage. Since the plate current is set practically to zero with no excitation, no plate
current flows during the negative swing of the
excitation voltage. The shape of the plate current pulse is essentially the same as that of the
positive swing of the signal voltage. Since the
plate current is driven up toward the saturation point, it is usually necessary for the grid to
be driven positive with respect to the cathode
during part of the grid swing. Grid current
flows, therefore, and the driving source must
furnish power to supply the grid losses.
Class-B amplifiers are characterized by
medium power output, medium plate efficiency (50% to 60% at maximum signal) and
amoderate ratio of power amplification. They
are used for both audio and radio-frequency
amplification. As radio frequency amplifiers
they are used as linear amplifiers to raise the
output power level in radiotelephone transmitters after modulation has taken place.
For audio-frequency amplification, two
tubes must be used to permit Class-B operation. A second tube, working alternately with
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Fig. 328 — The Class-B audio amplifier, showing how
the outputs of the two tubes are combined to give
distortionless amplification.

the first, must be included so that both halves
of the cycle will be present in the output. A
typical method of arranging the tubes and
circuit to this end is shown in Fig. 328. The
circuit resembles that of the push-pull Class-A
amplifier; the difference lies in the method of
operation. The signal is fed to atransformer T1,
whose secondary is divided into two equal
parts, with the tube grids connected to the
outer terminals and the grid bias fed in at the
center. A transformer 7'2 with a similarlydivided primary is connected to the plates of
the tubes. When the signal swing in the upper
half of T1 is positive, Tube No. 1draws plate
current while Tube No. 2 is idle; when the
lower half of T1 becomes positive, Tube No. 2
draws plate current while Tube No. 1is idle.
The corresponding voltages induced in the
halves of the primary of T2 combine in the
secondary to produce an amplified reproduction of the signal wave-shape with negligible
distortion. The Class-B amplifier is capable
of delivering much more power for agiven tube
size than a Class-A amplifier.
Class C Amplifiers

The third type of amplifier is that designated as Class C. Fundamentally, the Class- C
amplifier is one operated so that the alternating component of the plate current is directly
proportional to the plate voltage. The output
power is therefore proportional to the square
of the plate voltage. Other characteristics inherent to Class- C operation are high plate
efficiency, high power output, and arelatively
low power-amplification ratio.
The grid bias for a Class- C amplifier is
ordinarily set at approximately twice the value
required for plate current cut-off without grid
excitation. As aresult, plate current flows during only a fraction of the positive excitation
cycle. The exciting signal should be of sufficient amplitude to drive the plate current to
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the saturation point, as shown in Fig. 329.
Since the grid must be driven far into the positive region to cause saturation, considerable
numbers of electrons are attracted to the grid
at the peak of the cycle, robbing the plate of
some that it would normally attract. This
causes the droop at the upper bend of the characteristic, and also causes the plate current
pulse to be indented at the top, as shown. Although the output wave-form is badly distorted, at radio frequencies the distortion is
largely eliminated by the filtering or flywheel
effect of the tuned output circuit.
Class- C amplifiers are used principally as
radio-frequency power amplifiers, and have
very little audio-frequency application. Although requiring considerable driving power
because of the relatively large grid swing and
grid-current flow, the high plate efficiency of
the Class- C amplifier makes it an effective
generator of radio-frequency power.

6nd Vo/tage

C-

Syna/

Fig. 329 — Class-C amplifier operation.
Other Amplifier Classifications

Since the three fundamental amplifier classifications represent three distinct steps in the
operation of vacuum tubes, there are intermediate steps which partake of the nature of
two of the classifications although not adhering
strictly to either. Such " midway" methods of
operation can be classified as " AB" and " BC."
Only the " AB" type of operation is in general
use. The Class-AB amplifier is a push-pull
amplifier in which each tube operates during
more than half but less than all the excitingvoltage cycle. Its bias is set so that the tubes
draw more plate current than in Class-B
operation, but less than they would for Class-A.
The plate current of the amplifier varies with
the signal voltage, but not as much as in
Class-B.
The efficiency and output of the Class-AB
amplifier lie between those obtainable with
pure Class-A or Class-B operation. Class-AB
amplifiers tend to operate Class-A with low
signal voltages and Class-B with high signal
voltages, thus overcoming the chief objection to Class-B operation — the distortion
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present with low-input-signal voltages. The
Class-AB amplifier is widely used where it is
necessary to obtain apower output of considerable magnitude with aminimum of distortion.

• GENERATING RADIO FREQUENCY
POWER
Because of its ability to amplify, the vacuum tube can oscillate, or generate alternating
current power. To make it do this, it is only
necessary to couple the plate (output) circuit
to the grid (input) circuit so that the alternating voltage supplied to the grid of the tube is
opposite in phase to the voltage on the plate.
Typical circuits for this condition are shown
in Fig. 330. In A the feed-back coupling between the plate and grid circuits is inductive
(by means of coils), while in B the coupling is
capacitive (through a condenser). In the circuit of A the frequency of oscillation will be
very nearly the resonant frequency of the
6ril
Leal(
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Fig. 330 — Two general types of oscillator circuits.
tuned circuit LICI,while in B the frequency of
oscillation will be determined jointly by Lie'
and L2C2. At high radio frequencies the inherent plate-grid capacitance of the usual
triode tube is sufficient for feed-back in the
tuned-grid tuned-plate type circuit of B, so
the feed-back condenser shown connected between grid and plate is not necessary.
There are many other arrangements of oscillator circuits but all utilize either inductive
or capacitive feed-back. They will be treated in
following chapters.
• DETECTION
Since the frequencies used in radio transmission are merely carriers bearing modulation, it is necessary to provide a means for
making the signals intelligible. The process for
doing this is called detection or demodulation —
the latter because the modulation envelope is
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in effect detached from the carrier wave and
made audible. Taking the case of a modulated
wave, such as in radiotelephone transmission,
we find there are three ways of operating tubes
to perform the function of demodulation. All
are essentially the process of rectification, in
which the radio-frequency input is converted
into direct current which in turn varies in accordance with the audio-frequency modulation
envelope. The first type of detector is the diode,
or simple rectifier, the operation of which already has been explained. Multi-element tubes
can be operated either as " grid" or " plate"
detectors, depending upon whether the rectification takes place in the grid or plate circuits.
Plate Detectors
The circuit arrangement of a typical plate
detector is shown at A of Fig. 331. Its operating
characteristics are illustrated at A of Fig. 332.
The circuit LiC 1 is tuned to resonance with the
radio frequency and the voltage developed
across it is applied between the grid and
cathode in series with the grid-bias battery. A
headset or the primary of a transformer is
connected in the plate circuit, asmall fixed condenser C being connected across the plate load
to by-pass radio frequency. As shown at A in
Fig. 332, the negative grid bias voltage is such
that the operating point is in the lower-bend
region of the curve, near cut-off. With amodulated signal as shown there will be a variation
in plate current conforming to the average
value of the positive half-cycles of radio frequency. This variation corresponds to the envelope, representing an audio-frequency current super-imposed on the steady plate current
of the tube, and constitutes the useful audio
output of the detector. When this pulsating
current flows through the ' phones their diaphragms vibrate in accordance with it to give
a reproduction of the modulation put on the
signal at the transmitter.
Grid Detectors
The circuit arrangement of atriode used as a
grid detector (
also called grid leak detector) is
shown in B of Fig. 331. An input circuit tuned
to the frequency of the radio wave is connected
so that the r.f. voltage developed across it is
applied between the grid and cathode. However, there is no fixed negative grid bias, as in
the case of the plate detector. Instead a small
fixed capacity (
grid condenser) and resistor of
high value (
grid leak) are connected between
tuned circuit and grid. The plate circuit is
the same as for the plate detector.
The action of the grid detector is illustrated
by the grid voltage-grid current curve of
Fig. 332-B. A modulated radio-frequency voltage applied to the grid swings it alternately
positive and negative about the operating
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point. The grid attracts electrons from the
cathode, the consequent grid current increasing
more during the positive half cycles than it decreases during the negative half cycles of grid
swing. Hence there is a rectified grid current
flow at modulation frequency whose average
value develops a voltage across the grid leak.
This audio-frequency variation in voltage
across the grid leak causes corresponding variations in plate current reproduced in the
'phones.

carrier being rapidly switched on and off, there
is no change in amplitude except at the instants of turning it on and off. Hence no
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Regenerative Detectors
With both the grid and plate detectors just
described it will be noted that a condenser is
connected across the plate load circuit to bypass radio-frequency components in the output. This radio-frequency can be fed back into
the grid circuit, as shown in C of Fig. 331, and
re-amplified a number of times. This regeneration of the signal gives atremendous increase in
detector sensitivity. If the regeneration is
sufficiently great the circuit will break into
oscillation, which would be expected since the
circuit arrangement is almost identical with
that of the oscillator shown in Fig. 330-A.
Therefore a control is necessary so that the
detector can be operated either regenerating
to give large amplification without oscillation,
or to oscillate and regenerate simultaneously.
Oscillating Detectors
When a regenerative detector is made to
oscillate by increasing the regeneration too
far, the detector becomes useful in the reception of code or c.w. signals. Since a c.w. (continuous wave) signal is nothing more than a
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Fig. 332 — Operating characteristics of plate and grid
detectors.

sound will be heard in the output of a normal
detector fed by c.w. signals except at the
beginning and end of each character. However, if a local oscillator is tuned 1000 cycles
or so from the frequency of the signal, an
audible beat note will be heard every time the
signal comes through. The oscillating detector
acts as both oscillator and detector, and the
fact that the detector must be tuned 1000
cycles or so off-resonance from the signal does
not materially reduce the signal voltage fed to
the grid. For many years the standard method
of c.w. reception was by means of an oscillating detector, but it has been superseded by
the superheterodyne method of reception
(treated later).
• SUPERREGENERATION

Fig. 331 — Detector circuits of three types. A, plate
detection; B, grid detection; C, regenerative grid detection.
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The limit to which regenerative amplification can be carried is the point at which the
tube starts to oscillate, because when oscillations commence, further regenerative amplification ceases. To overcome this limitation and
give still greater amplification, the superregenerative circuit has been devised. Essentially,
the superregenerative detector is similar to the
ordinary regenerative type but with a comparatively low-frequency super-audible (above
audibility) signal introduced in such a way as
to vary the detector's operating point. As a
consequence of the introduction of this quench
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or interruption frequency the detector can oscillate at the signal frequency only when the
moving operating point is in a region suitable
for the production of oscillations. Because
the oscillations are constantly being interrupted, the signal can build up to relatively
tremendous proportions, and the superregen-

1 0001
Source of
Quench Frequency

Fig. 333 — An elementary superregenerative circuit.

erative detector therefore is extremely sensitive. See Fig. 333. The circuit finds its chief
field in the reception of ultra-high-frequency
signals, for which purpose it has proved
eminently successful.

• MULTI-ELEMENT

TUBES

More than three elements may be used to
make a tube particularly suitable for certain
specialized applications; likewise two or more
sets of elements may be combined in one bulb
so that a single tube may be used to perform
two or three separate functions.
Tubes having four elements are called
tetrodes, while if a fifth element is added the
tube is known as a pentode. Many element
combinations and structures become possible
as the number of electrodes is increased, but
only afew have practical applications.
Tetrodes — Beam Tubes
In the section on tube oscillators it was explained that oscillations could be sustained
through transfer of energy from the plate to
the grid through the electrostatic capacity
existing between plate and grid, the circuit of
Fig. 330-B being used as an illustration. This
circuit without the feed-back condenser is the
one which would also be used if the tube is
intended to amplify, but not oscillate, at radio
frequencies; that is, the input and output
circuits must be tuned to the same frequency.
However, the grid plate capacity of the triode
returns so much energy to the grid circuit from
the plate that it is impossible to prevent the
tube from oscillating.
If a second grid, in the form of an electrostatic shield between the control grid and
plate, is added, the grid-plate capacity can be
reduced to avalue which will not permit oscillations to occur. The screen grid, as it is called,
increases the amplification factor and plate
resistance of the tube to values much higher
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than are attainable in triodes of practicable
construction, although the mutual conductance
is about the same as that of an equivalent
triode. The screen grid is ordinarily operated
at a positive potential about one-third that
placed on the plate, and is by-passed back to
the cathode so that it has essentially the same
a.c. potential as the cathode.
Large screen-grid tubes of the power type
are used as amplifiers in transmitting installations. The screen-grid tube can be used as
both plate and grid detector, generally showing
greater sensitivity than the triode types.
Another type of tetrode, in which the electrostatic shielding provided by the second grid
is purely incidental, is built for audio power
output work. The second grid ( usually called
the " screen" although not actually a screen
grid) accelerates the flow of electrons from
cathode to plate, and the structure gives a
higher power sensitivity — ratio of power output to grid-voltage swing causing it — than is
possible with triodes. " Beam " power tubes are
tetrodes with special element structure so that
the electrons are concentrated in desired paths
to the plate. The beam principle results in
relatively high plate efficiency and power
sensitivity, with the effects of secondary emission overcome. Beam tubes are used both in
audio amplifiers and radio-frequency transmitting circuits.
Pentodes
The addition of the screen grid in the ordinary tetrode causes an undesirable effect which
limits the usefulness of the tube. Electrons
striking the plate at high speeds dislodge other
electrons which " splash" from the plate, causing secondary emission. In the triode, ordinarily operated with the grid negative with respect
to cathode, these secondary electrons are repelled back into the plate and cause no disturbance. In the screen-grid tube, however, the
positively charged screen grid attracts the
secondary electrons, causing a reverse current
to flow between screen and plate. The effect is
particularly marked when the plate and screen
potentials are nearly equal, which may be the
case during part of the a.c. cycle when the
instantaneous plate current is large.
To overcome the effects of secondary emission a third grid, called the suppressor grid, is
inserted between the screen and plate. This
grid, being connected directly to the cathode,
repels the relatively low-velocity secondary
electrons back to the plate without obstructing
to any appreciable extent the regular platecurrent flow. Larger undistorted outputs therefore can be secured from the pentode.
Pentode-type screen-grid tubes are used as
radio-frequency voltage amplifiers, and in addition can be used as audio-frequency voltage
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amplifiers to give high voltage gain per stage.
Pentode tubes also are suitable as audiofrequency power amplifiers, having greater
plate efficiency than triodes and requiring less
grid swing for maximum output.
Multi-Purpose Types
A great many types of tubes have been developed to do special work in receiving circuits.
Among the simplest of these are full-wave
rectifiers, combining two separate diodes of
the power type in one bulb, and twin-triodes,
consisting of two triodes in one bulb for Class- B
audio amplification. To add the functions of
diode detection and automatic volume control
— described in Chapter Four on receivers —
to that of amplification, anumber of types are
made in which two small diode plates are
placed near the cathode, but not in the amplifier-portion structure. These types are known
as duplex-diode triodes or duplex-diode pentodes, depending upon the type of amplifier.
The pentagrid converter is a special tube
serving as both oscillator and mixer, used in
superheterodyne receivers. There are five grids
between cathode and plate in this tube; the
two inner grids serve as control grid and plate
of a small oscillator triode, while the fourth
grid is the detector control grid. The third and
fifth grids are connected together to form a
screen-grid which shields the detector control
grid electrostatically from the other elements.
The pentagrid converter eliminates the need
for special coupling between oscillator and
detector circuits.
Another type consists of a triode and pentode in one bulb, for use where the oscillator
and first detector are preferably separately
coupled; while still another type (the 6L7) is a
pentode with aseparate grid for connection to
an external oscillator circuit. This " injection"
grid provides a means for introducing the
oscillator voltage into the detector circuit by
electronic means.
Receiving screen-grid tetrodes and pentodes
for radio-frequency voltage amplification are
made in two types, known as " sharp cut-off"
and " variable-u" or " super-control" types.
In the sharp cut-off type the amplification
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factoi is practically constant regardless of grid
bias, while in the variable-utype the amplification factor decreases as the negative bias is
increased. The purpose of this design is to
permit the tube to handle large signal voltages
without distortion in circuits in which gridbias control is used to vary the amplification,
and to reduce interference from stations on
adjacent frequencies by preventing crossmodulation. Cross- modulation is modulation
of the desired signal by an undesired one, and
is practically the same thing as detection.
The variable-g type of tube is a poor detector
in circuits used for r.f. amplification, hence
cross- modulation is reduced by its use.
Types of Cathodes
Cathodes are of two types, directly and indirectly heated. Directly-heated cathodes or
filaments used in receiving tubes are of the
oxide-coated type, consisting of a wire or ribbon of tungsten coated with certain rare metals
and earths which form an oxide capable of
emitting large numbers of electrons with comparatively little cathode-heating power. Directly-heated cathodes are used in older audio
power-output tubes, power rectifiers, tubes
intended for operation from dry-cell batteries
where economy of filament current is important, and in all but the smallest transmitting
tubes.
When directly-heated cathodes are operated
on alternating current, the cyclic variation of
current causes electrostatic and magnetic effects which vary the plate current of the tube
at supply-frequency rate and thus produce
hum in the output. Hum from this source is
eliminated by the indirectly-heated cathode,
consisting of a thin metal sleeve or thimble,
coated with electron-emitting material, enclosing atungsten wire which acts as aheater.
The heater brings the cathode thimble to the
proper temperature to cause electron emission.
This type of cathode is also known as the equipotential cathode, since all parts are at the
same potential. The cathode ordinarily is not
connected to the heater inside the tube, the
terminals being brought out to separate base
pins.
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Receiver Characteristics— Detectors— Amplifiers— The
Superheterodyne— Single- Signal Reception

I
NTHIS chapter

we shall discuss receivers designed for use on frequencies lying between
1715 and 30,000 kc. The general principles to
be outlined are equally valid for the ultrahigh-frequency region (above 30,000 kc.), but
there are practical reasons why such receivers
should be given separate treatment later in
this volume.
The preceding chapter has explained the
necessity for amplification and rectification
("detection") of the radio signals fed to the
input terminals of the receiver by the antenna.
A receiver has four important general characteristics: sensitivity, selectivity, stability, fidelity. To a considerable extent, the four are
interlocking; that is, achange in one will affect
the other three.
Sensitivity
Sensitivity is defined as the strength of the
signal (usually expressed in microvolts) which
must be applied to the input terminals of the
receiver to produce aspecified audio-frequency
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Fig. 401 — Selectivity curve of a modern superheterodyne receiver. The relative response is plotted
against deviations above and below the resonance frequency. The scale at the left is in terms of voltage
ratios; the corresponding decibel steps (see Chapter 20)
are shown at the right.
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power output at the loud-speaker or headset.
This is a measure of the amplification or gain,
but does not give a true representation of the
ability of the receiver to make very weak
signals intelligible. This property is dependent
not only upon the amplification but also upon
the presence of noise which, being amplified
with the signal, may mask the latter.
Since noise, unlike the signal, does not have a
definite frequency but is spread over a wide
band of frequencies, the noise output will depend upon the width of the band of frequencies
to which the receiver will respond. The noise
output is consequently a function of the
selectivity of the receiver.
Selectivity
Selectivity is the ability of areceiver to discriminate against signals of frequencies differing from that of the desired signal. The overall
selectivity will depend upon the selectivity of
the individual tuned circuits and the number
of such circuits. It is also dependent upon the
frequency characteristic of the audio amplifier
in the receiver; the smaller the band of audio
frequencies reproduced, the greater the contribution of the audio amplifier to selectivity.
The selectivity of a receiver is shown graphically by drawing acurve which gives the ratio
of signal strength required at various frequencies off resonance, to the signal strength at
resonance, to give constant output. A resonance curve of this type (taken on a typical communications-type superheterodyne receiver) is shown in Fig. 401. The band-width
is the width of the resonance curve (in cycles
or kilocycles) at a specified ratio; in Fig. 401,
the band-widths are shown for ratios of 2 and
10.
Besides its importance in selarating signals
and its effect on noise (preceding section)
selectivity also has an important effect on
fidelity, and imposes requirements on stability.
Stability
Stability of a receiver is its ability to give
constant output, over aperiod of time, from a
signal of constant strength and frequency.
Primarily, it means the ability to stay tuned to
a given signal, although a receiver which at
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some settings of its controls has atendency to
break into oscillation, or " howl," is said to be
unstable.
The stability of a receiver is affected principally by temperature variations, voltage
changes, and constructional features of a
mechanical nature.
Fidelity
Fidelity is the relative ability of the receiver
to reproduce in its output the modulation
(keying, ' phone, etc.) carried by the incoming
signal. For exact reproduction, the band-width
must be great enough to accommodate the
highest modulation frequency, and the relative
amplitudes of the various frequency components within the band must not be changed.
In amateur work, ahigh order of fidelity is not
required, especially for 'phone reception; the
important thing is to obtain adequate intelligibility. Considerably greater selectivity may be
used on this basis, with a resulting decrease
in interference. For keyed signals, the selectivity may be made extremely high without
destroying the intelligibility.

of the r.f. signal with modulation causes corresponding variations in the value of the d.c.
voltage across RI. The load resistor, R1,
usually has arather high value so that afairly
large voltage will develop from a small rectified-current flow.
In the circuit at 402-B R1 and C2 have been
divided for the purpose of filtering r.f. from the
output circuit; any r.f. voltage in the output
may cause overloading of a succeeding amplifier tube. These audio-frequency variations
can be transferred to another circuit through
a coupling condenser, C4 in Fig. 402, to a
load resistor R3,which usually is a " potentiometer" so that the volume can be adjusted
to a desired level.
The full-wave diode circuit at 402-C is practically identical in operation to the half-wave
circuit, except that both halves of the r.f. cycle
are utilized. The full-wave circuit has the advantage that very little r.f. voltage appears
across the load resistor, RI,because the midpoint of L2 is at the same potential as the cathode or " ground" for r.f.

• DETECTORS
The simplest possible receiver would consist
of arectifier or detector associated with atuned
circuit for selecting a desired signal, along
with a headset for making the rectified signals
audible. The important characteristics of a
detector are its sensitivity, fidelity or linearity,
resistance, and signal-handling capability.
Detector sensitivity is the ratio of audiofrequency output to radio-frequency input.
Linearity is a measure of the ability of the
detector to reproduce, as an audio frequency,
the exact form of the modulation on the incoming signal. The resistance of the detector
is important in circuit design, since a relatively low resistance means that power is
consumed in the detector. The signal-handling
capability means the ability of the detector
to accept signals of a specified amplitude
without overloading.
The Diode
The simplest detector is the diode rectifier,
the operation of which has been explained in
Chapter 3. Circuits for both half-wave and
full-wave diodes are given in Fig. 402. The
simplified half-wave circuit at 402-A includes
the r.f. tuned circuit L2
Ci, with a coupling
coil L1 from which the r.f. energy is fed to
L2Ci;the diode, D, and the load resistance
R1 and by-pass condenser C2. The flow of
rectified r.f. current through R1 causes a d.c.
voltage to develop across its terminals, and
this voltage varies with the modulation on
the signal. The — and -Fsigns show the polarity of the voltage. Variation in amplitude
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Fig. 402 — Simplified and practical diode detector
circuits. A, the elementary half-wave diode detector;
B, apractical circuit, with r.f. filtering and audio output
coupling; C, full-wave diode detector, with output
coupling indicated. The circuit L2Ct is tuned to the signal frequency; typical values for C2 and RIin A and C
are 250 ¡Add. and 250,000 ohms, respectively; in B,
C2 and C3 are 100 ugfd. each; RI, 50,000 ohms; and R2,
250,000 ohms. CIis 0.1 pfd. and 112. 0.5 to 1megohm in
all three diagrams.
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Fig. 403 — Grid-leak detector circuits. A, triode; B,
pentode. A tetrode may be used in the circuit of B by
neglecting the suppressor- grid connection. Transformer
coupling may be substituted for resistance coupling in
A, or a high-inductance choke may replace the plate
resistor in B. LICI is a circuit tuned to the signal frequency. The grid leak, RI, may be connected directly
from grid to cathode instead of across the grid condenser
as shown. The operation with either connection will be
the same. Representative values are:
Component

C2
Ca
C4
R1

Rs

Circuit A

Circuit B

100 to 250 ,.id.
0.001 to 0.002 pfd.
0.1 pfd.

100 to 250 ,
fd.
250 to 500 apfd.
0.1 pfd.
0.5 Add, or larger
1to 5megohms
100,000 to 250,000 ohms
50,000 ohms
20,000 ohms

1 to 2 megohms
50,000 ohms

Ra
R4

Interstage audio
transformer

(0e1
4 '
/

500-henry choke

The reactance of C2 must be small compared
to the resistance of R1 at the radio frequency
being rectified, but at audio frequencies must
be relatively large compared to Ri. This condition is satisfied by the values shown. If the
capacity of C2 is too large, the response at the
higher audio frequencies will be low.
Compared with other detectors, the sensitivity of the diode is low. Since the diode consumes power, the Q of the tuned circuit is reduced, bringing about a reduction in selectivity. The linearity is good, however, and the
signal-handling capability is high.
The Grid Leak Detector

The grid-leak detector is a combination
diode rectifier and audio-frequency amplifier.
In the circuit of Fig. 403-A, the grid corresponds to the diode plate, and the rectifying
action is exactly the same. The d.c. voltage
from rectified current flows through the grid
leak, Ri biases the grid negatively with respect to cathode, and the audio-frequency
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variations in voltage across R1 are amplified
through the tube just as in anormal a.f. amplifier. In the plate circuit, R2 is the plate load
resistance and Cg a by-pass condenser to
eliminate r.f. in the output circuit. Cs is the
output coupling condenser. With atriode, the
load resistor R2 may be replaced by an audio
transformer, T, as shown, in which case C4 is
not used.
Since audio amplification is added to rectification, the grid-leak detector has considerably greater sensitivity than the plain diode.
The sensitivity can be further increased by
using ascreen-grid tube instead of atriode, as
at 403-B. The operation is equivalent to that
of the triode circuit. Cs, the screen by-pass
condenser, should have low reactance for both
radio and audio frequencies. R3 and Rs constitute avoltage divider from the plate supply
to furnish the proper d.c. voltage to the screen.
In both circuits, Cg must have low r.f. reactance
and high a.f. reactance compared to the resistance of RI;the same consideration applies
to Cs with respect to Rg.
The sensitivity of the grid-leak detector is
higher than that of any other type, and it is
therefore the preferred detector for weak sig-

input

Fig. 404— Circuits for plate detection. A, triode; B,
pentode. 1.4Ci is tuned to the signal frequency. Typical
values for other constants are:
Circuit B
Component
Circuit A
C2

Ca
C4

Ca
Ri
Ra
Ra
R4

0.5 pfd. or larger
0.001 to 0.002 aid.
0.1 pfd.
10,000 to 20,000
ohms
50,000 to 100,000
ohms

0.5 pfd. or larger
250 to 500 add.
0.1 pfd.
0.5 pfd. or larger
10,000 to 20,000 ohms
100,000 to 250,000 ohms
50,000 ohms
20,000 ohms
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nais. Like the diode, it " loads" the tuned circuit and reduces its selectivity. The linearity
is rather poor, and the signal-handling capability is limited.
The Plate Detector
The plate detector is a triode or screen-grid
tube arranged so that rectification of the r.f.
signal takes place in the plate circuit, as contrasted to the grid rectification just described.
Sufficient negative bias is applied to the grid to
bring the plate current nearly to the cut-off
point, so that the application of asignal to the
grid circuit causes an increase in average plate
current. The average plate current follows the
changes in signal amplitude in a fashion similar to the rectified current in adiode detector.
Circuits for triodes and pentodes are given in
Fig. 404. C3is the plate by-pass condenser, R1is
the cathode resistor which provides the operating grid bias, and C2is aby-pass, for both radio
and audio frequencies, across RI.R2 is the plate
load resistance across which a voltage appears
as a result of the rectifying action described
above. It corresponds to the diode load resistance in Fig. 402. C4 is the output coupling
condenser. In the pentode circuit at B,R3 and
R4 form avoltage divider to supply the proper
potential (about 30 volts) to the screen, and
C5 is a by-pass condenser between the screen
and cathode. C5 must have low reactance for
both radio and audio frequencies.
The plate detector is more sensitive than
the diode, since there is some amplifying action
in the tube, but less so than the grid-leak detector. It will handle considerably larger signals than the grid-leak detector, but is not
quite as tolerant in this respect as the diode.
Linearity, with the self-biased circuits shown,
is good. Up to the overload point, the detector
takes no power from the tuned circuit and
hence does not affect its Q and selectivity.

is adjustable to any desired pitch by changing
the " local" frequency with respect to the signal frequency. The " local" signal may be
generated by an oscillator, the output of which
is loosely coupled to the detector (
beat oscillator), or by making the detector itself oscillate. The latter arrangement is called a
regenerative autodyne detector.
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Detection of Code (C.W.) Signals
In the detector circuits just described, audiofrequency output is secured only when the
amplitude of the incoming signal is varied, or
modulated, at an audio-frequency rate. In
telegraph transmission, the characters of the
telegraphic code are formed by turning on and
off a signal, or carrier, of constant amplitude,
and since at ordinary hand-sending speed this
operation is not rapid enough to produce an
audible tone, no sound is produced in a headset or loud-speaker. These detectors, therefore, are not suitable alone for the aural reception of c.w. telegraph signals.
The dots and dashes can be made audible by
introducing into the detector a second radio
frequency, differing by an audio frequency
from the signal frequency, to beat with or
heterodyne the incoming signal. The beat-note
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Fig. 405 — Triode and pentode (screen- grid) regenerative detector circuits.
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Regenerative Detectors
The regenerative detector is enormously
more sensitive to weak signals than the nonregenerative detectors previously described.
Regeneration also increases the effective Q of
the circuit and hence increases the selectivity,
by virtue of the fact that the maximum regenerative amplification takes place at only the
frequency to which the circuit is tuned. The
grid-leak type of detector is most suitable for
the purpose. Except for the regenerative connection, the circuit values are identical with
those previously described for this type of
detector, and the same considerations apply.
The sensitivity of the regenerative detector
is greatest when the tube is oscillating very
weakly, in beat-note reception, or when very
near the oscillation point, but not actually oscillating, in reception of 'phone signals. A
regeneration control must be provided so that
the adjustment for greatest sensitivity can be
obtained. Since there is a tendency, when the
incoming signal is strong, for the oscillating
detector to " pull" or " lock" into synchronism with the signal (when this happens, there
is no difference between the two frequencies
and the beat-note therefore disappears) the
regeneration control setting will be different
for signals of differing strengths. Also, the setting is quite critical, and in practical circuits it
is difficult to get asystem for regeneration control which does not also change the tuning of
the circuit to some extent. Again, if the detector itself is coupled to an antenna, slight
changes in the antenna constants (as when
the wire swings in a breeze) affect the frequency of the oscillations generated by the detector, and thereby the beat frequency when
c.w. signals are being received. The regeneration control setting also depends upon the
coupling between the antenna and the detector circuit, an effect which varies with
frequency.
Fig. 405 shows the circuits of regenerative
detectors of various types. The circuit of A
is for atriode tube, with an adjustable resistor
in the d.c. plate feed to vary the plate voltage
on the tube and thus to control regeneration.
If both coils are wound end to end in the same
direction, the plate connection is to the outside of the plate or " tickler" coil when the
grid connection is to the outside of the tuned
circuit.
The circuit of B is for ascreen-grid tube, regeneration being controlled by adjustment of
the screen-grid voltage. The tickler is in the
plate circuit. As in the circuit of A, the portion
of the control resistor between the rotating
contact and ground is by-passed by a large
condenser (0.5 µfd. or more) to filter out
scratching noise when the arm is rotated. The
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tickler should be adjusted so that the tube just
goes into oscillation at a screen voltage of approximately 30 volts. The circuit of C is also
for a screen-grid tube, but uses a variable bypass condenser for regeneration control, the
screen-grid voltage being fixed. When the capacity is small the tube does not regenerate,
but as it increases toward maximum its reactance becomes smaller until a critical value is
reached where there is sufficient feed-back to
cause oscillation. This method of control is
quiet and smooth in operation when the size
of the tickler and coupling to the grid coil are
carefully adj usted.
The circuit of D differs from that of B only
in that the feed-back winding is in the cathodeto-ground circuit, being actually part of the
tuned-circuit coil. This places it effectively in
the plate circuit (plate to ground and thence to
the cathode), so that the action is much the
same. However, the tickler is also in the screento-cathode return circuit, and the screen
operates to furnish feed-back as asort of auxiliary plate. Hence a smaller tickler winding is
required to give proper regeneration and oscillation. The circuit of E is the same as that of
D, except that aseparate feed-back winding is
used. This eliminates the necessity of tapping
the cathode into the main coil.
In all methods it is best that the tickler be
mounted or wound at the " ground" end and
not the grid end of the tuning coil. In the interests of smooth control it will be found advisable
to use just as few turns on the tickler as will
allow the tube to oscillate easily all over the
tuning range.

•TUNED CIRCUITS

— BAND CHANGING

The resonant circuits which are tuned to the
frequency of the incoming signal constitute a
special problem in the design of amateur receivers since, as explained in Chapter 2, the
amateur frequency assignments consist of
groups or bands of frequencies at widelyspaced intervals. The same LC combination
cannot be used for, say, 14 Mc. and 3.5 Mc.
It is necessary, therefore, to provide a means
for changing the circuit constants for various
frequency bands. As a matter of convenience,
the same tuning condenser usually is retained,
but new coils are inserted in the circuit for
each band.
There are two favorite methods of changing
inductances; one is to use aswitch, having an
appropriate number of contacts, which connects the desired coil and disconnects the
others. The second is to use coils wound on
forms with contacts (usually pins) which can
be inserted in and removed from a socket.
The switch is convenient in operation but,
with the coil assembly, is bulky and somewhat
difficult to adapt to home construction.
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Plug-in coils are preferred by the great majority of home builders because it is easier to
work with them, and a compact circuit layout
is readily possible.
Band-Spread Tuning
The tuning range of agiven coil and variable
condenser will depend upon the inductance of
the coil and the change in tuning capacity. For
ease of tuning it is desirable to adjust the tuning range so that practically the whole dial
scale is occupied by the band in use. This is
called band-spreading. Because of the varying
widths of the bands, special tuning methods
must be devised to give the correct maximumminimum capacity ratio on each. Several of
these are shown in Fig. 406.
In A, a small band-spread condenser C1
(15 to 25 pad. maximum capacity) is used in
parallel with a condenser, C2, which is usually
large enough ( 140 to 175 eteifd.) to cover awide

(A)

Fig.
406 — Essentials of band-spread
tuning systems.

may have amaximum capacity of 100 metfd. or
more. The minimum capacity is determined
principally by the setting of C3, which usually
is small, and the maximum capacity by the
setting of C2, which is of the order of 25 to
50 pad. This method is capable of close_adjustment to practically any desired degree of
band-spread. C2 and C3 must be adjusted for
each band or else separate pre-adjusted condensers must be switched in.
The circuit at C is probably the most popular with home constructors, since it gives
complete spread on each band and requires a
relatively small number of parts. C1,the bandspread condenser, may have any convenient
value of capacity; 50 mmfd. is satisfactory. C2
may be used for continuous frequency coverage (" general coverage") and as a bandsetting condenser. The effective maximumminimum capacity ratio depends upon the
capacity of C2 and the point at which C1 is
tapped on the coil. The nearer the tap to the
bottom of the coil, the greater the bandspread, and vice versa. For a given coil and
tap, the band-spread will be greater if C2 is
set at larger capacity. C2 may be mounted in
the plug-in coil form and pre-set, if desired.
This requires a separate condenser for each
band, but eliminates the necessity for re-setting C2 each time the band is changed.
• AUDIO-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS

(B)

(c)
frequency range. The setting of C2 will determine the minimum capacity of the circuit,
and the maximum capacity for band-spread
tuning will be the maximum capacity of Ci
plus the setting of C2. The inductance of the
coil can be adjusted for each band so that the
maximum-minimum ratio will give adequate
band-spread. In practicable circuits it is almost impossible to get full band-spread on all
bands with the same pair of condensers especially when, as is often the case, the coils are
wound to give continuous frequency coverage
on C2, which is variously called the band-setting or main- tuning condenser. Also, C2
must be re-set each time the band is changed.
The method shown at B makes use of condensers in series. The tuning condenser, C1,
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Audio-frequency amplifiers are used after
the detector to increase the power to a level
suitable for operating a loud-speaker or, in
some cases, a headset. There are seldom more
than two stages of al. amplification in a receiver, and often only one.
In all except battery-operated receivers, the
negative grid bias of audio amplifiers is secured from the voltage drop in a cathode resistor. The cathode resistor must be by-passed
by a condenser having low reactance, at the
lowest audio frequency to be amplified, compared to the resistance of the cathode resistor
(10% or less). In battery-operated sets, a
separate grid-bias battery generally is used.
Headset and Voltage Amplifiers
The circuits shown in Fig. 407 are typical
of those used for voltage amplification and for
providing sufficient power for operation of
headphones. Triodes usually are preferred to
pentodes because they are better suited to
working into an audio transformer or headset
as aload.
In these circuits, R2 is the cathode bias
resistor and C1 the cathode by-pass condenser. RI,the grid resistor, gives volume
control action; the nearer the variable arm to
the bottom of the resistor the smaller the voltage fed to the grid and hence the smaller the
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Fig. 407 — Audio amplifier
circuits for voltage amplification and headphone output.

A
Input

Output

-B

+B

(c)
output. Its value ordinarily is from 0.25 to 1
megohm. C2 is the input coupling condenser,
already discussed under detectors; it is, in
fact, identical to C4 in Figs. 403 and 404 if the
amplifier is coupled to a detector.
Tone Control
A tone control is a device for changing the
frequency response of an audio amplifier;
usually it is simply amethod for reducing highfrequency response. This is helpful in reducing
hissing and crackling noises without disturbing the intelligibility of the signal. R4and C4
together in Fig. 407-D form an effective tone
control of this type. The maximum effect is secured when R4is entirely out of the circuit,
leaving C4 connected between grid and ground.
R4 should be large enough so that when it is
all in circuit the effect of C4 on the frequency
response is negligible.

with a secondary-to-primary turns ratio of
about 2to 1. An output transformer, T1,with
acenter-tapped primary must be used. No bypass condenser is needed across the cathode resistor, R,since the a.f. current does not flow
through the resistor as it does in single-tube
circuits.

• CATHODE

CIRCUITS

In the discussion up to this point the cathode
circuit details have not been shown completely, since they tend to complicate the diagrams. With indirectly-heated tubes it is customary to omit heater wiring, as in the dia-

Power Amplifiers
The most popular type of power amplifier in
amateur receivers is the single pentode; the
circuit diagram is given in Fig. 408-A. The
grid resistor, RI,may be a potentiometer for
volume control as shown at R1in Fig. 407. The
output transformer T, should have a turns
ratio suitable for the speaker used; most of the
small speakers now available are furnished
complete with output transformer.
When greater volume is needed a pair of
pentodes or tetrodes may be connected in
push-pull, as shown in Fig. 408-B. Transformer
coupling to the voltage-amplifier stage is the
simplest method of obtaining push-pull input
for the amplifier grids. The interstage transformer, T2, has a center-tapped secondary,
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Fig. 408 — Audio power output amplifier circuits.
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grams at A and D in Fig. 409. With a.c. heater
supply, the circuits at B and E are generally
used; the heater wiring is twisted so that the
magnetic fields about the wires cancel as
fully as possible, which prevents a.c. hum
from being induced in the other wiring. One
side of the heater supply may be grounded, instead re the transformer center-tap; both
methods give satisfactory results. A 6-volt
storage battery may be substituted for the
transformer for battery operation.
In C and F are shown circuits for filamenttype tubes which are equivalent to the circuits
for indirectly-heated tubes in the same rows.
Note that in Fabias battery of the correct value
is substituted for the cathode resistor used with
the indirectly-heated tubes, since the cathodedrop method of biasing is not usually feasible
with these tubes. The same " C" battery may
be used for the entire receiver, provided it has
taps at the voltages required for the various
tubes used.
In all the circuits shown in this chapter,
filament-type tubes may replace correspondACTUAL

AS SHOWN

Fig. 410 indicates, in " block" form, the type
of receiver which for many years was the
standard amateur set. It consists of aregenerative detector followed by an audio amplifier.

REGENERATIVE
DETECTOR

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

HEADPHONES
OR SPEAKER

Fig. 410 — A simple type of receiver.
The latter may have either one or two stages,
depending upon whether or not loud-speaker
operation is desired. Any of the regenerative
detector circuits already described may be
combined with a voltage amplifier to form a
two-tube set for headphone operation, and a
power amplifier may be added for operating a
speaker. A simple receiver of this type is quite
effective and is easy and cheap to build but
lacks the selectivity and stability so desirable
in amateur operating. A typical example is
given in Chapter 8.

FIL. TYPE
É
QUIVALENT

• RADIO-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIERS
Radio-frequency amplification is
used to increase the strength of the
signal and to provide selectivity before
•A detection. Also, the signal-to-noise
A ratio is better than in the case of adetector, which is an important consideration in weak-signal reception.
R.F. Amplifier Circuits

Pt.5V A.0

(D)

(E)

(
F)

40011
115V AC
Fig. 409 — Cathode circuits as represented in circuit
diagrams, and their equivalents.
ing types having indirectly-heated cathodes
by substituting Fig. 409-C for A, and 409-F
for D.

• SIMPLE RECEIVERS
In the circuits already described will be
found the elements of a complete receiver. In
fact, a detector alone will suffice, although an
audio amplifier is a desirable addition since it
increases the strength of the signals.
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Although there are variations in
detail, practically all r.f. amplifiers
conform to the basic circuit shown
in Fig. 411. A screen-grid tube, usually
a pentode, is invariably used, since
a triode will oscillate when its grid
+A and plate circuits are tuned to the
A same frequency. The amplifier operates Class A, without grid current.
The tuned grid circuit, LIC1, is
coupled through L2 to the antenna
(or, in some cases, to a preceding
stage). R1and C2 are the cathode bias
resistor and cathode by-pass condenser, C3 the screen by-pass condenser, and
R2 the screen dropping resistor. L3 is the
primary of the output transformer, tightly
coupled to L4 which, with Cfi, constitutes the
tuned circuit feeding the detector or afollowing
amplifier tube. Lei. and L4C5 are both tuned to
the frequency of the incoming signal.
Shielding
The screen-grid construction prevents feedback from plate to grid inside the tube, but in
addition it is necessary to prevent transfer of
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Fig. 411 — The circuit of a tuned radio-frequency amplifier. Circuit values are discussed in
the text.

energy from the plate circuit to the grid circuit external to the tube. This is accomplished
by enclosing the coils in shielding containers,
and by keeping the plate and grid leads well
separated. With " single-ended" tubes care in
laying out the wiring to obtain the maximum
possible physical separation between plate
and grid leads is necessary to prevent capacity coupling.
The shield around acoil will reduce the Q of
the coil to an extent which depends upon the
shielding material and its distance from the
coil. The resistance of the shield material
should be low; copper is best, but aluminum is
satisfactory if there is reasonable separation
between the coil and shield. The shield should
be at least a coil diameter away from the coil
at the ends, and at least % the coil diameter
from the sides of the coil. The inductance of
the coil is reduced somewhat by the presence
of the shield; the closer the shield the greater
the reduction. Adjustments to the inductance
therefore must be made with the shield in
place.
By-Passing
In addition to shielding, good by-passing is
imperative. This is not simply a matter of
choosing the proper type and capacity of bypass condenser. Short separate leads from C8 and
C4to cathode or ground are aprime necessity,
since at the higher radio frequencies even an
inch or two of wire will have enough inductance to provide feedback coupling, and hence
cause oscillation, if the wire happens to be
common to both the plate and grid circuits.
Gain Control
The gain of an r.f. amplifier usually is varied
by varying the grid bias. This method is applicable only to variable-u type tubes, hence
this type usually is found in r.f. amplifiers.
In Fig. 411, R3and R4 comprise the gain-control circuit. R3 is the control resistor and R4
adropping resistor of such value as to make the
voltage across the outside terminals of R3about
50 volts. The gain is maximum with the variable arm all the way to the left (grounded)
on R3and minimum at the right. R3 could simply be placed in series with RI,omitting R4 entirely, but the range of control is limited when
this connection is used.
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In a multi-tube receiver, the gain on several
stages would be varied simultaneously, asingle
control sufficing for all. In such a case, the
lower ends of the several cathode resistors
(
R1)would be connected together and to the
movable contact on R3.
Circuit Values
The value of the cathode resistor, RI, should
be calculated for the minimum recommended
bias for the tube used. The capacities of C2,
C3 and C4 must be such that the reactance is
low at radio frequencies; this condition is
easily met by using 0.01-µfd. condensers. R2
is found by taking the difference between the
recommended plate and screen voltages, then
substituting this and the rated screen current
in Ohm's Law. R3 must be selected on the basis
of the number of tubes to be controlled; a resistor must be chosen which is capable of
carrying, at its low-resistance end, the sum of
all the tube currents plus the bleeder current.
A resistor of suitable current-carrying capacity
being found, the bleeder current necessary to
produce a drop through it of about 50 volts
can be calculated by Ohm's Law. The same
formula will give R4,using the plate voltage
less 50 volts for E and the bleeder current just
found for I.
The constants of the tuned circuits will depend upon the frequency range, or band, being
covered. A fairly high L/C ratio should be
used on each band; this is limited, however, by
the irreducible minimum capacities. An allowance of 10 to 20 pe,fd. must be made for tube
and stray capacity (the input and output capacities of r.f. tubes are given in the tube
tables); the minimum capacity of the tuning
condenser also must be added.
If the input circuit of the amplifier is connected to an antenna, the coupling coil 1,2
should be adjusted to provide an impedance
match between the antenna and grid circuit.
This will give maximum energy transfer. The
turns ratio Li/L2 will depend upon the frequency, the type of tube used, the Q of the
tuned circuit, and the antenna system, and in
general is best determined experimentally.
The selectivity will increase as the coupling is
reduced below this " optimum" value, a consideration which it is well to keep in mind if
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selectivity is of more importance than maximum gain.
The output circuit coupling depends upon
the output resistance of the tube, the input
resistance of the succeeding stage, and the Q
of the tuned circuit LW & L3 is usually coupled
as closely as possible to L4 (this avoids the
necessity for an additional tuning condenser
across L3) and the energy transfer is about
maximum when L3 has % to % as many turns
as L4, with ordinary receiving screen-grid
pentodes.
Ganged Tuning

The tuning condensers of the several r.f.
circuits may be coupled together mechanically
and operated by a single control. This operating convenience involves more complicated
construction, both electrically and mechanically. It becomes necessary to make the
various circuits track — that is, at each setting of the tuning control all circuits must tune
to the same frequency.
True tracking can be obtained only when the
inductance, minimum capacity and maximum
capacity are identical in all " ganged" stages.
This can be done by using identical tuning condensers and matching the coil inductances. A
small trimmer or padding condenser is connected across the coil so that variations in
minimum capacity can be compensated. The
fundamental circuit is shown in Fig. 412,
where C1 is the trimmer and C2 the tuning
condenser. The use of the trimmer further increases the minimum circuit capacity, but is a
necessity for satisfactory tracking. Condensers
having maximum capacities of 15 to 25 Judd.
generally are used for the purpose.
The same methods are applied to bandspread circuits which must be tracked. The
circuits are identical with those of Fig. 406,
although if both general-coverage and bandspread tuning are to be available, an additional trimmer condenser must be connected
across the coil in each circuit shown. If only
amateur-band tuning is desired, however,
then C3 in Fig. 406-B, and C2 in Fig. 406-C
serve as trimmers. Fig. 406-A is not particularly recommended for purely amateur-band
receivers.
The coil inductance can be adjusted by
starting with a larger number of turns than
necessary, then removing a turn or fraction of
a turn at a time until the circuits track satisfactorily. An alternative method of adjusting
Fig. 412 — Showing the
use of atrimmer condenser
across the tuned circuit to
set the minimum circuit
capacity for ganged tuning.
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inductance, providing it is reasonably close to
the correct value initially, is to make the coil
so that the last turn is variable with respect to
the whole coil, or to use a single short-circuited turn the position of which can be
varied with respect to the coil. These methods
are shown in Fig. 413.
Tube and Circuit Noise

In any conductor electrons will be moving
in random directions simultaneously and, as a
result, small irregular voltages are developed
across the conductor terminals. The voltage
is larger the greater the resistance of the conductor and the higher its temperature. This is
known as the thermal agitation effect, and

(A)

(B)

Fig. 413 — Methods of adjusting inductance for
ganging. The half turn in A can be moved so that its
magnetic field either aids or opposes the field of the coil.
The shorted loop in B is not connected to the coil, but
operates by induction. It will have no effect on the coil
inductance when the plane of the loop is parallel to the
axis of the coil, and will give maximum reduction of the
coil inductance when perpendicular to the coil axis.

it produces a hiss-like noise voltage distributed uniformly throughout the radio-frequency spectrum. The thermal agitation noise
voltage appearing across the terminals of a
tuned circuit will be the same as in a resistor
of avalue equal to the impedance of the tuned
circuit, even though the actual circuit resistance is low. Hence the higher the Q of the circuit the greater the thermal agitation noise.
Another component of hiss noise is developed in the tube, because the rain of electrons
on the plate is not entirely uniform. Small irregularities caused by gas in the tube also
contribute to the effect. Tube noise varies
with the type of tube, and is proportional in a
general way to the inverse ratio of the mutual
conductance of the tube to the square root of
the plate current.
To obtain the best signal-to-noise ratio, the
signal must be made as large as possible at the
grid of the tube, which means that the antenna
coupling must be adjusted to that end, and
also that the Q of the grid tuned circuit must
be high. A tube with low inherent noise obviously should be chosen. In an amplifier having
good signal-to-noise ratio the thermal agita-
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tion noise will be greater than the tube noise.
This can easily be checked by grounding the
grid through a0.01-pid. condenser and observing whether there is a decrease in noise. If
there is no change, the tube noise is greatly
predominant, indicating a poor signal-tonoise ratio in the stage. The test is valid only
if there is no regeneration in the amplifier.
The signal-to-noise ratio will decrease as the
frequency is raised because it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain a high-Q tuned
circuit.
The first stage of the receiver is the important one from the signal-to-noise ratio standpoint. Noise generated in the second and subsequent stages, while comparable in magnitude
to that generated in the first, is masked by the
amplified noise and signal from the first stage.
After the second stage, further contributions
by tubes and circuits to the total noise are inconsequential in any normal receiver.
Circuit Loading
At high frequencies the tube may consume
power from the tuned grid circuit even though
the grid is not driven positive by the signal.
Above 7 Mc. all tubes load the tuned circuit
to an extent which depends upon the type of
tube. This effect comes about because the time
necessary for electrons to travel from the
cathode to the grid becomes comparable to
the time of one r.f. cycle, and because of an
inductive effect of the cathode lead. The tube
input circuit resistance may be as low as afew
thousand ohms at 28 Mc., with certain tubes.
This input loading effect is in addition to
the normal decrease in the Q of the circuit
alone at the higher frequencies because of increased losses in the coil and condenser. Thus
the selectivity and gain of the circuit are both
adversely affected.
Comparison of Tubes for the
R.F. Amplifier
At 7 Mc. and lower frequencies, the signalto-noise ratio, gain and selectivity of an r.f.
amplifier stage are sufficiently high with any
of the standard receiving tubes. At 14 Mc.
and higher, however, this is no longer true,
and the choice of atube must be based on several conflicting considerations.
Gain is highest with high mutual-conductance pentodes, the 1851 and 1852 being examples of this type. These tubes also develop
less noise than any of the others. The input-
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loading effect is greatest with them, however,
so that selectivity is decreased and the tunedcircuit gain is lowered.
Pentodes such as the 6K7, 6J7 and corresponding types in glass have lesser inputloading effects at high frequencies, moderate
gain, and relatively-high inherent noise.
The " acorn" pentodes, 954 and 956, are excellent from the input-loading standpoint,
the gain is about the same as with the standard types, and the inherent noise is somewhat
lower. They are rather difficult to handle mechanically, however, and are not as rugged
electrically as the larger tubes.
Where selectivity is paramount, the acorns
are best, standard pentodes second, and the
1851-52 types last. On signal-to-noise ratio
the 1851-52 tubes are first, acorns second, and
standard pentodes third. The same order
holds for overall gain.
Receivers with R.F. Amplification
A stage of radio-frequency amplification
may be added to a receiver having a regenerative detector to form what is popularly called
a tuned rd. receiver. It is shown in block
diagram form in Fig. 414. The amplifier circuit of Fig. 411 is installed ahead of any of the
detector circuits of Fig. 405, with L4C5 in Fig.
411 becoming the tuned grid circuit of the detector. The methods of ganging and bandspreading already described may be applied
to the tuned circuits.
Although antenna loading effects are overcome by using an r.f. amplifier stage before
the regenerative detector, the other disadvantages of this type of detector remain. The
added selectivity of the r.f. stage is not of
much help except in partially tuning out strong
local signals on frequencies considerably different from that of the desired signal. The r.f.
stage increases the tendency of the detector to
block, since blocking is worse the greater the
signal strength. The selectivity becomes increasingly poorer as the frequency is raised,
and is not high enough even at the lower frequencies to meet present-day conditions. For
these reasons, plus the fact that greater overall
gain is obtainable, regenerative receivers have
largely been superseded by the superheterodyne receiver.
• THE SUPERHETERODYNE
In the superheterodyne, or superhet, receiver the frequency of the incoming signal is

HEADSET OR
SPEAKER

Fig. 414— Block diagram of a receiver
with tuned radio-frequency amplification
preceding aregenerative detector and audio
amplifier.
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changed to a new radio frequency, the intermediate frequency (i.f.), then amplified, and
finally detected. The frequency is changed by
means of the heterodyne process, the output of
an adjustable local oscillator (b.f. oscillator)
being combined with the incoming signal in a
mixer or converter stage (
first detector) to
produce a beat frequency equal to the i.f. Fig.
415 gives the essentials of the superhet in
block form. The process of detection and audio
amplification is similar to that already described. C.W. signals are made audible by
heterodyning the signal at the second detector
by an oscillator (the beat oscillator) set to
differ from the i.f. by a suitable audio frequency.
A numerical example will help make the operation of the receiver clearer. Assume that an
intermediate frequency of 455 kc. is chosen,
and that the incoming signal is on 7000 kc.
Then the h.f. oscillator frequency may be set
to 7455 kc. in order that the beat frequency
(7455 minus 7000) will be 455 kc. The h.f. oscillator also could be set to 6545 kc., which will
give the same frequency difference. To produce
an audible c.w. signal of say 1000 cycles at the
second detector, the beat oscillator would be
set either to 454 kc. or 456 kc.
The frequency-conversion process permits
r.f. amplification at arelatively-low frequency
where high selectivity can be obtained, and
this selectivity is constant regardless of the
signal frequency. Higher gain is also possible
at the low frequencies used for intermediate
amplification. The separate oscillators can be
designed for stability, and since the b.f. oscillator is working at afrequency considerably
removed from the signal frequency its stability is practically unaffected by the strength of
the incoming signal.
Images
Each h.f. oscillator frequency will cause i.f.
response at two signal frequencies, one higher
and one lower than the oscillator frequency. If
the oscillator is set to 7455 kc. to respond to a
7000-kc. signal, for example, it will also respond to a signal on 7910 kc.,, which likewise
gives a 455-kc. beat. The undesired signal of
the two is called the image. When the r.f.
circuit is tuned to the desired signal frequency,

Fig. 415 — The bask superheterodyne arrangement.
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and desired-signal and image voltages of equal
magnitude are alternately applied to the circuit, the ratio of desired-signal to image i.f.
output is called the signal-to-image ratio, or
image ratio for short.
The image ratio depends upon the selectivity of the r.f. circuits preceding the mixer.
Also, the higher the intermediate frequency
the higher the image ratio, since raising the
i.f. increases the frequency separation between
signal and image and thus places the latter
farther away from the peak of the resonance
curve of the signal-frequency circuits.
• FREQUENCY CONVERSION
The first detector or mixer resembles an ordinary detector of the types already described.
A circuit tuned to the intermediate frequency
is placed in the plate circuit of the mixer so that
the highest possible i.f. voltage will be developed. The signal- and oscillator-frequency
voltages appearing in the plate circuit are bypassed to ground since they are not wanted in
the output. The i.f. tuned circuit should have
low impedance for these frequencies, a condition easily met if they do not approach the
intermediate-frequency.
The important characteristics of a mixer
are its conversion efficiency, and pulling
effect on the oscillator frequency. The efficiency of the mixer is measured by the ratio
of i.f. output voltage from the plate circuit to
r.f. signal voltage applied to the grid. High
conversion efficiency is obviously desirable.
The mixer tube noise also should be low if a
good signal-to-noise ratio is wanted, particularly if the mixer is the first tube in the receiver.
The mixer should not require too much r.f.
power from the h.f. oscillator, since it may be
difficult to supply the power and maintain
good oscillator stability, especially at the
higher frequencies ( 14 and 28 Mc.). Also, the
conversion efficiency should not depend too
critically on the oscillator voltage (that is, a
small change in oscillator output should not
change the gain appreciably) since it is difficult to maintain constant oscillator output
over a wide frequency range.
Pulling is a change in oscillator frequency
caused by tuning of the mixer grid circuit. If
the two circuits could be completely isolated,
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mixer tuning would have no effect on the oscillator frequency, but in practice this is a
difficult condition to attain. Pulling is asource
of oscillator instability and should be minimized, because the stability of the whole receiver depends critically upon the stability
of the h.f. oscillator. The pulling effect decreases with the separation between the signal
and h.f. oscillator frequencies, hence is less
with high intermediate frequencies and greater
with low i.f.'s.
Mixing Methods

Typical frequency-conversion circuits are
given in Fig. 416. The variations are chiefly
in the way in which the oscillator voltage is
introduced, and other methods than those
shown are possible. In 416-A, the screen-grid
tube functions as a plate detector; the oscillator voltage is capacity-coupled to the grid
of the tube in parallel with the tuned input
circuit. Inductive coupling may be used instead. The conversion gain and input selectivity are generally good so long as the sum of the
two voltages (r.f. and oscillator) impressed on
the grid does not exceed the grid bias. It is desirable to make the oscillator voltage as high
as possible without exceeding this limitation.
The oscillator voltage required is small and
the power negligible.
A pentagrid-converter tube is used in the
57,6C6,6J7,etc
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Tubes for Frequency Conversion

For Fig. 416-A a sharp cut-off pentode is
preferred. The 1851 or 1852 give very high
conversion gain and an excellent signal-tonoise ratio — comparable, in fact, to the gain
and signal-to-noise ratio obtainable with r.f.
amplifiers, and in these respects far superior
to any other tubes used as mixers. This type
of tube loads the circuit more, however, and
thus decreases the selectivity.
The 6K8 is the best tube for the circuit at
B; its oscillator plate connection may be ignored. The 6K8 is also the best tube for use as
a combination mixer-oscillator, being greatly
superior to the older types at the higher frequencies.
The 6L7 is the only tube of its type, and
hence the only one suitable for circuit C.
• THE HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
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Fig. 416— Mixer or Converter Circuits. A, grid injection; B and C, separate injection circuits for converter
tubes. If an 1851 or 1852 is used in circuit A, the cathode
resistor should be changed from 300 to 500 ohms.
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circuit at B. Although intended for combination oscillator-mixer use, this type of tube
usually will give more satisfactory performance
when used in conjunction with a separate oscillator, the output of which is coupled in as
shown. The circuit gives good conversion
efficiency, and because of the electron coupling
gives desirable isolation between the mixer
and oscillator circuits. A small amount of
power is required from the oscillator.
In circuit C, using the 6L7 mixer tube, the
value of oscillator voltage can vary over a
considerable range without affecting the conversion gain. There are no critical adjustments
and the oscillator-mixer isolation is good. The
oscillator must supply somewhat more power
than in B.
A more stable receiver generally results,
particularly at the higher frequencies, when
separate tubes are used for the mixer and
oscillator. The same number of circuit components is required whether or not a combination tube is used, so that there is little
difference from the cost standpoint.

Stability of the receiver is chiefly dependent
upon the stability of the h.f. oscillator, and particular care should be given this part of the receiver. The frequency of oscillation should be
insensitive to changes in voltage, loading, and
mechanical shock. Thermal effects (slow
change in frequency because of tube or circuit
heating) should be minimized. These ends can
be attained by the use of good insulating materials and good-quality circuit components,
by suitable electrical design, and by careful
mechanical construction.
In addition, the oscillator must be capable
of furnishing sufficient r.f. voltage and power to
the particular mixer circuit chosen, at all frequencies within the range of the receiver, and
its harmonic output should be as low as pos-
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sible. When harmonics are present, they may
mix with incoming signals of frequencies far
removed from the desired frequency, to produce spurious signals at intermediate frequency.
Design Considerations
No matter what the circuit chosen, it is
desirable to make the LIC ratio in the oscillator tuned circuit as low as possible ( high- C)
since this results in increased stability in almost every respect. It is not hard to do this in
amateur-band receivers, since there is considerably greater freedom in design than in the
case of receivers intended for continuous coverage.
Particular care should be taken to insure
that no part of the oscillator circuit will vibrate mechanically. This calls for short leads
and very " solid" mechanical construction.
The chassis and panel material should be
heavy and rigid enough so that pressure on the
tuning dial will not cause torsion and a shift
in the frequency. Care in mechanical construction is well repaid by increased frequency stability.
Oscillator Circuits
Several oscillator circuits are shown in Fig.
417. The point at which output voltage is
taken for the mixer is indicated by the " X" or
"Y" in each case. A and B will give about the
same results, and require only one coil. However, in these two circuits the cathode is above
ground potential for r.f., which often is a
cause of hum modulation of the oscillator output at 14 and 28 Mc. when 6.3-volt heater
tubes are used. Hum is usually not bothersome
with 2.5-volt tubes, nor, of course, with tubes
which are heated by direct current. The
equivalent circuits for filament-type tubes can
easily be drawn with the help of Fig. 409. The
circuit of 417-C overcomes hum with 6.3-volt
tubes, but requires two coils. This is advantageous in construction, however, because it
makes the feedback adjustment simpler mechanically.
Besides the use of afairly high CIL ratio in
the tuned circuit, it is necessary to adjust the
feedback to obtain optimum results. Too much
feedback will cause the oscillator to " squeg,"
or operate at several frequencies simultaneously; too little feedback will cause the output
to be low. In the tapped-coil circuits (A, B)
the feedback is increased by moving the tap
toward the grid end of the coil; in C, by increasing the number of turns on 142 or by moving 1,2 closer to Li.
The oscillator plate voltage should be as low
as is consistent with adequate output. Low
plate voltage will reduce tube heating and
thereby reduce frequency drift. In all circuits
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Fig. 417— High-frequency oscillator circuits. A, screen- grid
grounded-plate oscillator; B, triode groundedplate oscillator; C, triode,
tickler circuit. Coupling
to mixer may be taken
from points X and Y.
In A and B, coupling
from Y will reduce pulling effects, but gives
legs voltage than from
X; it is therefore best
adapted to those mixer
circuits with small oscillator-voltage requirements.
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25000
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(C)
it is essential that the oscillator be shielded
from the mixer. Coupling other than by the
means intended, especially between the tuned
circuits, will result in pulling.
Tracking
For ganged tuning, the oscillator tuning
must track with the mixer tuning. In this
case the problem is to maintain a constant
difference in frequency (i.f.) between the two
circuits.
Tracking methods for covering a wide
frequency range, suitable for general-coverage
receivers, are shown in Fig. 418. The tracking capacity C5 commonly consists of two
condensers in parallel, a fixed one of somewhat less capacity than the value needed
and a smaller variable in parallel to allow for
adjustment to the exact proper value. In practice, the trimmer C4 is first set for the highfrequency end of the tuning range and then
the tracking condenser is set for the lowfrequency end. The tracking capacity becomes
larger as the ratio of the oscillator to signal
frequency becomes nearer to unity (that is,
as the tuning frequency becomes higher).
Typical circuit values are given in the accompanying table.
In amateur-band receivers tracking is simplified by choosing a band-spread circuit
which gives practically straight-line-frequency
tuning (equal frequency change for each dial
division) and then adjusting the two circuits
so that both cover the same total number of
kilocycles. For example, if the i.f. is 455 kc. and
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quency; the same is true of 406-A if C1 is small
compared to C2.
INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER

.-Cothode
SeParéée8

-

r
PLATE

Fig. 418 — Converter circuit tracking methods. Approximate circuit values for 450- to 465-kc. intermediates with tuning ranges of approximately 2.15-to-1.
CIand CShaving a maximum of 140 pfd. and the total
minimum capacitance, including C3 or C4, being 30 to
35 pfd.

Tuning Range

Li

1.7-4 Mc.
3.7-7.5 Mc.
7-15 Mc.
14-30 Mc.

50 ph.
14 ph.
3.5 ph.
0.8 ph.

I.2

40 ph.
12.2 ph.
3 ph.
0.78 ph.

C5

0.0013 pfd.
0.0022 pfd.
0.0045 pfd.
None used

Approximate salues for 450- to 465-kc. i.f. with a
2.5-to i toiling range, C1 and C2 being 350-ppfd.
maximum, minimum capacitance including C3 and
C4 being 40 to 50 ppfd.

Tuning Range

1.1

f..3

0.5-1.5 Mc.
1.5-4 Mc.
4-10 Mc.
10-25 Mc.

240 ph.
32 ph.
4.5 ph.
0.8 ph.

130 ph.
25 ph.
4 ph.
0.75 ph.

C5

425 pad.
0.00115 pfd.
0.0028 pfd.
None used

the mixer circuit tunes from 7000 to 7300 kc.
between two given points on the dial, then the
oscillator must tune from 7455 to 7755 kc. between the same two dial readings. With the
band-spread arrangement of Fig. 406-C the
tuning will be practically straight-line fre-
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The selection of an intermediate frequency
is a compromise between various conflicting
factors. The lower the i.f., the higher the selectivity and gain, but alow i.f. brings the image
nearer the desired signal and hence decreases the
image ratio. A low i.f. also increases pulling of
the oscillator frequency. On the other hand, a
high i.f. is beneficial to both image ratio and
pulling, but the selectivity and gain are lowered.
The difference in gain is least important.
An i.f. of the order of 455 kc. gives good selectivity and is satisfactory from the standpoint of image ratio and oscillator pulling at
frequencies up to 7 Mc. The image ratio is
poor at 14 Mc. when the mixer is connected
to the antenna, but adequate when there is a
tuned r.f. amplifier between antenna and
mixer. At 28 Mc., the image ratio is very poor
unless several r.f. stages are used. At both 14
and 28 Mc. pulling is likely to be bad unless
very loose coupling can be used between
mixer and oscillator.
By going to an i.f. of about 1600 kc., satisfactory image ratios can be secured on 14 and
28 Mc., and pulling can be reduced to negligible proportions. However, the i.f. selectivity
is considerably lower, so that more tuned circuits must be used to increase the selectivity.
In choosing an i.f. it is wise to avoid frequencies on which there is considerable activity by the various radio services, since such
signals may be picked up directly on the i.f.
wiring. The two frequencies mentioned are
fairly free of such interference.
I.F. Transformers
The tuned circuits of i.f. amplifiers are built
up as transformers, consisting of a shielding
container in which the coils and condensers
are mounted. Both air-core and powderediron-core universal-wound coils are used, the
latter having somewhat higher Q's and, hence,
greater selectivity and gain per unit.
Variable tuning condensers are of the midget
type, air-dielectric condensers being preferable
because their capacity is practically unaffected
by changes in temperature. Iron-core transformers may be tuned by varying the inductance (permeability tuning) in which case
stability comparable to that of variable aircondenser tuning can be obtained by use of
high-stability fixed mica condensers. Such stability is of great importance in highly selective
i.f. amplifiers.
Intermediate-frequency amplifiers usually
consist of one or two stages. With modern
tubes and transformers, two stages at 455
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kc. will give all the gain usable,
considering the noise level. If reTo Plate
generation is introduced into the
,f Preteens,
i.f. amplifier a single stage will
Stafe
give enough gain for all practical
purposes.
Typical circuit arrangements
for three types of transformers
are shown in Fig. 419. Alternative methods of gain-control
biasing, by-passing and decoupling are indicated. The method
To
of returning all by-passes to the mate
cathode shown in C is recommended. Where two such stages
are used there will be atendency
to instability and oscillation because of the high gain, and
+8
careful circuit arrangement is
necessary.
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Tubes for I.F. Amplifiers
Variable-ppentodes are almost
invariably used in i.f. amplifier
stages, since grid-bias gain control is practically always applied
to the i.f. amplifier. Tubes with
high plate resistance will have
least effect on the selectivity of
the amplifier, and those with high
loo.00en
/00000 f2
mutual conductance will give
TO MAN
greatest gain. The choice of i.f.
+8
A V.C.
RAIN /
A
A vC
tubes will have practically no
effect on the signal-to-noise ratio,
since this will have been deterFig. 419 — I.F. amplifier circuits for three types of transformers. A,
mined by the preceding mixer double-tuned; B, triple- tuned; C, high- gain iron core.
and r.f. amplifier (if used).
If single-ended tubes are used, care should
The Beat Oscillator
be taken to keep the plate and grid leads well
Any standard oscillator circuit may be used
separated. With these tubes it is advisable to
for the beat oscillator. Special beat-oscillator
mount the screen by-pass condenser directly
transformers are available, usually consisting
across the socket between the plate and grid
of a tapped coil with adjustable tuning; these
pins to provide additional shielding, making
are most conveniently used with circuits such
sure that the outside foil of the condenser is
as those shown at Fig. 417-B and -C, with the
connected to ground.
output taken from " Y." A variable condenser
of about 25 mpfd. capacity often is connected
The Second Detector
between cathode and ground to provide fine
The second detector of a superhet receiver
adjustment of the beat frequency. The beat osperforms the same function as the detector in
cillator usually is coupled to the second dethe simple receiver, but usually operates at a tector through afixed condenser of afew gisfd.
higher input level because of the relatively
capacity.
great r.f. amplification. Therefore, the ability
The beat oscillator should be well shielded,
to handle large signals without distortion is
to prevent coupling to any part of the circuit
preferable to high sensitivity. Plate detection is
except the second detector, and to prevent its
used to some extent, but the diode detector is
harmonics from getting into the front end of
the most popular. It is especially adapted to
the receiver and being amplified like regular
furnishing automatic gain or automatic volsignals. To this end, the plate voltage should
ume control (a.v.c.), which gives it an addibe as low as is consistent with sufficient audio
tional advantage. A wide variety of combinaoutput. If the beat-oscillator output is too
tions will be found, including circuits using
low, strong signals will not give a proportionmulti-element tubes which include diode
ately strong audio response, making the reelements, but all are basically the same.
ceiver sound as though it is being blocked.
00000 +
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While aregenerative second detector may be
used to give the audio beat note, this is not desirable, since it requires that the detector be
detuned from the i.f. This reduces selectivity
and response, especially at the i.f.'s used, and
re-introduces the undesirable features of autodyne reception.
Automatic Volume Control
Automatic regulation of the gain of the receiver in inverse proportion to the signal
strength is a great advantage, especially in
'phone reception. This is readily accomplished
in the superheterodyne by using the average
rectified voltage developed by the received signal across a resistance in a detector circuit
to vary the bias on the r.f. and i.f. amplifier
tubes. Since this voltage is proportional to the
average amplitude of the detector signal, the
gain is reduced as the signal strength is
greater. The control will be more complete as
the number of stages to which the a.v.c. bias
is applied is greater. Control of at least two
stages is advisable.
A typical circuit of a diode-triode type tube
used as acombined a.v.c. rectifier, detector and
first audio amplifier is shown in Fig. 420. One
plate of the diode section of the tube is used for
signal detection and the other for a.v.c. rectification. The detector diode plate is connected
directly to the " high" side of the i.f. transformer secondary, while the a.v.c. diode plate
is fed through the small coupling condenser
Cg. Negative bias resulting from the flow of
rectified carrier current is developed aross
R4, the diode load resistor. This negative
bias is applied to the grids of the controlled
stages through the filtering resistors Rg, Rg
and R7.
It does not matter which of the two diode

Fig. 420 — Second-detector and
using duo-diode-triode tube.
RI — 250,000 ohms, 54-watt.
R2 — 50,000 to 250,000 ohms,
3'-watt.
112 — 2000 ohms, 34-watt.
R4 — 2to 5megohms, %-watt.
Re, Re, R7 — 1 megohm,
watt.
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plates is selected for audio and which for a.v.c.
The audio diode return is made directly to
the cathode and the a.v.c. diode return to
ground. This places negative bias on the a.v.c.
diode equal to the d.c. drop through the cathode resistor (a matter of a volt or two) and
thus delays the application of a.v.c. voltage
to the amplifier grids, since no rectification
takes place in the a.v.c. diode circuit until the
carrier amplitude is large enough to overcome
the bias. Without this delay, the a.v.c. would
start working even with a very small signal,
which is undesirable because the full amplification of the receiver then cannot be realized
on weak signals. In the audio diode circuit
this fixed bias must be avoided, hence the
return is made directly to the cathode.
Time constant is important in the a.v.c.
circuit, and is determined by the RC values in
the diode and bias-feed circuits to the controlled stages. In high-frequency reception a
large time constant is not desirable because it
prevents the a.v.c. from keeping up with
rapid fading. A too-small time constant would
tend to " wash out" modulation. The values
shown have been found to be satisfactory in
operation.
• PRESELECTION
Preselection is added signal-frequency selectivity before the mixer stage is reached. An
r.f. amplifier preceding the mixer is generally
called a preselector, its purpose, in part at
least, being to discriminate in favor of the signal against the image. The preselector may
consist of one or more r.f. amplifier stages, and
its tuning may be ganged with that of the
mixer and oscillator. Its circuits must track
with the mixer circuit, all being tuned to the
same frequency at a given dial setting. An
r.f. amplifier stage also improves
the signal-to-noise ratio, since the
gain is usually greater than that of
amixer while the tube noise is about
the same.
The design is the same as discussed earlier in the chapter. An
external preselector stage may be
used with receivers having inadequate image ratios, in which case
it is built as a separate unit, often
with a tuned output circuit which
gives a further improvement in
selectivity.

first audio circuit with a.v.c., • CRYSTAL FILTERS
Rs — 500,000 ohms, 4
.
watt.
R9 — 250,000 ohms, 3/2watt.
CI, Cs, C — 100 pmfd.
Cs — 250 add.
Cs, Cs, C7 — 0.01 dd.
Cs, Cs — 0.01 to 0.1 afd.
Cio — 5- to 10-pfd. electrolytic.

The selectivity of the ordinary
i.f. amplifier does not approach the
value which it is possible to use in
reception of c.w. signals. It does,
however, represent about the usable
limit for " good quality" 'phone
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reception, although considerably greater selectivity can be used without sacrificing intelligibility.
The most satisfactory method of obtaining
high selectivity is by the use of apiezo-electric
quartz crystal as a selective filter in the i.f.
amplifier. Compared to a good tuned circuit,
the Q of such a crystal is extremely high, so
that at afrequency of 450 kc., for instance, the
band-width is measured in cycles instead of
kilocycles. In practice, the dimensions of the
crystal are made such that it is resonant at the
desired intermediate frequency, and it is then
used as aselective coupler between i.f. stages.
The use of a crystal filter brings another
practical advantage — a simple adjustment
permits " phasing out" or " rejecting" an interfering signal having a frequency close to, but
not the same as, that of the desired signal.
The Single-Signal Effect
As already explained, in c.w. reception the
beat oscillator may be set to, say, 456 kc. (if
the i.f. is 455 kc.) to give a 1000-cycle beat
when the desired signal is on the peak of the i.f.
resonance curve. Now if an interfering signal
appears at 457 kc. it also will be heterodyned
by the beat oscillator to produce a 1000-cycle
beat. This audio-frequency image corresponds to the high-frequency images already
discussed, and can be reduced by providing
enough selectivity to make the response to
the image negligible.
With selectivity of the order shown in Fig.
401 it is obvious that the ratio of signal to
audio-frequency image will not be very high
for beat notes of 1000 cycles or less. With a
crystal filter, however, the audio-frequency
image can be made practically inaudible, even
on the strongest signals, by a combination of
the high selectivity of the filter with the rejection feature. Fig. 421 gives a typical crystalfilter resonance curve which illustrates this.
The audio-frequency image can be reduced
by a factor of 1000 or more as compared with
the desired signal. There is, in effect, only
one heterodyne beat from each signal instead
of the two which are observed with normal i.f.
selectivity, or with a regenerative autodyne
detector.
Besides practically eliminating the a.f.
image, the high selectivity of the crystal filter
provides great discrimination against signals
very close to the desired signal in frequency,
and, by reducing the band width, reduces the
response of the receiver to noise both from
sources external to the receiver and in the r.f.
stages of the receiver itself.
Phasing
Several crystal-filter circuits are shown in
Fig. 422. Those at A and B are practically
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identical in performance, although differing
in details. The crystal is connected in abridge
circuit, with the secondary side of 7'1, the input transformer, balanced to ground either
through a pair of condensers, C-C, (A) or by
a center-tap on the secondary, L2 (
B). The
bridge is completed by the crystal X, and the
phasing condenser, C2,which has amaximum
capacity somewhat higher than the capacity
of the crystal in its holder. When C2 is set to
balance the crystal-holder capacity (or neutralize theholder capacity) the resonance curve
of the crystal circuit is practically symmetrical; the crystal acts as a series resonant circuit of very high Q and thus allows signals of
the desired frequency to be fed through C3 to
T2,the output transformer. Without C2 the
holder capacity ( with the crystal acting as a
dielectric) would by-pass signals of undesired
frequencies to the output circuit.
The phasing control has an additional function besides neutralization of the crystalholder capacity, however. The holder capacity becomes apart of the crystal circuit and
causes it to act as aparallel-tuned resonant circuit at a frequency slightly higher than its
series-resonant frequency. Signals at the parallel-resonant frequency are thus prevented from
reaching the output circuit. The phasing control, by varying the effect of the holder capacity, permits shifting the parallel-resonant
frequency over a considerable range, thus
providing adjustable rejection of interfering
signals. The effect of rejection is illustrated in
Fig. 421, where the audio image is reduced far
below the value that would be expected if the
resonance curve were symmetrical.
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Fig. 421 — A graphical illustration of single-signal
selectivity. The shaded area indicates the region in
which response is obtainable.
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Variable Selectivity
In circuits of the type of A and B, Fig. 422,
variable selectivity is obtained by adjustment
of the variable input impedance, which is effectively in series with the crystal resonator.
This is accomplished by varying C1 (the
selectivity control) which tunes the balanced
secondary circuit of T1. When the secondary is
tuned to i.f. resonance, the parallel impedance
of the L2C1 combination is maximum and is
purely resistive. Since the secondary circuit
is center-tapped, approximately one-fourth of
this resistive impedance is in series with the
crystal, through C3 and Li. This lowers the Q
of the crystal circuit and makes its selectivity
minimum. At the same time, the voltage applied to the crystal circuit is maximum.

01

When the input circuit is detuned from the
crystal resonant frequency, the resistance
component of the input impedance decreases,
and so does the total parallel impedance. Accordingly, the selectivity of the crystal circuit
becomes higher and the applied voltage falls
off. At first the resistance decreases faster than
the applied voltage, with the result that at
first the c.w. output from the filter increases
as the selectivity is increased. The output then
falls off gradually as the input circuit is detuned farther from resonance and the selectivity becomes still higher. The selectivity can
be varied over a range of more than 12 to 1,
and the maximum selectivity is more than 35
times that obtained with the crystal filter
switched out, in typical receivers having two
i.f. stages. (
Bib. 1).
In the circuits of A and B, Fig. 422, the
minimum selectivity is still much greater than
that of a normal two-stage 455-kc, amplifier,
and it is desirable to provide a wider range of
selectivity, particularly for ' phone reception.
A circuit which does this is shown at Fig.
422-C. The principle of operation is similar,
but a much higher value of resistance can be
introduced in the crystal circuit to reduce the
selectivity. The output tuned circuit LC, must
have high Q. A compensated condenser is
used at C2 (
phasing) to maintain circuit balance, so that the phasing control does not affect the resonant frequency. The output circuit functions as a voltage divider in such a
way that the amplitude of the carrier delivered to the next grid does not vary appreciably
with the selectivity setting. The variable resistor, R, may consist of a series of separate
fixed resistors selected by atap switch. (
Bib. 2).
• REGENERATION IN THE SUPERHET

(C)
Fig. 422 — Crystal filter circuits of three types. All give

variable band-width, with Chaving the greatest range of
selectivity. Their operation is discussed in the text.
Suitable circuit values are as follows: Circuit A, Ti,
special id. input transformer with high-inductance primary, Li, closely coupled to tuned secondary, 1.2; CI,
50-pfd. variable; C, each 100-red. fixed (mica); Cr,
10- to 15-,dd. (max.) variable; Ca, 50- 141d. trimmer;
L8C.4, id. tuned circuit, with L3 tapped to match crystal.
circuit impedance. In Circuit B, Ti is the same as in
Circuit A except that the secondary is center-tapped;
CIis 100-mrdd. variable; Cs, Ca and Cs same as for Circuit
A; .1.314 is atransformer with primary, Li, corresponding to tap on L3 in A. In Circuit C, Ti is a special i.f.
input transformer with tuned primary and low-impedance secondary; C, each 100-yridd. fixed (mica); Cr,
opposed-stator phasing condenser, app. 8 pfd. maximum capacity each side; LsCs, high-Q i.f. tuned circuit;
R, 0 to 3000 ohms (selectivity control).
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Regeneration often can be used to advantage in superhet receivers to increase gain
and, chiefly, selectivity. When the necessary
gain and selectivity can be obtained without
regeneration it is advantageous not to use it,
since a regenerative circuit requires careful
adjustment and represents an operating inconvenience. However, in superhets using a
small number of tubes regeneration often is
worth while.
When the mixer is the first tube in the receiver, it can be made regenerative to increase
the image ratio. With the mixer regenerative,
but not oscillating, image ratios comparable
to those obtained with a non-regenerative r.f.
stage preceding the mixer can be obtained at
14 and 28 Mc. At lower frequencies the improvement is not so great, but images are
negligible with the mixer properly regenerative. Fairly careful adjustment of regeneration and tuning usually are necessary each
time the frequency is changed appreciably,
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if the advantages of regeneration in increasing
selectivity are to be realized. Regeneration affects the signal-to-noise ratio ( first tube and
circuit noise) adversely, however.
A tickler coil may be connected in series with
the mixer plate and coupled to the grid coil to
provide regeneration; in fact, any of the usual
regenerative methods may be used. Regeneration may be controlled by varying screen voltage or grid bias, the latter by means of a variable cathode resistor.
In an i.f. stage, regeneration can be used to
give a pronounced single-signal effect, particularly when the i.f. is 455 kc. or lower. The
resonance curve of an i.f. stage at critical regeneration (just below oscillation) resembles
that of a crystal filter, although it is broader
at the base and does not have the rejection
feature. Regeneration is easily introduced in
an i.f. amplifier by providing a small amount
of capacity coupling between grid and plate —
bringing a short length of wire, connected to
the grid, into the vicinity of the plate lead,
usually will suffice — and may be controlled
by the regular cathode-resistor gain control.
When the i.f. is regenerative, it is usually
preferable to operate the tube at rather high
bias and depend upon the regeneration to
bring the gain back to normal. This prevents
overloading on strong signals and thereby
increases the effective selectivity.
The higher selectivity with regeneration reduces the response to noise, just as in the
case of high selectivity produced by other
means.
• NOISE INTERFERENCE REDUCTION
Much of the interference experienced in reception of amateur signals is caused by domestic electrical equipment and automobile
ignition systems. The interference is of two
types in its effects. The first is of the " hiss"
type consisting of overlapping pulses, similar
in nature to the receiver noise previously discussed. It is largely reduced by high selectivity
in the receiver, especially for code reception.
The second is the " pistol shot" or " machine
gun" type, consisting of separated impulses of
high amplitude. The " hiss" type of interference is usually caused by commutator sparking in d.c. and series a.c. motors, while the
"shot" type results from separated spark discharges (a.c. power leaks, switch and key
clicks, ignition sparks, and the like).
Both " hiss" and " shot" interference may
be reduced by use of a receiving antenna system of the " noise reduction" type, where the
antenna proper is located remotely from the
noise sources and connected to the receiver
by a balanced or shielded transmission line
which has small pick-up. Other methods may
be applied in the receiver itself.

CHAPTER FOUR

Audio Limiter Circuits
A (. 0ii:,iderable degree of noise reduction in
code reception can be accomplished by limiter
arrangements applied to the output circuits of
both superhet and regenerative receivers. Such
limiters also maintain the signal output nearly
constant with fading, the effect for both noise
and signal limiting being shown in Fig. 423.
Diagrams of typical output limiter circuits are
shown in Fig. 424. Circuit A employs a triode
tube operated at reduced plate voltage (approximately 10 volts) so that it saturates at a
low-signal level. The arrangement of B has
better limiting characteristics. A pentode
audio tube is operated at reduced screen voltage (35 volts or so), so that the output power
remains practically constant over a grid excitation voltage range of more than 100 to 1.
The output limiter systems are simple and
adaptable to nearly all receivers. However,
they cannot prevent noise peaks from overloading previous circuits and do not bring the
noise amplitude down below the level of the
signal. (
Bib. 3).
Series-Valve Noise Limiter
The circuit of Fig. 425 " chops" noise peaks
at the second detector of asuperhet receiver by
means of a biased diode which becomes nonconducting above apredetermined signal level.
The audio output of the detector must pass
through the diode to the grid of the amplifier
tube. The diode would normally be non-conducting with the connections shown were it not
for the fact that it is given positive bias from a
30-volt source through the adjustable potentiometer R3.Resistors R1 and R2 must be
fairly large in value to prevent loss of audio
signal.
The audio signal from the detector can be
considered to modulate the steady diode current, and conduction will take place so long as
the diode plate is positive with respect to the
cathode. When the signal is sufficiently large
to swing the cathode positive with respect to
the plate, however, conduction ceases and
that portion of the signal is cut off from the
audio amplifier. The point at which cut-off
occurs can be selected by adjustment of R3.
By setting R3 so that the signal just passes
through the " valve", noise pulses higher in
amplitude than the signal will be cut off.
The circuit of Fig. 425-A, using an infiniteimpedance detector (one in which the cathode
bias resistor also is the audio load resistor,
with the plate grounded for audio) gives a
positive voltage on rectification. When the
rectified voltage is negative, as from the usual
diode detector, adifferent circuit arrangement,
shown in Fig. 425-B, is required.
An audio signal of about ten volts is re-
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Fig. 423 — Illustrating limiter action with noise-peak
interference and with afading signal.

quired for good limiting action. When a beat
oscillator is used for c.w. reception the b.o.
voltage should be small so that incoming noise
will not have a strong carrier to beat against
and produce large audio output. (
Bib. 4).
cl
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cathode, however, is free to follow the modulation, and when the modulation is 100% the
peak cathode voltage will just equal the steady
grid voltage.
At all modulation percentages below 100%
the grid is negative with respect to cathode
and current cannot flow in the 6N7 platecathode circuit. A noise pulse exceeding the
peak voltage which represents 100% modulation will, however, make the grid positive
with respect to cathode and the relatively-low
plate-cathode resistance of the 6N7 shunts
the high-resistance audio output circuit,
effectively short-circuiting it so that there is
practically no response for the duration of the
noise peak over the 100% modulation limit.
R5 is used to make the noise-limiting tube
more sensitive, by applying to the plate an
audio voltage out of phase
with the cathode voltage so
that at the instant the grid
Ph goes positive with respect to
cathode, the highest positive
potential also is applied to
▪
the plate, thus further lowC'
ering the effective plate',
cathode resistance. (
Bib. 5).
+220 V.
Noise- Silencing I.
F.
System

Fig. 424— Output limiter circuits.
• — 0.25 pfd.
C2 — 0.01 pfd.
C3 — 5dd.
P — 50,000-ohm limiter control (preferably wire wound).
Ri — 0.5 meg.
R2 — 2000 ohms.

R3 — 600 ohms.
T — Output transformer.
Li — 15-henry choke.
Ph — Telephones (20,000-ohm impedance; 2000-ohm resistance).

Automatic Noise Suppressor Circuit

A second-detector noise limiting circuit
which automatically adjusts itself to the
received carrier level is shown in Fig. 426. The
diode load circuit consists of Rg, R7, Rg
(shunted by the high-resistance audio volume
control, R4)and R5 in series. The cathode of
the 6N7 noise-limiter is tapped on the load
resistor at a point such that the average rectified carrier voltage (negative) at its grid is
approximately twice the negative voltage at
the cathode, both measured with reference to
ground. A filter network, R1C1,is inserted in
the grid circuit so that the audio modulation
on the carrier does not reach the grid, hence
the grid potential is maintained at substantially the rectified carrier voltage alone. The
Fig. 425 — The series-valve noise-limiter circuit.
A, with an infinite-impedance detector; B, with diode
detector. Values are as follows:
• — 0.25 megohm.
R2 — 50,000 ohms.
Ri — 10,000-ohm potentiometer.
• — 20,000 to 50,000 ohms.
CI— 250 ppfd.
C2, C3 — 0.1 pfd.
Diode circuit constants in B are conventional.
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The circuit shown in Fig.
427 operates to make the
noise pulses " commit suicide" before they have a
chance to reach the second
detector. Noise voltage in ex-
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RECEPTION OF RADIO SIGNALS
cess of the desired signal's maximum i.f. voltage
• SIGNAL STRENGTH AND TUNING
is taken off at the grid of the i.f. amplifier, amINDICATORS
plified by the noise amplifier stage and rectified
by the full- wave diode noise rectifier. The
A useful accessory to the receiver is an
noise circuits are tuned to
NOISE REC..
the i.f. The rectified noise
6H6
voltage is applied as apulse
of negative bias to the No. 3
grid of the 6L7 used as an i.f.
amplifier, wholly or partially disabling this stage for
ilcvie Threshold Ad,:
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the duration of the individC2.
ual noise pulse, depending
T2
= C22
on the amplitude of the
noise voltage. The noise
SILENCER
2.o. I. F.
amplifier-rectifier circuit is
DEY
Çz 6L7
6H6
biased so that rectification
will not start until noise
voltage exceeds the desiredR5
signal amplitude, by means
19,4 044
1: 15
of the "threshold control."
C8
A.V.C.
C9
For reception with auto70 R.F.
and i.F.
R,3 éVon.
„__ Cs
I
AMP
matic volume control, the
TO R.F.
Gala
C,4
end F. CATHODES
a.v.c. voltage is also applied
SW5
C, 3
to the grid of the noise am(A C)
plifier to augment this
•
TO Cw
05C
threshold bias. This system
of noise silencing gives sig-250V. +250V.
nal-noise ratio improvement
of the order of 30 db (power ratio of 1000) with
Fig. 427 — Silencer circuit applied to the second
i.f. stage of a typical superhet. The negative-B of the
heavy ignition interference, raising the signalhigh-voltage supply must be grounded at the filter
noise ratio from — 10 db without the silencer to
output.
-F 20 db in atypical instance. (
Bib. 6).

1

Fig. 426 — Automatic noise limiting circuit for
superhet receivers.
T — I.F. transformer with balanced secondary for
working into diode rectifier.
RI, 112, RS— 1megohm, 5-watt.
R4 — 1-megohm volume control.
R5
250,000 ohms, M-watt.
RS, Rs — 100,000 ohms, %-watt.
R7 — 25,000 ohms, 7-watt.
CI— 0.1-pfd. paper.
C2, CS— 0.05-pfd. paper.
C4, C5 — 50-ppfd. mica.
Ce — 0.001-pfd. mica (for r.f. filtering, if needed).
Sw — S.p.s.t. toggle (on-off switch).
The switch should be mounted close to the circuit elements and controlled by an extension shaft if necessary.
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Cs — 0.01-pfd. grid by-pass condensers, 200-volt
tubular.
CS— 0.01- to 0.1-pfd. plate by-pass condensers, 400.
volt tubular.
C7 — 0.1-pfd. cathode by-pass condensers, 200-volt
tubular.
Cs — 0.01- to 0.1-pfd. screen by-pass condensers, 400.
volt tubular.
C2 — 0.25-pfd. main by-pass condenser, 600-volt
tubular.
C12 — 50-ppfd. detector load by-pass, mica midget.
CIS — 50-µpfd. beat ose, coupling condenser, mica
midget.
CI4 — 0.1-pfd. detector output coupling condenser,
200-volt tubular.
C2I — 0. 20 250-ppfd. noise rectifier load by-pass, mica
mid get.
C22— 0.1-pfd. threshold resistor by-pass, 200-volt
tubular.
C23 — 50-ppfd. silencer r.f. by-pass, mica midget.
R2 — 100,000-ohm grid filtering resistor, 3,¡-watt.
Ra — 350- to 1000-ohm cathode resistors, -watt.
R7 — 100,000-ohm screen-voltage dropping resistors,
¡iwatt.
R13 — 500-41111 manual r.f. gain control.
R14 — 1-megohm volume control.
RI5 — 50,000-ohm detector load resistor, 34-watt.
1123 — 20,000-ohm threshold bleeder resistor, 1-watt.
R24— 5000-ohm threshold control potentiometer,
volume-control type.
R29 — 100,000-ohm noise rectifier load resistor, 7watt.
Rao — 1-megohm a.v.c. filter resistor, 3/,.watt.
RFC — 20-millihenry r.f. choke.
T2
Double air-tuned i.f. transformer (Hammarlund
ATT-465).
TSand T4 — Single air-tuned full-wave diode coupling
transformers (Sickles 456-kc.).
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indicator which will show relative signal
strength. Not only is it an aid in giving
reports, but it also is helpful in aligning the
receiver circuits, in conjunction with a test
oscillator or other steady signal.
Three types of indicators are shown in Fig.

A.V.C.
LINE

/trey

(B)

+6

R.F. or

11 1

SCREENS
AND VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

I-13
(C )

Fig. 428 — Tuning indicator or "S"-meter circuits for superhet receivers. A, electron-ray
indicator; B, plate-current
meter for tubes on a.v.c.;
C, bridge circuit for a.v.c.
controlled tube. In C, representative values are: RI,
250 ohms; Rg, 350 ohms;
Ra, 1000-ohm variable.

428. That at A uses an electron-ray tube, several types of which are available. The grid of

the triode section is usually connected to the
a.v.c. line. The particular type of tube to use
will depend upon the voltage available for its
grid; where the a.v.c. voltage is relatively large,
a remote-cutoff type tube should be used in
preference to the sharp-cutoff type such as the
6E5.
In B, a milliammeter is connected in series
with the d.c. plate leads to the r.f. and i.f.
tubes whose grids are controlled by a.v.c.
Since the plate current of such tubes varies
with the strength of the incoming signal, the
meter will indicate relative signal intensity
and may be calibrated in " S" points. The
scale range of the meter should be chosen to
fit the number of tubes in use; the maximum
plate current of the average remote-cutoff r.f.
pentode is from 7 to 10 milliamperes. The
disadvantage of this system is that the meter
reading decreases with increasing signal
strength. The sensitivity also is limited and
cannot easily be controlled.
The system at C uses a0-1 milliammeter in
a bridge circuit arranged so that the meter
reading and signal strength increase together.
The current through the branch containing R1
should be approximately equal to the current
through that containing R2.In some manufactured receivers this is brought about by
draining the screen voltage-divider current and
the current to the screens of three r.f. pentodes
(r.f. and i.f. stages) through R2,the sum of
these currents being about equal to the maximum plate current of one a.v.c. controlled
tube. Typical values for this type of circuit are
given. The sensitivity can be increased by
making RI, R2and R3 larger. The initial setting is made with the manual gain control
set near maximum, when R3 should be adjusted to make the meter reading zero with no
signal.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TRANSMITTER DESIGN
Design of Crystal - Oscillator, Frequency - Multiplier and PowerAmplifier Circuits— Neutralizing Circuits— Inter- Stage
Coupling Systems— Tank- Circuit Design— Amplifier
Operating Conditions

THIS

chapter deals principally with the
design of transmitters to operate at frequencies
between 1.7 and 30 Mc.; ultra-high-frequency
transmitters will be discussed in alater chapter.
The modern amateur transmitter must be
designed to comply with the simple requirements in our regulations regarding purity and
stability of the output carrier.
Transmitter Units
The oscillator is the frequency-generating
unit. It is sometimes used to deliver the radiofrequency power generated to the antenna, although, more often it is used in conjunction
with a power amplifier which increases the
power level at the oscillator frequency before
delivering it to the antenna. The third unit
type is the frequency multiplier which is used to
increase the frequency delivered to it by the
oscillator or a preceding frequency-multiplying stage. The frequency multiplier may also
be referred to as adoubler, tripler or quadrupler,
depending upon the order of frequency multiplication. Frequency multipliers are usually
followed by a power amplifier which delivers
power to the antenna.
• CIRCUIT TERMS
The Tank Circuit

A tuned circuit, consisting of a suitable coil
and condenser in parallel, used in conjunction
with a vacuum tube in an r.f. oscillator or
amplifier, is commonly termed a tank circuit.

Fig. 501 — Methods of making re.
turn connections to filament center.
tap to prevent filament-supply modulation. If R2 is used to drop filament
voltage from higher-voltage transformer, the center-tapped resistance
should always be used, even if the
transformer is equipped with Center.
tap.
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By- Pass and Blocking Condensers
The by-pass condenser is used to provide a
comparatively low-impedance path for r.f. or
a.f. currents around some circuit element or
branch.
A blocking condenser is used to introduce a
high impedance to the flow of low-frequency
a.c. or d.c. in some branch of a circuit without
appreciably affecting the flow of r.f. currents.
Series and Parallel Feed
The d.c. voltages required for grid and plate
in the operation of avacuum-tube circuit may
be fed through the associated tank circuit
when it is called series feed or through a r.f.
choke effectively in parallel with the tank
circuit when it is termed parallel feed.
Filament Center- Tap
To prevent hum with filament-type tubes
operating from a.c. supply, it is necessary to
return the grid and plate circuits to the electrical center of the filament circuit as shown in
Fig. 501. When no transformer center-tap is
provided, or if aseries resistance is used in the
secondary to drop the filament voltage, a center-tapped resistance should be used as shown
at B.
• OPERATING TERMS
Power Input
Unless otherwise specified, the term power
input applies only to the d.c. power consumed

L
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in the plate circuit of the vacuum tube. It is
the product of the d.c. plate voltage and
current.
Power Output
In using the term power output, it is important to distinguish between tube power output
and circuit power output. The former does not
include the tank- and coupling-circuit losses.
Efficiency
Plate efficiency is the ratio of power output
to power input expressed as a percentage, and
usually refers to tube efficiency, neglecting
circuit losses.
Excitation
Excitation voltage is the alternating voltage
applied to the control-grid circuit of the tube.
Exciting or driving power is the power required
to develop the excitation voltage. Oscillators
supply their own excitation, while excitation
for an amplifier or frequency multiplier must
be furnished from an external source.
Frequency Stability
The degree to which the frequency of an
oscillator adheres to any single frequency to
which it has been set is termed its frequency
stability. Frequency instability may have
origins of three types. Frequency changes may
occur with mechanical movement of some
circuit element which causes it to change its
electrical value whenever the oscillator is subject to mechanical shock or vibration.
The second type of instability is caused by
effects of a change in temperature of some
circuit element. Thermal effects are usually
characterized by a slow progressive change in
frequency from the time the oscillator is first
placed in operation until some time later when
the oscillator reaches a more or less stable
temperature. This sort of frequency change is
described as creep.
The third type of instability is known as
dynamic and is the result of anything which
will change the operating characteristics of the
oscillator tube. This may be a change in electrode voltages or achange in the loading of the
oscillator which may, in turn, cause a change
in the effective input capacity of the tube.
Parasitic Oscillations
Oscillations generated in atransmitter aside
from those at the operating frequency are
termed parasitic oscillations. This type of oscillation invariably causes spurious radiations
and also effectively reduces the efficiency of an
amplifier.
Oscillators
When the frequency of the oscillator is determined entirely by the circuit constants, it is
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called aself-controlled oscillator; if the frequency
is determined principally by an electromechanical device, the piezo-electric crystal, the
oscillator is termed acrystal-controlled oscillator.
Self- Controlled Oscillators
The advantage of aself-controlled oscillator
is its flexibility which permits choice of any
frequency desired by simply providing a coil
and condenser of suitable values. Its disadvantages are that extreme care in design and
adjustment is necessary if satisfactory frequency stability is to be attained. The use of
self-controlled oscillators in amateur transmitters should be confined exclusively to the
generation of a stable frequency with power
output decidedly of minor importance. The
most satisfactory type of self-controlled oscillator now in general use is the electroncoupled oscillator which will be described in
detail. Brief references to other types will be
found in Chapter 3.
The Electron- Coupled Oscillator
In this circuit, a screen-grid tube is used.
The screen forms the plate of aHartley or Colpitts triode oscillator arranged so that the

RFC

Fig. 502 — The electron-coupled oscillator. The
frequency is controlled mainly by the constants of
Li Ci which should be a high-C circuit. Feedback is
controlled by the position of the cathode tap which
must be adjusted carefully under operating conditions.
The adjustment of the screen voltage by means of the
voltage divider R2-B3 is also critical for high-frequency
stability. Tuning of L2-C2, which may be a low-C
circuit, will also have some effect upon the frequency.
Circuit B, in which the tuned plate circuit is replaced
by an rd. choke is usually favored. It is important that a
well-screened tube and voltage-regulated plate supply
be used.
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TRANSMITTER DESIGN
screen, instead of the cathode, is at ground
potential. With a well screened tube and good
circuit isolation, the coupling between the oscillating circuit and the plate output circuit,
from which power is taken, is essentially
through the varying electron stream and,
therefore, the frequency is more independent of
adjustments and loading of the output circuit
than with other types, although in practice the
effects must still be taken into consideration.
An example of the electron-coupled oscillator
is shown in Fig. 502. (
Bib. /)

the r.f. crystal current limited to asafe value of
about 100 ma., as measured by ar.f. galvanometer or low-range r.f. ammeter inserted in series
with the crystal (at " x" in the diagram), the
power output obtainable is about 5watts. The
oscillation frequency is dependent to agreater
extent on the plate tank tuning than is the
case with circuits using tetrodes or pentodes.
The Tetrode or Pentode Oscillator

Since the r.f. voltage amplitude (which determines the power output of the oscillator

Crystal Controlled Oscillators

In crystal-controlled oscillator circuits, the
usual parallel resonant circuit, which determines the frequency, is replaced by the piezoelectric crystal. If a crystal is properly connected in an oscillator circuit, energy fed back
from the output circuit may be used to excite
the crystal which, in turn, will generate an alternating voltage which will be applied to the
grid of the oscillator tube, and the circuit will
oscillate at afrequency controlled, within very
close limits, by the dimensions of the crystal.
The disadvantage of the c.c. oscillator is that,
with a given crystal, the frequency may be

no,

-B
Fig. 503— Triode crystal oscillator. The tank condenser C: nias' be a 100-gpfd. variable, with Li proportioned so that the tank will tune to the crystal frequency.
(See coil charts, Figs. 516-517.) C2 should be 0.001 dd.
or larger. The grid leak, IL, will vary with the type of
tube; high-p types take lower values, 2500 to 10,000
ohms, while medium and low-it types take values of
10,000 to 25,000 ohms.

varied over extremely narrow limits (about
5kc. at 4Mc. with suitable crystal and holder),
making it necessary to provide essentially a
separate crystal for each frequency desired in
any particular amateur frequency band. Its
great advantage is the comparative ease with
which satisfactory frequency stability may be
obtained.
The Triode Crystal Oscillator

The circuit of a triode crystal oscillator is
shown in Fig. 503. It is the equivalent of the
tuned-plate tuned grid circuit since the crystal
is the equivalent of the grid tank circuit. The
limit of plate voltage that can be used without
endangering the crystal is about 250 volts. With
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Fig. 504— Tetrode or pentode crystal oscillator.
Typical values: CI, 100 pfd. with L wound to suit frequency (see coil charts, Figs. 516-517) with No. 24 wire
or larger; C2, C3, 0.001 mfd. or larger; C4, 0.01 dd.; IL,
10,000 to 50,000 ohms, best value being determined by
trial for the plate voltage and operating conditions
chosen; I13, 250 to 400 ohms. R2 and C4 may be omitted,
connecting cathode directly to ground if plate voltage
limited to 250 volts. CSmay be required to obtain oscillation with a well-screened tube. It may be formed by
two metal plates about ,
1
/¡inch square spaced about %
inch. If tube has suppressor grid, it should be grounded.

tube) in the grid circuit is limited by the safe
vibration amplitude of the crystal, obviously
the greatest power output can be secured without danger to the crystal by choosing atube of
high power sensitivity (see Chapter 3). Hence,
we find that pentodes and beam tubes are
widely used as crystal oscillators in amateur
transmitters because, at agiven plate voltage,
the crystal heating will be less than with atriode
and alternatively, for the same amplitude of
crystal vibration, higher plate voltages can be
used, resulting in greater power output.
Fig. 504 shows a typical pentode or tetrode
oscillator circuit. The pentode and tetrode
tubes designed for audio work power, such as
the 47, 2A5, 41, 42, 6V6G, 6L6G, 6L6, 48 and
6F6 are excellent crystal-oscillator tubes. Tubes
having 250-volt ratings may be operated at
voltages as high as 300 and screen voltages between 100 and 125 when R2 and C4 may be
omitted. The larger beam tubes, 6L6 and 807
may be operated at 400 volts on the plate and
250 on the screen for maximum output and the
cathode resistor and by-pass should be used.
A thermo-galvanometer (or a 60-ma. dial
light) may be connected at " X" to give an indication of r.f. crystal current. Pentode oscil-
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lators operating at 250 volts will give 4 or 5
watts output under normal conditions. The
beam types 6L6 and 807 will give 15 watts or
more at maximum plate voltage. (
Bib. 2).

802, RK23-25, 89
Ink slued
of 802

The Pierce Oscillator
This circuit, one of the earliest devised for
crystal oscillators, is shown in Fig. 505. It
operates in the same manner as the old ultraudion circuit with the crystal, instead of a
tuned circuit connected between grid and
plate. The plate circuit must be capacitively
reactive or tuned to a lower frequency than
that of the crystal. The capacity Cg will
usually be required; it introduces an amount
of regeneration depending upon its capacity.
The output of the Pierce oscillator is relatively
small, although it has the advantage that no
tuning controls are required. The circuit requires capacitive coupling to afollowing stage.
Harmonic Generation — The Tri-Tet
Many circuits have been devised to obtain
harmonic output from the oscillator tube. One
of the most successful is the " Tri-tet" oscillator. The circuit is shown in Fig. 506, in two
versions arranged for use with pentodes and
beam tetrodes. In the Tri-tet oscillator circuit
the screen grid is operated at ground potential
while the cathode assumes an r.f. potential
above ground. The screen-grid acts as the
anode of a triode crystal oscillator, while
the plate or output circuit is simply tuned
to the oscillator frequency or amultiple of it.
Besides harmonic output, the Tri-tet circuit
has the feature of buffering action attributable
to electron-coupling between crystal and output circuits. This makes the crystal frequency
less susceptible to changes in loading or tuning
and hence improves the stability.

200 - 300
VOLT 5
Fig. 505 — The Pierce oscillator requires no tuning
controls. Tubes such as the 6C5 and 6F6 are suitable
operating at plate voltages not exceeding 300 to prevent
crystal fracture. When a triode is used, R2 and C4 are
omitted. R1 should have the usual grid-leak values of
25,000 to 50,000 ohms. 1000 ohms is recommended for
R2. Rt is the screen voltage dropping resistance, 75,000
ohms for the 6F6. C2 is avoltage blocking condenser of
any value between 0.001 and 0.01 µM. Ca and C4 should
be 0.01 dd. The size of C2,, the regeneration capacity
must be determined by experiment, probably somewhere between SO and 150 pdd. The size of Ch usually
100 µdd. should be adjusted so that the oscillator is not
overloaded.
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Fig. 506 — Tri-tet oscillator circuit, using pentodes
or beam tetrodes. CIand C2, 100-µpfd. variables; C3,
C+, Cs, Ch 0.001 to 0.01 dd. by-passes, not critical;
50,000 to 100,000 ohms; Ra, 400 ohms for 400- or
500-volt operation.
Following specifications for cathode coils, Li, are
based on acoil diameter of 1% inches and length 1inch;
turns should be spaced evenly to fill the required length.
For RK-23, RK-25, 6L6, 6L6G and 6V6G tubes:
1.75-Mc. crystal, 20 turns; 3.5 Mc., 10 turns, 7 Mc., 5
turns. The 6L6G and 6V6G tubes are recommended
only for second harmonic operation. For 802, 807,
RK-39, and 89 tubes: 1.75-Mc. crystal, 28 turns; 3.5
Mc., 14 turne; 7Mc., 7turns.
At maximum recommended plate voltages (500 volts
for transmitting types, 400 volts for 6L6 and 6L6G) the
screen voltage should be 250. The 89 and 6V6G types
may be operated with 300 plate volts and 150 volts on
the screen.
The L-C ratio in the plate tank, LzCz, should be
adjusted so that the capacity in use is 75 to 100 ppfd.
for fundamental output and about 25 pfd. for second
harmonic output.

If the output circuit is to be tuned to the
same frequency as the oscillator, afairly wellscreened tube must be used, otherwise there
may be excessive feedback and danger of fracturing the crystal. The tubes specified in Fig.
506 meet this condition with the exception of
the 6L6G and 6V6G, which are recommended
only for harmonic operation in the Tri-tet
circuit.
The cathode tank circuit, LICI,is not tuned
to the frequency of the crystal, but to a considerably higher frequency. Recommended
values for L1 are given under the diagram. C1
should be set as near minimum capacity as is
consistent with good output. This reduces the
crystal voltage.
With pentode-type tubes having separate
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suppressor connections, the suppressor may be
tied directly to ground or may be operated at
about 50 volts positive. The latter method
will give somewhat higher output than with
the suppressor connected to ground.
With transmitting pentodes or beam tubes
an output of 15 watts can be obtained on the
fundamental and very nearly as much on the
second harmonic. (
Bib. 2).
6V6G, 6L6,6L6G

-B

+SG

+B

Fig. 507 — Crystal oscillator circuit with grid-plate
crystal connection. The screen functions as the plate of
a triode oscillator with output taken from the normal
plate through aseparate tank circuit. Constants are the
same as in Fig. 506. For output at the crystal fundamental only, C2 may be fixed at 100 m‘fd.
The Grid- Plate Oscillator
In appearance, the grid-plate oscillator, Fig.
507 resembles the Tri-tet, but with two major
differences — the crystal is connected between
grid and ground instead of between grid and
cathode, and the cathode tuned circuit L2C2
is tuned to a lower frequency than that of the
crystal.
This circuit is a persistent oscillator and
gives high output on the fundamental with low
crystal current and is, therefore, in contrast to
the Tri-tet, suitable for use with tubes such as
the 6L6G and 6V6 operating at the crystal
fundamental. The output on even harmonics
(2nd, 4th, etc.) is not as great as that obtainable with the Tri-tet; on the other hand, the
output on odd harmonics (3rd, 5th, etc.) is
appreciably better. This feature may sometimes be put to use in arriving at useful points
in the 14- and 28- Mc. bands from a 1.8-Mc.
crystal when the oscillator is used in conjunction with a suitable frequency multiplier. (
See
6L6-807 combination described in Chap. 10,
Figs. 1011, 1012 and 1013.)
If harmonic operation of the oscillator is not
contemplated, C2 may be a fixed capacity of
100 'id d. and one tuning control thereby
eliminated.
Output power of 15 to 20 watts may be obtained at the crystal fundamental with a tube
such as the 6L6G at aplate voltage of 400 and
screen at 250 volts. Sufficient output is obtain-
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able at the 2nd and odd harmonics up to the
7th to drive an 807 frequency multiplier.
Characteristics and Limitations of Crystals
Crystals having various characteristics,
determined by the manner in which they are
cut from the raw crystal, are possible. The chief
characteristic of the Ycut crystal is that its
frequency usually increases to alimited degree
with an increase in temperature. The change
may vary from plus 100 cycles per million per
degree Centigrade to minus 20 cycles-permillion-per-degree C. The Ycut type has been
largely superseded by other types because of its
relative fragility and lack of frequency stability.
The X-cut crystal is thicker than the Y-cut
for the same frequency and is, therefore, less
fragile. It has a negative temperature coefficient, frequency decreasing with temperature.
The change lies between minus 15 and minus
25 cycles-per-million-per-degree C.
More recently, special cuts have been developed which produce crystals with temperature coefficients very close to zero and these are
the most favored for amateur use. They are
known by various designations, depending
upon the particular angle of cut, such as the
AT-cut, the V-cut and the LD.
Since some temperature rise occurs in all
crystal oscillator circuits developing appreciable power, it is evident that in choosing a
crystal frequency near the edge of an amateur
band the probable " drift" in frequency must
be taken into account.
Heating is greater the greater the amplitude
of the crystal vibration; in other words the
greater the r.f. voltage across the crystal.
When the vibration amplitude is high the internal stresses may be great enough to shatter
the crystal, hence the power-handling capabilities of the crystal are limited. A current of 100
ma. r.f. usually is considered safe for X- and Ycut crystals ground for the 1.75- and 3.5-Mc.
bands. Crystals of some types can operate
safely with currents as high as 200 ma. The
manufacturer usually establishes asafe current
rating for his particular cut.
Crystal Mountings
To make use of the crystal, it must be
mounted between two metal electrodes. There
are two types of mountings, one in which there
is an air-gap of about one-thousandth inch between the top plate and the crystal and the
other in which both plates are in contact with
the crystal. The latter type is generally used by
amateurs. It is essential that the surfaces of the
metal plates in contact with the crystal be
perfectly flat.
A holder having aheavy metal bottom plate
with a large surface exposed to the air is ad-
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vantageous in radiating quickly the heat generated in the crystal and thereby reducing
temperature effects.
The type of holder used will have some
effect on the frequency of oscillation of the
crystal. Different plate sizes, pressures, etc.,
will cause slight changes, amounting to perhaps
a kilocycle or so, so that if a crystal is being
ground to an exact frequency it should be
tested in the holder and with the same oscillator circuit with which it will be used in the
transmitter.
In the air-gap type of holder, the frequency
of oscillation depends to some extent upon the
size of the gap between the top plate and crystal. This property can be used to advantage
with most low-drift crystals so that by using a
holder with atop plate with closely adjustable
spacing a controllable frequency variation can
be obtained. A 3.5-Mc, crystal will oscillate
without perceptible variation in power output
over arange of about 5kc. X- and Ycut crystals are not generally suitable for this type of
operation because they have a tendency to
"jump" in frequency with different air gaps.
R.F. Power Amplifiers
As mentioned previously, oscillators as
power-generating devices in amateur trans-

mitters have definite limitations. For this reason, amateur transmitters of medium and high
power invariably follow the oscillator-power
amplifier idea in which the function of the oscillator is essentially one of generating astable
frequency and the small output power is used
to excite an amplifier or a series of amplifiers
which step the output up to the desired level.
In amateur transmitters, an r.f. amplifier is
invariably operated Class C (see Chapter 3).
It may employ a single tube or, for greater
power output, two tubes in parallel or pushpull. Under similar operating conditions, the
power output from two tubes will be the same
whether they are connected in parallel or pushpull. The same is true of the power required
from the driver. At the higher frequencies a
limit is placed on parallel operation by the
shunting effect of tube capacities in increasing
the minimum capacity of the circuit to such an
extent that a tank circuit of reasonable efficiency cannot be secured. The symmetry of
push-pull circuits makes them easier to handle
in operation. An inherent property of this type
of amplifier is its ability to balance out even
harmonics, thereby reducing undesirable harmonic output. The tube input and output
capacities with this connection are effectively
in series.
Intel-stage Coupling Systems

DRIVER
AMP

(A)
DRIVER

-c
AMP

DRIVER

(c)
DRIVER

AMP

AMP

DRIVER

1.13

Fig. 508— Direct- or capacity-coupled driver and amplifier
stages. Coupling condenser capacity may be from 50 ppfd. to
0.002 pfd., not critical, except under conditions described in the
text.
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The purpose of an interstage coupling system is to transfer, with as little
loss as possible, the power developed
by the driving tube to the grid circuit
of the following amplifier or frequency
multiplier. While there are many variations, coupling systems in amateur
transmitters are usually confined to
two general classes, capacitive coupling and transmission-line or link
coupling.
Fig. 508 shows several types of
capacitive coupling. In each case, C
is the coupling condenser. In circuit A,
the plate of the driver is series fed,
while the grid of the amplifier is
parallel-fed. The coupling condenser
serves also as a blocking condenser to
isolate the d.c. plate voltage of the
driver rom the grid of the amplifier.
In circuit B, parallel feed is used in
the plate circuit of the driver and
series feed in the grid circuit of the
amplifier. The circuits of C and D are
preferable when a balanced circuit is
used in the output of the driver; instead of both being in parallel across
one side, the output capacity of the
driver tube and the input capacity of
the amplifier are across opposite sides
of the tank circuit, thereby preserving
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abetter circuit balance. The circuits of E and
F are designed for coupling to a push-pull
stage.
In A, B, E and F, excitation is adjusted by
moving the tap on the coil, greater excitation
up to the limit of the driver being obtained by
moving the tap nearer the plate end of the
coil. In E and F, the two grid taps should be
maintained equidistant from the center-tap
on the coil.
While capacitive coupling is simplest from
the viewpoint of construction, it has certain
disadvantages which may make it desirable to
use another form of coupling in many cases.
The input capacity of the amplifier is effectively shunted across at least a portion of the
preceding tank coil. When added to the output
capacity of the driver tube, this additional
capacity may be sufficient, in many cases, to
be of serious consequence in circuits for frequencies above about 7 Mc.
Link Coupling
At the higher frequencies it is advantageous
to use separate tank circuits for the driver plate
and amplifier grid. This avoids paralleling the
tube capacities across one circuit, and when the
two are coupled through an untuned low-impedance transmission line, offers aready means
for adjustment of coupling. This method of
coupling also has some constructional advantages, in that separate parts of the transmitter
may be constructed as separate units without
the necessity for running long leads at high r.f.
potential.
The form of transmission-line coupling utilizing alow-impedance line with coupling loops
of aturn or two at each end is popularly known
as " link" coupling. The transmission line may
be of any convenient length — from a few
inches to several feet — without appreciable
loss of power in the transfer.
Circuits for link coupling are shown in Fig.
509. The coupling ordinarily is by a turn or
two of wire, with ends connected to the twisted
pair, closely coupled to the tank inductance
at a point of low r.f. potential such as the
center of the coil of a balanced tank circuit,
or the " ground" end of the coil in a singleended circuit.
Because of the low impedance of the line,
one turn often suffices if the coupling is tight
enough; however, sometimes more than one is
needed for maximum power transfer. It is advisable, especially with high-power stages, to
have some means of varying the coupling between link and tank coil. The link turn may be
arranged to be swung in relation to the tank
coil or, when it consists of alarge turn around
the outside of the tank coil, can be split into
two parts which can be pulled apart or closed
somewhat in the fashion of a pair of calipers.
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If the tank coils are wound on forms, the link
may be wound close to the main coil.
With fixed coupling, the only adjustment of
excitation is by varying the number of turns
on the link. If the coupling between link and
tank is variable, change of physical separation
of the two coils also will give some adjustment
of excitation. In general the proper number of
turns for the link must be found by experiment.
Tetrode and Pentode Amplifiers
Since the input and output circuits of an r.f.
amplifier are tuned to the same frequency, it
will oscillate as a t.g.t.p. oscillator (see Chapter 3) unless some means is provided to reduce
the plate-to-grid capacity of the tube to avalue
which will not permit sufficient feed-back, by
this means, for oscillation.
In all transmitting r.f. tetrodes and pentodes,
this capacity is reduced to asatisfactory degree
by the internal shielding between grid and
plate provided by the screen grounded for r.f.
It should be noted here that tetrodes and pentodes designed for audio use, such as the 6L6,
6V6, 6F6, etc., are not sufficiently well screened
for use as r.f. amplifiers without the introduction of other means of nullifying the effect of
the grid-plate capacity.
Typical circuits of tetrode and pentode r.f.
AMP

DRIVER

DRIVER
AMP

-c
DRIVER

(c)

AMP

.8

c

Fig. 509 — Link coupling, using a low-impedance
transmission line. The link may be twisted lamp cord or
consist of apair of closely-spaced, but not twisted, wires.
A concentric line is the best form.
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amplifiers are shown in Fig. 510. The relative
simplicity of the circuit used with these tubes
and the small driving power required are the
advantages over triode amplifiers. The high
power sensitivity of pentodes and tetrodes,
however, makes them prone to self-oscillate,
so that particular care must be used to prevent
feedback external to the tube itself.
c,
C
3
c,

gr "

e

Output
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°
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Fig. 510 — Tetrode-pentode r.f. amplifier circuits.
Ca — 0.01 pfd.; C2 - 0.001 pfd. or larger; Ca-L — See
section on tank-circuit design.
In circuits for tetrodes, the suppressor- grid connection and by-pass are omitted.
Triode Amplifiers
Triodes of equivalent power output rating
are less expensive than tetrodes or pentodes.
Their input and output capacities are usually
lower, which may make them preferable at the
higher frequencies. Since the power sensitivity
is much lower, considerably greater driving
power is required, although, for the same reason, difficulties with stray couplings between
input and output circuits are reduced and the
absence of the screen-grid eliminates possible
trouble in grounding. The d.c. power which
must be wasted in operating the screen is
eliminated.
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Neutralization
On the other hand, special means must be
provided for nullifying the effects of grid-toplate capacity which would otherwise cause
self-oscillation. Nullification of these effects is
called neutralization.
Neutralization really amounts to taking
some of the radio-frequency voltage from the
output or input circuit of the amplifier and
introducing it into the other circuit in such a
way that it effectively " bucks" the voltage
operating through the grid-plate capacity of
the tube, thus rendering it impossible for the
tube to supply its own excitation. For complete neutralization it is necessary, therefore,
that the neutralizing voltage be opposite in
phase to the voltage through the grid-plate
capacity of the tube and be equal to it in
amplitude.
The out-of-phase voltage can be obtained
quite readily by using a balanced tank circuit
in either grid or plate, taking the neutralizing
voltage from the end of the tank opposite
that to which the grid or plate is connected.
The amplitude of the neutralizing voltage can
be regulated by means of a small condenser,
the neutralizing condenser, having the same
order of capacity as the grid-plate capacity of
the tube. Circuits in which the neutralizing
voltage is obtained from a balanced grid tank
and fed to the plate through the neutralizing
condenser are termed grid-neutralizing circuits, while if the neutralizing voltage is obtained from a balanced plate tank and fed to
the grid of the tube, the circuit is known as a
plate-neutralized circuit.
Triode Amplifiers with Plate Neutralization
Typical triode amplifier circuits with plate
neutralization are shown in Fig. 511-A, -B and
-C. In circuit A, the usual tank coil is extended
several turns to provide a " neutralizing coil"
which provides the out-of-phase voltage which
is fed back to the grid through the neutralizing
condenser
At B, the tank coil itself is split.
The balance can also be capacitive, by the use
of asplit-stator tank condenser with grounded
rotor, as shown in C.
Triode Amplifiers with Grid Neutralization
Typical circuits employing grid neutralization are shown in Fig. 511-D, -E and -F. They
resemble those circuits with plate neutralization except that the neutralizing voltage is obtained from a balanced input tank and fed
to the plate of the tube. Circuit A is used with
capacity coupling between driver and amplifier.
Push-Pull Triode Amplifiers
Push-pull triode amplifiers employ what is
known as " cross-neutralization," the neutraliz-
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°Aped

DRIVER

AMPLIFIER

DRIVER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 511 — Triode amplifier circuits. Plate neutralization is shown in A, B and C, while D, E, and F show types
of grid neutralization. Capacitive or link coupling may be used with circuits of A, B or C.
C-L — See section on tank-circuit design.
CI — 0.01 dd.
Ci Li — See section on link coupling.
Cz — 0.001 pfd. or larger.
Ci — Neutralizing condensers (see text).

ing condensers being connected from grid of
one tube to plate of the other. Two circuits are
shown in Fig. 512. In A, the voltage division
is by the inductive method, while capacitive
voltage division is used in the circuit of B.
With proper physical arrangement of parts,
a more exact balance can be obtained with
push-pull than with asingle tube because both
sides of the circuit are symmetrical. Hence these
circuits are often easier to neutralize than
single-tube circuits.
Comparison of Neutralizing Circuits
Plate neutralization is usually to be preferred
to grid neutralization because it is more difficult to maintain an accurate balance in the grid
circuit with one side of the circuit heavily
loaded when the tube draws grid current.
Of the plate neutralizing circuits, the one of
Fig. 511-C is preferred because with inductive
voltage division, exact neutralization can be
obtained at only one frequency. The splitstator circuit also has the advantages that the
input capacity of the tube is reduced, harmonics are more effectively suppressed and " handcapacity effects" of an ungrounded condenser

fM1

A

Fig. 512 — Push-pull triode amplifier circuits with
"cross-neutralization." Either capacitive or link coupling may be used.
C-L — See section on tank-circuit design.
— Neutralizing condensers (see text).
CI — 0.01 isfd.
Ca — 0.001 pfd. or larger.
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shaft are avoided. While an amplifier using the
circuit of B may appear easier to drive compared to circuit C because of effects of regeneration when the tank circuit of B is tuned
slightly off resonance, with proper neutralization, there should be no difference. With pushpull amplifiers, the circuit of B is also preferred
for the same reasons.
Neutralizing Condensers
In most cases the neutralizing voltage will be
equal to the r.f. voltage between the plate and
grid of the tube so that for perfect balance the
capacity required in the neutralizing condenser
theoretically will be equal to the grid-plate
capacity of the tube being neutralized. If, in
the circuits having tapped tank coils, the tap is
more than half the total number of turns from
the plate end of the coil, the required neutralizing capacity will increase approximately in
proportion to the relative number of turns in
the two sections of the coil.
For those tubes having grid and plate connections brought out through the bulb, a condenser having at about half-scale or less a
capacity equal to the grid-plate capacity of
the tube should be chosen. Where the grid and
plate leads are brought through a common
base, the capacity needed is greater because
the tube socket and its associated wiring adds
some capacity to the actual inter-element
capacities. In such cases a slightly larger condenser should be used.
When two or more tubes are connected in
parallel, the neutralizing capacity required
will be in proportion to the number of tubes.
Tank- Circuit Design
So far as the plate efficiency of the tube itself
is concerned, it does not matter how the load
resistance is obtained; that is, the tube will
work equally well into an actual resistor or into
atank circuit having any practicable constants
so long as the resistance or impedance represented by the tank is the desired value. However, the distribution of the power output between the tank circuit and the load is affected
by the inherent (unloaded) impedance of the
tank circuit.
The impedance of the unloaded tank circuit
at resonance is equal to L/CR, where L is the
inductance, C the capacity, and I? the effective
resistance. The higher the ratio of the unloaded
tank impedance to the optimum load impedance for the tube, the greater the proportion of
power transferred to the load. The impedance
of the tank alone should be at least ten times
the optimum load impedance for high transfer
efficiency. The unloaded tank impedance can
be made high in two ways: by lowering the
resistance through the construction of low-loss
coils and by careful placement of parts, or by
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raising the L- C ratio. With practicable circuits, it is much easier to obtain high tank
impedance by using a high L- C ratio than by
attempting to reduce the resistance, although
every effort should of course be made to reduce
losses.
Tank Impedance and Harmonic Output
When ahigh-impedance tank circuit is used,
along with high grid bias and large values of
excitation voltage, a large proportion of the
power output is on harmonics of the fundamental frequency.
Should the circuit conditions be such that
the harmonics cause circulating currents, there
is a power loss which reduces the overall efficiency of the amplifier. In general, it will be
found that any means employed in the output
circuit to reduce harmonics also will result in
an improvement in efficiency. A fair amount
of flywheel effect also improves the stability
of the amplifier and makes its tuning more
satisfactory.
Because harmonic reduction calls for considerable flywheel effect, and consequently for
a fairly large ratio of capacity to inductance,
while high transfer efficiency requires high unloaded tank impedance (high L- C ratio) in
practice a compromise must be made between
these two conflicting factors.
The amateur is chiefly concerned with the
harmonic energy radiated because of the danger
of interference to services operating in frequencies not assigned to amateurs. The radiation of harmonics is influenced by the type of
antenna, its feed system, and the method of
coupling between the antenna system and the
final amplifier as well as the tank-circuit L-C
ratio and the excitation voltage so that it is
obviously impossible to fix rigid rules for determining the value of capacity to be used in
the tank circuit. Some sort of compromise is
struck by basing tank-capacity calculations
on acircuit " Q" of 12. Too much faith should
not be placed in this figure, however, because
it does not take into consideration wave shape
upon which the harmonic content in the output chiefly depends. It represents a fair average, however, and if serious harmonic radiation is experienced, it can usually be reduced
satisfactorily by proper adjustment of the antenna system and its coupling to the final amplifier. (See Chaps. 14 and 22.)
The capacity required to give a " Q" of 12
may be determined from the chart of Fig. 513.
It is necessary only to know the plate voltage
and plate current in ma. at which the amplifier
is to operate. If apush-pull amplifier is used, or
the tank coil tapped at the center or a splitstator condenser used for neutralizing, the
total tank capacity may be reduced to onequarter of the values given by the graph. This
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means that the capacity of each section of a
split-stator condenser will be one-half of the
capacity shown by the graph. In determining
the ratio of plate voltage to plate current, it
should be remembered that the plate current
of tubes in parallel or push-pull will be twice
that of asingle tube.
As an example, a beam tube, not requiring
a balanced tank circuit for neutralization, operating at 1000 volts, 100 ma. (ratio 10/1)
will require a tank capacity of 100 peifds. for
3.5 Mc. Two similar tubes in parallel (200 ma.
— ratio 5/1) will require 200 isdds. Two similar tubes in push-pull (ratio 5/1) will require
200
a total tank capacity of 4— or 50 pads. and
if asplit-stator condenser is used, the capacity
should be 100 µµfds. per section.
As a second example, a triode requiring a
balanced tank circuit for neutralization op900
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Fig. 513. — Chart showing tank-capacities required
for "Q" of 12 with various ratios of plate voltage to
plate current for various frequencies. In circuits F, G,
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erating at 1000 volts, 100 ma. (ratio 10/1)
will require atotal capacity of 25 Adds. or 50
1.idds. per section if a split-stator condenser is
used. Two similar triodes in parallel (ratio
5/1) will require a total of 50 eipfds. or 100
eidds. per section if asplit-stator condenser is
used. Two similar triodes in push-pull (ratio
5/1) will require the same capacities.
Reasonable departures from these figures
would not affect the operation of the amplifier
appreciably. An increase in capacity will
cause some decrease in both transfer efficiency
and harmonic output, while a decrease in the
capacity will have the opposite effects. The
increase in harmonic radiation with less capacity might be controlled by proper antenna
coupling.
Tank- Condenser Voltage Rating
The peak voltage to be expected between
the plates of a tank condenser depends upon
the arrangement of the tank circuit as well as
the d.c. plate voltage of the tube or tubes in
use. Peak voltage may be determined from
Fig. 514 which shows all of the commonly used
tank-circuit arrangements. These estimates of
voltage assume that the amplifier is loaded.
Since a c.w. amplifier may be tuned up without load with a resulting rise in peak r.f. voltage, while a modulated amplifier should never
be operated without load, the voltage for
phone should be used in selecting a suitable
tank condenser for either c.w. or phone unless
tuning of the c.w. amplifier is done at reduced
plate voltage. The figures include areasonable
factor of safety.
The spacing required to withstand any particular voltage will vary with the construction
of the condenser. Most manufacturers specify
peak voltage ratings for their condensers.
Determining Inductance
Once the required tank capacity and frequency are determined, the tank coil dimensions can be found. This may be done with the
help of the L- C and inductance formulas in
Chapter 20, or if standard coil forms are used,
the charts of Figs. 516 and 517 will give the
required number of turns directly. Using the
chart which applies for the type of coil form
or coil in question, read on the appropriate
frequency curve the number of turns required
for the tank capacity value already determined.
The optimum tank LC ratio will result.
Fig. 518 is for coils wound on receiving-type
forms having a diameter of 134 inches and
ceramic forms having adiameter of 13
4 inches
and winding length of 3 inches (National
XR13). Such coils would be suitable for oscillator and buffer stages where the power to
be carried is not over 50 watts. In all cases the
number of turns given must be wound to fit
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Fig. 514 — In circuits A, B, C, D and E, the peak voltage E will be equal to the d.c. plate voltage applied for
c.w. or twice this value for phone. In circuits F, G, H, I, Iand K, the peak voltage E will be twice the d.c. plate
voltage for c.w. or 4times the plate voltage for phone. Circuit is assumed to be loaded (see text). Tubes in parallel
in any of the circuits will not affect the peak voltage. Circuits A. C, E, F, G and H require that the tank condenser
be insulated from chassis or ground and be provided with asuitably insulated shaft coupling.
the length indicated; the turns should be
spaced out evenly either by winding wire or
string of suitable size between turns, or, in the
case of those having few turns, by hand.
Fig. 517 gives data on coils wound on transmitting-type ceramic forms. Five popular
types of forms are indicated. In the case of the
smallest form, extra curves are given for
double-spacing; that is, winding turns in alternate grooves. This is sometimes advisable
in the case of 14- and 28- Mc. coils when only
a few turns are required. In all other cases it
is assumed that the specified number of turns
is wound in the grooves without any additional
spacing. Notes on coil construction will be
found in Chapter 7.
Values and Voltage Ratings of By-Pass and
Coupling Condensers
Plate- or screen-circuit by-pass condensers
of 0.001 pfd. should be satisfactory for frequencies as low as 1.7 Mc. The capacity
should not exceed 0.002 pfd. if connected
across a modulated circuit. Cathode-resistor
and filament by-passes in r.f. circuits should be
not less than 0.01 ¡of d. Condensers should have

Fig. 515 — Use of blocking
condenser permits smaller plate
spacing with split-stator condensers. C should have acapacity of
0.001 to 0.002 pfd. and avoltage
rating 3to 4times the d.c. volt.
age. Condenser control must be
suitably insulated.
.F7V
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voltage ratings 25 to 50% greater than the
d.c. voltage across them except in modulated
circuits where the voltage rating should be
two to three times the d.c. voltage. Blocking
condensers may have capacities of 0.0005 dd.
or more with voltage ratings similar to those
for by-pass condensers.
Coupling condensers should have voltage
ratings equal to 50 to 100% more than the
sum of the driver plate and amplifier biasing
voltages. Values run from 0.002 to 0.00005
1.4f d. or less, depending upon requirements.
Excitation Requirements
The amount of driving power which will be
required for any particular tube depends upon
several factors. If the amplifier is heavily
loaded, it will require more driving power to
maintain the same plate efficiency of a more
lightly loaded amplifier. If high plate-circuit
efficiency is desired, greater driving power will
be required than if the tube is operated at
moderate plate efficiency. In general, greater
driving power will be required as the frequency
of operation increases because of higher circuit
and tube losses. The required driving power
will also vary depending upon whether or not
the amplifier is to be modulated and, if so,
upon the system of modulation used.
Beam-type tetrodes and pentodes require
very little driving power ( 1to 15 watts) while
high-power triodes used in amateur transmitters may require adriver delivering as much as
100 watts or more.
Fig. 518 illustrates how the driving power required varies with plate-circuit efficiency. The
curves are typical of triodes. Fixed values of
load-resistance and grid bias are assumed. The
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Fig. 516— Coil-wind.3 00
ing data for receiving- „
250
type forms, diameter 1%
inches. Curve A —
200
jog length, one inch;
Curve B — winding length, k 5 ,
1% inches; Curve C —
winding length, 2 inches.
After determining
the Z.`.
100
number of turns for the
90
capacity and frequency ik 80
band to be used, consult Lt 70
the wire table in Chapter
60
Twenty to find the wire :q
SO
size which will fit in the
space available. No. 18 t.5
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curves show that output and efficiency increase
rapidly at first as the excitation is increased,
then more slowly. The grid driving power
curve rises rapidly beyond the maximum
power amplification ratio, showing that a
relatively large increase in excitation is necessary to produce acomparatively small increase
in power output and efficiency once the optimum point — just to the right of the bend in
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the output and efficiency curves — is passed.
Assuming fixed plate voltage and load resistance, there is an optimum bias value which
will give best results for every value of excitation voltage. The greater the excitation, the
greater should be the bias. The power consumed in the amplifier grid circuit also is
greater under these conditions. The grid power,
furnished by the driver, is dissipated in the
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Fig. 518 — Effect of grid excitation on poner amplifier performance.

grid-filament circuit of the tube, appearing as
heat at the grid, in the bias supply, and also,
particularly at the higher frequencies, as
dielectric loss in the glass of the tube.
In the case of the beam tetrodes and pentodes, the power output may actually decrease
after excitation exceeds arather critical value.
Since the driving power required by tubes of
these types is quite small, care must be taken
to avoid over-driving. (
Bib. 3).
Measurement of Excitation
Measurement of the r.f. excitation voltage is
difficult without special apparatus such as a
vacuum-tube voltmeter, so it is customary to
take the rectified current as a measure of
the r.f. voltage and power supplied to the grid
circuit of the amplifier. Under a given set of
conditions, the higher the grid current the
greater is the excitation voltage. However, a
change in load resistance or a change in fixed
bias or grid-leak resistance will cause a change
in the value of d.c. grid current for the same
excitation voltage, so that readings taken
under different operating conditions are not
comparable.
Efficiency and Output
The attainable plate efficiency is of great
importance in determining the operating conditions for the amplifier. If the safe plate dissipation rating of the tube were the only consideration, it would be desirable to obtain the
highest possible plate efficiency, since the
power output would be limited solely by the
efficiency. For example, a tube having a plate
dissipation rating of 100 watts operating at
aplate efficiency of 90% could handle an input
of 1000 watts, giving 900 watts output, while
the same tube at 70% efficiency could handle
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an input of only 333 watts, giving an output of
233 watts. The plate dissipation — the difference between input and output — is the same
in both cases, 100 watts.
There are other considerations, however,
which limit the useful plate efficiency. Assuming that the total plate input is not to exceed the manufacturer's ratings for the tube,
the difference between 70% and 90% efficiency
is not so great. For instance, taking the same
100 watt tube and assuming that the 70%
efficiency condition corresponds with the ratings, an efficiency of 90% would increase the
output to only 300 watts (333 watts input).
The additional 67 watts of output, an increase
of about 27%, would require inordinately
large driving power because, as shown by
Fig. 518, the efficiency increases very slowly
beyond the optimum point, while the reverse
is true of the driving power required.
A second factor which limits the usable efficiency is the fact that high values of efficiency
are attained only through the use of high
values of load resistance, which in turn requires the use of very high plate voltage. Not
all tubes are suited to operation at plate voltages much above their normal ratings, while
from an economic standpoint a high-voltage
power supply may represent greater cost than
the installation of a second tube operating
at lower voltage to give the same order of
total power output, but at lower plate efficiency.
Grid Bias
For efficient tube operation, it is essential
that plate current be drawn in pulses which
occupy only a small part of the complete r.f.
cycle, and that the peak value of the plate
current pulse be several times the average d.c.
plate current value as read by amilliammeter.
This requirement is met by using grid bias
considerably larger than that necessary to cut
off plate current (without excitation) at the
operating d.c. plate voltage. It is customary to
operate with grid bias equal to twice the cutoff value, and where higher than ordinary
efficiency is to be obtained, with even larger
values. This method of operation requires correspondingly large grid excitation voltage and
power.
Maximum plate efficiency will result when
high bias, large excitation power, and a high
value of load resistance or impedance are used.
If the excitation is low, both grid bias and
plate load impedance must be reduced for
maximum output, although the efficiency will
be comparatively low. The 'greatest power amplification ratio and maximum output with
small excitation usually result when the bias
is set at the cut-off value. Under these conditions the plate efficiency seldom exceeds fifty
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to sixty per cent. Plate efficiencies of 75% are
usual when the bias is twice cut-off and the
tube is adequately excited.
Amplifier Loading
The plate tank circuit, together with the
apparatus coupled to it (an antenna or following amplifier stage) constitutes the plate load
for the tube. When the tank is tuned to resonance with the exciting frequency, it is practically equivalent to resistance only, so that it
is customary to refer to the load circuit as a
resistance or impedance. The value of equivalent resistance represented by the tank circuit
is dependent upon the ratio of inductance
to capacity, upon the inherent r.f. resistance of the coil and condenser making up
the tank, and upon the effective resistance
coupled into the tank from the external circuit
to which it is supplying power. The tank resistance or impedance decreases as the coupling
to the external circuit is increased, and also
decreases as the ratio of inductance to capacity
is decreased.
The value of load resistance or impedance
which will give optimum power output and
efficiency depends upon the grid bias and excitation voltage.
Output Coupling
Coupling systems for use between amplifier
stages have already been discussed. Many arrangements have been devised for coupling the
output of an amplifier to the antenna system.
The system most suitable for the purpose will
depend chiefly upon the details and characteristics of the antenna system and will be taken
up in detail in the section on antennas. Either
capacitive or inductive forms of coupling may
be used, but the latter are preferred because of
their discrimination against the transference of
energy at harmonic frequencies. The antenna
itself (the radiating portion of the antenna system) is rarely coupled directly to the output of
the amplifier except at the lower frequencies.
At the higher frequencies, a transmission line
of some sort is used between the transmitter
output circuit and the antenna.
Part of the transmission line or antenna may
be in the form of acoil coupled to the outputamplifier tank circuit. A low-impedance line
similar to that used in interstage link coupling
may be used to couple the amplifier tank circuit to a separate tank circuit which, in turn,
is connected to the antenna or transmission
line. Sometimes a low-pass filter is used to
couple the output tank circuit to the antenna
system.

•FREQUENCY

MULTIPLICATION

Frequency multipliers are universally used
in amateur transmitters so that output can be
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secured on higher-frequency bands than that
for which the crystal is cut. Although crystals
are available for fundamental operation on
frequencies as high as the 28- Mc, band, the
relatively lower cost of the 1.75-, 3.5- and 7Mc. crystals favors the use of these crystal frequencies, with frequency multipliers for the
other bands. In addition, usually it is more
convenient, as well as less expensive, in multiband transmitters to have all crystals ground
for one low-frequency band.
The frequency multiplier or harmonic generator is a tube having its plate tank circuit
tuned to a harmonic of the frequency applied
to its grid. Otherwise, the circuit is the same
as that of an ordinary power amplifier. Its
effectiveness as a generator of harmonics
depends upon the tube characteristics and
the way in which it is operated. Since the
amateur bands are in even-harmonic relation,
the harmonics of chief interest are the second,
fourth, eighth, and so on. In practice, the
frequency multiplier is inefficient on harmonics
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Fig. 519 — Frequency -multiplying circuits. A shows
circuit for single or parallel tubes. The arrangement at
B is known as the " push-push" doubler circuit. Either
capacitive or link coupling may be used.
C-L — The tank circuit with frequency multipliers
should have low values of C. C should be about 50 gad.
for the lower frequencies and about 25 µdd. at 14 Mc.
and higher frequencies. Coil dimensions may be selected
from the graphs of Figs. 516 and 517. C2 — 0.01 pfd.;
C2 — 0.001 dd. or larger.
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higher than the second, so the second-harmonic
multiplier or doubler is in most common use.
Since the input and output circuits of a
doubler are not tuned to the same frequency
there is no tendency toward self-oscillation,
even with unneutralized triodes. Neutralization of doublers is quite common, however,
because the same stage often is used as a
straight amplifier; in addition, neutralization
may actually improve the efficiency.
Doubler Operating Conditions
To obtain maximum output and efficiency
from the doubler it is necessary to use high
negative grid bias on the tube — considerably
more than double cut-off — and excite it with
a correspondingly high radio-frequency voltage. This accentuates harmonic generation in
the plate circuit. A low-C tank in the plate
circuit is also desirable. In general, atube having a relatively large amplification factor is to
be preferred as a doubler because relatively
low bias and excitation voltage will give high
distortion. Pentodes, beam tetrodes and high-p
triodes all make good doublers.
The efficiency and output of a doubler can
be increased by feeding some of the energy in
the plate circuit back to the grid to cause regeneration, provided the process is not carried so
far that the tube breaks into self-oscillation.
One of the most satisfactory ways of introducing regeneration is through neutralizing the
frequency multiplier by one of the methods in
which the neutralizing voltage is fed from the
plate circuit to the grid. The single-tube circuits of Fig. 519 are examples. When the tube
is properly neutralized it cannot oscillate, yet
the feedback at the harmonic frequency is
sufficient to increase the output and efficiency
of the doubler to a worth-while extent.
The grid leak for a doubler may in general
have a resistance from two to five times that
recommended for the tube as a straight amplifier. The driving power required for good
doubling efficiency will be two or three times
greater than that necessary for efficient
straight amplification.
Push-pull amplifiers cannot be used as doublers because the second and other even harmonics are cancelled in the output. They can
be used as tripiers, however, the output circuit being tuned to the third harmonic. They
are not very often used in this way because the
frequency relations of the amateur bands are
such that even-harmonic output is necessary.
Doubler Circuits
The simple triode doubler circuit is shown in
Fig. 519-A. Screen-grid or pentode doubler
circuits are exactly the same as the straight
amplifier diagrams given in Fig. 510. The plate
tank is simply tuned to the second harmonic
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instead of the fundamental frequency. Neutralized circuits such as those in Fig. 511 also can
be used.
Special circuits for frequency doubling also
have been employed; one which is often used
is shown in Fig. 519-B. In this circuit two
tubes are used; the excitation is fed to the
grids in push-pull while the plates of the tubes
are connected in parallel. Thus the tubes work
alternately, and the output circuit receives two
impulses for each r.f. cycle at the grids, resulting in all second-harmonic output. This
circuit gives quite good efficiency, although requiring two tubes. If is often called a " pushpush" doubler. In low-power stages, twin triodes such as the 53 and 6A6 can be used as
single-tube push-push doublers. The high amplification factors of these two types make
them especially suitable for this purpose.
A circuit of this type is not suitable in cases
where a stage is to be used both as astraight
amplifier and adoubler, since it will not operate efficiently as a straight amplifier.
Planning a Transmitter
Essentially, atransmitter is simply an oscillator followed by a series of amplifiers to raise
the power of output level to the desired figure.
Some of the amplifiers will be frequency multipliers, if output is desired on a frequency
higher than that on which the oscillator operates. The problem of designing a transmitter,
therefore, is that of deciding upon the number
of stages to use, the kind of tubes to use, and
upon choosing correct operating conditions.
Transmitting Tubes
A great many types of transmitting tubes
are available for amateur work. They are listed
in the tube tables in Chapter 20, together
with sets of typical operating conditions for
the various types. When atube capable of the
desired power output is decided upon, the next
step in laying out the transmitter is to select
an oscillator circuit and to decide upon the
band in which the crystals are to operate. The
features of the various oscillator circuits have
been treated earlier in the chapter. We then
have the beginning and the end of the transmitter, and it becomes necessary to choose intermediate stages which will be sure to deliver
enough power to the grid of the final tube to
excite it properly. Reference to the tube tables
(Chapter 20) will be of assistance.
In laying out any transmitter it is decidedly
good practice to be conservative throughout.
Be sure to provide more than just enough excitation for each stage; the driving-power figures given in the tube tables, for instance, do
not include an allowance for losses in the gridtank circuit or in coupling between the driver
and amplifier. Likewise, the power output fig-
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ures are total output, and do not include tank
losses. In every case the driver should be capable of supplying two to three times the driving
power specified in the tube tables.
For straight amplifier exciting stages, it is
best not to figure on more than about 60%
overall efficiency, to include an allowance for
losses in tank circuits and coupling devices.
Doublers work at lower efficiency; 40% is a
fairly conservative figure. Remember that a
doubler requires high bias and hence more
excitation than a straight amplifier, probably
two or three times as much. With these figures
in mind, it is not difficult to select atube combination which will be sure to work.
• EXCITER UNITS
When a transmitter is to work on several
bands, it becomes necessary to supply the
same amount of excitation power to the amplifier over awide range of frequencies. There are
several ways of meeting this problem, one of
which is to use aseries of small tubes as oscillators and doublers, taking output from the
tube working on the desired frequency. The
power level is then built up by straight amplifiers. Other methods employ only a few tubes
but use special circuits such as the Tri-tet or
grid-plate oscillator which can give output on
harmonics as well as the fundamental crystal
frequency. A unit designed for giving approximately the same output for excitation purposes on several bands is called an " exciter
unit."
The output of an exciter unit may vary from
a few watts to a hundred or so, depending
upon the design. Usually the exciter covers at
least three bands, although many can operate
in five. It is evident that the exciter also can
be used as a multi-band transmitter of low or
moderate power output.
Exciter units may utilize plug-in coils for
band changing or may achieve the same end
by a switching arrangement. Often a combination of both is used. A good exciter is the
first requisite of a multi-band transmitter.
• BAND-SWITCHING
In the exciter units, where efficiency may
often be of less importance than operating convenience, some of the circuits may be designed

to cover two bands with a single coil by the
use of alarge tuning condenser. This method is
not suitable for higher-power amplifiers because it is impossible to provide optimum C
for the tank circuit at both extremes of the
range.
Several systems have been worked out
whereby an inductance change instead of a
capacity change is employed in shifting operation from one band to another. In one system,
switches are employed to short-circuit turns
of alow-frequency coil to render it suitable for
higher frequencies. This method is very convenient and involves no appreciable losses in
covering three bands. In a second method,
separate appropriate tank coils are provided
for each band while a system of switches is
used to switch connections between the tank
condenser and one or another of the coila.
A third method, used in exciters, employs a
system of switches to cut frequency-doubling stages in or out of the circuit as desired.
Ganged Tuning
The tuning controls of a transmitter may
be ganged as easily as those of a receiver and
the same principles apply. One of the most satisfactory systems employs the tapped-coil
band-spread and tracking system. A selfcontrolled oscillator is required for complete
frequency coverage, of course (Bib. 4).
Metering
In order to adjust a transmitter for proper
operation, certain meters are almost indispensable. The most useful of all is the d.c.
milliammeter for reading plate current in each
stage. An additional d.c. milliammeter is
highly desirable for measuring the rectified
grid current in each stage. A low-voltage a.c.
meter for checking filament voltages and ahigh
voltage d.c. meter for checking plate voltages
need not be built into the transmitter, but will
be found extremely useful around the amateur
station. A thermo-ammeter for reading r.f.
antenna or feeder current will help in checking
the adjustment of the transmitter, although
it is not strictly necessary. Information on
meter applications will be found in Chapter
13.
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Principles— Methods of Modulation— Class- B Modulators—
Microphones and Speech Amplifiers— Design Data

THE

steady radio-frequency power generated by transmitting circuits such as those
shown in the preceding chapter cannot alone
result in the transmission of an intelligible
message to areceiving point. It serves only as a
"carrier" for the message; the intelligence is
conveyed by modulation (a change) of the
carrier.
- The simplest way to modulate the carrier is
to turn it on and shut it off, and when this is
done according to the dot-and-dash characters
of the telegraph code we have what is called
continuous-wave telegraph transmission. Although simple in principle, in actual practice
this type of modulation — keying — must
conform to certain requirements. These, and
the actual circuits used for keying, will be considered in alater chapter. We shall discuss here
the more complicated form of modulation
necessary for radiotelephone transmission.
Audio Frequencies
Sounds are caused by vibrations of air particles. The pitch of the sound depends upon the
rate of vibration; the more rapid the vibration
the higher the pitch. Most sounds consist of
complex combinations of vibrations of differing
rates or frequencies; the human voice, for instance, generates frequencies from about 100
per second to several thousand per second.
Words are formed by combining various frequencies in a variety of ways. The problem of
transmitting speech by radio is therefore one of
varying the r.f. carrier in a way which corresponds to the air-particle vibrations. The
first step in doing this is to change the sound
vibrations into alternating electrical currents
of the same frequency and relative intensity;
these currents may then be amplified and used
to modulate the normally-steady r.f. output of
the transmitter.
Principle of the Microphone
The device which converts sound energy into
electrical energy is called the microphone.
There are several types of microphones, but
one example will show the general principle of
operation. In Fig. 601, the microphone consists of a metal diaphragm placed against an
insulating cup containing loosely-packed car-
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bon granules (microphone button). Current
from a battery flows through the granules, the
diaphragm being one connection and the metal
back-plate the other. The primary of a transformer is connected in series with the battery
and microphone. Air vibrations cause asimilar
vibration of the diaphragm, and as the diaphragm vibrates its pressure on the granules
alternately increases and decreases. This causes
a corresponding increase and decrease of current flow through the circuit, since the pressure
changes the resistance of the mass of granules.
The change in current flowing through the
transformer primary causes an alternating
voltage, of corresponding frequency and intensity, to be set up in the transformer secondary. The audio-frequency voltage thus generated may be amplified by a vacuum tube
connected to the transformer. The audiofrequency power may be built up to any desired level by successive stages of amplification.
The amount of power needed to modulate the
r.f. carrier depends upon the modulation
system employed.
Modulation
One way of modulating the carrier is by
changing its amplitude, or intensity, in accordance with the a.f. voltage obtained from the
microphone. This method, known as amplitude modulation, is used in all amateur transmitters working below 60 megacycles. It is
also possible to vary the frequency of the
carrier (
frequency modulation) while leaving
its amplitude fixed. With this method the band
Meta/
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Fig. 601 — Construction and connections of asinglebutton microphone and its transformer.
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of frequencies occupied by one transmitter is
greater than in the case of amplitude modulation, hence fewer transmitters can work without interference. The amateur regulations prohibit frequency modulation below 60 Mc., and
transmitters must be designed to prevent its
occurring accidentally in connection with
amplitude modulation. In this chapter, only
the amplitude modulation system is considered.
Amplitude Modulation
Since the audible output at the receiver depends entirely upon the amount of variation —
termed depth of modulation — in the carrier
wave and not upon the strength of the carrier
alone, it is desirable to obtain the largest permissible variations in the carrier wave. This
condition is reached when the amplitude during
modulation is at times reduced to zero and at
other times increased to twice its unmodulated
value. Such a wave is said to be fully modulated, or 100% modulated. Any desired
degree of modulation can be expressed as a
percentage, using the unmodulated carrier as
a base. Fig. 602 shows at A an unmodulated
carrier wave; at B the same wave modulated
50%, and at C the wave with 100% modulation, using a single-tone (sine-wave) modulat-
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ing signal. The outline of the modulated r.f.
wave is called the modulation envelope.
The percentage modulation can be found by
dividing either Y or Z by X and multiplying
the result by 100. If the modulating signal is
not symmetrical, the larger of the two ( Y or Z)
should be used.
The amplitude values correspond to current
or voltage, so that the drawings may be taken
to represent instantaneous values of either.
Since power varies as the square of either the
current or voltage, so long as the resistance in
the circuit is unchanged, therefore at the peak
of the modulation up-swing the instantaneous
power in the wave of Fig. 602-C is four times
the unmodulated carrier power. At the peak of
the down-swing the power is zero since the
amplitude is zero. With a sine-wave modulating signal, the average power in a 100%modulated wave is one and one-half times
the unmodulated carrier power. The power output of the transmitter must increase 50%,
therefore, with 100% modulation. This is a
very important consideration, since it means
that provision must be made to supply the
additional power during modulation.
• SIDE BANDS

The combining of the audio frequency with
the r.f. carrier as just described is essentially a
heterodyne process and therefore gives rise to
beat frequencies equal to the sum and difference of the a.f. and r.f. frequencies involved.
Therefore, for each audio frequency appearing
in the modulation two new radio frequencies
appear, one equal to the carrier frequency plus
the audio frequency, the other equal to the
carrier minus the audio frequency. These new
frequencies are called side frequencies, since
they appear on each side of the carrier, and the
groups of side frequencies representing a band
or group of modulation frequencies are called
side bands. The side bands must be transmitted, hence a modulated signal occupies a
group of radio frequencies, or channel, rather
than a single frequency as in the case of the
unmodulated carrier. The channel width is
twice the highest modulation frequency. To
accommodate the largest number of transmitters in agiven part of the r.f. spectrum it is
apparent that the channel width should be as
small as possible, but on the other hand it is
necessary, for speech of reasonably good quality, to use modulating frequencies up to about
3000 or 4000 cycles. This calls for a channel
width of 6to 8 kc.
Spurious Side Bands

Fig. 602 — Graphical repreeentat'on of (A) =modulated carrier wave, (B) wave modulated 50%, (C) wave
modulated 100%.
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Besides the normal side bands just described,
unwanted side bands may be generated by the
transmitter. These usually lie outside the
normally-required channel width, and hence
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cause the actual channel to be wider without
increasing the useful modulation. By increasing the channel width these spurious side
bands cause unnecessary interference to other
transmitters. The quality of transmission is
also adversely affected when spurious side
bands are generated.
The chief causes of spurious side bands are
harmonic distortion in the audio system, overmodulation, frequency modulation, and lack
of linearity in the modulated r.f. system.

fully the amplitude variations of the modulating signal. When the modulated r.f. amplifier is
incapable of meeting this condition it is said
to be non-linear. A non-linear modulated
Irave shape of
Modulating Sina/

Harmonic Distortion
As explained in Chapter 3, distortion in an
amplifier tube can be resolved into the introduction of new frequencies in the output which
were not present in the signal applied to the
grid. Since these new frequencies are integral
multiples of the original frequency, they may
cause widening of the side bands. For example,
an original modulating signal of 3000 cycles
may, when distorted, have harmonics at 6000,
9000, and 12,000 cycles. Thus a required
channel of 6 kc. may actually turn out to be
24 kc. because of spurious side bands. Minimum harmonic distortion in the a.f. amplifier is
necessary to prevent excessive channel width.
Overmodulation
If the carrier is modulated more than 100%,
acondition such as is shown in Fig. 603 occurs.
Not only does the peak amplitude exceed twice
the carrier amplitude, but there may actually
be aconsiderable period during which the output is entirely cut off. The modulated wave is
therefore distorted, with the result that harmonic distortion, with consequently wider side
bands, occurs. The carrier should never be
modulated more than 100%.
Frequency Modulation
If modulating the amplitude of the carrier
also causes a change in the carrier frequency,
the channel occupied by the signal wobbles
back and forth with the modulation. Not only
does this alone widen the effective channel,
but because of the varying frequency new
beats are generated which create an even more
undesirable broadening of the signal. It is
essential, therefore, that the carrier frequency
be entirely unaffected by the application of
modulation. In practice, this is accomplished
by applying the modulation to an r.f. amplifier
stage which is isolated from the frequencycontrolling oscillator by a buffer amplifier.
Amplitude modulation of an oscillator is almost always accompanied by frequency modulation.
Linearity
Up to the limit of 100% modulation, the
amplitude of the carrier should follow faith-
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Fig. 603 — An overmodulated wave.
amplifier causes distortion of the modulation
envelope and hence the generation of harmonics which in turn widen the channel. The
amplifier may not, for instance, be capable of
quadrupling its power output at the peak of
100% modulation. The modulation capability of the transmitter is the maximum percentage of modulation that is possible without
objectionable distortion (i.e., without generating spurious side bands) The maximum attainable capability is, of course, 100%. The
modulation capability should be as high as
possible so that the most effective signal can
be transmitted for a given carrier power.
Power in Speech Waves
The complex waveform of a speech sound
translated into alternating current does not
contain as much power, on the average, as
there is in apure tone or sine wave of the same
peak amplitude. That is, with speech waveforms the ratio of peak to average amplitude is
higher than in the sine wave. For this reason,
the previous statement that the power output
of the transmitter increases 50% with 100%
modulation, while true for tone modulation, is
not true for speech. On the average, speech
waveforms will contain only about half as
much power as a sine wave, both having the
same peak amplitude. The average power output of the transmitter therefore increases only
about 25% with 100% speech modulation.
However, the instantaneous power output must
quadruple on the peak of 100% modulation
regardless of the modulating waveform. Therefore the peak capacity of the transmitter
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must be the same for any type of modulating
signal.
• PRACTICAL METHODS OF
MODULATION

The most widely used type of amplitude
modulation system is that in which the modulating signal is applied in the plate circuit of a
radio-frequency power amplifier (
plate modulation). In a second type the audio signal is
applied to the control-grid circuit (
grid-bias
modulation). A third system involves variation of both plate voltage and grid bias and is
called cathode modulation. A fourth method
varies the suppressor-grid voltage of a pentode-type power tube (
suppressor-grid modulation).
Transformer- Coupled Plate Modulation
In Fig. 604 is shown the most widely-used
system of plate modulation. A balanced (pushpull Class-A, Class-AB or Class-B) modulator
is transformer-coupled to the plate circuit of
CLASS - C AMP

Ant.

+13

Class-C for the modulation characteristic to be
linear. The transformer turns ratio will depend
upon the rated load resistance of the modulator tubes and the modulating impedance
of the Class-C stage. The modulating impedance is equal to

Eb
— x 1000

where Et, is the d.c. plate voltage and I, the
d.c. plate current in milliamperes, both measured without modulation.
The plate efficiency of the Class- C platemodulated amplifier is practically constant
with or without modulation. Efficiency values
range between 60% and 80%, depending upon
the frequency and the operating conditions.
The linearity depends upon having sufficient
grid excitation, proper bias, and plate tank
circuit constants of the proper values, as
described in Chapter 5.
Plate Modulation of Screen- Grid Amplifiers
Screen-grid tubes of the pentode or beam
tetrode type can be used as Class-C platemodulated amplifiers provided the modulation
is applied to both the plate and screen grid.
The method of feeding the screen grid with the
necessary d.c. and modulation voltage is shown
in Fig. 605. The dropping resistor, R, should be

- 13

Fig. 604 — Transformer-coupled plate modulation.

the modulated r.f. amplifier. The audio-frequency power generated in the modulator plate
circuit is combined with the d.c. power in the
modulated-amplifier plate circuit by transfer
through the coupling transformer, T. For 100%
modulation the audio-frequency output of the
modulator and the turns ratio of the coupling
transformer must be such that the voltage at
the plate of the modulated . amplifier varies
between zero and twice the d.c. operating plate
voltage, thus causing corresponding variations
in the amplitude of the r.f. output.
As previously indicated, the average power
output of the modulated stage must increase
50% with 100% modulation, and the additional power is furnished by the modulator;
that is, the modulator must supply audio power
equal to 50% of the d.c. plate input to the
modulated r.f. stage. For example, if the d.c.
plate power input to the r.f. stage is 100 watts,
the sine-wave audio power output of the modulator must be 50 watts.
The modulated r.f. amplifier must operate
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Fig. 605 — Plate-and-screen modulation of apentode
Class-C r.f. amplifier.

of the proper value to apply normal d.c. voltage to the screen under steady carrier conditions. Its value can be calculated by taking the
difference between plate and screen voltages
and dividing it by the rated screen current.
The modulating impedance is found by dividing the d.c. plate voltage by the sum of the
plate and screen currents. The plate voltage
multiplied by the sum of the two currents is the
power input figure which is used as the basis
for determining the audio power required from
the modulator.
Choke-Coupled Plate Modulation
In Fig. 606 is shown the circuit of the
Heising or constant-current system of plate
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Fig. 606 — Choke-coupled or Heising plate modula.
tion.

modulation. The plate power for the modulator
tube and modulated amplifier is furnished from
a common source through the modulation
choke, L, which has high impedance for audio
frequencies. The modulator operates as apower
amplifier with the plate circuit of the r.f.
amplifier as its load, the audio output of the
modulator being superimposed on the d.c.
power supplied to the amplifier. For 100%
modulation the audio voltage applied to the
r.f. amplifier plate circuit across the choke, L,
must have a peak value equal to the d.c. voltage on the modulated amplifier. To obtain this
without distortion, the r.f. amplifier must be
operated at a d.c. plate voltage less than the
modulator plate voltage, the extent of the
voltage difference being determined by the type
of modulator tube used. The necessary drop in
voltage is provided by the resistor R, which is
by-passed for audio frequencies by the condenser C.
This type of modulation is rarely used by
amateurs except in very low-power portable
sets, because a single-tube Class-A modulator
is required. The output of aClass-A modulator
is very low compared to that obtainable from a
pair of tubes of the same size operated Class- B,
hence only asmall amount of r.f. power can be
modulated.
Grid-Bias Modulation
Fig. 607 is the diagram of atypical arrangement for grid-bias modulation. In this system,
MOD. AMR

Ant.

From
Speech amp.
+B

Fig. 607 — Grid-bias modulation of a Claas-C amplifier.
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Excitation

SUPPRESSOR GRID

Fig. 608 — Suppressor-grid modulation of a pentode

rd. amplifier.

ciency in practicable circuits is of the order of
70% to 80%, the carrier efficiency ordinarily
cannot exceed about 35% to 40%. For agiven
size of r.f. tube the carrier output is about onefourth the carrier obtainable from the same
tube plate-modulated. The audio power required from the modulator is quite small, and a
Class-A modulator capable of 2 to 5 watts
audio output is adequate for most transmitters.
The grid bias, r.f. excitation, plate loading and
audio voltage in series with the grid must be
adjusted to give a linear modulation characteristic. The method of adjustment is covered
in Chapter 16.
Suppressor Modulation

SUFFER

-Ct _ B

the secondary of an audio-frequency output
transformer, the primary of which is connected
in the plate circuit of the modulator tube, is
connected in series with the grid-bias supply
for the modulated amplifier. The audio voltage
thus introduced varies the grid bias and thus
the power output of the r.f. stage, when suitable operating conditions are chosen. The r.f.
stage is operated as a Class- C amplifier, with
the d.c. grid bias considerably beyond cut-off.
In this system the plate voltage is constant,
and the increase in power output with modulation is obtained by making the plate current
and plate efficiency vary with the modulating
signal. For 100% modulation, both plate current and efficiency must, at the peak of the
modulation up-swing, be twice their carrier
values so that the peak power will be four
times the carrier power. Since the peak effi-

The circuit arrangement for suppressor-grid
modulation of apentode tube is shown in Fig.
608. The operating principles are the same as
for grid-bias modulation. However, the r.f.
excitation and modulating signals are applied
to separate grids, which gives the system a
simpler operating technique, since best adjustment for proper excitation requirements and
proper modulating circuit requirements are
more or less independent. The carrier plate
efficiency is approximately the same as for
grid-bias modulation, and the modulator power
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MODULATION
requirements are similarly small. With tubes
having suitable suppressor-grid characteristics,
linear modulation up to practically 100% can
be obtained with negligible distortion.
Cathode Modulation
The fundamental circuit for cathode or
"center-tap" modulation is shown in Fig. 609.
This type of modulation is a combination of
the plate- and grid-bias methods, and permits
a carrier efficiency midway between the two.
The audio power is introduced in the cathode
circuit, and both grid bias and plate voltage
vary during modulation.
The carrier efficiency depends upon the
ratio of grid-bias to plate-modulation. As the
proportion of grid-bias modulation is reduced
the efficiency may be increased. With normal
operating conditions about 75% modulation is
supplied by the grid- bias method, the remaining 25% being supplied by plate-voltage variation. This permits acarrier efficiency of 50% or
slightly higher, but requires relatively little
audio power compared to ordinary plate modulation. The modulator should be capable of
supplying audio power equal to about 10% of
the d.c. plate input to the modulated amplifier.
The impedance into which the modulator is
working is of the order of a few hundred to a
few thousand ohms, but the match between
this impedance and the modulator is not critical. Low-atriodes are best adapted to cathode
modulation, since the lower amplification factor gives amore favorable distribution between
grid-bias and plate modulation. The steady
grid bias may be obtained from the flow of
rectified grid current through a grid leak, and
should be considerably beyond cut-off. The
grid leak should be by-passed for audio frequencies.

F

• THE MODULATOR
The determining factors in the design of the
audio equipment of a 'phone transmitter are
the microphone output and the audio power
required for modulating the r.f. stage. The
process is therefore essentially one of working
backward from the modulator to the microphone.
Class B Plate Modulators

The preceding discussion has shown that
modulator output requirements vary widely
with the type of modulation system chosen. In
the case of plate modulation, the relativelylarge audio power needed practically dictates
the use of aClass- B modulator, since the power
can be obtained most economically with this
type of amplifier. A typical circuit is given in
Fig. 610, and operating data on various tubes
as Class-B audio amplifiers in Table I. The
power outputs are for apure-tone signal, which
is the basis of design. A pair of tubes must be
chosen which is capable of delivering sine-wave
audio power equal to half the d.c. input to the
modulated Class-C amplifier, as already described. Any type of tube meeting this condition will be satisfactory. It is sometimes convenient to use tubes which will operate at the
same plate voltage applied to the Class-C
stage, since one power supply of adequate current capacity may suffice for both stages. In
other cases, better overall performance and
economy may result from the use of separate
power supplies. This is a matter for individual consideration, and generalization is not
possible.
Matching Modulator to Modulated
Amplifier
The plate-to-plate load impedance specified
for rated power output of the Class-B modulator
seldom corresponds to the modulating impedance of the Class-C r.f. stage, so that a match
must be brought about by adjusting the turns
ratio of the coupling transformer. The required
turns ratio, primary to secondary, is

Nir:
P
- H.V.

Audio f;:t7
modulator

11

Fig. 609 — Cathode modulation of a Class-C triode
amplifier. RI, grid leak; C, audio by-pass; R2, cathode.
bias resistor for initial bias, also by-passed for audio
frequencies.
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where Z„, is the Class- C modulating impedance
and Z, is the plate-to-plate load impedance
specified for the Class-B tubes.
Commercial Class-B output transformers
usually are rated to work between specified
primary and secondary impedances and are
designed fot specific Class-B tubes. This is
simply a " shorthand" way of stating the turns
ratio, which can be found by substituting the
given impedances in the formula above. Many
transformers are provided with primary and
secondary taps so that various turns ratios can
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TABLE I- CLASS-B MODULATOR DATA
Zero-Sig.
r Max - Sig.
Plate Current Plate Current
Ma. ,
Ma

Load Res.
Plate-to-Plate
Ohms

Man.-Sig.
Driving Power
Watts'

Max.-Sig. ,
Power Output
Watts'

Fil.
Volts

Plate
Volts

Grid
Volts
App.

Peak A.F.
Grid-to-Grid
Voltage

7.5

350
425

-40
-50

240
260

8

110
110

6000
8000

2.
3

20

801

7.5

400
500
600

-50
-60
-75

270
290
320

e

130
130
130

6000
8000
10,000

3.0
3.0
3.0

27
36
45

1608

2.5

350
425

-10
-15

120
130

30
36

190
190

3800
4800

2.2
2.2

38
50

T-20

7.5

800

-40

-

20

136

12,000

-

70

TZ-20

7.5

800

0

-

40

136

12,000

-

70

HY25

7.5

500
800

0
-9

125
140

30
20

150
140

5200
9000

2.4
2.7

45
75

HY61

6.3

600

-30

-

807'

6.3

400
500
600

-25
-25
-30

80
80
80

825

7.5

850

-67.5

-

-40
-50

180
198

Class- B
Tubes ( 2)

10
1602

8

8
8

2.5

25

60

200

6660

0.4

80

100
100
60

230
230
200

3800
4660
6660

0.35
0.6
0.4

60
75
80

50

170

8000

Note 4

82

153
172

10,000
12,000

Note 4

65
100

6750

Note 4

100

5200

2.
4

2.4

100

8400

4

100

-

7.5

750
1000

756

7.5

850

-30

-

20

225

809

6.3

500
750

0
-5

135
140

40
35

200
200

1623

6.3

750

-25

200

35

200

HY57

6.3

500
800

0
-9

135
145

54
40

200
200

5200

9000

2.
4

2.7

110

800

7.5

750
1000
1250

-40
-55
-70

320
300
300

26
28
30

210
160
130

6400
12,500
21,000

6.0
4.4
3.4

90
100
106

RK31

7.5

1250

0

170

13,000

Note 4

125

RK37

7.5

1250

-32

223

158

20,000

2.8

125

750
1000
1250
1500

-25
-35
-45
-50

-

-

200
185
156
140

7000
11,200

17,200
23,600

8.0
7.
0
5.5
4.5

115

800
1000

-28
-38

175
190

20
20

270
270

5800
7000

5.0
6.0

140
175

RK18

-

32

8400

60

60

90

351

5.0

HY40

7.5

140

7.5

1000

-38

190

22

280

6900

6.0

175

TZ40

7.5

1000

0

75

40

280

6900

3.0

175

800
1000

-27
-35

250
270

20
20

280
280

6000
7600

5.0
6.0

135
175

830-B

10.0
L.

HY4OZ
HY51 A
FlY5113

150

175

48

36

280

280

5500
6900

7.5(
800
10 J 1000

-27
-35

175
190

20
20

300
300

5800
7000

7.5

1250
1500

-15
-16

240
110

40
30

230
190

12,700
18,300

10.0

1000

-35

-

40

330

6800

-

200
166
146
115

6000
9600
12,000
16,000

40
50
60
80

350
300
256
230

11,400
16,000

808
203-B

800

1000

0

0

2.5
3.0
- -5.0
6.0

125
135

140

180

150
180

7.8
4.8

190
185

Note 5

200

4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

100
155
195
250

501

5.0

1000
1500
2000
3000

-85
-135
-180
-280

-

154

5.0

750
1000
1250
1500

-100
-155
-210
-265

430
510
600
700

RK52

7.5

1250

0

180

40

300

10,000

7.5

250

320

9000

7.5

260

4000

10

150

7500

10

200

RK58

10

1250

0

200

148

203-A

10.0

1000
1250

-35
-45

310
330

26
26

32 0
320

6900

10.0

1000
1250

0
0

90
90

106
148

320
320

7600
11,200

838

94

9000

10
10

10

11

5.0
5.0

223
250

200

260
200
260
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TABLE I - CLASS- B MODULATOR DATA - Continued
Class-B
Tubes (2)

Fil.
Volts

Plate
Volts

Grid
Volts
App.

Peals A.F.
Grid-to-Grid
Voltage

211

10.0

1000
1250

-77
-100

380
410

20
20

203Z

10.0

1250

0

-

90

10.0

750
1000
1250
1500

0
0
0
-9

190
190
180
196

50
70
95
60

5.0

2000

-52

357

36

10.0
1500
to 11.0 1750

-52
-62

264
324

50
40
22
14 •

ZB120

RK-38
HF100

Zero-Sig.'
Plate Current
Ma.

Max.-Sig.'
Plate Current
Ma. ,

Load Res.
Plate-to-Plate
Ohms

Max.-Sig.
Driving Power
Watts'

Max- Sig.
Power Output
Watts'

6900
9000

7.5
8.0

200
260

350

7900

7.0

300

320
310
300
296

4800
6900
9000
11,200

5.0
5.0
4.0
5.0

150
200
245
300

265

16,000

5.8

330

270
270

12,000
16,000

2.0
9.0

260
350

180
160

22,000
36,000

3.5
3.5

220
360

6.0
7.0

300
370

320
320

852

10.0

2000
3000

-155
-250

600
780

805 114
RK57

10.0

1250
1500

0
-16

235
280

148
84

400
400

6700
8200

828 ,

10.0

1700
2000

-120 ,
-120 ,

240
240

50
50

248
270

16,200
18,300

-

300
385

5.0

2000

-

12,500

-

400

100TL

5.0
to
5.1

1000
1250
1500
2000
2500
3000

Bias adjusted For maximum rated plat e dissipation
under no- signal conditions

5200
7200
9600
16,000
22,000
30,000

May be
dri
ven by
Push-pull
6L6's

170
230
270
350
435
465

100TH

5.0
to
5.1

1000
1250
1500
2000
2500
3000

Bias adjusted for maximum rated plate dissipation
d no- signal conditions
under
Z bias
Zero
as up t
o 1250 v. platt
e

5200
7200
9600
16,000
22,000
30,000

May be
driven by
push-pull
6L6's

210
260
300
380
460
500

757

806

-

-

-

5.0

2000

-150

340

20

390

11,500

HF200

10.0

2000

-100

420

60

380

11,200

822

10.0

2000

-90

-

50

450

9000

Note 7

500

HD 203-A

10.0

1500
1750

-40
-67

-

36
36

425
425

8000
9000

Note 6

400
500

5.0
to 5.1

1000
1250

354
354C

5.0

1000
1500
2000
2500

-60
-95
-125
-165

340
440
500
560

40
60
100
80

252
267
294
236

10,000
10,000
10,000
15,000

14
20
20
20

162
315
448
577

354D

5.0

1500
2500

-60
-112

350
430

50
50

277
290

12,000
20,000

20
20

302
519

354E

5.0

1500
2500

-25
-50

334
384

50
50

325
348

10,000
16,000

20
20

319
595

354F

5.0

1500
2500

-15
-35

274
310

50
50

280
300

12,000
20,000

20
20

290
550

150T

5.25

1000
1500
2000

-80
-130
-170

400
400
400

4000
6800
11,000

11
14
16

200
350
490

25011
250TH

Bias adjusted for maximum rated plate dissipation
under no- signal conditions. 250TH used with
zero bias up to 1400 v. plate

-

-

2360
3280

14
9

May be
driven by
P.P. 61.6's

500
500

350
540

Values are For both tubes.
Sinusoidal signal values ; speech values are approximately one-half for tubes biased to approximate cut-off and 80% for zero-bias
tubes.
'Values do not include transformer losses. Somewhat higher power is required of the driver to supply losses and provide good
regulation.
Can be driven by apair of 45's in push-pull at 250 volts.
Can be driven by apair of 2A3's in push-pull at 250 volts.
°Can be driven by apair of 2A3's in push-pull Class-AB at 300 volts with fixed bias.
Can be driven by four 2A3's in push-pull parallel Class-AB or by apair of 6L6's.
Class-AB2.
Pentode. Suppressor volts: 60, at 9 ma. Screen volts: 750, 443 ma. at 1700 plate volts, 2 60 ma. at 2000.
Input transformers must be designed to fit particular driver-Class-B Amplifier combinations. Suitable transformers are available
from various manufacturers.
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TABLE II- RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER DATA
Data are given for aplate-supply of 300 volts; departures of as much as 50% from this supply voltage will not materially change
the operating conditions or the voltage gain, but the output voltage will be in proportion to the new voltage. Voltage gain is measured
at 400 cycles ; condenser values given are based on 100-cycle cut-off. For increased low- Frequency response, all condensers may be
made larger than specified (cut-off frequency in inverse proportion to condenser values provided all are changed in the same proportion). A variation of 10% in the values given has negligible effect on the performance.
High- Frequency cut-off with pentodes is approximately 20,000 cycles with aplate resistor of 0.1 megohm, 10,000 cycles with 0.25
megohm, and 5000 cycles with 0.5 megohm. With triode amplifiers, the high-frequency cut-off is well above the audio range.

plate
Resistor
Meg" nis

0.1
6A6, )N7
53
(One tr iode
unit )

0.25
0.5
0.05

o

0.1

lodes)
0.25
0.1
6C6, 617 ,6W7,
57
(Pent de)

0.25

6C8 3
(One tiode
uni )

6F5,

SF5

6F8G (one
triode mit),
6.15, 615G

6L5 G

96

i

Next-Stage
Output
Blocking
Scntm, Cathode
Cathode
Screen
RVoltage
Grid
Gain
Resistor
Resistor
BY-Pass
By-pass
Condenser
Volts
esistor
Ad.
dd.
yid.
(Peak)
Megohiss
Ohms
trlegoh ass
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0

0.44
0.5
0.53
1.18
1.18
1.45
2.45
2.9
2.95
_

0.9
0.59
0.37
8.5
8.3
8.0
5.5
5.4
5.8

0.03
0.015
0.007
0.015
0.005
0.003
0.005
0.003
0.002
0.075
0.04
0.015
0.035
0.015
0.008
0.015
0.008
0.003
0.02
0.01
0.006
0.008
0.005
0.005

60
83
86
75
87
100
76
94
104
57
70
83
65
84
88
73
85
97
55
81
96
81
104
110

20
22
23
23
24
24
23
24
24
11
11
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
61
82
94
104
140
185

0.04
0.04
0.04

4.2
4.1
4.0

0.005
0.003
0.0025

75
97
100

161
250
240

2120
2840
3250

-

3.93
2.01
1.79

0.037
0.013
0.007

55
73
80

22
23
25

4750
6100
7100

-

1.29
0.96
0.77

0.013
0.0065
0.004

64
80
90

25
26
27

9000
11,500
14,500

-

0.67
0.48
0.37

0.007
0.004
0.002

67
83
96

27
27
28

1150 ,
1500 ,
1750 ,
2650 ,
3400 ,
4000 ,
4850 ,
6100 ,
7150 ,
2100
2600
3100
3800
5300
6000
9600
12,300
14,000
500
450
600
1100
1200
1300

0.07
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.05

1700
2200
2300

3.16
2.3
2.2
1.7
1.3
1.17

0.5

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.1

0.1
0.25
0.5

0.25

0.25
0.5
1.0

0.5

0.5
1.0
2.0

0.1

0.1
0.25
0.5

1300
1600
1700

-

5.0
3.7
3.2

0.025
0.01
0.006

33
43
48

42
49
52

0.25

0.25
0.5
1.0

2600
3200
3500

-

2.5
2.1
2.0

0.01
0.007
0.004

41
54
63

56
63
67

0.5

0.5
1.0
2.0

4500
5400
6100

-

1.5
1.2
0.9

0.006
0.004
0.002

50
62
70

65
70
70

0.05

0.05
0.1
0.25

1020
1270
1500

-

3.56
2.96
2.15

0.06
0.034
0.012

41
51
60

13
14
14

0.1

0.1
0.25
0.5

1900
2440
2700

-

2.31
1.42
1.2

0.035
0.0125
0.0065

43
56
64

14
14
14

0.25

0.25
0.5
1.0

4590
5770
65,50

-

0.87
0.64
0.54

0.013
0.007
0.004

46
57
64

14
14
14

0.05

0.05
0.1
0.25

1740
21 60
2600

-

2.91
2.18
1.82

0.06
0.032
0.015

56
68
79

11
12
12

0.1

0.1
0.25
0.5

3070
4140
4700

-

1.64
1.1
0.81

0.032
0.014
0.0075

60
79
89

12
13
13

0.25

0.25
0.5
1.0

6900
9100
10,750

-

0.57
0.46
0.4

0.013
0.0075
0.005

64
80
88

13
13
13
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TABLE II - RESISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER DATA
Plate
Resistor
Megohms

0.1
657

0.25
0.5
0.1

6SC7
(One
triode
unit)

0.25
0.5
0.1

6S.17

0.25
0.5
0.05

56, 76

0.1
0.25

Next-Stage
R2 s
it
dor
megohms

0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
2.0
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5
1.0

Screen
Resistor
Megolgras

Cathode
Resistor
Ohms

Screen
By-pass
dd.

430
440
440
620
650
700
1000
1080
1120
750 ,
930 ,
1040 ,
1400 ,
1680 1
1840 ,
2330 1
2980 ,
3280 ,
500
530
590
850
860
910
1300
1410
1530
2400
3100
3800
4500
6400
7500

0.077
0.071
0.071
0.058
0.057
0.055
0.04
0.041
0.043
-

0.59
0.67
0.71
1.7
1.95
2.1
3.6
3.9
4.1
-

0.35
0.37
0.47
0.89
1.10
1.18
2.0
2.2
2.5
-

11,100
15,200
18,300

0.10
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
-

Cathode
By-pass
pH.

8.5
LO
8.0
6.0
5.8
5.2
4.1
3.9
3.8
-

11.6
10.9
9.9
8.5
7.4
6.9
6.0
5.8
5.2
2.8
2.2
1.8
1.6
1.2
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.4

Blocking
Condenser
mid.
0.0167
0.01
0.0066
0.0071
0.005
0.0036
0.0037
0.0029
0.0023
0.033
0.014
0.007
0.012
0.006
0.003
0.006
0.003
0.002
0.019
0.016
0.007
0.011
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.002
0.0015
0.08
0.045
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.009
0.02
0.009
0.005

Output
Volts
(Peak)

57
73
82
54
66
76
52
56
73
35
50
54
45
55
64
50
62
72
72
96
101
79
88
98
64
79
89
65
80
95
74
95
104
82
96
108

0

1111

Gain

57
78
89
98
122
136
136
162
174
29
34
36
39
42
45
45
48
49
67
98
104
139
167
185
200
238
263
8.3
8.9
9.4
9.5
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

Value for both node sections, assuming both are working under same conditions. In phase inverter service, the cathode resistor
should not be by-passed.
,Screen and suppressor tied to plate.

be obtained to meet the requirements of alarge
number of tube combinations.
Driving Power
Class-B amplifiers are driven into the gridcurrent region, so that power is consumed in
the grid circuit. The preceding stage or driver
must be capable of supplying this power at the
required peak audio-frequency grid-to-grid
voltage. Both these quantities are given in

Table I. The grids of the Class-B tubes represent a variable load resistance over the audiofrequency cycle, since the grid current does
not increase directly with the grid voltage.
To prevent distortion, therefore, it is necessary
to have a driving source which has good
regulation - that is, which will maintain the
waveform of the signal even though the load
varies. This can be brought about by using a
driver capable of delivering two or three times

DRIVER

CLASS - B MODULATOR
omitTrans.

Fig. 610 - Class- B
driver circuit.

modulator

arid

Output
Trans

Audo

meut
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the actual power consumed in the Class-B
grids, and by using an input coupling transformer having a turns ratio giving the largest
step-down in voltage, between the driver plate
or plates and Class-B grids, that will permit
obtaining the specified grid-to-grid a.f. voltage.
Driver Coupling
A Class-A or Class-AB driver is universally
used to excite a Class-B stage. Tubes for the
driver preferably should be triodes having low
plate resistance, since these will have the best
regulation. Having chosen atube or tubes with
ample power output (the data in the tube tables
in Chapter 20 may be used) the peak output
voltage will be, approximately,
E, --= 1.4 %/PR
where P is the power output and R the load
resistance. The input transformer ratio, primary to secondary, will be
E.
E,
where E, is as given above and E, is the peak
grid-to-grid voltage given in Table I for the
modulator tubes chosen.
Commercial transformers usually are designed for specific driver-modulator combinations, and usually are adjusted to give as good
driver regulation as the conditions will permit.
Grid Bias
Modern Class-B audio tubes are intended for
operation without fixed bias. This lessens the
variable loading effect and eliminates the need
for a grid-bias supply.
When agrid-bias supply is required, it must
have low internal resistance so that the flow
of grid current with excitation of the Class-B
tubes does not cause a continual shift in the
actual grid bias and thus cause distortion.
Batteries or a regulated bias supply ( Chapter
11) should be used.

Plate Supply
The plate supply for a Class- B modulator
should be sufficiently well filtered to prevent
hum modulation of the r.f. stage. The design
data in Chapter 11 should be followed. An additional requirement is that the output condenser of the supply should have low reactance
at 100 cycles or less compared to the load into
which each tube is working, which is % the
plate-to-plate load resistance. A 4-mfd. output
condenser with a 1000-volt supply, or a 2-pfd.
condenser with a2000-volt supply, usually will
be satisfactory, with other values in proportion
to the plate voltage.
The plate supply for the modulated amplifier, in all modulation systems, must also be
well filtered to prevent hum. The output condenser of the supply should have low reactance
compared to the modulating impedance of the
stage. The values given above are satisfactory.
Low-Level Modulators
Modulators for grid-bias and suppressor
modulation usually can be small audio power
output tubes, since the audio power required
is quite small. A triode such as the 2A3 is
preferable because of its low plate resistance,
but pentodes will work satisfactorily. It is
usual practice to load the primary of the output coupling transformer with a resistance
equal to or slightly larger than the rated load
resistance for the tube in order to stabilize the
voltage output and thus improve the regulation.
Since the ordinary Class-A receiving power
tube will develop about 200 to 250 peak volts
in its plate circuit, which is ample for most
low-level modulator applications, a 1:1 coupling transformer is generally used. If more
voltage is required, a step-up ratio must be
provided in the transformer.
• TYPES OF MICROPHONES
The microphone is next in line for consideration after the modulator has been selected,
since the output of the microphone and the

C
Is

14

Fig. 611 — Speech input circuit arrangements for five generally used types
of microphones. M I, single-button carbon; M 2, double-button carbon; M S,
condenser; M4, ribbon or velocity type;
M4, crystal type.
E
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driving requirements of the modulator will
determine the amount of amplification needed
between the two.
The sensitivity of the microphone is its
electrical output for a given speech intensity
input. Sensitivity varies greatly with microphones of different basic types, and also varies
between different models of the same type.
The output is also greatly dependent on the
character of the individual voice and the distance of the speaker's lips from the microphone,
decreasing approximately as the square of the
distance. It also may be affected by reverberation in the room. Hence, only approximate
values based on averages of " normal" speaking voices can be attempted. The values to be
given are based on close talking; that is, with
the microphone six inches or less from the
speaker's lips.
Carbon Microphones
Fig. 611 shows connections for single- and
double-button carbon microphones, with avariable potentiometer included in each circuit for
adjusting the button current to the correct value
as specified with each microphone. The operation of the single-button type has already been
explained. The double-button type operates
similarly, but with two buttons in push-pull.
Good quality single-button carbon microphones give outputs ranging from 0.1 to 0.3
volt across 50 to 100 ohms; that is, across the
primary winding of the microphone transformer. With the step-up of the transformer, a
peak voltage of between 3 and 10 volts across
100,000 ohms or so can be assumed available
at the grid of the first tube. These microphones
are usually operated with a button current of
50 to 100 ma.
The sensitivity of good-quality doublebutton microphones is considerably less, ranging from 0.02 volt to 0.07 volt across 200 ohms.
With this type microphone, and the usual
push-pull input transformer, a peak voltage
of 0.4 to 0.5 volt across 100,000 ohms or so can
be assumed available at the first speech amplifier grid. The button current with this type
microphone ranges from 5to 50 ma. per button.
Condenser Microphones
The condenser microphone of Fig. 611-C
consists of atwo-plate capacity with one plate
stationary and the other, separated from the
first by about a thousandth of an inch, a thin
metal membrane serving as a diaphragm.
This condenser is connected in series with a
resistor and d.c. voltage source. When the
diaphragm vibrates the change in capacity
causes asmall charging current to flow through
the circuit. The resulting audio voltage which
appears across the resistor is fed to the tube
grid through the coupling condenser.
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The output of condenser microphones varies
with different models, the high-quality type
being about one-hundredth to one-fiftieth as
sensitive as the double-button carbon microphone. The first amplifier tube must be built
into the microphone since the capacity of a
connecting cable would impair both output
and frequency range.
Velocity Microphones
In a velocity or ribbon microphone, the element acted upon by the sound waves is a thin
corrugated metallic ribbon suspended between
the poles of a magnet. When made to vibrate
the ribbon cuts the lines of force between the
poles in first one direction and then the other,
thus generating an alternating voltage.
The sensitivity of the velocity microphone,
with a suitable coupling transformer, is about
0.03 to 0.05 volt.
The dynamic microphone is similar to the
ribbon type in principle, but the ribbon is replaced by a coil attached to adiaphragm. The
coil provides several turns of wire cutting the
magnetic field, and thus gives greater sensitivity. A small permanent-magnet loud-speaker
makes a practical dynamic microphone.
Crystal Microphones
The input circuit for apiezo-electric or crystal type microphone is shown in Fig. 612-E.
The element in this type consists of a pair of
Rochelle salts crystals cemented together, with
plated electrodes. In the more sensitive types
the crystal is mechanically coupled to a diaphragm. Sound waves actuating the diaphragm
cause the crystal to vibrate mechanically and,
by piezo-electric action, to generate a corresponding alternating voltage between the electrodes, which are connected across the grid
circuit of a vacuum tube amplifier as shown.
Unlike the other microphones described, the
crystal type requires no separate source of
current, voltage or magnetic field.
Although the sensitivity of crystal microphones varies with different models, an output
of 0.01 to 0.03 volt is representative for amateur communication types. The sensitivity is
affected by the length of the cable connecting
to the first amplifier stage; the above figure is
for lengths of 6 or 7feet. The frequency characteristic is unaffected by the cable but the
load resistance (amplifier grid resistor) does
affect it, the lower frequencies being attenuated as the shunt resistance becomes less. Grid
resistor values of 1 megohm and higher
should be used, 5 megohms being a customary
figure.
Frequency Range
Wide frequency response in speech input
equipment is not required for voice transmis-
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sion, uniform frequency response from 100 to
about 3000 cycles being adequate. It is therefore satisfactory to choose a microphone intended particularly for speech transmission,
rather than one designed for broadcast program use. Since the high r.f. selectivity of modern amateur 'phone receivers and the use of
"tone controls" in receiver audio systems eut
off the higher frequencies anyway, the transmitted modulation frequencies above 3000
cycles are largely wasted.

Following
Stage'

(A)

+13

• THE SPEECH AMPLIFIER

The function of the speech amplifier is to
provide sufficient gain after the microphone so
that the modulator will be driven to the required output. There are two practical cases:
first, where audio power is required for the
grids of Class-B modulators; second, where
voltage only, with negligible power, is needed
for driving a Class-A modulator.
With a Class-B modulator, the first step is
the selection of a suitable driver, as already
described. In nearly all cases the driver will
operate Class-A, or Class-AB without grid
current, so that no power is consumed in its
grid circuit. The peak audio voltage needed for
full output of the driver chosen can be found
from the tables in Chapter 20, being equal to
the operating grid bias unless otherwise specified.
Overall Gain
The minimum voltage gain required in the
speech amplifier will be
E,
where E, is the peak grid voltage just found
and E„, is the peak voltage output of the microphone (from the microphone transformer, if
one is used). If aClass-A modulator is used, the
required voltage gain may be calculated from
the same formula, using the operating grid
bias of the modulator for E,. It is good practice
to multiply the minimum gain figure by 2or 3
in designing the speech amplifier so that ample
gain will be available for meeting varying
conditions.
The required gain usually can be attained in
two or three stages by selecting suitable tubes
from Table II. For example, when astage giving a gain of 100 is followed by one giving a
gain of 15, the total gain is 100 X 15, or 1500.
Resistance Coupling
Typical resistance-coupled circuits are given
in Fig. 612. Resistance coupling is preferred,
especially in high gain amplifiers, because it is
relatively inexpensive, good frequency response
can be secured, and there is little danger of hum
pickup from stray magnetic fields. The use of a
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Fig. 612 — Resistance-coupled voltage amplifier cir.
cuits. A, pentode; B, triode. Designations are as follows:
Ci — Cathode by-pass condenser.
Cs — Plate by-pass condenser.
Ca — Output coupling condenser (blocking condenser).
Ca — Screen by-pass condenser.
Ri — Cathode resistor.
Ra — Grid resistor.
Rs — Plate resistor.
R4 - Next-stage grid resistor.
Ra — Plate decoupling resistor.
Ra — Screen resistor.
Values are given in Table II, except Ri and R. Ri
will depend upon the previous stage, since it is the "next
stage grid resistor" for that stage. Values up to 1 megohm may be used with small receiving tubes. RSis usually about 20% of the value of R3.

decoupling resistor, R6, is good practice since
it tends to prevent feedback between stages
because of common coupling through the power
supply.
Transformer Coupling
Transformer coupling between stages is seldom used except in cases where it is necessary
to go from a single-ended stage to a push-pull
stage, or when power is to be transferred. In
the latter case resistance coupling is highly
inefficient, but the necessity for power transfer
does not arise in purely voltage amplifiers.
Representative circuits for single-ended to
push-pull, frequently used for exciting the
grids of a Class-A or AB driver for a Class- B
amplifier, are shown in Fig. 613. In A, a plate
resistor is used for coupling, through the blocking condenser C3, to the transformer primary.
The values given in Table II should be used,
and the gain is that given in Table II multiplied
by the secondary-to-primary turns ratio of the
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tubes are never worked near full capacity. In
these stages the voltage gain is the important
consideration.
Phase Inversion

+B

(A)

Push-pull output may be secured with resistance coupling by using an extra tube as
shown in Fig. 614. There is aphase shift of 180
degrees through any normally-operating resistance-coupled stage, and the extra tube is used
purely to provide this phase shift without additional gain. The outputs of the two tubes are
then added to give push-pull excitation to the
next amplifier. .
In Fig. 614, VI is the regular amplifier, connected in normal fashion to the grid of one of
the push-pull tubes. The next-stage grid resistor is tapped so that part of the output
voltage is fed to the grid of the phase inverter,
Vg. This tube then amplifies the signal and
applies it in reverse phase to the grid of the

+
8
(13)

Fig. 613 — Transformer-coupled amplifier circuits for
driving apush-pull amplifier. A, resistance-transformer
coupling; B,transformer coupling. Designations correspond to those of Fig. 611. In A, values can be taken
from Table II. In B,the cathode resistor is calculated
from the rated plate current and grid bias as given for
the particular type of tube used as listed in Chapter 20.
A is preferable for best frequency characteristic, B for
transferring power to the following grids, or for maximum voltage gain.

transformer. This ratio usually is 2:1. In this
circuit the transformer primary does not carry
direct current, which is advantageous in improving the frequency response.
In B the transformer primary is in series
with the plate of the tube and thus must carry
the tube plate current. When the following
amplifier operates without grid current, the
voltage gain of the stage is practically equal to
the i.i of the tube multiplied by the transformer
ratio.
Triodes having an amplification factor of 20
or less are used in transformer-coupled voltage
amplifiers, since practicable transformers do
not have high enough primary impedance to
give good gain and frequency response when
used with pentodes or highI
Ltriodes.

Fig. 614— Phase inversion circuit for driving apushpull amplifier without a transformer. RI, grid resistor;
R2 and Ra, plate load resistors; R4 and 115, next stage
grid resistors; Ct and Ca, blocking or coupling condensers; Ca, plate by-pass condenser. R8 is equal to half the
value specified in the table if separate tubes are used at
Vi and Va; for double triodes such as the 6N7 the
cathode resistor is given for both triode sections.

second push-pull tube. Two similar tubes
should be used at V1 and Vg, with identical
plate resistors and output coupling condensers.
The tap on Rg is adjusted to make V1 and Vg
give equal voltage outputs so that balanced
excitation is applied to the grids of the following stage.
The cathode resistor, Rg, commonly is left
unbypassed since this tends to help balance the
circuit. Double-triode tubes are frequently
used as phase inverters.

Voltage Output

Choosing a Tube Lineup

The column marked " Output Volts" in
Table II is important in the selection of the
tube to excite the modulator or driver. A tube
capable of delivering the necessary peak voltage must be used for this purpose. This column
shows the maximum output voltage obtainable
without distortion, assuming that the signal at
the grid is large enough to produce this voltage.
In stages preceding the last voltage amplifier
this column may be ignored, since low-level

When high gain is required, a pentode ordinarily is used as the first voltage amplifier.
The second and third tubes generally are triodes.
There is less danger of instability with the
pentode-triode combination than with a pentode followed by a pentode.
As an illustration of design, suppose that a
Class-B modulator which requires 5 watts of
driving power is to be used. Consulting the
tables in Chapter 20, and bearing in mind the
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desirability of providing more driving power
than is actually used, it is found that push-pull
2A3's giving 10 watts output will make asatisfactory driver. The grid bias required is 62
volts, so that the peak grid-to-grid voltage will
be 164 volts (actually, aslightly higher voltage
will be needed since the tubes will be working
FIRST SPEECH
AMP
Class-AB and, with self-bias, the operating
bias will rise somewhat under full output; this
is taken care of in the allowance for reserve
gain in the voltage amplifier). Assume that a
crystal microphone, having an output of 0.01
volt, is to be used.
Fig. 616 — Output limiting circuit to prevent over.
The 2A3's are to be coupled to the preceding
modulation.
amplifier through a transformer having a 2:1
CR, CB, C4— 0.1.-pfd. paper.
Ri, RS, RS— 250,000 ohms.
step-up ratio, therefore the preceding stage
R4— 25,000-ohm potentiometer.
must be capable of avoltage output of at least
RS— 100,000 ohms.
164/2, or 62 peak volts. A 6C5 is capable of this
T — See text.
output with the circuit shown in Fig. 613-B,
since with this circuit the voltage output can •difficult to speak into the microphone at a
be as high as the highest figure for aparticular
constant intensity. To maintain reasonably
type of tube in Table II. The tube gain will be
constant output from the modulator in spite
approximately equal to the p, which from the
of variations in speech intensity, it is possible
tube tables of Chapter 20 is found to be 20.
to use automatic gain control which follows the
The signal required at the 6C5 grid is 62/20, or
average (
not instantaneous) variations in
speech amplitude. This is accomplished by
3.1 volts. A 6J7 following the microphone can
give a gain (from Table II) of, say, 104, so
rectifying and filtering some of the audio outthat its output will be 104 X 0.01, or 1.04 peak
put and applying the rectified and filtered d.c.
to a control electrode in an early stage in the
volts. One more stage capable of a gain of
.04V env

4-

Fig. 615 — Block diagram of a
typical speech amplifier, showing
voltage gain and signal level at
each.

1

6J 7

6J5

GAIN
104

GAIN
14

1GAIN CONTROL

3.1/1.04, or about 3, is needed. Allowing a
factor of safety, a 6J5 with a gain of 15 will
provide ample gain.
The speech amplifier then will look, in block
form, like Fig. 615.
Gain Control
Gain control methods are similar to those
used in audio amplifiers in receivers ( Chapter
4). The gain control potentiometer should be
near the input end of the amplifier so that there
will be no danger that stages ahead of the gain
control will overload. With carbon microphones the gain control may be placed directly
across the microphone transformer secondary,
but with other types the gain control usually
will affect the frequency response of the microphone when connected directly across it. The
control is therefore usually placed in the grid
of the second stage.
Output Limiting
It is desirable to modulate as heavily as
possible without overmodulating, yet it is
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GAIN 2

amplifier. The principle is similar to that of
a.v.c. in a receiver.
A practical circuit for this purpose is shown
in Fig. 616. The rectifier must be connected,
through the transformer, to a tube capable of
delivering some power output (a small part of
the output of the power stage may be used) or
else a separate amplifier for the rectifier circuit alone may have its grid connected in
parallel with that of the last voltage amplifier.
Resistor R4 in series with Rs across the plate
supply provides variable bias on the rectifier
plates so that the limiting action can be delayed until adesired microphone input level is
reached. R2, R3 and C2, C3, C4 form the filter,
and the output of the rectifier is connected to
the suppressor grid of the pentode first stage
of the speech amplifier.
A step-down transformer giving about 50
volts when its primary is connected to the output circuit should be used. A half-wave rectifier can be used instead of the full-wave circuit
shown, although satisfactory filtering is more
difficult.
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WORKSHOP PRACTICE
Tools— Constructional Methods— Coil Winding

I
NCONTRAST

to earlier days of amateur
radio, when many components were available
only at prohibitive prices or not at all, the construction of a piece of equipment today resolves itself chiefly into proper assembly and
wiring of the various components.
• TOOLS
While the greater the variety of tools available, the easier and, perhaps, the better the job
may be done, with alittle thought and care it
is possible to turn out afine piece of equipment
with comparatively few common hand tools.
A list of tools which will be found indispensable
in the construction of amateur equipment will
be found on this page. With these tools it
should be possible to perform any of the required operations in preparing panels and
metal chassis for assembly and wiring. A few
additional tools will make certain operations
easier, so it is a good idea for the amateur who
does constructional work at intervals to add to
his supply of tools from time to time. The following list will be found helpful in making a
selection:
Bench vise, 4-in. jaws

Tin shears, 10-in, for cutting thin sheet metal
Taper reamer, M-in, for enlarging small
holes
Taper reamer, 1-in, for enlarging holes
Countersink for brace
Carpenter's plane, 8- to 12-in, for woodworking
Carpenter's saw, cross-cut
Motor-driven emery wheel for grinding
Long-shank screwdriver with screw-holding
clip for tight places
Set of " spintite" socket wrenches for hex
nuts
Set small flat open-end wrenches for hex nuts
Wood chisel, 3/2-in.
Cold chisel, 3-in.
Wing dividers, 8-in, for scribing circles
Set machine-screw taps and dies
Folding rule, 6-ft.
Dusting brush
Several of the pieces of light woodworking
machinery, often sold in hardware stores and

INDISPENSABLE TOOLS
Long-nose pliers, 6-in.
Diagonal cutting pliers, 6-in.
Screwdriver, 6- to 7-in., 3‘-in. blade
Screwdriver, 4- to 5-in., jg-in. blade
Scratch awl or ice pick for marking lines
Combination square, 12-in, for laying out work
Hand drill, 31-in, chuck or larger, 2-speed type
preferable
Electric soldering iron, 100 watts
Hacksaw, 12-in. blades
Center punch for marking hole centers
Hammer, ball pien, 1-lb. head
Heavy knife
Yardstick or other straight edge
Carpenter's brace with adjustable hole cutter or
socket-hole punches (see text)
Pair small " C" clamps for holding work
Large coarse flat file
Large round or rat-tail file, 3-in. diameter
Three or four small and medium files, fiat, round,
half-round, triangular
Drills, particularly 31-in., and Noe. 18, 28, 33, 42
and 50
Combination oil stone for sharpening tools
Solder and soldering paste (non-corroding)
Medium-weight machine oil
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Fig.701—Important surface angles in drill sharpening.
The point surfaces of the drill should be ground back
from the cutting edges so that they are higher than the
rest of the surfaces; the angle of 12 to 15 degrees shown
at A is quite critical. The angle between the center point
of the drill and the cutting edges should be 120 to 135
degrees, as shown at B. The best angle between the axis
of the drill and the cutting edge is 50 degrees, as shown
at C. It is highly important to keep the length of the
cutting edges A and B equal.

mail-order retail stores, are ideal for amateur
radio work, especially the drill press, grinding
head, band and circular saws and joiner. Although unnecessary, they are mentioned here
for those who may be in a position to acquire
them.
Care of Tools

To agood workman, the proper care of tools
is not only a matter of pride, but he also realizes the energy which may be saved and the
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• USEFUL MATERIALS

/ron

Fig. 702 — A work bench for the amateur shop. The
legs are of 4-in. by 4-in, stock, the side rails and "junk
shelf" of 1-in, boards and the top of 1%-in. or 1%-in.
planks. Three-eighths-inch carriage bolts should be
used to secure the legs. The top may be covered with
linoleum or similar material to present amore attractive
appearance and to prevent screws and nuts from falling
through the cracks between the boards.

annoyance which may be avoided by well kept
sharp-edge tools. A few minutes with the oil
stone or emery wheel now and then will maintain the fine cutting edges of knives, drills,
chisels, etc.
Drills should be sharpened at frequent intervals so that grinding is kept at a minimum
each time. This makes it easier to maintain the
rather critical surface angles for best cutting
with least wear. These angles are illustrated in
Fig. 701.
The soldering iron may be kept in good
condition by keeping the tip well tinned with
solder and not allowing it to run at full voltage
for long periods when it is not being used.
After each period of use, the tip should be removed and cleaned of any scale, which may
have accumulated. An oxidized tip may be
cleaned by dipping in sal ammoniac while hot
and wiping clean with a rag. Should the tip
become pitted, it should be filed until smooth
and then tinned by dipping it in solder.
All tools should be wiped occasionally with
an oily cloth to prevent rust.
• WORK

BENCH

FOR

THE

AMATEUR

SHOP
The sketch of asimple but satisfactory work
bench is shown in Fig. 702. If space is available, it should be 6 to 9 feet long. Half-pint
mayonnaise jars make excellent receptacles for
screws, etc. They need not be labelled for the
contents may be seen at a glance. Rubber
stamp racks commonly sold in stationery
stores make good holders for screwdrivers, etc.
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Small stocks of various miscellaneous
materials will be required from time to
time. Most of them may be purchased from
hardware or radio-supply stores. A representative list follows:
by 1/16-in, brass strip for brackets,
etc. (half-hard for bending)
3'-in. square brass rod or 3/2-in, by 3'-in.
by 1/16-in, angle brass for corner joints
3j-in. diam. round brass rod for shaft
extensions
Machine screws: Round-head, flat-head
with nuts to fit. Most useful sizes,
4-36, 6-32, and 8-32 in lengths from
h-in. to 1 ( Nickeled iron will be
found satisfactory except in strong r.f.
fields where brass should be used.)
Plain washers and lock washers for screws
Bakelite and hard rubber scraps
Soldering lugs, panel bearings, rubber
grommets, lug terminal strips, cambric
tubing
Machine screws, nuts, washers, soldering
lugs, etc., are most reasonably purchased in
quantities of agross.
• CHASSIS AND PANELS
A definite plan should be followed in laying
out and drilling a chassis and panel. Drill the
mounting holes in the panel first and then
clamp the panel to the chassis while drilling
the mounting holes in the chassis. Before removing the panel, mark a clear line across the
back of the panel along the top edge of the
chassis for future reference.
Cover the top of the chassis with a piece of
wrapping paper, or preferably cross-section
paper, folding the edges down over the sides
of the chassis and fastening with adhesive tape.
Next, assemble parts to be mounted on top of
the chassis and move them about until asatisfactory arrangement has been found, keeping
'in mind any parts which are to be mounted
underneath so that interferences in mountings
will be avoided. Place condensers and other
parts with shafts extending to the panel first
and arrange so that the controls will form the
desired pattern on the panel. Be sure to line
up the shafts square with the chassis front.
Locate any partition shields and panel brackets next and then sockets with their shields,
if used, and other parts, marking the mounting-hole centers of each, accurately, on the
paper. Watch out for condensers whose shafts
do not line up with the mounting holes. Do not
forget to mark the centers of socket holes and
holes for leads under i.f. transformers, etc., as
well as holes for wiring leads.
By means of the square, lines indicating accurately the centers of shafts should be ex-
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tended to the front of the chassis and marked
on the panel at the chassis line by fastening the
panel temporarily. The hole centers may now
be punched in the chassis with the center
punch and the paper removed for drilling and
cutting holes. After drilling, the parts which
require mounting underneath may be located
and the mounting holes drilled, making sure by
trial that no interferences exist with parts
mounted on top. Mounting holes along the
front edge of the chassis should be transferred
to the panel by once again fastening the panel
to the chassis and marking from the rear.
Next mount on the chassis the condensers
and any other parts with shafts extending to
the panel, and measure accurately the height of
the center of each shaft above the chassis as
illustrated in Fig. 703. The horizontal displacement of shafts having already been
marked on the chassis line on the panel, the
vertical displacement may now be measured
from this line and the shaft centers marked on
the back of the panel and the holes drilled.
Holes for any other panel equipment coming
above the chassis line may now be marked and
drilled and the remainder of the apparatus
mounted.
Drilling and Cutting Holes

placing the holes as close together as possible.
The center may then be knocked out with a
cold chisel and the edges smoothed up with a
file. Taper reamers which fit in the carpenter's
brace make the job much easier. A large rattail file may be clamped in the brace and makes
a very good reamer for holes up to the diameter of the file if the file is revolved counterclockwise.
For socket holes and other large round holes
an adjustable cutter designed for the purpose
may be used in the brace. When the cutter is
well sharpened, it makes the job easy. Occasional application of machine oil in the cutting
groove usually helps. The cutter should first be
tried out on ablock of wood to make sure that
it is set for the correct diameter. Probably the
easiest device of all for cutting socket holes is

LI

4 4, /

_a
Cute')
bnes
Fig. 704— Cutting rectangular chassis holes. The
hacksaw blade can be inserted in one of the four holes
and then fastened in the hacksaw frame. The other holes
can be used in turning the corners or in getting new
starting points for the blade.

In drilling holes in metal with the hand drill,
it is important that the centers be well located
with the center punch so that the drill point
will not " walk" away from the center when
starting the hole. Care should be used to prevent too much pressure with small drills which
bend or break easily. When the drill starts to
break through, special care should be used and
it is often an advantage to shift a two-speed
drill to low gear at this point. Holes near 3.-in.
in diameter may be started with asmaller drill
and reamed out with alarger drill.
The chuck of the usual type of hand drill is
limited to 3-in. drills. Although it is rather
tedious, the 3-in. hole may be filed out to
larger diameters with round files. Another possible method with limited tools is to drill a
series of small holes with the hand drill along
the inside of the diameter of the large hole,

the socket-hole punch. The best type works by
pressure applied by turning a screw with a
wrench.
Square or rectangular holes may be cut out
by using the series of small holes previously
described, but more easily by drilling a 3/2in.
hole inside each corner, as illustrated in Fig.
704, and using these holes for starting and
turning the hacksaw.
The burrs or rough edges which usually
result in drilling or cutting holes may be removed with a file or sometimes more conveniently with a sharp knife or chisel. It is a
good idea to keep an old wood chisel sharpened
up for this purpose.

Fig. 703— Method of measuring heighths of shafts.
If the square is adjustable, the end of the scale should be
set flush with the face of the head.

Brass rod may be threaded or the damaged
threads of a screw repaired by the use of dies.
Holes of suitable size (see drill chart) may be
threaded for screws by means of taps. Either
are obtainable in any standard machine-screw
size. A set usually consists of taps and dies for
4-36,6-32,8-32,10-32 and 14-20 sizes with a
suitable holder for either tap or die. The die
may be started easily by filing a sharp taper
or bevel on the end of the rod. In tapping a
hole, extreme care should be used to prevent
breaking the tap. The tap should be kept at

Cutting Threads
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EMBER ED MILL SIZES
Diameter
Number (mils)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
20

so

31
32
33
34
116
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
51
52
53
54

228.0
221.0
213.0
209.0
205.0
204.0
201.0
199.0
196.0
193.5
191.0
189.0
185.0
182.0
180.0
177.0
173.0
109.6
166.0
161.0
159.0
157.0
154.0
152.0
149.5
147.0
144.0
140.6
130.0
128.5
120.0
116.0
113.0
111.0
110.0
106.5
104.0
101.5
099.5
098.0
096.0
083.6
089.0
086.0
082.0
081.0
078.5
076.0
073.0
070.0
067.0
063.5
059.5
055.0

Will Clear
Screw

Drilled for
Tapping Iron,
Steel or Brass*

12-24
14- 24
12-20

10-32
10-24

12-24
8-32
12- 20
10-32

10-24

11-22
6-22

4-38 4-40

Cleaning and Finishing Metal
Parts made of aluminum may be cleaned up
and given a satin finish, after all holes have
been drilled, by placing them in a solution of
lye for half to three-quarters of an hour. Three
or four tablespoonsful of lye should be used to
each gallon of water. If more than one piece is
treated in the same bath, each piece should be
separated from the others so as to expose all
surfaces to the solution. Overlapping of pieces
may result in spots or stains.
Crackle Finish

8-32

3-48

4-St 4-40
2-56
3- 48

2- 56

-

*Use one size larger drill for tapping hakelite and hard
rubber.

right angles to the surface of the material and
rotation should be reversed a revolution or
two whenever the tap starts to turn hard.
With care, holes may be tapped rapidly by
clamping the tap in the chuck of the hand drill
and using slow speed. Machine oil applied to
the tap usually makes cutting easier and sticking Jess troublesome.
Cutting and Bending Sheet Metal
If a sheet of metal is too large to be conveniently cut with a hacksaw, it may be
marked with scratches as deep as possible
along the line of the cut on both sides of the
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sheet and then clamped in a vise and worked
back and forth until the sheet breaks at the
line. Do not carry the bending too far until the
break begins to weaken, otherwise, the edge of
the sheet may become bent. A pair of iron bars
or pieces of heavy angle stock, as long or longer
than the width of the sheet, used in the vise
will make the job easier. " C" clamps may be
used to keep the bars from spreading at the
ends. The rough edges may be smoothed up
with afile or by placing alarge piece of emery
cloth or sandpaper on a flat surface and running the edge of the metal back and forth over
the sheet.
Bends are made similarly. The sheet should
be scratched on both sides, but not too deeply.

Wood or metal parts may be given acrackle
finish by applying one coat of clear Duco or
TriSeal and allowing it to dry over night. A
coat of Kern Art Metal Finish is then sprayed
or put on thickly with a brush, taking care
that the brush marks do not show. This should
be allowed to dry for two or three hours and
the part should then be baked in a household
oven at 225 degrees for one and one-half hours.
This will produce a regular commercial job.
This finish comes in several different colors and
is produced by the Sherwin-Williams Paint
Co. and should be obtainable through any
dealers handling Sherwin-Williams products.
• HOOK-UP WIRE
A popular type of wire for receivers and
low-power transmitters is that known as
"push-back" wire which comes in sizes of
No. 18 or 20 which is sufficiently large for all
power circuits except filament. The insulating
covering, which is sufficient for circuits where
voltages do not exceed 400 or 500, may be
pushed back a few inches at the end making
cutting of the insulation unnecessary when
making aconnection. Filament wires should be
of sufficiently large conductor to carry the required current without appreciable voltage drop
(see Wire Table, Chapter Twenty). Rubbercovered house wire sizes No. 14 to No. 10 is
suitable for heavy-current transmitting tubes,
while No. 18 to No. 14 flexible wire is satis-
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factory for receivers and low-drain transmitting tubes where the total length of wire is not
excessive.
Stiff bare wire, sometimes called bus-wire, is
most favored for the high r.f.-potential wiring
of transmitters and, where practicable, in
receivers. It comes in sizes No. 14 and No. 12
and is usually tin-dipped. Soft-drawn antenna
wire may also be used. Kinks or bends may be
removed by stretching 10 or 15 feet of the wire
and then cutting into small usable lengths.
The insulation covering power wiring which
will carry high transmitter voltages should be
appropriate for the voltage involved. Wire
with rubber and varnished cambric covering,
similar to ignition cable, is usually available at
radio dealers. Smaller sizes have sufficient insulation to be safe at 1000 to 1500 volts, while
the more heavily insulated types should be
used for voltages above 1500.
• WIRING TRANSMITTERS AND
RECEIVERS
It is usually advisable to do the power-supply wiring first. The leads should be bunched
together in cable form as much as possible and
kept down close to the surface of the chassis.
Chassis holes for wires should be lined with
rubber grommets to fit the hole to prevent chafing of the insulation. In cases where powersupply leads have several branches, it is often
convenient to use fibre terminal strips as
anchorages. These strips also form handy
mountings for wire-terminal resistors, etc.
When any particular unit is provided with a
nut or thumb-screw terminal, solder-lug wire
terminals to fit are useful.
High-potential r.f. wiring should be well
spaced from the chassis or other grounded
metal surfaces and should run as directly as
possible between the points to be connected
without fancy bends. When wiring balanced or
push-pull circuits, care should be taken to
make the r.f. wiring on each side of the circuit
as symmetrical as possible. When it is necessary to pass r.f. wiring through the chassis, a
feed-through insulator of low-loss material
should be used, or the hole in the chassis should
be of sufficient size to provide plenty of air
space around the wire. Large-diameter rubber
grommets may be used to prevent accidental
short-circuit to the chassis.
By-pass condensers should be connected
directly to the point to be by-passed and
grounded immediately at the nearest available
mounting screw, making certain that the
screw makes good electrical contact with the
chassis. In using tubular paper by-pass condensers, care should be taken to connect the
"foil" side to ground.
Blocking and coupling condensers should be
mounted well spaced from the chassis.
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High-voltage wiring should be done in such
a manner that exposed points are kept at a
minimum and those which cannot be avoided
are rendered as inaccessible as possible to
accidental contact.
• SOLDERING
The secret of good soldering is in allowing
time for the joint, not the solder, to attain sufficient temperature. Sufficient heat should be
applied so that the solder will melt when it
comes in contact with the wire forming the
joint without the necessity for touching the
solder to the iron. Soldering paste, if the noncorroding type, is extremely useful when used
correctly. In general, it should not be used for
radio work except when it is necessary to make
the soldered joint with one hand. In this case,
the joint should first be warmed slightly and
the soldering paste applied with a piece of
wire. Only the soldering paste which melts
from the warmth of the joint should be used. If
the soldering iron is clean, it will be possible to
pick up adrop of solder on the tip of the iron
which can be applied to the joint with one
hand, while the other is used to hold the connecting wires together. The use of excessive
soldering paste causes the paste to spread over
the surface of adjacent insulation causing
leakage or breakdown of the insulation. Except
where absolutely necessary, solder should
never be depended upon for the mechanical
strength of the joint; the wire should be
wrapped around the terminals or clamped with
soldering terminals
• CONSTRUCTION NOTES
Lockwashers should be used under nuts to
prevent loosening with use, particularly when
mounting tube sockets or plug-in coil receptacles subject to frequent strain.
If a control shaft must be extended or insulated, aflexible shaft coupling with adequate
insulation must be used. Satisfactory support
for the shaft extension may be provided by
means of a metal panel bearing made for the
purpose. Never use panel bearings of the nonmetal type unless the condenser shaft is
grounded. The metal bearing should be connected to the chassis with a wire or grounding
strip. This prevents any possible danger.
• COIL CEMENT
Duco cement, obtainable universally at
hardware, stationery or five-and-ten-cent
stores, is a very satisfactory substance for
fastening coil turns. For small coils, however,
it is rather thick and a better-looking job will
result if it is thinned out with acetone, amyl
acetate sometimes referred to as banana oil.
If desired, the solution may be made thin
enough to permit application with a brush.
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CONSTRUCTION OF RECEIVERS
Regenerative Receivers— Low- Cost Superhet Designs— Crystal
Filter and Noise Silencer— Preselection— Audio Selectivity —
Antenna Tuning

THE

home-built receiver has strong
competition to meet in the greatly-diversified
line of receiving equipment new available
from anumber of manufacturers, especially on
a cost basis. The question of whether to buy
or build is, therefore, not easily decided. However, the satisfaction that comes from having
built one's own receiver, plus more ready willingness to experiment, as new ideas come
along to be tried, with the product of one's own
hands than with afactory-made outfit, are two
reasons in favor of home construction. This is
especially true with the simpler types of set.
It must be admitted that the average manufactured receiver of the more elaborate variety
is characterized by a much higher order of
mechanical construction than is possible with
simple tools in the home workshop.
The receivers described in this chapter have
been built upon the principle of obtaining maximum performance per dollar of cost. They are
all relatively inexpensive to build. Free use is
made of regeneration to obtain gain and selectivity with a small number of tubes and circuits. This means that much of the success

of the receiver depends upon the skill of the
operator in bringing its inherent performance
capabilities to realization. This skill can easily
be acquired with a little practice, and once
acquired the operator can rest assured that his
results compare favorably with those obtained
from much more expensive equipment.
The receivers described here do not include
power-supply equipment. It is best not to attempt to build the receiver and power supply
on the same chassis, since considerable care
is needed to prevent hum from either electrical
or mechanical shortcomings. The power supply
requirements are given, and the supply itself
may be constructed from the data in Chapter
11. It is urged that the regulated type of supply
be given careful consideration, since the operation of the receiver is made much more satisfactory when its oscillating circuits are free
from fluctuations because of changes in line
voltage, tuning conditions, and volume control.
• A ONE-TUBE REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER

The regenerative receiver's appeal for the
beginner lies in its simplicity and low cost.
These two features are exemplified in the
receiver pictured in Figs. 801 and 803, the
circuit diagram for which is given in Fig.
802. Its simplicity makes it almost certain
to work at the first trial, even for a
totally inexperienced beginner. Although
only one tube is used, many of the requirements for satisfactory amateur-band operation are met. Through the use of a
double-triode tube with one section as
detector and the other as audio amplifier,
sufficient amplification is provided for
good headphone reception. Tuning is made
easy because the bands are spread over
most of the scale of the vernier tuning
dial.
The receiver is built on a wooden base
6% inches long, 5% inches deep, and 1
Fig. 801 — A one-tube regenerative receiver. Coils for the inch thick. The Kg inch aluminum panel
80- and 40-meter bands are shown at the side. The dial in for the set measures 6 inches high by 7
center of panel is the band-spread tuning control, with regeneration control knob at right and band-setting control at inches long. The panel is fastened to the
base by two
inch wood screws, and in
left.

3Á
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leads connected in parallel,
are soldered to the stator CS
at one end and to the grid cap
of the tube at the other.
For convenience in following the wiring of the set, the
diagram is arranged with the
socket connections just as
they appear from above, so it
is not necessary to consult a
tube data sheet for the various lug connections.
ANT.
A four-conductor cable is
used for heater and plate
power connections, and to fasten the cable to
the baseboard a four-lug terminal strip is
screwed to the board at the rear edge. For the
headphone tips, a two-terminal strip is provided, mounted also at the rear edge of the base.
In the diagram, the antenna post of the
receiver is shown coupled to the grid end of
the coil, LI.Actually, it is not necessary to
provide an antenna binding post; this purpose
is served by simply twisting the antenna leadin wire with a piece of insulated wire approximately 6 inches long, the end of which is
connected to the grid lug of the coil socket.
The insulated twisted wires form a coupling
condenser, the capacity of which may be increased by increasing the length of wire in the
twisted pair. For an antenna of approximately
50 feet, two turns should be sufficient.
Although the heater rating of the 6F8G is 6.3
volts, best operation of the tube in a receiver
of this type is obtained with 3volts. A supply
of two dry cells, or the portion of a 6.3-volt
d

4ri end never
'top of cod form

+0 45V.

PHONES

FIL. 30VOLTS
AC OR DC.

-a
ONO.

Fig. 802 — Circuit diagram of the one-tube receiver.
CI— 75-ppfd. band-setting midget condenser (Cardwell ZU75AS).
Cl — 10-mufd. band-spread midget tuning condenser
(Cardwell ZR1OAS).
Ca — 75-ppfd. midget regeneration control condenser
(Cardwell ZU75AS).
C4 — Insulated wire-ends, twisted (see text).
Cs — 0.0001-pfd fixed mica condenser (Aerovox).
Ri — 2-megohm, 34watt resistor (IRC).
RFC — 2.5-millihenry choke ( National R-100).
Ti — 3:1 audio transformer (Thordarson T-13A34).

addition, two angle brackets with 1%-inch
legs are screwed to base and panel to increase
the rigidity of the assembly.
The 3-inch vernier dial on the center of the
front panel is the band-spread tuning control. The pointer knob at the left is on the
band-setting condenser, C1, while that at the
right is the regeneration control-condenser knob.
The three are mounted in astraight line, with
holes centered 2% inches apart, three inches
above the bottom edge of the panel.
After the panel has been attached to
the baseboard and the condensers are in
place, the tube socket is mounted on the
center of the base. This socket is held to
the base, on the mounting pillars supplied with it, by two 1%-inch wood
screws. The key slot is pointed directly
toward the rear of the baseboard, as it
is shown in the circuit diagram.
The audio transformer and the coil
socket are placed somewhat nearer the
rear edge of the base. The audio transformer is mounted with primary connections at the side of the receiver and
secondary connections near the tube
socket. The spaced pin of the coil socket
is located at the side opposite the primary
connections of the audio transformer, so
that it is possible to make direct connections to the terminals.
The three condenser rotors are grounded to the aluminum panel. The stators
of C1 and Ca are connected together. A
short wire is used to connect the C1stator
Fig. 803 — Rear view of the one-tube receiver, showing
to the grid end of LI.The grid leak and
wiring and placement of parts. This view clearly shows the
grid condenser, R1and Cs, with terminal
simplicity of the assembly.
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COI I 114TA 101t 111E ONE-TUBE RECEIVER
No. Turns
Total No. Total Winding Between Tap
Turns
Length
and around
1.75-Mc.
3.5-Mc.
7-Mc.
14-Mc.
28-Mc.

band 110
band 45
band 14
band
7
band
5

Turns close-wound
Turns close-wound
Turns close- wound
3
4 inch
3
4 inch

12
6
2
2
2

All coils are wound of No. 30 d.s.e. wire on ribbed
5- prong forms, 1 (-inch diameter by 2-inch winding
length.

winding between center-tap and one end is
quite suitable.
If the specifications given in the coil table
are carefully followed, the receiver should
operate properly at the first test. Due to differences in the characteristics of tubes of different
make, however, it may be found necessary to
move the cathode tap on the coil. This tap
should be fixed on each coil so that the set goes
into regeneration (as indicated by a light
rushing noise) near the middle setting of the
regeneration control condenser, Cs. If it is
impossible to hear any signals, particularly
during the evening hours, or if 'phone stations
can be received without any regenerative
"squeal," the cathode tap on the coil should be
moved nearer the grid, or top end. If, on the
other hand, signals are received but it is found
impossible to stop the regenerative whistle by
rotating Cs, the tap should be moved nearer
the ground end of the coil.
The coils are designed so that each amateur
band is spread over a large part of the dial
range. To set C1 to the proper position for
coverage of a band, Cs should first be set to
minimum capacity and CI should be rotated
from minimum capacity toward maximum
until the high-frequency edge of the amateur
band is reached. During active hours it should
not be difficult to find the bands. When the

position of C1 corresponding to the highfrequency edge of the band is found, the condenser should be adjusted to a slightly lower
capacity so that a small margin on each end
of the band will be available on the tuning dial.
A suitable antenna length is 50 feet, although other lengths may be used. It is desirable that the antenna be non-resonant on the
amateur bands so that the regeneration can be
held at a fixed level (Bib. 1).
• A TWOTUBE REGENERATIVE
RECEIVER
Figs. 804, 806 and 807 show a two-tube regenerative receiver which is thoroughly practical for everyday station operation. A pentode regenerative detector is used for maximum
sensitivity, followed by atriode audio amplifier
for good headphone volume. It may be used
with either storage-battery or a.c. filament
supply, with a 90-volt " B" battery recommended for the plate supply. It is inexpensive
and simple to construct. The circuit diagram
is given in Fig. 805.
With the exception of the controls and the
headphone jack, all the parts are mounted on
a wooden baseboard with side pieces which
raise it part way up the panel, forming acompartment underneath. The baseboard measures
6by 10 inches and the side pieces 6by 2inches;
all are made of half-inch thick soft wood, and
are fastened together with finishing nails.
The top view of the set shows clearly how the
parts are arranged on the baseboard. The
sockets for the two tubes project partly
through the base, the mounting rings being
flush with the top. Each hole should be just
large enough — about 1 % inches in diameter
— to pass the socket, and the centers should
be 2% inches back from the panel and 2%
inches in from the edges of the baseboard. The
detector tube socket, at the left, has a tube

•
Fig. 804 — A panel view
of the two-tube regenerative receiver and some of
the plug-in coila.
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shield fastened to it. This
shield is necessary to prevent " induction" hum pickup from nearby house wiring.
The sockets are held down
by small wood screws.
The coil socket is midway
between the two tube sockets, and is centered 3inches
behind the panel. This socket
is mounted on the small
porcelain pillar furnished
with it, thus keeping the
coil-socket wiring above the
baseboard so that connections can be run directly to
the various condensers and
terminals. The wiring is
clearly shown in the photograph, and is further explained in Fig. 808. The
antenna condenser, C3, is
fastened directly to the baseFig. 806 — Plan view of the two tube receiver.
board just to the rear of the
coil socket. The Fahnestock clips at the rear
The arrangement of parts on the panel will
edge are the antenna and ground terminals.
become clear after inspection of the front and
The only remaining part on top of the basetop views. The main tuning condenser, et,
board is the audio coupling choke, L3.It is
is in the middle, the mounting hole being
mounted, as shown, just behind the amplifier
drilled 4 inches from the bottom edge. The
tube. Holes must be drilled in the base so that
band-setting condenser, C2, and the regenerathe two connection lugs can project through.
tion-control resistor, R5, are at the same
DET.

AMP

-s

eirA
For 2.5-v. tubes

4=9
STORAGE BATT
CZ.
1

t
i
45V.
°

ffir 6-v. tubes
FILAMENT SUPPLY

V

C'

45V

o

"B" SUPPLY

Fig. 805 — Circuit diagram of the two- tube receiver.
RI— 5megohms, 34-watt (I.R.C.).
Ra — 0.5 megohm, 3/.watt (I.R.C.).
Ra — 2000 ohms, 1-watt (I.R.C.).
Ri — 25,000 ohms, 2-watt (I.R.C.).
Rs — 50,000-ohm potentiometer (Centralab).
RFC — 2.5-millihenry r.f. choke (National R-100).
J — Open-circuit jack.
Sw — S.p.s.t. toggle switch.
La — Audio choke, 1080 henrys at 0.5 ma. (Thordarson
T-52C98).

Ci — 35-iiidd. receiving variable condenser ( Ilamma',
lund MC-35-S).
Ca — 140-pmfd. receiving variable condenser ( National
Experimenters Type).
Ca — 70-add. mica trimmer condenser (Hammarlund
BBT-70).
C4 — 100-mifd. midget mica condenser (Aerovox).
C4 — 2-pfd. electrolytic, 450-volt (Aerovox PBS-2).
Cs, C7 — 100-midd. midget mica (Aerovox).
Cs — 0.01-dd. tubular paper, 400-volt (Aerovox).
Co — 5-mfd., 25-volt electrolytic (Cornell-Dubilier
ED-2050).
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Fig. 807 — Bottom view of the two-tube

808 gives the socket connections for the detector and
amplifier tubes; the detector
socket should be mounted
with the heater prongs
toward the bottom (rear
edge) of the base, while the
heater prongs on the amplifier socket should be toward
the upper right corner.
The panel serves as the
connection between the
rotor plates of C1 and C2.
The other connections in the
r.f. circuit are made by bus
wire as shown in Fig. 806.
The ground connection ( B)
on the coil socket is made to
the rear end-plate of C1.A
connection also is brought
from the detector shield to
this point so that the shield
will be grounded. The leftreceiver.
hand terminal of R5 (
viewed
from the front) goes to a
soldering lug on the baseboard as shown in
the top view. This lug is held in place by a
machine screw which passes through the baseboard and similarly connects to R4 underneath. The center terminal of R5, the moving
contact, goes through a hole in the base and
thence to the screen-grid terminal of the detector socket. The right-hand terminal of R5 connects to the panel through a soldering lug
which is under one of the wood-screws holding
the panel to the base. The wood-screw on the
other side holds another soldering lug to which
connections can be made from underneath
the base.
The grid condenser, C4, and grid leak, RI,are
mounted on the upper stator terminal of C2,
being soldered directly to the lug. It is desirable to keep the lead to the grid cap of the
tube as short as possible, and close to the tube

height, with C2 1% inches from the left edge
of the panel and Rb the same distance from
the right-hand edge. The " B" on-off switch
and the ' phone jack, at the left and right respectively, are 1inch from the bottom of the
panel and 23.- inches in from the edges. The
panel is of 1-16-inch aluminum and is 7 by
10 inches.
All the parts on the panel can be mounted
directly except the 'phone jack, which must
be insulated by washers which are obtainable
for that purpose. Although other materials
than aluminum could be used, the panel should
be of metal in order to act as ashield between
the operator's hand and the receiver circuits,
thus preventing " body-capacity" effects which
cause a shift in the receiver tuning when the
hand is brought near the radio-frequency
circuit.
The receiver
parts mounted unTWO-TUBE RECEIVER COIL DATA
derneath the baseTotal
Bandboard can be identiTotal Frequency Amateur
Turna
Cathode
Spread
Turne,
fied readily in Fig.
No.
Range, Re.
Band, Me.
Li
Tap
Tap
1,2
807. Although the
1
1200-3200
1.75
60
4
10
exact placement of
2
2650-7000
3 .5
27
IWI, *
10
parts is not critical,
3
5500-15.500
7.0
13 .4
8
5
the general arrange9100-27,750
14.0
7
4
3
4
4
5
15.750-47,000
28.0
3
4
1
1
ment shown should
All coils are wound with No. 24 d.e.c. wire on Hammarlund SWF 5-prong forms.
be followed. A fourdiameter lh inches. The length of each coil is 1>¡ inches. The caps are counted off
wire cable, fastened
from the lower terminal (B) of Li. The third column indicates the amateur band for
to the left-hand
which the coil will give band-spread over most of the tuning dial. Antenna coila are
close-wound, separated from Li by about 3,
1 inch. The direction of winding ia unimside-piece in the
portant.
bottom view, provides connections
*No tap; Ci is connected to the top of Li through ajumper connecting pins D and
E in the coil form.
to the filament and
"B" supplies. Fig.
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shield, to minimize the induction hum already
mentioned.
Underneath the baseboard, the " L "-shaped
piece of bus wire is the common negative"B " or " ground" connection. It starts at a
lug just below the detector socket, to which
one side of C6 also is connected, and runs up
toward the panel to the soldering lug under
the screw holding the panel in place.
In connecting condensers C5 and Cg, be sure
that the " plus" terminal on C5 goes to the
screen-grid prong on the detector socket and on
Cg to the cathode terminal on the amplifier
socket. The " minus" terminals should connect
to the common ground wire.
The winding data on the coils are given in
the table, while Fig. 808 illustrates the method
of construction. All L1 windings are made
exactly the same length, 1% inches. On all except Coil No. 1the turns must be spaced evenly
to fit the length; No. 1 is close-wound. The
taps are made by drilling a hole at the appropriate place, feeding the wire through to the
proper pin and cutting it off; then a new piece;
with its end fastened in the same pin (and going back out through the same hole) continues
the winding. When the coils are finished, the
windings should be coated with Duco cement
or similar adhesive along the coil-form ridges.
The main tuning dial is one with a variable
To
e,
6m21. Cj

To ailhoe

,

L
i

ofDet.

To Stator
gates of C,

L,

Ta?

To Stator
Pifates of C2
TOP VIEW OF COIL SOCKET

sup
Sc,

BOTTOM VIEW OF
DETECTOR SOCKET

BOTTOM VIEW OF
AMPLIFIER SOCKET

Fig. 808 — Tube and socket connections for the twotube receiver. The method of winding the coils also is
indicated.
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"vernier" ratio so that the tuning can be rapid
or slow as the operator wishes. The slow movement is desirable for fine tuning.
Pointer knobs and dial plates are used for the
band-setting and regeneration controls. The
band-setting dial plate has a semi-circular
scale with divisions running from 100 at the
left-hand side to 0 at the right. The knob
should be set so that with the condenser
plates all out the pointer is at 100 on the scale.
The settings specified later for the amateur
bands are given in terms of this type of dial
plate and condenser setting.
If a.c. heater supply is to be used tubes with
2.5-volt heaters are recommended in preference
to the 6-volt types, since the latter usually
give some hum in a regenerative receiver.
Either the 57 or 58 may be used as the detector,
and the amplifier should be a 56. If a 6-volt
storage battery is to be used for heater supply,
the detector tube should be a6C6 or 6D6 and
the amplifier a 76.
Fig. 805 shows how to connect two 45-volt
"B "-battery units to the receiver. The " B"
voltage is not critical; the receiver will, in
fact, operate well with only one 45-volt unit,
although the volume will be somewhat reduced
as compared with two. A regular " B" eliminator or power pack also can be used but is not
particularly recommended, since such asupply
frequently introduces " tunable hum" with
simple receivers of this type. Tunable hum is
caused by the power circuit's tending to act
as part of the r.f. circuit at some frequencies
and thereby introducing hum on the detector
grid.
When a transformer is used for heater supply, the center-tap of the secondary winding
should be connected to ground, as shown in
Fig. 805. This connection balances out hum
from the filaments. The actual connection may
be made to the negative terminal of the " B"
battery for convenience.
After the set is completed and the wiring
checked, insert the coil which covers the band
between 1200 and 3200 kc. ( No. 1) in the coil
socket, set Cg at about half scale, and connect
the heater supply, headphones, antenna and
ground. After the tubes have lighted, the " B"
battery may be connected. Make sure Sw is
closed.
Now turn the regeneration control knob
until the set goes into oscillation. This phenomenon is easily recognizable by a distinct
click, thud or hissing sound. The point where
oscillation just begins is the most sensitive
operating point at that particular tuning-dial
setting. If the set refuses to oscillate, the
sensitivity will be poor and no code signals will
be heard. It should oscillate easily, however, if
the coils are made exactly as shown. At frequencies to which the antenna system is
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Fig. 809 — Three-tube superhet for portable emer
gency use. Filaments are heated by a 6-volt storage
battery; "B" power is from one or two blocks of "B'
batteries. The set is designed primarily for the 1.75-, 3.5
and 7-Mc, bands.

resonant, however, the antenna may " load"
the detector so heavily that it cannot oscillate;
this effect may be overcome by reducing the
capacity of Cg. For any given band of frequencies, adjust C3 so that the detector oscillates over the whole range, using as much
capacity at C3 as is possible. This will give the
best compromise between " dead spots" and
signal strength.
To cover the 1750- to 2050-kc. amateur
band, Cg should be set at about 70 on the
scale, the exact setting being determined experimentally. Further tuning then should
be done with the band-spread dial. The
3500- to 4000-kc, band will be found on
Coil No. 2 with Cg at about 50 on the
scale. On Coil No. 3 the band will be
found when Cg is set at about 45; on Coil
No. 4about 60; and on Coil No. 5about
75.
A suitable antenna for the receiver
would be 50 to 75 feet long, as high and
clear of surrounding objects as possible.
A ground connection to aheating radiator
or water piping will be satisfactory.

portable work, although it makes a quite
satisfactory and inexpensive station receiver,
particularly for the 7-, 3.5- and 1.75- Mc. bands.
It has been designed with battery operation in
mind, hence consideration has been given to
low current drain, both in filament and plate
circuits.
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 811. A
6K8 is used as acombined oscillator-mixer, followed by a6K7 i.f. amplifier. One section of the
6C8G double triode is used as a second detector and the other section as a beat-frequency
oscillator. Headphone output is taken from
the plate circuit of the second detector. To
simplify construction and eliminate separate
padders on each coil, the antenna circuit is not
ganged with the oscillator. C1 must, therefore,
be separately tuned to resonance with the
incoming signal if maximum signal strength
is desired. Having the input tuning control
separate permits its use as a volume control,
thus eliminating the conventional bias-control
resistor.
In the oscillator section, Cg is the padding or
band-setting condenser and C3 the band-spread
tuning condenser. On the 1.75- and 3.5- Mc.
bands, C3 is connected across the whole of the
oscillator grid coil, with a jumper in the coil
form to make the necessary connection. On the
7- Mc. coil, C3 is tapped down as indicated in
the coil table. To facilitate rapid and accurate
setting of Cg for each band, a home-made
gadget stops the condenser at the proper
setting. A thin brass disc about the size of a
penny, the rim smoothed down with steel
wool, is soldered to the end of the condenser
rotor shaft. A piece of half-inch wide thin
brass strip is fastened to the mounting angle
on the condenser by a machine screw and

• A THREE-TUBE SUPERHET
A superhet type receiver can be constructed almost as simply as a regenerative detector set, but is of course capable
of a much higher order of performance,
especially on the lower frequencies where
image response is not serious. The threetube receiver shown in Figs. 809-812 is a
compact outfit intended principally for
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Fig. 810 — Top view of the three-tube super. The permeability-tuned i.f. and b.o, transformers are along the rear edge of
the chassis. Plug-in oscillator and detector coils, with separate
tuning controls, are used. The glass tube is the 6C8G; the metal
tube nearest the panel is the 6K8 mixer-oscillator.
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projects slightly to the rear of the
disc. A U-shaped spring made of thin
phosphor bronze strip about X 6th
inch wide is soldered to the brass piece.
At the free end of the spring a Vshaped projection rides against the
edge of the disc. When the proper setting of the condenser is found for a
band, a small notch is filed in the disc
so that the " V" fits into it. When the
condenser is turned, the disc slides
along the spring until the " V" slips
into the notch and locates the desired
setting.
In the i.f. amplifier both transformers are the interstage type, since
the output transformer works in to a
plate detector. The bias resistor, Rg,
is by-passed by an electrolytic condenser, Cg. In the plate circuit arather
large by-pass, C1g, is used to cut down highfrequency response and thus reduce hiss and
heterodynes.
The second 6C8G section is the beat oscillator, using a permeability tuned transformer
made for the purpose. The grid condenser and
leak are built into the transformer. The plate
is fed through the b.o. on-off switch and a
50,000-ohm dropping resistor, Rg, the latter
serving both to reduce the current drain and
to cut down the output of the oscillator to a
value minable for good heterodyning. Although
not shown on the diagram, small capacitive
coupling between the b.o. and the second detector is provided by a short length of wire,
soldered at one end to the cathode terminal
of the beat-oscillator section and with the other
end twisted for a few turns around the lead
from the 6K7 plate to Tg. This additional
coupling is not strictly necessary, since there is

Fig. 812 — A bottom view of the receiver. The detector tuning condenser is at the left and the oscillator
padding condenser, with its band-setting "stops," at the
right. Antenna connections are the twisted leads going
through the rear edge of the chassis at the left.

some stray coupling between the two stages,
but proves helpful in practice.
In the " A" battery circuit, one side of each
heater is grounded; the others are connected in
parallel and to the plus-A wire in the battery
cable. A 6.3-volt filament transformer may be
used instead of the battery. In the " B" circuit, screens and plates are operated at the
same voltage. This not only gives best tube
performance, but saves on resistors and bypass condensers and simplifies the circuit.
The receiver is built on a folded aluminum
chassis 8" wide, 43" deep and 2" high. The
panel is 8% by 6% inches: both chassis and
panel utilize K 6th-inch thick aluminum.
The i.f. is lined up with a test oscillator or,

bK8
610

-8

6C86

+A

03

Fig. 811 — Circuit diagram of the portable 3-tube
C1, Ca — 100-opid. midget variable
Cis — 0.005-pfd. mica.
(Hammarlund HF100).
RI— 300 ohms, 3-watt.
Cs — 35-pidd. variable (HammarRa — 50.000 ohms, h-watt.
un
-S).
Rs — 500 ohms, 34-watt.
C4
100-mpfd. midget mica.
114 — 10,000 ohms, h-watt.
Cs-Cs, inc. — 0.1-pfd. paper.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 3-watt.
C9
10-pfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
Ta — 460-kc. permeability-tuned
See table for coil data.
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superhet.
i.f. transformer, interstage
type (Sickles 6504).
Ta — 460-kc.
permeability-tuned
b.o. transformer (Sickles
6577).
Sw — S.p.e.t. toggle switch.
J— Open-circuit jack.
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found, use the one with
the highest capacity;
the other is in resoBandnance at the image freAntenna
Spread
Band
Coil
Turns
Wire
Length
Coil
Tickler
Tap*
quency. As C1 is varied
10 turns
with a signal tuned in
1.75 Mc.
Lt
70
24 enam. close-wound
13
turns
L2
41
22 enam. close-wound
there will be a slight
6turns
3.5 Mc.
Lt
45
22 enam. close-wound
change in the beatLi
17
22 enam. close-wound
6turns
note frequency; this
4 turns
7 Mc.
Li
18
22 enam. cloewound
H in.
4 turns
6
Li
8
22 enam.
change will be gradual
1in.
3turns
14 Mc.
Li
11
22 enam.
and always in the same
3turns
La
8
22 enam.
1in.
2
direction until C1 has
1in.
2turns
28 Mc.
Li
5
22 enam.
1in.
passed through resoLi
4
22 enam.
134
2turne
All coils wound on 1H-inch forms (Hammarlund SWF-4 for Li, SWF-5 for L2).
nance and approaches
Antenna and tickler coils are close-wound. H and 34 inch, respectively, from
the oscillator frequenLi and L2.
cy. In the latter region
*Turns counted from ground end of coil.
the change will be considerably greater, so
the detector tuning
lacking an oscillator, it can be lined up on the
should be kept near actual resonance or on the
noise by turning on the b.f.o. and adjusting the
low-frequency side of it. The tuning is not
i.f. transformers for maximum hiss. The b.f.o.
really critical but, because of the relatively
is tuned off the intermediate frequency by
about 1000 cycles or so, to give aslight singlesignal effect.
With the i.f. aligned, the detector and oscillator coils for a band are plugged in. Cg is set
near minimum and C2 slowly tuned from minimum until the high-frequency end of the band
is reached. This point should be found with C2
at about half capacity on 1.75 Mc., at about
capacity on 3.5 Mc., and very nearly at full capacity on 7 Mc. The band-spread may then
be checked by tuning C3 across its scale. The
band-spread may be decreased by adding a
turn or two to the oscillator grid coil in the
case of the 1.75- and 3.5- Mc. coils, or increased
by the reverse procedure. In either case a
new setting must be found for Cg. On 7 Mc.
the band-spread can be increased or decreased
by moving the tap toward or away from
Fig. 813 — '
1ht four- tube regenerati‘e s.s. superliet is
ground.
housed in a small gray crackle-finished cabinet. The
Operation of the receiver is simple. With the
chassis is fastened only to the panel, for easy removal.
band-setting condenser at the proper setting
large-capacity condenser, shows a quite defi(the device previously described simplifies this
nite peak.
adjustment), tuning is done with the main dial.
Since the receiver has no preselection, image
For c.w. reception, snap the b.o. switch to the
response is likely to be bad on the 14- and 28on position, tune in asignal, and adjust C1 for
Mc. bands. It is therefore recommended that
maximum strength — or set the condenser at
receivers described later in this chapter be
any point on the high-capacity side of resoused for these bands. However, for those who
nance which gives the desired signal strength.
wish to use the set to cover as many bands
The condenser gives adequate volume-control
as possible, suggested coil data for 14 and 28
range, although it will not cut out a signal
Mc. are given in the Table (Bib. 2).
completely unless the signal itself is very
weak. When using C1 as a volume control,
• A FOURTUBE REGENERATIVE S.
S.
always set it on the high-capacity side of
SUPERHET
resonance so that image response will be reTHREE-TUBE SUPERHET COIL DATA

duced.
Resonance on C1 is best detected by setting
the main dial at a point where no signal is
heard and then adjusting CI for maximum
background noise. If two such settings can be
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The receiver pictured in Figs. 813-816 is
a four-tube superheterodyne receiver using an
1852 regenerative mixer, a 6J5 high-frequency
oscillator, one stage of 1600-kc. regenerative
i.f. amplification and a6C8G combination sec-
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Fig. 815 — A top view of the chassis
shows the mixer section at the left and the
oscillator section at the right. Note the
antenna binding post at the lower left,
the 'phone jack at the center, and the
power cable at the right. The wire coming from the plate terminal of the second
if. transformer (center) back to the grid
of the 6K7 i.f. amplifier can be seen. A
tube shield is used around the 6C8G
b.f.o.-second detector.

ond detector and b.f.o. The combination of a 1600-k.c. i.f. and the
regenerative mixer makes the receiver practically free from image
signals on the 14- Mc, band and
lower. They are not troublesome
on the 28- Mc, band because the
image response is outside of the
amateur band in most cases. The
regenerative i.f. amplifier allows a
very good degree of single-signal
reception on c.w. signals. The highfrequency oscillator and mixer tuning condensers are ganged and
make the receiver essentially a single-control
affair,
The receiver is built on ahome-made alumi-

num chassis 2 inches high and designed to fit
in an 8-inch by 12-inch gray-crackle finished
Parmetal cabinet. The panel size is 8inches by

Ant
Gnd

Fig. 814 — Circuit of the four-tube superhet.
Ci — 15- pfd. midget, mixer tuning condenser ( HamCe — 100-ppfd. midget, oscillator handset condenser
marlund 11F-15).
(Hammarlund HF 100).
C2 — 35-ppfd. midget, mixer handset condenser
Cs— 30-pfd. adjustable mira (National M-30).
(Hammarlund HF35).
Ca— 15-ppfd. midget b.f.o. trimmer (Hammarlund HF15).
Ca — 35-iamfd. midget, oscillator tuning condenser
C7 to CI3 — 0.1-pfd. 400-volt paper.
(Hammarlund MC-35-S).
Ca — Push-back wire twisted together. (See text.)
Cle, Cle — 0.005-pfd. mica.
R2 — 10,000-ohm wire-wound variable. R7 — 15,000 ohms, 1-watt.
CI7 — 0.0001-µfd. mica.
R3 — 50,000-ohm variable.
11 2 — 50,000 ohms, M-watt.
CIS — 5-pfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
Re, Re — 300 ohms, %-watt.
Rio — 65,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ri — 1000-ohm wire wound van- R3 — 150,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ru — 40,000 ohms, ?-watt.
able.
Re — 0.1 megohms, Y¡watt.
RI2 — 1000 ohms, 3
,
2-watt.
Ti — 1600-kc. If. transformer (Millen 62161).
'F2 — 1600-kc. If. transformer with grid connection
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moved to top of roil (Millen 62161).
BFO — 1600-kc. b.f.o. assembly (Millen 63163).
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10 inches. The chassis is reinforced
along the ends by 3/2inch brass angle,
and it is fastened to the panel and secured to the cabinet by two screws at
the rear.
The PW dial mechanism is mounted
upside down on the chassis to raise the
dial proper on the front panel. The
tuning condensers are supported on
the chassis by small brass pillars of
suitable height and are coupled to the
dial through flexible couplers. A large
transmitter-type coupling is used on
the oscillator condenser to preclude
any possibility of backlash. The bandset condensers and the b.f.o. condensers are mounted directly on the chassis
and are controlled from the panel
through flexible couplers and lengths of
bakelite rod.
The first i.f. transformer, T1,is used
without alteration, but the grid tap on
Tg, which is normally down on the coil
for greater selectivity, is moved to the
Fig. 816 — The chassis is braced underneath by two strips of
top (the stator connection of the tunhalf-inch brass angle. Leads from the audio volume control to the
ing condenser). A short piece of insusecond detector plate and the 'phone jack are shielded to minimize
lated push-back wire is soldered to the
stray pickup. The small mica coupling condenser between mixer
and oscillator (center of chassis) is adjusted from above through
stator of the other condenser said
a hole in the chassis.
brought out through ahole in the shield
can for regeneration.
COIL DATA FOR THE FOUR-TUBE SUPERHET
The receiver is wired as shown in Fig. 814.
3.5 Mc.: Li — 7turns No. 24 d.c.c. close-wound next to L2.
The parts have been laid out so that short leads
L2 — 27 turns No. 24 d.s.c. wound to occupy 1h
inches, tapped at the 25th turn.
are obtained in the signal circuits. The leads
•L3 — none. Wire jumper used.
from the plate of the 6C8G going to the audio
L4 — 6turns No. 20 enam. wound to occupy h
volume control and the lead returning from
inches, h inch away from L.
the volume control to the headphone jack
L3 — 14 turns No. 20 enam. wound to occupy 1
inch, tapped at the 13th turn.
at the rear of the set are run through shielded
7 Mc.: Li — 6 turns No. 24 d.c.c. close-wound j inch
wire to minimize r.f. pick-up and possible
from 1..2.
body-capacity effects. The small adjustable
L2 — 19 turna No. 20 enam. wound to occupy
1h inches, tapped at 11th turn.
mica coupling condenser, Cg, is supported by
Ls —
turn No. 18 enam., mounted inside of
heavy wire leads under a hole in the chassis
coil form.
so that it can be adjusted for optimum couL4 — 2 turns No. 20 enam. close-wound h inch
pling. However, if it is left at the minimum
from L.
— 10 turne No. 20 enam. spaced to occupy 1
capacity setting it will be found satisfactory
inch, tapped at 5th turn.
for all but the most critical.
14 Mc.: Li — 6 turne No. 24 d.c.c. close-wound X inch
When the set has been wired, the first step
from L.
Ls — 9 turns No. 18 enam. spaced to occupy 1
is alignment of the i.f. amplifier. The 6K7 and
inch, tapped at 4th turn.
the 6C8G are placed in their respective sockLa — 1 turn No. 18 er-am. ¡finch diam.,
ets, the power supply connected, and the i.f.
mounted inside of coil form at level of
transformers aligned on about 1600 kc., with
ground end of L.
L4 — 2turna No. 18 enam. close-wound X inches
the i.f. gain control, Rg, set for maximum gain.
from L.
The exact value of frequency is unimportant.
Lt — 6turns No. 18 enam. wound to occupy 16%
After the i.f. amplifier has been aligned amixer
inches, tapped at 2nd turn.
28 Mc.: Li — 3turns 24 d.c.c. close-wound h inch from
coil should be wound, leaving off the plate coil,
L.
A jumper should be substituted in the coil
Ls — 3 turn,' No. 18 enam. wound to occupy
form for 1.4, to close the plate circuit. The mixer
X inches, tapped at 26% turns.
coil and the 1852 can now be plugged in the
La — 1turn No. 18 enam. 5%-inch diam. inside
form at level of ground end of L.
receiver, and the 1600-kc. signal used to align
L4 — turn No. 186% inch from La.
the i.f. can be fed in at the grid of the mixer
L3 — 2turna No. 18 enam. wound to occupy %
tube. The wire from the plate lead in the transinch, tapped at 1h turns.
All coils wound on 15%-inch forma (Hammarlund SWF),
former Tg can now be brought to the grid lead
6-prong for mixer coils, 5-prong for oscillator coils.
of the 6K7 and wrapped around the grid
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tio is quite satisfactory. If trouble from images
lead for a turn or two. It will be found that
is experienced on this band, try moving L1
the i.f. stage now oscillates as the gain control
away from L2 or reducing the number of
is advan'ced, and the amount of wire twisted
around the grid lead should be decreased until
turns on LI.
Greater signal strength will be obtained with
the stage just breaks into oscillation with the
a ground connection to the receiver in most
volume control almost at its maximum adcases. For adjustment for single-signal tuning,
vanced position, with the b.f.o. on.
see Chapter 9.
The oscillator coil and tube can next be
Power supply requirements for the receiver
placed in the receiver. Set the tuning dial so
are 6.3 volts at 1.35 amp. and 250 volts at
that the tuning condensers are near maximum
approximately 30 ma. (Bib. 3).
capacity and adjust the oscillator bandset
condenser for a signal on the low-frequency
•
A SIX-TUBE REGENERATIVE
edge of the band. Turn the tuning dial to the
SINGLE-SIGNAL RECEIVER
other end of the scale and check for the other
An inexpensive receiver of simple construcend of the band. If it does not come on the dial
tion, using i.f. regeneration for single-signal
at all, move the bandspread tap up on the coil,
reception, is shown in Fig. 817. Fig. 818 gives
and if not enough bandspread is obtained,
the circuit diagram.
move the bandspread tap down on the coil.
The regenerative mixer, a6L7, is coupled to
When the proper range has been obtained,
the antenna; the oscillator is 6J5 triode. There
check the tracking of the oscillator and mixer
is asingle i.f. stage, using a 6K7 and iron-core
circuits by noticing whether the mixer bandset
transformers. The second detector is a 6C5,
condenser must be readjusted when tuning
and the audio output tube, for loud-speaker
from one end of the band to the other. If,
work, is 6F6. A 6C5 beat oscillator completes
when going from the low-frequency end to the
the tube complement.
high-frequency end, the bandset capacity
To* avoid constructional complications, the
must be decreased, the bandspread tap should
mixer tuning is not ganged with the oscillator,
be raised on the coil and, conversely, if the
so that the two circuits must be tuned sepabandset capacity must be increased, the bandrately. The mixer tuning condenser, C1, can
spread tap must be lowered. The oscillator
be used as a volume control. The regeneration
bandset condenser should be set at about half
control is avariable resistor, R2, in series with
capacity on the 7- and 14- Mc, bands and nearly
the 6L7 cathode resistor.
full capacity on the 3.5- and 28- Mc. bands.
The i.f. gain is controlled by 1?4, which varies
The mixer handset condenser should be set
the control-grid bias on the 6K7. The stage
at about two-thirds capacity on all bands.
is made regenerative by running ashort length
When the set has been aligned and is tracking
of wire from the control grid of the 6K7
on all bands, the oscillator voltage to the mixer
through a hole in the shield can of i.f. transcan be adjusted by advancing the mixer gain
former T2so that a small amount of energy is
control to the maximum position and noting
the point where the signal is the
loudest. If loudest signals are obtained with the control near the
minimum position, the oscillator
voltage is too high, and the plate
coil, L4, should be moved away
from L4until the maximum signal
is obtained with R1 set between
half and three-quarters scale. If
not enough voltage is present, as
evidenced by no peaking of the
signal, L4 should be moved closer
to L4.
When the oscillator voltage has
been adjusted satisfactorily, regeneration can be added to the mixer
on the 7-, 14- and 28- Mc. bands
by replacing the jumpers by the
suggested plate coils. The coil can
be twisted around inside the form
until the mixer oscillates at about
full scale of the control, R1. RegenFig. 817— A six-tube regenerative single-signal receiver of inexeration is not necessary on the pensive design. A variable-ratio vernier dial (National Type B) is used
3.5- Mc, band, since the image ra- for the fine tuning required with single-signal selectivity.
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of the second detector; the signal
level is quite high here and no additional audio amplificetion is
needed. No audio gain control is incorporated in the set, since the
various r.f. controls afford quite a
range in volume.
Figs. 819 and 820 show the layout, both top and bottom, quite
plainly. The chassis is steel and
measures 11 by 7 by 2inches. The
band-spread tuning condenser, C3,
is at the front center, operated by
the vernier dial. At the left is C1,
the mixer tuning condenser, and at
the right, C2, the oscillator bandsetting condenser. The oscillator
tube is directly behind C3, with the
mixer tube to the left on the other
side of a baffle shield which separates the two r.f. sections. This
Fig. 819 - Plan viem of the six-tulie superhet. Location of the
shield, measuring 33
% by 43
4
various parts is discussed in the text.
inches, is used to prevent coupling
coupled back to the grid from the plate. When
between oscillator and mixer. The mixer coil
this is done R4 serves as aregeneration control.
socket is at the left edge of the chassis behind
If the high selectivity afforded by regeneration
C1;the oscillator coil socket is between C2
is not wanted, the regenerative coupling may
and C3.
The i.f. and audio sections are along the
be omitted.
The headphones plug into the plate circuit
rear edge of the chassis. The transformer in the

+250-

63V

Fig. 818 — Circuit diagram of the regenerative S.S .receiver.
Ct, Cs — 5O- pfd. variable (Ham- Cie, Cie — 0.01-dd. paper, 400-volt.
1111
12,000 ohms, 1-watt.
marlund MC-50-S)•
C17
10-dd. 25-volt electrolytic.
Rs, Rio, Rai, R12 — 50,000 ohms, 3/a.
Cs — 35-pidd. variable (National
watt.
Cis — 5-gfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
SS-35).
C19 — See text.
R13 — 0.5 megohm, %-watt.
C4 — 70-ndd. mica trimmer (Ham- C20
25-pisfd. variable (HammerR14 — 450 ohms, 1-watt.
marlund BBT-70).
lund SM-25).
Ria — 15,000 ohms, 1-watt.
C5 — 30-npfd.
isolantite-insulated
RI— 300 ohms, Ya.watt (see text).
T2 455-kc. interstage-type
mica trimmer ( National
— 1000-ohm variable, mire-wound.
id. transformers (Sickles
M-30).
Ra — 300 ohms, 3/2watt.
6504).
Ce-Cio, inc. — 0.1-dd. paper, 400R4 — 25,000-ohm volume control.
Ts — 455-kc. beat oscillator transvolt.
Ra — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt.
former, with grid conden.
Cu — 0.2-iifd. paper, 400-volt (or Re — 50,000 ohms, M-watt (I.R.C.
ser and leak (Sickles 6577).
larger).
Type F).
Li-Le, inc. — See coil table.
C12. Cis
0.005-pfd. mica.
R7 — 150,000 ohms, Y2'-watt (I.R.C.
Jack — Double-circuit type.
C14 — 100-pmfd. mica.
Type F).
Sw —
toggle.
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rear left corner is 7%; next to it is
the i.f. tube, then T2. The transformers are mounted so that the
adjusting screws project to the rear
where they are easily accessible.
With the particular type of transformer used this requires drilling a
new hole in the shield of T1 so that
the grid lead to the 6K7 can be
brought out the proper side. In T2,
the grid lead should be pulled
through the side of the can and
brought out the bottom with the
other leads, since the grid of the
6C5 second detector comes through
the base.
The transformer at the rear right
is for the beat oscillator. The 6C5
second detector is directly in front
of it and the beat oscillator tube is
about midway along the right
Fig. 820
chassis edge. The 6F6 output tube
is in the rear right-hand corner.
Power cord, headphone jack ( insulated
from the chassis) and atip jack for the speaker
are on the rear edge of the chassis. The antenna input terminals are on the left edge,
near the mixer coil socket.
The controls along the bottom edge of the
panel are, from left to right, the mixer regeneration control, R2, the on-off switch, Sw, the
i.f. gain or regeneration control, R4, and the

REGENERATIVE S.S. RECEIVER COIL DATA
Band

Coil Wire Size Turna

1.75 Mc

/a
L2

Ls
L4

3.5 Mc

Ls
Li
Ls

/4
L4
Ls

7 Mc

Li
La
L3

L4
1.3

14 Mc.. ... La
/a
/4

1,4

28 Mc

Ls
La
/a
L3

L4
Ls

24
24
24
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
18
22
22
18
22
18
22
22
18
22
18
22
22
18
22

70
10
3.5
42
8
35
7
2.5
25
5
20
4
2
13
3
11
4
2.5
7
2
.5
3
2.5
3.6
1.4

Length

Tap

Close-wound —

Top

46

1inch
Close-wound
1inch
Close-wound

17
—
—
—

1inch
Close-wound
1inch
Close-wound

6
—
—
—

1inch
Close-wound
1inch
Close-wound

2.4
—
—
—

1inch
1.3
Close-wound —

All coils 13.¡ inches in diameter, on Hammarlund
SWF forms. Spacing between coils on same form approximately h inch. Band-spread taps are measured
from bottom (ground) end of L4. All coils are wound
with enamelled wire.
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— Below-chassis view of the regenerative S.S. super.

beat-oscillator vernier condenser, C00. The
latter has the corner of one rotary plate bent
over so that when the condenser plates are fully
interleaved the condenser is short-circuited,
thus stopping oscillation.
One side of the heater circuit is grounded,
so that only one filament wire need be run
from tube to tube. The more conventional
method of running heater current through a
twisted pair can be used if preferred.
The oscillator-mixer coupling condenser,
Cf., is mounted from one of its connection tabs
on a small ceramic pillar (furnished with one
of the tube sockets) between the oscillator and
mixer tube sockets. The antenna series condenser, C4, is mounted between one terminal
on the antenna strip and one of the mixer coilsocket prongs. These condensers do not require
readjustment in normal operation, hence are
screw-driver adjusted from the bottom.
The b.o. coupling condenser, C19, is simply
the capacity existing between the grid prong
on the 605 socket and the adjacent prong on
the side away from the plate. This prong, ordinarily unused, is connected to the b.o. as
shown in Fig. 818.
The method of winding coils is shown in Fig.
821, and complete specifications are given in
the table. All windings are in the same direction. In Fig. 818, the ticklers, 143 and Lfi, have
been shown coupled to the grid ends of L1
and L4,respectively. This was done purely
to make the diagram less awkward; the actual
method of construction is given in Fig. 821,
with the ticklers coupled to the grounded ends
of the grid coils.
Any convenient pin-connection arrangement
may be used. Make the connections so that the
shortest leads between coil socket and circuit
points result.
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noise and in the strength of the signals which
A test oscillator and 0-1 milliammeter make
may be heard. Continue on past this point
a suitable combination for i.f. alignment. The
until a second peak is reached on C1;at this
i.f. should be aligned without the regenerative
peak the input circuit is tuned to the frequency
connection and with the h.f. oscillator coil out
which represents an image in normal reception.
of its socket. A mixer coil should be in place
The oscillator in the receiver is designed to
to complete the 6L7 plate connection. If no
work on the high-frequency side of the incomspeaker is used either the speaker terminals
ing signal, so that C1always should be tuned to
must be short-circuited to prevent damage to
the peak which occurs with most capacity.
the 6F6, or else the tube must be out of its
After the signal peak on C1 has been identisocket.
fied, tune C2 over its whole range, following
Connect the test oscillator output between
with C1 to keep the mixer circuit in tune, to
the 6L7 grid and chassis, with the normal grid
connection to C1 removed. Connect the mili- see how the band fits the dial. With C2 properly set, the band edges should fall the same
ammeter to a ' phone plug and insert the plug
number of main dial divisions from 0and 100;
in the headphone jack. Set the oscillator to 455
if the band runs off the • low-frequency edge,
kc. and adjust the trimmers on T1 and T2 to
less capacity is needed at C2, while the congive maximum meter reading, with R4 set
verse is true if the band runs off the high edge.
for maximum gain or slightly below. The beat
Once the band is properly centered on the dial,
oscillator should be off. Without signal the
the panel may be marked at the appropriate
second detector plate current should be bepoint so that C2 may be reset readily when
tween 0.1 and 0.2 ma.; adjust the test oscillator
changing bands.
output so that the reading with signal is about
Now tune in asignal and adjust C1for maxi0.4 or 0.5 ma. As the circuits come into line,
mum response. Advance R2 slowly, simultanereduce the signal input to keep the reading
ously swinging C1 back and forth through
about the same.
resonance. As regeneration is increased signals
After the i.f. is aligned, plug in aset of coils
and noise both will become louder and C1
for some band on which there is agood deal of
will tune more sharply, until finally the mixer
activity. Set the oscillator padding condenser,
circuit will break into oscillation when, with
C2, at approximately the right capacity; with
CI right at resonance, a loud carrier will be
the coil specifications given, the proportion of
heard, since the oscillations generated will go
total C2 capacity on each band will be about as
through the receiver in exactly the same way as
follows: 1.75 Mc., 80 per cent; 3.5. Mc., 75 per
a signal. Always work the mixer somewhat
cent; 7 Mc., 95 per cent; 14 Mc., 90 per cent;
below the critical regeneration point and never
28 Mc., 45 per cent. Set the mixer regeneration
permit it to oscillate in practical operation.
control, R2, for minimum regeneration — all
If the antenna happens to be nearly resonant
the resistance in circuit. Connect an antenna
in the band, it may not be possible to make the
and set C4 at maximum capacity. Switch the
mixer oscillate; on the other hand if the anbeat oscillator on by turning C20 out of the
tenna loading is negligible the circuit may
maximum position, and adjust the screw on T3
oscillate continuously regardless of the setting
until the characteristic beat-oscillator hiss is
of the regeneration control. The former condiheard.
tion can be cured by reducing the capacity of
Now tune C1 slowly over its scale, starting
C4 or by increasing the number of turns on L3.
from maximum capacity. Using the 7- Mc,
If the mixer oscillates continuously, the oppocoils as an example, when C1 is at about half
site remedies are required.
scale there should be a definite increase in
The oscillator-mixer coupling condenser, C3,
should be adjusted so that pulling of the oscillator frequency at 14 Mc. is negligible as C1 is
tuned through resonance with the incoming
signal. The setting generally will be with the
B s
plates rather far apart. On 7 Mc. and lower
T
1
• there should be no detectable change in
GND
GNa
beat note as C1 goes through the signal
ANT OR
peak. A few hundred cycles change is typiONT
cal of 14 Mc.
ANT
After the preceding adjustments have
been completed, the i.f. regeneration may be
added. The amount of feed-back will be determined by the length of wire inserted in the can
containing T2. Optimum selectivity usually will
M XER
OSCILLATOR
be secured when the regenerative coupling is
Fig. 821 — Method of winding the mixer and osciladjusted so that the 6K7 goes into oscillation
ator coils. All windings are in the same direction.
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Fig. 822 — A 6-tube dry.
battery superhet receiver.
Self-contained, it can be used
in any location where line
power is not available.

with the gain control, R4, fairly well " down"
— far enough so that it is well below maximum
gain and in the region where, without regeneration, its effect on gain is not great. Balance
gain and regeneration so that the average
signal level, at resonance with peak regeneration, is about the same as with normal i.f.
gain without regeneration.
For single-signal c.w. reception, set the beat
oscillator so that when R4 is advanced to make
the il. just go into oscillation the resulting
tone is the desired beat-note frequency. Then
back off on R4 to give the desired selectivity.
Maximum selectivity will be secured with the
i.f. just below the oscillating point. The " other
side of zero beat" will be very much weaker
than the desired side.
Power supply requirements are 2.2 amp.
at 6.3 volts for the heaters and 75 ma. at 250
volts for the plates. Without the pentode output
stage, a supply giving 6.3 volts at 1.5 amp.
and 250 volts at 35 ma. will be sufficient. (Bib. 4).
• A 6TUBE DRY BATTERY SUPERHET

Where a.c. is not available, or for portable
work, a highly satisfactory receiver can be
constructed along the lines previously described by using tubes of the 1.4-volt series
instead of a.c. types. The six tubes in the receiver shown in Figs. 822-825 draw a total
filament current equal to that of one r.f.
tube of the 6.3-volt series, and that at the
voltage of a single dry cell. Only two 45-volt
"B" batteries are required and the total current drawn from these is only 20 ma. The
pentode output stage will deliver strong headphone signals, and aloudspeaker may be operated satisfactorily.

CHAPTER EIGHT

The circuit is an adaptation of the low-cost
single-signal receiver just described. Regeneration in the mixer stage supplies preselection
equivalent to a stage of r.f, without regeneration and, in the i.f. amplifier, provides an inexpensive means of obtaining single-signal'
selectivity. Variable potentiometers, operating
from the 4.5-volt " O" battery required for
the output tube, control regeneration in each
of these stages by varying the grid bias.
Feed-back in the i.f. amplifier is provided by
a small grid-plate capacity ( C8) formed by
connecting a short length of insulated wire to
the grid cap of the 1N5G and running it down
inside the shield near the plate of the tube.
The 1H5G is acombination half-wave diode
and high-» triode in one envelope. The diode
section is not used. The grid circuit of the triode
audio section is coupled across the diode load
resistance Rs. The audio gain control R8 is
desirable to reduce signals to comfortable
headphone strength when the mixer and i.f.
stages are adjusted for maximum selectivity
which is accompanied by maximum gain.
The 1A5G pentode, with plate and screen
connected together, is used in both high-frequency and beat-oscillator circuits. The grid of
the h.f. oscillator is coupled through a small
adjustable capacity to the No. 1 grid of the
mixer. Because these tubes do not have independent cathodes, the tickler system of feedback must be used in the oscillator circuits.
Not all transformer manufacturers list a beat
oscillator unit suitable for this circuit.
The power-supply switches are arranged so
that opening either the " A" switch (SIV I)
when turning the receiver off, or the " B"
switch (SW2) for stand-by while transmitting,
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'will disconnect the load of the two potentiometers from the " C" battery. A separate
"A" switch (SW3)controls the beat oscillator.
The receiver is built in acabinet with dimensions which will accommodate standard-size
batteries. The chassis is cut to fit the remaining
space. A National NC-80 cabinet has the desired dimensions ( 17 by 11 by 8% inches). A
45-volt " B" battery such as the Burgess No.
22308 or Eveready No. 485 and a 1%-volt No.
6or Burgess No. 4F2 will fit in at each end of
the cabinet with room for a 10 %-by-10 %-inch
chassis. The weight of the batteries will anchor
the receiver to the operating table.
The chassis is made from asheet of 1
46-inch

aluminum 12 inches wide and 16% inches long.
Deep scratches should be ruled on each side of
the sheet parallel with, and 3inches from, each
of the shorter edges of the sheet to make bending easier. Similar scratches should be ruled
parallel with and % inch from the longer
edges. Notches 90 degrees wide should be cut
at the intersection of the lines to permit bending along the scratched lines. Before bending,
the parts should be arranged within the 10 Minch square formed by the lines and the necessary holes marked for drilling since it is more
convenient to do the drilling before bending
the chassis.
At the rear of the chassis, the first i.f. trans-

1H56

eN o
°

w2
s

Ci — 70-, pfd. mica trimmer ( Hammarlund BBT-70).
C2 — 50-ppfd. midget variable (National
ST-50).
C3 — 0.005-pfd. mica.
C4 — 0.1-pfd. paper.
Ca — 0.1-pfd. paper.
Ce — See text.
C7 — 0.1-mfd. paper.
Cs — 0.0001-pfd. mica.
C2 — 0.1-pfd. paper.
Cio — 0.1-pfd. paper.
Cii — 30-pfd. mica trimmer, Isolantite
insulation ( National M30).
C12 — 0.0001-pfd. mica.
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1=81
81
11
4.5V.
C

IA5G

11
11
11
11711 11
11
11
1 4.

45V.
B

45V
B

Fig. 823 — Circuit diagram of the battery-operated receiver.
R4 — 50,000 ohms, 3/a.
C13 — 35-ppfd. midget variable ( National
watt.
ST-35).
R5 — 500,000 ohms,
C14 — 50-ppfd. midget vawatt.
riable (National
Re — 500,000 ohms, %¡ST-50).
watt.
Cia — 0.01-pfd. paper.
R7 — 100,000 ohms, 1Cie — 0.00025-pfd. mica.
watt.
C17 — 0.1-mfd. paper.
Rs — 500,000-ohm volRi — 5000-ohm potentiume control
ometer (Centra.
(Centralab 72lab 72-110 with
105).
d.p.s.t. switch
R2 — 50,000 ohms, 3¡cover B-12).
watt.
R2 — 200,000 ohms, 34Rio — 50,000 ohms, Yawatt.
watt.
Ra — 5000-ohm potentiometer (Centra - Hit — 50,000 ohms, 1.
watt.
lab 72-110).

SW1 — D.p.d.t. switch on
mixer control.
(See La
SW2 — S.p.d.t. toggle
"B" switch.
SWa — S.p.d.t. toggle,
beat oscillator
switch.
Ti — Sickles No. 6504
(456 kc.), iron
core.
T2— Sickles No. 6521
(456 kc.), iron
core.
T3 — Meissner No. 6779,
air-tuned beat oscillator unit (456
kc.).
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3%-inch holes are required to clear the
terminal lugs of the beat-oscillator
unit. Clearance holes should also be
drilled near the 1H5G socket, the
1A7G socket and near the rear corner of each of the variable condensers for passing connecting wiring.
One or two holes may be drilled at
convenient points near the rear of
the chassis for long bolts to extend
through the bottom of the cabinet to
fasten the rear end of the chassis down
securely in case transportation is
necessary.
All tubes fit standard octal sockets;
the mixer coil is wound on a6-prong
form and the oscillator coil on a 5prong form. Isolantite sockets are
used only in the high-frequency circuits. The tube shields are 3-piece
standard products 1% inches in diameter, 4% inches high with a base
to fit the mounting holes of octal
sockets. If desired, the lower halfinch of the shield may be cut off with
tin shears to shorten the shield. Holes
for a pair of antenna coil terminals
and achassis ground connection may
be cut near the rear of the chassis.
This completes preparation of the
top of the chassis.
Fig. 824 — Bottom view of the chassis of the battery superhet
In the 3-inch wide strip which
showing wiring. Th.,push-back power wiring is bunched into acable.
forms the front edge of the chassis,
a row of holes should be drilled 1 %
farmer, the 1N5G, the second i.f. transformer,
inches from the lower edge for the three gain
the 1H5G, and the beat oscillator unit are arcontrols and the ' phone jack and another
ranged in aline from left to right, their centers
pair of holes % inch from the lower edge
placed on a line about 1% inches from the
for the two toggle switches. The gain conscratch denoting the rear edge of the chassis.
trols from left to right are in the audio,
The 1A7G mixer tube, the output audio amplimixer and i.f. circuits. The two toggle switches
fier tube and the beat oscillator tube are arare in the negative " B" and beat-oscillator
ranged along another line 4% inches from the
filament circuits, while the "A" switch is atrear edge of the chassis. The mixer tube should
tached to the mixer gain control. When the
be placed far enough toward the center of the
drilling is complete, the sheet may be clamped
chassis to permit adjustment of the first i.f.
in a vise and bent along the scratched lines.
transformer with a small screwdriver.
The 3
%-inch strips which will be formed along
The three variable condensers from left to
the sides of the chassis effectively prevent
right are the mixer tuning, the oscillator bandbuckling of the chassis under pressure.
spread and oscillator padding or bandsetting
The parts under the chassis ( Fig. 824) are
condensers. The two outside condensers are
arranged so that all r.f. leads are short and
mounted with their shafts or centers 1U inches
the remainder of the wiring is simply bunched
from each edge. If duplicate condensers are
together wherever possible, avoiding the forused and the front mounting screw holes are
ward high-frequency section near the front
drilled Ws inch from the front edge of the
of the chassis. Most of the resistors and bychassis, the shafts will extend the correct dispass condensers may be supported by their own
tance in front of the panel. The coil to the rear
connecting wires. Wherever the span is too
af the left-hand condenser is the mixer coil; the
great, or a loose end must have an anchorage
tube is the high-frequency oscillator and the
insulated from the chassis, small bakelite
coil to the right, between the two condensers,
terminal strips designed for such emergencies
is in the oscillator circuit. Holes % inch in dimay be used. By-pass condensers should be
ameter should be drilled under the center of
grounded to the chassis at the nearest available
each of the i.f. transformers for the leads; four
mounting screw. Short pieces of rigid wire are
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DRY-BATTERY SUPERHET COIL DATA
Band

Coil

Wire Size

1.75 Mc....L1
LB
L3
L4
L5
3.5 Mc... . L1
L2
Ls
Ls
Ls
7 Mc.— LI
L2
Ls
L4
Ls
14 Mc. .Li
L2
Ls
L4
L5
28 Mc. ... Li
Ls
Ls

24
24
24
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
18
22
22
18
22
18
22
22
18
22
18
22
22
18
22

Turns
70
10
3.5
42
8
35
7
2.5
25
5
20
4
2
13
3
11
4
2.5
7
2
5
'3
2.5
3.8
1.4

Genoa

Tap

Close-wound -

Top
44

1inch
17
Close-wound —
1inch - Close-wound
1inch
6
Close-wound —
1inch Cloewound
1inch
Cloewound
1inch
Close-wound

2
--

1inch
1.3
Close-wound

All coils 1X inches in diameter, on Hammarlund
SWF forms. Spacing between coils on same form
approximately X inch. Band-spread taps are measured from bottom (ground) end of L4. All coils
are wound with enamelled wire.

used between the stators of the tuning condensers and the coil-socket
terminals underneath. They are protected against accidental short-circuiting against the chassis by rubber
grommets fitted into the clearance
holes. The oscillator-mixer coupling
condenser C11 is supported by its
short heavy connecting wires and
may be seen near the center of the
chassis. The lead between the grid of
the 1H5G and its coupling condenser
is shielded with copper braid against
r.f. and hum pick-up. Later, if a
stronger beat-oscillator signal is desired, it may be obtained by forming
a small capacity from apair of short
insulated wires twisted together and
connecting one end of one wire to the
diode plate of the 1115G and the other
end of the second wire to the beatoscillator grid terminal. It should be
remembered that the 'phone jack
must be suitably insulated from the
chassis. The power-supply wires
should be long enough to reach the
battery terminals. This length may
be determined better after the chassis and batteries are mounted in
the cabinet. It will probably be
advisable, however, first to test
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the receiver before fitting it to the cabinet.
Coil dimensions may be determined from the
data in the coil table. The receiver is designed
to cover the amateur bands only and to provide
almost full-scale bandspread on each band.
Care should be taken to duplicate the dimensions given as closely as possible. In making the
bandspread tap, it will probably be easiest
to wind the entire coil first, select the turn for
the tap and, if necessary, force the turns apart
slightly on each side. A small drill may be
inserted between the turns to make the hole
in the form. The insulation may be removed
with the tip of a knife and a wire pushed
through the hole from the inside may be
soldered to the turn leaving just enough solder
to make the joint secure. Scraping only the top
of the wire will prevent solder from filling in
between closely-spaced turns. The other end of
the tap lead is scraped and passed down
through the correct pin in the form. All coil
windings should be made in the same direction.
Approximately He-inch space is left between
each winding on the same form. On the mixer
form, the antenna coupling coil L1 is wound at
the bottom, the tickler winding L3 next above
it and the grid winding 1,2 at the top of the
form. On the oscillator form the tickler winding
is below the grid winding. It is important, in
making connections to the coil sockets and

Fig. 825 — Top view of the chassis of the battery superhet, showing arrangement of units. The chassis is bent from a single piece of
14 8inch aluminum sheet.
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form pins to see that the top end of the grid
the same manner, it may be advisable to check
winding connects to grid, the lower end of the
again the tuning of 7'2 with the test oscillator
grid winding to ground (or C3 in the case of
output still connected to the input of the 1A7G.
the mixer winding), the upper end of the tickler
If no test oscillator or servite man is available,
winding to plus " B" (or the " plate" terminal
the original factory alignment will have to be
of the first i.f. transformer in the case of the
depended upon. Coils for a band in which
mixer) and the lower end of the tickler to plate
plenty of activity may be expected should be
when the coil is inserted in its socket.
plugged in and the antenna connected. The
A small hole for the lower dial mounting
3.5- or 7- Mc, band in the middle of the evening
screw should be spotted and drilled in the front
is almost always good for tests. C1should be set
edge of the chassis so that the dial may be
at maximum capacity.
mounted temporarily while testing before
Connect a piece of push-back or other insuplacing the receiver in the cabinet.
lated wire to the grid of the 1N5G i.f. amplifier
The receiver is most easily tuned up with the
tube and push the insulated portion down
aid of a modulated test oscillator. If one is not
between the shield and the tube, taking care
possessed, the next best thing to do is to take
that the insulation does not slide back on the
the receiver and batteries to aservice man and
wire and allow the lower end to come in conlet him align the i.f. circuits to 456 kc. If a tact with the shield. A piece two or three
test oscillator is available, it should be set at
inches long should provide enough feed-back
456 kc. and its output terminals connected beto permit oscillation, indicated by the familiar
tween the grid cap of the 1N5G and chassis
"plopping" sound, when R3 is turned near
with the transformer connecting cap removed.
ground. With the i.f. amplifier oscillating, turn
With R3 set near the ground point, R8 at full
on the beat oscillator and turn the tuning
gain toward Clo, beat oscillator off but the rest
control on the top of the unit until the beat
of the receiver turned on and the headphones
oscillator signal is heard. It should be an unplugged in, the secondary, and then the primistakably loud howl.
mary of 7'2 should be tuned carefully to proNow that the beat oscillator is tuned near
duce the loudest signal. If test oscillator is not
the correct point, the feed-back wire should be
modulated, the transformer may be tuned
removed from the 1N5G and R3 set at the
across the hiss of the test oscillator and set at
ground point. C14 is the oscillator padding or
its center. The test oscillator output should be
bandsetting condenser. With .the bandspread
adjusted frequently to maintain a low signal
condenser C13 set at minimum capacity, the
level for most accurate tuning. With 7'2 tuned,
object is to set C14 to tune to the high-frethe test oscillator output terminals should be
quency end of the band. When this has been
transferred to the grid of the 1A7G, removing
done, the bandspread condenser should tune
the cap connection, replacing the normal grid
across the band. Approximately, correct setconnection to the 1N5G and inserting a coil
tings for C14 are 80, 75, 95, 90 and 45 per cent
in the mixer coil socket. After T1 is tuned in
of the total capacity of the condenser for the
1.7-, 3.5-, 7-, 14- and 28- Mc, bands respectively.
If the 3.5- Mc, band is used for the test, the
high-frequency edge of the band is most easily
located by tuning C13 to minimum capacity
and then tuning C14 very slowly from maximum capacity until the 4- Mc. 'phones are
heard. During this process, R1 should be set at
about mid-position or one-quarter above
ground and C2, the mixer tuning condenser,
rotated frequently to keep this circuit tuned:
Correct tuning is indicated by an increase in
background noise. If two such spots are found,
the correct one is towards the high-capacity
side. Following this procedure, it should not
be difficult to locate the 3.5- Mc. band.
R.f. coils are aligned, and tuning carried out
as described for the 6-tube receiver previously
in the preceding section.
Space is available in the cabinet for two " A "
batteries, and the use of two in parallel is
advisable since the life of two connected in
parallel will be approximately 50 per cent
Fig. 826 — Top view of the 14- and 28- Me. pre
selector. The padder condensers are mounted inside
greater than the total life obtainable from two
the coil forms.
batteries used singly. With operation of the
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receiver for periods of
three to four hours
daily, the batteries
mentioned previously
should last at least
three months; with
shorter periods of use,
much longer. The setting of C14 for each
band should be noted
so that it may be set
quickly when changing
bands. (Bib. 5)
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• A 14 -AND 28 MC. PRESELECTOR

A separate preselector unit, consisting of
an r.f. amplifier which may be inserted
between the antenna and receiver, is an extremely useful device. Its use is especially
beneficial on the 14- and 28- Mc. bands where
image response becomes bothersome with
superhet receivers using intermediate frequencies of the order of 455 kc., since the added
selectivity practically wipes out the image.
Also, the gain of most receivers drops off on
these two bands as compared with the lower
frequencies, so that the additional gain of the
preselector is helpful in building up the weaker
signals to more substantial volume.
A simple preselector for these two bands is
shown in Figs. 826 and 828. As shown in the
circuit diagram, Fig. 827, the amplifier tube is
an 1852, with tuned grid and plate circuits.
The tuning condensers, C1 and C2, are ganged
for single-control tuning.
The unit is built on a7by 7by 2-inch chassis.
Fig. 826 shows the arrangement of parts on top.
The grid-circuit coil is at the left rear corner,
with the 1852 directly in front of it. An Lshaped shield partition separates the grid circuit from the plate coil, L3,which is in the right
front corner. The sockets for both coils are
mounted above chassis on small metal pillars.
The ganged tuning condensers are mounted in
line in the center of the chassis. They are mechanically connected together, and to the shaft
bearing on the front panel, by flexible couplings. The antenna binding posts and the
cords for power and r.f. output come through
the rear edge of the chassis. It is necessary to
cut a rectangular hole in the lower part of the
back of the cabinet to make the connections
accessible.
The below-chassis view, Fig. 828, shows how
the condensers are grouped about the tube
socket. The mica condenser, C5, is fastened
vertically across the socket as close to it as
possible (allow room for the tube centering
pin to project through the socket) to provide
shielding between the grid and plate prongs.
The additional cathode by-pass, C5, and the
screen by-pass, C7, also are mounted across
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Fig. 827 — Circuit diagram of the preselector.
CI, C2— 15-,ed. midget variable (National UM-15).
C3, C4 — 3-30-pmfd. isolantite-insulated mica padder
(National M-30).
Ca — 0.002-mfd. mica (Aerovox).
Cs, C7, Cs — 0.01-mfd. paper, 400-volt (Aerovox).
RI— 150 ohms (two 300-ohm ,I,"¡-watt Centralab resistors in parallel).
R2— 5000-ohm variable.
R3— 60,000 ohms, 1-watt (Centralab).
— 14 Mc.: 9 turns No. 20, diameter »i inches,
length 1inch.
28 Mc.: 4 turns No. 20, diameter 1.3, inches,
length 1inch.
L2 — Close-wound at ground end of Li; 3 turns for 14
Mc., 2 turns for 28 Mc.
La — Same as Li but tapped 3turns from ground end for
14 Mc. and 1turn from ground for 28 Mc.
— Same as 14, on same form as Ls.

the socket on either side of the mica condenser,
thus providing additional shielding. With the
exception of the ground on C1,all r.f. ground
connections are made to one lug on the side
of the ring holding the tube socket to the chassis ( the socket is a National CIR). Shielding
about the output leads from L4 is essential to
prevent unwanted feedback and also to reduce
signal pickup on the line going to the receiver.
The shield should be continued up to the
antenna terminals of the receiver with which
the preselector is used. The wires should be
connected to the " doublet" terminals on the
receiver, and the shield to the receiver ground
terminal or chassis. The shield also is grounded
to the preselector chassis. This connection between the preselector and receiver chassis is
essential for good performance.
Because of the high transconductance of the
1852, very little coupling is needed between
input and output circuits to cause self-oscillation when both circuits are tuned to the same
frequency. The box containing the unit provides part of the shielding between the two
circuits, in addition to that provided by the
baffle. This shielding is not complete enough
to prevent self-oscillation, however, so the
plate of the tube is tapped down on L3 to reduce the feedback. The tap should be located
so that the circuit goes into oscillation with the
gain control, R2, at about half-scale or less.
The controlled regeneration greatly increases
the gain and selectivity over that obtainable
without regeneration.
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for easy tuning, the signal-to-image ratio will
be improved by afactor of 40 to 50 on 28 Mc.,
and 100 or more on 14 Mc. Used with the average receiver having one r.f. stage ahead of the
mixer, this means that the overall image ratio
will be of the order of 5000 on 14 Mc. and 400
or 500 on 28 Mc. The voltage gain is about
100 under the same conditions. Greater selectivity and gain can be obtained by working
closer to the critical regeneration point.
• CRYSTAL FILTER AND NOISESILENCER UNIT

Fig.

828 — Below-chassis

view

of the

preseleetor.

Note grouping of by-pass condensers about the tube
socket to provide shielding.
Power for the preselector may be taken from
the receiver, since the drain is small. Initial
adjustments are simple. With the receiver and
preselector turned on, first tune the plate
trimmer, C4 (
C4 and C3 are mounted inside the
coil forms) for maximum noise, with R2 near
maximum (least resistance). The adjustment
will be fairly critical. The tuning condenser
should be at about half scale, and the receiver
should be set at about the middle of the band.
Then set R2 at minimum gain (resistance all in)
and adjust C3, the grid padder, for maximum
noise. The adjustments may be made on a
signal as well as on noise. Next, advance R2
a little at a time, simultaneously swinging C3
through resonance, until oscillations commence. Back off R2 to the point just below
oscillation and readjust C3 and C4 for maximum output. When the lid of the cabinet is
closed the feedback will decrease and R2 must
be advanced more to obtain oscillation. It is
not necessary to work near the critical regeneration point under normal conditions so
that actual tuning is not critical. The preselector must, of course, be kept in tune with
the receiver as the latter is tuned over the
band.
Should the circuit oscillate at all settings of
R2, the plate tap should be moved nearer the
bottom of Lg. If no oscillations take place at
any setting, move the tap toward the plate end
until oscillation starts at about half-scale on
R2.
The improvement in gain and reduction of
image response will depend upon the amount of
regeneration used. With average-strength signals and regeneration below the critical point
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The performance of a straight superhet can
be tremendously improved by the addition of a
crystal filter, while the combination of a crystal filter and if. noise silencer will provide remarkable discrimination against electrical
noise, particularly of the " shot" or autoignition type. The circuit of a combination
unit of this type is shown in Fig. 830. Figs. 829
and 831 show the practical construction of an
assembly intended for attachment to the end
of the receiver chassis. The exact layout must
be modified to fit the particular receiver with
which the unit is to be used, depending upon
the location of the first if. stage in the receiver. The input and output r.f. leads ( marked
"grid lead from 1st i.f. trans." and " to grid of
i.f. tube") must be as short as possible, and the
layout should be based on this consideration.
The unit shown is for intermediate frequencies in the 455-465 kc. range. The frequency
of the crystal of course should be the same as
that of the i.f. in the receiver with which the
unit will be used. The 6L7 is an extra if.
amplifier tube preceding the crystal filter;
the paralleled control grids of the 6L7 and 6J7
pick up their i.f. exciting voltages from the grid
cap which normally goes to the first i.f. tube
in the receiver. After passing through the unit,

Fig.

829 —

A

crystal-filter and
noise-silencer unit
for use with straight
superhets having
455-kc. If. It is
shown here bolted
to the chassis of a
receiver. The layout will depend
upon the receiver
construction, as explained in the text.
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Fig. 830 — Circuit diagram of the crystal filter and
noise-silencer unit. The only r.f. connection disturbed
in the receiver is the grid-cap connection to the first i.f.
tube.
C; — Split-stator condenser (selectivity control), 50
gad. per section (National STD-50).
C2 — 15-ppfd. variable (phasing condenser) (National
UM-15).
C3— 100-umfd. mica.
C4, Ca — 50-upfd. mica.
Ce 20 Cato, inc. — 0.1 paper.
Cu — 0.01 paper.
R; — 2000 ohms, 34-watt.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Rs, R4 — 100,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Rs — 300 ohms, x-watt.
Re — 100,000 ohms, .1
/¡-watt.
R7 — 30,000 ohms, 2-watt.
112 — 3000-ohm wire-wound volume control (noisesilencer threshold control) (Yaxley).
RFC — 20 millihenry r.f. choke (Sickles).
Ti — Crystal filter input transformer, 465 kc. (Sickles).
T2 — Crystal filter output autotransformer, 465 kc.
(Sickles).
Ta — Diode transformer for noise circuit, 465 kc.
(Aladdin).
SW; — S.p.s.t. switch; see text for description.
SW2 — S.p.s.t. toggle switch mounted on Rs.

the i.f. signal goes to the grid of the same i.f.
tube.
The primary of the crystal input transformer,
T1,connected in the plate circuit of the 6L7,
is untuned. The secondary is tuned by an air
trimmer of the usual type; to get the balanced
circuit needed for the crystal filter, and also to
provide a selectivity control, a split-stator
condenser, C1,is connected across the secondary circuit. Cg is the phasing condenser or
rejection control. The crystal output transformer, Tg, is a single-winding affair, also airtuned, tapped to give asuitable match for the
crystal impedance. The tap is coupled to the
crystal through a 50-gpfd. fixed condenser.
The ground terminal of Tg is indicated in the
diagram as going to the a.v.c. line in the receiver. In case the unit is applied to areceiver
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which does not have a.v.c.,
this lead can be connected directly to the chassis, in which
case C may be omitted.
In the silencer circuit, the
6J7 noise amplifier is biased
4.1tC.
for normal operation, but its
Line
cathode is connected to the
rotor arm of a variable resistor, R8,so that the bias applied
to its grid can be varied between a minimum of three volts ( resulting from the use
of the cathode resistor R5)and a maximum
of about 20 volts. R8, by setting the point
at which the noise circuit starts to operate,
acts as a threshold control. The cathode
of the 6116 noise rectifier also is connected
to the movable arm of Rg to bias the diode
plates so that rectification will not take
place until the incoming signal or noise
reaches the desired level. The switch Sw 2
opens the cathode circuits of both tubes to
disable the noise-silencing" circuit when desired.
Only the primary of the diode input transformer is tuned. Its secondary is center-tapped
so that the diode can be used as a full-wave
rectifier. This helps prevent r.f. from getting
into the line to the No. 3 grid of the 6L7,
where it might upset the action of the silencer.
Additional filtering is provided by C3, C4, and
RFC.
Looking at Fig. 829, the crystal filter occupies the left-hand section and the noise silencer
the right, with the exception of C1,the selectivity control. The 6L7 is in the left rear corner. In front of it is the output transformer ' T2,
then the crystal socket, and finally, right at
the front, the input transformer, T1.The 6L7
plate lead is run through shield braid to prevent coupling to the other wiring. On the righthand side, the 6J7 is at the rear right, next is
the diode transformer T3, next the 6H6, and
finally C1,the crystal selectivity control.
By-pass condensers underneath the chassis
are placed so that short connections to the
chassis can be made. The phasing condenser,
C2, is mounted below deck by one of the brackets furnished for that purpose. An insulating
coupling between the condenser rotor and an
extension shaft brings the control out to the
front. A condenser with an insulating mounting is essential, since neither side of Cg can be
grounded. The crystal on-off switch, Si, is
simply apiece of thin brass cut so that when Cg
is set at minimum its rotary plates touch the
brass and short-circuit the crystal. The
"switch" is mounted on a spare hole in the
isolantite mounting plate of the condenser.
The r.f. choke in the silencing circuit is
mounted on the side of the chassis near the
6116 socket. The whole unit is fastened to the
receiver chassis with machine screws; a hole
7,
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through both furnishes an inlet
equally well without asignal —
for filament, B plus, and a.v.c.
possibly better — by adjusting
leads. These are soldered to confor greatest noise suppression.
venient corresponding leads in
If no test oscillator is availthe receiver itself; their length
able, a strong incoming signal
is unimportant.
may be used for lining-up purWhen the wiring of the siposes. It should, however, be
lencer-filter unit and attachperfectly steady. A local broadment to the other receiver circast harmonic or signal from the
cuits has been completed, the
freq-meter-monitor is best.
first step in adjustment is to
In operation, with the crystal
align the i.f. circuits to the
switch, Swi, closed (this occurs
crystal frequency. The i.f. cirwith the phasing condenser, C2,
cuit can be first aligned using
set at minimum, as already dethe crystal in a separate test
scribed), the crystal is cut out
oscillator circuit as described in
of the circuit and the receiver
Chapter 9. During this process
is simply a " straight" superthe silencer threshold adjusthet. CIshould in that case be set
ment should be in the " off"
for maximum signal strength.
position. If the i.f. circuit has
With the switch open, and Ci
been aligned previously, it is not
set at the same point, the selecentirely necessary to use the
tivity is greatly increased and
crystal in a separate oscillator
the signal strength unchanged.
circuit and an alternative proTune in a signal to maximum
cedure can be followed. The first
strength, and set the beat osstep is to find the main peak of
cillator to the desired pitch.
the crystal.
Tune the main dial to the same
Remove the grid cap from the
pitch on the other side of zero
first detector in the receiver and
beat, without touching anything
connect the appropriate leads
else. This " other side" will be
from the test oscillator. Using
quite weak compared to the
headphones, with the beat osright setting. Now vary C2
Fig. 831— Sub-base wiring of
cillator off, Sw2 open and Swi
the filter-silencer. In most cases, slowly until the beat note disopen, vary the oscillator fre- parts are simply placed in con- appears, or reaches a very
quency slowly while listening venient locations, using short
low minimum. This process
closely for the characteristic leads.
eliminates the audio-frequen"plop " or chirp as the oscillator
cy image and is an imporfrequency goes through acrystal peak. It more
tant setting in obtaining maximum c.w. sethan one peak shows up (usually there is
lectivity. The selectivity can be further
more than one, but not closer than seven or
increased by tuning C1 down in capacity from
eight kilocycles to the main peak), it will be
the resonance setting; maximum selectivity
necessary to go through the tuning procedure
will be found with C1 considerably on the highon each in order to determine which is the main
frequency side of i.f. resonance. At maximum
peak. The principal one will give the greatest
selectivity (CIall out) some decrease in signal
response.
strength results, although the decrease is unWith the test oscillator peaked on the crysimportant compared with the increase in
tal frequency, tune all circuits for maximum
selectivity. Should a strong interfering signal
response. It may be necessary to back off
still cause trouble, it can often be eliminated
the r.f. gain as the circuits come into line.
by careful adjustment of Ca, which moves the
Readjust the test oscillator occasionally to
point of maximum rejection over a small frekeep the frequency on the crystal peak. To
quency range. For tuning across the band, and
adjust T1, set C1 near maximum capacity and
for most communication, the selectivity will
line up with the trimmer in T1.
be sufficient with C1set for optimum selectivity
To adjust the noise silencer, close Sw 2 and
— at or slightly higher than resonance — and
advance R8 to about four-fifths maximum.
with C2 set for rejection of the a.f. image.
Again using the test oscillator, adjust the conThe action of the silencer in taking out
denser in Ta to block off the signal. The point
strong noise peaks of the auto-ignition type,
at which blocking occurs will depend upon the
plus the selectivity of the crystal in reducing
signal strength and the setting of 14. Keep renoise of the hiss type, makes it possible to copy
tarding Ra until the signal just blocks off
weak signals through a noise background
when T3 is tuned to resonance. With a local
which completely masks them with the ordinoise source the adjustment of T3 can be made
nary superhet arrangement.
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The heaters of the three tubes in
the unit take 0.9 amp. at 6.3 volts.
The plate requirements are approximately 10 ma. at 250 volts. The filament and plate power may be taken
from the receiver power pack if the
pack has the necessary additional
capacity over its normal requirements. Otherwise a small filament
transformer may be installed in the
unit and only the plate current taken
from the receiver " B " supply. ( Bib. 6).
• AN AUDIO FILTER FOR ELIMINATING HETERODYNES
By using an audio-frequency bridge
circuit it is possible to balance out
Fig. 832 — A "1letrofil" unit, for balancing out an undesired
one audio frequency in the output of
the receiver. With an adjustable signal in the audio output of the receiver.
bridge it is therefore possible to take
The values shown for R1and R2 are satisfacout an interfering heterodyne accompanytory for working into areceiver ' phone output
ing either a c.w. or ' phone signal, thus effecintended for regular 2000-ohm 'phones. If the
tively increasing the selectivity of the receiver.
device is inserted in a 500-ohm circuit or the
A device of this sort, designed by WIEAO and
low-impedance line to avoice coil the resistors
named by him " Hetrofil," is shown in Figs.
would have to be altered to suit the lower
832 and 834. It requires no power supply, and
impedance. Proper values can be found by
may be connected in the headphone output
trial, keeping in mind that the ratio of R1 to R2
circuit of any type of receiver.
should always be 2 to 1.
Fig. 833 gives the Hetrofil circuit, and Figs.
832 and 834 show the arrangement of parts in a
box measuring 5 by 4 by 3 inches. A cord
out the rear has a plug for connecting to the
receiver, while a jack on the front takes the
regular ' phone plug. The two knobs on the top
control switches Si and S2 and the knob on the
front provides the variable control to adjust
to the frequency to be eliminated.
The fixed resistors and condensers may be of
small size as no power or high voltage is involved. The dual variable resistors should have
alogarithmic taper and be of like values.
OFF
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Fig. 833 — The "Hetrofil" circuit.
CI— 0.05 ttfd.

Cs — 0.25 ttfd.
R1 -- 1000 ohms.
Ra — 2000 ohms.
Rs, R4 — 10,000-ohm ganged variable (IRC
JS 1114).
J— Open-circuit jack.
P — 'Phone plug.
Si — 4-pole double-throw switch.
S2 — 2-pole double-throw switch.
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type

Fig. 834— The lietrolil uith the side covers removed. The dual volume-control type variable resistor,
at the left on the front wall, is partially concealed by the
fixed condensers.
Inserting any resistive network in the audio
output will attenuate the signal somewhat.
However, this is no great disadvantage as practically all receivers have an excess of audio
available and the audio gain can be advanced
to offset the loss. There is also some frequency
discrimination so that some frequencies are
attenuated more than others. This results
in some distortion of ' phone signals, but this
also can be tolerated, when it is a case of
receiving the signal or not.
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In use the device normally has the switch Si
in the " off" position connecting the 'phones
straight to the receiver. When an interfering
c.w. signal or 'phone heterodyne appears,
switch Si is thrown to the " on" position and
the audio gain advanced if necessary. The dual
variable-resistor control is then rotated until a
position is located where the interfering heterodyne disappears. The point of complete
elimination is quite sharp and effective.
The Hetrofil completely eliminates only
one frequency. If there is harmonic distortion
in the beat note being eliminated, as may be
the case with exceptionally high audio output
or faulty audio circuits, the higher harmonics
will remain after the fundamental is removed.
Generally, these are too weak to be noticed.
The selection of condenser C1 or Cg by
switch 82 is dictated by the particular frequency to be rejected. If the beat note is
less than about 350 cycles C2 should be used.
For all higher frequencies C, should be used
as it gives sharper rejection and less attenuation.
With the low setting the peak at the higher frequencies is not so pronounced and the high frequency attenuation somewhat greater. (Bib. 7).
• ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
Obviously the signal to noise ratio will be
improved by a means which makes the signal
strength at the receiver input as large as
possible. A separate antenna tuning unit, designed to couple between antenna and receiver,
therefore is adesirable addition to the receiving
equipment. It is especially useful when the
transmitting antenna is used for receiving.
Typical couplers of this type are shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 429. At A is the
balanced pi-section matching network, applicable to antenna systems using two-wire
feeders. Specifications suitable for average
conditions are given. The taps on L1and L2 are
varied simultaneously so that the same inductance is in use in each branch, with trial
settings of C1 and C2 until the signal strength
on the desired frequency is maximum. With
the average antenna system the settings are not
critical, although slight readjustment may be
necessary when going from one end to the
other of a wide band.
The single-ended pi-section filter is shown
at B. This filter is intended for use with a
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Fig. 429 — Three types of circuits for coupling
antenna to receiver. A, balanced pi-section network; B,
single-ended pi-section network; C, tuned circuit with
taps for matching impedances.
C; — 150-ppfd. variable.
100-ppfd. variable.
Ca — 5O-pfd. variable or larger.
Li, L2, L3 — 25 turns No. 26, spaced to occupy 1-inch
length on 1-inch diameter form; tapped at
2nd, 5th, 9th, and 15th turns.
L4 — Proportioned to resonate with Ca in the desired
band.
L4 — 3or 4 turns wound on L4; see text.

single-wire antenna or other system worked
against ground.
A parallel-resonant circuit with provision for
impedance matching is shown at C. The coil L4
should be constructed so that the turns readily
may be tapped. The pickup coil, L5, may consist of three or four turns wound around the
center of L4, for the usual receiver having approximately 500-ohm input impedance. The
feeder taps on L4 should be adjusted for maximum signal strength when C3 is tuned to resonance. In case a single-wire antenna is used,
L5 should be coupled to the bottom of L4, which
in turn is connected to ground. The antenna is
tapped on L4 at the point giving maximum
signal as before.
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TUNING AND ADJUSTING
RECEIVERS
Getting the Most out of Receivers — Alignment —
Tuning with Crystal Filters

T

HERE are four types of receivers used
at the present time: the regenerative, the
straight superheterodyne, the single-signal
superheterodyne and the superregenerative. A
thorough understanding of the principles involved and the " feel" of each type is an indispensable asset to any amateur. Unless the operator can tell by handling areceiver whether
or not it is working properly, he can struggle
along with a receiver incapable of its best
performance solely because of the lack of
skill and experience of the operator. Simply
because a receiver bears a well-known trademark is no assurance that it is always working
at its best. Troubles attributed to old tubes in
a receiver are often caused by misalignment
of stages or other causes, and a new set of
tubes will not correct the condition.
• TEST EQUIPMENT
Contrary to popular opinion, it is not necessary to own a complete laboratory to work on
a receiver. A commercial set that is only
slightly out of line requires nothing more than
an insulated screw-driver or wrench to bring
it back into first-class condition, and the situa-

TO AV.C.

Fig. 901 — Voltage measurements on a typical stage
of r.f. or i.f. amplification. The negative terminal of the
voltmeter is connected to the chassis (ground) and the
positive terminal placed at B will give the grid bias due
to the cathode resistor, touched at C will show the plate
voltage (minus the grid voltage) and at D will show the
screen voltage (minus the grid voltage). A high-resistance voltmeter between A (
minus) and ground will give
an indication of the voltage developed by the a.v.c.
but will read low.
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tions are rare where more than a 1000-ohmsper-volt voltmeter will be required to check a
receiver, although an ohmmeter is a handy
addition to the meter. A test oscillator, particularly if it is calibrated, is a useful adjunct
to the station, but the station's frequency
standard will often serve instead.
Measuring voltages is a simple matter if a
high-resistance ( 1000-ohms-per-volt) voltmeter
is available. A lower resistance meter can be
used, but it will read low in high-resistance
circuits. The most convenient ranges are
0-30, for reading cathode-bias voltages, and
0-300, for reading plate voltages. Cathode
(grid-bias) voltages are read between cathode
and ground — the ground is negative and
the cathode is positive — and plate and screen
voltages are read between cathode (or ground,
if the bias voltage is low) and the plate or
screen. See Fig. 901. One should familiarize
himself with the tube socket connections of
the various tubes so that the elements can
be readily identified.
• REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS
The principle of the regenerative receiver
has been explained in Chapter Four and will
not be repeated here. However, the method
of tuning a regenerative receiver depends on
whether it is being used for ' phone or c.w.
reception. The regenerative receiver is not
recommended for ' phone reception in crowded
bands because of the lack of selectivity (particularly on the higher frequencies) and the
tendency lo lose what selectivity it may have
on strong signals. Nevertheless, the tuning
procedure differs slightly and, since it does
come in handy occasionally, will be explained.
There are two main controls on a regenerative receiver, the tuning control and the regeneration control. As their names imply, they
control the tuning or frequency and the
amount of regeneration. In most cases, the regeneration control has to be changed slightly
as the tuning control is changed, making the
receiver essentially a two-control affair requiring both hands for adjustment.
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C.W.
For c.w. reception, the regeneration control
is advanced until the receiver breaks into a
"hiss," which indicates that the detector is
oscillating. In some instances the receiver will
break into this hiss with a " plop," which is an
undesirable condition and should be remedied
as explained later. Further advancing of the
regeneration control after the detector starts
oscillating will result in a slight decrease in
the strength of the hiss and, in some instances
when the control is advanced far enough, into
ahigh-pitched whistle and increased hiss which
indicates that the detector is " superregenerating" or " squegging." The use of this condition
is explained in Chapter Twenty-nine — it is
not used in c.w. reception. Sometimes the receiver will break into a squeal (unaffected by
tuning) almost immediately after the hiss point
is reached — this indicates " fringe howl" and
should not be tolerated. It can be corrected
as explained later. The properly-operating regenerative detector will, when the regeneration
control is advanced, smoothly break into the
hiss condition (caused by the " beating" of
the oscillating detector with the external and
internal noise) and, when the regeneration control is backed off, smoothly break out of the
hiss condition. The going in and out of oscillation (the hiss point) should occur at the same
point on the regeneration control and any
great discrepancy should not be tolerated.
The proper adjustment for the reception of
c.w. signals is just after the detector has
started to hiss, when it will be found that c.w.
signals can be tuned in and will give a tone
with each signal depending on the setting of
the tuning control. As the tuning control is
varied and one tunes into asignal, it will start
out at a very high pitch, go down through
"zero beat" and disappear at a high pitch
on the other side, as shown in Fig. 902. It will
be found that a low beat-note cannot be obetoo° cycles
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Fig. 902 — As the tuning dial of areceiver is turned
past ac.w. signal, the beat note varies from ahigh one
down through "zero beat" and back up to a high one,
as shown at A, B and C. The curve is agraphical representation of the action. The beat exists past 8000 or
10,000 cycles but usually is not heard because of the
limitations of the audio system of the receiver.
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tamed with astrong signal because the receiver
"pulls in" or " blocks," but this condition can
be corrected by advancing the regeneration
control until the beat-note occurs again. If the
regenerative detector has an r.f. amplifier stage
ahead of it, the blocking can be eliminated by
backing-off the gain control of the r.f. stage,
but with no r.f. stage the blocking condition
can only be eliminated by advancing the regeneration control or loosening the antenna
coupling (in receivers where the coupling is
variable).
Because a signal is obtained on either side
of zero beat, two signals near the same frequency can be separated sometimes by trying
to tune in the undesired signal at zero beat or
by listening to the desired signal on first one
side of zero beat and then the other and using
the side that gives the least response from the
interfering signal. There is no substitute for
experience in the handling of a regenerative
receiver, and the operator will find that continued practice will enable him to separate
signals on the regenerative receiver that at first
seemed hopelessly jammed.
The point just after the receiver starts oscillating is the most sensitive condition of the receiver and should be used for listening to weak
c.w. signals — further advancing of the regeneration control makes the receiver less
prone to blocking by strong signals but less
capable of receiving weak signals.
'Phone
If the receiver is in the oscillating condition
and a 'phone signal is tuned in, asteady whistle
will result (the beat of the detector with the
'phone carrier) and, while it is possible to listen
to ' phone if the receiver can be tuned to exact
zero beat, it is more satisfactory to back off
the regeneration control to the point where the
whistle stops, at which time the voice or modulation will instantly clear up and can be listened
to without any trouble. The most sensitive
and selective condition for 'phone reception
is just before the receiver goes into oscillation.
However, a strong ' phone signal will tend to
reduce the selectivity of the receiver and it is
very nearly impossible to listen to a weak
'phone signal near (in frequency) astrong one.
The best way to listen for 'phone signals
with a regenerative receiver is to put the receiver in the weakly oscillating condition (at
the point where the hiss starts) and first locate the carrier by the whistle or beat. The
regeneration control is then backed off until
the whistle disappears.
R.F. Stage
If the regenerative detector is preceded by
an r.f. amplifier, the amplifier should always
be tuned to the same frequency as the signal.
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This condition can be checked by tuning the
condenser or trimmer (if the controls are
ganged) for maximum signal or, if no signal is
available, by the setting that requires the
minimum setting of the regeneration control
for oscillation. The gain control of the r.f.
stage is used to reduce the signal at the detector — detuning the r.f. stage to reduce the gain
should only be necessary when the signal is
exceedingly strong.
For c.w. work, an r.f. stage will only serve as
auseful gain control and as abuffer between a
swinging antenna and the oscillating detector,
and it adds very little to the useful sensitivity.
However, it will contribute materially to the
sensitivity of a regenerative receiver used for
'phone reception and is recommended in this
application.

Hum
It may be found that the regenerative detector will hum badly at the point of oscillatihn, the hum being caused by pick-up of the
alternating house-lighting current. The hum
can be eliminated by better shielding of the
grid of the detector tube and the lead running
to it, and sometimes by grounding the chassis
of the receiver to a good physical ground connection. The power supply must, of course,
be capable of delivering ripple-free current, and
if the heaters of the tubes are supplied with
a.c., one side of the heaters should be grounded
to the chassis and the other side by-passed
to ground through a 0.01-pfd. condenser; or
both sides can be by-passed to ground and
the center-tap of the heater winding connected
to ground.

Smooth Regeneration

Body Capacity

Three things can influence the smoothness
with which the regenerative detector goes into
oscillation: the amount of feedback (setting
of cathode tap or number of tickler turns), the
coupling to the antenna or previous stage, and
the size of the grid leak. The feedback should
be adjusted so that the detector breaks into
oscillation at the recommended screen-grid
voltage (see Chapter Eight). If it only oscillates
at a higher voltage, too little feedback is present and the cathode tap should be moved
higher on the coil or turns added to the plate
coil, and if it oscillates at too low a plate
voltage, turns should be removed from the
plate coil, the cathode tap moved down, or
the antenna coupling tightened. The highest
value of grid leak that will permit smooth
regeneration should be used — if this value
falls below one megohm the other sources of
trouble should be checked, since avalue of less
than one megohm will detract from the sensitivity. If an r.f. stage is used, the one megohm
value will be satisfactory, but a value of two
to five megohms will be preferable if no r.f.
stage is included in the receiver. Low values
of grid leak make the detector less sensitive
but capable of handling larger signals without
overloading.

Occasionally it will be found that a regenerative receiver shows a tendency to change
frequency slightly as the hand is moved near
the dial. This condition (" body capacity")
can be caused by poor design of the receiver
or by the type of antenna that is being used.
If the body capacity is still present when the
antenna is disconnected, it can be eliminated
by better shielding, and sometimes by r.f.
filtering of the ' phone leads. If, however, the
body capacity effect is still present when the
antenna is again connected, it is probably
caused by the antenna system. A good, short
ground connection should be connected to the
receiver and the length of the antenna varied
(by adding asmall coil or variable condenser in
the antenna lead) until the effect is minimized.
Connecting the antenna to apoint down on the
coil (such as the cathode tap) will sometimes
eliminate the unwanted effect of body capacity.

Antenna Coupling
The tighter the antenna coupling is made,
the greater will be the feedback required or
the higher will be the voltage necessary to
make the detector oscillate. The antenna
coupling should be the maximum that will still
allow the detector to go into oscillation
smoothly, without a " plop," and with the correct voltages on the tube. If capacity coupling
to the grid end of the coil is used, only a very
small amount of capacity will be needed to
couple to the antenna. Increasing the capacity
increases the coupling.
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Trouble Shooting
In any discussion of trouble shooting, it must
be assumed that the receiver has been wired
correctly in the first place. This can be checked
by a careful comparison with the wiring diagram and by means of a voltmeter to see that
all the tube-element voltages-to-ground are
approximately what they should be. A continuity-checker, which can be simply a highrange ohmmeter, can be used to check through
areceiver to make certain that all components
are connected together that should be and that
the circuits have the correct resistance in
them as indicated by the wiring diagram. The
continuity check should not be made with
heater or plate voltages on the set.
If the wiring is checked satisfactorily and the
detector cannot be made to oscillate, it indicates that not enough feedback is present. If
a cathode-tap type of circuit is used, the tap
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should be moved up towards the grid end of
the coil a turn at a time until oscillation takes
place. If a plate coil is used, turns can be
added or the plate coil can be moved closer
to the grid coil. The proper polarity of the
plate coil is necessary and, if both coils are
wound in the same direction on a form, the
grid connection should be the top end of the
grid coil and the plate connection should be
the lower end of the plate coil. See Fig. 903.
If the receiver " plops" going in and out of
oscillation, the feedback, antenna coupling
13+

Gnd.
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Fig. 903 — The two common types of oscillator circuits used in receivers and the corresponding way in
which the coils must be wound to insure proper feedback
for oscillation.

and grid leak must be juggled about until
smooth results are obtained. There is no one
adjustment that can be made to clear up this
condition. Fringe howl indicates r.f, getting
into the audio-amplifier tube, and better
filtering and by-passing of the output of the
detector will usually eliminate fringe howl. If
a choke or transformer is used in the plate
circuit of the detector for coupling to the audio
tube, a resistor should be shunted across the
choke or the secondary of the transformer
to reduce fringe howl. The value of the resistor
should be the maximum required to reduce the
howl and will normally be betwéen 50,000
and 250,000 ohms.
If the oscillating detector seems to creep
badly in frequency, or if it is too sensitive to
voltage fluctuations caused by aslight change in
line voltage, it indicates that the detector tube
is abad one, that there is not enough capacity
in the tuned circuit, or that the plate voltage
is too high. A high L/C ratio in the tuned
circuit will give maximum sensitivity and alow
LIC ratio will give maximum stability — a
compromise should be reached in each case.
• THE SUPERHETERODYNE
The straight superheterodyne differs from
the single-signal superheterodyne in the
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amount of selectivity contained in the i.f.
amplifier. Single-signal reception is normally
only applied to c.w. reception, although it is
possible in some cases to improve 'phone reception by a receiver with high selectivity in
i.f. amplifier.
As explained in Chapter Four, the high selectivity necessary for single-signal reception
is obtained by either a regenerative i.f. amplifier or an amplifier incorporating a crystal
filter. Cutting out the regeneration or crystal
filter changes a single-signal superheterodyne
to a straight receiver — the rest of the
receiver is the same in both cases.
The superheterodyne has two or more
tuned circuits that must be adjusted for
each signal, but these circuits are usually
ganged in most modern receivers and
thus the superheterodyne can be considered a single-control receiver. Some
homemade superheterodynes separate
the high-frequency-oscillator control
and the signal-circuit control, to eliminate
tracking difficulties, and this makes the receiver atwo-control affair. However, the signalcircuit tuning is not too critical, unless regeneration is used, and presents no real handicap.
The signal circuit is always peaked (tuned for
maximum response) after the signal has been
tuned in — if the band is dead the signal
circuit is kept in track with the high-frequency
oscillator by peaking it on the noise.
'Phone
For ' phone reception, the b.f.o. (beatfrequency oscillator) is turned off, the a.v.c.
(automatic volume control) is turned on, and
the tuning control, or controls, adjusted for the
desired signal. The r.f. gain control is normally
turned up to maximum and the audio-volume
control adjusted for a comfortable level. The
a.v.c. takes care of changes in signal due to
fading and also different signals of varying
strengths, within the limit of its control.
Occasionally, when listening to very weak
signals, it will be found that better intelligibility can be obtained with the a.v.c. off,
but with signals of any appreciable strength
the a.v.c. will be an invaluable asset in preventing overloading and sudden changes in volume.
When two or more 'phone carriers are close
together (in frequency) they will beat with each
other and make it difficult to copy either signal. If a crystal filter is available in the receiver, it can be used to eliminate this " heterodyne" by turning it on and adjusting the
"phasing" control until the undesired signal
is eliminated or attenuated as much as possible. A slight adjustment of the tuning control
may be necessary at the same time. Because
of the increased selectivity introduced by the
crystal filter, the fidelity of the signal will not
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be as good as with the filter out, but it will
allow signals to be copied through interference
that would otherwise reader them unreadable.
A few hours' practice will make the operator
familiar with the use of the crystal filter for
eliminating heterodynes.
The crystal filter will also help in the reception of weak signals by reducing the noise
passed by the i.f. amplifier and thus increasing
the signal/noise ratio of the receiver. However,
it can only be used with signals of excellent
stability that show no frequency modulation.

can be obtained than is possible with a less
selective super. Unfortunately, too many
amateurs let the crystal filters in their receivers
go to waste because they have never taken
the trouble to familiarize themselves with the
operation. Some also have the idea that the
crystal filter reduces the sensitivity of the
receiver, but the opposite is true. The properly-adjusted crystal filter makes a superheterodyne many times more sensitive than it
could be without the filter. When the filter
o 2000CeleS

C.W.
For c.w. reception with no crystal filter, the
a.v.c. should be set in the " off" position and
the b.f.o. should be turned on. It will be noted
that as the frequency of the b.f.o. is varied, the
pitch of the noise in the receiver will change.
The b.f.o. should not be set so that the pitch
of this noise is the lowest possible but slightly
to one side of this adjustment. Another way
that the b.f.o. can be adjusted properly is to
turn it off and tune in a c.w. signal for maximum strength. No beat note will be obtained
but it will be easy to tell (by the hissing noise)
when the signal has been peaked. The b.f.o.
is then turned on and its frequency adjusted
for the desired pitch of the signal. Most operators like to listen to anote of from 600 to 1200
cycles — the most pleasing pitch is the one
to use.
After the b.f.o. has been set, c.w. signals can
be tuned in and no further adjustments will be
necessary, except the proper control of volume.
Since c.w. receivers do not use a.v.c., it is
necessary to control the r.f. volume manually.
For weak-signal reception, the r.f. gain control
should be set at maximum and the audio gain
control set at a value that just enables the
operator to hear the background noise. If too
much volume is used, the rush of the background noise will tend to paralyze the ears and
will prevent the reception of weak signals.
Strong signals will sound better if the r.f.
gain is backed off enough to prevent any tendency towards overloading throughout the set.
Interference can be dodged in much the
same way as with a regenerative receiver, by
trying to find an adjustment that minimizes
the interfering signal or puts it at zero beat.
It is easier to do with a superheterodyne because the super has much less tendency to
block on strong signals. However, the ear
provides plenty of selectivity, and the good
operator will, through experience, be able to separate two signals that are quite close together
simply by concentrating on the desired one.
Single-Signal Reception
If a crystal filter is incorporated in the receiver, much more satisfactory c.w. reception
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Fig. 904 — A graphical illustration of how the single.
signal receiver tunes. As the tuning dial is turned into
the signal, the signal gets louder, as represented by the
heavier portion of the line in the graph. As it goes down
through zero beat and up on the other side it is very
weak, and is inaudible at one point, as shown by the
discontinuity in the thin line. The point of inaudibility
is the point corresponding to the "rejection slot" of the
crystal.

is cut into the receiver, a reduction in the
noise will be noticed, and this has led many
to believe that the gain has been reduced. The
gain has not been reduced, but the bandwidth has. Since the c.w. signal consists of
energy on but one frequency, a widebandwidth is not necessary. On the other hand, the
noise power is proportional to the band-width,
so if the filter cuts the band-width down to
one-tenth its former value, the noise has been
cut to one-tenth but the signal remains the
same, resulting in a ten-times increase in
available signal/noise power ratio.
The crystal should not be switched in only
when interference conditions become too severe, but it should be left in the circuit for all
c.w. reception. This is an important point —
the selectivity of the crystal makes it easy to
lose the signal at the instant the crystal is
switched in. Operate with the crystal in at all
times.
The adjustment of the crystal filter is simplicity itself. With the b.f.o. and a.v.c. off and
the crystal switched in, the " band-width" or
"selectivity" control of the filter is turned
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back and forth until the maximum "hiss"
noise in the receiver output indicates that
maximum band-width for the receiver is being
obtained. The setting that gives the most
noise is the proper one. A signal is then tuned
in and peaked, and then the b.f.o. is turned on
and adjusted for the desired pitch of signal.
The tuning control of the receiver is then
moved slightly until the signal has passed
through zero beat and is tuned in at about the
same pitch on the other side of zero beat. Now,
adjusting the " phasing" control will give a
setting where the signal is practically eliminated. The filter is now adjusted for singlesignal reception. It will be found that most
signals are received on only one side of zero
beat and that only the very strongest signals
can be heard on the other side. By thus eliminating one side of zero beat, the amateur band
being tuned is effectively doubled in width.
Even the strongest interfering signals can be
eliminated by minor adjustments of selectivity
control, to sharpen up the selectivity, along
with close adjustments of the phasing control,
to reject the unwanted signal. A 450-kc.
crystal filter will normally be used in its
broadest position for c.w. work, while the
1600-kc, crystal filter, which is not capable of
as much selectivity, will normally be used at
its sharpest setting. In any case, the adjustment of the selectivity control which gives the
least noise is the sharpest position, but this can
be too sharp with a 450-kc. crystal and is not
normally used.
Some commercial receivers have no bandwidth selectivity control brought out to the
panel, in which case only the phasing control
can be used. However, the operation is the
same as mentioned above, except that only
variable rejection adjustments are allowed.
If a regenerative i.f. amplifier is used to obtain single-signal reception, the amplifier
regeneration control is advanced until the
amplifier breaks into oscillation and is then
backed off just to the point where the amplifier is just out of oscillation. This is the most
selective condition for the amplifier, and it is
now only necessary to adjust the b.f.o. for the
proper pitch of the hiss to have single-signal
reception. There is no phasing or " rejection"
control on a regenerative i.f. amplifier, but
considerable selectivity can be obtained and a
very marked reduction of the signal on the
other side of zero beat will be noticed. Strong
signals will tend to " flatten out" the selectivity of the regenerative i.f. amplifier, and
strong signals should be cut down by backing
off the gain ahead of the i.f amplifier, if this is
possible, to retain the selectivity.
Time spent in familiarizing one's self with
the proper handling and adjustment of asinglesignal superheterodyne is an excellent invest-
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ment that will pay dividends under severe
interference conditions. Until one is thoroughly familiar with the adjustment of the
crystal filter, it is most convenient first to
adjust it by listening to a commercial transmitter sending continuously outside one of
the amateur bands, or a signal from the frequency meter can be used. The important
thing to remember in single-signal reception is
that the b.f.o. is set so that the signal is louder
on one side of zero beat than on the other and,
with the crystal filter, the phasing control is
set to give rejection on the weak side of zero
beat.
Regenerative Preselectors
Regenerative preselectors are often used to
improve the image ratio of a superheterodyne
which does not, in itself, have sufficient selectivity ahead of the mixer to reject images.
They are most useful on the 14- and 28- Mc.
bands. They have maximum gain at the point
just before they go into oscillation, and this is
also the point of maximum selectivity. However, they tend to lose selectivity on strong
signals and, for this reason, it is best to operate
them with the regeneration backed off slightly
if a strong signal is near the one being received. Because of its selectivity, it is difficult
to keep a regenerative preselector tuning in
line with the other signal circuits in the front
end of a superheterodyne, and it is usually
provided with a separate tuning control. This
control becomes more critical as the regeneration is increased, and it is good practice to
back off the regeneration control until asignal
is tuned in on the receiver, and then the regeneration can be advanced and the signal
peaked with the preselector.
Alignment of I.F. Amplifiers
Some sort of signal generator is invaluable
in aligning i.f. amplifiers, although it is possible
to align them by the noise alone. Assuming
that a signal generator is available, a signal
lead from the generator is clipped on to the
grid lead of the last i.f. amplifier tube and the
trimmers of the transformer feeding into the
second detector are adjusted for maximum
signal in the output. The frequency of the signal generator is set to the nominal frequency
of the i.f. amplifier. The lead from the generator is then clipped on to the grid lead of the
next to the last i.f. amplifier tube and the next
i.f. transformer is aligned by adjusting the
trimmers. The process is continued, working
back from the second detector, until all of the
i.f. transformers have been tuned. It will be
necessary to decrease the signal from the
generator as more and more of the i.f. amplifier
is used because of the increased gain as more
stages are brought into alignment. The i.f.
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transformer in the plate circuit of the mixer is
adjusted with the i.f. signal introduced to the
grid of the mixer.
If atuning meter that works from the a.v.c.
system is incorporated in the receiver, it can
be used as a check on the alignment, and the
a.v.c. of the receiver should be left on when
the i.f. is being aligned. However, if no tuning
meter of this type is used, the a.v.c. should be
turned off during alignment, and the ear or
an output meter can be used to show maximum
response.
If the i.f. amplifier uses a crystal filter for
single-signal reception, the signal generator
must be set for the nominal frequency of the
crystal and the amplifier aligned as described
above. However, it is probable that the alignment will not be exact for the crystal frequency
(which probably differs by afew k.c. from the
one on which the amplifier was tuned) and so
the signal generator frequency should be
varied slightly back and forth, with the crystal
in the circuit, until the peak of the crystal
resonance is noticed, and the amplifier can
then be realigned on this frequency. If desired,
the crystal frequency can be obtained at first
by placing the filter crystal in an oscillator
built for the purpose and using the output to
align the i.f. amplifier. After the crystal has
been put back in the U. amplifier, the trimmers should be touched up again, since the
oscillating frequency and the response frequency of the crystal may differ slightly.
Part of the success of a single-signal superheterodyne is dependent upon the i.f. amplifier
being aligned with the crystal frequency — it
is well to check this from time to time to assure
peak performance.
Adjustment of B.F.O.
The b.f.o. trimmer is set so that the frequency of the b.f.o. can be adjusted, by means
of the panel control, to afrequency either side
of the intermediate frequency and thus give a
suitable beat note. It can be adjusted by
turning the gain of the i.f. amplifier wide open
and turning the trimmer of the b.f.o. until the
hissing noise of the b.f.o. beating with the
random noise is heard or, if the signal generator is left on, until abeat is obtained with the
signal from the generator.
Alignment of Front End
Since the high-frequency oscillator must
always tune to a slightly different frequency
than the signal circuits in a superheterodyne
— the difference is equal to the intermediate
frequency — the two circuits must " track" if
single control is to be used. This is not as
difficult a problem as it may first appear,
since home-made receivers are usually built to
cover only the amateur bands, and it is a
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relatively simple matter to make circuits track
over a small range. In commercial receivers,
the job has already been done by engineers,
and it is only necessary to compensate from
time to time for the minor changes due to
humidity and temperature changes and the
variations in tubes.
Assuming that the front end of the receiver
works but does not track exactly, the first step
is to adjust the frequency range of the highfrequency oscillator. The tuning dial is set to
the high-frequency end of the band and the
trimmer is adjusted until the frequency of the
oscillator is right to give a signal at the highfrequency end. The tuning dial is then turned
to the point where the low-frequency end
should tune — if it tunes to too low a frequency it shows that too much inductance is
present; if it tunes to too high a frequency
more inductance is required. Slight adjustments of inductance can be made by spacing
turns.
Once the range of the oscillator has been
adjusted, the signal circuits are aligned at the
high-frequency end of the range and then
checked at the low-frequency end of the dial.
If capacity must be added at the low-frequency
end to bring the circuit into resonance, it indicates that more inductance is needed — if less
capacity is needed, it shows that too much
inductance is present.
In acommercial receiver, resetting the trimmer condensers at the high-frequency end of
the scale will normally be all that is necessary.
A commercial receiver of the type using a
band-set dial and a band-spread dial can be
brought to peak efficiency by aligning it in the
amateur bands rather than at the high-frequency ends of the tuning ranges, since it is
possible for a receiver tracking over such a
large frequency range to go out of line at some
of the intermediate points, and one of these
points might be the amateur band that interests the operator.
Alignment of Lamb Noise Silencer
The adjustment of the Lamb type of noise
silencer depends on the proper alignment of
the separate i.f. channel used as the noise
amplifier and rectifier. It is aligned after the
regular i.f. amplifier has been adjusted. A
steady carrier is tuned in and the noise control
on the panel is advanced. The trimmers on the
transformers of the noise amplifier are then
adjusted until the receiver blocks up. Backing
off the noise control will bring the carrier back
and the trimmers can be adjusted still further.
The correct adjustment of the trimmers is
that which gives the blocking effect with the
minimum advance of the noise control. This
setting should occur with the noise control
about three-quarters advanced.
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The receiver is normally operated with the
noise control in the " off" position. When some
noise is heard, the control is advanced to the
point where the noise dies out, leaving the
operator free to tune across the band as usual.
The noise control must be backed off slightly
on strong signals, to prevent blocking of the
receiver.
If separated-pulse type noise is not properly
reduced by the silencer it normally indicates
regeneration or perhaps too much lag in the
lead back to the injection grid of the silencing
tube, and the condensers and wiring should be
checked for excessive capacity.
Trouble Shooting in Superheterodynes
Misalignment of if. amplifier can be detected by broadened tuning and lack of
sensitivity. It can be corrected by realignment.
l.f. amplifier off tune with crystal will show
up by peaking a carrier (b.f.o. off) with the
crystal out of the circuit and noting the tuning
dial setting. The crystal is then switched in
and the carrier peaked again. If the two tuning
dial settings are different it indicates that the
i.f. amplifier is not tuned to the crystal frequency. Occasionally it will be found possible
to tune in a station sharply at two points 10
kc. or so apart on the dial ( with the crystal in)
but only one of these points will give a beat
with the b.f.o. This is caused by a poorlyaligned i.f. amplifier allowing a secondary
response peak of the crystal to show up. Such
asecondary peak may result from achipped or
otherwise damaged crystal.
Front end out of track is indicated by avariation in the noise response of the receiver as it
is tuned from one end of the tuning range to
the other, with the antenna removed. A quick
spin of the dial will show that the noise comes
up at several settings and drops off at others.
If the effect is pronounced, it is well to make
certain that one of the dead spots does not
coincide with one of the amateur bands. If it
does, the front end should be made to track
on the amateur band. The noise will be less on
the higher-frequency bands.
Front end signal circuits out of line can be
detected by disconnecting the antenna. The
noise in the headphones or speaker should
decrease. The grid of the first r.f. stage should
then be shorted to ground with a 0.01-pfd.
condenser and the noise should decrease still
further. Working through the signal circuits of
the receiver (r.f. stages and mixer), as each
grid is shorted by the condenser the noise
should decrease. The effect will be most noticeable on the lower frequencies but should be
apparent even at 14 Mc. and will show up on
an excellent receiver at 28 and 56 Mc.
The above troubles apply to both commercial and home-made receivers alike — the
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following troubles occur when a new homemade receiver is first put into operation:
Oscillating i.f. and r.f. amplifiers show up
when the b.f.o. is turned on and the r.f. (and
i.f.) gain control is advanced to the full position. A loud howl will result or the set will
block up. The stage responsible for the oscillation can be found by starting from the input
of the set and shorting the grid of each tube
to ground by a 0.01-µfd. condenser. When a
tube is reached that stops the effect, the immediate circuits should be studied in an effort
to locate the cause. Oscillation in an amplifier
is normally caused by high-impedance cathode
or screen-grid returns or by inductive coupling
between grid and plate circuits. The former
causes can be checked by by-passing the
cathode or grid right at the socket — the latter
can usually only be rectified by additional
shielding or changing the orientation of the
coils. Sometimes the oscillation can be caused
by long ground returns — it is well to ground
all leads for any one stage close to the socket
of the tube and not to depend upon the chassis
to any great extent.
Instability with ' phone reception can be
caused by an unstable high-frequency oscillator, and with c.w. reception (evidenced also
by modulation of all signals) it can be caused
by either an unstable high-frequency oscillator
or an unstable b.f.o. The b.f.o. can be checked
by feeding a signal in at the intermediate
frequency — if the instability is still present
it is caused by the b.f.o. H.f. oscillator instability can be caused by a loose connection,
poor tube, poor resistor 'in the grid or plate
circuit, poor voltage regulation or, in sets
where a pentagrid converter is used, by overloading of the mixer. All of these factors
should be checked in looking for the trouble.
Oscillator coupling is an important factor in
the home-made receiver and should never be
left to chance. If the oscillator is capacitycoupled to the mixer, reducing the value of
the coupling condenser will reduce the coupling. If inductive coupling is used, fewer
turns in the coupling coil or moving it farther
away will reduce the coupling. If too little
coupling is used, the receiver will lack sensitivity, and if too much is used (except in the
case of the 6L7 mixer) the receiver will be
easy to overload and selectivity will be reduced.
The optimum coupling can usually be found
by reducing it to the point where the gain
begins to drop off. The performance of a 6L7
is more or less independent of oscillator voltage, and no adjustment is necessary.
Too much b.f.o. voltage is sometimes a disadvantage during weak-signal reception. It
can be cut down by reducing the coupling or
reducing the d.c. voltage on the b.f.o. Too
little b.f.o. voltage will be apparent by a tend-
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ency for strong signals to " block " and " mush"
without giving a solid beat note. However,
reducing the r.f. gain and increasing the audio
gain will give a good signal in this case.
Antenna coupling plays alarge part in determining the image ratio. With an i.f. of 450 kc.
and one stage of r.f. ahead of the mixer, no
trouble with images should be experienced on
7Mc. and below. Some may show up on 14 Mc.
(especially from 15- Mc. band broadcasting)
and they are to be expected on 28 Mc. and
higher. Two stages of r.f. should give little or
no image interference on 14 Mc. If only a few
images are noticed, they can be reduced by
loosening the antenna coupling, but the antenna coupling should never be loosened beyond the point where signals start to drop off
noticeably. If images occur on 7Mc. and lower
with one stage of r.f., it is an indication that
the antenna is too closely coupled, or possibly
the r.f. stage is too closely coupled to the
mi xer.
If a regenerative preselector is used, the
antenna coupling should be adjusted so that
the preselector will oscillate with the regeneration control set at about three-quarters in. If
it refuses to oscillate, the antenna coupling is
too tight or not enough feedback is present.
If the preselector cannot be made to oscillate,
it will be impossible to reach the point of
maximum gain and selectivity except in rare
instances.
In general, receivers should first be aligned
and adjusted by working from the output up
towards the input. In shooting trouble, however, it is sometimes more convenient to work
from the input towards the output, as in the
case of running down an oscillation or finding
a stage that lacks gain. Tubes should be
shorted at the grid or plate by a condenser
so as to short the r.f. but not to disturb the
d.c. voltages.
• SERVICING SUPERHETERODYNES
In addition to the general receiver servicing
suggestions already given, there are afew others for troubles peculiar to superhet type receivers. Generally poor performance, characterized by broad tuning and poor sensitivity,
calls for checking of the circuit tuning and
alignment as previously described. The procedure is to start with the receiver output
(audio) and work:back as mentioned previously.
In case of oscillation in high-frequency amplifier and first detector circuits, as evidenced
by squeals or " birdies" with varying of their
tuning, look for poor connections in the common ground circuits, especially to the tuning
condenser rotors. Inadequate or defective bypass condensers in cathode, plate and screengrid circuits also can cause such oscillation. In
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some cases it may be advisable to provide a
baffle shield between the stators of pre-r.f. amplifier and first-detector ganged tuning condensers, in addition to the usual tube and
inter-stage shielding. A metal tube with an ungrounded shell will cause this trouble. Improper screen-grid voltage, as might result
with ashorted or too-low screen-grid series resistor, also could be responsible.
Oscillation in the i.f. circuits, independent of
high-frequency tuning and indicated by acontinuous squeal when the gain is advanced with
the c.w. beat oscillator on, will result from similar defects in i.f. amplifier circuits. Inadequate
cathode resistor by-pass capacitance is a very
common cause of such oscillation. Additional
by-pass capacitance, 0.1 to 0.25 dd., usually
will remedy it. The same applies to screen-grid
by-passes of i.f. tubes.
"Birdies" and " mush" occurring with tuning of the high-frequency oscillator may indicate that it is " squegging" or oscillating
simultaneously at high and low frequencies.
This may be caused by a defective tube, toohigh oscillator plate or screen-grid voltage,
excessive feed back in the oscillator circuit or
excessive grid-leak resistance.
Excessive " hiss" may be caused by adefective h.f. or i.f. tube, by an open grid circuit,
or by misalignment of high-frequency or i.f.
circuits. It may be helpful in some cases to
reduce the oscillator screen voltage, in the
case of an electron-coupled oscillator, or the
plate voltage in the case of atriode. The same
symptoms and remedies apply to the c.w.
•
beat oscillator and its coupling to the second
detector. There should be some increase in hiss
when the latter is switched on, as aresult of the
i.f. noise components beating with the carrier
it furnishes in the second detector.
High-frequency harmonics from the c.w.
beat oscillator will show up as steady " carriers" which tune in like signals. These can be
identified by disconnecting the antenna. If
they remain the same with antenna on or off,
they are almost certainly traceable to the beat
oscillator, and are prevented by design precautions in shielding and filtering supply leads.
Other " birdies" which show up in the operation of the receiver are likely to result from
image interference. An image beating with an
on-tune signal, such as an image short-wave
b.c. station beating with an amateur ' phone,
will produce a heterodyne that can be tuned,
and it will tune twice as fast as aregular signal
beating against the b.f.o. Normally, tuning will
not change the pitch of the heterodyne between two signals that can be heard at the
same time. Second, with a single-signal receiver an image will " peak" on the opposite
side of zero beat to the side on which normal
signals peak as the receiver is tuned. The last
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method gives positive image identification
with the receiver's beat oscillator on.
If a receiver equipped with a.v.c. blocks on
moderately strong signals when the a.v.c. is
supposed to be on, check to make certain that
it is in operation. If a separate a.v.c. tube is
used, check to see that it has not burned out or
failed otherwise. If motorboating occurs with
a.v.c., a defective tube, open load resistor or
leaky by-pass condenser may be at fault. Insufficient time constant (too-small by-pass
capacitance) and inadequate r.f. filtering in the
a.v.c. feed circuits also can cause this trouble.
On excessively strong signals, sufficient to drive
the grid of acontrolled tube positive, the same
effect is likely where a.v.c. is applied to only
1or 2 stages. It is not probable with the full
range a.v.c. available in the better type receivers.
A similar motorboating effect may occur
with high-selectivity receivers, especially where
a crystal filter is used. It is most noticeable
with a.v.c. in operation. Its source is principally
instability in the high-frequency oscillator.
This trouble can be eliminated by improving
the voltage regulation of the supply and the
stability of the oscillator.
• AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Audio amplifiers do not normally give any
trouble except from hum and, in high-gain
affairs, feedback or " motorboating." Hum can
be reduced by making certain that one side of
the heater is grounded or, if both sides are free
from ground, that both heater leads are bypassed to ground. Hum can be introduced via
the first grid of the audio amplifier — if the
hum increases as the volume control is turned
up, it is probable that the hum is being picked
up near the volume control, and the case of the
control should be grounded and the grid lead
shielded if necessary. Audio hum can also
come from an inadequately filtered power supply, in which case an additional 8-pfd. condenser across the power supply will reduce or
eliminate the hum.
Feedback or " motorboating," manifested by a
"putt-putt-putt" type of noise in the output,
is caused by common impedances in the plate
or grid circuits, and can be eliminated by further by-passing of the circuits or by isolation
through resistance-capacity combinations. It is
rarely encountered when there is sufficient
capacity in the output of the power-supply
filter.
A noisy audio volume control, indicated by
a scraping noise as it is turned, yields to only
one solution: replacement.
The tone control, which is simply a variable
resistor in series with a fixed condenser which
enables the higher audio frequencies to be
attenuated, should give no trouble. However,
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in the event that turning the tone-control
knob doesn't have any effect in reducing the
higher audio frequencies, the condenser and
resistor should be checked. If the resistor is not
open, a larger value of condenser should be
added.
• JUDGING RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
Sensitivity: The limiting factor determining
the effective sensitivity of a receiver is its
own noise ratio. For agiven degree of selectivity (band width) this is determined by the
gain in the first circuit. With the antenna disconnected, a rough check on this gain can be
made by shorting the first tuned circuit of the
receiver, leaving the other circuits unaffected,
and noting the variation in noise output on a
rectifier-type voltmeter connected across the
output terminals. The c.w. beat oscillator
should be switched on to furnish a carrier in
the second detector of a superhet, gain should
be full-on and a.v.c. should be switched off.
The noise output should decrease with detuning, showing that the first circuit has appreciable impedance as evidenced by thermal agitation voltage. If it does not decrease, the gain
of this circuit is negligible. This test should be
made on each frequency band. Little change is
likely on 14 Mc., but should become appreciable on 3.5 and 1.7 Mc. The test should be
made on r.f. amplifier and detector stages.
Unchanged noise with the first detector input
shorted would indicate that the first detector is
the principal source of noise and that there is
little gain ahead of it.
Stability: With the beat oscillator on and a
steady signal tuned in, vary the manual r.f.
gain control rapidly. This will affect the oscillator plate supply voltage, as aresult of varying r.f. stage plate current load. The beat note
should vary but afew hundred cycles. Another
check can be made for temperature stability
by noting the change in beat note for aquarterhour or so after " cold start" of the receiver.
Mechanical stability can be checked by jarring
the receiver and pushing against its panel and
the sides of its cabinet, noting the shift in
c.w. beat note.
Band-Spread: Band-spread on each amateur
band can be judged by the tuning rate and the
calibration spread. Tuning rate is the average
number of kilocycles covered with each rotation of the tuning knob, while calibration
spread is the average number of kilocycles
represented by each of the smallest tuning
scale divisions. Tuning rate of approximately
50 kilocycles per knob rotation is generally
satisfactory in high-selectivity s.s. receivers,
assuming a knob of " natural" size (approximately 2-inch diameter). Calibration spread of
10 kc. or less per scale division is satisfactory
for reset and logging purposes.
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TRANSMITTER CONSTRUCTION
Low- and Medium- Power Transmitters— Single- Tube and
Push- Pull Amplifiers— Band- Switching Exciters and
Amplifiers— Antenna Couplers

I
NTHE

descriptions of apparatus in
this chapter not only the electrical specifications but also the manufacturer's name and
type number have been given for all the
components. This is for the convenience of the
builder who may wish to make an exact copy
of some piece of equipment. However, it should
be understood that a component of different
manufacture, but of equivalent quality and
having the same electrical specifications, can
be substituted wherever desired.
In most cases such substitutions will make
no major modifications necessary, although
slight wiring changes may be needed to take
care of different terminal arrangements, etc.

photographs of Figs. 1001 and 1003. It is capable of supplying a power output of 10 to 15
watts on either of two bands with a single
crystal and coil when operated at a plate
voltage of 400 to 425. The higher output power
is obtainable at the lower frequencies when the
tube is not called upon to double frequency.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1002, is the gridplate crystal oscillator circuit with parallel
plate feed.
Construction

Suggestions for cutting holes for the sockets
and terminal strips will be found in Chapter 7.
6L6G

C4

• 6L6 OR 6L6G OSCILLATOR
TRANSMITTER
RFC

One of the simplest practical transmitters is
the two-band crystal oscillator shown in the

Xtal
R1

e.

KEY

63V.
.9A.

350V.

100 MA.

Fig. 1002 — Circu td'agram of 6L6 oscillator.
RI — 0.1 meg., 1-watt, grid leak.
— 400 ohms, 2-watts, cathode biasing.
113 — 15,000 ohms, 10-watt, voltage divider.
— 50,000 ohms, 2-watt, voltage divider.
Ci — 0.0001-dd. mica, cathode-circuit-tuning.
CZ— 0.0002-dd. midget variable (Hammarlund MC200-M) plate tuning.
C3 — 0.01 pfd., 600-volt paper, by-pass.
— 0.002-dd. mica, plate blocking.
RFC — National R100 r.f. choke.
L — 1.7 and 3.5 Mc. — 38 turns No. 22 d.s.c., 13e
diam., close wound.
3.5 and 7Mc. — 20 turns No. 22 d.s.c., 1 "diam.,
1%" long.
7and 14 Mc. — 10 turns No. 18 d.c.c., 13e diam.,
13/16" long.

R2
R4
C.1

Fig. 1001— The grid-plate oscillator transmitter.
The chassis measures 7" x7" x2" and is elevated 1inch
by fastening pieces of sheet metal 7" x 3" at front and
rear. The output terminals are mounted on the right
side of the chassis and key and power-supply terminals
along the rear edge. The 5-prong crystal socket, 4-prong
coil socket and octal tube socket are sub-mounted. The
tuning condenser need not be insulated from the chassis.
The exposed terminals should be protected against
accidental contact. (See Fig. 1030.)
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R.f. wiring should be as short and direct as
possible from point to point. By-pass condensers are connected directly to the points
to be by-passed and grounded at the nearest
convenient mounting screw. Care should be
taken that all screws so used make good contact with the chassis. Coils are wound on
Hammarlund 1AI" diameter forms. Turns
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Fig. 1003 — Bottom view — Crystal oscillater trans
mister. The grid choke may be seen above the tuning
condenser, the plate choke to the extreme right and the
cathode circuit choke, with the 100-add. mea condenser underneath it, to the left of the plate choke. The
cathode resistor is at the top and grid leak in the upper
left corner. The resistors of the screen voltage divider
are in the lower right corner. Plate hocking condenser
fastened to right rear of tuning condenser.

should be spaced out to occupy the required
length. A link coil of afew turns closely coupled
to the ground end of L should be provided to
permit coupling to an antenna tuner or a following amplifier with link input. The number
of turns for the necessary degree of coupling
must be determined by experiment.

current to 60 ma. or more. If a coil is selected
which covers both the crystal fundamental
and its harmonic, tuning the tank condenser
near maximum or minimum should cause a
pronounced dip in plate current indicating
resonance at the fundamental and harmonic
respectively. The tuning of the plate circuit
should not be allowed to remain off resonance
for any appreciable length of time, otherwise
the tube will be damaged. If the coil dimensions given have not been followed carefully,
it may be necessary to make slight alterations
to bring the tuning range to the desired frequencies.
Coupling and inning the antenna should
cause a rise in plate current and probably
some slight effect upon tuning of the oscillator
so that readjustment of the tank tuning may
be required to maintain resonance. The dip in
plate current at resonance will be much less
pronounced with the antenna coupled. It
should be possible to load the oscillator up to
50 ma. or more plate current. The antenna
should not be coupled so closely that all dip in
plate current disappears. Slightly greater output may be obtained if acoil is selected which
tunes to the desired frequency near minimum
capacity.
Tubes

The 6L6 and 6L6G should give equal results.
Smaller tubes such as the 6V6G, 6F6, etc., may

Power Supply and Tuning

The plate power supply should deliver 400
to 425 volts at not less than 100 to 125 ma.
A filament transformer delivering 6.3 volts at 1
amp. or more will also be required. With the
power supply connected to the terminals as
marked, a crystal with appropriate coil, tube
and meter with a scale of 100 to 150 ma. connected, and key open, the tratuanitter is ready
for tuning. Useful output may be obtained at
the second harmonic as well as the fundamental
frequency of the crystal except when using
1.75-Mc. crystals by the selection of an appropriate coil. Thus, a 3.5-Mc. crystal will give
output at both 3.5 Mc. and 7 Mc. The tank
condenser capacity has been chosen so that two
bands may be covered by each coil. If, for
instance, the 3.5-7- Mc, coil is used with the
3.5- Mc, crystal, both 3.5 and 7- Mc. may be
covered without changing either crystal or coil.
Fig. 1004 — The low-cost single-tube transmitter.
The pilot bulbs, instead of meters, are used as indicators
Care should be used when doubling frequency
of
r.L crystal current and plate-circuit resonance. The
to select a crystal whose second harmonic does
single tuning control appears in the lower left-hand cornot fall outside the bands assigned to amateurs.
ner. The chassis is cut as shown in Fig. 1007. (By
Closing the key should cause a rise in plate
W8QBW-QDK.)
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be used at lower plate voltages without altering
values. Correspondingly lower output power
will be obtained, of course. If a metal tube is
used, the shield (pin No. 1) should be connected to the chassis.

• LOW-COST

SINGLE-TUBE
TRANSMITTER

The photographs of Figs. 1004 and 1006
show a compact transmitter designed partie6L66

are based upon use with tuned Zepp feeders between 40 and 55 feet long. If an antenna
coupler is used, the winding L1 should be
changed to a link of a few turns to provide
proper loading.
Since there is but one control, tuning is extremely simple. When the plate-current indicator lamp lights white-bright in color the
plate current will be about 200 ma. — the
limit to which it should be run. Needless to say,
the key should not be kept closed for long
periods of time if reasonable tube life is to be
expected. The lamp indicating crystal current
should not light brighter than a dull yellow
when the key is closed long enough for it to
attain maximum brilliance. (Bib. 1).
• TWO-STAGE 6L6 TRANSMITTER OR
EXCITER

63V

KEY

-

V +

Fig. 1005 — Circuit of the low-cost transmitter.
CI— 100- gpfd. midget (Hammarlund MC100S).
C2, C2 — 0.01-pfd., 1000-volt tubular paper.
C4
0.01-dd., 600-volt tubular paper.
Rt — 200-ohm, 10-watt wire-wound (Brown Devil).
R2 — 35,000-ohm, 75-watt wire-wound (Ohmite No.
0790, with slider set on fourth mark from B-plus
end, for screen-voltage tap).
RFC — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke.
Bi — No. 46 blue bead pilot bulb.
11 2 — No. 40 tan bead pilot bulb.
—3.5 Mc.: 9turns close-wound.
7Mc.: 9 turns spaced to Y¡inch length.
14 Mc.: 3 turns spaced to %-inch length.
1+2 — 3.5 Mc.: 24 turns close-wound.
7Mc.: 24 turns spaced to 1%-inch length.
14 Mc.: 8turns spaced to 1h-inch length.
All coils wound on 1%-inch diameter coil forms with
No. 18 enamelled wire. One-eighth inch space between
Li and Li.
If antenna tuner is used, Li should be alink winding
of afew turns.

ularly for low cost. A 6L6G is used as asimple
tetrode oscillator and outputs as high as 50 or
60 watts have been obtained at plate voltages
between 500 and 600. The circuit is shown in
Fig. 1005. Although the input runs considerable in excess of the manufacturer's ratings for
maximum output, with care satisfactory tube
life may be obtained. A pilot-lamp bulb is used
as a plate-circuit resonance indicator instead
of amore expensive milliammeter and another
is used to indicate r.f. crystal current.
The plan for the chassis, which is cut from
sheet metal, is shown in Fig. 1007. All holes are
drilled before bending. The size of the socket
holes will depend upon the type of socket used.
If Amphenol MIP sockets are used, the holes
should be 1% 2inch diameter. After the holes
have been drilled, the chassis may be bent on
the dotted lines. A block of wood cut to fit the
center will help in bending.
The coils are wound on Hammarlund 1%inch diameter forms. The antenna-coupling
coil dimensions given under the circuit diagram
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The addition of an amplifier-doubler to the
6L6 oscillator will permit greater output and
the use of three bands with a single crystal. A
transmitter in which the oscillator and amplifier are combined in a standard rack unit is
shown in the photographs of Figs. 1008 and
1010. Since all sockets and the tuning condensers are sub-mounted (see Chapter 7 for
suggestions on cutting holes in chassis), no
wiring need appear above the chassis. Parts
are so arranged that the r.f.-circuit components may be connected by short, direct,
rigid pieces of wire. Push-back wire is used
for the low-potential wiring. By-pass condensers are connected directly to the points to
be by-passed and grounded at the nearest
mounting screw which should make good
contact with the chassis.
Referring to the circuit diagram of Fig. 1009,
it will be noticed that the screen and plate of
the amplifier tube are connected together to
form a triode, thus avoiding neutralizing diffi-

Fig. 1006 — A bottom view of the lon -cost transmitter showing the tuning condenser, stand-offs at the left
for the antenna or coupling link, stand-off at the right
for the key, and the socket for the power-supply plug.
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oscillator transmitter. A meter with a scale of
150 to 200 ma. should be plugged into the
oscillator jack and a dummy plug or
diameter bakelite rod inserted temporarily in
the amplifier jack removing the plate voltage
from this stage. Since the oscillator is loaded
by the grid circuit of the amplifier, the minimum platecurrent at resonance, indicated
by dip in plate current, will
be 40 to 60 ma. When the
ie•
oscillator has been tuned to
resonance, the meter should be
connected temporarily in series
with the negative lead of the
biasing battery with the positive terminal of the meter toward the negative terminal of
the battery. When the key is closed, agrid-cur21
/ rent reading of 15 to 20 ma. should be obtained.
4
A coil which will tune to the same frequency as
that of the oscillator output should be plugged
into the amplifier plate circuit. Tuning the
amplifier plate circuit should cause a dip in
372..
grid current. The neutralizing condenser is
Fig. 1007 — Chassis plan of the low-cost transmitter.
now carefully adjusted until all trace of dip in
grid current, as the amplifier tank circuit is
culties sometimes encountered with the tetrode
tuned through resonance, disappears and the
connection.
stage is neutralized. The meter may now be
With the condensers specified, each tank coil
removed from the grid circuit and plugged into
may be tuned to two bands so that coils need
the amplifier jack. When the key is again
not be changed frequently when changing
closed, the off-resonance amplifier plate curbands of operation. Coils are wound on Hamrent should be 150 ma. or more and 20 to 60
marlund IA" diameter forms and the dimenma. tuned to resonance, the value depending
sions given should be followed closely.
upon whether or not the amplifier is doubling
The plate-voltage supply should deliver 400
frequency.
to 450 volts, 150 to 200 ma. A 6.3-volt filament
A link winding of a few turns should be
transformer rated at 2 amp. or more and a
wound on each amplifier coil form in the space
source of 90 volts for biasing are also required.
between the halves of the tank coil so that the
A pair of 45-volt batteries is recommended.
output may be coupled to an antenna tuner
Tuning
or afollowing amplifier with link input. Antenna coupling should be adjusted to load the amProcedure to be used in tuning the oscillator
plifier to draw aplate current of about 100 ma.
is the same as that outlined previously for the

Fig. 1008 — The two-stage 6L6 transmitter. The steel chassis is 4" x 17" x 3" and the Presdwood panel 8%" x
19" to fit standard rack. The five-prong sockets for the crystal and amplifier coil, the four-prong socket for the oscillator coil and the two octal tube sockets are all sub-mounted. The neutralizing-condenser shaft protrudes through the
chassis behind the amplifier tube so that it may be adjusted with ascrewdriver. The white insulators are the button.
type insulators on which the tank condensers are mounted. Output terminals are at the right end of the chassis.
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Fig. 1009 — Circuit diagram —
Two-stage 6L6 transmitter.
Bi — 0.1
meg., 1-watt, oscillator
grid leak.
Ri — 400 ohms, 2-watt, oscillator
cathode resistor.
— 15,000 ohms, 10-watt, screen
voltage divider.
R4 — 10,000 ohms, 10-watt, amplifier
grid leak.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt, screen
voltage divider.
Ci — 0.0001-pfd.
mica, oscillator
cathode circuit tuning.
C2 — 200 ;adds. midget variable
(Hammarlund MC-200-M).
C3 — 0.0001 pfds. mica, coupling
condenser.
C4 — 12 ppfds. neutralizing condenser (National
UM50) with alternate plates removed.
Cs — 140 ppfds. midget variable (Hammarlund MC140-M).
Ce — 0.01 pfd., 600-volt paper, by-pass.
RFC — National R 100 r.f. choke.
J — Closed-circuit meter jack.
— 1.7-3.5 Mc. — 40 turns No. 22 d.s.c., 1h" diam.,
2" long.
3.5-7 Mc. — 20 turns No. 18 d.c.c., 1h" diam.,
2" long.

6L6

Since each coil may be tuned to two frequencies, care should be used in selecting the
proper plate-current dip in each circuit for the
desired frequency. The lower of the two frequencies covered naturally appears near the
maximum capacity of the tuning condenser.
Power output of 15 to 25 watts should be obtainable on all bands.
It should be mentioned that most 1.75- Mc.
crystals do not double frequency well in this.
circuit. With these crystals, doubling should
be done in the second stage.

power up to 40 watts or more at harmonics of
the crystal frequency up to the fourth.
The accompanying table shows the various
tuning combinations which may be used to
obtain the desired output frequency depending
upon the frequency of the crystal. In this
unit, the circuit of the 6L6 oscillator (see Fig.
1012) is shifted, by means of the toggle switch
SW 1,from the Tri-tet for oscillator output at
even harmonics of the crystal frequency to the
grid-plate circuit for oscillator output at the
crystal fundamental or at odd harmonics of the
crystal frequency. C2 and C4 each cover two
adjacent bands with each coil. The 807 may be
operated as either a straight amplifier or as a
generator of even or odd harmonics. A 6.3volt, 150 ma. dial light is used as resonance
indicator in the plate circuit of the oscillator
instead of a meter.
Most of the constructional details are fur-

• TWO-TUBE MULTI-BAND EXCITER

The photographs of Figs. 1011 and 1013
show an exciter unit or transmitter employing
a 6L6 oscillator and an 807 frequency multiplier with which it is possible to obtain apower
output of as much as 10 watts at the sixteenth
harmonic of the crystal frequency as well as

6L6

L
a

r

90V
BIAS

,v0J
-0 0+
350.400
150 MA.

7-14 Mr. — 8turns No. 18 d.c.c., 134 diam., 1%"
long.
— 1.7-3.5 Mc. — 27 turns No. 22 d.s.c., close-wound
each half, h" between halves, diameter 1h".
3.5-7 Mc. — 13 turns No. 22 d.s.c., h" long each
half, h" between halves, diameter 1h".
7-14 Mc. — 7 turns No. 18 d.c.c., h" long each
half, h" between halves, diameter 1h".
14-28 Mc. — 2% turns h" long each half, h"
between halves, diameter VA".

Fig. 1010 — Bottom view of the two-stage 6L6 transmitter. Fhe cathode-circuit r.f. choke is the one above the
crystal and oscillator-tube sockets. The neutralizing condenser is mounted on spacers between the two tank condensers. Clearance holes for the meter jacks which are mounted on the front edge of the chassis are made in the panel.
The exposed power-supply terminals should be provided with asuitable guard against accidental contact. (See Fig.
1030.)
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Fig. 1011 — The 6L6-807 Multi-band Ea.
citer. The Presdwood panel measures 73/2 in.
by 14 in. The two large dials control the oscillator and amplifier plate tank condensers.
The small control at the lower left is for the
oscillator cathode tuning condenser. The
toggle switch changes the oscillator circuit
from "grid-plate" to Tri-tet. The two openings to the right of the cathode control are
for the indicator lights. The r.f. crystal-current indicator may be seen between the
crystal mounting and the cathode coil. The
oscillator tank coil is in the shielded unit to
the left of the 6L6.

nished by the photographs and their captions.
The oscillator plate coils are wound on 1-inch
diameter forms mounted inside National
PB10 shielded assemblies with five-prong
bases. One of the spare prongs is used to make
connection between the shield can and the
chassis when the coil is plugged in. The cathode coils L in front of the crystal are wound on
standard unshielded 1M-inch diameter forms,
while those for the output stage are wound on
National PB13 forms fitted with abanana plug
at each end to fit the pair of jack-top stand-off
insulators which serve as a mounting.
The filament indicator and oscillator plateresonance lamps are mounted behind the holes
in the chassis and panel as shown in Fig. 1013.
Fig. 1012 — Circuit diagram of the
6L6-807 raultiband unit. rn position " 1,"
the single-pole, double-throw switch connects the cathode inductance in operation
in the Tri-tet circuit. In position "2," this
switch shorts the cathode coil, making a RFC
"grid-plate" oscillator.
Ci — 150-apfd midget variable (National
•
ST- 150).
C2 — 200-apfd. midget alammarlund MC200-M), oscillator tuning.
C3 — 0.0001-pfd. mica — coupling condenser.
C4 — 150-pufd. variable (National TMS150) 0.026" airgap, amplifier tuning.
C5
0.01-afd., 600-volt paper, by-pass.
RFC — National R 100.
RI— 0.1 meg., 1-watt, oscillator grid
leak.
R2 — 400 ohms, 2-watt, ocillator cathode resistor.
R3 — 15.000 ohms, 10-watt, oscillator screen voltage
divider.
R4 — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt, amplifier grid leak.
Ra — 25,01» ohms, 100 watt — main voltage divider.
RO— 50,000 ohms, 2-wait, oscillator screen voltage
divider.
L — 1.7-11c. crystals — 40 turns No. 22 d.s.c., closewound, 1A-inch diameter.
3.5-Mc. crystals — 20 turns No. 20 enameled, 1A.
inch length, 1A inch diameter.
7-Mc. crystals — 9 turns No. 20 enameled, 1-inch
length, 1A-inch diameter.
Li — 1.7-3.5 Mc. — 45 tons No. 26 d.e.c., close-wound.
1" diam.
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The former may be used to check the relative
brilliance of the latter. The crystal-indicator
lamp is mounted immediately in front of the
crystal socket. Both plate tank condensers are
mounted on pairs of button-type feed-through
insulators.
The crystal and 807 tube each require afiveprong socket. A cylindrical shield is placed
about the base of the 807; its top should come
about even with the lower edge of the tube
plate.
Power Supply

The unit requires a plate-voltage supply
delivering 600 to 750 v., 200 ma. or more. The
filaments require a transformer delivering 6.3
807

6L6

KEY

6.3V

45-90V. BIAS

600 70750V

3.5-7 Mc. — 24 turns No.24 d.e.c., 1" diam., 1A"
long.
7-14 Mc. — 11 turns No. 18 d.c.c., 1" diam., 1"
long.
L2 — All 807 plate coils wound to 3-inch length ou 1%.
inch diameter forms, as follows:
1.7 Mc. — 54 turns No. 16 enameled.
3.5 Mc. — 33 turns No. 16 enameled.
7 Mc. — 15 turns No. 14 tinned.
14 Mc. — 11 turns No. 14 tinned.
28 Mc. — 6turns No. 14 tinned.
B —
150-ma, dial lamps.
M — 0-200 milliammeter.
Swi — Single-pole, double-throw toggle switch.
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volts at 2amperes or more. 90 volts bias, preferably from batteries is also required.
Tuning
Tuning of the unit will not be at all difficult,
once the operator has familiarized himself
with the tuning points of the various circuits.
A tuning chart should be made up logging the
dial settings for each of the bands in which the
operator is interested. The accompanying table
will serve as aguide. It is merely necessary to
select the output frequency desired from the
second column with the crystal desired in the
first column. The third column then indicates
to which position the toggle switch should be
thrown, while the fourth column indicates the
frequency to which the plate circuit of the
oscillator should be tuned. Knowing this frequency and the frequency of the output stage,
coils covering these frequencies may be plugged
in. It is possible that an additional coil having
a turn or two less than the 7-to- 14- Mc. coil
may have to be wound to cover the range of
14,600 to 15,000 kc. The coil should be proportioned so that as little capacity as possible
is in use at resonance. Until the band settings
have been logged, the tuning of each stage
should be checked with an absorption wavemeter to make certain that they are tuned to
the correct frequencies. Another check not
quite so positive is to clip three or four feet of
wire through a blocking condenser to a point
a few turns up from ground on the output
tank coil and then listen in on the receiver at
the desired frequency as the output stage is
tuned through resonance. If there is a marked
change in signal strength as this is done, it is
a reasonable indication that the circuits are
tuned correctly. The indicator light will just
start to glow at about 50 ma. and light to full
brilliance at 150 ma. Both oscillator and amplifier plate current should be limited to about
100 ma. When the Tri-tet circuit is in use, C1
should be tuned for best harmonic output consistent with safe crystal current. (Bib. 2).

TUNING TABLE FOR CIRCUIT OF FIG. 1012

Crystal
Frequency
Re.
1750-1800

1800-1825

1825-1867

1867-1875

1875-2000

2000-2050'

3500-3600

3600-3650

3650-3750
3750-4000
7000-7200

7200-7300
7300-7500"

Frequency
of Output
and Tuning
of 807
Kc.
1750- 1800
3500- 3600
7000- 7200
14000-14400
28000-28800
1800- 1825
3600- 3650
7200- 7300
28800-29200
1825- 1867
3650- 3734
29200-29872
1887- 1875
3734- 3750
28005-28125
29872-30000
1875- 2000
3750- 4000
28125-30000
2000- 2050
14000-14350
28000-28700
3500- 3600
7000- 7200
14000-14400
28000-28800
3600- 3650
7200- 7300
28800-29200
3650- 3750
29200-30000
3750- 4000
7000- 7200
14000-14400
28000-28800
7200- 7300
28800-29200
29200-30000

Oscillator
Grid-Plate
or Trilet
G-P
Tri-tet
Tri-tet
Tri-tet
Tri-tet
G-P
Tri-let
Tri-tet
Tri-tel
G-P
Tri-let
Tritot
G-P
Tri-tet
G-P
Tri-tel
G-P
Tri-tet
G-P
G-P
G-P
G-P
G-P
Tri-toi
Tri-toi
Tri-toi
G-P
Tritot
Tri-tet
G-P
Tri-let
G-P
G-P
'Fri-tot
Tri-tet
G-P
Tri-let
Tri-tet

Tuning of
Oscillator
Plate Tank
Circuit
1Ce.
1750- 1800
3500- 3600
7000- 7200
7000- 7200
14000-14400
1800- 1825
3600- 3650
7200- 7300
14400-14600
1825- 1867
38.
00- 3734
14600-14936
1867- 1875
3734- 3750
9335- 9375'
14936-15000'
1875- 2000
3750- 4000
9375-10000
2000- 2050'
14000-14350
14000-14350
3500- 3600
7000- 7200
7000- 7200
14000-14400
3600- 3650
7200- 7300
14400-14600
3650- 3750
14600-15000'
3750- 4000
7000- 7200
14000-14400
14000-14400
7200- 7300
14400-14600
14600-15000

Precautions should be taken to make certain that these frequencies,
which are outside amateur bands, are not radiated.
2 These frequencies not yet assigned for amateur use, but authorisation is contemplated at some indefinite date in the future.

•A

40-WATT OUTPUT EXCITER WITH
STAGE SWITCHING

The exciter or low-power transmitter pictured in Figs. 1014, 1016 and 1017 is designed
for flexibility in being adaptable to all bands

Fig. 1013 — The 6L6-807 multi-band
unit is built on a 7-in. by 13-in. by 2-in.
chassis. The mounting of the cathode tank
condenser, the sockets and the voltage
divider R6 is shown. The white insulators
are the button-type feed-through's for
mounting the plate tank condensers. The
indicator lights are mounted in small receptacles. The exposed power terminals
should be suitably guarded (see Fig. 1030).
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Fig. 1014 — A 40-watt output exciter for working four bands with one crystal. Five bands may be covered through
the use of plug-in coils.

from 1.75 to 28 Mc., with crystals cut for different bands, and also for quick band changing
over three or four bands. It consists of a6V6G
tetrode oscillator followed by two triode doubler stages in one tube, a6N7G; by means of a
switch, the output of any of the three stages
can be connected to the grid of the final tube,

an 807 screen-grid beam tetrode. A second
two-gang switch changes tank coils in the 807
plate circuit. The circuit diagram is given in
Fig. 1015.
The oscillator, first and second doubler plate
coils, LI,I
* and L3 respectively, need not be
changed for crystals ground for a given band.

6V6G
C
gRFC

`AMA,
R

.

63V

2.15 AMP

Fig. 1015 — Circuit diagram of the 40-watt exciter. To avoid complicating
6N7G double triode are shown separately.
CI, C2, Cs — 100-pmfd. variable, reRi, R2, Re — 25,000 ohms, 1-watt
ceiving type (National ST(I.R.C.)
100).
114 — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt (I.R.C.).
Ca — 150-.pfd. variable, low-power
Re — 3500 ohms, 50-watt (Ohmite).
transmitting
type (NaRe — 10,000 ohms, 10-watt (I.R.C.).
tional TMS-150).
R7
10,000 ohms, 2-watt (I.R.C.).
Ce, Ce, C7 — 0.001-pid. mica, 500RFC — Sectional-wound
chol.,s
volt (Aerovox 1467).
(National R-100).
Ca, Ce, C10 — 100•Iidd. mica, 500.
Ja, h, Ja — Closed-circuit ja.Its
volt (Aerovox 1468).
(Yaxley).
Cu — 0.0025-mfd. oil-filled tubular
S — Three-gang switch (Yaxley
condenser, 2000-volt (Mal1336). See text.
lory OT-458).
Si — Yaxley-162C.
C12, Ca, Cla — 0.01-pfd. paper, 600.
Li, L2, L3 — 1.75 Mc.: 50 turns Na.
volt (Aerovox 684).
22 d.s.c., close wound.
Qs — Oscillator
feedback
con33 Mc.: 26 turns No. 18 endenser (see text).
ameled, length 1% inches.
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100V + C

+600
200 MA.

the diagram, the two sections of the
7 Me.: 17 turns No. 18 enameled, length 1% inches.
Me-: 8 turns No. 18 enameled, length 1% inches.
28 Mc.: 4 turns No. 18 enameled, length 1% inches.
All wound on Hammarlund
SWF-4 coil forms (diameter 1%
inches). Oa all except the 1.75-Mc.
coil the turns are spaced evenly to
fill the specified length.
Le
National AR series with end
links. Remove 2 turns from
each coil except the one
coveting 14-28 Mc. Remove
3 turns from this coil.
14
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Fig. 1016 — Below-chassis view of the 40-watt exciter. Arrangement of enninunent- 1..
Exposed power terminals should be suitably protected. (See Fig. 1030.) Si is to the right.

The switching circuit is so arranged that the
grids of unused stages are automatically disconnected from the preceding stage and
grounded so that excitation is not applied to
the idle tubes.
In the 807 plate circuit, the tank condenser,
Cg, has sufficient capacity range to permit covering two bands with asingle coil. The lowerfrequency band will be found toward maximum
capacity and the higher-frequency toward
minimum in each case. The 807 may be used as
a doubler, if desired, for four-band operation
from a single crystal; the output and' plate
efficiency are only slightly reduced from
straight-amplifier operation.
Capacity coupling between stages is used
throughout. The plates of the first three stages
are parallel-fed so that the plate tuning condensers can be mounted directly on the metal
chassis. The 6V6G oscillator, 6N7G doublerdoubler and the 807 screen all operate at the
same voltage; with the voltage divider specified the actual voltage at this point is slightly
less than 300 volts, with 600 applied. The
6V6G screen runs at alittle over 100 volts. A
jack is provided for reading plate current to
each tube. Series feed is used in the 807 plate
circuit, the tank condenser being insulated
from the chassis with " button" insulators.
Condenser C16 provides alittle feedback additional to that within the tube itself so that crystals will be certain to oscillate.
The above-chassis layout is shown in topview photograph. Along the back, from left to
right, are the crystal, 6V6G, and 6N7G. Directly in front of them are the three low-level
plate coils, LI, La and Lg. These are wound on
ordinary receiving forms, and plug into sockets
mounted above the chassis on the metal pillars
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furnished with the sockets. Next in line comes
the 807, with part of a tube shield around its
lower half for additional shielding, and finally
the 807 tank circuit with its pair of coils.
The chassis is of electralloy, measuring 7by
17 by 3inches.
Below chassis, the three tuning condensers,
C1,Cg and Cg, are mounted directly underneath their associated coils, and are fastened
directly to the under-side of the chassis. The
"hot" leads from the coils come down through
grommetted holes in the chassis; grounds to the
coils are made direct to the chassis, on top.
In the oscillator section, at the left, the grid
choke is just to the right of the crystal socket;
the grid leak, RI,connects between the lowpotential end of the choke and ground. The
plate choke is mounted horizontally between
two insulating lugs, and occupies a position
midway between CIand Cg. The plate blocking
condenser, C6, is mounted on its terminal
wires between the hot end of the choke and the
stator plates of C1.
In the doubler circuit, each plate choke goes
directly to a meter jack. The plate blocking
condensers, Cg and C7, mount between the
plate terminals on the tube socket and apair of
lugs on an isolantite terminal strip which is
mounted on a small metal pillar so that it is
about an inch away from the chassis. From
these points, connections go to the tank circuits, and also through the grid coupling condensers, Cg and Cub to the switch. The lefthand lug on the strip is ajunction point for the
first grid coupling condenser, Cg, and the lead
to the switch.
The grid chokes for the 6N7G are mounted
vertically at the right side of the switch, the
lower terminals going to an insulated double
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lug. The grid leaks, R2and R3,go from the
strip to ground.
The socket for the 807 is the last on the right.
Just below it is the grid choke. The screen bypass and heater by-pass are clearly visible in
the photograph. The 807 grid leak, R4, and the
oscillator screen voltage divider, R6 and R7,
are mounted on a lug strip parallel with the
rear of the chassis. The large resistor is R5.
The two-gang switch for shifting the output
coils may be seen at the right. A baffle shield is
placed to the left of the switch to reduce coupling between the switch and grid-circuit components.
The oscillator feedback condenser, R15 ,is
made by cutting two %-inch square plates,
with mounting tabs on one side, from thin
copper. The tabs are soldered to the grid and
plate terminals on the tube socket and the
plates arranged to face each other with about
a quarter-inch separation. The adjustment is
not critical; use the greatest spacing which will
permit the oscillator to " start" regularly.
All grounds are made directly to the chassis.
Power leads are brought to a terminal strip
on the edge of the chassis — at the left-hand
side in the bottom view. The output link is connected to atwo-terminal strip on the rear edge.
Reference should be made to Chapter 7 for
suggestions on cutting and drilling the chassis.
The doubler switch is a standard item having
three gangs, each with six contacts. Since only
three contacts per gang are needed for the
doubler stages, alternate contacts should be
removed to give greater spacing and reduce
capacity effects. Only two sets of contacts are
required in the amplifier switch. In the doubler
switch the gang nearest the panel connects to
the first 6N7G grid; that nearest the back on
the set connects to the 807 grid. Leads between
the amplifier coils and switch
contacts are passed through clearance holes in the chassis fitted
with rubber grommets.
The rear view of Fig. 1017
shows how a guard is mounted
over the meter jacks to prevent
any possibility of the operator
coming in contact with high voltage. By the time the meter plug
is withdrawn sufficiently far to
expose the metal portion of the
plug, the connection will have
been broken. The guard is simply
a strip of Presdwood mounted
on spacers with clearance holes
opposite each jack for the plug.

and L3; only five are necessary for operation
with any crystals from 1.75 to 7 Mc. and fór
output from 1.75 to 28 Mc. For example, with
3.5- Mc, crystals, the 3.5-, 7- and 14- Mc, coils
would be plugged in at LI,L2 and L3 respectively. For 1.75- Mc. crystals, the 1.75-, 3.5and 7- Mc, coils would be used, and so on.
To tune, first open the plate circuit of the
807 by turning the coil switch to an open position. With the doubler switch in the lower
position in Fig. 1015 (all tubes in use) and the
meter plug in J1,turn C1 until the oscillation
dip occurs. The plate current should drop
from about 40 ma. to approximately 20 ma.
Move the meter plug to J2 and adjust C2 to
resonance (minimum plate current), then
move the plug to J3 and repeat. In both cases
the off-resonance plate current should be
around 50 or 60 ma. and in-resonance about 20
to 25 ma. The last adjustment should be made
quickly and the plate power then shut off, to
avoid overheating the 807 screen. With the appropriate coil switched in at L4, the meter
plug may then be inserted in J4, plate voltage
applied and C4 adjusted to resonance. Unloaded minimum plate current on the 807 will
range between 10 and 15 milliamperes, depending upon the frequency and the coil in use.
Each coil covers two bands, so that if the 807
is excited on the frequency to which the plate
circuit is resonant with near-maximum capacity, the condenser can simply be swung to
the other end of the scale for doubling. Minimum plate currents when doubling run higher
than when amplifying straight through, but
should not exceed 25 or 30 ma. even on 28
Mc. The tube can be loaded to about 100 milliamperes on every band.
Fixed bias is used on the 807 to hold the
plate current to asafe value in case excitation

Tuning
To operate the exciter, coils for
consecutively
higher-frequency
Fig. 1017 — Rear view of band-switching exciter showing method of
bands are plugged in at LI, 102 mounting the meter-jack guard.
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Fig. 1018 — The medium-power two-tube
transmitter, which may be used to drive a highpower final amplifier, uses a6L6 oscillator and an
11K47 or 814 amplifier. Output power of 150 watts
19 obtainable at 3.5 and 7Mc., 100 to 125 watts at
14 Mc. and 75 watts at 28 Mc. The Presdwood
panel is of standard rack dimensions: 10%" x19"
%" and the chassis 7" x17" x3". Crystal switch
in upper right corner, grid-leak switch below. The
two small dials control the oscillator cathode and
plate condensers. The exposed power terminals
should be suitably protected against accidental
contact. (See Fig. 1030.)

is lost, and to stabilize the tube. Bias of the
order of 50 volts, which brings the plate current without excitation down to about 40 or 50
ma., is sufficient; the 100 volts indicated on the
diagram is approximately cut off. The grid leak
R4, improves efficiency when the tube is used
as a doubler.
Slight retuning may be necessary when
switching from one band to another, since the
input capacities of the triodes and 807 differ.
Metering is not necessary for this purpose;
simply adjust for maximum final output.
When changing frequency within a band, retuning will not be necessary unless the two frequencies are fairly widely separated.
With maximum input to the 807 ( 60 watts)
the output is approximately 40 watts on all
bands.
Link windings are provided on each output

coil for coupling to alow-impedance transmission line feeding a following amplifier or antenna coupler with link input.
The unit requires apower-supply delivering
600 volts at 200 to 250 ma.
• MEDIUM-POWER TWO-STAGE
TRANSMITTER
Figs. 1018, 1019 and 1021 give various views
of atwo-tube exciter or transmitter which will
cover three bands with one crystal. It is necessary to change only one coil when going from
one band to the other. A 6L6 Tri-tet oscillator
drives an RK47 or 814 beam tetrode as a
straight amplifier on the two lower-frequency
bands and as a doubler on the highest frequency. With rated input to the amplifier, the
output is between 125 and 150 watts with
straight amplification; 75 watts doubling.

Fig. 1019 — Rear view of the
medium-power two-tube transmitter. The plug-in multiple crystal
holder with internal switch seen at
the left (National) holds four
crystals and plugs into a standard
5-prong socket. Oscillator plate
coil is in shielded plug-in unit to
right of 6L6. The meter jacks are
mounted directly on the rear edge
of the chassis. No insulation is required since the jack frames are
grounded.
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Fig. 1020 gives the circuit diagram. The 6L6
plate circuit is proportioned so that the crystal
fundamental and second harmonic both can be
covered with a single coil at L2; C2 is simply
swung to give resonance at either.
Helpful suggestions on preparing the chassis
will be found in Chapter 7.
Resistor R5 is a grid leak used only when
doubling in the final; it is shorted by switch S
when the tube is astraight amplifier.
The amplifier tube is set in a socket suspended below the chassis. A shield can with the
top cut off surrounds the lower part of the tube
to provide additional shielding. The switch
shaft of the multiple crystal holder is connected to a panel control by means of a flexible-cable coupling so that any of the crystals
can be selected from the front. The holder
fits a standard five-prong socket and can
be pulled out in an instant should it be necessary to use an extra crystal provided with the
customary mounting. The 6L6 plate coil is
air-wound, cemented on celluloid strips and
mounted inside a shielded plug-in coil box.
The shield is grounded through one of the five
pins on the coil base.
Two power-supply units will be
required, one delivering 400 v., 75 to
150 ma. and the other 1250 to 1500
volts, 150 ma. A filament transformer
delivering 10 v. at 4.15 amps or more
is also required.
Since either type tube has sufficient
screening, no neutralizing is necessary.
For minimum crystal current it is
essential that the dimensions of L1be
duplicated and that C1 be set as near
minimum capacity as is consistent
with the excitation required. Crystals
of ordinary activity will work well
with C1 set right at minimum, and
this control in nearly all cases may
be left alone. The setting for crystal-

fundamental output will be found near maximum capacity on C2, and for second-harmonic
output near minimum capacity. The 6L6 cathode current at resonance will be about 60 milliamperes in either case, using 400 v.
In the amplifier stage, with R5 shorted
out, the unloaded minimum cathode current
should be between 50 and 60 ma., depending
upon the frequency and L-C ratio. Doubling to
28 Mc., with R6 in the circuit, the minimum
cathode current should be about 100 ma.; the
tank can be loaded until the tube takes 150 ma.
cathode current without color showing on the
plate. At 175 ma. the plate gets pink, but the
output is higher. On bands where the final
stage is a straight amplifier there is no color
on the plate at the rated cathode current of
175 ma. Optimum grid current is 10 milliamperes.
The fixed bias, approximately 70 volts, may
be secured from batteries or from a power
pack (see Chapter 11). This value is for ClassC operation, and is greater than cutoff so that
no plate current flows when excitation is
absent.
616

RK47

6 -1

BIAS

Fig. 1020 — Circuit diagram of the medium-power two-tube transmitter.
CI— 1O0- pfd. variable (National ST-100).
— 7to 14 Mc.: 17 turns No. 14, outside diameter 1
C2 — 250.µµfd. variable (National STII-250).
inch, spaced to make length 2 inches. 3.5 to 7
C3 — 50-mmfd. transmitting type, airgap 0.171" (NaMc.: 35 turns No. 16 d.c.c. on 1-inch form.
tional TMA 50A).
(Mounted in National Type PB-10 5-prong coil
C4 — 0.005-pfd. mica, receiving type (Dubilier).
base and shield.)
CO— 500-gpfd. mica, 1000-volt (Aerovox Type 4).
L3 — 3.5 Mc.: 36 turne No. 14, diameter 2% inches,
Ca — 0.002-pfd. mica, receiving type (Aerovox).
length 3% inches. 7 Mc.: 14 turns No. 14,
C7— 0.002-dd. mica, 5000-volt (San gamo).
diameter 2% inches, length 2inches. 14 Mc.: 6
Cs—Co, inc. — 0.01 paper, 600-volt (Aerovox and
turns No. 14, diameter 2% inches, length %
Sprague).
inch. 28 Mc.: 3 turns No. 14, diameter 2%
Ri — 100,000 ohms, 2-watt (IRC).
inches, length 2% inches.
R2 — 400 ohms, 2-watt (IRC).
All except 3.5-Mc, coil wound on National XR-10A
113 — 5-ohm adjustable wire-wound (Electrad).
forms with PB-15 plug bases to fit XB-15 jack base. The
R4 — 25,000 ohms, 10-watt (IRC Type AB).
7- and 14-Mc, coils are wound in consecutive grooves;
Re — 15,000 ohms, 10-watt (Ohmite).
the 28-Mc, coil in every sixth groove. The 3.5-Mc, coil
Re — 4000 ohms, 10-watt (IRC Type AB).
should be wound on a section of bakelite tubing. Ra
Ji, J2, ji — Closed-circuit jacks (Yarley).
should be adjusted to drop the 6L6 filament voltage to
RFC — Receiving-type chokes (National R-100).
6.3 volts from the 10-volt source.
M — 0-200 d.c. milliammeter ( Weston 301).
The 6L6 shell and RK-47 beam-forming plates are
Li — For 7-Mc. crystal, 8turns No. 22 on 1-inch form,
connected directly to ground. The 6L6G is not recomspaced to make length 1 inch. For 3.5-Mc.
mended for this circuit, as the crystal current runs concrystal, 15 turns same diameter and length.
siderably higher than with the 6L6.
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Fig. 1021 — Bottom
view. The cathode-circuit
coil may be seen to the left
of its tuning condenser. C3
is insulated from the chassis by four button-type
insulators and the shaft
provided with an insulating flexible shaft coupling.
The 5-prong amplifier-tube
socket is lowered an inch or
so below the chassis on
brackets. A small baffle
shield is placed between
the two small variable
condensers.

No output-coupling arrangement is indicated in the diagram, this being left to the
preferences of the constructor. There is ample
room on the forms for alink. (Bib. 3).
• 100-TO- 175-WATT TRANSMITTER OR
EXCITER
The circuit of this unit is shown in Fig. 1023.
The tube line-up consists of a 6L6 tetrode
crystal oscillator, a6L6 frequency doubler and
a final amplifier which, in this case, employs a
type HY51Z. The arrangement is suitable,
however, for almost any triode-amplifier tube
operating at plate voltages between 750 and
1000 volts in which the plate connection is at
the top of the tube and the grid terminal is in
the base.
Output at either the crystal frequency or the
second harmonic is readily obtainable. The
complication of neutralizing the second stage
when operating at the crystal frequency is
eliminated by cutting this stage out of use.
This is accomplished by means of a " dummy"
plug-in form which serves as alow-loss switch.
Capacities suitable for coupling the finalamplifier grid to the output of either the oscillator or the doubler are mounted inside the

"dummy" plug-in forms and connected as
shown in the insert in the circuit diagram.
Most of the constructional details will be
evident from an inspection of the photographs
of Figs. 1022 and 1024. The coils for the oscillator and frequency doubler are wound on
Hammarlund 1%-inch diameter plug-in forms,
while those for the final amplifier are wound
on National XR-10A ceramic forms which plug
into the XB-15 jack base mounted on the
chassis. All tank condensers are mounted underneath the chassis. The final-amplifier tank
condenser c3 is mounted by means of angle
brackets on four *inch cone insulators which
bring the shaft 17
4 inches above the lower edge
of the chassis and level with the shafts of the
other two tank condensers which are shaft-hole
mounted on the front edge of the chassis. The
shaft of C3 is fitted with an insulated flexible
coupling and a bearing is set in the front edge
of the chassis for the extension. Large clearance
holes are cut in the panel for the shaft bushing
of C3 and the mounting nuts of the other two
condensers. The dial plates are held in place by
cementing them to the panel with Duco cement.
The socket of the final-amplifier tube is set

Fig. 1022 — The 100-175-watt transmitter-exciter. Controls from left to right
are for the oscillator, doubler and final
amplifier. The chassis is 17 in. by 8in. by
3 in. and the Presdwood panel 19 in. by
834 in. The controls are 1% in. above the
bottom of the panel and the two outer
controls 2 in. in from the edges of the
chassis ar 3in from the panel edges. The
crystal-oscillator tube and plate coil are
to the left, the doubler plate coil to the
left of the 6L6 doubler and the changeover plug-in form at the rear.
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about an inch below the surface of the chassis
on long machine screws to bring the plate
terminal down closer to the tank-coil terminal.
A pair of fibre lug strips supports the voltagedivider resistances for oscillator and doubler
screen voltages. Other resistances and chokes
are self-supported.
Connections between the final tank coil and
condenser are made through feed-through insulators set in the chassis. The neutralizing
condenser, which may be seen in front of the
final tube socket, is mounted on spacers. A
clearance hole in the chassis permits the shaft

to protrude a half-inch or so above the chassis
so that it may be adjusted with ascrew driver.
All terminals for external connections, excepting that for the positive 1000-volt connection, are of the pin-jack type. The strips
are mounted on small angle pieces behind a
slot cut in the rear edge of the chassis. Insulated pin jacks are used to make connections
and leave no exposed metal contacts. Separate
connections are provided for meter and key
connections as shown in the diagram.
When working at the crystal frequency, the
"dummy" unit with connections shown in the
"
DUMMY

UNITS-TOP

VIEW

6L6

EXTERNAL
GROUND

6.3
V, A C.

C.7
1.5V. A.0

Fig. 1023 — Circuit diagram of 100- to 175-watt transmitter.
Ci — 100 ppfds. ( National ST-100.)
Li—La (Coils interchangeable).
100 ppfds. (National ST-100.)
1.7 Mc. — 60 turns No. 22 enam.,
diam., close
Ca — 180 odds. per section, 0.05-in. spacing (Cardwell
wound.
MO-180-BD.)
3.5 Mc. — 30 turns No. 22 enam.,
diam., 134-in.
C4 — 0.001 dd. mica, 600 v.
lon g.
Ca — 500 ppfds. mica, 600 v.
7 Mc. — 15 turns No. 22 enam.,
diam.,
Ce — 0.001 pfd. mica, 600 v.
long.
C7 — 50 ppfds. mica, 600 v.
14 Mc. — 8 turns No. 16 enam., 1
diam.,
Cs — 150 pads. mica, 600 v.
Ion g.
C9 — 0.002 pfd. mica, 5000 v., Cornell-Dubilier.
28 Mc. — 3 turns No. 12 wire, 1,q-in. diam., self-supCto — Neutralizing condenser, 0.07-in. spacing, Cardporting mounted on small banana-type plugs.
well Trim-Air, ZT-15-AS.
Adjust spacing to tune to resonance near miniCit — 0.01 pfd. paper, 600 V.
mum of Cz.
Ri — 0.1 meg., 1-watt.
14--1.7 Mc. — 40 turns No. 18 2A-in, diameter wound
R2 — 400 ohms, 1-watt.
on bakelite tubing form to fit mounting.
R3 — 0.1 meg., 1-watt.
3.5 Mc. — 30 turns No. 14, 2,5¡-in. diam., 3A-in, long
— 2500 ohms, 10-watt.
wound on form to fit mounting.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt.
7Mc. — 16 turns No. 14 bare, 2M-in. diam., 3-in, long
Re
10,000 ohms, 10-watt.
with 1-in. space at center (National XR-10A
R7 — 6000 ohms, 10-watt.
form, start each half of winding one hole from
Rs — 50,000 ohms, 2-watt.
end.
RFC' — National R-100 rd. chokes, 23 mh.
14 Mc. — 12 turns No. 14 bare, 2%-in. diam., 3!/¡-in.
RFC2 — National R154U r.f. choke, 1mh.
long (National XR-10A form, turns wound in
M I— Oscillator cathode milliameter.
alternate grooves).
Ma — Doubler cathode milliameter.
28 Mc. — 6 turns No. 14 bare, 254in, diam.,
Ma — Final-amplifier grid milliameter.
long ( National XR-10A form, turns wound
M4 — Final-amplifier cathode milliameter.
every 4th turn).
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detail of Fig. 1023 at A:should be plugged in; if
operating at twice the crystal frequency, the
other " dummy" unit will be used.
Two plate supplies are required, one delivering 400 volts, 150 ma. for the 6L6's and
the other for the final amplifier. The HY51Z
requires 1000 volts, 175 ma. at maximum rated
input. A 45-volt battery should be provided
for fixed bias for the doubler and final amplifier. When the oscillator is driving the final
amplifier, the cathode current should dip to
about 50 ma. at resonance; when driving the
doubler, it should run in the neighborhood of
30 ma. The doubler cathode current normally
runs between 65 and 100 ma. at resonance
when driving the final, the higher currents occurring at the higher frequencies.
Grid current to the final amplifier (HY51Z)
should run between 30 and 40 ma. on all bands
except when operating at 28 Mc. with a14- Mc.
crystal when the grid current may fall to 25
ma. with the amplifier loaded. These values
should indicate sufficient excitation. The amplifier may be loaded until the cathode current
reaches 200 to 225 ma. at resonance. The difference between cathode and grid currents
should not exceed 175 ma. Operating conditions for other tubes may be taken from the
tube tables of Chapter 20.
The output circuit
designed for link
coupling to an antenna tuner. Where the space
is available, the link may be wound between
the turns of the tank-coil winding; otherwise,
it may be wound self-supporting and placed
inside the coil form. The number of link turns
for proper loading will depend upon the antenna system and must be determined experimentally.

is

• COMPACT 250-WATT TRANSMITTER
The photographs of Figs. 1025, 1026 and
1028 show various views of amulti-band transmitter capable of handling 250 watts. Output
may be obtained at the second and fourth har-

monic frequencies as well as the fundamental
frequency of the crystal. Referring to the circuit diagram of Fig. 1027, a6V6 Tri-t,et Oscillator operating with 300 volts on the plate and
150 on the screen furnishes adequate excitation
for the 807 buffer-doubler. The final amplifier
makes use of a 75T in this instance, although
the layout is satisfactory for other tubes of
similar rating and terminal arrangement.
Parallel feed is used in the oscillator circuit to
permit grounding the tank condenser.
Instead of the usual air variable condenser
for the cathode tank condenser C1,a mica
trimmer-type condenser is mounted in each of
the plug-in cathode coils L1 and thus this tuning control is eliminated. To obtain asatisfactory impedance match between the plate circuit of the 807 and the high-impedance grid
circuit of the 75T, it is necessary to tap the
plate of the 807 down on the tank coil. Should
another type be used in the final amplifier, a
different coupling adjustment may be required
for maximum excitation. An amplifier with a
low-impedance grid may require tapping the
amplifier grid down on the driver tank coil instead of the driver plate. Since a high-voltage
connection is made to the rotors of the splitstator condenser, a well insulated shaft coupling is required.
Screen voltage for the doubler is obtained
from a separate voltage divider to reduce
fluctuations in oscillator plate voltage with
tuning of the 807. In this stage, as well as in the
oscillator plate circuit, the tank condenser
specified has asufficient capacity range to permit covering two adjacent bands without coil
changing. This is a thoroughly practical and
convenient method of band-changing between
1.7 and 3.5 and between 3.5 and 7 Mc. The
L/C ratio becomes so low in covering 7 to 14
Mc. and 14 to 28 Mc., however, that high circulating tank currents cause excessive coil
heating, except at very low power, unless unusually heavy coils are used. In this instance,
Fig. 1024 — Bottom view of
100-175-watt transmitter. The
mica plate-circuit blocking condensers C4 and Co are seen at the
rear of the two small tank condensers. The resistors at the left.
center are the two screen voltage
dividers. The neutralizing condenser is in front of the 11Y51Z
socket and the plate-circuit r.f.
choke next to the tank condenser.
Cz is fastened to the front end
plate of the tank condenser. The
terminals
are
pin-jack
type
mounted on small angles behind
the slot in the rear edge of the
chassis. The positive high-voltage
terminal is a special safety type.
The final tank condenser is fitted
with an insulated flexible shaft
coupling and a bearing for the
shaft extension is set in the panel.
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separate coils for 14 and 28 Mc. are recommended for the buffer-doubler stage.
The condenser spacing specified for C4
is conservatively adequate for 100 per
cent modulation at 1500 volts. The condenser provides adequate capacity for all
bands including the 1.7- Me. band. ( If the
Johnson coil designed for this band is
used, a single-section fixed air padding
condenser connected directly across the
tank coil will be required. This padder
should have an air gap of 0.125 inch and
acapacity of 80 npfd.; the Cardwell type
JD80-0S or a similar condenser should
be satisfactory.) For a lowest frequency
of 7 Mc., a tank condenser of 100 µpfd.
per section with the spacing specified
could be used. (Johnson 100ED30.)
Series plate feed was found to be essential in the final amplifier because no
available r.f. choke W88 found adequate at 28
Mc. If operation is to be confined to ahighest
frequency of 14 Mc., there is no reason why
parallel plate feed may not be used and the
tank condenser mounted directly upon the
chassis.
Keying and Metering

The diagrams of Fig. 1029 show the terminal
arrangement and connections for either oscillator or buffer-doubler keying. The latter is
recommended whenever break-in operation is
not required. Keying of the buffer-doubler
eliminates the necessity for a source of fixed
bias for the 807 and invariably results in superior keying characteristics.
It will be noticed that the plate meters are
placed in the negative return leads for the purpose of reducing danger. These meters, of
course, read total space current which includes
grid and screen currents as well as plate current. The former are low enough to be of little
consequence in all but the final stage. Here the
grid current should be subtracted from the
plate-meter reading to obtain the true plate
current.
As mentioned previously, each of the cathode tank-coil forms is fitted with an adjustable
mica padder. The type of condenser specified
is adual-range affair. For our purpose, the two
sections should be connected together. This is
done by connecting the two adjacent terminal
tabs together. Since it would be difficult to pass
both wires for the ends of the coil and connecting wires for the condenser through the same
pins in the coil form, aseparate pair of pins is
used for each purpose and the appropriate
socket prongs connected together so that the
condenser is connected across the coil when it
is plugged into its socket. In mounting the condenser in the coil form, a piece of fairly stiff
wire (the No. 22 with which the coils are wound
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Fig. 1025— Front panel view of the compact 250.
watt transmitter showing position of controls. The
oscillator plate tuning control is below the crystal
switch in the lower left-hand corner. The Presdwood
panel is 10Y¡ in. high and of standard 19-in. rack width.

will do) about 6inches long should be soldered
to each condenser terminal and the leads pulled
out straight and the insulation scraped off
from all but the last 2inches or so nearest the
condenser. The leads may then be fished down
through the appropriate pins in the form
pulled tight and soldered fast.
Crystal Mounting

The crystal mounting is made from astrip of
Xeinch aluminum 3inches wide and 15 inches
long. Starting at one end of the strip, lines are
marked across the strip at M inch, 1194 6 inches,
2% inches, 4M3inches, 5M inches, 6X6 inches
7M inches, 81Me inches, 9% inches and 14
inches from the end. Longitudinal lines are then
drawn the length of the strip M inch, 2 2
inch and 1% inches from each edge. This will
serve to mark the centers of all required
mounting and clearance holes for the Hammarlund crystal sockets. The mounting screws
take a No. 33 hale and the clearance holes are
9f rinch diameter. After the holes have been
drilled, the strip is bent at the 3/2inch, 5Xinch, 9%-incli and 14M-inch lines which are
scratched deeply to assist in the bending.
The 11-point crystal switch is wired to the
sockets before mounting in the panel in ahole 4
inches from the left edge of the panel and 4M
inches up from the bottom edge to balance the
shaft of the tank condenser of the final amplifier.
Biasing Requirements

The 807 requires 90 volts of fixed bias if the
oscillator is to be keyed for break-in operation
and the 75T requires approximately 150 volts
for plate-current cut-off with excitation re-
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Fig. 1026 - The final plate
tank condenser of the 250-watt
transmitter is insulated from the
chassis by button-type feedthrough insulators at front and
rear. It should be placed as far to
the rear of the chassis as possible
with its shaft on a line 3 in. from
the edge of the chassis. The tankcoil strip is supported by small
stand-off insulators on a strip of
Presdwood fastened to the condenser frame. The neutralizing
condenser is in front of the 75T.
The mica condenser Cs is fastened
to the tank-condenser end plate
and the coupling condenser C7 is
supported by asmall stand-off at
the rear of the buffer tank condenser. The latter is mounted on
%-in. cone insulators with spacers
and brackets to bring the shaft up
level with that of the final tank
condenser. The buffer coil socket
is mounted on top of the condenser. The crystal switch is
mounted on the panel at the center of the socket assembly.

moved and 300 volts under recommended
operating conditions. If batteries are used, the
biasing is simply a matter of connecting a
4000-ohm leak in series with the negativeterminal connection of 150 volts of battery to
the grid return circuit of the 75T and tapping
the 807 grid return on at 90 volts. However, a
bias pack will be more practical in most ..nstances. The pack should preferably be one
delivering any voltage from 175 to 300 volts. If
the voltage does not exceed 300 volts, nothing
more than a 10,000-ohm bleeder will be required to make it satisfactory. An r.f. choke
should replace R2 and the return connected to a
point about % of the way up on the bleeder
from the positive end. The lower end of the
choke should be by-passed to the chassis with a
0.01-afd. condenser.
If the voltage of the pack exceeds 300 volts,
EXCITER TUNING TABLE
Xia/
Freq.
*1.7
1.7
*1.7
*1.7
•3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
*3.5
3.5
*3.5
3.5
7
*7
7
7
*7
7
*7

Output
Freq.
1.7
3.5
3.5
7
3.5
3.5
3.5
7
7
7
14
14
7
7
7
14
14
14
28

Li
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
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L2

1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
3.5-7
3.5-7
3.5-7
3.5-7
7-14
3.5-7
7-14
3.5-7
3.5-7
7-14
3.5-7
7-14
7-14
7-14

La
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
3.5-7
1.7-3.5
1.7-3.5
3.5-7
3.5-7
3.5-7
3.5-7
14
14
3.5-7
3.5-7
3.5-7
14
14
14
28

C2

high
high
low
low
low
high
high
high
low
high
low
high
high
low
high
low
high
low
low

C3

high
low
low
low
low
low
high
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

the bleeder should have a resistance of about
3000 ohms per 100 volts and should be provided with three sliders for adjusting the biasing voltages under operation. One slider should
short-circuit a portion of the negative end of
the resistor while the other two provide bias
taps for the 807 and final. For initial trial, tap
the return of the final amplifier at about 6000
ohms and the 807 at about 3500 ohms from the
positive end with the third slider set at the
extreme negative end.
If the buffer-doubler is to be keyed, the grid
leak R2 is connected through the meter to
ground and no fixed bias is required for this
stage.
Tuning
From the accompanying coil table, it will be
seen that a separate cathode tank is required
for crystals of each frequency band from 1.7 to
7Mc. Each oscillator plate tank coil is designed
to cover two adjacent bands for convenience in
changing bands. Only two coils,. the first and
last, need be wound if frequent change between
3.5 and 7 Mc. is not required. Likewise, in the
buffer-doubler stage, each of the two lowestfrequency coils covers two bands. All of these
are required, however, if all bands are to be
covered. A separate coil for each band is required for the final amplifier.
Several coil and tuning combinations are
possible for most output frequencies. The oscillator will double frequency as well as the
doubler itself, so that it is possible to go to
7- Mc. output from a 1.7- Mc. crystal, 14 Mc.
from a. 3.5- Mc. crystal or to 28 Mc. from a
7- Mc. crystal. The table shows various combinations which may be used. Certain corn-
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desired in these circuits. Make certain that the
crystal switch is turned to connect in the desired crystal and turn the adjusting screw of
the cathode-circuit condenser as far as possible
in a clockwise direction. The filament supply,
the bias pack and the 600-volt plate supply
may now be turned on in that order. If the key
is in the oscillator circuit (recommended for initial test), none of the meters should indicate

binations should be selected (such as those
marked with an asterisk) until the operator is
thoroughly familiar with the transmitter.
Later, it will be a simple matter to swing the
exciter from one band to another with the most
appropriate coils in place.
With aset of suitable coils plugged in, C2 and
C3 should be turned near minimum or maximum capacity, depending upon the frequency
Cc
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Fig. 1027
C1 — 260 pmfds. max, mica trimmertype cathode tuning condenser (mounted in coil
form, see text) ( Ilammarlund CTS-160).
CS— 250 ppfd& max. midget variable (Hammarlund MC.
250M).
C3 — 260 odds. max. plate spacing
0.03 in. (Cardwell MR260BS).
C4 — 200 la
/
Ms. max. per section,
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— Circuit diagram of the 250-watt transmitter.
plate spacing 0.075 in
Cio — 0.01-pfd. paper, 600 volts.
(Johnson 200ED30) (see
Ri — 0.1-meg., 1-watt, non-inductext suggestions for higher
tive (not marked).
frequency-bands).
R2 — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt, nonC5 — 0.001-pfd. mica, 500 volts.
inductive (see text).
Co — 0.0001-dd. mica, 500 volts.
R3 — 10,000 ohms, 2-watt.
C7 — 0.0001-pfd. mica, 2500 volts
R4 — 10,000 ohms, 10-watt.
(Aerovox).
Rs — 10,000 ohms, 25-watt.
Cs — 0.001-pfd. mica, 5000 volts
Re — 30,000 ohms, 10-watt.
(Aerovox).
R7 — 15,000 ohms, 10-watt.
CS— Neutralizing condenser ( National NC800).

RFC1 — Receiving-type r.f. choke, 2.5 mh. ( National or
Hammarlund).
RFC2 — Transmitting-type r.f. choke ( National R.
154U).
S — 11-point tap switch ( Mallory type 1311L).
Ti — Filament transformer, 6.3 v., 2 a. (Thordarson
type T19F81).
Ti— Filament transformer, 5 v., 8 a. (Thordarson
type T19F84).
LI — 1.7- Mc. crystal — 30 turns No. 22 enam., 1% in.
diam., turns close-wound.
3.5- Mc. crystal — 10 turns No. 22 enam., 1% in.
diam., 1in. long.
7-Mc. crystal — 7 turns No. 22 enam., 1% in.
diam., 1in. long.
Li — 1.7 to 3.5 Mc. — 30 turns No. 22 enam., 1% in.
diam., 1in. long.
3.5 to 7 Mc. — 18 turns No. 22 enam., 1 % in.
diam., 1% in. long.
7 to 14 Mc. — 8 turns No. 22 enam., 1% in.
diam., 1% in. long.
1.3 — 1.7 to 3.5 Mc. — Barker 81 Williamson type M-80
with 15 turns removed, tapped at 10th turn
from the plate end. Inductance — 27phy. Coil
same as L2 may be substituted. Tap at approximately 8th turn from plate end.
3.5 to 7 Mc. — B&W type M-40 with 8 turns removed, tapped at 5th turn from plate end.
Inductance — 8 phy. Coil same a, LS,tapped
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at 6th turn from plate end may be substituted.
14 Mc. — B&W type M-20, tapped at 3rd turn
from plate end. Inductance — 2.8 phy. Coil of
10 turns, 1% in. diam., 1% in. long, tapped at
3rd turn from plate end may be substituted.
28 Mc. — B&W type M-10, 1 turn removed,
tapped 1 turn from plate end. Inductance —
0.6 phy. Coil of 4 turns, 1% in. diam., 1% in,
long, tapped at 1 turn from plate end may be
substituted.
1.4 — 1.7 Mc. — Johnson type 684 coil. ( NoTE: This
coil requires additional padder condenser as
mentioned in text.) Coil of 50 turns No. 18 d.c.c.,
2q in. diam., 4 in. long including 3
/8in. space
at center may be substituted, and will not
require padder.
3.5 Mc. — Johnson type 663 coil. Coil of 34 turns
No. 16, 2% in. diam., 4in. long including 3/2in.
space at center may be substituted.
Mc. — Johnson type 662 coil. Coil of 20 turns
No. 12, 2% in. diam. 4in. long including 3/¡-in.
space at center may be substituted.
14 Mc. — Johnson type 661 coil. Coil of 10 turns
No. 12, 2% in. diam., 3in, long including 3/2in.
space at the center may be substituted.
28 Mc. — Johnson type 660 coil. Coil of 6 turna
No. 12, 234 in. diam., 3% in. long including
3/2in. space at the center may be substituted.
NOTE: Spaces above are for link windings.
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Fig. 1028 — The oscillator plate tank
circuit of the 250-watt transmitter is
mounted in the space at the center of the
three sockets. The 6L6 and cathode-coil
sockets are toward the front. The sockets
for the 807 and 75T are dropped an inch
or so below the top of the chassis in long
screws with spacers. The 6.3-volt filament
transformer is mounted near the 807
socket and the 5-volt transformer at the
right. The pin-jack type terminal strip
is mounted on small angles behind along
slot cut in the rear edge of the chassis.
The jack-top feed-through is the positive
1500-volt terminal. It should be protected with a rubber-tubing sleeve after
connection has been made (see Fig. 1030).
The chassis is 10 in. by 17 in. by 3in.

current flow with the key open. With the key
closed, the oscillator plate current should be 20
to 30 ma. if the circuit is not oscillating, dropping to about 15 ma. when oscillating. Adjusting the oscillator plate tank condenser should
cause aslight dip in oscillator plate current and
ahigh swing in plate current to the 807 at some
point. If this is not obtained at any setting of
C2, the oscillator plate current will probably be
running high. With the key closed, the adjusting screw of the cathode condenser
should be turned slowly counterclockwise until the oscillator plate current
takes asudden drop. Tuning the plate
condenser should then develop two
points where plate current will flow to
the 807, one near maximum capacity
of C2 and one near minimum capacity.
If only the former is found, aturn or
so should be removed until both are
found. If, on the other hand, only the
one near minimum is found, a turn or
two should be added. The key should
be closed only for short intervals until
the tank circuit of the 807, L3C3,is
tuned to resonance as indicated by a
dip in plate current.

125 and 150 ma., dropping to 60 to 100 ma. at
resonance, depending upon frequency. If the
oscillator plate circuit is tuned to the crystal
fundamental, it should not be tuned too close
to resonance to permit ready starting and stopping of crystal oscillation. Tuning the 807 plate
circuit to resonance should cause grid-current
flow to the final amplifier. This current should
run between 35 and 50 ma., depending upon
frequency.
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OSCILLATOR KEYING
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Adjusting the Cathode Tank
Now tune the plate circuit of the
oscillator to the second harmonic of the
crystal frequency, making sure that a
coil tuning to this harmonic frequency
or double this harmonic frequency is in
the plate circuit of the 807. (In the case
of 3.5-Mc, crystals, either coil covering 7 Mc. will do.) Tune the plate circuit for maximum 807 grid current and
then adjust the cathode condenser also
for maximum grid current. Any grid
current value between 2 and 5 ma.
should be satisfactory. With the oscillator
cathode circuit tuned correctly, the off-resonance plate current of the 807 will run between
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BUFFER -DOUBLER KEYING
Fig. 1029 — Terminal and meter connections for the
250-watt transmitter, for oscillator keying or for buffer.
doubler keying.
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TRANSMITTER CONSTRUCTION
The final amplifier is neutralized and tuned
as described in Chapter 14. With a 1500-volt
plate supply, no difficulty should be experienced in lighting the 150-watt lamp dummy
load to more than normal brilliancy on all bands.

ebber:371p-over'
Protector for
stand-off or feed-thra
terminals.
Ib9h-vattaye cable

Checking Voltages and Currents

With the final amplifier running with the
lamp dummy load, various voltages and currents should be checked. The voltage of the
plate supply for the exciter should be as close
to 600 as possible. The voltage dividers recommended will then provide voltages close to the
following values: oscillator plate, 300 v.; oscillator screen, 150 v.; 807 screen, 300 v.
A check should be made on the biasing voltage for the 75T together with its grid current
while operating under full load. The biasing
voltage should be not less than 300 with agrid
current of not less than 25 ma. If the voltage is
300 or higher but the grid current less than 25
ma., the slider on the bias-pack voltage divider
should be moved slightly towards the positive
end of the resistor until grid current is up to
normal. Under operation, grid voltage for the
807 should be 200 to 250. Grid current at this
voltage should run 2to 5ma. Corrections may
be made by adjustment of the slider on the
biasing resistor. If it is now found that the
biasing voltage with the key open is insufficient to cut off plate current, the slider at the
negative end of the biasing resistor should be
advanced until plate current is cut off. Biasing
should again be checked under operating conditions and readjustments made if required. It
is preferable that these biasing adjustments be
made at the highest frequency to be used.
Final-amplifier grid current at the lower frequencies may then be held to amaximum of 30
ma. by tuning of the oscillator plate tank circuit. In cases where the 807 is keyed and gridleak bias only is used, any grid current between
3 and 8 ma. should give satisfactory performance.
In the tests which were run at 28 Mc., the
manufactured coil developed considerable heat
when allowed to operate continuously for appreciable periods. This is, of course, rather to
be expected with coils wound on solid forms
when operated at the higher frequencies. Although less convenient, those who wish highest
efficiency will probably prefer aself-supporting
coil.
In coupling to the antenna, the best method
will depend upon the type of antenna system to
be used. The coupling coil of the Johnson tank
coil is suitable for coupling directly into any untuned line of impedance up to 600 ohms. When
coupling into a tuned line, a separate antenna
tank or series tuner should be provided and link
coupling used between the final tank circuit
and the antenna tank or series tuner. ( Bib. 4.)
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Fig. 1030— Protecting exposed terminals against
accidental contact. A — Rubber tubing "slip-over" protector for stand-off or feed-through high-voltage terminals. The tubing is slipped over the wire before the
connection is made and then pushed up over the terminal after the connection has been made. Commercial
products made for the purpose are available. B — A
simple way of covering screw- type terminal strips. The
fibre or bakelite protecting strip is fastened in place by
the reversed strip mounting screw after the connections
have been made.

•A

SINGLE-TUBE 200-WATT
AMPLIFIER

The single-tube amplifier shown in the
photograph of Fig. 1031 was designed for the
popular medium power class tubes such as the
808, RK35-37-51-52, T55, 35T, 811, 812 and
HK54-154 types operating at 1500 volts and
up to 150 ma. It is provided with fixed-link
input for coupling to a driver and variablelink output for coupling to a following amplifier with link input or to an antenna through
a suitable antenna coupler. The tank condenser specified is sufficient to provide optimum capacity at all frequencies down to 3.5
Mc. At 1.7 Mc. an air padding condenser
should be connected as shown in the circuit
diagram of Fig. 1032. The blocking condenser
C5 is essential to prevent break-down of the
tank condenser at maximum rated plate
voltage. Short-circuiting turns to reduce coil
inductance is suggested to avoid spoiling the
coil for other purposes where the full inductance may be required.
The type 808 shown in the photograph as
well as the RK35-37 and the HK54-154 have
the grid terminal at the side of the tube so
that the socket may be sub- mounted on the
chassis. The other types mentioned above have
the grid terminal at the base so that the socket
should be mounted above the base when using
these latter types.
The r.f. chokes and by-pass condensers are
mounted beneath the chassis where plenty of
room will be found. Both tuning condensers
must be insulated from the chassis. While a
shaft coupling with bakelite insulation is satisfactory for the grid-condenser control, it is
important to provide one with insulation for
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high voltages for the plate-condenser shaft.
A control for varying the output-link coupling
is brought out to the front of the panel. Since
the shaft provided with the Barker and Williamson unit has a % 6" diameter shaft, a
reducing coupling will be required to couple it
to a X," shaft. The high-voltage line is brought
up through the chassis through a button-type
insulator. Terminals are provided at the left
for the output, at the right for exciter input
and at the rear for power-supply connections.
Exposed power terminals should be provided
with protection against accidental contact (see
Fig. 1030). Chapter 7contains suggestions for
cutting and drilling the chassis.
Power Supply Requirements

The plate-voltage supply should deliver 1500
volts at 150 ma. or more. Filament-supply requirements vary with the type of tube selected.
The 808 requires 7.5 volts, 4 amperes. Provision must also be made for biasing the grid;
this requirement also depends upon the tube
chosen. For c.w. operation with the 808, it is
most simply provided by a45-volt battery and
5000-ohm, 10-watt grid-leak resistance in
series across the biasing terminals, although a
suitable power supply may be used as described in Chapter 11. With other types, sufficient fixed bias should be provided to cut off
plate current without excitation (roughly the
plate voltage divided by the amplification
factor of the tube which is given in the tube
tables, Chapter 20) and supplying the remainder
of the biasing voltage specified in the tube
tables by a grid leak whose resistance when
multiplied by the grid current in amperes will
give the required additional voltage.

Driving power also varies with the type of
tube. It should be easily possible to drive any
of the tubes for which the amplifier is designed
by the 6L6-807 exciter of Fig. 1011 or the bandswitching exciter of Fig. 1014. The exciter
should be capable of delivering not less than
20 to 25 watts at all frequencies.
Proper tuning of an amplifier is discussed in
detail in the chapter on transmitter adjustment. Briefly, taking the 808 as an example,
the first step after connecting the exciter and
power supply, is that of neutralizing. With
plate voltage off and excitation applied, a milliammeter in series with the grid-bias circuit
should read at least 35 ma. when the grid circuit of the amplifier and the plate circuit of the
exciter are tuned to resonance and the coupling
properly adjusted. Referring to the diagram of
Fig. 1032, it will be noted that the grid is shown
connected at an intermediate point on the gridtank coil. This connection was found necessary
to provide aproper impedance match between
the grid and the output circuit of the 6L6-807
exciter. Connection of the grid at the top of
the tank circuit would not permit loading of
the 807 driver. The tap was placed at the 15th,
9th, 6th and 5th turn from the ground end in
order from the largest to the smallest grid coil.
The antenna may be coupled through an
antenna coupler and the coupling adjusted to
bring the plate current up to the rated value
(125 ma. for the 808). With the load applied,
the grid current should not drop below 25 ma.

• COMPACT

450-WATT PUSH-PULL

AMPLIFIER

The photographs of Figs. 1033, 1034, 1036
and 1037 show an amplifier designed along the

Fig. 1031— 200-watt amplifier. This single-tube amplifier was designed for tubes operating at a plate voltage of
1250 to 1500 volts such as RK-35-37-51-52, 808, 811, 812, T55, 35T and IIK54-154. Components are assembled
on a 8" x 17" x 2" chassis with a8%," x 19" Presdwood panel. The tank condensers are mounted on short stand-off
insulators. Each shaft is provided with an insulating flexible coupling. The plate blocking condenser is essential.
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Individual Metering

Output

The circuit of the amplifier shown in the diagram of Fig. 1035 is standard in every way
except in the method of metering where a departure is made from usual practice. By means
of the two-gang six-position switch, it is possible to measure the individual grid and cathode
currents of each tube as well as total grid
rpué or total cathode currents. To accomplish
- o this, two small filament transformers are
used, one for each tube, instead of asingle large
transformer. The meter is switched across
shunting resistances in each circuit to simplify
switching. The shunting resistances in the grid
circuits are not critical in value so long as they
are not less than 20 times the resistance of the
100-ma. meter. Meter resistance usually runs
between 0.25 and 1ohm in the 100- ma. size so
that resistances of 25 ohms or so will have no
practical effect upon the meter reading. In the
cathode circuits, the shunting resistors should
be carefully adjusted to provide ascale multiplication of ten. The full-scale readings when
the meter is shifted to the cathode circuits will
then be 1000 ma. These resistances in each case
should be one-ninth of the resistance of the
meter used. Those shown in the photograph
were made with No. 22 enamelled copper wire
wound on X" diameter rods of insulating composition. The total length of wire required for
each of the resistances is about three feet.
The exact length can be determined quite easily by experiment. Place the milliammeter in
series with a battery and a variable resistance
suitable to hold the current to 100 ma. and
adjust the variable resistance until the meter
reads full scale. Now take a piece of the wire
with which the shunt is to be wound and connect the ends across the meter. Adjust the
length of the shunt wire until the meter reading
drops to 10 ma. and then cut off and wind on
the form. If the resistance of the shunt is too
low (shunt wire too short) the meter reading
will fall below 10 ma., while if the shunt resistance is too high (shunt wire too long), the
meter reading will be above 10 ma.

r
CT.
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+
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Fig. 1032 — Circuit diagram of 200-watt amplifier.
C1 — 150 ppfds.,.03" airgap (Cardwell MR150BS).
C2 — 0.001-pfd. mica, by-pass.
Ca — 0.01 dd., 600-volt paper, by-pas..
Neutralizing condenser ( National NC800).
Ca — 0.002 pfd., 7000 volts, blocking, (Cornell-Dubilier
22C86).
Co — 180 ppfds. per section, .05" airgap (Cardwell
M0180BD).
C7 — 80 ppfds. air padder for 1.75 Mc. (Cardwell
JD80 OS) . 1" airgap.
RFC1 — R.F. Choke ( National R100).
RFC2
R.F. Choke ( National R154U).
— National AR series. (See text for explanation of
tap.)
Note: Substitute coils may be made by referring to
the charts of Figs. 516 and 517, (Chapter 5) using 160
ppfds. for lowest frequency to be covered by each coil.
L2 — 1.7 Mc. — B&WTVL-160 with turns short-circuited at each end so circuit resonates with C7
and COat maximum capacity. (See text regarding padding condenser.)
3.5 Mc. — B&WTVL-80 with 7turns short-circuited at each end.
7, 14 and 28 Mc. — B & W TVL-40, TVL-20 and
TVL-10.
Note: Substitute coils may be made by referring to
the chart of Fig. 517 (Chapter 5) and basing dimensions
upon capacity values of 180, 90, 45, 25 and 25 ppfds., respectively, for 1.7, 3.5, 7, 14 and 28 Mc.

lines of the type of construction often referred
to as " dish-type." This type of construction
has many advantages, although its use is
normally confined to components of moderate
physical dimensions and weight.
The tank coils may be mounted so that very
little metal of the normal rack structure is in
the immediate fields of the tank coils — acondition almost impossible to approach in the
usual form of construction with metal panels
and side brackets. Plug-in coils are made much
more accessible for changing and the direction
of " pull" in removing coils is outward away
from the rack rather than upward into the next
rack unit above. Terminals may be mounted so
that the wiring between rack units may be
made inconspicuous and so that the chances of
personal injury from accidental contact with
exposed terminals at the rear are greatly reduced. Lastly, this form of construction usually
reduces the required height of the unit which is
a particular advantage in table racks where
vertical space is at a premium.

CHAPTER TEN

Wiring

In doing the r.f. wiring, care should be taken
to keep it as symmetrical as possible. In forming the long wires between the neutralizing
condensers and the tank-condenser stators, the
lengths should be made identical. The wire
connecting to the rear condenser stator should
go directly in a straight line, while the one going to the front stator section may be bent to
make up for the difference in distance between
the neutralizing condensers and the two stators. The plate leads to the tube should be
tapped on these long wires at points which will
make the wire length between neutralizing
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Fig. 1033 — The three controls of the 450.
watt push-pull amplifier are arranged symmetrically. The meter switch is at the right,
the control for the plate tank condenser at
the center and the grid-circuit control at the
left. The panel which is 8% by 19 in. is fitted
with panel bearings for the condenser-shaft
extensions. It is fastened to the chassis by
flat-head screws after the bottom edges of
the chassis have been drilled and tapped.

condenser and plate and between tank condenser and plate equal on each side.
The positive high-voltage lead, run inside
the chassis with high-voltage cable, comes up
through afeed- through insulator near the plate
choke.
The rotors of the grid tank condenser are not
grounded since experience has shown that an
amplifier of this type usually neutralizes more
readily without the ground connection and excitation usually divides more evenly between
the two tubes.
The leads from the neutralizing condensers
to the grid terminals are crossed over before
they pass through small feed- through points
mounted in the partition. The grid r.f. chokes
are self-supporting between the tube grid terminals and feed-through points in the chassis
which carry the biasing leads inside to the individual grid leaks. Filament wires are run
through
holes lined with rubber grommets.
Inside the chassis, the leaks and metershunting resistances are supported on fibre lug
strips. The leads going to the switch should be

soldered in place, formed into cables and the
other ends connected to the switch on the
panel as the last operation before putting the
panel in place. The panel is fastened to the
chassis with six 8-32 flat-head machine screws
after holes have been drilled and tapped in the
folded edges of the chassis.
If the layout and wiring have been followed
carefully, no difficulties should be encountered
in neutralizing nor with parasitics. Both grid
and plate currents should check the same
within 10 per cent.
The meter when switched to read grid current forms agood neutralizing indicator. Both
neutralizing condensers should be kept at equal
settings and adjusted simultaneously until the
grid current remains perfectly steady as the
plate tank is tuned through resonance. When
not neutralized, there will be apronounced dip
in grid current at resonance. Neutralizing is
always done with plate voltage removed.
The amplifier requires adriver delivering 25
to 40 watts. The 807 exciters of Figs. 1012 and
1015 should prove adequate.

Fig. 1034 — The plate tank-roil
jack strip of the 450- watt pushpull amplifier is fastened to the
tank-condenser frame with stripmetal brackets. The assembly.
mounted on ejr5-in. stand-off insulators is placed at the center of
the chassis as far to the left as
possible. The condenser shaft is
extended at right angles through
the bearing in the center of the
chassis by means of two Millen
45-degree shaft joints connected
together by ashort length of hake.
lite shafting. The sockets for the
812's are sub-mounted on the
6-by-8-in. partition 3A inches up
from the chassis and 1% inch front
each edge and are orientated so
that the plates of the tubes will be
in a vertical plane when in use.
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If the amplifier is to be protected with fixed
bias against failure of excitation, the grid-leak
resistance of each tube should be adjusted so
that the total grid voltage under operating conditions will be not less than 125 volts without
exceeding the maximum grid-current rating of
25 ma. per tube when the amplifier is loaded to
rated plate current. (Bib. 5.)

•A

MEDIUM-POWER BANDSWITCHING PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER

Illustrating the short-circuiting method of
band-changing is the T55 push-pull amplifier
4
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o
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+ 0-100 MA METER

Fig. 1036 — The grid-circuit components of the 450.
watt amplifier are mounted on this side of the partition
which is braced by standard 5-in, triangular brackets.
The tank condenser is mounted by means of ascrew in
the hole which remains when the shield between the
stators is removed. The ceramic terminal strip is for all
external connections except for positive high voltage for
which a special safety terminal is provided. A large
clearance hole should be cut in the chassis for the condenser shaft. The shaft should come at the center line of
the chassis.

A

Fig. 1035 — Wiring diagram of the 450-watt push-pull
amplifier.
Ci — 100 psfds. per section (Hammarlund MCD100M).
C2 — 100 spfds. per section (Cardwell MT100GD),
0.07-in. spacing.
Ca — 500 spfds. mica, 600-volt.
C4 — Neutralizing condenser 10 to 15 ssfds. max.
(Millen 15003).
Ca — 0.01-sfd. paper, 600-volt.
Ca — 0.002-sfd. mica, 5000-volt.
R, RI— Grid leak, 6000 ohms, 10 watts.
R2 — Grid-current meter shunt, 25 to 50 ohms, 2-watt.
Ra — Same as Rz.
R4 — Cathode-current meter shunt. See text.
Rs — Same as R4.
Lt — National AR series coils with center link (variable.
link type recommended).
Substitute coils may be wound on 1)4-in. diameter
forms as follows:
3.5 Mc. — 44 turns, 2in. long.
7 Mc. — 22 turns, 2in. long.
14 Mc. — 10 turns, 1% in. long.
28 Mc. — 6 turns, 1A in. long.
Ls — Barker and Williamson TL series with center links.
Substitute coils may be wound as follows:
3.5 Mc. — 36 turns, 234-in. diam., 4 in. long.
7 Mc. — 18 turns, VA-in. diam., 4in. long.
14 Mc. — 10 turns, 2%-in. diam., 3in. long.
28 Mc. — 6 turns,
diam., 3in. long.
SW — Mallory 2-gang, 6 position switch.
Filament transformers — 6.3v., 6a. to fit under chassis.

CHAPTER TEN

shown in Figs. 1038 and 1040. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 1039. The tank coils are selected
to tune to the 3.5- Mc. band with the proper
amount of capacity and two-gang, three-position switches in grid and plate circuits shortcircuit portions of each coil for the 7- and 14Mc. bands. Both input and output links are
variable so that proper adjustment of coupling
for each band may be made.
Construction

The chassis is fastened to the panel so that
the top surface comes at the center line of the
panel. The plate tank condenser is mounted
upside-down on supports cut from standard
crackle-finish chassis brackets fastened to the
end plates of the condenser so that the shaft
comes eg" above the surface of the chassis.
The two Ohmite switches are mounted on
metal angle brackets which, in turn, are
mounted on 1" stand-off insulators. The angle
brackets are of such height that the switch
shaft will come at the same height above the
chassis as the variable link shaft. The two
switches are coupled together with alength of
bakelite rod 3
A" diameter with reducing
couplings at each end to fit the Yi" switch
shafts. A control for the link variation is
brought out to the front of the panel by means
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Fig. 1037 — The individual filament
transformers are small enough to be
mounted inside the chassis. Grid leaks and
meter-shunting resistances are mounted
between fibre lug strips. The shaft of the
grid tank condenser is fitted with an insulating coupling. Meter-switch leads are
cabled and connection to the switch made
just before the panel is fastened to the
8in.-by- 17 in.-by-3in. chassis.

of a 34" extension shaft coupled to the link
shaft with areducing coupling. The tubes and
neutralizing condensers are placed symmetrically in respect to the stator sections of the
tank condenser. The distance between the
tubes is determined by the distance between
mounting holes in the BVL jack strip underneath, since this strip must be mounted using
the holes in the centers of the National 4-prong
CIR tube sockets. The distance between the
tubes and the plate tank condenser is such that
the grid-coil mounting is in a position which
will bring the variable link shaft at the same
distance from the center of the panel as the
plate link shaft so that the controls will be
symmetrical. Plate leads from the tank condenser are covered with %" spaghetti and
crossed over so that the neutralizing condenser
leads need not be crossed.
Underneath, the grid tank condenser is
mounted on stand-off insulators and spacers to
bring the distance of its shaft below the chassis
the same as that between the top of the chassis

and the shaft of the plate tank condenser. Both
tank condensers are mounted with the shafts
along a line drawn through the center of the
chassis. The grid-circuit switch is mounted on
a bracket which brings the shaft of the switch
level with the shaft of the variable link. A control is brought out for the grid link as well as
the plate link.
As mentioned previously, the jack strip for
the grid coil is mounted on short stand-off
insulators and spacers in the holes which appear in the National CIR-type sockets. These
holes provide the only available method of
mounting the jack strip if the controls on the
panel are to make a symmetrical design. The
tube sockets themselves are spaced about 3
À"
below the surface of the chassis and the distance of the jack strip below the chassis to
make the link shaft come at the correct level
may be adjusted by varying the thickness of
these spacers.
The taps on the coils are made before the coil
is placed in position. They are made by scrap-

Fig. 1038 — The band-sw itch in gpush-pull amplifier with T5S',.
'rhe unit is constructed in two sections with the plate-circuit apparatus on top of the chassis and the
grid-circuit components beneath.
The chassis measures 11" x 17" x
2" and the panel 14" x 19" x
The neutralizing condenser for the
tube in the foreground is hidden
by the panel. it is placed so as to
be symmetrical with the other
neutralizing condenser.
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ing the enamel from the wire at the appropriThe band-switching exciter of Fig. 1015 should
ate turn near the bottom of the turn and bendfurnish adequate excitation.
ing the " hole" end of a long soldering lug
The variable link in the grid circuit provides
firmly about the turn and soldering it fast.
an adjustment of input coupling. The output
Care should be taken to prevent short-circuitlink provides adjustment of coupling to alowing of turns by the lug. The turns adjacent to
impedance transmission line or to a suitable
the lug may be pressed slightly to one side if
antenna coupler. For c.w. operation, a grid
necessary. The coil may then be plugged into
current of 40 to 50 ma. with the amplifier
the jack strip so that the length of lead beloaded should indicate adequate excitation.
tween the tap lug and the appropriate switch points may be estimated. The leads are then cut from
No. 14 wire and soldered to the
lugs. The coil is again plugged in
and the loose ends of the tap leads
cut and fastened to the switch. The
14- Mc, switch points should come
nearest the coil so that these leads
will be shortest. Ample space is left
at the left side of the chassis (Fig.
1040) for mounting the filament
transformer.
A terminal strip is placed at the
rear edge of the chassis. A mediumsize feed-through insulator forms
the positive high-voltage terminal
and another similar insulator is
used to bring the positive high voltage lead up through the chassis to
the center of the plate tank coil.
Fig. 1039 — Circuit diagram of the T55 push-pull hand-switching
If desired, brackets may be fas- amplifier.
tened to the rear end of the chassis Ci — 100 adds. per section, 0.025" or greater airgap ( National
TMS100D).
so that the unit may be placed
upon atable rather than in astand- C2 — 0.01 pfd., 660-volt paper.
C3 — 100 pads. per section, 0.170" airgap (National TMAlOODA).
ard rack for which it is designed.
C4 — Neutralizing condensers (Hammarlund N-10).
Suggestions for cutting and drilling RFC, — Grid-circuit r.f. choke (National R100).
the chassis will be found in Chap- RFC2 — Plate-circuit r.f. choke (National R154U).
SW1 — Two-gang, three-position switch ( Mallory 162-C).
ter 7.
SW2 — Two Ohmite type BC3 — three-position switches ganged
Any of the tubes such as the
together.
Li — Barker and Williamson BVL-160, taps at 7 and 13 turns from
types 35T, RK35-37-51-52, 808,
each
end.
811, 812, HK54-154, etc., operatL2 — Barker and Williamson TVL-80, taps at 11th and 16th turn
ing at 1500 volts will be suitable for
from each end.
use in this amplifier. If a type
with the grid terminal at the side instead of
• A 750- WATT PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER
the base is used, the leads from the tank circuit to the grids will be passed through the
The push-pull amplifier shown in the photochassis rather than the neutralizing-condenser
graphs of Figs. 1041 and 1042 is suitable for use
leads.
with a pair of low-capacity tubes such as the
The plate tank-condenser capacity is suittypes 100TH, RK36-38, HF200 or HK254.
able for the frequencies covered for tubes operThe tank condenser has sufficient capacity to
ating at 1500 volts, 300 ma. for the pair and
provide approximately optimum capacity on
plate spacing is sufficient for plate modulation
all bands up to 3.5 Mc. At 1.7 Mc., a padding
at 1250 volts.
condenser of 50 µlids. rated at not less than
The T55's require a filament transformer
7500 volts, such as one of the Eimac vacuum
delivering 7.5 volts at 5.5 amperes. Biasing
units should be connected across the coil specivoltage may be obtained from apair of 45-volt
fied. The tank-condenser airgap is sufficient to
batteries in series with a grid leak of 2500
withstand c.w. operation with 750 watts input
ohms, 25 watts connected across the biasing
at 2500 volts. Voltage should be reduced or a
terminals or from a biasing supply similar to
blocking condenser should be used if the stage
one of those described in Chapter 11. An unis to be plate-modulated. If this connection is
regulated supply should have a resistance of
used, it is of utmost importance that the tank
4000 ohms between the grid tap and ground.
condenser be well insulated from the panel and
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that a suitable insulated coupling be used between the condenser shaft and the control.
Most of the details of construction are evident from the photographs. Reference should
be made to Chapter 7 for assistance in construction. The r.f. chokes, by-pass condensers,
grid leak and power wiring are beneath the
chassis. The tube sockets are sub-mounted
making it unnecessary to bring the filament
wiring up through the chassis. The supporting
strip at the rear of the tank condenser serves
as a ground strap of low resistance.
The layout of the amplifier is such as to keep
all leads symmetrical. The tubes are arranged
so that each plate terminal comes opposite the
condenser stator to which it is to be connected.
The positions of the neutralizing condensers
are also reversed, one being placed behind one
tube and the other in front of the second
tube.
The grid coils are wound on National XR13
forms with the associated plugs and base. The
link coils are wound to fit inside the forms
rather than on the outside of the windings,
since there is more room inside and the leads
can be brought out inconspicuously.
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1043.
The condenser C3 is necessary to prevent lowfrequency parasitic oscillations caused by
resonance in grid and plate r.f.-choke circuits.
It should be mounted to give afairly short connection between the center-tap of the grid coil

and ground. The high-voltage lead to the center of the plate tank coil is fed through the
chassis by means of a feed-through type
insulator.
Power Supply and Excitation
Power-supply requirements will vary somewhat with the type of tube and the input at
which it is desired to operate the amplifier. In
this instance, apair of 100TH's was operated
at 2500 volts, 300 ma. or an input of 750 watts.
These tubes require afilament transformer delivering 5 to 5.1 volts at 13 amperes. Voltage
should be checked at the tube sockets.
Appropriate biasing voltage may be obtained from a pair of heavy-duty 45-volt batteries used in conjunction with a grid leak
resistance of 1500 ohms, 25 watts, but preferably from one of the bias power-supply units
described in Chapter 11. The resistance introduced in the grid circuit by the bias-supply
voltage-divider or bleeder resistance should be
2500 ohms.
Excitation requirements will also vary
somewhat with tubes and operating conditions. Sufficient excitation for any of the abovementioned tubes, operating within the conditions outlined, may be obtained from the
exciter shown in Fig. 1022 with the T40 tube
in the output stage. The grid current should
not fall below 75 ma. with the amplifier fully
loaded. ( Bib. 6.)

• PUSH-PULL

1- KW. AMPLIFIER UNIT WITH
DRIVER STAGE AND
ANTENNA TUNER

Fig. 1040 — Bottom view — T55 band-switching exciter. Note particulady the method used in mounting the grid-coil jack strip. (See text.) The gridcircuit r.f. choke is underneath the grid tank coil. Leads from neutralizing condensers to tube grid terminals are passed through clearance holes in the chassis.
All exposed power terminals should be adequately protected against accidental
contact. (See Fig. 1030).
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The photographs of Figs.
1044, 1045, 1047 and 1050
show the details of a pushpull amplifier unit, which
includes the driver and antenna tuner, capable of
handling 1-kw. input for
c.w. or 'phone. The simplified circuit diagram is shown
in Fig. 1046. Provision is
made for link coupling
throughout and in each tank
circuit, the condenser rotors
as well as the stators are
connected to the supply
voltage to reduce the required condenser voltage
rating.
Each tank circuit is provided with a pair of permanently mounted tapped
coils. The larger coil in each
case is used for the 1.75-,
3.5- and 7- Mc, bands while
the other is used for the
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TRANSMITTER CONSTRUCTION
Several tuning combinations are possible with the antenna-tuner components
as shown in Fig. 1051. Here also connections are switched by means of clips and
flexible leads.
Although it is designed with dimensions
to suit standard rack mounting, the arrangement shown differs from the usual
forms of construction in that components
are mounted on either side of a vertical
panel or base running at right angles to
the panel. This type of construction has
its greatest advantage in high-power
(‘quipment where the components are
large in size and, therefore, cannot be
accommodated effectively with the usual
form of horizontal construction. In the
arrangement shown, it is not difficult to
form a symmetrical panel layout and the
tank circuits come at points which permit
short terminal leads. Coils are readily
Fig. 1041— The 750-watt push-pull amplifier with 100th',,
It is also suitable for types RK36-38 and 11K254. The chassis accessible for tap changing.
measures 10" x17" x3" and the panel 173/2" x 14". All exposed
Constructional details of the front
power terminals should be provided with suitable protection
panel and the mounting panel are shown
against accidental contact. (See Fig. 1030.)
in Fig. 1049.
The front panel of this transmitter,
14- and 28- Mc. bands. Turns are shorted uut in
42 inches high and 19 inches wide (standard
each case, by means of clips and flexible leads,
dimensions for relay-rack mounting), is cut
to cover the higher-frequency bands and a from jfinch tempered Presdwood. The fronttank condenser with a multi-section stator is
to-rear panel, on which is mounted nearly all of
used in the plate circuit of the final amplifier to
the transmitter parts and wiring, is made of
provide optimum capacity for each band.
two pieces of the same material, 42 inches high
The diagram of Fig. 1048 shows the complete
and 16 inches wide, clamped back to back at
circuit and the accompanying table shows the
inch by 13
%-inch pine
the edges between 1% 6coil specifications for each band. Taps on the
binding strip. Cuts to fit the cross-sectional
coils with closely-spaced turns are made by
dimensions of the pine strips were made in top
bending the end of a flat soldering lug around
and bottom front corners of the front-rear
the wire and soldering fast.
assembly, and two 17-inch lengths were

Fig. 1042 — Rear view — 750-watt
push-pull amplifier. The plate tank coil is
supported partly by the panel and partly
by a heavy aluminum strip fastened to
the chassis at the back. The jack-base
for the plate coils (National XB-15) is
mounted cross-wise on the condenser by
means of angle brackets. These brackets
also form the connections between the
condenser stators and the ends of the
tank coil. The grid *41 is mounted at
right angles to the plate coil.
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Fig. 1043 — Circuit Diagram of the 750-matt pushpull amplifier.
Ci — Split-stator transmitting condenser, 100 pads.
per section, 0.07" airgap (Cardwell MR100B I)).
C2
Split -stator transmitting condenser, 75 'aphis.
per section, 0.2" airgap (Cardwell XC-75-XD).
Cs — 250 adds. mica condenser, 500-volt.
C4, Cs — 0 .01-afd. paper.
CO, C7— Neutralizing condensers (National NC-800).
RI— See text.
RFC1 — Receiving-type r.f. choke (National R100).
RFC2 — Transmitting-type
r.f
choke ( National
R154U).
Li — 1.7 Mc. — 85 turns No. 24 d.c.c., close-wound;
link 5turns.
3.5 Mc. — 52 turns No. 18 enameled, closewound; link 3 turns.
7 Mc. — 30 turns No. 14 enameled, close.
wound; link 2 turns.
14 Mc. — 12 turns No. 14 enameled, length 1%";
link 2 turns.
28 Mc. — 6 turns No. 14 enameled, length 15e;
link 2turns.
All grid coils wound on National XR-13 1ht" diam.
forms.
Li — 1.7 Mc.* — 30 turns, diameter 5", length 4.1
A"
(No. 12).
3.5 Mc. — 22 turns, diameter 5", length 3" (No.
12).
7 Mc. — 22 turns, diameter 25e, length 3>g"
(No. 12).
14 Mc. — 8 turns, diameter 2%", length l%"
(No. 12).
28 Mc. — 6 turns Yt" copper tubing, diameter
2%", length 4".
1.7- and 3.5-Mc. coils wound on National XR-14A
forms; 7- and 14-Mc. coils on National XR-10A
forms; 28-Mc. coil self-supporting.
V — A.c. voltmeter, 0-10 volts.
*Used with 50-apfd. padder. (See text.)

screwed into horizontal cross-wise position
to hold the front panel at top and bottom
edges. In addition, adouble row of wood screws
into the front vertical edge binding of fronttorear panel holds the front panel tightly in
place, adding to the rigidity of the finished
framework. Two 7-inch corner braces at bottom of the rack insure against loosening of the
joint of front and front-rear panels.
Before addition of the front panel an oval 6
inches high and 10 inches long was cut by
means of a key-hole saw from the front-back
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panel — this provides for further air circulation about the final r.f. amplifier tubes, and enables the operator to see these tubes from either
side of the transmitter. Two short pieces of
1% 6inch by 1%
3 -inch wood were then screwed
on opposite sides of the double Presdwood panel
directly beneath the ventilating opening, to increase the rigidity of the rear assembly and to
provide for tube mounting shelves. Two pieces
3% inches wide by 73/2 inches long were then
cut from the 34-inch Presdwood and screwed to
the bottom of one of the panel center cleats.
On the outer ends of these Presdwood shelves
were mounted " 50-watt" sockets for the output tubes. A Presdwood shelf 9inches deep by
8 inches wide was mounted on two 4-inch
angle brackets at aheight of 10 inches, on the
side of the center panel opposite the tube

Fig 1044— The panel of the 1kw. amplifier-driver
unit i a piece of 3-in. Presdwood 42 in. high and of
standard 19-in. width finished in grey Duco lacquer.
The two meters at the top are r.f. thermo-ammeters for
checking feeder current while those behind the safety
glass panel are the d.c. meters. The glass panel is held in
place by slides made from wood strip. Controls at the
top are for the final-tank and antenna-tuning condensers;
those at the bottom for the driver-plate and final-grid
tanks. The small knob control in the lower left is for the
driver grid.
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COIL TABLE FOR THE 1- KW. PUSH-PULL
AMPLIFIER UNIT WITH DRIVER

Coil

Li

Lo

Diam-

wire

der

Size

Inches

I%

Bands

2,2

12

25

80 M

15

40 M

10

20 M

8

10 M

4•

160 M

32

80 M

18

40 M

10

20 M

10

10

L5

L7

2! 2

3'

2

5

ha. 1045 — Rear NitnN Alowing lin -,• Neral of the
components of the same size may be mounted in pairs
on each side of the mounting panel using the same screm s
and mounting holes. The transformers at the rear are for
filament supply. Triangular panel brackets are used to
brace the mounting panel at its base next to the front
panel.

socket shelves. This shelf holds the buffer
amplifier tube and neutralizing condenser, as
well as the two buffer plate coils.
A type T55 is used as the driver, although
any tube delivering an equivalent amount of
power could be substituted. Both types 810
and T200 are shown in the final amplifier.
Either type is rated for 1-kw. input at 2000
volts, 250 ma. per tube for c.w. operation.
The 810's may be operated within rating at
900 watts input ( 1800 volts,. 250 ma. per tube),
while the T200's may be operated within ratings at full 1-kw. input for plate-modulated
'phone work (2000 v., 250 ma. per tube). The
tank condenser has sufficient spacing for
2000-volt operation with 100 per cent modula-
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Ls

5

Lie

312

14

12

6

3•

36

8

6

80 M

16

40 M

10

20 M

5

10 M

3'

20 M

8

10

8

5'

2

10 M

4•

160 M

32*

80 M

20*

40 M

12•

Deter160 M mined
5! i 80 M by an40 M tenna
Deter3' 2 20 M mined
10 M by antenna

Link
Coil

3Turne

Turns

B. & W.
160 BX ITurn

B. & W.
Un10 mounted ITurn
Coil
No. 1

36

S

10

25

32

M

2%

lumen Turns
Coil
Clips
Number

160 M

160 M
Lb

ManuTold !flawed

8

20
12
D.C.C.

14

1.4

per
Inch

20
25
D.C.C.

I%

Turns
Be-

Turns

10

B. & W.
Un1Turn
mounted
Coil
No. 2
B. & W.
Un.
mounted 1Turn
Coil
No. I

B.&W.
8 40 HD 1Turn

36

B. & W.
160 HD

1to 3
Turns

36

B. & W.
160 HD

Ito 3
Turns

12

B. & W. 1Turn
40 HD

•Indicates that unused coil portions are shorted.
LIand L2, together with link windings, are wound on 1%-inch
diameter plug-in forms; the other coils are " airwound" (spaced turns
made rigid by cemented strips of insulating material). For these coils
two unmounted 10-inch lengths of experimenter's coils, and five stock
coils without plug bases, were ordered from Barker and Williamson.
If preferred by the amateur, all coils may be homewound — those
from 14 to Lie being wound on diagonally sawed " rolling-pin" wood
forms on which celluloid strips are first placed. The single-turn link
coils used in most of the air-wound inductances are wound of flexible
high-voltage insulated wire at centers of the coils.

tion. If desired, other high- power tubes may be
substituted if the plate voltage is limited to
2000 for 'phone or 3000 for c.w. A plate voltage
of 1250 to 1500 is required for the T55.
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Biasing voltage for the unit is preferably
obtained from a regulated pack such as that
described in Chapter 11. The T55 requires
approximately 75 volts for plate-current cutoff without excitation and the " grid-leak"
resistance in the pack should be set at 2000
ohms. The 810's require approximately 60
volts and the T200's 120 volts for plate-current
cut-off at 2000 volts and the " grid-leak"
resistance in the pack should be set at 2000 to
2500 ohms. When the T55 is fully excited, the
grid current should run 25 to 30 ma. under load.
The grid current to the final amplifier should
run between 100 and 130 ma. for the 810's and
between 120 and 150 ma. for the T200's.
In each case, the links should be adjusted to
give proper excitation and output consistent
with rated inputs. Link adjustments made at
14 or 28 Mc. where the coupling is most critical
will usually hold satisfactory for the lower frequencies. It should not be difficult to obtain a
power output of 650 watts or better on all
bands. Either of the 807 exciters of Figs. 1011
and 1014 should provide adequate excitation
for the T55. (Bib. 7.)
• NOTE ON TANK CONDENSER
'CAPACITIES
As mentioned frequently in the descriptions
of transmitter units in this chapter, the tank
condensers specified have maximum capacities
which will give optimum L- C ratios at 3.5 Mc.

Fig. 1047— The push-pull 1-kw. amplifier. The grid
and plate tank-circuit components are mounted on large
stand-off insulators, while the tube; and neutralizing
condensers are mounted on Presdwood shelves. The use
of the insulated couplings is imperative.

Fig.
1046 — Simplified circuit of the transmitter. Coil taps are not
shown in this diagram.
Link coupled buffer, link
coupled push-pull amplifier, and link coupled
antenna tuner are used
for ease of obtaining correct match and loading
throu ghout.

It should be pointed out that, in cases where
the minimum frequency to be used is higher
than this frequency, the size of the tank condenser may be reduced. If the minimum frequency at which operation is desired is 7 Mc.
instead of 3.5 Mc., the maximum capacity of
the tank condenser may be reduced to half the
value specified under the circuit diagram, or to
one-quarter of the value specified if 14 Mc. is
the minimum frequency to be used. The plate
spacing should remain the same as specified in
each case.
• ANTENNA COUPLERS
Fig. 1052 shows the circuit diagram of a
simple series-parallel antenna tuner. The constants given will usually be satisfactory for
most common lengths of feeders when used
with transmitters operating at 1500 volts or
less.
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Antenna,

kJ
L9 ir
L.

kdJ

InItj

J.

02000V
DC OR ROD

/ o
y

: OVA C.

Fig. 1048 — Complete circuit diagram, showing
tapped coils and permanently located links.
Ci — 365-ppfd., receiving spacing (Cardwell M R-365BS).
C2 — Low-capacity neutralizing condenser (National
NC800).
C3 — 210-ppfd.-per-section, 0.07-inch spacing (Cardwell XT-210-PD).
C4— 500-ppfd.-per-section, receiving spacing (Cardwell
XR-500-PD).
CS, Cs — 3- to l2-pfd., 0.250-inch spacing (Johnson
N250).
C7 — Special 0.10-inch spaced condenser, eff. capacity
range 9ppfd. to 114 ppfd. (Cardwell XE-160-70XQ).
CSLO Cis — 0.002-pfd., receiving mica fixed condensers.
CI4 — 0.002-pfd., 7000-volt fixed condenser (C-D
22C-86).
Cis — 240-ppfd. per section, 0.100-inch spaced variable
(Cardwell XE-240-KD).
Cie — 0.002-pfd., 2500-volt test blocking condenser.
Li to Lto — See coil table.
Mt — 0-100 d.c. milliammeter.
Ms — 0-300 d.c. milliammeter.
Ms — 0-200 or 0-300 d.c. milliammeter.
M4 — 0-1000 d.c. milliammeter. Meters used are "2-inch
bakelite cased."
A, A — 0-2.5 r.f. thermocouple ammeters, desirable but
not necessary.
Filament transformers: 7.5-volt, 8-ampere and 10-volt,
10-ampere (UTC S-61 and S-62).

0 400V
A

Ls

BAJC

DE

The condensers are mounted on pillars taken
from National GS- 1insulators as described in
connection with Fig. 1054. The coil strip is
fastened to the inside upper corners of the condenser frames. Clips on flexible leads are provided to short-circuit unused turns of the
antenna-circuit coil and another pair is used
to switch from series to parallel tuning. When
series tuning is used, the flexible leads with the
clips hang free, while they are clipped on each
feeder connection as shown in Fig. 1052 when
parallel tuning is desired. Feeder connections
are made to the two large stand-off insulators
shown in the photograph.

tiandilaga e 1
.0phi
RFC,

Ib

19"

Fig. 1049 — Constructional details of the tempered Presdwood chassis.
Sheet metal could be
used advantageously to
replace the Presdwood
paneling, providing the
property of shielding as
well as structural rigidity.

two V..' sheets
tempered

rprest.00d

.0- 10"-e.

42"

22"
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Wide- Range Antenna Coupler

Fig. 1050— The driver and antenna tuner. I ¡ ere
again the coils and condensers are mounted on large
stand-off insulators. The T55 driver tube and neutralizing condenser are mounted on top of the Presdwood
shelf which also supports the grid tank condenser and
small grid coils underneath. The insulated flexible shaft
couplings are part of the circuit requirements.

PARALLEL TUNING
LOW CAPACIr.'

PARALLEL TUNING
HIGH CAPACITY

The photograph of Fig. 1054 shows the construction of a wide-range antenna coupler. A
separate coil is used for each band and the
desired connections for series or parallel tuning
with high or low C or for low-impedance output
with high or low C are automatically made
when the coil is plugged in. Coil connections
to the pins for various arrangements are shown
in Fig. 1055.
The condenser specified with aset of regular
coils should cover practically all coupling
conditions likely to be encountered. Because
the switching of connections requires the use of
the central pin, aslight alteration in the B & W
unit is required. The link mounting is removed
from the jack bar and an extra jack is placed in
the central hole. The link assembly is then
mounted on a2-inch cone insulator to one side
of the jack bar. On each coil, the central nut
is removed and aJohnson tapped plug, similar
to those furnished with the coils, is substituted.
An extension shaft is fitted on the link shaft
and a control is brought out to the panel.
The tank condenser is mounted with angle
brackets on four 1 -inch cone insulators and
an insulated coupling provided for the shaft.
If desired, the coils may be wound with
fixed links on transmitting ceramic forms.
The links will have to be provided with flexible
leads to be plugged into a pair of jack-top
insulators mounted near the coil jack strip
unless aspecial mounting is made providing for
seven connections. Feeder connections are
made at the 6-inch spaced terminals at the
rear and the connections are brought up
through the chassis to the coupler through another pair of feed-through insulators. Similarly, the link line from the final tank circuit is
brought to the terminals at the left and thence
up through the second pair of feed-through
insulators. The latter are mounted so that the
flexible connections to the link can be transferred from their usual anchorages to prevent
short-circuiting against the link shaft.

SERIES TUNING
LOW CAPACITY

SERIES TUNING
HIGH CAPACITY

Fig. 1051— Choice of capacity range, inductance value, and series or parallel tuning is allowed by this antenna
coupler. With condenser sections series-connected, aminimum capacity value of 16 to 22 ppfd. is available, while
the maximum capacity value with sections in parallel is approximately 480 ,ofd.
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Feeders

After the inductance required for the various
bands has been determined experimentally, the
connections to the coils can be made permanent and then it is merely amatter of plugging
in the right coil for each band and tuning the
condenser for resonance and adjusting the link
for loading.
The unit should be satisfactory for transmitters operating at a plate voltage of not
more than 1500. For higher voltages, a condenser with larger spacing should be used. A
similar wide-range coupler for higher power is

Fig. 1052 — Circuit diagram of the antenna- tuning unit.
CI, C2 — 100 µdd., 0.07-inch spacing (National TMC100).
— 22 turns No. 14, diameter 2% inches, length 4
inches (Coto with variable link).
L2— 4turns rotating inside Li.
— R.f. ammeter, 0-2.5 for medium-power transmitters.

are each supported on three ceramic pillars
from National type GS- 1stand-off insulators.
A3
4-inch 6-32 machine screw is inserted in one
end of each pillar and turned tight. The head of
the screw is then carefully cut off with a hacksaw and the protruding quarter-inch or so will
thread into the mounting holes in the end plate
of the condenser. The shaft is cut off about
M-inch from the frame and is then fitted with a
Johnson rigid insulated shaft coupling ( No.
252). Since the coupling will extend M einch or
so beyond the stand-off insulators, a 3jinch

Fig. 1054 — Wide-range antenna
coupler. The unit is mounted on
chassis 7in. by 17 in. by 2 in. with a
panel 8% in. by 19 in. The condenser
is asplit-stator unit having acapacity
of 210 ppfds. per section, 0.07-in.
plate spacing (Cardwell XT-210PD). The coils are the B & W TV!.
series.

described in connection with the 1- kw, amplifier of Figs. 1048 and 1051.
Pi Section Antenna Coupler

The photograph of Fig. 1056 shows the constructional details of api-section- type antenna
coupler. The diagram appears in Fig. 1057.
All parts are mounted directly on the panel
with flat-head machine screws. The condensers

Fig. 1053— A link-coupled antenna-tuning unit for
use with resonant feed systems. The inductance, with
variable link, is mounted on the condenser frames. Clips
are provided for changing the number of turns, and for
switching the condensers from series to parallel. The
panel measures 5% by 19 inches.
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clearance hole should be cut in the panel for
each shaft. Alternatively, M einch thick metal
washers could be used between the panel and
each pillar to extend the pillar so a clearance
hole in the panel would not be required.
Each coil form is supported on 1M-inch cone
insulators. The two high-voltage blocking condensers C3 are also mounted on pillars from
GS- 1stand-off insulators. A copper clip on a
flexible lead connected permanently to one end
of each coil serves to adjust the coil inductance
by short-circuiting turns.
Output connections are made to the two
terminal insulators at the right, while input
connections are made to the terminals of the
two voltage blocking condensers. When singlewire output is desired, the output terminal
connected to the condenser rotors is grounded
and the coil in that side short-circuited completely by the clip and lead.
Under most circumstances, the components
specified will work satisfactorily with transmitters of 400 or 500 watts input operating at
plate voltages up to 1500. For higher power,
the condensers should have greater spacing and
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Fig. 1055 — Circuit diagram of the
miderange antenna coupler. A —
Parallel tuning, low C. B — Parallel
tuning, high C. C — Series tuning,
low C. D — Series tuning, high C.
E — Parallel tank, low-impedance
output, low C. F — Parallel tank,
low-impedance output, high C. For
single-wire matched-impedance feeders, the arrangements of E or F would
be used with a single tap instead of
the double tap shown. For simple
voltage-fed antennas, the arrangement of A would be used with the end
of the antenna connected at " X."

A
Feeders

Feeders

Final
Tank

rau/
TanA

Feeders

Feedeu

fine
Tank

the coils should be wound with No. 12 or larger
wire. Couplers for lower power may be made
up in similar fashion with smaller components
of equal electrical value.
Crystal Grinding

Reliable crystals are available at reasonable
prices, so that the ordinary amateur does not
attempt to cut and grind his own crystals.
However, it is sometimes desired to change the
frequency of an already ground crystal, so
that a working knowledge of the method of
grinding crystals often is helpful.
Fig. 1058 gives the frequency-thickness relationships for various cuts. A good micrometer
such as the Starrett No. 218-C, 3/2inch,
should be used for making measurements. This
tool also can be used to make sure that the

Etna/
Tank

L.,

C3

o—I
Input —

c,

C,

output-.

C3
o--I

L2
Fig. 1057 — Diagram of pi-section antenna coupler.
Ca-C2 — 300 ppfds.,0.07-in.spacin g ( National TMC300).
— 26 turns No. 14, 2 %¡-in. diameter, 3%-in. long
(National XR10A form wound full).
C3 — 0.01-pfd. mica, 5000 volts.

crystal is the same thickness at all points and
that bumps or hollows are not being ground in.
Grinding can be done by rotating the crystal
in irregular spirals on a piece of plate glass
smeared with a mixture of No. 200 carborundum and water. Even pressure over the whole
area of the crystal is essential for
flat grinding. The crystal should
be tested frequently for oscillation
in the circuit in which it is to be
used. If it should stop oscillating
during the grinding process, grinding the edges slightly may make
it start again. The frequency can
be checked by listening to the signal in areceiver and measuring the
frequency as described in Chapter
17. When the frequency is within
a few kilocycles of the desired
value it is well to use a finer
grade of carborundum powder
for finishing. The FF and FFF or
No. 900 grades are suitable for the
Fig. 1056 — Pi-section type antenna coupler. All parts are mounted
final grinding.
on aPresdwood panel 8% in. by 19 in.
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Grounds

When different parts of the circuit are
shown as being grounded, it is assumed that
there will be no r.f. potential difference between them. This means that the ground leads
must possess negligible inductance and resistance at the operating frequency.
The best way to reduce inductance and resistance is to make the ground connections to a
relatively large sheet of metal. When metal

chassis are used, the grounds should be made
directly to the chassis, making the leads as
short as possible. In breadboard construction, a metal ground plate, such as is used
in some of the units described in this chapter, will suffice. As a general rule, when a
metal plate is used as a ground, it is best not
to make any two grounds to the same connection, but rather to use separate connections for
each.

NJ
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6
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A- T- Cur PZ,4TES
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I
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Y-Cur.• Fxr= 77.0
A-T-Cur: Fx r= 66.2
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1

I
I
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Fig. /058—Frequency-thickness relationships of X-,
Y. and T-cut plates.
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POWER SUPPLY
Rectifiers— Filters— Practical Plate and Filament Supply for
Transmitters and Receivers— Voltage Dividers— Transmitter
Biasing Voltage Supplies— Transformer Construction

W

conduction is purely by means of the electronic
stream.
A mercury-vapor rectifier is one in which a
small quantity of mercury has been introduced. During operation, the mercury vaporizes and is broken down into positive and
negative ions. The former decrease the normal
resistance of the plate-to-cathode circuit.
Inverse peak voltage is the peak voltage which
develops between plate and cathode of a
rectifier during the portion of the a.c. cycle
when the tube is not conducting. In singlephase circuits, it is equal to 1.4 times the total
transformer secondary voltage, neglecting
transients.
Peak plate current is the maximum instantaneous current passing through the rectifier.
For a given load current, the peak plate current is influenced to a certain extent by the
design of the filter circuit, specifically, the
nature of the filter element immediately following the rectifier.
A choke-input filter is one in which a choke
is the first element of the filter following the
rectifier. This choke is termed the input choke.
"A condenser-input filter is one in which acondenser is the first element of the filter following
the rectifier. This condenser is termed the
input condenser.
A swinging choke is an input choke which is
designed to increase its inductance with a
D.C. from A.C.
decrease in load current within specified limits.
A bleeder resistance is a resistance connected
To convert the alternating voltage of the
across the output terminals of a rectifier-filter
supply line (usually 110 or 220 volts) to an
system. Its purposes are to discharge the filter
essentially pure d.c. voltage of the required
condensers when voltage is removed and to
level, a transformer-filter system is used. The
improve the voltage regulation of the power
transformer steps the voltage up to the desired level, the rectifier converts the a.c. to a supply by providing a minimum load.
Voltage regulation is the ratio of the change
pulsating d.c. voltage and the filter smooths
in output voltage of a power-supply unit beout the pulsations.
tween no-load and full-load conditions to the
• TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
full-load value expressed as apercentage.
Regulation =
A half-wave rectifier tube is a simple diode
consisting of a single plate and cathode.
No-load voltage — full-load voltage
When two diodes are enclosed in a single
full-load voltage
envelope, the tube is called afull-wave rectifier
(A drop of 1000 to 900 volts means aregulation
tube.
of 100/900 or 11 per cent.)
A high-vacuum rectifier is one in which the

HILE the filaments or heaters of all
tubes except filament-type battery tubes may
be operated directly from a.c. supply, all other
tube electrodes in transmitters and receivers
require pure d.c. potentials to prevent hum or
modulation.
Because of their high initial cost and short
life under heavy current drains, advantage
may be taken of the excellent characteristics
of battery supply with practical economy only
in the case of simple receivers and very lowpower transmitters. (See Chap. 18.)
The pulsating d.c. output of a motor-generator is readily smoothed to satisfactory
limits with asimple filter, but the cost of such
a unit is high and such a rotating mechanism
is usually objectionable in circumstances
under which most amateur installations must
be operated. Wherever commercial a.c. lines
are available, they are invariably used. Even
in cases where an independent supply of any
appreciable power must be furnished, the
engine-driven a.c. generator is usually to be
preferred over other types. For these reasons,
this chapter will deal almost entirely with the
problem of power supply from a 60-cycle a.c.
source. The principles presented may be
applied, with corrections which are mentioned,
to supplies operating from a.c. sources of
frequencies other than 60 cycles.
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The small fluctuation in voltage remaining
in the output of a rectifier-filter system is
called the ripple. The ratio of the effective
value of the ripple to the average output
voltage is often expressed as percentage
ripple.
When referring to a power supply, the load
circuit is the circuit to which its output is
connected. The current drawn from the power
supply is called the load current, or simply the
load. The same term is sometimes used to
indicate power furnished to the load circuit by
the power supply. The resistance which the
load represents, or the load resistance is given
by dividing the supply-terminal voltage under
load by the current being drawn by the load.
(In case some confusion may arise, we speak
of light or heavy loads as those drawing light or
heavy currents, or those consuming little or
appreciable power. A high-resistance load is a
light load; a low-resistance load is a heavy
load. The terms minimum load and maximum
load are used in the same sense. Likewise, we
say the load increases as the load-resistance
decreases and the load decreases as the load
resistance increases. Load resistance is usually
mentioned specifically when intended.)
Rectifier Circuits — The HalfWave Rectifier

The principles of transformers and rectifiers
are discussed in Chapt. 3. Fig. 1101 shows
three typical transformer-rectifier circuits,
A
(1)

0

B

A

A

A

A

B

(2)

(3)

Fig. 1102 — This small unit delis yr. BIO volts at full.
load current of 130 ma. with 0.3% ripple and measured
regulation of 17%. By converting to choke-input filter
by inserting asimilar choke between rectifier and present filter, the output voltage would be ..educed to about
300 volts. The chassis measures 7 in. by 9 in. by 2 in.
All exposed component terminals are underneath the
chassis. A rubber-tubing sleeve should be used to cover
the exposed high-voltage terminal.
Refer to Circuit A, Fig. 1116
Tr — Combination transformer: High voltage winding
delivering 400 v. r.m.s. each side of center;
Rectifier filament winding, 5v.,.3 a.; R.F. filament winding, 6.3 v., 6a. (Utah type Y616).
T — Type 83.
— Filter choke, 10 hys., 175 ma., 100 ohms (Utah
type 4667).
C I - 4 phis., 600 v., Electrolytic (Mallory 11S691).
C 2— 8 phis., 600 v., Electrolytic (Mallory HS693).
li - 15,000 ohms, 25 watts.

the most often used type being shown at (3).
At ( 1) is a graph representing the alternating
voltage across the secondary terminals of the
transformer. In the circuit of the simple halfwave rectifier of (2), the rectifier tube will pass
current during that half of the a.c. cycle when
the plate end of the transformer is positive in
respect to the other end. During the other half
of the cycle, when the plate end is negative in
respect to the other end, the rectifier will not
pass current and no current will flow through
the load as illustrated in the second graph.
This results in an output voltage pulsating in
value but never reversing.
The Center Tap Full Wave Rectifier

(4)

Fig. 1101 — Fundamental rectifier circuits. At ( 1) is
the conventional representation of the a.c. wave; (2)
shows a half-wave rectifier; (3) is the full-wave centertap system, and (4) is the "bridge" rectifier. The output
waveform of each type of rectifier is shown at the right.
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In order to utilize the remaining half of the
wave, two schemes have been devised. At (3) is
shown the " full-wave center-tap" rectifier circuit, so called because the transformer secondary winding must consist of two equal parts
with aconnection brought out from the center.
When the upper end of the wind-ng is positive,
current can flow through rectifier No. 1to the
load; this current cannot pass through rectifier
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No. 2 because its resistance is infinite to current coming from that direction. The circuit is
completed through the transformer center-tap.
At the same time the lower end of the winding
is negative and no current can flow through
rectifier No. 2. When the current reverses,
however, the upper end of the winding is negative and no current can flow through rectifier
No. 1, while the lower end is positive and therefore rectifier No. 2 passes current to the load,
the return connection again being the centertap. The resulting wave shape is again shown
at the right.
The Bridge Rectifier
Another type of full-wave rectifier is shown
at (4). Its operation is as follows: When the
upper end of the winding is positive, current
can flow through No. 2 to the load, but not
through No. 1. On the return circuit, current
flows through No. 3 back to the lower end of
the transformer winding. When the wave
reverses and the lower end of the winding
becomes positive, current flows through No. 4
to the load and returns through No. 1to the
upper side of the transformer. The output
wave shape is shown at the right.
Comparison of Rectifier Circuits
With the circuit of (3), the center-tap fullwave rectifier, all of the a.c. wave is utilized
and the amount of power which can be realized
at the load is doubled. In order to maintain
the same output voltage (instantaneous, not
average), as at (2), however, each half of the
transformer secondary must be wound for
the same voltage as that furnished by the
whole winding in (2); or conversely, the total
transformer voltage with the connections
shown in ( 3) must be twice the desired output
voltage.
On the other hand, because of the relatively
large gaps in the output of the half- wave
rectifier (2), considerably more filtering is required to provide a pure unvarying output.
The bridge circuit is useful in cases where
the transformer secondary has no center tap
or where it is desired to take advantage of the
full secondary voltage. It must be remembered,
however, that the power output obtainable
with a given transformer is the same in the
case of either (3) or (4). When the circuit of (4)
is used with a center-tapped transformer, its
current rating must be cut in half. Four
rectifier elements, instead of two, are required
for this circuit.
• VACUUM-TUBE RECTIFIERS
Practically all rectifiers in use today by amateurs are of the vacuum-tube type. Standard
types are listed in the tube tables of Chapter
20 together with their ratings. In the smaller
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:sizes, the tubes are generally manufactured as
full-wave rectifiers. Tubes for high voltages
are always half-wave rectifiers; two of them
are needed for the center-tap system.
High-Vacuum Rectifier Tubes
The use of tubes of the high-vacuum type by
amateurs is usually confined to power supplies
for receivers and low-power transmitter stages.
The voltage drop through a rectifier of this
type varies with the load current and is higher
than that through a mercury-vapor tube, although certain types of the former with closelyspaced elements also involve a low voltage
drop at moderate currents. High-vacuum
rectifiers are less critical as to operating
temperature than the mercury-vapor types.
All low-voltage high-vacuum types are designed to work at the specified ratings with
either condenser- or choke-input filters. The
relatively high internal resistance of tubes of
this type make them less susceptible to serious
damage from heavy overloads of short duration.
Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers
While either high-vacuum or mercury-vapor
tubes may be used at low voltages, the mercury-vapor type is today the universal favorite for high voltages. The voltage drop in
these tubes is practically constant at about 15
volts, regardless of the load current, which
makes them more efficient and provides better
voltage regulation than the high-vacuum types.
They are more critical as to operating conditions, however, and more susceptible to permanent damage through overloads of short
duration. In operation, tubes of this type may
develop " hash "-type interference to near-by
receivers unless suitable precautions are taken.
While the lower-voltage types are usually
manufactured in the full-wave type and rated
according to r.m.s. plate voltage impressed,
regardless of the type of filter used, the highervoltage types are half-wave rectifiers and are
rated according to inverse peak voltage and
peak plate current as well as average plate
current, and the design of the filter must be
taken into account in determining the safe
maximum operating conditions.
With a properly designed choke-input filter,
the peak plate current may not be much
greater than the load current, while with a
condenser-input filter the peak plate current
may be many times the load current.
While both types of rectifier tubes should be
operated at the rated filament voltage as
measured right at the tube socket, the operating voltage of the mercury-vapor type is
more critical if normal life is to be expected.
When first installed or after long periods of
idleness, the filament should be turned on for
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a period of 10 minutes or so before applying
plate voltage. If the filaments are turned off
during stand-by periods in operating, the
filament voltage should be applied about 15
seconds before the plate voltage.

•FILTERS
In addition to the primary function of a filter, which is to smooth out the pulsations of voltage delivered to it by the rectifier, the design
of the filter affects the regulation of the output
voltage and the ratio of rectifier peak plate
current to the load current. A low ratio of peak
rectifier plate current to load current is desirable to assure normal tube life, especially
when high-voltage rectifiers are being operated near maximum rated load currents. Good
voltage regulation is desirable in most transmitter applications, especially in the cases of
self-controlled oscillators and Class-B modulators, although it is of less importance in the
case of crystal oscillators (unless keyed), lowpower amplifier stages and circuits where the
load upon the power supply is more or less
constant. Poor voltage regulation is sometimes
responsible for key clicks. A regulation of 10
per cent or less is considered excellent.
Experience has shown that a ripple percentage of 5 per cent or less will give " pure
L.
A

Fig. 1103 — A —
Condenser-input fil.
ter. B — Choke-input filter, sin gle section. C — Chokeinput filter, double
section.

available for computing the ripple with afilter
of this type, but experience has shown that it
will give excellent smoothing if each condenser is 4 to 8 PM& and if the choke has an
inductance of 20 to 30 hys. Mercury-vapor
tubes wich are designed to operate at specified
ratings with condenser input are indicated
in the table of rectifier tubes. With tubes such
as the 866, 866A and 872, the load current
must be kept down to 25 per cent of the rated
peak plate current of a single tube to prevent
exceeding the peak plate-current rating.
Voltage regulation is usually poorer with the
condenser-input filter than with a choke-input
filter, ranging from 15 per cent upwards. The
output voltage with light loads will approach
the peak transformer voltage ( 1.4 times the
r.m.s. value), dropping to the r.m.s. value, or
somewhat lower, with heavy loads. The comparative high voltage obtained with this system is its advantage over the choke-input
system.
Filter condensers must be rated to withstand the peak transformer voltage.
Choke-Input Filters
The circuit of a single-section choke-input
filter is shown in Fig. 1103B. A close approximation of the ripple to be expected at the output of the filter is given by the formula:
Single
100,
Section % Ripple =
0,
Filter
LC
where L is in henrys and C in pfds. From this,
it may be calculated that the product LC must
be equal to or greater than 20 to reduce the
ripple to 5 per cent or less. This figure represents, in most cases, the economical limit for
the single-section filter. Smaller percentages
of ripple are usually most economically obtained with the two-section filter of Fig. 1103C.
The ripple percentage with this arrangement is
given by the formula:
Two
650
Section r % Ripple —
Filter
L1
L2(
CI + C2) 2
For a ripple of 0.25 per cent or less, the
denominator should be 2600 or greater.
The Input Choke

d.c." for c.w. telegraphy if the transmitter has
high frequency stability; for radiotelephony
and self-controlled oscillators, the ripple percentage should be 0.25 per cent or less, while
even alower percentage of ripple is often found
desirable in receiver and speech-amplifier
service.
The Condenser-Input Filter
The circuit of the condenser-input filter is
shown in Fig. 1103A. No simple formulas are
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The maximum rectifier peak plate current,
which in a correctly designed supply occurs
simultaneously with maximum load current,
may be prevented from rising above the peak
rating by the use of a choke-input filter with
an input choke of a certain minimum inductance called the critical inductance. This
inductance in henrys is proportional to the
load resistance in ohms and is given by:
—

Load resistance,
1000
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the load resistance being the total including
the bleeder resistance. This formula gives the
minimum inductance value which should be
used. An increase in inductance will cause a
further decrease in the ratio of peak-to-average
plate current, especially up to a point where
the inductance is twice the critical value. This
second value is called the optimum value. The
critical value is independent of the filtercircuit constants which follow, whose sole
function is the further reduction of ripple.
A choke of critical inductance or greater also
has the desirable effect of greatly improving
the regulation of the output voltage. With less
than the critical value, the filter tends to
assume the characteristics of the condenserinput filter.

decreases in proportion to the decrease in
load from the minimum bleeder load to maximum rated load of the supply. The swinging
choke is designed to maintain the critical
value, or a greater value, automatically over
some specified range, the inductance falling as
the load is increased.
Since the choice of choke inductance values
is comparatively limited, a choke with a
minimum inductance equal to, or greater than,
the critical value for the maximum load is
usually selected and the bleeder resistance
selected so that the inductance of the choke at
maximum swing is the critical value for the
bleeder load.

The Bleeder Resistance

If the power-supply unit is to be used to
supply a plate- modulated amplifier the reactance of the power-supply output condenser
should be low (not greater than about 20 per
cent) in comparison to the load resistance at
the lowest audio frequency to be transmitted.
Since a low ripple usually requires a capacity
of at least 4 ads. with available standard
chokes, and since the reactance of a capacity
of this value will be low for all but the lowest
load resistances normally encountered, this
value is usually recommended for the output
condenser of a power-supply intended for allaround use. Low-voltage, high- current supplies
require a somewhat higher capacity, 8 idds.
being a popular figure.

It has been said that the critical value of inductance varies with the load resistance. The
maintenance of the critical value for loads so
light that the current does not approach the
maximum rated average is not so important
from the standpoint of rectifier-tube peak
plate current, but it is important when the
regulation of the supply is considered. If
good regulation is to be maintained, the supply
must always be connected to a minimum load
which will permit the use of some reasonable
value for critical inductance. This minimum
load is usually provided by the selection of a
suitable value of resistance for the blelder
which is so important in safeguarding against
the danger of injury from undischarged filter
condensers. The bleeder resistance in ohms
should be not greater than 1000 times the
inductance of the choke in henrys at maximum
swing for best voltage regulation. Where best
regulation is of less importance, the bleeder
resistance may be increased to reduce the
power consumed.
The power rating of ableeder resistance may
be calculated by:
E2
Watts = —
R
where E is the supply voltage and R the resistance of the bleeder. As a safety measure,
the power rating determined above should be
doubled. In high-voltage power supplies, it
may be more practicable to use several resistors of smaller power rating in series totaling
the required resistance.
The Swinging Choke
A choke which would provide critical inductance for areasonably high value of bleeder
resistance and maintain this high inductance
at maximum load would be an expensive item.
In the swinging choke, advantage is taken of
the fact that the critical value of inductance
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Filter Output Condenser
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Fig. 1104 — Curve showing combinations of L and
C in the first section of a filter which resonate at 120
cycles and should, therefore, be avoided. As an example,
a 4-henry choke and 3-pfd. condenser would resonate
around 120 cycles.

After the size of the filter condenser and
choke have been determined, it is necessary to
ascertain whether the particular combination
chosen will be such as to resonate at or near
the ripple frequency. If the combination
should through accident be resonant, the operation of the plate supply system is likely to be
unstable and the smoothing will be impaired.
Study Fig. 1104 to make certain that the
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Fig. 1105 — This unit delivers either 450
or 560 volts at full-load current of 200 ma
with 0.3% ripple and measured regulation
of 16%. Taps are provided on the transformer secondary for the lower voltage.
The chassis is 8in. by 17 in. by 2in. and
the panel 8% in. by 19 in. Only the terminals of the filament transformer and
chokes appear above the chassis and these
units are placed so that there is little danger
of accidental contact. A rubber-tubing
sleeve should be used to protect the exposed high-voltage terminal.
Refer to Circuit B, Fig. 1116
Tr: — Secondary: 660 and 550 v. r.m.s.
each side center, 250 ma. d.c. tarin g
(Thordarson type T19P55).
Tra — 5v., 4a., 1600 v. insulation (Thordarson type T63F99).
T — Type 83.
Li — 5-20 bye., 200 ma., 130 ohms (Thordarson type T19C35).
Li — 12 bye., 200 ma., 130 ohms (Thordarson type T19C42).
C I— 2pfds., 1000 v. (Solar type XC-12).
C2 — 8Adds. Electrolytic, 600 v. (Solar Z% -.278
R — 20,000 ohms, 25 watts.
combined L and C in the first section of the
filter are not resonant at 120 cycles. For supplies other than 60 cycles, solve the following
formula to determine the resonant frequency
of any combination of L and C.
159
fra••
V

r
- de

where L is in henrys and C in microfarads, and !
should be well below the supply-line frequency.
25- and 50- Cycle Supply
The filter design data just given is, as previously mentioned, applicable only to fullwave rectifiers working from a60-cycle supply
line. For lower frequencies, both inductance
and capacity must be increased in proportion
to the decrease in frequency to maintain the
same reduction in ripple. After following
through the design for 60 cycles, the inductance
and capacity values obtained should both be
multiplied by 2.4 to obtain the values necessary
for 25 cycles; for 50 cycles the multiplying
factor is 1.2. In practice, the 60-cycle design
usually will be found to be usable for 50 cycles
also.

• EXAMPLE OF POWER-SUPPLY DESIGN
As an example, we shall determine the design data for a supply for a pair of RK51's
which, according to rating, require 1500 volts,
150 ma., each, or 300 ma. for the pair. The
power supply must have good regulation and a
ripple of less than 0.25 per cent.
I. Total Load Resistance
First, let us assume that the bleeder resistance will draw about 20 per cent of the
external load of 300 ma. or 60 ma. This means
that the maximum current for which the supply must be rated is 360 ma. This total repre-
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tents a minimum load resistance of

1500

or

4260 ohms.
Total load resistance: 4260 ohms.
2. Input Choke
The critical value of the input choke will,
4260
therefore, be — = 4.26 henrys, the minimum inductance permissible. We find that we
can purchase a choke swinging from 5 to 25
henrys designed to carry a current of 400 ma.
Its resistance is given as 60 ohms.
Input choke: 5-25 hys., 400 ma.,
60 ohms.
3. Bleeder Resistance
The bleeder resistance should be 1000 X 25
or 25,000 ohms to maintain the correct load
resistance for the choke when the external load
is removed. A 25,000-ohm bleeder draws exactly 60 ma. at 1500 volts, so our original estimate was correct. The bleeder power rating is
determined by 1500 X 0.06 = 90 watts. Applying a safety fact or we choose:
Bleeder resistance: 25,000 ohms,
150 watts.

4. Output Condenser
The output condenser should have a capacity of 4 µfds. Approximately 20 per cent
should be added to the d.c. output voltage in
determining the voltage rating of the condenser
to include safety factor, rise in voltage within
the limits of regulation, surges, accidental
opening of bleeder, etc. The voltage rating
should therefore be 1.2 X 1500 or 1800 volts.
Since intermediate ratings are seldom found,
the 2000-volt rating will be chosen.
Output condenser: 4ufds., 2000 v.
5. Smoothing Choke
For a ripple of 0.25 per cent with a twosection filter, L1L2 ( C1 + C2) 2 must equal at
least 2600 (see ripple formula). L1 and C2 are
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known. We can now select from the manufacturer's list a smoothing choke for 400 ma.
A smoothing choke of 10 hys., rated at 400 ma.,
resistance 60 ohms, is obtainable, and we now
have all but C1.
Smoothing choke: 10 hys., 400 ma.,
60 ohms.
6. First Filter Condenser
So, using the formula, we now have:
(5) ( 10) (C1 ± 4) 2 -= 2600
(C1 + 4) 2 —

2600

50

X 1.4 or 4850 volts which is well within the
rating of the 866 type. The average current of
360 ma. is also well within the average-current
rating of the 866.
Rectifier tubes: type 866
9. Rectifier Filament Transformer
The rectifier filament transformer should
have a secondary rated at 2.5 v., 10 a. and
should have atap at the center. The secondary
winding should be insulated for at least two or
three times the output voltage.
Filter Condensers

= 52

CI -I
-4 = square root of 52 = 7.5
= 7.5 — 4 = 3.5
A second 4-pfd. condenser will be required for
the first filter condenser and the filter design is
complete.
First filter condenser: 4 pfds., 2000 V.
7. Transformer
We next take the transformer. We want an
output terminal voltage of 1500 d.c. We have
in series with the load 2 chokes with a total

Two types of filter condensers are commonly available: electrolytic condensers and
condensers using paper as the dielectric. Electrolytic types have the advantage of high
capacity and small physical size. They are relatively inexpensive, but in the present state of
the art are unobtainable for voltages in excess
of 600. " Wet" types of electrolytics will stand
temporary overloads better than the " dry"
type because the leakage, which is characteristic of all electrolytic condensers, will increase.
Either type will be satisfactory for condenser-

Fig. 1106 -- High-power bridge rectifier circuit delivering two voltages
provided the plate transformer is center-tapped. When the center-tap filter
shown in dotted lines is used, a tap at
half maximum voltage with good regulation is provided. The current drawn
from both taps should not exceed 500
ma. if 866's are used or 2500 ma. if
872's are used. See text for transformer
ratings, etc.

resistance of 120 ohms. At 360 ma., the voltage
drop across these chokes will be 0.36 X 120 or
43 volts. Assuming the use of mercury-vapor
rectifiers, the rectifier drop will be 15 volts
(load being drawn through one tube at atime).
The total drop is, therefore, 58 volts. This must
be added to 1500 to give 1558 volts average.
The r.m.s. value of the required transformer
secondary voltage each side of center tap for a
full-wave rectifier is 1558 X 1.11 or 1730 volts.
The transformer secondary volt-ampere rating may be determined from:
Sec. V- A. = Total E

X I X 0.75

where E
is twice the r.m.s. voltage of each
half of the secondary and Iis the d.c. output or
average current. In our case,
Sec. V-A. = 1730 X 2X 0.36 X 0.75 = 934 v-a.
Transformer: 900 v-a., 1730 v., r.m.s. each
side of center tap, 360 ma., d.c. or load current.
8. Rectifier Tubes
The peak inverse voltage will be 2 X 1730
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input filters with transformers delivering not
over 350 volts each side of center tap. Electrolytic condensers can be obtained in various
capacities; 8mf d. is a popular size.
If the maximum voltage of the power supply
is greater than the rating of asingle electrolytic
condenser, two units may be placed in series
to handle the higher voltage.
Electrolytic condensers are suitable for use
only in d.c. circuits, and must be connected
correctly. In the types having a metal container, the container usually is the negative
terminal while the stud terminal is positive.
A popular condenser for series connection is
the double 8 iifd. condenser having four leads
— the can being insulated from the condenser,
in this case, and the negative leads are usually
black. In any event the polarities are always
plainly marked. Reversing the polarity will
ruin the condenser. •
Condensers having aworking-voltage rating
equal to the highest output voltage of the
power-supply sv ,tem (see discussion on con-
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Fig. 1107— Duplex plate supply
using 83's. Filter values determined
for load to be used across each set of
terminals according to design procedure
in text. Transformer must be rated to
deliver total current drawn from both
branches.

denser-input filters) always should be purchased. Paper condensers can be purchased
with voltage ratings up to 3000 volts and more.
High-voltage condensers of modern design
should be purchased from reputable dealers;
it does not pay to " economize" by buying a
cheap high-voltage condenser. Although the
first cost of a good condenser may be higher,
it will last indefinitely if not abused. Poor condensers may work for a time, but eventually
may " blow" and have to be replaced. Failure
of ahigh-voltage condenser may also mean the
destruction of the rectifier tubes.
Filter Chokes

The inductance of a choke will vary with
the current through it and with the value of the
ripple voltage impressed on it in the filter; inductance decreases with increasing direct current and with decreasing ripple voltage. In
purchasing a choke information should be obtained as to its actual smoothing inductance at
full d.c. load current.
Most of the small chokes obtainable from
radio dealers are given a commercial rating of
20 or 30 henrys. This rating is meaningless unless the conditions under which the choke's
inductance was measured are stated. Fortunately the smaller chokes are inexpensive and
usually have enough inductance to work quite
well in condenser-input filters; it is better,
however, to buy achoke of good make than to

trust to luck with acheap, but unknown, product.
It must be realized that the design formulas
given previously are liased on actual inductance
under load conditions; an over-rated choke will
nullify the calculations and probably lead to
an entirely different order of performance.
• SPECIAL ADAPTATIONS
Figs. 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109 and 1110 show
special power-supply arrangements which may
make it possible to economize in the cost of
apparatus under certain circumstances.
In Fig. 1106 a bridge rectifier is used to obtain the full transformer voltage for a highvoltage stage, while a connection is also
brought out from the center tap to obtain a
second voltage corresponding to half the total
transformer secondary voltage for a driver or
some other purpose.
2/ 1 plus 12, where Ii is the current drawn
from the high-voltage tap and / 2 that drawn
from the low-voltage tap should not exceed
the d.c. current rating of the transformer. The
sum of the currents drawn from the two taps
should not exceed the d.c. rating of the rectifier
tubes. Filter values for each tap should be
computed separately as described previously.
Fig. 1107 shows asimilar arrangement using
three type 83 rectifiers.
Fig. 1108 shows how a transformer with
multiple secondary taps may be used to obtain

Fig. 1108 — A power-supply circuit in which
asingle transformer and set of chokes serve for
different voltages. Chokes and transformer muet
be designed to handle total load.

+HV
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both high and low voltages simultaneously. A
separate full-wave rectifier is used at each tap.
The filter chokes are placed in the common
negative lead, but separate filter condensers
are required. Here the sum of the currents
drawn from each tap must not exceed the
transformer rating and the chokes must be
rated to carry the total load current. Each
bleeder resistance should have avalue in ohms
of 1000 times the maximum rated inductance
in henrys of the swinging choke, L1 for best
regulation.
Fig. 1109 shows the connection of 866's in
parallel in a full-wave rectifier for heavier
currents than may be handled by single tubes.
So far as the rectifier tubes are concerned, the
current rating is doubled and the tubes will
handle 1000 ma. with a choke-input filter or
500 ma. with a condenser-input filter. The
resistances in the plate circuits should be no
higher than is necessary to make the tubes
divide the load evenly.; 50 to 100 ohms is
usually sufficient.
Transformers and Rectifiers in Series
Under certain circumstances, it is sometimes
possible to reduce the cost of a high voltage
supply by connecting two similar lower voltage
supplies or transformer-rectifier units in series.
Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 1110. A pair of
inexpensive 600 volt, 200 ma. transformers and
type 83 rectifiers may be used in this manner
to deliver a d.c. output voltage through the
filter of about 1000 volts. Since the winding of
the transformer on the positive side is at a
higher potential than normal, some care should
be taken to select atransformer with good insulation. Most transformers of reliable manufacture will have sufficient insulation, at least
those with output voltage ratings of 600 volts
or less each side of center-tap.
• FILAMENT SUPPLY
For medium- and high- power r.f. stages of
transmitters, and for high-power audio stages,
it is considered most desirable to use aseparate
filament transformer for each section of the
transmitter, installing the transformer near
the tube sockets and feeding the primary lines
instead of the secondary lines through the
interconnecting cables of the transmitter. In
this way, necessity of abnormally large wires

Fig. 1109 — Using 866's in parallel to double the
current rating. In this arrangement 866's will deliver
1000 ma. provided the transformer and swinging choke
used will handle the capacity. Note the low resistance
equalizing resistors in the plate leads.

carrying filament power is avoided, and two
small, well-insulated leads may be used to
carry the total filament power for all stages
without appreciable filament voltage drop.
This is very important in large stages with
heavy-current, low-voltage filaments, since a
very small resistance in series with the filament
of the stage may reduce the voltage applied
to avalue at which the tube is likely to be damaged. Loss of emission of power tubes is often
caused by under-voltage filament operation,
even for short periods of time.
• TRANSMITTER BIAS SUPPLY
Low-voltage power packs make excellent
substitutes for batteries for certain types of
r.f. amplifiers. Not all power packs are suitable,
for the purpose unless provided with an appropriate bleeder resistance. Those packs delivering some value of voltage between the
cut-off biasing voltage and the value of bias
required under operating conditions are most
suitable since it is only required that the
bleeder resistance be equal to that normally
used for grid leak in the amplifier.
If the pack delivers a voltage greater than
the required operating value of voltage, the
bleeder must be tapped with the proportions
discussed under Fig. 1112. In either case, no
grid leak should be used in addition to the
bleeder resistance.
Since the biasing voltage varies with grid
current, a supply of the type discussed will be
found somewhat unsatisfactory for biasing
more than one stage because the grid current
for all stages must flow through the same re-

Fig. 1110— Two transformers and rectifiers connected in series to give higher output voltage.
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Fig. 1111— This supply delivers either
620 or 780 volts at full-load current of
260 ma. with 0.4% ripple and regulation
of 22%. Voltage is changed by a tap on
the plate-transformer primary winding.
All exposed component terminals are
underneath the chassis. The panel is
in. by 19 in. and the chassis 8in. by 19 in.
by 2 in. A rubber-tubing sleeve should
be used to cover the exposed high- voltage terminal.
Refer to Circuit C in Fig. 1116
Tri — 925 or 74o v. r.m.s. each side ceo ter, 300 ma. d.c. (Kenyon T656).
Trz — 2.5 v., 10 a., 2000 v. in-Illation
(Kenyon type T352).
T — Taylor 866 jr.
Ii — 6-19 hys., 300 ma., 125 ohm, ( Ken yon T510).
L2 — 11 hys., 300 ma., 125 ohms ( Kenyon
T166).
Ci — 2 gfds., 1000 v. (Sprague OT21).
Cz — 4dds., 1000 v. (Sprague OT41).
R — 20,000 ohms, 50 watts.

sistance, thus causing some or all stages to be
over-biased. This can be avoided under certain
circumstances by the use of one or more additional voltage-dividers or bleeders for additional stages. This is usually satisfactory only

Fig. 1112 — A practical nenit for the C' . supply.
A single 8-gfd. condenser often will suffice for the filter
but if trial shows that more is needed, achoke and second
condenser, shown in dotted lines, may be added. The
condensers should be rated at 500 volts, especially if
the "C" supply is to be used on a high-power stage
where the excitation is likely to be large.
The bias voltage, Eg, should be approximately that
value which will cut off the plate current of the tube
at the plate voltage used (roughly the plate voltage
divided by the voltage amplification factor of the
tube). Resistor RI should be equal to the grid leak
value ordinarily used with the tube. The required resistance for R2 can be found by the formula
.,,
nz —

Et

Eel

E.

X Ri

here E is equal to the peak value of the transformerrectifier output voltage (r.m.s. voltage of one side of
secondary multiplied by 1.4).

when the additional bleeders may be of comparatively high resistance and the current
flowing through them small in comparison to
that in the first resistance.
This simple type of supply will be unsatisFig. 1113 — Circuit of the automatic vacuum-tube regulator as applied to abias- or platesupply power pack. Ri is the regulator tube's bias
resistor and R2 is the power-pack output voltage
divider. A separate filament winding should be
used for the regulator. A type 45 tube will be satisfactory as the regulator tube.
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factory in applications where the biasing
voltage must not vary with excitation as in the
cases of Class- B audio and r.f. amplifiers. For
linear output from these types of amplifiers, it
is essential that the bias remain constant under
all degrees of excitation.
Rias Voltage Regulation

To overcome these difficulties, methods have
been devised to provide automatic voltage
regulation so that the voltage of the bias pack
will remain constant with varying grid currents.
A circuit which has been used successfully is
shown in Fig. 1113. The stabilizer consists of
atube across the output of the power supply in
a self-biasing arrangement. The resistor R1 is
on the order of several megohms, so that at no
load the tube is biased practically to cut-off.
The output voltage is then the total voltage of
the supply minus the voltage required to bias
the regulator tube to zero plate current. When
current flows back through the regulator tube,
as would happen if the power supply were
being used to bias the grid of atube which was
being driven positive and was drawing grid
current, the voltage across the regulator tube
will tend to increase. This will cause the voltage
across the biasing resistor, RI, to decrease.
Since the sum of the regulator tube drop and
the drop through R1 must equal the total supply voltage, as the voltage across R1 decreases
the bias on the regulat or tube decreases, which
causes the tube plate impedance to decrease so
that the voltage across it tends to remain constant regardless of the current which is flowing
back through it.
Rect/her
&ter/
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As the output voltage is lowered, it may be
seen that it becomes necessary to increase the
number of tubes in parallel to maintain good
regulation, so that at low voltages it would be
preferable to use batteries for bias, rather than
an a.c. supply with this type of regulator.
The value of the resistor RI is not critical, so
long as it is large enough to maintain the current drawn from the power supply at a very
low value. Any value from a few hundred
thousand ohms up to several megohms is
satisfactory. The voltage divider R2 can have
practically any value, from a few thousand
ohms up, as the current drawn is practically
zero.
If additional taps are necessary, aregulator
tube with its separate filament transformer
will be required for each tap.
Multiple-Stage Bias Supply
Fig. 1114 shows the circuit diagram of a
bias-pack system in which rectifiers are used
to isolate the individual grid resistances for
each transmitter stage. Normal bleeder current
can flow through the rectifier in each branch
and the rectified grid current of any particular
stage flows in the normal manner through its
own resistance but cannot flow through the
other resistances since the other rectifiers are
polarized to prevent any such action.
The resistance to be used between the
biasing tap and the positive terminal should
be equal to the recommended grid-leak resistance for the stage in question (no additional grid leak should be used in the stage).
The total resistance in use between the regulating rectifier plate and the positive terminal
may then be determined by the following
formula:
Total R —

X Rb

where E. is the output voltage of the pack,
E., the bias voltage required for plate-current
cut off of the tube in question with no excitation and Rb is the recommended grid-leak
resistance. E. is determined approximately

by dividing the plate voltage at which the
stage is to be operated by the amplification
factor of the tube. The short-circuiting tap at
the rectifier plate may be used to adjust for
the desired total resistance.
In practice, the pack output voltage should
be adjusted to a value slightly above that of
the highest required cut-off value. This will
result in the most economical operation of the
pack.
• POWER-SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION
The wide varieties of rectifying and filtering
equipment available to amateurs, together
with the different classes of service for which
power supplies may be used, make it impossible to show complete constructional details of
supplies covering every possible need. Throughout this chapter will be found photographs,
with lists of typical components, of supplies of
the types most commonly used.
The placement of parts is of importance only
insofar as it affects the angle of safety to the
operator, except in the one or two instances
where reference to placement is made.
Referring to the photographs, standard
male plugs are set in the rear edges of the
chassis for convenience in making connections
with standard extension cords. This leaves no
exposed live male prongs on the extension cord
when disconnected. The plugs are fastened to
the chassis by metal rings which form aclamp.
The metal rings which are furnished with the
National CIR tube sockets are just right for
the purpose or similar clamps may be made
from sheet metal.
In mounting the rectifier sockets, care
should be taken to provide plenty of clearance
between the filament prongs and grounded
metal surfaces. The wiring on the positive side
should always be done with specially insulated
high-voltage cable. Where the cable must pass
through the chassis, the holes should be lined
with rubber grommets to prevent chafing.
Remember that the rectifier filament wiring
should be done with high-voltage cable. When
using an exposed high-voltage terminal, such

Fig. 1114— Circuit diagram of
multiple-stage bias supply.
Ti — Universal bias transformer —
taps delivering 75 to 400
volts, 200 ma. (UTC S-52).
— 5v., 2 a.
'fa -5v., 4 a.
Li — 200-ma. choke, 15-20 hys.
C — 8Adds., 600-volt electrolytic.
Ri — 50,000 ohms.
R2, R3, R4, Ra — See text.
This pack is designed to take care
of four transmitter stages.
0 110
A.C. AC.
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Fig. 1115 — This unit delivers 830,
1060 or 1250 volts at full-load current of
250 ma. Voltages are selected by taps on
the secondary. Ripple is reduced to 0.25%
and regulation checked at 10%. All highvoltage terminals except those of the
transformer secondary and tube caps are
underneath the chassis. The transformer
terminal board is covered with a section
of if s-in. steel panel mounted on pillars
at the four corners. Insulating caps are
provided for the tube plate terminals.
A special separable high-voltage safety
terminal (Millen) protects the high-, . 1.
tage connection. The chassis is 11 in. 1
,,
17 in. by 2in. and the panel 10.1
/2 in. 1
,
s
19 in.
Refer to Circuit C in Fig. 1116
Tri — 1500-1250-1000 v. r.m.s. each side
center, 300 ma. d.c. ( UTC type
S47).
Tr2 — 2.5 v., 10 a., 10,000 V. insulation
(UTC type S57).
'1' — Type 866.
Li — 5-25 hys., 300 ma., 90 ohms (UTC
type S34).
142 — 15 hys., 300 ma., 90 ohms (UTC
type S33).
— 2ads., 1500 v. ( Aerovox Hyvol).
C2 — 4 mfds., 1500 v. (Aerovox Hyvol).
R — 25,000 ohms, 100 watts.

as a feed-through insulator, it should always
be covered with a tight fitting rubber sleeve
after connection has been made.
Rules for Safe Construction

The following rules, taken from the A. R. R. L.
Safety Code should be observed in the construction and installation of power supplies:
Grounds — With chassis construction,
all negative terminals of plate-voltage supplies and positive terminals of bias supplies
should be connected to chassis and to agood
ground. Chassis should be connected together and to the rack, frame or cabinet, if
of metal.
With breadboard construction, negative
terminals of plate-voltage supplies and positive terminals of bias supplies should be
connected together and to agood ground.
The important thing here is that everything
supposed to be at ground potential actually
should be grounded. Then if a transformer or
other component breaks down, no harm can
come to the operator from touching anormally
"dead" component or structure.
Cases and Cores — Transformer and choke
cores, cases and other metal work not normally a part of the electrical circuit should
be grounded.
This is a measure against equipment failure.
Breakdown of awinding to the core is probably
the commonest of transformer and choke failures. Since the core and case are normally dead
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such a breakdown can be doubly dangerous,
because the appearance of voltage on them is
totally unexpected. Don't take it for granted
that the bolts holding the units to the chassis
make a ground connection; test with an ohmmeter and make sure of both core and case.
Units with the core enclosed are best, since the
laminations of the core are usually insulated to
some extent to prevent eddy-current loss.
Power Supply Enclosures — Power supplies should be so enclosed or constructed,
or so located, that accidental bodily contact
with power circuits is impossible when adjustments are being made to r.f. or audio
units.
A grounded cover over apower supply is the
safest type of construction. With relay racks,
the power supplies are usually at the bottom
where a leg or knee may come in contact with
exposed wiring when adjustments are being
made. Lacking a cover, the next best thing is
to use construction without exposed highvoltage points; this is covered in some of the
following rules.
Bleeders — A bleeder resistor should he
connected across the d.c. output terminals
of each rect ified a.c. power supply.
From the electrical design standpoint, every
power supply of this type ought to have a
bleeder anyway. As a safety precaution, to
discharge filter condensers, the bleeder is
absolutely essential. Filter condensers can
store up quite a charge, particularly on circuits over 1000 volts, and even though the
discharge may not last very long it is not to be
lightly dismissed — there may be enough
energy available to be as dangerous as a con-
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out which it may prove a
hazard rather than asafety
device. First, the moving
We// insulatea' wire
part of the section used for
Cover epased terminal
with rubber sleeve
output shorting should be
connected to the ground
To transmitter frame
and external ground
power supply terminal, with
the stationary pole connectA
ed to the other high-voltage
7,3
v, Ac through control switch, sew/ bohts, etc
terminal. Second, if an open
knife switch is used, the
stationary pole of the shorting section should be made
—..- evoltag
TR
inaccessible to accidental
contact with the operator's
"---e"--1c 'I
5
-2
2z
1 1 R,-07
. —... e
r
roPl'
transmit/or
ebereee
hand: or body. The switch
m, ,
, e.
frame endoderm/
ground.
should preferably be enclosed completely, or should
be a type which may be
mounted with the " works"
Th ioV. A.
0 through control switches, sea/ /Ights,elc
behind a panel or in a control box.
A similar device which
makes use of a gravity-opMO voltage cable
erated relay is shown in Fig.
—werposedterewnol
covered with rubber
1119. There is no danger of
sleeve.
failure to operate because of
ro
To tronsmdter
bamcandeag,nw a weak spring, and the conround
tacts cannot stick in any
position which is dangerous
to the operator — although
asticking contact might not
be so good for the power
lb no KA c through suitable control system, signal lights etc
supply. The transformer primary should be fused to
Fig. 1116 — Circuits for power-supply units shown in
protect the power supply; an overload circuit
photographs. References will be found under each
breaker also could be used for the same purphotograph where typical values will be found.
pose, although its coil should be connected in
the circuit between the rectifier and filter so
that the shorting path for the gravity relay is
tinuous contact. And alot of things can happen
directly across the filter output and not through
in the reaction; the uncontrollable jump you
the circuit-breaker coil.
give may result in damage both to yourself and
This same idea can be adapted to the interthe apparatus.
lock system; that is, opening the door of the
Even with ableeder on the supply, it doesn't
pay to take it for granted that the condensers
cabinet can close aswitch across the filter output at the same time that the normal interlock
are discharged when the power goes off.
opens the primary power circuit.
Bleeders can open up with no warning. To
guard against this danger, the use of one of
Plate or
plate and Al
the following devices is recommended.
Transformer)
One pole of the d.p.d.t. switch shown in Fig.
1117 performs the function of opening the plate
transformer primary circuit, while the other
pole, on the opposite throw, shorts the output
terminals of the plate supply. This removes
the chance of shock by condenser discharge if
the bleeder circuit should be opened and, in
DP 0.17
addition, it reduces the danger of having high
See
voltage appear in the power supply because of
accidental primary circuit closing through a
05 •
path external of the switch.
Fig. 1117 — Switch arrangement to discharge filter
Two precautions should be carefully obcondensers to guard against possible open bleeder
resistance.
served in the use of this switch, however, with:3V
0

1
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Resistors — Resistors should be
so located or protected that accidental bodily contact is impossible.
When one side of the resistor is
open for adjustment, the resistor
should be mounted with the exposed side in such a position that
it cannot be touched. Sliders, when
used, should be insulated or protected by barriers.
Tubular resistors, unfortunately,
are made with exposed terminals.
This is also true of the slider on the
semi-variable type. Equally unfortunately, a resistor usually has to be
mounted in arather exposed location
if it is to dissipate the power it is
big. 1118— Underneath view of the supply of Fig. 1115 showing
rated to carry; for the same reason, cut-outs for sub-terminals.
it cannot ordinarily be mounted inside a box. A lattice or cane cover, which
erings. Barriers should be placed over exwould give the necessary protection and still
posed transformer terminal boards.
allow plenty of air circulation, would be a
High- voltage terminals, tube caps and the
good thing to have. Without it, install the
like are highly dangerous points and, usually,
resistor where it can't be touched unintenonly too,easy to touch unless deliberate care is
tionally, or put a grounded metal barrier,
taken to avoid them. Insulated caps for tubes
large enough to prevent accidental contact, in
have been obtainable for along time, although
front of it.
not generally used by amateurs. They cost
Don't depend on the coating for insulation
little and are not troublesome to install.
— it's there to protect the resistance wire, not
If an exposed high-voltage terminal, such as
you.
a stand-off or feed-through insulator, a rubber
H. V. Leads — High-voltage leads should
sleeve of the type used with test clips should
be a good grade of high-tension wire inbe slipped on the wire before fastening, and
sulated for at least two to three times the
afterward pulled over the terminal to cover all
peak operating voltage.
the metal normally exposed.
115V.

Voltage Dividers
MO side
of bleeder

Fig. 1119 — Circuit of gravity-operated relay for
shorting the output of the power supply when the
primary power is cut off, thus ensuring the discharge of
the filter condensers.
Insulation should be good enough so that a
high-voltage lead can be run along agrounded
chassis or frame without danger of breakdown.
Then there will be no danger to the operator
should the wire be accidentally touched. Note
that peak operating voltage is specified — this
is at least twice the steady d.c. plate voltage
when the stage' is plate-modulated. Automobile high-tension wire, in the better grades, is
inexpensive and amply rated for most amateur
plate supplies.
Terminals — Exposed terminals and tube
caps should be protected by insulating coy-
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A voltage divider is simply a resistance,
connected across the output terminals of a
power supply, which has one or more taps at
appropriate points from which voltages lower
than the power-supply terminal voltage may
be obtained. Although quite an improvement
over the simple series voltage-dropping resistor, the voltage regulation at the divider
taps is, nevertheless, still poor unless its total
resistance is made very low, consuming considerable power. Ft is advisable, therefore, to
obtain lower voltages by this method only in
cases when the voltage reduction is fairly small
or in cases where the load drawn from the taps
is fairly constant.
The resistance values required for a voltage
divider may be calculated if the currents to be
drawn from each tap is definitely known. An
example of the calculations follows.
Suppose the voltages desired and the load
currents for each tap have been determined as
shown in Fig. 1120, i.e., 500 volts, 60 ma. and
350 volts, 30 ma.
To calculate the resistance required between
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taps, the voltage divider should be laid off in
sections, as shown in Fig. 1120. Starting from
the negative end, the voltage drop across the
+1000
70.60 =
/30 rna
t $00
60 ola.

40+30=
70 ma 1

`?.

40 ma

I 350
30016

Under no-load conditions the voltage across
each resistor will be proportional to its individual resistance compared to the total resistance. The drop across the lower section
would be
8750
X 1000 = 600 volts (app.).
14,750
The drop across the middle section is
2150
X 1000 = 150 volts (app.).
14,750
Across the upper section
3850

Fig. 1120 — Voltage divider computations can be
made by plotting the voltage drops and current division
in adiagram similar to this one.

first section will be 350 volts. The drop across
the second section will be 150 volts, bringing
the total voltage between negative and the
second tap to 500 volts. The last resistor section
will have a drop of 500 volts across it. Then,
knowing the current to be drawn at each tap
and the idle current to be bled off through the
lowest resistor section, it is an easy matter to
calculate the resistances required at each section by applying Ohm's Law.
If desired, this voltage-divider may be used
as the bleeder resistance. If previous calculations (see section on bleeder resistance) has
shown that the required bleeder current is 40
ma., this current value should be used in determining the resistance of the first section.
The required resistance is, therefore, equal to:

14,750

X 1000 = 250 volts (app.).

The output voltages will be correct only
when the load currents used in the calculations
are drawn.
The power dissipated by each resistor may
be calculated by multiplying the voltage drop
across it by the current flowing through it.
2.10
0-2

earpooree
O6 dio LUAU
1101‘
100/4o..

300 V
200 V.
/420.4.0

100 v.
SO V

A
ercirartatie
Shield

350
— = 8750 ohms.
0.04

2.5V.

Leo.

•—•—• Rfrpader
au*. &bet

The second section has the 30 ma. for the
second tap in addition to the 40 ma. idle current
flowing through it, therefore the resistance required is
-1---50 = 2150 ohms (app.).
0.07
In the third (upper) section, the current becomes 60 ma. plus the 70 ma. already flowing
through the section below, a total of 130 ma.
The resistance value is
500
= 3850 ohms.
0.13
The total resistance of the divider is therefore 14,750 ohms, safely below the value necessary to maintain constant output voltage when
the tubes are not drawing current from the
power supply. This will increase the no-load
bleeder current, but will not affect the operation of the power supply under full load. In the
above example, the no-load resistor current
will be
1000
14,750 — 63.5 ma.
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100 Ma-

30h
100Mo.

10h
100144,

OnA.C.

detteadatic
eield

2.50

Fig. 1121— Wiring diagrams for receiver power
supplies. Condenser C should be a mica condenser of
about 0.002 dd. capacity. Its size is not critical and
it will be required only if tunable hums are present, as
explained in the text. Resistor 112 is 20 ohms total,
tapped at the center. (Not required if winding has center
tap.) 112 is the voltage divider for obtaining different
voltages from the power supply. If the receiver itself
is equipped with a divider (the preferable method)
112 will be asimple bleeder of about 15,000 ohms. Otherwise it may be any of the regular voltage dividers sold
commercially for this use, or may be a 15,000 ohm
resistor tapped at every 3000 ohms. The resistance
needed between taps will depend upon the currents to
be drawn at each of the taps. It is not usually necessary
to have the voltages nearer rated values than within
20%, with modern receiving tubes.
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This should be done for both no-load and f
ullload conditions, and a resistor selected having
a rating well above that of the higher of the
two values. It may not be possible to get stock
resistors of the exact resistance calculated, in
which case the nearest available size usually
will be satisfactory. Semi-variable resistors,
having sliding contacts so that any desired resistance value may be selected, can be used if
more exact adjustment of voltage is required.
In case it is desired to have the bleeder resistance total to a predetermined value — for
instance, if the bleeder in the illustration above
is to total 25,000 ohms instead of the calculated value of 14,750 ohms — the same method
of calculation may be followed, but different
values of idle current should be tried until the
correct result is found. An idle current of 20
instead of 40 ma., for instance, will work out to
a total resistance of approximately 25,000
ohms in the illustration above.
The method may be extended to a greater
number of taps, and is equally applicable to
the calculation of voltage dividers for receivers.

• RECEIVER

POWER SUPPLIES

The design of power supplies for receivers is
similar to that for transmitters, although
the requirements differ somewhat. The power
output is, of course, small in comparison to
that required for most transmitters. The degree of voltage regulation which may be obtained by proper design, without special circuits, is relatively unimportant in receivers
because of the practically constant load of the
receiver. Where high voltage-stability is
necessary, special means must be taken to
maintain a sufficiently steady output voltage.
A high degree of filtering is required for receivers, particularly the r.f. stages, to avoid
objectionable hum.
Fig. 1121-A is the wiring diagram of atypical
receiver power supply. It uses a power transformer of the type used in broadcast receivers,
delivering approximately 350 volts each side
Fig. 1122 — Practical voltage-regulated supply for receivers, speech-amplifiers or devices having comparable
voltage and current requirements.
C — Double 8-afd. dry electrolytic,
450-volt working (Aerovox).
— 12 henrys, 75 ma. (Thordarson
T-47C07).
Itt — 10,000 ohms, 1watt.
Ra — 25,000 ohms, 1watt.
115V
— 10,000-ohm potentiometer (Yaxley YlOMP).
RS— 5000 ohms, 1watt.
Rs — 0.5 megohm, 1watt.
N — 1-watt G-10 neon bulb with base
resistor removed.
T — Power transformer, 350 volts each
side c.t., 70 ma.; 6.3 volts at 3amp.; 2.5 volts
at 4 amp.; 5 volts at 2 amp. (Thordarson
T-70R21).
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of the center-tap on the high-voltage winding.
This type of power supply will take care of an
ordinary amateur receiver and in addition will
easily handle an audio power amplifier stage
using a47 pentode or apair of 45's in push-pull.
If somewhat lower voltage is required, the
filter may be rearranged somewhat to use
choke input, which will reduce the voltage and
give better regulation. This is shown in Fig.
1121-B. Alternatively, a transformer giving
lower output voltage might be used if the receiver has no power stages and therefore does
not take much current.
Special care must be taken with power packs
for autodyne receivers to make certain that the
voltage output will be constant and that " tunable hums" do not appear.
Tunable hums are hums which appear only
at certain frequencies to which the receiver is
set and only with the detector oscillating. It
may be that no hum can be heard with the
detector out of oscillation but a strong hum is
noticed as soon as the detector is made to
oscillate. This is a tunable hum and cannot
be eliminated by the addition of more filter
condensers or chokes since it is caused by r.f.
getting into the power supply and picking up
modulation. Small condensers connected across
the plates and filament of the rectifier tube as
shown in both diagrams usually will eliminate
this type of hum. A grounded electrostatic
shield between the primary and secondaries of
the power transformer also will help. Not all
transformers have such a shield, however.
A varying output voltage will make the
detector oscillation frequency change and
hence make signals sound wavering and unsteady. The choke-input filter of Fig. 1121-B
is recommended on this score; it will be especially valuable if the receiver volume control
operates on the bias on the r.f. amplifiers.
Automatic Voltage Regulation
An unusually high degree of voltage stability
is desirable in power supplies for c.w. receivers

2.5V.

A 6C6 may be substituted for the 017 if desired.
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and electron-coupled oscillators for satisfactory
frequency stability. One type of power supply
meeting the requirements is shown in Fig.
1122.
A high-gain voltage amplifier tube (usually a sharp-cutoff pentode or tetrode) is
connected in such away that asmall change in
the output voltage of the power supply causes a
change in grid bias and thereby acorresponding
change in plate current. The plate current flows
through aresistor (14) the voltage drop across
which is used to bias asecond tube — the " regulator" tube — whose plate-cathode circuit is connected in series with the d.c. line. The regulator
tube, therefore, functions as an automaticallyvariable series resistor in the power supply.
Should the output voltage increase slightly, the
bias on the control tube becomes more positive,
causing the control-tube's plate current to increase and the drop across the plate resistor to
increase correspondingly. The bias on the regulator tube, therefore, becomes more negative
and the effective resistance of the regulator
tube increases, causing the terminal voltage to
drop. A decrease in output voltage causes the
reverse action. The time lag in the action of
the system is negligible and, given proper constants, the output voltage can be held within
a fraction of a per cent of the desired value
throughout the useful range of load currents
and over a wide range of line voltages.
An essential in the system is the use of a
constant-voltage bias source for the control
tube. The voltage change which appears at the
grid of the tube is the difference between a
fixed negative bias and a positive voltage
which is taken from the voltage divider across
the output. To get the most effective control,
the negative bias must not vary with plate
current.
While a battery of 45 to 90 volts may be
used for the highest degrees of constancy, a
neon bulb may be connected as shown. The
drop across the bulb will remain essentially
constant at 65 volts so long as the control-tube
plate current is sufficient to keep the neon
bulb ignited.
For good regulation, it is essential that the
resistor be taken out of the base, or else that
one of the lamps without a base resistor be
secured. The cement holding the base to the
bulb may be softened with boiling water or a
gas flame. If the resistor is left in, the regulation is considerably better than that of the
power supply alone, but not nearly as good as
when the resistorless lamp is used.
The regulating capabilities of the supply
shown depend to a considerable extent upon
the output voltage selected. With constant line
voltage ( 115) the output of the supply shown
in Fig. 1122 will stay under control from zero
output up to the maximum limits:
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Max. Output Current
35 ma.
50 ma.
75 ma.
95 ma.
over 100 ma.

Output Voltage
350
300
250
200
160

Line voltage variations, as well as output
current variations, are compensated for to the
extent to which the transformer is capable of
supplying the excess voltage required. At 250
volts output, the voltage will stay constant
over a range from 108 to 135 volts (the maximum available from the Variac used for this
test). At 200 volts output, the same thing is
true over a range of 100 to 135 volts on the
primary, and at 180 volts, over 90 to 135 volts.
Momentary variations (such as caused by
switching on a motor or similar operation
which causes a current surge and a resultant
dip in the line voltage) can occur over a much
wider range without affecting the output
voltage because enough energy is stored in the
filter condensers to bridge such a short gap.
The neon tube is a visual indication of control, since the voltage is regulated so long as
the tube glows. If the supply is used on a receiver and the load current increased or line
voltage dropped to the point where the bulb
goes out, there will be aclick and aperceptible
hum, indicating that control has been lost and
that the filtering action of the regulator likewise has disappeared. With the regulator
working, it is extremely difficult to detect any
hum. The additional filtering makes it possible
to dispense with the second filter section ordinarily required, so that a voltage-regulated
supply actually costs very little more than an
unregulated supply having equivalent filtering.
Since regulation is taken care of by other
means, a condenser-input filter may be used
to compensate for voltage loss through the
regulator tube.
One important characteristic of a voltageregulated supply is that it has avery low effecT
O Transmitter

110 AC

T
OTransmitter

110 A C

Fig. 1123 — Two methods of transformer primary
control. At the left is a tapped 1-to- 1transformer with
the possibilities of considerable variation in the secondary output. At the right is indicated a variable
transformer or autotransformer in series with the transformer primaries.
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tive output impedance, being similar to an
inverse feed-back amplifier in this respect. It
is, therefore, unlikely to give undesirable backcoupling in high-gain amplifiers, a common
trouble with ordinary power supplies. A voltage-regulated supply is consequently a good
thing to have on low-level speech amplifiers.
• LINE VOLTAGE REGULATION
In certain communities trouble is sometimes
experienced from fluctuations in line voltage.
Usually these fluctuations are caused by a
variation in the load on the line and may be
taken care of by the use of amanually-operated
compensating device. A simple arrangement is
s.

P/.14 Pant.
/10 V

#1

MI
Fil

ill
Fil.

Fig. 1124 — With this circuit, asingle adjustment of
switch Si places the correct primary voltage on all
transformers in the transmitter. Information on constructing a suitable autotransformer at negligible cost
is contained in the text. The light winding represents the
regular primary of a revamped transformer, the heavy
winding the voltage-regulating section.

shown in Fig. 1123. A toy transformer is used
to boost or buck the line voltage. The transformer should have a tapped secondary varying between 6 and 20 volts in steps of 2 or 3
volts and its secondary should be capable of
carrying the full load current of the entire
transmitter.
The secondary is connected in series with the
line voltage and, if the phasing of the windings
is correct, the voltage applied to the primaries
of the transmitter transformers can be brought
up to the rated 110 volts by setting the toy
transformer tap-switch on the right tap. If the
phasing of the two windings of the toy transformer happens to be reversed, the voltage will
be reduced instead of increased. This connection may be used in cases where the line voltage
may be above 110 volts. This method is preferable to using a resistor in the primary of a
power transformer since it does not affect the
voltage regulation as seriously.
Another scheme by which the primary voltage of each transformer in the transmitter may
be adjusted to deliver the desired secondary
voltage with amaster control for compensating
for changes in line voltage is shown in Fig.
1124.
This arrangement has the following features:
1. Adjustment of S1 to make the voltmeter
read 105 volts automatically adjusts all primaries to the predetermined correct voltage.
2. The necessity for having all primaries
work at the same voltage is eliminated. Thus,
110 volts can be applied to the primary of one
transformer, 115 to another, etc.
3. Independent control of the plate transformer is afforded by the tap switch Sp. This
permits power input control and does not require an extra auto-transformer.

Fig. 1125 — This unit delivers 1500 or 1250
volts at full-load current of 425 ma., with
0.25% ripple and regulation of 10%. Voltages
are selected by taps on the secondary. The
secondary terminal board is covered with
asection of steel panel supported by brackets
fastened underneath the core clamps and
insulating caps are provided for the tube
plate terminals. A special safety terminal
(Millen) is used for the positive high-voltage
connection. The panel is 10% in. by 19 in.
and the chassis 13 in. by 17 in. by 2 in.
Refer to Circuit C in Fig. 1116
Tri — 1820-1520v. r.m.s. each side center,
500 ma. d.c. (Stancor type P6157).
Tr2 — 2.5 v., 10 a., 10,000 v. insulation
(Stancor type P3025).
T — Type 866.
Li — 5-20 hys., 500 ma., 75 ohms (Stancor
C1405).
14-8 hys., 500 Ma., 75 ohms (Stancor
C1415).
Ci, C2 — 4 pfds., 2000 v. (C-D type
TJU20040).
R — 20,000 ohms, 150 watts.
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Fig. 1126— This unit delivers 2025 and 2480 volts
at full-load current of 450 ma. with a ripple of 0.5%
and regulation of 19%. Voltages are selected by taps
on the secondary. All exposed high-voltage terminals
are covered with Sprague rubber safety terminal caps
and the tube plate terminals with moulded caps.
The rectifier tubes are spaced away from the plate
transformer to avoid induction troubles. The panel is
14 in. by 19 in. and the chassis 13 in. by 17 in. by 2 in.
The exposed high-voltage terminal should be covered
with arubber-tubing sleeve.
Refer to Circuit C, Fig. 1116
Tri — 3000-2450 v. r.m.s. each side of center, 500 ma.
d.c. (Thordarson type T19P68).
Tr2 — 2.5 v., 10 a., 10,000 v. insulation (Thordarson
type T64F33).
T — Type 866.
Li — 5-20 hys., 500 ma., 75 ohms (Thordarson type
T19C38).
L2 — 12 hys., 500 ma., 75 ohms (Thordarson type
T19C45).
Ci — 1dd., 2500 v. (G.E. Pyranol).
C2 — 4pfds., 2500 v. (G.E. Pyranol).
R — 50,000 ohms, 200 watts.
NOTE. — Regulation may be improved by use of
lower bleeder resistance at some sacrifice in maximum
load current.

The system simplifies the adjustment of
The voltage per turn can be readily determined,
various filament voltages, since the primary
either by counting turns on one of the filament
voltage can be selected over arange of 20 volts
windings of known voltage output, or by windor so, and that if these voltages are properly set
ing on a few turns and measuring with a lowwhen the rig is constructed then forever afterrange voltmeter. ( Measured voltage divided by
ward asingle adjustment of S. takes care of all
number of turns equals volts per turn.) This
of them. When filament transformers are home
figure divided into the voltage range desired
built it is somewhat difficult to get, for exam(20 volts is usually sufficient) gives the number
ple, exactly 10 volts at 6.5 amps without excesof turns on the new winding, shown in heavy
sive cut-and-try. The expedient of tapping a lines in the diagram. The winding is then put
particular primary along the auto-transformer
on, taps being taken out at suitable intervals —
until the proper voltage is obtained at the
approximately 1.5 volts between each tap. The
taps preferably should be staggered along the
filament terminals is most convenient. It is of
course presupposed that this adjustment is
winding to avoid bunching and to make identimade after proper regulation of SI and after
fication easy. Taps can be made quite easily by
all filament wiring has been finished. Some
slipping a piece of cambric under the turn to
be tapped, scraping off the insulation at the
fifteen taps at Si are needed for close regulation, although only afew have been shown for
desired point, and soldering on a length of
the sake of simplifying the diagram.
stranded rubber-covered wire. No. 10 enamelled wire can be used for the winding; with
The auto-transformer need not be expensive
nor even tedious to wind. Ninety per cent
this size wire and ahusky b.c. transformer the
of burned-out broadcast-receiver transformers
regulation from no-load to full-load will be very
have agood primary left, and can be picked up
good.
for little or nothing at aservThe plate transformer
switch, S2, need not have as
ice shop. If the secondaries
DANGER — HIGH VOLTAGE
are removed and the insulamany positions as the reguIT MUST be realized that the
tion isn't " shot," the translating switch, Si; taps at
plate supply equipment of
every 5 volts will be ample.
former may be connected to
even alow- powered transmitter
The same taps can be used
the line for afew minutes to
is apotential lethal machine. It
is ever ready to deal out sudden
for both switches, of course.
see if heating occurs. Usually
death to the careless operator.
the high-voltage secondary
A number of amateurs, indeed.
• BUILDING SMALL
will te badly charred but the
have been killed by the output
TRANSFORMERS
primary will be in good
of their power supplies during
the last few years. Many more
shape. Choose a large transPower
transformers for
have suffered severe injury. We
former (the kind used for tenboth filament heating and
cannot urge too strongly the
plate supply for all transmitor twelve-tube sets or for
observance of extreme care in
the handling of power supplies
P.A. systems). A 250-watt
ting and rectifying tubes are
and transmitters.
unit will handle approxiavailable commercially at
mately 1 kw. in the circuit.
reasonable prices, but occa-
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sionally the amateur wishes to build a transformer for some special purpose or has a core
from a burned out transformer on which he
wishes to put new windings.
Most transformers that amateurs build are
for use on 110-volt 60-cycle supply. The number of turns necessary on the 110-volt winding
depends on the kind of iron used in the core
and on the cross-sectional area of the core.
Silicon steel is best, and aflux density of about
50,000 lines per square inch can be used. This
is the basis of the table of cross-sections given.
An average value for the number of primary
turns to be used is 7.5 turns per volt per square
inch of cross-sectional area. This relation may
be expressed as follows:
E
No. primary turns = 7.5 X-A
where E is the primary voltage and A the number of square inches of cross-sectional area of
the core. For 110-volt primary transformers the
equation becomes:
No. primary turns

825
— A

The size of wire to use depends on the current the winding will carry at full load. When
a small transformer is built to handle a continuous load, the copper wire in the windings
should have an area of 1500 circular mils for
each ampere to be carried. (See Wire Table in
Chap. 20.) For intermittent use, 1000 circular
mils per ampere is permissible.
A table is given showing the best size wire
and core cross-section to use for particular
transformers. The figures in the table refer to
60-cycle transformers. The design of 25-cycle
transformers is similar but a slightly higher
flux density is permissible. Because the frequency is much lower the cross-sectional area
of the iron must be greater or the number of
turns per volt correspondingly larger, otherwise the inductance will be too low to give the
required reactance at the reduced frequency.
If one builds the core so that its cross-section is
2.1 to 2.2 times the value of area worked out
from the table, the same number turns of wire
may be used in aprimary coil for 25-cycle operation. If the same core and more turns of wire
Input
(Watta)
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
750
1000
1500

are used alarger " window" will be needed for
the extra wire and insulation. Increasing both
the number of turns per volt and the crosssection of the core gives the best-balanced
design.
Most 60-cycle transformers will behave
nicely on a25- cycle supply if the applied voltage is sufficiently reduced. Up to 52 volts at 25
cycles may be applied to a 110-volt 60-cycle
winding without harm. Knowing the transformer voltage ratio, the output voltage will be
known. The current-carrying capacity will be
the same as at 60 cycles. The KVA ( kilovoltampere) rating will be about half the 60-cycle
value.
Having decided on the core cross-section
necessary to handle the power, the next step is
to calculate the core window area required to
accommodate the windings. The primary wire
size is given in the table; the secondary wire
size should be chosen according to the current
to be carried, as previously described. The
Wire Table in Chap. 20 shows how many
turns of each wire size can be wound into a
square inch of window area, assuming that the
turns are wound regularly and that no insulation is used between layers. Figures are given
for three different types of insulation. The
primary winding of the 200-watt transformer,
which has 270 turns of No. 17 wire, would
occupy 270/329 or 0.82 square inch if wound
with double-cotton-covered wire, for example.
This makes no allowance for alayer of insulation between the windings (in general, it is
good practice to wind astrip of paper between
each layer) so that the winding area allowance
should be increased if layer insulation is to be
used. The figures also are based on accurate
winding such as is done by machines: with
hand winding it is probable that somewhat
more area would be required. An increase of
50% should take care of both hand winding
and layer thickness. The area to be taken by
the secondary winding should be estimated, as
should also the area likely to be occupied by
the insulation between the core and windings
and between the primary and secondary windings themselves. When the total window area
required has been figured — allowing a little
extra for contingencies — laminations having

Pull-Load
Efficiency

Size of
Primary Wire

No. of
Primary Turns

Turns Per
Volt

Cross-Section
Through Core

75%
85%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%
95%
95%
95%
95%

23
21
20
18
17
16
15
14
13
11
10
9

528
437
367
313
270
248
248
206
183
146
132
109

4.80
3.95
3.33
2.84
2.45
2.25
2.25
1.87
1.86
1.33
1.20
.99

13i". lu"
1%"x le,g"
lye
1/". lee
1%". lee
174"
174" z 174"
2 " z2 "
234 ,,
2 w,
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damage and to prevent the core from rubbing
through the insulation. Square-shaped end
pieces of fibre or cardboard usually are provided to protect the sides of the winding and
to hold the terminal leads in place. Highvoltage terminal leads should be enclosed in
Empire cloth tubing or spaghetti.
After the windings are finished the core
should be inserted, one lamination at a time.
Fig. 1127 shows the method of building up
the core. In the first layer the " E"-shaped
laminations are pushed through from one side;
the second " E "-shaped lamination is pushed
through from the other. The " I"-shaped laminations are used to fill the end spaces. This
method of building up the core
ensures a good magnetic path of
1st. Laye r
2nd. Layer
ist Layer
2nd Layer
low reluctance. All laminations
1
should be insulated from each other
to prevent eddy currents from flowing. If there is iron rust or ascale
on the core material, that will serve
the purpose very well — otherwise
one side of each piece can be
coated with thin shellac. It is essential that the joints in the core be
well made and be square and even.
After the transformer is assembled,
the joints can be hammered up
tight using ablock of wood between
SHELL TYPE
CORE TYPE
the hammer and the core to preFig. 1127— Types of transformer cores, showing types of lam- vent damaging the laminations. If
the winding form does not fit
mations.

the desired leg width and window area should
be purchased. It may not be possible to get
laminations having exactly the dimensions
wanted, in which case the nearest size should
be chosen. The cross-section of the core need
not be square but can be rectangular in shape
so long as the core area is great enough. It is
easier to wind coils for a core of square crosssection, however.
Transformer cores are of two types, " core"
and " shell." In the core type, the core is simply
a hollow rectangle formed from two " L "shaped laminations, as shown in Fig. 1127.
Shell-type laminations are " E" and " I"
shaped, the transformer windings being placed

on the center leg. Since the magnetic path
divides between the outer legs of the " E,"
these legs are each half the width of the center
leg. The cross-sectional area of ashell-type core
is the cross-sectional area of the center leg. The
shell-type core makes abetter transformer than
the core type, because it tends to prevent leakage of the magnetic flux. The windings are
calculated in exactly the same way for both
types.
Fig. 1128 shows the method of putting the
windings on a shell-type core. The primary is
usually wound on the inside — next to the core
— on aform made of fibre or several layers of
cardboard. This form should be slightly larger
than the core leg on which it is to fit so that it
will be an easy matter to slip in the laminations
after the coils are completed and ready for
mounting. The terminals are brought out to
the side. After the primary is finished, the secondary is wound over it, several layers of insulating material being put between. If the
transformer is for high voltages, the high-voltage winding should be carefully insulated from
the primary and core by afew layers of Empire
cloth or tape. A protective covering of heavy
cardboard or thin fibre should be put over the
outside of the secondary to protect it from
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Fig. 1128 — A convenient method of assembling the
windings on ashell type core. Windings can be similarly
mounted on core-type cores, in which case the coils are
placed on one of the sides. Iligh-voltage core-type
transformers sometimes are made with the primary on
one core leg and the secondary on the opposite.
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tightly on the core, small wooden wedges may
be driven between it and the core to prevent vibration. Transformers built by the amateur can
be painted with insulating varnish or waxed to
make them rigid and moisture proof. A mixture
of melted beeswax and rosin makes a good
impregnating mixture. Melted paraffin should
not be used because it has too low a melting
point. Double-cotton-covered wire can be
coated with shellac as each layer is put on.
However, enameled wire should never be
treated with shellac as it may dissolve the
enamel and hurt the insulation, and it will
not dry because the moisture in the shellac will
not be absorbed by the insulation. Small transformers can be treated with battery-compound
after they are wound and assembled. Strips of
thin paper between layers of small enameled
wire are necessary to keep each layer even and
to give added insulation. Thick paper must be
avoided as it keeps in the heat generated in the
winding so that the temperature may become
dangerously high.
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Keep watch for shorted turns and layers. If
just one turn should become shorted in the
entire winding, the voltage set up in it would
cause aheavy current to flow which would burn
it up, making the whole transformer useless.
Taps can be taken off as the windings are
made if it is desired to have atransformer giving several voltages. The more taps there are,
the more difficult becomes the problem of
avoiding weakened insulation at the points
where they are made. Taps should be arranged
whenever possible so that they come at the
ends of the layers. If the wire of which the
winding is made is very small, the ends of the
winding and any taps that are made should be
of heavier wire to provide stronger leads.
After leaving the primary winding connected
to the line for several hours it should be only
slightly warm. If it draws much current or gets
hot there is something wrong. Some shortcircuited turns are probably responsible and
will continue to cause overheating and possibly
fireworks later.
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Speech Amplifiers— Grid Modulators—
Class- B Modulators

A

A.c. filament and power- pack high-voltage
LTHOUGH the arrangement of comsupplies may be used for all stages, although
ponents is less critical in audio than in r.f.
more than ordinary filtering should be used for
equipment, certain principles must be obhigh-gain amplifiers. Filtering or decoupling in
served to avoid difficulties.
individual plate- and grid-feed circuits is adThe audio units for simple transmitters
can be built up bread-board style, although a visable, as illustrated in some of the high-gain
circuits which will be described.
metal chassis foundation is preferable for apermanent job. Present practice tends toward unit
Combinations of Speech Amplifier and
construction on metal chassis, with rack
Audio-Power Output Stage
mounting. Shielding is important where highThe modulators used in amateur ' phone
gain audio systems are used, it being especially
transmission are really audio power ampliimportant to keep r.f. from overloading the
fiers, with required power output and type of
low-level grid circuits. When two or more
output transformer or other coupling device
stages of speech amplification are used, pardetermined by the application. Thus, a wellticular care must be taken to prevent motordesigned Class- A or Class- AB amplifier stage
boating and distortion resulting from intercapable of 15 watts audio power output may
stage feed-back. Coupling transformers should
be used to plate modulate an r.f. amplifier of
be isolated from each other or placed for mini30 watts input, to grid-modulate a stage of
mum action between their magnetic fields.
300 watts input, or to drive a Class-B moduProper positions can be determined by turning
lator stage of 250 watts audio output. The
the transformers, one with respect to the
output transformer of the 15-watt stage must
others, until minimum hum or instability is
be suitable for the modulation or driver apobtained with the unit in operation at full
plication, so that the output winding matches
gain. It is advisable to keep modulation chokes
the load; or the transformer may be one deand transformers well away from other audio
signed for matching a500-ohm line, so that the
equipment because the strong magnetic field
amplifier is readily adapted to any of the above
about the high-level audio unit is likely to cause
uses by connecting the secondary winding to
trouble. Transformer cases should be grounded.
the 500-ohm primary of a suitable input or
Microphone cables should be shielded and
modulation transformer.
the shield should be connected to ground. It is
generally good practice to shield the high-gain
• ECONOMICAL SPEECH AMPLIFIER
input circuit separately and keep it away from
AND 3.5-WATT OUTPUT STAGE
the high-level audio and r.f. sections of the
The amplifier of Fig. 1203-A designed for use
transmitter. It is advisable to couple aspeechinput amplifier by a step-down
transformer (tube-to-line) in its
output, through atwisted- pair to a
line-to-tube step-up transformer
into the higher-level audio circuit.
Such an impedance matching combination is especially recommended
with high-impedance microphones
which require short leads to the
first audio stage or pre-amplifier.
Interconnecting leads and cables
should be thoroughly shielded and
the shields grounded. Radio-frequency chokes may be necessary
between modulator and modulated
Fig. 1201— Relay-rack mounting amplifier with 3.5-watt output.
amplifier in supply leads.
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Fig. 1202 — The bottom view
shows the tube- and transformer.
mounting used in the 3.5-watt
amplifier.

with crystal and velocity microphones (and the
of this amplifier. Consequently, if a chassis
version in Fig. 1203-B designed for carbon
bottom cover plate and shielded microphone
single- and double-button microphones) is a plug and cable are used, complete shielding is
simple arrangement for grid-modulating r.f.
provided. Particular care should be taken to
amplifiers of 150 watts input or less. It is also
make sure that the metal shells of the tubes are
suitable for driving a Class-B modulator of 25
grounded, or the shielding may be ineffective.
to 100 watts output, or as a cathode
63J7
C4
65F5
Ce
6843
T,
modulator for r.f. inputs up to about
35 watts, when suitable output transformers are substituted at 7'1.
Output
The amplifier is constructed on a
standard black-crackle chassis 17
inches long, 4inches deep, and 3inches
high. Tubes and output transformer, Tor crystal
ve/ociteand
instead of being placed in the convendonanetc
tional arrangement on top of the chas- In/crop/a/vs x x
sis, are mounted on the rear flange,
I
1
r r
while the front flange is screwed against
6.3V.A.0 - 300v. +
A
the back of mounting panel as in ordinary chassis-panel units. With this for smo/e-or
layout, a 334-inch relay-rack panel is doable-button
63M
6B4G
carbon
T
z
adequate, and rack-space compactness nbcrophones
results. If the amplifier is used on the
operating table, it may be placed above
•••2
Output
or below the receiver, and thus conserve operating table space.
The grid-modulation output transformer used in this amplifier is designed
to couple the plates of push-pull 2A3
tubes to the grid bias circuit of an r.f.
amplifier. In this application, the
63V,A.0 - 3005 +
windings of the transformer are reFig. 1203 — Circuits of the 3.5-watt speech unit.
versed, so that the two-terminal winding is connected in the plate circuit of Ci — 5 -pfd. electrolytic, 25-volt.
Re — 0.5-megohm potentiometer.
the 6B4G amplifier tube, and the cen- C2 — 0.05-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
Ca — 8-pfd. electrolytic, 425.
RT— 4500-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
ter-tapped winding is available as an
volt.
Rs, R9 — 0.5-megohm, 1-watt
output winding. Half of this winding Ce
0.01-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
carbon.
(the portion between either end and Cs — 5-pfd. electrolytic, 25.
Rio — 50-ohm center- tapped.
volt.
the center tap) may be connected in
Ru i — 800-ohm, 10-watt adj.
Ce — 0.01-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
Ji — 2-wire jack.
an r.f. amplifier grid- or suppressor- CT— 25-pfd. electrolytic, 50.
Ja — 2. or 3-wire jack for s.b. or
volt wkg.
bias circuit for modulator use, or full
d.b. mike.
winding with center tap may be used Ri — 5-megohm, 1-watt carbon.
Ti — Center-tapped
output
Ra — 1700-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
as a Class-B input winding, with contransformer (ThordarRa — 2.5-megohm, 1-watt carnection direct to the grids of tubes
son T67M74 with pribon.
mary and secondary
Rs — 0.5-megohm, 1-watt carsuch as 809's or T20's.
reversed, see text).
bon.
New type tubes with base grid con- Re — 50,000-ohm,
1-watt carTa — S.b. or d.b. carbon mike
nections are used as the input tubes
bon.
transformer.

II r+
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Fig. 1204— Ten-watt speech-amplifier or driver for use with
either crystal or double-button carbon microphones.

supply, suitable for grid- modulating a
high-power stage or for working into a
Class-B modulator whose input requirements are 10 watts or less. With a suitable output transformer, the amplifier is
capable of delivering sufficient audio output to cathode-modulate 100 watts input
to the Class- C r.f. stage. The input circuit
is arranged so that either crystal or
double-button carbon microphones can
be used, and the gain is such that the
full output is developed with apeak voltage of less than 0.002 volts applied to
the first tube. The frequency response
with the audio transformers specified (or
with those of equivalent construction)
is practically flat over the range required
for voice communication. The noise level,
with the power supply shown, is approximately 46 db below the rated output,

Fig. 1205 — A view underneath th.
chassis of the 10-watt speech unit.

while the distortion is negligible at the 10-watt
level.
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1207.
Figs. 1204-1208 inclusive show a 10-watt
The first tube, a 6J7 pentode-connected, is
output speech amplifier and driver, with power
followed by a 6C5 which in turn is
coupled through atransformer into pushpull 6C5's. These tubes excite a pair of
2A3's Class- AB. The 2A3's are self-biased,
the cathode resistor being built in the
power-supply unit shown schematically
in Fig. 1208. The power supply is equipped with a voltage-regulator which
handles all the tubes in the speech amplifier except the 2A3's. In the powersupply unit, the 6J7 is the control tube
for the regulator portion, while the 2A3
is the regulator tube. R3 controls the
output voltage; the resistor should be set
so that the voltage as measured by a
high-resistance voltmeter is 275 volts. A
1-watt neon bulb, with base resistor removed, serves as aconstant-drop cathode
resistor for the 6J7.
Both amplifier and power supply are
built on standard chassis ( with covers)
Fig. 1206 — Power-supply for the 10-watt amplifier. A volt- measuring 5 by 13M by 2A inches. In
age-regulator is incorporated for all speech-amplifier tubes
Fig. 1204, the tube at the left along the
except the 2A3's.

• A UNIVERSAL SPEECH AMPLIFIER
DRIVER WITH 10-WATT OUTPUT
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6J7

6C5

6C5

2A3

22.CARBON MIKE
MIKE
BAIT.
A

-B

A

H
63V

Fig. 1207 — Circuit diagram of the 10-watt speech
RI, R2
200 ohms, Y2watt.
Rn — 500 ohms, 1watt.
113 — 1000 ohms, 3/3watt.
Ru — 5megohms, 3/2 watt.
114 — 1 megohm, 3watt.
CI— 0.1-pfd. paper.
R5 — 0.25 megohm, 3/3watt.
C2 — 0.01-4d. paper, 400-volt.
Re — 50,000 ohms, 3/3watt.
C3 — 0.1-pfd. paper, 400-volt.
R7 — 0.25-megohm volume control.
C4, C5 — 5-pfd., 25-volt electrolytic.
Rs — 2000 ohms, 3/3watt.
Ce
0.1-pfd. paper, 400-volt.
Re — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
C7, CS— 8-pfd. electrolytic, 450Rio — 10,000 ohms, 3/2watt.
volt.

front edge of the chassis is the 6J7, followed
by the first 6C5. The single-tube to push-pull
transformer, 7' 1, is behind this tube; to its
right are the push-pull 6C5's, then Try, the
2A3's, and the tube-to-line transformer, 7'3.
The gain control, R7, is at the left end of the
front edge of the chassis. On the left edge are
the jack for a crystal microphone and the
switch, S, to change the input from crystal to
double-button carbon.
The general layout of parts underneath the
speech-amplifier chassis is shown in Fig. 1205.
Nothing is particularly critical as to lead
lengths, although the input leads should be
well shielded. The layout for the power supply,
Fig. 1206, is likewise not at all critical.
It is important that the filament voltage for
the Class- AB 2A3's be at the rated value if full
performance is to be secured from the tubes.
To this end the filament leads between power

2.5V.

+360

amplifier.
Ti — Interstage audio, single plate
to push-pull grids (Kenyon
T-52).
T2 — Interstage audio, p.p. plates
to Class-AB grids (Kenyon
T-256).
Ts — Output, Class-AB plates to
line (Kenyon T-301).

supply and speech amplifier should be quite
heavy, and the filament voltage under operating conditions should be checked. If the
voltage is more than 5 per cent low, heavier
filament leads should be used.
For carbon-microphone input, resistors are
connected across the microphone as a load,
rather than the customary transformer. The
high gain of the amplifier permits dispensing
with the voltage step-up provided by the
microphone transformer. The microphone
battery voltage should be adjusted to give the
button current recommended by the manufacturer of the microphone.
Although the disadvantage of filament voltage drop in the connecting cable becomes a
problem if amplifier and power supply unit are
greatly separated, this disadvantage is somewhat offset by the freedom from tendencies
toward electromagnetic or electrostatic cou+360
4275
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Fig. 1208 — Circuit diagram of the
power supply.
T — Power transformer; high-voltage winding, 360 volts each
side center-tap, 150 ma.; 5
volts, 3 amp. (rectifier); 2.5
volts, 3 amp. (2A3 regulator
filament); 2.5 volts, 5 amp.
(2A3 speech-amp. filaments);
6.3 volts, 3 amp. (speech.
amplifier and voltage-control
tubes). (Kenyon T-214.)
L — Filter choke, 15 henrys, 165 ma.
(Kenyon T-154).
C — 8-8 pfd. 450-volt electrolytic.
RI — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
R2 — 20,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ra — 10,000-ohm volume control.
R4 — 5000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ra — 0.5 megohm, 1-watt.
Re — 800 ohms, 10-watt.
The neon bulb (1-watt size) should
have its hase resistor removed.
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piing between the a.c. power circuits and the
speech amplifier circuits. Furthermore, the design of the amplifier is such that alarger regulated supply already serving another purpose
4- I
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Fig. 1209 — Frequency response curves with and without inverse feedback. Solid line, with negative feedback
applied; dotted line, without feedback. Reference frequency, 400 cycles. Output level approximately 9watts.
may be made to supply the speech amplifier,
and thus construction of aseparate supply for
this amplifier may be saved.
Inverse Feedback Added to the Universal
Amplifier
Although the above speech amplifier is
adequate for high-quality ' phone transmission,
the frequency range may be extended to one
meeting requirements for high-quality amplification of music by incorporation of the circuit
shown in Fig. 1210. With this unusually wide
response range the amplifier, with the universal output transformer shown, is suitable
for public address and theater work as well
as for the ' phone transmitter, and thus may
be made to serve several purposes.
Details of the principles of operation, results,
and adjustment of the amplifier with inverse
feed-back are given in an article in QST.
As shown in Figs. 1210 and 1211, the grid
bias provision for the 2A3 output stage has
been changed from " self-bias" to " fixed-bias,"
with an increase from 10 to 15 watts in audio
output.
• ALL-PUSH-PULL SPEECH
AMPLIFICATION
The amplifier shown in Fig. 1212 (circuit in
Fig. 1215) is entirely orthodox in all features

except one — the use of push-pull stages
throughout. As will be seen from the solid line
of Fig. 1213, inverse feed-back is not needed
for extension of the range of this amplifier,
since the response at the low- and highfrequency ends of the desirable range is quite
high.
This excellent frequency characteristic is
made possible primarily by use of push-pull
stages throughout so that the current through
the bias resistors is almost constant over the
audio cycle, and thus the use of cathode bypass condensers.which might cause frequency
discrimination is made unnecessary. Use of
resistance-coupled voltage amplifier stages
with sufficient coupling-condenser capacity
and with coupling resistors chosen with due
regard to the high- mu triodes is afurther step
toward wide-range response. Since the output
stage in an amplifier of this power is almost
invariably push-pull, and since a push-pull
stage is usually considered a desirable driver
for the output amplifier (particularly with such
an output stage as four small triodes which are
likely to have some grid-current flow on audio
peaks), the use of push-pull stages from the
input of the amplifier simplifies the problem of
driving the output stages without a transformer.
The unit is intended for use with a crystal
microphone, and has ample gain to drive the
output stage to its full rating of 30 watts.
Thus it may be used directly to plate-modulate a 60-watt input Class- C stage, to drive a
high-power Class- B modulator, or to cathodemodulate aClass- C r.f. stage running at inputs
up to about 300 watts.
The amplifier is built on asteel chassis measuring 17 by 10 by 2inches. The arrangement of
parts is planned for short, direct wiring, more
for convenience than for reasons associated with
the operation of the amplifier. The only precautions necessary in the wiring are that the input
wiring (from microphone jack to grids of 6SJ7
6C5

OE CARBON
MIKE

2A3

MIKE
BAIT

-8
4.c

6.3v

Fig. 1210 — Revised circuit diagram of the universal speech amplifier, including inverse feedback. Constants are
the same as given in Fig. 1207 with the following exceptions: C, 15-edd., 25-volt electrolytic, 200-volt; Ris, 250,000
ohms, 3/2watt.
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+320
V200

Fig. 1211 — Revised power supply
diagram, with bias supply included.
Constants are the same as given in
Fig. 1208 with the following exceptions: R6, 12,000-ohm semi-variable
resistor (25-watt slider type); La,
midget filter choke; C2, double
8-pfd. 250 volt electrolytic. L and
Ca are the same as L and C in Fig.
1208, with the two sections of CIin
parallel.

2.5V.

6.3v.

-B

-62

tubes) be shielded, and that the a.c. leads be kept
away from the circuits of the first two stages.
R.f. chokes are used to isolate the input of
the first stage from radio frequency pickup in
the microphone cable, which latter should be
of the two-wire shielded type. The shielding
braid of the cable and the shell of the microphone are grounded, and the two wire conductors of the cable are connected to the crystal
element of the microphone (or to the highimpedance transformer winding in a velocity
type). Resistors R1and R2 shown in the circuit
diagram of Fig. 1215 serve as avoltage divider
as well as a d.c. connection between grids and
ground, so that only two wires are necessary to
connect the output of the microphone to the
amplifier input.
The two-section gain control, R7 and R2, is
provided with two complete separate elements
operated by a single shaft, and has three connection lugs on each element. These lugs should
be connected as pairs; the pair at the counter-

Cli•2
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Fig. 1213— Frequency response curves taken from the
30-watt amplifier with and without limiting condenser
Cs connected.

clockwise ends of the resistance strips (viewing
the control from the front panel) should be
connected to ground, the pair of middle lugs
should be connected to the grids of the first
6N7 amplifier, and the pair at the clockwise
ends of the strips should be connected to the
6SJ7 coupling condensers.
The output transformer is provided with
taps (only two connections are made to two
jacks at bottom of the transformer) connected
to jacks on an outside terminal board. Impedances corresponding to turns ratios of 1: 1,
Fig. 1212 — All-push-pull 30watt amplifier and power supply.
The gain control knob is at the
left on the front of the chassis,
with microphone jack, pilot light
(2.5-volt light in parallel with the
2A3 filaments), and power switch
in order toward the right. The two
6SJ7 tubes are at the left front
comer of chassis, with the two
6N7 tubes directly behind. The
output transformer is located at
the front center of chassis, with
power transformer to the right
and 250-ma. choke at the right
front comer. The four condenser
cans are in a row behind the
transformera and large choke, and
the two small chokes are directly
behind the condensers. The input
transformer for the 2A3 tubes is
directly behind the 6N7 tubes. In
the rear row of tubes, left to right,
the first four are 2A3 output
tubes, the fifth is the 83 and the
sixth is the 82.
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Fig. 1214 — Bottom
view of 30-watt amplifier.
Note that the power supply components and wiring are confined to the
half of the chassis at left
in this view. The input
condensers and chokes are
located at the microphone
jack. Plate and grid coupling condensers for the
voltage amplifier stages
are mounted in acompact
group behind the 6N7
tubes. The whole layout
is planned for simplicity,
with placement of parts
for the output of one
stage to feed right into
the input of the next.

Cej

65J7
C3

C R I

C2

RFC

L2

(,.;
82

L3

Ici.
83

Y

f4a0
„„

Y Y

W W

110V AC

Fig. 1215 — Circuit of the 30-watt amplifier and supply.
Cl, Ca — 0.0006-afd. mica, 600-volt.
R12, Ria — 0.5-megohm, 1-watt carbon.
C3, C4, C. C7 — 0.01-pfd. paper tubular, 600-volt.
R14 —• 7000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Ca — 0.1-pfd. paper tubular, 600-volt.
R13, Ria, R17, R18 — 100-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Cs — 0.002-pfd. mica, 600-volt.
R19 — 2500-ohm, 25-watt, semi-variable. (See text.)
C9, C10 —
sections of dual electrolytic, 250-volt
Ti — Push-pull driver input transformer (Thordarson
working (Mallory RM252), positive leads
74D32).
grounded, negative leads connected to ends
T2 — Multi-match driver transformer (Thordarson
of la.
15D80).
C11 — 16-pfd. electrolytic, 500-volt working (two MalT3 — Power transformer to deliver a.c. voltages as follory 11D683 connected in parallel).
lows: 435 volts each side of center-tap at 250C12 — 8. 41fd. electrolytic, 500-volt working (Mallory
ma. d.c. load, 80 volts (single tap) for bias
11D683).
rectifier, 2.5 volts, center-tapped, at 10 am— 3-wire jack.
peres, 2.5 volts at 3 amperes, 5 volts at 3 amR I, 122 — 2-megohm, 34-watt carbon.
peres,
6.3 volts, center-tapped, at 1.5 amperes
R3 — 600-ohm, 34watt carbon.
(Thordarson 75R50).
R4 — 0.6-megohm, 1-watt carbon.
Li — 7.2-henry, 120-ma. choke (Thordarson 75C49).
RIS, Re, Ris, Rit — 0.25-megohm, 1-watt carbon.
R7, Rs — 2-gang 500,000-ohm potentiometer (Centra - L2 — 22-henry, 35-ma. choke (Thordarson 18C92).
La — 13-henry, 250-ma. choke (Thordarson 75C51).
lab 4-010804).
RFC — 2.5-millihenry. 125-ma. r.f. chokes.
R9 — 2000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
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Shield

6J7

2A3

<41

9
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ONO.

8+ 300v

Cl+ 300V

FROM POWER SuPPLY

10V

THROUGH METER

Fig. 1216 — Circuit of a 15-watt all-push-pull audio system.
CI, C2 — 0.002-µfd. mica, 61) ,V017.
114 — 0.6-megohm, 1-watt carbon.
Ris — 700-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
C3, Ci, Ce, C7 — 0.01-pfd. paper
RS, Re, Rio, Ru i — 0.25 megohm,
Ris, Rie — 5000-ohm, 5-watt wiretubular, 600-volt.
1-watt carbon,
wound with sliders.
CS, CS, Cs — 1-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
R7,
R8 — 2-gang 250,000-ohm po.
Ti — Push-pull input transformer
— Three-wire jack.
tentiometer.
for driving 2A3 tubes.
RI, Rs — 2-megohm, Y2watt carR9 — 2000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
T2 — Driver transformer for coubon.
Roi,
— 0.5-megohm, 1-watt carpiing 2A3 plates to grids of
R3 — 600-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
bon.
Class-B tubes.

1: 1.25, 1: L5, 1: 1.75, and 1:2 are made readily
available for matching almost any desired
pair of Class-B modulator grids. By means of
a terminal strip at the side of the chassis, two
wires may be run directly to the grids of the
Class-B amplifier, while a third wire (from
terminal connected to the transformer secondary center-tap) may be used for application of
fixed bias to the modulator grids, or may
be grounded for zero-bias Class-B tubes. The
fourth and fifth terminals on the strip are used
as 110-volt a.c, terminals, to facilitate use of
the amplifier for various purposes and to suit
it to connection of power cables in atransmitter
installation.
The 2500-ohm semi-variable resistor provides for adjustment to — 62 volts of the bias
voltage applied to the 2A3 grids. In the
amplifier shown here, this voltage was obtained
with the tap on the resistor set for the full 2500
ohms. This would suggest the use of a resistor
of 3000 ohms which might well be obtained at
the beginning of construction of the amplifier,
so that there is no danger of finding the available range of bias voltage too small. If no
voltmeter suitable for measuring the bias
voltage is available, the slider tap on this
resistor should be set for a no-signal plate
current of 40 ma. per tube. With the bias
resistor setting determined, a plate milliammeter may be inserted in series with each 2A3
plate (the other three plates should be connected directly to the ends of the transformer
primary winding during each measurement)
and the no-signal plate currents of the four
tubes at this bias may be determined. If it is
found that one parallel pair of 2A3 tubes is
carrying much higher current than the other

CHAPTER TWELVE

pair, the tubes may be interchanged until the
total currents to the two pairs are approximately equal.
• CLASS B MODULATORS

The following examples of Class-B amplifiers for plate-modulation of Class- C r.f. inputs of 100 watts up to a kilowatt are typical
of the type of construction used. No matter
what the type of tube used, the circuits and
construction are essentially the same, and it
should be emphasized that any of the tubes
shown in Table I, Chapter 6, may be substituted for those shown. Likewise, other types
of transformers may be used, provided the
principles of matching outlined in Chapter 6
are followed.
The modulator unit shown in Fig. 1217
(circuit diagram in Fig. 1219) uses Class-B
809's to furnish an audio output of the order
of 100 watts. It is therefore suitable for platemodulating a Class- C input of 200 watts, or
cathode-modulating a Class-C input up to
about a kilowatt. Designed as a companion
unit to the 3.5-watt speech amplifier shown in
Fig. 1201, it is built directly on a 5k-inch
relay-rack panel.
The modulator is equipped with a transformer supplying filament heating current at
6.3 volts from each of two separate centertapped windings. One winding heats the
modulator tubes, while the other is available
for the speech-amplifier supply or for 6.3-volt
tubes in the r.f. circuits.
No input transformer is needed in the modulator if the 3.5-watt speech amplifier is used as
a driver, since the grid-modulation output
transformer is suitable also for Class-B grid.
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Fig.1217 — (
R.) — 50- to 100.
watt Class-B modulator. Filament transformer at left, Class-B
output transformer at right.

Fig.
1218
The
rear view
shows the manner in which the
modulator is mounted on back of
5%-inch panel. Increased economy is made possible by elimination of chassis.
—

The modulator circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1222. The
input transformer works into
the Class-B grids from a line,
so that the driver and speech
amplifier can be isolated from
the modulator. The circuit
diagram is typical of all Class- B
amplifiers, and needs no particular comment. The tubes
shown, TZ40's, operate at 1000
volts with zero bias and deliver
One constructional detail of special
importance is the socket mounting for
the modulator tubes; holes for the
large filament pins should be in a vertical line when the modulator is in
place in the rack. With the sockets so
arranged, the plates of the tubes lie in
vertical planes, so that filament sag
cannot cause ashorted grid-to-ground
circuit.
• MEDIUM-POWER MODULATOR

A chassis arrangement with neat
sub-chassis wiring is used in the ClassB modulator of Fig. 1220. Suitable for
plate modulation of r.f. amplifiers of
200 to 350 watts input, this unit is
built for use with low-cost tubes.

Fig. 1220
Top view of 150-watt modulator. No
special constructional features are involved, and the
general arrangement is suitable for practically all tubes
up to 100 watts plate dissipation, approximately.
Guards should be placed over the terminals (see Fig.
1030) when the unit is placed in use.
—
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Fig. 1219
Circuit of the 50- to 100-watt Class- B
modulator. This modulator is suited for either 809 or
RK12 tubes, without any change. Other types may be
used with substitution of 7.5-volt filament transformer
for the 6.3-volt transformer shown.
M — 0-300 d.c. milliammeter.
T1 — Filament transformer, two windings for 6.3 volts
at 5amperes, each (UTC S-70).
T2 — Modulation transformer, tapped windings (Thordarson T19M16).
T3 — Class-B input
transformer on speech amplifier
unit (primary winding of Thordarson T67M74
used as secondary.)
—
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Fig. 1221 — Sub-base wiring of the 150-watt Class il

175 watts aucfio output under these conditions.
A separate terminal is provided for use with
types of the same power classification which
require fixed negative grid bias; this terminal
is shorted to ground when the zero-bias tubes
are used. The grid-input, filament, negative
"B" and negative " C" terminals go to aconnection strip mounted in the side of the chassis;
the high-voltage and output terminals are
porcelain feed-through insulators mounted on
the rear edge. The chassis measures 7by 17 by
2M inches.

dissipation of the tubes. Under these
conditions, the output of the modulator is 300 watts. Thus, this unit is
suitable for plate modulation of an
r.f. amplifier of 300 to 600 watts
input.
Flexibility in use of this modulator
is made possible by the fact that lineto-grids transformer, filament transformer, and plate current meter are
built into the chassis. Any audio
driver of 10- to 15-watt output into
500- ohm line is suitable for use with
unit.
the modulator, and this line may be
any length from a few inches to several hundred feet long. Line voltage is brought
directly to the modulator chassis for filament
supply. A 750- to 1500-volt plate supply is
required.
Unsightly wiring is avoided by mounting

• 300-WATT CLASS-B MODULATOR
The new large zero-bias tubes make possible
modulation of transmitters of 500 watts input
power without the bother of bias batteries, and
are usually suitable for still larger outputs
when used with abattery supplying afew volts.
ZB120 tubes are used in the 250-300 watt
modulator of Fig. 1223 (circuit in Fig. 1225].
At voltages between 750 and 1250 volts from
the plate supply, these tubes operate with grids
at ground d.c. potential and deliver 150 to 245
watts output per pair. With 1500-volt plate
supply, 9volts fixed bias ( obtainable from two
standard 4.5-volt " C" Batteries) is used to
limit the zero-signal plate current and plate

+C

-C

7.5 VOLTS

Fig. 1223 — 300-watt Class-B modulator. Note the
guard over the meter adjusting screw as a safety precaution. When ametal panel is used, the meter should
be mounted as shown in Fig. 1303.

the 50- watt sockets in large chassis holes with
terminals and porcelain bases beneath the
surface. Likewise, the terminals of the input

+H.V. -B

Fig. 1222 — Circuit diagram of 150-watt Class- B
modulator.
Ti — Class-B input transformer, line-to- grids (ETC
PA-59-AX).
T2
Class-B output transformer, multi-tapped (UTC
VM-3).
Resistor R should be adjusted according to pilot light
used. With a 6.3-volt, 0.3-amp. bulb, a resistance of
3ohms will be satisfactory.
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Fig. 1224 — Bottom of the 300-watt modulator. All
wiring except meter and output transformer connections
is beneath the chassis. Terminals should be covered as
described in Fig. 1030.
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Fig. 1225 — Circuit of the 300-watt Class-B modulator. Either ZB120 or 838 type tubes may be used.
M — 0-500 d.c. milliammeter.
T1 — Line-to-Grids Class-B input transformer (UTC
PA-59AX).
Ts — 10-Volt, 10-ampere filament transformer (UTC
S-62).
T3 — Universal Class-B output transformer (UTC
VM-4).

and filament transformers are mounted beneath
the chassis surface through large circles, so that
the only connections required above the subpanel are to output transformer and meter.
It should be noted that the parts of this
modulator are so placed as to allow maximum
air circulation about the tubes. Not only does
this aid the tube operation; it also results in
operation of the transformers at lower temperatures. In the usual rack mounting of the
transmitter units, and especially in the case of
enclosed rack-cabinet mounting, the maximum
air circulation above chassis is at the rear edge.
A particularly undesirable arrangement of
these parts on the same chassis would result if
the filament and grid transformers occupied
the end of the unit, with one modulator tube
directly behind the middle of panel and the
other between this position and the rear edge
of chassis.

- C
30-45V

- \1
2Z /

AC

isool000v

650

Fig. 1227 — Circuit of the half-kilowatt modulator.
M — 0-1000 d.c. milliammeter.
Ti — 10-volt, 8-ampere filament transformer (Thordarson T64F14).
— Universal Class-B output transformer (Thordarson T11M78).

• MODULATOR FOR A KILOWATT

A modulator easily capable of 500 watts
output at 1500 to 2000 volts plate supply is
shown in Figs. 1226 and 1227. New low-priced
tubes are used with universal output transformer and filament transformer to make aunit
which, when driven by the companion 30-watt
all-push-pull amplifier of Fig. 1212, makes an
excellent complete audio system for transmitters with r.f. amplifier input between 500 watts
and the legal maximum input.
The chassis for this modulator is 17 inches
wide, 10 inches deep, and 2 inches high. The
tempered Presdwood relay-rack panel measures
12% by 19 inches. As in the 300-watt modulator described above, the modulator tubes are
located above the rear edge of chassis, well
spaced from the panel and the two transformers. In this unit, the 50-watt sockets for the
modulator tubes are mounted on
top of the chassis, and only the connections to the modulator terminals
are made beneath the chassis.

Fig. 1226 — Half-kilowatt modulator with
inexpensive tubes.
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COMPLETE TRANSMITTERS
Rack Construction— Metering— Assembly of Constructed
Units to Form Complete Transmitters for ' Phone or C.W.

M OST

of the units
described in the constructional chapters of this handbook are designed for standard rack mounting and,
therefore, the assembly of
a selected group of units to
form acomplete transmitter
is arelatively simple matter.
While standard metal racks
are available on the market,
many amateurs prefer to
build their own from less extaseer
keeme
r'"
K.
pensive wood stock. With
-1-:.---a little care, an excellent
--,
substitute can be made.
The plan of a rack of
standard dimensions is
shown in Fig. 1301. The rack
is constructed entirely of
1" X 2" stock of smooth
,
1
_
pine, spruce or redwood,
with the exception of the
181'
trimming strips, M, N, 0
and P. Since the actual size
of standard 1" X 2" stock
)
Sloe-tux, holes
runs appreciably below these
,--- for wood screws
i:
dimensions, amuch sturdier
H
job will result if pieces are
obtained cut to the full
dimensions.
The two main vertical
supporting
members are
each comprised of two pieces •
(A and B, and I and .
1)
fastened together at right
angles. Each pair of pieces
is fastened together by No.
----8 flat head screws, countersunk.
Before fastening these
pairs together, pieces A and
.1 should be made exactly
the same length and drilled
t.
in the proper places for the
o
mounting screws using a
A
No. 30 drill. The length of
Fig. 1301 — The standard rack. A — Side view, B — front view, C — Top
pieces A, J, B and Ishould
view, D — Upper right hand corner detail, E — Panel and chassis assembly
equal the total height of F, G, H — Various types of panel brackets, I — A substitute for the metal
all panels required for the chassis.

' ...-A
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transmitter plus twice the sum of the thickness
and width of the material used. If the dimensions of the stock are exactly 1" X 2", then 6"
must be added to the sum of the panel heights.
TO BIAS TERMINALS
OF TRANSMITTER UNITS

TO tFIN TERMINALS
OF TRANSMITTER UNITS

A

+HV

- BIAS

come 1X" from the first, the third 3
,
¡" from
the second, the fourth 1X" from the third and
so on, alternating spacings between %" and
1X" (see detail drawing D, Fig. 1301). All
holes should be placed W s from the inside
edges of the vertical members.
The two vertical members are fastened together by cross-member K at the top and L at
the bottom. These should be of such a length
that the inside edges of A and J are exactly
1734" apart at all points. This will bring the
lines of mounting holes 183." center to center.
Extending back from the bottoms of the vertical members are pieces G and D connected
CNT. I

CNT. 2

CKT 3

011.4

CNT. S

%VvVv
VV

-0

+BIAS

- 14 V. + BIAS

Fig. 1302 — Various methods of metering grid and
plate currents. A — High-voltage metering. B —
Cathode metering. C — Shunt metering.

An inspection of the top and bottom of the
rack in the drawing will reveal the reason for
this. The first mounting hole should come at a
distance of X" plus the sum of the thickness
and width of the material from either end of
pieces A and J. This distance will be 3X," for
stock exactly 1" x2". The second hole will
Subpine/

Altier

Fig. 1304 — Method of switching a milliameter to
various circuits with a two-gang switch. The control
shaft should be well insulated from the contacts and
grounded. The resistances should be ten to twenty times
the resistance of the meter. 20 ohms will usually be
satisfactory.

together by cross-members L, Q and E, forming
the base. The length of the pieces D and G
will depend upon space requirements of the
largest power supply unit which will rest upon
it. The vertical members are braced against
the base by diagonal members C and H. Rear
support for heavy units placed above the base
may be provided by mounting angles on the insides of C and H, or by connecting them with

Spacera

•,"e.

1?).- Clamps

Slander/
5Vi fe panel

rè ,
‘.../

autin

;

Glau behare'
pemei

Chinps
SIDE VIEW

6/eu Pone/

FRONT VIEW

Fig. 1303 — Safety panel for meters. The meters are mounted in the usual manner on an insulating sub-panel
spaced back of aglass-covered opening in the front panel. The glass is fastened in place with metal clamps or tabs
fastened to the front panel with small screws or pins. The front panel is of standard size 19 in. by 5% in.
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cross-members at suitable heights as shown at
F.
To finish off the front of the rack pieces of
Ye' oak strip (
M, N, 0, P) are fastened around
the edges with small-head finishing nails. The
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Fig. 1305 — Complete layout of grid-modulated
phone-c.w. transmitter.
A — Antenna tuner (Fig. 1053).
B — Band-switching p.p. T55 final amplifier (Fig. 1038).
C — Band-switching 807 exciter (Fig. 1014). Blocked.
grid keying in 807 stage shown. (See Chap. 15.)
D — Meter panel. MI — For final-amplifier plate current, 0-500 ma.
Ms — For exciter plate currents,0-300 ma. on plug.
M3 — For final-amplifier grid current, 0-150 ma.
M4 — For modulator plate current, 0-150 ma.
E — Grid modulator (Fig. 1201). Half of output transformer output winding used (see text referring
to Fig. 1201). For loading of final grid circuit
see Chap. 16.
F — Power-supply unit containing 300.v., 100-ma.
plate supply for modulator, 6.3-v., 4-a. filament
transformer for modulator and exciter.
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Fig 1306 — A 450-watt c.w. transmitter with grid
modu ator included for 150-watt phone. Complete layout shown in Fig. 1305.

heads are set below the surface and the holes
plugged with putty or plastic wood. They
should be of such a width that the top and
bottom edges of 0 and P respectively should be
Yi" from the first mounting holes and the
distance between the inside edges of the vertical strips, N and P,
To prevent the screw holes from wearing out
when panels are changed frequently, W' X
Ms" or % 2” thick iron or brass strip may be
used to back up the vertical members of the
frame.
The outside surfaces should be sandpapered
thoroughly and given one or two coats of flat
black finish, sandpapering between coats. A
finishing surface of two coats of glossy black
" Duco " is then applied, again sandpapering
between coats. It is important to allow each
coat to dry thoroughly before applying the
next, or sandpapering.
Since the combined weights of power supG

— Bias supply for exciter and final amplifier (Fig.
1113). Connections shown in detail.
H — 600-v. supply for exciter (Fig. 1111).
I— 1500-v. supply for final amplifier (Fig. 1125).
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Fg. 1308 — A 450-watt c.w. transmitter. Rear
shown in Fig. 1309, complete layout in Fig. 1307.

view

Rear view of 450-watt c.w. transmitter
Fig. 1309
showing antenna coupler, final amplifier and exciter.
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plies, modulator equipment, etc., may total to
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a surprising figure, the rack should be provided
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with rollers or wheels so that it may be moved
about when necessary after the transmitter has
been assembled. For this purpose, ball bearing
roller-skate wheels are excellent.
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Fig. 1310 — Layout for 300-watt phone-c.w. transmitter.
A — Antenna tuner (Fig. 1053).
B — Push-pull final amplifier, 812's (Fig. 1033) operated at 1250 v., 250 ma. Remove grid leaks
R and 111.
C — Band-switching 807 exciter (Fig. 1014). Blockedgrid keying of 807 shown.
D — Meter panel. Mi — 0-100 ma. for final-amplifier
grid and plate currents. (See text referring to
Fig. 1033 regarding shunts.)
E — Mg — 0-300 ma. on plug for exciter plate currents.
M8 — 0-300 ma. for modulator plate current.
M4 — 0-100 ma. for speech amplifier.
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Fg. 1311 - 150-watt plate- modulated phone transmitter. Rear view is shown in Fig. 1313 and layout in
Fig. 1312.

Standard chassis are 17 inches wide. Standard panels are 19 inches wide and multiples of
1% inch high. Panel mounting holes start with
the first one at 3%-inch from the edge of the
panel, the second 1% inch from the first, the
third -inch from the second, the fourth 13%
inch from the third and the distances between
holes from there on alternate between -inch
and 1Yi inch. (See detail D, Fig. 1301.) In a
panel higher than two or three rack units
(1% in.), it is common practice to drill only
E — TZ40 modulator (Fig. 1220) operated at 1250 v.,
4.5 v. bias. Set output transformer for 14,000
to 5000 ohms.
— Bias supply (Fig. 1114). Adjustment shown in detail.
G — Power-supply unit containing 300-v., 100-ma.
plate supply for speech amplifier; 6.3-v., 4-a. and
7.5.v., 5-a. filament transformers for speech
amplifier and modulator filaments.
II — 600-v. plate supply for exciter (Fig. 1111).
1250-v. plate supply for final amplifier and modulator (Fig. 1125).
— Speech amplifier (Fig. 1201), 2500 ohm to line
transformer substituted for Ti.
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Fig. 1313 — Rear view of 150-watt phone transmitter showing antenna coupler, r.f. final amplifier, exciter, modulator and speech amplifier.
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Fig. 1312 — Complete layout of 150-watt phone
transmitter.
A — Antenna coupler (Fig. 1053).
B — Final amplifier — 808 (Fig. 1031) operated at
1250 v., 125 ma.
C — Band-switching exciter, (Fig. 1014).
D — Meter panel. MI — 0-300 ma. for final plate
current.
M2 — 0-50 or 100 ma. for final grid current.
M3 — 0-300 ma. on plug for exciter.
M4 — 0- 100 ma. for speech amplifier.
Modulator plate meter in modulator unit.
E — Modulator — 809's (Fig. 1217) operated at 750
volts, 5 v. bias. Unit contains 6.3 v. filament
supply for F. Output transformer set for 8400 to
10,000 ohms.
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sufficient holes to provide a secure mounting.
All panel holes should come 3
/8inch from each
edge.
Metering
Various methods of metering are shown in
Fig. 1302. A shows the meters placed in the
high-voltage plate and bias circuits. M1 and
M2 are for plate current and M3 and 314 for
grid current. When more than one stage operates from the same plate-voltage or biasvoltage supply, each stage may be metered as
shown. If this system of metering is used, the
meters should be mounted so that the meter
dials are not accessible to accidental contact
with the adjusting screw. One method of
mounting is shown in Fig. 1303 where the
meters are mounted behind a glass panel.
F — Speech amplifier (Fig. 1201). Full output winding
to grids of modulator.
G — Power-supply unit containing 300-v., 100-ma.
supply for speech amplifier; 7.5-v., 4-a. and
6.3-v., 3-a, filament transformers for 808 and
exciter; 90-volt battery for fixed bias for final
amplifier and 807; 5-v. battery for modulator
bias.
H — 600-v. plate supply for exciter (Fig. 1111).
I — 750-v. plate supply for modulator (Fig. 1111).
J — 1250-v. plate supply for final amplifier (Figs. 1115
and 1118).
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When plate milliammeters are to be mounted
on metal panels, care must be taken to see
that the insulation is sufficient to withstand
the plate voltage. Metal case instruments
should not be mounted on a grounded metal
panel if the difference in potential between the
meter and panel is more than 300 volts; instruments with bakelite cases can be used under
similar circumstances at voltages up to 1000.
At higher voltages an insulating panel should
be used.
The placing of meters at high-voltage points
in the circuit may be overcome by the use of
connections shown in Fig. 1302-A and -B. The
disadvantage of the arrangements of B is that
the meter reads total cathode current and grid
Fig. 1315 — Complete layout far 200- to 250-watt
transmitter with plate modulation.
A — Antenna coupler Fig. 1053.
B — R.F. unit, 6V6-807-75T (Fig. 1025). Final operated
at 1250 v., 175 ma. Cathode keying of 807
shown.
C — Meter panel. Mt — 0-150 ma. on 3-pt., doublegang switch f..r exciter-cathode and final-grid
currents. Shunt resistors in detail 20 ohms.
M2 — 0-400 or 500 ma. for final-amplifier cathode
current.
Ma — 0-300 ma.. on 2-pt., double- gang switch for
modulator and speech-amplifier plate currents.
Shunts 20 ohms. Switch must be insulated for
high voltage.
D — Modulator. (Fig. 1220) TZ40's operating at 1250
v. plate and 4.5 v. bias. Output transformer set
for 14000 to 7200 ohms.
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METERING DETAIL

E — Speech amplifier (Fig. 1201) with 2500-ohm to
line output transformer substituted for
F— Power-supply unit containing 300-v., 100-ma.
plate supply for speech amplifier, 6.3-v., 3-a.
and 7.5-v., 5-a, filament transformers for speech
and modulator units and 4.5-v. battery for
modulator bias.
G — Bias supply for final amplifier. 150 to 300-v. supply
with 10,000-ohm bleeder.
11 — 600-v. plate supply for 807 (Fig. 1111).
I — 1250-v. plate supply for modulator and
amplifier (Fig. 1125).

final
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Fig. 1316 — Rear view of 200-watt plate-modulated
transmitter showing antenna coupler, r.f. unit, modulator and speech amplifier. All high-voltage terminals
accessible to accidental contact are covered.

and plate currents cannot be metered individually. This disadvantage is overcome in C
where the meters are connected across low resistances in grid and plate return circuits. M 1
reads grid current and M2 plate current. The
resistance should be of a value of not more
than 10 to 20 times the resistance of the meter
and should be of sufficient power rating so that
there will be no possibility of resistor burn-out.
If desired, the resistance values may be adjusted to form a multiplier scale for the meter
(see Chap. -17). The same principle is used in
the meter switching system of Fig. 1304.
Meters may also be shifted from one stage to
another by a plug and jack system, but this
system should not be used unless it is possible
to ground the frame of the jack or unless a
suitable guard is provided around the meter
jacks to make personal contact with high voltages impossible in normal use of the plug.
(See Fig. 1013).
Complete Transmitters
Several examples of the correct combining of
units described in Chapters 10, 11 and 12 are
shown in the photographs and sketches of Figs.
1305 to 1316. They are complete from antenna
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tuners to control systems. Essential information is given under each sketch and references
are made to descriptions of each individual
unit used.
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TRANSMITTER ADJUSTMENT
Tuning Crystal Oscillators, Frequency Multipliers and Power
Amplifiers— Neutralizing— Adjustment of Coupling and
Excitation— Trouble- Shooting
Tuning Triode, Tetrode or Pentode
Crystal Oscillators

THE

tuning characteristics and procedure to be followed in tuning are essentially the
same for a triode, tetrode or pentode crystal
oscillator. In each case, tuning is chiefly amatter of obtaining the greatest amount of power
output consistent with safe input and reliable
crystal operation.
Using a plate milliammeter as an indicator
of oscillation (a0-100 ma. d.c. meter will have
ample range for all low-power oscillators), the
plate current will be found to be steady when
the circuit is in the non-oscillating state, but
will dip when the plate condenser is tuned
through resonance at the crystal frequency.
Fig. 1401 is typical of the behavior of plate current as the tank condenser capacity is varied.
As the capacity is increased from minimum,
there will be arather gradual decrease in plate
current after oscillations commence. This continues until the point A is reached, when
there will be a sharp rise in plate current, followed by cessation of oscillations. An r.f.
indicator, such as asmall neon bulb touched to
the plate end of the tank coil, will show maximum at point A. However, when the oscillator
is delivering power to aload it is best to operate in the region B-C, since the oscillator will
be more stable and there is less likelihood that
aslight change in loading will throw the circuit
out of oscillation. This is likely to happen when
operation is too near the critical point, A. Also,
the crystal current is lower in the B-C region.
When power is taken from the oscillator, the
dip in plate current is less pronounced, as indicated by the dotted curve. The greater the
power output the less is the dip in plate current.
If the load is made too great, oscillations will

Unloaded

PLArE

CURRENT

Loaded

,c

A

Fig. 1401 — D.C. plate
current vs. plate tuning
capacity with the triode,
tetrode or pentode crystal
oscillator.

••11.•
TUNING CAP4C/TY
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not start. Loading is adjusted by varying the
coupling to the load circuit which- may be the
antenna or a following stage.
The greater the loading, the smaller the voltage fed back to the grid circuit for excitation
purposes. This means that the r.f. voltage
across the crystal also will be reduced, hence
there is less crystal heating when the oscillator
is delivering power than when operating unloaded. For this reason it is possible to operate
aloaded oscillator at higher plate voltage than
is possible with an unloaded oscillator for the
same crystal heating.
Special care should be exercised, particularly with triodes to prevent dangerously high
crystal currents by running the oscillator
unloaded for extended periods or using high
plate and screen voltages.
Tuning the Tri-tet
The tuning procedure for this circuit is as
follows: With the cathode tank condenser at
about three-quarters scale, turn the plate tank
condenser until there is a sharp dip in plate
current, indicating that the plate circuit is in
resonance. The crystal should be oscillating

Fig. 1402 — D.C. plate
current vs. plate tuning
capacity with the Tri-tet
oscillator.

IL- Unloaded

TONING

CAPAr• - •

continuously regardless of the setting of the
plate condenser. Set the plate condenser so
that plate current is minimum. The load
circuit may then be coupled and adjusted so
that the oscillator delivers power. The minimum plate current will rise; it may be necessary
to retune the plate condenser when the load is
coupled to bring the plate current to a new
minimum. Fig. 1402 shows the typical behavior
of plate current with plate-condenser tuning.
After the plate circuit is adjusted and the
oscillator is delivering power, the cathode
condenser should be readjusted to obtain
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optimum power output. The setting of this
condenser should be as far toward the lowcapacity end of the scale as is consistent with
good output; it may, in fact, be desirable to
sacrifice a little output if so doing reduces the
current through the crystal and thus reduces
heating.
In obtaining harmonic output, it is merely a
matter of tuning the plate tank circuit to the
harmonic rather than the fundamental of the
crystal frequency. A plate-current dip will be
found at the harmonic also. If the cathode
condenser is adjusted for maximum output at
the harmonic, this adjustment will usually
serve for the fundamental as well. The crystal
should be checked for evidence of excessive
heating. The most satisfactory remedy is to
lower plate or screen voltages of both or by
reducing the load. It should be noted that with
this circuit maximum r.f. voltage across the
crystal is developed at maximum load in
contrast to the triode-pentode circuit and
crystal heating should be checked with the
load coupled.
The Grid-Plate Oscillator
The tuning characteristics of the grid-plate
oscillator are very similar to that of the Tri-tet
with the difference that the tuning of the
cathode circuit is often fixed as described in
Chap. 5. The output at even harmonics is less
than that obtainable with the Tri-tet but
greater at odd harmonics. Trouble is often
experienced in obtaining second-harmonic
output from 1.7- Mc. crystals, although this
difficulty is not usually experienced with
crystals of higher frequency.
Oscillator Efficiency
The efficiency of the triode oscillator will be
somewhat less than that of the others mentioned when the latter are operated at the
crystal fundamental because of the greater
excitation requirements of the triode. The
other circuits should show efficiencies at the
fundamental of 50 to 60 per cent, so that they
should deliver an output of 50 to 65 per cent of
the plate power input. At the second harmonic,
the efficiency of the Tri-tet when correctly
adjusted will run between 40 to 50 per cent.
Oscillator Troubles
Excessive r.f. voltage across the crystal will
cause heating with resulting " creep" in frequency if not fracture of the crystal. To prevent this, the r.f. current through the crystal
should never exceed the crystal manufacturer's
rating. This current may be estimated by connecting a flashlight bulb of proper current
rating in series with the crystal. The size of the
lamp should be chosen so that it glows when
the current rating of the crystal is exceeded.
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Failure of a crystal circuit to oscillate may
be caused by any of the following:
1. Dirty, chipped or fractured crystal
2. Imperfect or unclean holder surfaces
3. Overloading
4. Plate or cathode tank circuit not tuning
correctly
5. Insufficient feedback with the pentode
circuit
The last trouble should be suspected only
when well screened tubes, such as the receivertype r.f. pentodes and the types RK23-25,
802, 807 or similar types are concerned. This
may be remedied by introducing a small
capacity externally between grid and plate.
This should be no larger than is necessary to
maintain oscillation with a reasonable load.
Usually a short piece of insulated wire connected to each of the plate and grid prongs of
the socket and the two insulated free ends
twisted together will be sufficient.
In regard to item (4), make certain that the
plate tank coil tunes to resonance at the desired
frequency. Remember that capacity coupling
to the load will increase the capacity across the
plate tank coil so that resonance will occur at a
lower-capacity setting of the condenser —
possibly lower than will regain resonance
without areduction in the size of the plate coil.
This applies particularly when pentodes or
tetrodes are capacity-coupled.
The remedies for the remainder are obvious.
Don't overlook the great possibility of a mistake in wiring, especially the connections to a
multi-element tube.
Parasitic Oscillations
One effect most likely with beam tubes is
a tendency for apparently strong parasitic
oscillation, as indicated by high r.f. crystal
current when the plate tank is tuned lower
than the crystal frequency. This is more marked
with these tubes in a simple tetrode circuit
than in the Tri-tet but occurs in both. Since
it is not generally an oscillation of crystal
frequency, but is a parasitic phenomenon
resulting from the high mutual of these tubes,
it does not excite the crystal and is likely to
cause damage only to the tube if allowed to
persist.
• AMPLIFIER ADJUSTMENT
Adjustment of Bias
The first step in adjusting an r.f. amplifier
for the first time is that of setting the bias for
the conditions under which it is desired to
operate. A wide range of conditions is possible
and the matter is discussed in Chap. 5.
All transmitting tubes, except those designed
primarily for Class- B audio service with zero
bias will draw excessive plate current when
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excitation is removed unless provided with a
certain minimum fixed bias of sufficient value
to hold the plate current to a safe value. The
value of fixed biasing voltage which will reduce
plate current to zero when excitation is removed is known as the cut-off voltage and is
very nearly equal to the plate voltage at
which the tube is operating divided by the
amplification factor of the tube.
While simple grid-leak biasing is the simplest, most economical, and most desirable in
the operation of a Class-C amplifier, it does
not provide the protection required on failure
or removal of excitation. Therefore, it is common practice to provide cut-off bias from a
fixed source, such as a battery or power pack
of proper design (see Chap. 11) and obtain the
remainder of the operating bias from agrid leak.
Recommended operating voltages and currents will always be found in the sheet which
manufacturers furnish with each power tube.
These include a value of biasing voltage and
often a value of grid-leak resistance. In most
cases, the value of grid-leak resistance recommended does not take any fixed bias into
consideration. To determine the grid-leak
resistance which should be used when a combination of batteries for fixed bias and grid leak
is to be used, the battery voltage, which should
be as near to the required cut-off values as
possible, should be subtracted from the recommended operating bias to obtain the voltage
required from the grid leak. The grid-leak
resistance required is then computed by
dividing the additional biasing voltage required
by the recommended d.c. grid current in
decimal parts of an ampere. For example, the
recommended conditions for Class-C operation
of the RCA 203A for telephony are: plate
voltage, 1000; grid bias, 135; d.c. grid current,
50 ma. (0.05 amp.). The amplification factor is
given as 25 so that cut-off bias for 1000 volts
is 1000 or 40 volts. Assuming the use of a
25
45-volt battery, the remaining voltage required
from the grid leak is 135-45 or 90 volts. The
grid-leak resistance is equal to 90 or 1800 ohms.
0.05
If a bias pack is to be used, the bleeder or
voltage- divider resistance should be adjusted
as described in Chap. 11.
Amplifier Tuning
The general method of tuning applies to any
type of amplifier of circuit. Triodes, of course,
have to be neutralized, while screen-grid tubes
do not. Aside from neutralization, the tuning
process consists of adjusting the input circuit
for maximum excitation, and the output
circuit for optimum power output and
efficiency.
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When triode amplifiers are used, it is essential that the tube or tubes be carefully neutralized before attempting to take power output
from the circuit or adjusting for maximum
excitation. Neutralization is therefore the next
step in the tuning process.
Neutralizing Adjustments
The procedure in neutralizing is the same for
all tubes and circuits. The filament of the tube
should be lighted and the excitation from the
preceding stage should be fed to the grid
circuit, but the plate voltage should be off of the
amplifier.
The grid-circuit milliammeter is one of the
best and safest neutralizing indicators because
it does not require placing the hands close to
apparatus which may carry high voltages. If
the circuit is not completely neutralized, tuning
of the plate tank circuit through resonance will
change the tuning of the grid circuit and affect
its loading, causing a change in the d.c. grid
current. With push-pull amplifiers, or singleended amplifiers using a tap on the tank coil
for neutralization, the setting of the neutralizing condenser which leaves the grid current
unaffected as the plate tank is tuned through
resonance is the correct one. If the circuit is
out of neutralization, the grid meter needle
will give a noticeable dip. As the point of
neutralization is approached, by adjusting the
neutralizing capacity bit by bit, the dip in
grid current as the plate condenser is swung
through resonance will become less and less
pronounced until, at exact neutralization, no
dip at all will be found. Further adjustment of
the neutralizing condenser in the same direction will bring the grid-current dip back. The
neutralizing condenser should always be adjusted with ascrewdriver of insulating material.
Screwdrivers with metal shafts will affect the
adj ustments.
Adjustment of the neutralizing condenser
may affect the tuning of the grid tank or driver
plate tank, so they should be retuned each
time achange is made in neutralizing capacity.
In neutralizing a push-pull amplifier, the
neutralizing condensers should be adjusted
together, step by step, keeping their capacities
as equal as possible.
The adjustment of neutralizing condensers
of the usual multi-plate type will be more
critical than with the low-capacity types which
consist of astationary plate and asecond plate
mounted on a threaded shaft. The change in
capacity of the latter type is relatively slow
until the plates are close together.
With single-ended circuits having splitstator neutralizing, the behavior of the grid
meter will depend somewhat upon the type of
tube used. If the tube's output capacity is not
great enough to upset the balance, the action
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of the meter will be the sanie as in other circuits. With high- capacity tubes, however, the
meter usually will show agradual rise and fall
as the plate tank is tuned through resonance,
reaching a maximum right at resonance when
the circuit is properly neutralized.
If agrid meter is not available, the amplifier
may be neutralized by checking in a similar
manner with the driver plate-current meter.
Other Neutralizing Indicators
When an amplifier is not neutralized, aneon
bulb touched to the plate of the amplifier tube
or to the plate side of the tuning condenser
will glow when the tank circuit is tuned through
resonance, providing the driver has sufficient
power. The glow at resonance will disappear
when the amplifier is neutralized.
A flashlight bulb connected in series with a
single loop of wire 2 or 3inches in diameter
with thé loop coupled to the tank coil will, in a
similar manner, serve as aneutralizing indicator.
Aside from the angle of safety which makes
the grid meter preferable as an indicator,
touching the neon bulb to a high-potential
point of the circuit may introduce enough stray
capacity to unbalance the circuit slightly, thus
upsetting the neutralizing in a circuit using a
split-stator condenser. This is particularly
noticeable with high-power amplifiers where
the excitation voltage is considerable and a
slight unbalance gives a noticeable indication.
This capacitive unbalance is usually less pronounced with the flashlight bulb and loop,
especially if it is possible to couple to the lowpotential point of the tank circuit.
Neutralizing Difficulties
If trouble is experienced in getting a triode
amplifier completely neutralized, the circuit
should be checked over carefully to make sure
that all connections are good and that there are
no shorted turns in the inductances. Different
sizes of neutralizing condensers may also be
tried, since circuit conditions vary considerably with different physical layouts. If a setting of the neutralizing condenser can be found
which gives minimum r.f. in the plate tank
circuit without completely eliminating it, the
chances are that there is some magnetic or
capacity coupling between the input and output circuits external to the tube itself. Short
leads in neutralizing circuits are highly desirable, and the input and output inductances
should be so placed with respect to each other
that magnetic coupling is minimized. Usually
this means that the axes of the coils should be
at right angles to each other. In some cases it
may be necessary to shield the input and output circuits from each other. Magnetic coupling can be checked for quite readily by disconnecting the tank from the remainder of the
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circuit and testing for r.f. in the plate tank
circuit as the tank condenser is swung through
resonance. The preceding stage must be
running, of course.
Particularly with single-ended amplifiers
there are many stray capacities left uncompensated for in the neutralizing process. The
tube, for example, has capacity from grid to
filament as well as from grid to plate; likewise
there is capacity between plate and filament.
Similarly, capacities existing between parts of
the socket enter into the picture with tubes
having all three elements brought out to
the same base. With large tubes, especially
those having relatively high interelectrode
capacities, these commonly neglected stray
capacities can prevent perfect neutralization.
Symmetrical arrangement of a push-pull amplifier is about the only way to obtain apractically perfect balance throughout the amplifier.
When employing a split-stator tank condenser with atube having afairly high output
capacity, it may be impossible to maintain
exact neutralization except at exact resonance,
especially if the circuit tunes to resonance near
minimum capacity of the tank condenser when
the stray circuit capacities may have more
to do with determining the capacity balance
than the capacity of the tank condenser itself.
The percentage of variation between the
capacities of the two condenser sections may
also be much higher near minimum capacity. It
is, therefore, desirable to have the coil proportioned so that resonance occurs with the condenserset at af air percentage of its total capacity.
Sometimes, it may be necessary to connect a
small variable capacity across one half of the
circuit, as shown in Fig. 1403 to compensate for
the output capacity of the tube across the
other half.
The neutralization of tubes with extremely
low grid-plate capacity, such as the 6L6, is
often very difficult. It often happens that the
wiring itself will introduce sufficient capacity
between the right points to " over-neutralize"
the grid-plate capacity. The use of aneutralizing condenser only aggravates the condition.
Inductive or link neutralization as shown in
Fig. 1404 has been used successfully with tubes
such as the 6L6.
Adjustment of Excitation
The desirability of having a fully adequate
source of excitation cannot be over-emphasized. This applies particularly to a triode
which is to be operated at high efficiency as a
Class-C plate-modulated amplifier. Upon this
one factor more than anything else may depend
the success or failure of the amplifier in operating properly. It is always better to err on the
side of excessive available excitation. An
amplifier driven by an exciter with barely
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enough power to do the job will require precise
tuning and adjustments of coupling each time
frequency is changed appreciably and, more
often than not, it will be found necessary to
depend upon regeneration, with its attendant
uncertainty, to maintain adequate excitation.
In adjusting amplifier excitation, the gridcurrent meter is again the best indicator.
With the bias and grid-leak requirements determined and set, the object is to adjust the driver
and the coupling for maximum grid current
consistent with the driver loading. The preliminary adjustments are made with no plate
voltage applied to the amplifier.
In capacity-coupled systems, the principal
adjustment for maximum excitation is that
of tuning the driver plate circuit to resonance
after the grid of the amplifier has been coupled
to it. Because of the added shunt capacity,
driver resonance will occur at alower-capacity
setting of the driver tank condenser than
without the amplifier coupled. As the load of
the amplifier grid circuit is coupled, the driver
plate current at resonance will rise, the dip
becoming less pronounced. This should be
accompanied with a rise in grid current coinciding with the dip in driver plate current.
If excitation is taken directly from the end
of the driver tank coil, the only remaining
adjustment possible is avariation in the capacity of the coupling condenser, larger values
usually resulting in heavier loading of the
driver and increased excitation. In certain
instances, however, a smaller capacity may
result in increased grid current. If the driver is
an oscillator, the coupling should not be so
tight as to prevent ready starting of crystal
oscillations.
In cases where the preceding adjustments do
not load the driver up to its rating and it is
evident that the amplifier requires more excitation, the only recourse may be to tapping the
driver plate coil. This is sometimes necessary
when the plate impedance of the driver differs
considerably from the grid impedance of the
amplifier. When the grid impedance' is much
higher than the plate impedance, it will be
necessary to tap the plate of the driver down

Fig. 1403 — Connection of condenser to balance out.
put capacity of tube for accurate neutralization. Cz is
the balancing condenser, Co the neutralizing condenser.
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Fig. 1404 — Link neutralizing for tetrodes and pentodes, such as 6L6, 6V6 and other tubes sometimes
difficult to neutralize by other methods. The link coils
should have one or two turns and should be coupled
to the "cold" ends of the tank coils. Neutralization is
adjusted by moving the link coils in relation to the
tank coil. Reversal of connections to one of the coils
may be required.

on the tank coil, while if the reverse is true,
the amplifier grid must be tapped down. If the
tank condenser has sufficient capacity range,
a decrease in the L- C ratio in the driver tank
may improve conditions as a substitute for
tapping.
Link Coupling Adjustments

In the adjustment of excitation with link
coupling, the same principles apply. Here, both
the driver plate and amplifier grid tank circuits
must be adjusted simultaneously for maximum
grid current. The tuning of the two circuits
invariably interlocks so that it may be necessary
to " juggle" the tuning of the two circuits for
maximum excitation. Coupling is adjusted by
either changing the number of turns in each
link coil or by increasing or decreasing the
coupling between the link windings and their
associated tank coils. Both are often required.
If the grid impedance is high, the L-C ratio
in the grid tank circuit may be high, while a
low ratio is desirable in coupling to a lowimpedance grid circuit. In certain instances, it
may be necessary to tap the grid or plate connections as described under adjustments with
capacity-coupled systems.
Excitation Troubles

Under recommended conditions of bias, the
grid current value obtained before plate voltage
or load is applied to the amplifier should run 25
to 30 percent higher than the value given for
typical operating conditions. If this value is
not obtained, and the driver input is running
up to rated value, the most common reason is
that the ability of the driver has been overestimated. Driver operating voltages should be
checked to assure they are up to rated values,
however. If batteries are used for biasing and
are not strictly fresh, they should be replaced,
for batteries which have been in use for some
time often develop high internal resistance
which effectively adds to the grid-leak resistance. This may be true even though a cheek
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shows the battery voltage to be normal. If a
pack is used, the bleeder or voltage-divider
resistances should be checked to make certain
that low grid current is not due to greater gridcircuit resistance than is recommended. There
is also the possibility of loss of filament emission
either from prolonged service or from operating
the filament under or over the rated voltage.
It is important that the filament be operated as
close as possible to rated voltage measured at
the tube socket.
Amplifier Plate Tuning
After adjustments to the input circuit have
been completed, plate voltage may be applied
to the amplifier. In preliminary tuning, it is
desirable to use low plate voltage to avoid
possible damage to the tube. With excitation
and plate voltage applied, rotate the plate tank
condenser until the plate current dips; set the
condenser at the minimum plate-current point
which is resonance. When the resonance point
has been found, the plate voltage may be
increased to its normal value.
With adequate excitation, the off-resonance
plate current of a triode amplifier may run
two to three or more times the normal operating value. With screen-grid tubes, the off-resonance plate current may not be much higher
than the normal operating value because of
screen action.
With reasonably efficient operating conditions, the minimum plate current with the
amplifier unloaded will be a small fraction of
the rated plate current for the tube, usually a
fifth or less. If the excitation is low, the
"dip" will not be very marked, but with adequate excitation the plate current at resonance
without loading is just high enough so that the
d.c. plate power input supplies all the losses in
the tube and circuit. The higher the unloaded
tank impedance, the lower the minimum plate
current. For this reason, large L-C ratios give
very low values of plate current; conversely,
afairly high-C tank will give somewhat larger
values. As an indication of probable efficiency,
the minimum plate current value should not
be taken too seriously, however, especially
when afair amount of tank capacity is in use,
because in the unloaded condition the circulating r.f. current in a high- C tank is large
and, since the losses vary with the current
squared, the losses under no-load conditions
may be rather high compared to those in avery
low-C tank. When the amplifier is delivering
power to aload, the circulating current drops
considerably and the tank losses correspondingly decrease, so that under load conditions
the actual efficiency is about the same with a
tank of optimum L-C ratio as with one having
extremely low C.
The condition of high minimum unloaded
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plate current is most often encountered at the
very high frequencies where low-loss tank
circuits with high L- C ratios are difficult to
obtain. It is particularly noticeable with screengrid tubes of high output capacity which make
a high L- C ratio impossible. It will be found,
however, that fairly good efficiencies are
usually obtained when the load is coupled.
Loading the Amplifier
With the load — antenna or following amplifier grid circuit — connected, the coupling
between plate tank and load should be adjusted
to make the tube take rated plate current,
keeping the tank always in resonance.

I.

Fig. 1405 — Typical
behavior of d.c. plate
current with tuning of
an amplifier.
.•••••11>

TevIIV6 CAPACITY

As the output coupling is increased, the
minimum plate current will also increase about
as shown in Fig. 1405. Simultaneously, the
tuning becomes less sharp, because of the increase in effective resistance of the tank. If the
load circuit simulates a resistance, the resonance setting of the tank condenser will be
practically unchanged with loading; this is
generally the case since the load circuit itself
usually is also tuned to resonance. A reactive
load (such as an antenna or feeder system
which is not tuned exactly to resonance) may
cause the tank condenser setting to change
appreciably with loading.
As the plate loading is increased, with its
accompanying increase in plate current, the
grid current usually will fall off somewhat, because as more electrons are drawn from the
cathode by the plate, less are available for the
grid if the exciting voltage remains constant.
The decrease in grid current depends upon a
number of factors: the value of plate current,
the type of tube, the voltage regulation of the
driver, the amount of excitation power available, and to some extent upon the circuit used.
This last is particularly true of single-ended
amplifiers, as was discussed in the section on
neutralizing circuits.
The significant value of grid current is that
which flows when the amplifier is loaded to
rated plate current and tuned to resonance. As
the plate tank circuit is tuned through resonance, the grid current will normally rise somewhat at resonance as the plate current dips,
tending to keep the total space current constant. The grid-current figures given in the
tube tables of Chap. 20 are for loaded condi-
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tions at the recommended bias. Under load
conditions, the grid current should never
exceed the maximum rated value. If higher
grid currents are experienced, driver coupling
or power should be reduced.

center of a half-wave antenna and that of
certain types of low-impedance transmission
lines. The size of meter required for any
expected value of power output may also be
determined from Ohm's Law given above:

Checking Flower Output — Dummy
Antennas

I -= square root of —
R

As a check on the operation of an amplifier,
its output may be measured to aclose approximation by the use of an artificial load of known
rating coupled to the amplifier output as
shown in Fig. 1406. At A and B, a thermo-

A

R

Fig. 1406— Dummyload circuits for measuring
power output and preliminary tuning. A — For
balanced tank circuits.
B — For single-end tank
circuits. C — For high.
resistance loads where sufficient coupling cannot be
obtained by the methods
of A and B. M is an r.f.
thermo-ammeter, R anoninductive resistance of
proper rating. In C, L and
C should tune to the output frequency of the amplifier. Coupling may be
adjusted by the physical
separation between the
two tank circuits or by
adjusting a link line between the two as shown
in dotted lines.
When less accurate
measurement will suffice,
ordinary 110-volt lamp
bulbs may be used to
replace the meter and
resistance.

ammeter M and non-inductive resistance R
are connected across a link coupled to the
amplifier tank coil. If the tank coil is fitted
with a swinging link or adjustable coupling
coil, the amplifier loading may readily be
adjusted so that the amplifier draws rated
plate current when tuned to resonance. Otherwise, a link winding of good high-voltage wire
may be wrapped around the low-potential
section of the tank coil and the turns varied
until proper loading is obtained. The power
output is then calculated from Ohm's Law:
P(
watts) = PR
where Iis the current indicated by the thermoammeter and R is the resistance of the noninductive resistor R. Special resistance units are
available for this purpose ranging from 73 to
600 ohms at power ratings up to 100 watts. For
higher powers, the units may be connected in
series-parallel. The 73-ohm size is often used
because it approximates the impedance at the
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If higher values of dummy load resistance
are used, it may be necessary to place the
dummy resistor and meter in series with atank
circuit tuned to the frequency of the amplifier.
Otherwise, it may be difficult to obtain sufficient coupling to load the amplifier properly.
An excellent, although somewhat less accurate, dummy load may consist of an ordinary 110-volt incandescent lamp of wattage
rating equal to the power output to be expected
from the amplifier as asubstitute for the noninductive resistor and meter. The lamp coupled
to the amplifier in the same manner will
indicate power by its degree of illumination.
By selecting a lamp of power rating close to
that to be expected from the amplifier, the
power output may be estimated quite closely
by comparing the brilliance of the lamp used as
the dummy load with that of aduplicate lamp
operating in the 110-volt line. Lamps may be
connected in series, parallel or series-parallel
to handle high power output.
Amplifier Efficiency
The over-all efficiency of aClass- C amplifier
will vary considerably depending upon the
conditions of bias, excitation and loading under
which it is operated as well as the efficiency
of the tank circuit. With high bias and high
excitation over-all efficiencies up to 75 per cent
may be expected at medium frequencies, with
the possibility of the figure dropping to as low
as 50 per cent at frequencies as high as 28 Mc.
with average tank-circuit efficiency. When the
operating values are chosen for maximum
power gain (see Chap. 5), efficiencies will run
somewhat lower.
A rough estimate of the overall efficiency of
an amplifier is obtained by determining the
ratio of power output as estimated with the
dummy load to the power input (the product
of the plate voltage and plate current).
Tuning of Frequency Doublers
Frequency multipliers are tuned in much
the same way as straight amplifiers. Once the
bias or grid-leak values are chosen, the input or
grid circuit should be adjusted for maximum
grid current just as with the straight amplifier.
Then the plate voltage may be applied and the
plate tank circuit tuned to the second harmonic, which will be indicated by the dip in
plate current. The dip usually will not be as
pronounced as with straight amplifiers, how-
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ever. Once these adjustments have been made
the load may be connected and adjusted for
maximum output consistent with the plate
current rating of the tube. Since the efficiency
is lower, it may be necessary to use lower than
rated plate current, especially if the plate
of the tube shows color.
After the adjustments have been completed
it is a good plan to change the bias voltage or
the resistance of the grid leak to find the value
which gives greatest output. Highest efficiency
will result when the grid bias or grid leak are as
high in value as is possible with the grid excitation available. Under optimum operating
conditions, the plate efficiency of a doubler
runs between 40% and 60%.
• TRANSMITTER TROUBLES
Inexact neutralization or stray coupling
between plate and grid circuits often result in
regeneration when the plate tank circuit is
tuned slightly to the high-frequency side of
resonance. This effect is most evident when
excitation is low when the amplifier will show a
sudden increase in output when tuned slightly
off resonance. This may be accompanied by a
pronounced increase in grid current.
If the feedback caused by inaccurate neutralization or stray coupling is sufficient, the amplifier may self-oscillate at or near the operating frequency. This is quite obvious when the
amplifier shows evidence of output near the
operating frequency with the excitation removed. The remedies for both regeneration and
oscillation are more exact neutralization and
better isolation of input and output circuits.
In some cases, shielding between the two will
help.
Self-oscillation is quite apt to occur with
tubes of high power sensitivity such as the r.f.
pentodes and tetrodes. In event of either
regeneration or oscillation, circuit components
should be arranged so that those in the plate
circuit are well isolated from those of the grid
circuit. Plate and grid leads should be made
as short as possible and the screen should be
well by-passed as close to the socket terminal
as possible. A cylindrical shield surrounding the
lower portion of the tube up to a point even
with the lower edge of the plate is sometimes
required. In one popular type of shielded
construction, the tube base and grid-circuit
components are placed beneath the chassis,
while the plate-circuit components are placed
above.
Double-Resonance
A peculiar case of unorthodox amplifier
operation occasionally encountered with triodes
but more often with beam tetrodes is one in
which the maximum power output occurs not
at resonance as indicated by plate-current dip,
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but at a point which may be appreciably removed. It may be remedied by moving the
plate connection down on the tank coil until it
disappears or by decreasing the L-C ratio of
the tank circuit.
Secondary Emission
The most serious cases of secondary emission
usually occur in tubes of smaller sizes which
are being operated at above normal voltages.
The emission usually takes place from the
grid which becomes sufficiently hot to start
emitting electrons. The emission increases the
heat and the result is a gradual increase in
plate current to abnormal value which can be
stopped only by removing plate voltage and
allowing the tube to cool off. If allowed to
persist for any length of time, the tube will
be ruined.
• PARASITIC OSCILLATIONS
If the circuit conditions in an oscillator or
amplifier are such that self-oscillations at some
frequency other than that desired exist, the
spurious oscillation is termed parasitic. The
energy required to maintain aparasitic oscillation is wasted so far as useful output is concerned, hence an oscillator or amplifier having
parasitics will operate at reduced efficiency.
In addition, the behavior of plate current often
will be erratic.
Parasitic oscillations may be higher or lower
in frequency than the nominal frequency of
the amplifier.
On occasion, the parasitic oscillation may
take place the instant plate voltage is applied
or, when the amplifier is biased beyond cut-off,
at the instant excitation is applied. Frequently
the oscillation will be sustained after the
excitation has been removed. Under these
circumstances, the presence of parasitics is
quite apparent because the amplifier continues
to draw abnormal plate current. If oscillations
are of the u.h.f. type, they may be so violent
as to ruin the tube in short order if allowed to
persist. In cases such as these, plate voltage
should be reduced to the minimum which will
sustain the oscillation so that it can be investigated. A resistance in the positive highvoltage line or a lamp in series with the
plate-transformer primary will limit the plate
current.
At other times, when the amplifier is biased
beyond cut-off, the oscillation may not be
self-sustaining. It may become active only in
the presence of excitation and may be apparent
only by the production of abnormal key clicks
at intervals over a wide frequency range or
splatter with modulation.
A test for parasitics should always be made
before placing an amplifier in operation for the
first time. This can be done by removing the
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excitation, applying plate voltage and lowering
the bias until the tube draws afair amount of
plate current. If on tuning the plate tank
circuit, the plate current remains steady and a
neon-bulb test shows no r.f. energy, it is quite
probable that the amplifier will be free from
parasitics.

Adds. or
three or
wire an
amplifier

so may be used in conjunction with
four self-supporting turns of heavy
inch or so in diameter. With the
oscillating at the parasitic frequency

Low Frequency Parasitics

Low-frequency parasitic oscillations are usually caused by tuned grid and plate circuits
formed by r.f. chokes tuned to nearly the same
frequency by associated coupling and by-pass
condensers. The usual tank coils represent
negligible inductance at low frequencies and
they may be short-circuited without affecting
the oscillations. Sometimes the tank condenser
may assist in the tuning. A neon bulb touched
to the plate of the amplifier tube usually
exhibits a glow more on the yellowish-orange
side than normally. If search is made on a
receiver with a wide tuning range while the
amplifier is excited, signals usually of rough
character will be found spaced at regular
intervals, depending upon the frequency of the
parasitic, over a wide range.
Low-frequency parasitics can almost always
be avoided by observing two simple rules in
the design of the amplifier. These are as follows:
1. In series-fed plate circuits, never use
r.f. chokes except when a split-stator tank
condenser is used.
2. If the split-stator condenser is used,
always use a grid leak in series with the gridcircuit r.f. choke and do not by-pass the lower
end of the grid choke.
High Frequency Parasitics

In circuits in which some point on the plate
tank coil is grounded for neutralizing, a
circuit for high-frequency parasitic oscillations
is formed if the grid or driver plate are tapped
down on the driver plate tank coil. This circuit
is not formed when split-stator neutralizing
is used.
Ultra High Frequency Parasitics

U.h.f. parasitic oscillations are caused by
resonance in grid and plate connecting leads of
a neutralized amplifier. (See Fig. 1407.)
A neon bulb touched to the plate of the amplifier tube usually glows with apredominantly
violet light. This type of oscillation may or
may not produce extraneous signals at frequencies lower than that of the oscillation if
the amplifier is excited. They usually produce
pronounced clicks or splatter about the carrier
frequency if the amplifier is keyed or modulated.
The frequency may be determined by connecting a tuned circuit in series with the grid
lead to the tube. A variable condenser of 100
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(B)
Fig. 1407 — The most common u.h.f. parasitic circuit.
The leads are long enough to form the ultraudion
oscillating circuit. This form may be identified by removing the tank coil and touching the h.v. lead to the
tank-condenser stator. The oscillation will persist. This
type is less apt to occur with split-stator neutralizing.

the condenser is slowly tuned through its
range until oscillations cease. In case this point
is not found on first trial, the turns of the coil
may be spread apart or aturn removed and the
process repeated. While this may not be the
simplest cure in all cases, the use of such a
tuned circuit as a trap is an almost certain
remedy, if the frequency can be located, and
introduces little if any loss at the operating
frequency. Once the values of L and C for the
trap have been determined, it may be possible
to replace the experimental trap with components of smaller physical size. A rearrangement of parts in which shorter leads may be
used is the alternative remedy.
• HARMONIC SUPPRESSION
Unless certain precautions are taken atransmitter may feed energy to the antenna system
at harmonics of the fundamental frequency as
well as at the fundamental frequency. If the
antenna system is suitable for these harmonic
frequencies, the amount of power radiated at
these frequencies may be appreciable. This is a
matter to be considered seriously, especially if
the harmonic frequency falls outside any of
the bands assigned to amateurs.
The harmonics which are most often radiated
are the second from transmitters employing
single-tube output stages and the third from
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those employing push-pull output stages,
although the fifth and higher harmonic frequencies have been known to cause trouble.
Harmonic output is apt to be particularly high
from output amplifiers using less than optimum
values of tank-condenser capacity (See Chap.
5), driven with high excitation and feeding
long-wire antennas which readily radiate harmonics.
Several measures may be taken to prevent
the radiation of harmonics. Decreasing the
L- C ratio in the tank circuit of the driver when
the driver is operating as a straight amplifier
(not doubling) will reduce the harmonic con-

conductors are insulated, while at the other
they are connected together. (Bib. 1).
R.F. Feedback Troubles

Occasionally it will be found on test with
aneon bulb, or by other indication, that points,
such as the chassis or transmitter frame, which
should be at ground potential show considerable r.f. voltage. This usually occurs only with
the antenna connected. One reason for this is
that the antenna is not exactly the right
dimensions for the frequency used, or the system is not tuned correctly and the antenna is
attempting to " extend itself" to the correct
length by adding in a portion of the power
Etakebte
wiring etc. This condition is often responsible
Strip
for abnormal interference with broadcast
reception in the neighborhood. It is difficult to
prevent this by grounding unless a very short
3
/I; Round
ground wire is possible. The trouble is enBrass Rods
spaced ea"
countered more frequently with direct-coupled
between
systems than with those using forms of incenters
ductive coupling. End-fed antennas are more
susceptible to this form of trouble than symmetrical center-fed systems. Transmitters employing link antenna coupling or elec%; Hole trostatic shielding seldom exhibit this
3
/
8"square
brass
trouble. A line filter connected at the
iCounfrisink point where the power line enters the
9routeaquej
"- andsolder
transmitter room will sometimes reHEIGHT AND WIDTH OF SHIELD SLIGHTLY
duce the interference effects.
GREATER THAN COIL DIAMETER
Sometimes it will be found that certain
Fig. 1408 — Construction of the Faraday-type shield
lights in the house will glow, even though
using brass or copper rods. The upper ends of the rods
switched off, when the carrier is turned on.
may be fixed to the bakelite strip with Duco cement.
This occurs most frequently when the building
in which the transmitter is located is in the
tent of the excitation voltage and thereby
reduce the harmonic output of the amplifier.
immediate inductive field of the antenna and
Likewise, decreasing the L-C ratio in the outwhere open unshielded wiring is used. If the
put amplifier tank circuit will reduce harmonic
effect is caused by resonance in some branch
generation in this circuit.
Low-impedance untuned lines do not
easily transmit harmonic energy when
correctly adjusted.
Any form of inductive coupling between the output amplifier and the antenna system will discriminate against
harmonics. Link coupling between the
output-amplifier tank circuit and the antenna tuner is especially effective.
The capacity between alarge antenna
coupling coil and the tank coil of the output amplifier may be sufficient to provide
a ready path for harmonic energy to the
antenna system. This capacity may be
nullified by the use of electrostatic shielding between the two coils. Fig. 1408
shows the construction of such a shield,
while Figs. 1409 and 1410 illustrate the
manner in which it is installed. The screen
may also be made up using stiff wire instead of brass rod. The important point
Fig. 1409 — Showing the manner in which the electrostatic
in the construction is that at one end the shield is mounted between final tank and antenna coupling coils.
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of the house-wiring, it is sometimes possible
to detune the circuit with 0.01-µfd. by-pass
condensers across the affected lamps or by
placing inductances in the line. If, as is more

usual, the effect is one of induction, the only
remedy is to move the antenna.
Tuning Procedure

When all irregularities in a transmitting
Ant.
system have been ironed out, the tuning of a
multi-stage transmitter is not at all difficult.
The process should be started with the antenna
disconnected or decoupled. Starting with the
oscillator, each plate circuit is tuned for the
characteristic dip in plate current and grid
tanks, if used, tuned for maximum grid current. When different sections of the transmitter
A
operate from separate power supplies, each
B
power supply should be turned off until the
stages operating from it are ready to be tuned.
High-voltage stages should be tuned up at
Knob to sae
reduced plate voltage. Care should be taken in
or rotate
tuning doubler stages to pick the second harAnt. Coi/
monic of the driving frequency rather than the
Ant.
third harmonic which may also be within the
tuning range of the tank condenser. When the
R.
final amplifier has been tuned to resonance,
Shield
the antenna is coupled and tuned for maximum
V2«square
plate current. Tuning of the antenna may
Bross rod
detune the output amplifier circuit and, therefore, retuning of the final tank should follow
each adjustment of antenna tuning or coupling
adjustment. If the plate current of the amplifier is higher than rated after retuning,
Knob to sbde
the coupling should be reduced. If the
Ant.
or /
rot,a tetA ,„ plate current is not up to rating, the ancoi l
s "'9e
tenna coupling may be increased. Each
adjustment of coupling should be followed
with a check on the tuning of the final amplifier tank and the antenna tuner.
Coupling untuned lines will have less detuning effect than tuned lines if the system is
correctly adjusted. Coupling adjustment in
this case consists chiefly of increasing the
coupling until the final amplifier draws rated
plate current, although afinal check should be
Fig. 1410 — Arrangements for using the shields with
single-ended and push-pull circuits.
made on the tuning of the output amplifier.
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KEYING THE TRANSMITTER
Keying Systems— Key- Click Filters— Break In
Broadcast Interference

S

ATISFACTORY keying, from the standpoint of code-character formation, results if
the keying method employed reduces the power
output to zero when the key is " open" and permits full power to reach the antenna when the
key is " closed." Furthermore, it should do this
without causing keying transients or " clicks,"
which cause interference with other amateur
stations and with local broadcast reception;
and it should not affect the stability of the
transmitter.
Back Wave

From various causes some energy may get
through to the antenna during keying spaces.
The effect then is as though the dots and dashes
were simply louder portions of a continuous
carrier; in some cases, in fact, the back-wave,
or signal heard during the keying spaces, may
seem to be almost as loud as the keyed signal.
Under these conditions the keying is hard to
read. A pronounced back-wave often results
when the amplifier stage feeding the antenna
is keyed; it may be present because of incomplete neutralization of the final stage, allowing
some energy to get to the antenna through
the grid-plate capacity of the tube, or because
of magnetic pickup between antenna coupling
coils and one of the low-power stages.
A back- wave also may be radiated if the keying system does not reduce the input to the
keyed stage to zero during keying spaces. This
trouble will not occur in keying systems which
cut off the plate voltage when the key is open,
but may be present in grid-blocking systems if
the blocking voltage is not great enough and,
in power supply primary-keyed systems, if only
the final stage power supply primary is keyed.
Choosing the Stage to Key

Radiation of a back- wave often can be prevented by keying a stage preceding the final
amplifier.
If one of the early stages in the transmitter is
keyed, the following stages must be provided
with fixed bias sufficient to cut off plate current, or at least to limit the current to a safe
value. Complete cut-off is preferable, since the
possibility of back- wave radiation is reduced
when no plate current at all is drawn by the
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tubes following the keyed stage. The stability of the transmitter can be adversely affected by keying if the keyed stage directly
follows the oscillator. Practically all oscillators, including crystal-controlled types,
will exhibit some frequency change with
changes in load. In a multi-stage transmitter
the load on the oscillator is of course the input
circuit of the following tube; for this reason
it is good practice to have a buffer stage between the oscillator and the keyed stage. Electron-coupled or Tri-tet oscillators are less
subject to this difficulty than straight selfcontrolled or crystal oscillators because of the
buffering action of the separate output circuit
used in these oscillators.
If the oscillator itself is keyed for break-in
work, chirpy keying will nearly always result,
especially on the higher-frequency bands. On
14 Mc. and above, therefore, it is normally
advisable to forego oscillator keying (and
break-in) for the distinctly better keying that
will result from keying a buffer and/or final
stage.
Plate Keying

A stage keyed in the power supply ahead of
the filter is often advantageous, because the
filter acts as a lag circuit, giving a desirable
form to the keying characteristic. However, if
much filter is used it will be found that the
lag becomes too great for high-speed keying.
A simple method of plate keying, adaptable
mainly in small portable transmitters where
the voltage is not high, is that shown in Fig.
1501. The condenser C1 should be varied to
give just enough lag to overcome any tendency
towards clicks. It is not advisable to use this
system with high voltages unless a keying
relay is employed.
POWER SUPPLY
OR
BATTERI ES

T

To
keyed stage

Fig. 1501— Simple negative-lead keying, applicable
to low-voltage stages. The condenser CIshould be the
minimum that will prevent any clicks. Between 0.25
and 1.0 dd. will he about right.
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Primary Keying

Grid Keying

Keying the primary of one or more plate
transformers will result in excellent keying
with no clicks or thumps on the signal, and
only asmall local click due to the spark at the
key. This click is easily reduced by means of
an r.f. filter (see Fig. 1515). However, if adequate filter is used on the power supply the
keying will be too " soft" and the lag too great,
and for this reason primary keying should be
done in adriver stage, and never in the output
stage. A driver stage, if it is fully exciting the
driven stage, can have the filter reduced to a
point where the keying will not be too soft and
yet the excitation will not introduce much ripple on the signal.
Two methods of primary keying are shown
in Fig. 1502. Each method requires abias pack
capable of delivering cut-off bias for the final
stage. In the second method, since the final
stage is biased to cut-off, the filter condensers
of the final stage power supply will remain
charged between characters, and care should
be taken to see that these condensers
are discharged when the station is shut
down or coils are being changed. A highresistance bleeder (R2) of %-megohm or
so will discharge the condensers to alow point
after a period of time without impairing the
keying.

Grid keying methods operate on the principle of controlling plate current flow through
application of proper bias values with the key
opened and closed. Two representative arrangements are shown in Fig. 1506. The upper
drawing shows the key inserted in series with
the grid leak or grid return circuit. With the
key closed, the amplifier or oscillator operates
normally; with the key open, there is no d.c.
path between grid and filament, consequently
the electrons drawn to the grid by the exciting
voltage remain trapped on the grid causing it
to assume a highly negative charge. The system works best with high-p tubes: it may be
found impossible to completely cut off low-p
tubes.
Another method of accomplishing the same
result, in this case through supplying additional fixed bias of sufficient value to cut off
plate current flow despite excitation, is shown
in the lower drawing of Fig. 1506. Grid-leak
bias for normal operation is shown, although a

Controlled Rectifier Keying

The advantages of primary keying, with the
additional advantage of not having to break
a heavy current with the key or keying relay, can be obtained with the controlled rectifier tubes recently made available to amateurs. These tubes can be obtained with
either grid-control or external magnetic exceat„,
Th
control. They can be used for powerAntenna
supply keying in the same fashion as
Plate
primary keying ( Fig. 1502) with the modification that where a primary was shown keyed,
MO-Res/stance
deeee(CY:/rdny
the rectifier tubes are keyed.
Representative grid-control keying circuits
are shown in Fig. 1503, and amagnetic-control
diagram is shown in Fig. 1504. ( Bib. 1, 2)
Controlled-rectifier tubes cannot be used as
keyer tubes in d.c. circuits but only in a.c. applications.
Since the current flowing from the rectifier
into a condenser-input filter is pulsating d.c.
that reduces to zero during each half of the
Fig. 1502 — Primary keying methods. The upper
cycle, a grid-controlled rectifier tube can be
diagram shows only the driver stage keyed; the lower
used to key between the rectifier and the first
diagram shows keying of both driver and final stages.
C; can usually be on the order of 1pfd.; higher values will
condenser of the filter. Such asystem is shown
introduce "tails." C2 should have avoltage rating capain Fig. 1505. Here a single grid-controlled
ble of withstanding the bias developed across RI, and
rectifier is used to key two stages, and the type
should have acapacity of 4Add. or more. RIis the usual
size of grid leak resistor for the tube or tubes used in the
of keying is quite similar to the lower system
final stage, with a slightly greater-than-normal rating
shown in Fig. 1502, and has the same general
to withstand the extra current introduced by the bias
characteristics. (Bib. 3)
supply.
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battery or other bias source could be substituted for the leak. With the key closed, the
lower end of the leak is connected to the
filament center tap. When the key is opened,
additional bias from the blocking-voltage
source is connected in series with the leak
through the resistor R. The chief function of R
is to limit the flow of current when the key is
closed, since without R the key would be a
direct short circuit. The value of R is not
critical but should be quite high — at least
5000 ohms for every 45 volts — to limit the
current to a safe value. The additional bias
voltage required to cut off plate current (or
"block" the grid) will depend upon the amplification factor of the tube and the amplitude
of the excitation voltage; it must at least be
equal to the peak positive grid swing plus
the bias required to cut off plate current without excitation. If the amplifier or oscillator is
operating Class-C, the keying bias required
probably will be two or three times the normal
N.V
Trans.

0+

T
Ogger

Fig. 1504 — Keying with magnetic-control rectifiers.
R — 4000 ohms, 75-watt.
250V.
10 MA.
Ti — Plate transformer.
T2
Rectifier filament transformer.
X — Switch to allow preheating filaments.
Mi, M2 — Magnet coils, wound on U-shaped cores the
ends of which are placed on either side of the
tube. 5000 turns of No. 34 or 36 wire on ahalf.
inch square silicon steel laminated core, approximately 1W' long on each side of the U ( Raytheon U3372).

operating bias (twice cut-off). Smaller bias
would serve for an amplifier with less excitation.
Grid-block keying systems are best adapted
to stages using high amplification-factor tubes
working without too much excitation.

Xel/Mq retail
(insulated for
plate valbs9e)

saotion

Center- Tap Keying

2.5m
WV
%AS.

2.5v
winding
used as pri.
heyinq relay
FiV insulation

smese
,i
inel
Pri unused

2.5V.
MV.
Trans.

A combination of both grid and plate circuit
keying is shown in Fig. 1507. This method,
known as center-tap keying, has attained wide
popularity. In center-tap keying, one side of
the key is connected to the midpoint of the
filament center-tap resistor or to the center-tap
of the filament transformer; the grid and plate
returns connect to the other side of the key.
Center-tap or cathode keying gives an excellent keying characteristic but it has the disadvantage that considerable voltage can appear across the key, and akeying relay should
normally be used.
Suppressor-Grid Keying

5
Insulated lor
plate visible

Small

lamp

25,000 .12

110 V.

Fig. 1503 — Keying with grid-control rectifiers. The
two upper systems require high-voltage-insulated relays
for keying. These can be made easily from old tricklecharger automatic switches, with the contacts placed on
bakelite outriggers. The contacts can be small because
the current is negligible. The lower diagram shows a
system requiring no relay but necessitating a well.
insulated transformer. The voltage from the keying
transformer should be 300 or more volts each side of
center tap.
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Keying the suppressor grid of apentode-type
tube usually will be found to be quite satisfactory. The plate current can be completely
cut off by placing asmall negative voltage on
the suppressor grid — 100 to 200 volts is adequate in most cases. Fig. 1508 illustrates one
method, using a separate power pack which
supplies keying bias, that has been used in a
number of stations with excellent results.
With the key open, the suppressor receives
negative bias through the 50,000-ohm resistor,
the value of bias being adjusted to cut off
plate current. When the key is closed, the suppressor bias is brought to zero through return
to the cathode. The 50,000- ohm resistor pre-
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vents short-circuiting the bias supply. The
combination of R1 and C1 forms a lag circuit
for the elimination of clicks. The resistor and
condenser can have practically any value, so
long as their product (ohms times microfarads)
is around 5000. It is not wise to have the value

110 V„A.C.
Fig. 1505 — A method of applying asingle controlled.
rectifier to multi-stage keying.
Ti — Bias transformer, 300-volt each side, low current,
insulated for total plate voltage.
T2 — Driver plate transformer.
T3 — Final plate transformer.
Ti — Keyed-rectifier filament transformer. 2M-volt,
10,000-volt insulation.
KT — Controlled rectifier tube. (Eimac KY-21 or
Sheldon KY-866.)
Ci — .25 mfd., 600-volt paper.
C2 — 1dd. if driver uses high voltage and low current;
2 pfd, if driver takes low voltage and high current.
Ca, C4, Ch — Final amplifier filter.
Ri — 50,000-ohm, 2-watt carbon.
R2 — 1-3 megohm, or high-voltage voltmeter.
R3 — Driver stage grid leak.

of resistance too high, however. From 5000
to 10,000 ohms is about right. The power pack
can also be used to supply bias voltage for the
following stages.

zero, however, so screen keying is seldom used,
although it has some application in oscillator
keying, as will be described later.
Keyer Tubes

Vacuum-tube lag-circuit keying arrangements are shown in Fig. 1509. They
may be used in the plate, screengrid, or center-tap circuits of any
amplifier which is to be keyed.
The time-constant of the resistance and capacity in the grid circuit of the keyer tube provides the
slow build-up of power output
which prevents clicks. The keyer
tube has some resistance even
though the grid is connected to the
filament when the key is closed, so
the plate voltage on the keyed
stage will be lower than with other
keying systems. To overcome this,
several tubes may be connected in
parallel. Tubes of the 45 type are
excellent for low- power transmitters because their plate resistance
is low. One 45 should be used for
each 50 ma. of plate current required by the tube being keyed.
The filament transformer for the
keyer tubes need not be center-tapped: in fact,
the tubes may be connected in series if desired.
Tube keying is used in a large number of
commercial high-speed transmitters and is
well worth investigating by the serious amateur interested in good keying.
Sources of Bias

If a multi-stage transmitter is keyed in one
of the low-power stages, it is necessary to bias
the following stages so that they will not

Grid bias
resistor -"*.

Screen Grid Keying

Screen-grid tubes often can be keyed by inserting the key in the positive screen lead,
especially when the screen voltage is obtained
from a supply separate from that furnishing
the plate power. If the screen voltage is obtained from the plate supply through a dropping resistor, this method of keying is unsafe
with high-voltage tubes unless a keying relay
is used, because the potential on one side of the
key rises to the full plate potential when the
screen current is cut off. Opening the screen
circuit does not always reduce the output to
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Fig. 1506 — Methods of blocked- grid keying. These
systems are normally suitable only for high- j,tubes.
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draw plate current with the key up. A simple
a.c. power supply is ordinarily used for this
purpose, although batteries can be substituted. The grid leak resistor will be placed
across the output of the bias supply and, in
eases where large amounts of grid current are
drawn at fairly low voltages (low resistance
grid leak), the bias supply must run at fairly
heavy current. For example, if the final amplifier is to run with 400 volts bias at 100 ma.,
a grid leak of about 4000 ohms will be used.
But if the cut-off bias is 200 volts, the grid
resistor will draw 50 ma. from the bias supply.
This relatively heavy drain must always be
considered when building a bias supply. Also,
the grid leak resistor must be heavy enough
to stand the current and the filter condensers

Fig. 1507— Center-tap keying. With heater-type
tubes, the key would be placed in the cathode lead
rather than in the filament center-tap as shown. If a
cathode is keyed, an r.f. by-pass condenser of about
0.001 !Add., capable of standing the full plate voltage,
should go from cathode to ground, to furnish an r.f.
return similar to the two condensers across the filament
in the above diagram.

must have a high-enough voltage rating to
stand the full bias voltage.
If the bias supply is to be used only for keying, as in the case of grid-block or suppressorgrid keying, a very small b.c. transformer
may be used, its only requirement being that
it furnish sufficient voltage. (Bib. 4)
It is possible to obtain keying bias without
extra cost from the power supply used for lowpower stages in multi-stage transmitters, when
the keyed stage has its own separate supply.
This can be done as illustrated in Fig. 1510.
Since this entails connecting the positive terminal of the low-voltage supply to the negative
terminal of the high-voltage supply, the fila-

Fig. 1508 — Suppree.
sorgrid keying. The condenser Ci can be the
usual 0.01-pfd. by-pass
shunted by alarger condenser to give the proper
time-constant.

ment circuits of the tubes working from the
two supplies cannot be connected together.
The condenser C serves to put all cathodes at
the same r.f. potential without direct connection between them. Resistor R limits the current when the key is closed, as already explained. A value of 50,000 ohms will suffice for
a low-voltage supply of 400 volts or so. It
should have arating of about 5 watts.
Oscillator Keying

Experience with keyed oscillators has shown
that the use of a voltage divider instead of a
simple series resistor for the screen of the oscillator tube helps materially in eliminating
chirps. Cathode keying of the oscillator is simple and usually effective. Two methods of keying in the cathode circuit are shown in Fig.
1511, and screen-grid keying is shown in Fig.
1512. The suppressor-grid of aTri-tet oscillator
may be keyed, as in Fig. 1508, but the crystal
will oscillate weakly all of the time, as in the
case of screen-grid keying, resulting in asignal
in the receiver on the crystal frequency even
with the key in the " open" position. For this
reason, screen-grid and suppressor-grid oscillator keying are not recommended for
net-frequency operation unless the transmitter is well-removed from the receiving
location.
Crystal keying can also be used to advantage, and two typical circuits are shown in Fig.
1513.
If it is found difficult to key an oscillator
without a chirp, loosening the loading on the
oscillator may cure it. If it is a pentode-type
oscillator, the capacity of the tuning condenser
should be decreased slightly instead of running the tube at its maximum output point.
Decreasing the capacity of the cathode condenser will help in the case of a Tri-tet oscillator.
If an electron-coupled oscillator chirps under keying, it may be that the grid-circuit
tank utilizes too low- C a circuit, and taking
turns off the coil and increasing the condenser
size will help. Detuning the plate circuit will
also contribute to the stability, as will careful
proportioning of the screen and plate voltages. A major cause of poor e.c.o. stability is
incomplete shielding from the high-powered
portion of the transmitter, and it is advisable
to remove the e.c.o. from the transmitter
proper and place it in a well-shielded box on
the operating table if any chirp persists. Link
coupling, with one side of the link-line
grounded, can be used between the e.c.o.
and the transmitter.
Key Clicks and Thumps

When power is applied or removed from
the transmitter very suddenly, as in the
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case of keying, it is the same as though the
transmitter were being modulated by a signal
which contains a great number of different
frequencies, with the result that the sidebands
can extend for many kc. either side of the
transmitter frequency, at the instant that the
power is applied or removed. The signal that
Ox or
Amp

Kee, tube
or tubes

-

05c Or

Amp

transmitting frequency. In other words, key
clicks are likely to be observed on only those
broadcast receivers located within ahundred
yards or so of the transmitter, but may cause
interference to amateur stations hundreds of
miles away working in the same portion of the
same band. Obviously it is to the interests of
the amateur himself to prevent key clicks, not
only because of a possible unfavorable reaction on the part of nearby broadcast listeners
but also to prevent unnecessary interference
in the amateur bands.
Prevention of Key Clicks
There are two general methods of attack in
preventing keying transients. The first is by
feeding the power to the transmitter at acomparatively slow rate on closing the key and
shutting it off gradually instead of suddenly
on opening the key. The second is by the use of
radio-frequency filters which absorb the transient before it can get to a part of the circuit
from which radiation is possible. Both methods
have been very successful.
Lag Circuits

Meyer tube
or tubes
Blocking
Volteuié
HY

Fig. 1509 — Vacuum-tube keying. The series method
is simple but does not completely cut off the current
flow. It may be used in some applications where the
following stage is heavily biased. Cmay be between 0.25
and 1.0 pfd. Resistor R should be adjusted to cause the
plate current to drop to aminimum when the key is
open. A variable resistor of 50,000 ohms should give
enough range.
The system with external bias is very effective. Ri
and Ci give the variable time-constant, and should be
proportioned as described under suppressor-grid keying,
except that the resistance can be amuch higher value,
with the capacity correspondingly lower.
is heard off the main frequency is the familiar
"key click" or " key .
thump" that many stations are guilty of. It is caused by the steepness of the wave-front of the applied power.
Another type of click that can only be heard
locally and does not necessarily appear on the
transmitted signal is caused by the spark at
the key, where the spark acts as a miniature
spark transmitter. With some types of keying,
the r.f. generated at the key can get back to
the transmitter and modulate the transmitter.
This type of trouble can easily be eliminated by means of asmall r.f. filter at the key.
Because the amount of energy involved is
small and is distributed over a wide band of
frequencies, the interference-producing effects
of keying transients usually are confined to an
area quite close to the transmitter except on
frequencies within a few kilocycles of the
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Three representative lag circuits are shown
in Fig. 1514. The one shown at B is a more
complex version of the one shown at A, and
can be tried in hard-to-cure cases. That at C is
anovel system that has worked well in several
C8888.
Lag circuits should be used in keying when
it is found that the signal itself has athump or
click on it, as reported by other amateurs. A
click in local b.c. receivers may often be caused
by only the spark at the key and can be cured
by asimple r.f. filter.
R.F. Filters
With an r.f. key filter the transient oscillations set up at the key are prevented from
reaching the transmitter and being radiated.
To be most effective, this type of filter must
be installed right at the key, since connecting
Ab D.C.
connection

LOW VOLTAGE

HIGH VOLTAGE
—

Fig. 1510 — Utilizing the low-voltage power supply
for blocking bias in blocked-grid keying. C should be
0.002 pfd. or 60.
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leads of even afew feet between key and filter
are long enough to permit radiation of clicks
and consequent interference to nearby receivers.
An r.f. key filter usually consists of apair of
r.f. choke coila having an inductance of ten
millihenrys or so, connected in series with each
of the key contacts and shunted by a condenser as shown in Fig. 1515. The condenser
ordinarily will have acapacity of 0.1 to 0.5 mfd.
As with the lag circuit, some experimenting
with different inductance and capacity values
probably will be required for effective elimination of clicks in individual transmitters.

R3

RFC

KEY

-

HV

+

KEY

A
Fig. 1511 — Cathode keying for tri-tet oscillator.
Typical values for 6L6: RI — 50,000 ohms; Re — 20,000
ohms. B — Cathode keying for grid-plate oscillator.
Typical values for 6L6: Re — 50,000 ohms; R4 — 400
ohms; Rs — 20,000 ohms.
Parasitics and Key Clicks

If it is found that the use of standard key
click filters has little or no effect upon clicks,
an investigation should be made to determine
if parasitic oscillations are taking place in
any of the transmitter circuits. In any case,
it should be possible to adjust the bias of any
amplifier so that some plate current is drawn
without the amplifier going into oscillation.

Self-oscillations have a tendency to start each
time the key is closed, resulting in bad key
clicks even though the oscillation is immediately killed off by excitation.
Other Considerations in Key Click
Prevention

Less trouble will be encountered in eliminating key clicks if the power supply for the keyed
stages has good voltage regulation (see Chapter Eleven). If the voltage regulation is poor,
the plate voltage with the key open may be
50 % to 100 % higher than with the key closed;
hence, at the instant of closing the key there is
an impact at much higher than
normal voltage. This intensifies the
key click.
Key clicks are less likely to be radiated if the antenna or feeder system is
inductively coupled to the transmitter rather than directly or capacitively coupled. A considerable reduction in key clicks often can be secured
simply by changing anon-inductively
coupled system to an inductivelycoupled one with little stray capacitive coupling.
It is always desirable and in some
N.
Y •
cases may be necessary to run the
110-volt leads to the transmitter in
BX cable, grounding the outer shield. Shielding of the keying leads also may be helpful, especially if a long line is run between the transmitter and the key. Whenever shielded wire is
used the shield should be connected to a good
ground.
To prevent keying transients from being
carried over house wiring and power lines from
the transmitter to nearby receivers, a filter
may be installed in the 110-volt line which
feeds the power transformers. Such a filter is
shown in Fig. 1516. It consists of a pair of
radio-frequency choke coils, one in each leg of
the line, and a pair of condensers in series
47

Fig. 1512 — Two systems for screen keying of tetrodes or pentodes. A — For 89 or
802: RI — 7500 ohms; Re — 5000 ohms; Rs
— 30,000 ohms, 20 watts; R4 — 40,000
ohms, 20 watts. B — Ra — 10,000 ohms;
Re — 75,000 ohms; R7 — 10,000 ohms;
Rs — 100,000 ohms; R — Usual plate
supply bleeder.
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across the line with their mid-connection
grounded. These filters are commercially
available in most radio stores, but can easily
be assembled in the home workshop.
The wire of which the chokes are wound
must be heavy enough to carry the current
taken by the power-supply system. No. 14 or
No. 16 will be sufficient in most cases. Mailing tubes or pieces of broomstick make good

teries if not too much grid current is run
through them, or a bias supply can be built
for the purpose. The grid-block system for
keying an 'entire transmitter, shown in Fig.
1517, has the merit that all stages are blocked
when the key is up, and a low-current bias
supply can be used. The voltage obtained from
the supply must be at least equal to the cut-off
voltage of any tube in the transmitter.

Bock
Contact
Re ay)

Fig. 1513 — Crystal
keying circuits.

KEY

winding forms for these chokes. Between 100
and 300 turns will be required. The condensers
may be 0.1-pfd. units rated at 200 volts or
more.
Break in Keying

The possession of a transmitter that can be
used for break-in operation is practically a
necessity in traffic and contest work and is a
great convenience in everyday operating and
rag-chewing. Break-in operation requires that
there be no local signal from the exciter stages
when the key is up, and therefore oscillator
keying followed by biased stages is dictated,
except in the few instances where it is possible
to locate the transmitter a mile or more from
the receiving location. Any of the keying
systems described can be used to key acrystal
or electron- coupled oscillator, but care must
be taken to see that the stability of the signal
is not affected. The bias for the stages following the oscillator can be obtained from bat.

To

Monitoring

It is adistinct advantage to be able to listen
to one's own sending during transmission
periods, particularly when a " bug" key is used
at high speeds, because it is easy to get into
careless habits of running letters together and
getting too many dots in some of the letters.
A signal monitor checks both keying and note
by giving an accurate representation of the
signal, while a keying monitor works in conjunction with the key and shows only how the
characters are being sent. A signal monitor
must be stable and insensitive to line-voltage
changes, otherwise it will not give an accurate
picture of the signal if keying the transmitter
fluctuates the line voltage. Signal monitors
are described in Chapter Seventeen. Often
the station receiver can be used as a signal
monitor, by shorting or disconnecting the antenna, backing down the gain and tuning to the
signal, but this is often inconvenient and a
separate monitor is more practical.

7
0
.

L

ITransmitter

Key

A
Fig. 1514 — Lag circuits for eliminating thumps and clicks. The primary of abell-ringing transformer will usually serve at L in low-powered transmitters.
C-0.25 to 1.0 dd.
Ca — 0.006 aid.
R2 — 500-25,000 ohms.
CI— 0.5 dd.
R — 50-200 ohms.
Ti — Bell-ringing transformer.
Ri — 100 ohms.
Radio-frequency chokes may be necessary at "s" in B.
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Keying monitors can be any simple audio
oscillators which obtain their plate voltage
from the drop across a resistor in one of the
power leads of the transmitter. Since no current flows from the power supply to the transmitter during " key up" periods, the monitor
will be silent until the key is pressed, at which
time the voltage drop across the resistor will

RFC

RFC

Fig. 1515 — An r.f. filter for
the absorption of keying transients. It is ordinarily used without acondenser directly across
the key. However, an improvement sometimes results when a
condenser of about .002 /dd. is
connected as shown by the
dotted lines.
Fig. 1517— Blocked- grid keying system for break-in.
RI,R2, Ra — Usual values; R.
20,000 ohms, 50
watts; Rs — Final stage grid leak.

actuate the monitor. An audio oscillator suitable for use as akeying monitor is diagrammed
in Fig. 1518. It is more convenient and safe to
use battery supply for the filaments and a
loud speaker for listening than it is to try to
feed the signals into the headphones. The resistor R1 will control the pitch of the signal;
R3 should be adjusted so that the drop across
it is approximately 30 volts. If the current
through the lead is known, the value of the
resistor will be given by
R —

30 '000
1

where I is the current in milliamperes. For
example, if the current is 100 milliamperes, the
resistor should be 300 ohms.
Interference to Broadcast Reception
Key clicks and thumps are not only asource
of annoyance to other amateurs working in the
same frequency band and a mark of a careless
amateur, but they can also be responsible for
considerable interference to nearby broadcast
receivers. A second type of interference, called
"blanketing" because it causes the program to
disappear or come in at reduced strength whenever the key is closed, also is common. This
type of interference can be minimized by
moving the broadcast antenna away from the
transmitting antenna or by changing its direction. The pick-up will be least if the two antennas are at right angles to each other.
4

0Qj (Le() 00,

e

\

110-

To Power
Supply

T '

tOWQ.- 12_Pi
Fig. 1516 — It.f. filter for the power line.
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In severe cases it may be necessary to install
awave-trap at the receiver to prevent blanketing. A wave-trap consists simply of a coil and
condenser connected as shown in Fig. 1519.
The condenser may be an old one with about
250 or 360 eipfd. maximum capacity and need
not be especially efficient. Most amateurs have
"junk boxes" with several such condensers in
them. The size of the coil will depend upon the
frequency on which the transmitter is working.
Representative values are given in the table.
Frequency of
Interfering Signal
1715-2000 kc.
3500-4000 kc.
7000-7300 lc.
14000-14400 kc.

Coil (3" dia.)
20 turns
8-10"
4-5 "
3
ge

Bell wire (No. 18) or a size near to it may be
used. When the trap is installed the trans30

To tronsmitter
negative
terminal

To negative of
powe, suppig

Fig. 1518 — An audio-oscillator keying monitor.
CI — 0.01 ppfd., 600-volt paper.
Ri — 5-megohm variable.
112 •—• 300 ohms for 100-ma, plate current; 600 ohms for
50-ma, plate current, etc., 2-watt. (See text.)
Ti — Midget audio transformer (Thordarson T-14A92).
S. — S.p.s.t. toggle.
Speaker can be small permanent-magnet speaker, 3"
or 80.
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mitter should be started up and the condenser
in the trap adjusted to the point where the
interference is eliminated. This trap will not
affect the operation of the broadcast receiver.
Blanketing may be and generally is accompanied by key clicks. The wave trap may help
to eliminate the clicks but usually a key click
filter will be needed as well.

12 Ant.
post

00

set

§L,
250

1
T

a
250

J-

T/-fd

Low Pass Filters for Blanketing

The chief disadvantage of the wave-trap is
that it has to be retuned if the transmitting
frequency is changed from one band to another,
&node from/m.
11er frequency
12, Ant.Post

-

Fig. 1521— Circuit diagram of sharp cut-off lowpass filter.
Inductance in Microhenries
Type
Li
L2
L3
A

Fig.1519—How awavetrap can be installed to
prevent certain types of
interference.
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6
Coil Specifications
Turns
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6
10
No. 28 d.s.c. wire
19
18
20
19
28
24
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38
29
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40
30
Coils wound on Vediameter form.
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and sometimes also if the frequency change is
only from one end to the other of the same
band. In such cases abetter arrangement is the
low-pass filter, designed to reject all received
frequencies except those below a certain critical frequency. If the critical frequency is
chosen just below the lowest amateur frequency used, the transmitter can be shifted
from one band to another without the necessity
for readjustment of a wave trap. A typical
low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 1520. The constants given are for acut-off frequency of 1600
L,
To Antenna,

L,

T
C

t2

cT

To.4nt Post on
B.C. Receiver

I

T
OSet Ground

Fig. 1520 — A low-pass filter for reduction of interference with broadcast reception. It should be installed
at the receiver. Constants are as follows: Li, 54 turns
of No. 24 d.e.c. on 1%-inch diameter form; L2, 33 turns
same; C, 500 »dd. fixed. Cut-off frequency is approximately 1600 kc.

kilocycles. The filter is designed for terminating impedances of 400 ohms.
Another type of filter which has a sharper
cut-off than the one just described is shown in
Fig. 1521. This is of particular advantage for
'phone stations operating in the 1800- and
3900-kc, bands, since maximum attenuation
is in the middle of those bands, the nominal
cut-off being somewhat lower. The type A
filter has greatest attenuation at 1930 kc., with
cut-off beginning at 1670 kc. Type B has greatest attenuation at 3950 kc., with cut-off beginning at 2470 kc. The type A is recommended
for work in several bands.
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Superheterodyne Harmonics

A third type of interference is peculiar to
superheterodyne broadcast receivers. A strong
signal from the transmitter will be heard at
three or four points on the dial, while over the
rest of the tuning range there may be no sign of
interference. The explanation lies in the fact
that the transmitted signal is picked up by
beating with harmonics of the superheterodyne
oscillator and amplified by the i.f. stages in the
receiver. If the receiver is properly shielded and
the oscillator is isolated from the antenna
circuit, the signal cannot get into the oscillator circuit to be mixed with its harmonics
and this type of interference cannot occur.
When it dees occur the fault does not lie with
the transmitter but with the broadcast receiver. A wave-trap may help if the transmitter signal is brought into the receiver through
the antenna, but in some cases the pick-up is
direct and the interference is just as strong
whether the antenna is connected to the receiver or not.

lom00001

J-

Fig. 1522 — Devices for eliminating noise from mercury-vapor rectifier tubes. The r.f. chokes in series with
each plate should be placed inside the shields enclosing
the rectifiers. The chokes should have an inductance of
about 10 millihenry. each. Small honeycomb-type
windings are suitable. Condensers of 0.002 /dd. and 150%
voltage rating should be used.
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Often interference of this type with anearby
receiver can be eliminated by changing the operating frequency of the transmitter. (Bib. 5).
Rectifier Noise
Mercury-vapor rectifiers often are the source
of a peculiar type of interference which takes
the form of a raspy buzz with a characteristic
120-cycle tone ( 100 cycles on 50-cycle power
lines and 50 cycles on 25-cycle lines) often
broadly tunable in spots on the broadcast
receiver dial. At the instant the mercury vapor
ignites on each half cycle of the power frequency an oscillation is set up, the frequency
depending upon the characteristics of the
power supply apparatus. Unless suitable precautions are taken the oscillations will be
radiated or will travel back over the power
line.
The line filter shown in Fig. 1516 usually will
suppress this type of noise. Sometimes the
condensers alone will do it, no chokes being
necessary. Transformers with electrostatic
shields between primary and secondary are
not likely to transmit the oscillations to the
line. Other ways of curing this type of interference are shown in Fig. 1522. Sometimes making the plate leads to the rectifiers extremely
short will be sufficient.
Checking for Interference
One's own broadcast receiver, if of modern
design, is a good " subject" for experimenting
with key click filters and other interferenceprevention methods. If interference can be
eliminated in a receiver in the same house,
operating from the same power line and with
an antenna close to the transmitting antenna,
the chances are good that there will be no
general interference in the neighborhood. The
amateur should ascertain, however, whether or
not interference is caused in nearby broadcast
receivers. If your neighbors appreciate that
you are as much interested in preventing interference to their enjoyment of broadcast programs as they are, much more can be accomplished than by acrimonious disputes. It is
better to settle the interference problem right
at the beginning than to trust to luck with the
possibility of an unfavorable reaction towards
amateur radio in general and yourself in particular by nearby broadcast listeners.
In searching for causes of interference, it is a
good idea to have someone operate your transmitter while you listen on the affected receiver.
Remove the antenna from the receiver, and if
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the interference disappears it is certain that it
is coming into the set through the antenna.
The various types of interference prevention
already described should work under these
conditions. If the interference persists when the
antenna is removed, it is probably getting in
through the power lines. This happens occasionally with a.c. operated receivers.
House wiring may pick up r.f. either directly
from the antenna or through the power-supply
system of the transmitter. If the 110-volt line
is found to be picking up energy directly from
the antenna it is advisable to change the location of the antenna, if possible, or run it in a
different direction. This is particularly important when, as often happens, electric lamps in
different parts of the house are found to glow
when the key is pressed. The energy used in
lighting the lamps is wasted.
If r.f. is found to be getting into the line
through the power-supply, aline filter such as
is shown in Fig. 1516 should be used, together
with power leads in grounded BX.
Radiotelephone Interference
Key-click filters are naturally of no value on
transmitters used exclusively for ' phone transmission, since clicks do not occur. A phenomenon similar to key clicks can take place if
the transmitter suffers from frequency modulation or from over-modulation, because both
these defects cause the radiation of side-bands
often far removed from the band of frequencies
normally required for the transmission of
speech. These abnormal side-bands can and
frequently do cause interference in the broadcast band, often just as aseries of unintelligible
noises when the transmitter is modulated.
The obvious remedy is to use aradio frequency
system in the transmitter whose frequency
does not vary when modulation is taking place,
and to adjust the transmitter so that overmodulation or " lop-sided" modulation does
not occur. Chapter Sixteen covers this subject.
Blanketing and other forms of interference
caused by r.f. pickup can be treated in exactly
the same way as described previously. Wavetraps or low-pass filters in the receiving antenna lead-in and r.f. filters in the power lines
will prove effective in eliminating this type of
interference.
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ADJUSTMENT OF 'PHONE TRANSMITTERS
Procedure for Various Modulation Systems— Checking Modulation Percentage and Linearity— Use of Oscilloscope-- Trouble
Shooting— Eliminating Broadcast Interference

A

'PHONE TRANSMITTER built of the
best parts obtainable, combined according to
good design practice, may emit badly distorted,
interference creating, hardly intelligible signals
if operated with improper adjustment. If the
quality of the modulation of a ' phone station
is a factor in the number of contacts and the
results obtained — and there is no doubt that
this is true — an inexpensive low-power transmitter combining good design with proper
adjustment is far more effective and satisfactory than one of much higher power but poor
adjustment and consequent high distortion.
The general requirements for proper adjustment are common to 'phone transmitters
employing the different methods of amplitude
modulation discussed in Chapter 6. These requirements include:

1. Impedance match of modulator to modulated amplifier.
2. Linearity of modulated amplifier.
3. Avoidance of over-modulation.
4. Prevention or elimination of r.f. feedback
into audio amplifier.
In addition to meeting these considerations,
the transmitter must be capable of modulation
without any change of carrier frequency.
Design of the r.f. section for freedom from
unintended frequency modulation is discussed
in Chapter 5.
Adjustment of Plate- Modulated
Transmitter

For simplicity of adjustment to proper
operating conditions, the plate-modulated
'phone transmitter is unexcelled. In the most
usual case, ac.w. transmitter is provided with
a Class B or Class AB modulator capable of
sine-wave audio output equal to half the power
input at which the modulated amplifier is to
be operated. The only circuit change of the r.f.
portion of the transmitter is insertion of the
secondary winding (or aportion of the secondary in the case of a multi-impedance transformer) of the modulation transformer in
series with the plate supply connection of the
final amplifier. The impedance which the
modulation transformer must match is the
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value obtained by dividing modulated amplifier plate voltage (volts) by mod, amp. plate
current (ma.) and multiplying by 1000, as
explained in Chapter 6.
Correct grid bias voltage for the modulated
amplifier may be as much as three multiplied
by the correct bias for the same stage and same
plate voltage with c.w. operation, as specified
in the manufacturers' tube tables. The latter
source, or the tube tables given elsewhere in
this book, should be consulted for correct
operating bias with plate modulation. An 809,
for instance, should be given 160 volts negative
bias for ' phone operation at 500 or 600 volts
plate, while the same tube requires only 50
volts and 60 volts, respectively, negative bias
for telegraph operation at 500 and 750 volts.
Correct r.f. excitation power for a modulated amplifier, also, may be as great as three
times enough grid driving power for c.w.
operation. Some c.w. transmitters, however,
are normally operated with much higher excitation than the minimum required value, so
that in some cases no increase of driving power
is necessary. If the excitation power is sufficient
to cause agrid current value equal to or slightly
greater than the value specified by the tube
tables for plate-modulated operation at the
specified grid bias, no increase of r.f. grid driving power need be made for agood ' phone.
One other factor in the capability of an r.f.
amplifier to be plate modulated properly is the
CIL ratio of the modulated amplifier plate
tank circuit. Correct ratio of these values may
be computed as explained in Chapter 5.
If the transmitter meets the requirements
given in the three above paragraphs, and if
variations of plate voltage in the amplifier to
be modulated do not affect the frequency of
the r.f. oscillator, the amplifier is properly
suited for plate modulation. Of course, plate
tank condenser spacing and circuit insulation
must be adequate for the high peak voltages
applied to the amplifier.
Modulation Limit
With amplifier operating conditions correct
for 'phone, and with the modulator output
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impedance matched within 25 or 30 per cent
to the resistance presented by the modulated
amplifier plate circuit, the next adjustment
needed is that for modulation within the 100per cent limit, as required by law. The most
direct way of modulation percentage checking
is through use of a cathode-ray oscilloscope
to which r.f. output voltage from the transmitter final amplifier is applied. This method is
applicable to all types of modulation used by
radio amateurs (i.e., all types of amplitude
modulation; as yet no other class of modulation
has been given general use by amateurs).
Since mention of the cathode-ray oscilloscope
opens up an extensive subject, because of the
large variety of instruments bearing this name
and because of the different ways in which they
may be applied, details on the use of the ' scope
with amateur transmitters will be given later.
Concerning the modulation percentage
which is permitted by the F.C.C., Chapter
XII, Section 152.42 of the rules and regulations
states: . . . " In the case of A-3 emission, the
transmitter shall not be modulated in excess of
its modulation capability to the extent that
interfering spurious radiations occur, and in no
case shall the emitted carrier be amplitudemodulated in excess of 100 per cent. Means
shall be employed to insure that the transmitter is not modulated in excess of its modulation capability. . . ."
To clarify this rule somewhat, it must first
be pointed out that the " modulation capability" of acorrectly designed transmitter for
plate modulation is 100 per cent modulation.
Only in cases where isolation provided between
oscillator and modulated stage is insufficient
to insure carrier frequency stability, or where
the operation of the amplifier is not linear with
the modulating voltage, must the modulation
capability of the transmitter be considered a
value smaller than 100 per cent.
The excerpt quoted from the F.C.C. rules
does not necessarily mean that the amateur
'phone station must be equipped with an
extensive laboratory to be operated legally.
On the contrary, an audio amplifier known to
be capable of 20 watts maximum output power
may be used to plate modulate an r.f. amplifier
of 60 watts d.c. input without any modulation
percentage measuring instruments whatsoever,
since such an audio amplifier could modulate
only a 40-watt input r.f. amplifier 100 per
cent on the highest peaks. To insure " that the
transmitter is not modulated in excess of its
modulation capability," however, the speech
amplifier gain and the speech level of the
operator must be restrained to those at which
the modulator operates normally, for overdriving the modulator results in high harmonic
distortion " to the extent that spurious interfering radiations occur."
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On the other hand, if an audio amplifier
capable of 40 watts sine-wave output is used to
modulate a 60-watt input r.f. amplifier, some
device capable of warning the operator of overmodulation peaks must be available. An almost ideal arrangement is a permanently
installed oscilloscope which is always in operation during modulated transmission periods,
giving a picture of the transmitter emission.
Provision of this system without excessive
cost to the station is shown later in this
chapter.
If the modulator or a preceding audio amplifier is equipped with a meter which gives a
fairly accurate indication of the audio signal
level (the plate current meter of a Class- B
modulator is often used for this purpose), and
the swing of this meter corresponding to the
speech volume levels at which modulation
peaks reach the neighborhood of 80 or 90
per cent is determined with the aid of adependable modulation indicator (such as a cathoderay oscilloscope), such a meter then may be
relied on for a modulation percentage check
until changes are made in the transmitter
adjustment in such a way as to affect the
modulation. Thus, if it is found that afinal r.f.
amplifier operating at 600 volts and 100-ma.
plate voltage and current is modulated approximately 85 per cent on the largest peaks
by a Class-B modulator whose plate milliammeter swings to 60 ma. at the highest, the plate
milliammeter may be used as afairly dependable indicator for restricting the modulation
peaks within 100 per cent. This applies, however, only so long as the r.f. amplifier is operated at 600 volts and 100 ma., regardless of the
frequency band or the antenna used, and only
so long as the modulator plate voltage and
modulation transformer connections remain
unchanged. Thus, occasional use of aborrowed
or rented oscilloscope may make of the modulator plate milliammeter a sufficient means of
retaining the modulation of the plate-modulated transmitter within 100 per cent.
From the high-quality 'phone design standpoint, it is highly desirable that the modulator
be capable of modulating the r.f. amplifier 100
per cent without appreciable distortion, and
this, in turn, usually means that the peak power
output of the modulator will be well above half
the d.c. input power to the r.f. amplifier. Poor
quality usually results from audio amplifier
overloading when such an arrangement as the
20-watt-peak modulator and 60-watt-input
amplifier combination, mentioned above for
illustrative purposes, is used with excessive
audio input signal to secure the maximum
available audio power.
Thus, the most desirable ' phone transmitter
is one in which an r.f. amplifier, suitable for
100-per cent modulation, is modulated by an
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audio amplifier capable of delivering more than
sufficient audio power for fully modulating the
r.f. amplifier. Means must be available for
determining that the level of modulation is held
within 100-per cent peak limits (at least a
modulator plate current or other audio level
meter supplemented occasionally by adependable check such as an oscilloscope), and it is
the duty of the operator to hold the speech
level and gain control setting within the range
which the modulation indicator shows to be
safely within the 100-per cent modulation
limit. Operation of the 'phone station may be
greatly simplified in this respect if an automatic volume compressor is provided in the
speech amplifier. An example of such a compressor is given in Chapter 6, Fig. 616. Such
a unit automatically reduces the gain of the
speech amplifier when the audio signal level
at the output of the speech amplifier reaches a
predetermined maximum level.
Negative-Peak Overmodulation Indzcatore
The only direct means of modulation percentage checking so far mentioned is the
cathode-ray oscilloscope. While the advantages
of this instrument over other devices make it
the outstanding modulation indicator for amateurs, fairly accurate indication of overmodulation of a plate-modulated 'phone is provided
by a " negative-peak overmodulation indicator."
With perfect 100-per cent plate modulation,
the alternating output voltage of the modulator, in series with the r.f. amplifier plate supply
d.c. output, reduces the r.f. amplifier plate
voltage to zero on negative peaks and increases
it to twice the amplifier d.c. supply voltage on
positive peaks. If the audio output voltage is
further increased (causing overmodulation) the
voltage applied to the ri. amplifier plate circuit
MODULATED
AMPLIFIER

To

nr
Ant
Tuner

RECTIFIER

MODU LATOR
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Anegative-peak modulation-per cent and
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Fig. 1601—
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becomes slightly negative on negative peaks,
and more than twice the d.c. supply voltage on
positive peaks. If a meter or other current
indicating device is placed in series with a
rectifier which allows current to flow through
the indicator only when the voltage applied
to the modulated amplifier plate circuit is
negative with respect to ground, negative
overmodulation peaks will be indicated. Such
adevice may be made to indicate peaks at 80 or
90 per cent modulation rather than above 100
per cent, if desired, by making the positive
connection of the negative-peak indicator to a
voltage-divider point afew volts positive with
respect to ground.
A diagram of a negative-peak modulation
per cent or overmodulation indicator combining advantages of simplicity, completeness,
effectiveness, and economy, is given in Fig.
1601. This unit may be set to indicate modulation up to 100 per cent; in other words, to give
a warning signal when a peak of a predetermined amplitude up to 100 per cent is reached
in the modulation.
In Fig. 1601, R1 is the bleeder across the
power supply of the modulated amplifier,
while R2 is a potentiometer in parallel with
the portion of R1 between ground and the
adjustable tap. R2 serves two purposes — that
of a vernier control on the portion of R1 used,
and that of a convenient method of adjusting
from the front of panel the tap from the audio
transformer primary for the proper voltage
above ground on the modulated amplifier plate
supply. T3 is an audio transformer with
primary connected in series with a rectifier
between the modulated amplifier BA- connection and the adjustable tap on R2. The
polarity of the rectifier tube connections is
such that the voltage at the B -I- connection
of the amplifier must be negative with respect
to the voltage of the Rg tap to cause awarning
flash of the modulation indicator. This indicator, a simple neon bulb with resistor
removed from the base, is shown connected
across the secondary of the audio transformer.
If the tap on R1 is set at apoint one-fourth
the distance from the ground end, the control
R2 may be used to set the modulation percentage for indications at any value between
75 and 100 per cent. However, on many 'phone
transmitters, the plate voltage used for the
modulated amplifier limits this range, since the
voltage across Rg, if the tap on R1 is set at
one-fourth the voltage in a transmitter with
2000-volt supply, may be as high as 500 volts.
Unless a well-insulated potentiometer with
front-panel knob (or a slider-type resistor
mounted on the back of the control panel) is
used, care must be taken to limit the voltage
across R2 to avalue safe for the operator.
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A suitable rectifier for use in this indicator
is an '81 tube, with filament supplied by a7.5volt transformer having insulation to stand
more than double the plate supply voltage.
Although the inverse peak voltage on the
rectifier tube will be higher than rated value,
the current through the tube is so limited as
to prevent rectifier overload trouble. An
excellent 2.5-volt rectifier which may alternatively be used is the RCA 879.
If the potentiometer or slider resistor used
for R2is linear (that is, if the resistance between
tap and end varies proportionately with movement of the tap or rotation of the knob; this
control, once the tap on R1 has been permanently set, may readily be calibrated for the
modulation per cent at which flashes of the
neon-bulb indicator will occur. Only peaks
at which actual overmodulation occurs will be
indicated by this device when the variable
tap of R2is at the ground end of the range.
If cost limitations make necessary an even
more simple negative-peak indicator than that
of Fig. 1601, an overmodulation indicator with
rectifier tube heated by modulated amplifier
plate current may be built with the circuit of
Fig. 1602.
With this simplifying step, the apparatus
required for the indicator is reduced to asingle
rectifier tube of low filament current requirement, and a neon-bulb or meter indicating
device. An expensive filament transformer with
high-voltage insulation is eliminated by the
use of plate current for filament heating.
The circuit of Fig. 1602 is designed to operate with high-voltage r.f. amplifiers as well as
with low-voltage, high-current stages. Since
the tubes suitable for use as rectifiers with the
low filament-heating current available are not
capable of withstanding very high inverse peak
1F -
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voltage, the rectifier filament is placed between
series sections of the secondary winding of the
modulation transformer in the circuit. Because
this connection of the rectifier makes only a
fraction of the audio modulating voltage available for operation of the modulation indicator,
the tap on the resistor across the power supply,
RI,must be placed a proportionate distance
toward ground from the positive supply
terminal to cause flashes at 100-per cent modulation. If a modulation transformer with two
equal secondary windings designed for series or
parallel connection is used, the rectifier filament may be connected in series between the
two secondary windings when used for modulation of a high-voltage stage. The tap on R1
should then be at the center of the resistance
for indication at 100-per cent modulation.
With the more recent type of variablematch transformers, where separate winding
portions are connected in series to form a
secondary matching a desired impedance, the
secondary portions should be connected in
such a way as to place the rectifier filament
only a few secondary turns from the positive
power-supply connection. If adefinite ratio of
turns in the portions of secondary winding
between which the rectifier filament is connected may be obtained from the transformer
manufacturer, or determined by measurement
of induced a.c. voltages, this ratio may be
applied between the portions of R1on opposite
sides of the tap to make the indicator operate
at modulation above 100 per cent. Otherwise,
auxiliary means such as a temporarily used
oscilloscope must be provided for determining
at what modulation percentage the indicator
flashes.
The voltage divider, RI,for the d.c. voltage
to the indicator is made up of carbon or small
wire-wound resistors, with total resistance
(ohms) equal to about 1000 times the powersupply voltage, and a total power dissipation
of approximately 5watts. A simple refinement
for this indicating system is a potentiometer
used as aportion of the voltage divider. When
calibrated by an oscilloscope, the potentiometer readily may be set to flash at any
desired modulation percentage.
With rectifier filament connected at center
of the modulation transformer secondary, such
atube as a201-A may be used in atransmitter
of up to 1500 volts modulated amplifier plate
supply. For higher plate voltages, the arrangement of Fig. 1601 should be used with an 879
tube and high-voltage insulated 2.5-volt filament transformer.

overmodulation

indica-

Not only is the cathode-ray oscillograph the
most complete and accurate indicator of overmodulation or of modulation percentage, but
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also it is a convenient and dependable indicator of modulation linearity. In the absence
of this widely useful instrument, however,
close attention should be given to the behavior
of the modulated r.f. amplifier plate current
meter, and to an antenna ammeter if the
latter is available.
If the transmitter is operating properly with
sine-wave modulation up to 100 per cent, the
d.c. plate current of the modulated amplifier
should remain absolutely constant. The antenna ammeter should show increases up to
5 per cent with 100-per cent speech modulation, or increases up to 20 per cent with
continuous sinusoidal input.
Movement of the r.f. amplifier plate current
meter needle downward with plate modulation
may indicate one or more of the following
troubles:
1. Insufficient excitation to the modulated
r.f. amplifier — this is probably the most
common cause of " downward modulation."
2. Insufficient grid bias on the modulated
stage.
3. Wrong load resistance for Class- C r.f.
amplifier (
CIL ratio of plate tank circuit
too low, or antenna load improperly adjusted).
4. Insufficient output capacity in filter of
modulated amplifier plate supply (at
least a 2-microfarad condenser should be
used at this point).
5. Heavy overloading of Class-C r.f. amplifier tube or tubes (or insufficient filament
voltage).
Movement of the modulated amplifier plate
current needle upward may indicate one or
more of the following:
1. Overmodulation (excessive audio power,
audio gain too great).
2. Incomplete neutralization of the modulated amplifier.
3. Parasitic oscillation in the modulated
amplifier.
When a common plate supply is used for
both Class-B (or Class AB) modulator and
modulated r.f. amplifier, the plate current of
the latter may " kick" downward with
modulation even though the operating conditions are correct. This is traceable to comparatively high power supply voltage regulation;
the varying additional load of the modulator
stage may cause a drop in amplifier plate
voltage, and similarly in amplifier plate current, of as much as 15 per cent with a power
supply of very poor regulation, while the
voltage and current variation of the modulated amplifier should not exceed 5per cent if
ahigh- quality power supply is used (one with
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regulation of the order of 10 to 15 per cent,
no-load to full-load). Even more downward
variation of the modulated amplifier usually
accompanies modulation when a Class-B or
Class-AB modulator and the r.f. buffer stage
are operated from the same power supply.
Downward movement of the modulated
amplifier plate current meter with modulation
may be caused in high-power transmitters by
poor regulation of the a.c. supply mains,
even when aseparate power supply unit is used
for the modulator. This cause of plate-current
variation may be detected by a similar kick
of the filament voltmeters or of an a.c. voltmeter connected across the a.c. supply wires at
the transmitter.
Use of Cathode-Ray Oscilloscope
The cathode-ray oscilloscope — even asmall,
inexpensive one — is invaluable to the 'phone
amateur for determining modulation percentages with speech or constant sine-wave input,
for observing the degree of linearity obtained
with modulation of an r.f. amplifier, and for
finding what audio-power output is available
from a modulator without overdriving to
distortion.
Carrier-shift indicators, negative-peak overmodulation indicators, and
modulation percentage meters may be built to
perform, under limited conditions, some of the
functions of the oscilloscope, but worthwhile
instruments of this sort are now more expensive for the amateur to construct than the
far more useful oscilloscope of the 2-inch screen
size. An excellent unit offering valuable test
means at very low cost is given in Fig. 1731,
Chapter 17.
While the oscilloscope may, in giving asingle
pattern, tell numerous facts about the operation of a transmitter, and point (for the experienced operator) directly to any source of
trouble, the instrument may, unless applied to
the transmitter with certain precautions carefully taken, give apattern of grotesque proportions for which the transmitter is really not to
be blamed. It sometimes happens that such
unusual patterns appear on the screen of the
cathode-ray tube at the first adjustments that
the bewildered operator knows not which way
to turn for correction of the queer shapes.
Therefore, the amateur must learn not only to
analyze the modulation characteristics represented by correctly obtained patterns, but also
to recognize the clues which show whether the
cause of an unusual figure lies within the transmitter itself, or whether it is the result of
improper application or adjustment of the
oscilloscope.
Trapezoid vs. Wave Envelope
In general, patterns of two types — waveenvelope and trapezoidal — are used for
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checking the performance of 'phone transmitters. Each of the two patterns tells much
about the characteristics of the modulated
output of the transmitter, and the two together give an even more complete report of
the operation. One large difference in the two
patterns is the fact that the wave envelope
picture is changed by a change of the speech
amplifier input wave, while the trapezoidal
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Fig. 1603 — Wave-envelope (left) and trapezoidal
right) oscilloscope patterns.
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figure remains essentially constant if the modulation percentage is constant. Thus, if an audiofrequency oscillator with constant sine-wave
output is used to feed a signal into the audio
system of the transmitter, the output pattern,
with proper operation of the transmitter and
best adjustment of the oscilloscope, should
resemble one of the two patterns of Fig.
1603-D. A change in either frequency or waveform of the audio oscillator output makes a
change in the wave-envelope pattern (shown
at left in Fig. 1603-D), while the trapezoidal
pattern (at right in Fig. 1603-D) is practically
unaffected by the change. With the modulation
level remaining at 100 per cent, a change in
sine-wave frequency makes no change at all
and a change in wave shape causes only a
slight change within the light area of the triangular figure. Because of this difference in the
two patterns, the wave-envelope figure gives
at once apicture of the over-all performance of
the audio amplifier stages, the modulator, and
the modulated amplifier, since any distortion
contributed by an audio amplifier stage changes
the wave shape of the modulating signal, and
thus of the envelope of the oscilloscope pattern.
If the envelope obtained with asine-wave input
is not sinusoidal, it may be because of distortion in the audio amplifier or non-linearity of
modulation, or a combination of the two distortions. The trapezoidal figure, on the other
hand, is used to indicate only the modulation
percentage and linearity of the modulated r.f.
amplifier.
Oscilloscope patterns which show the conditions of zero r.f. output, and a carrier with
zero, 50-per cent, 100-per cent, and 125-per
cent modulation, respectively, for each of the
two systems are given in Fig. 1. Before application of the carrier, the oscilloscope connected
for a wave-envelope pattern has horizontal
sweep voltage applied, making aline across the
middle of the tube. When the carrier is on, r.f.
voltage applied to the vertical plates sweeps
the spot up and down the screen as it moves
across, so that a rectangular light area is
formed. The height of this light area should be
approximately
of the screen diameter.
Now, with asine-wave input of 1000 cycles and
sweep frequency of 500 cycles, patterns similar
to the sketches at left of Fig. 1603-C and
1603-D should be obtained with 50- and 100per cent modulation. With a change of the
audio-frequency signal to 2000 cycles, or with a
change of the sweep frequency to 250 cycles,
four narrower cycles should replace the two
broad ones shown in the sketch. For most
critical examination, however, the proportions
shown here usually prove best.
With the settings mentioned in the above
paragraph — 500-cycle horizontal sweep and
1000-cycle signal — a.c. hum of 60 cycles will
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not be shown noticeably in the oscilloscope
pattern, and 120-cycle power supply ripple
will hardly be detected. Thus, a wave-form
closely approaching that at the left in Fig.
1603-D may be obtained from acarrier having
quite noticeable 60-cycle modulation in addition to the higher-frequency audio signal
modulation. If the operator whistles before
the microphone to provide a brief and fairly
sinusoidal input signal, and sets the horizontal sweep frequency to make only two or
three cycles in the pattern, he may be overlooking low-frequency hum modulation. Thus,
to make a more complete test of the transmitter performance, he should set the horizontal sweep oscillator of the 'scope to give it
a sweep frequency of 20 or 30 cycles and observe the pattern resulting with the gain control at normal setting and no signal applied to
the input of the speech amplifier. If the oscilloscope pattern is then that of the sketch at left
in Fig. 1603-B, the hum level of the transmitted
signal is likely to be satisfactorily low. If the
number of cycles (the number of full humps
at the top of the pattern) is three, for 20-cycle
sweep, or two for 30-cycle sweep, the hum
present is 60-cycle hum and may be found to
result from an ungrounded chassis, a poorly
located tap on filament resistor, abad tube, or
induction from power lines. If the number of
cycles is six for 20-cycle or four for 30-cycle
sweep, the hum is probably the result of
insufficient power-supply filter in one of the
plate or grid power supplies for a.f. or r.f.
stages.
Since the trapezoidal pattern depends on
audio voltage output of the modulator stage
for horizontal sweep, as well as on r.f. output
voltage for vertical deflection, the beam of the
cathode-ray tube is stationary when the
transmitter plate switches are open, and an
intense spot on the center of the screen results.
The sketch at the right of Fig. 1603-A represents this condition. When the r.f. portion of
the transmitter is running, unmodulated, the
vertical line of Fig. 1603-B (right) is formed.
As in the case of the wave-envelope pattern,
the height of the unmodulated figure should be
approximately 3 the screen diameter. With
100-per cent modulation the width of the
pattern should become roughly e.‘ screen
diameter, and the shape should become atrue
triangle, as sketched in Fig. 1603-D. With
50-per cent modulation, the width should be
half of the 100-per cent modulation width, and
the shape should be the trapezoid of Fig.
1603-C.
In contrast to the wave-envelope pattern,
the trapezoidal figure shows immediately
whether there is appreciable hum or noise
modulation of the carrier before a signal is
applied to the speech amplifier input. Further-
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more, since the figure retains one general shape,
speech input to the audio system results in a
clear and meaningful pattern. Herein lies the
most important advantage of the trapezoidal
figure, for it gives a constant and easily interpreted indication of the modulation percentage. As the operator talks, the figure should
expand and contract horizontally, reaching a
point on the highest peaks of modulation. During the greater part of the time with speech, the
wave-envelope pattern is an almost meaningless jumble, with occasional brief moments of
appearance as the form for sine modulation.
Bright, sharp dashes occurring in a horizontal
line across the middle of the screen usually
indicate modulation at or above 100 per cent,
depending on their length. Experience indicates that usually when these bright dashes
become noticeable, the carrier is already
heavily overmodulated. Some relief of this
jumbled pattern of the wave-envelope system
on speech may be provided by use of either
very low-frequency sweep ( with only a small
portion of the sweep voltage cycle carrying
the spot completely across the screen), or a
strong synchronizing voltage applied to the
oscilloscope to control partially the frequency
of the horizontal sweep oscillator. Nevertheless, purely from the standpoint of a convenient constant speech indicator, the trapezoidal
figure is much to be preferred to the waveenvelope pattern.
Methods of Connection
The oscilloscope connections for the waveenvelope are usually simpler than those for the
trapezoidal figure, if the oscilloscope is already
provided with a sweep oscillator or an a.c.
transformer winding and sweep control. The
vertical deflection plates are coupled to the
amplifier tank coil or an antenna coil by means
of a 1-, 2-, or 3-turn pickup coil connected to
the oscilloscope through a twisted-pair line,
and the position of the pickup coil is varied
until the proper height of the vertical deflection is obtained with the transmitter in normal
operating condition, unmodulated. This completes the installation for an oscilloscope provided with 60-cycle transformer horizontal
sweep supply. This connection is independent
of the application of the modulating voltages
— it applies for plate, grid, screen, plate-andscreen, or suppressor-modulation of the final
amplifier. If a Class-B linear r.f. amplifier is
used following the modulated stage, provision
for r.f. pickup from both the modulated stage
output and the output of the final amplifier
should be made — the pattern from the output of the final r.f. amplifier must be regarded
as the criterion of operation of the transmitter,
since the modulation percentage of this stage
is not necessarily that of the modulated stage.
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If the oscilloscope is provided with a sweep
oscillator and a terminal for synchronizing
voltage, aconnection should be made between
the synchronizing terminal and a grid of one
of the first audio power amplifier tubes in the
speech amplifier system. To insure against
upsetting a d.c. circuit, a 0.01-µfd. tubular
paper condenser should be connected in series
with this lead. Since both the transmitter and
the oscilloscope should be grounded, the return
path for the synchronizing circuit is automatically completed.
If a trapezoidal pattern is desired rather
than the wave-envelope, the r.f. input must
be connected and adjusted just as outlined in
the above paragraphs. In addition, a voltage
divider must be connected across the voltage
being used to modulate the final amplifier —
that is, between ground and the modulation
connection of the r.f. amplifier; and a small
fraction of the modulator audio output voltage
must be obtained from atap on this divider.
In Fig. 1604-B and 1604-0 connections are
given for obtaining trapezoidal patterns from
grid- and plate-modulated r.f. amplifiers, respectively. These two circuit diagrams merely

illustrate the connection of the horizontal
sweep voltage divider between the modulated
terminal of the r.f. stage and ground. For
oscilloscopes equipped with internal amplifiers
for the horizontal sweep, it is desirable to get
a voltage divider arranged to supply only
about 5 audio volts between ground and the
tap, and to feed this low voltage to the input
of the horizontal amplifier. This simply makes
possible use of the gain control on the horizontal deflection amplifier for adjusting the width
of the trapezoidal pattern. If such an amplifier
is not available in the oscilloscope, the voltage
divider should be made conveniently variable
so the pattern width may be made satisfactory.
For grid, suppressor, or screen modulation,
resistor R1of Fig. 1604-B (the resistor between
the modulated post and the tap for the horizontal sweep voltage) should be a0.5-megohm,
1-watt carbon resistor. For amplification of the
horizontal sweep voltage, resistor Rg should be
approximately 50,000 ohms for low- and medium-power transmitters, and approximately
10,000 ohms for high-power transmitters.
Not more than two trials should be required to
determine a value of Rg suited for the oscilloscope used. For audio voltage to
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for medium- and high-power modulated amplifiers, should consist of agroup of series-connected 0.5-megohm, 1-watt carbon resistors — one
resistor for every 500 volts of the d.c. potential
applied to the modulated amplifier. Thus, an
amplifier operating with 1500-volt d.c. plate
supply would require three series resistors,
each having the specifications given above,
connected in series. In any case, R4 should be
located within the modulator unit, so that the
voltage carried to the oscilloscope will be
isolated from the plate terminal of the modulated amplifier by this high resistance. For
amplified horizontal sweep, the values of R3,
all applying to 1-watt carbon resistors, should
be roughly 25,000 ohms, 10,000 ohms, and
3000 ohms for low-, medium-, and high-power
modulated amplifiers, respectively. For directly supplying the deflection voltage to the
horizontal plates, resistor R3 should be a
carbon-element volume control potentiometer
having a0.5-megohm, 0.1-megohm, or 50,000ohm resistance value, for low-, medium-, or
high-power transmitters, respectively. The
connection of C2 should be removed from the
junction of R3 and R4 when R3 is a variable
resistor, and then should be replaced on the
variable tap of R3.
Troubles in Obtaining Patterns
Although many common faults in oscilloscope use are avoided by careful attention to
the proper connections for use in obtaining a
desired type of pattern, the figure appearing
on the screen of the cathode-ray tube may
be confusing to the operator because of its
unusual shape.
When the wave-envelope pattern is used,
compression of each cycle into too narrow proportions (with four or six audio cycles visible
on the screen when the height of the unmodulated r.f. signal is 3
,
gscreen diameter as recommended above) causes the outlines of the
pattern to become noticeably non-sinusoidal
though the modulation of the r.f. carrier is in
reality perfectly sinusoidal. In order to understand this fact, it must be remembered that
the apparent diameter of the spot on the
screen is appreciable compared to the length
of a cycle horizontally across the screen. This
meaning is better explained by the sketch of
Fig. 1605. One audio modulating cycle is
shown in this sketch, and the envelope is
first drawn as it would be if the spot on the
screen were only a fine point of light. Then,
allowance for anoticeable spot diameter is made
for the positions at which the spot travel stops
and reverses, and the outline of these spots
is drawn on the figure, increasing the area of
the modulation pattern, and more important,
making the crests of the wave broader and the
troughs narrower. It will be seen from the
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above that the cycles of the wave envelope
should be spread out so that if the height of
the modulated pattern nearly fills the screen,
not more than two or three audio cycles occupy
the length of the screen area.
A point given much emphasis in most references on oscilloscope -nodulation checking —
and justifiably so — is the importance of obtaining sweep voltage for atrapezoidal pattern

Fig. 1605 — Effect of spot area on
outline of wave.
envelope pattern.

from the output of the modulator rather than
from a preceding stage of the audio system.
Fig. 1606 is aphotograph of the pattern which
resulted when the sweep voltage for atrapezoidal pattern was obtained from the output of
the audio driver stage instead of the output of
the modulator.
Figs. 1607 and 1608 are photographs of a
wave-envelope pattern and corresponding
trapezoidal pattern which might bring to the
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1606 — Pattern shov.ing effect of phase shift
which results when sweep voltage for trapezoid is ob.
tamed from intermediate speech amplifier.

operator's mind doubts about the operation of
the audio system and the modulated amplifier.
Actually, though, the leaning of these patterns
is produced by coupling between the horizontal
sweep circuit and vertical deflection circuit of
the oscilloscope. An r.f. voltage thus results
across the horizontal plates, and this voltage
acts to carry the spot a short distance across
the screen at the same time that the higher r.f.
voltage moves it vertically. The result is a
diagonal travel of the spot with the r.f. signal,
rather than vertical travel. This trouble is
most common with carrier frequencies of the
14-, 28- and 56- Mc. bands. Experiment with
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tion, the patterns of figs. 1611 and 1612 are
obtained. While these pictures do not show
ideal patterns, they do give a picture of the
actual transmitter operation. From pictures
such as these, an intelligent start may be made
toward obtaining the best possible performance
of the equipment at hand.
• GRID MODULATED TRANSMITTERS

Fig. 1607 and Fig. 1608 — Wave-envelope and trapezoidal patterns which lean because of r.f. coupling between vertical and horizontal deflection circuits.

some of the more popular factory- built ' scopes
indicates that a satisfactory cure for this
trouble results from insertion of an r.f. choke
(one of the popular pigtail connection piewound receiving chokes rated at 2.5-mh. inductance, 125 ma.) in series with the ungrounded horizontal deflection plate at the
base of the cathode-ray tube. Some manufactured models have external deflection plate
terminals located near the socket for the
cathode-ray tube; apparently these work satisfactorily when provided with an r.f. choke external of the 'scope case, mounted by the pigtail connections to the terminals.
Another source of confusing patterns is r.f.
vertical deflection shown on the screen of the
tube when the plate voltage is removed from
the final r.f. amplifier. This may result from
lack of neutralization of the final r.f. amplifier; in this respect, the oscilloscope may be
used as a convenient and fairly sensitive
neutralization indicator. If the final amplifier is
properly neutralized, the vertical deflection
may indicate r.f. pickup by the line connecting
the pickup coil to the vertical plates of the
oscilloscope. To minimize this undesired pickup,
some type of compact twisted-pair or parallelpair line should be used for bringing the r.f.
signal voltage to the 'scope. A third cause of
the zero-plate-voltage r.f. signal on the oscilloscope is often troublesome on the 10- and 5meter bands, where it is difficult to use the
oscilloscope at an operating position removed
from the transmitter and keep the ground
circuits of the two at the same potential. This
difficulty simply requires experimentation to
remove the r.f. signal from the 'scope when
the plate voltage is off the final amplifier. Figs.
1609 and 1610 show the wave-envelope and
trapezoidal pattern of an unneutralized modulated r.f. amplifier — very similar results are
obtained when r.f, voltage is found across the
vertical plates of the oscilloscope for reasons
other than improper neutralization adjustment.
With the above difficulties removed from the
oscilloscope picture of the transmitter modula-
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For best results with grid-bias modulation,
a few simple requirements must be observed.
Grid bias should be obtained only from B
batteries, or a bias supply equipped with a
low-resistance bleeder and provided with a
high-capacity (4- to 8-pfd.) condenser across
the portion of the bleeder included in the grid
circuit of the amplifier.
Some means of conveniently varying the bias
voltage, continuously or in steps, should preferably be provided. It is desirable that the
plate voltage be the maximum rated voltage
for the tube. The r.f. driving power which
gives best operation with grid modulation at
the maximum rated plate voltage of the tube
is usually one-fourth to one-half that required
for normal telegraphy (Class C, unmodulated)
operation. The r.f. grid circuit of the
modulated amplifier should be loaded with a
dissipative load, for which purpose either a
non-inductive resistor may be connected
across the grid tank circuit of the modulated
amplifier (across the plate tank circuit of the
preceding stage if capacity coupling is used), or
a lamp bulb may be connected to a one- to
three-turn loop and coupled to the grid coil of
the amplifier (to driver plate coil with capacity
coupling). Some means should be provided
for conveniently varying the amount of r.f.
excitation given to the grid of the modulated
amplifier, for this is an important step in the
process of adjustment of the system for proper
modulation.
The first move in the tuning-up process is
application of the maximum plate supply voltage available (within the rating of the tube for
Class C telegraph operation), and loading and
exciting the amplifier to the maximum obtainable r.f. output with the grid-bias voltage set
for cutoff value at the plate voltage used.
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Fig. 1609 and 1610 — Wave-envelope and trapezoidal
patterns obtained from modulated r.f. amplifier which
was not properly neutralized.
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Fig. 1611 and 1612 — Patterns obtained from modulated r.f. amplifier with properly coupled oscilloscope —
these patterns actually show the nature of the modulated r.f. output of the transmitter.

If this process is to be applied to a pair of
809 tubes in a push-pull or parallel r.f. amplifier, for instance, the full Class-C telegraph
plate-voltage rating, 750 volts, should be
applied to the plates. The grid bias voltage
should be set at or near the value which produces plate-current cutoff at 750 volts plate
supply; this bias value is found by division of
the plate supply voltage by the amplification
factor, 50, of the triode tubes ( —
750 = 15 volts
50
grid bias for cutoff). The plate current of the
tubes may be cut off by gradual increase of
bias voltage from a bias power pack until the
plate current falls to zero (with no excitation
applied), or if 45-volt battery units are used
for bias supply, the tap nearest — 15 volts,
— 2254, should be used.
With these plate and bias voltage settings,
and with normal r.f. excitation applied to the
grids, loading of the tubes by means of adummy
load should be applied and increased in small
steps until further loading results in no further
increase of r.f. output, and the plate current
of the r.f. amplifier should be noted at this
point. While making this first adjustment,
care should be used to operate the key only for
short dashes rather than to leave the transmitter running for an appreciable length of
time, since this type of operation would
greatly overload the tube or tubes of the
modulated amplifier.
Half the total plate dissipation rating of the
tube or tubes used in the r.f. amplifier to be
modulated should then be divided by the
value of plate voltage available when the
power supply is lightly loaded, and the value
obtained should be multiplied by three for
finding the current (in amperes) at which the
stage should operate with grid modulation.
Thus, if the above-mentioned pair of 809 tubes
is used in agrid- modulated r.f. amplifier, and
the full rated voltage of 750 is available from
the plate supply when lightly loaded ( with
current drain of 75 to 150 ma.), then the total
dissipation of the tubes, 50 watts (25 watts
rated dissipation per tube), divided by 750
(plate voltage) yields approximately 0.067
ampere, or 67 ma. Three-halves this value is
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0.100 ampere, approx., or 100 ma. This is
the proper operating current for a pair of 809
tubes grid-modulated at 750 volts.
Now, if the plate current which accompanied
greatest obtainable output is greater than
double the above figure — that is, greater than
200 ma. for a pair of 809 tubes — the excitation to the modulated r.f. amplifier should be
reduced, and the process of finding the d.c.
plate current at greatest obtainable output
should be repeated. In this way, the excitation
is adjusted to give maximum output of the
transmitter at double the operating plate
current ( with cut-off bias still applied to the
r.f. amplifier). It is highly desirable that the
tuned grid circuit of the r.f. amplifier, or the
tuned plate circuit of a preceding capacitycoupled stage, be heavily loaded by a simple
dissipative load. The most convenient way of
meeting this requirement is to provide a 110volt lamp bulb connected to one or more
turns of wire, coupled to the above-mentioned
tuned circuit. This method may also provide
excitation control of the modulated amplifier,
since this excitation may readily be decreased
by increase of the lamploading, and the stability of the r.f. excitation is simultaneously
increased.
The final adjustment for modulation is increase of the grid bias voltage on the r.f.
amplifier, from the cutoff bias value at which
adjustments are made, to the bias voltage at
which plate current (with transmitter running)
is reduced to the operating value as obtained
above. For the pair of 809 tubes used as an
example, this final adjustment would be increase of the bias voltage from approximately
15 volts (or 2234 if 45-volt batteries are used
for bias) to some voltage at which the plate
current is reduced from 200 ma. to 100 ma.,
the operating current for the stage. This
proper operating bias value for grid-modulated
809's usually is in the range between 65 and
135 volts (all bias voltages mentioned in this
paragraph are values of negative grid bias).
High Power Grid Modulated 'Phone

The adjustment procedure outlined above,
and applied for illustration to a low-power
transmitter with two type 809 tubes in the r.f.
output stage, applies quite as well to highpower grid-modulated transmitters.
For example the plate voltage for 250TH
tubes need not exceed 2000 volts d.c. for
plate- modulated 'phone operation up to 1kw.
input, or 2000 to 2500 volts for efficient c.w.
telegraph operation, but the plate supply voltage for grid modulation should be near the maximum rated plate voltage for the tubes used —
in the case of 250TH's, 2500 to 3000 volts —
for obtaining greatest grid-modulated output.
The lower value, 2500 volts, frequently used
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with this type of high-power tube, is therefore
quite satisfactory for high-power grid-modulation of the 250TH's.
First step in adjustment, using 250TH tubes
as an example is provision of cutoff grid bias
voltage. The plate voltage, 2500, divided by
the amplification factor, 32, sets the needed
bias voltage at approximately 78 volts (any
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Fig. 1613 — Oscilloscope patterns representing proper
and improper grid-bias or suppressor-grid modulation.
The pattern obtained with a correctly adjusted gridbias modulated amplifier is shown at A. The other
two drawings indicate non-linear modulation, accompanied by distortion and abroad signal.

is therefore the proper operating current for
the grid-modulated pair of 250TH's with 2500
volts plate supply.
If the output of the transmitter in the above
adjustment process reached a maximum value
at 600 ma. (double the proper operating current), the excitation applied is approximately
correct for grid modulation of the amplifier.
This should be the stabilized value of the grid
excitation — in other words, a lamp-and-loop
or other stabilizing dissipative load should be
coupled to the grid tank circuit of the final r.f.
amplifier during the test to determine the correct amount of r.f. excitation. If the maximum
output is reached at aloading accompanied by
much greater plate current than 600 ma., the
excitation to the r.f. amplifier should be reduced, either by increase of the power dissipated in the excitation-stabilizing lamp or by
decrease of the buffer loading.
With correct excitation applied to the final
r.f. amplifier, the grid bias is then increased
until the plate current reaches the operating
value, 300 ma. Since the operating bias of the
r.f. amplifier may be as high as 400 volts,
rectifier-filter power supply should be used
rather than battery bias.
Oscilloscope patterns representing different
conditions in the grid-modulated amplifier are
shown in Fig. 1613. The cathode-ray oscilloscope, avery useful instrument for use with a
plate- modulated transmitter, is an even more
useful and desirable instrument for adjustment
and operation of agrid-modulated 'phone.
Correct Grid Modulation

value between 67 and 90 should therefore be
satisfactory).
With the tubes biased to no-excitation platecurrent cutoff, light excitation is applied and
the amplifier stage is more and more heavily
loaded until increase of loading fails to result in
increased output. Loading of the amplifier
during these adjustments should be by means
of adummy load rather than an antenna. The
output of the transmitter into the dummy load
may reach or slightly exceed one kilowatt of
r.f. power, and accordingly the load linked to
the r.f. amplifier may be composed of two
parallel- or series-connected 500-watt lamps.
Again it must be warned that the tubes will be
overheated by this type of operation if prolonged. The operator is therefore compelled to
use caution in finding the plate current at
which maximum output is reached, not to operate the transmitter longer than brief dashes —
just long enough to make meter readings.
The rated plate dissipation of a250TH tube
is 250 watts — of a pair, 500. Division of the
total dissipation of the two tubes by the operating plate voltage, 2500, gives 0.2 ampere.
Three halves this value, 0.3 ampere or 300 ma.,
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With no audio signal applied, the efficiency
of the grid-modulated amplifier, properly
adjusted, is approximately 30 per cent. On
positive modulation peaks, the efficiency becomes approximately 60 per cent and the instantaneous value of peak plate supply current
is approximately double the no-signal value.
Hence, with the plate supply voltage remaining constant through an audio cycle, the peak
power output of the modulated amplifier is
approximately four times the normal carrier,
as required for proper modulation. On the
opposite (negative) peak of the audio cycle,
the instantaneous value of plate current becomes zero (provided proper adjustment with
stable excitation is used) and the output falls to
zero. The average efficiency of the grid-modulated amplifier is lowest with no modulation,
and rises noticeably with 100-per cent modulation. The limit of the power input to 3/2
times the total plate dissipation of the stage is
based on the no-modulation efficiency.
When tone modulation is applied, it should
be possible to cause the antenna current to
increase and the plate current to rise simultaneously. This is not the operating condi-
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tion for speech modulation, however. With
speech modulation the antenna current should
show rise of not more than 5per cent on peaks,
while the plate current of the amplifier should
do more than flicker. Inability to obtain antenna current rise with test modulation shows
that the positive peaks are being flattened off
as shown in 1613-B. This figure shows oscilograph patterns for both audio-frequency a.c.
sweep (left) and synchronized linear sweep
(right). If the antenna current cannot be made
to rise, either there is insufficient audio modulation available, or the modulation characteristic sflattening equally on positive and negative peaks, as shown in Fig. 1613-C. The latter
should be corrected by adjustment of coupling
to the antenna and variation of the r.f. excitation. The amplifier should not be adjusted for
maximum carrier efficiency. In fact, for proper
modulation the antenna loading will be somewhat greater than is ordinarily the case, the
efficiency being necessarily reduced to obtain
linear modulation.
The plate current should be practically
steady at a fixed value either with or without
modulation, although a slight upward kick
(not more than 5 per cent) is permissible on
modulation peaks. If there is adownward kick
in plate current or a pronounced upward kick,
one or more of the following may be the cause,
in addition to improper neutralization and the
possibility of parasitic oscillations:
Downward kick: Too much r.f. excitation;
insufficient operating bias; distortion in modulator or speech amplifier; too-high resistance in
bias supply; insufficient output capacity in
plate-supply filter to modulated amplifier; amplifier plate circuit not loaded heavily enough;
plate- circuit efficiency too high under carrier
conditions.
Upward kick: Overmodulation (excessive
audio voltage); distortion in audio system; regeneration because of incomplete neutralization; operating grid bias too high.
A downward kick in plate current will accompany an oscilloscope pattern like that of
Fig. 1613-B; the pattern with an upward kick
will look like Fig. 1613-A with the shaded
portion extending farther to the right and
above the carrier, for the " wedge" pattern.
The source of grid bias should have low
internal resistance so that when the grid current varies with modulation there will not be
an appreciable shift in the operating grid bias.
A regulated bias supply of the type shown
in Fig. 1113, Chapter 11, is recommended for
grid-modulated amplifiers.
• ADJUSTMENT OF SUPPRESSOR-MODULATED AMPLIFIERS
The operating principles in suppressor- modulation of apentode r.f. amplifier are identical
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with those described for grid-bias modulation.
Adjustments are somewhat simpler, however,
because the bias on the suppressor grid can be
adjusted independently of bias and excitation
to the control grid. Except for suppressor bias,
the tube should be operated under the same
conditions as for c.w. telegraph service, although it is sometimes beneficial to supply
somewhat more excitation when suppressor
modulation is to be applied.
To set the operating conditions, adjust the
amplifier for maximum output at rated maximum input, using the maximum positive
recommended suppressor bias. Then apply
negative bias to the suppressor, adjusting its
value until the antenna current drops to half
the figure obtained under maximum conditions. Simultaneously, the plate current also
should drop to half its maximum value. The
amplifier is then ready for modulation. Should
the plate current not follow the antenna current in the same proportion when the suppressor bias is made negative, the loading and excitation should be readjusted to make them
coincide.
The oscilloscope patterns of Fig. 1613 are
typical of suppressor modulation.
• ADJUSTMENT OF CATHODE-MODULATED AMPLIFIERS
As explained in Chapter 6, cathode modulation is a combination of grid-bias and plate
modulation. In most respects the adjustment
procedure is similar to that for grid-bias
modulation; that is, the critical adjustments
are those of antenna loading, grid bias, and
excitation. The impedance into which the
modulator works is of the order of 2000 ohms
or less, but is not particularly critical and varies
with the type of tube used in the r.f. stage.
The operating conditions are best set with
the aid of an oscilloscope. With proper antenna
loading and excitation, the normal wedgeshaped pattern will be obtained at 100% modulation. As in the case of grid-bias modulation
too-light antenna loading will cause flattening
of the up-peaks of modulation ( downward modulation), as will also too-high excitation. The
antenna loading should be adjusted to the
point where afurther increase in loading causes
a decrease in antenna current. The cathode
current will be practically constant under
100% modulation when the proper operating
conditions are reached.
The cathode circuit of the modulated stage
must be independent of other stages in the
transmitter; that is, when filament-type tubes
are modulated they must be supplied from a
separate filament transformer. The filament
by-pass condensers should not be larger than
about 0.002 eifd., to avoid by-passing the audio
frequency.
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ceivers, some type of filter — awave-trap if the
amateur transmitter interferes when operated
Ordinarily, broadcast interference by a on one frequency only; a small r.f. choke in
'phone station may be attributed to one or
series with the b.c. receiving antenna lead-in,
more of five causes, as listed below:
if the latter does not result in too much de1. Overmodulation, or lack of neutralization
crease of b.c. reception; or a low-pass filter
of modulated amplifier. Such operation is
(as described in Chapter 15) in series with
illegal to begin with, even in absence of rethe antenna — is almost always the best cure.
ported b.c. interference. It is readily detected
Since interference of the types listed second
by monitoring the transmissions, and by
and third above are quite common, largely due
effects on the instruments in the station.
to the present predominance of very low qual2. Direct image interference. This type of
ity, cheap, small broadcast receivers, a table
interference, nearly always accompanying
showing the broadcast frequencies to which
medium- or high-power 160-meter 'phone opersuch a set with standard 455-kc. intermediate
ation, and capable of long distance reception,
frequency may be tuned when interference of
is one of the most common types. Small 4-, 5-,
these types occurs is given below. If attempts
and 6-tube superheterodynes — particularly
to remove such interference by shielding the
those without tuned r.f. amplifier preceding
receivers affected are unsuccessful, it is somefirst detector — are nearly always susceptible
times helpful to choose a nearby frequency
to this type of interference, and some of the
which does not produce interference of these
larger sets are similarly troubled because of
types at frequencies of the vicinity's more
inadequate shielding.
popular broadcast stations.
3. Reception by superheterodyne receivers
In all cases of broadcast interference, it is
because of mixing of signal input with second,
the duty of the radio amateur to be as helpful
third, and higher harmonics as well as the
as possible to the broadcast listener in atfundamental output of the receiver highfrequency oscillator. Like the trouble menBroadcast
Reception
BC Receiver Image Freq. Frequency
Band Fre- Superheterationed in the paragraph above, this type of
dyne Oscillator Ose. Harmonic of Reception Du,k BC
quency tc
interference lies within the function of the
Freq. of BC
Resulting in
(if within
Reemer
which BC
Receiter h
Receiver
Reception of
amateur
Om
broadcast receiver, and correction properly
(45.5-kc.I.F.) Amat
eur '
phone
band)
Tuned
Harmonics
should be made there. This type of interference
occurs with 160- and 80-meter operation, and
890 kc.
1345 kc.
1800 kc.
sometimes even with 20-meter signals.
1090
1545
2000
2nd Harmonic
4. Whereas the second and third listed types
672.5
1127.5
2255 kc.
1800 kc.
of interference often accompany operation in
772.5
2455
1227.5
2000
the two low-frequency amateur bands, a
2nd Harmonic
fourth interference cause — direct rectification
1267.5
1722.5
3445
3900
1317.5
1772.5
4000
3545
of the transmitted signal in the receiver second
3rd Harmonic
detector (or the detector of a t.r.f. set) —
3900
693
1148
3444
most frequently results from 10- and 5- meter
727
4000
1182
3546
3rd Harmonic
'phone operation, with occasional cases of 20-,
3900
997
1452
43.56
80-, and 160-meter interference in addition.
1030
4455
4000
1485
Broadcast receiver tuning usually has little
8th Harmonic
effect on reception of the amateur station in
14150
1257
1712
13696
13792
14250
1724
1269
this manner. Cure of this interference is al8th Harmonic
most entirely limited to additional shielding of
14150
1371
1826
14608
exposed grid-caps, grid wires, coils, chassis
14250
1383
1838
14704
bottoms, or other exposed points in the
receiver.
tempting to eliminate or reduce the interfer5. A cause of broadcast interference which
ence, even though the b.c. receiver be at fault,
becomes less common as receiver design techSome explanation of the cause of trouble, tonique advances is known as " cross modulagether with helpful suggestions and willingness
tion." This interference results when the operto cooperate, often go far in maintaining peaceating point of the input tube of a receiver is
ful relations with neighbors.
varied with the modulation of the strong r.f.
Modulation Troubles
field produced at the receiver by the amateur
'phone transmitter. This cause of interference
Attention of 'phone operators should be
called to two common errors — one in use of
is recognized at once when modulation of the
grid modulation and one in use of plate
amateur station appears each time abroadcast
modulation.
station is tuned in (there is usually no interEven more frequent than the above trouble
ference of this type between stations). For
— probably because plate modulation, usually
removal of this trouble from broadcast re'Phone

Broadcast Interference
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by means of aClass-B modulator and often by
a Class-AB modulator, is used by many more
amateurs than are other forms of modulation —
is an entirely unnecessary but nevertheless
disastrous occurrence in high-power modulators. This trouble — destruction of amodulator
output transformer, modulator tube, or wiring
of the modulator output circuit — is the result
of applying speech input to the modulator system
with the load removed from the modulator output
terminals.
Four precautions against this trouble make
it a totally unwarranted loss of oftentimes
expensive amateur transmitting gear. The
first of these, obviously, is the exercise of caution to note that the modulated amplifier is
working properly at normal d.c. plate current
before the modulator is operated. The second
is provision, in elaborate and expensive transmitters, of an underload relay whose contacts,
in series with the primary circuit of the
modulator plate supply, are held closed during
'phone operation by adequate operating current of the modulated amplifier, and thus, a
normal modulator load. Third, a simple and
inexpensive precaution is provision of a spark
gap across the secondary output terminals of
the modulation transformer. Such a gap may
be made of two pieces of stiff wire attached
rigidly to the output connections, with ends
failing to meet by agap of asmall fraction of
an inch, dependent on the modulator output
voltage. The gap spacing is determined by a
trial and error process. If the modulator output
modulates an r.f. amplifier input power of onehalf to one kilowatt, a gap of the order of 54.
inch should be used for the first test. If the
heaviest modulation ordinarily used fails to
break down this gap, it should be shortened
until it just breaks with 100-per cent modulation. The spacing of the gap should then be
approximately doubled. An eighth-inch or
smaller gap may be used at the outset of the
spacing test with medium and lower power
transmitters. Spacing of the gap is of course
varied by light bending of the wires forming it.
The fourth precaution is a very practical
and simple rule to remember: Downward
movement of the plate current meter of aClass
B or Class AB modulator with application of
speech usually indicates that the load has been
removed from the transformer secondary. Less
often, downward modulation of the modulator
plate current indicates that the modulator d.c.
grid circuit is open or high-resistance. Thus, if
application of speech input to a modulation
system causes the modulator plate current to
decrease, seek the source of trouble before
further attempting to modulate.
R.F. Feedback into Speech Amplifier
In the great majority of cases where high-
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gain speech amplifier and modulator systems
are coupled to medium- and high-power transmitters, feedback, and an audio " whistle"
result when the gain control is advanced. This
is usually due to detection by the first speech
amplifier tube of r.f. voltage at the grid of this
tube because of the strong transmitter field
in which the speech amplifier is operated.
Of several steps which may be taken to avoid
or minimize this rectified r.f. feedback, a few
of great importance are listed below:
1. Preferably, the input stage should be
balanced (push-pull), as two grids are about
equally exposed to the r.f. field, and the
detected r.f. signals from the two cancel.
2. Whether the input stage is single-tube or
push-pull, the grid circuit should be thoroughly
shielded. A box which completely encloses
microphone jack, grid circuit resistors and
condensers, and input tube is advantageous;
though separate shields for mike jack, resistors
and condensers, and tube or tubes may be
used. The latter may consist simply of the
grounded metal shell of such atube as a6J7 or
6SJ7. The latter of these types is greatly preferred for metal chassis construction since the
grid connection may be kept within the shield
formed by the chassis.
3. Placement of the speech amplifier — particularly of the first two stages — is very
important. The worst conceivable position for
this portion of the speech amplifier is in the
immediate vicinity of afinal r.f. amplifier plate
tank coil. Also undesirable, especially when
a transformer is used for microphone or firstto-second stage coupling, is location of the
speech amplifier too near transmitter power
supplies. Indeed, it is desirable to have the
small power supply for the speech amplifier
itself located as far from any microphone or
other low-level audio-coupling transformer as
conveniently possible. If very high gain is
desired from the audio system, it will be found
advantageous to build the speech amplifier
stages into ametal cabinet and place this unit
at adistance of several feet from the remaining
transmitter units. A 500- or 200-ohm line may
be used with appropriate transformers for
coupling with this arrangement.
If hum or r.f.-audio feedback is found difficult to eliminate, points of importance may be
found by operating the transmitter carrier
first, monitoring it to be certain that the hum
or noise doesn't originate with the r.f. stages
and power supplies. When the operator has
found that the r.f. system itself is well behaved,
he may apply plate voltage to the modulator,
the audio driver, and to the speech amplifier
stages in turn from the driver to the first
amplifier. In this way, stages responsible for
undesired noise in the transmitter modulation
readily may be found.
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MEASUREMENTS AND MEASURING
EQUIPMENT
Instruments for Checking Frequency and Modulation— Monitors for Code and ' Phone Transmission— Audio and R.F. Signal
Generators— Field- Strength Meters— D.C., A.C., and R.F. Voltmeters — Oscilloscopes

THE

measuring equipment of amateur
stations ranges from a minimum number of
plate-current meters on a transmitter (and
with some, use of meters is entirely avoided), to
expensive and elaborate factory-built laboratory equipment. While a station may be constructed and operated successfully without
apparatus for special measurements, improvements of efficiency and quality usually may be
made with better instruments. As better measuring apparatus is added to the station, repairs
to receiver and transmitter are simplified.
Along with these practical advantages of good
test equipment comes the satisfaction to the
operator of knowing that he is getting the best
possible performance with the transmitting
and receiving equipment at hand.
• FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Dependable frequency-measuring gear is desirable in the amateur station for several
closely-related purposes, including the following:

To insure that the transmitter is operated in
the desired frequency band;
To set the transmitter to a desired frequency
(if a self-controlled oscillator is used);
To determine the frequency of areceived station, or to calibrate areceiver;
To determine the harmonic at which a frequency multiplier stage operates;
To determine whether the harmonic output of
atransmitter is objectionably strong.
Section 152.44 of the F.C.C. Regulations
states: " The licensee of an amateur station
shall provide for measurement of the transmitter frequency and establish procedure for
checking it regularly. The measurement of the
transmitter frequency shall be made by means
independent of the frequency control of the
transmitter and shall be of sufficient accuracy
to assure operation within the frequency band
used."
In the absence of more elaborate frequencymeasuring equipment, the receiver may be

Fig. 1701 — Complete frequency meter.
monitor with electron-coupled 100-1000-kc.
standard. Combining a bandspread e.c.
heterodyne frequency meter, aharmonic amplifier-mixer-monitor, and an c.c. dual-frequency standard, this combination unit is
capable of high accuracy in frequency measurement.
The frequency standard occupies the lefthand third of the panel space. The vernier dial
operates the bandspread condenser of the c.c.
oscillator in the center, with the band-switch
knob at left and trimmer condenser knob at
right below. The mixing and monitoring unit
is at the right, with attenuator knob and jack
for headphones or speaker.
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used to give at least some idea of transmitter
frequency. To do this it is necessary to calibrate the receiver dial settings in terms of frequency. Some idea of band limits can be obtained by listening to other amateur stations,
noting where amateur activity stops at each
end of the band.
If operation near a band edge is contemplated, however, the above quoted amateur
regulation requires a more precise frequency
checking method. If the receiver is well made
and has good inherent stability, aband-spread
dial calibration may be relied on to within

two beat notes — with the standard frequency
signal in the receiver. Calibration should not
be attempted until all measuring equipment,
including the receiver, has been thoroughly
"warmed up," i.e., has been operating for at
least two hours.
The transmitter frequency can be checked
by listening in the receiver to the oscillator
alone, with r.f. power amplifier turned off. If
even this signal is too strong and blocks the
receiver, listen first on the monitor until the
transmitted signal is heard, and then listen for
the monitor on the receiver with the transmit-

Fig. 1703 — Absorption frequency meter with vacuum-tube voltmeter resonance
indicator. Plug-in coils cover the range of
approximately 170 kc. to 60 Mc. A dial
reading to 1part in 1000 affords over-all
calibration precision of about 0.25 per
cent.

perhaps 0.2 or 0.3 percent. Some manufactured
models having factory calibration may be used
to even closer limits.
Alternatively, the calibration may be transferred to the monitor by tuning the latter to a
"zero beat" — the silent space between the

Fig. 1702 — A practical absorption- type frequency.
meter circuit.
B — Flashlight bulb.
C — 140-zafd. variable.
L — 1300-3000 kc. (1.75-Mc. band): 40 turns No. 26
s.c.c. close-wound.
2500-6500 kc. (3.5-Mc. band): 35 turns.
5.5-13 Mc. (7-Mc. band): 17 turns.
11-26 Mc. (14-Mc. band): 8turns.
22-55 Mc. (28-Mc. band): 4turns.
All wound on 1X-inch diameter forms; on all except
1.75-Mc, band coil, turns are evenly spaced to make coil
length 1% inches, and wire may be any size that will fit
the space. Each band will be found at about the center
of the condenser scale.
The link winding may consist of one or more turns
wound close to the tuned-circuit coil at the end connecting to the condenser rotor plates. The link can be
used with asimilar link at the end of a twisted line for
cases where the tuned circuit itself cannot conveniently
be coupled to the oscillator or amplifier whose frequency
is to be measured.
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ter off. The frequency of the transmitter will,
of course, be that of the monitor.
In one respect, however, the transmitter frequency check provided by a calibrated receiver, or monitor, or both, is inadequate.
Usually, even the oscillator stage of a multistage transmitter will be heard with receiver or
monitor tuned not only to fundamental output
frequency, but to a harmonic as well. Oftentimes asensitive superheterodyne receiver will
receive three or four harmonics of a transmitter, all with noticeably high signal strength. In
order to determine which is the fundamental
output frequency of the transmitter, and on
what harmonics the frequency multiplier
stages are operated, an absorption frequency
meter should be used.
• ABSORPTION FREQUENCY METERS
The simplest type of frequency meter consists of a coil and condenser, tunable over the
frequency range desired. A frequency meter of
this type, when tuned to the frequency of the
transmitter and loosely coupled to the tank
coil, will extract a small amount of energy
from the tank. The energy thus extracted can
be used to light a small flash-light lamp, connected as shown in Fig. 1702. Maximum current will flow in the lamp when the frequency
meter is tuned exactly to the transmitter frequency, hence the brightness of the lamp indicates resonance. A more accurate indication
may be obtained by substitution of athermogalvanometer for the lamp. Better yet, a
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Fig. 1704 — Absorption frequency
meter circuit.
Ci — 500-pmfd. variable (National EMC-500).
C2, C3 — 50-,ofd. midget mica.
Ri — 40,000-ohm, -watt.
R2 — 100-ohm potentiometer (Centralab WW).
L — Plug-in inductances, wound (except Li and Ls)
on 1%-inch National XR-13 forms. Li on 3.
inch bakelite form. Winding length app. 2%
inches.
Approx.
No.
Wire
Coils
Range
Turns
Size
Li
170-500 kc.
180
No. 28 e.
L2
500-1500 kc.
100
No. 24 d.c.c.
L3
1.5-4.5 Mc.
33
No. 14 tinned
L4
3-9 Mc.
15
No. 14 "
8-25 Mc.
6
No. 14 "
L5
Le
20-60 Mc.
Y1"c.t.
1.5-volt dry cell (Burgess 4FA).

type to which the coil in the meter can be
coupled. With the detector oscillating weakly,
the frequency meter should be brought near
the detector coil and tuned over its range until
asetting is found which causes the detector to
stop oscillating. The coupling between meter
and receiver should then be loosened until the
stoppage of oscillations occurs at only one spot
on the meter tuning dial. The meter is then
tuned to the frequency at which the receiver is
set. If the receiver is set on several stations of
known frequency, a number of points for a
calibration curve can be obtained for each
frequency- meter coil.
The absorption frequency meter is particularly useful for checking the tuning of atransmitter stage (to insure that the stage is not
tuned to a harmonic instead of the desired

vacuum-tube voltmeter can be used as the indicator. Although this type of frequency meter
is not well adapted to precise measurement of
frequency, it is useful in a variety of ways.
Figs. 1703-05 show an absorption-type frequency meter equipped with a diode-rectifier

Fig. 1706— The c.c. heterodyne frequency meter.
The band-spread tuning condenser is located in center
of panel, with band switch at left and trimmer condenser at right below.

Fig. 1705— Jack-type feed- through insulators pro
vide coil mountings in the absorption frequency meter
All parts are mounted on the panel and end wall of
the 6 x
x 10-inch aluminum box. The battery is
renewed by removing the rear plate.

vacuum-tube voltmeter as an indicator. The
sensitivity of the indicator depends on the
range of the meter. Any instrument from 0-200
microamperes to 0-5 milliamperes may be
used, with 0-1 ma. the most successful for
average amateur work.
Calibration of the absorption frequency
meter calls for a receiver of the regenerative
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frequency, for instance), for determining the
frequency of parasitic oscillations in the transmitter, for finding the frequency range covered by regenerative receiver coils, etc.
For transmitter work, a flashlight lamp or
other indicator is not entirely necessary, since
resonance will be indicated by a flicker in
plate current of the stage being checked as the
meter is tuned through resonance.
The absorption frequency meter can also be
used for comparative measurements of transmitter harmonic output under various adj
ustments.
• E. C. OSCILLATOR HETERODYNE
FREQUENCY METER •

The heterodyne frequency meter somewhat
resembles the monitor in that it is a small os-
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accurately calibrated and will retain
its calibration over long periods of
time. The oscillator used in the fre1. 2
quency meter must be very stable;
RFC
that is, the frequency of oscillation at a
C,
•=y given dial setting must be practically the same
under any conditions. No plug-in coils are used
in the frequency meter; two solidly built and
R
firmly mounted coils are permanently installed
in it, and the oscillator panel and chassis are
specially reinforced for rigidity. No unusual
1.
circuit features are used in this type unit — a
Fig. 1707 — Circuit of the heterodyne frequency meter.
standard e.c. oscillator is employed.
kíSK 7

C8
F—ox

3

Ci — 5O-pfd. per section, receiving spaced (National
STD-50).
C2 — 100-pinfd. fixed, preferably silvered-mica.
C3 — 260-mpfd. mica padding condenser (Hammarlund
CTS-160).
C4 — 17.5-etpfd. midget trimmer (Hammarlund IlF15
CS— 100-ppfd. mica fixed.
Ce
0.1-intfd. paper tubular.
C7 -- 0.01-pnfd. paper tubular.
Ca — 100-nnfd. mica fixed.
RI— 50,000-ohm, 3/2watt.
R2 — 300-ohm, 1-watt.
R3 — 0.2-megohm, 1-watt.
RFC — 2.5-mh., 125-ma. choke.
Sw — 3-pole, 3-position tap switch.
Li — 36 turns No. 28 enamelled wire, close-wound on
1-inch diameter form 1%¡-inch long (National
XR-2 form), cathode tap 9 turns from ground
end.
1.2 — 19 turns No. 22 enamelled wire, spaced to %%incl.
winding length on 1-inch diameter similar to
above.
Turns from ground end of coil to taps:
Cathode tap — 5 turns.
20-meter band-spread tap — 6turns.
40-10-5-meter band-spread tap — 9 turns.
40-10-5-meter grid tap — 18 turns.

cillator, completely shielded, but the refinement and care in construction is carried to a
high degree so that the frequency meter can be

Fig. 1709 — Heterodyne frequency meter-monitor.
A two-tube resistance-coupled mixer and audio output
tube has been added to the c.c. band-spread oscillator.
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Fig. 1708 — Heterody no frequency-meter oscillator
viewed from rear. Note the heavy brass strips used to
brace the oscillator mechanically; rigidity is of great
importance in this unit.

While one coil and one band-spread tuning
range could be used on the frequencies between 1715 and 2050 kc., covering the higher
frequency amateur bands with harmonics, two
noticeable disadvantages would result: The
harmonics on the higher frequency bands
would be very much weaker than the fundamental, until the signal strength at the 28- Mc.
band would be barely usable; and furthermore,
the narrower amateur bands (notably the
14- Mc, band, where very close checking is
usually desirable) would be covered in only a
few dial divisions, giving poor spread.
The oscillator of Figs. 1706, 1707, and 1708
overcomes these disadvantages without too
much increase of cost and complication. The
oscillator operates in both the 1.7 and 7.0-Mc.
bands, with two band-spread tuning ranges for
the latter. Three switching positions are required for the three tuning ranges thus
provided.
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Fig. 1710 — Circuit of two-tube mixer-amplifieraudio output unit. This unit may be combined with any
one of the other similar small chassis, or it may be used
in combination with two of the other units, as shown in
the block diagrams of Fig. 1716.
C1 — 100-ppfd. fixed mica.
C2 — 0.01-pfd paper tubular.
Cs — 0.01-pfd. paper tubular.
Cs — 0.01-pfd. paper tubular.
Ca
100-ppfd. mica fixed.
Co — 0.01-pfd. paper tubular.
C7
0.1-ppfd. paper tubular.
Ri — 100,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
R2 — 100,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Rs — 150-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
R4 — 20,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
RIS — 75,000-ohm potentiometer.
Re — 100,000-ohm, %-watt carbon.
R7 — 500-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Rs — 5,000-ohm, 2-watt,carbon.

It is of importance that the layout of the
oscillator be such as to permit very short connections in the r.f. grid circuits. Where a connecting wire at r.f. potential above grqund
must be more than two inches long, a stiff
"busbar" of number 12 or 14 wire should be
used for the sake of rigidity.
Calibration of this frequency meter may be
accomplished in either of two ways: It may be
used with a 100-kc. or a 100-1000-kc. frequency standard, e.c. or crystal; or condenser
C4 may be removed and the unit may be sent
to a company or person advertising monitor
calibration service. Since an appreciable cost is
usually involved in the latter service, it is ordinarily advisable to provide the 100-1000-kc.
frequency standard, so that an immediate
check on the operation of the frequency meter
may be had at all times. An e.c. version of 1001000-kc. standard is quite inexpensive and very
easy to construct. Notes on the procedure of
frequency-meter calibration with such adevice
are given after the description of the frequency
standard.

quency meter must be tuned to zerobeat the receiver. Alternatively, with
beat oscillator of receiver turned off,
the transmitter must be tuned in, and
the frequency meter must be tuned
to a point of zero beat with the transmitter signal. Calibration, or calibration checking, is done similarly, with
signal from 100-kc. oscillator used instead of the transmitter signal mentioned above.
All of the functions performed by the receiver in mixing and monitoring the combined
signals of heterodyne band-spread oscillator
and either transmitter or frequency standard
may be accomplished independently by asimple two-tube resistance-capacity coupled gadget, shown in Fig. 1710. No tuning is required
for use of this unit, since the signals are fed
directly into the mixer grids.
The mixer-monitor unit disposes of another
problem which sometimes causes concern to
the users of high-frequency harmonics — that
of weak signals. This easily can be understood
when it is borne in mind that the 280th to the
300th harmonics are used for frequency calibrating in the 28- Mc. band with a 100-kc.
oscillator. When the mixer-monitor unit is
used, a signal from the heterodyne frequency
meter is fed into one grid of the mixer tube,
and if a 100-1000-kc. standard oscillator is
used, the signal from this unit is also fed into a
grid of the mixer tube. Thus, the 6SA7 tube
input stage of the mixer-monitor serves not
only as a mixer with audio-frequency output,
but also as an r.f. amplifier for the output
signals from any oscillators coupled to the

R.F. Mixer-Amplifier and Audio Monitor
As acalibrated oscillator alone, or combined
with a 100-1000-kc. standard, the heterodyne
frequency meter must be used in conjunction
with the receiver for transmitter frequency
checking. The receiver must first be tuned to
zero-beat the transmitter signal; then, with
transmitter turned off, the heterodyne fre-
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WWV SCHEDULES
5000 kc.: Continuously, with 440-cycle
tone modulation, except during special
broadcast periods noted below.
SPECIAL BROADCASTS
5000 kc.: Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10:30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M., E.S.T.
10,000 kc.: Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday, Noon to 1:30 P.M., E.S.T.
20,000 kc.: Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday, 2:00 to 3:30 P.M., E.S.T.
The Tuesday and Friday special
broadcasts are unmodulated c.w. except
for 1-second standard-time intervals
consisting of short pulses with 1000cycle modulation. On Wednesday special broadcasts the carrier is modulated
with 1000-cycle tone.
Accuracy of all frequencies, including
audio modulating frequencies, is better
than 1part in 5,000,000.

grids. When this unit is used with either a
heterodyne band-spread oscillator or frequency
standard, then, the signal from band-spread
or standard oscillator is not taken from the
plate circuit of the oscillator tube but rather

-

6 3V

+ 13

Fig. 1713 — Circuit of the e.c. band-setting oscillator.
CI, Li — Tank circuits and switch for 100- and 1000-kc.
operation, with trimmer adjusting screws for
tuning (Browning BL-2FS).
C2 - 100-pmfd. fixed mica.
C3 - 0.1-ufd. paper tubular.
C4 - 0.1-pfd. paper tubular.
Cs — 100-gpfd. fixed mica.
Ri — 50,000-ohm, 3/2watt carbon.
112 - 300-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
113 — 75,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
RFC — 2.5-mh., 125-ma. r.f. choke.

volume control for 'phones or speaker used
with the monitor, but also as an r..f. attenuator for the signal picked up in areceiver
from the amplified band-spread or standard
oscillator. •
100-1000 Kc. E.C. Frequency Standard

Figs. 1712, 1713, and 1714 are two views and
circuit diagram of a simple and easily-constructed electron-coupled oscillator frequency

Fig. 1712 — 100-1000 kc. e.c. oscillator.

from the plate of the 6SA7 mixer tube (or
grid of the following tube). Actually, the output antenna for receiver signal from the mixer
is taken from the grid tap of the potentiometer
plate load resistor of the 6SA7, so that the
single attenuator serves not only as an audio
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Fig. 1714 — Bottom view of the c.c. band-setter.
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To adjust the 100-kc. range:
1. The receiver is kept tuned to WWV at 5000
kc., and the coil-unit switch is turned
clockwise from the 1000-kc. position to the
100-kc. position.
2. By means of the 100-kc. tuning screw, adjust the oscillator for zero beat with the
WWV signal.
3. To determine whether the harmonic beating
with WWV may be the 49th or 51st rather
than the desired 50th harmonic, tune in a
broadcast station operating on an even
multiple of 10Q kc. (700 kc., 800 kc., 900
kc., etc.). If the broadcast station gives a
very low-pitched beat note, the beat of the
100-kc. oscillator's 50th harmonic with
WWV is assured. If a high-pitched note is
heard, on the other hand, the oscillator
should be readjusted and the process of
WWV zero beat and b.c. check should be
repeated.
Fig. 1715

—

E.C. band-setter with aud.o indicator.

A crystal- controlled version of the 100-kc.
standard with output on 100 or 1000 kc. As a oscillator, or a unit with crystal-controlled
complete grid tank circuit for 100 kc. and
output on both 100- and 1000-kc. using one
another for 1000 kc. are pro1- HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER
4-HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER-MONITOR
vided in ashielded çommercial
R F MixERBAND-SPREAD
BAND -SPREAD
unit, with switch provision for
AMPLIFIERE.C.OSCILLATOR
EC OSCILLATOR
selecting either output freMONITOR
quency, little remains of as0
sembly and wiring of the frequency standard.
While complete instructions 2-ELECTRON -COUPLED BANDSETTER
5-AMPLIFIED EC. BANDSETTER WITH INDICATOR
for use and adjustment of the
R F MIXER100-1000 Mc
100-1000 Kc
frequency standard are usually
AMPLIF1 EREC.OSCILLATOR
E.0 OSCILLATOR
AUDIO AMP
included with the purchased
grid tuning units, the outline of
adjustment procedure is given
below for convenience:
3-CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED BANDSETTER 6-AMPLIFIED CRYSTAL BANDSETTER WITH INDICATOR
To adjust the 1000-kc. range:
1. Tune in, on areceiver, WWV
operating on 5 me.
2. With the 100-1000-ke. oscillator operating, set the switch
to the 1000-kc. position.
3. By means of asmall screwdriver, rotate the 1000-kc.
tuning screw on front of
grid coil unit until an audible
note is heard in the receiver;
adjust the screw carefully
for zero beat.
4. The tuning range of the
1000-kc. oscillator is so limited that it cannot be varied
from 1000 kc. to so high a
frequency as 1250 kc. or so
low as 833 kc., hence, the
oscillator frequency can only
be 1000 kc. when zero beat
is obtained.
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100-100 Mc
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

100-1000 Kc
CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

R F. MIXER AMPLIFIERAuDIO AMP

7- COMPLETE EC BANDSETTER, HET FREQ METER,MONITOR AND INDICATOR
100-1000 Kc.
EC OSCILLATOR

BAND- SPREAD
ECOSCILLATOR

R F MIXERAMPLIFIERMONITOR
0

8-COMPLETE CRYSTAL BANDSETTER, HET FREQ. METER, MONITOR ANO INDICATOR
100-1000 Kc

BAND- SPREAD

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

ECOSCILLATOR

R F MIXERAMPLIFIERMONITOR
0

Fig. 1716— Eight different frequency-checking instruments obtainable
from units A, B, C, and D. Each instrument has certain advantages, as
explained in the text. The last combination shown, 8, is a complete independent frequency-checking and measuring device.
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crystal, may be built. As crystal producer's
specifications should be used in the construction of this oscillator, and as it will therefore
depend upon the type of crystal chosen, no
example of the unit is given here. It may,
however, be conveniently built on one chassis
similar to those of the units described.
• U. H. F. FREQUENCY CHECKING—
LECHER WIRES
The methods described for checking transmitter frequency on the lower frequency bands
are often unsuited for use on the ultra-high
frequencies. The methods that are simplest
and most satisfactory in this region are based
on direct measurement of the physical characteristics of resonant linear circuits.
The simplest method is to cut the antenna
wire to 95 per cent of the actual wavelength
desired, then tuning the transmitter until the
antenna is operating most effectively. This
is, of course, extremely approximate and would
serve only as a preliminary measure.
The next simplest scheme is to compare the
frequency of one's own transmitter by listening to it on the receiver and comparing the
setting with other stations of known wavelength. This is readily possible in districts
where plenty of signals are available for the
purpose, but at present would be impractical
on the 2M- or 1U-meter bands. On the latter
bands, or even on 5 meters, the problem is
readily solved if alinear type oscillator is used.
With this type of oscillator (described in

Chapter 29) the wavelength can be measured
approximately from the rods which constitute
the tuning circuit.
For the very short waves, probably the most
practical method involves the use of two parallel wires — known as Lecher wires — on
which standing waves may be measured directly. Such a Lecher system may be set up
readily. It forms a valuable addition to the
ultra-high frequency worker's equipment.
A typical Lecher system ( Fig. 1718) consists of two No. 18 bare copper wires spaced

Fig. 1719 — Simple monitor.
Ci — 50-µµfd. midget variable condenser.
C2 — .002-pfd. midget mica condenser.
Sw — Single-pole toggle switch.
Li, La
Wound on 1%-inch 4-pin forms with No. 30
d.s.c. wire. The number of turns is given in
this table:
Band
Li
L2

27%7 - Élow *to keep wires tiOt

1750 kc.
70
20
3500 kc.
35
10
7000 kc.
15
6
14,000 kc.
4
5
The monitor can be built in any metal container
large enough to hold it, a small-size 22%-volt "B"
battery, and aflashlight cell.

Fig. 1718 — Lecher wire system.

about three inches and mounted on stand-off
insulators on a length of board. The wires
should be several wavelengths long. The wires
are left free at one end while at the other they
are connected to a one- or two-turn coupling
coil of about the diameter of the tank coil of
the transmitter. This coupling coil is placed

Jiseenzi weep/cep/Xs
Insulators

Fig. 1717— Change of connections in plate circuit of unit C when
used in combination Number 7.
A radio-frequency choke
and
coupling condenser are eliminated,
with those of the band-spread e.c.
oscillator unit serving also for those
eliminated.
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Fig. 1720 — Simple 'phone monitor.
Ci — 250-ppfd. mica.
RI — . 5 megohm M-watt.
C2 — 0.01-pfd. 200-volt.
R2 — 2-megohm Y¡watt.
0.1-pfd. 200-volt.
113 — 3500-ohm s-watt.
— 0.002-pfd. 400-volt.
R4 — . 1-megohm Y2.watt.
— 1-pfd. 400-volt.

near the transmitter coil. In operation, a sliding bridge — consisting of a piece of stiff bare
wire on the end of atwo-foot wooden dowel —
is run slowly down the length of the wires until
a point is reached where the oscillator plate
current makes asudden fluctuation. The point
is marked. The bridge is then moved farther
down the wires until a second node is located.
This also is marked. The same procedure is
then followed to locate a third node. At this
stage, the distance between each pair of marks
is measured. If the Lecher system is operating
correctly and if it is mounted well clear of surrounding objects, the distances will all be the
same and will represent quite accurately one
half of the wavelength being measured. An
alternative sliding bridge — useful when the
oscillator has plenty of output — is a flashlamp bulb with wires soldered to its contacts.
These wires are hooked over the wires of the
Lecher system and the lamp moved along until the various points are located at which the
lamp lights brightest. The points will be extremely critical.
The same general procedure may be used to
calibrate a receiver — the indication in this
case being obtained by the receiver going out
of oscillation as the bridge passes over the various nodes.
Once the approximate calibration has been
obtained in this way, it can be checked by
comparing harmonics produced by oscillators on harmonically-related lower frequency
bands.
• MONITORS FOR C.W.
Aside from current-indicating instruments,
which must be purchased, one of the most useful instruments the station can have is a monitor, used for checking the quality of the
emitted signal.
A monitor is a miniature receiver, usually
having only a single tube, enclosed with its
batteries in some sort of metal box which acts
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as ashield. It need not be acostly or elaborate
affair. The circuit shown in Fig. 1719 illustrates the simplicity of a typical monitor.
The requirements for asatisfactory monitor
for checking c.w. signals are not difficult to
satisfy. It should oscillate steadily over the
bands on which the station is to be active; the
tuning should not be excessively critical, although the degree of band-spreading ordinarily
considered desirable for receivers is not essential; the shielding should be complete enough
to permit the monitor to be set near the transmitter and still give a good beat note when
tuned to the fundamental frequency of the
transmitter (this is often impossible with the
receiver because the pick-up is so great); and
it should be constructed solidly enough so that
it can be moved around the station without the
necessity for retuning when listening to afixed
signal.
Monitors for ' Phone

Any type of simple detector circuit with a
means for picking up a small amount of r.f.
from the transmitter can be used as a '
phone
monitor. The pickup coil need not even be
tuned, although the monitor will be considerably more sensitive when tuned.
A satisfactory type of ' phone monitor, using
a Type 55 or equivalent tube as a diode detector and audio amplifier, is shown in Fig.
1720. The circuit LC is tuned to the transmitter frequency; any constants which satisfy
this requirement can be used.
Because of the tuned pickup and audio
amplification, a monitor of this type will be
quite sensitive. Besides its primary use for
audio quality checks, it can be used for checking hum and other carrier noises.
The ' phone monitor usually must be used
with aheadset, since aloud-speaker will cause
audio feed-back through the microphone.

•D.C.

INSTRUMENTS

Throughout this Handbook reference has
been made to the use of direct-current instruments for measurement of current and voltage.
Voltmeters and milliammeters are basically
identical instruments, the difference being in
the method of connection. A voltmeter meas-

Andieer

A

him f,
Fig. 1721— How voltmeter multipliers (A)
milliammeter shunts ( B) are connected.

and
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ures the current through ahigh resistance connected across the source to be measured; its
calibration is in terms of voltage drop in the
resistance, or multiplier. A milliammeter is
connected in series with the circuit and measures the current flow. The ranges of both voltmeters and milliammeters can be extended by
the use of external resistors, connected in series
with the instrument in the case of avoltmeter,
or in shunt in the case of a milliammeter. A
low-range milliammeter also can be used as a
voltmeter by connecting a resistor of suitable
value in series.
The ways in which multipliers and shunts
are connected to voltmeters and milliammeters
are shown in Fig. 1721. To calculate the value
of multiplier or shunt it is necessary to know
the resistance of the meter; this information
can be obtained from the maker. If it is desired
to extend the range of avoltmeter, the value of
resistance which must be added in series is
given by the formula:
R =

(
n - 1)

where R is the multiplier resistance, R. the
resistance of the voltmeter, and n the scale
multiplication factor. For example, if the range
of a 10-volt meter is to be extended to 1000
volts, n is equal to 1000/10 or 100.
If a milliammeter is to be used as a voltmeter, the value of series resistance can be
found by Ohm's law, or
R -

where E is the desired full scale voltage and I
the full-scale current reading of the instrument
in milliamperes.
To increase the current range of a milliammeter, the resistance of the shunt, Fig. 1721-B,
can be found from the formula:
R —

MultiRange Voltmeters and

so vSW

A.0 '
RATS

10 V
OMAI, O-/OC 000
0 5V.
D.C. VOLTS •
MA •

V, D C. ONLY
OHMS, 0/O,000

011MMFTEA

1000MA.
MA

4

-

9 V.

+

5W4

5W4

5W4

5.

111111111111--.

,*

asemerea - 0
Fig. 1722 — Combination multi range ohmmeter, milliammeter
and a.c.-dc. voltmeter.
R — Shunt to compensate for resistance of rectifier (integral
with meter when self-contained rectifier is employed).
Ri — 650-ohm rheostat.
Ra
5-ohm precision fixed resistor (10-ma. shunt) if 50 mv.
meter, comparable value for other meters.
Ra — 0.5-ohm precision fixed resistor (100-ma. shunt).
RA 0.05-ohm precision fixed resistor (1000-ma. shunt).
— 500,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Re — 250,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
R7 — 150,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Rs — 50,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Re — 40,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Rio — 5,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Ru i — 4,000-ohm precision fixed resistor.
Ria — 950-ohm precision fixed resistor.
SW1 — Triple-pole double-throw jack switch.
SW2 — Double-pole double-throw jack switch.
SW — 8-point rotary switch.
SW4„ SWs, SWO — Single-pole single-throw toggle switches
(see text).
M — 0-1 milliampere (Weston Model 301 Universal meter).
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where the letters have the same significance
as before.
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Ohmmeters

A combination voltmeter-milliammeter having various ranges is extremely useful for experimental purposes and for trouble-shooting in
receivers and transmitters. As a voltmeter such an instrument should have
high resistance so that very little current will be drawn in making voltage
measurements. A voltmeter taking
considerable current will give inaccurate readings when connected across a
high-resistance source, as is often the
case in checking voltages at various
parts of a receiver circuit. For such
purposes a 1000-ohms-per-volt instrument is customarily used; a 0-1 milliammeter or 0-500 microammeter
(0-0.5 ma.) is the basis of most multirange meters of this type. Microammeters having arange of 0-50 µa., giving
asensitivity of 20,000 ohms-per-volt,
are also used.
The various current ranges on a
multi-range instrument can be obtained by using a number of shunts
individually switched in parallel with
the meter. Great care should be taken
to minimize contact resistance.
It is often necessary to check the
value of a resistor or to find the value
of an unknown resistance, particularly
in receiver servicing. For this purpose
an " ohmmeter " is used. An ohmmeter
is simply alow-current d.c. voltmeter
provided with a source of voltage
(usually dry cells), connected in series
with the unknown resistance. If afullscale deflection of the meter is obtained
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with the connections to the external resistance
shorted, insertion of the resistance under
measurement will cause the reading to decrease
with the amount of resistance inserted. The
scale can therefore be calibrated in ohms. If a
voltmeter not calibrated directly in resistance
values is used, the following formula can be
applied:
eR
R =
—
where R is the resistance under measurement,
E is the voltage read on the meter,
eis the series voltage applied, and
R. is the internal resistance of the meter
(full-scale reading in volts X ohmsper-volt).
A combination ohmmeter, multi-range d.c.
milliammeter, and multi-range a.c. and d.c.
voltmeter is shown in Fig. 1722. As an ohmmeter it consists of a0-1 ma. d.c. instrument,
a9-volt battery, and associated fixed and variable resistors to enable precise zero adjustment.
There are two measurement ranges, 0-10,000
and 0-100,000 ohms.
As a voltmeter, as many ranges as may be
desired can be provided by suitably tapping
the series resistors selected by the rotary
switch. Seven a.c. and eight d.c. ranges are
shown. These ranges are, of course, linear with
and exactly proportional to the d.c. and a.c.
scales, the latter being secured either on the
meter or through a separate calibration chart
of the a.c. rectifier.
As a multi-range d.c. milliammeter four
ranges are diagrammed, 0-1, 0-10, 0-100, and
0-1000 ma. Additional ranges could be provided if desired. Heavy a.c. toggle switches are
recommended, to reduce inaccuracies due to
contact resistance.
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Fig. 1723 — Simple peak-type vacuum- tube voltmeter.
Ci — 500-zpfd. mica fixed condenser.
C2 — 0.01-zfd. mica fixed condenser.
Bi — 2000-ohm wire-wound potentiometer.
R2 — 1000-ohm wire-wound potentiometer.
SW1,2,8— Battery on-off switches; may be ganged.
M — 0-1 milliammeter (any low-range milliammeter
or microammeter may be used).
V — 0-10 voltmeter, 1000 ohms per volt.
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The use of a multi-purpose meter of this
type necessitates precautionary examination
before each measurement to make sure that
the respective controls are properly adjusted;
otherwise, the instrument will quite likely be
seriously damaged. When measuring unknown
voltages or currents it is an excellent idea to
begin with the highest. range, thus identifying
the proper range for most accurate measurement. As an ohmmeter, the instrument should
never be connected across a circuit in which
current is flowing; that is, the receiver power
should be turned off when resistance measurements are made.

• VACUUM TUBE

30

SWz

Fig. 1724 — Simple Field-strength meter using
acorn tube. The board-type mounting facilitates construction and provides aconvenient handle, minimizing
body-capacity effects when making observations.

VOLTMETERS

In the measurement of audio-frequency and
radio-frequency voltages, where the use of a
power-consuming measuring device is unsatisfactory because of the small power in the
circuit, the vacuum-tube voltmeter finds wide
application. Most vacuum-tube voltmeters
used by amateurs measure peak voltages. The
voltmeter tube, which may be a triode or
screen-grid type, is biased nearly to platecurrent cut-off, a current of a fraction of a
milliampere being taken as a reference, called
the " false zero." When a voltage is applied
between grid and cathode the plate current will
rise; the grid bias voltage is then increased
until the plate current returns to the false zero.
The additional bias voltage required to bring
the plate current back to the reference value
will be equal to the peak value of the signal
being measured. Because the measurements of
the peak voltmeter are substantially hide-
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pendent of wave-form, this type of voltmeter
is useful in audio and radio-frequency measurements since the capacities of vacuum tubes are
determined by the peak voltages and currents
which must be handled. A simple but entirely
practical voltmeter of this type is shown in
Fig. 1723. It is known as the " slide-back"
type. In operation, R1 is turned all the way to
the right, with zero reading on the voltmeter V.
Rg is then adjusted until the desired " false
zero" point is read on the milliammeter N.
955

IIli

-4.5V+
Fig. 1725 — Circuit of the simple field-strength
meter.
Ci — 30-ppfd. adjustable mica trimmer condenser.
C2 — 35-ppfd. midget air trimmer condenser.
Ca — 250-pfd. midget mica fixed condenser.
Ri — 1000-ohm midget potentiometer.
L— 50-80 Mc.: 7turns No. 14 tinned wire, M-inch dia.
1-inch long.
25-40 Mc.: 10 turns No. 14 tinned wire, 3
%-inch
dia. 1-inch long.
12-20 Mc.: 20 turns No. 16 enamel wire, close.
wound on 3
%-inch diameter bakelite tubing.
6-10 Mc.: 37 turns No. 22 enamel wire, closewound on 'A-inch tube.
3-5 Mc.: 75 turns No. 30 d.s.c. wire, close-wound
on '4-inch tube.
1.5-2.5 Mc.: 75 turns No. 30 d.s.c. wire, close.
wound on 2-inch tube. (The above ranges are
only approximate.)
M — 0-200 microamperes (a higher-range meter, although not as satisfactory, can he tked if
necessary).

The voltage to be measured is then applied,
causing the milliammeter reading to increase.
R1 is then adjusted until false zero again is
read on M, whereupon the voltmeter will read
the voltage being measured. If the voltage to
be measured is greater than 9volts, additional
bias can be placed at the point marked X, the
exact value being read by an auxiliary voltmeter.
• FIELD-STRENGTH METERS

An item in the equipment of the advanced
radio amateur that is increasing in importance
and general use is the field-strength meter. Its
uses are numerous, the more important being
the ability it lends to correctly adjust antenna
and transmitter characteristics under actual
radiating conditions. This facility is of particularly great importance on the ultra-high
frequencies, where an effective field-strength
meter represents about the only reliable
method of adjustment, especially on lowpower equipment or with directive antennas.
A simple field strength meter particularly
suitable for work in the ultra-high frequency
region is shown in Figs. 1724-25. Essentially,
the meter consists simply of an acorn triode
operated with very low plate voltage and biPickup

I
Ft

Fig. 1727 — The two-stage field-strength meter
circuit diagram.
CI— 50-ppfd. midget variable condenser.
C2 — 250-ppfd. midget mica fixed condenser.
Ca — 0.002-pfd. midget mica fixed condenser.
lii — 1-megohm M-watt
1
fixed resistor.
— Wound on 1M-inch coil forms, winding length
14 inches, diode tap in center of coil:
1.5-3 Mc.: 58 turns No. 28 d.s.c. wire, close-wound.
3-6 Mc.: 29 turns No. 20 enamel wire, closewound.
6-12 Mc.: 15 turns No. 20 enamel wire, spaced.
11-22 Mc.: 8turns No. 20 enamel wire, spaced.
20-40 Mc.: 4 turns No. 20 enamel wire, spaced.
(Above ranges are approximate only.)
— 0-1.5 milliamperes.
The filament battery consists of two flashlight cells
wired in parallel. The plate battery is asmall portable
"B" battery, Burgess type Z30P.
Care should be taken to connect the diode plate on
the negative filament leg, otherwise an initial bias will
be placed on the rectifier and it will not function
properly.
Fig. 1726 — Sensitive field-strength meter. This
meter is particularly useful on the lower-frequency amateur bands; it can be used for both transmitter and antenna adjustment, and in making field-strength patterns.
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ased to cut-off, constituting a linear detector.
When the signal under observation is tuned in,
rectification occurs, and the plate current increment is read on the microammeter. Among
the uses to which this meter can be put are: ( 1)
Measuring comparative transmitter outputs
under different adjustments. (2) Neutralizing
amplifiers (using only a pick-up coil, without
the antenna). (3) Measuring comparative
antenna radiation under different adjustments.
(4) Deriving field-strength patterns of, and
adjusting, u.h.f. beam antennas.
A more sensitive field-strength meter of use
in examining the field-strength patterns of
lower-frequency antenna systems is shown in
Figs 1726-27. It consists of a diode rectifier
and d.c. amplifier in the same envelope. The
initial plate current reading is in the neighborhood of 1.4 milliamperes; with signal input, the
current dips downward. The scale reading is
linear with signal voltage, acharacteristic that
is advantageous in making certain types of
comparative measurements. Radiated power
variations will, of course, be as the square of
the field voltage indication. With a1.5-milliampere meter, field strengths of fractional millivolts register on the meter, if a copper-rod
antenna two or three feet long is used.

Fig. 1729 — Twin-triode audio oscillator for adjust
ing 'phone transmitters and audio systems. Construe
tion is simplified by attaching all condensers and resistors to tie strips and wiring between terminal lugs.

alignment of the i.f. amplifier stages of low- and
high-frequency superheterodynes. Without an
oscillator, such alignment becomes aslow and
difficult task, and is often left at an unfinished
and unsatisfactory state.
The test oscillator should be shielded rather
carefully so that direct pickup from the coil is

• INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCY TEST
OSCILLATOR
The oscillator of Fig. 1728 provides a means
of obtaining a strong and steady signal for
6510

+250V.•••

-B
Fig. 1728 — Circuit of simple oscillator for receiver
alignment. Two plug-in coils are used to provide 440510 kc. and 1480-1620 kc. frequency ranges, so that signals for low and high intermediate frequency receivers
may be provided.
Ci — 140-ppfd. variable.
C2 — 250- Add. mica fixed.
Ca — 10O- pfd. mica fixed.
C4 — 0.01-pfd. paper tubular.
Ca — 0.002-pfd mica fixed (or paper tubular).
RI— 0.25-megohm, 34-watt carbon.
R2 — 75,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Ra — 50,000-ohm potentiometer, output attenuator.
L — 120 turns No. 28 enamelled wire, close-wound on
1A-inch diameter coil form, with cathode tap
located 30 turns from ground end, for 440-510
kc. range.
32 turns No. 20 wire, close-wound on 1A-inch
diameter coil form, with cathode tap located 9
turns from ground end, for 1480-1620 kc. range.
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6.3V.

OUTPUT

Fig. 1730 — Audio signal generator circuit diagram.
CI, C2, C4, Ct, — 0.1-pfd. 400-volt tubular paper.
Ca — 10-pfd. 25-volt tubular electrolytic.
Ce — 0.01-pfd. 400-volt tubular paper.
Cr — 0.002-pfd. midget mica.
Cs — 0.0005-pfd. midget mica.
RI, R2— 50,000-ohm, 34-watt.
Ra — 0.3-megohm, 34-watt.
R4 — 1000-ohm, 34-watt.
Ra — 50,000-ohm potentiometer.
Li — 7-henry iron-core reactor (Thordarson T-13C26).
L2 — 125-mh. iron-core r.f. choke.

eliminated. Ordinarily, there is no requirement
for calibration of the oscillator, since most
superheterodynes are equipped with crystal
filter, so that the crystal of the receiver will
determine the frequency at which the oscillator
will be operated.
Essentially, this i.f. test oscillator consists of
asimple e.c.o. unit with two plug-in coils and a
high- C padded tuning circuit. Only relatively
narrow ranges are provided by the tuning condenser used, since the intermediate frequencies
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of communication receivers are fairly uniformly fixed in the neighborhoods of 460 kc.
and 1600 kc.
If a modulated signal is desired from the
oscillator, the positive plate supply connection
may be made to the power supply at the output of the rectifier rather than at the usual
filter output terminal.
• AUDIO TEST OSCILLATOR
For most adjustments on 'phone transmitters it is desirable to have some form of constant-voltage, adjustable-frequency sine-wave
souce of a.f. voltage.

Fig. 1731— This 2-inch oscilloscope is housed in a
5- a 10- a3
inch chassis.

A simple and inexpensive device fulfilling
these requirements is shown in Figs. 1729 and
1730. A dual triode is used as a simple sinewave audio oscillator of the capacity-feedback
type. Six frequencies are provided — roughly
100, 400, 1000, 3000, 5000 and 10,000 cycles —
with standard capacities and inductances. An
output control varies the level from zero to the
Fig. 1732 — Circuit of the simple 2-inch
oscilloscope.
C —
900-volt
working electrolytic
(Cornell-Dublier JR 544 with sections
series-connected).
Ri — 100,000-ohm potentiometer (Centralab
Midget).
Ra — 50,000-ohm, 1-watt carbon.
Ra — 200,000-ohm, 2-watt carbon.
Rs — 100,000-ohm, potentiometer with switch
(Centralab Midget).
RFC —
125-ma. r.f. choke, optional
(for correcting leaning patterns due to
al. coupling.
SW1 — S.p.d.t toggle switch, 250-volt, 1-amp.
rating.
SW2 — Potentiometer switch (s.p.s.t.) on R4.
T — Receiver-type power transformer delivering 325-0-325 v.a.c. at 40 ma., 5volts at
3amp., 6.3 volts at 2amp. (Thordamon
T-13R11).
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maximum (depending on loading and plate
voltage) of several volts.

• CATHODE-RAY

OSCILLOSCOPES

Perhaps the most useful of all measuring and
testing devices is the cathode-ray oscilloscope.
Although relatively expensive, its applications
are so numerous that it can be used to replace a
number of other less satisfactory types of
measuring equipment. It is particularly suited
to r.f. and al. voltage measurements because it
does not consume power from the source being
measured.
The circuit diagram of asimple cathode-ray
oscilloscope is given in Fig. 1732. In building
such aunit one precaution, in particular, must
be observed: the tube must be placed so that
the alternating magnetic field from the transformer has no effect on the electron beam. Fig.
1733 shows the placement of the power transformer and cathode-ray tube used in this
'scope to prevent electromagnetic coupling
between transformer and electron beam of
tube. The transformer is directly behind the
base of the c.-r. tube with axis of transformer
winding and axis of tube common.
No intensity control provision is made in
this oscilloscope — it is operated at maximum
at all times. Accordingly, it is quite important
that some provision be included for switching
off the electron beam, reducing the spot intensity, or swinging the beam to one side of the
scope with d.c. bias during periods of no transmission, when the pattern would be confined to
a thin, bright line or a small spot of high intensity. This must be done to prevent " burning" the screen of the c.-r. tube.
If trouble is experienced in getting apattern
from a high-power transmitter because of
r.f. voltage on the 110-volt supply line, two
blocking condensers, 0.01- to 0.1-microfarad,
may be connected in series across the primary
of the power transformer in the 'scope with
their common tap grounded to the metal case.
The cabinet used for this 'scope is in reality

HOP ZONTAL VERTKAL
SWEEP
SWEEP
VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

110V

AC
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Fig. 1733 — Side view of the 2-inch
'scope with cover removed. In this
view can be seen the mounting of the
cathode-ray tube, and rectifier for
easy connection to the flexible leads of
the power transformer. Two small
feed-through insulators serve as
terminals for external horizontal- and
vertical-sweep connection, while a
machine screw through the rear of the
chassis serves as the common ground
terminal. Note the location of the
power transformer not only outside
the steel shield chassis but also directly
behind the c.-r, tube, with the axis of
the transformer winding along the
axis line of the tube.
a 3- by 5- by 10-inch crackle-finished steel
chassis with bottom cover plate — all turned
up on one edge for greater compactness and
improved appearance. The shielding provided
by this box is highly desirable for prevention of
stray-field interference in the patterns obtained.
In this oscilloscope the horizontal sweep
voltage can be obtained either from an audiofrequency source (such as the modulator stage
of atransmitter) or from the 60-cycle line. Using an al. horizontal sweep, the pattern appearing on the screen will be in the form of a
trapezoid or triangle (depending on the percentage of modulation) when checking transmitter performance. Practical application of
this method is outlined in Chapter 16.
Although for many amateur applications the
use of asweep circuit having alinear time base
is not estential, for actual studies of wave form
the linear time axis is necessary. The sweep circuit proper usually employs a grid-controlled
LINEAR SWEEP CIRCUIT
Fig. 1734 — Circuit of a 3+250V.
inch oscilloscope with linear
sweep.
Ri, Rio — 50,000-ohm Centra.
lab potentiometer.
112 — 15-ohm 1watt.
Ra — 200-ohm Yaxley wirewound potentiometer.
R4 — 700-ohm 1-watt.
114, Rn — 2.0-megohm 1-watt.
ile, Ru i — 500,000-ohm Centralab
potentiometer.
R7 — 500,000-ohm 1-watt.
Rs — 200,000-ohm potentiometer.
R9 — 10.0-megohm 1-watt.
— 8.0-pfd, 450-volt electrolytic condenser.
Ca — 400-ppfd. fixed mica.
Ca — 0.001-pfd. fixed mica.
C4
0.01-pfd. fixed mica.
CS— 0.1-pfd. 400-volt paper.
Ca — 0.5-pfd. 1500-volt paper.
C2 — 0.5-pfd. 1500-volt paper.
Si, S2, Sa, S7
S.p.s.t. toggle
switches.
Si — Yaxley 8-point switch.
•1000V.
(Sweep-frequency range
control.)
So, Se — D.p.d.t. Federal anti-capacity switch.
Ss — S.p.d.t. toggle switch.
Ti — Line-to-line transformer.
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gaseous discharge tube, the 885 (especially
designed for this purpose), operating as a
relaxation oscillator. In operation, the sweep
circuit is connected to the horizontal-deflection
plates of the existing oscilloscope. The voltage
under observation is connected to the verticaldeflection plates, and the resulting picture
is an accurate representation of the wave shape
of the voltage being examined.
External amplifiers, usually of the resistance-coupled type to provide high gain with
wide frequency range and low distortion, are
useful in most applications. Cathode-ray
tubes, with sensitivity of perhaps 100 volts
per inch, are not suitable for use with potentials of less than several volts.
An example of linear sweep circuit applied to
a 3-inch cathode-ray tube is shown in Fig.
1734. The circuits used for horizontal and
vertical deflection amplifiers usually are conventional resistance-capacity coupled pentode
stages, using such tubes as 57 " or 6J7 types.
CATHODE RAY TUBE

CIRCUIT

906
A.C.

ONO.

Is

INPUT 516NAL

T2 — 1-to-1transformer. (See text.)
Li — 8-mh. r.f. choke.
P — 2.5 volt pilot light.
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EMERGENCY AND PORTABLE
Emergency, Portable and Rural Applications— Power and
Supply Systems— Transmitting and Receiving Apparatus
and Technique

EMERGENCY

self-powered equipment
is no longer a nice toy to play with when regular amateur activities pale; it has become the
moral obligation of every amateur to be prepared in case of any communications emergency. Large-scale disasters during the past
few years have demonstrated the tremendous
value of amateur emergency stations in relaying relief messages when all other communication channels are closed. Aside from the
all-important emergency phase, the use of
portable equipment has lately been extended
through organized activity in the annual
"Field Days," and the problem of providing
equipment suitable for use in rural districts,
where commercial power is not available, has
always been with us. Recent developments
have furnished approaches to the solutions of
some of the problems, and it is the purpose of
this chapter to analyze and summarize the general considerations involved in the self-powered
field, and to offer certain suggestions.
The most vital need for self-powered equip-

ment occurs in connection with emergency
activity, and the basic design of all such equipment should be predicated on emergency use.
Every amateur, no matter where he may be
located, can reasonably expect that sometime
he may be called upon to perform emergency
communications duty, and it is his responsibility to the public welfare, to himself, and to
amateur radio as a whole to see that he is in
some measure prepared.
Choice of Power Supply
There is a comparatively wide variety of
self-generating power sources from which to
choose. An analysis of the numerous available
types should disclose which is the most suitable
in the light of specific requirements, based on
the criteria of utility, efficiency, performance
and cost.
Dry batteries: Dry-cell batteries are the
standard primary electrical energy source.
They are ideal for receiver and low-power
transmitter supplies because they provide

Fig. 1801 — A complete portable emergency
station, capable of operation from either 115-volt
A.C. or 6-volt D.C. sources.
Individual units are described in the text. Three
bands are covered — 7,
3.5 and 1.7 Mc. — with
band-switching throughout.
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steady, pure direct current
with almost zero regulation.
Their disadvantages are
weight, high cost and limited
current capability. In addition, they will lose their power even when not in use if
allowed to stand for periods of
a year or more. This makes
them uneconomical if not used
more or less continuously.
The accompanying table
shows the life to be expected
from representative types
under various current drains,
based on intermittent service
simulating typical operation.
Continuous service life will be
somewhat greater at very low
current drains and from onehalf to two-thirds the intermittent life at the higher
current values.
The life figures given in the table are based
on an end-point of 34 volts. This is considered
to be the normal limit in average equipment.
With suitable design of the apparatus to enable
it to operate satisfactorily on about half voltage, the end-point can be extended to 24 volts,
adding approximately 50% to the life of the
battery in average use.
The secret of long battery life at normal
current drains lies in intermittent operation.
The duration of " on" periods should be reduced to a minimum. The more frequent the
rests given a dry-cell battery, the longer it
will last. As an example, one standard type will
last 50% longer if it is operated for intervals of
one minute with five minutes' rest in 24-hour
intermittent operation than if it is operated
continuously for four hours per day, although
the actual wattage consumption in the 24-hour
period is the same.
Storage batteries: The most universally acceptable self-contained power source is the
storage battery. It has high initial capacity
and can be recharged, so that its effective life
is practically indefinite. It can be used to provide filament or heater power directly, and
plate power through associated devices such as
vibrator-transformers, dynamotors and genemotors, and a.c. converters. For emergency
work a storage battery is a particularly successful power source as no matter what the
circumstances such batteries are available.
For maximum efficiency and usefulness the
power drain on the storage battery should be
limited to 15 or 20 amperes from the ordinary
100- or 120-ampere-hour 6-volt battery. This
should provide a carrier power when transmitting of 20 to 30 watts, which is usually adequate. In connecting the battery, heavy leads
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Fig. 1802 — Panel layout of the portable/emergency
station. Thell x16 h" panel is divided into six 5h x5 %"
units. These contain, I. to r., across the top: antenna
coupler, transmitter frequency control, and modulator.
Across the bottom: the receiver, occupying two panel
units, and the power supply. The numbered controls are
as follows:
1-4 — Transmitter antenna terminals (see Fig. 1816)
5 — Crystal sockets (Fig. 1814).
6 — Crystal switch (SW1, Fig. 1814).
7 — Plate milliammeter (Fig. 1818).
8 — Meter switch (SW1, Fig. 1818).
9 — 'Phone-c.w. switch (SW2, Fig. 1818).
10 — Microphone jack (Fig. 1818).
11 — Speech amplifier gain control (Rs, Fig. 1818).
12 — Holder for station license or photostatic copy.
13 — Power on-off switch (SW1, Fig. 1804).
14 — Send-receive switch (SW2, Fig. 1804).
15 — Crystal-filter selectivity control (Cs, Fig. 1807).
16 — Crystal filter phasing control (Cis. Fig. 1807).
17 — Receiver r.f. tuning (
CI, Fig. 1807).
18 — Receiver antenna coupling (see text).
19 — Receiver band switch.
20 — B.o. on-off switch (SW1, Fig. 1807).
21 — Receiver oscillator tuning (C7, Fig. 1807).
22 — B.o. pitch control (Qv, Fig. 1807).
23 — Headphone tip jacks (Fig. 1807).
24 — Receiver "B" battery switch (SW, Fig. 1807).
25 — Antenna coupler circuit-changing switch (SW2,
Fig. 1816).
26 — Antenna coupler input tuning (
CI, Fig. 1816).
27 — Antenna coupler output tuning (C2, Fig. 1816).
28 — Antenna coupler coil-shorting switch (SW1, Fig.
1816).

of the automotive cable type should be used, to
minimize the voltage drop; ordinary carreceiver leads are definitely not satisfactory.
Similarly, heavy-duty low-resistance switches
are required.
Vibrator- Transformers: The vibrator-transformer consists of a specially-designed transformer combined with a vibrating interrupter.
When the unit is connected to a storage battery the circuit is made and broken rapidly
by the vibrator contacts and the pulsating d.c.
which flows in the primary of the transformer
causes an alternating voltage to be developed
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BATTERY SERVICE HOURS
Estimated to 34- volt end- point per nominal 45-volt section
Based on intermittent use of 3to 4 hours daily
(For batteries manufactured in U. S. A. only)
Manufacturer's
Type No.
Burgess

Eveready

Lb.

386
486

14
13
15
13
12
11
8
12
7
9
8
8
3
3
2
3
2
1
1
1

21338 1
21308
586
10308
22308
10338 1
2308
485
585
2338 1
5308
762
482
13308P2
A30BP8
738
Z3ONX4
Z3ON 1
X30F1- 8

Current Drain in Ma.

Weight

oz.

5

2

5
12
2
8
4
14

B

3
13
10
4
3
2
2
4
4
13
10
10
5.5

733
W30FL 1
V3013181

700
400
270
240
185

2000
1700
1680
1600
1400
1300
1200
1150
1100
1000
900
750
350
320
320
305
160
160
100
94

es

50
43

112

10

15

20

25

30

40

50

60

75

100

150

1100
880
1220
1100
800
800
640
750
540
525
450
460
170
140
140
140
62
70
48
37
31
20
19

690
550
765
690
530
520
400
550
330
375
290
330
90
81
81
75
30
30
33
17
19
11
12

510
395
560
490
380
350
250
440
180
250
210
260
50
54
54
52
17
20
23
9.5
13
7
8.5

400
300
433

320
240
325
300
185
185
130
300
83
135
100
180
21
27
27
30
7
7
14
4
8

200
165

170
125
154

130
100
113

100
70
76

50
45
47

30
20
25

85

60

40

30

14

160

125

95

57

29

60
45
84

40
25
64

20
20
43

15
11
26

7.5
5
10

16 11.5
2

7.3

4.2

1

1 50

volts
Simile life figures apply to D60, 90-volt, wt. 15 lb. 4 or.
aSimile life figures apply to A30, wt. 1 lb. 11 oz., A30P,
wt. 2 lbs. and A96P, 144-volt, wt. 8lbs. 7oz.
aSimile life figures apply to Z30, wt. 1lb. 5or., Z30X, wt.
1lb. 7oz and Z60X, 90-volt, wt. 2lb. 7oz.
Same life figures apply to Z30BP, wt. 1 lb. 7 oz., Z60BP
2

260

375
200
130
200
37
37
39
10
10
17
6
10
5.2
6.6

200
130
115
69
47
100
60
8

7.6
1
4.6

5.2

2

3.3

1

2.2

5.4

90-volt wt. 2 lb. 7 on., and Z96P, 144vol, wt. 4 lbs.
°Same life figures apply to X308P, wt. 15 oz., X60X, 90volt, wt 1lb. 14 oz., and X60BP, 90-volt, wt. 2 bs. 1oz.
Same life figures apply to W3OBP, wt. 11 oz., and W6OBP,
90-volt wt. 1lb. 5oz.
rNo life ligures available. As used by U. S. Weather Bureau
standard service life is two hours.

Estimated to 1-volt end- point per 1.5-volt unit
Based on intermittent use oF 3to 4 hours daily
(For batteries manufactured in U. S. A. only)
Manufacturer's
ype No.
Burgess
190
160
20F
8F
6F
4FA
4F
2F2H 2
F2BP
T2FL
2F4
F4P1
F4BP

Evereedy
741 1
743
7111
742
724
723
722
-

We ght
Lb.

Oz.

7
6
6
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1

4
8
12
14
10
4
6
1
2
6
5
6
12
bT
8
11
5
10

Voltage

Current
25

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

-

-

950
-

750
-

660
400
200
370
275

400
185
96
370
135
135

1rdrna life Rerun. annly In 745. wt. 2lb
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50

60

75

100 120 150

-

-

750

670
750
700
500

570
-

425
-

325
320
325

520
340
250
145
120
77
-

270
102
60
210
70
102

185
68
44
135
46
72

220
100
40
-

1100

Drain in

175

1475 1250
1225 1025
1210 1080
SOO 440
375
300
300 210
170
102
33
21

Ma.
180 200

240 250 300

500

- 1075
870
980
335 370
250
220 200 155 135
150 70 30 -

300
175
120
100
100
40
17
-

-

800
640
800
280
180
160
95
47
12
8.8

635
500
635
250
210
135
100
135
85
80
70
70
33
30
8.3
13
6.5

-48

-12

3
-

-

41

-

-

-

-

23

19

2

Same Ilfe limes apply to 2F2BP. wt. 1 lb. 5on.
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Fig. 1803 — The complete PIE station assembly
as seen from the rear.
Power supply at lower
left, modulator above it.
Receiver at lower right,
with transmitter and antenna coupler above. The
6-volt power cable with
battery leads is shown.

in the secondary. This high-voltage a.c is in
turn rectified, either by avacuum-tube rectifier
or by an additional synchronized pair of
vibrator contacts, and filtered, providing outputs as high as 400 volts at 200 ma. Tube
rectifiers are ordinarily used only when the
negative side of the circuit cannot be grounded,
a requirement with the self-rectifying type.
The high-voltage filter circuit is usually identical with that of an equivalent power source
operating from the a.c. line. Noise suppression

equipment, serving to minimize r.f. disturbances, is usually incorporated in the manufactured unit.
Although vibrator-transformers are ordinarily used with 6-volt tubes, their use with 2volt tubes is quite possible provided additional
filament filtration is incorporated. This filter
can consist of a small low-resistance iron-core
choke, or the voice-coil winding of a speaker
transformer. The field coil of a speaker designed to operate on 4 volts at the total fila-
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°
-400*

Fig. 1804 — Combination 6- and 115-volt
power supply.
Ch — 120-ma. 4-henry
filter choke
(Thordarson T-49C91).
Ci — 0.06-pfd. paper, 400-volt.
C2— 0.5-pfd. paper 200-volt.
Ca — 8-pfd. electrolytic, 600-volt.
C4 — 12-pfd. electrolytic, 450-volt.
Cs — 10-pfd. electrolytic, 25-volt.
RI, R2— 100 ohms, 3
,watt.
T — 375-volt 135-ma. power transformer
with 115-volt and 6-volt primaries (Thordarson T- 14R40).
S — D.p.s.t. heavy duty toggle switch.
SW2 — S.p.s.t. toggle switch.
Si — 10-contact male socket (Jones
P-310-AB).
Pi, P2 — 10-contact male plugs (Jones
S-310-FHT).
RFC — 40 turns No. 14 enamelled wire,
wound in two layers, %" i.d.

20

6V.DC
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ment current of the receiver may be used. The
filaments are then connected in parallel, as
usual, and placed in series with this winding
across the 6-volt battery. On both 6- and 2-volt
receivers " hash" can be reduced by heavily
by-passing the battery at the vibrator supply
terminals, using 0.25 to 1dd. or more. Noise
will be minimized if asingle ground, consisting
of a short, heavy copper strap, is used.
Dynamotors and Genemotors: A dynamotor
is a double-armature high-voltage generator,
the additional winding operating as a driving
motor. It is usually operated from a 6-, 12or 32-volt battery, and may deliver voltages
from 300 to 1000 or more. Dynamotors have
been widely used in military work and most of
those in amateur use derive from such origins.
The genemotor is a refinement of the dynamotor designed especially for automobile receiver, sound truck and similar applications.
It has found wide acceptance among amateurs
as asource of transmitting power, having good
regulation and efficiency combined with economy of operation. It is also used in connection with portable receiver installations, although arather high inherent noise level limits
this application in sensitive amateur highfrequency receivers.

Fig. 1805 — The dual-primary power supply viewed
from the bottom. Between the two rectifier tubes is
mounted the plug-in vibrator. The primary rd. choke
can be seen between the two switches.
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Genemotors are made to fill almost every
need, more than two dozen types being
available. Their cost, at amateur net prices,
runs from about eight to twenty-four dollars.
Standard models range from 135 volts at 10
ma. to 300 volts at 200 ma. or 500 volts at
100 ma. Parallel and series operation of identical units to provide higher capacity is entirely
practical. The normal efficiency averages
around 40%, increasing to better than 50% in
the higher-power units. The regulation is
comparable to well-designed a.c. supplies; it is
largely a result of external IR drops.
Successful operation of dynamotors and
genemotors implies heavy, direct leads, mechanical isolation to reduce vibration, and
thorough r.f. and ripple filtration (the purchase
of manufactured filter units is recommended).
The shafts and bearings should be thoroughly
"run in" before regular operation is attempted,
and the tension of the bearings should be
checked occasionally.
A.c.-d.c. converters: In some cases it may
be desirable to utilize existing equipment
built for 115-volt a.c. operation in portable
applications. To operate such equipment with
any of the power sources outlined in the foregoing would require a considerable amount of
rebuilding. This can be obviated by using a
rotary converter capable of changing the d.c.
from 6-, 12- or 32-volt batteries to 110-volt
60-cycle a.c. Such converter units are available from several manufacturers, with output
ratings from 40 to 300 watts. Their cost runs
from fifteen to fifty dollars at amateur prices.
The conversion efficiency of these units
averages about 50%. In appearance and operation they are similar to genemotors of
equivalent ratings, while the prices are approximately the same. The overall efficiency
of the converter system will be lower because
of the losses in the a.c. rectifier-filter circuits
and the necessity for converting heater as well
as plate power.
Generators: The plate supply systems outlined in the foregoing are, with the exception
of the dry-cell batteries, designed to utilize
the electrical energy stored in a storage battery. The problem then arises of securing the
energy to be stored in the battery. If access to
a.c.-operated chargers is not possible at times
between actual use, some form of self-powered
charging system is essential.
This need is ordinarily best met by a gasoline- or wind-driven generator. Water-power
generators have been used, but their dependence on special circumstances is obvious, and
they are not available in small sizes.
The windcharger consists of a small generator driven by a suitable impeller, mounted to
take advantage of the free energy offered by
the wind. The standard type costing in the
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neighborhood of twenty dollars will supply up to 16 amperes to a 6-volt battery. It
will ordinarily keep fully
charged a battery used to
power a typical receiver and
small transmitter operated
from vibrator or genemotor
supply in intermittent operation. (Bib. 1).
Gasoline-driven generators
are also available for use in
charging 6-volt or larger batteries. These ordinarily are
rated at 150 or 200 watts and
cost in the neighborhood of
forty dollars. A A- or SA-h.p.
single-cylinder four-cycle engine is used, which will operate for twelve or fifteen hours
on a gallon of gasoline.
In higher-powered installations the use of intermediate
storage batteries may be dispensed with, and a gasolineFig. 1806 — Four-tube portable/emergency receiver with crystal filter.
driven generator supplying
At left is the crystal filter assembly, with selectivity control condenser
110-volt a.c. directly may be mounted vertically. The 610 If. amplifier is hidden between the crystal outemployed. Such generators put and If. coupling transformers. The b.f.o. transformer is next to the "B"
are ordinarily rated at amini- battery at the right. In the center is the tuning unit — the 1852 mixer and
mum of 250 or 300 watts, and its tuning condenser at the left, the 6J5 oscillator at right, and the oscillator
padding condensers mounted on the bracket in the center. The dual terminal
cost fifty or sixty dollars. strip attached to this bracket is for the antenna leads.
They are available up to two
storage battery d.c. is shown in Figs. 1802kilowatts, or big enough to handle the highestpower amateur rig, at a cost of between three
1805. It is built around a dual-primary transand four hundred dollars. Most are arranged to
former. Two power cables are provided, one
charge automatically an auxiliary 6-volt batending in a standard a.c. male plug and the
tery used in starting. Fitted with self-starters
other in battery clips. Miniature multiple
and adequate mufflers and filters, they repreplugs connect these cables to the appropriate
sent ahigh order of performance and efficiency.
primary, open or close the vibrator circuit as
A variant on the generator idea is the use of
required, and connect the heater circuit either
fan-belt drive. The disadvantage of requiring
to a6.3-volt winding or to the storage battery.
that the automobile must be running throughA simple hash filter in the form of a choke
out the operating period has not led to general
wound of ordinary antenna wire and a fixed
popularity of this idea amongst amateurs,
condenser minimizes vibrator interference
although in San Francisco and Oakland an
sufficiently to make break-in operation satisamateur emergency unit relies on it heavily.
factory. Indeed, the noise level is sufficiently
Such generators are similar in construction
low to make operation of the receiver from the
and capacity to the small gas-driven units.
vibrator supply possible if desired, although
The home construction of generators of all
dry battery plate supply for the receiver is
the above types has been successfully atrecommended for best performance.
The circuit shows the negative high-voltage
tempted by amateurs at times, although the
possession of a considerable knowledge of
terminal ungrounded, permitting inclusion of
electric motor design is essential. One espea bias or microphone voltage dropping resiscially useful possibility is the re-winding of old
tor if desired.
automobile charging generators, several hunThe Receiver
dred watts capacity being obtainable from the
largest sizes. Those originally used on the old
The weakest link in the portable or emer4-cylinder Dodge cars have been successfully
gency communications chain usually is the
adapted by amateurs. ( Bib. 2).
receiver. An inadequate receiver, with poor
An example of portable/emergency power
selectivity, low sensitivity and insufficient
supply design capable of operation from either
stability, can ruin aQSO even under favorable
115-volt a.c. or vibrator-interrupted 6-volt
conditions. When it is remembered that condi-
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tions in portable or emergency operation are
often more severe than those at home, with
poor antenna facilities, high noise levels, severe
interference, etc., the fallacy of attempting to
use an inferior portable receiver is apparent.
The best procedure of all is to use the home
station receiver for portable work. The average
communications super-heterodyne can be operated with storage-battery " A" and dry-cell
"B" supply without difficulty, if 6-volt tubes
are utilized. Of course, headphones should be
used and the output tube removed, but this is
no hardship. Headphones are far more satis-

ii
e—

itS-4-0

factory in such applications than the speaker
in any event. This procedure not only ensures
the availability of the high-performance receiver so vitally necessary, but the practice
that has been obtained by using the receiver
at home is invaluable in the specialized operating techniques of portable or emergency work.
It takes as much experience to learn to run a
receiver properly as it does to drive acar, and
the middle of a crisis is no time to gain that
experience. Even on lowered plate voltage the
home superhet will be better than amakeshift.
If a special portable/emergency receiver is
to be built, it should be a superheterodyne.
With present-day tubes and components, it is
possible to build a simple superheterodyne as
cheaply as a t.r.f. receiver, and there is no
comparison between the two in performance.
A regenerative receiver without an r.f. stage is
completely out of the picture, since swinging
antennas and blocking signals contribute so to
instability that its use is not justified except
under the most extreme circumstances. A simple and economical receiver that is especially
suited to emergency and portable work is the
3-tube superhet described in Chapter Eight.
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Fig. 1808 — The 4-tube super
from the bottom. In the If. section
parts are few and wiring simple. At
left is the b.o. pitch control and its
flexible shaft coupling (Mallory FS250). The single screw terminal on
the back of the chassis goes to the
ungrounded side of the 6.3-volt
heater supply.

With only three tubes, it has no more " A" and
"B" battery drain than the usual t.r.f.
receiver.
The complete station pictured in Figs.
1801-1803 employs asomewhat more elaborate
receiver, in which band-switching replaces the
plug-in coils, a crystal filter provides high selectivity, a high-gain 1852 mixer tube adds
sensitivity, and a separate 6J5 oscillator tube
improves stability. Essentially, however, the
basic circuit is similar to the 3-tube set just
referred to. For a description of the i.f. and
second detector circuits, see Chapter Eight.
Construction of the tuning unit, which is assembled on a 4% x5" sub-chassis for convenience, is shown in Figs. 1806 and 1808. In
the bottom view the oscillator coils can be seen
at left, the r.f. at right. The latter are partially
obscured by the antenna coupling coils. These
are made variable to provide impedance
matching for different antennas, as well as to
reduce image interference by permitting optimum coupling, and to serve as a volume control. The coupling coils are attached by bakelite lug strips to the %" brass shaft, which is
held in apanel bushing. The shaft is tapped for
4-36 screws which hold the dual lug strips. The
7- and 14- Mc. antenna coils are scramblewound and cemented, so that they are selfsupporting, while the 1.7- Mc, coupling coil is
reinforced by athin bakelite disc to which it is
cemented.
All secondary coils except those for 7 Mc.
are wound on National XR-2 forms. The 7- Mc.
oscillator coil is on a %" XR-3 form, held under
the tube socket by a small bracket, while the
r.f. coil is wound on a small length of Yi n
bakelite tubing, supported by its leads under
the mixer tube socket.
The Isolantite-insulated band-switch, in the
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center, lias six 3-position circuits, of which two
are unused. The oscillator coupling condenser
can be seen at the end of this switch.
The crystal phasing condenser at the upper
right in Fig. 1808 is mounted on a small piece
of A" bakelite, with an insulated shaft extension going to the knob. The crystal shorting
switch is astud of 1/16" brass rod driven into
a hole in the condenser shaft made with aNo.
53 drill. At minimum capacity this stud engages a small contact spring of phosphor
bronze attached to the bakelite mounting
plate. A wire soldered to this spring goes to
the crystal socket, completing the shorting
circuit.
The adjustment and operating procedures
are identical with the 3-tube receiver, except
that centering the bands on the oscillator dial
is accomplished by merely adjusting the air
padding condenser for the band in use. Procedure for aligning the crystal filter will be
found in Chapter Nine.
Plate power is built-in, in the form of two
small portable " B" batteries. Battery plate
supply is recommended for low noise level and
best all-around performance, especially where
break-in operation is contemplated.
The Transmitter
Owing to the difficulty in securing power for
emergency, portable and rural transmitters,
their design will depend almost entirely upon
the power supply available. Considering possible defects in hastily-improvised radiation
systems, etc.,' it seems unwise to use less than
10 watts input to apower amplifier or 15 watts
to an oscillator. However, powers greater than
two or three times these values are not usually
necessary, so selection of the power supply will
depend almost entirely upon the pocketbook
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Fig. 1809 - - ›imple and practical portable or emergency transmitter. A receiving-type pentode (2A5, 42,
6F6, etc.) arranged for crystal control or aself-resonant.
grid oscillator circuit can be used with any kind of
power supply under most circumstances.

and other resources. The 300-volt, 100-ma.
vibrator-transformers and genemotors represent a nice compromise unless it is possible to
step into the 200- or 300-watt gasoline-driven
generator class. The units to be described are
designed for 25 to 30 watts input; larger designs can follow more or less conventional
lines. (Bib. 3).
Perhaps the best plan in providing for an
emergency and portable transmitter is to
utilize the basic exciter unit in the regular station. This not only ensures the availability of a
reliable, efficient unit at all times but means a
saving in parts and equipment. It represents
no hardship to the permanent station to construct the exciter so it is compact, readily removable, and, above all, solidly and dependably assembled. If your present exciter is not

KEY - 400V +
Fig.1810— Circuit of the simple portable transmitter.
Li — 80 turns No. 24 d.s.c. close-wound (this figure is
only approximate; remove turns experimentally
until plate current minimum occurs at desired
frequency).
142 — 21 turns No. 20 enamel spaced the diameter of the
wire, or to about 13 inches.
CI, C2, Ca
0.01-pfd. paper 600-volt.
C4 — 200 ppfd. midget variable (National STH-200).
Ca — 500 ;add. postage stamp mica.
Ri — 7500-ohms, 1-watt.
Ri — 50,000-ohms, 2-watt.
RFC — 2.5-millihenry c.f. choke (National R-100).
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adaptable to this use, plan the new one so it
will be. Of course, provision for 6-volt tubes
throughout is essential, with the heater circuit
so arranged that it can be connected to astorage battery without change. A suitable plate
supply using a vibrator or gerlemotor or similar system should be available separately, arranged for ready connection. The best method
is to have asocket and plug connector assembly, with one plug built into the transmitter
and another, wired identically, connected
permanently to the emergency supply.
The basic design for a miniature emergency
or portable transmitter is shown in Figs. 18091810. It is based on the use of areceiving type
output pentode, such as the 2A5, 42 or 6F6.
Such tubes are almost universally available
because of their wide use in broadcast receivers. The normal requirement of crystal control
can, if no crystal is available, be averted by the
use of the tuned-plate untuned-grid circuit
once general in amateur practice (but capable
of emitting anow illegal signal and to be used
only with suitable precautions).
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Fig. 1811 — lop view of the 6C5-6L6 tranbunitter
Provision is made for four crystals which are selected
by the switch on the panel. Only one plug-in coil is
required for this three-band oscillator-amplifier transmitter.

The virtue of a transmitter of this type is
that it can be readily and quickly constructed
from junk-box parts. Indeed, in time of emergency it could be assembled in comparatively
short time from the parts of a midget broadcast receiver. It is extremely versatile from the
power supply standpoint, requiring only a
storage battery for the heater and a few dry
"B" batteries or equivalent for plate supply.
Transmitters of this type have been successfully operated in actual emergencies for considerable periods using only 135 volts from
dry cells for plate voltage. At the same time,
10 watts input can be secured if a 350- or 400volt supply is available, enough for reasonably
consistent work.
A milliammeter in the positive lead is desirable for tuning purposes, although listening on
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Fig. 1812 — Wiring Dia gram of the 6C5-6L6 transmitter.
Ct — 50-ppfd. postage stamp mica.
C2 — 0.002-µfd. postage stamp mica.
C3
250-ppfd. postage stamp mica.
C4, C8 — 0.005-upfd. postage stamp mica.
Ci — 0.01-µfd. paper, 600-volt.
C7 — 140-pfd. midget variable (Cardwell ZU-140-AS).
Bi — 25,000 ohms, 54 watt.
112 — 100,000 ohms, Lwatt.
R3 — 1000 ohms, !7-watt.
R4 — 10,000 ohms, 2-watt.
RFC — 2.5-mh. rd. choke.
M — 2" 0-150 ma. milliammeter.
Sw — 4-position crystal switch (Yaxley 1316L).
— Band
1.7 Mc.
3.5
7

Turns
46 No. 24 d.s.c.
25 No. 18 enam.
13 No. 18 enam.

Coupling
Length
Coil Turns
Close-wound
11
1%"
7
4

it6

TO HEATERS

I

l
6.3V.

- 300V. +

Coupling coil is close-wound with push-back wire
over lower end of Li.
Ci

F--""TUNER

C8

B

KEY

the receiver with the antennas disconnected
should suffice. If it is difficult or impossible to
secure oscillation, connect short lengths of insulated wire to the plate and grid contacts on
the tube socket, and twist them together, producing a common feedback capacity.

Fig. 1813 — Underneath the chassis of the 6C5-6L6
portable. Wiring is straightforward and very simple.
The antenna twisted-pair feed line is connected to the
twisted pair coming out the back of the set. Coupling
coils are wound over the lower end of each coil.
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Fig. 1814 — Circuit of the
portable/emergency
transmitter.
C — 0.001 pfd. midget mica.
C1 — 50-ppfd. midget mica.4
Ci, C3, Ca, Ce — 0.005-pfd.
midget mica.
C4 — 100-pidd. mid get mica.
C7, C8 — 0.002-pfd. midget
mica.
RI— 50,000 ohms, %-watt.
R2 — 1000 ohms, %.watt.
Rs — 75,000 ohms, 1watt.
114 — 15,000 ohms, 1watt.
Rs, R7 — 100 ohms, ji matt.
Re — 250 ohms, 5watt.
Rs — 7500 ohms, 5watt.
SW1 — 2- gang 11-pt. switch
(Centralab 1413).
RFC — 2.5 rah. rd. chokes
(National RAW).

The simple oscillator-transmitter should be
used only if nothing else is available. If a
permanent portable-emergency transmitter is
planned, it is advisable to use some form of
oscillator-amplifier combination, for its greater
flexibility and better efficiency. One very logical combination utilizes a Pierce crystal oscillator (because it requires no tuning, regardless
of crystal frequency) driving a beam-power
tube. It makes aversatile combination — only
one tuning control is necessary — and it can
readily be used as the regular-station exciter.
Figs. 1811-1813 show a transmitter which
utilizes a 6C5 and 6L6 in this combination.
It is built on a chassis identical to that used
for the 3-tube receiver. Provision is made
for switch selection of any one of four crystals, and 1.7-, 3.5-, and 7- Mc. crystals all
oscillate in the circuit with equal ease. Plug-in
coils are used in the plate circuit of the 6L6,
and no neutralization was found necessary on
1.7, 3.5 or 7Mc. Fixed coupling coils were provided because the transmitter was built for use
with twisted-pair line feed. The cathodes of
both tubes are keyed to enable break-in work
and afford maximum economy of the power
supply. The coils are designed for proper L/C
ratio for the bands used.
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Fig. 1815 — P/E Transmitter units.
Left, the frequency control and power generating units. Two 6L6's are shown, although
any of several tubes can be used as the
oscillator. Right, the universal antenna
coupler, permitting matching any wire or
line on either of three bands without changing coils.

The transmitter should be tested by removing the 6L6 from the socket and closing the
key, with the power on. Crystals from 1.7 to
7 Mc. should oscillate readily. The addition of
condenser CI serves to keep the keying from
being chirpy, and experiment with values is
desirable. However, values over 50 ppfd. seem
to have no particular advantage. When first
testing the transmitter, grid current should be
checked by disconnecting R2 from ground and
inserting a low-range milliammeter. Grid current through the 100,000-ohm resistor should
range between 1 and 2 ma. on 1.7, 3.5 and
7 Mc.
The complete station of Figs. 1801-1803 includes a transmitter using this same basic circuit, but with a modified mechanical arrangement. The basic concept has been that of
considering the transmitter as three separate
units — frequency control, power generator,
and antenna coupler. The frequency control is
mounted on one panel sector, with the power
generator on asub-base attached to this panel,
while the antenna coupler occupies a separate
panel unit by itself. See Figs 1814-1816.
Six crystal sockets are provided, to ensure a
wide latitude of operating frequencies. The
sockets are of a type that space the crystals
well away from the panel to avoid capacity to
ground, which is troublesome in oscillators of
this type. The crystal switch has two 11-point
sections; every other contact is used, giving 60°
spacing, so that the switch knob always points
to the crystal in use.
No tuning is required in the power-generating unit itself. The oscillator tube can be a
triode, tetrode or pentode without changing
wiring or connections. A 6L6 is used as the
amplifier; with the power supply shown in
Figs. 1804-1805, an input of 30 to 40 watts can
be realized (400 volts at 75-100 ma.) on c.w.
On 'phone the r.f. input will be limited to about
20 watts (400 volts at 50 ma.) because of the
modulator power requirement.
The antenna coupler is auniversal affair designed to match any wire on any frequency
without changing coils. With SW2 in position
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1, LIC1 becomes an ordinary plate tank linkcoupled to L2C2. An antenna a multiple of a
half-wave long can then be end-fed by connecting it to terminal 4; alternatively, a twowire tuned line can be voltage- or parallel-fed
across terminals 3 and 4. SW 1 is adjusted to
provide the proper amount of inductance in
each coil required to tune to the band in use,
the unused part of each coil being shorted out.
By moving SW 2 to position 2and connecting
across terminals 2 and 3, two-wire tuned lines
that are near-multiples of a quarter wave can
be current- or series-fed. If terminals I and 2
are grounded, a quarter-wave antenna can be
fed from No. 3. Position 3 of SW2,on the other
hand, converts the unit into api-section filter,
capable of feeding any odd length of wire
which may be connected to terminal 4. The
tuning processes in each case are the same as
those previously described in Chapter 22.

Modulators
The complete portable/emergency station
will be capable of operation on both c.w. and
To Plate

Ltnk

Fig. 1816 — Antenna coupler circuit.
C2 — 14O- pfd. midget variables (llammarlund
IIF-140).
Li, L2 — Each wound with 90 turns No. 22 e.,•1" dia.,
tapped at 10, 20, 30, and 50 turns. 3-turn link on
each coil.
SW1 — 2-circuit 5-pt. Isolantite switch (Centralab
2505).
SW2 — 2-circuit 3-pt. Isolantite switch (
Centralab
2505).
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'phone. Both have their special
advantages, especially in emergency work. When power is Hm- gic Jack
ited and conditions bad, the
greater reliable range and higher
communications efficiency of
c.w. often make its use preferable to voice. Where instructions
and general traffic must be handled rapidly and in quantity, on
the other hand, the greater speed
of voice over code makes modulated transmission desirable.
Almost any audio system capable of delivering 8to 15 watts of audio power
can be used in conjunction with the oscillatoramplifier transmitters described in this chapter. Modulation of the 2A5 oscillator is to be
discouraged.
The modulator shown in Figs. 1817-1818, as
used in the complete portable/emergency station, is an example of conventional practice. A
single 605 is resistance-coupled to a 6L6. Adequate gain is thus assured for the operation of
any single- or double-button carbon microphone. About 10 watts of audio can be secured
without intolerable distortion. A small dropping resistor in the negative supply lead, RI,
provides a source of microphone voltage.
The plate milliameter is switched by SIV I
between the modulator and r.f. amplifier. SH72
is a ' phone-c.w. change-over switch, which disconnects plate voltage from the audio system
and shorts the modulation transformer secondary to avoid the plate voltage drop on c.w.
Antenna Systems
It is difficult to specify standard antenna
systems for emergency or portable applications, because in all cases the location is the
determining factor. As with most things,

Fig. 1817 — Low-power modulator unit.
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Fig. 1818 — Modulator circuit.
Cl. Ca — 10-afd. electrolytic, 25-volt.
C2— 0.02 dd. paper, 400-volt.
— 4-afd. electrolytic, 450-volt.
Ri — 25 ohms, 34-watt.
112 — 3000 ohms, Y2watt.
RS— 50,000 ohms, A
1 -watt.
114 — 0.5-megohm potentiometer.
Ra — 400 ohms, 2-watt.
Re — 10,000 ohms, 2watt.
R7, R8 — 100 ohms, 34-watt.
Ti — Double-button microphone-to-grid transformer
(Thordarson T-58A37).
Ti — 15-watt universal modulation transformer, connected for 2000-ohm primary and 7500-ohm
secondary impedances (Thordarson T-19M13).
SW1 — D.p.d.t. toggle switch.
SW2 — S.p.d.t. toggle switch.
MA — 100-ma. milliammeter.

the simplest antenna is ordinarily the best.
One of the simplest systems is the end-fed
antenna. A single half-wave on the lowest
frequency to be used will radiate plenty of
energy, providing a good part of its length is
well above ground. If it is cut reasonably close
to resonance efficient coupling is assured by
connecting directly to the plate (through a
variable condenser) or to a supplementary
link-coupled tuned circuit.
If a transmission line is essential, it should
be as well-constructed as possible. The singlewire-fed type is ideal if the feed line can be
brought off the antenna at right angles. The
feeder should be tapped on the plate coil
(through a 0.002-µfd. fixed condenser) at the
point where the desired loading occurs, making
:sure that the tank circuit is tuned to resonance.
The tables shown in Chapter Twenty-Two
for this type of antenna should be followed
closely.
A low-impedance two- wire line is excellent if
the antenna is to be an integral part of the
portable station, since if it is too long it can be
coiled-up out of the way. Rubber-covered lamp
cord will make a fair feed line, the slight mismatch accounting for only a small loss of
power. For the meticulous, one of the special
72-ohm lines can be used.
The familiar tuned transmission line, of
either the Zepp or center-fed types, is next in
preference. It is dependable in performance
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EMERGENCY AND PORTABLE
but somewhat more complicated to erect. The
antenna coupling system should be extremely
flexible with this type, with tapped coils and
choice of series and parallel connections to
accommodate any feeder length. The feeders
should be kept short and direct.
Emergency antennas may be erected with
insulation of dry hard wood, glass towel bars,
porcelain ware, etc., with wire salvaged from
broken communications (not power!) lines
or similar sources. If it is impossible to erect
resonant lengths of wire, impedance-matching
systems such as that shown in Fig. 1816 can be
used. Tuning can be accomplished by plate

milliammeter, neon bulb, or a flashlight bulb
in series with the antenna.
Probably the most straightforward preparation for different conditions is to include several lengths of rope with the portable antenna,
so that a line may be thrown into a tree or
dropped out of a window. Portable masts can
be built but involve rather serious constructional difficulties.
Regulations
The F.C.C. regulations covering amateur
portable and emergency work should be studied thoroughly by every amateur. See Chap. 32.
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ASSEMBLING THE AMATEUR STATION
Location and Arrangement of Station — Control Systems —
Receiver Protection— Lead-in Arrangement — Break-in and
Remote Control — Safety Devices and Precautions

THE

element of danger to the operator
and others of the household from high voltages,
as well as convenience, should be considered
seriously in planning the arrangement of station equipment.
• LOCATION OF STATION
Where space is at a premium, the transmitter may be built into a desk or radio console. If conveniently located, a spare closet
makes a very good spot for the transmitter
and may be arranged as shown in Fig. 1901.
If necessary, the transmitter may be located
in the basement or attic, in acloset or even in
a weather-proof box outside the house and
operated by remote control. Apartmenthouse dwellers sometimes build up a compact
arrangement on wheels which may be stored
under the kitchen range or sink and brought
out to the operating position whenever
desired.

Fig. 1901— Transmitter mounted on clothes-closet
door. Standard rack construction may be followed.
Weight of heavy units is taken up by rollers at bottom.
The door may be replaced at little expense.
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Arrangement of Equipment

If the transmitter is to be built into a floor
rack (construction described in Chapter 13)
or a frame, an operating table with a top of
24" by 36" has sufficient space for areceiver of
good size, key or microphone, control switches
and room for writing. A drawer will take care
of plug-in coils, small tools and writing materials. An operating table of somewhat greater
length will afford space for additional apparatus such as the monitor or small transmitter.
A shelf underneath will provide space for an
enclosed receiver power supply, emergency
apparatus, etc.
The transmitter should be located near a
window where the antenna or transmission
line may be brought in most conveniently and
also near the operating position where frequency changes which may be made by adjustment of tuning controls on the front of the
panel may be made without leaving the operating position. One good arrangement is shown in
Fig. 1902. The transmitter rack is within easy
reach of the operator. Since the lowest controls
of the average rack transmitter come above the
table level, it might be placed against the end
of the operating table with controls facing
either the operator or the center of the room.
Space between the wall and transmitter should
be left to permit passage to the side and rear
for coil changing.
If the transmitter is built up in breadboard
style, it may be placed upon asecond table in
the position in which the rack is shown. Sometimes breadboard units are assembled, one
above the other, on aseries of shelves emulating rack construction. Power-supply equipment may be assembled upon a heavy board
and placed under the transmitter table. A
suitable screen should be fastened to the legs of
the table to prevent approach to the highvoltage apparatus, and high-voltage wiring
should be brought up at the rear of the table to
the transmitter. While the receiver power supply may be placed upon ashelf under the operating table, under no circumstances should
the transmitter power supply be placed there
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control switches are connected
in series, none of the highvoltage supplies may be turned
on until the filament switch has
been closed and that the highpower plate supply cannot be
turned on until the low-power
plate supply switch has been
closed, and also, that the modulator power cannot be applied
until the final-amplifier platevoltage has been applied. SW6
places a 100- to 300-watt lamp
(L,) in series with the primary
winding of the high-voltage
plate transformer for use during the process of preliminary
tuning and for local c.w. work.
The final amplifier should be
tuned to resonance first at low
f
-1
voltage and then SW 6is closed,
Fig. 1902 — A convenient arrangement for station. The rack transmitter
short-circuiting the lamp. Expanel is within easy reach of the operator. On the table are the antenna
perience will determine what
tuner, lamp, receiver and loudspeaker, microphone, key and stationery file.
the low-voltage plate-current
The entrance switch is fastened to the right-hand end of the table. Transmitter controls are mounted on aboard fastened to the table at the left of
reading should be to have it
the operator with foot-operated control switch underneath the table.
increase to full-power value
Receiver power supply is on shelf underneath. Service outlets are mounted
when SW6 is closed so that the
on board fastened to rear of table. Lightning switches at top of window with
ground wire running down right side of window.
proper antenna coupling and
tuning adjustments may be
unless completely enclosed. In cases where the
made at low voltage.
power-supply equipment is too bulky to be
Preferably, SW 3 should be of the pushplaced in the operating room, it is sometimes
button type which remains closed only so long
placed in the basement and wired up to the
as pressure is applied. A switch of this type
operating room. If this is done, the wiring
provides one of the simplest and most effective
should be suitably insulated and the apparatus
means of protection against accidents from
fenced off -to prevent anyone coming in contact
e Line i
with it.

tji

Control Circuits

»I C 2

.0
Swi

SERV I
CE OUTLETS

Proper arrangement of
Hain entrance
r:/swm
switch
controls is fully as imporV, A.
creksys For 'me 'ye.
tant as convenient arr
B supply or cathodes ante;ma
chan
e-over
etc
SW2
rangement of apparatus.
If the transmitter is to be
of fairly high power, it is
desirable to provide aspecial service line directly
from the meter board to
All
the operating room. This
filaments
Hodulotor
line should be run in consuppry
Dias
duit or BX cable with consupply
ductors of ample size to
carry the load without unSpeech
due voltage drop. The line
amplifier
should be terminated with
an enclosed entrance switch
suPP/g
properly fused.
Fig. ¡ 903— Station control system. With all switches except SW3 closed, SW3
Fig. 1903 shows the wir- 'serves as the main control switch. SW1 — Enclosed entrance switch. SW2 —
Filament switch. SW 3 — Low plate-voltage and main control switch. (
See text.)
ing diagram of a simple
SW4— High plate-voltage switch. SW3 — Low-power and tune-up switch. (See
control system. It will be
text.) SW. — Modulator plate-voltage switch. F — Fuse. L — Warning light.
noticed that, because the
L5 — Voltage-reducing lamp. (
See text.)
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high voltage. In the form which is usually considered most convenient, it consists of aswitch
which may be operated by pressure of the foot
and is located underneath the operating table.
When used in this manner, it means that the
operator must be in the operating position, well
removed from danger, before high voltage may
be applied. If desired, SW36 may be placed on
the front of the transmitter panel so that it may
T
OAnt
(Doc*Doce.

T
O
erener
Fig. 1904 — Simple protective device for receiver.
When the voltage induced across Li Ci by transmitter
becomes too great, the neon tube breaks down, shortcircuiting the tuned circuit. Li and Ci are any coil and
condenser which will tune over the required range. Bare
wire is suggested for Li so that adjustment of the taps
will be simplified.

be used while tuning the transmitter. SW 3,,
should, of course, be of the push-button type
also.
In more elaborate installations, and in remote control systems, similarly arranged
switches control relays whose contacts serve to
do the actual switching at the transmitter.
Two strings of utility outlets are connected,
one on each side of the entrance switch, for
operation of the receiver and such accessories
as monitor, lights, electric clock, soldering iron,
etc. Closing the entrance switch should close
those circuits which place the station in readiness for operation. SW2 and SW4 are normally
closed and SW 3 open. When SW 1 is closed
upon entering the operating room, the transmitter filaments are turned on as well as the
receiver which should be plugged into line No.
2. With SW4 closed (also SW5 and SW6), SW3
performs the job of turning all platesupplies on and off during periods of
transmission and reception. Continuously operating accessories, such as
the clock, should be plugged into line
No. 1so that it will not be turned off
when SIVI is opened. Line No. 1 is
also of use for supplying a soldering
iron, light, etc., when it is desired to
remove all voltage from the transmitter by opening SW1.
Receiver Protection
Unless certain precautions are
taken, operation of a transmitter in
close proximity may cause damage to
the receiver. Low-power transmitters
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seldom cause trouble unless both transmitter
and receiver are unshielded and the output
circuit of the transmitter is so close to the input
of the receiver as to provide appreciable coupling between the two. Higher-power transmitters may induce voltages so great in the input
circuits of the receiver that, even though the
receiver plate supply is turned off during periods of transmission, grid current is sufficient
to ruin the input tube and sometimes burn out
the cathode resistance. Well shielded receivers
are much less susceptible to damage and frequently are used with more or less success
without protection of any form, although it
may be necessary to replace the input tube at
intervals. It is always advisable, however, to
make some provision for protecting the receiver
against possible damage.
Short-circuiting of receiver input terminals
by means of aswitch or arelay operated from
the transmitter control switch is only partially
effective, especially at the higher frequencies.
A simple precaution, which is often found adequate, is to provide a switch which opens the
cathode circuit of the input tube, preventing
the flow of grid current, although a considerable d.c. potential may exist between heater
and cathode.
Another simple arrangement, suggested by
W3BES, involves the use of a neon tube to
short-circuit a high-impedance antenna tuner.
It is shown in Fig. 1904. Probably the most
effective and logical scheme is one provided by
W8JMI, shown in Fig. 1905, in which a separate rectifier with external pick-up is used to
bias the first or first and second r.f. tubes of
the receiver.
Bringing the Antenna or Transmission Line
into the Station
In bringing the antenna or transmission line
into the station, the line should first be anchored to the outside wall of the building, as
shown in Fig. 1906, to remove strain from
lead-in insulators. When permissible, holes cut

Fig. 1905 — Another protective device for receiver. Li is apickup coil coupled to the transmitter output tank circuit. Size of coil
must be determined by experiment. Ci — .002 dd. Ri — 100,000
ohms suggested for first trial. Experiment with particular set-up
will be necessary. Ra
Decoupling resistors in receiver AVC
system.
Ti — Any tube with grid and plate tied together.
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scheme shown in Fig.
1906-B may be used.
In a less permanent
Window
method, the window is
6/ass
raised from the bottom
or lowered from the top
to permit the insertion of
Stand-off
a board three or four
inches wide which carries
Rubber washers
cemented to rod
the feed-through insulaHeavy
tors. This arrangement
Slack wire
Scrow-oyes
may be made weatherproof by making an overlapping joint between
là.&cd-through
the board and window
insulators
sash, as shown in Fig.
1907, and covering the
A
opening between upper
and lower sashes with a
Fig. 1906 — Bringing the feeders in. A — Anchoring feeders to take strain from
sheet of soft rubber cut
feed-through insulators or window glass. B — Going through afull-length screen.
The cleat is fastened to frame of screen on inside of screen. Clearance holes are cut
from an inner tube.
in the cleat and also in the screen. The rubber washers keep the weather out.
When the transmitter
must be located at a
considerable distance from the point at which
directly through the walls of the building and
the antenna transmission line enters the buildfitted with feed-through insulators of suitable
ing, the most practical way of feeding the
size are undoubtedly the best means of feeding
antenna is by means of alow-impedance transthe antenna into the station, for the job can
be done with little difficulty and can provide
mission line which may be fastened along the
picture moulding near the ceiling. If multigreater mechanical permanence than other
schemes. It involves no interference to screenband operation is desired, a separate antenna
for each band will be required; otherwise, it
ing or storm windows. The holes should have
will be necessary to place the antenna tuner at
plenty of air clearance about the conducting
the point at which the feeders enter the buildrod, especially when tuned lines, which develop
ing and couple the antenna tuner to the transhigh voltages, are employed. Probably the best
mitter by means of alow-impedance line. This
place to go through the walls, from the standarrangement is very awkward to tune with the
point of appearance, is the trimming board at
antenna and final-amplifier tank circuits septhe top or bottom of a window frame which
provides flat surfaces for tightening lead-in
arated so widely.
insulators. Cement or rubber gaskets may be
Antenna Switching
used to water-proof the exposed joints.
As pointed out in later chapters
Where such a procedure is not
it is desirable, particularly in DX
permissible, the window itself usuwork, to use the same antenna for
ally offers the best opportunity.
transmitting and receiving. This
One satisfactory method is to drill
requires switching of antenna from
holes in the glass near the top
Sash
transmitter to receiver. One of two
of the upper sash. If the glass
which is to be drilled is replaced by
general systems may be employed.
Lead-in
In the first, the transmitter and
plate glass, a stronger job will repanel
sult. Plate glass may be obtained
receiver are each provided with an
antenna tuner and the antenna
reasonably from automobile junk
yards and may be drilled before Sill
transmission line is switched from
placing in the frame. The glass itone to the other. In the second
system, one antenna tuner is proself provides the necessary insulavided for each antenna and the
tion and the transmission line may
switch is in the low-impedance
be fastened to bolts fitting the
Fig.
1907 — Antenna
holes. Rubber gaskets cut from lead-in panel. It may be coupling line. Several arrangeover the top sash or
inner tube will render the holes placed
ments are shown in Fig. 1908. The
under the limier sash of
water-proof. The lower sash should window. The overlapping high voltages which develop on
be provided with stops at a suit- joint makes it weather- tuned lines require switches and
wiring with good insulation. Freable height to prevent damage proof. The single thick
board may be replaced by
when it is raised. If the window is two thinner boards fas- quently relays with low-capacity
fitted with afull-length screen, the tened together.
contacts are substituted for the
Feeders
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hand-operated switches.
Either way is satisfactory.

TOned iko/ers Or
/Ow

-

/177/JC.À.,, ,C /c7C

Voltage- led

antenna.

Remote Control
When it becomes necessary to locate the transra
receiver
antenna,
Tivnsmitter
mitter at some point retuner
Oflie/Ma!--lb
mote from the operating
tuner
To transmitter
OP O. Tswitch
position, it is usually
To reCe/ver
or relay
more feasible to control
A
the transmitter by means
of relays rather than to
Tuned feeders
ro/t e - fed
attempt to carry power
lln.a
wiring between the transmitter and operating position. Not only must the
wiring be more carefully
Antenna
executed, but considertuner
able drop in voltage may
develop unless wire of
"
--.7"Peteiver
Transmitter
[1'
Receiver
large size is used. Relays
require little current and
PDT switch or relay
P T ..5w/tch at-re/ay
low-voltage types reD
quire wiring with a relatively small amount of
Antennaltoer No
Antenna Tuner No 2
insulation. Wiring for a
large transmitter may be
DPDT
I
bonded into asmall cable
occupying but little space.
A typical arrangement
for remote control is
shown in Fig. 1909. In
Transmitter
lifte/ver
Transmitter
'phone installations, it is
DP 0.1:
D. P. D.T
common practice to place
the modulator and driver
E
with the transmitter and
Fig. 1908— Antenna switching systems. A — For tuned lines with separate
speech amplifier at the
antenna tuners or low impedance lines. B — For voltage-fed antenna. C — For
operating position, coutuned line with single tuner. D — For voltage-fed antenna with single tuner. E —
pling the two with alowFor two tuned-line antennas with tuner for each antenna or for low-impedance
lines. F — For several two-wire lines.
impedance line.
Where distance beBreak-in
tween control point and the transmitter makes
it important, the number of control lines may be
The advantages of break-in operation are
many and are described in Chapter 31. If
reduced by ascheme shown in Fig. 1910. Relays
the station is provided with a stable, shielded
1, 2 and 3 are adjusted to close at progressuperheterodyne receiver, it may be necessary
sively increasing values of current. In operation, SW 1 is closed and, with R1 and R2 in seonly to use aseparate antenna for the receiver.
This should be located as far as possible from
ries, the line current is sufficient to close only
Relay No. 1which will turn on filaments and
the transmitting antenna and at right angles to
it. Sometimes a short receiving antenna will
bias supply. When SW2 is closed, R1is cut out
reduce interference from the transmitter and
of the circuit and the line current increases to
a value sufficient to close relay No. 2 which
yet permit reception from stations at quite
some distance. Use of the external rectifier of
turns on the high voltage, but not No. 3. The
Fig. 1905, described in connection with rekey short-circuits R2 and again the line current
increases closing relay No. 3, the keying relay.
ceiver protection, is recommended where
break-in operation is desired. With unshielded
The system requires rather careful adjustment
or regenerative receivers, it may be necessary
and values will depend upon relay characteristics and line voltage. Those interested in a to provide arelay which opens the headphone
circuit when the key is closed to prevent racket
more extensive circuit for frequency changing,
in the headphones which might paralyze the
modulation checking as well as power control
ear for the weaker break-in signal. In this case,
by means of asingle pair of wires are referred
an output transformer between receiver and
to page 37 of QST for July 1938.
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Modulator Driver

more complicated and
less practicable because of the increased
difficulty in distinguishModulator Illyel-voltaic loremetoye Sias
'supply
supply
supply
Supply
Filaments
ing the wanted signal
from others. A method
of electronic control of
Heyiny
fur
[
inf o
Irallf
ilea
the carrier is described
in detail in QST for
Fo
November 1936. The
voice signal operates a
relay which cuts the
carrier off if there is a
short pause in speech,
the carrier resuming
whenever speech is resumed.
iOw Impedance line
A more commonly
Key
used system is the
Speech
"push-to-talk" method.
2, 3,4
Ampbber
In this system, a con1-9
venient " push" switch,
I/O P Ac. orrekiv batten/
such as the foot-operFig. 1909 — Remote control system. This system is essentially the same as that
ated switch mentioned
shown in Fig. 1903 except that the switches control relays at the remote transmitter
in connection with Fig.
which do the switching. The speech amplifier and modulator driver are coupled with
1902, is used to cut the
alow-impedance line.
carrier, and also the
headphones with the relay breaking the conoscillator, on and off. With this arrangement
nection between headphones and transformer
and the receiver precautions recommended for
secondary winding is recommended. In exbreak-in operation, ' phone conversations may
treme cases, an additional relay short-cirbe speeded up and made more pleasurable.
cuiting the receiver input may be required.
Safety Precautions
All of these relays should be connected so as
to operate with the key.
The following excerpts from the A.R.R.L.
If the same antenna is used for receiving as
Safety Code apply particularly to the arrangewell as transmitting, a ment and installation of station control
change-over relay opequipment:
erating from the keying
Master Switch — There should be one
circuit must be added.
powerline switch, in a conspicuous and
Unless the transmiteasily-accessible location on or near the
ter oscillator is very
transmitter, which controls all power to the
well shielded, it will be
transmitter.
impossible to use

tw? tad twi tuff
Tar

Key

S.,

=
sw, (

j

Fig. 1910 — The number of control wires may
be reduced by this
method for long remote
lines. Relays are adjusted to close on different currents controlled
by resistances.

break-in operation with
a station on the frequency of the transmitter or frequencies
immediately adjacent
unless the oscillator is
keyed. Most break-in
systems employ keyed
oscillators with the following amplifier stages
provided with sufficient
fixed bias to prevent
plate-current flow with
excitation removed.
'Phone Break-in —
Push- to- Talk

Break-in operation
with ' phone becomes
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Without such a switch, the habit of turning
off all power before going behind the panel may
be difficult to form. Make it easy to kill the
transmitter — you're more likely to follow the
cardinal " A" of the " ABC's."
H. V. Leads — High-voltage leads should
be a good grade of high-tension wire insulated for at least two to three times the peak
operating voltage.
Insulation should be good enough so that a
high- voltage lead can be run along agrounded
chassis or frame without danger of breakdown.
Then there will be no danger to the operator
should the wire be accidentally touched. Note
that peak operating voltage is specified — this
is at least twice the steady d.c. plate voltage
when the stage is plate-modulated. Automobile
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high-tension wire, in the better grades, is inexpensive and amply rated for most amateur
plate supplies.
Keys — The arm of the telegraph key
should be grounded in every case. In keying
circuits which do not permit adirect ground
on the key, asuitably-insulated relay should
always be used. Live parts of the key should
be protected from accidental bodily contact
by suitable covers or barriers.
Lots of fellows have had jolts from keys,
especially those using center-tap keying. Aleceptacle

Safety Devices
The series shorting plug scheme shown in
Fig. 1911 is avery simple and effective method
of cutting off the primary supply to the transmitter whenever work is to be done or adjustments to be made, providing one forms the
habit of using it every time the transmitter is
approached. The socket should be mounted in
a convenient place on the operating table;
when the plug is out, no power can get to
the transmitter. If you carry the plug with
you, you know the power is off and that no one
can turn it on. This is likewise a good gadget
for making sure that the transmitter is dead
when you're not in the station; if the junior

Il
/0 A C

Grounded side of/me

Sw

.
rmtr

lamp

Fig. 1911 — Series-plug arrangement for cutting
supply line to transmitter during adjustments. The lamp
indicates when the series plug is in the ungrounded side
of the line as it should be.

ways arrange the circuit so that the arm of the
key can be connected to an actual ground. This
automatically safetyizes most of the exposed
metal parts; the remaining hot points should
be covered over so they can't be touched. It
would not be hard to make asmall box of wood
or metal to fit over most of the key, leaving
only the operating lever in the open.
Incidentally, the key symbol that appears in
diagrams (including those in the Handbook) is
not to be taken as aliteral representation of the
method of connecting the respective sides of
the key. Convenience usually dictates which
way the key is drawn, and although we intend
to make the picture and practice conform
wherever possible, always remember that in
doing the actual wiring the key arm should go
to ground, no matter how it is represented in
the diagram.
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Fig. 1913 — Double signal- light system avoiding
danger of lamp burn-out. Whenever both lights are out,
they should be tested.

operators try throwing a few switches in your
absence nothing can happen. Incidentally, the
socket also will take aplug-in extension switch
for use when you have to look into the rig with
the power on — when shooting trouble, for
instance.
The signal light serves as a check on line
"polarization" as well as a warning when the
shorting plug is in place. If the lamp does not
light when the shorting plug is in place, the line
is polarized incorrectly and connections to the
a.c. line should be reversed. The outlet for the
shorting plug and the warning light may be

Relays — Relays should be provided with
covers, or installed in such fashion that accidental closing by mechanical means cannot occur.
A relay is a useful and often indispensable
device, but it is not always to be trusted. A
power or keying relay mounted in the transmitter often can be turned on unintentionally
if something (atool, for instance) should drop
on it and close the contacts. Therefore the
relay should be so placed in the set that such a
contingency cannot occur, or acover should be
installed for the same purpose.
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Fig. 1912 — Series-plug idea adapted as cabinet-door
interlock. Plug should be in ungrounded side of line.
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Feeder Cr
Feeders \

Fig. 1914 — Low- loss lightning arrestors for transmitter
installations.

B

FRONT

obtained as a unit at most electrical supply
houses.
A similar scheme applied as adoor interlock
in enclosed transmitter construction is shown
in Fig. 1912. Here again, the plug and receptacle should be in the ungrounded side of the
supply line.
A dependable signal-light system is shown
in Fig. 1913. Since either bulb must be on at all
times, aburned-out lamp is indicated when no
light at all shows.
Lightning Protection
An ungrounded radio antenna, particularly
one large and well elevated, is a lightning
hazard. When grounded, it provides ameasure
of protection. Therefore, grounding switches,
such as are shown in Fig. 1902, or lightning
arrestors should be provided. Examples of
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construction of low-loss arrestors are shown in
Fig. 1914. At A, the arrestor electrodes are
mounted by means of stand-off insulators on
afireproof asbestos board. At B, the electrodes
are enclosed in a standard steel outlet box.
In each case, the gaps should be made as small
as possible without danger of break-down during transmitter operation. Lightning systems
require the best ground connection obtainable.
Anyone contemplating the installation of a
station should get in touch with his insurance
agent and city inspection department to ascertain local requirements. He should also send
ten cents to the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., for the booklet Safety Rules for Radio
Installations, Handbook of the Bureau of
Standards No. 9.
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TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND
MISCELLANEOUS DATA
THIS

chapter represents a compilation
of miscellaneous data useful to the practising
radio amateur. By far the larger part of it is
devoted to data on hundreds of different types
of transmitting and receiving vacuum tubes
available from a number of manufacturers,
including typical operating conditions and
base connections. The remainder of the chapter
contains reference information in both tabular
and narrative forms, intended to illustrate and
supplement the basic material throughout the
remainder of this Handbook.

value might be several thousand times what it
would be for the same coil without the iron
core, the reluctance being that much less than
with an air-core. Also, doubling the number
of turns would make the inductance 4 times
as great.

Inductance (L)

= . 0088kA(n - 1) 10 -5 pfd.
d
where: A = area of one side of one plate (sq.
cm.)
n = total number of plates
d = separation of plates (cm.)
k = specific inductive capacity or dielectric constant of the dielectric.
When A is the area of one side of one plate
in square inches and d is the separation of the
plate in inches,

The formula for computing the inductance
of air-core radio coils is:
0.2 A2N2
L - 3A + 9B -I- 10C
where: L is the inductance in microhenrys
A is the mean diameter of the coil in
inches
B is the length of winding in inches
C is the radial depth of winding in inches
N is the number of turns.
The quantity C may be neglected if the coil is a
single-layer solenoid, as is nearly always the
case with coils for high frequencies.
For example, assume a coil having 35 turns
of No. 30 d.s.c. wire on a receiving coil form
having adiameter of 1.5 inches. Consulting the
wire table, we find that 35 turns of No. 30
d.s.c. will occupy a length of one-half inch.
Therefore,
A = 1.5
B -= .
5
N = 35
and
0.2 X ( 1.5) 2 X ( 35) 2
(3 X 1.5) ( 9X . 5)
or 61.25 microhenrys.
To calculate the number of turns of asinglelayer coil for arequired value of inductance:
N

.\13A

9B
X
0.2A2L.

More rapid and convenient calculations in
designing coils can be made with the A.R.R.L.
Lightning Radio Calculator (
Type A). Stated
generally, the self-inductance of a coil is inversely proportional to the reluctance of its magnetic circuit and is proportional to the square of
the number of turns. If the magnetic circuit is
aclosed iron core, for instance, the inductance
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Condenser Capacity (
C)
The formula for the capacitance of a condenser is:
- kA (
n-1)
C
4ird X 9 X 10 5

C = .
02235 kA
- (n - 1) 10 -5 pfd.
d
The dielectric constant determines the quantity of charge which a given separation and
area of plates will accumulate for a given
applied voltage. The " inductivity" of the
dielectric varies as in the table. "k" is the ratio
of the capacitance of acondenser with agiven
dielectric to its capacitance with air dielectric.
Table of Dielectric Constants
Dielectric
Air (normal pressure)
Flint Glass
Mica
Paraffin Wax (solid)
Sulphur
Castor Oil
Porcelain
Quartz
Resin
Olive Oil
Gutta Percha
Shellac
Common Glass
Turpentine
Dry Oak Wood
Formica Bakelite, etc.

1.00
6 to
4.6 to
2.0 to
3.9 to
4.7
4.4
4.5
2.5
3.1
3.3 to
3.1
3.1 to
2.23
2.5 to
5 to

10
8
2.5
4.2

4.9
4.0

Puncture voltage
Kilovolts
Kilovolts
per cm.
per inch
7.8-9.0 19.8-22.8
2280
900
3810
1500
1017
400
150

381

120
80-200

305
203-508

300-1500
110-160

762-3810
280-406

8.8
6

Inductive and Capacitive Reactance
The formula for inductive reactance is:
Kr, = 2rf
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where X L is the inductive reactance in ohms
ir is 3.1416
fis the frequency in cycles per second
L is the inductance in henrys.
From this it is evident that inductive reactance
is directly proportional to frequency and directly proportional to the value of inductance.
The capacitive reactance formula is:
Xc —

PARALLEL

1
2%-fC

where: X L.is the capacitive reactance in ohms
ir is 3.1416
fis the frequency in cycles per second
Cid. is the condenser capacitance in
farads.
Where the capacitance is in microfarads
(dd.), as it is in most practical cases, the
formula becomes
Xc —

Condensers in Series and Parallel
Capacitances can be connected in series or
in parallel like resistances or inductances, as
shown in the diagram. However, connecting
condensers in parallel makes the total capaci-

106
27rfCmfa.

10 6 being 1,000,000.
Resistance-Capacitance Time Constant (RC)
If a charged condenser had infinite resistance between its plates, it would hold the
charge indefinitely at its initial value. However,
since all practical condensers do have more or
less definite resistance (through the dielectric
and between the connecting terminals), the
charge gradually leaks off. Good condensers
have a very high " leakage resistance," however, and will hold a charge for days if left
undisturbed.
In a circuit containing only capacitance
and resistance, the time required for the potential difference between the charged plates of a
condenser to fall to adefinite percentage of its
initial value is determined by the capacitance
of the condenser and the value of the resistance.
The relation is of practical importance in many
circuit applications in amateur transmission
and reception, as in time delay with automatic
volume control, resistance-capacitance filters,
etc. For the voltage to fall to 37% (0.37) of its
initial value,
t = RC,
where Iis the time in microseconds (
millionths
of a second), R is the resistance in ohms, and
C is the capacitance in microfarads. RC should
be divided by 1 million to give the answer in
seconds. This is called the time constant of the
combination. The time required for the voltage
to fall to one-tenth ( 10%) of its initial value
can be found by multiplying RC, as given
above, by 2.4.
Time constant, t, for 90% fall in voltage
RC
= 2.4106' tbeing in seconds, R in ohms and C
in /VW.
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T

Tc2
oBI
DIAGRAMS OF SERIES, PARALLEL AND
SERIES-PARALLEL CAPACITANCE
CONNECTIONS
tance greater while in the case of resistance and
inductance, the value is lessened by making
a parallel connection.
The equivalent capacity of condensers connected in parallel is the sum of the capacities of
the several condensers so connected:
C = C1 + C2 -F Cs.
The equivalent capacity of condensers connected in series is expressed by the following
formula:
1
1
1
1•
—
C

=
—
—
C1
Cg

—
C3

When but two condensers are connected in
series, the following expression can be used:
C

—

CiC2
Cl

± C2

Where the net capacitance of aseries-parallel
combination is to be found, the capacitance of
the series groups can be worked out separately
and then added in parallel combination. As is
also true in the case of resistances in parallel,
the Series-Parallel type Lightning Calculator
is auseful aid in making such determinations.
The Decibel
The decibel (abbreviated db) is aconvenient
unit for the measurement of electrical or
acoustic power ratios on a logarithmic scale.
The number of decibels equivalent to the ratio
between two amounts of power is:
db = 10 logio

P2

Since the decibel
•
is a logarithmic unit, suc-
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DEC/BELS ( D B

cessive gains and losses expressed in db can be
added algebraically. If the ratio of the two
power values is greater than 1there is apower
gain; if the ratio is less than 1there is aloss of
power. A gain is expressed in " plus db"; aloss
in " minus db."
The decibel also can be used to express ratios
between voltages and currents provided the
circuit conditions are the same for the two
quantities whose magnitudes are being compared; i.e., if the impedances and power factors
of the circuits are the same.
The decibel is primarily a unit which specifies gains or losses with reference to the power
value at some point in a system regardless of
the actual value of the reference power. In
telephone and radio work, however, it is convenient to assume a reference power level and
expresa the power at apoint in acircuit in terms
of " plus db" or " minus db" above or below
this reference level. A standard reference level
in radio work is 0.006 watts, or 6milliwatts.
The chart above is direct-reading in terms of
decibels for all power, voltage or current ratios.
The top scale goes from O to 100 db and is
useful for very large ratios; the lower scale permita closer reading between Oand 20 db, or one
cycle of the extended scale. Solid lines show
voltage or current ratios; dotted lines, power
ratios. To find db gain, divide output power by
corresponding input power and read db value
for this ratio, using the appropriate curve (i.e.,
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70
14

60

lo

)

80
16

90
18

100
20

-

"X1" for ratios from 1to 10, " X10" for ratios
from 10 to 100, " X100" for ratios from 1 to
1000, and so on). To find db loss, as where output is less than input, divide input value by
output value. Current and voltage ratios in db
can be found similarly, provided the input and
output impedances are the same. Power, voltage and current values must be in the same
units ( watts, millivolts, microamperes, etc.).
The chart also can be used for voltage and current ratios greater than 1000; for ratios between
1000 and 10,000, divide given ratio by 10 and
add 20 db to value read from the chart. For
example, to find db gain for a voltage ratio of
8000, read db value for voltage ratio of 800 (58
db) and add 20 db, the answer being 78 db.
Power ratios greater than 1,000,000 may be
handled similarly, but adding only 10 db each
time the actual ratio is divided by 10.
Color Code for Resistors and Condensers
A standard color code is used for identification of resistance and capacitance values of
small carbon-type resistors and midget mica
condensers. In this code, numbers are represented by the following colora:
o
1
2
3
4

—
—
—
—
—

Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow

5
6
7
8
9

—
—
—
—
—

Green
Blue
Violet
Gray
White
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Three colors are used on each resistor to
identify its value. The body color represents
the first figure of the resistance value; one end
or tip is colored to represent the second figure;
acolored band or dot near the center of the resistor gives the number of zeros following the
first two figures. A 25,000-ohm resistor, for example, would be marked as follows: body, red
(2); tip, green (5); dot, orange ( 3 zeros).
Small mica condensers usually are marked
with three colored dots, with an arrow or other
symbol indicating the sequence of colors. Readings are in micromicrofarads (ppfd.), with the
color code same as above. For example, a
0.00025-pfd. (250-ppfd.) condenser would be
marked as follows: red ( 2), green ( 5), brown
(1 zero).
Metric Prefixes
1
1,000,000

1
1,000

1
100
d
1
dk

10

h

100
1,000
10,000
1,000,000

One-millionth

micro-

One-thousandth

milli-

One-hundredth

centi-

One-tenth

deci-

One

uni-

Ten

deka-

One hundred

hekto-

One thousand
Ten thousand
One million

kilomyriamega-

Conversion Factors
Ampere
Ampere
Cycle
Cycle
Farad
Farad
Farad
Henry
Henry
Kilocycle
Kilovolt
Kilowatt
Megacycle
Megohm
Mho
Mho
Microampere
Microfarad
Microhenry
Micromho
Micro-ohm
Microvolt
Microwatt
Mieromicrofarad
Micromicro-ohm
Milliampere
Millihenry
Millimbo
Milliohm
Millivolt
Milliwatt
Volt
Volt
Watt
Watt
Watt

=- 1,000,000 microamperes
= 1,000 milliamperes
= .000,001 megacycle
= .001 kilocycle
= 1,000,000,000,000 tnicromicrofarada
= 1,000,000 microfarads
= 1,000 millifarada
= 1,000,000 microhenrys
= 1,000 millihenrya
= 1,000 cycles
= 1,000 volts
= 1,000 watts
= 1,000,000 cycles
= 1,000,000 ohms
= 1,000,000 micromhos
= 1,000 millimhoe
= .000,001 ampere
= . 000,001 farad
= .000,001 henry
= .000,001 mho
= .000,001 ohm
= .000,001 volt
= .000,001 watt
= . 000,000,000,001 farad
= .000,000,000,001 ohm
= .001 ampere
= .001 henry
= .001 mho
= . 001 ohm
= .001 volt
= .001 watt
= 1,000,000 microvolts
= 1,000 millivolts
= 1,000,000 microwatta
= 1,000 milliwatts
= .001 kilowatt

Equivalents of Electrical Units
1kilowatt = 1000 watts.
1kilowatt = 1.34 H. P.
1kilowatt = 44,257 foot-pounds per minute.
1kilowatt = 58.87 B. t. u. per minute.
1horse power = 746 watts.
1horse power = 33,000 foot-pounds per minute.
1horse power = 42.41 B. t. u. per minute.
1B. t. u. (British thermal unit) = 778 foot-pounds.
1B. t. u. = 0.2930 watt-hour.
1joule = 1watt-second.

ABBREVIATIONS FOR ELECTRICAL AND RADIO TERMS
Alternating current
Ampere ( amperes)
Antenna
Audio frequency
Centimeter
Continuous waves
Cycles per second
Decibel
Direct current
Electromotive force
Frequency
Ground
Henry
High frequency
Intermediate frequency
Interrupted continuous waves
Kilocycles ( per second)
Kilowatt
Megacycle ( per second)
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a.c.
a.
ant.
a.f.
cm.
c.w.
c.p.s.
db
d.c.
e.m.f.
f.
gnd.
h. •
h.f.
i.f.
i.c.w.
kc.
kw.
Mc.

Megohm
Meter
Microfarad
Microhenry
Micromicrofarad
Microvolt
Microvolt per meter
Microwatt
Milliampere
Millivolt
Milliwatt
Modulated continuous waves
Ohm
Power
Power factor
Radio frequency
Ultra-high frequency
Volt ( volts)
Watt ( watts)

MS2
m.
pfd.
ph.
Add.
mv.
gv/n1.
ma.
mv.
mw.
m.c.w.
P.
P•f•
r. f.
uhf.
v.
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SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS USED IN CIRCUIT

DIAGRAMS

—e--

Tapped Inductance

Antenna.

Neon Bulb

Plate

Fixed Condenser

Ground

Headphones

.+

"' -IVariable Condenser
1'._ (movable plates)

E

Loudspeaker

Key

Diode Vacuum Tube

it

Air- core Transformer
or two cods coupled to
each other

Fiiament
Plate

Grid1

Air- core Transformer
with variable couptiMie

Triode Vacuum Tube

Moment
Plate

(lacks

f
=

Link - Coupled
Inductance

=3

Grid
Cathode

Switch

Heater

/ran- Core Transkrmer

Single-pole
Double- throw switch
Double-pole
Double-throw switch

Pentode Vacuum Tube ,
x, the suppressor arid
connected to biamentinside tube

/ran- core Inductance
or Choke

=__.
4111111111-±

Ammeter

Battery
Sinyle Ce//

kfilhameter
Voltmeter

Double
Vacuum Tube

Quartz Crystal

P /1

She-Button Carbon lecrophone
Dauble-Button Carbon Microphone

Wires connected

Cathode

G,

G
4 Multi- Grid Vacuum Tube
G, The grids are usually numbered
the b, being that closest to
the cathode

G,

Wires crossiny but
not connected

2?
-1

Fuse
Inductance
(fixed coil or r choke

Crystal Microphone
Area' Resistor

P.

P,

Ga Double - Triode Vacuum
Tube with Common Cathode

Variable and tapped Resistor
(rheostat, potentiometei;
vo/tale divider, etc)

Symbols for Electrical Quantities
Admittance
Angular frequency or velocity ( wf)
Capacitance
Conductance
Conductivity
Current
Difference of potential
Dielectric constant
Energy
Frequency
Impedance
Inductance
Magnetic intensity
Magnetic flux
Magnetic flux density
Mutual inductance
Number of conductors or turns
Permeability
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Screen
Screen 6nd Vacuum Tube
with Indirectly Heated
Cathode

Y,

Ge g

I, i
E, e
K or e

z, z
H
4>
N

Phase displacement
Power
Quantity of electricity
Reactance
Resistance
Resistivity
Susceptance
Speed of rotation
Voltage
Work

Oor 4.
P

Q, q

x, r
R, r

E, e

Letter Symbols for Vacuum Tube Notation
Grid potential
Grid current
Grid conductance
Grid resistance
Grid bias voltage
Plate potential
Plate current

E,,
1

0,

go
r,
E.
E,, e,
h, I,,,
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Plate conductance
(
I
I
,
Plate resistance
ri,
Plate supply voltage
Eb
Emission current
I.
Mutual conductance
g.
Amplification factor
et
Filament terminal voltage
Ef
Filament current
If
Grid-plate capacity
Coe
Grid-cathode capacity
Cm
Plate-cathode capacity
C„k
Grid capacity (input)
C,,
Plate capacity (output)
Cp
NOTE. — Small letters refer to instantaneous
values.

Greek Alphabet
Since Greek letters are used to stand for
many electrical and radio quantities, the
names and symbols of the Greek alphabet with
the equivalent English characters are given.

Greek Letter

Greek Name

A a

Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
Omicron
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

B
PX

Lt
E e

Relative Electrical Conductivity of Metals
at Ordinary Temperatures
(Based on Copper as
Aluminum (2S; pure)
59
Aluminum (alloys):
Soft-annealed
45-50
Heat-treated
30-45
Brass
28
Cadmium
19
Chromium
55
Climax
1.83
Cobalt
18.3
Constantan
3.24
Copper (hard drawn) 89.5
Copper (annealed)... 100
Everdur
6
German Silver ( 18%)
5.3
Gold
65
Iron (pure)
17.7

Z
H

9
I

100 )

Iron (cast)
2-12
Iron (wrought)
11.4
Lead
7
Manganin
3.7
Mercury
1.66
Molybdenum
33.2
Monel
4
Nichrome
1.45
Nickel
12-16
Phosphor Bronze... 36
Platinum
15
Silver
106
Steel
3-15
Tin
13
Tungsten
28.9
Zinc
28.2

Approximate relations:
An increase of 1in A.W.G. or B. & S. wire size increases
resistance 25%.
An increase of 2increases resistance 60%.
An increase of 3increases resistance 100%.
An increase of 10 increases resistance 10 times.

K
AX
M

Nv
e
0.
ir
Pp
Z cr
T r
T v
ge
X x

1
, 4,
no)

Comparison

Current Capacity of Power Wiring
The National Board of Fire Underwriters
has established the following as maximum current densities for commonly-used sizes of copper wire in electrical power circuits:
Amperes
Gauge No.
B. ct S.

1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18

Circular
Mil Area

83690
66370
41740
26250
16510
10380
6530
4107
2583
1624

Rubber
Insulation
100
90
70
50
35
25
20
15
6
3
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Other
Insulation
150
125
90
70
50
30
25
20
10
6

English
Equivalent
a

d
e

th

1

o

u
ph
ch
ps
o

COPPER WIRE TABLE

ÁINUAI 113.LdVHD

Turns per Linear Inch
Gauge
No.
B. & S.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

2
3

Diam.
In
Mils'

Circular
111zI
Area

289.3
257.6
229.4
204.3
181.9
162.0
144.3
128.5
114.4
101.9
90.74
80.81
71.96
64.08
57.07
50.82
45.26
40.30
35.89
31.96
28.46
25.35
22.57
20.10
17.90
15.94
14.20
12.64
11.26
10.03
8.928
7.950
7.080
6.305
5.615
5.000
4.453
3.985
3.531
3.145

83690
66370
52640
41740
33100
26250
20820
16510
13090
10380
8234
6530
5178
4107
3257
2583
2048
1624
1288
1022
810.1
642.4
509.5
404.0
320.4
254.1
201.5
159.8
126.7
100.5
79.70
63.21
50.13
39.75
31.52
25.00
19.83
15.72
12.47
9.88

Enamel

-------7.6
8.6
9.6
10.7
12.0
13.5
15.0
18.8
18.9
21.2
23.6
26.4
29.4
33.1
37.0
41.3
46.3
51.7
58.0
64.9
72.7
81.6
90.5
101
113
127
143
158
175
198
224
248
282

S.C.C.

D.S.C.
or
S.C.C.

Turns per Square Inch 2

2

Ohms
Oh
per
D.C.C.

----

--18.9
21.2
23.6
26.4
29.4
32.7
36.5
40.6
35.3
50.4
55.6
61.5
68.6
74.8
83.3
92.0
101
110
120
132
143
154
166
181
194

------7.4
8.2
9.3
10.3
11.5
12.8
14.2
15.8
17.9
19.9
22.0
24.4
27.0
29.8
34.1
37.6
41.5
45.6
50.2
55.0
60.2
65.4
71.5
77.5
83.6
90.3
97.0
104
111
118
126
133
140

Feet per Lb.

--7.1
7.8
8.9
9.8
10.9
12.0
13.8
14.7
16.4
18.1
19.8
21.8
23.8
26.0
30.0
31.6
35.8
38.6
41.8
45.0
48.5
51.8
55.5
59.2
62.6
66.3
70.0
73.5
77.0
80.3
83.6
88.6
89.7

S.C.C.

Enamel

D.C.C.

----__

----__

-__

----87.5
110
136
170
211
262
321
397
493
592
775
940
1150
1400
1700
2060
2500
3030
3670
4300
5040
5920
7060
8120
9600
10900
12200
-----

----84.8
105
131
162
198
250
306
372
454
553
725
895
1070
1300
1570
1910
2300
2780
3350
3900
4660
5280
6250
7360
8310
8700
10700
-----

S.C.C.

--__
---80.0
97.5
121
150
183
223
271
329
399
479
625
754
910
1080
1260
1510
1750
2020
2310
2700
3020
-----------

Bare

3.947
4.977
6.276
7.914
9.980
12.58
15.87
20.01
25.23
31.82
40.12
50.59
63.80
80.44
101.4
127.9
161.3
203.4
256.5
323.4
407.8
514.2
648.4
817.7
1031
1300
1639
2067
2607
3287
4145
5227
6591
8310
10480
13210
16660
21010
28500
33410

A mil is 1/1000 (one thousandth) of an inch.
The figures given are approximate only, since the thickness of the insulation varies with different manufacturers.
The current-carrying capacity at 1000 C.M. per ampere is equal to the circular-mil area (Column 3) divided by 1000.

D.C.C.

1000 ft.
25 c. c.

-.1264
.1593
-.2009
-.2533
-.3195
-.4028
-.5080
19.6
.6405
24.6
.8077
30.9
1.018
38.8
1.284
48.9
1.619
61.5
2.042
77.3
2.575
97.3
3.247
119
4.094
150
5.163
188
6.510
237
8.210
298
10.35
370
13.05
461
16.46
584
20.76
26.17
745
903
33.00
1118
41.62
1422
52.48
1759
66.17
2207
83.44
2534
105.2
2768
132.7
3137
167.3
4697
211.0
6168
266.0
6737
335.0
7877
423.0
9309
533.4
10666
672.8
11907
848.1
14222
1069

Current
Carrying
Capacit y
at
1500 C.M.
per
.1,np. 3
55.7
44.1
35.0
27.7
22.0
17.5
13.8
11.0
8.7
6.9
5.5
4.4
3.5
2.7
2.2
1.7
1.3
1.1
.86
.68
.54
.43
.34
.27
.21
.17
.13
.11
.084
.067
.053
.042
.033
.026
.021
.017
.013
.010
.008
.006

Dia ,n.

British

in mm.

S.W.G.
No.

7.348
6.544
5.827
5.189
4.621
4.115
3.665
3.264
2.906
2.588
2.305
2.053
1.828
1.628
1.450
1.291
1.150
1.024
.9116
.8118
.7230
.6438
.5733
.5106
.4547
.4049
.3606
.3211
.2859
.2546
.2268
.2019
.1798
.1601
.1426
.1270
.1131
.1007
.0897
.0799

7
,
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
33
34
36
37
38
38-39
39-40
41
42
43
44
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TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA

4E

40

4C

48

4F

G,

G.

JUMPER

4$

40

4M

4L

G
N

NC

NC

4W
G,
NC

41
G,

NC

NC

SAB

SM

50

Sc

SAC
G,

G.

5F

SR

6M

6A
NC

NC

PO

6E

6F

6G

6H

6C

60

6J

6K

RECEIVING TUBE DIAGRAMS
Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are as follows:
P = Plate (Anode)
BP= Bayonet Pin
II = Heater
Pt = Starter-Anode
F = Filament
K = Cathode
Pie= Beam-Forming Plates
G = Grid
NC= No Connection
RC= Ray-Control Electrode
Alphabetical subscripts D, P, T and HX indicate, respectively, diode unit, pentode unit,
unit in multi-unit types.
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S = Shell
TA= Target
• = Gas-Type Tube
U = Unit
triode unit or hegode
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6Q
G,

6W
Po2

6X
pp.
Gip

Sc

RC,

7A
TA

Gap

7AD

78

7C

Ga

5

KEY

GA

71
G,

Ga

Gs G,

G.

Ga

-

KEY
7W
GT

Gz

G,

7Z
Gs

Ga

Hc

PT

H

KEY
8AN
Pp,

K2

PD,
GIP
Gap

NC

KE y
8BA

PH,

5

KEY
8K

P

5

KEY
8N

P

8P

RECEIVING TUBE DIAGRAMS
Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are as follows:
BP= Bayonet Pin
H = Heater
P = Plate (Anode)
S = Shell
F = Filament
K = Cathode
Pi = Starter-Anode
TA= Target
G = Grid
NC= No Connection
PEW= Beam-Forming Plates • = Gas-Type Tube
RC= Ray-Control Electrode
U = Unit
Alphabetical subscripts D, P, T and HX indicate, respectively, diode unit, pentode unit, triode unit or hexode
unit in multi-unit types.
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TUBE CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA
62

Pr

Pp

Kr

H
Gy

8U

8T

8V

8W

8X

85

RECEIVING TUBE DIAGRAMS
Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are as follows:
P = Plate (Anode)
S = Shell
BP= Bayonet Pin
H = Heater
Pt = Starter-Anode
TA= Target
F = Filament
K = Cathode
PHK= Beam-Forming Plates • = Gas-Type Tube
G = Grid
NC= No Connection
U = Unit
RC= Ray-Control Electrode
Alphabetical subscripts D, P, T and IIX indicate, respectively, diode unit, pentode unit, triode unit or hexode
unit in multi-unit types.

SOCKET CONNECTIONS FOR
ACORN TUBES
Bottom views — looking at short
end.

•

D4

H
A
A.

D2

1

D3

NC

G
146C

H
KEY

SOCKET CONNECTIONS FOR CATHODE-RAY TUBES
II denotes heater, C cathode, G grid, A anode, D deflecting plate, COLL collector. Inner rings of base
diagram indicate socket connections; connections on outer ring indicate bulb cap-type terminals. Views are
from bottoms of tubes.
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A

D

E

H

G3
Fc

SLOT

EE
2

GG
VGF

PU,

HH

PUa

04g-à,*

H- CT

U,

C

FSF

éeso_e44

H

H

u
NC

V
N

w
*.

so

%eer

AA
BB

JJ

TRANSMITTINJ TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS
Bottom views are shown .F denotes fi lament,
heater, C cathode, G grid, S screen (or shell in octal-based
tubes), P plate. G1, G2, Cs, etc., denote grids numbered in order from cathode outward; numeral subscripts
in multi-unit tubes denote elements common to one unit.
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TABLE I - METAL RECEIVING TUBES
Characteristics given in this table apply to all tubes having type numbers shown, including metal tubes, glass tubes with " G" suffix, and bantam tubes with " GT" suffix.
For " G" and "GT" tubes not listed (
not having metal counterparts), see Tables II, VII, VIII and IX.
Tyr.

Name

6A8
Pentagrid Converter
6AB7 Television Amp. Pentode
1853
6AC7 Television Amp. Pentode
1852

250
300

- 3.0
- 3.0

100
200

3

3.2
3.2

3.3
12.5
10

Plate
Plate ResistCurrent
ance, Ohms
Ma.

Transconductance
Micromhos

Amp.
Factor

Power
Load
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

8N

Ht,.

6.3

0.45

Class-A Amplifier

300

- 2.0v

150 3

2.5

Pentode R.F. Amplifier
Pentode A.F. Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Pentode

250
250
250
250
250
250
315
250

- 3.0
- 4.5
- 8.0
-17.0
- 1.3
-16.5
-22.0
-20

125
50

2.3

375
350

250
250

-26
250
2.5 ,
17 ,
Power output for 2tubes et
10000
-38
22.5
stated load, plate-to-plate
6000
Max. a.c. voltage per plate = 100 r.m.s. Max. output current 4.0 ma. de.
- 8
9
7700
2600
20
- 3.0
100
0.5
2.0
exceeds
1225
exceeds
1.5 meg.
0.5 meg.
- 4.3
100
Cathode current 0.43 ma.
990
- 3.0
125
2.6
10.5
600000
1650

250
250
250
375
375
250
300
375

-10
- 3
-14.0
- 9.0
-17.5
-13.5
-11.8
- 9.0

100
100
250
125
250
250
200
125

250
250
400
400
400
400
400
400
250
250

-16
-16
-25
-20
-23.5
-19.0
-25
-20
- 3.0
- 6.0

250
250
300
250
300
250
300
250
100
150

6C5

Triode Detector, Amplifier

60

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

6F5

High-oTriode

5M

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

7S

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

0.7

6H6
6.15

Twin Diode
Detector Amplifier Triode

70
60

Ht,.
Ht,.

6.3
6.3

0.3
0.3

6.17

Triple-Grid Detector,
Amplifier

7R

Ht.

6.3

0.3

Class-A Triode'
Push-Pull Class- AB Amp.
Pentode Connection
Triode Connection 3
Rectifier
Class-A Amplifia
R.F. Amplifier
Of

61(7

Triple-Grid Variable-J3
Amplifier

7R

Htr.

6.3

0.3

6K8

Triode Hexode Converter

8K

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

Pentagrid Mixer Amplifier

Screen
Current
Ma.

Osc.-Mixer
Class-A Amplifier

6.3

6L7

Screen
Volts

0.3
0.45

Ht.

Beam Power Amplifier

Grid
Bias

6.3
6.3

8E

6L6

Plate
Supply
Volts

Ht,.
Ht,.

Duplex-Diode Pentode

Pentode Power Amplifier

Use

8A
8N

6B8

6F6

e,

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tions
Volts Amps.

7AC

77

Ht,.

6.3

6.3

0.9

0.3

R.F. Amplifier
Mixer
Osc.-Mixer
Single-Tube
Class- Ai Amp.
Fixed Bias
Single- Tube
Class- Ai' Amp.
Self Bias
Push-Pull AO
Fixed Bias
Self Bias
Push-Pull ABO
Fixed Bias
Push-Pull ABI ,
Self-Bias
Push-Pull AB 25
Fixed Bias
R.F. Amplifier
Mixer

250
250

250
315

9.0
0.65
8.0
0.2
34
42
31

6.5
8.0

6
5.0 ,
0.7
2.5 4
5.4
3.0'
0.7'
10 6
10 6
66
46
7.0
4.6
66
4
5.5
8.3

6

,

2.5
72 ,
24 ,
57 4
75
51
24
120
120 6
102 6
88 6
112 6
96 6
102
88 6
5.3
3.3

Anode-grid ( No. 2) 250 vole max. thru 20,000-ohms
700000
5000
3500
750000

9000

6750

650000

1125
730
10000
2000
20
Plate current adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal
66000
1500
100 80000
2500
200
7000
200
7000
75000
2650
2700
7.0
4000
2600

Oscillator peak volts=7.0
Triode Plate (No. 2)100 volts, 3.8 ma.
22500
6000
135
2500
14000
4000
2500
4500
14000

Power Output for 2tubes.
Load plate- to- plate

800000
over 1meg.

5000
5000
6600
8500
6600
8500
3800
6000

Type
6A8
6AB7
1853
6AC7
1852
688
6C5
6F5

3.0
5.0
0.85

6F6

19
18
6H6
615
6.17

61(7
6K8
6.5
4.2
11.5
6.5
6.5
4.0
14.5
13.8
34
26.5
32
24
60
40

1100
I Oscillator-grid (No. 3) voltage= - 15.0

6L6

6L7

TABLE I- METAL RECEIVING TUBES- Continued

Type
6N7

Name
Twin Triode Amplifier

Duplex-Diode Triode
607
Duplex-Diode Triode
6R7
Triple-Grid Variable-g
657
6SA7 Pentagrid Converter
6SC7 Twin Triode Amplifier
High-s. Triode
6SF5
Triple-Grid Amplifier
6SJ7
6SK7 Triple-Grid Variable-g
6507 Duplex-Diode Triode
Duplex-Diode Triode
617

Socket
IFil. or Heater
Cornac- Cathode
lions
Volts Amps.
8B

Htr.

6.3

0.8

Class-8 Amplifier

7V
7V
7R

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.3
0.15

SR
EIS
6AB
8N

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

8N
80
7V

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.3
0.15

Triode Amplifier
Triode Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Osc.-Mixer
ClassA Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Ampl i
Fier
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier

6V6

Beam Power Amplifier

7AC

Htr.

6.3

1612
1620

Pentagrid Amplifier
Triple-Grid Det.-Amp.

Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3

1621

Power Amplifier Pentode

77
7R
7S

0.45
ww.
0.3
0.3

Hb.

6.3

0.7

7AC

Htr.

7R

Htr.

6.3
6.3

0.9
0.45

-1622

1851

Beam Power Amplifier
Television Amp. Pentode ;

Use

Class- AB Amplifier 2Tubes
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A ,Pentode P. P.
Class- A Triode P. P.
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier

Plate
Supply
Volts
250
300
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
300
250

Grid
Bias

Screen
Current
Ma.

Screen
Volts

o
o
- 3
- 9
- 3

100
100

2.0
8.0

100
100

0.8
2.4

250
250
300
100

4.5 6.5
5 12
5 13.5
6.5

300
- 30
300
327.5 - 27.5 e

6.5 5/13
-

300
300

o

- 2
2
3
3
2
- 3
-12.5
-15
-20
- 3

- 20
- 27

250
4e'10.5
150° j 2.5

Plate Plate ResistCurrent
Ma.
ance, Ohms

Amp.
Fador

Power
Load
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

8.0
8000
Power output sfor one tube at
10.0
10000
stated load plate-to-plate
70
58000
1200
0.28
10000
16
8500
1900
1750
1750
1000000
Grid No. 1 Resistor 20000 ohms
800000
70
1325
53000
100
1500
66000
2500
1650
1500000
1600
2000
800000
100
1100
91000
65
1050
62000
4.25
5000
218
4100
52000
8.5
10000
13.0
8000

1.1
9.5
8.5
3.4
2.0
0.9
3
9.2
0.8
1.2
46
75
85
5.3
800000
11
Charade istics same as 6J7
38, 69 55x/59
86° 125
9000
750000
10

Type
6N7
607
6R7
6S7
6SA7
6SC7
6SF5
6S.17
6SK7
6S07
617
6V6
1612
1620 -

6750

4000
5000
4000
-

5.0_
2.0
10
-

1621
1622
1851

°Zero-signal currents, two tubes.
7Cathode bias resistor should be adjusted for plate current of 10
ma.; minimum value 160 ohms.
5 Grid bias - 2 volts if separate oscillator excitation is used.
°Cathode resistor 500 ohms.

7Screen

tied to plate.
xZero signal currents per tube.
7Subscript 1 indicates no vidcurrent flow.
Subscript 2 indicates grid-current flow over part of input cycle.

See Receiving Tube Diagrams.
From fixed screen supply. If series resistor horn plate supply is
used, value for 6AB7 1853 is 30,000 ohms, for 6AC7 1852
and 1851 60,000 ohms. Series resistor gives variable-acharacteristic, fixed screen supply gives sharp cut-off.

Transconductance
Micromhos

TABLE II- 6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES
(For ' G" and

Type

Name

"
Gr

Type Tubes Not Listed Here, See Equivalent Type in Table I, Characteristics and Connections Will Be Identical)

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
Volts Amps.
tions'

Use

61

Htr.

6.3

1.0

Class-A Amplifier
Push-Pull Class AB
Push-Pull Class AB

6AB6G Direct-Coupled Amplifier

7W

Htr.

6.3

0.5

Class-A Amplifier

6AC5G High-s. Power Amplifier
Triode

60

Htr.

6.3

0.4

Push-Pull Class-B
Dynamic-Coupled Amp.

6AC6G Direct-Coupled Amplifier

7W

Htr.

6.3

1.1

Class-A Amplifier

6A5G

Triode Power Amplifier

Plate
Supply
Volts
250
325
325
250
250
250
250
180
180

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate
Current
Ma.

-45
-68
850 Ohm Cathode Resistor
O
Input
o
Output
o
_

60
80 2

Grid
Bias

O

o

Screen
Volts

Input
Output

Plate Resistance, Ohms

32
7
45

Amp.
Factor
4.2

800
5250

So ,

5
34
52

Transconductance
Micromhos

1800
36700

72

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

Type

2500
3000
5000
8000

3.75
15
10
3.5
8
3.7

6AC5G

3.8

6AC6G

3400

125

10000
7000

3000

54

4000

6A5G
6A86G

TABLE II - 6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES - Continued
Type

Neme

6AD5G High-0Triode
6AD6G Electron-Ray Tube
6AE5G Triode Amplifier

Socket
Fil. or Heater
Connec- Cathode
Bons ,
Volts Amps.
60
7AG
60

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.15
0.3

Use
Class-A Amplifier
IndIcator Tube
Class-A Amplifier

Plate
Supp l
yBias
Grid
Volts
250
100
95
250
250
180
100

6AE6G Control Tube

7AH

Htr.

6.3

0.15

Indicator Control

6AF5G
6AF6G
6B4G
6B6G

Triode Amplifier
Electron- Ray Tube
Triode Power Amplifier
Duplex-Diode High-0Triode

60
7AG
5S
7V

Ht,.
Htr.
Fil.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.15
1.0
0.3

6C8G

Twin Triode

Class-A Amplifier
Indicator Tube
Power Amplifier
Detector-Amplifier
Amp. 1Section

8G

Htr.

6.3

0.3

6D8G

Pentagrid Converter

8A

Htr.

6.3

0.15

6F8G

Twin Triode

8G

Htr.

6.3

0.6

Amplifier

6G6G

Pentode Power Amplifier

7S

Htr.

6.3

0.15

Class-A Amplifier

6H4GT Diode Rectifier
6J8G
Triode Heptode

5AF
8H

Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3

0.15
0.3

Detector
Converter

250
180
135
100
250

6K5G

High-uTriode

5U

6.3

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

100

Pentode Power Amplifier

n

Ht.

6K6G

Htr.

6.3

0.4

Class-A Amplifier

nv. 2Sections
I
Converter

250
250
250
135
250

6L5G

Triode Amplifier

60

Htr.

6.3

0.15

Class-A Amplifier

6N6G
6P5G
6P7G
606G
6R6G
6U7G
6V7G

Direct-Coupled Amplifier
Triode Amplifier
Triode-Pentode
Diode-Triode
Pentode Amplifier
Triple Grid Variable-u
Duplex Diode-Triode

6W6GT
6W7G
6Y6G
6V7G

Beam Power Amplifier
Triple-Grid Del. Amp.
Beam Power Amplifier
Twin Triode Amplifier

7W
60
7U
6Y
6AA
7R
7V
7AC
7R
7AC
88

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

0.8
0.3
0.3
0.15
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.25
0.15
1.25
0.3

Power Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
R.F. Amplifier
Detector-Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-B Amplifier

6Z7G

Twin Triode Amplifier

88

Htr.

6.3

0.3

Class-B Amplifier

180

1223
1231
7000

Pentode Amplifier
Pentode Amplifier
Low-Noise Amplifier

7R
8V
7R

Htr.
Htr.
Hit.

6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.45
0.3

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

300

1Refer

to Receiving Tube Diagrams. No connection to Pin No. 1.

No-signal value for 2tubes.

135
250
250
250
250

135
250
135

Screen
. Current
S
v
creen
it
O3
Ma.

- 2.0

Plate
Current Plate Resistunce ms
Ma. i '

TransconMicromhos

Am

t.-.
Fac °'

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

Tin»

-

0.9 I
I
1500
100
6AD5G
0 for 90°,-23 For 135 °,45 for 0°. Target current 1.5 ma.
6AD6G
-15
7.0
1200
4.2
- 6AE5G
1000
25
- 1.5
6AE6G
4.5 '
950
33
-18
7.0
1500
7.4
6AF5G
6AF5G
0 for 100°, 60 for 0°. Target current 0.9
6AF6G
Characteristics same as Type 6A3 - Table IV
--6B4G
Characteristics same as Type 75- Table IV
6B6G
-4.5
3.1
I 26000
I
1450
38
-3.0
1.73 I
Output- 60v. R.M.S.
6C8G
-3.0
--1.0' 1
Output- 80v. R.M.S.
-3.0
67.5
Cathode current 8.0 Ma.
Anode grid (No. 2) Volts = 135
-3.0
100
Cathode current I3.0 Ma.
Anode grid (No. 2) Volts = 250
6D8G
min.
through 20,000 -ohm dropping resistor
-8.0
9 '
7700
2600
20
I - ii1f8G
-9.0
180
2.5
15
175000
2300
10000
400
1.1
6G6G
-6.0
135
2
11.5
170000
2100
360
12000
, .6
-4.0
I - ' -- 6H4GT
-3.0
100
2.8
1.2
Anode-grid ( No. 2) 250 volts max. through
6J8G
20,000-ohm dropping resistor, 5ma.
-1.5
0.35
78000
900
70 , -i -- 6K5G
50000
1.1
1400
Characteristics same as Type 41- Table IV
iireI -5 .
0
3.5 I
i
17
1
-9.0
I - I I 8.0 I
1500
1900
17
-- 6L5G
Characteristics same as Type 6135-Table IV
6N6G
I-13.5
I 5.0 ' I
1450
13.8 i - 6P5G
Characteristics same as 6F7-Table IV
6P7G
I - 3.0
I 1.2
i
1050
65 I
- 606G
I - 3.0
100
1.7
1
- 7.0
I
I
1450
I 1160 I
- 6R6G
Characteristics same as Type 6D6 - Table Ill
6U7G
Characteristics same as Type 85 - Table Ill
6V7G
- 9.5
135
12
I61
9000
215
2000
3.3
6W6GT
- 3.0
100
2 ' 0.5
1500000
1225
1850
-6W7G
-13.5
135
3
I60
7000
2000
3.6
6Y6G
Characteristics same as Type 79 - Table IV
6Y7G
0
1 8.4'
I
12000
4.2
6Z7G
I - 2.5 8; 150

1

Characteristics same as 6(6-Table IV
4.5
I 10
I 700000 I
5500
Characteristics same as Type 6)7 - Table I

Per plate.

Plate No. 1, remote cut-off.

Plate No. 2, sharp cut-off.

3850 I

I-

1223
1231
7000-

Through 200- ohm cathode resistor.

TABLE III - 7VOLT LOKTAL-BASE TUBES

Name

Type

Triode Amplifier
Beam Power Amplifier

7A4
7A5
7A6 Twin Diode
7A7 Remote Cut-off Pentode
7A8 Multigrid Converter
Pentode Amplifier
785
Duo-diode Triode
786
Remote Cut-off Pentode
787
Pentagrid Converter
788
Tetrode Amplifier
7C5
Duo-diode Triode
7C6
Pentode Amplifier
7C7
Duo-diode Pentode
7E7
Twin Triode
7F7
707 Pentagrid Converter

Socket
Connections
5-AC
6-AT
7-A.I
8-V
8-U
6-AE
8-W
8-X
6-AA
8-W
8-V
8-W
8-AC
8-AL

Volts
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
Ht,.
His.
Ht,.
Ht,.

sP
ul
p
a
p
tely

Heater

Cathode

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0

Use

Grid
Bun

Volts

Amps.
0.32 Class-A Amplifier
0.75 Class-A Amplifier
0.16 Rectifier
0.32 R.F. Amplifier
0.16 Osc.-Mixer
0.43 Class-A Amplifier
0.32 Class-A Amplifier
0.16 R.F. Amplifier
0.32 Osc.-Mixer
0.48 Class-A Amplifier
0.16 Class-A Amplifier
0.16 R.F. Amplifier
A Amplifier
0.32 Class0.32 Class-A Amplifier
0.32 Osc.-Mixer

250
125

-

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

- 3
- 3
- 18
- 2
- 3
- 3
-12.5

- 9

Screen
Current
Ma.

Curent
Ma.

125

3.2/8

9
37.5/40

Values to left of diagonal lines are For " no-signal" condition; values to right are " with signal."

Plate
Resistance,
Ohms
7700
17000

Transconductance
Micromhos

Amp.
Factor

2600
6100

20
-

Power
Load
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

2700

1.9

Max. A.C. volts per plate-150. Max. Output current-10 ma.
100
2.0
8.6
800000
2000
1600
100
3.1
3.0
50000
Anode-grid 250 volts max. ,
250
-

5.5 110
-

100
100
250

2.0
2.7
4.5/7

100
100

0.5
1.6

100

8

-1

259_

Plate'

Screen
Volts

- 3
- 3
- 2
o

32/33
1.0
8.5
3.5
45/47
1.3
2.0
7.5
2.3
3.4

68000
91000
700060
360000
52000
100000
2 Meg.
700000
44000
800000

2300
7600
1100
100
1700
1200
Anode-grid 250 volts max. ,
4100
5000
1000
100
-

3.4
4.5
-

1300 1300 1600
70
Grid No. 1resistor 20000 ohms

Type

7A
7A5
7A6
7A7
7A8 785
786
7B7
788
7C5
7C6
7C7
7E7
7F7
70/

Each triode.

' Anode-grid vo tige applied through 20000-ohm dropping resistor.

TABLE IV - 6.3 VOLT GLASS RECEIVING TUBES

Type

Name

Base

,

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
Volts' Amps.
tions

Use

Plate
Supply
Volts

6A6

Twin Triode Amplifier

7-pin M.

78

His.

6.3

0.8

Class-B Amplifier

6A7

Pentagrid Converter

7-pin S.

7C

His.

6.3

0.3

Converter

250
325
325
100
180
250
300
250

6AB5

Electron-Ray Tube

6-pin S.

6R

His.

6.3

0.15

Indicator Tube

lis

685

Direct-Coupled Power Am- 6-pin M.
plifier

6.3

0.8

Class-A Amplifier
Push-Pull Amplifier

6B7

Duplex-Diode Pentode

7-pin S.

7D

His.

6.3

0.3

300
400
250
250
250

6C6

Triple-Grid Detector
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

6A3

Triode Power Amplifier

6A4 5 Pentode Power Amplifier

4-pin M.

4D

Fil.

6.3

1.0

Class- A Amplifier
Push-Pull Amplifier

5-pin M.

58

Fil.

6.3

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

6D

Pentode R.F. Amplifier
Pentode A.-F. Amplifier
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Bias Detector

Grid
Bias
- 45
- 68
Note 10
- 6.5
- 12.0
0
0
- 3.0
min.

o

0
-13
- 3.0
- 4.5
- 3.0

250 - 1.95

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Me.

Fixed Bias
Self Bias
100
1.6
180
3.9

100

2.2

Cut-off Grid
bias 7.5 v.
6'
4.5 5
2.3
125
50
100
50

0.5

Plate Plate Resist- Transconductance
Current ance, Ohms
Micromhos
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

2500
3.2
800
5250
4.2
60
3000
15
Power output for 2tubes
40
5000
10
load plate-to-plate
40
9.0
83250 I 1200
l 100
11000
0.31
22.0
45500
2200
I 100
8000
1.40
Powe output is for one tube at stated
8000
8.0
load, plate-to-plate
10000
10.0
3.5
360000
I Anode grid (No. 2) 200 volts max.,
I
4.0 ma. Grid leak, 50000 ohms.
0.5
Target current 4.5 ma.
45
40
9.0
0.65
2.0

Cathode current
0.65 ma.

241000

2400

58

650000

1125

730

exceeds
1.5 meg.

1225

7000
10000

exceeds 1500
Plate coupling resistor
250000 ohms

I 4.0
20

Type

6A3
6A4
6A6
6A7
6AB5
685
687

6C6

TABLE IV-6.3-VOLT GLASS RECEIVING TUBES - Continued
TYPO

Nome

Base I

Fil. or Nestor
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tiens
Volts Amps

Use

6C7

Duplex Diode Triode

7-pin S.

7G

Htr.

6.3

0.3

6D6

Triple-Grid Variable.»
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Htr.

6.3

0.3

6D7
6E5

Triple-Grid Amp.
Electron-Ray Tube

7-pin S.
6-pin S.

7H
6R

Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3

0.3
0.3

6E6

Twin Triode Amplifier

7-pin M.

7B

Ha.

6.3

0.6

6F7

Triode Pentode

7-pin S.

7E

Htr.

6.3

0.3

6G5/
6U5
6H5
6N5
6T5

Electron-Ray Tube

6-pin S.

6R

Htr.

6.3

0.3

I
ndicator Tube

Electron-Ray Tube
Electron-Ray Tube
Electron-Ray Tube

6-pin S.
6-pin S.
6-pin S.

6R
6R
6R

Htr.
Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3
6.3

0.3
0.15
0.3

36

Tetrode R.F. Amplifier

5-pin S.

5E

Htr.

6.3

0.3

Indicator Tube
Indicator Tube
Indicator Tube
Screen Grid R.F.
Amplifier

Class-A Amplifier
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Mixer
Class-A Amplifier
Indicator Tube
Class-A Push-Pull Amplifier
Triode Unit Amplifier
Pentode Unit Amplifier
Pentode Unit Mixer

Bias Detector

37

Triode Detector Amplifier

5-pin S.

5A

Htr.

6.3

0.3

Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector

38

Pentode Power Amplifier

5-pin S.

5F

39
44

Variableir R.F. Amplifier
Pentode

5-pin S.

5F

41

Pentode Power Amplifier

6-pin S.

42
75

Pentode Power Amplifier
Duplex-Diode High-µ
Triode

76

Triode Detector Amplifier

6.3

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

Htr,

6.3

0.3

Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier

6B

Htr.

6.3

0.4

Class-A Amplifier

6-pin M.
6-pin S.

6B
6G

Htr.
Htr.

6.3
6.3

0.7
0.3

Class- A Amplifier
Triode Amplifier

5-pin S.

5A

Htr.

6.3

0.3

77

Triple-Grid Detector
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Htr.

6.3

0.3

78

Triple-Gad Variable-g
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Htr.

6.3

0.3

Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Bias Detector
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier

Plate
Semais.
Volts

Grid
Nin

250
250

- 9.0
- 3.0

250
250
250

-10.0
- 3.0
o

180
250
100
250
250
250

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

100

2.0

Plate
TransconPlate ResistCurrent
ductance
once, Ohms
Ma.
Micromhos
4.5
8.2

100
0.5
2.0
100
Cut-off Grid
0.25
Bias = - 8.0 v.
-20
Per plate - 1.5
-27.5
Per plate- 18.0
- 3.0 3.5
- 3.0
100
1.5
6.5
-10.0
100
0.6
2.8
Cut-off Grid Bias = 22 y.
0.24

800000

20
1600

Amp.
Factor
1250

-13.5
-20.0
- 1.5
- 3.0
- 1.95
- 3.0
min.

60
100
50
90
75
100
125

Type
6C7

1280

Osci latex peak volts = 7.0
1600
1280 I Target Current 4 ma.
4300
1400
6.0
15000
1700
3500
6.0
14000
16000
500
8
850000
1100
900 Oscillator peak volts = 7.0
Turgot Current 4 ma.

Same characteristics es Type 6G5 - Circuler Pattern
180
Cut-off Grid Bias= - 12 v.
0.5
Target Current 2ma.
250
Cut-off Grid Bias = - 12 v. 0.24
Target Current 4 ma.
100 - 1.5
55
1.8
550000
850
470
180 - 3.0
90
3.1
500000
1050
525
250 - 3.0
90
1.7
3.2
550000
1080
595
100
- 5.0
55
Plate Current to be adiusted to
250
- 8.0
90
0.1 ma. with no signal
90
- 6.0
2.5
11500
800
92
180
-13.5
4.3
10200
900
9.2
250
-18.0
7.5
8400
1100
9.2
90
-10.0
Plate Current to be ediusted to
250
-28.0
0.2 me. with no signal
100
- 9.0
100
1.2
7.0
140000
120
875
180
-18.0
180
2.4
14.0
115000
1050
120
250
-25.0
250
3.8
22.0
100000
1200
120
90
90
1.6
5.6
375000
960
360
- 3.0
180
90
1.4
5.8
750000
1000
750
min.
250
90
1.4
5.8
1000000
1050
1050
100
- 7.0
100
1.6
9.0
103500
150
1450
180
-13.5
180
3.0
18.5
81000
150
1850
250
-18.0
250
5.5
32.0
68000
2200
150
250
-16.5
250
6.5
34.0
100000
2200
220
250
- 1.35 0.4
91000
1100
100
250
250
100
250
250
90
180
250
250

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

6D6
-

6D7
6E5

0.75
1.6

6E6

6F7
6G5/
6U5
6H5
6N5
675
36

37

15000
11600
10000

0.27
1.00
2.50

38
39
44

12000
9000
7600
7000

0.33
1.50
3.40
3.0

5.0
9500
1450
13.8 Plate curren to be adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal
0.4
1.7
650000
1100
715
0.5
2.3
1500000
1250
1500
Cathode current = 0.65 ma. Plate coupl its resistor 250000 ohms
1.3
6.4
315000
1275
400
1.0
4.0
1000000
1100
1100
1.7
7.0
800000
1450
1160
2.6
10.5
600000
1650
990

41
42
75
76
77

78

TABLE IV- 6.3- VOLT GLASS RECEIVING TUBES- Continued
Name

Type

Twin Triode Amplifier

79
85

Duplex Diode Triode

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tions ,
Volts Amps

Base'
6-pin S.
6-pin S.

6H
6G

Ht,.
Ht:.

0.6

6.3
6.3

Use

Class-B Amplifier
Triode Unit as Class-A
Amplifier

0.3

Class-A Triode
Amplifier
89

Triple-Grid Power
Amplifier

1221 '
1603 9
7700 '
RK100

re:
o

TripleGrid Amplifier
Triple-Grid Amplifier
Triple-Grid Amplifier
Mercury-vapor Triode

6-pin S.

6-pin
6-pin
6- pin
6-pin

S.
M.
S.
M.

6F

6F
6F
6F
6A

Ht,.

Htr.
Ht:.
Ht,.
Ht:.

Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
grid, connected to cathode inside tube, not shown on
base diagram.
Also known as Type LA.

2Suppressor

6.3

6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3

Class-A Pentode
Amplifier'

0.4

Class-8Triode
Amplifier ^
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Amplifier

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.6

Plate
Supply
Volts

Grid
Bias

180
250
135
180
250
160
180
250
100
180
250
180

-10.5
-13.5
-20.0
-20.0
-22.5
-31.0
-10.0
-18.0
-25.0

100

o
o

o

- 2.5

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Me.

Plate Plate Resist- Trensconductance
Cuisent ance, Ohms
Micromhos
Ma.

Amp.
Fedor

Power output sfor one tube
at stated load plate-to-plat
750
11000
975
8500
1100
7500
1425
3300
1550
3000
1800
2600
1200
104000
100
1.6
1550
80000
3.0
180
1800
70000
5.5
250
Power output is for 2tubes
at stated load, plate-toplate
Characteristics same as 6C6
Characteristics same as 6C6
Characteristics same as 6C6
Cathode (G1) current 250 ma.
20000
I
3.7
6.0
8.0
17.0
20.0
32.0
9.5
20.0

•

8.3
8.3
8.3
4.7
4.7
4.7
125
125
125

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts
7000
14000
25000
20000
20000
7000
6500
5500
10700
8000
6750
13600
9400

Type

5'
5
79
8.0
0.075
0.160 85
0.350
0.300
0.400
0.900
0.33
89
1.50
3.40

2.50
3.50
1221
1603
7700RK100

50

Grids Nos. 1 and 2 tied together; grid No. 3 connected to
Plate.
noise, non-microphonic, tubes.
'°Cathode Resistor 850 ohms.

S.-small; M.-medium.
Current to input plate (R).
',Grids Nos. 2and 3connected to plate.
Grid No. 2, screen; grid No. 3, suppressor.

9 Low

TABLE V - 2.5-VOLT RECEIVING TUBES

TYP e

Name

Base

3

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
titans ,
Volts Amps

2A3

Triode Power Amplifier

4-pin M.

4D

Fil.

2.5

2.5

2A5
2A6
2A7

Pentode Power Amplifier
Duplex-Diode Triode
Pentagrid Converter

6-pin M.
6-pin S.
7-pin S.

68
6G
7C

Fitt
Ht:.
HP.

2.5
2.5
2.5

1.75
0.8
0.8

286
2B7
2E5

Special Power Amplifier
Duplex-Diode Pentode
Electron-Ray Tube

7-pin M.
7-pin S.
6-pin S.

7J
7D
6R

Ht,.
Ht:.
Ht,.

2.5
2.5
2.5

2.25
0.8
0.8

24-A

Tetrode R.F. Amplifier

5-pin M.

5E

Hb.

2.5

1.75

27

Triode Detector-Amplifier

5-pin M.

5A

Ht,.

2.5

1.75

35

Variable-la Amplifier

5-pin M.

5E

HI,.

2.5

1.75

Use
Class-A Amplifier
Push-Pull Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Triode as Class-A Amp.
Converter
Amplifier
Pentode Amplifier
Indicator Tube
Screen-Grid R.F. Amp.
Bias Detector
Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector
Screen-Grid R.F. Amp.

cnria .

Screen
Tri' ai
rï Current
Ma.

Plate
Supply
Volts

Grid

250
300
300
250
250
250

-

250

-45
-62
-62
-16.5
- 1.35
- 3.0
min.
-24.0

250
250
250

- 3.0
- 5.0
-21.0

250
250

-30.0
- 3.0

90
20
90

Bias

Amp
•
Fader

D
R

'P

esistance ...utput
O utput
Ohms
Watts
ad

3.5
2500
4.2
5250
800
10.0
5000
Power Output for 2tubes
15.0
3000
Load Plate-to-Plate
3.0
7000
2500
I 200
80000
1100
I 100 91000
Anode grid (No. 2) 200 max. volts,
360000
4.0 ma. Grid leak, 50000 ohms
I18.0 I 5000 I 4.0
3500
40.0
5150
Characteristics same as Type 687 -Table IV
Characteristics same as Type 6E5 - Table IV
1.7 I 4.0
I 600000 I 1050
I 630 I I --Plate current adjusted to 0.1 ma. with no signal

Self-Bias
Fixed -Bias
250
6.5
100
2.2
---

Plate Plate Resist- Transcœ "
ductance
Oa
Cuisent a
Micromhos
Ma.
'
me '
ms

2.5

60.0
40.0
40.0
34.0
0.4
3.5

I 5.2
I 9250 I 975
I 9.0 I Plate current adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal
I 6.5
I 400000 I 1050
I 420 I -

.
i
.
Type

2A3
2A5
2A6
2A7
2B6
287
2E5
24-A

I -

27

j

35

-

TABLE V - 2.5-VOLT RECEIVING TUBES- Continued
Type

45

Name

Triode Power Amplifier

Bus'

4-pin M.

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tiens
Volts Amps.
4D

Fil.

2.5

1.5

Plate
Supply
Volts

Use

dens-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier ,

46

Dual-Grid Power Amplifier 5-Din M.

SC

Fil.

2.5

1.75

47

Pentode Power Amplifier

5-pin M.

58

Fil.

2.5

1.75

Class-A Amplifier

53

Twin Triode Amplifier

7-pin M.

78

Htr.

2.5

2.0

Class-B Amplifier

55

Duplex-Diode Triode

6-pin S.

6G

Htr.

2.5

1.0

56

Triode Amplifier, Detector

5-pin S.

SA

Htr.

2.5

1.0

57

Triple-Grid Detector
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Htr.

2.5

1.0

58

Triple-Grid Variable-e
,
Amplifier

6-pin S.

6F

Htr.

2.5

1.0

Triple-Grid Power
Amplifier

7-pin M.

7A

Htr.

2.5

2.0

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Bias Detector
Screen-Grid R.F. Amp.
Mixer
Class-A Triode ,
ClassA Pentode'

Triode Power Amplifier
Triode Power Amplifier
Pentode Power Amplifier

4-pin M.
5-pin M.
5-pin M.

e 59
RK15
RK16
RK17

Class-8 Amplifier'

Class-BTriode ,
41) 2
5A

Fil.
Htr.
Htr.

2.5
2.5
2.5

1.75
2.0
2.0

7Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
2Grid connection to cap; no connection to No. 3pin.
,S. - small; M. - medium.

180
250
275
250
300
400
250
250
300
250
250
250
250

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate
TransconPlate ResistCurrent
ductance
ance, Ohms
Ma.
Micromhos

-31.5
-50.0
-56.0
-33.0

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

31.0
34.0
36.0
22.0

1650
2125
3.5
2700
0.82
1610
2175
3.5
3900
1.60
1700
2050
3.5
4600
2.00
2380
2350
5.6
6400
1.25
o
Power output for 2tubes a
5200
16.0
o
stated load, plate-to-plate
5800
20.0
6.0
-16.5
250
31.0
60000 I 2500
150
7000
2.7
o
Power output for 1tube at
8000
8.0
o
stated load, plate-to-plate
10000
10.0
-20.0
8.0
7500 I 1100
8.3
0.350
20000
-13.5
5.0
9500
1450
13.8
-20.0
Plate current adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal
- 3.0
100
0.5
2.0
exceeds
1225
exceeds 1.5 meg.
r1500
250
1.95
50
Cathode current = 0.65 ma.
Plate resistor = 250000 ohms
250
- 3.0
100
2.0
8.2
800000
1600
I 1280 I -10.0
250
100
Oscillator peak volts = 7.0
250
-28.0
26.0
2300
2600
6.0
5000
1.25
250
-18.0
250
9.0
35.0
40000
2500
100
6000
3.0
300
Power output for 2tubes at
4600
15.0
400
o
stated load, plate-to- plate
20.0
I 6000
Characteristics same as Type 46 with Class-Bconnections
Characteristics same as Type 59 with Class-A triode connections
Characteristics same as Type 2A5

,Grid No. 2tied to plate.
Grids Nos. 1and 2tied together.
Grids Nos. 2and 3connected to plate.

Type

45
46
47
53
55
56
57
58

59
RK15
RK16
RK17

7Grid No. 2, screen ; grid No. 3, suppressor.
,Grids Nos. 1and 2tied together ; grid No. 3connected to plate.

TABLE VI - 2.0-VOLT BATTERY RECEIVING TUBES
Type
1A4P

Name
Variable-µ Pentode
Pentagrld Converter

Base

,

Socket
Fil. or Heater
Connec- Cathode
lions
Volts Amps.

Use

Plate
Supply
VCRS

4-pin S.
6-pin S.

4M
6L

Fil.
Fil.

2.0
2.0

0.06
0.06

R.F. Amplifier
Converter

180
180

184P
Pentode R.F. Amplifier
185 255 Duplex-Diode Triode
106
Pentagrid Converter

4-pin S.
6-pin S.
6-pin S.

4M
6M
6L

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.

2.0
2.0
2.0

0.06
0.06
0.12

R.F. Amplifier
Triode Class-A Amplifier
Converter

180
135
180

1F4

5-pin M.

5K

Fil.

2.0

0.12

Class-A Amplifier

135

1A6

Pentode Power Amplifier

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Me.

- 3.0
- 3.0
min.
- 3.0
- 3.0
- 3.0
min.
- 4.5

67.5
67.5

0.8
2.4

2.3

1.3

1000000
500000

67.5

0.6

67.5

2.0

1.7
0.8
1.5

1500000
35000
750000

135

2.6

8

Plate
Tr ansconce
Current Plate Resist- duc
ance '
Ohms
Micr t
o
am
nhos
Ma.

200000

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

750
750
Anode gr d (No. 2) 180 max. volts;
2.3 ma. Grid Leak 50000 ohms
650
: 1000 1 575
20 - : Anode gr d (No. 2) 135 max. volts;
3.3 ma. Grid Leak 50000 ohms
1700
340
16000 I 0.34

Type
1A4P
1A6
1B4P
1135 25S
106
1F4

TABLE VI - 2.0-VOLT BATTERY RECEIVING TUBES - Continued

Type

Base 2

Name

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tions
Volts Amps

Use
R.F. Amplifier
A.F. Amplifier

180
- 1.5
135 - 1.0

67.5
135

0.6

0.6

Ht,.

2.0

0.22

R.F. Amplifier

0.3
0.3

Fil.

2.0

0.26

Class-8 Amplifier

4-pin S.

4D

Fil.

2.0

0.06

Class-A Amplifier

4-pin S.

4D

Fil.

2.0

0.13

Class-A Amplifier

0.06

Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Bias Detector

- 1.5
- 1.5
o
- 4.5
- 9.0
-13.5
-22.5
-30.0
- 3.0
- 3.0
- 6.0
-18.0
-13.5
- 3.0
min.
-20.0
o

67.5
67.5

6C

135
67.5
135
90
135
180
135
180
135
180
180
180
135
135
180
135
180
180
135
180

- 3
-16.5
-13.5

67.5
1.35

6-pin S.

15

R.F. Pentode AmplifierOscillator

5-pin S.

.5F

19

Twin-Triode Amplifier

6-pin S.

30

Triode Detector Amplifier

31

Triode POVIN Ampliner

6W

32

Totted* R.F. Amplifier

4-pin M.

4K

Fil.

2.0

33

Pentode Power Amplifier

5-pin M.

5K

Fil.

2.0

0.26

Class-A Amplifier
Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier
Class A Amplifier
Class-BAmplifier ,

4M

Fil.

2.0

0.06

Dual-Grid Power Amplifier 5-pin M.

SC

Fil.

2.0

0.12

5-pin S.
5-pin M.
4-pin M.

51
5B
4D

Fil.
Fil,
Fil.

2.0
2.0
2.0

0.130 ClassA Amplifier
0.12 Class-A Amplifier
0.12 Class-A Amplifier

49
840
e 950
RK24

R.F. Pentode
Pentode Power Amplifier
Triode Amplifier

Screen
Current
Ma.

2.0

Duplex-Diode Pentode

Variable-xPentode R.F.
Amplifier

Screen
Volts

Grid
Bias

Fil.

1F6

34

Plate
Supply
Volts

4-pin M.

0.4
0.4
5.0
3.0
1.0
1.0

0.7
2.0

Amp.
Factor

Power
Load
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

650
2.0
1000000
650
Voltage
Plate resistor 0.25 megohm
Amp. = 48
Screen resistor 1.0 megohm
1.85
800000 I
750
600
1.85
630000 I
710
450
2.1
Load plate-to- plat
10000
11000
850
9.3
2.5
10300
900
9.3
3.0
3.1
10300
900
9.3
7000
0.185
3.8
8.0
4100
925
5700
0.375
1050
3.8
12.3
3600
610
640
1.7
950000
780
650
1.7
1200000
Plate current adjusted to 02ma. wi hno signal
6000
1.4
55000
1700
90
22.0
7000
0.7
50000
1450
70
14.5
600000
600
360
2.8
1000000
620
620
2.8
0.17
11000
6.0
4175
1125
4.7
3.5
12000
Power output for 2tubes at
Indicated load, plate-to-pla •
1.0
1000000
400
400
0.45
13500
7.0
100000
1000
100
12000
0.25
8.0
5000
1600
8.0
4Grids

Grid No. 2tied to plate.

'S.- small/ M.- medium.

See Receiving Tube Diagrams.

67.5
67.5
67.5
180
135
67.5
67.5

TransconPlate
Plate Resistductance
Current
ance, Ohms
Micromhos
Ma.

Type

1F6
15
19
30
31
32
33
34
49
840
950
RK24

Nos. 1and 2tied together.

TABLE VII - 2.0- VOLT BATTERY TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES

Type

Name

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tions
Volts Amps

Use

1C7G Pentagrid Converter
1DSGP Varieble-x R.F. Pentode
1D7G Pentagrid Converter
1ESGP R.F. Amplifier Pentode
1E7G Double Pentode Power Amp.
1F5G Pentode Power Amplifier
1F7GV Duplex-Diode Pentode

7Z
SY
7Z
SY
8C
6X
7AD

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Fil.

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.24
0.12
0.06

Converter
R.F. Amplifier
Converter
R.F. Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Detector-Amplifier

1G5G Pentode Power Amplifier

6X

Fn.

2.0

0.12

Class-A Amplifier

1H4G
1H6G
1.150
1J6G

5S
7AA
6X
7AB

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Fil.

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

0.06
0.06
0.12
0.24

DetectorAmplifier
Detector-Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-13 Amplifier

Triode Amplifier
Duplex-Diode Triode
Pentode Power Amplifier
Twin Triode

Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.

Plate
Supply
Volts

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate
Plate ResistCurrent
ance, Ohms
Ma.

Transconductance
Micromhos

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

Characteristics same as Type 106- Table VI
Characteristics same as Type 1A4- Table VI
Characteristics same as Type 1A6- Table VI
Characteristics same as Type 184- Table VI
135

- 7.5

90
135

-6
13.5

135

- 16.5

135 I 2.0 1 I 6.5! 220000 I 1600
Characteristics same as Type 1F4- Table VI
Characteristics same as Type 1F6- Teble VI
I 8.5 I 133000 I
1500
90 I 2.7
135 I 2.5
I 8.7 I1600000 I
1550
Characteristics same as Type 30- Table VI
Characteristics same as Type 1135- Table VI
135 I 2.0
I 7.0 I I
950
Characteristics same as Type 19- Table VI
2 Total

current for both sections, no signal.

350

24000

0.65

200
250

8500
9000

0.3
0.55

100

13500

0.45

Type
1C7G
1D5GP
1D7G1E5GP
1E7G
1F50
1F7GV
1G5G
1H4G
1H6G
1J5G
1J6G

TABLE VIII - 15-VOLT FILAMENT DRY- CELL TUBES

Type

t

cu

Name

Base

Filament
Socket
Conn«
tiens a Volts Amps.

Plate
Supply
Volts

Use

1A5G
1A7G
1B7G
1C5G
1D8GT

Pentode Power Amplifier
Pentagrid Converter
Pentagrid Converter
Pentode Power Amplifier
Diode Triode Pentode

7-pin
8-pin
6-pin
7-pin
8-pin

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

6X
7Z
7Z
6X

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

0.05
0.05
0.1
0.10
0.1

IE4G

Triode Amplifier

8-pin O.

5S

1.4

0.05

1G4G

Triode Amplifier

7-pin O.

5$

1.4

0.05

1G6G

Twin Triode

6-pin O.

7AB

1.4

0.1

1H5G
1N5G
1N6G
1P5G
105G

Diode High-uTriode
Pentode R.F. Amplifier
Diode-Power-Pentode
Triple-Grid Pentode
Tetrode Power Amplifier

7-pin
7-pin
6-pin
5-pin
5-pin

O.
0.
O.
O.
O.

5Z
5Y
7AM
5Y
6AF

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.1

1T5GT
CK501

Beam Power Amplifier
Pentode Voltage Amplifier

1.4
1.25

0.05
Class-A Amplifier
0.033 Class-A Amplifier

Pentode Output Amplifier

(0(

1.25

0.033

CK503

Pentode Output Amplifier

(0(

1.25

0.033

HY113 Triode Amplifier
HY115 Pentode Voltage Amplifier

O.
P.'
O.
P.'
O.
P. ,
O.
P. ,
O.
P.'
P.°

6AF
[0(

CK502

7-pin
5-pin
7-pin
5-pin
7-pin
5-pin
7-pin
5-pin
7-pin
5-pin
5-pin

HY125 Pentode Power Amplifier
RK42
RK43

CK504

Pentode Output Amplifier

Triode Amplifier
Twin Triode Amplifier

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate
Current
Ma.

85
45
45
83

0.7
0.6
1.3
1.6

90

1.0

3.5
0.55
1.5
7.0
1.1
5.0
4.5
1.5
2.3
1.0
1/7 5
0.14
1.2
3.1
2.3
7.2
9.5
6.5
0.3
0.28
0.55

Class-A Amplifier
Osc.-Miser
Osc.-Mixer
ClassA Amplifier
Triode Amplifier
Pentode Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

85 ,
90
90
83
90
90
90
90

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-8 Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
R.F. Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

Class-A Amplifier

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
85
90
90
30
45
30

Class-A Amplifier

30

- 4.5
- 1.5
- 1.5
- 3.0
- 7.5

22.5
45
45
90

o

o
-7 ,
o
-9.0

o

- 3.0
-6.0

o
o
o
o

0.033

Class-A Amplifier

5K ,
5K

1.4
1.4

0.07
0.07

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

5-pin P. ,

5K

1.4

0.07

Class-A Amplifier

45
45
93
45
90

4-pin S.
6-pin S.

4D
6C

1.5
1.5

0.6
0.12

ClassA Amplifier
Twin Triode Amplifier

135

0.1
240
25000
Anode-gr dvolts 90
Grid N. 1resistor 200,000 ohms
165
9000
0.2
1500
575
25
925
14.5
11000
1325
14
825
17000
8.8
82545000
675
30
675
12000
34 volts input per gid
240000
275
65
1500000
750
1160
25000
100
300000800 640
800000
800
9000
260
1950
8000
270
2100
1150
14000
170
1.0 meg.
325
1.5 meg.
300
500000
400
60000
3
300000
600000
350000
110000

800

Type
A5G
1A7G
187G
1C5G
1D8GT
1E4G
1G4G
1G6G
1H5G
1N5G
1N6G
1P5G
105G

o

30

0.33

1.5

150000

600

20000

6'

CK503

- 1.25

30

0.09

0.4

500000

350

60000

3"

CK504

-

-3

25000
250
0.4
58
0.008
0.03
5.2 meg.
270
0.48
1.3
meg.
0.1
0.9
825000
310
0.2
420000
450
2.6
0.5
Ch
tvristics same as Type 30-Table Vi
4.5
I 14500
900

'Per tube. Values to left of diagonal line for no-signal condition;
values to right are with signal.
'Special miniature 5-pin peanut base. Also available with smallshell octal base.

5 Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
,Internal shield connected to pin 1.
,Grid bias obtained from 90-volt " 8" supply through self-biasing resistor.
,Obtained from 90-volt supply through 70,000-ohm dropping resistor.

Power
Output
Watts

-o

o

1.25

Load
Resistance
Ohms

0.3
0.6
0.7
1.2
1.6
1.4
0.06
0.055
0.13

- 5.0
-4.5
-6.0
-0
- 1.25

6X

Amp.
Factor

90
90
90
85
90
90
30
45
30

-4.5

30

TransconPlate Resist- ductance
ance, Ohms Micromhos

6.3
300
370
£55
190

1T5GT
CK501
CK502

40000

6.5

HY113
HY115

50000
28000

11.5
90

HY125
RK42
RK43

13

With 5-megohm grid esistor and 0.02-rifd. grid coup inc condenser.
,No screen connection

TABLE IX - HIGH-VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES

Type

Name

Base

Socket
Connections a

Heater
Use
Volts

Amps.

12A5

Pentode Power Amplifier

7-pin M.

7F

12.6
6.3

0.3
0.6

12A7

Rectifier- Pentode Power
Amplifier

7-pin M.

7K

12.6

0.3

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Half-Wave Rectifier

Plate
Supply
Volts

Grid
Bias

100
180
135

-15
-27
-13.5

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

TransPlate
Plate Resist- conductCurrent
once
ance, Ohms
Ma.
Micromhos

Amp.
Factor

100
4.0
18
180
9.0
40
135
2.5
9.0
102000
975
100
125 Max. Volts R.M.S. Outout current 30 ma. Mar.

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms
5000
4500
13500

0.7
2.8
0.55

Type
12A5
12A7

TABLE IX - HIGH- VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES - Continued

Type

Name

12A8GT Pentegrid Converter
Triple-Grid Variable-m
1287
1288GT

rode-Pentode

Socket
Connections

Base
8-pin O.

Use
Volts

Amps.

8- pin 0.

9A
8V

12.6
12.6

0.15
0.15

8-pin 0.

8T

12.6

0.3

Osc.-Mixer
R.F. Amplifier
Class-A Triode
Class-A Pentode

12C8
12E5GT
12F5GT
12J5GT
12J7GT
12K7GT
1207GT
12SA7
12SC7
12SF5GT
125.17
12SK7
12507

Remote Cut-off Pentode
DuplexDiode Triode
Pentagrid Converter
Twin Triode
High-5, Triode
Pentode Voltage Amplifier
i
Remote Cut-off Pentode
Duplex-Diode Triode _

8-pin
6-pin
5pin
6-pin
7pin
7-pin
7-pin
8-pin
8-pin
6-pin
8-pin
8-pin
8-pin

21A7

Triode Herod. Converter

8-pin O.

Duplex-Diode Pentode
Triode Amplifier
Triode Amplifier
Triode Amplifier
Pentode Voltage Amplifier

Heater

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

8E
60
5M
60
7R
7R
7V
8R
SS
BP
8N
8N
80

12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
R.F. Amplifier
Class-C Amplifier
Ose Mixer
Class- A Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
R.F. Amplifier
Class- A Amplifier

BAR

21

0.16

Osc.-Mixer

25A6

Pentode Power Amplifier

7-pin C.

75

25

0.3

Class- A Amplifier

25A7G

Rectifier- Amplifier

8- pin C.

8F

25

03
.

Class- A Amplifier
Recti fier

25AC5G Triode Power Amplifier

6-pin 0.

60

25

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

0.3
0.3
0.15

Class-A Amplifier
ClassA Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

2585
2586G
25B8GT

DirectCoupled Triodes
Pentode Power Amplifier
Triode Pentode

6-pin S.
7-pin 0.
8-pin 0.

6D
7S
8T

25
25
25

25C6G

Beam Power Amplifier

7-pin 0.

TAC

25

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

25D8GT

Diode-Triode-Pentode

8-pin 0.

8AF

25

0.15

Class-A Amplifier

25L6
25N6G

Beam Power Amplifier
Direct-Coupled Triodes

7-pin O.
7pin 0.

7AC
7W

25
25

0.3
0.3

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

32L7GT

Diode-Beam Tetrode

8-pin 0.

8F

32.5

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

35A5
35L6G
50L6GT

Beam Power Amplifier
Beam Power Amplifier
Beam Power Amplifier

8-pin 0.
7pin 0.
7-pin 0.

6AA
7AC
7AC

35
35
50

0.16
0.15
0.15

Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

Plate
Supply
Volts

250
90
100
90
100
250

250
150
95
135
180
100
110
165
110
95
135
200
100
100
110
110
110
110
110
110

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Me.

Plate
Current
Ma.

Plate
Resistance,
Ohms

Transconductance
Micromhos

Amp.
Factor

Cha acteristics same as 6A8-Table I
9.2 i 1800
360
2.8
37000
2400
90
o
0.6
73000
1500
110
-1
2
7
200000
1800
360
- 3
90
2
8
170000
2100
360
- 3
100
Characteristics same es 688- Table l
I 5.0 I
1450
I 13.8
I-13.5 I
Characteristics same as 6F5-lable I
Characteristics same as 615- Table I
Characteristics same as 6.17- Table I
Characteristics same as 6K7- Table I
Characteristics same as 607- Table I
Characteristics same as 6SA7-Table I
Characteristics same as 65C7-Table I
Characteristics same as 6SF5-Table I
Characteristics same as 65.17-Table I
Characteristics same as 651(7-Table I
Characteristics same as 6507-Table I
1.3
275
- 3.0
100
2.8
3.5 1900
32
- 3.0
Triode
4
20
45000
2000
90
-15
95
85
-20
135
e
37
35000
2450
100
7.5
38
40000
2500
-20
135
90
4.0
20.5
50300
1830
-15
100
125 v. R.M.S.-75 ma. max. output
58
+15
I - I 45
'
3800
Used in dynamic coupled circuit with 6AF5G driver
7
I 45
11400
2200
I 25
o 110
-15
95 I 4
I 45
4000
I Characteristics same as ISB8GT
135
3.5/11.5' 58 60
9300
7000
-13.5
-14
135
2.2/9
60/66
18300
7100
100
27
8.5 1900
- 3
- 3.0

- 1

-e
o

- 7.5
- 7.5
- 7.5
- 7.5

100

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Watts
Ohms

12A EIGT
1287

•

Triode
0.5
1100
100
110
3.5-10.5 45-48
10000
8000
80
7
45
11400
2200
25
110
110
3
40
15000
6000 Rectifier Section 125 volts R.M.S. Max. 60 Me. D.C.
110
2.8
35
25000
5500 110
3/7
40/41
13800
5800
82
110
4/11
49/50 8200

Type

1288GT
12C8
12E5GT
12F5GT
12J5GT 12J7GT
12K7GT
1207GT
_ _
12SA7
12SC7
12SF5GT
12W
1251(7
12507 21A7

4500
4000
5000
4500

0.9
2.0
2.75
j 0.77

2000
3500
2000
2000

2.0
3.3
2.0
1.75

2000
2600

3.6
6.0

2000
2000
2500

2.2
2.0
1.5

25L6
25N6G

2500
2500
2000

1.4
1.5
2.2

35A5
35L6G
50L6GT

25A6
25A7G
25AC5G
2585
2586G
25138GT
25C6G
25D8GT

32L7GT

TABLE IX- HIGH- VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES-

Name

Type

Socket
Conneclions +

Base'

Heater
Volts

Use

Amps.
Class-A Amplifier
Rectifier
Class-A Amplifier
Rectifier

70

0.15

8AA

70

0.15

6-pin M.

68

25.0

0.3

Class-A Amplifier

6-pin M.

6A

30.0

0.4

Class-A Amplifier

70A7GT

Diode-Beam Tetrode

8-pin O.

70L7GT

Diode-Beam Tetrode

8-pin O.

43

Pentode Power Amplifier

48

Tetrode Power Amplifier

Plate
SVuppltsly
o

Grid
Bias

110

l - 7.5

110

I-

7.51

95 - 15.0
135
- 20.0
96 I - 19.0
125 - 20.0

+Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.

Screen
Volts

Continued

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate
TrensconPlate Resistductance
Current ante Oh ms
Micromhos
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

110

2500
3.0 I 40
5800
80
Rectifier section 125 volts R.M.S. Max. 60 Ma. D.C.
110
36
40 43
15000
7500 - I 2000
Rectifier section 125 volts R.M.S. Mex. 70 Ma D.C.
4500
95
4.0
20.0
45000
2000
90
135
7.0
34.0
35000
2300
80
4000
96
9.0
52.0 3800 1500
1500
100
9.5
56.0
3900

1.5

Type
70A7GT

I 1.8
0.90
2.00
2.0
2.5

70L7GT
43
48

' M.- medium; S.- small; O.- octal.

TABLE X - MISCELLANEOUS RECEIVING TUBES

Type

Name

Base'

Fil. or Heater I
Socket
Connec- Cathode
tions
Volts Amps.

Use

00-A

Triode Detector

4-pin M.

4D

Fri.

5.0

0.25

Grid Leak Detector

01-A

Triode Detector Amplifier

4-pin M.

40

Fil.

5.0

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

3A8GT Diode Triode Pentode

8-pin O.

8AS

Fil.

7-pin O.

0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.1
0.05

Class-A Triode
Class- A Pentode

3C5GT ?ower Output Pentode

14
2.8
1.4
2.8
1.4
2.8

305GT 3eam Power Amplifier

Fil. "
Fil. "

7-pin O.

Class•A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

4-pin M.

4D

FP.

7.5

1.25

IClass-A Amplifier

Triode Detector Amplifier

4-pin M.

4D

Fil.

1.1

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

Triode Power Amplifier

4-pin S.

40

Fil.

3.3

0.132

Class- A Amplifier

Tetrode R.F. Amplifier

4-pin M.

4K

Fil.

3.3

0.132

Screen-Grid R.F.
Amplifier

26

Triode Amplifier

4-pin M.

40

Fil.

1.5

1.05

Class- A Amplifier

40

Triode Voltage Amplifier

4-pin M.

40

Fil.

5.0

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

Fil.

4
2

0.06
0.12

Class- A Amplifier +
Class-B Amplifier

10
11
12
20
22

Triode Power Amplifier

4A6G Twin Triode Amplifier

8-pin

a

8L
40

Fil.

7.5

1.25

Class-A Amplifier

4-pin M.

40

Fil.

5.0

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

4- pin S.

40

Fil.

3.3

0.063

Class-A Amplifier

SO

Triode Power Amplifier

4-pin M.

71-A

Triode Power Amplifier

99

Triode Detector Ampliiier

Plate
Supply
Volts

Grid
Bias

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Ma.

Plate Plate Resist- TransconCurrent
ance, Ohms 41i
i
i
c
cr
t
e
en
me
h
e
.
Me.

45
90
135
90
90

- 4.5
- 9.0
o
•

90

0.3

1.5
2.5
3.0
0.15
1.2

90

- 9.0

90

1.4

6.0

90

1.6
1.0

9.5
7.5
16.0
18.0
2.5
3.0
3.0
6.5
1.7
3.7
2.9
6.2
0.2
0.2
2.2
4.6
35.0
55.0
55.0
10.0
20.0
2.5

90

- 4.5

350
425
90
135
90
135
135
135
90
180
135
180
90
90
300
400
450
90
180
90

-31.0
-39.0
- 4.5
-10.5
-16.5
-22.5
- 1.5
- 1.5
- 7.0
- 14.5
- 1.5
- 3.0
- 1.5
o
-54.0
-70.0
-84.0
- 19.0
- 43.0
- 4.5

45.0
67.5

0.6
1.3

30000
11000
10000
240000
600000

Am p'
Factor

20
8.0
8.0
65

5150
5000
15500
15000
8000
6300
725000
325000
8900
7300
150000
150000
13300

666
725
800
275
750
1550
1450
2100
1800
1550
1600
425
440
415
525
375
500
935
1150
200
200
1500

2000
1800
1800
2170
1750
15500

1900
2100
2100
1400
1700
425

3.8
3.8
3.8
3.0
3.0

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts
l
I

-

00-A
01-A
3A8GT

8000
10000
8000
8.0
8.0
6.6
6.6
3.3
3.3
270
160
8.3
8.3
3../
30
20

Tyne

11000
10200

0.24
0.26
0.27
0.25
0.9
1.6

3C5GT
305GT
10
11
12

9600
6500

0.045
0.110

20
22
26
40

8000
4600
3670
4350
3000
4800

6.6

-

4A6G
1.0
1.6
3.4
50
4.6
0.125
0.79071-A
-

99

TA BLE X - MISCELLANEOUS RECEIVING TUBES - Continued

Name

Type

864
954

7

Use

Plate
Supply

Volts

4-pin S.

4D

Fil.

1.1

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

Pentode Detector,
Amplifier

Special

A '

Htr.

6.3

0.15

Triode Detector,
Amplifier

Species

B7

Htr.

6.3

0.16

90
180
250
110
180
90
135
250
250
180
180
250
250
135
135
135
135

4-pin M.

4D

Fil.

5.0

0.25

Class-A Amplifier

Power Triode
Power Pentode
Triode

4-pin M.
5-pin M.
5-pin S.

4D
513
SA

Fil.
Fil.
net.

5.0
5.0
3.0

1.25
0.30
1.30

ClassA Amplifier
ClassA Amplifier
Class-A. Amplifier

Triode Amplifier

112A Triode Detector Amplifier
183
257
485

Fil. or Heater
Socket
Connec- Cathode
Bons'
Volts Amps.

Base'

955 .
956 "

Triple-Grid Variable-m
R.F. Amplifier

957' Triode Det., Amp., Osc.
958 7 Triode A.F. Amp., Osc.
959' Pentode Detector,
Amplifie,
Pentode Amplifier
1609

Special
Special
Special

C
C'
D '

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.

1.25
1.25
1.25

0.05
0.1
0.05

Class-A Amplifier
Bias Detector
Class- A Amplifier
Osci Ilator
R.F. Amplifier
Mixer
Class- A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier
Class-A Amplifier

5-pin S.

58

Fil.

1.1

0.25

Class- A Amplifier

A

Special

Htr.

6.3

0.15

Grid
Bias
- 4.5
- 13.5
60
21.5
9.0
- 4.5
- 9.0
- 3
- 6

-s
-35
- 3
-10

-5

Screen
Volts

Screen
Current
Mo.

110

7

100
100

0.7

100
100

1.8

67.5

0.4

2.5

67.5

0.65

Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
M.- Medium; S.- Small.
'Cathode terminal is mid-point of filament; use series connection with 4volts, parallel with 2volts.
'Triodes connected in parallel.

Tr anscon-

g,t
i
i
i
u
cc
ro
tarrinfie
os

Amp.
Factor

Load
Power
Resistance Output
Ohms
Watts

5400
1575
8.5
5.0
7.7
4700
1800
8.5
18000
1800
25
3.2
4500
1350
55
41000
20
6000
9300
1350
12.5
6.0
2.9
13500
610
8.2
645
8.2
3.5
12700
2.0 1.5 megohms
1400
2000
Plate current to be adjusted to 0.1 ma. with no signal
4.5
12500
2000
25
20000
7
D.C. Grid Current Apo 1.5 ma.
5.5
800000
1800
1440
Oscillator peak volts - 7rn.n.
2.0
24600
650
16
-3.0
10000
1200
12
1.7
800000
600
480

- 7.5
- 3

2

Plate Plate ResistCurrent enc .,ohms
Ma.

2.5

400000

725

Type

112A
2.0
0.8

183
257
485
864
954

0.135
0.5

955
956

--

957
958
959
1609

300

Idling current, both plates.
Filamen mid- point tap permits series or parallel connection.
'"Acorn'' type ; miniature unbased tubes for ultra- high frequencies. See Acorn Tube Socket Connections.

TABLE XI - CONTROL AND REGULATOR TUBES
Name

Type
0A4G

Gas Triode

Base
6-pin O.

Socket
Conniedons '
4V

Cathode

Fil. or Heater
Volts

Cold

2A4G
874
876

Thyratron
Voltage Regulator
Current Regulator

8-pin O.
4-pin M.
Mogul

5S
4S

Fil.

2.5

884

Gas Triode

6-pin O.

60

Htr.

6.3

Gas Triode
Current Regulator
Gas Triode
Gas Triode
Permatton

5-pin S.
5A
Mogul
4-pin M.
4-pin S.
4D
4-pin M.
-

Htr.

2.5

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.

2.5
1.4
2.5

885
886
KY21
RK62
RM208

Use

Amps.
Cold-Cathode Starter-Anode
Relay Tube
Control Tube
2.5
Voltage Regulator'
Current Regulator'
Sweep Circuit Oscillator
0.6
Grid-Controlled Rectifier
Same as Type 884
1.4
Current Regulator ,
Grid-Controlled Rectifier
10.0
0.05 Relay Tube ,
5.0
Controlled Rectifier

Peak
Anode
Voltage

Max.
Anode
Current'

Minimum
Starting
Operating
Voltage
Voltage

céirat.pi

Grid
Resistor

Tube
Voltage

MOP

With 105-120-volt a.c. anode supply, peak starter-anode a.c. voltage
peak r.f. voltage 55
200
100
---125
90
10-50
40-60
1.7
300
300
2
25000 ,
350
300
75
25000'
Characteristics same as Type 884
40-60
2.05
3000
500
45
1.5
30-45
0.1-1.5 7500 ,
1000
-

Typo

is 70,

0A4G

15
-

2A4G
874
876
884

15
15

885
886
KY21
RK62
RM208

TABLE XI- CONTROL AND REGULATOR TUBES- Continued
Type

Name

Base

,

Socket
Conneclions 2

Cathode

RM209
VR90
VR105
VR150
KY866
967
2050

Permabon
Voltage Regulator
Voltage Regulator
Voltage Regulator
Mercury Vapor Triode
Mercury Vapor Triode
Gas Tetrode

4-pin
7-pin
6-pin
6-pin
4-pin
4-pin
8-pin

M.
O.
O.
O.
M.
M.
O.

4SA
4S8
4S8
F' ,
Fto
88A

Fil.
Fil.
Fil.
Ht,.

2051

Gas Tetrode

8-pin O.

SBA

Ht,.

Fil. or Heater

Use

Volts

Amps.

5.0
2.5
2.5
6.3

10.0
5.0
5.0
0.6

Controlled Rectifier ,
Voltage Regulator
Voltage Regulator
Voltage Regulator
Grid-Controlled Rectifier
Grid-Controlled Rectifier
Grld-Controlled Rectifier

6.3

0.6

Grid Controlled Rectifier

Peak
Anode
Voltage

Max.
Anode
Current'

7500 '
10000
2500
650

5000
-1000
500
100

350

75

Minimum
Operating Operating
Seed "
Voltage
Currant
Voltage
125
137
180
-100-150
- 5it

90
10-30 ,
105
5-30 ,
150
5-30 ,
__

-

4"

-

-

-

4"

-

-

°For use as self-quenching super-regenerative detectcr with highresistance relay ( 5000-10000 ohms) in anode ercuit.
•For use as grid-controlled rectifier or with external magnetic
control. RM-208 has characteristics of 866, RM-209 cf 872.
When under control peak inverse rating is reduced to 2500.

Tube
Voltage
Drop
15

_
0. -10
neg.
0 -10
n

_
M. - Medium; S.- Small; O.- Octal.
Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
In ma.
4 Not less than 1000 ohms per grid volt ; 500,000 ohms max.
°For use in series with power transformer primary.

(rid
Re istor

10-24
8
14

Type
RM209
VR90
VR105
VR150
KY866
967
2050
2051

"Sufficient resistance must be used in series with tube to limit
current to 30 ma.
Refer to Transmitting Tube Diagrams.
At 1000 anode volts.
At 350 anode volts and 0 Grid No. 2volts.
At 650 anode volts and 0 Grid No. 2volts.

TABLE XII - CATHODE-RAY TUBES AND KINESCOPES
Type

902

Name

Electrostatic Cathode- Ray

Socket
Heater
Connections
Volts Amps.
A

6.3

0.6

Use

Size

Oscillograph

903

Electromagnetic Cathode-Ray

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

9"

904

Electrostatic-Magnetic Cathode-Ray

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

5"

905

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

D

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

5"

906

Electrostatic Cathode- Ray

E

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

3"

907
908

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray
Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

D
E

2.5
2.5

2.1
2.1

Oscillograph
Oscillograph

5"
3"

Anode Anode Cut- Off
No. 2 No. 1
Grid
Voltage Voltage Voltage
600
400
7000
4600
3000
1000
4600
3000
1000
2000
1000
1500
1200
1000
800
600
400

150
100
1360
900
580
195
970
630
210
450
225
475
345
285
230
170
128

Grid
No. 2
Voltage

SignalSwing
Voltage

Max.
Input
Voltage ,

80

120

-140

350
250
250
250
100
250
100
100

Screen
Input
Power
5

Di Dr

Ds Di

0.19
0.28

0.22
0.33

10

4000

10

60

1000

10

70

600

10

Characteristics same as Type 905
Characteristics same as Type 906

Deflection
Sensitivity

0.09
0.13
0.40
0.19
0.38
0.22
0.27
0.33
0.41
0.55
0.81

0.23
0.46
0.23
0.29
0.35
0.44
0.58
0.87
-

Screen
Persist'nee'

Pattern
Color °

Type

P1

Green

902

P1

Green

903

P1

Green

904

P1

Green • 905

P1

Green

P4

White

P5
p5

Blue
Blue

906

907
908

TABLE XII - CATHODE-RAY TUBES AND KINESCOPES - Continued
Name

Type
909
910
911

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray
Electrostatic Cathode-Ray
Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

912

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

913

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

914

1800
1801

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

l
Electromagnetic

Heater
Socket
Connections ' Volts Amps.
D
E
E

A
G

Kinescope

Electromagnetic Kinescope

H

2.5
2.5
2.5

2.1
2.1
2.1

Use
Oscillograph
Oscillograph
Oscillograph

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

6.3

0.6

Oscillograph

Size

5-

5-

2.5

2.1

Oscillograph

2.5

2.1

Television

9"

2.5

2.1

Television

5"
5"

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

6.3

0.6

Picture Tube

1803

Kinescope

2.5

2.1

Television

12"

1804

Kinescope

2.5

2.1

Television

9"

1805

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

2002

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

2005

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray

24-XH

Electrostatic Cathode- Ray

6.3

0.6

Picture Tube

A

6.3

0.6

Oscillograph

A

2.5

2.1

Television

6.3

0.6

Refer to Cathode- Ray Tube Socket Connections.
For current cut-off. Control grid should never be allowed to go
positive.
Between Anode No. 2and any deflecting plate.
1 In mw. sq. cm., max.

Oscilloscope

5"
2"

Grid
No. 2
Voltage

SignalSwing
Voltage

Max.
Input
Voltage

Screen
Input
Power

Deflection
Sensitivity'
Dr Ds

Da

D4

Characteristics same as Type 905
Characteristics same ns Type 906

3"

1802

B

Anode Anode Cut- Off
Grid
No. 2 No. 1
Voltage Voltage Voltage ,

15000
10000
5000
500
250
7000
5000
2500
6000
4500
3000
3000
2500
2000
1500
1200
7030
6000
7000
6000
2000
1500
600
500
400
2000
1500
600
500
400

3000
2000
1000
100
50
1500
915
460
1250
925
625
450
375
425
310
250
1460
1240
1425
1225
575
430
120
100
80
1000
700
120
100
80

Characte istics same as Type 906
250 --125
250
250

_•-

90

7000
250

10
5

250 -._•
-125

- 75

250
250
250
250
200

35

3000
25
25
20
20
15

- 85
- 62
- 50

10

10
10

75

250

25

10

75

250

25

10

35
- 60

500

200
-

In mm. volt d.c.
Phosphorescent material used in screen determines persistence.
Pl is phosphor cf medium persistence, P2 long, P3 also medium but especially suited fcr television, P4 same as P3 but
white, and P5 short persistence for oscillographic use.

0.034
0.051
0.102
0.10
0.21
0.093
0.130
0.260

10

500

- 86
- 64

0.028
0.041
0.083
0.07
0.15
0.073
0.102
0.204

0.3
0.4
0.5

0.33
0.44
0.55

Screen
Persistems'

Pattern
Color

Type

P2
P2
P1

Blue
Blue
Green

909
910
911

P1

Green

912

P1

Green

913

P1

Green

914

P3

Yellow

1800

P3

Yellow

1801

P1
P4

Green
White

1802

P4

White

1803

-

P4

White

1804

0.17
0.23
0.16
0.18
0.24

0.21
0.28
0.17
0.20
0.26 -

P1
P4

Green
White

1805

Med.

Green

2002

10

0.5

0.56

10

0.14
0.17
0.21

0.16
0.19
0.23

10

2005
Short

Green

24-XH

The 911 is identical to 906 except for the gun material, which is
designed to be especially free from magnetization effects.
Cathode connected to pin 7.

TABLE XIII - RECTIFIERS-RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING
See also Table XI- Control and Regulator Tubes

Type
No.

OZ4
-OZ4G

Name

Base

Socket
Ccnnectinny

Max
Max.
D.C. ' v. "'
Peak
Inverse Output
Pea k
Plate
CurrentCurrent
Ma.
Voltage
Ma.

Fil. Cr Heater
Cathode
Volts

Full- Wave Rectifier

6-pin O.

4R

Cold

-Fu ll-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

4R

Cold

-

Max.
A.C.
-- Voltage
Amps.Plate
Per
-

350

30-75

1250

TYPe

200

G

Characteristics same as Type OZ4

G

2V3G

Half-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

6BA

Fil.

2.5

5.0

2W3

Half-Wave Rectifier

5- pin O.

4X

Fil.

2.5

1.5

2X2

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

48

Fil.

2.5

1.75

4500"1

7.5

2Y2

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

4P

Fil.

2.5

1.75

4400"

5.0

V

2Z2

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

4B

Fil.

2.5

1.5

350

50

V

514'

Full-Wave Rectifier

5- pin O.

51.

Fil.

5.0

3.0

450

5U4G

Full-Wave Rectifier

8- pin O.

51.

Fil.

5.0

3.0

Same as Type 5Z3

V

5V4G

Full-Wave Rectifier

8- pin O.

51-

Htr.

5.0

2.0

Saone as

Type 83V

V

-

5W4

Full-Wave Rectifier

5- pin O.

57

Fil.

5.0

1.5

350

5X3

Full-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

4C

Fil.

5.0

2.0

1275

5X4G

Full-Wave Rectifier

5Y3G

Full-Wave Rectifier

5Y4G

Full-Wave Rectifier

I8-pin
r4- pin

r 8- pin

0.

2.0

350

16500

V

12

V

55

250

110

1250

800

V

1000

V

30 ----

-

V

50

Fil.

5.0

3.0

Same as 5Z3

57

Fil.

5.0

2.0

Same as Type 80

V

0.

50

Fil.

5.0

2.0

Same as Type 80

V

5- pin O.

5Z3

Full-Wave Rectifier

M.

4C

Fil.

5.0

3.0

500

250

1400

5Z4'

Full-Wave Rectifier

5- pin O.

5L

Htr.

5.0

2.0

400

125

1100

6W5G

Full-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

6S

Htr.

6.3

0.9

350

100

1250

6X5"

Full-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

6$

Htr.

6.3

0.5

350

75

6Z3

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

4G

Fil.

6.3

0.3

350

50

6Z4

Full-Wave Rectifier

5- pin S.

5D

Htr.

6.3

0.5

350

50

6Z5

Full-Wave Rectifier

6- pin S.

6K

Htr.

6.3

0.6

230

60

6ZY5G

Full-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

6S

Htr.

6.3

0.3

350

35

7Y4

Full-Wave Rectifier

8- pin L.

5AB

Htr.

7.0

0.53

350

60

12Z3

Half-Wave Rectifier

4-pin S.

4G

Htr.

12.6

0.3

250

60

12Z5

Voltage-Doubling
Rectifier

7-pin M.

7L

Htr.

12.6

0.3

225

60

14Z3

V
V
350

V
V

V
1000

150

P

Half-Wave Rectifier

4-pin S.

4G

Htr.

14

0.3

250

60

V

25X6GT

Voltage-Doubling
Rectifier

7- pin O.

70

Htr.

25

0.15

125

60

V

25Y4GT

Half-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

5AA

Htr.

25

0.15

125

75

V

25Y5

Voltage-Doubling
Rectifier

6- pin S.

6E

Htr.

25

0.3

250

85

V

25Z3

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin S.

4G

Htr.

25

0.3

250

50

V

25Z4

Half-Wave Rectifier

6- pin O.

5AA

Htr.

25

0.3

125

125

V

25Z5

Rectifier-Doubler

6- pin S.

6E

Htr.

25.0

0.3

125

100

500

V

25Z6

Rectifier-Doubler

7- pin O.

70

Htr.

25.0

0.3

125

100

500

V

Htr.

35

0.16

250

100

35

0.15

250

100

Htr.

35

0.15

125

100

35Z3

Half-Wave Rectifier

8-pin O.

4Z

35Z4GT

Half-Wave Rectifier

6-pin O.

5AA

35Z5G

Half- Wave Rectifier

6-pin O.

6AD

40Z5GT

Half-Wave Rectifier

6-pin O.

6AD

Htr.

40

0.15

125

100

45Z5GT

Half-Wave Rectifier

6-pin O.

6AD

Htr.

45

0.15

125

100

V

50Y6GT

Full-Wave Rectifier

7-pin O.

70

Htr.

50

0.15

125 ,

85

V

50Z6G

Voltage-Doubling
Rectifier

7-pin O.

70

Htr.

50

0.3

125

150

V

50Z7G

Voltage- Doubling
Rectifier

8-pin O.

BAN

Htr.

50

0.15

117

65

V
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TABLE XIII - RECTIFIERS - RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING- Continued
See also Table XI - Control and Regulator Tubes

Socket
Connections

Typa
No.

Name

117Z6G

Full-Wove Rectifier

7-pin O. I 7AR

Hall-Wave Rectifier

4-pin S.

4G

Half-Wave Recliner

4-pin S.

4G

Full-Ways Rectifier

4-pin M

RK60
RK19
RK21

Base

Full-Wave Rectifier

4-pin M.

13

Half-Wave Recliner

4-pin M.

A

,

Fil. or Heater
Cathode
Volts

Fit, '

1158
75

Amps

Max.

A.C.
Voltage
Per Plate

Max.
D.C.

, Max.

Output IL
ert
e
Current ''''

Voltage

Ma.

0.075
0.15

117

60
50

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

350

Ht,.

6.3

0.3

350

50

Fil.

5

3

750

250

Ma z

Feak
Plate
Current

Type

Ma.

V
1000

400

V

2120

V

Ht,.

7.5

2.5

1250

200' 8

3500

600

Hb.

2.5

4.0

1250

203

3500

600

V

3500

600

V

1250

RK22

Full-Wave Rectifier

4-pin M.

B

Ht,.

2.5

8.0

80

Full-Wave Rectifier

4-pin M.

4C

Fil.

5.0

2.0

350
400
550'

81

Half-Wave Rectifier

4-pin M.

46

Fil.

7.5

1.25

82

Full-Wave Rectifier

4-pin M.

4C

Fil.

2.5

83

Full-Wave Rectiner

4-pin M.

4C

Fil.

5.0

83-V

Full-Wave Recliner

4-pin M.

4L

Ht,.

84 6Z4

Full-Wove Rectifier

5-pin S.

5D

836

Half-Wave Recti8er

4- pin M.

866

Half- Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

866-A

Half-Wave Rectifier

58

200 s°
125

110
135

V

700

85

V

3.0

500

125

1400

400

3.0

500

250

1400

800

5.0

2.0

400

200

1100

V

Ht,.

6.3

0.5

350

60

1000

V

A

1-1b.

2.5

5.0

A

Fil.

2.5

5.0

250

4-pin M.

A"

FIL

2.5

8668

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

A

Fil.

866Jr.

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.

4B

871

Half- Wave RectiRer

4- pin M.

A

87i"
879

Half- Wave Rectifier

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin M.
4- pin S.

A

5000

1000

V

7500

1000

M

5.0

250 1"10000

1000

M

5.0

5.0

8500

1000

M

Fil.

2.5

2.5

1250

250 8

Fil.

2.5

2.0

1750

250

5000

503

Fil.
Fil.

A

2.5
2.5

5.0
1.75

7100
2650

58

5
7.5

--

V

7500

100

V

7500

5000

10000

5000

M

600l

M

800

V

20000

872

Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin J.

P

Fil.

5.0

872-A

Hell-Wave Rectifier

4- pin J.

1
)

Fil.

5.0

10.0

Fil.

5.0

10.0

1500

15000

2.5

50

130

5500

975A
1616

Half-Wave Rectifier
Half-Wave Rectifier

4- pin J.
4- pin M.

F.

,

BI

Refer to Receiving Tube Diagrams.
M.-medium; S.-small; 0.-small octal; J.- jumbo.
Metal tube series.
FRefer to Transmitting Tube Diagrams.
&Types 1 and 1-V interchangeable.
With input choke of at least 20 henrys.

Fil.

10.0

'M.-Mercury-vapor type; V.-high-vacuum type; G.-Gaseous Type.
8Tapped for pilot lamps.
Per pair with choke input.
F. Condenser input.
Fi For use with cathode-ray tubes.
12 Loktal Base.
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TABLE XIV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES
Max.
Plate
Dissipation
Watts

Volts

Amps.

RK24
RK33
HY114*
HY615*
RK34

1.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
10

2.0
2.0
1.4
6.3
6.3

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.15
0.8

180
250
180
300
300

20
20
15
20
80

205D

14

4.5

1.6

400

50

TYPe

"
•-•

Max.
Plate
Voltag

Max.
Plate
Current
Ma.

Max.
D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

Base

Socket
Connietions a

Typical Operation

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

3.5
3-2

5.5
3-2 "

3.0
2.5

20

8.0
10.5
20
22
13

1.5
4.2

1.7
2.7

1.7
0.8

4pin
7pin
5-pin
5-pin
7pin

10

7.2

5.2

4.8

3.3

4-pin M.

7.7

4.0

4.5

4.0

5-pin M.

D

5.0

9.0

1.0

4-pin M.

4.0

7.0

3.0

4-pin M.

4.0

7.0

3.0

4-pin M.

3.0

8.0

4.0

4-pin M.

3.0

6-pin M.

Class-C A mp.-Osci Hater
Class-C Amp. (telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
C
Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Oscillator aaa
HH
Class-C Amplifier "
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Grid-Modulated Amp.

6.0
6.0

843

15

2.5

2.5

450

40

15

6.3

1.0

500

90

25

15

7.5

1.25

450

60

15

841

15

7.5

1.25

450

10
RK10

15

7.5

1.25

450

65

15

RK100

15

6.3

0.9

150

250

100

40

1608

20

2.5

2.5

425

95

25

20

310

20

7.5

1.25

600

70

15

801

20

7.5

1.25

600

70

15

T20

20

7.5

1.75

750

80

25

TZ20

20

73

1.75

750

80

RK11

25

6.3

3.0

750

105

RK12

25

6.3

3.0

750

105

HK24

25

6.3

3.0

1500

75

_

In erelectrode
Capacitances (, dd.)
Grid
to
Fil.

RK59
1602

CA

Cathode

7.5

20

25
8.0
30
8.0

23

19

2

S.
S.
O.
O.
M.

8.5

9.0

3.0

4-pin M.

8.0

4.0

7.0

2.2

4-pin M.

8.0

4.5

6.0

1.5

4-pin M.

20

4.9

5.1

0.7

4-pin M.

30

62

5.3

5.9

0.6

4-pin M.

35

20

7.0

7.0

0.9

4-pin M.

100

7.0

7.0

0.9

4-pin M.

25

2.5

1.7

0.4

4-pin S.

30

C
V
Y
CC

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator
Class-C A mp.-Osci I
la tor
Class-C Amp.Oscillator
Class-C Amp.Oscillator
Class-C A mp.-Osc i
I
iator
Class-C Amp. (PlateMod.)
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator
Class-C Amp. (Plate- Mod.)

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

Plate
Plate
Grid
Voltage Voltage Current
Ma.
180
250
180
300
300
--400
350
450
350
500
450
350
450
350
450
350
450
110
110
425
350
600
500
600
500
750
750
750
750
750
600
750
750
600
1500
1250
1500
1500

- 45
- 60

- 36
-112
- 144
-140
-150
- 60
-115
-135
- 34
- 47
- 100
-100
-170
- 90
- 80
- 150
- 190
-150
-190
- 85
-140
- 35
-105
-120
-120
-130
-100
- 100
-120
-125
- 60
-120

16.5
20
15

Approx. Approx.
D.C.
Grid
Cartier
Grid
Current Driving Output
Power
Power
Ma.
Watts' Watts

20
80
45
35

6.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
20
10
10

30
30

5.0
7.0

90
55
45
50
50
65
50
40
80
185
95
85
65
55
65
55
80
70
80
70
105
85

14
15
15
15
15
15
12
1.0
8.0
40
20
20
15
15
15
15
16
15
25
23
21
24

38
105
85
75
60

1.2
35
27
20
30

25
25

0.2
1.0

0.5
0.54

1.8
i.5
1.7
1.0
1.6
1.3
3.3
3.5
1.8
2.0
3.2
2.2
2.4
2.1
3.0
3.0
4.0
4.5
4.0
4.5
3.0
4.0
3.5
5.0
3.2
3.7
27
5.2
3.8
3.8
6.2
1.2
1.4

Type

2.0 RK24
3.5 RK33
2.0 6 HY114
4.0 1, HY615
16
RK34
10
205D
7.1
7.5
843
5.0
32
RK59
13
1602
8.0
15
841
11
19
10
12
RK10
6.0
3.5
RK100
12
27
1608
18
25
310
18
25
801
18
42
T20
38
41
TZ20
38
55
38
RK11
12
55
RK12
38
90
60
HK24
14
15

TABLE XIV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Typa

Max.
Plate
Dissipation
Watts

Cathode

Max.
Max.
Plate
Current
Plate
Ma.
Voltage

Max.
D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.

Volts

Amps.

2.25

800

75

25

Amp.
Factor

Intetelectrode
Capacitances (ppfd.)
Base

Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

55

4.2

4.6

1.0

4-pin M.

Socket
Connections

HY25

25

7.5

1623

25

6.3

2.5

750

100

25

20

5.7

6.7

0.9

4-pin M.

Twin 30*"

30

6.0

4.0

1500

85

25

32

1.9

2.0

0.3

4-pin M.

316A *

30

2.0

3.65

450

80

12

1.2

1.6

0.8

None ,

809 ,

30

6.3

2.5

1000

125

50

5.7

6.7

0.9

4-pin M.

RK30

35

7.5

3.25

1250

80

25

15

2.75

2.5

2.75

4-pin M.

E

800

35

7.5

3.25

1250

80

25

15

2.75

2.5

2.75

4-pin M.

E

RK18

40

7.5

3.0

1250

100

40

18

6.0

4.8

1.8

4-pin M.

RK31

40

7.5

3.0

1250

100

35

170

7.0

1.0

2.0

4-pin M.

HY40

40

7.5

2.25

1000

115

25

25

5.8

6.3

1.8

4-pin M.

HY4OZ

40

7.5

2.5

1000

115

30

80

5.8

6.3

1.8

4-pin M.

T40

40

7.5

2.5

1250

125

40

25

4.5

4.8

0.8

4-pin M.

1240

40

7.5

2.5

1250

125

45

62

4.8

5.0

1.1

4-pin M.

6.5

X

Typical Operation

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp Plate-Mod.
Class- B Amp (
Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amu. Plate-Mod.
Class-BAmp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. Plate-Mod.
ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-BAmp. (Tolephony)
Class-C Amp. ( Felegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8Amp. ( Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. PlateMod
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Clam-C Amp. Plate-Mod.

Plate
Plate
Grid
Current
Voltage Voltage
Ma.
750
700
750
750
750
600
750
1500
1250
450
400
1000
750
1000
1250
1000
1250
1250
1250
1000
1000
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1000
850
1000
1000
1000
850
1000
1000
1250
1000
1250
1000

- 45
- 45
- 9
- 80
- 125
- 40
- 100
-100

- 75
- 60
- 30
- 180
-200
- 70
- 140
- 175
- 200
- 55
- 160
- 160
- 140
- 80
- 80
- 90
- 90
- 40
- 27.5
- 30
- 12
- 150
-100
- 50
- 65

75
75
50
50
100
83
50
150'
135 ,
80
80
100
100
45
90
80
40
40
70
70
42
100
80
38
100
100
115
90
60
60
115
90
60
60
115
100
115
100

D.C. Approx. Approx.
Grid
Carrier
Grid
Driving Output
Current
Power
Power
Ma.
Watts
Watts
15
17

2.0
5.0
1.5

17
25
1.5
40'
40 8
12
12
25
32
4.0
18
15
1.3
1.5
15
15
2.0
12
13
0.5
30
28
20
15
6.0

2.5
1.4
15
15

3.8
4.3
1.5
5.2
4.5
2.5
1.5
4.0
4.0
3.3
2.8
3.1
3.8
3.0
3.5
5.0
3.5
5.5

25
30
12

5.0
3.5
6.0

19
18
28
26

6.0
4.0
5.0
5.0

Type

42
39
12.5 01...n.
12.5"
55
1623
38
12.5
225
Twin 30
125
7.5
6.5 316A
75
55
15
85
60
18
18
65
50
14
95
64
18
90
70
86
57
20"
20 n
86
57
20"
20 "
105
70
105
75

809

RK30

800

RK18
RK31

HY40

HY4OZ

T40
1240

TABLE XIV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Type

Max.
Plate
Dissipatien
Was

Cathode

Volts

Amps.

Max
Max.' Plate
Plate
Current
Voltage 1,
4 a*

Max.
DC
• •
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

In erelectiode
Capacitances Cupid.)
Base

2

Socket
Connecdens I

Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

4.9

5.1

1.7

4-pin M.

F

3.0
3.5

7.0
8.0

2.7
2.7

4-pin M.
4pin M.

C
C

4.9

9.9

2.2

4-pin M.

C

2.5

3.4

0.7

4-pin M.

E

3.5

2.7

0.4

4-pin M.

E

HY57

40

6.3

2.25

850

110

25

50

756
825

40
40

7.5
7.5

2.0
2.0

850
850

110
110

25
20

20

830

40

2.15

750

110

18

RK32 *

50

7.5

3.25

1250

100

.25

RK35

50

7.5

4.0

1500

125

20

RK37

50

7.5

4.0

1500

125

35

28

3.5

3.2

0.2

4-pin M.

E

UH50

50

7.5

3.25

1250

125

25

10.6

2.2

2.6

0.3

4-pin M.

E

UH51 *

50

10

5.0

6.5

2000

175

25

HK54

50

5.0

5.0

2000

150

30

HK154

50

5.0

6.5

1500

175

30

304A
3048

50

7.5

3.25

1250

100

25

8. 0
8.0
11

9.0

10.6

27

6.7

11

2.2

2.3

0.3

4-pin M.

E

E

1.9

1.9

0.2

4-pin M.

4.3

5.9

1.1

4-pin M.

E

2.0

2.5

0.7

4-pin M.

E

Typical Operation

Plate
Plate
Grid
Current
Voltage Voltage
ma.

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amplifier
Grid-Modulated Amp.
ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp PlateMod.
Class- B Amp ( Telephony)
Grid- Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate- Mod.
Class-8 Amp. ( Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

850
700
850
850
850
850
750
1000
1250
1000
1250
1500
1250
1500
1500
1500
1250
1500
1500
1250
1250
1250
1250

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-I3 Amp. ( Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp ( Telegraphy)
Ciass-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)

2000
1500
1500
1500
2000
1500
2000
2000
1500
1250
1500
1500
1250
1000
1250

- 48
- 45
- 10
-180
-200
-225
-310
-120
-250
-250
-250
-180
-130
-150
-200
- 50
-225
-325
-115
-200
-500
-400
-150
-400
-269
-150
- 75
-150
-590
-460
-265
-450
-200
-180
-110

110
90
70
70
110
110
110
50
100
100
50
115
100
50
37
115
100
44
50
125
125
60
60
150
165
50
85
130
110
39
39
167
170
52
52
100
100
60

Approx. Approx.
Grid
Carrier
.
Driving Output
Power
Power
ma
' Watts 2 Watts

DC

Grid
Current

15
17
6
25
20
18
2.0
14
21
15
14
30
23
5.0
---20
20
3.0
2.0
20
20
2.0
2.0
20
25
1.0
1.5
20
20
-

2.5
5.0
1.5
7.0
3.0
4.8
8.7
2.5
5.0
4.6
1.7
2.0
7.0
5.6
6.0
2.4
7.5
10
3.0
3.0
15
15
6.0
8.0
9.0
11.0
2.5
3.0
15

70
47
20 52
20 52
55
15
90
70
21
120
93
25
25
122
90
26
26
115
115
25
25
225
200
38
65
210
130
27
28
200

12
5.0
5.0
-

162
28
28
85
65
25

Type

HY57
756
825
830
RK32

RK35

RK37

UH50

UH51

HK54

HK154

304A
3048
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Type

Max.
Plate
Dissipedon
W afts

Cathode

Volts

Amps.

Max
Max.
Plate
Current
,
Voltage
•'""

Max.
oc.
Grid
Current
Ma.

In ',electrode
Capacitances (
gpicl.)

A

^ m °'
Factor

Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

Base

,

50

5.0

5.0

1500

120

35

50

2.25

2.75

1.0

Special

808

50

7.5

4.0

1500

150

35

47

5.3

2.8

0.15

4-pin M.

834 *

50

7.5

3.25

1250

100

20

10.5

2.2

2.6

0.6

4-pin M.

841A
841SW

50
50

2.0
2.0

1250
1000

150
150

30
30

14.6
14.6

3.5
-

9.0
9.0

2.5
-

4-pin M.
4-pin M.

T55

55

7.5

3.0

15 00

150

40

20

5.
0

3.9

1.2

50

160

5.5

5.5

0.6

811

5

55

6.3

4.0

1500

150

812

2

55

6.3

4.5

1500

150

RK51

RK52
HY51A
HY5113

HY512

60

60

65

65

7.5

3.75

7.5

3.75

7.5

3.5

10

7.5

2.25

3.5

1500

1500

150

130

35

40

50

29

20

170

5.3

6.
0

6.
6

5.3

6.
0

12

0.8

2.5

2.2

1000

175

25

25

6.0

7.5

2.0

1000

175

35

85

6.0

7.5

2.0

UH35 *

70

5.0

4.0

1500

150

35

30

1.4

1.6

0.2

357
35TG

70

5.0

4.0

2000

150

35

30

3.8
1.9

1.9

0.2

V70
V70B

70

5.
0

9.
0

10

2.5

1500

140

25

14

2.
3

Typical Operation

Plate
Grid
Plate
Current
Voltage Voltage Ma.

Approx. Approx.
•
DC
Carrier
Grid
• •
Grid
Driving Output
Cu
t Power
Power
Wags
Watts
'''`'.

mi

Type

b

356A

10
10

Socket
Conneclions l

4-pin M.
4-pin M.

Class-C Amy. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
E
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
E
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
F
Class-C Amplifier
F
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
F
ClassClass-C
C Amp. Plate- Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
F
Class- C Amp. Plate-Mod.
DD

4-pin M

F

4-pin M.

F

4-pin M.

F

4-pin M.

F

4-pin M.

F'3

4-pin M.

F

4-pin M.

F

4-pin J.
4-pin M.

M
F

Class-B Amp. ( Telephony)
ClassC Amp. (
Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class- C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)

100
356A
85
25
140
808
105
22
45
75
90
58-- 834
90
20
50
- 115
1250
if-41A
-----85
841S \A/
-

1500
1250
1500
1500
1250
1500
1250
1000

1500
1500
1500
1250
1500
1500
1250
1500
1500
1250
1500
1500
1500
1250
1000
800
1000
1000
1000
800
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500
2000
1500
1250
1500

- 60
-100
- 17
-200
-225
- 35
-225
-310

100
100
50
125
- 100

-195
-113
-125
- 6
-175
-125
- 45
-250

15 0
125
150
125
50
150
125
50
150

-200

105

-170

- 75
-130

60

60

35
30
32
1.0
15
17.5

18

15
35
50
6.0
25
25
1.1
31
17

0.4

-120

130

40

-120
- 75
-67.5
- 35
-27.5

115
175
150
100
100
175

20
15
6.0
30

- 20
-170
-120
-120

150
100

e

30
-

100

-

150
100
150

30
30
30

-120

100

30

-400

60

-215
-250
-110

130
130
65

3.
0

6.0
6.0
-

9.5
10.5
2.0
4.5
6.5
3.0

6.0
5.0
8.0
11
1.5
6.5
6.0
1.5
10

4.
5

3.5
2.3

7.
0
8.5
7.5
5.0

5.5
7.5
5.
0
5 .5
--

170
145
170
120
25
170
120
25
170
96

120
128
135

102
132
90
33 0
33"
132
90

33 n
33 "

T55
811

812

RK51

RK52
HY51A
Fiy5113

HY512

7.
0

170

5.0
7.0

120
170

UH35

5.
0

120

357

3.
0

50

3.0
3.0
- •

140
120
37

V70
V70B
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Type

V70A
V70C

Max.
Plate
Dissipatien
w atts

70

V7OD

70

50T

75

757

75

HF100

75

Cathode

Volts

10

Amps.

2.5

Max
Max
... •
' note
Plate
Cuffent
Voltage
ma •

1500

140

Interelectrode
Max
D. C.apacitances (NAM.)
A mp
Grid
Factor
Grid
Grid
Plate
Current
to
to
to
Ma.
Fil,
Plate
Fil.
20

25

5.0

1500

165

40

20

4.5

4.5

1.75

4-pin M.

3000

100

30

12

2.0

2.0

0.4

4- pin M.

5.0

6.5

3000

175

30

10.6

2.2

2.3

0.3

4-pin M.

2.0

1500

150

30

23

3.5

4.5

1.4

4-pin M.

10

2.0

1250

160

40

90

5.3

242A

85

10

3.25

1250

150

50

12.5

6.5

100

RK38

RK58

100TH

100

100

100

4-pin M.

6.0

10

RK36

2.0

10

5.0

5.0

10

5.0

3.25

1250

150

100

8.0

3000

165

35

8.0

3.25

6.5

3000

1250

3000

165

175

225

40

70

50

4.8

14

-

-

30

5.2

13

3.2

4.0

4-pin J.

4-pin J.

6.0

8.3

5.6

4-pin .1.

4.5

5.0

1.0

4-pin M.

4.3

0.9

4-pin M.

4.6

8.5

2.2

6.5

2.0

10.5

0.3

Socket
Conn«.
lions ,

Typical Operation

I
Approx. Approx.
.
D.C.
Plate
Grid
Plea'
Grid
e
ent
Driving Output
Voltage Voltage Curr
m .
Cu
mne
er t Power
Power
Watts

4-pin J.

5.0

75

85

,

3.0

10

ZB120

284D

9.5

Base

4-pin J.

4-p i
n M.

J
at4
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
F
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
F
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
E
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
E
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
E
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
M
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
M
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
M
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
E
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
E
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-6 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
M
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
4

E

Class-C Amy. (TaleeraPhY)
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

1000
800
1000
1500
1000
1500
3000
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1250
1500

-110
-150
- 35
-200
-140
- 80
-600
-300
-300
-150
-400
-200
-250
- 55

140
95
85
130
165
60
100
175
175
50
85
150
110
75

6.0
20
30
25
30
30
2.0
2.0
18
21
1.5

6.0
6.0
7.0
10
10
6.0
8.0
6.0
8.0
3.0

1500
1250
1000
1250

-280
-135
-150
- 80

72
160
120
90

1.5
23
21
7.0

6.0
5.5
5.0
1.6

1250
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1250
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1250
1000
1250
3000
3000
3000

-175
-160
- 90
-500
-450
-280
-360
-360
-270
-180
-200
-200
-150
-100
- 90
-135
-210
-210
- 70

95
150
150
106
150
150
100
150
150
72
75
160
160
80
75
150
150
106
167
167
50

8.0
50
50
30
30
1.0
3.0
30
30
2.0
2.0
30
50
15
40
45
2.0

7.0
6.0
16
6.0
18
18
5.0

3000

-400

70

3.0

7.0

30
20

7.0
7.0
5.0

1.5
15
15
3.5
10
10
10
5.5

Type

Watts
90
50

V70A

26
Nnoc
140
120
V701)
30
250
50T
ROO
200
38
75T
65
170
105
42HF100
42
145
95
42ZB120
45
130
100

242A

44
125
100
42
200
200
42
50
225
i25
60
55
130
100

RK58

42.5
400
400
50

100TH

100

284D

RK 36

RK38
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TYPe

Max.
Plate
Dissipation
Watts

Cathode

Volts

Amps.

Max.
Max.
Plate
Plate
Current
Voltage
Ma.

Max.
D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

In .,electrode
Capacitances (
japid.)
Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

Base

6.5

3000

225

35

12

2.0

2.3

0.4

4-pin M.

10

3.25

1250

175

60

25

6.5

14.5

5.5

4-pin .1.

100

10

3.25

1500

175

60

25

6.5

11.5

1.5

4-pin J.

211
835

100

10

3.25

1250

175

50

12

6.0
6.0

14.5
9.25

5.5
5.0

4-pin J.

2426

100

10

3.25

1250

150

50

12.5

7.0

13.6

6.0

4-pin J.

242C

100

10

3.25

1250

150

50

12.5

6.1

13.0

4.7

4-pin J.

100TL

100

203A

100

203H

5.0

7.5

3000

200

40

25

3.3

3.4

1.1

4-pin J.

10

3.25

1250

150

50

12

6.5

9.0

4.0

4-pin J.

100

10

3.0

1250

125

50

12

6.0

9.0

4.0

4-pin J.

2848

100

10

3.25

1250

150

100

4.2

7.4

5.3

4-pin J.

295A

100

10

3.25

1250

175

50

6.5

14.5

5.5

4-pin J.

838

100

10

3.25

1250

175

70

6.5

8.0

5.0

4-pin J.

HK254

100

261A

100

276A

5.0

5.0

25

Socket
Connections

E

N

Typical Operation

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Clan-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Nate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)

Plate
Grid
Plate
Current
Voltage Voltage Ma.
3000
3000
3000
3000
1250
1000
1250
1500
1250
1500
1250
1000
1250
1250
10./à
1250
1250
1000
1250
3000
2500
3000
3000
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1250
1250
1000
1250

-600
-600
-280
- 560
-125
-135
- 45
-200
- 160
- 48
-225
-260
- 100
- 175
-160
- 80
-175
- 160
- 90
-251
-240
-125
-175
- 160
-100
-175
- 160
-100
- 500
-430
- 270
- 125
- 125
- 75
- 90
-135

o

167
167
50
60
150
150
105
170
167
100
150
150
106
150
150
120
150
150
120
167
140
51
51
125
150
125
125
125
125
150
150
120
150
150
105
150
150
106

D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.
30
35
1.0
2.0
25
50
3.0
12
19
3.0
18
35
1.0

Approx. Appeals.
Grid
Girder
Driving Output
Power
Power
Watts , Watts
18
18
5.0
7.0
7.0
14
3.0
3.8
5.0
2.0
7.0
14
7.5

50

50
40
45
2.0
3.0

19
21
3.0
4.0

50

50

50

50
30
60
15

6.0
16
6.0

400
400
50
90
130
100
42.5
200
160
52
130
100
42.5
130
100
50
130
100
50
400
275
54
58
100
100
50
100
85
50
125
100
50
125
100
42.5
130
100
42.5

Type

100TL

203A

20314

211
835

2428

242C

HK254

261A

276A

2848

295A

838
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Type

Max.
Mate
Dissipalion
W ens

Cathode

Volts

Amps.

Max •
Max.
Plate
Plate
Current
Voltage
,.
''''"

Max.
D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

Interelectrode
Capacitances (ppfd.)
Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
Socket
Plate
Grid
Base 2 cone«.
Typical Operation
Current
Voltage
PlateVoltage
lions'
Ma.
to
Fil.

852

100

10

3.25

3000

150

40

12

1.9

2.6

1.0

4-pin M.

RK57

125

10

3.25

1500

210

70

-

6.5

8.0

5.0

4-pin J.

T125

125

10

4.5

2500

250

60

25

6.3

6.0

1.3

4-pin J.

805

125

10

3.25

2000

200

60

8.4

7.7

1.3

4-pin J.

150T

150

TW150

150

HF200

150

HD203A

150

HK354
HK354C

150

5.0
10
10-11
10
5.0

10

40 60

3000

200

50

13

3.0

3.5

0.5

4-pin J.

4.1

3000

200

60

35

3.9

2.0

0.8

4-pin J.

3.4

2500

200

50

18

5.2

5.8

1.2

4-pin J.

4.0

2000

250

60

25

10

4000

-

12

-

4-pin J.

300

50

14

4.5

3.8

1.1

4-pin J.

HK354D

150

5.0

10

4000

300

55

22

4.5

3.8

1.1

4-pin J.

HK354E

150

5.0

10

4000

300

60

35

4.5

3.8

1.1

4-pin J.

HK354F

150

5.0

10

4000

300

75

50

4.5

3.8

1.1

4-pin J.

810

150

2250

275

70

35

8.7

4.8

3000

250

60

37

2.7

3.3

1.1

4-pin J.

5.75

2500

350

80

16

9.5

7.9

1.6

4-pin J.

4.0

3000

275

60

23

6.0

6.5

1.4

4-pin J.

'

RK63

200

T200

200

HF300

200

10

5.0

10
11-12

4.5

10

12

4-pin J.

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
M 4 Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
M' Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
N
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
N
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
M' Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
N
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
ClassClass-C
C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
ClassClass-C
C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
M
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Oass-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
N
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegrap hy)
N
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
N
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
E

D'C•

Grid
Current
NI _
"'•

Approx. Approx.
Grid
Carrier
Driving Output
Power
Power
Watts ,
Watts

3000
2000
3000
1500
1250
1500
2500
2000
1750
1500
1500
3000
3000
3000
2500
2000
2500

-600
-500
-250
-105
-160
- 10
-200
-215
-115
-175
- 10
-600
-175
-260
-300
-350
-140

85
67
43
200
160
115
240
200
200
160
115
200
200
165
200
160
90

15
30
0
40
60
15
31
28
40
60
15
35
45
40
18
20
-

18
8.0
9.0
4.0

4000
3000
3000
3000
3500
3500
3500
3000
3500
3000
2250
1800
2250
2250
3000
2500
3000
3000
2500
2000
3000
2000
2500

-690
-550
-205
-400
-490
-425
-448
-437
-368
-312
-160
-200
- 70
-140
-200
-200
-150
-250
-280
-260
-400
-300
-100

245
210
78
78
240
210
240
210
250
210
275
250
100
100
233
205
100
100
350
300
250
250
120

50
50
2.0
3.0
50
55
60
60
75
75
40
50
2.0
2.0
45
50
1.0
7.0
54
54
28
36
0.5

48
35
10
12
38
36
45
45
50
45
12
17
4.0
4.0
17
19
12
12.5
25
23
16
17
6.0

12
23
7.0
8.5
16
7.5
11
10
8.0
15
7.5
17

165
75
40
215
140
57.5
475
320
240
160
57.5
450
465
485
380
250
80
375
830
525
82
85
690
525
690
525
720
525
475
335
75
75
525

Type

852

RK57
T125
805
150T
TW150
HF200
HD203A
HK354
HK354C
HK354D
HK354E
HK354F

810

405RK63
100
100
685
T200
460
600
385
HF300
105

TABLE XIV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Type

Max.
Mate
Dissipa
tien
watts

Cathode

Volts

Amps.

Max •
Max •
Plate
Plate
Current
,
Voltage
'''.•

Max.
DC
• •
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

In erelectrode
Capacitances (
sed.)
Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

Base

,

Socket
C0111111C•
tions 2

8.5

12.8

1.7

4-pin J.

M

,

1822

200

10

4.0

2500

300

60

27

8.5

13.5

2.1

4-pin J.

M

4

806

225

3300

300

50

12.6

6.6

3.4

1.1

4-pin J.

204A

250

2500

275

80

23

2.3

Special

3.85

12.5

15

250TH

250

5.0

10.5

3000

350

100

32

3.5

3.3

0.3

4-pin J.

2507L

250

5.0

10.5

3000

350

50

13

3.0

3.5

0.5

4- pin J.

30813

250

14

4.0

2250

325

75

13.6

17.4

9.3

4-pin WE.

212E
241B

275

14

4.0

3000

350

75

16

14.9

18.8

.. A
"'"

4-pin W.E.
3-pin W.E.

3001

300

8.0

11.5

3500

350

75

16

4.0

4.0

0.6

4-pin J.

HK654

300

7.5

15

4000

600

100

22

6.2

5.5

1.5

4-pin J.

833 *

300

10

3000

500

75

35

12.3

6.3

8.5

Special

10

270A

350

10

4.0

3000

375

75

849

400

11

5.0

2500

350

125

8.0

16

18

21

2.0

Special

19 .

17

33.5

3.0

Special

75
4.0
4.0
45
45
2.0
2.0
75
75
60
75
95
13
15
65

42
15
20
42
42
15
15
85
60
13
15
25

750
125
125
750
750
125
125
350
250
125
400
300
200
800
1400

75

30

2.0
80
20
30
1.0

10
8.0
14
12

210
- 80
-160
-600
-600
-225
-450
-400
-320
-230
-225
-200
-120
-600
-735
-390
-137
-210
-200

12

11

330
125
125
330
330
125
125
300
300
215
300
300
300
300
425
400
150
150
475

-600
-670
-280
-200
-250
- 70
-210

60

N

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
AA
.
Ciass-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
BB
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
N
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
N
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
7
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
O
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
0
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)

2500
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
1750
1250
1750
2000
1500
2000
3500
4000
3000
3500
3500
2000
2500
3000
30014
2250
3000
2500
2000
2500

-

-300

- 70
-375
-300
-180
-250
-300
-125

Carrier

300
195
102
250
250
160
330

3300
3000
3300
2500
2000

200

Grid

.._
'M il l 0,60,6
Power
Power
Watts , Watts
575
485
585
400
110
780
460
115
450
350
100
750

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
0
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Mate-Mod.
N
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plaks-Mod.
N
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
AA Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
ClassB Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B

2500

Approx. Approx.

10
20
15
15
8.0
53
24
10.3
15
20
15
42

300
300
300
250
125

4.0

D'C'
Grid
Current
Ma'
30
40
50
45
5.0
47
27
30
35
75

-240
-370
-175
-195
- 95

10

it

i•

2500
2000
2500
2000
2500

200

10

Geld
.
Plate
Voltage Voltage .-ir

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)

T814

5.0

plate

Typical Operation

335
150
350
300
175
300
300
216

TY0*

1814
1822

806

204A

250TH

250TL

3088

212E
24113
3007

945HK654
210
210
740
833
635
150
700
270A
450
175
560
849
425
180

TABLE XIV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Type

Max.
Plate '
Dissipation
Watts

Cathode

Max.
Max.
Plate
Plate
Current
Voltage
Ma.

Max.
D.C.
Grid
Current
Ma.

Amp.
Factor

Volts

Amps.

11

10

3500

350

75

Inter,lodged'
Capacitances (
iseddi
Base

Grid
to
Fil.

Grid
to
Plate

Plate
to
Fil.

14.5

3.8

4.0

1.4

Special

831

400

450TH

450

7.5

12

6000

500

125

30

4.0

4.0

0.6

4-pin J.

4507L

450

7.5

12

6000

500

75

16

4.0

4.0

0.6

4-pin J.

F100
500T

500
SOO

11
8.0

25

2000
4000

500
600

14
13.5

4.0
6.0

10
4.5

2.0
0.8

Special

125

949A

500

11

4000

500

100

19

11.5

1.8

Special

20
7.7

1Refer

to Transmitting Tube Base Diagrams.
- medium ;.1.- jumbo.
All wire leads. Ratings at 500 Mc.
Plate Connection to top cap.
'See Chapter Five for discussion of grid driving power.

14

Typical Operation

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
N

C3

3500
3000
3500

anno
4000

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Plate-Mod.)
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amplifier

4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
2000
2000
3000
2500
3000
3000

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

A 240 Mc.
triodes. Values correspond to left- and right-hand sections.
Twin triodes. Values for both sections, in push-pull.
9 Intermittent commercial and amateur service ratings.

9 M.

Plate
Plate
Grid
Voltage Voltage Current
Ma.

Socket

Connections

7Twin

-400
-500
-220
-400
-400
-130
-260
-700
-700
-260
-520
-300
-400
-300
- 300
-140
-425

275
200
146
500
400
170
170
500
400
170
170
500
450
500
500
250
250

Approx. Approx.
D.C.
Grid
Carrier
Grid
Driving Output
Current
Power
Power
Ma.
Watts , Watts
40
60
70
70
7.0
7.0
70
70
5.0
4.0

30
50
100
100
20
25
100
100
20
25

100
50
70
1.5
4.5

25
35
18
25

590
360
160
1550
1250
225
225
1550
250
225
225
600
650
1180
960
270
300

Type

831

450TH

450TL
F100
SOOT
949A

79 Gaseous discharge tube for use on 110-volt d.c. Use 500-.hm resistor in series with No. 1 grid. Ionizing current, 150 to 250 nie.
"Twin triodes. Characteristics per section.
Calculated at 33% efficiency for 100% modulation.
1, Grid connected to pins 2and 3.

1,

•Indicates that tube is designed especially for u.h.f. work.

TABLE XV-TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES

Type

RK64

Cathode
Man.
Interelectrode
Max.
Plate
Max.
Max.
Screen Capes lances (swfd.)
DissipaPlate
Screen DissipeGrid Grid Plate
tion
Voltage Voltage tion
to
Watts Volts Amps.
to
to
Watts
Fil. Plate Fil.

6.0

6.3

0.5

400

100

3.0

1610

6.0

2.5

1.75

400

200

2.0

RK56

8.0

6.3

0.55

300

300

4.5

10

0.4

8.6 1.2
10

0.2

Base

9.0 5-pin M.

13

Socket
Connections 1

H

5-pin M.

FF

9.0 5-pin M.

H

Typical Operation

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Suppressor-Mod. Amp.
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

SupPlate Screen Grid Screen
Plate
Grid Current Current Current Resisto
Screen pressai
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage M.
M.
Ma.
Ohms

400
300
400

100
100

400
400

100
-

400
400
250
300
300

150
300
200
«300
300

30
30
30
30
- 25

-

30
35
26
30
20
18
16
45
35 7
20
50 22.5
40
62
40
50
30
30
6o
27

10
8.0
2.5
1.0
10
7.0
12
10
4.5
4.0

3.0
4.0
0.3
0.5
3.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
4.0
2.0

30000

35000

2800

Approx. Approx.
Grid
Carrier
Driving Output
Power
Power
Watts
Watts
0.18
0.2
0.2
0.16
0.18
0.1
0.1
0.28
0.2
0.11

10
6.0
2.5
2.5
3.0
5.0
12.5
8.5
8.5
3.0

Typal

RK64

1610
RK56

TABLE XV - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

TYR*

Interelectrode
Cathode
Max.
Max. Capacitances (
gad.)
Max.
Plate
Max. Screen
Plate
DissipaScreen DissipaGrid Grid Plate
tion
Voltage Voltage tion
Volts Amps.
to
to
to
Watts
Watts
Fil. Plate Fil.

RK23
RK25
RK251)
RK45

10

1613

10

837
RK44

12

802 ,

13

2.5

2.0

6.3

0.9

12.6

0.45

6.3

0.7

12.6

6.3

0.7

0.9

HYPO

15

6.3

0.5

2.75

500

250

8

350

275

2.5

500

600

300

250

8

6.0

425

200

2.5

2.0

300

300

306A

15

307A

IS

5.5

1.0

500

832

15

6.3

0.8

400

10

8.5

16

12

Base ,

0.2

10

0.5

11.5 7-pin O.

0.2

0.15

10

7-pin M.

7-pin M.

8.5 7-pin M.

11

0.19 10.2 5-pin M.

6.0

13

0.35 13

250

6

15

0.55 12

250

5

7.5

0.05

5-pin M.
5-pin M.

3.8 Special

844

15

2.5

2.5

500

180

3

9.5

0.15

7.5 5-pin M.

865

15

7.5

2.0

750

175

3

8.5

0.1

8.0 4-pin M.

1619

15

2.5

2.0

400

300

3.5

254A

20

5.0

3.25

750

175

5

T21

21

6.3

0.9

400

300

3.5

10.5
4.6
13

Socket
Connections I

0.7

9.4 4-pin M.
12

6-pin M.

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Suppressor-Modulated Amp.
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
lass-BAmp. ( Telephony)
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
lass-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
lass-C Amp. ( felegraPhY)

G

GG

lass-C Amp. (Telephony)
GSuppressor-Modulated Amp.
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
lass-B Amp. (Telephony)
lass-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
lass-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
G
lass-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Suppressor-Mod. Amp.
lass-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
H
lass-C Amp. Plato-Mod.
lass-BAmp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
EE
lass-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Suppressor-Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
U

H

0.35 12.5 7-pin O. 7A0,
0.1

Typical Operation

I
HH

IS

Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-BAmp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.

Screen
Plate
Voltage Voltage

500
400
500
500
500
350
275
500
400
500
500
500
600
500
600
600
600
425
325
425
425
300
500
500
400
325
400
500
500
500
750
500
750
400
325
400
750
400
350
400
400

200
150
200
200
250
200
200
200
140
200
200
250
245
225
250
250
200
200
200
200
180
250
200
250
210
250
175
150
180
125
125
125
300
285
250
175
250
200
250
250

V
e il s
t
p
:
a
°
9r
eVG°
45
o
-45
45

o

40
40
-65
40
40
40
40
o

o
-45

o
-50

iadg e

- 90
- 90
- 90
- 125
- 38
- 35
- 35
- 75
40
- 20
- 43
- 25
- 120
- 40
- 30
-130
-100
- 62.5
- 45

-

50
35
35
60
50

- ao
-125
-100
- 40
- 80
-120
- 30
- 55
- 50
- 50
90
- 50
- 45
- 30
- 40

Am.), Approx.'
Carrier
Plate Screen Grid Screen , Grid
Type
Current Current Current Resistor Driving Output
Power
Power
Ma.
Ma.
Ma.
Ohms
Watts
Watts
55
43
31
34
30
50
42
60
45
30
30
30
55
40
30
30
30
60
60
55
55
36
60
40
90
68
55
25
20
20

38
30
39
20
12
10
10
15
20
23
6.0
12
16
15
8.0
8.0
24
7.0
8.5
7.0
7.0
15
13
20
18
15
6.0

8300

3.5
2.8
4.0
5.0
3.5
o
o
2.4
1.5
0.5
1.0
5.0
3.0
2.5

20000
10000
20000
13000
14000

3.0
1.4
1.5
0.3
1.2

8000
20000
14000
8300
7500
-

o

0.5
0.8
0.5
1.3
0.24
0.22
0.16
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.15
0.1
0.30
0.10
0.18
0.8
0.6
0.25
0.2

0.18
0.06
0.1

5.0

40
40
22
75
62
31
60
95
65
55
55

4.0
6.0
4.0
4.0

10.5
7.5
1.5

5.5
9.0
3.0
5.0
2.8
1.2

8.0
17
5.0
8.0

3.0
5.0
0.1
4.0

-

1.0
2.5
1.5
0.36
0.18
0.25
0.2
0.35
0.5
0.25

22
13.5

RK23
RK25
c.0 RK25B
6.5 RK45
5.0
9
1613
6.0
22
11
837
5.0 RK44
5.5
5.5
23
12
5.3 802
6.0
6.3
17
10
HYPO
8.0 ,
8.0 ,
7.0 306A
20
307A
6.0
22
12
832
7.6
9.0
4.0 844
3.0
16
10
865
4.5
19.5
1619
13
3.8
254A
25
25
14
111
7.0
25

TABLE XV - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Type

nterelectrode
Cathode
Max.
Max.' Copse tames (.4d.)
Max.
Max. Sc,...
Plate
Plate
Screen DissipaDissipavo l
t
". van . ti
en
Grid Grid Plate
don
to
to
%v im, Volts Amps.
W atts
to
Fil. Plate Fil.

Be» 2

RK49

21

6.3

0.9

400

300

3.5

11.5 1.4

10.6 &pin M.

6L6

21

6.3

0.9

375

300

3.5

13

0.5

12.5 7-pin O.

6L6GX

21

6.3

0.9

500

300

3.5

11

1.5

7.0 7-pin O.

1614

21

6.3

0.9

375

300

3.5

13

0.5

12.5 7-pin O.

600

300

3.5

13

0.2

10

RK41
RK39

25

2.5

2.4

6.3

0.9

HY61

25

6.3

0.9

600

300

3.5

11

254B

25

7.5

3.25

750

150

5.0

11.2 0.085

5.4 4-pin M.

1624

25

2.5

2.0

600

300

3.5

11

7.5 5-pin M.

30

6.3

RK20
RK20A
RK46

40

7.5
7.5
12.6

HY69

40

6.3

RK47

50

807

9

10

0.9

3.0
3.25
2.5

1.5

3.25

750

300

1250

300

600

250

1250

300

3.5

15

3.8

10

0.2

5-pin M.

0.25

7.0 5-pin M.

11

0.2

14

0.01

12

5-pin M.

-

-

-

5-pin M.

10

5-pin M.

13

0.12

7.0 5-pin M.

Socket
corm«.
dons'

Typical OPeratioll

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
7AC " Class-C Amp.-Oscillator
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
7AC "
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
6A "

(Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 9
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
H
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-BAmp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
H
Class-B Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amplifia
I
Class-C Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
J"
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
H
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-13 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
1
SuppreJsor-Modulated Amp
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Clau-B Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
J99
.... ... . .... . ,
mass-nAmp. go
erepnonw
GridGrid-Modulated
Modulated Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
14
Class-BAmp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
7AC"

Clins-C Amp.

v P1
011
444 sScreen
,
_...

''''' 11.

400
300
400
400
375
500
325
500
500
375
325
600
475
600
600
600
475
600
600
750
600
500

250
200
250
250
200
250
225
250
250
300
300
250
300
250
250
225
250
250
150
300
275

600
750
600
750
1250
1000
1250
1250
1250
600
600
600
600
1250
900
1250
1250

300
250
275
300
300
300
300
300
300
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300

Approx. Approx.
Carrier
Gd d Plate Screen Grid Screen e Grid
SUP'
pressor ‘,........ Current Current Current Resider Driving Output
Voltage '''"n"' Ma.
Ma.
Ma.
Ohms
Power
Power
Watts
Watts
-

- 50
- 45
- 40
- 30
- 35
- 50
- 45
- 25
- 35
- 70
- 90
- 50
- 70
- 25
- 50
- 50
- 25
-135
- 60
- 50
- 60
- 50
- 78
- 35
45 -100
0 -100
-45 -100
45 -142
0 - 30
- 67
- 67
- 70
-150
-135
- 30

95
60
55
52
88
90
90
65
65
88
65
93
85
60

a

100
83
62.6
63
75
90
75
40
100
100
60
92
75
48
40
43
100
100
100
100
138
120
60
60

8.0
15
4.0
5.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
4.0
9.0
9.0

3.0
5.0
0.5
0.1
3.5
2.0
3.0
3.5

6700
-

0.2
0.34
0.3
0.5
0.18
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.18

25
12
7.0
7.0
17
30
20
11 1
11 9
17

9.0
10
9.0
3.0
4.0
9.0
9.0
3.0
9.0
10
9.0
2.5
8.0
9.0
3.0
36
30
44
7.0
15
10
10
10
10
14
17.5
9.0
2.0

9.0
3.0
2.5
0.2
9.0
3.0
2.0
0
5.0
3.3
0
3.0
3.0
0
11.5
10
11.5
1.8
6.0
2.0
--7.0
6.0
1.6
0.9

25000
39000
25000
23000
-

0.8
0.38
0.2
0.54
0.4
0.22
0.13
0.2
0.43
0.25
0.4
0.22
0.1
0.12
1.6
1.3
1.5
1.5
0.5
0.35
0.2
0.3
1.0
1.4
1.43
4.0

11
36
26
12
12.5
37.5
24
12.5
12.5
30
35
24
8.0
50
37.5
15
84
52
21
20
16
40
40
,..
2w 20 9
120
87
28.5
25

Type

RK49
6L6
6L6GX

1614

RK41
RK39

HY61
2548
1624

807

RK20
RK20A
RK46

HY69

RK47

TABLE XV - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

TYPe

Interelectrode
Max.
Cathode
Max.
Capacitances WO
Plate
Max.
Max. Screen
Plate
Screen DissipaDissipaGrid Grid Plate
floss
Voltage Voltage tion
to
to
to
Watts Volts Amps.
With
Fil. Plate Fil.

312A

50

804

50

305A

60

814'

ea
• 282A

HK257

Base

2.8

1250

500

20

15.5

0.15

12.3 6-pin M.

3.0

1500

300

15

16

0.01

14.5 5-pin M.

10

3.1

1000

200

10.5

0.14

5.4 4-pin M.

65

10

3.25

1500

300

13.5

0.1

13.5 5-pin M.

7C

10

3.0

1000

250

12.2

0.2

6.8 4-pin M.

75

10

7.5

5.0

7.5

2000

500

6

10

5.0

20

12.5

0.04

5.5 7-pin J.

828"

80

10

3.25

2000

750

23

13.5

0.05

14.5 5- pin M.

RIC28

100

10

5.0

2000

400

35

15

0.02

15

RK48

813

100

100

10

10

5.0

5.0

2000

2000

400

400

22

22

17

16.3

0.13

0.2

13

14

5-pin J.

5-pin J.

7-pin J.

Socket
Connections

Typical Operation

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. Plate-Mod.
Suppressor-Mod. Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
.1
Class-BAmp. (lelephony)
Grid Modulated Amp.
Suppressor-Mod. Amp.
Class-C Amp. (
Telegraphy)
A 3
Class-C Amp. (
Telephony)
Class43 Amp. (
Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (
Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
14
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
GridModulated Amp.
Class-C AMP. (
Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp Plate Mot
Class- BAmp ( Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. PlateMod.
.1.1
Class-8 Amp (
Telephony)
GridModulated Amp.
SuppressorMod. Amp.
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class- C Amp. Plate-Mod.
.1
Class- B Amp. (
Telephony)
Grid- Modulated Amp.
ClassB Amp. (Telephony)
ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
L
Suppressor-Modulated Amp.
GridModulated Amplifier
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. (Telephony)
L
Grid Modulated Amplifier
Class-B Amp. (
Telephony)
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. (Telephony)
V
Grid Modulated Amplifier
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
II

Approx. Approx.
SupGrid
Carrier
Grid
Plate Screen Grid Screen
Plate
Saeen
pressor Voltage Current Current Current Resistor Driving Output
Voltage Voltage
Ma.
Voltage
Ma.
Ma.
Oms
Power
Power
Watts
Watts
1250
300
1000
1250
1500
300
250
1250
1500
300
300
1500
300
1500
200
1000
200
800
200
1000
1500
300
300
1250
1500
250
250
1500
150
1000
150
750
1000
150
2000
500
2000
500
1500
400
1500
400
400
1500
400
1500
1250
400
1500
400
1500
400
2000
400
1500
400
2000
400
2000
400
2000
400
2000
400
1500
400
1500
400
4000
400
2000
400
1600
400
2000
400
2000 1 400

20
40
-85
45
50
45
45
-50

40
40
40
40
-175
75
75
75
75
45
45
45
-45

o

- 55
- 40
- 50
-100
- 90
- 26
-130
-115
-200
-270
-135
- 90
-150
- 35
-120
-160
-180
- 90
-125
-125
- 70
-100
-100
- 100
-140
- 50
- 150
-100
-100
-100
-140
- 38
-100
-100
-145
- 35
- 90
-130
-120
- 75

100
95
50
100
75
50
50
50
125
125
90
150
145
60
60
100
100
100
150
125
75
75
75
180
160
80
80
150
135
85
80
75
180
148
77
76
180
150
75
75

36
35
42
35
20
12
13.5
32

24
20
1.5
3.0

5.5
7.0
5.0
7.0
6.0
1.5
3.7
7.0

22000
22000

0.7
1.0
0.55
1.95
0.75
0.50
1.3
0.95

10
10
1.5
2.5

1.5
3.2
0.85
4.2

50
30
25
15

10
10

25
28
28
5.0
4.0
55
52
65
20
30
40
50
10
6.0
15
20
3.0
3.0

15
12
12
0.2
1.3
13
13
13
4.0

2.0
2.0

15

21000

6.5
6.5
22000
1.5
1.35
3.0 107000
6.0
21600

3.0
2.2
2.7
0.4
1.3
2.0
2.0
1.8
3.5
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.6
0.22
0.5
1.2

90
65
23
110
65
28
28
28
85
70
30
160
130
30
35
33
50
33
225
185
40
40
40
200
150
41
41
210
155
60
75
50
250
165
40

Type

312A

804

305A

814

282A

HK257

828

RK28

RK48

ao

260
175
50
50

813

TABLE XV - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued

Type

850

RK28A

Interelectrode
Max. Capacitances (
Cathode
Max.
ypfd.)
Max.
Max. Screen
Plate
Plate
Screen DissipaDissipaGrid Grid Plate
Voltage Voltage tion
tion
to
to
to
Watts
Watts Volts Amps.
Fil. Plate Fil.
10

100

10

125

803

125

10

861

400

11

3.25

5.0

5.0

10

1250

2000

10

175

35

400

17

0.25

15

0.02

25

15

Base

,

4-pin J.

O

5-pin J.

2000

600

30

17.5 0.15

29

3500

750

35

14.5 0.1

10.5 Special

'See Transmittina Tube Base Dia5.rams.
ZM.-medium ; 0.- octal; .
1.-jumbo.
ePlate, grid and screen connections brought out through bulb.
Terminal 4goes tv beam- forming plates-connect to ground.
eTriode connection-screen-grid tied to plate.

Socket
Connections

Approx. Approx.
Carrier
id
Plate Screen Grid Screen ° Grid
SupScreen
Plate
7 Current Current Current Resistor Driving Output
pressor tiCe...ge
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage
Ma.
Ma.
Ohms
Power
Power
Wafts -Watts

Typical Operation

ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
ClassC Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
ClassC Amp. (Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod.
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)
Grid-Modulated Amp.
Suppressor-Mod. Amp.
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)
Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Suppressor-Modulated Amp.
Grid-Modulated Amplifier
Class-11 Amp. (Telephony)
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy)

5-pin J.

S

Class-C Amp. ( Telephony)
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony)

1250
1000
1250
2000
1500
2000
2000
2000
2000
1600
2000
2000
2000
3500
3000
3500

175
140
175
400
400
400
400
-

45
45
45
45
-45

500
40
500
100
- 110
600
40
600
40
500
375 500 -

-150
-100
- 13
-100
-100
- 40
- 55
-115
- 90
80
100
80
40
-250
-200
- 60

160
125
110
60
170
54
135
15
73
18
80
52
90
45
160
20
150
80
48
80
20
80
20
300
40
200 150 -

10
10

35

40

10
1.6
10
18500 1.6
1.2
1.2
2.0 0.5
11.5
30000
1.5
12
2.0
4.0
20000 4.0
15
35000 2.5
2.0
4.0 -1.5
3.0 30
40
70000 35
55
I15
4.0

130
65
40
250
150

ao

60
60
210
155
53
53
53
700
400
1/5

Tyree

850

RK28A

803

861

eCalculated on basis of 33% efficiency at 100% modulation.
See Receiving Tube Base Diagrams.
II Tetrode.
Internal shielding goes to pin 4-connect to ground.
Il Beam tetrode.
Pin 4is No Connection.
No cathode. Pin 8connects to beam- forming plates only.

In plate and-screen modulated Class-C Amp diets, connect
screen dropping resistor direct to plate and by-pass for s.f.
only.
7Through 10,000-ohm grid leak.
5 Intermittent commercial and amateur service ratings.

TABLE XVI - TELEVISION TRANSMITTING TUBES

Type

1849
1850
1899
2203

Name

Socket
Connections 1

Iconoscope

Heater
Use
Volts

Amps.

6.3

0.6

Film Pickup

0.6

Direct pickup

2.1

Test pattern

6.3

Iconoscope

2.5

Monoscope

2.5

Monotron
1Refer

2.1

Collector
Voltage

Pattern
Electrode
Voltage

1200
1000
1700
1050

1500
1000

Test pattern

to Cathode Ray Tube Socket Connections.
bias for minimum ( most negative) value for satisfactory
signal. Maximum resistance in grid circuit should not exceed
1meg.

2 Adjus

Anode
No. 2
Voltage

Anode
No. 1
Voltage

Cut-off
Crid
Voltage 2

1200
1000

450
360

-30
-25

1500
1000
1000
900

390
260
400
285

Signal
Plate
Voltage

Beam
Current
ye.

Pattern
Electrode
Current

Signal e
Plate
Input

Beam e
Resolution
Capability

Signal
Output
Volts

0.25
0.1
Same as 1849

. - 150
- 70

TYPO

1849
1850
4.0
2.0

60
-20

Collector
Current
ye.

2.5
1.5

1899

500
5

'Collector current measurements made mi hmosaic not illuminated.
Peak-to- peak signal value in pa.
In mw. sq. cm. max.
With full scanning.

300

0.1

2203

ANTENNA FUNDAMENTALS
Wave Propagation— The Half- Wave Antenna— Radiation—
Reflection from the Ground— Directional
Characteristics
Too often an amateur erects an antenna system without aclear understanding of
the characteristics possessed by the particular
type chosen and, consequently, with little regard for the all-important question of whether
or not those characteristics are suited to the
purpose for which the antenna is intended. Before one can select the right tool for a job he
must know what that job is. The antenna's
job is that of radiating electromagnetic waves
in such away that they will reach adesired receiving point with maximum intensity. Obviously, then, we must know something about
the nature of radio waves and how they travel
before we can consider how most effectively
to start them on their way.

causes the wire to radiate an electromagnetic
wave of its own. Reflection also can occur in
the upper atmosphere, as described in the
following paragraphs.
The Ionosphere
Radio waves not only travel along the surface of the earth in the lower atmosphere, for
short- distance communication; they also travel
through the upper regions far above the earth
for long-distance communication.
The general idea of the paths followed by
radio waves for both direct-ray and indirectray communication is illustrated in Fig.
2101-A. As would be expected, a direct ray
travels out from the transmitter along the

• THE NATURE OF RADIO WAVES
Radio waves are of the same nature as light
waves, traveling with the same velocity of
186,000 miles or 300,000 kilometers per second.
They are electromagnetic waves, having an
electric component and an accompanying magnetic component, the two being at right angles
to each other in space. The waves are plane
waves and the plane of the electric and magnetic components is always at right angles to
the line along which the waves are traveling.
The wave is said to be vertically polarized when
it travels with its electric component perpendicular to the earth, and is said to be
horizontally polarized when the electric component is parallel to the earth. The polarization at transmission will correspond to the position of the antenna which radiates the waves,
vertical or horizontal, although the polarization may shift as the wave travels through
space or encounters incidental conductors in
its path. The polarization of the waves at the
receiving point is of practical importance because the voltage induced in the receiving
antenna will be greatest when the antenna is
placed to suit the particular polarization of the
wave — vertical for vertically-polarized waves
and horizontal for horizontally-polarized waves.
Radio waves, like light waves, can be reflected and refracted. Reflection occurs when
the wave strikes a conductor, such as a wire.
A current is set up in the wire, and in turn
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Penetrates
/onosphere

A

B
Fig. 2101 — Illustrating ground-wave and sky-wave
transmission of radio waves. The density of the dots indicates that the electron density in the ionosphere increases and then decreases as the altitude becomes
greater. This is a simplified representation; actually
there are other ionized layers which affect different
frequencies in different ways.
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surface of the earth and will be received
strongly at a relatively near-by point. This
part of the radiation is commonly called the
ground wave. It is rapidly weakened or attenuated as it progresses, until finally it is no
longer of useful strength. Moreover, the rapidity with which the ground wave is attenuated
is greater as its frequency is higher (or as its
wavelength is shorter).
But not all the energy radiated by the antenna is in waves along the surface. The greater
part is likely to be at angles considerably
above the horizontal, in fact. These higherangle sky waves would travel on outward into
space indefinitely, and would be of no practical
use for communication, if they were not bent
back to earth again. This bending action is explained by the existence of a region of ionized
atmosphere, known as the ionosphere, surrounding the earth. The possibility of radio
waves being returned from such an ionized
region was proposed almost simultaneously by
A. E. Kennelly in America and by Oliver
Heaviside in England in 1902, many years
before long-distance short-wave communication demonstrated its proof. In honor of these
two scientists, the ionosphere has been long
known also as the Kennelly-Heaviside layer.
The ionosphere is not strictly a single layer,
however. Dr. Kennelly suggested this in his
original proposal and investigations have
shown that there are several distinct layers, as
will be explained in the following paragraphs.
How Sky Waves Are Bent by Refraction •
The ionization of air molecules mentioned
above is the result of bombardment by cosmic
and solar radiation, breaking the molecules
into free electrons and positive ions. This
ionization is inappreciable in the air near the
earth's surface, to which the ionizing radiations
penetrate to only aslight extent, and in which
the electrons and ions recombine so quickly as
to permit the electrons practically no free path.
It is considerable in the thin atmosphere at
heights extending between approximately 40
and 250 miles (70 to 400 kilometers). It is the
presence of the free electrons resulting from
ionization in this region, and the relatively long
free path there allowed the electron before recombination, which is principally responsible
for bending of the sky waves.
For the amateur frequencies between 7000
kc. (40- meter band) and 30,000 kc. ( 10-meter
band), the bending is practically all refraction.
That is, a wave entering the increasingly
ionized region from the lower atmosphere has
its velocity increased by the increased conductivity due to the presence of the free electrons, and more or less gradually has its course
turned away from the ionized region, back
towards the earth. One way of visualizing
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this is to consider the wave as two adjacent
rays, one above the other. The upper ray
travels faster than the lower ray as it progresses
into the ionosphere because it is in the denser
electron atmosphere. Hence, it tends to gain on
the lower ray, with the consequence that the
path of the wave is curved downward to earth
— somewhat as the left wheel of a vehicle
turning faster than the right will cause a
change of direction to the right. A suggestion
of this refracting action is given for sky waves
in Fig. 1201.
Skip Distance and Layer Height
The sharpness with which this bending occurs is the greater as the frequency of the wave
is lower. At 3500 kc. and lower frequencies the
sky wave usually will return quite close to the
transmitting point, within the range covered
by the ground wave, as well as at greater distances. At 7000 kc., however, the sky wave
often will not return this close to the transmitter, and there will be azone of silence from
the farther limit of the ground wave to the
closest point at which the sky wave returns.
This no-signal interval is known as the skip
distance, from the fact that the signals seem to
skip over. The skip distance increases with frequency, until at frequencies in the 28- Mc.
band it becomes so great that the returning
signal is likely to miss the earth and not to be
heard under ionosphere conditions prevailing
much of the time.
As shown by Fig. 2101-A, the bending at a
given frequency is also determined by the
angle at which the wave strikes the ionized region. Waves entering the ionosphere at grazing
incidence are much more readily refracted than
those which approach it nearly perpendicularly. At the higher frequencies, in fact, waves
which strike the ionosphere at relatively high
angles with respect to the horizon are not refracted sufficiently to be returned to earth, and
hence are not useful for communication. Under all except very abnormal conditions,
56- Mc, waves, for instance, are not refracted
by the ionosphere even though the angle is
very low.
The degree of bending is afunction of the intensity of ionization. This varies with the time
of day, as the portion of the earth under consideration receives more or less radiation from
the sun, so that transmission conditions go
through daily cycles. The ionization also is
influenced by cyclic changes in the condition
of the sun itself, so that similar variations follow the 27-day and 11- or 22-year sun-spot
activity cycles. The effect of the latter variations is more apparent on the higher frequencies — 14 and 28 Mo. — where conditions for
refraction are most critical.
Measurements have shown that there are
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three ionized regions or layers of a major nature, with others occasionally making an appearance. The three are called the E layer, the
F1 layer and the F2 layer. Measurements made
at Washington, D. C., by the U. S. Bureau of
Standards show that the E layer has a virtual
height of approximately 70 miles for the lower
frequencies in this range during daytime. At
mid-frequencies the waves penetrate this layer
and are returned from the F1 layer at aheight
of approximately 140 miles. At the higher frequencies the waves penetrate both the E and
F1layers and are returned from the F2 layer at
a height of 200-250 miles. Towards evening
the F1 and F2 layers appear to merge, leaving
only the one layer in the F region at avirtual
height of approximately 185 miles during the
night.
The layer principally effective for longdistance communication at night is the F
layer, while any one of the three may be effective for sky-wave transmission during the
daytime, depending on the frequency and
degree of ionization.
Ultra-High Frequency Waves
Although waves of ultra-high frequency
(above 30 Mc.) are only rarely bent back to
earth by the ionosphere, studies in reception of
56- Mc, transmissions over distances of 100
miles or so, which are greater than the ground
wave or optical range, have shown evidence of
bending in the lower atmosphere. Investigations by the A.R.R.L. technical staff during
1934 and 1935 showed that this bending accompanies the presence below 10,000-foot
altitude of warmer air layers over cooler surface air; that is, it accompanies the occurrence
of temperature inversions in the lower atmosphere. Apparently there is cause for sufficient refraction at 56 Mc., and at 112 Mc., to
give " air-wave" communication at distances
greater than would be possible with line-ofsight transmission.
Wave Propagation in Relation to Antenna
Design
An important practical lesson to be learned
from the peculiarities of radio wave travel is
that transmission will be most effective when
the energy radiated from the antenna is concentrated on the ionosphere at an angle which
will put the best signal down at the receiving
point. For long-distance communication this
means that the maximum radiation should be
more nearly horizontal than vertical; that is,
low-angle radiation is desirable, especially on
the 14- and 28- Mc. bands.
Available data indicate that under most
conditions, 28- Mc, waves traveling at an angle
of more than 15 degrees or so with the horizon
seldom are returned to earth by the iono-
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sphere; on the average, the optimum angle lies
between 5and 10 degrees. On 14 Mc. the normal upper limit is about 30 degrees, with
angles up to 15 or 20 degrees being most effective. On 7and 3.5 Mc. purely vertical radiation
often is returned; angles up to at least 45
degrees are effective under most conditions on
the former band, and to a still higher figure on
the latter. In the discussion of antenna radiation characteristics in this chapter, angles of 9
degrees for 28 Mc., 15 degrees for 14 Mc., and
30 degrees for 7 and 3.5 Mc. have been assumed as representing average conditions for
comparative purposes. Purely horizontal radiation over any considerable distance is practically unattainable at the higher frequencies
because of rapid absorption of energy by the
ground.
The question of polarization also deserves
some consideration. Experimental data show
that at 7Mc. and higher the waves usually are
horizontally polarized at the receiving point
regardless of the polarization of the transmitting antenna. It is thought that this " ironingout" of the polarization occurs when the wave
is refracted in the ionosphere, perhaps also as
the result of influence of the ground near the
receiving antenna. On 3.5 Mc. the polarization
is variable, and on 1.75 Mc. is chiefly vertical.
The conclusion to be drawn is that on the 3.5Mc. and higher-frequency bands little consideration need be given polarization at the
transmitting antenna. For receiving, however, a
horizontal antenna is preferable not only because it will give greatest output from the
horizontally polarized waves, but also because
most local electrical interference (from machines, automobile ignition, etc.) prevalent on
the higher frequencies is vertically polarized,
hence the response to such interference will be
minimized. On 1.75 Mc. vertical polarization
is to be preferred from the standpoint of effective transmission, but may lead to interference with near-by broadcast receivers, the antennas for which also respond well to verticallypolarized waves.
• THE HALF-WAVE ANTENNA
The fundamental form of antenna, and the
one in widest practical use for short-wave work,
is a single wire whose length is approximately
equal to half the transmitting wave-length. It
_to,/tay,
`.

Current

Fig. 2102 — Current and voltage distribution on a
half-wave antenna.
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is important to understand its properties because the half-wave antenna is the unit from
which many more complex forms of antennas
are constructed. It is sometimes known as a
Hertz or doublet antenna.
It was explained in Chapter 3 that when
power is fed to such an antenna the current and
voltage vary along its length. The distribution,
which is practically the form of a sine curve,
is shown in Fig. 2102. The current is maximum
at the center (apoint of maximum is known as
aloop or antinode) and nearly zero at the ends,
while the opposite is true of the r.f. voltage.
The current does not actually reach zero at the
current nodes, or minimum points, because of
the effect of capacitance at the ends of the
wire (
end effect); similarly, the voltage is not
zero at its node because of the resistance of the
antenna, which consists of both the r.f. resistance of the wire (
ohmic resistance) and the
radiation resistance. Usually the ohmic resistance of a half-wave antenna is small
enough, in comparison with the radiation
resistance, to be neglected for all practical
purposes. Radiation resistance has been defined in Chapter 3.
Antenna Impedance
The radiation resistance of a half-wave antenna in free space — that is, sufficiently removed from surrounding objects so that they
do not affect the antenna's characteristics —
is 73 ohms, approximately. The value under
practical conditions will vary with the height
of the antenna, but is commonly taken to be in
the neighborhood of 70 ohms. It is pure resistance, and is measured at the center of the
antenna. The antenna impedance at any point
will be equal to the voltage divided by the
current at the point. The impedance is minimum at the center, where it is equal to the
radiation resistance, and increases toward the
ends. The end value will depend on a number
of factors such as the height, physical construction, and the position with respect to
ground (horizontal or vertical).
The impedance is an important quantity
which must be taken into account when methods of feeding power to the antenna are under
consideration.
Physical Length
The length of ahalf-wave in space is
492
length (feet) = Freq . (Mc.)

(1)

The actual length of a half-wave antenna
will not be exactly equal to the half wavelength in space but is usually about 5% less,
because of end effects. The reduction factor
increases slightly as the frequency is increased.
Under average conditions, the following for-
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mula will give the length of a half-wave antenna to sufficient accuracy:
Length of half-wave antenna (feet) =
492X0.95

_

Freq. (Mc.)

468
Freq. (Mc.)

(2)

Differences of a few per cent in length will
make no appreciable difference in the radiation
characteristics of the antenna, but may have
an effect on the operation of the feeder system
used. This will be considered in Chapter 22.
Radiation Characteristics
The radiation from a half-wave antenna is
not uniform in all directions but varies with

Fig. 2103 — Free-space radiation pattern of half.
wave antenna. The antenna is shown in the vertical
position. This is a cross-section of the solid pattern
described by the figure when rotated on its axis (the
antenna). The "doughnut" form of the solid pattern can
easily be visualized by imagining the drawing glued to
cardboard, with a short length of wire fastened on to
represent the antenna. Then twirling the wire will give a
visual representation of the solid pattern.

the angle with respect to the axis of the wire.
It is most intense in directions at right-angles
to the wire, and zero along the direction of the
wire itself, with intermediate values at intermediate angles. This is shown by the sketch of
Fig. 2103, which represents the radiation pattern in free space. The relative intensity of
radiation is proportional to the length of aline
drawn from the center of the figure to the
perimeter. If the antenna is vertical, as shown
in the figure, then the field strength, the measure of signal intensity, will be uniform in all
horizontal directions; if the antenna is horizontal, the relative field strength will depend
upon the direction of the receiving point with
respect to the direction of the antenna wire.
• GROUND EFFECTS
When the antenna is near the ground, as all
amateur antennas are, the free-space pattern
of Fig. 2103 is modified by reflection of radiated waves from the ground, so that the actual
pattern is the resultant of the free-space pattern and ground reflections. This resultant is
dependent upon the height of the antenna and
its position or orientation with respect to the
surface of the ground. The reflected waves
may be in such phase relationship to the
directly-radiated waves that the two completely reinforce each other, or the phase
relationship may be such that complete cancellation takes place. All intermediate values
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also are possible. In other words, the effect of a
perfectly-reflecting ground is such that the
original free-space field strength may be multiplied by a factor which has a maximum value
"of 2, for complete reinforcement, and having
all intermediate values to zero, for complete
cancellation. Since waves are always reflected
upward from the ground (assuming that the
surface is fairly level) these reflections only
affect the radiation pattern in the vertical
plane — that is, in directions upward from the
earth's surface — and not in the horizontal
plane, or the usual geographical directions.
Fig. 2104 shows how the multiplying factor
varies with the vertical angle for §everal
representative heights for horizontal antennas.
The maximum value ( 2) comes at a vertical
angle of 90 degrees ( directly upward) for an
antenna height of Wi wavelength. As the height
is increased the angle at which complete reinforcement takes place is lowered until it occurs
at a vertical angle of 15 degrees for a height
equal to one wavelength. Note that the factor
is zero for an angle of 30 degrees when the
antenna is one wavelength high, is zero at
slightly over 40 degrees for aheight of 3% wavelength, and is zero at 90 degrees for aheight of
54 wavelength. This means that there can be
no radiation at these vertical angles for the
heights given, from a horizontal antenna
above perfectly-conducting ground.
We have already seen that the vertical angle, or " angle of radiation" is of primary importance, especially at the higher frequencies.
It is therefore advantageous to erect the antenna at aheight which will take advantage of
ground reflection in such a way as to reinforce
the space radiation at the most desirable angle.
Generally speaking, this simply means that
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the antenna should be high; at least A wavelength at 14 Mc. and preferably 3% or 1wavelength; at least 1 wavelength and preferably
higher at 28 Mc. Fortunately the actual height
decreases as the frequency is increased so
that good heights are not impracticable; a
half wavelength at 14 Mc. is only 35 feet,
approximately, and the same height represents afull wavelength at 28 Mc. At 7Mc. and
lower, the higher radiation angles are effective
so that again a reasonable antenna height is
not difficult of attainment. Heights between
35 and 70 feet are suitable for all bands, the
higher figures being preferable if circumstances
permit their use.
When the half-wave antenna is vertical the
maximum and minimum points in the curves
of Fig. 2104 exchange positions, so that the
nulls become maxima, and vice versa. In this
case, the height is taken as the distance from
ground to the center of the antenna.
Fig. 2104 is based on aground having perfect
conductivity, athing which is not met with in
practice. The principal effect of actual ground
is to make the curves inaccurate at the lowest
angles; appreciable high-frequency radiation at
angles smaller than about 5 degrees is practically impossible to obtain. Above 15 degrees,
however, the curves are accurate enough for all
practical purposes, and may be taken as indicative of the sort of result to be expected at
angles between 5and 15 degrees.
The effective ground plane — that is, the
plane from which ground reflections can be
considered to take place — seldom is the actual
surface of the ground but is afew feet below it,
depending upon the character of the soil.
Vertical or Horizontal?

Although polarization is generally unimportant in high-frequency communication, the
question of whether the antenna should be installed in a horizontal or vertical position deserves consideration on other counts. A vertical half-wave antenna will radiate equally
well in all horizontal directions, so that it is
substantially non-directional in the usual
sense of the word. If installed horizontally,
however, the antenna will tend to show directional effects, and will radiate best in the
direction at right-angles, or broadside, to the
wire. The radiation in such acase will be least
in the direction toward which the wire points.
This can be seen readily by imagining that Fig.
2103 is lying on the ground and that the pattern is looked at from above.
The vertical angle of radiation also will be
affected by the position of the antenna. If it
were not for ground losses at high frequencies,
the vertical half-wave antenna would be preferred because it would concentrate the
radiation horizontally. Practically, this the-
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oretical advantage over the horizontal antenna
is of little or no consequence; in fact, at certain
heights the vertical antenna may actually not
be as good alow-angle radiator as the horizontal since, as previously explained, the positions
of the maxima and minima of Fig. 2104 are
interchanged when the antenna is vertical.
For the same pole height, a horizontal antenna usually will be more " in the clear" than
avertical, so that energy losses in near-by objects usually will be less. The horizontal position is desirable if the antenna is used for
receiving, as previously explained. Also, the
horizontally-polarized transmissions are less
likely to cause interference with near-by broadcast receivers.
Effective Radiation Patterns
In determining the effective radiation pattern of an antenna it is necessary to consider
radiation in both the horizontal and vertical
planes. When the half-wave antenna is vertical,
the vertical angle of radiation chosen does not
affect the shape of the horizontal pattern, but
only its relative amplitude. When the antenna
is horizontal, however, both the shape and
amplitude are dependent upon the angle of
radiation chosen.
Fig. 2105 should make this clear. The " freespace" pattern of the horizontal antenna
shown is a section cut vertically through the
solid pattern. In the direction OA, horizontally
along the wire axis, the radiation is zero. At
some vertical angle represented by the line
OB, however, the radiation is appreciable,
despite the fact that this line runs in the same
geographical direction as OA. At some higher
angle OC the radiation, still in the same geographical direction, is still more intense. The
effective radiation pattern therefore depends
upon the angle of radiation most useful. The
factors influencing the selection of these angles
were considered earlier in this chapter. It must
be remembered, however, that they represent
only average or near-average conditions, and
that the effective pattern is dependent upon
the conditions existing in the ionosphere. These
conditions may vary not only from day to day
and hour to hour, but even from minute to
minute. Obviously, then, the effective directivity of the antenna will change along with transmission conditions.
Fig. 2105 — Illustrating the
importance of vertical angle of
radiation in determining antenna directional effects. Ground
reflection is neglected in this
drawing. As previously explained, reflection from the
ground will reinforce or cancel
radiation at certain vertical
angles, depending upon the
height.
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Theoretical horizontal-directivity patterns
for half-wave horizontal antennas at vertical
angles of 9, 15 and 30 degrees are given in Fig.
2106. At intermediate angles the values in the
affected regions also will be intermediate. Relative field strengths are plotted on a decibel
scale (see Chapter 20) so that they represent as
nearly as possible the actual aural effect at the
receiving station. If the signal in the direction
of maximum intensity is S9, the smallest value
on the scale should be about Si.
The considerations discussed here in connec-

Fig. 2106 — Horizontal pattern of a horizontal
half-wave antenna at three vertical radiation angles.
Solid line is relative radiation at 15 degrees. Dotted
lines show deviation from the 15-degree pattern, for
angles of 9 and 30 degrees. The patterns are useful for
shape only, since the amplitude will depend upon the
height of the antenna above ground and the vertical
angle considered. The patterns for all three angles
have been proportioned to the same scale, but this does
not mean that the maximum amplitudes necessarily
are the same. The arrow indicates the direction of the
antenna wire.

tion with half-wave antennas also apply to the
more complicated types described later.

• GROUNDED

ANTENNAS

The grounded antenna is used almost exclusively for 1.75- Mc, work, wherè the length
required for a half-wave antenna would be excessive for most locations. An antenna worked
"against ground" need be only aquarter-wave
long, approximately, because the earth acts
as an electrical " mirror" which supplies the
missing quarter wave. The current at the
ground connection with a quarter-wave antenna is maximum, just as it is at the center of
a half-wave antenna.
On 1.75 Mc. the most useful radiation is
from the vertical part of the antenna, since
vertically-polarized waves are characteristic of
ground-wave transmission. It is therefore de-
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sirable to make the down-lead as nearly vertical
as possible, and also as high as possible. This
gives low-angle sky-wave transmission which
is most useful for long-distance work at night,
in addition to a good ground wave for local
work. The horizontal portion contributes to
high-angle sky-wave transmission, which is
useful for covering short distances on this band
at night.
Fig. 2107 shows agrounded antenna with the
top folded to make the length equal to aquarter
wave. The antenna coupling apparatus consists of the coil L, tuned by the series condenser C, with L inductively coupled to the
transmitter tank circuit.
Fig. 2107—Typical grounded
antenna, consisting of avertical section and horizontal
section having a total length
(including the ground lead
if the latter is more than afew
feet long) of one-quarter
wavelength. Coil L should
have about 20 turns of No. 12
on a three-inch diameter
form, tapped every two or
three turns for adjustment.
C is 250 to 500 pufd. variable.
The inductive coupling be.
tween L and the final tank
coil should be variable.

Ñneil DIV<

For computation purposes, the overalllength
of agrounded system is given by
L(
feet) _

236

f ( me.)

This length, it should be noted, is the total
length from the far end of the antenna to the
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ground connection. The length is not critical,
,since departures of the order of 10% to 20%
can be compensated by the tuning apparatus.
The ground should preferably be one with
conductors buried deep enough to reach natural moisture. In urban locations, good grounds
can be made to water mains where they enter
the house; the pipe should be scraped clean
and a low-resistance connection made with a
tightly-fastened ground clamp. If no waterpipes are available several pipes, six to eight
feet long, may be driven into the ground at
intervals of six or eight feet, all being connected together. The transmitter should be
located so as to make the ground lead as short
as possible.
In locations where it is impossible to secure a
good ground connection because of sandy soil
or other considerations, it is preferable to substitute a counterpoise for the ground connection. The counterpoise consists of a system of
wires insulated from ground running horizontally above the earth beneath the antenna. The
counterpoise should have asufficient number of
wires of sufficient length to cover well the area
immediately under the antenna. The wires may
be formed into any convenient shape, i.e., they
may be spread out fan-shape, in a radial pattern, or three or more parallel wires separated a
few feet running beneath the antenna may be
used. The counterpoise should be elevated six
or seven feet above the ground so it will not interfere with persons walking under it. Connection is made between the usual ground terminal of the transmitter and each of the wires in
the counterpoise.
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Types of Lines— Matching to the Antenna— Coupling to
the Transmitter
POWER may be applied to the antenna
either directly or through a transmission line.
Three methods of direct excitation are shown
in Fig. 2201. In A the antenna is cut at the
center and a small coil inserted. The coil is
coupled to the output tank circuit of the transmitter, with adjustable coupling so that the
transmitter loading can be controlled. Since
the addition of the coil " loads" the antenna,
or increases its effective length because of the
additional inductance, the series condensers
C1 and C2 are put in the circuit to provide
electrical means for reducing the length to its
original unloaded value. This method of feeding is known as current feed, because power
is inserted at a high-current point.
The methods of B and C are called voltagefeed systems because the power is introduced
into the antenna at apoint of high voltage. In
B the end of the antenna is coupled to the output tank circuit through asmall condenser; in
C a separate tank, connected directly to the
antenna, is used. This tank is tuned to the
transmitter frequency and may be grounded at
one end or at the center of the coil, as shown.
Practical considerations and methods of ad-
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Fig. 2201 — Methods of direct feed to the half-wave
antenna. A, current feed, series tuning; B, voltage feed,
capacity coupling; C, voltage feed with inductively
coupled antenna tank. In A, the coupling apparatus is
not included in the antenna length.
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justment of all three systems will be discussed
in alater section.
Direct excitation is seldom used except on
the lowest amateur frequencies. It involves
bringing the antenna proper into the operating
room and hence into close relationship with
the house and electric wiring, which usually
means that some of the power is wasted in
heating poor conductors in the field of the antenna. Also, it usually means that the shape of
the antenna must be distorted so that the expected directional effects are not realized, and
likewise means that the height is limited. For
these reasons, in high-frequency work practically all amateurs usé transmission lines or
feeder systems which permit putting the antenna in a desirable location. The feeders do
not radiate or dissipate themselves any substantial proportion of the power supplied by
the transmitter, provided good design practice
is followed.
• TRANSMISSION LINES

A transmission line is used to transfer power,
with a minimum of loss, from its source to the
device in which the power is to be usefully
expended. At radio frequencies, where every
wire carrying r.f. current tends to radiate
energy in the form of electromagnetic waves,
special design is necessary to minimize radiation and thus cause as much as possible of the
power to be delivered to the receiving end of
the line.
Radiation can be minimized by using a line
in which the current is low, and by using two
conductors carrying currents of equal magnitudes but opposite phase so that the fields
about the conductors cancel each other. For
good cancellation of radiation the two conductors should be parallel and quite close to each
other.
The most common form of transmission line
consists of two parallel wires, maintained at a
fixed spacing of two to six inches by insulating
spacers or spreaders at suitable intervals (openwire line). A second type consists of rubberinsulated wires twisted together to form a
flexible line without spacers (twisted-pair line).
A third uses a wire inside and coaxial with a
tubing outer conductor, separated from the
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outer conductor by insulating spacers or
"beads" at regular intervals (coaxial or concentric line). A variation of this type uses solid
rubber insulation between the inner and outer
conductors, the latter usually being made of
braid rather than solid tubing so that the line
will be flexible. Still another type of line uses a
single wire alone, without a second conductor
(single- wire feeder); in this case radiation is
minimized by keeping the line current low.
Line Operation
The length of transmission lines used at
radio frequencies is of the same order as the
length of the antenna, and therefore the current and voltage along the line may not be as
uniform at all points as it would be on, say,
a60-cycle power line. In other words, standing
waves of current and voltage may appear on
the line. Standing waves occur when some of
the energy fed into the line by the transmitter
is reflected back from the opposite or termination end of the line, which is the point where
the line attaches to the antenna in the transmitting case.
The standing-wave ratio — that is, the ratio
of current or voltage ata loop to the value at a
node — depends upon the resistance at the
receiving end of the line, or termination, and
the characteristic or surge impedance of the
line itself. The characteristic impedance of the
line is equal to the square root of the ratio of
inductance to capacity of the line per unit
length. The standing-wave ratio is the ratio
between the line impedance and the terminating resistance; that is,
Z.
Z.
Standing-wave ratio = — or —
Z.
Z.
where Z. is the characteristic impedance of the
line and Z. is the terminating resistance, Z. is
generally called an impedance, although it
must be non-reactive and therefore correspond to a pure resistance for the line to operate as described. This means that the load or
termination, when an antenna, must be resonant at the operating frequency.
The formula is given in two ways because it
is customary to put the larger number in the
numerator so that the ratio will not be fractional. As an example, a 600-ohm line terminated in a resistance of 70 ohms will have a
standing wave ratio of 600/70, or 8.57. The
ratio on a 70-ohm line terminated in a resistance of 600 ohms would be the same. This
means that if the current as measured at a
node, or minimum point, along the line is 0.1
amp., the current at amaximum or loop will be
0.857 amp.
When the line is terminated in a resistance
equal to its characteristic impedance, there is
no reflection and consequently no standing
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waves appear, as explained in Chapter 3.
The standing wave ratio therefore is 1. Such a
line is said to be non-resonant or flat, and may
be made any convenient length. For any given
length of line, the losses, both by heat and by
radiation, will be minimum when the line is
non-resonant. The input end of such a line
appears to the transmitter as apure resistance
of a value equal to the characteristic impedance of the line.
When the standing wave ratio on the line is
appreciable the line is said to be resonant.
Unless the line is exactly the right length to
contain a whole standing wave (on the total
length of both conductors) or some integral
multiple of such alength, the input end of the
line will be reactive as well as resistive. To
make the line take maximum power with a
given degree of coupling, the reactive component must be cancelled out by tuning. Such
lines are therefore known as tuned lines. The
losses in a line having standing waves will increase with the standing-wave ratio. With airinsulated lines, the loss does not represent a
considerable fraction of the input power unless
the line is exceptionally long; with lengths up
to afew wave-lengths the increase in loss with
standing-wave ratios as high as 10 to 1is not
appreciable when the line is air-insulated. With
lines using solid dielectrics the loss increases
at a much higher rate, and such lines should
always be operated non-resonant.
Characteristic Impedance
The characteristic impedance of air-insulated transmission lines may be calculated from
the following formulas:
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Parallel-conductor line
Z = 276 log a

(1)

where Z is the surge impedance, bthe spacing,
center to center, and a the radius of the conductor. The quantities band a must be measured in the same units (inches, etc.). Surge
impedance as a function of spacing for lines
using conductors of different size is plotted in
chart form in Fig. 2202.
Coaxial or concentric line
Z = 138 log a

(2)

where Z again is the surge impedance. In this
case, however, b is the inside diameter (
not
radius) of the outer conductor and a is the
outside diameter of the inner conductor. The
formula is true for air dielectric, and approximately so for a line having ceramic insulators
so spaced that the major proportion of the
insulation is air.
When a solid insulating material is used between the conductors the impedance decreases,
because of the increase in line capacity, by the
factor 11V1i, where kis the dielectric constant
of the insulating material.
The impedance of asingle-wire transmission
line varies with the size of the conductor, its
height above ground, and orientation with
respect to ground. An average figure is about
500 ohms.
Electrical length
The electrical length of a line is not exactly
the same as its physical length for reasons corresponding to the end effects in antennas.
Spacers used to separate the conductors have
dielectric constants larger than that of air,
so that the waves do not travel quite as fast
along aline as they would in air. The lengths of
electrical quarter waves of various types of
lines can be calculated from the formula
246 x V
Length (feet)
=
Freq. (Mc.)

(3)

where V depends upon the type of line. For
lines of ordinary construction, V is as follows:
V = 0.975
Parallel wire line
V = 0.95
Parallel tubing line
Concentric line ( air-insulated) V -= 0.85
Concentric line (rubber-insu}V = 0.56-0.65
lated)
Twisted pair
Line Spacing
For effective cancellation of radiation, the
spacing between the two wires must be small
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in comparison to the wavelength; aseparation
of 0.01 wavelength or less is desirable. For 14
Mc. and lower, the wires need not be closer
than six inches, the length of the popular
"feeder spreaders" manufactured for this purpose. Even at 28 Mc. a separation of 6 inches
is fairly satisfactory, but for the ultra-high
frequencies the wires should be closer together.
From the practical standpoint, too-close
spacing is undesirable, especially with long
sections of line. The wires inevitably swing
with respect to each other when there is wind;
if the spacing is close, this means that insulating spreaders must be installed at frequent intervals to prevent the wires from
touching, and this in turn increases the weight
of the line. Swinging also causes a varying detuning effect, since the change in spacing represents achange in line constants which reacts
on the transmitter, causing periodic variations
in loading.
For work on communication frequencies, the
6-inch spacing for open lines represents acompromise which works out well in practice.
Line Losses
Air-insulated non-resonant lines operate at
quite high efficiency. Parallel-conductor lines
average 0.12 to 0.15 db loss per wavelength of
line. These figures hold only if the standing
wave ratio is 1. The losses increase with the
standing-wave ratio, rather slowly up to a
ratio of 15 to 1, but rapidly thereafter. For
standing- wave ratios of 10 or 15 to 1 the increase is inconsequential.
Concentric lines with air insulation are
excellent when dry, but losses increase if there
is moisture in the line. Provision therefore
should be made for making such lines airtight, and they should be thoroughly dry when
assembled. This type of line has the least
radiation loss. The small lines ( 3
A-inch outer
conductor) should not be used at high voltages, hence it is desirable to keep the standingwave ratio down.
Good quality rubber insulated lines, both
twisted pair and coaxial, average about 1 db
loss per wavelength of line. At the higher
frequencies, therefore, such lines should be
used only in short lengths if losses are important. These lines have the advantages of compactness, ease of installation, and flexibility.
Ordinary lampcord has aloss of approximately
1.4 db per wavelength, when dry, but its
losses become excessive when wet. The parallel
moulded-rubber type is best from the standpoint of withstanding wet weather. The characteristic impedance of lampcord is between
120 and 140 ohms.
The loss in db is directly proportional to the
length of the line. Thus aline which has aloss
of 1db per wavelength will have an actual loss
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of 3db if the line is three wavelengths long. In
the case of line losses, the length is not expressed in terms of electrical length but in
physical length; that is, a wavelength of line,
in feet, is equal to 984/Freq. ( Mc.) for computing loss. This permits a direct comparison
of lines having the same physical length. The
electrical lengths, of course, may differ
considerably.
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make this type of line attractive. The chief disadvantage of the non-resonant line, aside from
the necessity for more care in initial adjustment, is that when " matched " to the ordinary
antenna it is matched only for one frequency,
or at most for a small band of frequencies on
either side of the frequency for which the
matching is done. Except for afew special systems, this means that the antenna is unsuitable
for work on more than one amateur band.
Adjustment of anon-resonant line is simply
that of adjusting the terminating resistance to
match the characteristic impedance of the line.
To accomplish this, the antenna itself must be
resonant at the selected frequency, and the line
must then be connected to it in such away that
the antenna impedance as looked at by the line
is the right value. The matching may be done
by connecting the line at the proper spot along
the antenna, or by inserting an impedance
transforming device between the antenna and
line.
In the following examples of ways in which
different types of lines may be matched to the
antenna, ahalf-wave antenna is used as an example. Other types of antennas may be
treated by the same methods, making due
allowance for the order of impedance that appears at the end of the line with more elaborate
systems.
Fig. 2204 — Charts for determining the length of
half-wave antennae for use on various amateur bande.
Solid lines indicate antenna length (lower scale); dotted
lines point of connection for single-wire feeder (upper
scale) measured from center of antenna.
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• NON-RESONANT LINES
The several advantages of operating transmission lines non-resonant — minimum losses,
and elimination of the necessity for tuning —
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Single-Wire-Feed
In the single-wire-feed system the return
circuit is considered to be through the ground.
There will be no standing waves on the feeder
C sme wire
feeder

E=

A
when its characteristic impedance is matched
by the impedance of the antenna at the connection point. The principal dimensions are
the length of the antenna L, Fig. 2203, and the
distance D from the exact center of the antenna to the point at which the feeder is attached. Approximate dimensions can be obtained from Fig. 2204 for an antenna system
having a fundamental frequency in any of the
amateur bands.
In constructing an antenna system of this
type the feeder must run straight away from
the antenna (at aright angle) for adistance of
at least one-third the length of the antenna.
Otherwise the field of the antenna will affect
the feeder and cause faulty operation. There
should be no sharp bends in the feeder wire
at any point.
Correct antenna length and placing of the
feeder should be checked experimentally if best
results are to be obtained. If, for instance,
impedances are not correctly matched, standing waves will appear upon the line. With
simple capacitive coupling to the feeder — as
in Fig. 2205-A, high r.f. potentials may, as a
result, develop at undesirable pointa in the
transmitter. A good ground connection should
be made to the filament center-tap or center
point of the filament by-pass condensers when
this system is used. The presence of standing
waves may be detected most accurately by
placing a low-reading thermo-ammeter at
several points approximately 34 wave apart
along the transmission line. The reading
should be substantially constant all along the
line with no indication of pronounced increases
or decreases.
With the coupling system shown in Fig.
2205-A, adjustment is as follows: Starting at
the ground end of the tank coil, the tap is
moved towards the plate end until the amplifier draws the rated amount of plate current.
The plate tank condenser should be readjusted
each time the tap is changed, to bring the
plate current to minimum. The amplifier is
loaded properly when this " minimum" is
the rated current. The condenser in the feeder
is for the purpose of insulating the antenna
system from the high-voltage plate supply
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when series plate feed is used. It should have a
voltage rating somewhat above that of the
plate supply. Almost any capacity greater
than 500 eigfd. will be satisfactory. The condenser is unnecessary, of course, if parallel
Fig. 2205 — Methods of
coupling the single-wire feeder
to the transmitter. Circuits
are shown for both single.
ended and balanced tank
circuits. They are discussed
in the text.

plate feed is used. Several methods of inductive
coupling to the output circuit are shown in
Fig. 2205. In coupling to balanced output
circuits, the method shown at the right is
preferred. The antenna tank circuit should
tune to resonance at the operating frequency
and the loading is adjusted by varying the
coupling between the two tanks, both being
kept tuned to resonance. Or the feeder may be
tapped on the antenna tank, when the tap is
adjusted as explained previously. Regardless
of the type of coupling, a good ground connection is essential with this system. Singlewire-feed systems work best over moist
ground, and poorly over rock and sand.
Twisted-Pair Feed
It is evident from the formula for characteristic impedance previously given that the
closer the spacing and the larger the wires, the
lower will be the impedance. A two-wire line
composed of twisted rubber-covered wire can
be constructed to have an impedance approximately equal to that at the center of the
antenna itself, thus permitting the method of
connecting the line to the antenna shown in
Fig. 2206. Such discrepancy as may exist between line and antenna impedance can be
compensated for by aslight fanning of the line
where it connects to the two halves of the
antenna, as shown at B in Fig. 2206.
The twisted line is aconvenient type to use,

Fig. 2206 — A half-wave antenna center-fed by a
twisted pair line. An improved impedance match often
will result if the antenna end of the line is fanned out in
the shape of a "V" for the last 18 inches or so of its
length. Two insulators also should be used at the center
of the antenna so the open end of the "V" will be approximately 18 inches wide. The antenna length (not including
the center insulator), should equal one-half wavelength
for the operating frequency. See Fig. 2204.
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since it is easy to install and the r.f. voltage
on it is low because of the low impedance. This
makes insulation an easy matter. The losses
are slightly higher than those in spaced lines
with air insulation, however, and will increase
with frequency. Special twisted line for transmitting purposes, having lower losses than
ordinary rubber-covered wire, is available. It
is known as " EO-1" cable.
The antenna should be one-half wavelength
long for the frequency of operation, as determined by charts of Fig. 2204 or the formula
given in Chapter 21. For accuracy, its length
may be checked as described at the end of this
chapter, this checking being done before the
antenna is cut at the center to insert the feeder.
The amount of " fanning" (dimension B)
will depend upon the kind of cable used; the
right value usually will be found between 6
and 18 inches. It may be checked by inserting
ammeters in each antenna leg at the junction
of the feeder and antenna; the value of B
which gives the largest current is correct.
Alternatively, the system may be operated
continuously for a time with fairly high r.f.
power input, after which the feeder may be
inspected (by touch) for hot spots. These
indicate the presence of standing waves, and
the fanning should be adjusted until they
are eliminated or minimized. Each leg of the
feeder forming the triangle at the antenna
should be equal in length to dimension B.
Methods of coupling to the transmitter are
discussed later in connection with Fig. 2209.
Concentric Line Feed
A concentric transmission line readily can be
constructed to have asurge impedance equal to
the 70-ohm impedance at the center of a halfwave antenna. Such a line, therefore, can be
connected directly to the center of the antenna, forming the system shown in Fig. 2207.
Solving Equation ( 2) for an air-insulated
concentric line shows that, for 70-ohm surge
impedance, the inside diameter of the outer
conductor should be approximately 3.2 times
the outside diameter of the inner conductor.
This condition can be fulfilled by using stand-

Outer Tubi
Optional round
to outer Conductor
r-

Inner wire
or Tuoin9
Concentric Line
(Any Length)

To
cooph»9Cou
Fig. 2207 — Half-wave antenna with concentric
transmission line. The antenna length should be onehalf wavelength as determined by the formula or Fig.
2204.
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ard ,¡ 6inch (outside-diameter) copper tubing for the outer conductor and No. 14 wire for
the inner. Ceramic insulating spacers are
available commercially for this combination.
Also available is a rubber-insulated concentric line, with wire inner conductor and metal
braid outer conductor, having the requisite
impedance for connection to the center of the
antenna. This type is more flexible and considerably lighter.
The operation of such an antenna system is

Fig. 2208 — Two-wire matched-impedance antenna
system. The dimensions C, D, and E are given in the
text. It is important that the matching section, E, come
straight away from the antenna without any bends.
L is one-half wavelength for the operating frequency.

similar to that of the twisted-pair system just
described, and the same transmitter-coupling
arrangements may be used. A simple form of
coupling is shown in Fig. 2209, consisting of a
loop of a few turns of wire placed around or
near the transmitter tank coil. No tuning apparatus is required, the loading being adjusted
by varying the coupling between the two coils.
The outer conductor of the line may be
grounded if desired. The feeder system is
slightly unbalanced because the inner and
outer conductors do not have the same capacity to ground. There should be no radiation,
however, from a line having the correct surge
impedance.
Delta Matching Transformer
Because of the extremely close spacing required, it is impracticable to construct an
open- wire transmission line which will have a
surge impedance low enough to work directly
into the center of a half-wave antenna. Such
wire lines usually have impedances between
400 and 700 ohms, 600 ohms being a widelyused value. It is therefore necessary to use
other means for matching the line to the
antenna.
One method of matching is illustrated by the
antenna system of Fig. 2208. The section E is
"fanned" to have a gradually increasing impedance so that its impedance at the antenna
end will be equal to the impedance of the an-
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tenna section C, while the impedance at the
lower end matches that of a practicable
transmission line.
The antenna length L, the feeder clearance
E, the spacing between centers of the feeder
wires D, and the coupling length C are the important dimensions of this system. The system
must be designed for exact impedance values
as well as frequency values and the dimensions
are therefore fairly critical.
The length of the antenna is figured from
the formula or charts previously given.
The length of section C is computed by the
formula:
123
C(
feet) —
Freq. ( Mc.)
The feeder clearance E is worked out from
the equation:
148
E

(feet)

— Freq. ( Mc.)

The above equations are for feeders having a
characteristic impedance of 600 ohms and will
not apply to feeders of any other impedance.
The proper feeder spacing for a600-ohm transmission line is computed to asufficiently close
approximation by the following formula:
D = 75 X d
where D is the distance between the centers of
the feeder wires and d is the diameter of the
wire. If the wire diameter is in inches the spacing will be in inches and if the wire diameter is
UNBALANCED

A

in millimeters the spacing will be in millimeters.
Methods of coupling to the transmitter are
discussed in the following section.
Coupling to Uratuned Lines
Similar coupling methods are used with all
types of two-wire transmission lines, whether
of high or low impedance. Several systems are
shown in Fig. 2209. The inductively coupled
methods are preferable to direct coupling when
asingle-ended or unbalanced tank circuit feeds
a balanced transmission line; this avoids line
unbalance which might occur with direct
coupling. In the direct-coupled circuits, the
fixed condensers are useful only when the output amplifier plate supply is series-fed. These
condensers, when used, should have a rating
somewhat above the maximum plate voltage
used and should have a capacity of 500 eimfds.
or more. With the methods B, C, D or E, the
taps should be placed symmetrically about the
center or r.f. ground point on the coil. The taps
should be adjusted to make the final amplifier
draw normal plate current; if the line is operating properly the taps will not affect the setting
of the plate tank condenser. In the case of the
methods shown at B and D the link coils may
consist of a few turns each, and the coupling
between one tank and link, preferably the antenna tank, should be variable. The antenna
tank is first adjusted to resonance with the
plate tank circuit, using loose coupling; the
taps are then set at trial positions and the curBALANCED

C

B

Fig. 2209 — Suitable methods for coupling output
circuits to all types of two-wire untuned transmission
linee including twisted pair lines, concentric lines and
open wire lines. Arrows indicate directions for change of
coupling. Link lines always should be coupled to apoint
of low r.f. potential on the transmitter tank, to avoid
transfer of harmonics to the antenna.
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rent in the line measured. The tap positions,
coupling between the coils and tuning of both
tank circuits are then adjusted to give maximum line current with normal tube plate
current.
The network shown at E is described later in
this chapter.
• LINEAR MATCHING SECTIONS
In the antenna-feeder systems just described, impedance matching depends upon
connecting the line to an appropriate point on
the antenna. An alternative method is to connect an impedance-matching transformer between the line and antenna when the line
impedance is not the same as that at the center
of the antenna. The " transformer" ordinarily
used does not resemble the ordinary coupled
r.f. circuit, but is simply asection of transmission line. A quarter-wave two-wire transmission line is such a " linear transformer."
When aquarter-wave line has agiven value
of impedance connected to one end, the impedance appearing at the other end depends upon
the surge impedance of the line:
Z.2
Z1

—
Z 2

where Z1 is the unknown impedance at one
end, Z2 the known impedance at the other end,
and Z. is the line surge impedance. At intermediate points on the line the impedance will
be intermediate between the two end values.
It is therefore possible to tap along the line to
match a wide range of impedances, when the

Shorey
Fig. 2210 — Impedance-matching antenna systems
with quarter-wave open wire matching transformers.
Antenna dimensions can be found from Fig. 2204. The
dimension B, one-quarter wavelength, can be found from
Equation (3). The dimension C must be found by experiment, as described in the text.
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Fig. 2211 — Line-current measuring device for adjustment of untuned transmission lines.

quarter-wave " matching section" is connected to a high- or low-impedance point on
the antenna.
Quarter-wave matching sections are particularly useful when a non-resonant line having asurge impedance of 600 ohms (apopular
value) is to be matched to the antenna.
Fig. 2210 shows two methods of coupling a
non-resonant line to a half-wave antenna
through a quarter- wave matching section. In
the case of the center-fed antenna the free end
of the matching section, B, is open (high impedance) since the other end is connected to a
low-impedance point on the antenna. With the
end-fed antenna the free end of the matching
section is closed through ashorting bar or link;
this end has low impedance since the other end
is connected to ahigh-impedance point on the
antenna.
In the center-fed system, the antenna and
matching section should be cut to the lengths
found from the formulas previously given. Any
necessary on-the-ground adjustment can be
made by adding to or clipping off the open ends
of the matching section. The matching section
in the end-fed system can be adjusted by making the line a little longer than necessary and
adjusting the system to resonance by moving
the shorting link up and down. Resonance can
be obtained by exciting the antenna from a
temporary antenna nearby (the transmitter
being on the proper frequency, of course) and
measuring the current in the shorting bar by
a low-range r.f. ammeter or galvanometer.
The position of the bar should be adjusted for
maximum current reading. This should be done
before the untuned line is attached to the
matching section.
The position of the line taps must be determined experimentally, since it will depend
upon the impedance of the line as well as the
antenna impedance at the point of connection.
The procedure is to take a trial point, apply
power to the transmitter, and check the
non-resonant line for standing waves. This
can be done by measuring the current in the
wires, using a device of the type pictured in
Fig. 2211. The hooks (which should be sharp
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enough to cut through insulation, if any, of the
wires) are placed on one of the wires, the spacing between them being adjusted to give a
suitable reading on the meter. At any one position along the line the currents in the two
wires should be identical. Readings taken at
intervals of aquarter wavelength will indicate
whether or not standing waves are present.
It will not usually be possible to obtain
complete elimination of standing waves when
the matching stub is exactly resonant. The
line taps should be adjusted for the smallest
standing-wave ratio, after the system is resonated as described above, that it is possible to
obtain. Then a further " touching up" of the
matching stub will eliminate the remaining
standing wave, provided the adjustments are
made carefully. The stub must be readjusted
because when resonant it exhibits some reactance as well as resistance at all points
except at the ends, and the slight lengthening
or shortening of the stub is necessary to tune
out this reactance. The required readjustment
is quite small, however.
An impedance mismatch of several per cent
is of little consequence so far as power transfer to the antenna is concerned. It is relatively
easy to get the standing wave ratio down to
2or 3to 1, aperfectly satisfactory condition in
practice. Of considerably greater importance
is the necessity for getting the currents in the
two wires balanced both as to amplitude and
phase. If the currents are not the same at
corresponding points on adjacent wires, and
the loops and nodes do not also occur at corresponding points, there will be considerable
radiation loss. This balance can only be
brought about by perfect symmetry in the
line, particularly with respect to ground. This
symmetry should extend to the coupling apparatus at the transmitter. An electrostatic
shield between the line and the transmitter
coupling coils often will be of value in preventing capacity unbalance, and at the same
time will reduce harmonic radiation.

When the connection between matching section and antenna is unbalanced, as in the endfed system, it is important that the antenna be
the right length for the operating frequency if
agood match is to be obtained. The balanced
center-fed system is less critical in this respect.
The shorting-bar method of tuning the centerfed system to resonance may be used if the
matching section is extended to a half-wavelength, bringing acurrent loop at the free end.
The " Q" Antenna

The impedance of a two-wire line of ordinary construction (400 to 600 ohms) can be
matched, without tapping, to the impedance
of the center of ahalf-wave antenna by the use
of aquarter-wave line of special characteristics.
The matching section must have low surge
impedance and therefore is commonly constructed of large-diameter conductors such as
aluminum or copper tubing, with fairly close
spacing. This type of antenna can be purchased in kit form and is known as the " Q"
antenna. It is shown in Fig. 2212. The important dimensions are the length of the
antenna, the length of the matching section,
B, the spacing between the two conductors of
the matching section, C, and the impedance
of the untuned transmission line connected to
the lower end of the matching section.
The required surge impedance for the matching section is
Z. = V

Z1

(4)

74

where the quantities are the same as previously
given. A quarter-wave section matching a
600-ohm line to the center of a half-wave antenna (72 ohms), for example, should have a
surge impedance of 208 ohms. The spacings
between conductors of various sizes of tubing
and wire for different surge impedances are
given in graphical form in Fig. 2202. With
half-inch tubing, for example, the spacing
should be 1.5 inches for an impedance of 208
ohms.
The length, B, of the matching section
should be equal to a quarter wavelength, and
is given by
Length

of

Yi

234

wave line (feet) — Freq. ( Mc.)

Fig. 2212 — The "Q" antenna with quarter-wave
matching section using spaced tubing. Antenna length
can be found from Fig. 2204. The matching section
length, B, is given by Equation (3). The spacing, C, depends upon the impedance of the untuned line, and can
be found from Fig. 2202 for a given size of tubing to
make a line having surge impedance determined by
Equation 4.
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The length of the antenna can be calculated
from the formula in Chapter 21 or taken from
the charts of Fig. 2204.
This system has the advantage of the simplicity in adjustment of the twisted pair feeder
system and at the same time the superior insulation of an open-wire system.

• THE

RESONANT TWO-WIRE LINE

It is often helpful to look upon the resonant
line simply as an antenna folded back on itself
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so that the radiation from one half is cancelled
by the out-of-phase radiation from the other
half. Such a line may be any whole-number
multiple of a quarter-wave in length; in other
words any total wire length which will accommodate awhole number of standing waves.
(The " length," however, of a two-wire line is
always taken as the length of one of the wires.)
Quarter- and half-wave resonant lines are
shown in Fig. 2213. The current distribution on
both antenna and line is indicated. It will be
noted that the quarter-wave line has maximum current at one end and minimum current
at the other, determined by the point of connection to the antenna. The half-wave line,
however, has the same current (and voltage)
values at both ends; if the line is closed at one
end, the current is maximum at both ends and
the voltage minimum, while if both ends are
open the current is minimum and the voltage
maximum at the ends. The terms " open" and
"closed" as used here do not mean necessarily
that nothing is connected to the line, or that
the line is short-circuited. Actually, of course,
something must be connected to the line for it
to function; the " open" end would be connected to a high-voltage low-current circuit
and the " closed" end to a low-voltage highcurrent circuit.
If we connect aquarter-wave line to the end
of an antenna as shown in Fig. 2213-A, then at
the transmitter end of the line we have high
current and low voltage, so that current feed
(Fig. 2201-A) with acoil and series condensers
(series tuning) can be used. Should the line be a
half-wave long, as at 2213-B, current will be
^/2

minimum at the transmitter end of the line,
just as it is at the end of the antenna. Voltage
feed therefore is required and the parallelresonant tuned circuit ( Fig. 2201-C) (parallel
tuning) must be used. The line could be coupled
to a balanced final tank through small condensers, as in Fig. 2209-C, but the inductivelycoupled circuit is preferable. An end-fed antenna with resonant feeders, as in 2213-A and
B, is known as the " Zeppelin," or " Zepp,"
antenna.
The line also may be inserted at the center of
the antenna at the maximum-current point.
Quarter- and half-wave lines used in this way
are shown at Fig. 2213-C and D. In C, the antenna end of the line is " closed," hence at the
transmitter end the current is low and the
voltage high. Parallel tuning therefore is used.
The half-wave line at D has high current and
low voltage at both ends, so that series tuning
is used at the transmitter end.
A significant point to be noted is that the
antenna determines the distribution of voltage
and current. In Fig. 2213-C, for instance, series
tuning (current feed to the feeders) cannot be
used because there must be high current at the
center of the half-wave antenna if it is to operate; consequently the voltage must be high at
the transmitter end of the quarter-wave
feeder. If we attempt to make this end of the
feeder carry high current we should have to
have high voltage at the center of the antenna.
Logically it follows that, since each end of the
antenna is one-quarter wave from the center,
we should have to have high current at the
antenna ends. This of course is impossible. If
series tuning is used in the arrangement of Fig.
2213-C it will be found that the combination
"will not tune"; in other words, the antenna
will not take power from the transmitter.
Practical Antennas Using Resonant-Line
Feed

Fig. 2213 — Half -wave antennas fed from resonant
lines. A and B, end feed with quarter- and half-wave
lines; C and D, center feed. The current distribution is
shown for all four cases.
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The four arrangements shown in Fig. 2213
are thoroughly useful antenna systems, and are
shown in more practical form in Fig. 2214. In
each case the antenna is a half wavelength
long, the exact length being calculated or
taken from the charts of Fig. 2204. The line
length should be an integral (whole number)
multiple of a quarter wavelength, and may be
calculated from Equation (3) the result being
multiplied by any whole number which gives a
total length convenient for reaching from the
antenna to the transmitter. If there is an odd
number of quarter waves on the line in the case
of the end-fed antenna, series tuning will be
used at the transmitter end; if an even number
of quarter waves, then parallel tuning is used.
With the center-fed antenna the reverse is
true.
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Tuning
The tuning procedure with series tuning is as
follows: With C1 and C2 at minimum capacity,
couple the antenna coil L1 loosely to the transmitter output tank coil and observe the plate
current. Then increase C1 and C2 simultaneously, until a setting is reached which gives
maximum plate current, indicating that the
antenna system is in resonance with the transmitting frequency. Readjust the plate tank
condenser to minimum plate current. This is
necessary because tuning the antenna circuit
will have some effect on the tuning of the plate
tank. The new minimum plate current will be
higher than with the antenna system detuned,
but should still be well below the rated value
for the tube or tubes. Increase the coupling between Li and L2 by a small amount, readjust
C1 and C2 for maximum plate current, and
again set the plate tank condenser to minimum. Continue this process until the minimum plate current is equal to the rated plate
current for the amplifier. Always use the degree of coupling between L1 and L2 which will
just bring the amplifier plate current to rated
value when C1 and C2 pass through resonance.
The r.f. ammeters should indicate maximum
feeder current at the resonance setting; these
meters are not strictly necessary, but are useful

(A)

Crl.

1AC2

4,0 0 Uri
TXAMNTKR

in indicating the relative power output from
the transmitter.
With parallel tuning the procedure is quite
similar, except that only one antenna condenser is used. Find the value of coupling between L1 and L2 which will bring the plate
current to the desired value as C1 is tuned
through resonance. Again a slight readjustment of the amplifier tank condenser may be
necessary to compensate for the effect of
coupling.
Feeder Current
The feeder current as read by the r.f. ammeters is useful for tuning purposes only; the
absolute value is of little importance. When
series tuning is used the current will be high,
but very little current will be indicated in a
parallel-tuned system. This is because of the
current distribution on the feeders as shown by
Fig. 2213. With a given antenna and tuning
system, of course, the greatest power will be
delivered to the antenna when the readings are
highest. However, should the feeder length be
changed no useful conclusions can be drawn
from comparison between the new and old
readings. For this reason any indicator which
registers the relative intensity of r.f. current
can be used for tuning purposes. Many amateurs, in fact, use flashlight or dial lamps for
this purpose instead of meters. They are

5GO L2

L,
XMTR
TANK

XMTR
TANK

Fig. 2214 — Practical half-wave antenna systems using resonant-line feed. Tn the center-feed systems, the antenna
length " X" does not include the length if the insulator at the center. Line length is measured from the antenna to the
tuning apparatus; leads in the latter should be short enough to be neglected. The two meters shown are helpful for
balancing feeder currents; however, one is sufficient for tuning for maximum output, and may be transferred from
one feeder to the other, if desired. The systems at (A) and (C) are for feeders an odd number of quarter-waves in
length; ( B) and (D) for feeders a multiple of a half wavelength. The drawings correspond electrically to those of
Fig. 2213.
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cheap, and when shunted by short lengths of
wire so that considerable current can be passed
without burnout will serve very well even with
high-power transmitters.
Circuit Values
The values of inductance and capacity to
use in the antenna coupling system will depend upon the transmitting frequency, but
are not particularly critical. With series tuning,
the coil may consist of afew turns of the same
construction as is used in the final tank; average values will run from two or three turns at
28 Mc. to perhaps 10 or 12 at 3.5 Mc. The
number of turns preferably should be adjustable so that the inductance can be changed
should it not be possible to reach resonance
with the condensers used. The series condensers
should have a maximum capacity of 250 or
350 mpfd. at the lower frequencies; the same
values will serve even at 28 Mc., although 100
pfd. will be ample for this and the 14- Mc.
band. Since series tuning is used at a lowvoltage point in the feeder system, the plate
spacing of the condensers does not have to be
large. Ordinary receiving-type condensers are
large enough for plate voltages up to 1000,
and the smaller transmitting condensers have
high-enough voltage ratings for higher-power
applications. With high-power 'phone it may
be necessary to use condensers having aplate
spacing of approximately 0.15 to 0.2 inch.
In parallel-tuned circuits the antenna coil
and condenser should be approximately the
same as those used in the final tank circuit.
The antenna tank circuit must be capable of
being tuned independently to the transmitting
frequency, and if possible provision should be
made for tapping the coil so that the L/C
ratio can be varied to the optimum value as
determined experimentally.

or two turns wound around the coil at alowpotential point. At the antenna circuit, the
taps are kept equidistant from the center of the
coil, the number of turns between taps being
adjusted to give the desired plate current
when the antenna-feeder system is tuned to
resonance. The tap adjustment will be right
when the antenna condenser or condensers
bring the plate current to the desired value
just as they are passing through resonance.
The system may be used with either series or
parallel tuning; the circuit values will be the
same as with the inductively-coupled arrangements of Fig. 2214. When the coupling and
tuning adjustments are correct there will be
practically no detuning effect on the transmitter tank; that is, the resonance setting
should be practically the same both with and
without the link connected to L.
In B, link coupling is used at both ends, in
which case the coupling between one coil and
its link must be variable. Variable coupling at
either end will be satisfactory. Swinging links
XMTR
TANK

,
C

Feeders

(A)
Coupling Vartàble
,--- here or here-,

(3)

Alternative Coupling Circuits
The coupling arrangements in Fig. 2214 are
simple and easy to adjust, but the antenna coil
must be arranged so that its position with
respect to the output tank coil can be changed.
In practice, the antenna coil usually is mounted
so that it can be moved toward or away from
the final tank coil (the two coils being coaxial)
on insulating bars or some other device which
permits the coil to be slid back and forth.
A swinging mount also can be used. These
schemes are sometimes inconvenient for mechanical reasons.
Coupling circuits which do not involve moving coils — or at most only avariable link coil
of the type now available on manufactured
transmitting coils — are shown in Fig. 2215.
At A is alink-coupled system with taps on the
antenna coil for adjusting the loading. The link
at the transmitter tank coil may consist of one
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(c)
Fig. 2215 — Antenna coupling systems without
movable coils. A and 13, link-coupled circuits for series
and parallel tuning; C, balanced low-pass filter. In A and
B, dotted lines show connections for parallel tuning
when called for; in such case the series condensers, Ci
and Cs, may be set at maximum capacity or shortcircuited. Constants for L, Ci, C2 and C2 are the same as
for inductive coupling, and are discussed in the text.
In C, Ci and C2 may be 100 to 250 eed. each, the
higher-capacity values being used for lower-frequency
operation (3.5 and 1.75 Mc.). Plate spacing should in
general be at least half that of the final amplifier tank
condenser. For operation from 1.75 to 14 Mc., Li and La
each should be 15 turns 2M inches in diameter, spaced
to occupy 3inches length, and tapped every three turns.
Approximate settings are 15 turns for 1.75 Mc., 9 turns
for 3.5 Mc., 6 turns for 7 Mc., and 3 turns for 14 Mc.
The coils may be wound with No. 14 or No. 12 wire.
See text for method of adjustment.
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such as those shown in Chapter 10 may be
used, or the link coil may be mounted inside
the tank or antenna coil and arranged so that it
may be rotated with respect to the coil. The
adjustment method is the same as with the
circuit of A except that the link position at the
variable-coupling end is changed instead of
the taps. Either series or parallel tuning again
may be used.
Suitable link lines may be made from twisted
rubber-covered pair, just as in the case of linkcoupled stages in the transmitter. They may
be of any convenient length, so that the antenna tuning unit may be mounted at the point
where the feeders enter the building or operating room, if desired, regardless of the position
of the transmitter.
A balanced pi-section coupling network is
shown in Fig. 2215-C. This is alow-pass filter
capable of coupling between a fairly wide
range of impedances such as is encountered in
going from series to parallel tuning. Suitable
constants are given under the diagram. The
method of adjustment is as follows: First,
with the filter disconnected from the transmitter tank, tune the transmitter tank to
resonance, as evidenced by minimum plate
current. Then, with trial settings of the clips
on L1 and L2 (
few turns for high frequencies,
more for lower) tap the input clips on the final
tank coil at points equidistant from the center
so that about half the coil is included between
them. A balanced tank circuit must be used.
Set C2 at about half scale, apply power, and
rapidly rotate C1 until the plate current drops
to minimum. If this minimum is not the desired full-load plate current, try a new setting
of C2 and repeat. If, for all settings of C2, the
plate current is too high or too low, try new
settings of the taps on L1 and L2, and also on
the transmitter tank. Do not touch the tank
condenser during these adjustments. When,
finally, the desired plate current is obtained,
set C1 carefully to the exact minimum platecurrent point. This adjustment is important in
minimizing harmonic output.
With some lengths of resonant lines, particularly those not exact multiples of a quarter
wavelength, it may be difficult to get proper
loading with the pi-section coupler. Usually,
these lengths also will be difficult to feed with
other systems of coupling. In such cases, the
proper loading often can be obtained by varying
the LIC ratio of the filter over a considerably
wider range than is used for normal loads.
Feeder Lengths
The fact that the feeder-tuning apparatus
makes it possible to vary the electrical length
of the feeder obviates, to some extent, the
necessity for cutting resonant feeders to exact
integral multiples of a quarter wavelength.
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It is, in fact, possible to depart as much as 25%
of a quarter wave from the exact length and
still tune the system properly. In such case, the
type of tuning to use, series or parallel, will
depend on whether the length of the feeder is
nearer an odd number of quarter waves or
nearer an even number.
Departure from the exact length is often
convenient on the lower frequencies, where
even a quarter-wave feeder may be physically
longer than is desired. At 3500 kc., for example,
a quarter-wave line is approximately 67 feet
long. Its length could be reduced to 50 feet
and still be made to resonate with series tuning
by using a sufficiently large coupling coil. In
such case the condensers might be shorted out
and the tuning done by varying the coil inductance. Alternatively, a 100-foot line could
be used on the same frequency by using a
smaller coil and reduced series capacity.
Whenever possible, however, it is advisable
to stick to the integral multiples of a quarter
wavelength. This is the surest way of avoiding
the tuning difficulties which often arise when
the line is midway between lengths calling for
series and parallel tuning.
Antenna Length in Relation to Feeder
Operation
It has been previously pointed out that insofar as the operation of the antenna is concerned, departures of a few per cent from the
exact length for resonance are of negligible
consequence. Such inaccuracies may influence
the behavior of the feeder system, however,
and as a result may have an adverse effect on
the operation of the system as a whole. This
is true of the end- fed antennas such as are
shown in Fig. 2214-A and -B.
For example, Fig. 2216-A shows the current
distribution on the half-wave antenna and
quarter- wave feeder when the antenna length
is correct. At the junction of the " live" feeder
and the antenna the current is minimum so
that the currents in the two feeder wires are
equal at all corresponding points along their
length. When the antenna is too long, as in B,
the current minimum occurs at apoint on the
antenna proper, so that at the top of the live
feeder there is already appreciable current
flowing, whereas at the top of the " dead"
feeder the current must be zero. As aresult, the
feeder currents are not balanced and some
power will be radiated from the line. In C
the antenna is too short, bringing the current
minimum to apoint on the live feeder, so that
again the currents are unbalanced. The more
serious the unbalance the greater the radiation
from the line.
Strictly speaking, a line having an unbalanced connection such as the one-way termination at the end of an antenna cannot be truly
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actual length differ somewhat. When the antenna is to be end-fed, then, it is desirable to
adjust the length to the right value if feeder
radiation is to be avoided.
With tuned feeders, a fairly simple way to
adjust the length is to leave off the connection
between the antenna and feeders ( but with the
feeders in place) and hoist the assembly to its
final position. Then carry out the tuning
procedure just as described previously, using
loose coupling so that the resonance point is
quite marked. Low power should be used, especially with series tuning, since without the
antenna connected the feeder current will be
much greater than normal. Then lower the
antenna, connect the feeder, hoist again, and
with the coupling just as it was before, again
adjust the antenna condensers to resonance.
If resonance occurs at the same condenser
settings the antenna length is correct. If more
capacity must be used, the antenna is too
Adjusting the Antenna Length
short; if less, the wire is too long. Add or subAlthough the formula and charts for antenna
tract, as the case may be, a few inches to the
length are sufficiently accurate under average
antenna and try again. The correct length
conditions, height, nearness of the wire to
should be found after a few trials. The antenna may be intentionally made alittle long
houses, trees, etc., may make the required
in the first place so that
no joints in the wire will
be needed when the final
length is reached.
An alternative method
is to use a regenerative
detector as a resonance
indicator, coupling it
loosely to the antenna,
from which the feeders
are disconnected for the
test. ( If the antenna is to
be center fed the length
should be checked before
cutting the wire at the cen(B)
ter.) Careful tuning with
LONG
the detector just oscillating will show resonance as
a setting at which the detector is pulled out of os.I•••
cillation. The frequency at
which this occurs may be
checked by one of the
methods given in Chapter
(C)
17; if it is higher than
SHORT
desired the antenna should
Fig. 2216 — Effect on feeder balance of incorrect antenna length. With center
be lengthened and vice
feed, incorrect antenna length does not unbalance the feed system, as it does with
versa.
end feed.
balanced even though the antenna length is
correct. This is because of the difference in
loading on the two sides. The effect is fairly
small, however, when the currents are balanced, and the illustration just given serves to
emphasize the importance of correct antenna
length.
If the antenna is fed at the center the undesirable effects of incorrect antenna length
balance out so that the line operates properly
under all conditions. This is shown in Fig.
2216 at D, E and F. So long as the two halves
of the antenna are of equal length, the distribution of current on the feeders will be
symmetrical so that no unbalance exists, even
for antenna lengths considerably removed
from the correct value.
The conditions illustrated in Fig. 2216 are
also true for quarter- and half-wave matching
sections of the type shown in Fig. 2210.
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LONG WIRE ANTENNAS
Directional Characteristics — Multiband Operation—"V" and
Rhombic Antennas

ANANTENNA

will be resonant if an
integral number of standing waves of current
and voltage can exist along its length. In
other words, the antenna will radiate well so
long as its length is some integral multiple of a
half-wavelength. When the antenna is more
than a half-wave long, it is usually called a
long-wire antenna, or a harmonic antenna.
Fig. 2301 shows the current and voltage
distribution along a wire operating at its
fundamental frequency (where its length is
(1 1

A
FUNDAMENTAL ( HALF- WAVE)

the fourth harmonic, as in D. The number of
the harmonic is the number of half-waves contained in the antenna at the particular operating frequency.
It is evident that one antenna may be used
for harmonically related frequencies, such as
the various amateur bands. The long-wire or
harmonic antenna is the basis of multi-band
operation with one antenna.
As the wire is made longer, in terms of the
number of half wavelengths, the antenna
characteristics change; this is particularly true
of the directional effects. Instead of the
"doughnut" pattern of the half-wave antenna,
the directional characteristic splits up into
"lobes" which make various angles with the
wire. In general, as the length of the wire is
increased the direction of maximum radiation
tends to approach the line of the antenna itself.
9

(80

8

2wo HARMONIC ( FULL- WAVE)

A

140

',I20
3R0 HARMONIC ( 3/2 -WAVE)

voo

so

t'

4 cy
44

80

D
60

3

Ana HARMONIC ( 2- WAVE)

Fig. 2301— Current and voltage distribution along
an antenna operated at various harmonics of its fundamental resonant frequency.

equal to a half wavelength) and at its second,
third and fourth harmonics. For example, if
the fundamental frequency of the antenna is
7Mc., the current and voltage distribution will
be as shown at A. The same antenna excited at
14 Mc. would have current and voltage distribution as shown at B. At 21 Mc., the third
harmonic of 7 Mc., the current and voltage
distribution would be as in C; and at 28 Mc.,
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Fig. 2302— The important curves for harmonicallyoperated horizontal antennas. Curve A shows the variation in radiation resistance with antenna length. Curve
B shows the power in the lobes of maximum radiation
for long-wire antennas as a ratio to the maximum of a
half-wave antenna.
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direction than does a half- wave antenna in its
most favorable direction. This power gain is
secured at the expense of radiation in other
directions. Fig. 2302 shows how the radiation
resistance and power in the lobe of maximum
radiation vary with the antenna length.
Directional characteristics for antennas one
wavelength, three half- wavelengths, and two
wavelengths long are given in Figs. 2303, 2304,
and 2305, for the three vertical angles of radiation considered in Chapter 21. Note that as the
wire length increases the radiation along the
line of the antenna becomes more pronounced.
Still longer antennas can be considered to be
practically " end-on" radiators, even at the
lower radiation angles.

Fig. 2303 — Horizontal patterns of radiation from a
full-wave antenna. Solid line, vertical angle 15 degree,.:
dotted lines, deviation from 15-degree pattern at 9 and
30 degrees.
All three patterns are drawn to the same relative scale;
actual amplitudes will depend upon the height of the
antenna.

When the same antenna is used for work in
several bands, it must be realized that the
directional characteristic will depend on the
band in use.
The radiation resistance as measured at a
current loop becomes larger as the antenna
length is increased. Also, a long-wire antenna
radiates more power in its most favorable

Fig. 2305 — Horizontal patterns of radiation from
an antenna two wavelengths long. Solid line, vertical
angle 15 degrees; dotted lines, deviation from 15-degree
pattern at 9 and 30 degrees. The minor lobee coincide
for all three angles. See Fig. 2303 for further discussion.

The length of a long-wire antenna is not
an exact multiple of that of a half- wave antenna because the end effects operate only on
the end sections of the antenna; in other parts
of the wire these effects are absent and the
wire length is approximately that of an equivalent portion of the wave in space. The formula
for the length of along-wire antenna therefore
is:
492 ( N-0.05)
Length (feet) —
( 1)
Freq. ( Me.)
Fig. 2304 — Horizontal patterns of radiation from an
antenna three half-wavelengths long. Solid line, vertical
angle 15 degrees; dotted lines, deviation from 15-degree
pattern at 9 and 30 degrees. The minor lobes coincide
for all three angles. See Fig. 2303 for further discussion.
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where N is the number of half- waves on the
antenna. From this it is apparent that an
antenna cut as a half- wave for a given frequency will be slightly off resonance at exactly
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twice that frequency (on the second harmonic)
because of the different behavior of end effects
when there is more than one standing wave on
the antenna. For instance, if the antenna is
cut to exact fundamental resonance with a
given crystal frequency, on the second harmonic (full- wave) it should be 2.6% longer,
and On the fourth harmonic ( two-wave), 4%
•"-

(A)

• MULTI-BAND OPERATION

As suggested in the preceding section, the
same antenna may be used for several bands by
operating it on harmonics ( as a long wire)
where necessary. When this is done, it is necessary to use resonant feeders, since the impedance matching for non-resonant feeder
operation can be accomplished only at one frequency unless means are provided for changing
the length of a matching section and shifting
the point at which the feeder is attached to it.
Obviously a matching section which is a quarter-wavelength long on one frequency will be a
half- wavelength long on twice that frequency,
and so on, and it is equally obvious that chang-

TABLE I

(c)

MULTI- BAND RESONANT- LINE FED ANTENNAS

Fig. 2306 — Current distribution and feed points for
long-wire antennas. A 3/2-wave antenna is used as an
illustration. With two-wire feed, the line may be connected at the end of the antenna or at any current loop
(not at a current node). The feeders may he of the
resonant type, or a600-ohm line may be used through a
quarter-wave matching section. The "Q" type of matching section also may be used.

Antenna
Length ( ft.)

Fee er
Feed
Length
(JO

With end feed:
243

120

Band

Type of
Tuning

1.75-Mc. 'phone series
4-Mc. 'phone parallel
14 Mc.
parallel
28 Mc.
parallel

longer. The effect is not very important except
for a slight unbalance in the feeder system,
which may result in some radiation from the
feeder (see Chapter 22).

136

67

3.5-Mc. c.w.
7 Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

series
parallel
parallel
parallel

134

67

3.5- Mc. c.w.
7Mc.

series
parallel

Feeding Long Wires

67

33

7Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

series
parallel
parallel

With center feed:
272

135

1.75 Mc.
3.5 Mc.
7Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

parallel
parallel
parallel
parallel
parallel

137

67

3.5 Mc.
7 Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

parallel
parallel
parallel
parallel

34

7Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

parallel
parallel
parallel

In a long-wire antenna the currents in ad-

jacent half-wave sections must be out of phase,
as shown in Fig. 2306. The feeder system must
not upset this phase relationship. This requirement is met by feeding the antenna at either
end or at any current loop. A two- wire feeder
cannot be inserted at acurrent node, however,
because this invariably brings the currents in
two adjacent half-wave sections in phase; if the
phase in one section could be reversed then the
currents in the feeders would be in phase and
the feeder radiation would not be cancelled out.
Either resonant or non-resonant feeders may
be used. With the latter, the systems employing a matching section are best. The non-resonant line may be tapped on the matching section as in Fig. 2210, Chapter 22, or a " Q"
type section ( Fig. 2212, Chapter 22) may be
employed. In such case, Fig. 2307 gives the
required surge impedance for the matching
section. It can also be calculated from Equation (4), Chapter 22, and the radiation resistance data in Fig. 2302.
Methods of coupling the line to the transmitter are the same as described in Chapter 22
for the particular type of line used.
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67.5

The antenna lengths given represent compromisefor harmonic operation because of different end
effects on different bands. The 136-foot end-fed
antenna is slightly long for 3.5 Mc., but will work
well in the region (3500-3600 kc.) which quadruples
into the 14- Mc. band. Bands not shown are not
recommended for the particular antenna. The center-fed systems are less critical as to length; the
272-foot antenna may, for instance, be used for both
c.w. and 'phone on either 1.75 or 4Mc. without loss
of efficiency.
On harmonics, the end-fed and center-fed antennas will not have the same directional characteristics, as explained in the text.
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ing the length of the wires, even by switching,
is inconvenient.
Also, the current loops shift to a new position on the antenna when it is operated on
harmonics, further complicating the feed situation. It is for this reason that half-wave antennas center-fed by rubber-insulated lines are
practically useless for harmonic operation; on
all even harmonics there is avoltage maximum
at the feed point and the impedance mismatch
is so bad that there is a large standing-wave
ratio and consequently high losses in the
rubber dielectric.
Any of the antenna arrangements shown in
Fig. 2214, Chapter 22, may be used for multiband operation by making the antenna a half
wave long at the lowest frequency to be used.
The feeders should be aquarter wave, or some
multiple of a quarter wave, long at the same
frequency. Typical examples, with the type of
tuning to be used, are given in Table I. The
figures given represent a compromise to give
satisfactory operation on all the bands considered, taking into account the change in required length as the order of the harmonic
goes up.
A center-fed half-wave antenna will not
operate as along wire on harmonics because of
the phase reversal at the feeders previously
mentioned. On the second harmonic, the two
antenna sections are each ahalf wave long, and
since the currents are in phase the directional
characteristic is different from that of a f
nilwave antenna even though the overall length
is the same. On the fourth harmonic, each section is afull wave long and again because of the
direction of current flow the system will not
operate as a two-wave antenna. It should not
be assumed that these systems are not effective radiators — it is simply that the directional characteristic will not be that of alongwire having the same overall length. Rather it
will resemble the characteristic of one side of

e»

For operalion
.3 .
5,7, /4 and
28 eIC
xPeR

Tuned to sarile
'
frequency as &army»!

For operation
on 17.5 MC
3P.TR

Fig. 2308 — A simple antenna system for five amateur bands. The antenna is voltage fed on 3.5, 7, 14 and
28 Mc., working on the fundamental, second, fourth and
eighth harmonics, respectively. For 1.75 Mc. the system
is a quarter-wave grounded antenna, in which case
series tuning must be used. The antenna wire should be
kept well in the clear and should be as high as possible.
If the length of the antenna is approximately 260
feet, voltage feed can be used on all five bands.

the antenna, although this is not exact. The
center-fed antenna, when operated on harmonics, will radiate equally as well as the
end-fed.
Antennas with afew other types of feed systems may be operated on harmonics for the
higher-frequency bands, although their performance is somewhat impaired. The singlewire fed antenna ( Chapter 22) may be used in
this way; the feeder and antenna will not be
matched exactly on harmonics with the result
that standing waves will appear on the feeder,
but the system as a whole will radiate. The
same is true of the delta-matched antenna. The
"Q" antenna also can be operated on harmonics, but the line cannot operate non-

D

'
QM
Ca
P260

Fig. 2307 — Required surge impedance of
quarter-wave matching sections for radiators
of various lengths. Curve A is for a transmission line impedance of 440 ohms, Curve B for
470 ohms, Curve C for 580 ohms and Curve D
for 600 ohms.
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(A)
—E>

II

Fig. 2309 — Current distribution on
antennas too short for the fundamental
frequency. These systems may be used
when space for afull half-wave antenna
is not available. The current distribution
on the second harmonic also is shown to
the right of each figure. In A and C, the
total length around the system is ahalf.
wavelength at the fundamental frequency.

(B)

X

710 R.Jj

(C)

x
TuiioT

resonant except at the fundamental frequency
of the antenna. For harmonic operation the
line must be tuned and, therefore, the feeder
length is important. The tuning system will
depend upon the number of quarter waves on
the line, including the " Q" bars. The concentric-line fed antenna may be used on harmonics if the concentric line is air-insulated.
Its operation on harmonics is similar to that of
the " Q." This antenna is not recommended for
multiband operation with a rubber-insulated
line, however.
A simple antenna system, without feeders,
for operation in five bands is shown in Fig.
2308. On all bands from 3.5 Mc. upward it
operates as an end-fed antenna — half-wave
on 3.5 Mc., long wire on the other bands. On
1.75 Mc. it is only aquarter-wave in length and
must be worked against ground, which in effect
replaces the missing half of the antenna. Since
on this band it is fed at a high-current point,
series tuning must be used.
• ANTENNAS FOR RESTRICTED SPACE
If the space available for the antenna is not
large enough to accommodate the length necessary for ahalf-wave at the lowest frequency to
be used, quite satisfactory operation can be
secured by using ashorter antenna and making
up the missing length in the feeder system.
The antenna itself may be as short as a quarter wavelength and still radiate fairly well,
although of course it will not be as effective as one a half-wave long. Nevertheless such a system is useful where
operation on the desired band otherwise would
be impossible.
Resonant feeders are a practical necessity
with such an antenna system, and acenter-fed
antenna will give best all-around performance.
With end feed the feeder currents become badly
unbalanced and, since lengths midway between those requiring series or parallel tuning
ordinarily must be used to bring the entire
system to resonance, coupling to the transmitter often becomes difficult.
With center feed, practically any convenient
length of antenna can be used if the feeder
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TA BLE H
ANTENNA AND FEEDER LENGTHS FOR SHORT
MULTI-BAND ANTENNAS, CENTER-FED
A ntenna
Length ( ft).

Feeder
Length
(A)

137

68

1.75 Mc.
3.5 Mc.
7 M c.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

series
parallel
parallel
parallel
parallel

100

38

3.5 Mc.
7 Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mr.

parallel
series
series
series or
parallel

67.5

34

3.5 Mc.
7 Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

series
parallel
parallel
parallel

50

43

7Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Me.

parallel
parallel
parallel

33

51

7Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

parallel
parallel
parallel

33

31

7 Mc.
14 Mc.
28 Mc.

parallel
series
parallel

Band

Type of
Tuning

Tuning
Appaentus
Fig. 2310 — Practical arrangement of a shortened
antenna. The total length A -4- B+ B + A, should be a
half-wavelength for the lowest-frequency band, usually
3.5 Mc. See Table II for lengths and tuning data.
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length is adjusted to accommodate at least
one half-wave around the whole system.
Typical cases are shown in Fig. 2309, one for
an antenna having a length of one-quarter
wave (
A) and the other for an antenna somewhat longer (C) but still not a half- wave long.
Current distribution is shown for both fundamental and second harmonic. From the points
marked X resonant feeders any appropriate
number of quarter waves in length may be
extended to the operating room. The sum of
the distances on each wire from X to the antenna end must equal a half-wave. It is sufficiently accurate to use Equation ( 1) Chapter
21, in calculating this length. Note that X-X
is a high-current point on these shortened
antennas, corresponding to the center of a
half-wave antenna. It is also apparent that the
antenna at A is a half-wave antenna on the
next higher-frequency band (
B).
The practical antenna can be made as in
Fig. 2310. Table II gives a few recommended
lengths. Remembering the preceding discussion, however, the antenna can be made any
convenient length provided the feeder is considered to " begin" at X- X, and the line length
adjusted accordingly.
Bent Antennas

Since the field strength at a distance is
proportional to the current in the antenna, the
high-current part of a half- wave antenna (the

Fig. 2311 — Folded arrangement for shortened antennas. The total length is a half-wave, not including
the feeders. '1'he horizontal part is made as long as
convenient and the ends dropped down to make tip the
required length. The ends may be bent hack on themselves in feeder fashion to cancel radiation partially.
The horizontal section should be at least aquarter-wave
long.

center quarter- wave, approximately) does
most of the radiating. Advantage can be taken
of this fact when the space available does not
permit erecting an antenna a half- wave long.
To accomplish it, the ends may be bent, either
horizontally or vertically, so that the total
length equals a half wave, even though the
straightaway horizontal length may be as
short as aquarter wave. The operation is illustrated in Fig. 2311. Such an antenna will be a
somewhat better radiator than the arrangement of Fig. 2309-A on the lowest frequency,
but is not as desirable for multi- band operation
because the ends play an increasing part as the
frequency is raised. The performance of the
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system in such a case is difficult to predict,
especially if the ends are vertical (the most
convenient arrangement) because of the combination of horizontal and vertical polarization
as well as dissimilar directional characteristics.
• LONG-WIRE DIRECTIVE ANTENNAS
Inspection of Fig. 2302 shows that as a wire
is made long there is a considerable increase
in the effective power radiated in the optimum
direction as compared to a half-wave antenna
in its most favorable direction. This comes
about because of the higher directivity of the
long wire, and is just as advantageous in
increasing the signal strength at adistant point
as an actual increase in transmitter power
would be, provided the receiving station is
located in line with the maximum lobe of radiation from the antenna.
A single long wire makes a fair directive
antenna, provided its length is 4 wavelengths
or more, and shows increasing power gain and
directivity as the length is increased. It is,
furthermore, possible to combine two or more
long wires into even more effective directive
systems. The " V" and rhombic antennas are
outstanding examples of this procedure.
The " V" Antenna

It has been emphasized in connection with
long-wire antennas that as the antenna length
is increased the lobe of maximum radiation
makes a more acute angle with the wire. Two
such wires may be combined in the form of a
horizontal " V" so that the main lobes from
each wire will reinforce along a line bisecting
the angle between the wires. This increases
both gain and directivity, since the lobes in
directions other than along the bisector cancel
to a greater or lesser extent. The horizontal
"V" antenna therefore transmits best in
either direction ( is bi-directional) along the
line bisecting the " V" made by the two wires.
The power gain depends upon the length of
the wires. Provided the necessary space is
available, the " V" is a simple antenna to
build and operate, and can be used readily
on harmonics so that it is suitable for multiband work. The " V" antenna is shown in
Fig. 2312.

Ware Direction

AB- CD
Fig. 2312 — The "V" antenna. The " V" is made by
combining two long wires in such a way that each reinforces the other's radiation. The important quantities
are the length of each leg and the angle between lee.
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Fig. 2312. Alternatively, a quarter- wave
matching section may be employed and
the antenna fed through a non-resonant
line. If the antenna wires are made multiples of ahalf- was ein length ( use Equation
(1) for computing the length) the matching section will be closed at the free end.
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DESIGN CHART
FOR HORIZONTAL V
(kr maximum oulpul)

as
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The Rhombic Antenna

75

The horizontal rhombic or " diamond"
70
antenna is shown in Fig. 2314. Like the
65
"V," it requires a good deal of space for
erection, but it is capable of giving excel60
lent gain and directivity. It can also be
55
used for multi- band operation. In the ter50
minated form shown in Fig. 2314 it oper45
ates, like a non- resonant transmissionline,
without standing waves, and is unidirec40
tional. It may also be used without the
35
1(3.1 2(ar) 3231 4(ze) scum 600 7(.5) 8041 terminating resistor, in which case there
LENGTH (L)- w.dva. camsros ,
*lees »paneablesii rqvesentoffewdona Nam ANN A.,,taisei(ea• Ale Atehmek.fa are standing waves on the wires and the
antenna is bi-directional.
Fig. 2313 — Design chart for horizontal '1, antenna,
The important quantities influencing the
Enclosed angle between wires versus length of sides.
design of the rhombic antenna are shown in
Fig. 2313 shows the dimensions that
Fig. 2314. While several design methods may
should be followed for an optimum design to
be used, the one most applicable to the condiobtain maximum power gain for differenttions existing in amateur work is the so-called
sized " V" antennas. The longer-type systems
"compromise" method. The charts of Figs.
give good performance on multi- band opera2315 and 2316 give design information when
tion. Angle a is approximately equal to twice
two of the quantities are assumed. The examthe angle of maximum radiation for a single
ples given illustrate the practical use of the
wire equal in length to one side of the " V."
charts.
The " V" can be made unidirectional
For multi- band work, it is satisfactory to
through eliminating the rear pattern by the
design the rhombic antenna on the basis of
use of another " V" one-quarter wave to the
14- Mc. operation, which will permit work on
rear to act as areflector. This is quite cumberthe 7- and 28- Mc. bands as well.
some for amateur practice and restricts correct
Fig. 2315 is based on an original given premoperation to a single frequency band. The
ise of length and height from which is deter"V" usually is operated as a bi-directional
mined the proper angle of tilt and correspondantenna.
ing wave angle for maximum output. This
The wave angle referred to in Fig. 2313 is the
chart is based upon an effective height of M
vertical angle of maximum radiation. Tilting
wavelength, which represents a practical value
the whole horizontal plane of the
"V" will tend to increase the lowangle radiation off the low end and
decrease it off the high end.
The gain increases with the length ¿'ne
knnigi.
,79
e1
of the wires, but is not exactly twice
DIRECT/WY
RECEIVING
the gain for a single long wire as
TOP VIEW
given in Fig. 2302. In the longer
lengths, the gain will be somewhat
increased because of mutual cou,
t
iao
pling between the wires. A " V" eight
wavelengths on a leg, for instance,
will have a gain of about 12 db over
a half- wave antenna, whereas twice
the gain of a single 8- wavelength
wire would be approximately 9 db.
The two wires of the " V" must be
fed out of phase for correct operation. A resonant line may simply be
attached to the ends as shown in

A

peel)
t
14

%14...4. fre

L

SIDE ELEVATION '.

0 = ANGLE OF TILT (DEGREES)
4= WAVE ANGLE (DEGREES)
Fig. 2314—

ten ll i
ll ated.
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L. LENGTH OF ONE SIDE O
VAVELEI16770
H. HEIGHT (WAVELENGTHS)

The horizontal rhombic — or diamond antenna,
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Fig. 2315 — Design chart for rhombic antennas with fixed height (one-half
wavelength). The following example illustrates the use of the Chart:
Given: Height = M wavelength.
Available length of one leg = 3.5 wavelengths.
To Find:
Angle of Tilt (4).
Wave Angle (a).
Method:
Place straight edge on curve " L" at 3.5 wavelengths (point y) and draw line
XYZ. Read angle
from intersection at point X (right band ordinate)
and angle à at point Z (intersection of abscissa).
Result:
11 = M wavelength 1.
L = 3.5 wavelengths 1giver'
1.5
Tilt angle 4,=COMPROMISE
69 degrees
from
14
DESIGN
Wave angle à =
curves.
13
(6/ven tonel
either0or4
21 degrees
to tiad otherenentions)

....
82
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u
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eke
Fig. 2316— Compromise
method design chart for various
leg lengths and wave angles. The
following examples illustrate the
lise of the Chart:
(1) Given: Length ( L) = 2wavelengths.
Desired wave angle
(à) = 20°.
To Find: H, e.

1
.8

L = 4 Probe

enyths

sei
t

1

a

64

l

4

co '

1
1

.3

10

12

L 1

14

16

58

1

L.2 Weerveknqtle

Method:
Draw vertical line through point "a" (L = 2wavelengths) and point " b" on abscissa (à = 20°.)
Read angle of tilt ( 4) for point "a" and height
(II) from intersection of line ab at point "c"
on curve H.
Result:
4 = 60.5°.
II = 0.73 wavelength.
(2) Given:
Length (L) = 3wavelengths.
Angle of tilt (4) = 78°.
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1

c

L= 3 WaYekegehe

.2

ss

l
If

b

18
20
22
24
WAVE ANGLE (4)- DEGREES

80

26

28

30

To Find: H, à.
Method:
Draw vertical line from point "d" on curve
L = 3wavelengths at 4, = 78°. Read intersection of this line on curve H (point "e") and
intersection at point " f" on the abscissa for
A.

Result:
H e= 0.56 wavelength.
à = 26.6°.
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for most amateurs. For any different height
other than the one shown the curve may be
plotted from the expression:
H

X

tan (
2TH sin A)

2n- sin A

X
/sin A
tan (
art sin 2 A)
X
The solution of this equation for 1in terms of
wavelength (X) may be obtained by the trial
and error method.
Fig. 2316 is based upon apremise of agiven
length and wave angle to determine the remaining optimum dimensions for best operation. Curves for values of length of 2, 3 and 4
wavelengths are shown, and additional curves
for any length may be similarly plotted from
the relationship:
sin ql =

/ — 0.371 X
Icos A

With all other dimensions correct, an increase
in length causes an increase in power gain and
a slight reduction in wave angle. An increase
in height also causes areduction in wave angle
and an increase in power gain but not to the
same extent as a proportionate increase in
length.
A value of 800 ohms is correct for the terminating resistor for any properly constructed
rhombic, and the system behaves as a pure resistive load under this condition. This termi-
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nating resistor must be capable of safely
dissipating one-half the power output (to
eliminate the rear pattern) and should be absolutely non-inductive. Such aresistor may be
made up from a carbon or graphite rod or
from a long 800-ohm transmission line using
resistance wire. If the carbon rod or a similar
form of lumped resistance is used the device
should be suitably protected from weather
effects, i.e., covered with good asphaltic compound and sealed in a small light-weight box
or fibre tube. Suitable resistors also are available commercially.
For feeding the antenna, the antenna impedance will be matched by an 800-ohm line,
which may be constructed from No. 16 A. W.G.
wire spaced 20 inches or from No. 18 A.W.G.
wire spaced 16 inches. The 800-ohm line is
somewhat ungainly to install, however, and
may be replaced by an ordinary 600-ohm line
with only a negligible mismatch.
Alternatively, a matching section may be
installed between the antenna terminals and
alow-impedance line. However, when such an
arrangement is used it will be necessary to
change the network constants for each different band of operation.
The same design details apply to the unterminated rhombic as to the terminated type.
Resonant feeders are preferable for the unterminated rhombic. A non-resonant line may
be used by incorporating a matching section
at the antenna, but is not readily adaptable
to multi-band work.
Rhombic antennas will give apower gain of
10 db or more when constructed according to
the charts given. In general, the larger the
antenna the greater the power gain.
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MULTI-ELEMENT DIRECTIVE SYSTEMS
Broadside and End- Fire Arrays— Parasitic Arrays— Design
and Adjustment

F

OR long-distance transmission it is
ods of arranging the elements. If they are
often advantageous to arrange the antenna so
strung end to end so that all lie on the same
that the radiation is concentrated in adesired
straight line, the elements are said to be collidirection. With asimple antenna, the same innear. If they are parallel and all lying in the
crease in field strength would require much
same plane, the elements are said to be broadmore power, so that it is customary to measure
side when the phase of the current is the same
the effectiveness of a directive antenna in
in all, and end-fire when the currents are not
terms of the power increase that would be
in phase. A combination of elements is called an
needed to give the same field strength, using a array. Elements which receive power from the
half- wave antenna as the standard of comparitransmitter through the transmission line are
son. The same polarization is assumed. The
called driven elements, while those which are
power gain so obtained may range from
excited solely by coupling because of the proxslightly over 1for simple systems to as much as
imity of a driven element are said to be par30 or 40 for the most elaborate ones.
asitic elements. Both driven and parasitic eleThe increased signal strength in the desired
ments may be combined in multi-element arrays.
direction is obtained at the expense of radiaThe power gain of a directive system detion in other directions. At the higher frepends upon the sharpness of the solid directive
quencies, energy may be taken from the higher
pattern, and increases as the number of elevertical angles and used to reinforce the existments is made larger. The proportionality
ing low-angle radiation without affecting
between gain and number of elements is not
greatly the horizontal directivity. In general,
simple, however, but depends upon the effect
however, an increase in output in one horiof the spacing and phasing upon the radiation
zontal direction is accompanied by a decrease
resistance of the elements as well as upon their
in some other horizontal direction, so that the
number.
user of a directive antenna must be prepared to accept an area of restricted effectiveness. This is particularly true as the
antenna gain is made higher.
The " V" and rhombic antennas described in the preceding chapter will,
when made large, give greater gain and
r74/
'vz
directivity than the multi-element types
described in this chapter, using areason4
4
(3)
able number of half- wave elements.
1
Furthermore, their operation is not restricted to one band, as is the case with
Fig. 2401 — Collinear half-wave antennas in phase. The system at A is generally known as " two-half-waves in phase." B
most multi-element types. However,
is an extension of the system; in theory it may be carried on
when space is restricted, the multi- indefinitely, but practical considerations usually limit the numelement antennas will give more " gain ber of elements to four. Gain figures are tabulated in Table 1.
Resonant feeders may be connected to the ends of any of
per ground area" than small " V" and
the quarter-wave phasing sections indicated (the shorting bar of
rhombic antennas.
course must be removed from the one used). Alternatively a
A multi-element antenna consists of a two-wire line may be matched to one of the stubs, using it as a
number of half-wave antennas (each matching transformer (Chapter 22). Any antenna element also
called an " element") so arranged in may be center-fed through any of the ordinary methods which
permit matching, in the case of anon-resonant line, or through a
space with respect to each other, and resonant line. Twisted pair and concentric feeders are not
with the r.f. currents in the elements recommended for this purpose because the antenna impedance
so phased, that the individual radiations is not the same as when a half-wave antenna is used singly.
Generally speaking, it is preferable to feed a multi-element
from them add in certain directions and antenna
near the center of the system in order to make the
oppose in others. There are several meth- power distribution to the elements as uniform as possible.
2
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MULTI-ELEMENT DIRECTIVE SYSTEMS
A directive antenna is equally as effective for
receiving as for transmitting. Such an antenna
should always be used for both purposes if its
full benefits are to be realized.

TA BLE II
THEORETICAL GAIN OF Two HALF-W AVE ANTENNAS
AT DIFFERENT SPACINGS

Collinear Arrays

Simple forms of collinear arrays, with the
current distribution, are shown in Fig. 2401.
The two-element array at A is popularly known
as " two half-waves in phase." It will be recognized as simply a center-fed antenna operated
at its second harmonic. The way in which the
number of elements may be extended for increased directivity and gain is shown in Fig.
2401-B. Note that quarter- wave transmission
lines are used between each element; these give
the reversal in phase necessary to make the
currents in individual antenna elements all
flow in the same direction at the same instant.
Another way of looking at it is to consider that
the whole system is along wire with alternate
half-wave sections folded so that they do not
radiate. Any phase-reversing section may be
used as a quarter-wave matching section for
attaching a non-resonant feeder. A resonant
transmission line may be substituted for any of
the quarter-wave sections, of course. Also, the
antenna may be end-fed by any of the systems
previously described, or any element may be
center-fed. It is best to feed as near the center
of the array as possible so that the energy will
be distributed as uniformly as possible among
the elements.
The gain and directivity depend upon the
number of elements and their spacing, centerto-center. This is shown by Table I. Although
4-wave spacing gives greater gain, it is diffi3
cult to construct a suitable phase-reversing
system when the ends of the antenna elements
are widely separated. For this reason the halfwave spacing is generally used.
Collinear arrays may be mounted either
horizontally or vertically. Horizontal mounting gives horizontal directivity, with vertical
directivity the same as for a single element at
the same height. Vertical mounting gives the
same horizontal pattern as a single element,
but concentrates the radiation at low angles. It
TABLE I
THEORETICAL GAIN OF COLLINEAR HALF- W AVE
ANTENNAS

Spacing Between
Centers of Adjacent
Ilalf Waves

I, \\

.1% c•

Number of Half Waves
in Array vs. Gain in db
2

3

3

5

6

1.8
3.2

3.3
4.8

4.5
6.0

5.3
7.0

6.2
7.8
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180° Out of Phase
(End Fire
Separation in
Fractions of a
Wavelength

Gain
in db

In Phase
(Broadside)
Separation in
Fractions of a
Wavelength

4.3
4.1
3.8
3.0
2.2
1.7

Gain
in db

4.8
4.6
4.0
2.4
1.0
0.3

is seldom possible to use more than two elements vertically, however, even at 14 Mc.,
because of the height required.
Broadside Arrays

Parallel antenna elements with currents in
phase may be combined as shown in Fig. 2402
to form a broadside array, so named because
the direction of maximum radiation is broadside to the plane containing the antennas.
Again the gain and directivity depend upon the
number of elements and the spacing, the gain
for different spacings being shown in the righthand section of Table II. Half-wave spacing is
generally used, since it simplifies the feeding
problem when the array has more than two
elements.
Broadside arrays may be suspended either
horizontally or vertically. In the former case
the horizontal pattern is quite sharp while the
vertical pattern is that of one element alone. If
the array is suspended horizontally the horizon-

Feeder

Fig. 2402 — The broadside array using half-wave
elements. Arrows indicate direction of current flow. The
transposition in feeders is necessary to bring the antenna currents in phase. Any reasonable number of
elements may be used. The array is hi-directional
perpendicular to the plane of the antenna; i.e., perpendicularly through this page.
Resonant feeders or quarter-wave matching sections
may be bridged across the line at any antenna junction.
If the transmission line is connected to the phasing line
at a point midway between two antennas, the phasing
line in that section should not be transposed. Feed near
the center of the system is preferable in order to distribute the power as evenly as possible among the antennas.
See Table II for gain data.
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tal pattern is that of one element while the
vertical pattern is sharp, giving low-angle
radiation. The height required limits the number of elements which can be suspended horizontally, so that more than two seldom are used.
Broadside arrays may be fed either by resonant transmission lines or by the use of quarter-wave matching sections and non- resonant
lines. In Fig. 2402, note the " crossing over" of
the feeder, necessary to bring the elements in
proper phase relationship.
Combined Broadside and Collinear Arrays

Broadside and collinear arrays may be combined to give both horizontal and vertical di-

(B)

Fig. 2403 — Combination broadside and collinear
arrays. A, with vertical elements; B, with horizontal
elements. Both arrays give low-angle radiation. Two or
more sections may be used. See Fig. 2402 for remarks
on feeding and directivity. The transmission-line connection in B illustrates the use of a non-transposed
phasing line when the connection is midway between
antenna elements.
The gain in db will be equal, approximately, to the
sum of the gain for one set of broadside elements
(Table III) plus the gain of one set of collinear elements
(Table I). For example, in A each broadside set has
four elements ( gain 7 db) and each collinear set two
elements ( gain 1.8 db) giving a total gain of 8.8 db.
In B each broadside set has two elements (gain 4 db)
and each collinear set three elements ( gain 3.3 db)
making the total gain 7.3 db. The result is not strictly
accurate because of mutual coupling between elements,
but is good enough for practical purposes.

rectivity, as well as additional gain. The general plan of constructing such antennas is
shown in Fig. 2403. The lower angle of radiation resulting from " stacking" elements in the
vertical plane is desirable at the higher frequencies. In general, doubling the number of
elements in an array by stacking will raise the
gain 2 to 4 db, depending upon whether vertical or horizontal elements are used.
The arrays in Fig. 2403 are shown fed from
one end, but this is not especially desirable in
the case of large arrays. Better distribution of
energy between elements, and hence a better
all-around performance, will result when the
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feed
Fig. 2404 — This four-element combination broadside-collinear array is popularly known as the "lazy H"
antenna. A closed quarter-wave stub may be used at
the feed point to match into a600-ohm line, or resonant
feeders may be attached at the point shown. The gain
over ahalf-wave antenna is 5to 6db.

feeders are attached as nearly as possible to the
center of the array. Thus in the 8-element array
at A the feeders could be introduced at the
middle of the transmission line between the
second and third set of elements, in which case
the connecting line would not be transposed.
Or the antenna could be constructed with the
transpositions as shown and the feeder connected between the adjacent ends of either the
second or third pair of collinear elements.
A four element array of the general type
shown at B is frequently used, and is currently
known as the " Lazy H" antenna. It is shown,
with the feed point indicated, in Fig. 2404.
End Fire Arrays

Fig. 2405 shows a pair of parallel half-wave
elements with currents out of phase. This is
known as an end- fire array because it radiates
best along the line of the antennas, as shown.
The end-fire array may be used vertically or
horizontally, and is well adapted to amateur
work because it gives maximum gain with relatively close element spacing. Table II shows
how the gain varies with spacing. End-fire
elements may be combined with additional
collinear and broadside elements further to
increase the gain and directivity.
Either resonant or non-resonant lines may be
used with this type of array, the latter being
preferably matched to the antenna through a
quarter- wave resonant line.

TABLE

III

THEORETICAL GAIN VS. NUMBER OF BROADSIDE
ELEMENTS HALF-W AVE SPACING
No. of Elements

Gain

2
3
4
5
6

4 db
5.5 db
7db
8db
q dli
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Checking Phasing
Figs. 2403 and 2405 illustrate a point in
connection with feeding aphased antenna system which sometimes is confusing. Taking
Fig. 2405 as an example, when the transmission line is connected as at A there is no crossover in the line connecting the two antennas,
but when the transmission line is connected to
the center of the connecting line the crossover becomes necessary (
B). This is because
in B the two halves of the connecting line are

phasing section can be calculated from Equation ( 3), Chapter 22. If the array is fed at its
center it will not be necessary to make any
particular adjustments, although if desired the
whole system may be resonated by connecting
an r.f. ammeter in the shorting link on each
phasing section and moving the link back and
forth to find the maximum current position.
This refinement is hardly necessary in practice so long as all elements are the same length
and the system is symmetrical.
Practical Phased Systems

Several simple directive antenna systems
based on the principles described are in rather
wide use among amateurs. They are shown in
Fig. 2406. Tuned feeders are assumed in all
cases; however, a matching section readily
can be substituted if a non-resonant transmission line is preferred. Dimensions given are in
terms of wavelength; actual lengths readily
can be calculated from Equation ( 1) Chapter
21, for the antenna and Equation (3), Chapter
Fig. 2405 — End-fire arrays. They are shown with
half-wave spacing to illustrate feeder connections. In
22, for the resonant transmission line or matchpractice, closer spacings are desirable, as shown by
ing section. Remember that, in cases where the
Table H. Direction of maximum radiation is shown by
transmission line proper connects to the midthe large arrows. End-fire arrangements are shown in
point of a phasing line, only half the length of
Fig. 2406 at A, B, and C.
the latter is added to the line to find the
quarter-wave point.
simply branches of the same line. In other
At A and B are two-element end-fire arrangewords, even though the connecting line in B
is a half-wave in length, it is not actually a ments using close spacing. They are electrically
equivalent; the only difference is in the method
half-wave line but two quarter-wave lines in
parallel. The same thing is true of the un- of connecting the feeders. B may also be used
as a four-element array on the second hartransposed line of Fig. 2403-B. Note that under
monic, although the spacing is not optimum
these conditions the antenna elements are in
in that case; however, it is a useful two-band
phase when the line is not transposed, and
directive antenna. A close-spaced four-element
out of phase when the transposition is made.
array is shown at C. It will give about 2 db
The opposite is the case when the half-wave
more gain than the two-element array. The
line simply joins two antenna elements, and
antenna at D is designed to take advantage of
does not have the feed line connected to its
the greater gain possible with collinear antencenter.
nas having greater than half-wave center-tocenter spacing, but without introducing feed
Adiustment of Driven Arrays
complications. The elements are made longer
With arrays of the types just described,
than ahalf wave to bring this about. The gain
using half-wave spacing between elements, it
is 3db over asingle half-wave antenna, and the
will usually suffice to make the length of each
broadside directivity is quite sharp.
element that given by the equation for a halfThe antennas of A and B may be mounted
wave antenna in Chapter 21, while the halfeither horizontally or vertically; horizontal
wave phasing lines between parallel elements
suspension (with the two elements in a plane
can be calculated from the formula
parallel to the ground) is recommended, since
this tends to give low-angle radiation without
Length of half492 X 0.975
480
an unduly sharp horizontal pattern. Thus these
wave line (feet) — Freq. ( Mc.)
Freq. ( Mc.)
systems are useful for coverage over a wide
horizontal angle. The system at C also should
The spacing between elements can be made
be mounted horizontally. It will have asharper
equal to the length of the phasing line. No
horizontal pattern than the two-element
special adjustments are needed provided the
arrays.
formulas are followed carefully.
Parasitic Antennas
With collinear arrays of the type shown in
Fig. 2401—B, the same formula may be used
for the element length, while the quarter-wave
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All the preceding systems are bi-directional;
that is, they will radiate both to the " front"
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and the " back" of the antenna system. If
radiation is wanted in only one direction (for
instance, north only, instead of north-south)
it is necessary to use different element arrangements. In most of these the additional elements
receive power by induction or radiation from
the antenna and reradiate it in the proper
phase relationship to achieve the desired effect. They are called parasitic elements, as
contrasted to driven elements which receive
power directly from the transmitter through
the transmission line.
The parasitic element is called a director
when it reinforces radiation on a line pointing

(A)

113

e14

o.64et

(D)

to it Ire in the antenna, and is called areflector
when the reverse is the case. Whether the
parasitic element is a director or reflector depends upon the parasitic element tuning ( which
usually is adjusted by changing its length) and,
particularly when the element is self-resonant,
upon the spacing between it and the antenna.
The gain of an antenna- reflector or antennadirector combination varies chiefly with the
spacing between elements. The way in which
gain varies with spacing is shown in Fig. 2407,
for the special case of self-resonant parasitic
elements. This chart also shows how the attenuation to the " rear" varies with spacing. The
same spacing does not necessarily give both
maximum forward gain and maximum backward attenuation. Backward attenuation is
desirable when the antenna is used for receiving, since it greatly reduces interference coming from the opposite direction to the desired
signal.
Simple and practical combinations of antenna, reflector and director are shown in Fig.
2408. Spacings for maximum gain or maximum
front-to-back ratio ( ratio of power radiated in
the desired direction to power radiated in the
opposite direction) may be taken from Fig.
2407. In the chart, the front-to-back ratio in
db will be the sum of gain and attenuation at
the same spacing.
The antenna length is given by
Equation (2), Chapter 21, as
usual. The director and reflector
lengths must be determined experimentally for
'
A-4— I

it
Fig. 2406 — Simple directive sy- tema. A, two-element
end-fire array; B, same with center feed, which permits
use of the array on the second harmonic, where it becomes afour-element array with quarter-wave spacing.
C, four-element end-fire array with 34.wave spacing. D,
extended in-phase antennas ("extended double-Zepp").
The gain of A and B is slightly over 4db (Table II). On
the second harmonic, B will give about 5db gain. With
C, the gain is approximately 6db, and with D, approximately 3db.
In the first three, the phasing line contributes about
%th wavelength to the transmission line; when 13
is used on the second harmonic this contribution is 34
wavelength. Alternatively, the antenna ends may
be bent to meet the transmission line, in which case
each feeder is simply connected to one antenna. In
B and C the construction is the same as shown, but
each antenna element would be % th wavelength
shorter. In D, points Y-Y indicate a quarter-wave
point (high current) and X-X a half- wave point (high
voltage). The line may be extended in multiples of
quarter-waves, if resonant feeders are to be used.
Resonant feeders may be used with all types shown,
and are necessary if B is to be used on two bands.
Non-resonant feeders may be coupled to the antennas
through quarter-wave matching sections for single.
band operation.
A, B, and C may be suspended on wooden spreaders.
The plane containing the wires should be parallel to the
ground.
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maximum performance. The preferable method
is to aim the antenna at areceiver a mile or so
distant and have an observer check the signal
strength (on the " S" meter) while the reflector
or director is adjusted a few inches at a time,
until the length which gives maximum signal is
found. The attenuation may be similarly
checked, the length being adjusted for minimum signal. In general, the length of adirector
will be about 4% less than that of the antenna,
for best front-to-back ratio. The reflector will
be about 5% longer than the antenna.
Systems of this type are popular for rotary
beam antennas, in which the whole antenna
is rotated to permit its gain and directivity to
be utilized for any compass direction. They
may be mounted either horizontally (plane
containing the elements parallel to the earth)
or vertically.
Arrays using more than one parasitic element, such as those shown at C and D in Fig.
2408, will give more gain and directivity than
is indicated for the single reflector and director
by the curves of Fig. 2407. The gain with a
properly adjusted three-element array ( antenna, director and reflector) will be 5 to 7
db over a half-wave antenna, while somewhat
higher gain still can be secured by adding a

second director to make a four- element array.
The front-to-back ratio is correspondingly
improved as the number of elements is increased.
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Fig. 2409 — Recommended methods of feeding the
driven antenna element in close-spaced parasitic arrays.
The parasitic elements are not shown. A, quarter-wave
open stub; B, half-wave closed stub; C, concentric-line
quarter-wave matching section; D, delta matching
transformer.
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Fig. 2408 — Half- wave antennas with parasitic
elements. A, with reflector; B, with director; C, with
both director and reflector; D, two directors and one
reflector. Gain is approximately as shown by Fig. 2407
in the first two cases and depends upon the spacing and
length of the parasitic element. In the three- and four.
element arrays a reflector spacing of 0.15 wavelength
will give slightly more gain than 0.1-wavelength spacing.
Arrows show direction of maximum radiation. '1'he
array should be mounted horizontally ( these are top
views).
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600- Ohm
line

The elements in close-spaced arrays preferably should be made of tubing of half- to oneinch diameter both to reduce the ohmic
resistance and to secure mechanical rigidity.
If the elements are free to move with respect
to each other the array will show detuning
effects in breezy weather.
Feeding Close Spaced Parasitic Arrays

While any of the usual methods of feed may
be applied to the driven element ( usually called
the " antenna") of a parasitic array, the fact
that with close spacing the radiation resistance
as measured at the center of the driven element drops to a very low value makes some
systems more desirable than others. The preferred methods are shown in Fig. 2409. Reson-
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ant feeders are not recommended for lengths
greater than a half wavelength.
The quarter- or half-wave matching stubs
shown at A and B in Fig. 2409 preferably
should be constructed of tubing with rather
close spacing, in the manner of the ordinary
"Q " section. This lowers the impedance of the
matching section and makes the position of the
line taps somewhat less difficult to determine
accurately. This line adjustment should be
made only with the parasitic elements in
place, and after the correct element lengths
have been determined should be checked to
compensate for changes likely to occur because
of element tuning. The procedure is the same
as that described in Chapter 22.
The concentric-line matching section at C
will work with fair accuracy into aclose-spaced
parasitic array of 2, 3 or 4 elements without
necessity for adjustment. The line is used as
an impedance inverting transformer, and if its
characteristic impedance is 70 ohms will give
an. exact match to a 600-ohm line when the
resistance at the termination is about 8.5 ohms.
Over a range of 5 to 15 ohms the mismatch,
and therefore the standing-wave ratio, will be
less than 2 to 1. The length of the quarterwave section should be calculated from Equation (3), Chapter 22.
The delta matching transformer shown at D
is an excellent arrangement for parasitic arrays, and probably is easier to install, mechanically, than any of the others. The positions of
the taps (dimension a) must be determined
experimentally, along with the length b, by
checking the standing-wave ratio on the line
as adjustments are made. Dimension bshould
be about 15% longer than a.
Combination Arrays
It is possible to combine parasitic elements
with driven elements to form arrays composed
of collinear driven and parasitic elements and
combination broadside-collinear-parasitic elements. Thus two or more collinear elements
might be provided with acollinear reflector or
director set, one parasitic element to each
driven element. Or both directors and reflectors
might be used. A broadside-collinear array
could be treated in the same fashion.
When combination arrays are built up, a
rough approximation of the gain to be expected may be obtained by adding the gains

for each type of combination. Thus the gain of
two broadside sets of four collinear arrays with
aset of reflectors, one behind each element, at
quarter-wave spacing for the parasitic elements, would be estimated as follows: From
Table I, the gain of four collinear elements is
4.5 db with half-wave spacing; from Table II,
the gain of two broadside elements at halfwave spacing is 4.0 db; from Fig. 2407 the
gain of a parasitic reflector at quarter-wave
spacing is 4.5 db; the total gain is then the
sum, or 13 db for the sixteen elements. Note
that using two sets of elements in broadside is
equivalent to using two elements, so far as
gain is concerned, similarly with sets of reflectors as against one antenna and one reflector. The actual gain of the combination
array will depend, in practice, upon the way in
which the power is distributed between the
various elements, and upon the effect of
mutual coupling between elements upon the
radiation resistance of the array.
A great many directive antenna combinations can be worked out by combining elements according to these principles.
Broadness of Resonance
Peak performance of a multi-element directive array depends upon proper phasing, which
in all but the simplest systems can be exact for
one frequency only. However, there is some
latitude, and most arrays will work well over a
relatively-narrow band such as 14 Mc. If frequencies in all parts of the band are to be used,
the antenna system should be designed for the
mid-frequency; on the other hand, if only one
frequency in the band will be used the greater
portion of the time the antenna might be designed for that frequency and some degree of
misadjustment tolerated on the occasionallyused spare frequencies.
When reflectors or directors are used the tolerance is usually less than in the case of driven
elements, partly because the parasitic-element
lengths are fixed and the operation may change
appreciably as the frequency passes from one
side of resonance to the other, and partly because the close spacing ordinarily used results
in a sharp-tuning system. With parasitic elements operation should be confined to a small
region about the frequency for which the
antenna is adjusted, if peak performance is to
be secured.
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Masts— Rotating Mechanisms— Receiving Antennas—
Dummy Antennas

I
FTHE

antenna system is to operate
the methods used will vary so widely in indimost effectively the conductors must be of low
vidual instances. In most cases poles are desirresistance. On the other hand the insulators
able to lift the antenna clear of surrounding
must have high mechanical strength and low
buildings but in some locations the antenna
losses. For short antennas an entirely satisis in the clear when strung from one chimney to
factory conductor is No. 14 gauge hard-drawn
another or from a chimney to a tree. Small
enamelled copper wire. For long antennas and
trees are not usually satisfactory as points of
directive arrays No. 14 or No. 12 enamelled
suspension for the antenna on account of their
copper-clad steel wire should be used to premovements in windy weather. If the antenna is
vent any possible stretch. It is best to make
strung from apoint near the center of the trunk
feeders of ordinary No. 14 or No. 12 enamelled
of a large tree this difficulty is not as serious.
copper wire. It will be found difficult to make a If the antenna must be strung from one of the
neat-looking feeder with hard-drawn or coppersmaller branches, it is best to tie apulley firmly
clad steel wire unless it is under considerable
to the branch and run a rope through the
tension at all times. Every effort should be
pulley to the antenna, with the other end of
made to make the wires in one piece so that
the rope connected to acounterweight near the
the only joints are at the output terminals
ground. The counterweight will keep the tenof the transmitter. Where joints cannot be
sion of the antenna constant, even when the
avoided they should be carefully soldered.
branches sway and when the rope tightens and
If the feeder system is of the tuned type the
stretches under varying climatic conditions.
currents in it will be of the same order as or
larger than those in the antenna, and the same
care in avoiding joints is necessary. In the
open-wire untuned feeder system, however,
the currents are relatively low and this consideration is therefore not as important. In these
cases small wire can be used if necessary.
In building a resonant two-wire feeder as
much care should be taken with the quality
of insulation used in the spacers as is taken
with the antenna insulators proper. For this
reason one of the many good ceramic spacers
available should be used. Wooden dowels
Guy front and bock
Three
here- no s/de guys
boiled in paraffin can be used with untuned
necessary
Each
e
lines but their use is not recommended for
—Carr/aye bolts
tuned lines. The wooden dowels can be attached to the feeder wires by drilling small
holes in the dowels, then binding them to the
feeders with wire.
Drill re'hole thru
uprights and became,
It should be kept in mind that the ends of
I,, spikes
tuned feeders or the ends of the antenna are
points of maximum voltage. It is at these
points that the insulation is most important,
and Pyrex glass, isolantite or steatite insulators with long leakage paths are recommended
Glazed porcelain also is good. Insulators should
eiCarriage bolt
be cleaned once or twice a year, especially
;
spread
6'
if they are subjected to much smoke and soot.
oe.ro
It is hardly possible to give practical instrucFig. 2501— Details of a 40-foot mast suitable for
tions for the suspension of the antenna since
erection in locations where space is limited.

TOTAL HEIGHT
_40 FT. PLUS

ANT.
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• ANTENNA MASTS

A very simple and inexpensive mast is shown
in Fig. 2501. This design has been very popular
and is satisfactory for heights up to 35 or 40
feet. In addition to the 2" X 2" lumber, the
only materials required are 5 %" carriage bolts
5
long with washers, a few spikes, about
300 ft. No. 12 galvanized iron wire and several
small strain insulators. These should be used
about every 10 or 12 feet to break the guy wires
into sections. Clear, sound lumber should be
selected. The mast may be protected by two
or three coats of house paint or, preferably,
aluminum paint.
If the mast is to stand on the ground, a
couple of stakes should be driven to keep the
bottom from slipping. The mast may be
"walked up" by apair of helpers. If it is to go
on a roof, first stand it up against the side of
the building and then hoist it, from the roof,
keeping it vertical. The whole assembly is
light enough for two men to perform the complete operation — lifting the mast, carrying it
to its permanent berth and fastening the guys

Fig. 2502 — A 50-footer of husky construction. Only two guy wires at the top are
required.

Leave about M'out
ofyroutut
Guy

Drive at Most
e 9ny.nd
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METHOD OF DRIVING PIPE GUY
ANCHORS FOR DURABILITY

DETAIL OF BASE PIECE
SCALE
I"
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— with the mast vertical all the while. It is
therefore entirely practicable to put up this
kind of mast on a small flat area of roof that
would prohibit the erection of one that had to
be raised vertical in its final location.
A heavier mast for greater heights ( WI ALJ)
is shown in Fig. 2502. It can be made forty to
sixty feet high, requires only two back guys
forming atripod with the antenna and is cheap
to construct.
The material required is as follows:
1 — 6" X 6" 9feet long
2 — 4" x 4" 14 feet long
1 — 4" X 4" 20 feet long
2 pieces 20 feet long, 1" thick, 3" at bottom end, tapered to 2" at top
1 — Top piece 2" X 1" 6feet long
Lapping bolts:
4 — %" X 14"

3 3

___

x 7"

Reinforcement bolts to prevent splitting
at ends of sticks:
6 —
X 4%"
1 — W' X 7"
2 — %" X 3%"
3 — V
I"X 2
Each bolt requires two washers.
Large square washers may be used
on the lapping bolts and regular
round washers on the reinforcement
bolts. The bolts and washers should
preferably be galvanized.
The cost of all material for this
mast is about $ 12.
Constructional Hints
I. Saw sides of bottom piece
(6 X 6) to accommodate lapping of
the two 4 X 4's. See detail sketch.
NOTE. — Most so-called 4 X 4's
so'
are usually about 3%&" square.
2. Shed the tops of all pieces to
allow rain to run off.
3. Bore necessary bolt holes in
all pieces.
4. Install the reinforcement bolts
with washers in ends of all pieces
where necessary and tighten.
5. Lay all pieces on level ground
in mast formation and insert bolts.
Tighten all bolts except those for
lapping the first two parallel 4X 4's
with the second 4 X 4.
6. Cut and fit the intermediate
reinforcement pieces used in the
two parallel sections and nail
them permanently in place.
VERTICAL SCALE ge.
HORIZONTAL SCALE Vd= They should be about one
foot long.
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7. Get three or four soap boxes for horses
and paint mast if you desire. Light gray makes
a fine-looking mast.
8. Use at least
rope for raising any antenna and install a good pulley on the top
stick.
Guying of this type of mast is neither complicated nor costly. No. 14 or 12 steel wire will
suffice for an ordinary single wire antenna.
Small egg type strain insulators are best for
breakers due to lapping of guy wire holes.
They should be spaced about 12 feet.
As previously mentioned, only two back
guys are necessary, each of these spaced 120
degrees from the antenna.
There are numerous methods of anchoring
the guys but the most common are trees, fences
and pipes driven in the ground. The latter
method is shown. The guy anchors should be
installed at least 30 feet from the base of the
mast and driven at least four feet into the
ground.
Installation

Dig hole 5 feet deep for 6 X 6. This piece
may be set in cement or reinforced by filling
hole with rocks and tamping dirt around them.
Use level to make sure base piece is vertical.
Raise first two parallel 4 x 4's, and bolt in
place to base piece. Raise remaining 40-foot
section to vertical position beside the parallel
4 X 4's. It is not heavy and one man can easily
accomplish this. While abrother ham holds the
40-foot section in place, climb astepladder and
tie apiece of rugged rope or wire loosely around
the whole assembly about 2feet down from the
top of the parallel 4 X 4's. Hold this in place

with a staple driven into one of the parallel
4 X 4's. This will serve as asafety guide while
raising the 40-foot section vertically. Two
men take one guy each and walk in opposite
directions from base of pole to a distance of
about 40 feet. Get a good hold under the bottom of the 40- foot section and raise vertically.
Men on ends of guys should allow plenty of
freedom and yet not allow top to sway more
than 12 inches or so. When the bottom of this
section reaches your waist, start walking up
stepladder. If you are rugged, you can handle
mast with one hand and hang on to stepladder
with the other. However, if you are not rugged,
someone should help you during this operation.
When the 40-foot section reaches the proper
height, slide its base between the 4 X 4's and
insert the two bolts for this lap. Tighten nuts
and the mast is complete.
The mast shown in Fig. 2503 was put up by
W9LM at acost of no more than 88. Only four
persons were needed to put it up and no guy
wires were used. It has stood up for a number
of years through some strong winds.
A used telephone pole was purchased and
delivered for $5. A hole 6ft. deep was dug for
it. About 2 ft. from the top of the pole a
hole was bored. The lower section was raised by
hand until ladders could be placed under it
which served as gin poles. The top section
consisting of 2 X 4's was assembled on the
ground and a
hole bored about 5ft. from
the lower end of the top section. The lower
end of the top section was loosely bolted to the
top of the lower section and swung up into position, as shown in the sketch, and spiked in
place.
• ROTARY BEAM CONSTRUCTION
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While the power gain given by a
directive antenna unquestionably
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is desirable, it is only obtained
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Obviously the use of such rotary
antennas is limited to the higher
Ladder
frequencies if a structure of practicable size is to be used. For this
reason the majority of rotary beam
antennas are constructed for the
IL
j
28- Mc, band, although many are
Fig. 2503 — lh's type may be carried to a height of 50 feet or more. in use at 14 Mc. The antenna arNo guy mires are required.
rangements themselves do not
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differ from those used when the wires are fixed
in position; the problems involved in the construction of arotary beam antenna are almost
purely mechanical.
The antenna elements may be arranged
either vertically or horizontally as desired. At
the frequencies for which most rotary antennas
are built, horizontal polarization is usually
more desirable, particularly in reception. This
is because of the fact that the arriving waves
usually are horizontally polarized and because
electrical noises, bothersome at the high frequencies, are vertically polarized. With horizontal elements it is therefore possible to get a
better signal-to-noise ratio under average conditions. However, it must not be thought that
the vertically-polarized antenna suffers from a
lack of effectiveness — it is simply that where
circumstances permit a choice, horizontal
polarization is to be preferred. It is true, also,
that the mechanical construction of arotating
antenna with vertical elements often is simpler
than that of a horizontal antenna having the
same electrical arrangement.
The problems in rotary beam construction
are those of providing a suitable mechanical
support for the antenna elements, furnishing a
means of rotation, and in attaching the transmission line so that it does not interfere with
the rotation of the system. Quite simple and
inexpensive arrangements can be used, although they may not be as convenient in operation as the more elaborate structures which
some amateurs have built. An extremely simple
method is indicated in Fig. 2504. The particular antenna shown is an extended double Zepp
with a parasitic reflector, the elements being
assembled on wooden spreaders and suspended
vertically from any convenient point. The
system is simply moved by hand to the desired
position, the two-pound weights acting as
anchors to hold it in place. Of course the ropes
between the weights and lower spreader should
be long enough to allow the weights to lie on
the ground. The swivel at the top permits easy
rotation without binding or twisting. The
height required for this particular antenna,
which is designed for the 28- Mc. band, is approximately 50 feet. It could be hung from a
regular horizontal antenna of appropriate
height. A similar suspension could readily be
used for a half-wave antenna with director or
reflector, in which case the antenna assembly
would be only 25 feet or so long. ( Bib. 1)
Fig. 2505 shows another mechanical arrangement for vertical elements. The antenna,
which is a vertical section of metal tubing, is
fixed in position and is provided with adirector
and reflector which rotate about it. The advantage of this arrangement is that no provision need be made for special contacts between
the antenna and the feeder system, since the
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Fig. 2504 — A simple arrangement for a rotatable
directive antenna. It may be suspended from any suitable support, such as another antenna, having the requisite height. The antenna shown is a 28-Me, extended
double Zepp with reflector.

position of the antenna is fixed. A rope and
pulley arrangement provides rotation from the
operating room, so that when asignal is picked
up the antenna can be rotated rapidly to the
position which gives maximum response. It is
then also pointing in the proper direction for
transmission to the same station. The antenna
system shown can be varied in details, of
course; for instance, close spacing might be
used between the parasitic elements and the
antenna to give somewhat greater gain. (Bib. 2)
When elements are suspended horizontally
it is necessary to make asupporting structure,
usually of light but strong wood. In such case,
also, it is desirable, both to simplify the structure and to provide rigidity in the elements, to
make the elements of light-weight metal tubing. Dural tubes often are used, and thinwalled corrugated steel tubes with copper coat-
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ing also are available for this purpose. The elements usually are constructed of several sections of telescoping tubing, making length adjustments
quite easy.
An easily- constructed supporting frame for a
horizontal rotary beam is shown in Fig. 2506.
It may be made of 1by 2 lumber, preferably
oak for the center sections, with white pine or
cypress for the outer arms. The self-supporting
tubing antenna elements are intended to be
mounted on stand-off insulators on the arms
marked E. The square block at the center (A)
may be fastened to the pole by any convenient
means. The dimensions of such astructure will,
of course, depend upon the type of antenna
system used. It is particularly well suited to a
half-wave antenna with asingle director or reflector on 14 Mc., or a three-element beam on
28 Mc. (Bib. 3)
Various means of rotation and of making
contact to the transmission line have been
devised. One method is shown in Fig. 2507. In
this case the supporting pole is rotated by the
chain and sprocket arrangement shown, with
the base of the pole resting on abearing. FeedReflector

Tubing fits
•/1 brass
Î t niee

Radiator

Fig. 2506 — Easily-built supporting structure. Made
chiefly of 1 by 2's, the structure is strong yet lightweight. Antenna elements are supported on stand-off
insulators on the "E" arms. The length of the "D"
sections will depend upon the element spacing.

ers are brought down the pole from the antenna to a pair of wire rings, against which
sliding contacts press. (Bib. 4)
Parts from junked automobiles often pro-
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Fig. 2505 — A practical vertical-element rotatable array for 28 Mc. No special feeder-contact mechanism is
needed, since the driven antenna is fixed. The reflector and director, parasitically excited, rotate around it. Close.
spaced elements may be used if desired.
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vide gear trains and bearings for rotating the
antenna. Rear axles, in particular, can readily
be adapted to the purpose. Some amateurs use
motor-driven rotating mechanisms which, although complicating the construction, simplify
the remote-control of the antenna. More or less
elaborate indicating devices to show, in the
operating room, the direction in which the

antenna through 180 degrees rather than 360.
Feeder contact is not so difficult in such acase.
When the antenna is designed for 360-degree
rotation, it is preferable to have the feeders
arranged so that continuous rotation is possible, rather than to have a stop at some point
on the circle. This avoids the necessity for retracing almost the whole circle when it is desired to move the antenna the few degrees from
one side of the stop to the other.
Time spent in adjustment of the rotary
beam for maximum results, particularly in
obtaining the best front-to-back ratio, is well
repaid. The fact that the antenna is rotatable
facilitates this process, since any convenient
receiving location can be used for checking
field strength.
• THE RECEIVING ANTENNA

Fig. 2507 - One form of rotating mechanism. A
ele sprocket and chain turn the pole which supports
the beam antenna. Feeder connections from the antenna are brought to the metal rings, which slide
against spring contacts mounted on the large standoffs on the short pole.

antenna is pointed, often are used with motordriven beams.
Generally speaking, a rotary beam antenna
is useful for only one band, and if multi-band
operation is contemplated an additional antenna or antennas of conventional construction
must be installed. A few systems, however, are
adaptable to operation on two bands. The
arrangement of Fig. 2406-B, Chapter 24, for
instance, can be used for this purpose.
The full benefit of a rotating directive antenna is realized only when the system is unidirectional, since such an antenna offers the
maximum possibility of reducing interference
and noise in reception. An incidental advantage to other amateurs is the fact that a unidirectional antenna also reduces interference to
other stations not along the line of transmission. Bidirectional systems, while somewhat
less advantageous from this standpoint, are,
however, somewhat easier to build mechanically, because it is only necessary to rotate the
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Because of the high sensitivity of modern
receivers a large antenna is not necessary for
picking up signals at good strength. Often it
will be found that the receiving antenna in the
amateur station is an indoor wire only 15 or 20
feet long.
On the other hand, the use of a tuned antenna unquestionably improves the operation
of the receiver because the signal strength is
greater in proportion to the stray noises picked
up by the antenna than is the case with the
antenna of random length. Also, since the
transmitting antenna is usually given the more
choice location, it can be used to great advantage for receiving, especially on the DX
bands, and always when adirective antenna is
used. A change-over switch or relay connected
in the antenna leads can be used to transfer the
connection from the receiver to the transmitter
while the transmitter is on the air. For best
results, an antenna tuning unit, as shown in
Chapter 8, should be used at the receiver.
If aseparate receiving antenna is preferred,
a doublet antenna of the type shown in Fig.
2508 will give very good results. The length of
the lamp cord transmission line may be anything convenient. The antenna itself should be
a half- wave long for the frequency band most
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Fig. 2500 -- 1).,n1,1,1 rrcriv ing antenna.
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used; despite the fact that the antenna is
resonant for only one band, it will give good
results on others as well. A popular length is
65 feet or so, designed to resonate in the 7000kc. band.
The increasing popularity of short-wave
broadcast receiving antennas has led to the
development of many excellent commercial
types available in kit form at reasonable
prices. Designs such as the " Double- Doublet"
and the " V Doublet" perform effectively for
amateur work at 14 Mc. and lower frequencies.
• DUMMY ANTENNAS
In tuning the antenna system to the transmitter the antenna ammeter's chief function is
that of providing a means for comparing the
effects of different adjustments. The actual
power output must be measured by adopting
adifferent method. The simplest of these is that
involving the use of a non-radiating or
"dummy" antenna.
Such a dummy antenna should be part of
the equipment available in all good stations.
By its use, during periods of adjustment and
tuning of the transmitter, much unnecessary
interference with the communication of other
stations may be avoided.
The dummy antenna is a resistance of suitable value capable of dissipating in the form of
heat all the output power of the transmitter.
One of the most satisfactory types of resistors
for amateur work is the ordinary incandescent
electric lamp. Other non-inductive resistors of
sufficient power-dissipating capacity can be
used, however.
Three circuits for use with dummy antennas
are given in Fig. 2509. The first of these is for
use with a low-resistance dummy — say 25
ohms or less. The resistor is connected in series
with a tank circuit which tunes to the same
frequency as the transmitter, and which is
coupled inductively to it. If the value of the
resistance is known accurately — measurement is difficult, however, because of skin effect
at high frequencies — the power may be determined by measuring the radio-frequency cur-
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rent in the resistor and applying Ohm's Law
(W = / R). The resistor must be noninductive. Suitable resistors are available commercially.
2

(A)

%MTR

(B)

(c)
Fig. 2509 — Dummy antenna circuits.
Incandescent bulbs, which in the 115- volt
sizes have a resistance of 75 ohms or more at
operating temperature for ratings of 150 watts
or less, will work more satisfactorily in either
of the other two circuits. The lamp should be
equipped with a pair of leads, preferably soldered right to the terminals on the lamp base.
The number of turns across which the lamp
is connected should be varied, together with
the tuning and the coupling between the
dummy circuit and the transmitter, until the
greatest output is obtained for a given plate
input.
In using lamps as dummy antennas, a size
corresponding to the expected power output
should be selected so that the lamp will operate
near its normal brilliancy. Then when the adjustments have been completed an approximation of the power output can be obtained by
comparing the brightness of the lamp with the
brightness of one of similar power rating in a
115-volt socket.
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work, the ultra-highfrequency region is considered to include the
56-60- Mc. band and all higher frequency bands
available for amateur use. The 28-30- Mc.
band is not ordinarily considered to be a part
of the ultra-high-frequency region. However,
it is often desirable to group the 28- and 56- Mc.
bands because of the similarity of equipment
design considerations, and also because the
same types of operation are permitted on both
bands. In particular, mobile equipment can
just as readily be designed for both bands as for
one alone. These two are the lowest frequency
bands on which mobile operation is permitted
by the amateur regulations.
Wave-propagation phenomena change rapidly as the frequency is increased above 28
Mc. Barring extremely exceptional conditions,
the frequency limit at which sky waves are
sufficiently bent, in the F2 layer of the ionosphere, to be returned to earth lies in the region
of 40 megacycles during the favorable part of
the sunspot cycle. It may be well below 28 Mc.
during the unfavorable part of the cycle. The
28- Mc, band, then, is characterized by periods,
extending over several years, when international communication over long distances is
possible, and by similar periods of shorter
length when international communication is
almost non-existent. During the latter periods
the transmission characteristics are in many
respects similar to those customarily found on
56 Mc.
Direct-Ray Transmission
Transmission by means of the F2 layer in the
56- Mc. band is so extremely rare that it can be
neglected for practical communication. There
are three known ways in which waves in this
frequency region are propagated. The first is
by direct, or nearly direct rays, whose paths
are very similar to those of light rays. The
range in this case is practically the same as the
visual range from the antenna, and for this
reason transmission of this type is known as
"line-of-sight" transmission. Just as in the case
of visual distances, the transmitting and receiving range depend upon the height of the transmitter and receiver above the surrounding
territory, and on the contour of the ground
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between the transmitting and receiving points.
The actual range of line-of-sight transmission
extends about 10% beyond the optical horizon,
on 56 Mc.
Lower-Atmosphere Transmission
During the latter part of 1934, experimental
work at A.R.R.L. Headquarters served to establish that ultra-high-frequency waves are
bent very appreciably in the lower atmosphere
under certain atmospheric conditions. This
work indicated that, on occasions when warm,
moist tropical air was overrunning relatively
cold and dry Polar air, communication could
be had, even from low-lying stations, over distances of a hundred and sometimes two hundred miles. It was also shown that considerable
bending of the waves in the lower atmosphere
occurs at all times when a layer of warm air
overruns alayer of colder air. Since this effect
is to be found almost every night, one can
expect to find that communication with points
beyond the visible range is prone to become
much more effective at night than during the
day.
Although the distances which can be covered
by lower-atmosphere refraction are very much
greater than by line-of-sight transmission, the
actual bending of the waves is small compared
to that which takes place at low frequencies in
the ionosphere. More consistent work utilizing
this type of transmission can be done, therefore, between stations having elevated locations than is possible between stations at low
altitudes, particularly if the intervening country is high.
Sporadic E-Layer Transmission
Occasionally patches of densely ionized atmosphere occur at heights somewhat lower
than that of the normal E layer, and these
"sporadic E" layer patches often are capable
of refracting 56- Mc. waves sufficiently to return them to earth. Since the layer height is
comparatively low, the distances which can be
covered are not comparable to those resulting
from F2 layer transmission, but are limited to
a maximum of about 1200 miles for one-hop
transmission. The "sporadic E" layer is not
continuous, and circumstances which result in
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a patch appearing at exactly the right spot to
make communication possible between two
stations are largely fortuitous. Two- hop transmission over longer distances is rare, although
it has been known to occur. Conditions suitable
for 56- Mc. transmission via the sporadic E
layer occur most frequently during the summer
months. Contrary to regular ionosphere transmission on the lower frequencies, there is no
observed variation with time of day, and good
conditions for this type of transmission are
likely to exist in either daylight or darkness.
Higher Frequencies
Less has been established regarding transmission characteristics on the 112- Mc, band
than is known about 56- Mc. transmission.
There are no known instances of sporadic Elayer refraction in the 112- Mc, band, but the
possibility that it does occur cannot be ruled
out until a great many stations, in different
parts of the country, have made continuous
observations over long periods of time. Amateur operators have the opportunity to contribute significant and greatly needed information on this point. It is urged that special
efforts be made to listen and transmit in the
112- Mc, band when conditions are favorable
for " DX" work on 56 Mc., since it is at these
times that sporadic E refraction would occur
on 112 Mc.
Bending in the lower atmosphere takes place
on 112 Mc. in much the same way as on 56 Mc.,
and experiment indicates that the same ranges
are possible. This question, however, has not
been thoroughly investigated, and more data
resulting from more widespread activity on the
band would be of value.
Direct-ray or line-of-sight transmission on
112 Mc. is equivalent to that on 56 Mc. This
also is true of frequencies in the 224- Mc. band.
On the latter frequency, however, experimental
confirmation of lower atmosphere bending is
meager, and the opportunity exists for pioneering work along these lines.
Opportunities for important discovery lie in
the ultra-high-frequency region, particularly
in the little-explored frequencies above 112
Mc. The lack of guide-posts is a fascinating
incentive to exploration on the part of the experimentally-inclined amateur.
Antennas
The familiar forms óf antennas are in use on
the ultra-high-frequencies, much reduced in
linear dimensions but operating on the same
principles. The smallness of the antenna offers
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an excellent opportunity for the construction of
effective directive systems, with a wide range
of choice in the types to use.
Experience has shown that a verticallypolarized antenna gives better results in lineof-sight transmission, insofar as signal strength
is concerned, than one horizontally polarized.
Most of the man-made noise which is prevalent
in the lower ultra-high-frequency region (56
Mc.) is, however, vertically polarized, and can
be considerably reduced in reception by using
ahorizontally polarized antenna. The question
of whether horizontal polarization would not,
on that account, be better on the whole for
amateur work has not been thoroughly explored. In line-of-sight and lower atmosphere
transmission, it is essential for maximum results that the same polarization be used at both
transmitter and receiver. For transmission by
means of the sporadic E layer, however, either
type of polarization seems equally effective,
regardless of the kind used at the transmitter
or receiver, since the polarization frequently
shifts when the wave is refracted in the layer.
Equipment
The equipment used for 56- Mc, work resembles that described earlier in this volume for
the lower frequencies. Transmitters are usually
crystal-controlled, while in the receiving field
the super-heterodyne is outstandingly superior
to other types. Some modifications in design
and layout are necessary to secure maximum
performance, but in general the circuits and
construction are straightforward.
At 112 Mc. and higher a different picture
prevails. Here there are no stringent requirements as to frequency stability, so that very
simple equipment is the order of the day.
Ordinary tuned circuits consisting of coils and
condensers are inefficient, and frequently are
replaced by resonant-line circuits which bear
no resemblance to their conventional equivalents. These high-Q linear circuits, greatly
superior to ordinary coil-condenser tanks,
are within the realm of practicality on ultrahigh frequencies where dimensions in terms of
wavelength can be expressed in inches rather
than meters. They can be applied both to
transmitters and receivers, and contribute
greatly to making tubes of ordinary construction useful. Even so, the experimenter must
pick his tubes with care if good results are to
be secured — or even any results at all. The
224- Mc, band in particular offers a wide field
for the development of new forms of transmitting and receiving equipment.
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N ESSENTIAL principles, modern receiving equipment for the 28- and 56- Mc.
bands does not differ from that used on lower
frequencies. In view of the higher frequency
there are, of course, certain constructional
precautions which must be taken to ensure
good performance. The methods used in lowfrequency work must be modified to some extent if good results are to be secured, particularly on 56 Mc. The 28- Mc, band serves as
the meeting-ground between those frequencies
ordinarily termed " communication frequencies" and the ultra- highs, and it will be found
that all of the receivers described in the earlier
chapters of this volume are capable of working
on 28 Mc. In this chapter the accent is on 56Mc. work with, in many cases, provision for
28- Mc. operation included.
Present regulations require that transmitters
working on all frequencies below 60 megacycles
must meet similar requirements respecting
stability of frequency and freedom from frequency modulation. It is thus possible to use
receivers for 56 Me. having the same selectivity
as those designed for the lower frequencies.
This order of selectivity is not only possible
but desirable, since it makes possible aconsiderable increase in the number of transmitters
which can work in the band without interference, as compared to broad-tuning receivers.
Also, high selectivity greatly improves the
signal-to-noise ratio, both in the receiver itself
and in the response to external noise. This
means that the effective sensitivity of the receiver can be considerably higher than is possible with non-selective receivers.
Sufficiently- high selectivity can only be obtained by using the superheterodyne type receiver. This type also offers the highest degree of stability, which is an extremely important consideration in ultra- high frequency
work. A receiver which will not " stay put"
on one frequency requires continual retuning,
which is an operating disadvantage, and the
tuning is critical if the selectivity is fairly
high. It is difficult to make a simple regenerative receiver sufficiently stable for c.w. reception on 28 and 56 Mc., and its selectivity is
very poor. Until the transmitter frequencystability requirements were extended to the
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56- Mc. band the superregenerative type receiver was highly popular, but its selectivity
also is poor and the sensitivity does not compare with that of a good superhet. The superregenerative receiver has the advantage of low
cost, however, and for that reason is still used
to some extent. It is treated in Chapter 29,
where specifications for 56- Mc. reception will
be found.
A superhet receiver for 56- and 28- Mc. work
should use afairly high intermediate frequency
so that image response will be reduced. At 56
Mc., for instance, a difference between signal
and image frequencies of 900 kc. (the difference when the i.f. is 450 kc.) is a very small
percentage of the signal frequency, consequently the response of the r.f. circuits to the
image frequency is very nearly as great as to
the desired signal frequency. To get discrimination against the image equivalent to that
obtained at 3.5 Mc. with a 450-kc. i.f. would
require for 56 Mc. an i.f. 16 times as high, or
about 7 Mc., if the circuit Q's were the same
in both cases. However, the Q of a tuned circuit at 56 Mc. is not as high as at the lower
frequencies, chiefly because the tube loading
of the circuit is considerably greater. As a
result, still higher intermediate frequencies
are desirable, and a practical compromise is
reached at an i.f. of about 10 Mc.
Since high selectivity cannot be obtained
with areasonable number of circuits at 10 Mc.,
the double superhet principle is commonly
employed. The 10- Mc, frequency is changed to
an i.f, of the order of 450 kc. by a second oscillator- mixer combination. Thus the receiver
has two intermediate frequencies, at both of
which amplification takes place before the
signal is finally rectified and changed to audio
frequency.
Very few amateurs build complete 56- Mc.
superhet receivers along these lines. General
practice is to use a conventional superhet
receiver to handle the 10- Mc. output of a
simple frequency- converter. Thus a regular
communications type receiver — or even an
all- wave broadcast receiver — can be used
with excellent effect on 56 Mc. with the addition of a relatively simple and inexpensive
"converter." Since most amateurs have min-
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a particularly effective job on ignition
interference.
• A 56- AND 28- MC. CONVERTER
Three views of asimple converter for
working into any communications-type
receiver capable of tuning to 10 megacycles are shown in Figs. 2701, 2702,
and 2704. Its circuit diagram is given
in Fig. 2703. The 1852 used as a mixer
provides high sensitivity and a good
signal-to-noise ratio, while the 6J5 is a
very effective oscillator. On both 28 and
56 Mc. the oscillator operates on the
low- frequency side of the signal.
The various photographs show constructional details. The unit is mounted
on a standard chassis and panel for
convenience in operation, so that it will
be large enough and heavy enough to
"sit still" while tuning. The r.f, circuits are contained in the aluminum
"superstructure," the dimensions of
Fig. 2701 — This converter ma, be used for 56- and 28- Mc. which are 5% inches deep, 2% inches
work with any receiver capable of tuning to 10 Mc., the output
frequency of the unit. The mixer is an 1852, the oscillator a6J5. wide, and 13/8 inches high. It is bent
Note the coupling link between the two coils; it is self-supporting from one piece and is provided with
and is grounded to the chassis through the 5
/8inch metal pillar lips for mounting to the larger chassis,
which holds it in place.
these being bent inward from the front
and back sides and outward from the
munications receivers, the construction of a closed side on which the two tubes are mounted.
good superhet for 56 and 28 Mc. is arelatively
On the top are the two sockets for the coils (the
simple matter. Although the majority of commixer coil socket is at the rear) and the oscillator
munications receivers will already cover the
padding condenser, Ci. The mixer padding
28- Mc, band, their performance on this band
condenser, C1,is on the rear side. The 1852
often can be considerably improved by the
and 6J5 are mounted as shown on the leftseparate converter, not only because of addihand side, with the 6J5 towards the panel.
tional amplification but also because a much
The layout gives short leads between tube
more favorable signal-to- image ratio can be
sockets, coil sockets, and the padding and tunsecured by the use of the high first intermediate
ing condensers. By-pass condensers Cf
i, C7 and
frequency.
Cg are mounted right at the sockets of the
Most of the apparatus shown in this chapter
tubes with which they are associated. The
is of the converter type, designed to be used
oscillator grid condenser and leak, C5 and R4,
with a communications receiver. A complete
are mounted between the oscillator coil socket
receiver can be built if desired, in which case
and the 6J5 socket. Only one r.f. ground
Chapters 4 and 8 should be consulted
for information respecting the design of
circuits for 10 Mc. and 450 kc. It should
be realized that the choice of afirst i.f. is
not necessarily restricted to 10 Mc., hut
that others readily may be used. It 1
,
possible, for instance, to use an i.f.
7 Mc. if the receiver to serve as the
i.f. amplifier covers only the amatetn
bands.
An important problem on 28 and 56
Mc. is that of reducing man-made
noise, particularly that from automobile ignition systems. The various
noise limiters described in Chapter 4
will be helpful. The i.f. noise silencer
system, a practical arrangement of
Fig. 2702 — This side view shows the tuning condensers and
which is shown in Chapter 8, will do gives aglimpse of the under side of the small aluminum cha,si.,.
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Fig. 2703 — Circuit diagram of the 56-28-Mc. converter. The output frequency is 10 Mc.
CI, C2 — 17-µpfd. air padding condensers (Hammarlund
HF15).
Cs, C4 — Tuning condensers, app. 7 ppfd. (National
UM-15 cut down to two stator and one rotor
plate).
Cs — 100-ppfd. midget mica.
Cs, C7, Ca — 0.001-pfd. midget mica.
Co, Cu — 0.01-pfd. paper, 400-volt.
Cli — 35-ppfd. air padder.
RI— 500 ohms, 3x2watt.
112 — 100,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Rs — 20,000 ohms, 1-watt.
R4 — 50,000 ohms, %-watt.
S — 4-pole double-throw switch (Yaxley 3242J).
Li — 28 Mc.: 6turns No. 18, length % inch, diameter 1
inch.
56 Mc.: 2turns No. 18, length % inch, diameter 1
inch.
L2 — 28 Mc.: 3turns No. 22, close-wound Y8inch from
Li.
56 Mc.: 2turns No. 22, close-wound 3/8inch from
Li.
L3 — 28 Mc.: 12 turns No. 18, length % inch, diameter
1inch.
56 Mc.: 3 turns No. 18, length % inch, diameter
1inch.
1.4 — 28 Mc.: 2A turns No. 22, close-wound 3/16-inch
from Ls.
56 Mc.: IX turne No. 22, 3/16-inch from La.
La — Link, one turn No. 12, 1%-inch diameter at each
end. See photograph.
Le — 25 turns No. 28 s.c.c. or d.s.c. on 3
/2inch form,
close-wound.
L7 — 6 turns No. 28 close-wound over cold end of
Le.

point is used in each tube circuit, this being
made as near the cathode as possible in each
case. The padding and tuning condensers are
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insulated from the chassis by the metal fittings
provided with the condenser for that purpose,
and the rotor plates connect to the one-point
ground in each circuit. The aluminum chassis
provides the common ground connection between the oscillator and mixer circuits. Heater
and d.c. leads from the tube sockets, and also
the mixer plate lead, are fed through a hole in
the main chassis so that they can be picked
up underneath. The wiring of the aluminum
chassis unit should be completed before installing it on the main chassis.
The tuning condensers are mounted on the
main chassis as shown, and are ganged together
by flexible couplings with extensions of quarterinch rod. Short leads should be soldered to the
padding condensers before mounting the aluminum unit so that connections can be made to
the tuning condensers. All but three plates of
the tuning condensers (two rotors and one
stator) are removed to give adequate bandspread. With the coil dimensions given in Fig.
2703 each band will be spread over approximately 75 divisions of a 100-division scale.
The i.f. output transformer is mounted on
the rear left corner of the chassis. R1, R2
and R3are mounted underneath the chassis,
as are also Cg and CIO. These two condensers
are for the i.f. circuit and need not be in the
main unit on top of the chassis. The resistors,
of course, carry only d.c. and are placed below
the chassis so that they are easily available
for replacement or experimentation with different values. The switch S shifts the antenna
either to the converter or directly to the re-

Fig. 2704— Resistors and the i.f. by-pass condensers
are mounted underneath the main chassis. Condensers
are grounded directly to the chassis, as is also the cathode bias resistor for the mixer.
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Fig. 2706 — The 1852-6K8 converter circuit.
CI, Ca — 15-, pfd. midget variable (National UM-15).
Re — 20,000 ohms, 34 watt.
Ca — Same as Ci with two rotor and one stator plate
Re — 20,000 ohms, 2-watt.
removed.
RFC — In 1852 plate circuit, 2.5-mh. me-wound; in
C4, Ca — 30-ppfd. compression-type padders.
oscillator circuit, solenoid type (Ohmite).
Ce to C9, inc. — 0.005 Pfd• mica.
L1 — 6turns No. 14, diameter .
1,¡ inch, length 1inch.
Cig — 0.002-pfd. mica.
La — 6 turns No. 14, diameter j/¡ inch, length 5
A inch.
Cli — 250-ppfd. mica.
La — 10 turns No. 14, diameter ?
A inch, length 1ht
Cja — 100-µpfd. mica.
inches, tapped 4th turn from grid end.
RI— 200 ohms, 34-watt.
I.F. Output Transformer — P, 25 turns No. 28 d.s.c.
Ra — 65,000 ohms .1
4-watt.
close-wound on half-inch form; S, 6 turns
113 — 50,000 ohms, %¡-watt.
wound over P at bottom; C, 35-ppfd. midget
R4 - 300 ohms, 34-watt.
variable.

ceiver so that the latter can be used for work
on other frequencies.
The first step in putting the converter in
operation is to set the receiver frequency to
10 Mc. and, with the output of the converter
coupled to the receiver antenna terminals,
adjust C11 for maximum noise. Then the r.f.
circuits may be adjusted. Coil dimensions
should be followed closely to simplify the work
of adjustment. The oscillator padding condenser, C2, should be set practically at full
capacity to bring the 56- Mc, band on the
tuning dial, and at about X capacity for 28
Mc. Either band can be located by listening
for signals or by using harmonics of a lowpower oscillator of known frequency working

in the 14- Mc. region. To make the oscillator
and mixer circuits track, once the oscillator
is covering the proper frequency range, first
set the tuning condensers (both being ganged
together) at the high frequency end of the
band and adjust the mixer padder ' C1, for
maximum noise. An antenna should be connected to the converter. Then set the tuning
condenser gang at the low frequency end of the
band and again adjust C1 for maximum noise.
If the capacity of C1 has to be increased, L1
is too small; if C1 must be decreased, L1 is too
large. The inductance can be adjusted by
squeezing or spreading the turns of LI,until
a point is reached where CI need not be readjusted on going from one end of the band to the
other.
A 56-Mc. Converter with R.F. Amplifier

Fig. 2705 — A superhet converter for 56-Mc. reception. Designed for use with a communications-type
receiver, this converter has an 1852 rd. stage and a6K8
mixer-oscillator. It uses a high-frequency i.f. (10 Mc.)
for image reduction.
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The performance of a converter can be improved by equipping it with an r.f. amplifier
stage to precede the mixer. The additional
amplification provided is seldom necessary
with acommunications receiver functioning as
an i.f. amplifier, but the improvement in both
image rejection and signal-to-noise ratio are
worth while. A converter with an r.f. amplifier
stage is shown in Figs. 2705 and 2707. As the
circuit, Fig. 2706, shows, an 1852 is used as the
r.f. amplifier or preselector, and a triodehexode converter tube, the 6K8, is used as a
combined mixer and oscillator. The intermediate-frequency is 10 Mc.
The aluminum chassis measures 1 by 3y
1
by 7 inches. Shielding between stages is provided by the right-angle partition shown in the
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so that there will be no unnecessary interferphotograph. This partition is 24 inches high,
ence from this source.
and the side parallel to the front edge of the
Tuning of the converter is as follows: With
chassis is 4 inches long. The portion that supthe r.f. and oscillator condensers at about half
ports the 6K8 is 2% inches long. The 6K8
capacity, the padder, C4, is adjusted until
is mounted at the bottom of the shield, with
56- Mc. stations of known frequency are heard.
the grid cap facing the left end of the base.
After this the padder may be set to bring the
The 1852 grid tuning condenser, CI,and
high-frequency end of the band near minimum
coil, LI,are mounted to the rear of the 4-inch
capacity on C3. The i.f. transformer should
section of the shield. The 1852, condenser C2,
then be tuned for maximum signal strength.
and coil L2 are mounted in front of the partiThe 56-60- Mc. band will occupy approxition, with C2 directly in line with C1.A hole
mately 60 to 70 divisions on the dial. The r.f.
through the shield permits the two shafts to be
and mixer input circuits, Lie' and L2C2,may
connected by a flexible coupling. Both of the
be made to track by squeezing or spreading
coils, and also coil L3, have their terminals
the turns of L1and L2 until both cover the same
soldered directly to the appropriate condenser
frequency range, as determined by loosening
lugs.
C1 from the coupling and turning it independThe oscillator-mixer section of the circuit is
ently to see if it peaks the noise at the same
to the right of the 2%-inch partition, with the
setting as C2.
tube socket mounted on the same side. C3, also
Any type of antenna may be used, so long as
_mounted on the partition, is located at the rear
it loads the r.f. grid circuit quite heavily.
of the tube socket. The i.f. transformer, T1,is
Optimum operation will result under these
mounted at the right-rear corner of the chassis.
conditions. A single-wire antenna may be
The output leads from this transformer are
capacity-coupled, while a two-wire feeder
shielded to prevent stray pick-up between the
system preferably should be inductively
converter and the receiver. By-pass condensers
coupled. The coupling coil should be slightly
and resistors are closely grouped around the
smaller than the r.f. coil, LI.
tube socket, assuring short leads. A trimmer
condenser, C4, soldered across L3,allows asmall
A 28 -and 56 Mc. Converter for Mobile Use
variable capacity to be used as the tuning eleThe
increasing
popularity of mobile operament and at the same time makes the circuit
tion on the 28- and 56- Mc, bands has stimufairly high-C in the interests of good stability.
lated interest in receiving equipment for the
A small panel is used to mount avernier dial
purpose. Obviously a most economical method
for the oscillator condenser. Since the r.f.
of obtaining high sensitivity and selectivity
tuning is not critical and, indeed, is broad
is to employ a converter working into a car
enough to cover a good portion of the band
broadcast set. The plate power to operate the
with one setting, a small knob gives sufficient
converter can be taken from the car radio set,
control.
while the car battery furnishes the filament
wik The output line may be connected to the anpower.
tenna and ground terminals of the standard
Figs. 2708-2711 show asingle-tube converter
receiver used as an i.f. amplifier, or to the
which gives highly satisfactory performance in
"doublet" terminals, if provided. The exact
mobile operation. The i.f. output frequency is
i.f. chosen is not particularly important, so
long as it is in the vicinity of 10 Mc. Choose a 1500 Ice., to work into a standard-range b.c.
receiver.
frequency which is free from signals, if possible,
The size of the unit allows easy mounting
on either dash or steering post.
The circuit, shown in Fig. 2709, uses a 6K8
triode-hexode converter tube in an arrangement which is not entirely conventional. A Colpitts type oscillator is used, having the advantage that it permits grounding the rotor of the
tuning condenser, thus simplifying the insulation problem and eliminating hand capacity;
furthermore, the oscillator coil need not be
tapped, nor is an extra tickler coil required.
The Hazeltine method of coupling the grid
circuit to the antenna is used, the antenna coil
(identical to the oscillator coil) being fed from
the antenna at the low-impedance point, thus
decreasing the possibility of trouble caused by
antenna loading with the coupling coils comFig. 2707 — Below-chassis wiring of the metal-tube
monly used. High gain can be achieved by the
converter. The 1852 socket may be seen at the right.
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graphs. A 23
4 by 3-inch aluminum plate is mounted vertically an inch from one errd; and
an L-shaped bracket is fastened
to the chassis and plate as
shown in one view. This assembly is attached to the side panel
so as to clear the box flanges,
and as near the front as possible.
This will provide room between
the chassis and the rear of the
box for all necessary wiring to
the socket, power cable, neon
tubes, and other parts. The i.f.
transformer and antenna switch
can be fitted in this space, with
Fig. 2708 — Tlu, compact converter unit works on both 28 and 56 Mc
care in layout, if the construcwith any car broadcast receiver. The steering-column mounting, fastened
to one side of the case, can be constructed from metal strip.
tor prefers not to make small
aluminum containers to house
use of a tuned antenna, a quarter-wave rod
them on the outside of the case.
(length adjusted to the band in use) on the rear
The chassis is laid out to utilize the space
bumper of the car, worked against the car as a to the greatest advantage by locating the parts
ground. It can be coupled to the converter
to obtain the shortest connections. The tuning
through a low impedance (36-ohm) cable.
condensers, coils, socket and other parts are
An important feature of the circuit is the use
mounted to the sub-chassis, then this assemof two midget neon bulbs in series as voltage
bly is mounted to the side panel and is ready
regulators for the oscillator. Because the voltfor wiring. Wiring from the oscillator and anage drop across them is constant, variation in
tenna trimmers, and from the band switch to
"B" voltage is negligible
ANT.
over awide range of inputvoltage change due to genANT
erator fluctuation. This
OF CAR
RCVR
eliminates frequency
change in the oscillator.
The neon bulbs are G.E.
type T-2, without resistor.
The box is 3 by 4 by 5
inches, with the 4by 5sides
removable. The tuning
control is on one 3 by 4
side. The chassis, with
band-switch, oscillator,
and antenna trimmers, is
mounted on one of the 4
by 5 sides. To the other
side is attached the fixture used to mount the
unit to the steering post
G
A+
B+
or instrument panel. The
Fig. 2709 — Circuit diagram of the 28-56-Mc, mobile converter..
other 3 by 4 side is uti- Cl — 5-15-spfd. variable; ganged units
Re — 1000 ohms, -watt.
lized for the i.f. transform(Sickles Type R trimmers).
LI — 10 turns No. 18 tinned copper,
Ca
—
30-ed.
trimmers
(air
type
for
diameter 54 inch, length
er, the power cable, the
oscillator
coils,
mica
compresinch.
antenna input and output,
sion type for antenna coils).
— 4 turns No. 18 tinned copper,
and the double- pole C3 — 100-ssfd. midget mica.
diameter ?4 inch, length V
I
,
double-throw switch for C4 — 0.01-sfd. paper (small size).
inch.
—
0.1-pfd.
paper.
C5
—
1500-kc.
If.
transformer
with
cutting out the converter
low-drift mica (in i.f.
15-turn output coil wound
to permit broadcast recep- C8 —30-µpfd.
unit)
close to primary.
tion on the car radio.
µfil. midget mica.
C7 — 0.002 N — Midget neon lamps.
P — Pilot light.
The chassis is of M6- Ri — 0.1 megohm, 34-watt.
112
—
300
ohms,
-watt.
RFC — 5-meter choke (Sickles).
inch aluminum, 27
A by 4
113 — 50,000 ohms, ;-watt.
Si — D.p.d.t. toggle switch.
inches, with side lips bent
R4 — 30,000 ohms, 34-watt.
Sa — 4-pole double-throw wafer switch
as shown in the photo- B5 — 25,000 ohms, 1-watt.
(Yaxley 3100).
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cars the positive battery terminal is
grounded; in such a case, the " A"
polarities shown should be reversed.
A three-wire shielded cable carries
t
he voltages to the converter. Connections for the antenna and for the
converter to broadcast receiver antenna are made with bayonet-type
fuse holders.
Aligning the unit is very simple.
Turn on the broadcast receiver and
,et the volume control at maximum.
Set the broadcast receiver dial at
1500 kc. and adjust the i.f. transformer on the converter to get the
greatest noise. This alone may not
bring the noise up to a maximum
Fig. 2710 — A glimpse inside the case “ fIls mobile converter
and the antenna trimmer of the
from the mounting side. The two coil sets are mounted inside an L
broadcast receiver should be adshaped bracket. The tuning condensers are visible behind the coils.
justed to compensate for any loading caused by the converter. Next
set the band switch to 28 Mc. and set the oscilthe 5- and 10-meter coils, will pass under the
tube, but because the wiring is done more
lator trimmer near maximum capacity. Now,
easily with the tube out of the socket it is well
with the tuning condenser at half capacity, adto remember this and allow for extra length
just the antenna trimmer. This can be best adin the leads. Grounds in the oscillator section
justed by introducing alittle noise either from
are made at the socket, when possible, and in
an electric razor or buzzer at some little disthe antenna section to a central point at the
tance from the car. This same procedure is
followed in adjusting the 5- meter range. This
control-shaft end of the ganged condenser.
The i.f. transformer could be solenoidelementary tuning-up procedure will give a
starting point and as soon as a few stations
wound, but a 1500-kc. unit can be purchased
for a nominal sum and will be considerably
have been logged the final adjustments to
oscillator and antenna trimmers can be made
more compact.
and the dial calibrated. The oscillator is opA three-prong shielded plug and socket
erated on the low-frequency side of the signal
(Amphenol) are used to pick up power from
to get greatest stability.
the broadcast receiver. The socket is mounted
To reduce noise, good bonding of metal parts
at any convenient location on the broadcast
of the car is essential, and the radio wiring
set and the " B" plus, " hot" filament and
ground connected to it. On the diagram, the
should be shielded. The single suppressor resistor generally used at the distributor probanegative " A" is shown grounded, but in some

Fig. 2711 — By-pass condensers,
the r.f. choke, and the neon bulbs are
mounted behind the plate holding the
tube socket. The oscillator trimmer
condensers and the band switch are
controlled from the side panel. The
cup-shaped enclosures on the end of
the box contain the antenna switch
and the i.f. output transformer.
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bly will not be enough, and suppressors should
be installed at each spark plug. Generator
"whine" can be eliminated by winding up a
choke consisting of a few turns of heavy wire
and connecting it in series with the hot lead
at the generator with a %-mfd. condenser between the far side of the choke and the frame,
in addition to the usual condenser directly
across the generator terminals (Bib. 1).
• A COMPLETE 56- MC. SUPERHET

Fig. 2712— An end view of the 56-Me. superhet
Details of the construction of the r.f. end of the receiver
are apparent from this photograph.

Fig.
C2 — 10-aafd. (Cardwell ZR-10AS).
CS— 15-pmfd. (Cardwell ZR-15-AS).
C4, C5 — 3-35-apfd. (Isolantite)
padders.
Cp — 50-pafd. air padder (Hammarlund APC-50).
Co, C7, C9, C10 — 0.01-pfd., 400volt tubular.
CS, C19, C22 — 100-pmfd. midget
mica.
C11. C14 — 0.05-afd., 400-volt tubular.
C12. CO, C15, Cie — 0.1-pfd., 400volt tubular.
C17 — 0.02-pfd., 400-volt tubular.
Cis — 10-pfd., 25-volt tubular.
C2o — 0.001-afd. midget mica.

If a communications receiver or all-wave
broadcast receiver is not available to be used
as an i.f. amplifier for a 56- Mc. converter, a
relatively-simple complete superhet may be
constructed according to Fig. 2713. Photographs of areceiver using the circuit are shown
in Figs. 2712 and 2714. The circuit includes an
1851 r.f. stage, 954 mixer, 955 high-frequency
oscillator, a1600-kc. i.f. amplifier, regenerative
second detector, and a pentode audio output.
The regenerative second detector may be operated in the oscillating condition for the reception of c.w. signals, or just below oscillation for
'phone reception of weak signals when maximum amplification is needed.
The receiver is constructed on a chassis

2713 — 56- Mc. superhet circuit diagram.
C21 — 0.002-pfd., 400-volt tubular.
14 -- 8 turns No. 14, Ye diameter,
Ri — 150 ohms, 3/2-watt.
winding length 1.q".
112 — 60,000 ohms, 34-watt.
1.2 — 9 turns No. 14, W diameter,
Ra — 1meg., Y2.watt.
winding length 13e.
La — 4turns No. 14, Ye diameter,
114, RIO — 2000 ohms, %-watt.
winding length AI" (cathR5. RI2, R15 — 100,000 Ohms, 3/2ode tap A turn from ground
watt.
end).
Ro — 2000 ohms, %-watt.
Lu — 30 turns No. 24, close-wound
R7 — 300 ohms, Y¡watt.
on Ye form.
Ro — 50,000-ohm potentiometer.
La — 1080-henry plate impedance
119, R17 — 50,000 ohms, 3/2-watt.
(Thordarson T-29C27).
liii — 1000-ohm potentiometer.
RFC — 23/2.-mh. r.f. choke (Na1113 — 250,000 ohms, Y¡ watt.
tional R100).
1{14 — 25,000 ohms, 3/2-wait.
Ti - 1600-kc. iron core i.f. (Meiss11,5 — 450 ohms, 10-watt.
ner No. 16-8091).
His — 500,000 ohms, 3/2-watt.
12 — 1600-kc. iron core i.f. (MeissR19 — 5meg., 3/2-watt.
ner No. 16-8099).
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measuring 8% inches deep
by 12 inches long by 2inches
high. Sufficient depth for
ganging r.f., detector and oscillator condensers without
cramping the components is
provided. Adequate separation between these stages
eliminates any possibility of
undesirable coupling or interaction.
The most important details of construction pertain
to the assembly and wiring
of the high-frequency stages.
Parts are arranged to permit
extremely short r.f. leads and
direct by-passing of all r.f.
circuits. This is accomplished
by mounting the acorn sockets on vertical aluminum
Fig. 2714 — Plan view of the 56- Mc. superhet. The rd. section, at right, is
partitions. At the front of
the chassis, at the right- separated from the i.f. amplifier, second detector and audio amplifier. The
acorn mixer and oscillator tubes are mounted on aluminum partitions.
hand end, are the oscillator
stage and its component
the detector stage. The 1851 tube is mounted
parts. The 955 tube is mounted on a vertical
directly to the left of this assembly, making a
partition 23
% inches high by 2% inches wide.
short grid lead to the coil.
The socket is arranged with the cathode terInitial adjustments, after construction is
minal facing towards the upper right corner
completed, are made as follows: The i.f. transof the partition, making ashort and direct lead
formers are adjusted to 1600 kc. Then with
for the tap on the coil, and placing the grid
tuning condensers set at half capacity, the
terminal in a position which will allow ashort
oscillator padding condenser is adjusted until a
and direct connection to the grid end of the
signal of approximately 58 Mc. is heard. A test
oscillator coil through the 1O0-pfd. grid conoscillator is helpful, although asignal from the
denser. The midget air oscillator padding contransmitter can be used, or perhaps some local
denser and oscillator coil are mounted directly
58- Mc. signal can be heard. If coils are made in
on the oscillator tuning condenser.
accordance with specifications, the oscillator
Directly behind the oscillator stage is the
first detector. This complete assembly is
padding condenser will fall at a point slightly
made up on a 4-inch wide by 23
%-inch high
less than half meshed. The r.f. coupling conaluminum partition. The 954 acorn tube is
denser is then adjusted and the r.f. and detector
mounted to the left of the tuning condenser
coils pruned for maximum signal strength.
with its plate terminal protruding through a The coils are pruned by compressing or ex3 -inch hole for short direct connection to the
%
panding turns slightly, and when adjusted for
coupling condenser from the plate of the r.f.
the middle of the band will track sufficiently
stage. This aluminum partition, in addition to
well over the entire band. The antenna trimoffering support for all the component parts of
mer condenser is also adjusted for best sensithe detector stage, also provides adequate
tivity with the particular antenna with which
shielding between stages. In the case of the r.f.
the set is used.
stage, only the tuning condenser is mounted
Any well-filtered power supply delivering
on the aluminum upright. This upright is 2%
approximately 250 volts at 70 ma. will be
inches high by 2% inches wide, and likewise
sati>factory. (Bib. 2).
shields the r.f. coil and tuning condenser from
Bibliography
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Stabilized Transmitters for the U.H.F. Range

ALTHOUGH

most of the transmitters
described in Chapter Ten can be used on the
28- Mc. batàd, the long leads and high minimum
capacities of the tuning condensers make it
desirable to design special equipment for the
56- Mc. band. Further, the excitation requirements for the same tubes are usually greater
on 28 and 56 Mc., and exciter units designed
for these ranges should be used. The general
practice is, however, exactly the same, except
that particular care must be taken in the layout of components (for short, direct leads)
and in the selection of tubes. Tube capacities
become an important factor at 56 Mc., and it
is well to work with tubes especially designed
for the higher frequencies.
This chapter will describe several different
complete,transmitters designed for the 28- and
56- Mc, range, varying in power output from a
few watts (for mobile work) to several hundred. Higher-powered transmitters can be built
using one of these as the exciter unit to drive a
higher-powered final amplifier built with the
same design considerations.
• A T21-807 EXCITER FOR 10 AND 5
The unit pictured in Figs. 2801 and 2802
serves à an excellent basis for building up
the u.h.f. transmitter. As can be seen from the
wiring diagram, Fig. 2803, it uses a T-21

Tritet oscillator with a 7- Mc, crystal quadrupling to 28 Mc. This energy drives the 807
as a straight-through amplifier on 28 Mc. and
as a doubler to 56 Mc. The output, with 450
volts on the oscillator and 600 on the 807, is
sufficient to drive fully a single 11K-24 as a
neutralized amplifier on 28 or 56 Mc. and as a
doubler to 112 Mc., although the output will
be low on the 2%- meter band.
The exciter is built on a 7inch by 9inch by
2inch metal chassis. The Tritet cathode-tuning
condenser and the 807 plate tuning condenser
are mounted above the chassis and the T-21
plate tuning condenser is mounted underneath
the chassis for isolation from the 807 plate circuit, to prevent oscillation on straight-through
operation. A meter switch is provided to enable
the operator to check the T-21 plate current,
the 807 grid current, the 807 plate current,
and the excited-stage grid current, with the
same meter. Flexible insulated wire brought
out the back of the chassis can be connected
to the meter, which should have a 100- ma.
range. Flexible leads are also brought out from
the chassis to the grid circuit of the excited
stage (for metering) and to a 90-volt block of
batteries, used to bias the 807 and hold down
the oscillations that are likely to occur on 28
Mc. No trouble with oscillation is experienced
with the 807 when doubling, but the battery

Fig. 2801 — A 150-watt
transmitter for 28, 56 and
112 Mc. `A T21-807 exciter
unit (at 4the left) working
from a 7-Mc. crystal drives
an IIK-24 buffer on 28 and
56 Mc. as aneutralized amplifier and as a doubler to
112 Mc. The push-pull final
amplifier can be run at full
rating on 28 and 56 Mc. and
at reduced rating on 112
Mc. The impecunious amateur can omit the final amplifier, or even the buffer and
final amplifier, and still have
agood crystal-controlled signal on 10 and 5meters.
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• A SINGLE-ENDED HK- 24 AMPLIFIER

Fig 2802 — A view underneath the chassis of the
T21-807 exciter shows the placement of parts and the
plate tuning circuit of the T21. The grid of the 807 io
tapped down one turn on the coil but this is not very
critical. The meter switch provides for convenient
metering of the various plate and grid circuits as well as
the grid circuit of the Stage following the exciter. Note
that the 807 socket is mounted a half-inch below the
chassis on brass pillars.

bias helps to keep the plate current down below
100 ma. A four-prong male plug at the rear of
the chassis serves as a powersupply terminal, and two jacks
are used to take the link used
to couple the output to the
antenna or the next stage.
A 600- volt power supply
should be used with the exciter,
and the dropping resistor R8
will bring the voltage down to
450 on the plate of the T-21.
With the cathode circuit of the
Tritet oscillator properly tuned,
no heating of the crystal can be
detected after a half hour's operation. The screen voltage of
the T-21 will be about 300 for the values of resistors shown in the diagram. The T-21 oscillator will draw between 80 and 90 ma. plate
current and with this input, the grid current of
the 807 should be at least 1.5 ma. For maximum
output from the 807, the plate coil should be
pruned so that the condenser tunes with very
little capacity in the circuit. The plate current
to the 807 should be about 90 ma., loaded. At
this input the 807 delivers from 12 to 15 watts
on 28 Mc. and from 8to 12 on 56 Mc.
If the exciter is to be used to feed the antenna directly, it can be link-coupled to an
tenna unit, as described in Chapter Thirty. For
modulation, roughly 20 watts of audio power
will be required. The audio power can be fed
into the plate circuit of the 807 on the cold
side of the r.f. choke.
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A single HK-24 amplifier, admirably suited
to be driven by the exciter just described, is
shown in Figs. 2801 and 2804. As can be seen
from the wiring diagram, Fig. 2805, the circuit
is conventional in every respect, with the
possible exception of the additional grid-leak
resistor R2. This resistor is shorted by the
switch during normal straight-through operation on 10 and 5meters, and is only used when
the stage is used as a frequency doubler to
2 meters. The additional resistance adds to
the bias and helps the tube's operation as a
doubler. The plate tuning condenser is connected to keep the d.c. plate voltage from
appearing across the plates, increasing the
voltage breakdown rating of the circuit and
allowing asmall condenser to be used.
The amplifier is built on a7inch by 7inch by
2 inch chassis. The grid tuning condenser is
mounted under the chassis and the plate tuning
condenser is mounted above the chassis. The
end plates of the condenser are rotated 90°
(by taking the condenser apart and reassembling it with the end plates rotated) so that
the condenser can be mounted with the usual
mounting brackets and have one of the tie
rods and also one of the stator tie rods appear

-90"-

-

6ocw

+

Fig. 2803 — Wiring diagram of the T21-807 exciter.
Ci — 75-ppfd. midget variable (Cardwell ZU-75-AS).
Co — 35-ppfd. midget variable (Cardwell ZR-35-AS).
— 30-ppfd. midget variable (Cardwell ZT-30-AS).
Co — 50-ppfd. midget mica.
C5 — 0.002-pfd. mica, 2500-volt rating.
C6 to Co — 0.01-pfd., 600-volt paper.
RI— 400-ohm, 1-watt.
R2 — 100,000-ohm, 1-watt.
/13 to Ra — 50,000-ohm, 1-watt.
Rs — 10,000-ohm, 10-watt wire-wound.
R7 — 15,000-ohm, 10-watt wire-wound.
Rs — 1000-ohm, 20-watt wire-wound.
R5 to Rit —• 20-ohm, 3/2watt.
The leads from resistors Ro, Rio and Rn go to the
meter switch, which is atwo-circuit six-position rotary.
R.F.C. — High-frequency r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-1).
Li — 12 turns No. 16 enam. close-wound, 34-inch diam.
— 28 Mc.: 10 turns No. 16 enam. spaced to occupy
1-inch length, Y¡inch diameter.
— 28 Mc.: 12 turns No. 12 spaced to occupy 1A
1 -inch
length, 1-inch diam. Three-turn link.
56 Mc.: 4 turns No. 12 spaced to occupy M-inch
length, 1-inch diam. Two-turn link.
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uppermost. This allows the tie rod to be drilled
and the small coil-jack assembly mounted on
it. The neutralizing condenser is mounted
near the tube socket and supported on small
brass pillars. A hole in the chassis allows the
neutralizing condenser to be adjusted from
above with an insulated screw-driver. The two
filament leads, the negative high-voltage lead,
and alead from the grid circuit are brought to
a male plug at the rear of the set, and the
positive high-voltage terminal is brought to
a porcelain feed-through insulator. Two pairs
of jacks provide for connection to the input
and output links.
In operation, the amplifier can be supplied
at any voltage from 600 to 1250. Driven by the
exciter previously described, the grid current
will run from 30 to 40 ma. on 10 meters and
from 20 to 25 ma. on 5meters. This amount of
drive allows an input as high as 75 watts (at
1000 volts) on 10 and 5 meters, and slightly
less than this doubling to 2% meters. The efficiency is excellent on 28 and 56 Mc., running
from 50 to 65 per cent. On the two lower freFig. 2804 — The grid tuning condenser and the neutralizing condenser are mounted underneath the chassis
quencies, the unloaded plate current should
of the HK-24 buffer.
run between 15 and 20 ma., and it should dip
Hit- 24
down to about 50 on 2% meters. Possibly
L2
the substitution of a quarter-wave line for
j_c 2
the tuned circuit on 2% meters would raise
Ca
WW
C3L
the efficiency consideraby.
RFC,
C,
For modulation, a modulator capable of
Cs
delivering about 35 watts will be required. The
tank coil can be coupled to an antenna tuning
Cs
unit by means of a low-impedance line of two
RFC 2
R,
No. 12 wires spaced about one-half inch apart,
connected to the link outlet at the rear of
To Meter switch
R2
the chassis.

c,

.14

=

410.

011

Fig. 2805 — Circuit of the HK-24 butler.
Cr — 50-jrafd. midget variable (Cardwell ZR-50-AS).
C2 — 30-prid. each section dual midget (Cardwell
ET-30-AD).
C3 — 4-pfd. neutralizing condenser with one stator
plate removed (Cardwell ZS-4-SS).
C4 — 0.002-ad., 2500-volt mica.
C5 — 0.005-jid. mica.
Cs — 0.002-jrfd. mica.
Ri — 4000-ohm, 10-watt.
R2 — 50,000-ohm, 2-watt.
Sw. — S.p.s.t. toggle.
RFC1 — U.h.f. r.f. choke (Olamite Z-1).
RFC2 — Transmitting type ri. choke (National
N-154-U1.
Li — 28 Mc.: 8 turns No. 14, 1h-inch long, h-inch
diam.
56 Mc.: 3turns No. 12, h-inch long, (-inch diam.
L2 — 28 Mc.: 14 turns No. 12, 1M-inch long, 1-inch
diam.
56 Mc.: 8turns No. 12. 1M-ineh long, 1-inch diem.
112 Mc.: Z turns 3'-inch copper tubing, 1-inch
diam., spaced diameter of tubing.
Links normally one or two turns, adjusted for
proper coupling.
Center-tap of filament transformer must be connected to negative high-voltage lead.
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• A PUSH PULL HK 24 AMPLIFIER
For the amateur desiring somewhat more
power than can be delivered by a single tube,
the push-pull amplifier shown in Figs. 2801
and 2806 will be a useful addition. Driven
by the single HK-24 amplifier previously described, it is capable of full rated operation on
28 and 56 Mc., and considerable output on 2%
meters, at reduced input.
The circuit is conventional, as can be seen
from Fig. 2807, and the features of the amplifier are primarily in the layout which allows
short direct leads throughout the r.f. portion
of the circuit. The amplifier is built on a 7
inch by 7inch by 2inch chassis, with the grid
condenser mounted underneath the chassis
and the plate tuning condenser above the
chassis. The end plates of the plate tuning
condenser are rotated 90°, as for the singleended amplifier just described, and the plate
coil jack assembly is mounted on the tie rod.
The neutralizing condensers are mounted under the chassis on brass pillars, with provision
for adjustment from above the chassis. The
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filament leads, negative high-voltage, and
grid-current metering lead are brought to a
male plug at the rear of the chassis as in the
other units, and the positive high-voltage
lead is brought to a porcelain feed-through
insulator. A pair of jacks are provided for bringing in the exciting power from the
driver stage. The rotor of the grid tuning
condenser is left floating, for ease of neutralization, and the plate tank condenser is connected to remove the d.c. and increase the
breakdown rating.
The amplifier performs in every respect
exactly as does an amplifier on the lower frequencies. The neutralization is clean and exact. Excited by the single HK-24 stage, the
grid current in the push-pull amplifier runs
well over 70 ma., and the amplifier can be fully
modulated at 150 watts input, or more if one
doesn't mind crowding the tubes a bit. The
efficiency is excellent on 10 and 5 meters,
running in the neighborhood of 60 to 70 per cent.
The unloaded plate current drops to between
15 and 20 ma. On 2M meters, the available
excitation is less, and the grid current runs
around 20 ma., but this is enough to allow full
modulation of the amplifier at 60 watts input.
The amplifier requires a modulator capable
of delivering around 75 watts of audio power
on peaks for full modulation. Antenna coupling
is slightly critical, and it is suggested that the
stage be tuned up at reduced plate voltage.
The antenna tuning unit is best coupled
through alow-impedance link, as described for
the single-ended amplifier.

H524

4

HK24
To meter
etch

63V TO
FILAMENT

I
ii

C T

— 1500V +

Fig. 2807 — Circuit diagram of the push-pull amplifier.
Ci — 50-ismfd. each section dual midget (Cardwell
ER-50-AD).
C2 — 30- 1.4d. each section dual midget (Cardwell
ET-30-AD).
Ca, C4 — 4-pfd. neutralizing condenser with one stator
plate removed (Cardwell ZS-4-SS).
Cs — 0.002-pfd., 5000-volt mica.
Ce — 0.01-pfd., 600-volt paper.
Ri — 2000-ohm, 10-watt wire-wound.
H2 — 20-ohm, .-watt carbon, for metering.
RFQ — U.h.f. r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-1).
RFC2 — Transmitting type r.f. choke ( National
R-154-U).
— 28 Mc.: 10 turns No. 14, 1%-inch long, 3
%-inch
diam.
56 Mc.: 5 turns No. 14, 1%-inch long, %-inch
diam.
112 Mc.: 2turns No. 12, 3
/8inch long, 3/2inch diam.
L2 — 28 Mc.: 12 turns No. 12, 1%-inch long, 1-inch
diam.
56 Mc.: 6turns No. 12, 1q-inch long, 1-inch diam.
112 Mc.: 2 turns .q-inch copper tubing, spaced
%-inch diam.
tubing diameter, 3
Links normally one or two turns, adjusted for
proper coupling.
Center-tap of filament transformer must be connected to negative high-voltage lead.
• 56- MC. SUPPRESSOR- GRID
MODULATED E.C.O.-P.A.

Fig. 2806 — The short r.f. leads of the push-pull
amplifier can be seen by looking underneath the
chassis. The grid and neutralizing leads are little more
than an inch long and, coupled with the low interelectrode capacities of the tubes, permit the use of full-sized
tank circuits.
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The inexpensive 56- Mc, transmitter to be
described is free from frequency modulation
even though it has only two stages — one an
e.c.o. — and the entire outfit, including the
modulator, is run from one power supply.
A single 89 is used as an electron-coupled
oscillator with its grid on 28 Mc. and plate
circuit on 56 Mc., driving push-pull 89's as
56- Mc. amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 2809. With
the full plate voltage on the oscillator, more
than enough output to drive two 89's at 56
Mc. is obtained, so the plate voltage is reduced
by means of a dropping resistor, thereby reducing the frequency creep from heating. The
use of a Class-A modulator permits the oscillator and modulator to be run from acommon
supply without any reaction.
The r.f. part of the transmitter is built on the
under side of a7inch by 17 inch by 3inch chassis bent from 1/16-inch copper sheet. The tubes
and other parts are mounted on partitions run-
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Fig. 2808 — "Submarine" construction of the r.f. end features this inexpensive 56-Mc. transmitter. In this view,
the r.f. output terminals are on the near
chassis edge; speech amplifier is at the
extreme right.

89

Fig. 2809 — Circuit diagram of the low-cost 5-meter
NOTE. — See text in connection
Ri — 50,000 ohms, 3/2watt.
with ground points and power
R2 — 20,000 ohms, 1-watt.
wirin g.
Ra — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
C1 — 100-pad. variable (National
R4 — 65,000 ohms, 2-watt.
ST-100).
113 — 2000 ohms, 10-watt.
5000 ohms, 1-watt.
C2 — 35-ppfd. variable (NationalR6 —
10,000 ohms, 2-watt.
UM-35).
R7
R8 — 500,000-ohm potentiometer.
Ca — 25- pfd. variable (Cardwell
R9 — 1200 ohms, 1-watt.
ZR-25-AS).
Rio — 0.5 megohm, 3-watt.
C4 — App. 12 ppfd. per section
Ru i — 0.25 megohm, 1-watt.
(National SEU 25, split).
Ria — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ca—C10, inc. — 0.001-pfd. mica.
Ria — 0.25 megohm, 1-watt.
Cii — 10-pfd., 25-volt electrolytic.
R14 — 2000 ohms, 1-watt.
C12 — 0.1-pfd., 400-volt paper.
Mis — 10,000 ohms, 3/2watt.
C13 — 4-µfd., 425-volt electrolytic.
Li — 5 turns No. 10, diameter 1
C14 — 0.005-pfd., 400-volt paper.
inch, length 15,¡ inches;
Cia — 10-pfd., 25-volt electrolytic.
cathode tap % turn from
C19 — 100-upfd. mica.
ground, band-spread tap 3
CN- See text.
turns from ground.
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transmitter.
L2 — 3 turns No. 12 each section;
each
inch diameter,
inch long.
L3 — 8 turns No. 14, diameter
inch, length 74 inch.
L4 — 8 turns No. 12, diameter 1
inch, length 1% inches.
Lo — 5 turne No. 12, diameter j/2"
inch, length 15( inches.
J— Push-pull microphone jack.
S — Octal wafer socket; see text.
P — Octal plug (tube base); see
text.
Ti — Double-button microphoneto-grid transformer.
Ti — 1:1 audio transformer (see
text).
B — Two 1.q-volt dry cells.

%

%
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big. 2810 — The electron coupled oscillator and push-pull amplifier are mounted on
separate partitions running
across the chassis. The revamped audio transformer for
coupling the modulator to the
suppressor grids of the amplifier tubes is at the lower left.

ning crosswise, as shown in the photograph. Copper was used in preference to iron to reduce eddycurrent loss in the chassis near the plate and
grid coils. It is quite possible, however, that an
iron chassis would be satisfactory if the mounting partitions were made of copper or aluminum. The bottom plate also should be nonferrous. Another layout which probably would
work well, if it is desired to build the set into
ametal cabinet, is to mount the oscillator tube
at right angles to the final amplifier tubes. This
would necessitate mounting the oscillator
socket so that the plate lead would go directly
through abushing in the partition to the plate
circuit of the oscillator.
It is best to use sockets and condensers with
good insulation, since the coils are mounted directly on these units and no other insulation is
used. R.f. chokes were omitted entirely and the
0.001-µfd. blocking condensers were relied upon
to keep r.f. from power supply circuits. Tests
were made to determine if r.f. might be getting
past the blocking condensers but everything
ran cold, including the chassis. A ground on the
latter made no difference.
Since the grid-plate shielding in the 89 is not
complete enough to prevent oscillation, neutralizing is necessary. This was done by mounting light strips of copper around the outsides
of the output tubes, cross-connecting the strips
to the grids. The strips are K;inch wide and 1
inch long. They were first held in place with
elastic bands around the narrow end of the tube
and as close to the end of the plate as possible.
This point is about the spot where the diameter
of the envelope starts to increase. After the
strips are in place, plate voltage is applied
to the final and, without excitation, the strips
are then peeled back until no sign of oscillation
is observed when the plate tank condenser is
tuned from one end of its scale to the other. The
strips are then cemented and the rubber bands
peeled off after the cement is set. If it is necessary to change a tube, the strip is peeled off
the old tube and then its position readjusted
to the new tube with an elastic band and later
cemented.
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The coils are all " air wound" and the turns
cemented together, with the exception of the
oscillator grid coil, which is wound of heavy
enough wire to be entirely self-supporting. The
oscillator plate coil is mounted directly on its
condenser terminals, with the plate end of the
coil so located that the spade connection on the
tube socket can be soldered directly at this
point. The grid coil of the amplifier is mounted
on the grid clips of the output tubes. As the
wiring diagram indicates, the oscillator plate
coil is split and each half coupled to the ends
of the amplifier grid coil. The amplifier plate
coil is mounted directly on its condenser,
again so located that the ends connect directly
to the spade connections on the sockets. The
antenna coil is wound inside the plate coil and
is supported by the output feed-through
bushings at the right in the bottom view. All
grounding connections on the oscillator are
made to only one stud in the partition which
supports this unit. This is also true of the
amplifier. In the case of the audio section,
grounds can be made to any convenient spot.
The frame of the transmitter is not used to
carry either filament or negative- " B" supply
currents but is looked upon only as a shield
for the r.f. circuits.
The oscillator grid circuit is high-C, with a
100-µµfd. variable across the entire coil and a
35-dd. condenser across part of it. By manipulation of the padding condenser, C1,and
the band-spread tap on the oscillator coil, LI,
the output frequency range on C2 was made
from 56.5 Mc. to 59.5 Mc. This makes for ease
of setting frequency and prevents getting
out of the band.
The meter-switching method shown in Fig.
2809 is simple and cheap. An octal tube base
with all the pins present is used as the meter
plug. The bakelite base is cut down to half its
height and a bakelite cover is made for it.
The cover is held in place by a 4-40 screw
running down into a tapped hole in the centering pin of the tube base, and is also cemented to keep it from " walking." The octal
base plugs into a wafer socket with notches
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filed so that the base can be inserted every
90 degrees. The meter is wired to a pair of
adjacent pins in the tube base and the remaining six pins are hooked together in pairs.
When the plug is inserted the meter is connected in the circuit to be measured and at the
same time all other circuits are closed. The currents measured are oscillator plate current, amplifier grid current, amplifier plate current, and
total modulator and preamplifier plate currents.
If a high-level carbon microphone is used
two stages of 76's probably will give sufficient
gain. Or, one pentode such as the 42 run at 180
volts should be enough with close talking to
give complete modulation when using this
type of mike. If a crystal mike is used, it
would be better to use the 76 instead of the 37,
and this too probably would require close
talking. With the 6C6 preamplifier and 37
modulator shown, the gain is about three
quarters on, using a low-level carbon mike.
The 1:1 suppressor modulation transformer
can, if necessary, be made from an old interstage transformer as was done in this case. An
old R-300 transformer was selected for the purpose since there was no compound in the case
to dig out and also because the secondary is
the outside winding. The case and core were
removed and, since the transformer ratio was
3:1, two-thirds of the secondary had to be
taken off (if a 2:1 transformer is selected, half
of the winding would be removed, and so on).
A hacksaw was used to cut the winding down

Fig. 2811 — A compact 5- and 10-meter transmitter
for portable or home use. Meter switch and on-off switcl
at the top of the panel, and tuning condenser control',
at the bottom. To prevent its loss, the final tank coil no
in use is plugged in to ajack on the under aide of the
cabinet top.
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to about halt its original thickness, and the rest
was taken off with pointed scissors. The last
three or four layers had to be unwound by
hand before all mutilated layers were eliminated. Although the number of layers to be
taken off was just guessed at, the transformer
measured almost exactly 1:1.
In tuning up it will be helpful to short out
the 2000-ohm resistor in the plate supply to the
oscillator. Also, in preliminary tuning, the suppressors of the output tubes should be run at
ground potential. By varying the positions of
the halves of the oscillator plate coil, 1,2, an
optimum point can be found where there will
be about 10 ma, of grid current to the final.
When the short is taken off the 2000-ohm resistor the grid current will drop to about 6ma.,
which is sufficient. The final is then loaded with
an antenna, not a lamp, since the lamp load
will not stay constant when later adjusting for
modulation. The antenna coil turns may have
to be varied from the number given, which is
intended to match a 70-ohm line to a doublet.
Loading can also be changed effectively by
stretching the antenna coil to vary the turn
spacing. The amplifier should be loaded as
heavily as is consistent with good output.
The plate current should rise from the no-load
value of approximately 38 ma. to 75 ma., and
the output with this adjustment is around 15
watts.
The adjustment for modulation can be made
by increasing the suppressor bias until the plate
current drops to half its full-load value, or 40
ma., leaving the antenna coupling unchanged.
The no-load value in this case is 22 ma. The
bias required will be in the vicinity of 70 volts.
With a conventional power supply the plate
voltage will rise somewhat when the suppressor
bias is increased, but the operating conditions
will be quite satisfactory if the plate current is
simply halved. When changing frequency the
loading on the final should be kept as close as
possible to the original adjusted value in order
to have the suppressor bias be correct.
The suppressor bias is obtained from " B"
batteries since the transmitter can be used for
portable work at times. This bias could, however, be taken from a " B" eliminator. The
regulation does not have to be as good as in
the case of other bias supplies, since at 100
per cent modulation the suppressors only just
begin to draw current.
The transmitter should be mounted where it
is protected from mechanical shocks, since vibration is the worst offender in upsetting the
stability of the oscillator.
Typical readings are: Oscillator plate current, 23 ma., amplifier grid current, 5 ma.,
and amplifier plate current, 40 ma. The audio
end of the transmitter takes 11 ma. The total
load on the 300-volt power supply is 105 ma.
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Fig. 2812 — The 6E6-6F6 5- and 10-meter 'phone.
Ci — 50-ppfd. midget (Hammarlund 11F-50).
C2 — 50-ppfd. each section dual midget (Hammarlund
HFD-50).
Ca — 15-pfd.
neutralizing condenser (Hammarlund
HF15X).
C4 — 0.0001-pfd. mica.
Ca — 0.005-pfd. mica.
Co — 0.005-dd. mica. Shunted by 10-pfd. electrolytic if
any frequency-modulation is encountered.
— 0.005-dd. mica or paper, 1000-volt rating.
CS— 25 add., 25 voit electrolytic.
RI,RS— 400-ohm, 1-watt.
R2 — 75,000-ohm, 1-watt.
R4, Ra — 20-ohm, Y¡ watt.
RFC — 2.5 mh. r.f. choke.
Swt — D.p.d.t. toggle switch.
Swz — Four-position three-contact switch.
Ti — Single-button microphone transformer (Thordarson T-86A02).
L — 30-henry, 80 ma. choke (Thordarson T-44CO2).
Li — 6turns No. 12, h-inch diam., 3-.inch long.
la — 28 Mc.: 12 turns No. 12, h.inch diam., spaced
diam. of wire.
56 Mc.: 6 turns No. 12, 3
%-inch diam., 1-inch
long.
M — 0-100 ma.

necessary for the audio end when working from
a single-button carbon microphone. A meter
switch allows metering of the oscillator, amplifier, or combined amplifier and modulator
currents. The on-off switch on the panel also
cuts the microphone current when the transmitter is not on the air.
The transmitter is housed in a cabinet 8
inches long, 7 inches high and 7 inches deep.
The chassis is 1% inches high but is mounted
slightly higher than this on the panel, to accommodate the parts more readily. Two flashlight cells mounted under the chassis furnish
current for the microphone. The tuning condensers are insulated from the chassis by
mounting them with insulating washers on the
front panel, and the neutralizing condenser is
insulated by mounting it on small brass pillars
under the chassis. Wiring to the on-off switch,
which is near the final tank coil, is run through
shielding braid, to minimize r.f. pick-up. The
power leads are brought to a four-prong male
plug at the rear of the set, and provision for
connecting to a concentric line feeding the
antenna is made by bringing the antenna leads
to a suitable connector at the rear of the set.
In operation, the transmitter handles as
does any conventional oscillator-amplifier
combination. After the oscillator has been
made to work — it may be abit tricky and the
crystal may need cleaning — the amplifier is
neutralized (with the plate current lead
opened) and then the amplifier can be loaded
and the modulation applied. With a 300-volt
supply, the oscillator current and the amplifier
current will each run about 30 ma., the ampli-

The discrepancy in these figures is accounted
for by the absence of screen and bleeder currents in the individual readings.
A carrier of approximately four watts is
obtained under these conditions. ( Bib. 1).
• A COMPACT 5- AND 10-METER
TRANSMITTER
A small crystal-controlled transmitter capable of operation on either 28 or 56 Mc. is
shown in Figs. 2811, 2813 and 2814. Because
of its small size and power requirements (300
volts at 100 ma.) it is particularly adaptable
to mobile work, operating nicely from a small
vibrator pack. As can be seen from the wiring
diagram in Fig. 2812, one half of a6E6 double
triode is used as acrystal oscillator on 28 Mc.
to drive the other half of the 6E6 as a neutralized amplifier on 28 Mc. or as afrequencydoubler on 56 Mc. A single 6F6 is all that is
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Fig. 2813 — With the cabinet removed, the placement
of parts of the compact 'phone can be seen. The power
plug and connector for the antenna feed line cable fit in
clearing holes at the rear of the cabinet.
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fier dipping to from 5 to 20 ma. unloaded.

On 56 Mc., the 5- meter final tank coil is
plugged in and the circuit retuned. The dip
will be much less, but the meter will clearly
show the resonance point of the circuit.
A grounded quarter-wave antenna, fed at
the bottom by coaxial cable, will be satisfactory for mobile work, although a half-wave
antenna will give a better signal but complicates feeding.
• A CRYSTAL- CONTROLLED
TRANSCEIVER

Fig. 2814 — The toiling condensers and the neu
tralizing condenser are mounted underneath the chassis
— see text for details on mounting them.

For portable work, areduction in weight and
general simplification of equipment can be
made by using the same tubes for transmission
as for reception. In the early days of u.h.f.
work this idea was carried out very thoroughly, but with present conditions the simpler types of transceivers cannot comply with
the regulations respecting stability of transmission, and are undesirable for reception because
of severe radiation from the super-regenerative
receiver operated at relatively high plate

Ant

Fig. 2815 — Circuit diagram of the crystal-controlled
— 0.005-pfd.
midget
mica,
Cg, C14 — 15-ppfd. midget variable
shunted by 10-pfd., 25-volt
(Cardwell ZR-15-AS).
electrolytic if frequency
Cii, Cu — 500-ppfd. midget mica.
modulation obtained.
Cu — 100-pidd. midget mica.
Cis — 0.001-pfd. midget mica.
C2 — 0.002-pfd. midget mica.
C17 — 10-pfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
C3— 75-µµfd.
midget
variable
C19 — 0.25-mfd. 400-volt paper.
(Cardwell ZR-75-AS).
C19 — 0.01-pfd. 400-volt paper.
C4 — 35-ppfd.
midget
variable
RFC4 — 2.5-mh. rd. choke.
(Cardwell ZR-35-AS).
RFC2 — R100 choke ( National).
C4, Ce — 0.005-pfd. midget mica.
RI— 400 ohms, 10-watt.
C7 — 0.001-pfd. midget mica.
R2 — 30,000 ohms, 2-watt.
R3 — 1500 ohms, j¡-watt.
Cs, C10, Cis — 3-30-ppfd. trimmers
(National M-30).
114, Rs — 100,000 ohms, 3
,watt.
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transceiver.
R4, R7 — 50,000 ohms. 1-watt,
Rs — 450 ohms, 10-watt.
Li — 6 turns No. 12, diameter %
inch, spaced wire diameter.
L2 — 4 turns same as Li.
— 7 turns No. 14, diameter 34
inch, spaced wire diameter.
L4 — 56-Mc, receiver coil (Sickles
No. 1203).
Ti — Transceiver input transformer (Kenyon KA114-M).
Ch. — 30-henry, 70-ma. choke.
Switch — 4-pole double-throw (Yaxley 3242J).
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Fig. 2817— The 89 at the right doubles
from a 20-meter crystal, driving the 807 as
adoubler on five or straight through on ten.
The 6J5-6N7 Class-B modulator at the left
provides plenty of push from acarbon mike,
even with 30 watts into the 807. (W2JCR,
August, 1939, QST.)

voltage. At the present time the
"transceiver" normally uses only the
audio equipment for both transmitting and receiving, the r.f. sections
being entirely separate.
A transceiver of the latter type is
shown in Figs. 2815 and 2816. The
transmitter circuit will be recognized
as similar to that of Fig. 2812. The
receiver section consists of a superregenerative detector preceded by an
r.f. stage to prevent radiation. The
61'6 is used as a speaker amplifier
with the switch in the " receive" position, and as a modulator with the
switch in the " send" position. The
circuit and construction follow the
Fig. 2819 — Bottom view of the mobile transmitter. l'o‘Ner,
practice already outlined, and need
and mike battery connect through plug at the left.
no special comment. A unit of this
type may be used for low-power fixed station
work as well as for portable and portablemobile operation. ( Bib. 2)
• A TRANSMITTER FOR MOBILE WORK

Fig. 2816— A 56-Mc, crystal-controlled transceiver
for portable and portable-mobile work. The 6F6 and its
input transformer and output choke are in the foreground. The crystal is between the 6F6 and RK-34.
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To avoid the use of more than one exciter
stage, and to concentrate as much power as
possible in the final and modulator, a20-meter
rrystal is employed in an 89 Tri-tet circuit.
The 89 is not critical as to crystals and provides more than enough drive even when
doubling in the 807 final, although not quite
enough to permit the use of a40-meter crystal
for 5-meter operation.
One reason for the success of the 89 in this
Tri-tet application is the careful selection of
voltages for the suppressor and screen. Those
employed are 50 and 150 respectively, both
obtained through a voltage divider network
as shown in Fig. 2818. Plate voltage, on the
other hand, is not at all critical so far as the
oscillator characteristics are concerned, although it does affect output. The L/C ratios
follow conventional Tri-tet practice, with
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Fig. 2818 — The 89-807 transmitter circuit.
C: — 75-ppfd. variable (National
UM-75).
Co — 30-ppfd. variable (National
UM-35).
C3— 50-ppfd. mica.
C4, C5 — 0.002-pfd. mica, 400volt.
Ce — 0.002-pfd. mica, 1000-volt.

C7 — 25-µµfd. variable ( National
UMA-25).
Cs — 100-,odd. variable (National
UM- 100).
Co, Clo — 0.01-pfd. paper, 600-volt.
Cu — 10-pfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
C12, CI3— 4-pfd., 450-volt electrolytic.

Li —

turns No. 14 enamelled, close-wound, inside
diameter 1inch.
L2— 8 turns No. 14 enam., double-spaced, inside
diameter 1inch, tapped 2 % turns from plate end.
L3 — 28 Mc.: 12 turns No. 12 enam., inside diameter 1
inch.

plenty of tuning capacity in the cathode circuit
and little in the plate.
The 89 doubles to 10 meters, with the 807
working straight through for 10-meter operation and doubling for 5-meter service. Actual
measurements, working the 807 into a noninductive load, show the 5- meter output to
be only 20 per cent less than when working
straight through on 10 meters. The actual
figures were 15 watts on 10 and 12 watts on
5; both with 28 watts into the 807.
The antenna matching network arrangement is ideally suited for mobile work, where
antenna and feeder values can be almost
anything — and usually are. Twisted pair,
spaced pair, concentric line or single feeder
— this matching network takes them all in
stride. Simply by varying the capacity of Cs,
anything from a few ohms up to several hundred can be accurately matched.
The Class-B modulator using a 6N7 represents an economical arrangement for full
carrier modulation. The input and output
transformers are tapped to provide wide lee-
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CI4 — 0.01-µfd., 400-volt paper.
R: — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
112 — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
R3, R4 — 25,000 ohms, 1-watt.
R5 — 50,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Re — 15,000 ohms, 2-watt.
R7 — 0.5-megohm potentiometer.
Rs — 1000 ohms, 1-watt.
Ro — 5000 ohms, 1-watt.
56 Mc.: 4 turns No. 12 enam., inside diameter 1
inch.
Ti — Single-button microphone transformer (UTC-S6).
T2— Class-B input, 6.15 to 6N7 grids ( UTC-S8).
T3 — Class-B output, 6N7 to load, tapped (UTC-S18).
J — Closed circuit jack.

way for matching. The 6J5 fully drives the
6N7 when fed from a single-button carbon
mike at normal voice level. Static plate-current drain for the entire audio system is
between 35 and 45 ma., depending on voltage.
Peak current is between 50 and 70 ma.
All connections for filament and plate supply, as well as for the microphone and microphone battery, are provided in a single plug
socket mounted on the rear of the chassis.
The transmitter is small enough to mount
in a 14- by 8- by 7-inch Par-met cabinet as
shown in the photographs. A meter on the
front panel, with jacks in the oscillator and
807 cathodes and the 807 grid circuit, provide
for all necessary measurements when tuning
up the rig. Filament and plate switches could
have been included in the transmitter but
were omitted in favor of remote switching from
the car dash (or operating table). (Bib. 3).
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112 MC. AND HIGHER
Superregenerative Receivers— Short Line Oscillators

BECAUSE

of the sensitivity, and because the operating conditions do not require
any great degree of selectivity, the superregenerative receiver finds its main usefulness on
the ultra-high frequencies. From a practical
aspect, superregenerative receivers may be
divided into two general types. In the first the
quenching voltage is developed by the detector
tube itself — so-called " self-quenched" detectors. In the second, a separate oscillator tube
is used to generate the quench voltage. The
self-quenched receivers have found wide favor
in amateur work. The simpler types are particularly suited for portable equipment where
the apparatus must be kept as simple as possible. However, it is our strong recommendation that the separately quenched type be
used in all cases where the ultimate performance is expected. One enormous advantage of
the separately quenched type is that it is readily possible to adjust the operating conditions
so that the receiver is extremely sensitive even
under conditions when relatively little hissing
or " mush" noise is had. In the separately
quenched superregenerative detector it would
appear to be of little consequence just how the

quench voltage is introduced into the circuit
providing the voltage is of the correct order
and that quench frequency is something near
the optimum value. Many amateurs have
"pet" circuits which are claimed to be superior
to all others. The probability is that the arrangement of their particular circuit has led
to the use of correct operating conditions. It is
certainly a fact that any of the various separately quenched circuits can be made to
operate in substantially the same fashion by
careful adjustment. Likewise, the self-quenched
circuits are all capable of a somewhat similar
performance. The latter, however, though very
simple in appearance, require particularly careful handling in order to obtain smooth operation and freedom from howling and generally
irregular performance.
• SUPERREGENERATIVE RECEIVERS
The superregenerative receiver is tuned in
a similar manner to the regular regenerative
receiver when used on ' phone. The regeneration
control is advanced until ahiss is heard and the
signal can then be tuned in. It will be found
that the hiss will disappear to agreater or lesser

Fig. 2901 — The superregenerative receiver in one of its simplest
and most effective forms: a 112\lc. receiver using metal tubes.
Ihe detector in this receiver is of
the self-quenched superregenerative type and feeds a conventional pentode audio amplifier.
Particular care is necessary in the
placement and wiring of the detector components in this type
of set.
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degree, depending upon the strength of the
signal. The most sensitive condition for the
superregenerative receiver is at the point
where the hiss first becomes marked — the
receiver will not be in its most sensitive condition with the hiss going full blast.
If the receiver does not hiss evenly over the
entire band, it indicates that insufficient feedback is present or that the antenna is coupled
too tightly. The tuning range of the receiver
is adjusted as in the case of the regenerative
receiver, by adjusting the inductance until the
center of the band comes at the center of the
tuning range. If not enough bandspread is
obtained, a smaller tuning condenser should
be used.
No trouble should be encountered in adjusting a superregenerative receiver using a separate quench oscillator, providing the quench
oscillator oscillates and the detector can also
be made to oscillate. The self-squegging type
of superregenerative detector will require some
critical adjustment of grid-leak value and
feedback before it is operating smoothly. If
trouble is experienced with making the detector
oscillate, the wiring should be checked to
assure that no long leads are present which
introduce too much reactance into the circuits
at the wrong points. On the ultra- high frequencies, where superregenerative receivers
are used most often, ashort length of wire can

have appreciable inductance and may act as
a choke coil. Ground returns through by-pass
condensers should be kept short and preferably
should be brought to one point on the chassis.
Building SelfQuenched Receivers

The circuit given in Fig. 2902 is representative of a very successful type. The entire receiver consists merely of a superregenerative
detector feeding, through an ordinary audio
frequency transformer, apentode audio output
tube. Such areceiver can be built inexpensively
and quickly yet it is capable of entirely satisfactory performance. The sensitivity of even
this simple type of set is such that the normal
background noise is the limiting factor in the
reception of weak signals.
In this, and for that matter all other ultrahigh-frequency receivers, the mounting of the
components and the location of the various
leads are prone to play an important part in the
behavior of the set. Because no two layouts are
likely to be precisely the same, it is therefore
always advisable to experiment with the resistance and connection of the grid leak; taps
on coils; the value of any r.f. choke and the size
and placement of by-pass condensers. It is
good practice always to run ground leads to a
single point on the chassis of the set. Often,
attention to this one detail results in the elimination of all instability problems.
The receiver shown in Figs. 2901 and
ANT.
2902 is in many ways typical of the simpler
6F6
RFC.
types of u.h.f. receivers and might well be
examined in detail by the amateur unC
3
familiar with this branch of receiver deSpIce
R,
sign. The first and most important feature
6C5
R,
C, - .C
is that the components of the r.f. circuit
R,
••
are grouped closely around the detector
tube socket so that all leads may be very
short. Then it will be noted that the detector and its associated components are
R,
Rs
all mounted on a metal plate serving as a
+NM.
"ground" for the set. This plate, as it
Fig. 2902 — Circuit of the metal-tube self-quenched receiver.
happens, is bent across the panel to serve
— 15 ppfd. Cardwell Trim-Air midget condenser (with
also as a shield to prevent " hand-capacmounting bracket).
ity" effects in tuning the receiver. This
C2 — 50 ppfd. midget fixed condenser.
C3 — .003 pfd. fixed condenser. Other values between .002 and feature is made necessary by the use of a
.006 pfds. are sometimes found more satisfactory.
non-metallic panel. In many u.h.f. receivC4 — 25 pfd. 50-volt electrolytic condenser.
ers metal construction is used throughout.
C6 — .002 pfd. fixed condenser ( not always essential).
In these cases, of course, the chassis itself
Ce — .25 pfd. condenser — anything above 200-volt rating.
— 5to 10 megohm gridleak — latter size used in original set. is the " ground."
Ra — 500,000-ohm potentiometer.
The chassis for the receiver under dis113 — 500-ohm 2-watt fixed resistor.
cussion is made from Presdwood — a
R4 — 50,000-ohm potentiometer.
R3 — 50,000-ohm half-watt resistor.
material which is proving popular parLi — Four turns of No. 14 wire 3-inch diameter spaced to ticularly because of the ease with which it
occupy 1 inch for 112-Mc. band. Change of this value
can be worked. The base measures 7 by
may be necessary in cases where the layout differs.
4% inches, the panel being 7% by 5
La — Four turns of No. 18 wire 3
%-inch diameter.
R.F.C. — Ohmite u.h.f. choke. About 50 turns of No. 30 wire inches. The aluminum angle piece on
on a (-inch bakelite rod with turns spaced to occupy
which the detector assembly is mounted is
1inch will serve. Adjustment is sometimes necessary to
the full depth of the base and the full
give freedom from "dead spots."
T — UTC Type CSI audio transformer.
height from the base to the top of the
r
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Fig. 2903 — Circuit of an " Acorn" receiver.
Li — Five turns of No. 14 wire 3'-inch inside diameter
with turns spaced diameter of wire, for 224
Mc. Five similar turns 3/2inch diameter for
112 Mc.
Ci — Cardwell Type ZR 15AS condenser — Special
split-stator tuning condenser — two rotor and
one stator plate — the latter sawed in two.
C2 — 50 pfd. midget condenser.
CS— Brass strip 3/16 inch wide mounted close to the
exposed surface of C2.
C4 — 0.002 pfd. fixed condenser.
Cs — 10 pfd. electrolytic condenser.
Cs — 1pfd.
Ri — 5to 10 megohms.
R2 — 1200 ohm, one-watt resistor.
113 — 100,000 ohm potentiometer. Note that this
resistor is across plate supply and that, if
batteries are used, the supply should therefore be disconnected when switching off set.
A 41 tube is used as the audio amplifier and allows
speaker operation. A transformer or choke-condenser
coupling unit must be used with this tube. For headphone work, a37 tube would be more appropriate.
Quieter operation may sometimes be obtained by
putting 0.5 megohm across the transformer secondary.

panel. The tuning condenser and detector tube
are mounted far enough back on it to accommodate a flexible coupling between the condenser and the dial. This coupling is essential
since both sides of the condenser are at high r.f.
potential. The detector socket is tilted so that
the grid and plate terminals come directly opposite the corresponding terminals on the
tuning condenser. The total length of connecting leads is then only afraction of an inch. The
r.f. choke and by-pass condenser (which actually is two condensers in parallel to give the
desired capacity) are located on the other side
of the metal piece carrying the detector unit.
In other respects, the receiver follows normal
practice.
The circuit of the receiver, shown in Fig.
2902, appears to be very simple but, in this
type of receiver, requires quite careful treatment. Very erratic behavior may result -from
incorrect adjustment of the tap on LI,from the
use of an r.f. choke of the wrong size or from
the use of long return paths to ground from the
detector cathode or from the by-pass condenser
C3. The by-pass condenser C6 happened to be
an essential in this particular receiver though
it is not invariably so. On the other hand, a
resistor of a quarter or half megohm is often
necessary across the secondary of the audio
transformer to kill " fringe howl."
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The receiver circuit as shown is designed for
the operation of a loud speaker. The heavy
plate current of the pentode output tube will
quickly ruin a pair of headphones unless a
coupling choke and condenser or a coupling
transformer is used. For headphone work it is
better to use a 6C5 in the output stage — in
which case the bias resistor R3 should be increased to 2000 ohms. No other change in the
wiring is necessary since the lead to the screen
grid of the 6F6 will be open when the 6C5 is
plugged in.
Successful operation of this receiver is dependent to a considerable degree on the type
of antenna used and the manner in which it is
tuned. The chief requirement is that the detector circuit be heavily loaded by the antenna.
• A SELF-QUENCHED ACORN-TUBE
RECEIVER
In Fig. 2903 is a somewhat similar type of
circuit except in the type of detector tube used.
In this case the acorn detector, because of its
extremely small elements and short leads,
allows operation on frequencies as high as 300
Mc. This receiver is therefore a particularly
useful one in cases where experiment is to be
conducted on the bands higher in frequency
than 112 Mc. The circuit itself is quite similar
to that of Fig. 2902 except in minor details.
The grid resistor is again connected to the coil
carrying high voltage but in some instances it
is preferable to run it in the conventional

Fig. 2904 — A portable self-quenched superregeneralive receiver employing an acorn detector and type 30
audio amplifier. The dial on the panel is the only control.
A quarter- or half-wave rod plugs into the jack at the
top. The switch and headset terminals are at the left.
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Fig. 2905 — Circuit of the portable self.
quenched receiver.
—30-µpfd. isolantite-insulated trimmer ( National M-30).
C2 — 15-pmfd. variable ( National UM- 15).
CS, C4, C5 — 100- gpfd. mica.
(:6
0.005-afd. mica.
C7 —
mica.
lii — 5megohms, 2watt.
1{2 — 50 ohms, 4-watt.
Audio transformer (Thordarson T- 13A34).
Li — 112 Mc.: 3 turns No. 14, diameter 3¡ inch.
length M inch. 224 Mc.: 2 turns No. 14,
diameter 5/16 inch, length 5/16 inch.
Each tapped at center.
RFC — 25 turns No. 20 d.s.c., diameter X inch,
close-wound.

Ti -

.55. 145e

manner between the grid and cathode. The
other important difference in this circuit is that
the tuning condenser is of the split-stator type.
By splitting the stator plates of the small tuning condenser used, the path through the
condenser is reduced in length and extremely
short connections between the coil and condenser are made possible. The suggested sizes
for coils for the two bands are, of course,
approximate only. Slight variation of the
length of the leads within the tuned circuit
will result in modification of the coils. Fortunately, small variations of the inductance can
be made readily by spacing the turns until the
desired tuning range is obtained.
• TWO-BAND PORTABLE SUPERREGENERATIVE RECEIVER

simple self- quenched receiver for
portable use using an acorn detector is
illustrated in Figs. 2904 and 2906. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 2905. It will be
noticed that all parts are grouped closely
around the acorn tube socket, permitting
the shortest possible leads. It might well
be said that this is one of the most important considerations in the building of
u.h.f. receivers.
The tempered masonite case for the set
is 5 inches wide, 6 inches high and 6
inches deep. The shelf on which the parts
are mounted is located 3inches below the
top edge. There is room below the shelf
for asmall 45-volt " B" battery and eight
flashlight cells. A series-parallel arrangement of the cells provides a fairly longlived filament supply.
Although the superregenerative detector may be followed by an acorn audio
amplifier, a Type 30 tube, which works
equally well for this purpose and is inexpensive, is used in this case. The tube is
horizontally mounted behind the detector on a small aluminum bracket. The
limited gain of such a receiver does not
justify the use of again control, therefore
the only control on the entire set is the

tuning dial, on C2. The other components
mounted on the outside of the case are the
headphone binding-posts, a double-pole toggle
switch and the jack-top, feed-through antenna
insulator. The switch breaks the positive leads
of both " A" and " B" voltage supplies.
The antenna circuit consists of a quarterwave brass rod (approximately 26 inches long)
capacity coupled to the coil side of the grid
condenser. C1, the coupling condenser, is
mounted on the under side of the feed-through
insulator. A banana plug attached to the bottom of the antenna rod permits the unit to be a
plug-in affair.
When adjusting the circuit for operation
on either 112 or 224 Mc. considerable care
should be given to the placement of the regeneration

tap.

This

is

probably

the

most

A
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Fig. 2906 — Inside %tew of the portable receiver. Note th compactness of the detector stage. The antenna coupling
condenser is mounted on the feed-through insulator in the top
of the box. The battery compartment is below the receiver
shelf.
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critical adjustment of
the receiver.

DEI

DEI.

RFC

Receivers with
Separate Quench
Oscillators

While the selfR.FC.
quenched receivers just
treated are entirely sat—.lb duck,
isfactory for much ex.41piittèr
perimental work and
have the merit of extreme simplicity, it must
=
be admitted that aconRo
IQUENCH OSC.
siderable improvement +18
in performance can almost invariably be obtained by using a separate tube to produce the
required quenching voltage. Innumerable cirC-4
-s
cuits have been devised
to provide appropriate coupling between the
quench oscillator and the detector itself and it
is, of course, obviously impossible to cover
them all.
Fig. 2907 illustrates the detector and quench
oscillator portion of two typical superregenerative circuits having separate quench oscillator
tubes. The arrangement shown at " A" is
probably the most effective one for use with a
triode detector. The plate winding of the
quench oscillator is so connected that it is able
to serve the same purpose as the modulation
choke in a " Heising" plate-modulated transmitter. In this case, though, the modulation is
applied to both grid and plate of the detector.
The condenser C1 effectively by-passes the
audio-frequency transformer primary so far as
the quench voltage is concerned. Its capacity

Fig. 2908 — A three-band plug-in coil separately
quenched superregenerative receiver.
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QUENCH OSC.

C4
Fig. 2907 — Two typical methods of applying quench
voltage to the superregenerative detector. Circuit "A"
is one of the most successful types using atriode detector while that at "B" shows what is probably the most
satisfactory for use with ascreen- grid detector. Typical
values for the components marked are:
Ce — .002 mfd.
Ci — .002 to .004 pfd.
RI— 100,000 ohms.
C2 — . 1to . 5pfd.
112 — 50,000 ohms.
C8— . 1mfd.
C.4— .001 pfd.
118— 50,000 ohms.
Circuit "B" can be understood more readily if it is
noted that the screen by-pass condenser CE is also
serving as the tuning condenser across the plate coil
of the quench oscillator.

is usually between 0.002 and 0.004 pfd. — a
value which does notecause serious loss of high
audio frequencies yet by-passes the quench
voltage. The purpose of RIand C2 is to permit
variation of the detector plate voltage without
upsetting the voltage on the quench oscillator
plate. In some cases individual adjustment of
the quench oscillator and detector voltages results in an improved performance but practice
indicates that in many cases the additional
components required (
RI, C2) are hardly
justified.
The diagram "B" in Fig. 2907 illustrates
what we believe to be the most successful
method of applying the quench voltage to a
screen-grid detector. In this instance the screen
of the detector is modulated by the quench
oscillator in the same manner as were the grid
and plate in the triode circuit. Much experimental work has been done in studying the
effect of applying the modulation to other
grids in receivers of this general type but
screen-grid modulation has so far not been
excelled. In this circuit again are shown the
additional components required for separate
control of the detector screen voltage. They
are possibly more desirable in arrangement
"B" than in " A."
It should be realized that the performance
of all the various circuits is very similar providing the optimum operating conditions are
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the condenser and the tube, high enough so
that its prongs are in line with the tube caps
and the condenser lugs. Of the three prongs
forming a small triangle at the center of the
socket, the two along the side face the condenser and the single prong faces the tube.
The single prong is the terminal to which the
quench lead and coil tap are connected. A
fourth prong, located at the panel end of the
form, is connected to the grid side of C2. The
antenna-coupling condenser is connected to
this point.
The opposite view, Fig. 2911, shows the
placement of the by-pass condensers, resistors,
switch and headphone jack, and the potentiometers. By-passing must be as direct as possible and preferably to not more than one or
two points. The plate and filament voltage
cable enters the chassis through a hole in the
rear wall.
Fig. 2909 — Top view of the plug-in coil receiver
with a 56-Mc, coil in place. Notice the closely grouped
components of the detector circuit. The quench coil is
at the left rear corner with the quench tube just to the
right.

HY-615
DETECTOR

obtained. The important factors are the screen
and plate voltages on the detector, the order
of quench voltage applied to the detector and
the frequency of the quench voltage. Of these
factors, probably the least critical is the
quench frequency, but there exists an optimum
frequency for each signal frequency. The normal superregenerative receiver is very tolerant
in this respect and it is usually found that a
quench frequency of about 100 kc. is suitable.

6C5
AUDIO

Cs

o
R3

Phones

6C5
QUENCH OW.

A Three- Band Superregenerative Receiver
with Separate Quench Tube

As the circuit (Fig. 2910) shows, the receiver
employs three tubes. A Type HY-615 highfrequency triode is used as the detector, and
6C5 triodes are found in both the quench and
audio stages. The set may be considered to be a
"general purpose" unit, since it may be operated from battery power, as well as the usual
power pack, is compact and portable, and the
plug-in coils permit instantaneous operation
on any of the two ultra-high-frequency bands.
The top view, Fig. 2909, shows the compactness of the detector circuit layout. This portion of the circuit is arranged as shown on the
6 by 434 by 2-inch aluminum base. The parts
line-up across the panel side of the chassis is as
follows: At the left, supported by asmall standoff insulator, is the antenna coupling condenser,
CI.To the right of C1 is the detector circuit
consisting of the tuning condenser, C2, the
plug-in-coil assembly and the detector tube.
The audio tube is at the right. Across the back
from right to left are the quench-coil unit, the
quench tube and the audio transformer.
The coil-socket is mounted on pillars between
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Fig. 2910 — Plug-in coil receiver circuit.
C; — 30-ppfd. isolantite-insulated trimmer.
C2 — 2-plate midget variable (National UM-15 with
all but two plates removed).
C3 — 100-ppfd. mica.
Ri — 5megohms, 54-watt.
C4, C5 — 0.01-pfd. paper. R2 — 500,000-ohm variable.
Ce, C7 — 0.002-pfd. mica. R3 — 2000 ohms, 34watt.
Cs, CS) — 0.001-pfd. mica. R4 — 50,000 ohms, 34-watt.
Clo — 0.5-pfd. paper.
R5
50,000-ohm variable.
Cii — 0.1-pfd. paper.
115 — 10,000 ohms, 1-watt.
— 56 Mc.: 12 turns No. 14, length 134 inches,
diameter 5,8"inch.
112 Mc.: 4turns No. 14, length % inch, diameter.
¡
5
4 inch.
224 Mc.: 1turn No. 14, diameter ¡¡ inch.
All diameters are outside; all coils tapped at center
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In the panel view, Fig. 2908, the tuning dial
is at the left with the jack and switch just
below. The small dial at the bottom right edge
is on the volume control and the adjacent one
on the regeneration control. The panel measures 5M by 7inches.
Construction of the coils is quite simple, as
indicated by Fig. 2909. Each is soldered directly to the appropriate lugs on the form. The
position of the tap is not particularly critical;
tapping at approximately the center of the coil
should be sufficient. Each coil covers slightly
more than the intended band, with the band
itself spread over approximately 75 divisions
of the dial. Data on a 56- Mc. coil is also
included.
The total current drain of the receiver is 18
milliamperes, 5 ma. each for the detector and
quench tubes and 8for the audio stage.
The antenna loading is not too critical; almost any length of wire can be coupled to the
detector, through C1,without overloading the
circuit. Of course the capacity of C1 must be
varied to suit the particular band.
Superregenerative Receivers with R.F.
Amplifiers

One important disadvantage of the simple
superregenerative receivers just described is
that they are capable of strong radiation. Also,
as we have already stated, they are extremely
unselective. Prevention of radiation and some
improvement in selectivity is made possible
by adding an r.f. amplifier stage ahead of the
superregenerative detector. Fig. 2912 illustrates various methods of coupling the r.f.
stage to the detector. All of them have been
shown to be effective in practice but each has
its particular points of merit. The circuit shown
at " A" will be recognized as an example of
FIF AMP

FANI

r3

FAMP
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But tom t. le% of the plug-in coil receiver
l'art,. are arranged for the prime purpose of obtaining
short ground connections.

conventional transformer coupling with normal wiring of the r.f. amplifier itself. The best
number of turns for L3 will usually be just
slightly less than that used in L4, but this depends upon the order of coupling between the
two coils and the order of freedom with which
the detector superregenerates. One of the difficulties in this arrangement is in providing a
suitable mechanical arrangement for mounting
the coils. Lg may be wound on aform of some
good insulating material with the turns of L3
occupying the spaces between the turns of L4
but many workers prefer to avoid any dielectric
in the field of u.h.f. coils. Then, L3 may be
wound on aslightly smaller form pushed inside
the turns of L4. One effective alternative
scheme is to make L3 of about 30 gauge d.s.c.
wire with the turns cemented to the turns of
L4 with Duco cement or its equivalent. Yet
another method is to make L3 a
self-supporting coil of No. 18 wire
of a diameter just sufficient to slide
Fig. 2912 — Three effective methods of
coupling an R.F. amplifier to the superregenerative detector. Assuming that the r.f.
amplifier is a954 acorn, suitable values for
the various components marked will be:
Rt — 1500-ohm half-watt.
R2 - 100,000-ohm half-watt.
CI, C2 - 15 add. Some difficulty may be had in making the two condensers "track" if aconventional
tube is used as adetector. If single dial operation
is essential, C1 may be loaded with a 15-iodd.
trimmer in parallel to provide the equivalent
of the higher tube capacity across 1.4. A separate
control for CIor a parallel trimmer condenser
available for control from the front panel is very
desirable.
1.2 will be exactly similar to 1.4 - the usual detector
grid coil. Li should comply with the specifications
given for the usual antenna coil. Since variation of its
coupling will have relatively little effect on the regeneration in the detector it may usually be operated
closer to the grid coil than would be possible in the
receiver lacking an r.f. stage.
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inside L4. In this case, L3 might well be
mounted from small stand-off insulators.
The arrangement shown at " B" in Fig.
2912 is particularly suitable in receivers having the high voltage applied to the detector
coil as in Figs. 2902 and 2903. The plate lead
is merely tapped near the grid end of the detector coil with no other modification to the
detector circuit.
Circuit " C" in the same illustration is a
general-purpose affair suited for almost any
receiver. In this arrangement the plate voltage
is applied to the r.f. tube plate through agood
u.h.f. choke, a coupling condenser of 5 to 15
eidd. then being connected between the r.f.
plate and the grid end of the detector coil.
Coupling is varied by changing the capacity of
C.
In all of the circuits the most important
adjustment is the order of coupling between
the r.f. tube and the detector. The superregenerative detector is extremely sensitive to
changes of the load on its grid circuit and usually operates most effectively when heavily
loaded. On the other hand, tight coupling and
the consequent heavy loading of the detector
will not allow the maximum possible r.f. selectivity. The coupling adjustment should
therefore be varied to give the desired optimum performance considering both selectivity
and sensitivity.
Suitable Tubes for R.F. Amplifiers

The Type 954 acorn pentode is, without the
slightest doubt, the most effective r.f. amplifier
for 112 Mc. and above. It is, indeed, so far
superior to the conventional glass or metal
tubes that the serious u.h.f. worker is rarely inclined even to consider using anything else

- 750v +

Fig. 2914 — Circuit of the HK24 oscillator.
— 30-add. double-spaced midget (Cardwell ZT30-AS).
C2— 0.0005-pfd. 2000-volt mica.
C3 — 0.0001-µfd. mica.
C4 — 0.002-pfd. mica.
Ri — 10,000-ohm 10-watt wire-wound.
RFC — U.h.f. r.f. choke (Ohmite Z-1).
Li — 2 turns 3i-inch copper tubing, %-inch diem.,
inch spacing between turns.
L2 — 4turns No. 16 enam., %-inch diam., spaced diam.
of wire.
L3 — 4 turns No. 12, 3g-inch chant., 34-inch long.
T — Filament transformer, 6.3 volts at 3 amperes
(UTC S-55).

Even on 56 Mc. the 954 is incomparably superior to the normal screen-grid pentode, although the special types 1852 and 1853 are
quite effective at this frequency.
In general it will be found that quite simple
shielding will serve to prevent oscillation,
providing the by-passing has been done carefully. A simple baffle is probably the most
practical arrangement for the 954 — the tube
socket being mounted on the baffle or partition and the tube grid protruding through a
small hole in the metal. The most satisfactory
socket available for this type of amplifier is
the National Type X MA metal socket. Excellent by-passing is possible with this particular design.

•TRANSMITTERS
While stabilized oscillators on 28 and 56
Mc. are compulsory under the regulations,
simple oscillators are the order of the day on
the higher frequencies. Ordinary tubes do not
respond well to conventional treatment, and
the field is a promising one for the serious experimenter. It Must be realized that there is no
settled mode of operation on these bands —
new circuits and ideas are constantly in development, and the near future may see radical change.
A Simple HK24 Oscillator

Fig. 2913 — A simple 112-Mc, oscillator using aconventional circuit. The variable antenna coupling allows
convenient adjustment of loading.
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Although most tubes work very poorly in
conventional circuits on 112 Mc. and higher,
tubes designed particularly for the u.h.f.
range will work well in the 112 Mc. band. One
such tube is the HK24, and Figs. 2913 and
2915 show asimple oscillator built around this
tube. The wiring diagram, Fig. 2914, show-:
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that the oscillator uses the old reliable untuned-grid tuned-plate, or " TNT," circuit.
The unit is assembled so that the tuning and
coupling controls are available from the panel.
The socket is mounted below the chassis. The
plate coil is mounted directly on the tuning
condenser, and the grid coil is mounted underneath the chassis. The antenna coil is fastened
to alength of bakelite rod by two screws, and
the rod is supported by a panel bushing and a
strap of copper pushing up against the shaft.
This additional support also provides friction
to keep the shaft from turning too easily.
The transmitter is adjusted with a lamp or
other form of dummy load for maximum output on the 112 Mc. band by setting the tuning
condenser to the band and then spreading the
turns in the grid coil until maximum output is

20 to 25 watts are obtained at this level. The
plate current will run about 60-70 ma. at this
voltage, with the plate showing normal operating color.
• LINEAR OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

Instead of using lumped inductance and
capacity in the tank circuits of u.h.f. oscillators it is possible and often very desirable to
use resonant linear circuits consisting of copper pipes or rods adjusted to have an electrical
length of some multiple of a quarter wave.
Such linear tanks are very simple to build and
adjust and usually result in higher operating
efficiency. At the outset it should be realized
that while asimple resonant line, unconnected
to anything else, will have a physical length
almost exactly equal to a quarter wave or its
multiple, this will no longer hold when the
elements of atube or tubes are connected to it.
The same applies to the Q of the circuit. The
line itself may have an exceedingly high Q and
may appear to be capable of producing a high
order of frequency stability. The connection of
a tube or tubes across the open end, however,
immediately results in a serious reduction of
the effective Q. It is with the idea of reducing
this effect that the tubes are connected down
toward the shorted end of the line in circuits
where the line is expected to do an effective job
of frequency control. Such circuits will be discussed later.
Low Power Resonant Line Oscillator

Fig. 2915 — A view underneath the chassis shows the
untuned grid coil. It is adjusted by pushing the coil together or spreading the turns apart. Note that the tube
socket has been lowered, to give a shorter plate lead.
The 110-volt a.c. and the negative high voltage leads are
brought to the four-prong plug; the positive high voltage
is brought to the feed-through insulator.

obtained. Once the grid coil has been adjusted,
the transmitter can be coupled to the antenna
and loaded and modulated in. the usual way.
Voltages up to 750 can readily be handled by
the transmitter, and outputs on the order of

The simplicity of the resonant-line type
transmitters is illustrated by the low-power
unit shown in Fig. 2916. The circuit diagram is
given in Fig. 2917. The transmitter is intended
for operation on the 112- and 224- Mc. bands.
The tube used is the HY-615 high-frequency
triode, which has extremely short internal leads
and is rated at a power input of five watts.
Fig. 2916 shows how the various components
are located and mounted on the 3-by- 12-by1-inch chassis. The only hidden part is the gridleak resistor, RI, mounted beneath the chassis
between the common ground point and one of
the spare tube-socket prongs. The line is made
from 3d-inch diameter, soft-drawn copper
tubing and is 20 inches long. The spacing between tubes is approximately 3‘ inch. A stand-

Fig. 2916 — This low-power transmitter illustrates the simplicity of construction of the 112- and 224-Mc. bands.
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1204.
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.21
off insulator at the left end of the base is the
main support for the line. At the opposite end,
support is furnished by the heavy wire used to
make contact between the open ends of the
line and the tube caps.
C2,
the mica condenser across the lowpotential line, is held in place by two metaltube grid-clips. This condenser isolates the
grid circuit from the plate voltage. The grid
clips act not only as the condenser support but also permit
sliding the condenser along the
line, thus furnishing a means of
frequency variation.
The picture shows one method
of antenna coupling, this particular setup being used in connection with a quarter-wave rod
o 0
6 3V -H.V.
antenna ( 26 inches for the 112Mc. band). The rod plugs into
the jack-top insulator and is capacity coupled
to the plate rod through C1.An antenna of
this type readily will load the oscillator to
the maximum plate-current value of 20 ma.
for the tube. Incidentally, the no-load plate
current should be 6 to 8 ma. at 250 volts.
This type of antenna should be coupled near
the shorted end of the line. A grid-clip, as a
sliding contact, affords an easy form of coupling adjustment. The approximate position
of the tap will be 6inches in from the shorted
end.
If a half-wave rod is used as the radiator, it
should be coupled close to the open end of the
plate rod. A third
type of antenna
would be one coupled to the shorted
end of the line
through a hairpin
link.
For work on the
224- Mc, band the
condenser " bridge"
is placed approximately at the center of the line. The
frequency may be
checked by the
Lecher wire method
Fig. 2919 — A low-power
as
explained
in oscillator. For operation on 112
Chapter Seventeen. front is for 224 Mc.
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Fig. 2917 — Circuit of the low-power oscillator
shown in Fig. 2916.
Ci — 30-upfd. isolantite-insulated compression- type
trimmer.
C2 — 100-pufd. midget mica
RI— 50,000 to 75,000 ohms, i¡ watt.
L — Linear tank circuit; see text.

Push- Pull Resonant Line Oscillator

A low-power oscillator using linear tank
circuits is shown in Fig. 2918. This might be
called a " tuned-plate tuned-filament" oscillator, since it employs tuned lines in both the
plate and filament circuits. It gives good
stability and an unusually high order of efficiency for u.h.f. oscillators.
Photographs of the transmitter using this
HY-615

Fig. 2918 — Circuit diagram of the low-power tuned.
plate tuned-filament oscillator.
Ci — 15-upfd. variable ( National UM-15).
C2 — See text.
Ri — 20,000 ohms, 1-watt.
Li — Filament line, Weinch o.d. copper tubing, length
10 inches, spacing
inch.
L2 - Plate line; for 112 Mc., 7/16-inch o.d. copper
tubing, length 14 inches; spacing diameter of
tubing; for 224 Mc.,
inch o.d. copper tubing,
length 6 inches, spacing diameter of tubing.
L3
Hairpin link for antenna coupling; length approximately 43,¡inches.

circuit are shown in Figs. 2919 and 2920. The
push-pull HY-615 tubes are capable of about
five watts output
at 2M meters and
somewhat less at
134. meters.
The aluminum
chassis measures
3U by 16 by 13
inches; at one end
are the tube sockets, mounted with
the filament prongs
facing the front
edge. A soldering
lug is placed under
one of the socket
mounting screws so
tuned-plate tuned-filament
and 224 Mc. The small line in that all grounds at
this end of the
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may be
tube sockets by
made to this one
short lengths of No.
point.
12 wire. The pipes
The top view,
are shorted and
Fig. 2919, shows
grounded to the
the tubes mounted
chassis at the far
closely together at
end. C1,the tuning
the left with the
condenser, is insutuned plate line exlated from the chastending to the
sis and connected
right. A homedirectly across the
Fig. 2920 — Filament-circuit view of the low-power pushmade condenser
open end of the
pull oscillator. The tuned filament line is grounded at one end
across the tube end and soldered directly to the cathode prongs of the tube sockets line. Each tube has
of the pipes per- at the other. Filament leads run inside the tubes.
a separate set of
mits adjusting the
twisted pair filafrequency over afairly large range. The grids,
ment leads running through its cathode pipe;
which should be as nearly as possible at zero
they are connected in parallel for the heater
r.f. potential, are tied together and grounded
power, of course.
to the chassis through the grid leak, RI.The
In tuning to the 2A- meter band, first set the
antenna link is mounted on two standoff inplate condenser C2 so that the spacing between
sulators at the right end of the base.
plates is approximately % 6 inch. Then apply
The plate-pipe assembly is supported by
power and rotate the filament condenser, C1,
standoff insulators, the center of the pipes
until oscillation starts, indicated by a drop in
resting on one and the shorted end of the line
plate current. The oscillating plate current
on the other (between the two cones). Plate
should be about 20 ma., rising, when the anvoltage is fed through a hole in the chassis to
tenna i coupled, to about 40 ma A reliable
this latter point. The standoffs are of sufficient
height to permit the shortest possible connections between the line and the tube plates. A
strip of the best obtainable r.f. insulating
material should be used as the spacer and
mounting support across the center of the line.
The plate tuning condenser is made from
two 1A-inch diameter copper discs, to each of
which is soldered a machine screw. The pipes
are drilled and tapped so that one plate can be
mounted on each pipe.
Construction of the 1U- meter line may be
similar, but the light weight of the line suggests that only one supporting insulator be
used. This may be accomplished by soldering a
right-angle bracket to the shorted end of the
line and attaching the assembly to the insulator used to support the center of the
Fig. 2921 — This transmitter operates efficiently with
112- Mc. pipes. The condenser plates for this
conventional tubes at 112 Mc. To reduce losses, the
frequency are 1inch in diameter.
plate lines are not condenser tuned. A slider is used for
Beneath the chassis is the tuned cathode
frequency adjustment. The hairpin coupling link is at
circuit, connected to the cathode prongs of the
the left.
chassis

Fig. 2922 — Circuit diagram of the medium.
power 112-Mc. oscillator.
Ci — 15-pidd. variable.
Ri — 5000 ohms, 10-watt.
Li, L2 — Filament and
plate lines; 7/16inch o.d. copper
tubing, length 12
inches, spaced diameter of tubing.
1.3 — Hairpin link for antenna coupling;
length approximately 3 inches. 7.5V. • 7.5V
-1000V
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an efficiency of betfrequency checking
t
er than 50 per
system should then
vent.
be used to make
A glance at Fig.
sure that the trans2921 will show the
mitter is tuned to
arrangement of the
the desired freplate circuit, supquency. The freported on top of
quency is lowered
t
he chassis. The
by increasing the
ehassis is 43x2 inches
plate condenser cawide, 15 inches long
pacity and retunand 2
inches
ing the filament
deep. There is no
circuit. Decreasing
tuning condenser
the plate capacity
for the plate line;
Jig. 2923
Belon
the medium - pi, ci
increases the freoscillator. The arrangement is described in the text.
a condenser may
quency.
be used, if desired,
For 13d- meter
but for best efficiency it should be omitted. The
operation, in addition to replacing the larger
line is relatively short for the frequency, the
plate pipes by smaller ones, a section of the
reason being that the internal tube leads make
cathode line may be shorted by a metal slider,
a considerable addition to the actual length of
the position of which should be adjusted so
the line, plus the loading effect of the tube
that C1 is effective in tuning. It should, howplate-grid capacity.
ever, be possible to find resonance on this band
The
high-voltage
connection,
brought
simply by tuning C1carefully in the region near
through an insulator in the chassis, is shown
minimum capacity, since the line is rather
just to the left of the supporting insulator in
short for 2 meters.
Fig. 2921. The antenna-coupling link, L3, is
• MEDIUM-POWER TUNED-PLATE
made from small-diameter copper tubing; its
TUNED-FILAMENT TRANSMITTER
length should be adjusted to give the desired
loading, with the antenna used.
Figs. 2921 to 2923 show the construction and
Fig. 2923 is aview of the tuned filament circircuit of a second tuned-plate tuned-filament
cuit underneath the chassis. Each pipe is
2%-meter transmitter. This set has much in
soldered to and partly supported by afilament
common with the one just described, but conprong on each tube socket. The shorted end of
ventional tubes of the medium-power class are
the line is held in place by ametal pillar which
employed. Fundamentally the circuit of Fig.
also makes the connection to the chassis
2922 is the same as that of Fig. 2918, with
ground. A wire is fed through each pipe and
slight changes made necessary by the directly
connected to the other filament prong on the
heated type of tube used. This arrangement,
appropriate socket. These wires are connected
even with conventional tubes, operates with
together at the shorted end and filament voltage applied between this common connection
and ground.
C1, the filament-line tuning condenser,
rests on the insulated portions of the sockets
and is securely mounted by two small aluminum brackets which fit under the socket
mounting screws. Care must be taken to prevent grounding of the condenser plates. A
short connection is made between the two grid
prongs, and the grid resistor, RI,runs from the
center of this connection to ground.
Tuning is similar to that already described
for the low-power transmitter. The setting of
C1 which gives minimum plate current is not,
however, the adjustment at which the circuit
delivers maximum output. A lamp dummy
antenna coupled to the pipes will show that as
the condenser setting is slightly altered the
plate current will rise and the output will increase. The current should not be allowed to
Fig. 2924 — The medium-power oscillator takes
exceed 200 ma. at full load.
Ts20's and other less expensive tubes with no changes
Other tubes than the T-40's shown have
in construction.
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bottom of the panel, with
the microphone jack to the
left and the modulator gain
control at the right. All of
the parts mounted above
the meter belong to the receiver. The ' phone plug
and audio gain control are
to the right of the vernier
tuning dial; antenna and
regeneration controls are
to the left, with the latter
A 112- Mc. Pack Set
at the top.
The base, attached to
A u.h.f. pack set, althe panel by a piece of
though necessarily limited
in output because of the
right-angle strip, is 5%
inches wide by 5% inches
low power, will neverthedeep and is located 2%
less give a good account of
inches up from the bottom
itself in field work. The
pack set to be described is
of the panel. The receiver
something of ade luxe item
parts mounted on this base
are as follows: tuning conin that it uses a separate
transmitter and receiver,
denser, coil and antenna
coupling condenser, debut its superior performance to the conventional
Fig. 2925 — The complete 2%-meter pack tector and quench tubes,
transceiver makes it a set, showing the three divisions, receiver and quench-coil unit and audio
more desirable piece of modulator (upper left), battery compart- transformer. The arrangement (lower left) and transmitter (right).
ment of parts should be
equipment.
The entire unit, batteries and all, is housed
clear from inspectio nof Fig. 2926. The antenna
in an aluminum case measuring 5% by 9% by
condenser must be insulated from the chassis
15% inches. For compact assembly,
the receiver and modulator were constructed in asingle unit. The receiver
tube line-up is rather unusual in view
of the use of both 1.4- and 6.3-volt
tubes, but it is justified in that it
combines good performance with
battery economy. The detector is a
Hytron HY-615 (a 6.3-volt tube),
used because of its excellent behavior
at the ultra-high frequencies. The
other two tubes were chosen because
of their low filament-power requirements. The first of these, a 1N5G, is
the quench oscillator, and the second,
a 1C5G, is the audio amplifier. The
1N5G is connected to operate as a
triode, while the 1C5G is a pentode
amplifier. The HY-114, a dry-cell
tube introduced since the set was
built, could be used in place of the
HY-615.
The two units are mounted on a
"T"-shaped aluminum assembly, one
section of which is the panel and the
other the base. Many of the parts are
mounted directly on the panel, which
is 6% inches wide by 6% inches high.
Fig. 2925 shows the complete unit
Fig. 2926 — The receiver is built on one side of a T-shaped
at the top left-hand side of the case. chassis.
This view shows the r.f. section at the right just behind the
The meter for reading transmitter panel, the finch° amplifier at the left, and the quench oscillator in
and modulator plate currents is at the the foreground.

been used successfully in
this circuit, including
Types 809, T-20, RK-32,
RK-11, RK-12, and TZ-40
Still others of similar construction and ratings undoubtedly also would function satisfactorily. Tubes
like the HK-24 and 35T
will work well at 224 Mc.
using this circuit.
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and panel, and is therefore mounted on
insulating
bushings
and
controlled
through a flexible shaft coupling. Holes
are drilled in the side of the quench-coil li
shield to permit the shortest possible
leads to point above the base. The leads
going below the chassis are brought
through a hole drilled in the base just beneath the center of the shield can. The audio
tube is mounted horizontally with its socket
supported from the panel by 1k-inch pillars.
The audio screen and filament by-pass condensers (the latter possibly can be omitted)
are directly below the socket.
Ant Rod

DETECTOR
HY-615

AUDIO-AMP
ICSG

ERFC

Ti
C41

T

5

.-JR5
=
QUENCH-05C.
-1
N56

rs

c,

3
m

R4

C8

-L

-L

O
+90V.
D
Fig. 2927 — Circuit diagram of the receiving section.
Ci — 35-ssfd. variable (lIammarlund HF35).
CS— 15-gpfd. variable (National UM-15 with all but
two plates removed).
CS— 100-ssfd. midget mica.
C4 — 0.005-sfd. midget mica.
C5, CS-0.002-dd. midget mica.
C7 — 0.001-mfd. midget mica.
Ca —
400-volt paper tubular.
C9, C10, C11 — 0.01-pfd., 400-volt paper tubular.
R I— 5megohms, h-watt.
Rs — 50,000 ohms, h-watt.
RS — 1000 ohms, 54-watt.
R4 — 0.1-megohm potentiometer.
R5 — 0.5 megohm potentiometer.
RFC — 25 turns No. 20 d.e.c., diameter h inch, close.
wound.
J — Open-circuit jack.
T — Audio transformer, 3:1 ratio (Stancor A-53).
Li — 3 turns No. 14 tinned wire, diameter h inch,
length Ms inch.
L2, L3 — Windings of National quench-oscillator unit.
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MODULATOR
6G6- G

OFTOMI.A' SIDE
SW
+3V

+ 225V
E

Fig. 2928 — Modulator wiring diagram.
Ci — 25-sfd. 25-volt electrolytic.
R: — 600 ohms, 1-watt.
R2— 0.5-megohm potentiometer.
J — Open circuit jack.
T — D.b. mike to single- grid transformer (Stancor
A-4708).
L — Filter choke used as modulation choke (Stancor
C-1002) (30 henrys, 50 ma., 400 ohms d.c.
resistance).
Sw — D.p.d.t. toggle switch.
M — 0-50 milliammeter (Triplett).

The modulator is mounted on the under side
of the receiver base. Fig. 2929 shows the layout of parts on the back of the panel and on
the base. The quench tube socket is mounted
below the base, along with condensers Cg, Cg,
C11, and resistor Rg. The microphone transformer is at the left just to the rear of the
panel-mounted jack. LI, the modulation choke,
is at the center of the base and far enough
back to clear the meter. If the modulator tube
socket is at least 1Yi inches away from the
panel, there will be sufficient room for the gain
control Rg, the cathode by-pass condenser C1,
and the bias resistor R I. A four-lug connection
strip provides terminals for the modulation
choke and switch connections.
The single-button microphone is fed into
only half of the primary winding of the doublebutton microphone transformer, but a singlebutton microphone transformer could of
course be used instead.
The switch Sw allows the set to be operated
without the modulator running, as when the
antenna and transmitter adjustments are
being made, so the meter will read only the
transmitter plate current.
The transmitter uses an HY-615 in a linear
oscillator circuit. A small tuning condenser
across the lines allows the length to be shortened somewhat and provides a convenient
means for varying frequency. Coupling between the tank circuit and the antenna is
through the midget variable condenser Cg.
Holes are drilled along the center of the plate
pipe so that the coupling condenser may be
tapped in at the point which provides the best
loading. The tap should be as far toward the
cold end of the line as is consistent with good
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loading. The transmitter parts list
specifies either a high value of grid
leak, 50,000 ohms, or alow value, 900
ohms. Although either leak gives
identical results when the antenna is
properly coupled, there is a marked
difference in the operation under other
conditions. With the 50,000-ohm resistor, the plate current will rise as the
plate load is increased. However, when
the low-resistance leak is used, it will
be found that the no-load plate current is quite high and that the current
decreases as the antenna is more
tightly coupled to the circuit. With
either method the plate current reading at full load will be 11 to 13 ma.
The 900-ohm resistor was finally used
because tests indicated that the stability and output were better. The
case, dimensions of which were given
previously, is divided into three compartments as shown in Fig. 2931. The
photograph shows the location of the
transmitter and batteries. The inside
dimensions of the three compartments
are as follows: Receiver-modulator
compartment, 6% by 6% inches;
battery and switch compartment,

Fig. 2929 — The modulator is on the opposite side of the parti
tion from the receiver. A few receiver parts also are in this compartment, as described in the text.

rod
r

HY-615

C3

+c 2
?

.1 Shield
,:grounded
..

•

TO `A"SIOE OF
FIL SW

Fig. 2930 — The transmitter
Shea
q,oeded circuit.
Ci — 100-gpfd. midget mica.
C2 - See text.
C3 - 15-upfd.
variable (National UM-15).
R — 900
or 50,000 ohms,
1-watt (see text).
L — 12%-inch lengths (two)
of %
o.d.
harddrawn . copper tubing
(see
text).
TO MODULATOR

6% by 8% inches, transmitter section, 2% by
15 inches.
When the various walls, ends and sides of
the case are being put together, quarter- and
half-inch brass angle should be used freely.
It was found that more than enough rigidity
could be secured by using the half-inch angle
at the corners where the top and side pieces
meet, and the quarter-inch strip at all other
places where panels and walls had to be fastened. All the pieces of angle are drilled and
tapped for % 2 machine screws.
The tuning condenser C2 of the transmitter
is made from two 3/8inch diameter copper
discs soldered to brass machine screws. Holes
drilled and tapped in the copper-tubing pipes
take the condenser screws. A short extension
Fig. 2931— A view with the panel removed to show
the transmitter and battery compartment. The antenna
coupling condenser is mounted on the right-hand wall.
The oscillator tube is mounted at the bottom of the
resonant line.
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A

Sw,

Fig. 2932 — Battery connections. Swt is a d.p.s.t. unit, SW2
and SW3 each s.p.s.t. Letters refer
to similar designations on other
diagrams.

See
rest
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1305X
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of bakelite rod is threaded to the plate side of
the condenser for adjustment purposes. The
plate and grid lines are held together by strips
of victron. Good u.h.f. insulation should be
used here, especially at the " hot" end of the
circuit. The line is supported by isolantite
insulators ( National GS-2), elevating it
slightly above the tube. The antenna coupling
condenser is mounted on the left side-wall of
the transmitter section and is placed far
enough away from the front and side to bring
it to the rear of the tank circuit when the case
is completely assembled. A coupling is used so
that abakelite extension shaft may be brought
outside the case for tuning.
Separate antennas are used on transmitter
and receiver, to eliminate switching difficulties.
The antennas, telescope-type rods which may
be adjusted to a half-wavelength at 112 Mc.,
are mounted on feed-through insulators on

the right and left sides of the case. If operation
is planned at the low-frequency end of the
band, the antenna should be approximately 4
feet long; to resonate at the high end it should
be about 3 feet 9 inches long. These lengths
should include the length of the lead-in between the antenna rod and the detector circuit; that is, the figures are for the total length
from the grid circuit to the top of the rod.
Two filament supplies are used, one for the
6.3-volt tubes and another for the 1.4-volt
types. Naturally, the drain on the 6-volt supply is much higher than that on the 1.5-volt
battery and therefore the latter is going to
have the longer life. When the voltage of the
6-volt supply starts to drop off, the negative
lead may be disconnected from ground and
connected to the positive terminal of the 1.5volt battery. If this is done, the useful life of
both batteries will be the same. ( Bib. 1).
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ANTENNAS FOR THE U.H.F.
Simple and Directive Systems for Use from 28 to 224 Mc.

ULTRA-HIGH-FREQUENCY

transmission
and reception differs from lower-frequency
work in that it is normally carried out by
means of semi-optical transmission paths, and
it is only on rare occasions that the " sky wave"
ever returns to earth and enables long-distance
transmission to take place. This is not true, of
course, for the 28- Mc. band, where world-wide
communication is a regular occurence during
certain parts of the sun-spot cycle. In any
event, it is desirable on frequencies higher than
28 Mc. to concentrate the radiated energy as
close to the horizontal plane as is practically
possible.
On the ultra-high frequencies, signals sent
from a vertical antenna (vertically polarized)
can only be received well on avertical antenna,
and signals from a horizontal antenna ( horizontally polarized) are only received well on a
horizontal antenna. Vertical antennas seem to
be more common than horizontal ones on the
ultra-highs, although there is some evidence
that the horizontally-polarized waves provide
better signals over long indirect paths.
It has been found that directive antenna
systems will extend the operating range on
56- Mc. to such a degree that suitable communication can be carried on with a directive
system where no signal could be put through
with a simple antenna. Because of the small
physical dimensions of antennas on these
ultra-high frequencies, and because of their
advantages, there is practically no reason why
the u.h.f. antenna should not be a directive
affair, except possibly in the case of mobile or
portable work. Since the only radiation effective at these frequencies is at quite alow angle
with respect to the ground, every effort should

L

feed

be made to concentrate the radiation as near
to the horizontal as possible.
It is desirable to keep the Q of the u.h.f.
antenna as low as possible, because the bands
are proportionately wide and a high-Q system
could not be made to take power except over
a small portion of the band. " Q" simply
relates to the sharpness of resonance of the
antenna — a high-Q antenna is one of low
radiation resistance and consequently a sharp
resonance characteristic. Close-spaced arrays
with either driven or parasitic elements are to
be avoided because of their high 0, and only
the arrays with quarter- or half-wave (or
greater) spacing should be used.
The O of an u.h.f. antenna can be lowered
(and thus permit working more readily over
the whole band) by using heavy wire or even
copper tubing for the elements. Copper tubing
of one-inch or even greater diameter is not too
unwieldy for the elements of a 56- or 112- Mc.
array, and it has the further advantage that
self-supporting elements can be used, avoiding
any possible loss due to poor insulation at the
voltage loops.
It is particularly important that the u.h.f.
antenna be placed in the clear and as high as
possible. The field strength at a distance is
dependent on the height of the antenna, and
adding height is like getting more watts output
from the transmitter.
Tuned lines can be used to feed the u.h.f.
antennas, but untuned ones are recommended,
used with suitable matching systems. If an
open-wire line is used, either tuned or untuned,
it should be carefully balanced as to length,
and the spacing should not exceed 4 inches.
Coaxial line is excellent for feeding u.h.f.

A/0A wire,,
spaced 373

lye

2'
any knath

Fig. 3001 — Two methods of feeding
a simple vertical radiator. That shown
at A is with atuned line, while B shows
a56-Mc, antenna with delta match. The
dimensions are approximate and may be
subject to some slight modification if it
is found that coupling the feeders to the
tank coil changes the tuning considerably. The 2-foot dimension may have to
be changed slightly, to effect a better
match, by tapping the line at slightly
different points than shown in the sketch.

A
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Fig. 3002 — Two methods of feeding an "extended double Zepp" type
of collinear array. The dimensions
given are for the 56-Mc, band, and
should be halved for 112 Mc. The
450-ohm line can be made of No. 12
wire spaced 2inches. The stub should
be adjusted until there is aminimum
of change in the final tank circuit
when the line is coupled to the
transmitter.

antennas. Feed lines should be carefully balanced and made with small spacing to reduce
the radiation from the line, since it can become
quite serious at these frequencies.
HalfWave Antennas
Although directive systems are undoubtedly
the most effective, good results can be obtained
with simple half-wave antennas. They are normally used vertically, so that the radiation will
be vertically polarized. Although it is more
convenient to end-feed a vertical antenna,
center-feed is preferable so that the feed line
can be more readily balanced and remain bal-

anced over the whole band. Tuned feeders can
be run to the center of the radiator, or a delta
match can be used with an untuned transmission line. Fig. 3001 shows suggested methods
of feeding a half-wave radiator for the ultrahigh frequencies.
Simple Collinear Antennas

By placing a second vertical element above
the first, acollinear antenna results which will
give increased low-angle radiation and consequently greater signal strength. Fig. 3002
shows two methods of feeding a type of collinear array known as the " extended double
Zepp." This antenna has considerable gain
over two simple half waves stacked above each
other and, since the difference in required
space is not great, its use is recommended over
the stacking of two half-wave elements. The
twisted-pair type of transmission line will have
greater losses than the open line, but it radiates less and is sometimes more effective.
The elements can be made of copper tubing
and supported on the side of the pole by standoff insulators, or the antenna can be of wire
suspended from asuitable support. ( Bib. 1)
The Coaxial Vertical Radiator

Fig. 3003 — The 56-Mc. antenna at W2USA, dimensions of which are given in Fig. 3002.

CHAPTER THIRTY

If only asingle vertical radiator can be used,
and it is necessary to run the line for 30 feet or
more, serious thought should be given to the
use of coaxial-line feed. It is doubtless the best
method of feeding asimple antenna, as testified
to by the many police and other u.h.f. installations where no horizontal directivity is desirable but where a maximum of efficiency is required. Although it is possible to run the
coaxial line directly to the center of the antenna with no modifications, it is much better
to use the method shown in Fig. 3004. This
amounts to feeding the antenna at the center
with coaxial line but short-circuits the possibility that the whole coaxial line may act as a
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vertical radiator, resulting in high-angle radiation and loss of signal strength. The wire extends aquarter wavelength above the juncture

nsulator
No.

14

wire

must be made smaller than normal for the
length of the 8-inch lap. This can be done by
placing a thin piece of wood longitudinally in
the bottom of the groove and hammering so
that the grooves tend to " pinch" together
slightly. Treat each groove similarly. The two
sections of pipe can be slipped together by
bolding the inner one firmly and having a
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Fig. 3004— The coaxial vertical radiator is one of the
most efficient methods for feeding a vertical half-wave
antenna. The wire above the sheath is a quarter-wavelength long, and the sheath is also aquarter-wavelength
long. The sheath and wire combine to form ahalf-wave
radiator, and the concentric line feeding the system
works to best advantage because of the way it is introduced. If desired, ahorizontal ground screen or radial.
wire counterpoise can be installed just below the bottom
of the sheath (but not connected to it) to increase lowangle radiation. The entire system should be mounted as
high as possible. (The sketch of the antenna is one of the
systems used at W8PK.)

of the line and the outer sheath. Because there
is no field in the inside of the sheath, the coaxial
line can run up through it with no harmful
effects. This antenna is used in many
amateur and commercial installations
and always results in increased signal
strength over that obtained with a
single-half-wave antenna and any
other type of feed.
The coaxial line should have an
impedance of around 70 ohms, although this is not critical and can
range up to 120 ohms without too
serious a mismatch. (Bib. 2)

0.475X

_L

1
0
.

Stacked Coaxial Antennas

The above principle can be carried further by stacking elements, to
give greater gain and increased range.
One ingenious application is that
shown in Figs. 3005-3007.
Four ten-foot sections of 3-inch
galvanized iron conductor pipe are
"slipped" together to lap 8 inches
and fastened with sheet metal screws.
The diameter of the pipe which is
to be the inside member of the lap
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Transmitter

Fig. 3006 — The electrical arrangement of the four.
element coaxial antenna. The top element and the third
from the top are directly driven. Dimensions in feet can
be found by applying the factors given in the drawing
to 984/freq. ( Mc.). The concentric line may be continued
to the transmitter or matched into another line by any
of the conventional methods suitable for the purpose.

Fig. 3005 — A prac
tical coaxial vertica
radiator, used a
W6GPY on 325 Mc.

helper pound on the opposite end of
the outer section, using a block of
wood to prevent damage to the hammered end. The lap should be made
so that the top section slides over the
one below it to keep water out of the
inside. A visit to the kitchenware
department of the " 5 and 10" will
provide a cap for the top.
The lower half of each antenna
element is asleeve of galvanized iron
6 inches in diameter and 95% of
3.-wavelength long. The top end is
slit and bent to fit around the conductor pipe where it is fastened with
sheet metal screws and solder as
shown in Fig. 3007. A coat of roof
cement of the asbestos-base variety
keeps the inside dry. The bottom of
the sleeve is spaced from the pipe by
three standoff insulators fastened
only to the outer sleeve and resting
in the bottoms of the grooves in the
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3"downspoutin9
Cveredwith
asbeitos roofin? cernen t

A7.6s cat and
fastened &pipe
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Fig. 3007 — The constructional details of the - tdelsed
coaxial antenna are shown in this drawing. The one
standoffs are mounted about three inches up inside the
sleeve for protection from rain; the inner ends are not
fastened to the pipe but simply rest in the corrugations.
The long piece of the feed-through insulator should be
fastened to the sire at the right point before the sire is
pulled through the pipe, so that the lead can he fished
through the hole when the inner wire conductor is in
place. This must be done before the sheet-metal sleeve is
installed on the pipe.

pipe. The sleeves are so spaced on the pipe that
the element length, bottom of one sleeve to
bottom of the next, is 95% of a half wave.
It is desirable to feed the antenna from the
top to insure a maximum of energy in the top
elements, since these are the most effective
from a radiation standpoint due to their elevation. Only the top sleeve and the third from
the top, and thus the top element is driven
directly, while the second from the top can be
considered to be excited as an end-fed halfwave element through an inverted quarterwave stub at the top. The third and fourth
sections duplicate the first and second.
The pipe is used for a transmission line of
about 220 ohms by stringing a No. 14 wire
down its center. The wire is kept central by
squares of bakelite panel cut to slide in the
grooves of the pipe. These are fastened to
the wire at 2-foot intervals. Care in the
use of sheet metal screws must be used to
prevent fouling the groove for these spacers;
that is, at least one pair of diametricallyopposite grooves must be clear of screws for the
entire length of the antenna. The bakelite
spacers should be cut slightly small so that
they will pass through the laps without bind-
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Fig. 3009 — A simple form
of end-fire array as used at
W2JCR. The two coppertubing elements are curved in
and run down the pole to form
part of the feed line.

ing. In pulling the wire
through the pipe, start from
the proper end so that there
is no danger that the spacers
will catch on the edge of the
inner pipe at a lap joint.
The center wire is attached
to the outer sleeve after going
through a lead-through insulator in the side of the pipe.
The point of feeder attachment to the sleeve is figured
for about 440 ohms so the
two loads in parallel will
match the transmission line
of 220 ohms. There is, of
course, aslight mismatch on
the last section of line, between the two directly-driven
elements, but it is not
serious.
The insulated guys should be attached 2/3
of the way up and at a low-voltage point. The

Fig. 3008 --- The stacked coaxial radiator at ‘11 \ Ell.
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center of the second element from the top was
used so there is 11 feet above the guys and 19
feet between the guys and the bottom braces
shown in the photograph. The 3-inch pipe will
stand a70 m.p.h. wind before buckling. ( Bib. 3)
Phased Arrays

Principles other than stacking can be used
to obtain greater gains from the u.h.f. antenna,
and both the " broadside" and " end-fire"
types of arrays have been used at many stations. One simple application of the " end-fire"
principle is shown in Fig. 3009. Two lengths

Fig. 3010 — The simple rotatable 56- Me. beam at
VK2NO. Two half-wave broadside elements with two
parasitic reflectors a quarter-wavelength behind them.

Fig 3012 — The 112-Nle. array at ‘121.:17, um , two
collinear sets of three broadside driven elements, backed
by parasitic reflectors. This type of construction allows
rotation of the system.

Fig. 3011 — An elaboration of the antenna shown in
Fig. 3010. This installation at NV 111RX, which cannot be
rotated, uses 4 half-wave elements in a broadside array
with four parasitic reflectors aquarter-wave length away.
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of copper tubing are bent to form a " pitchfork" a half- wavelength long (down to the
bend) and with anything from a quarter- to
an eighth-wavelength separation. The wider
separation will give a lower-Q system and
should be used if a matching system of some
kind is used or if the feed line has to run for
more than several wavelengths. The closer
spacing gives slightly greater gain. The endfire antenna of Fig. 3009 is particularly simple
to construct by supporting the two vertical
elements of copper tubing from the top of a
single vertical pole and running the feed line
down the pole. If the pole can be made to
rotate 90°, full advantage can be taken of the
directivity of the simple system. While it will
not show as sharp alobe as the broadside type
of array, it will show avery definite null which
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is useful in reducing QRM in congested areas.
Its pattern is similar to a figure " 8," with the
nulls broadside to the plane of the elements.
The broadside arrays, described in Chapter
Twenty-four, give good gains and are not too
difficult to construct. Several practical applications are shown in Figs. 3010-3012. The elements can be of wire or copper tubing, and the
assembly can be simply wires hung from arope
stretched between two supports or it can take
the form of a more permanent structure, as
shown in the photographs.
Other Types of Antennas

Close-spaced arrays with either parasitic or
driven elements are not recommended for the
ultra- high frequencies. A possible exception to
this rule is the antenna of Fig. 3009, which, while
shown with quarter-wave spacing, can be used
with spacing as close as-one-eighth wavelength
when tuned feeders are used. The gain will be
slightly higher with the closer spacing but the
antenna must be built more rigidly because the
closer spacing will make relative motion of the
elements more noticeable.
Feeding the U.H.F. Antenna

Close spacing and balance are important
factors in u.h.f. feeder operation so that the
radiation from the line will be minimized. For
this reason, the coaxial line is doubtless the
best type of feed for the u.h.f. antenna, but the
open-wire line is quite effective if care is taken
in its construction. Low-impedance twisted
pair lines, and solid rubber insulated concentric
lines are not be recommended, although they
will not be bad for short distances. The desirable type of coaxial line is one using ceramic
beads or some other good material for insulation.
If a matching section is used, it should be
symmetrical and loaded on both sides, to maintain current balance in the matching section.
If, for example, asingle vertical antenna is fed
at the bottom by aquarter-wavelength matching section, any radiation from the matching
section (due to current unbalance) will combine with the radiation from the antenna to
result in a raising of the vertical angle of
radiation. Less trouble with feeder radiation
will be experienced with any symmetrical sys-

tern, which simply means asystem with equal
amounts of wire each side of the end of the
feeder.
Methods of coupling the transmitter to the
feed line are shown in Fig. 3013. At C, the link
line running from the transmitter to the antenna tuning unit should be made of No. 12 or
14 wire spaced a half inch or so.
Length of Elements

The formula given for the length of a halfwave antenna on the lower frequencies must be
modified somewhat for 56 Mc. and higher because of the greater " end effect" at these frequencies. The length of a half-wave element
can be found from
Length (inches) —

5540
Freq. ( Mc.)

The length of a half-wave section of openwire line is still
Length (inches) =

5760
Freq. ( Mc.)

For ready reference, typical lengths are
tabulated in Table Ifor the 56- and 112-Mc.
bands.
TABLE I
Freq. ( Mc.)
56.0
57.0
58.0
59.0
60.0
112
114
116

Half- Wave
Radiator
8' 1
8'
7' 10"
4' 1%"
4'
3' 113e

Half- Wave
Open Line
i
e 7H
8i5,,
8,3,,
8'
8'
4'
4'
4'

1M"
3
234"
1%"

A quarter-wave radiator or open line will be
half the length of the half-wave value.
A reflector element should be spaced a
quarter-wavelength back of the radiator and its
length made the same as a half wavelength of
open line for the same frequency.
Bibliography
1. Lynch, Nov., 1939, QST. 2. Long, Jan., 1939,
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Fee/line
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Fig. 3013 — Three types of coupling to feed lines. Those at A and B are used with untuned lines or coaxial line,
and that at C is used with either tuned or untuned lines. If a tuned feeder is used, the taps on the coil (in C)
should be moved out to the ends of the coil.
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OPERATING THE STATION
Operating Routine and Practices— Emergency Procedure —
A.R.R.L. Activities

THE

transmitter should be adjusted
for satisfactory, stable, operation. Do not try
to work too near the edge of an amateur band.
Keep well within the estimated accuracy of
your frequency measuring equipment and
means of measurement. Check frequency often. Crystal control provides a certain degree
of " frequency insurance" but do not omit
checks for harmonics and parasitics that may
be present with the signal, as well as for
frequency changes due to quartz temperature
or circuit element capacities if near a band
edge. Other control methods require tremendously increased precautions. F.C.C. monitoring stations are on the job of checking notes,
frequency and other possible discrepancies, so
it pays to be watchful.
Method in operating is important, and in
this chapter we shall discuss the common
practices. The good operator does not sit down
and send a long call when he wants to work
someone. He listens in. He covers the dial
thoroughly. The fellow that is admired for his
good operating is the one who is always calling
some particular station instead of using CQ.
Because he listens until he hears someone to
work and then goes after him, our good operator
gets his man nearly every time. A good operator chooses the proper time to call, he makes
plain signals, and he does not call too long. A
short call is sufficient because if astation does
not get the call it is likely that he is listening to
another station. A long call makes the receiving operator lose patience and look for someone
else.
Pride in technique is the earmark of the
successful amateur among his fellows. Code
proficiency sets apart the real seasoned operator from the one who builds equipment
only to tear it apart again. Engineering or
applied common sense are essential to both the
operator and experimenter. Operating ability
is just as essential and important in radiotelephone operating as in code work — perhaps it is more essential and more rare, for
understanding of phonetics must contribute
to conciseness with careful system, as in the
airways service, for effective two-way work.
The penalty for not having " what it takes" in
operating is ineffectiveness in results, as well
as to win the name of " lid" by bungling.
Too often the beginner-operator operates
his set like a plaything; the aim should be to
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operate with a serious and constructive purpose, not for novelty or mere entertainment.
It must be remembered that radio communication is not an individual plaything but the
interference one causes may affect many
others. It may cause pleasure or expressions of
annoyance depending on the care and thoughtfulness with which one operates. All of this
merely to introduce the plea that time be given
to the brief study of operating technique before
going on the air.
Many the amateur who complains about his
results or blames his equipment when the
real fault was with proper timing of calls and
failure to do enough intelligent listening. Patience and judgment, and familiarity with
tuning methods and ways, and standard
procedures are absolutely essential to full
success and enjoyment.
The operator who sends forty or more CQ's
and signs two or three times in a slipshod
manner gains the respect of no one. His call
may be impossible to identify. His lack of
operating judgment seriously impairs and
handicaps his own success and enjoyment in
addition to causing other amateurs to form an
unfavorable opinion of his work and the
uncalled-for interference he creates. By proper
procedure the number of two-way contacts
(QS0's) and the enjoyment and profit in each
will be a maximum.
The adjustment on the receiver has much to
do with successful operation, too. The good
receiving operator notes the dial setting and
when he has completed calling in proper fashion, he waits a moment and then tunes above
or below the logged dial setting just in case
something has shifted slightly in the receiver
or transmitter. The best operator has patience
and waits afew minutes in case of delay at the
transmitter or in case fading signals. make a
second answer necessary. Upon the station
and its operation depend the possibility of
good communication records.
An operator with a clean-cut, slow, steady
method of sending has a big advantage over
the poor operator. Good sending is partly a
matter of practice but patience and judgment
are just as important qualities of an operator
as agood " fist."
Accuracy is of first importance. Then speed
must be considered. Very often, transmission
at moderate speeds moves traffic or insures
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understandable conversation better than fast
sending. A great deal depends on the proficiency and good judgment of the two operators
concerned. Fast sending is helpful only when
two fast operators work together.
As time is a factor, uniform practices in
operating are necessary to insure a ready understanding. So proficiency in the commonlyused abbreviations and in knowledge of
uniform operating practices is to be desired.
Proficiency comes with practice. In the Appendix are the " Q" signals and some abbreviations
used by amateur operators.
Procedure
Official A.R.R.L. Stations observe the rules
regarded as " standard practice" carefully.
Any actively-operating stations will do well to
copy these rules, to post them conspicuously
in the station, and to follow them when
operating.
1. Calls should be made by transmitting not
more than three times the call signal of the
station called, and DE, followed by one's own
call signal sent not more than three times, thus:
VE2BE VE2BE VE2BE DE W1AW W1AW
W1AW. In amateur practice this form is
repeated completely once or twice. The call
signal of the calling station must be inserted at
frequent intervals for identification purposes.
Repeating the call signal of the called station
five times and signing not more than twice has
proved excellent practice in connection with
break-in operation (the receiver being kept
tuned to the frequency of the called station).
The use of a break-in system is highly recommended to save time and reduce unnecessary
interference.
The A.R.R.L. method of using the general
inquiry call ( CQ) is also that of calling three
times, signing three times, and repeating three
times. CQ is not to be used when testing or
when the sender is not expecting or looking for
an answer. After CQ, the dial should be covered thoroughly for two or three minutes
looking for replies.
The directional CQ: To reduce the number
of useless answers and lessen QRM, every CQ
call should be made informative when possible.
Stations desiring communication should follow
each CQ by an indication of direction, district,
state, continent, country or the like. International prefixes (Appendix) may be used to
identify a particular country. Examples:
A United States station looking for any Canadian amateur
calls: CQ VE CQ VE CQ VE DE W1UE WlUE WlUE
K. A western station with traffic for the east coast when
looking for an intermediate relay station calls: CQ EAST
CQ EAST CQ EAST DE W5CEZ W5CEZ W5CEZ K. A
station with messages for points in Massachusetts calls: CQ
MASS CQ MASS CQ MASS DE W8KKG W8KKG
W8KKG K. In each example indicated it is understood that
the combination used is repeated three times.
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2. Answering a call: Call three times (or
less); send DE; sign three times (or less); and
after contact is established decrease the use
of the call signals of both stations to once or
twice. Example:
W1GNF DE W1AW GE OM GA K (meaning, "Good
evening, old man, go ahead").

3. Ending signals and sign off: The proper
use of AR, K and VA ending signals is as follows: AR (end of transmission) shall be used
at the end of messages during communication;
and also at the end of acall, indicating when so
used that communication is not yet established.
In the case of CQ calls, the international regulations recommend that K shall follow. K (invitation to transmit) shall also be used at the end
of each transmission when answering or working
another station, carrying the significance of
"go ahead." VA (or SK) shall be used by each
station only when signing off, this followed by
your own call sent once for identification
purposes. VA (end of work) sent alone, or for
clarification followed by a single (never more)
"CQ DE
," indicates to others that
you are through with the station which you
have been working and will listen for whomever wishes to call. Examples:
Î— G2OD DE W1CTI Alt (showing that W1CTI
has not yet gotten in touch with G2OD but has called and is
now listening for his reply). Used after the signature between
messages, it indicates the end of one message. There may be
a slight pause before starting the second of the series of
messages. The courteous and thoughtful operator allows
time for the receiving operator to enter the time on the
message and put another blank in readiness for the traffic
to come. If K is added it means that the operator wishes his
first message acknowledged before going on with the second
message. If no K is heard, preparations should be made to
continue copying.
(K) — ZL2AC DE W6AJM R K. (This arrangement is
very often used for the acknowledgment of atransmission.
When anyone overhears this he at once knows that the two
stations are in touch, communicating with each other, that
ZL2AC's transmission was all understood by W6AJM, and
that W6AJM is telling ZL2AC to go ahead with more of
what he has to say.) W9KJY DE W7NEI NR 23 R K. (Evidently W9IgY is sending messages to W7NH. The contact
is good. The message was all received correctly. W7NH tells
W9KJY to "go ahead" with more.)
(VA) — R NM NW CUL VY 73 Alt VA W7WY. (W7WY
saya " Iunderstand OK, no more now, see you later, very
best regards. Iam through with you for now and will listen
for whomever wishes to call. W7WY signing off.")

4. If a station sends test signals to adjust
the transmitter or at the request of another
station to permit the latter to adjust its
receiving apparatus, the signals must be composed of a series of V's with the call signal of
the transmitting station at frequent intervals.
5. When a station receives a call without
being certain that the call is intended for it,
it should not reply until the call has been repeated and is understood. If it receives the call
but is uncertain of the call signal of the send-
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ing station, it should answer using the signal
• • — — • • (?) instead of the call signal of this
latter station. QRZ? (see Appendix) is the
appropriate signal to use, followed by your call,
to ask who is calling and get this station to
call again.
6. Several radiograms may be transmitted
in series (QSG ) with the consent of
the station which is to receive them. As ageneral rule, long radiograms should be transmitted
in sections of approximately fifty words, each
ending with • • — — • • (?) meaning, " Have
you received the message correctly thus far?"
7. Receipting for conversation or traffic:
Never send a single acknowledgment until
the transmission has been entirely received.
"R" means " All right, OK, I understand
completely." When apoor operator, commonly
called a " lid," has only received part of a
message, he answers, " RRRRRRRRR R,
sorry, missed address and text, pse repeat"
and every good operator who hears, raves
inwardly. Use R only when all is received correctly. Example:
When all the message has been received correctly ashort
call with " NR 155 R K" or simply " 155 K" is sufficient.

8. Repeats: When most of the message was
lost the call should be followed by the correct
abbreviations (see Appendix) from the international list, asking for a repetition of the
address, text, etc. ( RPT ADR AND TXT K.)
When but afew words were lost the last word
received correctly is given after ? AA, meaning
that " all after" this should be repeated. ? AB
for " all before" astated word should be used
if most of the first part of the copy is missing.
?BN
AND
(two stated words)
asks for a fill " between" certain sections. If
only a word or two is lost this is the quickest
method to get it repeated.
Do not send words twicb (QSZ) unless it is
requested. Send single. Do not fall into the
bad habit of sending double without a request
from fellows you work.
Do not accept or start incomplete messages.
9. A file of messages handled must be kept,
F.C.C. regulations requiring that they be
maintained on hand at least one year.
10. The operator will never make changes or
alterations in the texts or other portions of messages passing through his hands. However
slight or however desirable such changes may
seem, the changing of amessage without proper
authority or without the knowledge of the
originator of the message may be considered
the " unpardonable sin." The proper thing to
do of course is to notify the party filing the
message or the originating station of your
observations, secure permission from the
proper source for making the change by sending a"service message" or other means. If the
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case seems urgent, the traffic should not be
delayed but should be delivered or forwarded
with appropriate notation or service accompanying it.
Activities— Contests
Operating in the amateur bands offers many
thrills. Routine communication is possible, but
even the most consistent and reliable communication by amateur radio is not at all limited
to routine. The " unexpected" is always around
the corner. A pleasant experience may arrive in
the form of unusual DX, a renewed friendship
over the air, achance to render message service
in some special case, or a sudden communication emergency in which one may play apart.
Special activities are sponsored by the
American Radio Relay League, adding to ham
interest and fraternalism at the same time
opportunity is given for testing station performance over definite periods, making new
friendships and QS0s, and developing operating technique. A.R.R.L. also cooperates with
foreign amateur societies in many jointly publicized programs for the operating man that
have similar beneficial aims.
Contest activities are diversified as greatly
as possible to appeal to every classification of
amateur interest showing a desire to participate. The most well known of all are the
annual Sweepstakes, and the DX contests,
and the Field Day, appealing to all groups.
With the start of the radio season in October, we customarily take part in a VK-ZL
(Australia-New Zealand) Contest, operating
each week-end of that month to make as many
two way contacts with VK's and ZL's as possible. The annual Navy Day Receiving Competition is managed by the A.R.R.L. in late
October, an opportunity for any receiving
ham to check his copying ability and proficiency by getting the telegraphic dispatches
sent from NAA and NPG to amateurs on the
occasion of Navy Day, October 27th. An
"honor roll" in QST and letters of commendation follow this event.
One of the very biggest events of the year
is the annual Sweepstakes Contest which has
potentialities of operating fun and new QS0s
for everybody, the operation extending to all
bands. Each November the rules for this are
announced. A large number of contacts, new
stations, new Sections and other operating
records are always reported in and after the
"SS" and the spirit of fraternalism prevails.
The magic key to open the door to QS0s, new
and old, during the Sweepstakes is a CQ SS,
sent in a snappy manner, by any ham, anywhere in the 72 A.R.R.L. Sections.
In December a Copying Bee has been
arranged. The League offers aspecial award to
the most proficient. Unusual word and figure
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combinations are transmitted at afairly rapid
speed by tape transmitters from three or four of
the more powerful amateur stations throughout the country. Note the schedules in December QST and report your copy from one of
these stations to A.R.R.L. Cooperative announcements of operating arrangements with
other societies are often made for December
and January, also.
Every year, in March, comes the annual
A.R.R.L. International DX Competition, an
activity in which W/VE amateurs invite all
the world to take part with them. Serial numbers are exchanged as proof of QS0s. New
countries, new continents, etc., are worked and
many new W.A.C. certificates are awarded
annually after the 9-day activity (usually
provided with a 90-hour-total-time limit)
is over. The QSL-bureaus of the world are
also taxed by the annual flood of DX confirmations exchanged by hams after their
operating in this DX free-for-all is over. The
interest in the DX QS0's made possible is
evidenced every year by stacks of logs several
feet deep, and hundreds of course enjoy the
DX made possible, even without submitting
logs. Every ham looks forward eagerly to the
full DX report in QST which shows his report
compared with the others submitted.
The VE/W (Canada-United States) Contact Contest is a chance to see which U. S. A.
ham can work most of our Canadian brothers,
and vice versa. This is sponsored by the
C.G.M. and a Canadian Committee and
League certificate awards are made to the
winners in each A.R.R.L. Section following
this April activity.
Of major importance in the League's operating program, is the annual A.R.R.L. Field
Day held on a week-end in June, combining
the out-of-door opportunities with the Field
testing of portables. As in all our operating,
the idea of having a good time is combined
with the more serious thought of preparing
ourselves to shoulder the communication load
as emergencies turn up and the occasion requires. A premium is placed on the use of low
or medium power, on portability, and on the
use of equipment without connection to commercial sources of power supply. Clubs as well
as individuals have a major part in this.
Working DX
Hams who do not raise DX stations readily may find that their sending is poor, their
calls ill-timed or judgment in error. It is usually
wasted effort for W/VE stations to send CQ
DX. When conditions are right to bring in the
DX, and the receiver sensitive enough to bring
in several stations from the desired locality,
the way to raise DX is to use the appropriate
frequency and to call these stations. Reasonably
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short calls, with appropriate and brief breaks to
listen will raise stations with minimum time
and trouble. The reason W/VE CQs do not
raise DX is that the number of U. S. A. and
Canadian hams is so great that it is always
possible for a foreign station to find a large
number of W/VE's calling, without wasting
time on stations not definitely looking for his
station.
A sensitive receiver is often more important
than the power input in working foreigners.
There is not much difference in results with the
different powers used, though 500 watts will
probably give 10% better signal strength at
the distant point than 100 watts, other factors
being the same. It will not do much better than
this because the field strength drops so rapidly
as we get away from the antenna. In working
foreign countries and DX stations you should
be able to hear ten or a dozen stations before
expecting that one of them will hear you call.
Conditions in the transmission medium
make all field strengths from a given region
more nearly equal at adistance, irrespective of
power used. In general, the higher the frequency band, the less important " power"
considerations become.
General Practices
The signal " V" is used for testing. When
one station has trouble in receiving, the
operator asks the transmitting station to
"QSV" while he tries to adjust his receiving
set for better reception. A decimal point is
often sent by the letter " R." Example: 2:30
PM is sent " 2R3OPM." A long dash for " zero"
and the Morse C (.. . ) for " clear" are in
common use. Figures are best spelled out in
texts, for highest accuracy. An operator who
misses directions for a repeat will send " 4,"
meaning, " Please start me, where?" NFT for
"no filing time" is common.
The law concerning superfluous signals
should be noted carefully by every amateur.
Do not hold the key down for long periods
of time when testing or thinking of something
to send. If you must test, disconnect the antenna system and use an equivalent " dummy"
antenna ( made of lumped resistance, capacity
and inductance). Send your call frequently
when operating with the antenna. Pick a time
for adjusting the station apparatus when few
stations will be bothered.
Long calls after communication has been
established are unnecessary and inexcusable.
The up-to-date amateur station uses a
"break-in" system of operation and just one
switch controlling the power supply to the
transmitter. The best sending speed is a
medium speed with the letters quickly formed
and sent evenly with proper spacing. The
standard type telegraph key is best for all-
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round use. Before any freak keys are used a
few months should be spent listening-in and
practicing with a buzzer. Regular daily practice periods, two or three half hour periods a
day, are best to acquire real familiarity and
proficiency with code.
No excuse can be made for a " garbled" text.
Operators should copy what is sent and refuse
to acknowledge messages until every word has
been received correctly. Good operators never
guess. "Swing" in a fist is not the mark of a
good operator, is undesirable. Unusual words
are sent twice, the word repeated following
transmission of"7". If not sure, good operators
systematically ask for fills or repeats.
Don't say, " QRM" or " QRN" when you
mean " QRS."
Don't acknowledge any message until you
have received it completely.
Don't CQ unless there is definite reason for
so doing. When sending CQ, use judgment.
Sign your call frequently, interspersed with
calls, and at the end of all transmissions.
Abbreviated standard procedure deserves a
word in the interest of brevity on the air. Abbreviated practices help to cut down unnecessary transmission. However, make it arule not
to abbreviate unnecessarily when working an
operator of unknown experience.
NIL is shorter than QRU CU NEXT
SKED. Instead of using the completely spelled
out preamble HR MSG NR 287 W1GME CK
18 MIDDLEBURY CONN OCTOBER 28
TO, etc., transmission can be saved by using
287 WIGME 18 MIDDLEBURY CT OCT 28
TO, etc. One more thing that conserves operating time is the cultivation of the operating
practice of writing down " 287 WlUE 615P
11/13/37" with the free hand during the sending of the next message.
"Handling" a message always includes the
transmission and receipt of radio acknowledgment (QSL) of same, and entry of date, time
and station call on the traffic, as handled, for
purposes of record.
Procedure for Voice Work
Most broadcasting work is casual and
merely one-way communication while amateur
radio and point-to-point services such as the
airways require the specific attention of the
listener, and receipting for all transmissions.
The International Telecommunications Convention and the supplementary regulations
thereto prescribe method and system for time
saving and maximum understandability. The
most effective amateur voice operation conforms closely, where accuracy is the required
objective, and examples of such procedure in
accordance with the universal practice will
be given. The general practices of radio extend
to voice and telegraph alike and may be fol-
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lowed with the special voice procedure
mentioned.
At the start of communication the calling
formula is spoken twice by both the station
called and the calling station. After contact is
established it is spoken once only. Examples:
W5QL calls: " Hello W3JZ Philadelphia, hello W3JZ
Philadelphia, W5QL Oklahoma City calling, W5QL Oklahoma City calling, message for you, message for you, come
in please."
W3JZ replies: " Hello W5QL Oklahoma City, hello
W5QL Oklahoma City, W3JZ Philadelphia answering,
W3JZ Philadelphia answering, send your message, send
your message, come in please."
W5QL replies: " Hello W3JZ Philadelphia, W5QL Oklahoma City answering, the message begins, from Oklahoma
City Oklahoma W5QL number ..... [usual preamble,
address, text, signature, etc.], message ends; Irepeat, the
message begins, from Oklahoma City Oklahoma W5QL
number ...... [repetition of preamble, address, text, signature, etc.], message ends, come in please."
W3JZ replies: " Hello W5QL Oklahoma City, W3JZ
Philadelphia answering, your message begins, from Oklahoma City Oklahoma W5QL number
[repetition of
complete messagel, end of your message, come in please."
W5QL replies: " Hello W3JZ Philadelphia, W5QL
Oklahoma City answering, you have the message correctly,
you have the message correctly, W5QL Oklahoma City
signing off."

Note that in handling traffic by voice, messages are repeated twice for accuracy, using the
word list to spell names and prevent misunderstandings. The receiving station must repeat
the message back in addition. Only when the
sender confirms the repetition as correct can
the message be regarded as handled.
Word List for Accurate Transmission
When sending messages containing radio
calls or initials likely to be confused and where
errors must be avoided, the calls or initials
should be thrown into short code words:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
-

J — JIG
K — KING
L — LOVE

ABLE
BOY
CAST
DOG

M

-

ST—

MIKE

N — NAN
O — OBOE
P — PUP
Q — QUACK
R — ROT

EASY
FOX
GEORGE
HAVE
ITEM

SALE
TARE

U -

UNIT

V—

VICE

W

-

WATCH

X -

X-RAY

Y—

YOKE

Z -

ZED

Example: IV1BCG is sent as WATCH ONE
BOY CAST GEORGE.
A somewhat different list can be obtained
from the local Western Union telegraph office
and posted beside the telephone to use when
telephoning messages containing initials and
difficult words. Such code words prevent errors
due to phonetic similarity. Here is the Western
Union word-list:
A — ADAMS
B — BOSTON
C

- CHICAGO

D
E
F
G
H

— DENVER
— EDWARD
— FRANK
— GEORGE
— HENRY

I - IDA

J — JOHN
K — KING
L — LINCOLN
M — MARY
N — NEW YORK
0

- OCEAN

P —

PETER

R -

ROB F. ItT

62 — QUEEN

S

- SUGAR

T —
U
V
W
X

THOMAS

- UNION
- VICTOR
- WILLIAM
- X-RAY

Y — YOUNG
Z

- ZERO
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Names of states and countries are often used
for identifying letters in amateur radiotelephone work, the possible objection being the
confusion of the names of places with the
station's location. It is recommended by
A.R.R.L. that use of special abbreviations such
as Q code be minimized insofar as possible in
voice work, and that full expression (with conciseness) be substituted. O.P.S. have adopted
the Western Union word list as A.R.R.L.
practice for avoiding difficulty with phonetic
similarity. All word lists should be used in
moderation, as necessary in avoiding misunderstanding, and at the end of calls not
more than once.
Using a Break-In System
If you aim to have the best, and every ham
does, you will have break-in, whether of the
push-to-talk or open the key variety, but if you
haven't the ideal installation yet, by all means
operate intelligently and take every advantage
of the other fellow's facilities when break-in is
offered! Break-in avoids unnecessarily long
calls, prevents QRM, gives you more communication per hour of operating. Brief calls
with frequent short pauses for reply can approach (but not equal) break-in efficiency.
A separate receiving antenna makes it possible to listen to most stations while the transmitting tubes are lighted. It is only necessary
with break-in to pause just a moment occasionally when the key is up (or to cut the
carrier momentarily and pause in a 'phone
conversation) to listen for the other station.
The click when the carrier is cut off is as
effective as the word " break."
For '
phone a push button to put the carrier
on the air only while talking is a completely
practical device, and amateur 'phone operators
would do well to emulate the push-to-talk
efficiency of the airways operators to improve
conditions in the 'phone bands.
C.w. telegraph break-in is usually simple to
arrange. With break-in, ideas and messages to
be transmitted can be pulled right through the
holes in the QRM. Snappy, effective, efficient,
enjoyable amateur work really requires but a
simple switching arrangement in your station
to cut off the power and switch ' phones from
monitor to receiver. If trouble occurs the sending station can " stand by" (QRX), or it can
take traffic until the reception conditions at
the distant point are again good.
In calling, the transmitting operator sends
the letters " BK," " BK IN," or " BK ME" at
frequent intervals during his call so that stations hearing the call may know that abreak-in
is in use and take advantage of the fact. He
pauses at intervals during his call, to listen for
a moment for a reply from the station being
called. If the station being called does not
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answer, the call can be continued. If the station
called answers someone else, he will be heard
and the calling can be broken off. With full
break-in, transmitter may be remotely controlled so no receiver switching is necessary.
A tap of the key, and the man on the receiving
end can interrupt (if a word is missed) since
the receiver is monitoring, awaiting just such
directions constantly. But it is not necessary
that you have such complete perfect facilities
to take advantage of break-in when the stations you work are break-in equipped. It is
not intelligent handling of astation or cooperation with an operator advertising that he has
"bk in" with his calls, to sit idly by minute
after minute of a properly sent call. After the
first invitation to break is given and at each
subsequent pause turn on your transmitter
and tap your key — and you will find that
conversation or business can start immediately.
Keeping aLog
The F.C.C. requires every amateur to keep
a complete station operating record. It may
A
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KEEP AN ACCURATE AND COMPLETE
STATION LOG AT ALL TIMES! THE F.C.C.
REQUIRES IT
The official A.R.R.L. log is shown above, answering
every government requirement in respect to station
records. Bound logs made up in accord with the above
form can be obtained from Headquarters for a nominal sum or you can prepare your own, in which case
we offer this form as a suggestion, hoping that you
find it worthy of adoption. Every station must keep
some sort of a log. The above log has a special wire
binding and lies perfectly flat on the table.

also contain records of experimental tests and
adjustment data. A stenographer's notebook
can be ruled with vertical lines in any form to
suit the user. The Federal Communications
Commission requirements are that a log be
maintained which shows ( 1) the date and time
of each transmission, (2) all calls and transmissions made ( whether two way contacts resulted or not), (3) the input power to the last
stage of the transmitter, (4) the frequency
band used, (5) the time of ending each QS0
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and the operator's identifying signature for
responsibility for each session of operating.
Messages may be written in the log or separate
records kept — but record must be made for
one year as required by the F.C.C. For the
convenience of amateurs A.R.R.L. stocks both
log books and message blanks, and if one uses
the official log he is sure to fully comply with
the government requirements if the precautions and suggestions included in the log are
followed.
The R-S- T System of Signal Reports
The R-S-T system is an abbreviated method
of indicating the main characteristics of a received signal, the Readability, Signal Strength,
and Tone. The letters R-S-T determine the
order of sending the report. In asking for this
form of report, one transmits RST? or simply
QRK?

READABILITY
1 — Unreadable
2 — Barely readable, occasional words distinguishable
3 — Readable with considerable difficulty
4 — Readable with practically no difficulty
5 — Perfectly readable
SIGNAL STRENGTH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Faint — signals barely perceptible
Very weak signals
Weak signals
Fair signals
Fairly good signals
Good signals
Moderately strong signals
Strong signals
Extremely strong signals
TONE

1 — Extremely rough hissing note
2 — Very rough a.c. note, no trace of musicality
3 — Rough, low-pitched a.c. note, slightly
musical
4 — Rather rough a.c. note, moderately musical
5 — Musically modulated note
6 — Modulated note, slight trace of whistle
7 — Near d.c. note, smooth ripple
8 — Good d.c. note, just a trace of ripple
9 — Purest d.c. note
(If the note appears to be crystal controlled
simply add an X after the appropriate number.)

Such a signal report as " RST 387X" (abbreviated to 387X) will be interpreted as
"Your signals are readable with considerable
difficulty; good signals (strength); near d.c.
note, smooth ripple; crystal characteristic
noticed." Unless it is desired to comment in
regard to acrystal characteristic of the signal,
a single three-numeral group will constitute a
complete report on an amateur signal. The
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R-S-T system is the standard A.R.R.L.
method of reporting. Various report combinations are based on the table.
Emergency Operating Precautions'
In emergency operating a fine sense of discrimination is necessary. Desire to help
through transmitting participation is often a
dangerous thing. Careful listening locates stations, places, nets, keeps general calls at
minimum and enables handling traffic efficiently responsive to the CQ of an emergency
area station. " Talking it over" and general
chatter should be reserved until emergency
conditions no longer exist.
As soon as the F.C.C. has " declared" a
condition of general communications emergency, special amateur regulations (Sec.
152.54) govern absolutely, with the following
provisions effective until the Commission declares the emergency ended:
1. No transmissions in the 80- or 160- meter bands
may he made except those relating to the relief or
emergency service. Casual conversation, incidental
calling or testing, remarks not pertinent to the
constructive handling of the emergency communications, shall be prohibited.
2. 25-ke. band-edge segments shall be reserved at
all times for (a) emergency calling channels, (b)
initial calls from the isolated, (c) first calle initiating
dispatch of important priority relief matters. All
stations shall, for general communication, shift to
other within-band frequencies for carrying on
communication. The channels for calling ONLY,
in emergencies, are: 1975-2000 * 3500-3525 and
3975-4000 kcal,.
3. Hourly observance of mandatory quiet or listening periods, the first five minutes of each hour.
(No calls may be answered in this period. Only
"utmost priority" traffic may continue.)
4. For promulgating the emergency-declaration,
for policing-warning-observing work in 1715-2000
and 3500-4000 kc. bands. F.C.C. may designate certain amateur stations. Announcements from these
stations will be identified by their reference to See.
152.54 by number, and their specification of the
date of the F.C.C.'s declaration, with statement of
the area and nature of the emergency.

Where a communications emergency is part
of a general emergency accompanied by relief
problems and movements of the population it
will be found that many refugees are created
by the situation and deliveries of ingoing messages to these people are well nigh impossible.
There is great good will as aresult of handling
personal safety messages in each instance
where delivery can be effected, but it must be
remembered that relief problems of the community at large, official messages from Red
Cross, military and civic officials have absolute
priority. Radio circuits must carry the important messages first, and when personal
safety messages are permissible in the judgment of operators in the affected area it is even
then much more profitable to have the burden
of traffic outgoing messages of safety rather
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than requests for investigating safety which
cannot be acted upon except at adeferred date.
Organization must avoid unnecessary duplication of channels, mue load telegraph circuits
properly to avoid congesting telephone channels where fewer circuits are available. Messages should be routed for point to point
delivery by a single channel, and no irritating
duplications or repeating of the same messages
(broadcast) be permitted where this can be
avoided. The function of broadcasting stations
is to reach the public, that of amateur stations
to handle point to point information efficiently
with as little public excitement as possible and
maximum secrecy for texts of official messages
and any information that might start rumors.
It is important that originating stations
number their messages and put them in standard
form. That makes the work systematic and
respected and takes it out of the hit or miss
classification into which casual exchanges fall
in the minds of recipients. Such method in all
amateur work instantly nails duplicate messages, makes tracing possible, and makes
amateur performance comparable with that of
other communication services.
Unauthorized broadcasting and modifying
of broadcasts addressed to the amateur service has caused difficulty in major emergencies
of recent years. Rumors are started by unintelligent expansion or contraction (and subsequent repetitions) of broadcast dispatches. It is
improper and deserving of censure and severe
pegalties to delete essential limiting words that
qualify a message, to expand, exaggerate, or
alter meanings. Broadcasts should include
their source and authority; they should be
repeated exactly if at all, or not repeated;
League and F.C.C. transmissions through viglante appointees in emergencies of the future
will as in the past extend no authority, or
specified limited authority, to rebroadcast.
The League's Emergency Corps has adopted
the principles tabulated for " before — in —
after emergencies" and in addition is pledged
to a man to observe the following:
. . . . to confirm the authenticity of reports, and as a

responsible individual avoid publication or transmission of
any rumor, except labelled as such. (Vital information
should be released only when verified by proper authority.
Make your operation in connection with official agencies
such as the Red Croes, civil and military authorities so that
messages may be signed by officials in as many cases as
possible.)
. . . . to work closely with any A.R.R.L. (city or regional)
Emergency Coordinator that may be appointed. Also to
coóperate with Section Communications Manager, Route
Manager, or Phone Activities Manager in any definite steps
for emergency organization.
. . . . to have proper regard to priority of communications.
To keep quiet (QRX) as much as possible to reduce interference. Priority is normally determined within the emergency zone itself.
. . . . to become acquainted with the special frequencies
and facilities of organized amateur groups, the A.A.R.S. and
N.R.
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. . . . to use QRR only if necessary, and then use it correctly. ( It may ONLY be used by astation in an emergency
zone with an actual distress message.)

Emergency Communication'
A communications emergency occurs whenever normal facilities are interrupted or overloaded, and may or may not involve general
public participation. A communications emergency need not involve apublic relief or welfare
emergency, but the latter condition usually is
accompanied by acommunications emergency.
In scores of emergencies radio amateurs have
given a good account of themselves. Radio
has proved the only agency to span the gap
with power failing and wires down. Since our
amateur stations are of the most numerous
class licensed, because they are located anywhere and everywhere, many are located
strategically to give an account of themselves as need arises. Those amateurs best
prepared before trouble comes are credited
with having played most important parts. It
should be amatter of pride with every amateur
to fit himself as a superlative operator, and
equip himself with apparatus with an eye to
emergencies when power may evaporate from
customary commercial sources with a view to
carrying on the vital service of amateur communication if urgent opportunity for a service
large or small arrives.
We serve best by manning a few powerful,
best situated stations with amateur operators
in 8-hour shifts, rather than inadequately
manning too many amateur stations with overworked operators creating band congestion.
Those we serve in widespread emergency are
the Red Cross, civil and military authorities,
transportation agencies, power-gas-light-water
utilities, the Coast Guard, Army engineers and
others. In doing this we often work hand in
hand with other wire and radio services as well
as with each other.
In the event of new cases of serious and
widespread communications emergency, it is
likely that the F.C.C. will follow precedent
(and its new regulations, Sec. 152.54) and again
declare a general communications emergency.
Then, as in the Ohio valley flood ( 1937) it is
likely that F.C.C. will call on your A.R.R.L.
to recommend policing-observing stations for
F.C.C. to appoint in the different amateur
bands to function for the duration of the
emergency. A.R.R.L. stands ready with its
experience, its program of preparedness, and
its member-station organization in which every live amateur who volunteers has a part.
Monitored Frequencies
A few words on the last two points: In dire
disaster where life and property are threatened
and a region is isolated except for wireless
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BEFORE EMERGENCIES
Be ready, with emergency power
supply. Six-volt tubes in exciters and
receivers make for convertibility and
utility in portable work where gas
engine generators are not available.
Overhaul and test periodically.
Test set operator ability in A.R.R.L.
Field Day and Contests. Give local
officials and agencies your address;
explain amateur facilities; act via the
A.R.R.L.
Emergency
Coeirdinator
wherever one is appointed.
IN EMERGENCY
REPORT at once to the A.R.R.L.
Emergency Coordinator so he will
have full data on availability of stations — operators — circuits. Work direct with agencies we serve where no
appointed official is in charge, and
when so assigned.
CHECK station operating facilities;
offer services to all who may use them,
via Colirdinator or helping official
Nt here one is available.
QRR is the official A.R.R.L. "land
SOS," a distress call for emergency
uses only . . . for use only by station
asking assistance.
RESTRICT all work in accord with
F.C.C. regulations, 2See. 152.54, as soon
as F.C.C. has "declared" a state of
communications emergency.
THE KEY STATION in emergency
zone is the first and the supreme ant
hority for priority and traffic routing
in the early stages of emergency relief
communications.
PRIORITY must be given messages
in the general public interest ( relief
plans, re food, medicine, necessities).
Press reports and personal assurance
messages can then be handled if
practicable.
COOPERATION is required of all
amateurs with those we serve; with
other communication agencies. Don't
clutter air with CQ's. The majority
of amateurs must listen in; QRX,
avoid QRMing. Be ready to help; operate as intelligently as possible;
coliperate by staying off the air while
vital information and relief measures
are handled, if stations able to help as
well as yours are on the job. ( CQ
STORM AREA is nothing but " more
QRM.")
AFTER EMERGENCIES
REPORT to A.R.R.L. as soon as possible and as fully as possible so amateur radio can receive full credit. Amateur radio communication in 52 major
disasters since 1919 has won glowing
public tribute. Maintain this record.
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communication, government aid may be secured when all attempts on normal channels
have failed, by " breaking" an existing government circuit. A.A.R.S. use 6990-, 3497
etc.,
kcs. Naval shore stations guard certain frequencies constantly, also. In the east 40404075, 4235- and 8920- kcs. at night, or 7995
kcs. in daylight hours, and in the west 4010-,
4235-, 4525- and 7995- kcs. are the night, with
8150 kc. a day frequency.
Emergency Calling Frequencies
Regarding QRR, which call is limited to use
of isolated stations for first emergency calls,
special provision and methods are necessary to
assist the stations under handicap of no commercial power in remote sections in getting
contact and help. Their problem is vital, and
different from the problem of casual participation by the amateur community at large.
It is recommended by A.R.R.L. that frequencies at the band edges be utilized for
emergency calls, with no general emergency declared or in effect. This lends point and specification to builders of emergency equipment.
This spot on all bands is well covered continuously by receivers. It gives hope to the isolated
operator that he be heard. At such frequencies
all listeners are instructed to hunt for weak signals in any periods in general emergency established for taking account of the isolated, and
establishing new important connections.
The F.C.C. regulations 2 now require that in
general emergency 2000-1975 kcs., 4000-3975
kcs. and 3500-3525 kcs. shall be reserved as
emergency calling channels — prohibited to all
stations except for first emergency or QRR
calls, and initial or important emergency relief
traffic or arrangements, whenever F.C.C. shall
have recognized and declared ageneral communications emergency exists. All stations using such
channels shall as rapidly as practicable shift
to normal working and calling frequencies, to
leave these emergency channels clear for important calls of this type.
The Federal Communications Commission
rules also require that in emergency, all amateur stations in the designated areas observe
a silent or listening period for the first five
minutes of each hour (
0000-0005), on all amateur channels (
3500-4000 kcs., 1715-2000 kcs.),
tuning through the emergency calling channels
and other channels for any QRR or initial-important calls from weak stations, previously
unheard in interference.
The League requests the fullest collaboration'
and coiiperation of all amateurs to add to our
public service record. Preparedness of station
and operator is the first step. Voluntary enlistment of every amateur is requested ( 1) in
abiding by the precepts above outlined ( 2)
in registering in the A.R.R.L. Emergency
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Corps (3) in cooperation for local community
and regional planning and tests, which will be
initiated by appointed coordinators and other
League Officials (4) in building self-powered
equipment.
After emergency (large or small) full individual reports to the A.R.R.L. Communications Department are requested for the
amateur service record. The part that every
amateur played must be recorded not only for
the QST account, but to strengthen and support the running record of amateur achievement.
From analysis of all reports A.R.R.L. Public
Service Certificates are awarded for notable " public service" work.
Stations outside an " emergency zone" in
communication with relief stations in that zone
are requested to inform A.R.R.L. Headquarters
at once of this situation by telegram to facilitate
traffic movement and for the information of the
press.
Message Handling
Amateur traffic handling is highly developed and effective, if one knows how to use it.
Don't expect that you can get on the air
with the message you have written and give it
to the first station that comes along and expect
miracles to happen. You fellows who get your
run principally from DX, rag chewing, and
building equipment should appreciate that you
must place the occasional message you start
and wish to have reach its destination, not in
the hands of others like yourselves, but in the
hands of one of the many operators who specialize in keeping schedules and handling
messages, one who gets his fun mainly out of
this branch of our hobby, who knows the best
current routes and is in aposition to use them.
Station owners may originate traffic of any
kind going to any part of the United States,
Hawaii, Porto Rico, Alaska, or the Philippines.
Messages with amateurs in Canada, Chile, and
Peru may be handled under certain restrictions. Important traffic in emergencies or messages from expeditions for delivery in Canada
must be put on aland wire by the U. S. amateur station handling. International regulations prohibit the handling of third party
messages to the majority of foreign countries.
Messages relating to experiments and personal
remarks of such unimportance that recourse
to the public telegraph service would be out of
the question may be handled freely with the
amateurs of any country, but third party messages only under special arrangements between
U. S. A. and other governments, and only to
the extent agreed upon by the contracting
governments.
Messages should be put in as complete form
as possible before transmitting them. Incom-
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plete messages should not be accepted. As messages are often relayed through several stations
before arriving at their destination, no abbreviations should be used in the text as mistakes are
bound to happen when the text is shortened in
this manner. To people not acquainted with
radio abbreviations, messages written in shortened form are meaningless. Delivering stations
must be careful to see that messages are written out fully.
In handling messages we are doing something really worth while. We want to start only
good worth-while messages from our stations.
Our efforts should be directed to making the
quality of our message service high. The number of messages we handle is of secondary importance. The kind of messages we originate
or start from our stations and the speed with
which the messages pass through our station
and the reliability or accuracy with which the
messages are handled are the things of paramount importance.
Just as the ultimate aim of amateur radio
on all frequency bands is communication, so
is the relaying of word by radiogram a " natural" when one has something to say to a
party beyond immediate reach. Not all hams
perhaps appreciate the utility that results
from using amateur message service in our ham
correspondence. However, no ham, not even a
new member of the brotherhood, but feels the
satisfaction of having really accomplished
something tangible in exchanging a message
(recorded communication) with another amateur. Of course not all beginners develop the
advanced operating technique of the finished
message handler, but it is within the reach of
all who will try.
The amateur who handles traffic is automatically training himself to do the kind of a
job official agencies desire in emergencies, and
he becomes a valuable exponent of the whole
amateur service.
Message Form
Each message originated and handled should
contain the following component parts in the
order given:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Number
Station of Origin
Check
Place of Origin
Time Filed
Date
Address
Text
Signature

A standard form enables one to know just
what is coming next, and makes accuracy possible with speed. Start some messages to
familiarize yourself with the proper way to
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write and send traffic in good form. Just as you
would be ashamed to admit it if you could not
qualify as an experienced amateur by at least
"15 w.p.m." code capability, be equally proud
of your basic knowledge of how to properly
form and send record communications.
(a) Every message transmitted should bear a " number."
On the first day of each calendar year, each transmitting
station establishes a new series of numbers, beginning at
No. 1. Keep a sheet with a consecutive list of numbers
handy. File all messages without numbers. When you send
the messages, assign numbers to them from the " number
sheet," scratching off the numbers on that list as you do so,
making a notation on the number sheet of the station to
which the message was sent and the date. Such asystem is
convenient for reference to the number of messages originated each month.
(b) The " station of origin" refers to the call of the station at which the message was filed. This should always be
included so that a " service" message may be sent back to
the originating station if something interferes with the
prompt handling or delivery of amessage. In the example in
"d" below, W1AW is the station of origin, that call being
the one assigned the station at the national headquarters of
the League.
(c) Every word and numeral in the text of a message
counts in the check. Full information on checking messages
is given later in this chapter.
(d) The " place of origin" refers to the name of the city
from which the message was started. If amessage is filed at
League Headquarters by someone in West Hartford, Conn.,
the preamble reads Nr 467 W1AW c/c 21 West Hartford
Conn 8R57 p June 11, etc.
If amessage is sent to your radio station by mail the preamble shows the place of origin as the town where the message came from. If a message was filed at A.R.R.L. Headquarters and if it came by mail from Wiscaseet, Maine, the
preamble would run like this to avoid confusion: Hr map
nr 4.57 W1AW ch 21 Wiscasset Maine 8R67 p June 11, etc.
(e) The time filed is the time at which the message is
received at the station for transmission. " NFT" in apreamble means no filing time.
(f) Every message shall bear a " date" and this date is
transmitted by each station handling the message. The date
is the " day filed" at the originating station unless otherwise
specified by the sender.
(g) The " address" refers to the name, street and number,
city, state, and telephone number of the party to whom the
message is being sent. A very complete address should always
be given to insure delivery. When accepting messages this
point should be stressed. In transmitting the message
the address is followed by a double dash or break sign
( — • • • — ) and it always precedes the text.
(h) The " text" consists of the words in the body of the
message. No abbreviations should ever be substituted for
the words in the text of the message. The text follows the
address and is set off from the signature by another break
( — • • • — ).
(i) The " signature" is usually the name of the person
sending the message. When no signature is given it is customary to include the words " no sig" at the end of the
message to avoid confusion and misunderstanding. When
there is a signature, it follows the break; the abbreviation
"sig" is not transmitted.

The presence of unnecessary capital letters,
periods, commas or other marks of punctuation may alter the meaning of a text. For this
reason commercial communication companies
use a shiftless typewriter (capitals only). The
texts of messages are typed in block letters
(all capitals) devoid of punctuation, underlining
and paragraphing, except where expressed in
words. In all communication work, accuracy is
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of first importance. Spell out figures and punctuation.
Numbering Messages
Use of a " number sheet" or consecutive list
of numbers enables any operator to tell quickly
just what number is " next." Numbers may
be crossed off as the messages are filed for
origination. Another method of use consists
of filing messages in complete form except for
the number. Then the list of numbers is consulted and numbers assigned as each message
is sent. As the operator you work acknowledges
(QSLs) each message cross off the number used
and note the call of the station and the date
opposite this number.
The original number supplied each message
by the operator at the originating station is
transmitted by each station handling the message. No new numbers are given the message
by intermediate stations.
Checking Traffic — The Land Line Check
The A.R.R.L. check is the land line or
"text-only" count, consisting of the count of
only the words in the body or text of the message. It is quicker and easier to count in this
fashion than to use the cable count of words in
address, text and signature check which is followed in marine operating work, this simplification being the reason for its adoption. When
in the case of afew exceptions to the basic rule
in land line checking, certain words in address,
signature or preamble are counted, they are
known as extra words, and all such are so
designated in the check right after the total
number of words.
Counting Words in Messages
The check includes: ( 1) all words, figures and
letters in the body, and (2) the following extra
words:
(a) Signatures except the first, when there
are more than one (a title with signature does
not count extra; but an address following a
signature does).
(b) Words " report delivery," or " rush" in
the check.
(c) Alternative names and/or street addresses, and such extras as " personal" or
"attention
Examples: " Mother, Father, James and
Henry" is a family signature, no names
counted extra. " John Brown, Second Lieutenant" or " Richard Johnson, Secretary Albany Auto Club" are each one signature with
no words counted as extra. An official title or
connection is part of one signature, not extra.
"Technical Department, Lamb, Grammer and
Mix" as a signature would count three extra
words, those italicized after the first name
counting as extras. The check of a message
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with ten words text and three such extras in
the signature would be " CK 13 3 extra."
Dictionary words in most languages count
as one word irrespective of length of the word.
Figures, decimal points, fraction bars, etc.,
count as one word each. It is recommended
that, where feasible, words be substituted for
figures to reduce the possibility of error in
transmission. Detailed examples of word
counting are about as difficult in one system of
count as another.
Count as words dictionary words taken from
English, German, French, Spanish, Latin,
Italian, Dutch and Portuguese languages;
initial letters, surnames of persons, names of
countries, cities and territorial subdivisions.
Abbreviations as a rule should be used only in
service messages. Complete spelling of words
is one way to avoid error. Contractions such
as " don't" should be changed to " do not."
Examples:
Emergency (English dictionary)
Nous arriverrons dimanche (French dictionary)
DeWitt (surname)
E.L.B.D. (initials)
United States (country)
President Hoover (steamship)
Prince William Sound
M.S. City of Belgrade (motor ship)

1word
3 words
1word
4 words
1word
1word
3 words
2 words

EXCEPTIONS
A.M., P.M.1 word
F.O.B. (or fob)
Iword
O.K.
1word
Per cent (or percent)
1word

Figures, punctuation marks, bars of division,
decimal points, count each separately as one
word. The best practice is to spell out all such
when it is desired to send them in messages. In
groups consisting of letters and figures each
letter and figure will count as one word. In
ordinal numbers, affixes d, nd, rd, st, and th
count as one word. Abbreviations of weights
and measures in common use count as one
word each. Examples:
10 000 000 (figures)
Ten millions (dictionary words)
5348 (figures)
87.98 (figures)
64A2
45;£ (figures and bar of division)
3rd (ordinal number and affix)

8 words
2 words
4 words
5words
4 words
5 words
2 words

Groups of letters which are not dictionary
words of one of the languages enumerated, or
combinations of such words will count at the
rate of five letters or fraction thereof to aword.
In the case of combinations each dictionary
word so combined will count as a word. In
addition USS USCG, etc., written and sent as
compact letter-groups count as one word.
Examples:
Tyffa (artificial 5letter group)
Adccol (artificial 6letter group)
allright, alright (improperly combined)
Dottie (improperly combined)
AREL
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1word
2 words
2 words
2 words
1word

At the request of sender the words " report
back delivery" asking for a service showing
success or failure in delivering at the terminal
station, may be inserted after the check of
"rush" or " get answer" similarly, such words
counting as extras in the group or check designation as just covered by example. " Phone"
or " Don't Phone" or other sender's instructions in the address are not counted as extra
words. In transmitting street addresses where
the words east, west, north or south are part of
the address, spell out the words in full. Suffixes
"th," " nd," " st," etc., should not be transmitted. Example: Transmit " 19 W 9th St"
as " 19 West 9St." " F St NE" should be sent,
"F St Northeast." When figures and adecimal
point are to be transmitted, add the words
CNT DOT in the check.
Isolated characters each count as one word.
Words joined by ahyphen or apostrophe count
as separate words. Such words are sent as two
words, without the hyphen. A hyphen or
apostrophe each counts as one word. However,
they are seldom transmitted. Two quotation
marks or parenthesis signs count as one word.
Punctuation is never sent in radio messages
except at the express command of the sender.
Even then it is spelled out.
Here is an example of aplain language message in correct A.R.R.L. form carrying the
land line check:
NR 1301 W1AW CK 9 WEST HARTFORD CONN
1RI5P OCT 28
ALL RADIO HAMS
9COMPLETE ADR ST
ANYCITY USA
ALL AMATEURS ARE REQUESTED TO FOLLOW
STANDARD ARRL FORM
HANDY AREL CM

Message handling is one of the major things
that lies in our power as amateurs to do to
show our amateur radio in a respected light,
rather than from anovelty standpoint. Regardless of experimental, QSL-collecting, friendly
ragchews, and DX objectives, we doubt if the
amateur exists who does not want to know
how to phrase a message, how to put the preamble in order, how to communicate wisely
and well when called upon to do so. Scarcely a
month passes but what some of us in some
section of our A.R.R.L. are called upon to add
to the communication service record of the
amateur.
It is important that deliveries be made in
business-like fashion to give the best impression, and so that in each case a new friend
and booster for amateur radio may be won.
Messages should be typed or neatly copied,
preferably on a standard blank, retaining
original for the F.C.C. station file where these
are mailed. The designation and address of the
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delivering station should be plainly given so a
reply can be made by the same route if desired.
For those who would disparage some message texts as unimportant, perhaps areminder
is in order that in the last analysis it is not the
importance to the ham that handles it that
counts, but the importance to the party that
sends and the party that receives a message.
The individual handling of traffic in quantities small as well as large is to a very great
extent the material that we amateurs use for
developing our operating ability, for organizing
our relay lines, for making ourselves such a
very valuable asset to the public and our country in every communications emergency that
comes along, not to mention the individual
utility and service performed by each message
passed in normal amateur communications.
For those " breaking-in" may we say
that any O.R.S., Trunkliner or experienced
A.R.R.L. traffic handler will be very pleased
to answer your questions and give additional
pointers both in procedure and concerning
your station set-up to help you make yours a
really effective communications set-up. Since
experience is the only real teacher we conclude
by suggesting to all and sundry that becoming
proficient in any branch of the game is partly
just amatter of practice. Start afew messages,
to get accustomed to the form. Check some
messages to become familiar with the official
A.R.R.L. (land line) check. You will find increased enjoyment in this side of amateur radio
by adding to your ability to perform; by your
familiarity with these things the chance of
being able to serve your community or country
in emergency will be greater. Credit will be
reflected on amateur radio as awhole thereby.
Originating Traffic
Messages to other amateurs are a natural
means of exchanging comment and maintaining friendships. The simplest additional way to
get messages is to offer to send afew for friends,
reminding them that the message service is
free and no one can be held responsible for
delay or non-delivery. Wide-awake amateurs
have distributed message blanks to tourist
camps. Lots of good traffic has been collected
through a system of message-collection boxes
placed in public buildings and hospitals. A
neatly typed card should be displayed near-by
explaining the workings of our A.R.R.L.
traffic organization, and listing the points to
which the best possible service can be given.
Messages that are not complete in every
respect should not be accepted for relaying.
Complete address on every message is important.
To properly represent amateur radio, placards when used should avoid any possible confusion with telegraph and cable services. Any
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posters should refer to AMATEUR RADIOGRAMS, and explain that messages are sent
through AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS, as a
HOBBY, FREE, without cost (since amateurs
can't and will not accept compensation). The
exact conditions of the service should be
stated or explained as completely as possible,
including the fact that there is NO GUARANTEE OF DELIVERY. The individual in charge
of the station has full powers to refuse any
traffic unsuitable for radio transmission, or
addressed to points where deliveries cannot be
made. Relaying is subject to radio conditions
and favorable opportunity for contacting.
Better service can be expected on 15-word
texts of apparent importance than on extremely
long messages. Traffic should not be accepted
for " all over the world."
Careful planning and organized schedules
are necessary if a real job of handling traffic is
to be done. Advance schedules are essential to
assist in the distribution of messages. It may
be possible to schedule stations in cities to
which you know quantities of messages will be
filed. Distribute messages, in the proper directions, widely enough so that a few outside
stations do not become seriously overburdened. Operators must route traffic properly
— not merely aim to " clear the hook."
It is better to handle a small or moderate
volume of traffic well than to attempt to break
records in a manner that results in delayed
messages, non-deliveries, and the like which
certainly cannot help in creating any public
good-will for amateur radio.
Whatever type of exhibit is planned, write
A.R.R.L. in advance, in order to receive sample material to make your amateur booth
more complete. A portable station can be installed and operated, by an already licensed
amateur subject to F.C.C. notification of location, etc., as provided by regulations. No
license coverage is needed if no station is operated, of course.
Relay Procedure
Messages shall be relayed to the station
nearest the location of the addressee and over
the greatest distance permitting reliable communication.
No abbreviations shall be substituted for the
words in the text of a message with the exception of " service messages," to be explained.
Delivering stations must be careful that no
confusing abbreviations are written into delivered messages.
Sending " words twice" is a practice to
avoid. Use it only when expressly called for by
the receiving operator when receiving conditions are poor.
Messages shall be transmitted as many as
three times at the request of the receiving op-
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erator. Failing to make a complete copy after
three attempts, the receiving operator shall
cancel the message ( QTA).
Agreement to handle (relay or deliver) a
message properly and promptly is always
tacitly implied in accepting traffic. When
temporarily not in aposition to so handle, it is
aservice to amateur radio and your fellow ham
to courteously refuse a message.
An operator with California traffic does not
hear any western stations so he decides to give
a directional " CQ" as per A.R.R.L. practice.
He calls, CQ, CALIF CQ CALIF DE W1INF
W1INF W1INF, repeating the combination
three times.
He listens and hears W9CXX in Cedar
Rapids calling him, W1INF W1INF W1INF
DE W9CXX W9CXX W9CXX AR.
Then he answers W9CXX indicating that
he wishes him to take the message. W1INF
says W9CXX W9CXX DE W1INF R QSP
MILL VALLEY CALIF NEAR SF? K.
After W9CXX has given him the signal to
go ahead, the message is transmitted, thus:
HR MSG NR 78 W1INF CK18 WEST HARTFORD
CONN NFT (for " no filing time") NOV 18
ALAN D WHITTAKER JR W6SG
79 ELINOR AVE
MILL VALLEY CALIF
SUGGEST YOU USE ARRL TRUNK LINE K
THROUGH W6NW TO HANDLE PROPOSED VOLUME TRAFFIC REGARDS
BUBB W1JTD

W9CXX acknowledges the message like
this: W1INF DE W9CXX NR 78 R. K. Not
asingle R should be sent unless the whole message has been correctly received.
Full handling data is placed on the message
for permanent record at W1INF. The operator
at W9CXX has now taken full responsibility
for doing his best in forwarding the message.
Fixed Text Messages — ARL Check
To start afixed text message, the originator
must select one of the texts from a list. The
amateur starting the message sends the number
corresponding to that particular text instead of
the text. The letters ARL (short for AmericanRadio- Relay-League-numbered-text-to-follow)
must be placed before the figures of the check
to show that the text is from our particular
numbered text list. " ARL" identifies this at
once as a message that has to be expanded for
delivery or relaying to astation that has no list
(to have complete understanding and avoid
error). In radio handling the number must always be spelled out, for accuracy.
The new list of " A.R.R.L. Numbered Radiograms" is in the possession of every member of
the League's Emergency Corps, and every
ORS., 0.P.S., and field organization official.
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The list of fixed texts was prepared mainly
with possible emergency needs and utility in
mind; it is a special tool for special occasions.
It may be used only when stations at each end
of a QS0 are equipped with exactly similar
lists. Extra precautions to insure accuracy are
necessary when using a number for a text;
every message delivered or relayed to astation
not having alist must be completely expanded.
The new list of sixty texts will be sent free of
charge to anyone requesting it by sending a
radiogram asking for it. We want the list to be
available to anyone active in amateur traffic
handling or likely to have ause for it. We shall
continue to recommend the use of individually
worded messages instead of any stereotyped
form in every case possible. Use " numbered
texts" with caution, only with other operators
with experience and similar lists. But all stations might well keep a copy of the new list
ready in the station log.
Example: NR! W1AW CK ARL1 Newington Conn
March 2 (Address) BT THREE BT John AR

"ARL?" can readily be understood to mean,
"Do you have the list of A.R.R.L.-Numbered
Radiograms, and are you ready for such a
message," " ARL" (reply) then means, " 1
have the A.R.R.L.-Numbered Radiogram list.
Iam ready for such a message."
A list of the texts applicable to possible
relief-emergency uses follows:
ONE

All safe. Do not be concerned about
disaster reports.
TWO
Coming home as soon as possible.
THREE
Am perfectly all right. Don't worry.
FOUR
Everyone safe here. Only slight property
damage.
FIVE
All well here. Love to folks.
SIX
Everyone safe, writing soon.
*SEVEN
Reply by amateur radio.
EIGHT
All safe, writing soon, love.
NINE
Come home at once.
TEN
Will be home as soon as conditions
permit.
ELEVEN
Cannot get home. Am perfectly all right.
Will be home as soon as conditions
permit.
*TWELVE
Are you safe? Anxious to hear from you.
*THIRTEEN
Is
safe? Anxious to hear.
*FOURTEEN Anxious to know if everything is OK.
Please advise.
*FIFTEEN
Advise at once if you need help.
*SIXTEEN
Please advise your condition.
*SEVENTEEN Kindly get in touch with us.
*EIGHTEEN Please contact me as soon as possible
(at
)•

None of these numbered-text messages
should be handled in the first stages of any general emergency. Those marked above with an
asterisk (*) should never be solicited during an
emergency, since experience shows that such
inquiry traffic going into an emergency area
ordinarily cannot be delivered while the emergency still exists. Concentration must be on
traffic going out of an emergency area.
Never forget to put " ARL" in the check —
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or the delivering station will deliver a " number" instead of the words it stands for. From
the table we see that the text in the example
must be completely written out as AM PERFECTLY ALL RIGHT. DON'T WORRY.
when it is delivered, or transmitted to any
station without a list, or that cannot make
affirmative response to " ARL?"
Getting

Fills

If the first part of a message is received but
substantially all of the latter portions lost, the
request for the missing parts is simply RPT
TXT AND SIG, meaning " Repeat text and
signature." PBL and ADR may be used similarly for the preamble and address of a
message. RPT AL or RPT MSG should not be
sent unless nearly all of the message is lost.
Each abbreviation used after a question
mark ( • • — — • • ) asks for a repetition of
that particular part of amessage.
When afew word-groups in conversation or
message handling have been missed, aselection
of one or more of the following abbreviations
will enable you to ask for arepeat on the parts
in doubt. ' Phone stations of course request fills
by using the full wording specified, without
attempt at abbreviation.
Abbreviation
?AA
?AB
?AL
?BN...AND
?WA
YWB

Meaning
Repeat
Repeat
Repeat
Repeat
Repeat
Repeat

all after
all before
all that has been sent
all between .. and....
the word after
the word before

The good operator will ask for only what fills
are needed, separating different requests for
repetition by using the break sign or double
dash ( — • • • — ) between these parts. There is
seldom any excuse for repeating a whole message just to get afew lost words.
Another interrogation method is sometimes
used, the question signal ( • • — — • • ) being
sent between the last word received correctly
and the first word (or first few words) received
after the interruption. RPT FROM . . . .
TO . . . . is a long way of asking for fills
which we have heard used by beginners.
The figure four ( • • • • — ) is a time-saving abbreviation which deserves popularity
with traffic men. It is another of those hybrid
abbreviations whose original meaning, " Please
start me, where?" has come to us from Morse
practice. Of course ?AL or RPT AL will serve
the same purpose, where arequest for arepetition of parts of amessage has been missed.
Delivering Messages
Provisions of the Radio Act of 1934 make it a
misdemeanor to give out information of any sort
to any person except the addressee of a message.
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It is in no manner unethical to deliver an unofficial copy of a radiogram, if you carefully
mark it duplicate or unofficial copy and do it to
improve the speed of handling a message or to
insure certain and prompt delivery. Do not
forget that there are heavy fines prescribed by
Federal laws for divulging the contents of messages to anyone except the person addressed in
a message.
When it is possible to deliver messages in
person, that is usually the most effective way.
When the telephone does not prove instrumental in locating the party addressed in the message it is usually quickest to mail the message.
A.R.R.L. delivery rules:
Messages received by stations size be delivered
immediately.
Every domestic message shall be relayed within
forty-eight (48) hours after receipt or if it cannot
be relayed within this time shall be mailed to the
addressee.
Messages for points outside North America
must not be held longer than half the length of
time required for them to reach their destination
by mail.
When amessage cannot be delivered, or if it
is unduly delayed, a " service" message should
be written and started back to the " office of
origin."
Each operator who reads these pages is
asked to assume personal responsibility for
accuracy, speed of each message handled and
delivery that we may approach a100 % delivery
figure.
The Service Message

A service message is a message sent by one
station to another station relating to the service which we are or are not able to give in
message handling. The service message may
refer to non-deliveries, to delayed transmission, errors, or to any phase of message handling activity. It is not proper to abbreviate
words in the texts of regular messages, but it
is quite desirable and correct to use abbreviations in these station-to-station messages
relating to traffic-handling work. Example:
HR SVC NR 291 W3CA CK XX ROANOKE VA NFT
AUG 19
L C MAYBEE W7GE
110 SOUTH SEVENTH AVE
PASCO WASHN — • • • —
ITR NR 87 AUG 17 TO CUSHING SIG BOB HELD
HR UNDLD PSE GBA — • • • —
WOHLFORD W3CA
Counting Messages

To compare the number originated and
delivered each month to learn some facts about
the " efficiency" of our work in handling messages, amethod of counting is used. Each time
a message is handled by radio it counts one in
the total.
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A message received in person, by telephone,
by telegraph, or by mail, filed at the station and
transmitted by radio in proper form, counts as
one originated.
A message received by radio and delivered in
person, by telephone, telegraph, or mail, counts
as one delivered.
A message received by radio and sent forward
by radio counts as two messages relayed (
one
when received and again one when sent forward).
A " service" message counts the same as any
other type of message.
In addition to the basic count of one for
each time a message is handled by radio, an
extra credit of one point for each delivery made
by mail, telephone, in person, by messenger
or other external means other than use of
radio (
which would count as a " relay" of
course) will also be allowed. A message received
by an operator for himself or his station or
party on the immediate premises counts only
"one delivered." A message for a third party
delivered by additional means or effort will
receive apoint under " extra delivery credits."
The message total shall be the sum of the messages originated, delivered and relayed and
the " extra" delivery credits. Each station's
message file and log shall be used to determine
the report submitted by that particular
station. Messages with identical texts (socalled rubber-stamp messages) shall count
once only for each time the complete text, preamble and signature are sent by radio.
League Operating Organization
Your A.R.R.L. arranges amateur operating activities, promotes preparation and organization for communications emergencies,
establishes procedure to aid efficient operation,

encourages good operating and maintains a
strong field organization. The Communications
Department of the League is concerned with
the practical operation of stations in all
branches of amateur activity. Appointments
and awards are available for rag chewer,
'phone operator, traffic enthusiast and DX
man. It is the League's policy to benefit each
group concerned along lines of natural interest.
All activities have specific objectives with
widest participation invited. This insures maximum fun and benefit to the whole fraternity.
Whether your activity is directed toward
'phone or telegraph, there is a place for you in
League organization.
We live in an age of specialization, and
A.R.R.L. appointees specialize in particular
branches of amateur operation for which they
have special interest, aptitude or equipment.
The voluntary acceptance of organization appointment carries prestige. It is a symbol of
the mature, serious, accomplished amateur.
Appointment also entitles the individual to
certain bulletins that carry the first facts on
new items of legislation and regulation as well
as reports on activity and operating announcements. Every amateur should aim to become
and remain a member of the League, and take
an active part in his society and field organization work. There is fun and profit in doing
this.
Complete information on all appointments
and League awards for working all states
(WAS), working all countries ( WAC), the DX
Century Club, etc., is included in the booklet,
"Operating an Amateur Radio Station." Members of the League may obtain a copy free
upon request; to others, acharge of 10 cents is
made.
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REGULATIONS AND DATA
"Q" Code— Abbreviations -- Country List— Amateur
Regulations

I
NTHE REGULATIONS

accompanying the existing International Radiotelegraph Convention there is avery useful internationally-agreed code designed to meet major needs in international radio communication. This code follows. The abbreviations themselves have the meanings
shown in the " answer" column. When an abbreviation is followed by an interrogation mark (?)
it assumes the meaning shown in the " question" column.

Question

Abbre-

viation
Q
R
A
QRB
QRC
QRD
WIG
QR11
QRI
QRJ
QRK
QRL
QRM
QRN
QR0
QRP
0R0
QRS
QRT
QRU
QRV
QRW

What is the name of your station?
How far approximately are you from my station?
What company (or Government Administration)
settles the accounts for your station?
Where are you bound and where are you from?
Will you tell me my exact frequency (wave-length)
in kc/s (or m)?
Does my frequency ( wave-length) vary?
Is my note good?
Do you receive me badly? Are my signals weak?
What is the legibility of my signals ( 1to 5)?
Are you busy?

QRX

Are you being interfered with?
Are you troubled by atmospherics?
Shall Iincrease power?
Shall Idecrease power?
Shall Isend faster?
Shall Isend more slowly?
Shall Istop sending?
Have you anything for me?
Are you ready?
Shall I tell
that you are calling him on
Ws (or
m)?
Shall Iwait? When will you call me again?

QR Y

What

QRZ
QSA
QSB
QSD
QSG

Who is calling me?
What is the strength of my signals ( 1to 5)?
Does the strength of my signals vary?
Is my keying correct; are my signals distinct?
Shall Isend
telegrams (or one telegram)
at atime?
What is the charge per word for
including
your internal telegraph charge?
Shall I continue with the transmission of all my
traffic, Ican hear you through my signals?
Can you give me acknowledgment of receipt?
Shall Irepeat the last telegram Isent you?
Can you communicate with
direct (or
through the medium of
Will you retransmit to
free of charge?
Has the distress call received from
been
cleared?
She'll send (or reply) on
kc/s (or m) and/
or on waves of Type Al, A2, A3, or B?
Shall Isend aseries of VVV

(MT
QSK
QSL
QSM
QSO
QSP
QSR
QSU
QSV
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is my turn?

Answer

The
The
is
The

name of my station is .....
approximate distance between our stations
.. ..... nautical miles (or .. ... kilometers).
accounts for my station are settled by the
.
company (or by the Government Administration of ........).
Iam bound for ........ from ..
Your exact frequency (wave-length) is ..
kc 's
Your frequency (wave-length) varies.
Your note varies.
Icannot receive you. Your signals are too weak.
The legibility of your signals is .... ( 1to 5).
Iam busy (or Iam busy with ......). Please do
not interfere.
Iam being interfered with.
Iam troubled by atmospherics.
Increase power.
Decrease power.
Send faster (
words per minute).
Send more slowly (
words per minute).
Stop sending.
Ihave nothing for you.
Iam ready.
Please tell
that Iam calling him on
kc/s (or
m).
Wait (or wait until Ihave finished communicating
with
) Iwill call you at
o'clock
(or immediately).
Your turn is No.
( or according to any other
method of arranging it).
You are being called by
The strength of your signals is
( 1to 5).
The strength of your signals varies.
Your keying is incorrect; your signals are bad.
Send
telegrams ( or one telegram) at a
time.
The charge per word for
is
francs,
including my internal telegraph charge.
Continue with the transmission of all your traffic, I
will interrupt you if necessary.
Igive you acknowledgment of receipt.
Repeat the last telegram you have sent me.
Ican communicate with
direct (or through
the medium of
).
Iwill retransmit to
free of charge.
The distress call received from
has been
cleared by
Send (or reply) on
kc/s (or
m)
and/or on waves of Type Al. A2, A3. or B.
Send aseries of VVV
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Abbreviation

Question

QSW

Will you send on ......
Ws (or ....
and/or on waves of Type Al, A2, A3, or B?

QSX

Will you listen for
. (call sign) on ........
Ws (or ........ m)?
Shall Ichange to transmission on ........ kc/s (or
m) without changing the type of wave? or
Shall Ichange to transmission on another wave?
Shall Isend each word or group twice?
Shall Icancel telegram No.
as if it had
not been sent?
Do you agree with my number of words?

QSY
QSZ
QTA
QTB

QTC
QTE

How many telegrams have you to send?
What is my true bearing in relation to you?
or
What is my true bearing in relation ..... (call
sign)?
or
What is the true bearing of
. (call sign) in
relation to .... „ (call sign)?

QTF

Will you give me the position of my station according to the bearings taken by the direction-finding
stations which you control?
Will you send your call sign for fifty seconds followed by adash of ten seconds on ..... kc/s
(or ........ m) in order that Imay take your
bearing?
What is your position in latitude and longitude (or
by any other way of showing it)?
What is your true course?
What is your speed?

QTG

0TH
QTI

rj

QTM
QT0
°Tr
QTQ
QTR
QTU
QUA
QUB

QUC
QUD
OUF
QUG
QUI'
QUJ

QUK
QUL
QUM

Send radioelectric signals and submarine sound signals to enable me to fix my bearing and my distance.
Have you left dock (or port)?
Are you going to enter dock (or port)?
Can you communicate with my station by means
of the International Code of Signals?
What is the exact time?
What are the hours during which your station is
open?
Have you news of ........ (call sign of the mobile
station)?
Can you give me in this order, information concerning: visibility, height of clouds, ground wind for
.. (place of observation)?
What is the last message received by you from
........ (call sign of the mobile station)?
Have you received the urgency signal sent by
........ (call sign of the mobile station)?
Have you received the distress signal sent by
(call sign of the mobile station)?
Are you being forced to alight in the sea (or to land)?
Will you indicate the present barometric pressure
at sea level?
Will you indicate the true course for me to follow,
with no wind, to make for you?
Can you tell me the condition of the sea observed
at
. (place or coffidinates)?
Can you tell me the swell observed at ..
(place or coffidinatea)?
Is the distress traffic ended?

Answer

Iam going to send (or Iwill send) on
kc/s
(or ........ m) and/or on waves of Type Al, A2,
A2, or B.
Iam listening for ........ (call sign) on ....
kc/s (or ........ m).
Change to transmission on ........ kc/s (or ....
m) without changing the type of wave
or
Change to transmission on another wave.
Send each word or group twice.
Cancel telegram No. ....
as if it had not been
sent.
Ido not agree with your number of words; Iwill repeat the first letter of each word and the first figure
of each number.
Ihave ....... telegrams for you (or for .. ).
Your true bearing in relation to me is
degrees or
Your true bearing in relation to . ..... (call sign)
is ........ degrees at ........ (time)
or
The true bearing of
(call sign) in relation
to .. .. (call sign) is .. .. degrees at
(time).
The position of your station according to the bearings
taken by the direction-finding stations which Icontrol is ........ latitude
. longitude.
Iwill send my call sign for fifty seconds followed by a
dash of ten seconds on
kc/s (or
m) in order that you may take my bearing.
My position is
. latitude ........ longitude
(or by any other way of showing it).
My true course is
degrees.
My speed is .. knots (or
kilometers)
per hour.
Iwill send radioelectric signals and submarine sound
signals to enable you to fix your bearing and your
distance.
Ihave just left dock (or port).
Iam going to enter dock (or port).
I am going to communicate with your station by
means of the International Code of Signals.
The exact time is ..
My station is open from ........ to ......
Here is news of ........ (call sign of the mobile station).
Here is the information requested ..

The last message received by me from ........ (call
sign of the mobile station) is
Ihave received the urgency signal sent by
(call sign of the mobile station) at ...... (time)
Ihave received the distress signal sent by ........
(call sign of the mobile station) at .. .. (time).
Iam forced to alight (or land) at ........ (place).
The present barometric pressure at sea level is
(units).
The true course for you to follow, with no wind, to
make for me is ........ degrees at
(time).
The sea at .. .. (place or coordinates) is ..
The swell at .. . ..... (place or coordinates) is
The distress traffic is ended.

Special abbreviations adopted by the A.R.R.L.:
QST General call preceding amessage addressed to all amateurs and A.R.R.L. Members. This is in effect " CQ ARRL."
QRR Official A.R.R.L. " land SOS." A distress call for use by stations in emergency zones only.
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Scales Used in Expressing Signal Strength and Readability
(See QRK and QSA in the Q Code)
Readability

Strength

QSA1
QSA2
QSA3
QSA4
QSA5

Barely perceptible
Weak
Fairly good
Good
Very good

•ABBREVIATIONS
In amateur work many frequently-used
words are abbreviated. Many of these abbreviations have the sanction of international
regulations but others come from the old press
codes and many have been made by amateurs
themselves. Together, with the " Q Code,"
they constitute a miniature language frequently called "QST English," from the name
of the A.R.R.L.'s magazine. We list below the
more frequently encountered abbreviations.
While some are purely arbitrary, it will be
noted that some are simple phonetic spellings,
others are the first and last letters of a word,
some simply eliminate vowels, some use the
letter x to replace part of a word, etc.
AA
AB
AL

BN
ART
ACCT
ADR
AGN
AMP
AMT
ANI
BCL
BCNU
BD
BK
BLV
BN
BPL
BTN
BUG
CANS
CFM
CK
CKT
CL
CLD
CM
CRD
CD-CUD
CUL
CW
DH
DLD-DLVD
DLY
DX
ES
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All after .... (to be used after
a ? to ask for arepetition).
All before .. .. (to be used after
a to ask for arepetition).
All that has just been sent ( to be
used after a ? to ask for arepetition).
All between .. . .. ( to be used
after a ? to ask for a repetition).
About
Account
Address
Again
Ampere
Amount
Any
Broadcast listener
13e seeing you
Bad
Break
Believe
Been, all between
Brass Pounders' League
Between
Vibroplex key
Yes
Phones
Confirm (or Iconfirm)
Check
Circuit
Closing station; call
Called
Communications Manager
Card
Could
See you later
Continuous wave
Dead head
Delivered
Delivery
Distance
And

QII KI
fill K2
Ql{ K3
On

K4
QI{K5
FB
FD
FIL
FM
FONES
FR
FREQ
GA
GB
GBA
GE
CG
GM
GN
GND
GSA
HAM
HBN
HI
HR
HRD
HV
ICW
JM

LID
LTR
MA
MG
MILS
MSG
ND
NIL
NM
NR
NSA
NW
OB
OC
OM
00
OPN
OPS
OP-OPR
ORS
OT
OW
PBL
PP
PSE
PUNK
PX
RAC
RCD
RCVR
RDO
RI
RM
RPT
SA
SCM
SED
SEZ

Unreadable
Readable now and then
Readable with difficulty
Readable
Perfectly readable

Fine business, excellent
A.R.R.L. Field Day
Filament
From
Telephones
For
Frequency
Go ahead (resume sending)
Good-bye
Give better address
Good evening
Going
Good morning
Gone, good night
Ground
Give some address
Amateur, brass-pounder
Have been, has been
Laughter, high
here, hear
Heard
Have
Interrupted continuous wave
If Imay transmit, send a series of
dashes. To stop my transmission,
send aseries of dota.
"Lid," apoor operator
Later, letter
Milliampere
Motor-generator
Milliamperes
Message
Nothing doing
Nothing
No more
Number, near
No such address
Now
Old Boy, Official Broadcast
Old chap
Old Man
Official Observer
Operation
Official ' Phone Station
Operator
Official Relay Station
Old timer, old top
Old woman
Preamble
Push-pull
Please
Poor operator
Press
Are, all right, O.K.
Rectified alternating current
Received
Receiver
Radio
Radio Inspector
Route Manager
Repeat
Say
Section Communications Manager
Said
Says
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SIG
SIGS
SINE
SKED
SS
SVC
TFC
TKS-TNX-TU
TNG
TMW
TT

U

UR
URS
VT
VY
WA
WE
WD
WDS
WED
WKG
WL
WT
WUD
WX
XMTR
XYL
YF
YL
YS
73

88

Signature
Signals
Sign, personal initials
Schedule
A.R.R.L. Sweepstakes Contest
Service
Traffic
Thanks
Thing
Tomorrow
That
You
Your, you're
Yours
Vacuum tube
Very
Word after ........ (to be used
after a 1to request arepetition).
Word before .. .. ( to be used
after a 1to request arepetition).
Would, word
Words
Worked
Working
Will
What, wait, watt
Would
Weather
Transmitter
Wife
Wife
Young lady
Your service message
Best regards
Love and kisses

• COUNTRY LIST

The necessity for atabulation of countries of
the world to serve as a standard for DX performance has led to the creation of the
following list, used in connection with the DX
Century Club certificate, issued to all members
of A.R.R.L. submitting proof of two-way contact by amateur radio with 100 or more countries. Although necessarily the result of
arbitrary selection, the list has been prepared
after extensive collaboration with various
groups including several geographical authorities and DX men, and is now regarded as a
reasonable standard. It is subject to revision
from time to time. The current revision . is
dated January 1, 1939.
Country

Prefix

Aegean Islands
Alaska
. K7
Albania.
. ZA
Aldabra Islands ........ ..... ......... ......
Algeria ....... ..
FA
Andaman Islands
Andorra
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
ST
Angola
. CR6
Ascension Island.. ......................... ZD8
Australia
. VK
Bahama Islands
VP7
Bahrein Islands
. VS8
Baker Island, Howland Island, Am. Phoenix
Islands
. . ..... .. KF6
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Balearic Islands
. EA6
Baluchistan
Barbados
.
.
. VP6
Bechuanaland ...... ......... ...........
Belgium ....... . ..... ........ ON
Bermuda Islands
. VP9
Bhutan.
Bolivia
. CP
Borneo, Netherlands
. PK5
Brazil ....... ............................. PY
British Honduras
. VPI
British North Borneo
Brunei .......... . ..... ...........
Bulgaria
. LZ
Burma
. XZ
Cameroons, French ......... ............... FE8
Canada
.
. VE
Canal Zone
•
(K5)
Canary Islands
. EA8
Cape Verde Islands
CR4
Caroline Islands
Cayman Islands
....... .
VP5
Celebes and Molucca Islands
. PK6
Ceylon ........ ........................... VS7
Chagos Islands
. VQ8
Channel Islands
G
China

XU

Christmas Island ......... ................. 2C3
Clipperton Island ..... .....................
Cocos Island ....... ....................... TI
Cocos Islands ......... .................... ZC2
Colombia ...... .............. ..... ........ 11K
Comoro Islands
Cook Islands
Corsica
Costa Rica.
TI
Crete
SV
Cuba..
. CM-CO
Czechoslovakia ...... ...................... OK
Danzig
. YM
Denmark
. 0Z
Dominican Republic
HI
Easter Island.
Ecuador ...... . . .......
Egypt
SU
England ...... ........ .... G
Eritrea ....... ....... .......
Estonia.
ES
Ethiopia.
ET
Faeroes, The .......
0Y
Fanning Island
Federated Malay States
Fiji Islands

. VR3
. VS2
. VR2

France
.F
French Equatorial Africa
. FQ8
French India ..... . ...... ...... . .... FN
French Indochina ... . ..... ....... FI8
French West Africa
. FF8
Fridtjof Nansen Land (Franz Josef Land) .....
Galapagos Islands
Gambia .......... ..... ............... ZD3
Germany ........ . ..... .. D
Gibraltar
Gilbert dc Ellice Islands and Ocean Island.....VR1
Goa (Portuguese India). ............ ........ CR8
Gold Coast (and British Togoland) •
ZD4
Gough Island
Greenland
. 0X
Guadeloupe
. FG8
Guam ...... ....... ..... ..... . ..... .. KB8
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Country
Guiana,
Guiana,
Guiana,
Guinea,
Guinea,

Prefix

British.....
Netherlands (Surinam). ..... . ...... PZ
French, and Inini
. FY8
Portugese
.... CR5
Spanish

Hawaiian Islands
. K6
Hejaz
. HZ
Honduras... ....... .......... HR
Hong Kong
. VS6
Hungary
. HA
Iceland ......... ....... .... TF
Ifni ....... . ............
Iran (Persia) ............
Iraq (Mesopotamia).
. YI
Ireland, Northern
.
. GI
Ireland
. EI
Isle of Man
Italy
Jamaica ........ ....... ........ VP5
Jan Mayen Island
. 0Y
Japan
.J
Jarvis Island, Palmyra group
. KG6
Java
. PK
Johnston Island
. KE8
Kenya ..
VQ4
Kerguelen Islands
Kuweit ..... ........ .......
Kwantung ....... ......... . ...... ......... J8
Laccadive Islands.
Latvia
Leeward Islands
. VP2
Liberia
EL
Libya ........
Liechtenstein.
Lithuania ...... ...... ....... LY
Luxembourg ......... . ........ ...... LX
Macau ......... .......... ...... ..... CR9
Madagascar... ............ ...... . ....... FB8
Madeira Islands
. CT3
Maldive Islands
VS9
Malta
. ZBI
Manchukuo
.
(MX)
Marianas Islands ........ ..................
Marshall Islands
. J9
Martinique ..... ........................... FM8
Mauritius ........ ...... ................... VQ8
Mexico ...... ............ ...... ....... ... XE
Midway Island
. KD6
Miquelon and St. Pierre Islands ........ ..... FP8
Monaco ......... ...................
Mongolia
Morocco, French .. ...... ....... .. CN
Morocco, Spanish... ....................... EA9
Mozambique
. . ..... ... CR7
Nepal ....... . ...... ........
Netherlands
PA
Netherlands West Indies (Curacao)
. PJ
New Caledonia
. FK8
Newfoundland and Labrador .....
VO
New Guinea, Netherlands. . ...... . ....... PK6
New Guinea, Territory of ........ ........ . .. VK9
New Hebrides ......... .................... FU8, YJ
New Zealand
. ZL
Nicaragua
. YN
Nicobar Islands
Nigeria (British Cameroons)
. ZD2
Niue
. ZK2
Non-Federated Malay States.
VS3
Norway
. LA
Nyasaland ...... .......................... ZD6
Palau ( Pelew) Islands
Palestine
. ZC6
Panama
Papua Territory ...... ..................... VK4
Paraguay ...... ............. ..... ZP
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Philippine Islands • • ..... • • • • • KA
Phoenix Islands
Pitcairn Island . ........................... VR6
Poland
. SP
Portugal..
. CT
Principe and Sao Thome Islands.......
Puerto Rico.
. K4
Reunion Island
. FR8
Rhodesia, Northern
VQ2
Rhodesia, Southern
. ZE
Rio de Oro
Roumania
YR
St. Helena
...... .
Salvador...................
Sardinia ....... .............
Samoa, American
. KH6
Samoa, Western
. ZM
Sarawak
. VS5
Saudi Arabia ..........
Scotland . ...

•••.•••••••.•

• . • . .. • • • • .. . •

Siam
Sierra Leone ......... .......

.HS

• • • . • • .. • • • . • •

Solomon Islands
. VR4
Somaliland, British ............. ..... ....... VQ6
Somaliland, French
. FL8
Somaliland, Italian. ........................
South Georgia.
. VP8
South Orkney Islands
. VP8
South Shetland Islands
VP8
Southwest Africa .........
Soviet Union:
European Russian Socialist Federated Soviet
Republic . .....
U1-3-4-7
White Russian Soviet Socialist Republic
U2
Ukranian Soviet Socialist Republic .......
U5
Transcaucasian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic
.
. U6
Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic (Uzbekistan).U8
Turkoman Soviet Socialist Republic
U8
Asiatic Russian S.F.S.R....
U9-0
Spain .
EA
Straits Settlements..
VS1
Sumatra
PK4
Svalbard (Spitzbergen)
Sweden ... ........ . ..........
SM
Switzerland ....... ...............
11B
Syria.
Taiwan (Formosa)
. J9
Tanganyika Territory
..... ...... VQ3
Tangier Zone .
........
Tannu Tuya
Tasmania
VK7
Timor, Portuguese
CR10
Togoland, French... ... ...... . ....... FD8
Tokelau (Union) Islands.....
Tonga (Friendly) Islands
. VR5
Transjordan
. ZC1
Trinidad and Tobago.
VP4
Tristan da Cunha
.
. ZD9
Tunisia
Turkey
TA
Turks and Caicos Islands
. VP5
Union of South Africa
.
. ZS
United States
.W
Uruguay
.
. CX
Virgin Islands ...... .......... ..... ........ KB4
Wales
Windward Islands
n
•• s • • •
••••....... ••*•••••••••GW
VP2
Wrangel Island
Yemen ........ ............ ...........
Zanzibar.

.. VQ1
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• A.R.R.L. QSL BUREAU
For the convenience of its members, the
League maintains a QSL-card forwarding
system which operates through volunteer
"District QSL Managers" in each of the nine
United States and five Canadian districts, the
principal U. S. territories and possessions, and
the Philippine Islands. In order to secure such
foreign cards as may be received for you, send
your district manager, whose address you will
find in any current issue of QST, a standard
No. 10 stamped envelope. If you have reason
to expect a considerable number of cards, put
on extra postage. Your own name and address
go in the customary place on the face, and
your station call should be printed prominently
in the upper left-hand corner.
• UNITED STATES AMATEUR
REGULATIONS
Pursuant to the basic communications law,
general regulations for amateurs have been
drafted by the Federal Communications Commission. The number before each regulation is
its official number in the complete book of regulations for all classes of radio stations as issued
by the Commission; the number of each regulation is of no consequence to the amateur, except
as a means of reference.
These regulations are correct as of October 1,
1939. As the regulations are subject to change
from time to time, it is recommended that
The Radio Amateur's License Manual (
250
postpaid, from the A.R.R.L.) be consulted for
latest official regulations, since it is always kept
up-to-date either by frequent revisions or by
the inclusion of a " change-sheet" giving necessary corrections. It is not expected that any
changes of importance will be made during 1939
but if studying for a license it is best to take
no chances, and the License Manual should
always be consulted for the text of regulations
in such cases.
RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING
AMATEUR RADIO STATIONS
SEC. 150.01. Amateur service. The term" amateur service"
means a radio service carried on by amateur stations.
SEC. 150.02. Amateur station. The term " amateur station"
means a station used by an " amateur," that is, a duly
authorized person interested in radio technique solely with
a personal aim and without pecuniary interest. It embraces all radio transmitting apparatus at a particular location used for amateur service and operated under a
single instrument of authorization.
SEC. 150.03. Amateur portable station. The term " amateur
portable station" means an amateur station that is portable
in fact, that is so constructed that it may conveniently be
moved about from place to place for communication, and
that is in fact so moved from time to time, but which is not
operated while in motion.
Sze. 150.04. Amateur portable-mobile station. The term
"amateur portable-mobile station' means an amateur station that is portable in fact, that is so constructed that it
may conveniently be transferred to or from a mobile unit
or from one such unit to another, and that is in fact so
transferred from time to time and is ordinarily used while
such mobile unit is in motion.
SEC. 150.05. Amateur radio communication. The term
"amateur radio communication" means radio communica-
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tion between amateur stations solely with a personal aim
and without pecuniary interest.
SEC. 150.06. Amateur operator. The term " amateur operator" means a person holding a valid license issued by the
Federal Communications Commission authorizing him to
operate licensed amateur stations.
OPERATOR LICENSES; PRIVILEGES
SEC. 151.01. Eligibility for license. The following are eligible
to apply for amateur operator license and privileges:
Class A — A United States citizen who has within five
years of receipt of application held license as an amateur
operator for a year or who in lieu thereof qualified under
Section 151.20.
Class B — Any United States citizen.
Class C — A United States citizen whose actual residence,
address, and station, are more than 125 miles airline from the
nearest point where examination is given at least quarterly
for Class B; or is shown by physician's certificate to be
unable to appear for examination due to protracted disability; or is shown by certificate of the commanding officer
to be in acamp of the Civilian Conservation Corps or in the
regular military or naval service of the United States at a
military post or naval station and unable to appear for Class
B examination.
Sze. 151.02. Classification of operating privileges. Amateur
operating privileges are as follows:
Class A — All amateur privileges.
Class B — Same as Class A except specially limited as in
Section 152.28.
Class C — Same as Class B.
Sze. 151.03. Scope of operator authority. Amateur operators' licenses are valid only for the operation of licensed
amateur stations; provided, however, any person holding a
valid radio operator's license of any class may operate stations in the experimental service licensed for, and operating
on, frequencies above 300,000 kilocycles.
SEC. 151.04. Posting of license. The original operator's
license shall be posted in a conspicuous place in the room
occupied by such operator while on duty or kept in his
personal possession and available for inspection at all times
while the operator is on duty, except when such license
has been filed with application for modification or renewal,
or has been mutilated, lost, or destroyed, and application has
been made for aduplicate.
SEC. 151.05. Duplicate license. Any licensee applying for a
duplicate license to replace an original which has been lost,
mutilated, or destroyed, shall submit to the Commission
such mutilated license or affidavit attesting to the facts regarding the manner in which the original was lost or destroyed. If the original is later found, it or the duplicate shall
be returned to the Commission.
SEC. 151.06. Renewal of amateur operator license. An
amateur operator license may be renewed upon proper application and ashowing that within three months of receipt of
the application by the Commission the licensee has lawfully
operated an amateur station licensed by the Commission,
and that he has communicated by radio with at least three
other such amateur stations. Failure to meet the requirements of this section will make it necessary for the applicant
to again qualify by examination.
SEC. 151.07. Who may operate an amateur station. An
amateur station may be operated only by aperson holding a
valid amateur operator's license, and then only to the extent
provided for by the class of privileges for which the operator's license is endorsed. When an amateur station uses
radiotelephony (type A-3 emission) the licensee may permit
any person to transmit by voice, provided a duly licensed
amateur operator maintains control over the emissions by
turning the carrier on and off when required and signs the
station off after the transmission has been completed.
EXAMINATIONS
SEC. 151.15. When required. Examination is required for
new license as an amateur operator or for change of class of
privileges.
SEC. 151.16. Elements of examination. The examination for
amateur operator privileges will comprise the following
elements:
I. Code teat — ability to send and receive, in plain language, messages in the International Morse Code at aspeed
of not less than thirteen words per minute, counting five
characters to the word, each numeral or punctuation mark
counting as two characters.
2. Amateur radio operation and apparatus, both telephone
and telegraph.
3. Provisions of treaty, statute and regulations affecting
amateurs.
4. Advanced amateur radiotelephony.
SEC. 151.17. Elements required for various privileges.
Examinations for Class A privileges will include all four
examination elements as specified in Section 151.16.
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Examinations for Classes B and C privileges will include
elements 1, 2, and 3as set forth in Section 151.18.
Sac. 151.18. Manner of conducting examination. Examinations for Class A and Clase B privileges will be conducted by
an authorized Commission employee or representative at
points specified by the Commission.
Examinations for Class C privileges will be given by volunteer examiner(s), whom the Commission may designate or
permit the applicant to select; in the latter event the
examiner giving the code test shall be aholder of an amateur
license with Class A or B privileges, or have held within five
years alicense as a professional radiotelegraph operator or
have within that time been employed as a radiotelegraph
operator in the service of the United States; and the examiner for the written test, if not the same individual, shall be
a person of legal age.
Sec. 151.19. Additional examination for holders of Class C
privileges. The Commission may require a licensee holding
Class C privileges to appear at an examining point for a
Class B examination. If such licensee fails to appear for
examination when directed to do so, or fails to pass the
supervisory examination, the license held will be canceled
and the holder thereof will not be issued another license for
the Claw C privileges.
Whenever the holder of Class C amateur operator privileges changes his actual residence or station location to a
point where he would not be eligible to apply for Class C
privileges in the first instance, or whenever anew examining
point is established in aregion from which applicants were
previously eligible for Class C privileges, such holders of
Class C privileges shall within four months thereafter appear
at an examining point and be examined for Class B privileges. The license will be canceled if such licensee fails to
appear, or fails to pass the examination.
SEC.151.20. Examination abridgment. An applicant for
Claw A privileges, who holds a license with Class B privileges, will be required to pass only the added examination
element No. 4. (See Section 151.18.)
A holder of Class C privileges will not be accorded an
abridged examination for either Class B or Class A privileges.
An applicant who has held alicense for the class of privileges specified below, within five years prior to receipt of
application, will be credited with examination elements as
follows:

approved public quarters and established for training purposes, but not operated by the United States Government, a
station license may be issued to aperson in charge of such a
station although not alicensed amateur operator.
Sac. 152.02. Eligibility of corporations or organizations to
hold license. An amateur station license will not be issued to a
school, company, corporation, association, or other organization; nor for their use; provided, however, that in the case
of abona fide amateur radio society astation license may be
issued in accordance with Section 152.01 to alicensed amateur operator as trustee for such society.
Sac. 152.03. Location of station. An amateur radio station,
and the control point thereof when remote control is authorized, shall not be located on premises controlled by an alien.
Sac. 152.04. License period. License for an amateur station
will normally be for aperiod of three years from the date of
issuance of a new, renewed, or modified license.
Sec. 152.05. Authorized operation. An amateur station
license authorizes the operation of all transmitting apparatus
used by the licensee at the location specified in the station
license and in addition the operation of portable and portable-mobile stations at other locations under the same
instrument of authorization.
Sec. 152.08. Renewal of amateur station license. An amateur station license may be renewed upon proper application
and a showing that, within three months of receipt of the
application by the Commission, the licensee thereof has lawfully operated such station in communication by radio with
at least three other amateur stations licensed by the Commission, except that in the case of an application for renewal
of station license issued for an amateur society or reserve
group, the required operation may be by any licensed amateur operator. Upon failure to comply with the above roquirementa, asuccessor license will not be granted until two
months after expiration of the old license.
Sac. 152.07. Posting of station license. The original of each
station license or a facsimile thereof shall be posted by the
licensee in a conspicuous place in the room in which the
transmitter is located or kept in the personal possession of
the operator on duty, except when such license has been
filed with application for modification or renewal, or has
been mutilated, lost, or destroyed, and application has been
made for aduplicate.
CALL SIGNALS

Class of license or privileges
Commercial extra first
Radiotelegraph let, 2nd, or 3rd
Radiotelephone let or 2nd
Class A

Credits
Elements
Elements
Elements
Elements

1,
1
2
2

2
&
&
&

&4
2
4
4

No examination credit is given on account of license of
Radiotelephone 3rd Class, nor for other class of license or
privileges not above listed.
Sac. 151.21. Examination procedure. Applicants shall
write examinations in longhand, — code tests and diagrams
in ink or pencil, written testa in ink — except that applicants
unable to do so because of physical disability may typewrite
or dictate their examinations and, if unable to draw required
diagrams, may make instead a detailed description essentially equivalent. The examiner shall certify the nature of
the applicant's disability and, if the examination is dictated,
the name and address of the person ( s) taking and transcribing the applicant's dictation.
Sac. 151.22. Grading. Code tests are graded as passed or
failed, separately for sending and receiving tests. A code tent
is failed unless free of omission or other error for acontinuous
period of at least one minute at required speed. Failure to
pass the required code test will terminate the examination.
(See Sec. 151.23.)
A passing grade of 75 per cent is required separately for
Class B and Clase A written examinations.
Sac. 151.23. Eligibility for reexamination. An applicant
who fails examination for amateur privileges may not take
another examination for such privileges within two months,
except that this rule shall not apply to an examination for
Class B following one for Class C.
LICENSES
Sac. 152.01. Eligibility for amateur station license. License
for an amateur station will be issued only to alicensed amateur operator who has made asatisfactory showing of control of proper transmitting apparatus and control of the
premises upon which such apparatus is to be located; provided, however, that in the case of an amateur station of the
military or Naval Reserve of the United States located in
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SEC. 152.08. Assignment of call letters. Amateur station
calls will be assigned in regular order and special requests
will not be considered except that a call may be reassigned
to the latest holder, or if not under license during the past
five years to any previous holder, or to an amateur organization in memoriam to adeceased member and former holder,
and particular calla may be temporarily assigned to stations
connected with events; of general public interest.
Sac. 152.09. Call signals for member of U.S.N.R. In the
case of an amateur licensee whose station is licensed to a
regularly commissioned or enlisted member of the United
States Naval Reserve, the Commandant of the naval district in which such station is located may authorize in his
discretion the use of the call-letter prefix N in lieu of the
prefix W or K, assigned in the license issued by the Commission, provided that such N prefix shall be used only
when operating in the frequency bands 1715-2000i kilocyclee, 3500-4000 kilocycles, 58,000-80,000 kilocycles, and
400,000-401,000 kilocyclee in accordance with instructions
to be issued by the Navy Department.
Sac. 152.10. Transmission of call signals. An operator of
an amateur station shall transmit its assigned call at the end
of each transmission and at least once every ten minutes
during transmission of more than ten minuted duration:
provided, however, that transmission of less than one minute
duration from stations employing break-in operation need be
identified only once every ten minutes of operation and at
the termination of the correspondence. In addition, an
operator of an amateur portable or portable-mobile radiotelegraph station shall transmit immediately after the call
of the station the fraction-bar character 0:577) followed by
the number of the amateur call area in which the portable or
portable-mobile amateur station is then operating, as for
example:
Example 1. Portable or portable-mobile amateur station
operating in the third amateur call area calla afixed amateur
station: W1ABC W1ABC W1ABC DE W2DEF 131M
W2DEF 13N3 W2DEF DNS
Example 2. Fixed amateur station answers the portable or
portable-mobile amateur station: W2DEF W2DEF W2DEF
DE W1ABC W1ABC W1ABC
Example 3. Portable or portable-mobile amateur station

KR.
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calla aportable or portable-mobile amateur station: W3GHI
W3GHI W3GHI DE W4JKL 15N4 W4JKL 132;/4 W4JKL
DNa AR:
If telephony is used, the call sign of the station shall be
followed by an announcement of the amateur call area in
which the portable or portable-mobile station is operating.
Szc. 152.11. Requirements for portable and portable-mobile
operation. A licensee of an amateur station may operate
portable amateur stations (Section 150.03) in accordance
with the provisions of Sections 152.09, 152.10, 152.12 and
152.45. Such licensee may operate portable and portablemobile amateur stations without regard to Section 152.12,
but in compliance with Sections 152.09, 152.10, and 152.45,
when such operation takes place on authorized amateur frequencies above 28,000 kilocycles.
SEC. 152.12. Special provisions for portable stations. Advance notice in writing shall be given by the licensee to the
inspector in charge of the district in which such portable
station is to be operated. Such notices shall be given prior to
any operation contemplated, and shall state the station call,
name of licensee, the date of proposed operation, and the
locations as specifically as possible. An amateur station operating under this Section shall not be operated during any
period exceeding one month without giving further notice to
the inspector in charge of the radio-inspection district in
which the station will be operated, nor more than four consecutive periods of one month at the same location. Thin
Section does not apply to the operation of portable or
portable-mobile amateur stations on frequencies above
28,000 kilocycles. (See Section 152.11.)
SEC. 152.13. Special provisions for non-portable stations.
The provisions for portable stations shall not be applied to
any non-portable station except that:
a. An amateur station that has been moved from one
permanent location to another permanent location may be
operated at the latter location in accordance with the provisions governing portable stations for aperiod not exceeding
sixty days, but in no event beyond the expiration date of the
license, provided an application for modification of license
to change the permanent location has been made to the
Commission.
b. The licensee of an amateur station who is temporarily
residing at a location other than the licensed location for a
period not exceeding four months may for such period operate his amateur station at his temporary address in accordance with the provisions governing portable stations.

SEC. 152.14. Points of communication. An amateur station
shall communicate only with other amateur stations, except
that in emergencies or for testing purposes it may be used
also for communication with commercial or Government
radio stations. In addition, amateur stations may communicate with any mobile radio station which is licensed by
the Commission to communicate with amateur stations, and
with stations of expeditions which may also be authorized
to communicate with amateur stations. They may also make
transmissions to points equipped only with receiving apparatus for the measurement of emissions, observation of
transmission phenomena, radio control of remote objects,
and similar purely experimental purposes.
Sze. 152.15. No remuneration for use of station. An amateur station shall not be used to transmit or receive messages
for hire, nor for communication for material compensation,
direct or indirect, paid or promised.
Sze. 152.16. Broadcasting prohibited. An amateur station
shall not be used for broadcasting any form of entertainment, nor for the simultaneous retransmission by automatic
means of programs or signals emanating from any class of
station other than amateur.
Sac. 152.17. Radiotelephone tests. The transmission of
music by an amateur station is forbidden. However, single
audio-frequency tones may be transmitted by radiotelephony for test purposes of short duration in connection with the
development of experimental radiotelephone equipment.
ALLOCATION OF FREQUENCIES
Sze. 152.25. Frequencies for exclusive use of amateur stations. The following bands of frequencies are allocated
exclusively for use by amateur stations:
to 2,000 kc.i
to 4,000 kc.
to 7,300 kc.
to 14,400 ko.

28,000
56,000
112,000
224,000
400,000

to
to
to
to
to

30,000
60,000
116,000
230,000
401,000

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

1 Subject to change to " 1,750 to 2,050" kilocycles in accordance with the " Inter-American Arrangement Covering Radiocommunication," Havana, 1937.
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1,800 to 2,000 ko.
28.500 to 30,000 ka.
56,000 to 60,000 ko.

112,000 to 116,000 kc.
224,000 to 230,000 kc.
400,000 to 401,000 ka.

Szc. 152.28. Additional bands for telephony. An amateur
station may use radiotelephony, type A-3 emission, in the
following additional bands of frequencies; provided the station is licensed to aperson who holds an amateur operator's
license endorsed for Class A privileges, and actually is
operated by an amateur operator holding Class A privileges:
3,900 to 4,000 kilocycles

14,150 to 14,250 kilocycles

Sze. 152.29. Television and frequency-modulation transmission. The following bands of frequencies are allocated for use
by amateur stations for television and radiotelephone
frequency-modulation transmission:
112,000 to 116,000 kilocycles
224,000 to 230,000 kilocycles
400,000 to 401,000 Idiot:yaw
Sze. 152.30. Facsimile transmission. The followinç bands
of frequencies are allocated for use by amateur stations for
facsimile transmission:
1,715 to 2,000 ko.'
56,000 to 60,000 ko.

112,000 to 116,000 ka.
224,000 to 230,000 ko.
400,000 to 401,000 ko.

Sze. 152.31. Individual frequency not specified. Transmissions by an amateur station may be on any frequency
within the bands above assigned. Sideband frequencies
resulting from keying or modulating a transmitter shall be
confined within the frequency band used.
Sze. 152.32. Types of emission. All bands of frequencies
allocated to the amateur service may be used for radiotelegraphy, type A-1 emission. Type A-2 emission may be
used in the following banda of frequencies only:
56,000 to 60,000 kc.
112,000 to 116,000 kc.

USE OF AMATEUR STATIONS

1,715
3,500
7,000
14,000

Sac. 152.26. Use of frequencies above 300,000 kilocycles.
The licensee of an amateur station may, subject to change
upon further order, operate amateur stations, with any type
of emission authorized for amateur stations, on uy frequency above 300,000 kilocycles without separate licenses
therefor.
SEC. 152.27. Frequency bands for telephony. The following
bands of frequencies are allocated for use by amateur stations using radiotelephony, type A-3 emission:

224,000 to 230,000 ko.
400,000 to 401,000 ko.

EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION
Sze. 152.40. Maximum power input. The licensee of an
amateur station is authorized to use a maximum power
input of 1kilowatt to the plate circuit of the final amplifier
stage of an oscillator-amplifier transmitter or to the plate
circuit of an oscillator transmitter. An amateur transmitter
operating with a power input exceeding nine-hundred watts
to the plate circuit shall provide means for accurately measuring the plate power input to the vacuum tube, or tubes,
supplying power to the antenna.
Sac. 152.41. Power supply to transmitter. The licensee of an
amateur station using frequencies below 60,000 kilocycles
shall use adequately filtered direct-current plate power
supply for the transmitting equipment to minimize frequency modulation and to prevent the emission of broad
signals.
Sze. 152.42. Requirements for prevention of interference.
Spurious radiations from an amateur transmitter operating
on a frequency below 60,000 kilocycles shall be reduced or
eliminated in accordance with good engineering practice
and shall not be of sufficient intensity to cause interference
on receiving seta of modern design which are tuned outside
the frequency band of emission normally required for the
type of emission employed. In the case of A-3 emission, the
transmitter shall not be modulated in excess of its modulation capability to the extent that interfering spurious radiations occur, and in no case shall the emitted carrier be
amplitude-modulated in excess of 100 per cent. Means
shall be employed to insure that the transmitter is not
modulated in excess of its modulation capability. A spurious
radiation is any radiation from atransmitter which is outside
the frequency band of emission normal for the type of transmission employed, including any component whose frequency is an integral multiple or submultiple of the carrier
frequency (harmonica and subharmonics), spurious modulation products, key clicks, and other transient effects, and
parasitic oscillations. The frequency of emission shall be as
constant as the state of the art permita.
Sac. 152.43. Modulation of carrier wave. Except for brief
tests or adjustments, an amateur radiotelephone station
shall not emit a carrier wave unless modulated for the
purpose of communication.
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SEC. 152.44. Frequency measurement und regular check.
The licensee of an amateur station shall provide for measurement of the transmitter frequency and establish procedure
for checking it regularly. The measurement of the transmitter frequency shall be made by means independent of
the frequency control of the transmitter and shall be of
sufficient accuracy to assure operation within the frequency
band used.
SEC. 152.45. Logs. Each licensee of an amateur station
shall keep an accurate log of station operation, including the
following data:
(a) The date and time of each transmission. (The date
need only be entered once for each day's operation. The expression " time of each transmission" means the time of
making acall and need not be repeated during the sequence
of communication which immediately follows; however, an
entry shall be made in the log when " signing off" so as to
show the period during which communication was carried on.)
(b) The signature of the person manipulating the transmitting key of a radiotelegraph transmitter or the signature of the person operating atransmitter of any other type
(type A-3 or A-4 emission) with statement as to type of emission, and the signature of any other person who transmits by
voice over aradiotelephone transmitter (type A-3 emission).
(The signature need only be entered once in the log provided
the log contains astatement to the effect that all transmissions were made by the person named except where otherwise stated. The signature of any other person who operates
the station shall be entered in the proper space for his
transmissions.)
(c) Call letters of the station called. (This entry need not
be repeated for calla made to the same station during any
sequence of communication, provided the time of " signing
off" is given.)
(d) The input power to the oscillator, or to the final amplifier stage where an oscillator-amplifier transmitter is
employed. (This need be entered only once, provided the input power is not changed.)
(e) The frequency band used. (This information need be
entered only once in the log for all transmissions until there
is achange in frequency to another amateur band.)
(f) The location of a portable or portable-mobile station
at the time of each transmission. (This need be entered only
once provided the location of the station is not changed.
However, suitable entry shall be made in the log upon changing location, showing the type of vehicle or mobile unit in
which the station is operated and the approximate geographical location of the station at the time of operation.)
(g) The message traffic handled. ( If record communications are handled in regular message form, a copy of each
message sent and received shall be entered in the log or rotained on file for at least one year.)
The log shall be preserved for aperiod of at leant one year
following the last date of entry. The copies of record communications and station log, as required under this section,
shall be available for inspection upon request by an authorized Government representative.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
SEC. 152.50. Additional conditions to be observed by licensee.
An amateur station license is granted subject to the conditions imposed in Sections 152.51 to 152.54 inclusive, in addition to any others that may be imposed during the term of
the license. Any licensee receiving due notice requiring the
station licensee to observe such conditions shall immediately
act in conformity therewith.
Sim 152.51. Quiet hours. In the event that the operation
of an amateur station causen general interference to the
reception of broadcast programa with receivers of modern
design, such amateur station shall not operate during the
hours from 8 o'clock P.M. to 10:30 P.M., local time, and on
Sunday for the additional period from 10:30 A.M. until 1
P.M., local time, upon such frequency or frequencies as cause
such interference.
SEC. 152.52. Second notice of same violation. In every case
where an amateur station licensee is cited a second time
within a year for the same violation under Sections 152.25,
152.27, 152.28, 152.30, 152.31, 152.41, or 152.42, the Commission will direct that the station remain silent from 6
P.M. to 10:30 P.M., local time, until written notice has been
received authorizing full-time operation. The licensee shall
arrange for tests at other hours with at least two amateur
stations within fifteen days of the date of notice, such testa
to be made for the specific purpose of aiding the licensee in
determining whether the emissions of his station are in accordance with the Commission's Regulations. The licensee
shall report under oath to the Commission at the conclusion
of the testa as to the observations reported by amateur
licensees in relation to the reported violation. Such reports
shall include astatement as to the corrective measures taken
to insure compliance with the Regulations.
SEC. 152.53. Third notice of same violation. In every cane
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viere an amateur station licensee is cited the third time
within ayear for the same violation as indicated in Section
152.52, the Commission will direct that the station remain
silent from 8A.M. to 12 midnight, local time, except for the
purpose of transmitting a prearranged test to be observed
by amonitoring station of the Commission to be designated
in each particular case. Upon completion of the test the station shall again remain silent during these hours until
authorized by the Commission to resume full-time operation.
The Commission will consider the results of the tests and the
licensee's past record in determining the advisability of suspending the operator license and/or revoking the station
license.
SEC. 152.54. Operation in emergencies. In the event of widospread emergency conditions affecting domestic communication facilities, the Commission may confer with
representatives of the amateur service and others and, if
deemed advisable, will declare that astate of general communications emergency exists, designating the licensing area
or areas concerned (in general not exceeding 1,000 miles from
center of the affected area), whereupon it shall be incumbent
upon each amateur station in such area or areas to observe
the following restrictions for the duration of such emergency.
(a) No transmissions except those relating to relief work
or other emergency service such as amateur neta can afford,
shall be made within the 1715-2000 1kilocycle or 3500-4000
kilocycle amateur bands. Incidental calling, testing, or
working, including casual conversation or remarks not pertinent or necessary to constructive handling of the general
situation shall be prohibited.
(b) The frequencies 1975-2000, 3500-3525, and 39754000 kilocycles shall be reserved for emergency calling
channels, for initial calls from isolated stations or first calls
concerning very important emergency relief matters or arrangements. All stations having occasion to use such channels shall, as quickly as possible, shift to other frequencies
for carrying on their communications.
(c) A five-minute listening period for the first five minutes of each hour shall be observed for initial calls of major
importance, both in the designated emergency calling
channels and throughout the 1715-2000 1 and 3500-4000
kilocycle banda. Only stations isolated or engaged in handling official traffic of the highest priority may continue with
transmissions in these listening periods, which must be accurately observed. No replies to calls or resumption of routine traffic shall be made in the five-minute listening
period.
(d) The Commission may designate certain amateur
stations to assist in promulgation of its emergency announcement, and for policing the 1715-2000 1 and 3500-4000 kilocycle bands and warning non-complying stations noted
operating therein. The operators of these observing stations
shall report fully the identity of any stations failing, after
due notice, to comply with any section of this regulation.
Such designated stations will act in an advisory capacity
when able to provide information on emergency circuits.
Their policing authority is limited to the transmission of information from responsible official sources, and full reporta of
non-compliance which may serve as abasis for investigation
and action under Section 502 of the Communications Act.
Policing authority extends only to 1715-2000 1 and 35004000 kilocycle banda. Individual policing transmissions shall
refer to this Section by number, shall specify the date of the
Commission's declaration, the area and nature of the
emergency, all briefly and concisely. Policing-observer stations shall not enter into discussions beyond essentials with
the stations notified, or other stations.
(e) These special conditions imposed under this Section
will cease to apply only after the Commission shall have
declared such emergency to be terminated.
103.6. Each application for an instrument of authorization shall be made in writing, under oath of the applicant,
on aform prescribed and furnished by the Commission. . . .
Separate application shall be filed for each instrument of
authorization requested. . . . The required forma may be
obtained from the Commission or from any of its field offices.
(For alist of such offices and related geographical districts,
see rule 30.)
103.7. Each application for . . . station license, with rospect to the number of copies and place of filing, shall be submitted as follows: . . . g. Amateur . . . 1 copy to be
sent as follows: (a) To proper district office if it requires personal appearance for operator examination under direct
supervision from that office; (
b) Direct to Washington, D. C.,
in all other cases, including examinations for Class C privileges.
103.14. An application for modification of license may be
filed for . . . change in location. . .. Except when filed to
cover construction permit, each application for modification
Subject to change to " 1750 to 2050" kilocycles In accordance
with the " Inter-American Arrangement Covering Radiocommunication," Havana, 1937.
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of license shall be filed at least 60 days prior to the contemplated modification of license; Provided, however, That
in emergencies and for good cause shown, the Commission
may waive the requirements hereof insofar as time for filing
is concerned.
103.15. Unless otherwise directed by the Commission,
each application for renewal of license shall be filed at least
60 days prior to the expiration date of the license sought to
be renewed.
105.23. Any licensee receiving official notice of aviolation
of the terma of the Communications Act of 1934, any legislative act, Executive order, treaty to which the United
States is a party or the rules and regulations of the Federal
Communications Commission, which are binding upon
licensee or the terms and conditions of a license, shall,
within 3days from such receipt, send awritten reply direct
to the Federal Communications Commission at Washing-

ton, D. C., and acopy thereof to the office of the Commission
originating the official notice, when the originating office is
other than the office of the Commission in Washington,
D. C. The answer to each notice shall be complete in itself
and shall not be abbreviated by reference to other communications or answer to other notices. If the notice relates to
some violation that may be due to the physical or electrical
characteristics of the transmitting apparatus, the answer
shall state fully what steps, if any, are taken to prevent future violations, and if any new type apparatus is to be installed, the date such apparatus was ordered, the name of
the manufacturer, and promised date of delivery. . . .
If the notice of violation relates to some lack of attention
or improper operation of the transmitter, the name and
license number of the operator in charge shall be given.
105.29. Whenever the Commission shall institute arevocation proceeding against the holder of any radio station

UNITED STATES RADIO DISTRICTS
District

Territory

No.

.

1 The States of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Vermont.
No. 2 The counties of Albany, Bronx, Columbia, Delaware, Dutchess, Greene,
Kings, Nassau, New York, Orange, Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer, Richmond, Rockland, Schenectady, Suffolk, Sullivan, Ulster and Westchester
of the State of New York; and the counties of Bergen, Essex, Hudson,
Hunterdon, Mercer, Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris, Passaic, Somerset,
Sussex, Union and Warren of the State of New Jersey.
No. 3 The counties of Adams, Berks, Bucks, Carbon, Chester, Cumberland,
Dauphin, Delaware, Lancaster, Lebanon, Lehigh, Monroe, Montgomery,
Northampton, Perry, Philadelphia, Schuylkill and York of the State of
Pennsylvania; and the counties of Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape
May, Cumberland, Gloucester, Ocean and Salem of the State of New
Jersey; and the county of Newcastle of the State of Delaware.
No. 4 The State of Maryland; the District of Columbia; the counties of Arlington,
Clark, Fairfax, Fauquier, Frederick, Loudoun, Page, Prince William,
Rappahannock, Shenandoah and Warren of the State of Virginia; and the
counties of Kent and Sussex of the State of Delaware.
No, 5 The State of Virginia except that part lying in District 4, and the State of
North Carolina except that part lying in District 6.
No. 6 The States of Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, and Tennessee; and the
counties of Azhe, Avery, Buncombe, Burke, Caldwell, Cherokee, Clay,
Cleveland, Graham, Haywood, Henderson, Jackson, McDowell, Macon,
Madison, Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Swain, Transylvania, Watauga and
Yancey of the State of North Carolina.
No. 7 The State of Florida.
No. 8 The States of Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi; and the city of Texarkana in the State of Texas.
No. 9 The counties of Arkansas, Brazoria, Brooks, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers,
Fort Bend, Galveston, Goliad, Harris, Hidalgo, Jackson, Jefferson, Jim
Wells, Kenedy, Kleberg, Matagorda, Nueces, Refugio, San Patricio,
Victoria, Wharton and Willacy of the State of Texas.
No. 10 The State of Texas except that part lying in District 9 and in the city of
Texarkana; and the States of Oklahoma and New Mexico.
No. 11 The State of Arizona; the county of Clarke in the State of Nevada; and the
counties of Imperial, Inyo, Kern, Loe Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Diego, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara and Ventura of
the State of California.
No, 12 The State of California except that part lying in District 11; the State of
Nevada except the county of Clarke.
No. 13 The State of Oregon; and the State of Idaho except that part lying in District 14.
No. 14 The Territory of Alaska; the State of Washington; the counties of Benewah,
Bonner, Boundary, Clearwater, Idaho, Kootenai, Leah, Lewis, Nez
Perce and Shoshone of the State of Idaho; the counties of Beaverhead,
Broadwater, Cascade, Deerlodge, Flathead, Gallatin. Glacier, Granite,
Jefferson, Lake, Lewis & Clark, Lincoln, Madison, Meagher, Mineral,
Missoula, Ponders, Powell, Ravalli, Sanders, Silver Bow, Teton and
Toole of the State of Montana.
No. 15 The States of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming; and the State of Montana
except that part lying in District 14.
No. 16 The States of North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota; the counties of
Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta, Dickinson, Gogebic, Houghton, Iron,
Keweenaw, Luce, Mackinac, Marquette, Menominee, Ontonagon and
Schoolcraft of the State of Michigan; and the State of Wisconsin except
that part lying in District 18.
No. 17 The States of Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri; and the State of Iowa except
that part lying in District 18.
No. 18 The States of Indiana and Illinois; the counties of Allamakee, Buchanan,
Cedar, Clayton, Clinton, Delaware, Dee Moines, Dubuque, Fayette,
Henry, Jackson, Johnson, Jones, Lee, Linn, Louisa, Muscatine, Scott,
Washington and Winneehiek of the State of Iowa; the counties of Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge, Grant, Green, Iowa, Jefferson, Kenosha,
Lafayette, Milwaukee, Ozaukee, Racine, Richland, Rock, Sauk, Walworth, Washington and Waukesha of the State of Wisconsin.
No. 19 The State of Michigan except that part lying in District 16; the States of
Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
No, 20 The State of New York except that part lying in District 2, and the State
of Pennsylvania except that part lying in District 3.
No. 21 The Territory of Hawaii, Guam and American Samoa.
No. 22 Puerto Rico and Virgin Island.
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Address, Radio Inspector-in-Charoe
Customhouse, Boston, Mass.
Federal Building, 641 Washington
St., New York, N. Y.

Room 1200, U. S. Customhouse,
Second and Chestnut Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.

Fort McHenry, Baltimore, Md.

402 New Post Office Bldg., Norfolk,
Va.
411 Federal Annex, Atlanta, Ga.

312 Federal Bldg., Miami, Fla.
326 Customhouse, New Orleans, La.
404-406 Federal Bldg., Galveston,
Tex.
302 U. S. Terminal Annex Bldg.,
Dallas, Tex.
1105 Rives-Strong Building, Los
Angeles, Calif.
328 Customhouse, San Francisco,
Calif.
207 New U. S. Courthouse Bldg.,
Portland, Ore.
808 Federal Office Building, Seattle,
Wash.

504 Customhouse, Denver, Colo.
927 New P. O. Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

609 Pickwick Bldg., 903 McGee
Street, Kansas City, Mo.
246 U. S. Courthouse Bldg., Chicago,

1025 New Federal Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.
514 Federal Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
Aloha Tower, Honolulu, T. H.
303 Ochoa Bldg., San Juan, P. R.
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construction permit or license under section 312(a), it shall
initiate said proceeding by serving upon said licensee an
order of revocation effective not lees than 15 days after
written notice thereof is given the licensee. The order of revocation shall contain a statement of the grounds and reasons for such proposed revocation and a notice of the licensees right to be heard by filing with the Commission a
written request for hearing within 15 days after receipt of
said order. Upon the filing of such written request for hearing by said licensee the order of revocation shall stand suspended and the Commission will set a time and place for
hearing and shall give the licensee and other interested
parties notice thereof. If no request for hearing on any order
of revocation is made by the licensee against whom such an
order is directed within the time hereinabove set forth, the
order of revocation shall become final and effective, without
further action of the Commission. . . .
105.31. Proceedings for the suspension of an operator
license shall in all cases be initiated by the entry of an order
of suspension, acopy of which shall be served upon or mailed
to the holder of the license involved, to become effective on a
day certain, in no event less than 40 days after date of serving or mailing such order. The order shall set forth the name
of the operator, class and grade of license, the effective date
of the order, the period of suspension, and astatement of the
reasons for suspension, and shall contain a notice to the
holder of such license of his right to be heard and contest the
order, by filing with the Commission within 35 days from
the receipt of said order, awritten request for hearing with a
statement executed by him under oath, denying or explaining specifically and in detail the charges set forth in the
order of suspension. Upon receipt of such request and statement, the effective date of the suspension of such license will
be extended; and the Commission, upon consideration of the
licensee's statement, as herein provided, will either revoke
its order of suspension, or fix a time and place for hearing,
and notify the licensee thereof.
If no request for hearing on any order of suspension is
made by the licensee against whom such order is directed
within 35 days of receipt of such order of suspension, the
same shall become final and effective.
Where any order of suspension has become final, the person whose license has been suspended shall forthwith send
the operator's license in question to the office of the Commission in Washington, D. C.
27. All station licensee will be issued so as to expire at the
hour of 3 A.M., eastern standard time. The normal license
periods and expiration dates are as follows:
(e) The licenses for amateur stations will be issued for a
normal license period of three years from the date of expiration of old license or the date of granting a new license
or modification of alicense.
30. The following list of the radio districts gives the
address of each field office of the Federal Communications
Commission and the territory embraced in each district.
his list is reproduced on the last page of this booklet.—
Ed
(a)
.] Examining cities — Examinations for all classes of
radio operator licensee will be given frequently at Wash-
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ington, D. C., and the District offices of the Commission in
accordance with announced schedules.
(1) Such examinations will be held quarterly at:
Cincinnati, O.
Pittsburgh, Pa,
St. Louis, Mo,
Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
San Antonio, Tex.
Dee Moines, Ia.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Nashville, Tenn.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
(2) Examinations will be held not more than twice annually at:
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Billings, Mont.
Little Rock, Ark.
Bismarck, N. Dak.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Boise, Idaho.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Butte, Mont.
Spokane, Wash.
210. Radio communications or signals relating to ships
or aircraft in distress shall be given absolute priority. Upon
notice from any station, Government or commercial, all
other transmission shall cease on such frequencies and for
such time as may, in any way, interfere with the reception
of distress signals or related traffic.
212a. The licensee of any radiotelegraph or radiotelephone station, other than broadcast, may. if proper notice
from authorized government representatives is filed with
and approved by the Commission, utilize such stations for
military or naval test communications (messages not neceeeery for the conduct of ordinary governmental business) in
preparation for national defense during the period or periods
stated in said notice subject to the sole condition that no
interference to any service of another country will result
therefrom. Nothing herein or in any other regulation of the
Commission shall be construed to require any such station
to participate in any such test.
213. One or more licensed operators, of grade specified
by these regulations, shall be on duty at the place where the
transmitting apparatus of each station is located and whenever it is being operated; provided, however, that for a
station licensed for service other than broadcast, and remote control is used, the Commission may modify the foregoing requirement upon proper application and showing
being made, so that such operator or operators may be on
duty at the control station in lieu of the place where the
transmitting apparatus is located. Such modification shall
be subject to the following conditions:
(a) The transmitter shall be capable of operation and
shall be operated in accordance with the terms of the station
license.
(b) The transmitter shall be monitored from the control
station with apparatus that will permit placing the transmitter in an inoperative condition in the event there is a
deviation from the terms of the license, in which case the
radiation of the transmitter shall be suspended immediately
until corrective measures are effectively applied to place
the transmitter in proper condition for operation in accordance with the terms of the station license.
(e) The transmitter shall be so located or housed that it
is not accessible to other than duly authorized persons.
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Ampere
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Ampere Turns
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Amplification Factor
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Amplification, Vacuum Tube
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Amplifier Classifications
42-44
Amplifiers (
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Amplitude Modulation
89
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336,338
Anode
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336,338
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337
Bent Antennas
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355-357,365-366
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364
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343-344
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348-349
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344-345
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349
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349-352
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345
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418-420
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342
Stub Matching
348-349
Tuned Transmission Lines
349-352
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341,345-346
Untuned Transmission Lines
344-345
Ground Effect
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337
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353-354,356-357,421
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355-350
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339-340
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367,420-421
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Switching
Transmission Lines
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Ultra-High Frequency
V Antennas
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Atoms
Atmospheric Bending
Attenuation
Audio Filter
Audio Frequencies
Audio-Frequency Amplifiers
Audio Limiter Circuits
Audio Oscillators
Autodyne Receivers (
see " Receivers")
Automatic Gain Control
Auto-Transformer Link Coupling
Automatic Voltage Regulation
Auto-Transformer Voltage Regulator
Average Current Value
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284-285
337-339
33,337
376-377
368
361-363
373-376
289-290
32-34,341-342
351
379,416-421
360-361
33,337
12
22
378-379
334
132-133

as

53,100-102
67-68
17-18,240,271
83,64
36
195-196
197-198
28

Back-Wave
232
Bakelite
26
B Battery
38
Band Changing
52-53,87
Band Spread
53
Band Width
48
Banda, Amateur
16-17
Batteries
25,273-274
Battery Service Hours (Table)
275
Beam Antennas (
see " Antenna Systems")
Beam-Power Tubes
46
Beat Frequency
37,38
Beat Oscillator
38,51,59,63.138,140
Beginner's Code Practice Stations
19
Bench, Work
104
Bending Sheet Metal
106
Bent Antennas
380
Bias
39,41-42,84.188-190,222-223
Birdies
142
Blanketing
240
Bleeder
180,184,185,191-192
Blocking
135
Blocking Condensers
71
Body Capacity
136
Brass
24
Break-In
239
Bridge Rectifiers
182
Broadcasting, Interference With
240,255-256
Broadside Arrays
384,365-366
Bus Wire
107
Buzzer Code Practice Set
17
By-Pass Condensers
49,56,71
C-L Ratio('
32
C. W. Signals
45
Calibrating Frequency Meters
260,262,264
Canadian General Manager
13
Capacitive Coupling
34
Capacitive Reactance
29,295
Capacity
23
Capacity of Condenser ( formula)
294
Capacity-Resistance Time Constant
295
Carbon Microphones
88,99
Carrier
38
Cathode
26,47
Cathode Bias
41,42
Cathode Circuits
54-55
Cathode Modulation
93 203,204,206,209,255
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscopes
247-253,271-272
Cathode-Ray Tubes (Table)
317-318
Cell
25
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Cement, Coil
107
Century Club
437
Center-Tap
71
Center-Tap Full-Wave Rectifier
181-182
Center-Tap Keying
235-238
Characteristic Curves
38,39-40
Characteristic Impedance
34,342-343
Characteristics of Vacuum Tubes (Tables)
305-333
Charges, Electrical
22-23
Charts and Tables:
440-441
Abbreviations, Amateur
Abbreviations for Electrical and Radio Terms.... 297
Amateur Wavelength-Frequency Bands
16
Antenna and Feeder Lengths 344,355,356,357,359,421
Antenna Gain
355,365,366,368
Battery Service Hours
275
Characteristic Impedance
342
Coil-Winding Data
83
Color Code for Resistors and Condensers
296-297
Continental Code
17
Conversion Factors
297
Countries List
441-442
Current Capacity of Power Wiring
299
Decibel Chart
296
Dielectric Constants
294
Drill Sizes
106
Electrical Symbols
298
Emergency Rules
430
Gain of Directive Antennas
355,365,366,368
Greek Alphabet
299
Guages, Wire and Sheet Metal
299
Interference, B. C. L
256
Message Form
431
Metric Prefixes
94-95
Modulator Data
94-95
Q Code
438-440
R-S-T Scale
428
Radiation Resistance
355
Resistance-Coupled Amplifier Data
96-97
Rhombic Antenna Design Charts
362
Safety Rules
191-193,291-292
Tank Circuit Capacity
81
Tap Sizes
106
Tools
103,104
Transformer Design
199
U. S. Radio District
447
V-Antenna Design Chart
361
Vacuum Tube Characteristics
305-333
Vacuum Tube Symbols
298-299
Wire Table
300
Word Lists for Accurate Transmission
426
Chassis Layout
104-195
Checking Massages
432-434
Choke, Filter
187
Choke- Input Filter
180,183-184
Choke, R.F.
32
Circuit Diagrams
37
Circuit Diagram Symbols
298
Circuit, Electric
27
Circuit Loading
58
Circuit Noise
57-58
Circuit Values — Receiving
56-57
Circuits, Tuned
30-32
Circuits, Receiving (
see " Receivers")
Circuits, Transmitting (
see " Transmitters")
Class A, B, and C Amplifiers
42-44
Class B Modulation
93-98
Class B Modulator Data
94-95
Cleaning and Finishing Metal
106
Clickless Keying Methods
237-239
Closed Circuit
27
Coaxial Line
341-342
Coaxial Vertical Radiators
417-420
Code (Continental) and Code Practice
16-17,18-19
Code Practice Sets
17-18
Code Practice Stations (for Beginners)
19
Coefficient of Coupling
34
Coils
26-27,28
Combined A.C. and D.C.
36-37
Coil Cement
107
Communications Department, A.R.R.I..
13,437
Collinear Arrays
384,365,417
Complex Waves
36
Concentric Transmission Line
341-342,346
Condenser
23
Condenser Capacitance (Computing)
294
Condenser Color Code
296-297
Condenser- Input Filter
180.183
Condenser Microphones
99
Condenser Series and Parallel Connections
295
Condenser Reactance
29
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Condensers, Electrolytic
186
81,83
Condensers, Voltage Rating
39
Conductance, Mutual
25
Conduction, Electrolytic
24-25
Conduction, Gaseous
25-28
Conduction, Thermionic
24
Conductor
424-425
Contests
17
Continental Code
45
Continuous-wave Signal
Control Circuits
287-288
39
Control Grid
Controlled- Rectifier Keying
233
59-60
Conversion Efficiency
Conversion Factors
297
277
Converters, A.C.-D.C.
Converters, Frequency
47,59-60
Converters, u.h.f.
381-387
Copper
24
Core
27
Counting Messages
436-437
Countries List
441-442
Coupled Circuits
34
Coupling, Antenna to Receiver
56-57.133,136,142
Coupling, Antenna to Transmitter
174-178,347-348,352-353
Coupling Condenser
49
Coupling, Interstage
76-77
Coupling, Oscillator
141-142
Creep
72
Crackle Finish
106
Critical Coupling
34
Critical Inductance
183-184
Cross-Modulation
47
Crystal Filters
64-66,129 132,137-139
99
Crystal Microphones
Crystal Oscillators
73-75,221-222
Crystal-Controlled Transmitter Construction (
see
"Transmitters" and" Ultra-High Frequencies")
Crystals:
75
Characteristics and Limitations
75
Cuts
Mountings
75
32
Piezo-Electric Effect
75
Power Limitations
75
Temperature Effects
Current, Alternating
27
24
Current, Direct
341
Current Feed for Antennas
Current Flow
24
Current in A.C. Circuits
27
Current Lag and Lead
29
39
Cut-Off
Cutting and Bending Sheet Metal
106
105-108
Cutting Threads
Cycle
25
DX
DX Century Club
Decibel
Degeneration .
Delivering Messages .
Deloy
Delta Matching Transformer . . . .
Demodulation .....

. • ..

11), 12,15,16
437
. . 295-296
41
436
•

-31/
. . . 38,44,49

Diagrams ....... . . .
Diamond Antenna
.
Dielectric -------------- --------Dielectric Constant
Dielectric Constants ( Table)

361-363

-

23
294
105
.. 38,49
34

Diode
.
Direct Coupling
Direct Current
Direct-Ray Transmission
Directional Antennas (
see " Antenna Systems")

378

Directors, A.R.R.L. ...... . .
13
Dissassociation -----------------------------25
Distortion
36,40
Distributed Inductance, Capacitance and Resistance
32
Districts, Inspection. . ... . . .. 447
Divisions, A.R.R.L. ...... . ..... . ..
13
Dividers. Voltage
193-195
Double Frequency ........... . 71,85-86,228
Double Resonance
228
Drill Sizes
106
Drilling Holes ....... . . .. . 105-106
Dry Batteries
Dummy Antennas
227,377
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Duplex-Diode Triodes and Pentodes
Dynamic Characteristics. . . .
Dynamotors
.....

47
39-40
.
277

E- Layer Transmission
378-379
Effective Current Value
28,36
Efficiency, Amplifier.
72,227
Electric Charges . .
22-23
Electric Circuit . . . .
27
Electric Field
.
.
.
..
. 26-27
Electrical Interference Reduction
237-242
.32, 343
Electrical .eng
Electrical Units and Symbols
Electricity
22
Electrolytic Condensers
25,186
Electrolytic Conduction
25
Electromagnetic Radiation
37,334
Electromagnetism. .. .
26-27
Electromotive Force ( E.M.F.) .
23
Electrons ...... . .. .
22
Electron Flow ....
24
Electron-Coupled Oscillator ...
72-73
Electronic Conduction . .
26
Electrostatic Field
23
Electrostatic Shielding .
230
Emergency Apparatus (
see " Portable Equipment")
Emergency Coordinator .......... . .. ..
12
Emergency Corps. . . ..
12
Emergency Operating
428-431
Emergency Work
....
.
..
12
Emission, Electron
25-26
End-Fire Arrays ..
:_
364-36
37
6
Energy Fields
.
Equi-potential Cathode
47
Excitation ............ . 42,72,82-84,224-225
Exciter Units (
see " Transmitters" )
Executive Committee, A.R.R.L.
13
Expedition Communications .
12-13
Farad
Federal Communications Commission, Regulations . 443-448
Feed-Back . . .
. .... . 44,143
Feedback, Ii.F.
.. 230-231,257
Feeders and Feed Systems (
sec " Antenna Systems")
Fidelity
......
. .
49
- .
Field Electrostatic
23
Field, Magnetic.
.
.. 26-27
Fields, Energy . ...
Field-Strength Meters
. 269-2g
26,47,55
Filament Supply . . . . . .
Fills and Repeats
. . . . : I:424,
Filter, Audio ...... . ..
Filter, Crystal
: 64 66,129 132. 1
1:33t 1
1e3
Filters, R.F . . .......
238
Filters (
see " Power Supply " )
First Detector
. .. . .. . . .. . .
59
Five Meters (
see " Ultra High Frequencies")
Fixed Teat Messages
435
Flow, Current
. .
24
Flywheel Effect .
43
Force, Electromotive
23
Force, Lines of
26-27
Formulas:
A.C. Average and Effective Values
28
Amplification Factor
39
Antenna Length
337,340,356,421
Bias Supply Bleeder
189,190
Bleeder
184
Capacitive Reactance
295
Capacity of Condenser
294
Cathode Bias
42
Coefficient of Coupling
34
Combined A.C. and D.C. Currents
36
Complex Wave
36
Coupling Transformer Turns Ratio
93
Critical Inductance
183
Decibel
295-296
Delta Match
346
Driver Coupling
98
Filter Design
183-186
Frequency
30
Grid Leak Bias
42
Impedance
30
Impedance Matching
91,346,348,349
Inductance Calculation
294
Inductive Reactance
294-295
Input Choke
183
Linear Matching Sections
348
Modulation Impedance
91
Modulation Percentage
89

188
ue

Multipliers (
Meter)
Mutual Conductance
Ohmmeter ( from voltmeter)
Ohms Law (A.C.)
Ohms Law ( D.C.)
Overall Gain
Plate Resistance
Power
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267
39
268
30
24
100
39
26,227
Q
31
Q Antenna
349
R/C Time Constant
295
Reactance
294-295
Regulation
180
Resonance
30,185
Resonant Impedance
31
Rhombic Antenna
:362-363
Ripple
183
Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel Capacities . .
295
Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel Resistances .
24
Sine Curve
28
Surge Impedance
343
Time Constant
295
Transformer Voltage
186,199
Transmission Line Length
343,349,367.421
Transmission Line Spacing
343
Turns Ratio
35
Voltage Divider
194
Voltage Regulation
180
Wavelength-Frequency Conversion
32
Wavelength
30
Frequencies, Amateur.
15 16
Frequency
26
Frequency Converters
47,59-60
Frequency Measurement:
100-1000-Kn. Oscillator
263-265
Absorption Frequency Meters
259-260
Audio Monitor
262-26.3
Checking Transmitter Frequency .
258-259
Frequency Meter Calibration
260,262,264
Heterodyne Frequency Meter
260-262
Lecher Wires
265-266
Mixer-Amplifier
262-263
WWV Schedules
263
Frequency Modulation
90
Frequency Multipliers
71,85-86,228
Frequency Stability
48-49, 60-61, 72, 143, 222
Frequency-Wavelength Conversion
32
Fringe Howl
137
Full-Wave Rectifiers
180,181-182
Fundamental Frequency
32,36
Gain Control
Ganged Tuning
Gaseous Conduction
Genemotors
Generators
Godley, Paul
Government License:
Greek Alphabet
Grid
Grid Bias
Grid-Bias Modulation
Grid Condenser
Grid Detection
Grid Excitation
Grid Keying
Grid Leak
Grid Neutralization
Grid-Plate Oscillat or
Ground Wave
Grounds
Grounded Antenn i

56,102
57,87
24-25
277
28,277-278
10
20-21
299
39
39,41-42.84. 88-190, 222-223
92.252-255
44
44-45, 50-51
42,72,82-84,224-225
234
41-42, 44, 50
75-80,223-224
75,222
335
37, 191
339-340

Half-Wave
Half-Wave Rectifiers
Hard Rubber
Harmonic Distortion
Harmonic Frequencies
Harmonic Generation
Harmonic Operation of Antennas
Harmonic Resonance
Harmonic Suppression
Headquarters. A.R.R.L.
Heating Effect
Henry
Hertz Antenna
Heterodyne Reception
Hetrofil
High-Frequency Oscillator
High- Vacuum Rectifiers

32
181, 182
26
36,40,90
33,36
74.80
33,355-360
33
229 230
13
26
27
337
45,51
132-133
59,60-61
180,182
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High-Voltage Protection
191-193,291-292
Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial
13-14
Hiss Noise
67,142
History of Amateur Radio
9-14
Holes, Cutting
105
Hook-Up Wire
106-107
How to Become a Radio Amateur ( Booklet)
14
Howl
49
Hum
136,143
Image, A.F.
65
Image Ratio
59,142
Impedance
30
Impedance Matching
34-36
Impedance, Tank
80-81
Incident Waves
32
Indicators, Tuning
69-70
Inductance
27
81,83,294
Inductance Calculation
Induction
27
Inductive Coupling
34
Inductive Neutralization
224
Inductive Reactance
28-29,294-295
Injection Grid
47
Input Choke
183-184,185
Input Condenser
54,186
Inspection Districts
447
Instability
141
Instruments:
Cathode-Ray Oscilloscopes
247-253,271-272
Field-Strength Meters
269-270
Frequency Meters
258-265
Milliammeters
266-267
Ohmmeters
287-288
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeters
268-269
Voltmeters
266-268
Intermediate Frequency
59
Intermediate Frequency Amplifiers
62-63
International Amateur Radio Union
11,14
International Prefixes
441-442
Interruption Frequency
48
Interstage Coupling
76-77
Interstage Transformer
54
Ionization
27
Ionosphere
334-335
Insulators
26
Interelectrode Capacitances
44,46
Interference, Elimination of:
Blanketing
240
Broadcasting, with
240,241-242,255 256
Electrical Noise Silencing
67-69,129-130,140-141
RF. Filters
238,240
Radiotelephone Interference
242
Rectifier Noise
241
Superheterodyne Harmonics
240
Wavetraps
240
(See also " Keying")
Inverse Peak Voltage
180
Ions
25
Iron
24
Isolantite
28
Kennelly-Heaviside Layer
Key, How to Use
Keyer Tubes
Keying:
Back Wave
Bias Sources
Design Considerations
Key-Click Elimination
Keyer Tubes
Keying With Break-In
Methods:
Center-Tap
Controlled-Rectifier Keying
Grid
Plate
Primary
Screen Grid
Suppressor Grid
Monitors
Oscillator Keying
Parasitic Clicks
Safety Rules
(See also " Interference Elimination")
L-C Ratios
Lag Circuits
Lag, Current
Land Line Check
Laws Concerning Amateur Operation ..
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19-20
235-238
232
236
232-233, 238
237-239
235-238
239
234-235
233
234
233
233
235
235
239
238
238
292
32
237
29
432
448
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Layer Height . ..... ......... .. .. .. .
335-336
Laying Out Chassis and Panels .
104
Lead Current . ...... .. .. .. . . . . ..
29
Lecher Wires .
265-266
License Manual. .. ..... ........ .. .. 20-21
Licenses, Amateur .
20-21
Lightning ..... . .. . .. ..
22
Lightning Protection
..
292
Limiting ( Noise) Circuits
. 67-69
Linear Amplifiers
..
42
Linear Antenna Transformers
à48-349
Linear Oscillators
408
.39,49,90-91
Linearity ......... .. .. .
Lines of Force ....
Lines, Resonant
Link Coupling . . . .. ........ . . _ 35-36,77,225
Link Neutralization ..... . .... .... 224
Load ...... .... ....
. 27,40,181,185
LoadImpedance..... . .. . . . . . .. . ..... „ 85
Loading
58.85,226-227
Locating the Station ......... .. ... . .. ..... 286
Log Books
. 427-428
Long-Wire Antennas
355-360
Loops ........ .... .. . . 33,337
Low-Level Modulators
98
240
Low- Power Transmitters (
see " Transmitters" )
Magnetic Field ...... ... .. . ... • • . ........... 26-27
Magnetism,
26-27
Magnetomotive Force
27
Manual, License
20-21
...371-373
Masts.....
.33-34
Matched-Impedance Lines
34-36,93-94
Matching Impedances
Maxim,
iram Percy..
. 10,13.14
Maximum Current Value. .... .... ..
Measurements (
see " Instruments")
. ...... 16-17
Memorizing the Code .......... ..
180,182-183
Mercury Vapor Rectifier.
.431-432
Message Form.. ...... .. .
.87,218-220
Metering
Meters see " Instruments")
Metric Prefixes
.....
26
Mica
.
Microampere... ..
24
2.3
Microfarad and Micro-microfarad
Microhenry
.
39
Micromhos .
Microphones
.8à,98-100
..266-267
Milliammeters
24
Milliampere.
Millihenry ....
. .
27
.47,59-60
Mixers
....
88-102
Modulation (
zee also " Radiotelephony ")
. 90,244
Modulation Capability
91
Modulation Methods....
Modulation Percentage ......... . ..
89
Modulators ........ ..
209-212
Molecular Friction
28
Molecule. .. . '
22
Monitored Frequencies
429-430
Monitors
239,262-263,266
Motorboating
143
Mounting Crystals .
75
Mu. . .. .... ... . ... .
39
Multi-Element Tubes
48
Multi-Purpose Meter ..267-268
Multi-Purpose Tubes .. ..
47
Multipliers, Frequency
71,85-86,228
Mush
.
..
.
..
142
Mutual Conductance ..
39
Mutual Inductance
34
Mycalex
. ....... . . .
.. . .
26

..
•

Naval Communications Reserve ( N.C.R.).
12
Negative Charges... ....... .. . . . .
22
Negative-Peak Overmodulation Indicators.245-246
Neutralization . . ....... . . . 76-80,223-224
Neutralizing Condensers
Nodes . .
.... ..... .... 57-58
Noise Ratio
.
. 67-69,129-130,140-141
Noise Silencing
Non-Linearity
Nucleus ............. . .
22
Numbering Messages .............
432
Ohm
Ohm's Law
Ohm's Law for A.0
Ohmmeters
Open Circuit

24
24
30
267-268
27
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Open-Wire Line
341
Operating Notes
422-437
Operating Position
286-288
Operating Procedure
422-437
Operator's License
20-21
Originating Traffic
434
Oscillating Detector
45,51
Oscillation
44
Oscillation Frequency
44
Oscillator Coupling (Receivers)
141-142
Oscillator Keying
236
Oscillators (
see heading covering particular application)
Oscilloscopes
247-253,271-272
Output Condenser
184-185
Output Coupling
85
Output Limiting
102
Output Transformer
54
Overmodulation
90
Overmodulation Indicators
245-247
Padding Condenser
57
Panel Layout
104-105
Parallel Amplifiers
40
Parallel Capacities
295
Parallel Circuits
24,71
Parallel Feed
71
Parallel Resistances
24
Parallel Resonance
30-31
Parasitic Oscillations
72,222,228-229.238
Peak Plate Current
180
Peak Current Value
28
Pentagrid Converters
47
Pentode Crystal Oscillators
73,221
Pentodes
46-47
Pentode Amplifiers
78
Performance, Receiver
143
Period
28
Phase
29-30
Phase Inversion
101
Phased Antennas
367,420-421
Phasing Control
65.137
'Phone (
see " Radiotelephony ")
Pi-Section Antenna Couplers
177-178
Pierce Oscillator
74
Piezo-Electricity
32
Piezo-Electric Crystals (
see "Crystals")
Piezo-Electric Microphone
99
Plate
26,38
Plate Current
38-39
Plate Detection
44,51
Plate Keying
233
Plate Load Resistance
50
Plate Modulation
91-92
Plate Neutralization
78
Plate Resistance
35,39
Platinum
24
Polarization
334,336
Portable Equipment:
Antenna Systems
284-285
Battery Service Hours (Table)
275
Converters, A.C.-D.0
277
Dry Batteries
273-274
Dynamotors
277
Genemotors
277
Generators
277-278
Modulators
283-284
Power Supply
278
Receiving:
General
278-279
4-Tube Portable Superhet
280
Storage Batteries
274
Transmitting:
Simple Pentode Portable •
281-282
6C5-6L6 Oscillator-Amplifier Portable
282-283
Portable/Emergency Transmitter
283
Vibrator-Transformers
274-277
Windchargers
277-278
Positive Charges
22
Potential
23
Power
28
Power Amplification
41
Power Amplifiers
76
Power Input
71
Power Line R.F. Filters
238-240
Power Output
72
Power Sensitivity
48
Power Supply:
25- and 50-Cycle Supply
185
Bias Supplies
188-190
Bleeders
180,184-185,191-192

PAGE

Bridge Rectifier
182
Construction
190-191
Design
185-186,187-188
Electrolytic Condensers
25,186
Filament Supply
188
Filters:
Design
180,183-185
Filter Chokes
187
Filter Condensers
186-187
Full-Wave Rectifiers
180,181-182
Half-Wave Rectifiers .
180,181
High-Vacuum Rectifiers
180,182
Input Choke
183-184
Inverse Peak Voltage
180
Line Voltage Regulation
197-198
Mercury-Vapor Rectifiers
180,182-183
Peak Plate Current
180
Portable (
see .'
Portable Equipment")
Portable/Emergency Power Supply
278
R.F. Filters
238-240
Receiver Power Supplies
195
Rectifier Circuits
181-182
Rectifier Noise
241
Rectifiers
182
Regulation
180,189-190,195-198
Ripple
181,183
Safety Precautions
191-193
Series Connection of Transformers and Rectifiers 188
Swinging Choke
180
Transformer Design and Construction
198-201
Voltage Dividers
193-195
Voltage-Regulated Power Supply
196
Wiring, Current Capacity
299
Prefixes, International
441-442
Prefixes, Metric.
297
Pre-Selection
84,128-129,139
Primary
28
Primary Keying
233
Protection from High Voltage
191-193,291-292
Pulling
59-60,135
Pulsating Currents
36
Push-Pull Amplifiers
40-41
Q
Q Antennas
Q Code
QRR
QSL Bureau
QST
Quarter Wave
Quartz
Quartz Crystals (
see " Crystals")
Quench Frequency

31
349
438-440
430,439
443
10,13,14
32
26
45-46

28
R.M.S. Current Value.
R-S-T System
428
Rack Construction . . . ..... . ....... . 213-218
Radiation .
37
Radiation Angle
. 336-338
Radiation Resistance.
. .
Radiator (
see " Antennas")
.55,76
Radio Frequency Amplifiers.
32
Radio Frequency Choke Coil.
447
Radio Inspection Districts
Radiotelephony:
Adjustment
243
Amplitude and Power Relations
90-91
Audio Test Signal Source ......
271
Cathode Modulation
93,203,204,206,209,255
Choke-Coupled Plate Modulation.
91,92
Class-B Audio Operation . ...... . .. 42-43,93
Class-B Modulation . . . . .......... .. 93-98,209
Class-B Modulator Data .
94-95
Construction Practice ........ . .
202
Constructional:
3.5-Watt Speech-Amplifier Grid Modulator .202-203
.204-206
10-Watt Universal Speech Amplifier ..
15-39-Watt All Push-Pull Amplifier...... .206-209
209
100-Watt 8/9 Class-B Modulator ....... . .
210
175-Watt TZ-40 Class-B Modulator . . . . .
300-Watt ZB-129 Class-B Modulator. . .
.211-212
212
590-Watt 810 Class-B Modulator ....... .
97
Driving Power.
98
Driver Coupling
Frequencies an Regulations
15-16. 443-448
Frequency Modulation
90
92
Grid-Bias Modulation ...... . . . ..
90
Harmonic Distortion
Interference. . . ..... . . . .. 242
Linearity
..90-91
98
Low Level Modulation

453
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PAGE
..93-94
Microphones
. 88,98-100
Modulation
. 88-102
Modulation Capability
.. .. 90,244
Modulation Methods
.
.
.
91
Monitors ...... . . .. . .. ..
266
Oscilloscopic Adjustment
247-253
Output Limiting.. . . . .
102
Overmodulation. ....... ..
90
Overmodulation Indicators. . .. 245-247
Percentage Modulation
89
Plate Modulation
. 91-92
Plate Modulation of Screen-Grid Tithes . ..
91
Plate Supply
98
Portable ..... . .. .. .. . . .
283-284
Power in Speech Waves
...
.
90
Procedure.
426
Resistance-Coupled Amplifier Data
96-97,100
Side Bands. . .......... . .. .. . ... 89-90
Speech Amplifier Design ....... 100-102
Suppressor Modulation ... .
92
Word List
426
Reactance
28-29
Reactance, Capacitive
29
Reactance, Inductive28-29
Receivers:
Amplifiers, A.F
53-54
Amplifiers, R.F.
54-57,135-136
Antenna Coupling
56-57,133,136
Antennas for
378-377
Audio Limiter Circuits
67-69
Automatic Gain Control
63,64
Band Changing
Band Spreading
52-53
Beat Oscillators
38,51,59,63,138,140
Body Capacity
136
Circuit Valves
58-57
Construction:
1-Tube Regenerative Receiver
108-110
2-Tube Regenerative Receiver
110-114
3-Tube Superhet
114-116
4-Tube Regenerative S.S. Superhet
116-119
6-Tube Regenerative Single-Signal Super 11
8-Tube Dry-Battery Superhet .
123-128
Crystal Filter and Noise Silencer Unit
129-132
14- and 28-Mc. Pre-Selector
128-129
Detector
49-52
Electrical Noise Reduction
67-89,129-130,140-141
Fidelity
Frequency Converters
47,59-60
Hum
136
Input Circuits
111-112
Intermediate Frequency Amplifie
62-63
Limiting (Noise) Circuits
Noise Silencing
67-69,129-130,140-141
Oscillator Circuits
60-61
Performance
143
Portable
278-280
Power Supply
195-197
Pre-Selection
64,128-129,139
Protection from Transmitter
Quartz Crystal I.F. Filters
64-66,129-132,137-138
R.F. Amplifiers
54-57,135-136
Regeneration Control
136
Regenerative Detector Circuits
51-52
Regenerative I.F. Amplifiers
139
Regenerative Pre-Selectors
139
Regenerative Receivers, Tuning
13
Second Detectors
59,63
Selectivity
48
Sensitivity
48
Servicing Receivers
134,136-137
Shielding
55-56
Single-Signal Selectivity
138-139
Stability
Superheterodyne Receivers Adjustment
137-141
Test Equipment
134,268-272
Tone Control
54,143
Tracking
57,61-62
Tuning Indicators
69-70
Tuning Systems
52-53
Ultra-High Frequency (
s,',- "Ultta-High Frequencies")
Variable Selectivity
38,44
Wiring
107
Rectification
38,49,180-183
Rectifier- Filter Systems (
see " Power Supply")
Rectifiers (Table)
319-320
Reflected Waves
32
Reflection of Radio Waves
293-295
Reflect or
368

454
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Refraction of Radio Waves
293-295
Regeneration
45 88-87,227
Regeneration Control
52,136
Regenerative Dectector
45,51,52
Regenerative Receivers (
see " Receivers")
Regulation, Voltage
180,189-190,195-198
Regulations, Amateur
443-448
Rejection Control
65
Reinarts
11
Relay Procedure
434-435
Remote Control
290
Resistance
22,24
Resistance-Capacity Time Constant
295
Resistance-Coupled Amplifier Data
96-97,100
Resistance, Radiation
33
Resistances in Series and Parallel
24
Resistive Coupling
34
Resistor Color Code
296-297
Resonance
30-31
Resonance Curve
48
Resonant Circuit Impedance
31-32
Resonant Frequency
30
Resonant Line Circuits
33
Resonant Transmission Lines
349-352
Rhombic Antenna
361-363
Ribbon Microphones
99
Ripple
181,183
Rochelle-Salt Crystals
32
Root Mean Square Value
28
Rotary Antennas
373-376
Rubber, Hard
26
S Meter

69-70

INDEX
PAGE

Station Arrangement
286-287
Station Control System
287-288
Station License
20-21
Steatite
26
Storage Batteries
25,274
Stub Antenna Matching
348-349
Sulphur
26
Sunspot Cycle
15
Super-Control Tubes
47
Superheterodyne Receivers (
see " Receivers")
Superimposed Currents
36
Superregeneration
45-46
Superregenerative Receivers
400-401
Suppressor Grid
46
Suppressor-Grid Keying
235
Suppressor Grid Modulation
92,255
Suppressor. Noise
68,129-132,140-141
Surge Impedance
34
Swinging Choke
180,184
Switching, Antenna
289-290
Switching, Control System
287-288
Switching, Receivers
52-53
Switching, Transmitter
87
Symbols, Electrical
298
Symbols, Schematic
298
Synchronization
29-30
Tables and Charts (
see " Charts and Tables")
Tables, Operating..
. .
. 288
Tank Circuits
.71.80
Tap Sizes ..... . .....
106
Tapped Circuits ......
35
Terminated Line.
34
Test Equipment
134,266-272
Test Oscillators.. .. . ........... . . 270-271
Tetrode Amplifiers.... . . . .
77
Tetrode Crystal Oscillator
. . .. i3,221
Tetrodas .....
........
Thermal Agitation ..........
Thermionic Conduction .
. .
25-26
26
Thermionic Emission.....
Threads, Cutting
165-106
Threshold Control
69
Thump Filters.. .. .
237-239
Time Constant
.64,295
Tone Control.
.. 54,143
. ...... . ..
103
Tourmaline ........ . . . . ..... . .
32
Tracking .. ..... . .... . .
57,61-62,141
Transatlantic Tests
10
Transceivers
.. 16,397-398
Transconductance ( Mutual).
Transformer .
28
Transformer Coupling
35,100
186.198-201
Transformer Design and Construction
62-63
Transformers, I.F.
Transmission Lines (
see " Antennas")
Transmitters:
Antenna Coupling
174-178,347-348,352-353
Band-Switching
87
Bias
.....
.
.
.. 188-190
Blocking arid By-Pass Condensers
71,82
Cathode Bias
..
.
42
Center-Tap
.
71
Condensers, Voltage Rating
. 81.82
Constructional:
Exciters or Low-Power Transmitters:
15-Watt Output 6L6G Oscillator.
144-146
25-Watt Output 6L6-6L6 Transmitter.. 146-148
40-Watt Output 6L6-897 Exciter
148-150
40-Watt Output Band-Switching Exciter 140-154
50-Watt Output Low Cost 6L6 Transmitter
146
125-Watt Output 6L6-RK47/814
154-156
125-Watt Output 6L6-6L6-HY51Z Transmitter
156-158
200-Watt Output 6V6-807-75T Transmitter
158-163
Power Amplifiers:
200-Watt Input 1-Tube Amplifier .. .
163-164
459-Watt Input Push-Pull Amplifier.
164-167
500-Watt Input Band-Switching Am.
167-169
750-Watt Input Push-Pull Amplifier ..... 169-170
1-Kilowatt Input Push-Pull Amplifier.
170-174
Complete Transmitters:
150- Watt Grid-Modulated 'Phone
215
150-Watt Plate Modulated ' Phone ....... 17-218
200-250- Watt ' Phone-C.W. Transmitter 219-220
300-Watt 'Phone-C.W. Transmitter .... .
217
450-Watt C.W. Transmitter.
216
Crystal Control.
73-75
Crystals, Mounting
75

••.••
....

PAGE

Efficiency
Electron-Coupled Circuit
72
Excitation ........ ... .. .. ..
72,82-84
Exciters
.
..
87
Filament Center-Tap . . . .. • - •
71
Frequency Multipliers. . . .. 71,85-88
Frequency Stability
Grid Bias
42,84
Grid Neutralization
78
Grid-Plate Oscillator
75
Grounds
..
191
Harmonic Generation
. . 74,80
. . 229-230
Harmonic Suppression
Inductance Tables
.. 81.83
Interstage Coupling
76-77
L-C Ratios . ......... .
32
Link Coupling.. ..... .. .. . . . . . .
77
Load Impedance .
85
Metering
87,218-220
Neutralization .
78-80
Oscillator Circuits . . .
72-75
Output Coupling .
85
Parallel Feed .
71
Parasitic Oscillations ...... . .. .. . .
72
Pentode Crystal Oscillators
74-75
'Phone (
see " Radiotelephony" )
Pierce Oscillator
74
Plate Neutralization .. ... .... .. .
78
Portable (
see " Portable")
Power Amplifiers
. 71,76
Power Supply (
see " Power Supply " I
Push-Pull Operation .. ... .. . . . .. .. .. .
78
Rack Construction . .. 213 218
Self-Controlled Oscillator Circuits . . . .. .. .. .. ..
72
Series Feed ..... .. .. .. .. .. ......... . .. . ..
71
Tank Circuits
.. 71,80,174
Tank Impedance .. .. .. .. .. ............ . .. .. 80-81
Tetrode Crystal Oscillators . . .. .. . ..
73
Triode Crystal Oscillators .. . .. . . . . .
73
TriTot Circuit
. .. .. ....... . .. . . . 74-75
Tubes
86
Tubes (Tables of Characteristics) ...... . .. . .
Tuning
221-222,223-231
Ultra-High Frequency (
see " Ultra-High Frequency")
107
Wiring ......... . .. . ..... .. .. .. .
Trapezoidala
n . . .. .. .. .. .
247-249
57
Trimming Condenser
39
73.221
Triode Crystal Oscillators
.
74,221-222
Tri-Tet Oacillator... .. . .. .. . .. ..
Trouble Shooting ( Receivers). .. .. .. 1
[34.136-137, 141-143
57
Tube Noise
Tubes (
see " Vacuum Tubes")
. 31
Tuned Circuits
.55
Tuned R.F. Receiver. . . ... .. .. ..
. 9-70
Tuning Indicatora. .. .
... . 134-140
Tuning Receivers
.221-222.223-231
Tuning Transmitters
35,54
Turns Ratio. .. .. .
Twisted Pair Line .. . .

.•.•.•
.......

Ultra-High Frequencies;
Antenna Systems
379,418-421
Converters, U.H.F. Frequency :381-387
DX
379
Development
11-12
Direct-Ray Transmission
'378
E-Layer Transmission
378 379
Equipment
379
Intermediate-Frequency Amplifiers
380
Linear Oscillator Circuits
408
Lower-Atmosphere Transmission
178
Open-Line Circuits
408
Performance
16
R.F. Amplifiers
407
Receivers:
General
380-381
Metal-Tube Self-Quenched Receiver
401-402
Acorn-Tube Self-Quenched Receiver
402-403
Two-Band Portable
403-404
Three-Band Separately Quenched
405-406
Triode Detector with Quench Tube
404
Screen-Grid Detector with Quench Tube . 404-405
T. R. F. Superregenerative
406-407
Transceiver
397-398
56 & 28 Mc. Converter
381-383
56 Mc. Converter with R.F.383-384
56 & 28 Mc. Mobile Converter
384-387
56 Mc, Superheterodyne
387-388
112 Mc. Pack Set
412-413
Transceiver
291-292

455

INDEX
Transmitters:
56 & 28 Mc. T21-807 Exciter
56 & 28 Mc. P.P. HK 24 Amplifier
56 Mc. Supp.-Grid Mod. E.C.-P.A.
56 & 28 Mc. Compact Transmitter
56 Mc. C.C. Transceiver
56 Mc. 89-807 Mobile Unit
112 Mc. HK-24 Oscillator
112 dr 224 Mc. ITY-615 Linear Ose
112 & 224 Mc. P.P. HY-615's
112 Mc. P.P. T20 Linear Ose
112 Mc. Pack Set
V Antennas
V-Cut Crystals
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Vacuum Tubes:
Beam Tubes
Cathodes
Characteristic Curves
Emission
Multi-Purpose Tubes
Operation:
As Amplifiers
Class A
Class B
Class e
Other Classifications
As Detectors
As Oscillators
Pentodes
Ratings and Characteristics
Rectifiers
Socket Connections
Space Charge
Symbols
Tables:
Cathode-Ray Tubes
Control and Regulator Tubes
Receiving (Glass)
Receiving ( Metal)
Rectifiers
Transmitting
Tetrodea
Transmitting
Variable-a Tubes

456

PAGE

389-391
391-392
392-398
396-397
397-398
398-399
407-408
408-409
409-411
411-412
412-415
360-361
75
268-269
46
26,47
38-40
25-26
47
39-42
42
42-43
43
43-44
38-39
44-46
48-47

305433

38
301-314
26,39
298-299
317-318
316-317
306-318
3'15 3 6
319-320
321 333
46
86-87
47

PAGE

Variable Selectivity
66
Velocity Microphone
99
Velocity of Radio Waves
32
Vibrator-Transformers
274-277
Volt
23
Voltage
23
Voltage Amplification
41
Voltage Divider
50,193-195
Voltage Feed for Antennas
341
Voltage Ratio
35
Voltage-Regulated Power Supplies 189-190,195-197
Voltage Regulation
180,189-190,195-198
Voltmeters
266-269
Volunteer Code Practice Stations (for Beginners) . . .
19
W1AW-WLMK, A.R.R.L. Hq. Station . Frontispiece, 13-14
W1INF
13
W1MK
13
WAC Certificates
11,14
WAS Certificates
437
WWV Schedulf a
283
Warner,
Kenneth B
W
10-11
Watt
26
Wavelength
32
Wavelength-Frequency Conversion
32
Wavelength Performance
15-16
Wavelengths, Amateur
16
Wavemeter (
see " Frequency Meters and Monitors")
Wave Traps
240
Windchargers
277-278
Wire Table
20,
3
78
Wiring
Wiring, Current Capacity
Wiring Diagrams
Word Lists for Accurate Transmission
Workbench
Workshop Practice
X-Cut Crystals
YCut Crystals
Zero Beat
Zepp Feed for Antennas
Zinc

106-107
2
1
9
09
7
37
426
104
103-108
75
75
135
350
24
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Aerovox Corporation
523
Aladdin Radio Industries Inc
526
American Microphone Company, Inc. 496
American Phenolic Corporation
516
A.R.R.L.
561-571
A.R.R.L. Book Department
572
Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc.
477
Barker & Williamson
Birnbach Radio Company, Inc
Bliley Electric Company
Browning Laboratories, Inc

536-537
540
478-479
492

Candler System Company
544
Cardwell Mfg. Corp., Allen D..
514-515
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp..... 504-505
Corning Glass Works
543
Eitel-McCullough, Inc.

480

Electric Soldering Iron Company, Inc
Electro Voice Mfg. Company, Inc.. .

542
517

General Electric Company
General Radio Company
Gordon Specialties Company
Guthman Company, Inc., Edwin I.. .

545
533
560
558

Hallicrafters, Inc., The
481-488
Hammarlund Mfg. Company, Inc. 497-500
Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc
512
Heintz & Kaufman, Ltd.
539
Howard Radio Company
552-553
Hytronic Laboratories
555
Instructograph Company, The
538
International Resistance Company 489-491

Johnson Company, E F.
Jones, Howard B.

506-507
556
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Kenyon Transformer Company, Inc....

541

Mallory & Company, Inc., P. R.
McElroy, T. R
Meissner Mfg. Company

546-547
524-525
493-495

National Carbon Company, Inc
National Company, Inc.

548-549
459-476

Ohmite Mfg. Company

510-511

Par- Metal Products Corp.
Premax Products
RCA Mfg. Company, Inc.
Radio Mfg. Engineers, Inc
Radio Transceiver Laboratories

527
554
502-503
520-521
522

Shure Brothers
Solar Mfg. Corp.
Speer Carbon Company
Sprague Products Company
Standard Transformer Corp.
Struthers Dunn, Inc

501
509
531
557
535
529

Teleplex Company
Thordarson Electric Mfg. Company.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Company
Turner Company, The

530
508
551
550

United Electronics Company
United Transformer Company

518-519
513

Valpey Crystals, The
Vibroplex Company, Inc., The

559
534

Western Electric Company

532
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Dials and Knobs
Condensers
Couplings and Chokes
Coils
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Pages 3to 8
Page 9
Pages 10 to 12

Transformers
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Grid Grips and Sockets
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Dielectrics
Chassis and Cabinets
Shields

Pages 14 and 15
Page 16
Pages 16 and 17

Oscilloscopes

Page 17

Receivers
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NATIONAL DIALS
NW DIAL. The six-inch NW Dial has
an engine divided scale and vernier of
solid nickel silver. The vernier is flush
with the scale. The variable ratio drive
is unusually powerful at all settings.
No. 2, 3, 4 or 5scale.
Type NW.

List Price, $ 15.00

N DIAL. The four- inch N Dial has
an engine divided scale and vernier
of solid nickel silver. The vernier is
flush with the scale. The planetary
drive has aratio of 5to 1. No. 2, 3, 4
or 5scale.
Type N.
List Price, $ 6.75

B Dial. -Velvet Vernier - Dial,
Type B, provides acompact variableratio drive that is smooth and trouble
free. The mechanism is enclosed in a
black bakelite case, the scale being
read through awindow. No. 1 or 5
scales.
Type B.
List Price, $ 2.75
Illuminator.
tional.

List Price, $. 50 addi-

DIAL SCALES
Divisions

Rotation

0-100-0
0-100
100-0

180"
180 °
180 °
270*
360°
270"

150-0
200-0
0-150

Direction of Condenser '
tion for increaseof dial re.

A DIAL. The original -Velvet Vernier .'Dial, Type A, still is an unchallenged favorite for general purpose
use. It is exceptionally smooth and
entirely free from backlash. The
mechanism is contained within the
bakelite knob and shell. Ratio 5to 1.
No. 2, 4 or 5 scale in 4" diameter.
No. 2 scale in 33/
8"diameter.
Type A.
List Price, $ 3.00

BM DIAL. The BM Dial is asmaller
version of the B Dial (described in
the opposite column) for use where
space is limited. The drive ratio is
fixed. Available with No. 1 or 5
scales.
Type BM.
List Price, $ 2.50

O DIAL. The Type 0 Dial is 31
/
2"
in diameter and mounts directly on
1
4" shafts. The scale is solid nickel
silver, and is heavily insulated from
the hub. A metal brush for grounding
the dial is supplied. No. 2 scale.
Type O Dial.
List Price, $ 1.50

HRO DIAL. The HRO Dial is 15/g"
in diameter and fits 1
4 " shafts. The
/
etched nickel silver dial is numbered
from 0 to 10 over 180'. The dial is
not insulated from the shaft on which
it mounts.
Type HRO Dial.
List Price, $. 75

O DIAL LOCK. The Type ODL
locking device has a thumbscrew
control for clamping the Type 0
Dial. It is ideal for transmitter applications. Not illustrated.
Type ODL.
List Price, $. 50

HRP KNOB. The HRP Knob is similar to that used on the HRO Dial
above. It is 11
/ "long and " wide.
4
Type HRP. Less pointer.
List Price, $. 25
Type HRP-P. With pointer.
List Price, $. 35

0 DIAL DRIVE. The 0 Dial Drive device, illustrated at the left, is auseful
accessory where fixed tuning is desired.
Type ODD.
List Price, $. 60
HRK KNOB. The HRK Knob is used
on the 0 Dial, the PW condenser
and on various receivers. Its comfortable grip and handsome appearance has made it popular on fine
instruments. Fits 1
/
4"shafts.
Type HRK.
List Price, $. 85

Either
Counter Clockwise
Clockwise
Clockwise
Clockwise
Counter Clockwise

SHAFT BUSHING. The use of this
bushing is recommended wherever
long shafts require an extra bearing.
It is particularly suitable for use in
panels. Fits 1
/
4"shafts.
Type SB.

List Price, $. 25

4111ZZlb

List Price, $15.00

PW-2. Two Section.

List Price, $20.00

PW-3. Three Section.

List Price, $ 24.00

PW-4. Four Section.

List Price, $27.50

PW condensers and drives are all with
rotor shaft parallel to the panel.

DRIVE UNITS

Type NPW-3. Three sections, each 225 mmf.
List Price, $ 24.00

Two drive units are available, each with micrometer
dial and gear drive. The Type PW-0 has the drive
shaft parallel to the panel. Two Type TX-9 couplings are supplied. The NPW-0 Sas the drive shaft
perpendicular to the panel. One Type TX-9
coupling is furnished.

Type NPW-X. Three sections, each 25 mmf.
List Price, $ 20.50

Type PW-0.
Type NPW-0.

List Price, $ 13.50
List Price, $13.50

NATIONAL GENERAL PURPOSE CONDENSERS
National EMC Condensers have high electrical efficiency, and calibrations may be railed on. Insulation
is of Isolantite, and Peak Voltage Rating is 1000 volts. Plate shape is SLW.

Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

No. of
Plates

149
253
356
500
1018

9
11
12
16
22

9
14
20
27
55

356-356

12-12

Length
4"
2nis "
43
,/g"

Catalog
Symbol

List Price

EMC- 150
EMC- 250
EMC- 350
EMC- 500
EMC - 1000

$3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
7.25

EMCD-350

S7.50

SPLIT-STATOR MODEL
20-20

i

6"

3

5,îlaagal'i

NPW MODELS
NPW condensers are similar to PW models, except
that the rotor shaft is perpendicular to the panel.
Prices include micrometer dial.

PW-1. Single Section.

CII(TMI

The Micrometer dial reads direct to one
part in 500. Division lines are approximately 1/4" apart. The dial revolves ten
times in covering the tuning range, and
the numbers visible through the small
windows change every revolution to
give consecutive numbering by tens from
0 to 500. The condenser is of extremely
rigid construction, with four bearings on
the rotor shaft. The drive, at the midpoint of the rotor, is through an enclosed pre- loaded worm gear with 20 to
1 ratio. Each rotor is individually insulated from the frame, and each has its
own individual rotor contact, of the
multi- fingered brush type. Stator insulation is Steatite.
PW Ganged Condensers are available in 2, 3 or 4
sections, in either 160 or 225 mmf per section. Larger
capacities cannot be supplied. The single- section PW
condenser is supplied in capacities of 150, 200, 350
and 500 mmf, single spaced. Capacities up to 125 mmf
can be supplied double spaced. The rotor is not insulated on the single section model. Plate shape is straightline- frequency when the frequency range is 2:1.
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NATIONAL PRECISION CONDENSERS

NATIONAL RECEIVING CONDENSERS
Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

No. of
Plates '-`" Gap

Catalog
Symbol

Length

List
Price

SINGLE BEARING MODELS
15 Mmf.
25
50

3 Mmf.
3.25 ,
3.5
i

3
4
7

. 018"
. 018"
. 018"

1 3 16"
1 3. 16"
1 3 16 ."

STHS-15 $ 1.40
STHS-25
1.50
STHS-50
1.60

DOUBLE BEARING MODELs

TYPE ST
STRAIGHT-LINE
WAVELENGTH
180 Rotation
Dimensions: Width 15/8 ";
Height 17
/
8", including
rotor

35 Mid.
50
75
100
140
150
200
250
300
335

6 Mmf.
7

8

9
10
10.5
12.0
13.5
15.0
17.0

9 . 026"
11 . 026"
.
026"
20 . 026"
28 . 026"
29 . 026"
27 . 018"
32 . 018'
39 . 018"
43
018"

15

2
2 .
2"
"
2

ST- 35
ST- 50
ST- 75
ST- 100
ST- 140
ST- 150
STH-200
STH-250
STH-300
STH-335

2
2
2

$ 1.50
1.83
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50

SPLIT STATOR DOUBLE BEARING MODELS
50-50
100-100

5-5
5.5-5.5

111-11

. 026"
14-14 . 018"

2' ,
2

STD- 50
STHD-100

$ 3.50
4.50

The ST Type condenser has Straight- Line Wavelength plates. All double- bearing models
have the front bearing insulated to prevent noise. On special order ashaft extension at
each end is available, for ganging. On double- bearing single shaft models, the rotor
contact is through aconstant impedance pigtail.

Capacity

Minim "'

Capacity

No. of Air
. G
G ap
Plates

Catalog
Length
Symbol

Li st
Price

SINGLE BEARING MODELS

z

20 Mmf.
30
50

3.5 Mrnf.
4
4.5

20 Mmf.
30
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
3E0
-- -

5.5 Mmf,
6
7
8
9
10
8.5
9
9.5
105
-

3
4
6

. 018"
018"
018"

1 3 16"
1 3 16"
1 3 16"

SSS20 $ 1.40
SSS-30
1.50
SSS50
1.60

DOUBLE BEARING MODELS

STRAIGHT-LINE
CAPACITY
180 Rotation
Dimensions: Width 15/
8";
Height 17
/
8", including
rotor

7

rA

4
6
9
13
17
24
21
26
31
36

020
. 026 . 026"
. 026"
. 026"
. 026"
. 018"
. 018"
. 018"
. 018"

2 ''

2 ' 2 "

SS- 23 $ 1.40
SS- 30
1.50
SS- 50
1.80
SS- 75
2.00
SS- 100
2.25
SS- 150
2.50
SSH-200
2.75
SSH-250
3.00
SSH-300
3.25
SSH-350
3.50

SPLIT STATOR DOUBLE BEARING MODELS
50-50
100-100
150 150

55
5.5-5.5
77

99
10-10
16 16

.026"
.018"
.018"

9

SSD- 50 $ 3.50
SSHD-100
4.50
SSHD-150
5.00

The SS Type condenser has Straight- Line Capacity plates. All double- bearing models
have the front bearing insulated to prevent noise. On special order ashaft extension at
each end is available, for ganging. On double- bearing single shaft models, the rotor
contact is through aconstant impedance pigtail.
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NATIONAL RECEIVING CONDENSERS
15 Mmf.
20
25

¡

No. of
Plates

7 Mmf.
7.5
8

6

Air Gap

Length

.055"
.055"
.055"

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

SEU- 15
SEU- 20
SEU- 25

$2.50
2.75
2.75

50
75
100
150

9
10
11.5
13

11
15
20
29

.026"
.026"
.026"
.026"

2
2
2
2 "

SE- 50
SE- 75
SE- 100
SE- 150

3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75

200
250
300
335

12
14
16
17

27
32
39
43

.018"
.018"
.018"
.018"

2 •"

SEH-200
SEH-250
SEH-300
SEH-335

3.75
4.00
4.00
4.25

2
2

TYPE SE - All models have two rotor bearings, the front bearing
being insulated to prevent noise. A shaft extension at each end, for
ganging, is available on special order. On models with single shaft
extension, the rotor contact is through aconstant impedance pigtail.
The SEU models ( illustrated) are suitable for high voltages as their
plates are thick polished aluminum with rounded edges. The other
SE condensers do not have polished edges on the plates.

Capacity
15 Mmf.
25
35
50
100
140

Minimum
Capacity

Length

3.5
3.75
3.75
4
4.75
5.5

TYPE SE
STRAIGHT-LINE FREQUENCY
270 Rotation
Dimensions: Width 13/
4";
Height 21/
2", including rotor

Air Gap

No.
Plates
of

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

045"
045"
045"
017"
017"
017"

5
7
10
6
12
15

EX- 15
EX-25
EX- 35
EX- 50
EX- I
00
EX-140

5 . 85
.85
1.00
.90
1.00
1.25

The National -Experimenter - Type Condensers are low-priced models
suitable for general experimental work. They are of all- brass construction, except for the bakelite insulation. The rotor has only one bearing.
Plates can be removed without difficulty if desired.

EXPERIMENTER
STRAIGHT-LINE CAPACITY
180 Rotation

Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

No. of
Plates

Air Gap

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

15 Mmf.
35
50
75
100
25

1.5
2.5
3
3.5
4.5
3.4

6
12
16
22
28
14

.017"
.017"
.017"
.017"
.017"
050"

UM- 15
UM- 35
UM- 50
UM- 75
UM- 100
UMA- 25

$1.25
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.90
1.85

t
i

s

BALANCED STATOR MODEL
25

I . 017

444

UMB- 25

$ 1.85

The UM CONDENSER is designed for ultra high frequency
use and is small enough for convenient mounting in our square
shield cans. They are particularly useful for tuning receivers,
transmitters, and exciters. Shaft extensions at each end of the
rotor permit easy ganging when used with one of our flexible
couplings. The UMB-25 Condenser is abalanced stator model,
two stators act on asingle rotor. The UM can be mounted by
the angle foot supplied or by bolts and spacers.

TYPE UM
STRAIGHT-LINE CAPACITY
180 Rotation
Dimensions: Base 1" x 21/
4"
Mounting Holes: Ye" x 123 32 "
Overall Length: 21/
8"

5
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Minimum
Capacity

Capacity

NATIONAL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS
TYPE TMS
Type TMS is acondenser designed for transmitter
use in low power stages. It is compact, rigid, and
dependable. Provision has been made for mounting
either on the panel, on the chassis, or on two standoff insulators. Insulation is Isolantite. Voltage ratings
listed are conservative.

Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

Length

Air Gap

Peak
Voltage

No. of
Plates

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

SINGLE STATOR MODELS
100 Mmf.
150
250
300
35
50

9.5
11
13.5
15
8
11

.026"
.026"
.026"
.026"
.065"
.065"

3"
3"
3"
3"
3"
3"

1000v.
1000v.
1000v.
1000v.
2000v.
2000v.

10
14
23
27
8
11

TMS-100
TMS-150
TMS-250
TMS-300
TMSA-35
TMSA-50

J $ 2.50

2.75
3.00
3.60
3.00
3.25

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS
50-50 Mmf.
100-100
50-50

.026"
.026"
.065"

3"
3"
3"

6-6
7-7
10.5-10.5

1000v.
1000v.
I 2000v

5-5
9-9
11 11

TMS-50D $ 3.75
TMS-100D
4.50
TMSA-50D
4.00

TYPE TMC
Type TMC is designed for use in the power stages
of transmitters, where peak voltages do not exceed
3000. The frame is extremely rigid and arranged for
mounting on panel, chassis or stand-off insulators.
The plates are aluminum, with buffed edges. Insulation is lsolantite, located outside of the concentrated electrostatic field. The stator in the split stator
models is supported at both ends.

Capacity

Minimum
Capacity

I Length

Air Gap

Peak
Voltage

No. of
Plates

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

SINGLE STATOR MODELS
50 Mmf.
100
150
250
300

1.)
13
17
23
25

3 ,,
371

,

45 8"
6 '
6 /
4
3

11

.077"
.077"
.077"
.077"
.077"

7
13
21
32
39

3000v.
3000v.
3000v.
3000v.
3000v.

TMC-50
TMC-100
TMC-150
TMC-250
TMC-300

$ 4.00
4.50
5.25
6.00
6.50

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS
50-50 Mmf.
100-100
200-200

6

9-9
11-11
18.5-18.5

91
4 "
/

.077"
.077"
.077"

3000v.
3000v.
3000v.

7-7
13-13
25-25

TMC-50D $ 6.50
TMC-100D
7.50
TMC-200D
10.00

NATIONAL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS
TYPE TMA
Type TMA is alarger model of the popular TMC. The
frame is extremely rigid and arranged for mounting on
panel, chassis, or stand-off insulators. The plates are of
heavy aluminum with rounded and buffed edges.
Insulation is lsolantite, located outside of the concentrated field.
Minimum
Capacity

Capacity

Length

Air Gap

Peek
Voltage

No. of
Plates

Catalog
Symbol

List
Price

SINGLE STATOR MODELS
19.5
15
19.5
22.5
33
30
40.5
21
37.5

300 Mmf.
50
100
150
230
100
150
50
100

4%;"
49S"
On"
67
/8''
9"-s"
91/
4,,
12 1
2 "
/
71
/"
2
12 7
/g"

.077"
.171"
.171"
.171"
.171"
.265"
.265"
.359"
.359"

23

3000v.
6000v.
6000v.
6000v.
6000v.
9000v.
9000v.
12000v.
12000v.

8

17
23
35
23
35
13
27

TMA-300
TMA-50A
TMA-100A
TMA-150A
TMA-230A
TMA-100B
TMA-150B
TMA-50C
TMA-100C

$12 00
d 50
10 .00
15 .00
lé .00
11, .50
11 .00
E.00
1, .50

DOUBLE STATOR M
15 - 15
12.5-12.5
17-17
19.5-19.5
18-18

200-200 Mmf.
50-50
100-100
60-60
40-40

On"
9's"
12 1
/"
2
12 7
/8"

.07 r
.171"
.171"
.265"
.359"

16 16
9-9
15-15
15-15
11-11

TMA-2005I
TMA-50DA
TM A-100DA
TM A-60DB
TMA-40DC

No. of
Plates

Catalog
Symbol

3000v.
6000v.
6000v.
9000v.
12000v.

$15.00
11.00
17.50
18.50
13.50

TYPE TML
Type TML condenser is a1 KW job throughout. lsolantite
insulators, specially treated against moisture absorption,
prevent flashovers. A large self-cleaning rotor contact
provides high current capacity. Thick capacitor plates,
with accurately rounded and polished edges, provide
high voltage ratings. Sturdy cast aluminum end frames and
durai tie bars permit an unusually rigid structure. Precision
end bearings insure smooth turning and permanent alignment of the rotor. End frames are arranged for panel,
chassis or stand-off mounting.

Capacity

I

Minimum
Capacity

Length

25
60
45
22
54
45
32
23.5
55
45
35

18's"
18'sa"
13'/g"
8"s"
18's"
13Yg"
10%"
8"s"
18's"
13Y,"
10%"

Air Gap

Peak
Voltage

List
Price

SINGLE STATOR MODELS
75 Mmf.
150
100
50
245
150
100
75
500
350
250

.719"
.469"
.469"
.469"
.344"
.344"
.344"
.344"
.219"
.219"
.219"

20,000v.
15,000v.
15,000v
15,000v.
10,000v.
10,000v.
10,000v.
10,000v.
7,500v.
7,500v.
7,500v.

17
27
19
9
35
21
15
11
49
33
25

TML-75E
TML-150D
TML-100D
TML-50D
TML-245B+
TML-15013+
TML-100B+
TML-75B+
TML-500A+
TML-350A
TML-250A+

$26.00
26.50
23.50
16.50
28.50
26.00
25.00
18.00
35.00
28.00
26.00

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS
30-30 Mmf.
60-60
100-100
60-60
200-200
100-100

12-12
26-26
27-27
20-20
30-30
17-17

18's"
18's"
18's"
13Y,"
18's"
10%"

.719"
.469"
.344"
.344"
.219"
.219"

20,000v.
15,000v.
10,000v.
10,000v.
7,500v.
7.500v.

11 11
15-15
9-9
21 21
11-11

ML-30DE
TM L-60DD
TML-100DB+
TML-60DB+
TML-200DA+
TML-100DA+

$26.50
28.50
31.50
27.50
35.00
28.50

NATIONAL NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS
NC- 800. The NC- 800 di sktype neu tralizing conde nser i
s su i
ta bl e f
or th
e

NC-600U. The NC-600U neu tralizing co ndenser i
sdes i
gne d
for use with l
ow power b
eam
tubes req ui
ri
ng f
rom .5 to 4
mmf., such as th e 6L6, 807 ,etc.
It is supplied w ith a GS- 10
standoff ins ul
at
or screwe d on
one end, which ma y be re moved for pigtail mount i
ng.
Type NC- 600U, Neu t
ra li zi
ng
Condenser. Li stPrice, $. 55

RCA 800, 35-T, HK- 54 an d si
m il ar
tubes. It is equ ipp ed w i
tha micrometer thimble and clamp. Th e chart be low gives ca pac i
ty an d ai
r gap for
different settings.
Type NC- 800.

List Pric e, $ 3.00

Type NC-600, insulator.
same as above
but witho ut
List Pric e, $. 45

NC- 150. The NC- 150 dis k type
neutralizing con denser i
s suita bl e
for the HK- 354, RK-38 , 300T and
similar t
ub
es . Th e ch
art b
el
ow
gives capacity and air gap fo r
idifferent setti ngs .
Type NC- 150.

Li stPri
ce, $ 6.50

a
STN. The Typ e STN Neutra l
izing
Condenser has a max i
mum capacity of
18 mmf. (3000 v.) ma ki ng it suitab
for such t
ub
es as th
e 10, 45 and 4
It is supplied with t
wo
sulators.
Type STN.

ei

852 and si m il ar t
ub
es.

TCN. The Typ e TCN
neutrali zi
ng con denser is si m il ar to
the TMC. It has a
maximum cap aci ty o f
25 mmf. and a 6000
volt rating. It i
ss
uitable for th e 203A,
List P ice, $ 400

N- E100

stan d- o ff

List Pri ce , $ 2.00
AIR

N NC -IES
AP I

AIR GAP N INCHES

NATIONAL PADDING CONDENSERS
AIR DIELECTRIC

MICA DIELECTRIC

National Air Di e l
ectr i
c P
add ing
Condense rs are extreme l
y compact and have a very l
ow temperature coefficie nt. Th e al
um i
num
shield is 11
/ "diameter.
4
Type W75. 75

mm f.

He i
gh
t 11
4 "
/
.

List Price, $ 2.25
Type W100.
1

100 mmf. Height
List Price, $ 2.50

This small Paddi ng Con denser is
mounted on an lsol an tit e base an d is
designed to be
supported by the
circuit wi ri
ng .Th e
maximum capacity
is 30 mmf., an d th e
overall dime ns i
ons
are 13 16" l
ong x
9 16" wid e x 1/,"high.
Type M30.
Li stPri
ce, 5
.30

NATIONAL CONDENSER ACCESSORIES

ROTOR SHAFT LOCK

Designed t
o fi t e i
th
er TMA or TMC
condense rs ,thi s cl
amp provi des a
4k,dconvenient and secure rotor l
oc k
.

'Type

RSL.

SHAFT EXTENSION
Type SHE.
List Pric e, $. 25

8

Li st Price, $. 85

CONDENSER INSULATORS
I
he insulators used on National Condensers are
available separately. In addition to their use as
replacements, they are widely used as spreaders,
coil mounts, etc. A few of the more common sizes
are listed
ST Type Insulator.
SE Type Insulator.
TMC Type Insulator.
TMA Type Insulator.

List
List
List
List

Price, $. 15
Price, . 15
Price, . 30
Price, . 40

Note On the f
MC and TMA condensers, the insulator used at
the center of double stator models Isdilferent from the end insulator. Specify which is wanted when ordering.

NATIONAL SHAFT COUPLINGS
This small insulated flexible coupling
provides

high

electrical

efficiency

when used to isolate circuits. Insulation is Steatite. It fits /
4 " shafts.
1
Type TX-9.

List Price, $1.10

o

This very compact insulated coupling is
well liked for its small size and freedom
from backlash. Insulation is canvas bakelite. It fits 1
/ "shafts.
4

Type TX- 10.

List Price, $. 55

-41

The flexible shaft
of this coupling
provides a driving means between offset shafts, or shafts at angles up to 90 degrees, and virtually eliminates misalignment problems.
Isolantite insulators are provided at each end. It fits
'!-.' shafts.
Type TX- 12. Overall length 45/8".
List Price, $ 1.25
Type TX- 13. Overall length 7'
List Price, $ 1.50
This flexible shaft has
plain metal hubs at the
ends, without insulation. It fits 1/4" shafts.
List Price, $. 60

Type TX- 11. Length 41
4 ".
/
This new coupling for

1/4"

shafts com-

bines the high efficiency of
Isolantite with small size. It
flexible.
Type TX- 8.

glazed
is not

List Price, $. 75

A coupling with high
insulation. Glazed Isolantite gives it low
losses. It fits 1
/ " shafts.
4
Type TX- 1. Leakage path 1 .
Type TX- 2. Leakage path 2' V'.

List Price, $ 1.00
List Price, $1.10

NATIONAL RF CHOKES

Type R- 100U.

List Price, $. 60

Type R-100, same as above but without insulator.

List Price, $. 50

<es,

R- 300U. The new R- 300U Choke is similar in size to the R- 100U, but has higher
current capacity. It is designed to mount directly on the chassis by means of aGS- 10
stand-off insulator screwed on one end. Inductance 1 m.h. ; distributed capacity, 1
mini.; DC resistance 10 ohms ; current rating 300 ma.
Type R- 300U.

List Price, $. 60

Type R-300, same as above but without insulator.

List Price, $. 50

R-152. The R-152 Choke has honeycomb coils wound on an Isolantite core, and is
intended for the 80 and 160 meter bands. Inductance 4 m.h. ; D.C. resistance 10 ohms ;
current capacity 600 m.a.
Type R-152.

List Price, $ 2.25

R-154. The Type R-154 Choke is similar
to the Type R-152, but is designed for
the 20, 40 and 80 meter bands. Inductance 1 m.h. ; D.C. resistance 6 ohms ;
current capacity 600 M.d.

R- 154U. The R- 154U Choke has
the same coil and ratings as the
R-154, at the left, but does not
have the small insulating pillar
and the third mounting foot.

Type R-154.

Type R- 154U.

List Price, $ 2.25

List Price, $1.75

9
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R- 100U. The new R- 100U Choke is designed to mount directly on the chassis by
means of aGS- 10 stand-off insulator screwed on one end. Isolantite mounting ; continuous universal winding in four sections ; inductance 21
/
2 m.h. ; distributed capacity,
1 mmf. ; DC resistance 50 ohms ; current rating 125 m.a.

NATIONAL TRANSMITTER COIL FORMS
The Transmitter Coil Forms and Mounting are designed SINGLE UNITS
as a group, and mount conveniently on the bars of a Type XR-10A. Cod Form only.
List Price, $ 1.50
TMA condenser. The larger coil form, Type XR-14A, Type XR-14A. Coil Form only.
has awinding diameter of 5- and awinding length of
List Price, 3.50
List Price, 1.35
33
/ "and is intended for the 80 meter band. The smaller Type PB-15. Plug only.
4
form, Type XR-10A, has awinding length of 33
/ "and Type XB-15. Socket only. List Price, 1.75
4
awinding diameter of 21
/
2". It is intended for the 20
ASSEMBLIES
and 40 meter bands.
Either coil form fits the PB-15 plug. For higher fre- Assembly ( including small Coil Form, Plug
and Socket)
quencies, the plug may be used with aself-supporting
Type UR-10A.
List Price, $4.60
coil of copper tubing. The XB-15 Socket may be
Assembly ( Including large Coil Form, Plug
mounted on breadboards or chassis, as well as on the
and Socket)
TMA Condenser.
Type UR-14A.
List Price, $ 6.25

NATIONAL BUFFER COIL FORMS
National Buffer Coil Forms are designed to mount
directly on the tie bars of aTMC condenser using the
PB-S Plug and XB-5 Socket. Plug and Socket are of
molded R-39.
The two coil forms are of Isolantite, left unglazed to
provide a tooth for coil dope. The larger form, Type
XR-13, is 13
/ "in diameter and has awinding length of
4
23
/ ". The smaller form, Type XR-13A, is 1" in diameter
4
and provides awinding length of 23
/ ". Both forms have
4
holes for mounting and for leads.
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SINGLE UNITS
Type XR-13. Cod Form only.
List Price, $ 1.10
Type XR-13A, Cod Form only.
List Price, . 60
Type PB-S. Plug only.
List Price, . 75
Type XB-5. Socket only.
List Price, . 75

ASSEMBLIES
Assembly ( including small Coil Form, Plug
and Socket)
Type UR-13A.
List Price, $ 2.00
Assembly ( including large Coil Form Plug
and Socket)
Type UR-13.
List Price, $ 2.50

NATIONAL EXCITER COILS AND FORMS
These air- spaced coils are suitable for use in stages where the
plate input does not exceed 50 watts and are available in the
sizes tabulated below. Capacities listed will resonate the coils at
the low frequency end of the band and include all stray circuit
capacities. All have separate link coupling cods and all fit the
PB-16 Plug and XB-16 Socket.
The XR-15 Coil Form also fits the PB-16 Plug and XB-16 Socket.
It has awilding diameter of 11
/ " and awinding length of 11
4
/ ".
4

AIR SPACED COILS
Au spaced, Vi• tron insnlated coils should be
ordered by the catalog symbol shown in the
table. Any type.
List Price, $ 1.50
Type XR-16. (

oil Form.

List Price, 5.60

Type PB-16.
Bao.
List Price, 5.40
Type XB-16. Plug-in Socket.
List Price, 5.50

Order by Catalog Symbol Shown in This Table

BAND
5 meter

END LINK

CAP
MMF

CENTER
LINK

CAP
MMF

SWINGING
LINK

CAP
MMF

AR16-5E

20

AR16-5C

20

10 mqter

AR16-10E

20

AR16-10C

20

AR16-10S

25

20 meter

AR16-20E

26

AR16-20C

26

AR16-205

40

40 meter

AR16-40E

33

AR16-40C

33

AR16-40S

55

80 meter

AR16-80E

37

AR16-80C

37

AR16-80S

60

AR16-160E

65

AR16-160C

65

160 meter

Type FXT, without plug-in base.
Type FXTB, with base ( either 5- or 6- prong).

List Price, $ 4.50
List Price, $ 4.90

NATIONAL PLUG-IN BASE AND SHIELD
The low- loss R-39 base is ideal for mounting condensers and coils wher it is desirable to
have them shielded and easily removable. Shield can is 2" x23
4 "x4
/
1
/
8". Two models are
available ; 5- or 6prong.
Type PB-10, (
Base and Shield).
Type PB-10A, ( Base only).

List Price, $. 75
List Price, $. 40

NATIONAL R-39 COIL FORMS
Also R-39, these small coil forms are
designed with excellent form factor,
contributing to high efficiency in H.F.
éthe experimenter to groove and drill
circuits. Diameter, 1" ; Length 11
/2";
Wall thickness, 1 16". Type XR-1 has
them to suit individual requirements.
four prongs, others are plain.
They are available in 4-, 5- and 6- Type XR-1, four prongs.
List Price, $. 50
prong types. Length, 21A". Dia. 1! i".
Type XR-2, without prongs.
List Price, $. 35
XR-4, XR-5, or XR-6. List Price, 1.75
Type XR-3, 9/16" dia. x3
/ "long. List Price, $. 30
4
These well-known R-39 forms ( illustrat-

r

ed at left) are machinable, permitting

11
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NATIONAL FIXED TUNED EXCITER TANK
Similar in general construction to an I.F. transformer, this unit has two 25 mm., 2000 volt
air condeni.ers and an unwound XR-2 coil form.

•
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NATIONAL VICTRON
SMALL COIL FORMS

For ultra high frequency work, where very low
losses are essential, these small Victron coil forms
will be found extremely useful. Like other Victron
parts, they can be readily drilled and grooved with
ordinary tools, and can be firmly cemented with
National Coil Dope without impairing electrical
characteristics. The following sizes are available at
the present time.
Symbol
PRC-1
PRC-2
PRC-3
PRO- 1
PR D-2
PRE- 1
PRE- 2
PRE- 3
PRF-1
PR F-2

Outside
Diameter

Length

S.15
.15
.15
.15
.15

1h/0

1/21,

1"

9/16"
9/16"
9/16"

1"

List
Price

. 20
. 20
. 30
:
"

.
30
. 40

NATIONAL L. F. OSCILLATOR COIL
LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR COIL. Two separate inductances, closely coupled,
in an aluminum shield. It is used in super- regenerative receivers for the interruptionfrequency oscillator. Sec. Inductance 6.25 m.h. Tunes to 100 KC with . 00041 mfd.
Type OSR.

List Price, $ 1.50

NATIONAL I. F. TRANSFORMERS
This new I.F. Transformer has air dielectric condensers ( isolated from each other by
an aluminum shield) and Litz wound coils mounted on aceramic base which is
treated against moisture absorption. The aluminum shield can, housing the assembly,
measures 41
/8" x23/
8"x2". These transformers are available with or without Iron
Cores in the 450-550 KC model ;the 175 KC model is air core only. For iron core
add $. 50 to list price.
An additional model, Type IFD, having atuned primary and aclosely- coupled,
untuned, push-pull secondary, is intended for operation with diode rectifiers. It is
particularly suitable for use in noise silencing circuits. It is available only with an air
core, and for 450 - 550 KC use.
Type IFC Transformer ( air core).
Type IFC0 Oscillator ( air core only).
Type IFD Diode Transformer "; air core only).

List Price, $ 5.00
List Price, $ 5.00
List Price, $ 3.50

NATIONAL HIGH FIDELITY TRF UNITS
For broadcast reception of the highest possible tone quality, the simplest circuit gives the best results. The
new National Tuners are based on ahigh performance TRF circuit reduced to its simplest terms. Similar in
construction to an IF Amplifier, each chassis provides athree stage RF Amplifier tuned to one station only.
A group of four or more separate chassis are usually used in each installation to receive alike number of
stations. A push switch, relay system, etc., is used to select the desired station.
Each RF Transformer has an individual coupling adjustment and is tuned both primary and secondary (8
tuned circuits). The coupling is adjustable to include 10 KC with less than 1db variation in the audio range.
Sensitivity is adjustable from 5 microvolts to one volt. For best efficiency, three models have been made
available covering ranges of 540-875, 740 1230, and 1100 - 1700 KC. Complete filtering eliminates
regeneration which causes lop- sided resonance curves. The triode power detector is linear and capable
of handling large percentages of modulation. For circuit simplicity, there is no AVC. The chassis fits a
standard 3 " relay rack panel.
Type DLC. Drilled and formed chassis.
List Price, $2.50
Type DLCA. As above, but with sockets and terminals riveted in
price.
List Price, $4.60
Type DLPS. Steel 1/8" panel.
List Price, $ 1.50
Type DLPA. Aluminum j" 6" panel.
List Price, $ 5.00
Type DLT. RF Transformer, set of four required.
List Prize, each, $ 6.50
(Specify approximate operating frequency)
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NATIONAL SCREEN GRID
DETECTOR COUPLER

NATIONAL PLATE
AND GRID GRIPS

This impedance coupling unit, when employed to couple the output of a screen
grid detector to an audio amplifier tube,
will give from two to three times as much
amplification as resistance coupling. Plate
choke, 700 henries.
Coupling condenser,
.01 mfd. Grid leak,
250,000 ohms.

National Grid Grips make a positive and
reliable contact to the grid cap of the
tube.
Type 24. For 3/3" caps.
List Price, 5.05
Type 12. For ?¡ 6"caps.
List Price, 5.10
Type 8. For 1
/ "caps.
4
List Price, $ 05
The Type SPG Safety Plate Grip is of
molded R-39 and is an important aid to
safety when using 866s or other tubes
having ,;" Diameter Caps. The conductor
opening is large enough to receive high
tension (spark plug) cable, but an insulated
bushing is supplied for smaller wire.
Type SPG.
List Price, 5.35

Type S-101.
List Price, $6.00

NATIONAL LOW- LOSS SOCKETS
RECEIVING TYPES. National wafertype receiving sockets are available
for all receiving tube types. They
have exceptionally good contacts,
resulting in long, trouble- free service.
4 prong.
5prong.
6 prong.
7prong,
7prong,

XC-4.
List Price, 5.60
XC-5.
List Price, .60
XC-6.
List Price, . 60
small. XC-7S.
List, . 60
large. XC-7L.
List, . 60

Octal. XC-8.

List Price, 5.60

A square six- prong socket fitting
National Coils is available. (Not shown)
Type XC6C.

List Price, 175

ACORN TRIODE. A low- loss socket
for acorn triodes. The socket contacts are of an improved design providing very short leads, and having a
current path nearly independent of
tube position.
Type XCA.

List Price, $ 1.50

ACORN PENTODE. This socket for
the Pentode Acorn tube is assembled with the same type of contacts
as the XCA on asquare copper base
with built-in by-pass condensers for
stable high- frequency operation.
Type XMA.

List Price, $ 2.00

CIR SOCKETS feature acontact that
grips the tube prong for its full length
and a metal ring for six- position
mounting. The sockets for the glass
type tubes are supplied with astandoff insulator that allows center
mounting for breadboard layouts. The
Octal Socket is supplied with two
metal stand-offs.
4 prong. CIR-4.
List Price, 5.40
5prong. CIR-5.
List Price, . 40
6 prong. CIR-6.
List Price, . 40
7prong, small. CIR-7S.
List, . 40
7prong, large. CIR-7L.
List, . 40
Octal. CIR-8.
List, . 40

Type JX-100S.

XM-10. A heavy duty metal shell
socket for tubes using the UX base.
Rugged, positive contacts are used.

XN1-50. A fifty watt metal shell
socket with sturdy side- wipe contacts. Low- loss construction.

Type XM-10.

Type XM-50.

List Price, $ 1.25

JX-100. A wafer type Isolantite
Socket For power pentodes, such as
the RK-28 and the RCA- 803.
List Price, $ 3.60

As above, but without stand-off
insulators.
Type JX-100.

List Price, $ 3.00

List Price, $ 1.75

NATIONAL LOW- LOSS DIELECTRICS

PLiI0DIMU'Z

National Dielectric Products are all of the best material — Isolantite, Steatite, Victron, etc. In every case
the material is chosen to serve the needs of the product, and the dielectrics listed in this catalog are
second to none in efficiency.

NATIONAL LEAD- THROUGH BUSHINGS
This small lead- through bushing has very low losses and high voltage rating. It fits a
1
/2" hole.

Outside diameter

5
/8 ".

They are used in pairs.

Type XS-6.

\

k
-

List Price, each, S.15

The new Through- Point Bushing, of injection- moulded Victron, is ideal for a
variety of uses, particularly as a bushing or as a stand-off. It is supplied with a
.093" conductor molded in, but this can be removed without damaging the
,ii
material. Losses are very low. Illustration is approximately actual size.
Type TPB. Per box of 12.

List Price, $. 75

These hollow low- loss cone- type bushings are made in two sizes. Prices listed
are per pair, including metal fittings.
Type XS- 1. For
hole.
Type XS- 2. For 11/
2" hole.

List Price, 5.75
List Price, . 90

These low- loss bowls are suitable for lead-in purposes at high voltages. They are
made in two sizes. Prices are per pair, including metal fittings.
Type XS- 3. For 23
4 "hole.
/
Type XS-4. For 13
4 " hole.
/

List Price, $ 5.00
List Price, 6.50

This low- loss bowl is equipped with a51/
4" flange for bolting in place. Its large
size makes it ideal as ahigh voltage lead in.

HMVII0er12111

Type XS- 5. Price each, without fittings.
Type XS- 5. Per pair, with fittings.

List Price, $ 7.50
List Price, 15.50

NATIONAL SPREADERS
These low- loss spreaders provide asix-inch line spacing, and when used
with No. 12 wire will give feeders having asurge impedance of 600 ohms.
Type AA- 3.

List Price, S.30

This low- loss insulator spaces 3
4 " tubes 2" apart, making a " O" trans/
former matching a72- ohm center- fed half- wave antenna to a600- ohm line.
Type OB.

List Price, 5.35

NATIONAL STRAIN INSULATORS
The low- loss antenna insulator illustrated at the
left is particularly suited
to general use. It has along
leakage path, ample strength
For all but the heaviest
loads, and high efficiency.
Type AA-6.
List Price, 5.35

•
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The small aircraft- type insulator
at the right is ideal where cornpactness

is

desirable.

Being

loaded in compression, it can stand heavy loads.
Type AA- 5.

List Price, $. 30

•

NATIONAL LOW- LOSS DIELECTRICS
LUG
They
Type
Type

TYPE. These low- loss standoff insulators are also useful as lead- through bushings.
are available either plain or with jacks for banana plugs.
List Price, 135
GS- 8. Plain.
List Price, . 50
GS-9. With Jack.

15Kii0IItL'UU

NATIONAL STAND-OFFS

W

CONE TYPE. These low- loss cone type insulators have threads at each end, and are available in the four sizes listed below.
List Price, $. 75 each
Type GS- 7. 3"
High.
List Price, . 45 each
Type GS-6. 2"
High.
List Price, . 25 each
Type GS- 5. 11/
4" High.
List Price, 175 per box of 10
Type GS- 10. 3
/ " High.
4
METAL MOUNTED. These cylindrical low- loss stand-off insulators have metal bases
and too caps. They are available in five sizes, as listed.
List Price, $ . 25
Type GS- 1.
1
/
2" x 1 3
/8 .•
List Price, . 35
Type GS- 2.
2 "x
/
1
List Price, . 90
Type GS- 3.
4 "x27
/
3
/H".
List Price, 1.10
Type GS- 4.
4 " x47
/
3
/s".
List Price, 1.60
Type GS- 4A. 3
4 "x6".
/
JACK TOP. A special jack ( illustrated at the left) is available with athread to
fit the 3
/ "diameter insulators, GS- 3, GS- 4 and GS- 4A.
4
Type GSJ.
List Price, $. 10

NATIONAL TERMINALS

The insulators cf this terminal assembly are molded of R-39 and have serrated bosses that
allow the thinnest panel to be gripped firmly and yet have ample shoulders. Maximum panel
thickness is 1/
4". The binding posts take either banana plugs or wires.
Type FWH.
List Price, 5.85
This terminal assembly uses the same insulators as the assembly above, but is equipped with ,
jacks. When used with the plug described below, there is no exposed metal when the
plug is in place.
Type FWJ.
List Price, $. 65

This new insulated plug of molded R-39 mounts two banana plugs on 3
4 "centers, and may
/
be used with jacks or jacktop binding posts. Leads may be brought out through the top or
through the side, and connections are made by binding screws enclosed within the body
of the plug. When used with the assembly above, all metal parts are safely guarded when
plugged in.
List Price, $ 1.00
Type FWF.

PARTS FOR ABOVE ASSEMBLIES

BINDING POST

INSULATOR

JACK

INSULATOR

Type FWA.
List Price, 5.25

Type FWC.
List Price, per pair, $. 35

Type FWE.
List Price, 5.15

Type FWB.
List Price, 5.10

15
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A Victron terminal strip for high frequency use, originally designed for antenna connections on the One- Ten receiver. The binding posts accept banana plugs at the top,
and grip wires f.rmly through the side. Parts are listed separately at the bottom of the
page.
Type FWG.
List Price, $. 60

•

NATIONAL RELAY RACK
PANELS AND CHASSIS
UNDRILLED STANDARD RELAY RACK PANELS
are available in both 1
4./" steel and 3 16" aluminum. The
steel panels are finished in black wrinkle, and the aluminum panels in either black leatherette or gray enamel.
Width

Shipping Weight
Steel
Aluminum

13
4 "
/

31
/2"
51/4"
7"

83
4 "
/
10 1/
2"
THE RECESSED SHELF will fit any standportables,

instruments,

test

5
/8 lbs.
5 lb s.
11/
4 lbs.
$1.00
7 lbs.
13
4
/
lbs.
1.15
8 lbs.
2 1/2 lbs.
1.20
9 lbs.
3 lbs.
1.60
10 lbs.
33
4 lbs.
/
1.95
Larger sizes available on special order

Size

4x17 x3"
6x 17 x3"
8 x17 x3"

eqJipment, etc.
Type RRS.

List Price
Aluminum

$3.25
4.50
5.75
7.00
8.25
9.50

GRAY ENAMEL BLANK CHASSIS of 1 16" steel
are available in the following sizes:

ard relay rack, and is par ticularly useful for
supporting

List Price
Steel

List Price, $ 4.00

List Price

Size

$2.50
2.75
3.15

10 x 17 x 3"
12 x17 x3"

List Price

$3.50
4.50

NATIONAL CABINETS
Width

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

C-HWR
C-FB7
C-SW3
C-NC100
C-HRO
C- One- Ten
C-PSK
C-SRR

Height

Depth

List Price

71
/
4"

11 1
,.
93
4 "
/
17 1
/"
4
16 3
/"
4

12"

7.00

83
4 "
/
83
/"
4

9"
11 1
/
4"
10"

5.50
8.50
8.50
4.50
6.00
3.50

11"

71/4 "

8"

6"

7"

$5.00

8"

12"

71/2"

National Receiver Cabinets are for use in
constructing special equipment. List Prices
include sub- bases and bottom covers.
They are available in the sizes shown in
table at left.

NATIONAL CAST ALUMINUM SHIELDS
These rugged cast aluminum shields
are useful for a variety of purposes.
They may be used as cases for small
waverneters, monitors and the like
and at stage shields in high- gain
equipment. The two smaller sizes
mount conveniently on a 51/
4 " relay
rack panel or on achassis. The largest
size clears a7'' relay rack panel, and

will accommodate a PW condenser
with extra space for coils, etc.
CS- 1 5" x3" x3"
CS- 2

5" x

(outside)

List Price, $ 5.00

4" x4" (
outside)
List Price, $ 6.75

CS- 3 63
4 " x6" x6" ( outside)
/
List Price, $ 13.50

NATIONAL SAFETY METER
PANEL
This new panel makes it safe to connect meters into
high-vcltage leads. The meters are mounted behind
a glass window on asub- panel. Concealed lamps
illuminate the meter scale. The •arb-panel is made
of aluminum, to avoid shunting the meters magneticaliy. It is available either blark, or punched
with 2, 3, or 4 holes for 2" diameter meters. Holes
For bolting the meters in place are not provided,
as their location varies with different makes of
meters. Finish is black wrinkle.

•
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Type MPF. Meter Panel with glass window and
lamps.
List Price, $ 2.50
Type MPS. Aluminum Sub- panel for meters ( specify
whether 2, 3, or 4 holes, or blank panel is
desired).
List Price, $ 2.00

NATIONAL JACK SHIELD The new National Jack Shield accommodates
small standard iacks. It is primarily designed for mounting behind the panel, where it is
held in place by the bushing of the jack, but may also be used on the ends of extension
cords, etc.
Type 1S-1.
List Price, $. 35

TYPO

List Pric•

HRO coil shield, 2" x2Mt"x41
/
8" high $. 35
J30 coil shield, 21
/
2"dia. x33
4 " high
/
. 35
I •
830 coil shield, 3" dia. x33
4 " high
/
. 35
B30 coil shield, with mounting base . 50
IS Tube Shield, with cap and mounting base . 40
158 Tube Shield, with cap and mounting base . 40
HRO
J30
B30
TS
158
T78
178 Tube Shield, with cap and mounting base . 40
The 158 and T78 fit such tubes as the 57, 58, 77, 78, etc.
a

NATIONAL CHART FRAMES
National Chart Frames are blanked from one
piece of solid nickel silver. Sides of all charts
are 1/4 " wide. Prices include acelluloid sheet
to protect the chart. Dimensions given at right
are outside measurement.

Size A, 21
4 " x31
/
4 ". List Price, $. 50
/
Size B, 3" x4".

List Price, . 60

Size C, 33
4 " x4".
/

List Price, . 70

NATIONAL CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR
This small audio oscillator is suitable for either code practice, or as an audio signal
source for ICW on the Ultra High Frequency Bands.
A type 30 tube is used, and four flashlight cells in the case provide filament and
plate current.
Type CPO, without batteries or tube.
List Price, $6.00

NATIONAL OSCILLOSCOPES
Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes are available in two models. The Type
CRR is mounted on astandard 31
/2"relay rack panel and employs a
two-inch screen RCA- 902 and 6X5 rectifier. Type CR/Y1 is mounted
in a small steel cabinet (41
/ " x 61
4
/ " x 8") and uses a one- inch
4
screen RCA-913 with 6X5 rectifier. Both models are self contained and power supply and input controls are built in. A panel
switch permits use of built-in 60 cycle sweep or external audio
sweep for securing the familiar trapezoid pattern, which is more
convenient for modulation measurements.
Type CRR Oscilloscope, 2" screen, less tubes.
List Price, $32.50

Type
CRM

TYPO CRR

Type CRM Oscilloscope, 1" screen, less tubes.
List Price, $ 18.50

NATIONAL VICTRON SHEET AND COIL DOPE
The Loss Factor (0.2) of this non-hydroscopic material
is 1/8 of - Low-Loss" rubber and 1,'90 of the usual R.F.
insulators. Its Power Factor is . 06%-.08%. Ideal for
mounting high frequency gear and it is readily drilled
or sawed. In color it is a transparent amber. National
Coil Dope, aspecial R.F. lacquer using this same Victron as abase, is ideal as acement for holding windings
in place as it will not spoil the properties of the best
coil form.

12" x6" x3 16" sheet.

List Price, $ 6.00

12" x6" x1
/8"sheet.

List Price,

5.00

6" x3" x3/16" sheet.

List Price,

1.50

6" x3" xle sheet.

List Price,

1.25

List Price,

1.50

Coil Dope, per can.

OTHER NATIONAL PRODUCTS
Space limitations prevent a complete listing of all National Radio Products in this catalogue. On the
following page, receivers and afew transmitting units are mentioned briefly. A more complete listing of
these will be found in the General Catalogue No. 300, together with crystal holders and other small
parts. Complete information on any National Product will be sent on request.
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NATIONAL TUBE AND COIL SHIELDS

NATIONAL RECEIVERS
HRO. A professional receiver, designed for
maximum performance. Features include two highgain preselector stages giving exceptional signal to
noise ratio, crystal filter, micrometer dial, S meter,
AVC, Beat Oscillator.
NC- 100 SERIES. Fine Communication Receivers
with splendid tone quality. These 11 tube superheterodynes are self contained except for the
speaker. The NC- 100A series is ideal for broadcast
reception as well as communication work. Special
amateur models, NC-101X and NC-101XA, cover
only the amateur bands. Features include one stage
of preselection, an effective noise limiter, as well as
complete communication equipment.
NC-44. For capable performance at a very low
price. A seven tube superheterodyne with continuous coverage from 550 KC to 30 MC A CW
Oscillator is provided.

ONE- TEN. A specialized receiver for the range
from 1to 10 meters. The ONE-TEN Receiver is
intended primarily for the Experimenter. It is a
thoroughly satisfactory receiver for the ultra- high
frequencies. Four tubes are used ; RF, Superregenerat:ve Detector, 1st
and Output
Audio.
NHU. A specialized communication receiver covering the range from 27 to 62 MC. The NHU is a
high performance superheterodyre, provided with
all features and controls commonly needed in
commJnication work, including a wide range
crystal filter.
SW- 3. A dependable regenerative receiver. The
SW- 3's eight year reputation for performance and
dependability give it preference for many casses
of work. It uses three tubes in ahighly developed
circuit that provides maximum sensitivity and
flexibility.

NATIONAL TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
NTX-30. National makes acomplete line of transmitting equipment ranging from acomplete 600watt
transmitter to speech amplifiers and exciters. The NTX-30 illustrated above is acompact and corvenient
transmitter for ON or Phone, having an output of 30 watts on 10, 20, 40 and 80 meters. In add.tion to
being atransmitter in itself, it makes an ideal exciter- buffer combination whenever higher power is desired.
Separate Power Packs available for all requirements

NATIONAL COMPANY, INC.
MALDEN, MASS., U.S.A.
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ALWAYS
A STEP
AHEAD

KNOWN
AROUND
THE WORLD

MICROPHONES AND PICKUPS
GIVE YOU
AMAZING
PERFORMANCE

DN-50

JT-30

Model D-104

New, Dynamic

MICROPHONE

Favorite of
Veteran

Amateurs

New, Crystal

MICROPHONE

Many amateurs will be vitally interested in
Astatic's Model DN-50 ( 50 ohms) Dynamic Microphone, replete with improved
engineering features. Model DN-50 incorporates Astatic's New Unitary Moving
Coil System with Ala co Magnet and carefully proportioned asoustic circuit. Tilting
head swivel mount. Complete with plug
connector and 25- ft. cable.

The first practical crystal microphone ever
developed and coetinuously improved as
the science of ameteur radio communication progressed. High output of - 48 db.
with rising characteristic above 500 cycles
to stress importart speech frequencies.
Solid bronze case with bright chrome
Finish. Sturdy and dependable. Complete
with plug connecto, and 8- ft. cable.

This semi-directional crystal microphone,
of contemporary design, fills a long standins demand for a really good low priced
microphone for universal use. New, massive cartridge, Freely suspended, within
ho.ising makes thi , microphone dead to
vibrophonics. Output — 52 db. Choice of
wide-range
and
voice-range
models.
7- Foot cable.

LIS1 PRICE $ 20.00
(Transformer Models $22.50)

LIST PRICE $ 22.50

LIST PRICE $ 16.50
(As Iliustrated)

MODEL AB- 8 CRYSTAL PICKUP
In this new pickup, Asiatic offers more advanced design features than ever
before combined in a single pickup unit at asimilarly low pric, .Ijjaejjtone
reproducing
qualities.
Spring- Axial
Cush" "
Massive Die Cat Arm and other
F
Eight- inch mourting centers. 5L.
r h, SL
Brown. Complete with 41jgPsbl. end arm rest
_1ST PRICE $ 10.00

When considering the purchase of microphones or pickups, we u• ge you, in your
own interest, to see your Astatic Jobber or write for the new Astatic Catalog 1-o. 12

Astatic Microphone Laboratory, Inc.
Crystal Products _, censed under Brush Development Co. Patents

YOL NGSTOWN, OHIO

HANDBOOK
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Avoid QRM by frequency selection. The frequency of the
VF1 Variable Frequency Crystal Unit is continuously variable
up to 6kc. with the 80- meter unit,or 12kc. with the 40- meter
unit. When multiplying, the range is proportionately increased.
The specially finished crystal has a drift of less than + 4 cycles
/rnc./°C. and an activity only somewhat less than that of high
activity fixed- frequency crystals.

BLI LEY.
FREQUENCY- CONTROL
.ILCflIAL INUNIDEIS

Price- 40- meter band, minimum frequency
within + 15kc. of specified
Price- 40- meter band, minimum frequency
within + 5kc. of specified

$8 50

Price- 80- meter band, minimum frequency
within + 5kc. of specified . . . .

$6.60

Price- 80- meter band, minimum frequency
at exact integral specified kc. . .

$8.50

$6 60

The outstanding crystal unit for the 80 and 160- meter
bands. It incorporates a powerful, highly active crystal with
frequency drift of less than + 4 cycles/mc.rC. Correctly
d ? signed and carefully manufactured, this time- proven unit
provides accurate, dependable frequency control.
Price—within + 5kc. of specified frequency' . $ 4.80
Price—at exact integral specified frequency . $ 5.90

TYPE
BC3

This popular, economically priced crystal unit is fully reliable in every respect. The accurately cut crystal has a high
activity and a temperature coefficient of only 23 cycles/mc./°C.
Heat, developed by the crystal, is dissipated by the stainlesssteel holder cover- plate thereby reducing actual frequency drift.
Price- 40 or 80- meter band,
within + 5kc. of specified frequency' . $ 3.35
—at exact integral specified frequency . $ 4.95
Price- 160 meters, + 10kc. of specified frequency $ 3.35

No modern communications receiver is complete without a
quartz crystal filter. The Bliley CFI Crystal Filter Unit, with its
high Q and freedom from spurious responses, assures maximum
selectivity and minimum signal loss.
Price — 456kc., 465kc. or 500kc.

.

Price — 1600kc. I- F

Quartz crystals for frequency control and special
applications are manufactured for all frequencies
from 20kc. to 30mc. Bliley
Broadcast Frequency Crystals are approved by the
F. C. C.
Ask for Catalog
G-11.

All prices shown are net in U. S.

.

.

$ 5.50
$9 50

A

1.1.11111

'Or choice from dealer's stock

BLILEY

ELECTRIC

CO.,
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BLILEY

Thoroughly engineered in every detail, this compact unit
represents the best in amounted low- drift high- frequency quartz
crystal. Each crystal is manufactured under rigid standards and
has a maximum temperature coefficient of + 4 cycles/mc./ °C.
Price- 7.0 to 7.3mc., + 5kc. of specified frequency* $4.80
— at exact integral specified frequency . $ 5.90
Price- 14.0 to 14.4mc., within + 15kc. of
specified frequency

$7 50

—+ 5kc. of specified frequency
Price- 14.4 to 15.0mc., within ± 30kc. of
specified frequency

$12 00

—+ 5kc. of specified frequency

$17 50

TYPO'

HF

BLILEY

FREQUENCY-CONTROI:
WHAL

$7 50

Crystal control of 2 q, 5, 10, and 20- meter transmitters is
simplified by the use of the type HF2 High Frequency Crystal
Unit. Frequency drift is + 20 cycles/mc./°C. for the 20- meter
unit and + 43 cycles/mc./ °C. for the 10- meter unit.

NUNIVER

FRI/QUENON'

TYPE
HF2

Price- 14.0 to 14.4mc., + 15kc. of
specified frequency'
—+ Skc, of specified frequency

$5 75
$10 00

Price- 14.4 to 15.0mc., + 30kc. of
specified frequency*
.—+5kc. of specified frequency

$5 75
$15 00

Price- 28.0 to 30.0mc., + 50kc. of
specified frequency ( recommended for
2Yr and S meters only)

$5 75

Amateur frequency checking, calibrating receivers and
signal generators, or performing general frequency measurements is easy with a 100kc.-1000kc. frequency standard.
A few stock parts and an SMC100 Dual- Frequency Crystal Unit
is all that's needed for construction.
Price

$7 75

This precision- manufactured, knife-edge mounted, 100kc.
bar is designed for use in primary or secondary standards of
frequency where high stability and accuracy is essential. The
crystal has a maximum temperature coefficient of + 3 cycles
/mc./ °C.
Price— calibrated at room temperature . . . . $ 15.50 e rn%
Price — at specified oven temperature . . . . $ 21.00

All Bliley Crystal Units described on
ese pages,
with the exception of the typ ,? SMC100 Unit,
fit standard 5-piong tube sockets.

ERIE,

PENNSYLVANIA

Engineering Bulletin E-6,
FREQUENCY CONTROL
WITH QUARTZ CRYSTALS, is a handbook on
crystal control. Price, 10,
(Canada and foreign, 15 /
1).
Descriptive catalogs of
Bliley Crystal Units are
available at no charge.
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Filament Voltage ( volts)

r.

KY21
Filament Voltage

2.5 volts

10 amperes 10 amperes

Peak Inverse Voltage

11,000 volts 11,000 volts

Peak Plate Current

3amperes

Average Plate Current

.75 amps.

3amperes
75 amps. •

the old fashioned open plate type, pr
vides apositive, accurate means to niece
mine the optimum ' Q- of your tan
circuit, assures proper load balance o
each of the tubes and minimises -.
plate
on phone signals. No loss of power on
stray harmonic, no loss of efficiency.
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This new condenser eliminans the use o
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TANK CONDENS
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2.5 volts

Filament Current

35TJ
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Filament Current ( amperes)
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RY VAPOR RECT
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Power Output
(watts)
Power Output ( watts) High
Level Modulated
Power Output ( watts) Linear
Amplifier
LIST Plilll'E
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350

350

500

500

1000
2500:

50

125

125

125

125

350

SOO

1000

$6.00 $9.00 $13.50 $13.50 $24.50 $24.50 $75.00 $75.00 $175

$225

$300

50

100
.

2550

100

125

$10.00 $12.50 $12.50 SLIM $1115
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AS EVERYTHING"
SX-23 is atruly fine example of outstanding engiring design, offering for the first time compensated
mency stability, eliminating drift. The main feature
he new bandspread system is its reset accuracy.
:re is no bandset dial to fuss with. The same station
ays comes in at the same place on the dial. The
d indicator harmonizes with the S-DB meter, and is
:ct reading. Tubes 3-6SK7, 1-6SA7, 2-6S)7, 1-6SQ7,
88, 1-6H6, 1-6F6G, 1-80. Controls, RF gain, Pitch
trol, Tone control, Selectivity switch, A.N.L.
tch, Band switch, Send-receive switch, Audio gain,
stal phasing control, Main tuning control and
me jack. Cabinet size — 19" long, 91/
4"high, 12 1
/
2"
p. For operation from 110 volt 50-60 cycle AC. For
volt AC operation from 6 volts DC use No. 301
:tronic Converter.

• Entirely new bandswitch arrangement — 8 positions. Bands l-23-4 cover 545 kc to 44 mc continuously. Bands 5-6-7-8 are pre-set
bandspread for the amateur 10, 20, 40 and 80 meter bands.
• A six- step wide range variable selectivity circuit gives easy control from needle sharp CW crystal to broad high-fidelity, with
automatic switching of the AV C to suit the selectivity.
•An improved noise limiter circuit that really knocks out the
noise.
• Frequency stability never before achieved in a commercial receiver both from temperature- humidity effects and from line voltage variations.
• "Venetian Blind" dial, Band indicator and S-DB meter.
e' Completely shielded crystal circuit and phasing control — permeability tuned coil — with aseparate shield compartment for the
crystal.
The SKYRIDER 23 (
Modt-1 SX23). Complete with tubes 511550
and crystaL Shipping weight 56 lbs
(SKYNU) ' '
The SKYRIDER 23 (Model SX23). Complete with tubes, crystal
and 10" PM 23 Speaker
$ 127.50
Extra for Univ. 110 250 volts, 25-60 cycles
$5.00

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

fE

HATICIMIFERS,

INC.71, 1
PTCAGO,

ILLINOIS 11

riM1.1.1%.KAI"
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The SKY BUDDY

Features:
•six tubes.
•Tunes
band.

10 meter

• Electrical bandspread.
•Coverage and
bandspread from
545 kc to 44 mc.
•DC operation
socket - battery or
vibrapack.

The new SKY BUDDY is an amateur receiver in every
respect, covering everything on the air from 44 mc to
545 kc, including the 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 meter
amateur bands. It now employs the same electrical
bandspread system used in higher priced Hallicrafter
models. The more important features are: Electrical
bandspread, Broadcast band, BFO, AVC switch, Phone

110 volts 50-60 cycles AC. For operation on 110 v.
AC from 6 volt DC use No. 301 Electronic convert
Dimensions 17 1
2 "x 81
/
/
2"x 81
/
2"high.

jack, Pitch control, Built-in speaker. For operation on

Extra for Univ. 110-250 volts, 25-60 cycles

The SKY BUDDY ( Model Sl9R), including tuF
and speaker. Shipping weight
21 lbs.
(SKYBU)

29
$ 5.

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

The
SKY
CHAMPION
Features:
• 8 Tubes
•Complete Coverage
(545 kc to 44 mc).

• Inertia

Tuning.

• Separate
Dial.
• Beat
lator.

Band

Spread

Frequency (Neil

• Battery-Vibrapack
Operation Socket.

DC

The Sky Champion is an 8-tube Communications
receiver with preselection and built-in speaker; complete in every respect, offering aquality of performance
never before available at this price.

Easily adapted to 6 volt battery operation with aMod
No. 301 Electronic Converter. Cabinet size —
long, 81/
2" high, 93
/
8" deep. Complete with bailt-i
speaker ... nothing else to buy.

It offers all of the essential controls for good amateur
reception as follows: RF gain, Tone control, Phone
jack, AVC switch, BFO switch, Send-receive switch,
Audio gain, Pitch control and 4-position band switch.

The SKY CHAMPION (Model S-20). Shipping weight 32 lbs
( SKYCN)

'49 5

Extra for Univ. 110-250 volts, 25-60 cycles $ 5.0
SM-20 carrier level meter

$ 10.0

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-SPoneored Time Payment Plan
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lkyrider DEFIANT

With
Frequency
leter Tuning

•
FEATURES
SKYRIDER
DEFIANT
of the

The Skyrider Defiant offers performance that can he favorably compared with most receivers at twice the price. Every
advanced feature of the entire Hallicrafters line is incor-

• Accurately calibrated
bandspread dial throughout

porated in this unit. Truly, it has all of the desirable features

the amateur bands.

and qualities that are needed for outstanding amateur re-

• Frequency stability

ception. Four bands cover the range from 545 kc to 43.5

throughout a wide range of
line-voltage,

humidity

mg frequency meter tuning on 10, 20, 40 and 80 meter

and

temperature variations.

amateur bands. Tubes — 3-6SK7, 1-6K8, 1-6SQ7, 1-6F6G,

• DC

1-6H6, 1-76, 1-80. Controls include RF gain, Selectivity

operation

socket —

battery or vibrapack.

•A brand
efficient,

new,

noise

switch, Crystal phasing, Audio gain, Pitch control, Main
highly

limiter

tuning control, Bandspread tuning control, A.N.L. switch,

cir-

cuit.

Hi- Lo Tone, Send-receive switch and BFO switch. Cabinet

• Six

size — 19 1/
2" long, 91
/
2" high, 10 1
/
8" deep. For operation

point

variable

selec-

from 110 volt 50-60 cycle AC. For 110 volt AC operation

tivity from sharp CW crystal
to high-fidelity.

from 6 volt DC use No. 301 Electronic Converter.

• Terminals provided for
break-in relay operation.
Single signal crystal filter

The SKYRIDER DEFIANT (Model SX24) Complete with
tubes and crystal. Shipping weight 40 lbs....(SKYFY)

standard equipment.

The SKYRIDER DEFIANT ( Model SX24) with tubes. crystal and
10" PM23 Dynamic Speaker. Shipping weight 56 lbs.....$81.50

• Meter calibrated in both
S and DB units.

Extra
.
I
railabh ,in

n50

•
P07

t.

S.

for Univ. 11Q-250 volts, 25-60 cycles

$ 5.00

I. on Ilallier.tfter, l'artorl-Sponçored Time Pa ,ment Man
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The SX-17 SUPER SKYRIDER
A "Special Model" 13-tube super with two stages of
selection and a built-in Dickert noise limiter circuit.
SX-17 Super Skyrider covers from 62 mc to 540 kc in
bands.
Average overall sensitivity of the SX-17 is BETTER TH
1 MICROVOLT. Iron core air tuned IF circuits prov
WIDE RANGE VARIABLE SELECTIVITY — single si
sharpness to broad high-fidelity. With crystal in circuit se
tivity is better than 1kc giving a total ratio of variable se
tivity of over 30 to 1. The SX-17 betters the most exact
bandspread qualifications with precision electro-mechan:
bandspread of 1000° on the Spiral bandspread dial — be
than 2 kc per division on 20 meters. Dimensions 21),l" x
x 9)‘" high.
Large controls and inertia tuning mechanisms on both
the tuning dials make the SX-17 Super Skyrider one of
smoothest, easiest tuning receivers available. For 110 vo
50-60 cycles AC operation. For 12 volts DC, use No. 5
Electronic Converter.
The SUPER SKYRIDER (
Model S-17) complete with tubes, but less crystal.
Shipping weight 65 lbs
(SKYSK)
The SUPER SKYRIDER (
Model SX-17) complete with tu
and crystal. Shipping weight 65 lbs. (SKYRC)....$ 13 7.

$
12

The SUPER SKYRIDER (
Model SX-17) with tubes, crys
and 12" PM- 16 Dynamic Cabinet Speaker
$149.
Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored1 49.
Time Payment Plan

The SKYRIDER MARINE
Specifically designed for Marine service, in the range
from 16.2 to 2150 meters ( 18.5 mc to 140 kc). Improved
image rejection at the higher frequencies is achieved
through the use of 1600 kc IF transformers. The directly
calibrated main tuning dial eliminates the use of complicated charts and tables, while an efficient mechanical
bandspread with separate dial provides easy logging.
Special emphasis has been placed on the 600 and 700
meter bands. Built for 110 volt AC-DC operation, the
Marine may be also operated from 6 volt battery supply
with the addition of a Model No. 301 Electronic Converter. Dimensions 18 1
/ " x 91/
4
4" x 81
/ " high.
4
The SKYRIDER MARINE (
Model S-22) complete with tubes and speaker. Shipping
weight 31 lbs
(SKYCU)

$60

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-SPonsored
Time Payment Plan

The SKYRIDER
510
For the specialist in U.H.F. reception there is no
finer receiver than the 5-10, covering the radio
spectrum from 27 mc to 68 mc in two bands with
a degree of sensitivity and selectivity that is unparalleled. A sensitivity of BETTER THAN 1
MICROVOLT, obtained with this receiver, is due
in part to the use of the recently developed 1852
Tube in a stage of preselection. The coverage by
bands is as follows: Band 1-27 mc to 42 mc, Band
2-40 mc to 68 mc. Dimensions 18 1
/ "x91
4
/ "x81
4
/"
4
high.
A socket is provided on the chassis for 6 volt mobile operation
with the addition of a vibrapack or other suitable power supply.
The SKYRIDER 5-10 ( Model S- 2I) complete with $695o
IF amplification — 1600 kc. Tubes used — one each 1852, 617,
tubes and speaker. Shipping weight 34 lbs.
6.15, 6K7, 6P7G, 6F6G, 6H6 noise silencer and an 80. Built in
(SKYRI)
speaker. Terminals are provided for an SM2 Imeter. For operation
from 110 volts 50-60 cycles AC.
SM-21 carrier level meter
$ 10.0 0
Above receivers are available for 110 to 250 volt operation; 25 to 60 cy. Additional cost
35.00
Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan
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HT-1

50 WATT

Phone and CW
Transmitter
e HT- 1 transmitter has been simplified to a degree
tmakes it easy for even the novice to understand
d operate. New simplicity and speed in band-changwith a front panel switch, safety switches, covered
h- voltage parts, generously oversized transformers,
ra conservatism in design, complete metering, latest
es, crystal controlled ... no detail has been negted to add to its dependability.
The output of 50 watts CW is equivalent in perrmance to 75 or 100 watts "input" of kit type phone
nsmitters. Frequencies: any three consecutive bands
the range of 10, 20, 40, 80 or 160 meters. For ar-

rangement requiring more than one crystal, special
prices will be quoted. Tubes: 6A6-osc., 1st dblr.,
6A6- 2nd dblr., RK47-final amplifier, 6J7-mike preamplifier, 6J5-audio, 4-6L6 ( P.P. Par.)-class AB modulators, 2-5Z3, 1-80, 2-866 rectifiers. For operation
from 110 volts 50-60 cycles AC.
MODEL HT- 1— Complete with tubes, coils for 3bands
and one crystal at lowest frequency range. Dimensions 29U" x 19U" x 11%" high.
Shipping weight 195 lbs

(TRATO) $ 195 6°

For 220 volts, 50-60 cycles, extra

$15.00

Available in U. S. A. on liallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

HT-4

450 WATT

he HT-4 is intended for those who want
le BEST in an efficient, high-powered
g. The carrier output is 325 watts on
hone and 450 watts on CW. The HT- 5
reamplifier, supplied with the transmite, may be mounted at the operating
osition, controlling volume, keying, and
andby. Thus, once adjusted to any band
ke rig may be operated remotely. The
ansmitter may be set to any three bands
ithe 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 meter bands.

tbsequent selection of any of the three
equencies is by a switch on the front
inel. Tubes used are: 1-6E6 crystal osciltor,

1-6L6

doubler,

parallel

RK39's-

iffer-driver, 1-RK63 final amplifier P.P.&3

drivers,

P.P.-RK38

modulators,

.5Z3, 2-866 rectifiers. The HT5

pre-

nplifier uses

For

3eration from
C.

Available

'rite for prices.

1-6J7,

3-6J5, /-80.

110 volts
for

special

50-60 cycles
frequencies.

MODEL HT-4-- Complete with tubes, crystals, coils for any three
amateur bands ( 10 to 160) and HT- 5 preamplifier. Dimensions:
29" x 19" x 37" high.
Shipping weight 550 lbs.

(TRACO)

$
695oo

Additional set of coils for any one amateur band ( 10 to 160) $ 26.00
.Iradahle 1,, U Ç. A. on Hallicralien FactorySPonsored Time Payment Plan
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The SKYRIDER DIVERSITY

A Dual Diversity Receiving System
The advantage of diversity reception is in the practical elimination
of fading effects, and a considerably higher as erage signal-tonoise ratio than can be obtained from any single receiver. Other
advantages are:
1. The reduction of fading to negligible proportions.
2. An increase of average signal strength over any single receiver.
3. Improvement of Signal to Noise ratio over any single receiver.
4. Reduction of Heterodyne Beat Note Interference.
5. A quality of reception heretofore unavailable.
The SKYRIDER DIVERSITY offers Diversity reception in
practical form for amateur operation for the first time. It is asingle
control Dual Diversity Receiving System consisting of two complete r.f., and i.f., second detector circuits with a single r.f. heterodyne oscillator, single AVC and audio amplifier.

Features:
• Diversity Reception throughout its tuning range.
e6 Bands covering from 545 kc to 44 mc.
• 25 tubes in the complete system.
• Separate " Diversity Action" meters.
• Average sensitivity of better than II microvolt.
• 2stages of RF amplification in each receiving section.
• 500 and or 1,000 cycle Heterotone oscillator for CW receptio
• Audio amplifier output of 10 watts. ( Tuner only 50 milliwatt
• Carrier average output meter.
• Current equalizing meter.
• Infinite adjacent channel rejector.
• Separate electromechanical band spread control.

PRICES:
Dimensions
Unit
Width
Height
Depth
DD1-R Tuner
29 34"
11 34"
19 1
2 "
/
DD1-A Audio Amplifier
71
2 ,,
/
10 34"
16 1
2 "
/
DDI-P Power Supply
71
2 "
/
10 3/
4"
16 1
2 /
"Diversity Action"
DD I - M Meters with Cable
71
4 "
/
4 316"
6"
PM- 16 12" Dynamic Speaker
in Matching Cabinet
15 1
/"
2
91
2 "
/
35 ,4"
DD I - CS Cabinet with Built-in Speaker i9l4"
28 1/
2"
Units Above Priced Complete with Tubes

Shipping
Weight
125 lbs.
40 lbs.
35 lbs.

Amateurs'
Net Price
$ 450.00
75.00
60.00

8 lbs.

30.00

17 lbs.
210 lbs.

12.00
135.00

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

FREQUENCY STANDARD
"Don't let your signal get out of the band." You've
heard that for months. Now Hallicrafters has given you
an instrument that answers all of the requirements . . .
and just to make it doubly sure it is crystal controlled. l'he
HT- 7 Frequency Standard consists of a stable crystal
oscillator providing either 1000 kc or 100 kc output,
together with a 10 kc multisibrator and a harmonic amplifier. By means of aswitch on the front panel, harmonics
of 1000 kc, 100 kc or 10 kc may be selected. With the
output of the Frequency Standard fed into any good communications receiver accurate marker frequencies at 1000
kc, 100 kc or 10 kc appear across the dial. The frequency
of the 100 kc crystal is adjustable over anarrow range, so
that it is possible to set its frequency to zero beat with
either WWV or domestic broadcast stations, and once set
will maintain its frequency accurately over long periods of
time. For operation on 110 volt 50-60 cycle. Shipping
ss eight I() lbs. Dimensions 51
/ " x 8" y 7,/2" high.
2

FREQUENCY STANOAR1)
TYPE.. 417
hiirdriAtrs
conv,
t...

THE

110-250

mit, 25-60 c‘cic,

• Checking
calibrations

receiv

•Calibrating r
ceivers

• Bandsetting r
ceivers

•Locating signa
for skeds
•Setting
quency

ECO fi

Atailable in U. S.
on liallicrafters
Factory -SPonsoreo
Time Payment PIA

MODEL HT- 7 — Complete with tubes and $ 2950
crystal
(
TRAFR)..
1:stra for Ir,,.

Features:
• Checking tran
mitter frequency

S5.00

HALLICR AFTERS,

INC.,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOI

ALLICRAFTERS

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

HT- 6 25 WATT
Phone and CW Transmitter
You have a real thrill when you operate the HaIlicrafter HT- 6 transmitter. It is new in design principles
and a quality unit throughout. Using an 807 or an
RK39 in the final stage the power output is 25 watts
on most bands. Frequency range is 1.7 mc to 60 mc.
ils for any three bands may be plugged in, pretuned,
Ithen switched at will by a control on the front
iel, which properly connects all circuits from crystal
antenna. It is only necessary to retune the final amkr plate. Coils are available for any amateur band,
a 160 meters with crystal control; or with ECO on
160, 80, 40, 20 meter amateur bands.
special form of oscillator keying gives a clean
rpless signal, providing for break-in operation
CW.
flyi high level high impedance mike may be used,
h as an Astatic type D-104 or Shure 706 SA. Exlent voice quality with 100% modulation is assured.
tput circuit is adjustable to match any type of rerive load of from 10 to 600 ohms.

Tube complement: I-61.6 () sc.-4111r., 1-1 ,
11,- 39 or so - final R.F.
amplifier. 1-6E5 microphone amplifier, 1-6.15 Audio amplifier.
2-6L6G modulators and 2-5Z3 rectifiers. Power drain about 120
watts CW and 225 watts phone. Size — 20" long. 9" high, 15"
deep. For operation on 110 volts 50-60 cycle AC.
MODEL HT- 8 Transmitter with tribes, less coils and crys- $ Q(I00
tals. Shipping weight 67 lbs
( TRANO)
Coils for 160, 80, 40, or 20 meter operation — Each Set .... $ 4.95
E. C. G. unit for 160, 80,40 or 20 meter operation for corresponding coils listed above. Each
$ 3.65
Set of coils for 5or lo meter operation on twice crystal frequeno.
Each Set
88.95
Random Freq. Crystal for 160, 80-and 40 meters. Each

$ 4.80

Random Freq. Crystal for 20, 10 and 5 meters. Each .. $ 5.7 5
Extra for 220 volt 50-60 cycle operation

. $ 7.50

Available in Il. S. A. on Hallicrafterc Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan
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HT- 8 25 WATT

Marine Radiotelephone
Features:
•25 watts phone carrier
•Five Marine frequencies
•Desk or bulkhead
mounting

•Separate power supply
• Quartz crystal controlled transmitter

•Simple to operate
•Precision built
• 7-tube receiver

•Effective squelch circuit
•Handset or speaker
output

eNo tuning required
•Modern design
•Economical to operate
•Low in purchase cost
The HT-8 radiotelephone transmitter-receiver is the
ideal unit for any type of craft, commercial or pleasure.
It is designed to operate equally well on sailboat,
power cruiser, large yacht, fishing boat, tug, barge or
freighter. Up to 5 frequencies will be furnished between 2000 and 3000 kc, or if desired, 1or 2 of the 5
frequencies may be in the range of 3000 to 6000 kc.
The very effective squelch circuit prevents static and
noise from appearing in the loud speaker output when
no carrier is present. Hence, the receiver may be left
tuned to any station frequency without annoying bursts

of static drumming on the ears. A pleasure and a cos
venience in fair weather, the HT-8 is a life saver i
time of emergencies.
MODEL HT- 8— Desk mounting type for 12, 32 or 10
volts DC as specified and 110 volts AC operatiol
Dimensions 20" x 15" x 9" high. Shipping weigl
105 lbs. Complete with tubes, separate
power supply, less crystals ...( TRABL)

$270

MODEL HT- 8 — Bulkhead type. Dimensions 15"
10" x 18" high. Shipping weight and
specifications same as above.. (TRABU) $290 °

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

HT- 3 50 WÁT1
Marine TransmitterReceiver
Essentially the same in operation as the HT-8, the
HT- 3, however delivers twice as much carrier power,
50 watts. The receiver is tunable and includes standard
broadcast band in addition to marine coverage of 2100
— 2900 kc on band 2. Any three frequencies between
2000 and 3000 kc may be specified. Operation from
12 or 32 volts DC as specified or from 110 volts DC
at extra cost.

MODEL HT- 3— Complete with tubes, coils (for an
3frequencies 2000 kc to 3000 kc) LESS CRYSTAL
Shipping weight
2 93
%"x

155

lbs.

Dimensions

19 1
4 "x11 1
/
4 "high.. ( TRAPO)
/

$390 0

Crystals for HT- 3 ( 2100 to 2900 kc), each

$ 24.5

Available in U. S. A. on Hallicrafters Factory-Sponsored Time Payment Plan

WORLD'S LARGEST BUILDERS OF AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMEN.
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THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

POWER WIRE
WOUND RESISTORS
SPECIALLY
FOR

Wattage
Rating
(Free
Air)

IRC
Type

PROCESSED

DURABILITY

Dimensions

Type
Term.

Ranges
Ohms

List
Price

FIXED TYPE
10
AB
1
6" x 13
/
4"
Pigtails
(Rating 5 watts above 25,000 ohms)
20
DG
‘
4" x 2"
Lugs
(Rating 10 watts above 50,000 ohms)
50

EP

4
/
3

" x 41/
2"

80

ES

3
/
4"

100

200

Lugs

x61
2 "
/

Lugs

HA

11/
8" x61
2 "
/

Lugs

HO

11
2 " x 10 1
/
2 "
/

Lugs

ADJUSTABLE TYPE

IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors are noted for their electrical

10
25

ABA
DHA

x1 1
4 "
/
°
X," x 21/
2"

Lugs
Lugs

50

EPA

4
/
3

Lugs

80

ESA

3
/
4 " x61
2
/

100

HAA

200

HOA 11/
8" x 10 1
2 "
/

10
50
100
200

NAB
'
lu" x 13
4 "
/
NEP
4 " x 4,
/
3
/2"
NHA 11/
8" x61
2 "
/
NHO 11
2 " x 10 1
/
2 "
/

" x 41
2 "
/

"

Lugs

11/
8" x 61
2 "
/

Lugs

Lugs

uniformity, as well as the unique characteristics of their specially processed cement coating which provides the most
dependable protection yet devised for heavy duty resistors.
The coarse finish of the cement coating dissipates heat more
rapidly and does not deteriorate under overloads or highly
humid conditions. The application of this special IRC cement
does not require extreme high temperatures which might tend
to bake the temper out of the windings and terminals during
manufacture. Nor does the cement contain any ingredients
which become chemically active in the presence of humidity.
Ratings of IRC Power Wire Wounds refer to use based on
250 degrees C. rise from a 30 degree ambient temperature
in free air, in accordance with RMA and NEMA standards.

1- 50,000
1- 15,000
20,000- 50,000
60,000-100,000
5- 5,000
6,000- 25,000
30,000-100,000
5- 5,000
6,000- 25,000
30,000- 50,000
60,000- 75,000
100,000
25- 5,000
7,500- 25,000
30,000- 50,000
60,000- 75,000
100,000
25- 10,000
15,000-100,000

5.40
. 65
. 75
1.00
1.10
1.25
1.45
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.50
3.00

*See Note
1- 10,000
1- 5,000
6,000- 15,000
20,000- 25,000
5- 5,000
6,000- 25,000
30,000- 50,000
60,000- 75,000
5- 5,000
6,000- 25,000
30,000- 50,000
60,000-100,000
100- 5,000
6,000- 25,000
30,000- 50,000
60,000-100,000
100- 10,000
15,000-100,000

5.60
. 85
.95
1.10
1.35
1.50
1.70
2.00
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.50

NON- INDUCTIVE TYPE
Logs
Lugs
Lugs
Lugs

50
$. 90
5- 5,000
3.00
5- 5,000
4.00
25- 5,000
5.00

Mounting brackets on all resistors 25 watts and up.
*Note: Wattage rating noted is for whole resistor. Rating for any section
in proportion. Prices include one adjustable band. Extra bands: 10c each
for 10, 25, 50, and 80 watt sizes. 15c each for 100 and 200 watt sizes.

FIXED
Since 19'21,

c-ev"
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on

111.•

pro of
fac t
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ANE1

has specialized i
n the pro-

of resistance units only.

of dependability

can

No better

be had ,
than
i
n the
whver

that, throughout Resistors
the world ere
are specd

Ra di o

is enjoyed, IR
for the most critica land exacting applications.

t•Avv-2

_ew
INSULATED METALLIZED

MOLDED WIRE WOUNDS
For filament center tap and low power bleeder and bias resistors, see page 89,
October 1938, OST. Molded in special heat resisting bakelite, insulated for
1000 volts to ground, and supplied with convenient clamp for mounting flat
against the chassis; they are handy where space is important. The soldering
lugs are convenient for mounting bypass condensers and wiring.
Rating
on (' haggis

Rating
Free Air

I,
R'
MBracket
ountin Overall
T
ype
c
g
.. Width Resistance
UNIVERSAL BLEEDER

(j 9V UO M- I034

5

16 "

25,000

rapped
at

List
Price

7500
10000
12500 8125
15000

IRC Metallized Resistors in t
completely insulated (Type
form are recognized througl
the world as the latest adve
in the resistor art. Not only
they superior in such essei
characteristics as stability,
noise level, low voltage co
cient, etc., but, equally im
tant, they have great mechar
SiGa
strength. Fully sealed and
tected against moisture. A ,
able individually or in handy steel or ply-board Cabinets.

FILAMENT CT.
5 Watts

2 %% att. MW- 2J

2

11

16"

10, 20, 50, 75. Center
100. or 200

INSULATED WIRE WOUNDS

35

Type BW, similar in size and outward appearance to Type BT illustrated ab,
For low range applications. Molded in dark brown bakelite for identificat
Stable, and will stand severe overloads.
11ML
C/VE,V SO CATIS
1100

e

sags

HIGH FREQUENCY METALLIZED
Type F. The construction of these resi,
with their Metallized film type elen
encased in ceramic makes them well su
for high frequency use where impede

POWER TYPE HIGH FREQUENCY
For dummy and Rhombic Antennas. A new development consisting of a
high grade ceramic tube with an extremely thin film of " Metallized" resistance material bonded to the outer surface. Being used as standard equipment in latest television transmitters. Practically flat frequency characteristic
up to ultra high frequencies. Ratings shown represent dissipation in free air—
al maximum temperature of 140 degrees C.

must remain essentially constant over a
band.
-o
cr
cc
e.1,

Type MPO — 800 ohms, 50 watts, 11/
8" diam. x 10 1
2 " long. Net.. $ 3.00
/
Type MPR — 800 ohms, 150 watts, 2" diam. x 18 1
2 " long. Net.... $ 7.50
/
Type MPR — 400 ohms, 150 watts, 2" diem. x18 1
2 '
/
. long. Net .... $ 7.50

PRECISION WIRE WOUNDS
lEt C
PRECISION
WIRE WOUND
RFSIS TOR

The utmost in accuracy plus
dependability. Non- inductive
"pie" windings on grooved
ceramic forms, constant impedance up to 50,000 cycles,
lowest possible temperature
coefficient, thorough impregnation, die cast terminals and
many otherfeatures.Firstchoice
of leading instrument manufacturers for meter multipliers and
shunts, decade boxes, calibrated
gain controls, etc. Standard tolerance • 1%. Closer tolerances
available to • ., of 1%. Twelve
sizes and types available.

E
;

'Is

BT- 1
2
/
1
/
4

"'nb

/
4
1
50 20,000,000 Below 7
350 Metallized
megacycles
insulated
x 11/4 150 20,000,000 "
500 "
IC 13/
4
200 20,000,000 "
500 "
. 05

750

x 11/4 1. 0
x 13/
4 1.0

5,000
7,000

BW- 1
2
/
" 1,, x1
4
/

1 BW-1
2 BW-2
2
/
1

E

iecc
""

1 BT- 1
2 BT- 2
1
/
2

c

§
.!

F- 1
2
/

1/4

,
'c x 1' c

1 F-1 " -,,, x 1 '' In
2 F-2 '''' c x 1 ' ' l6

Wire wound
insulated

50 10,000,000 Above 7 350 High
megacycles,
frequency
television
metallized
100 10,000,000 "
500 "
50 10,000,000
500 "

Note: Standard Tolerances •

10%.—Special

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.,

5% Tolerances Availed

401 North Broac

MAKERS OF RESISTANCE UNITS OF MORE TYPES, IN MORE SIZES FC

VARIABLE

RESISTANCES

111011111111.

VARIABLE
POTENTIOMETERS

VARIABLE
POTENTIOMETERS

Wire Wound Type

Metallized Type

i
mproved type Wire Wound Potentiometer that
new standards of durability, accuracy and smoothEquipped with positive pigtail connector to rotor
Winding forms are exceptionally tight and uni,assuring utmost accuracy at any turn. Special
:hes available. 11
/ " diem., '. x" deep without or
4
'with switch. Shaft, 3" from mtg. face. Linear
rs only. List, without switch, 51.00.

IRC
No.

Max.
Resistance
Current
Ohms (Amps.)

IRC
No.

W-6
W-8
W-10
W-15
W-20
W-25
W-30
W-40
W-50
W-60
W-75
W-100

6
. 560
8
. 500
10 . 450
15 . 370
20 . 320
25 . 285
30 . 260
40 . 225
50 . 200
60 . 183
75 . 164
100 . 142

W-200
W-300
W-400
W-500
W-750
W-1000
W-2000
W-3000
W-4000
W-5000
W-7500
W-10000

All

Max.
Resistance
Current
Ohms ( Amps.)
200
300
400
500
750
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
7500
10000

. 100
. 083
.071
.063
.052
.045
.032
.026
. 022
. 020
. 016
.014

Metal

POWER
RHEOSTATS
?Rent for filament and grid bias control.
?rating temperatures are cut almost in half by
aluminum alloy construction of IRC Allal Rheostats. This means they can be used
ly at full rated load. Ratings are based on a
est spot temperature rise of only 140 desC. Features include positive pigtail connection to rotor arm, alloy conshoe, insulated shaft, etc. Supplied complete with knob. 25- watt unit is
I 32" diam., 31 32" deep. 50- watt unit is 23
/ " diam., 13/
4
a" deep.

PR- 25 - 25 WATTS
)hms
0.5
1
2
3
6

8

10
15
25
35
50
75
100
125
175
250
350
500
750
,000
,500
,500
1,500
i,000

Max.
ma.
7,000
5,000
3,450
2,880
2.040
1,770
1,580
1,290
1,000
845
709
575
500
445
375
315
267
222
173
155
129
100
84
70

lAst
$ 4.50
4.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.75
4.75

PR- 50 - 50 WATTS
Ohms
0.5
1
2
4
6
8
12
16
22
35
50
80
125
150
225

300

500
800
1,000
1,600
2,500
3,500
5,000
8,000
10,000

Max.
me.

List

10,000
7,070
5,000
3,520
2,880
2,500
2,040
1,770
1.500
1,190
1,000
790
630
575
470
407
315
250
223
177
140
120
100
79
70

ATTENUATORS
new and unusual line of Attenuators
being installed in the most critical
ces, where extremely low noise level
reedom from servicing are of paramount
'dance. For de luxe speech input
pment, theatre work, etc. Made in
and 30-step types, potentiometers,
3ed " T" or ladder networks.

Idelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

$ 5.00
5.00
5.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

The quietness of IRC Variable Potentiometers is maintained in service by
the engineering features found only in
our controls. These include the pigtail
connector to rotor arm; Metallized
type element permanently bonded to
a moisture-proof bakelite base and the
5- Finger Knee Action Element Contact
with each finger operating independently. Dissipate 1
/ watt over entire element. For midgets
2
and special controls, see IRC Catalog.

HETROFIL CONTROL - IRC
Type JS-1114, dual type, with identical tapers.
See Woodward's article in OST for September 1939, Page 11, and our ad in October
OST. List $ 2.50.

STOCK RANGES
Resistance

Type No.
Without
Switch

500 Ohm.
1,000"
2,000
3,000
4,000
.4
5.000
6.
5,000
66
7,500
10,000
10,000
••
10.000
44
10,000
15,000
15,000
6.
20,000
25,000
25,000
e•
25,000
50,000
ie•
50,000
66
75,000
66
75,000
66
100,000
ao
100 000
200,000 "
200,000 "
250,000 "
250,000 -250,000 "
500,000 "
500,000 "
500,000 "
1.0 Meg.
1.0 "
1.0 "

11-103
11-108
11-110
11-112
11-113
11-114
13-114
11-115
11-116
13-116
14-116
16-116
14-118
16-118
16-119
11-120
14-120
16-120
11-123
13-123
13-125
14-125
11-128
13-128
11-129
14-129
13-130
113-130X
14-130
11-133
13-133
113-133X
13-137
1I3- 137X
tVC-539X

A
A
A
A
A
A
C
A
A
C
D
F
D
F
F
A
D
F
A
C
C
D
A
C
A
D
C
H
D
A
C
H
C
H

13-139
113-139X
13-140
11-141
11-142
11-143

C
H
C
A
A
A

LO
2.0
3.0
5.0
7.0
10.0

Taper

Umsal Application

Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Po
iometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Antenna Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
` Antenna Grid Bias Control
Antenna Control
' Antenna Grid Bias of 2 Tube•
' Antenna Grid Bias of I Tube
' Antenna Grid Bias Control
' Antenna Grid Bias Control
' Antenna Grid Bias Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Grid Bias Control
Antenna Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tone Control
Tone Control
" Grid Bias Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Grid Bi.. Control
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tapped Tone Compensation
• Grid Bias Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tapped Tone Compensation
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tapped Tone Compensation
Fader Control for fading out of
one circuit into another
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Tapped Tone Compensation
Tone or Audio Circuit Control
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer Voltage Divider
Potentiometer or Rheostat

'A 300 ohm BT4- Watt) Insulated Metallized Resistor is included
without additional charge with every Control indicated by an
'•Ir
(.) for use as external grid bias resi•tor.
tAll Controls marked with an " X" following the part number are

tapped.

STANDARDCONTROL
LIST PRICES
Standard Single Controls, without
switch ( plain cover) $ 1.00
Standard Tapped Controls, without
switch ( plain cover)
$ 1.50

L-PADS and T- PADS

L- PADS
ohms.
1- PADS
ohms.

(dual), Type .1-976. 500
List
$ 2.50
(triple), Type .1-977. 500
List
$ 3.50

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

-

SWITCHES

In Canada:

187

21
22
23
24
25

Single Pole - Single Throw. List Price
Double Pole - Single Throw, List Price
Single Pole - Double Throw. List Price
Three Point. List Price
Four Point. List Price

Duchess St., Toronto, Ontario

Immeir
:APPLICATIONS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD

50
60
60
60
60

HANDBOOK

[

CATA LOG
SECTION

MEMBERS

OF

THE

VISUAL FREQUENCY MONITOR
Direct reading. Visual deviation indicator.
Heterodyne-type frequency-meter with built-In
mixing circuits for direct checking of transmitter
frequency. Amateur net price (less tubes),
$27.45.

5-10 CONVERTER
Compact and efficient. Suitable for
portable or fixed receivers. Amateur
net price, $24.90.

BROWNING

100-1000 KC. STANDARD
For use in frequency monitors.
Extremely stable. Amateur net
price, $ 3.45.

BROWNING FREQUENCY MODULATION KIT
Frequency Modulation Kit. 3Mc. broad
band amplifier and detection circuits.
High Frequency Tuner, coverage 40 to
54 Mc. Prices and Literature on Request.

FAMILY

PRESELECTOR AND CONVERTER
General coverage. 5 to 1115 mete- s. Electrical
bandspread High gain and image rejection.
Amateur price (less tube), 516.50.

100-1000 KC. MODULATED
CALIBRATOR
The answer to accurate frequency
checking. lngenius circuit gives unprecedented versatility. May be used as signal
generator. Amateur net price — kit (less
tubes), $ 16.20.

BAND SWITCHING TUNERS
VERSATILE UNITS FOR AMATEUR AND EXPERIMENTER

BL-5G — STABLE GRID TUNER

BL- 5P — PLATE TUNER

BL-5PL — 75-WATT OUTPUT

LITERATURE
AND PRICES
ON REQUEST

BL-5DX — GENERAL COVERAGE

BROWNING EC- 5
Browning band- switch ECO exciter kit.
Sponsored by Amphenol, Browning Laboratories, Cardwell, Cornell-Dubilier, Kenyon, Ohmite, Par- Metal, and Raytheon.
Brochure and circuit diagram on request.

BROWNING LABORATORIES, INC. • WINCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

Signat
Enables the operator to keep a constant accurate check on his transmitter frequency,
to check the frequency of any received signal, and to calibrate his receiver and keep a
constant check on it. Furnishes modulated or unmodulated signals every 100 kc, 50
kc and 10 kc from 100 kc to higher than 60 mc. Positively identifies band edges, including phone bands ending on 50 kc. Makes use of a silver-plated quartz crystal
operating at 100 kc, and adjustable to exact frequency; multi-vibrators operate at 50
kc and 10 kc. Delivers pure T9X note; no frequency modulation from vibration. Output
amplifier using new 1852 " television" tubes insures strong signals up to 60 mc. Uses
60-cycle modulation, adjustable. Unit operates on 110 volts, 60 cycles A.C. Furnished
completely assembled, wired and tested, and is ready to be put immediately into
operation. Entire unit is mounted in a well- ventilated black crackle- finished steel
cabinet measuring 8" x 8" x 12" deep. Push- Buttons on front panel select Stand-by.
100 kc, 50 kc, and 10 kc. Has attenuator for controlling output, and adjustable modulation control.
No. 9-1006. Complete Signal Calibrator, with tubes.
List $66.50
Net

$39.90

Siuïtem,
The Signal Shifter is a variable- frequency exciter of remarkable
stability, delivering approximately 7.5 watts of driving power on the
4-, 7-, 3.5- and 1.7-mc bands. Incorporates a 6F6 oscillator and 6L6
buffer, with circuits ganged together for single-dial control. Permits
instantaneous frequency changes in any given band right from
operating position.
Drift-free stability is assured by high- C circuits and the use of
negative temperature coefficient condensers in the oscillator circuit.
Unique stand-by system maintains oscillator tube always at operating temperature.
May be link-coupled to the transmitter, using ordinary twisted pair;
makes it ideal for remote-control operation. " Automatic Stand-by,"
"Continuous Operation" and " Manual Stand-by" are all available
at the turn of a switch.
Delivers a fundamental signal on each of the commonly-used Amateur bands, except 28 mc. Far this band, coils are supplied that cover
14 to 15 me, permitting full dial-spread on the 28-mc band when the
Shifter is followed by a frequency-doubling stage.
The Signal Shifter is a complete unit, assembled, wired and tested,
ready to use. Has its own power supply built in for 110-volt, 60-cycle
A.C. Cabinet measures 9" high x 1lYs" wide x 11 ,
4" deep.
The De Luxe models are the new improved type. Incorporate a new
and extremely accurate dial, a new handsomely finished front panel,
voltage regulation for the oscillator tube, dual rectifier tubes, and a
built-in key-click filter. Furnish a chirp-less, " crystal pure," drif t
proof signal. For both Phone and C.W. use.
The Standard model has a plain black crackle-finished front panel,
and a smaller friction-type dial; does not include voltage regulation
n oscillator tube or key-click filter. Recommended for Phone ( but
not C.W.) use.

De Luxe Models
Complete with set of coils for one band (specify
band). Coils for all Amateur bands are listed at left.
Available in both black and gray finishes, and desk
or relay-rack models. Tubes are not supplied.

PLUG -IN COILS FOR ALL MODELS
No.
18-2915
18-2916
8-2917
8-2918
18-2919

Description
3 coils for 160 meter band
3 coils for 80 meter band
3 coils. for 40 meter band
3 coils for 20 meter band
*3 coils for 10 meter band

No. 9-1017. De Luxe Signal Shifter, finished in
Net
$2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

*Cover 14 to 15 mc. Designed to double in transmitter into 28-mc.
band.

Standard Models

gray, with panel to match. For 110-volt, 60-cycle
A.C.
No. 9-1018. De Luxe Signal Shifter, finished in
black crystal. Otherwise same as above.
Either Model
Net

above but for 220-volt, 50-60 cycle A.C. Specify
black or gray finish.
No. 9-1019. 220- volt model

Standard Signal Shifter. With black crackle- finished panel and
:abinet. For 110- volt, 60-cycle A. C. with coils for one band ( specify
3and). Less tubes.
Nfo. 9-1001. 110-volt model
Net

$39.95

Standard Signal Shifter, 220vo It model. Same as above, but for
1.20- volt, 50-60 cycle A.C.
"4o. 9-1015. 220- volt model
Net

$44.95

De Luxe Signal Shifter, 220-volt model. Same as

Net

$47.95

De Luxe Signal Shifter, rack- panel model. Same
as above, but mounted on 19" relay-rack panel,
10,34" high.

For

110-volt,

60-cycle A.C.

Specify

black or gray crackle finish. ( Supplied less cabinet.)

ltutmr.F.,„.....emwrmrrRrrnr8§-$42.95

No. 9-1020. Rack- panel model. . . .

Net

$49.45

The Meissner Television Set has been carefully designed ior rapi
easy construction, adjustment and operation. It is easy to opera
properly; has only six major controls on the front panel. Six min
controls, inside, once set need not be touched again.
All high- voltage leads and components are completely enclosed in
special Safety Compartment which is protected by special interioc
safety switches. All current is automatically shut off when the cov
is removed.
It is designed to receive the standard R.M.A. signal of 441 lines, an
is arranged to tune in both the 44 to 50 and 50 to 56 megacycle char
nels now in use. Space is also provided in the switch assembly for tw
additional bands which may be added at any time later. Both Vide
and Audio frequencies are automatically tuned in together when th
receiver is set on a station.
The Meissner Television Receiver is as substantial and rugged as your regular broadcast
set. It measures. without the wood cabinet.
10 3
/ " wide. 14 '
4
high. 22" deep and weighs
approximately 40 pounds. It reproduces pictures 3" x 4" in black and white.
An automatic background control is incorporated which
compensates for changes in brightness of the scene being
transmitted. Many other features are included.

JelomAion, XiL

The complete kit contains all parts necessary for construction and operation. and includes easy- tee-follow pictorial and
schematic diagrams showing the exact placement of all parts
and wires, as well as detailed instructions for assembly.
wiring and operation. A complete set of tubes is also provided — there's nothing else to buy. Requires only the use
.ef a volt-ohmmeter, an output meter and a service oscillator
- all available at any Radio Service Shop — for complete
alignment.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Black and White Reproduction.
• Audio and Video in One I'nit.
• Wide- Band Video
Tuned Coils.

I .F .

Channel

With

Permeability-

• Sweep Circuits Easily Synchronized.
• Latest Type R.C.A. Kinescope — Prevents Keystoning.
• Video Amplifier Has Excdlent Frequency Response up
to 3M Megacycles.

Complete Television Kit, as described. with R.C.A. tubes ( less only tl
wood cabinet ). Shipping weight 55 lbs.
No. 10-1153
Walnut Cabinet. Finished in beautifully matched walnut vowel-

$139.51

Hand- rubbed.
No. 11-8238

$. 25

• Shock- Proof Design.

The Meissner Television Kii mar be purchased on our
Time Payment Ilan. See your !inns Jobber for details.

•

• Covers 44 to 50 and 50 to 56 MC Television Bands.
• Complete Kit Includes Tubes and Speaker.
• Operates on 110 Volts, 60 Cycles A.C.

14-Jube

The Traffic Master has been designed particularly for Amatet
use. Every Amateur band (except 160 meters) has been " spotted
to insure better than 1 microvolt sensitivity by overlapping fus
quency ranges as much as 50 per cent. Ample bandspread on aIf
bands is assured by careful design, and by the use of aceramic-inst
lated electrical bandspread condenser and dial. Exceptional sensitivit
is provided by a " hot" R.F. stage on all bands, using the new 18,7i 3
"television" tube.
The Traffic Master comes to you in complete kit form — even
thing is included clown to the last nut, including solder — excel
tubes and speaker.
The entire " front end" is furnished already assembled, wired an
aligned, and needs only to be mounted in place on the chassi:
onsists of an air- tuned, 5- band coil assembly, low minimtur
capacity, ceramic- insulated, electrical bandspread tuning cor
denser and calibrated dial, R.F., mixer and oscillator sockets 21
wired up with necessary resistors, condensers, et‘
Tuning Unit covers 9.25 to 565 meters (53 0 t
32.4 mc) in five bands: 530 to 1575 ke, 1.51 to 4.
mc, 4.18 to 12.5 mc, 7.3 to 18.5 mc, 11.2 to 32.4 nu
Assembly and wiring of I.F. system, Noise S
kneel.,Crystal Filter, B.F.O., and Audio syster
is relatively easy; a few hours and the job is dom
"

jie.CLegi•r Mailh2)1

Complete Kit of Parts
The Traffic Master Complete Kit includes: Assembled and pre- aligned 5- band
Tuning Unit with electrical bandspread tuning condenser, dial and escutcheon;
punched and drilled black crackle- finished chassis; punched and drilled, black cracklefinished steel front panel; metal cabinet; Align- Aire Ferrocart ( Iron Core) I.F. transformers; mono- unit crystal filter with highest quality 456-kc crystal; noise silencer
and B.F.O. transformers; " R" meter; volume, tone and sensitivity controls; switches;
sockets; jack: power transformer; electrolytic. paper and mica condensers; resistors;
knobs; etched designation plates; miscellaneous small parts; screws, nuts, washers.
etc.; hook-ap wire; solder; complete pictorial and schematic diagrams; clearly written
instructions for ati‹,•mbling , ninn and nnerm
ing
u
r
,nna ker
an• ,,., t

included.)

$20.01

Television Construction Sheets. Complete instructions for building an
operating Meissner Television Kit. with pictorial and schematic
grams. ( Included with Kit.)
No. J-90

Complete Kit, with Cabinet and Panel, as dr
scribed. Shipping weight 45 lbs.
No. 10-1173. List S148.00.
Net

$88.81D

Complete kit, less
Cabinet and Panel.
No. 10-1174. List S136.50 ........ Net

$81.90

It's easy to own a Traffic Master. See your
Parts Jobber about the Meissner Time Payment
Plan.

111MR0
MFEISSNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, MT. CARMEL, ILLINOIS

ajAaffic Scald "
lias new added teatures of crystal filter and front-of- panel B.F.O. pitch
control, as well as additional gain on the H.F. bands; uses 1853 " television" tube as R.F. amplifier.
Has every essential Amateur feature; includes complete 5- band coverage
from 5315 to 32.4 mc, with the " Ham" bands spotted in the right places
to assure optimum performance; electrical bandspread; crystal filter for
single- signal selectivity; B.F.O. with panel-controlled pitch adjustment;
air- tuned coil assembly pre-assembled and pre-aligned. Has the added
advantage of giving you the enjoyment of " building your own," and
saves you money, too.
The " Traffic Scout" covers the following bands: 530 to 1575 kc, 1.51 to
4.6 mc, 4.18 to 12.5 mc, 7.3 to 18.5 mc, 11.2 to 32.4 mc. Has true electrical bandspreacl with flywheel tuning. The new crystal filter is of MonoUnit construction, with phasing control on front panel. Filter system has
been redesigned so that a P.M. dynamic speaker may be used.
Front panel has a phone jack, stand-by switch, A.V.C. switch, volume
control, B.F. sensitivity control, tone control, 5- band range control,
crystal- phasing control, B.F.O. pitch control, main tuning knob and
bandspread tuning knob. Cabinet is 19" long, 10,1
4" high, 10" deep.

Complete Kit of Parts
mplete kit includes pre-aligned 5- band coil assembly„ 3-gang
x;trical hamispread condenser and dial, punched chassis, panel,
binet, L. F. transformers, sockets, resistors, condensers, controls,
bs, hardware, wire, solder. etc. Everything needed for construe)n is supplied, including pictorial and schematic diagrams and
mplete instructions for assembling, wiring and operating. ( Kit dot's
4, include tubes or speaker.)

Cabinet Only.
No. 11-8245..List $8.50
Net
Panel Only.
No. 11-8246. List $ 3.50
Net
Complete Kit, with Panel and Cabinet, as described. Shipping weight 35 lbs.
No. 10-1169. List $ 108.50...
Net $
65.10

$5.10

$2.10

Complete Kit, less Panel and Cabinet.
No. 10-1170.1.ist $97.50
Net

$58.50

&wide."
s been designed particularly for amateur and commercial communications
poses.
tree tuned circuits are incorporated giving maximum selectivity and image
L•nuation. Has complete coverage from 1.6 to 31 me in 4 bands: 1.6-4.5 mc.
mc, 8-18 me, 12-31 mc, with an average gain of 40 db. Dial has scale
s " long.
antenna-compensating condenser, with control knob on the front panel,
rmits adjustment for maximum sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio with any
w• of antenna. Has connections for either standard or doublet antenna.
hange-over switch on the panel permits the operator to connect the receiving
ial either to the preselector or directly to the receiver without turning the
selector off.
4,ut and output impedances are designed to match average values of antennas
•Ireceivers. A manual gain control is also provided.
•Meissner

Signai Booster is housed

in a black crackle- finished steel cabinet
deep. Liss two 1852 and one 5V4G tubes ( not supplied) and
L'rates on II() volts, 60 cycles. Complete with instructions.
Li

I R1'" X I

Meissner Signal Booster, cmipletely assembled and wired, in cabin( t, less tubes.
Shipping weight, 20 lbs.
No. 9-1008. List $ 63.75.

Net

$38.25

"

"Me 28-56" Convedo.
vers 28 to 30 Inc, and 56 to 60 me, with accurately divided 4- inch vernier dial.
high- C oscillator circuit, with a V12150 tube for voltage regulation, assures
nal stability. Uses an 1852 as B.F. amplifier, 6F6 as oscillator. 1852 as mixer,
1.150 as vokage regulator and 6X5 as rectifier. This tube line-up, together
th careful design, assures an average gain of 20 (lb.
change- over position is incorporated in the range swit ch t
o connec t th e
:iving antenna directly to the receiver, or to the converter, without turning
converter off. The output impedance is of such a value that it will match the
rage receiver input.
i
I( output frequency will fall between 6.9 and 7.4 me, so that th e MC 28-56
inverter may be used with any Amateur- band recei ve ras we ll as one w hi ch
full tshort-wave coverage. A manual gain control is also provided. Black
iAle-finished cabinet measures 9" x 11 el " x 1134" deep. Operates on 110
Its. 60 cycles. Supplied with complete instructions.

TWISSMERIMPRIM COMPANY,

Meissner MC 28-56 Converter. Completely assembled and wired, in cabinet,
less only tubes. Shipping
weight, 23 lbs.
No. 9-1009.1-ist $68.75... Net

$41.25

leltEfflirrine imm
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D8T DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Moving-coil dynamic. An outstanding value in quality and price. AMERICAN'
production standards insure consistency in both output and response. In this model are
built the qualities of naturalness and presence usually found only in the more expensive instruments. Useful range from 50 to 8,000 C.O.S. Swivel mounting permits either
non-directional or semi-directional pick up. Wt. 13 ozs. 12 1
/2'cable and plug a
microphone. 5/e" x27 thread. Platinum chrome finish. Sensitivity: 56db below 1V/bar.
081. 38,000 ohms imp. Code: DATAH
Available on order in 200 or 500 ohms
08. 30-50 ohms imp. Code: DATAL

List $25.00
List $25.00
List $22.50

D6T DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
High output dynamic microphone. Choice of non-directional or semi-directional characteristics are optional by selecting angle of microphone to incident sound. Advanced
electrical and acoustical design has increased the output efficiency of this microphone
by several decibels. Wide range from 60 to 7,000 c.p.s. Sensitivity: 48 db below
1V/bar.
D6T. 38,000 ohms imp. Code: DIXIT
Available on order in 200 or 500 ohms..

DEVELOPMENT

06. 30-50 ohms imp. Code: DIXIE

List $ 27.50
List $27.50
List $25.00

D9T DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Unidirectional dynamic microphone. One of the most successful public address microphones for reducing acoustical feedback. A pressure velocity microphone, with pick-up
from one side only, adequate frequency response and high output, plus the usual dynamic microphone qualities of ruggedness, immunity to weather conditions, and circuit
adaptability. Sensitivity: 54 db below 1V ' bar.
091. 38,000 ohms imp. Code: HIWEL
Available on order in 200 or 500 ohms
09. 30-50 ohms imp. Code: LOWEL

List 837.50
List 837.50
List $ 35.00

D5T DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
The D5T Dynamic Microphone is well known. An excellent, diversified- purpose
microphone. The dynamic is the most rugged type microphone and its life of trouble.
free operation is indefinite. Being a pressure-operated instrument, the response is
unaffected by either aclose or distant sound source. The D5T approaches the ideal
microphone for general use due to its versatility and dependability. Sensitivity, 52
db below 1V/bar.
DST. 38,000 ohms imp. Code: DYHIM
Available on order in 200 or 500 ohms

List $ 32.50
List $32.50

D5. 30-50 ohms imp. Code: DYLOM

List $27.50

D7T DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
Moving-coil microphone. Good quality. Semi- communication type response for efficient coverage of voice range. It is the smallest commercial dynamic microphone manufactured yet has an efficient, high output. Readily adaptable to handle and stand
mounting. Sensitivity: 56 db below 1V/bar.
D7T. 38,000 ohms imp. Code: DISET
Available on order in 200 or 500 ohms
07. 30-50 ohms imp. Code: DISEV

List $ 22.50
List 822.50
List $ 20.00

C6 CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
The best buy in acrystal microphone. New crystal driving lever, twice as efficient as
previously used, produces twice the voltage output with equal sound pressure. Long
cables, 250 feet or longer, may be used with this microphone. The increased output
voltage assures only slight proportional losses in cable lengths. Provided with plug at
microphone and mounting swivel with standard Vg" x27 thread. Chrome finish. Net
weight 8ozs. Complete with 7' cable and microphone plug.
C6. Crystal Microphone, Code: CESIX

List 816.50

,:?FielmmAnLunDie
"MC" MIDGET
CONDENSERS

"MCDX" DOUBLE SPACED CONDENSERS
.
è

Ideal variable For
ultra- short wave
and short wave tuning, laboratories,
etc. Isolantite insulation. All contacts
riveted or soldered. Vibration proof.
New improved Hammarlund split type
rear bearing, and noiseless wiping contact. Cadmium plated soldered brass
plates. Shaft- 1
/ ''•
4
Capacity
Code
MC-20-S
20 mmf
MC- 35-S
35 mmf
MC- 50-S
50 mmF
MC- 50-M
50 mmf
MC-75-S
80 mmf
MC-75-M
80 mmf
MC- 100-S
100 mmf
MC- 100-M
100 mmf
MC- 140-S
140 mmf
MC- 140-M
140 mmf
MC-200-M
200 mrid
260 mmf
MC-250-M
MC- 325-M
320 mmf
"M"-Midline Plates

Lut
$1.40
1.50
1.60
1.60
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.25
2.50
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.50
"S"-Straight Line Cap Plates

Code
Capac ,ty
Lrst
MCD-35-MX 31 mmF. per sect . $ 3.50
MCD-35-SX 31 mmf. per sect . 3.50
"MX"-Midline Plates " SX"-Straight Line Cap. Plates

"APC" MICRO CONDENSERS
For S.W. and ultra-SW. For I.F. tuning, trimming R.F. coils or gang condensers, general padding, etc. Constant capacity under any conditions of
temperature or vibration. Size 100 mmf.
1-7 32" x15 16" x1-7 32". Isolantite
base. Cadmium plated soldered brass
plates.

"MCD" SPLIT- STATOR
CONDENSERS

Code
APC-25
APC-50
APC-75
APC-100
APC-140

Like single midgets, these incorporate
every requirement imperative to highest quality. Specifications identical to
single types except that shield plate is
located between stator sections. Also
equipped with new Hammarlund noiseless wiping contact and split type rear
bearing. Overall length behind panel
-3 3/
8". Strong Isolantite base. Single
hole panel mount.
Capcc,ty
I,, t
Code
50 mmf. per sect
$ 3.00
MCD-50-M
50 mml. per sect
3.00
MC D- 50-S
MCD-100-S
100 mmf. per sect
3.50
MCD-100-M
100 mmf. per sect
3.50
140 mmf. per sect
4.00
MCD-140-M
140 mmf. per sect
4.00
MCD-140-S
"M"-Midline Plates " 5"-Straight Line Cap. Plates

"CH- X" R.F. MIDGET CHOKES
Invaluable item where space is at a premium. It is so
small in size and light in weight that it can be supported by own leads. Five impregnated universal
wound pies 1/
4 ". Impregnated Isolantite core insuring ruggedness and stability. Ind.-2.1 mh. D.C.
res. - 35 ohms. Dist. cap.-1 mmf. Current carrying
cap. 125 ma. Length across caps 11
/ ". Dia.
2
.
Code
Lut
CH-X
$ 0.50
CH- 250-same as above but For 250 MA
50.50

"CH- 500" TRANSMITTING CHOKES
For parallel feed in high powered transmitters- 10- 20- 40- 80and 160- meter amateur bands.
High
equivalent
impedance
more than 500,000 ohms. Effective from 1,500 to 15,000 kc. with exception of Frequencies
between 5,300 and 6,400 and between 8,000 and 9,000. Six
thin universal pies. Isolantite core. Insulated mounting brackets
secured to Isolantite core with short machine screws. Brackets removable and choke mounted with asingle machine screw. Ind.-2.5
mh. Dist. cap, less than 1.5 mmf. D.C. res. - 8 ohms. Max. recommended D.C. (continuous) 500 ma. Overall size, less brackets1- 3,16" x 21
/ '•
2
Code
CH- 500

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING

Lid
$1.75

Identical to split stator condensers except that plates are widely spacedactual air gap between rotor and stator plates-.0715". No shield between
stators. Equipped with new Hammarlund noiseless wiping contact, and split
type rear bearing. Condenser ideal for
ultra-high frequency transmitters using
up to 245's or 210's in push-pull.

apac:ty
25 mmf
50 mmf
75 mmf
100 mmf
140 mmf

I r
51 30
1 50
1 70
190
225

"HFD" MICRO DUAL CONDENSERS
A compact dual- ideal as a high
frequency tuning condenser, for
tuning and neutralizing low-powered short wave and ultra-short
wave transmitters, etc.
Heavy
Isolantite base. Equipped with
new outstanding Hammarlund split
rear bearing and individual noiseless wiping contactf or each section.
Rotor contacts variable to several
positions For shortest leads. Shield between sections for grounding.
The 140 mmf. size is only 11
/ " high x 31
2
/ " long behind panel.
4
I/4 shaft. Cadmium plated soldered brass plates.
'
,de
HFD-50
HFD-100
HFD-140
HFD-15-X
HFD-30-X

Capac,ty
50 mmf. per sect
100 mmf. per sect
140 mmf. per sect
15 mmf. per sect
28.5 mmf. per sect
'Double-Spaced

$ 2.75
3.25
3.75
3.00
3.25

"HF" MICRO CONDENSERS
For tuning or trimming on high frequencies. Cadmium plated soldered brass plates.
Isolantite. Base mounting, single hole
panel mount, or panel mounting with
bushings. 140 mmf. size 1-9/32" high x
17 32'' behind panel.
(ode
HF 15
HF 35
HF50
HF100
HF 140
*HF15-X
'HF30.X

CapacIty
17.5 mmf
35 mmf
50 mmf
100 mmf
140 mmf
15 mmf
30 mmf
*Double spaced

$ 1.25
1.50
1.60
1.90
2.25
1.60
1.85

CO., INC., 424-438 West 33rd Street, New York City

"TC" TRANSMITTING CONDENSER
An entirely new moderately
priced, heavy duty transmitting condenser, featuring heavy aluminum end
plate, Isolantite insulation,
non- inductive, self-cleaning
silver plated beryllium contacts, full floating rotor
bearing, non-magnetic rotor
61.
assembly, polished heavy
aluminum plates accurately
spaced. All, except type " L," have round edge plates of . 040"
thickness. Type " L" has . 025 plates with plain edges. Type " F"
has . 230", 7500 V. air gap. Type " G," . 200, 6750 V. Type " H,"
.171", 6000 V. Type " 1," . 100, 4250 V. Type " K," . 084,
3750 V. Type " L," .070", 2000 V. air gap.
Available in a wide variety of capacities and working voltages,
these condensers are ideal for modern up-to-date transmitters with
power outputs ranging from 200 watts to 1 kw.
Type
TC-220-L
TC-440-L
TC-90-K
TC-165-K
TC-220-K
TC-330-K
TC-240-.1
TC-25-H
TC-50-H
TC-110-H
TC-40-G
TC-65-G
TC-100-G
TC-150-G
TC-55-F

Capacity
220 mmf.
465 mmf.
95 mmf.
167 mmf.
222 mmf.
335 mrnf.
250 mmf.
23.5 mmf.
53 mmf.
115 mmf.
46 rismi.
75 rnmf.
110 mmf.
165 rend.
60 rand.

Overall
Length
4,'„
51/e
21
t
4,' &
4/
2
1
6/
2
1
6/
2
1
218
4,',5
6/
2
1
42.
57/.
7/
2
1
10 /
2
1
57/e

Lest
S 4.50
7.70
4.50
6.50
8.00
10.00
10.20
3.50
6.00
9.00
7.00
8.80
11.20
14.80
8.00

"MTC" TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS
Compact types, lsolantite
insulation. Base or panel
mounting. Polished aluminum plates. Stainless steel
shaft. Size of 150 mmf. with
.070" plate spacing only
4 5/
8", behind
panel. All
type " B" condensers have
round edge plates . 025" in
thickness. Type " C" has
plain edge plates .025"
thick. Self-cleaning wiping
contact.
Code
MTC-20-B
MTC-35-B
MTC-50-B
MTC-1 00-B
MTC-150-13
MTC-50-C
MTC-100-C
MTC-1 50-C
MTC-250-C
MTC-350-C

Capacety
22 mmf
33 mmf
50 mmf
100 mmf
150 mmf
46 mrnf
105 mmf
150 mmf
255 mod
360 mmf

Lest
3.25
3.50
3.90
5.00
6.10
2.80
3.05
3.20
3.60
4.00

"MTCD" SPLITSTATOR TYPES
Same outstanding features
as MTC singles except that
stator sections are separate.
Model 100-B with .070"
plate spacing, only 53/
4"
behind panel. " B" models
-rounded plates " C" models-plain plate edges.

"TCD" SPLIT STATOR TYPES
These split-stritor transwitting condensers are
identical to the singles
shown above, except that
the stator sections are
individual. Ideal for pushpull power amplifiersranging in power up to 1 kw.
They are of convenient size and lend themselves to construction of
compact apparatus. Overall dimensions in back of panel are given in
the accompanying table. The capacity values listed are for each section. The last letter in the code represents plate spacing and voltage
rating. These are identical to those given above. Type " M"-plain
plates, .030" air gap.
Overall
Tyree
Capacity
Length
I
TCD-500-M
490 mmf.
41',,
S 6.50
TCD-80-L
90 mmf.
4'
5.50
TCD-210-L
215 mmf.
544
8.25
TCD-90-K
95 mraf.
45/e
7.50
TCD-165-K
167 mmf.
61/
2
11.00
TCD-325-K
335 mmf.
11 ,'
20.50
TCD-240-1
250 mmf.
11,'
19.00
TCD-50-H
53 mmf.
61
/
2
9.80
TCD-110-H
115 mmf.
11,',,
16.00
TCD-40-G
46 mmf.
71/
2
10.50
TCD-75-G
85 mmf.
11,'2
14.50
TCD-55-F
60 mmf.
11 ?„
13.50

Code
MTCD-20-B
MTCD-35-B
MTCD-50-B
MTCD-100-B
MTCD-50-C
MTCD-100-C
MTCD-150-C
MTCD-250-C

Capactty
22 mmf. per
33 mmf. per
50 mmf. per
100 mmf. per
46 mmf. per
105 mmf. per
150 mmf. per
255 mmf. per

sect
sect
sect
sect
sect
sect
sect
sect

L,,
$ 5.25
5.75
6.50
8.75
4.50
5.00
5.25
6.00

"ETU" EXCITER TUNING UNIT
Compact tuning unit for exciters. Ready-wound
for 80, 40, 20 and 10 meters. Link output. Has two
25 mmf. double-spaced condensers. " ETU- 80" for
80 meters, " ETU-40" for 40 meters, etc. Supplied
completely wired and ready for installation. Also
available unwound. Size 2" z4" x 1j
a".
Code
ETU- 10-20-40- 80-( Wound)
ETU-( Unwound)

I r
$ 5.50 ea
4.00 e•

"N" NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS
Improved neutralizing condensers with
heavy
polished
aluminum
plates.
Rounded edges. lsolantite. Fine adjusting screw. Positive lock. Horizontal
adjustment. Type " N-10", 21
/ '' high x
2
1-3 16" deep. " N-15" 4-15 16" high
x31/
2 "deep. " N-20", 5-11
16" high x
4" deep.
Code
N-10-(2.1-10 mmf.)
N-15-0.2-14 mmf.)
N-20-(3.8-14 mmf.)

Lest
53.00
6.00
6.50

HAMM ARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,

"XS- 2" CRYSTAL SOCKET
The " XS-2" is aspecial crystal socket designed to conserve space and provide a
low loss mounting for standard crystal
holders. Made with heavy-duty spring
contacts and mounted on glazed Isolantite. Can also be mounted inside "SWF"
coil forms for changing coil and crystal in
one operation. Overall diameter 1
Code
XS-2
424 438 West 33rd

List
f0.50

Street, New York City

PA- 300
FOUNDATION
UNIT
This foundation kit is designed to make it easier
for the amateur to build
his own transmitter. The
entire unit is self-supperting and can be bolted
,i\N\tys
to the front panel of the
transmitter. No chassis is
required; thus the difficult task of drilling and
machining is eliminated.
The only tools necessary
to put the PA- 300 together are a screw driver
and soldering iron. The
parts are placed so that
connecting leads are short
and direct, making the
amplifier extremely efficient. It can be used with
any of the popular triodes,
such as 808's, RK-37's, 35- T's, T- 55's, HK- 54's, and many others.
The output varies between 100 and 300 watts depending upon the
typed of tubes employed. The PA- 300 consists of all brackets,
screws, nuts, lockwashers, etc., and is packed complete with instructions and drilling template. Other Hammarlund parts needed
1—MTCD-100-13;
1—MTCD-100-C;
2—N-10;
1—CH- 500,
2—S-4; 1—S-5 ; 4—SWF-5.
Code
PA- 300—Foundation Unit

PA-soo
500- WATT
AMPLIFIER
The PA- 500 is similar in
design to the PA- 300
but is capable of outTA»
puts up to and over 500
watts. All parts are held
‘
1
Mf
together with brackets
properly formed and
drilled ready for assembly. Standard variable link inductors are
used in plate and grid
circuits This unit ernploys either the TCD55-F plate condenser
with a .? 30 plate spacing or the TCD-75-C with . 200 - spacing. The
grid condenser can be either the TCD-165-K or the TCD-50-H depending upon the capacity required. PA- 500 mounts directly on the
panel—no chassis is necessary. Other Hammarlund parts required:
2—S-4 Sockets; 2—N-10 Neutralizing Condensers ; 1—CH- 500.
Overall dimensions 15 1/z - high x10 1
/
2
wide x 12 - deep.

.

rode
PA- 500— All brackets, screws, nuts, etc.

!If
$ 4.25

ED- 4 100- WATT TRANSMITTERS

I
23.25

BD- 40
BUFFER- DRIVER
The BD- 40 is a driver unit
intended for use with the
PA- 300 but can also be
used as a low power output
stage in a beginner's transmitter. Employs either an
807 or RK-39 beam tube.
The output in either case
is approximately 40 watts.
A
multistage
transmitter
can be constructed around
these units providing an economical compact all- band
transmitter.
All
brackets
are
drilled for standard
Hammarlund parts. Holes
For mounting the by-pass
condensers and other parts such as R.F. choke and plat• blocking
condenser are provided. The BD- 40 includes all hardware such as
brackets, shield plate and tube shield, screws, nuts, lockwashers,
instructions and drilling template. Other Hammarlund parts needed2—MTC-100-C, 2—S-4, 1-5-5, 1—CH- X, 8—SWF-4. Overall
dimensions 8I/4 - n 71/
9
x 33
/ ".
4
$3 60

BD- 40— Foundation Unit

OD- lo
OSCILLATORDOUBLER
This unit is essentially the
same as the BD- 40 except
that it uses a 6L6- G tube,
has no tube shield, and no
vertical coil shield. Has the
same
overall
dimensions
and the same panel mounting specifications. This is
a'' tri let'' crystal oscillator
and doubler. This unit also
employs a special crystal
holder socket which fits
into the top of the cathode
coil form. Both coil and
crystal are changed in one
Operation . OD- 10 consists of all brackets, screws, nuts, lockwashers,
instructions and drilling template. Other Hammarlund parts needed,
2—MTC-100-C; 2—S-4; 1—S-8; 1—CH- X; 2—SWF-4 ; 1— XS- 2.
Size 8I/4 - a 71
/ ' n 31
2
/ .
4
(ode
013- 10—Foundation Unit

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING

I if

$3.25

The ED- 4 is the same as the EU 4 except that a power amplifier
(RK-47, 814, etc.) has been added so that it can be used as a driver
or the PA- 500 or as atransmitter with et output of nearly 100 watts.
This kit contains the same hardware as the EU 4 with the addition of a
tube shield, bracket for mounting the tube socket, special spring plate
connector, and 2 pillars for mounting standard plate coil. Other
HAMMARLUND parts needed: Same as EU 4 plus 1—S-4 Socket ;
1—S-5 Socket; 1— MC- 100-S Condenser ; 1—MTC-100-B Condenser ; 1—CHX; 3—SOS- 100 Stand-off Insulators; 2—SOSP Insulator
Hardware ; 4—SWF-4 Coil Forms, Dimensions 17 lo ng a 8 deep
91
/ - high. All parts aluminum.
4
Code
ED-4— Includes all hardware, nuts, screws, 2 switches, etc. $ 13 50

EU- 4 EXCITER UNIT

II

t

The new EU 4 4- band exciter unit is designed for amateurs who
want a flexible and compact unit covenng the 80, 40, 20 and 10
meter amateur bands. There are four stages employing 6L6 tubes.
The first is an 80 meter crystal oscillator and the remaining three
stages are for frequency multiplificatIon. Band changing is accomplished with asingle 4- point rotary switch. Another switch is provided
for metering. Power output is sufficient to drive small end medium
power beam tubes or pentodes. FoundozIon units include all hardware for building the EU 4 and also the two special rotary switches.
Other HAMMARLUND parts needed: 1—ETU- 80 ; 1—ETU- 40r
1—ETU- 20 ; 1— ETU- 10 ; 1— XS- 2; 4—S-8 Sockets ; 5—CHX R,F,
Chokes. The EU 4 is 17 long x 8' wide z 23/
4 - high.
Code
EU4—A II hardware, nuts, screws, switches, etc.

List
$ 11.50

CO., INC., 424-438 West 33rd Street, New York Citr-

NEW
"HO- 120-X "
AMATEUR
RECEIVER
NEW HAMMARLUND " HO- 120.X"
THE
meets the most critical demands of amateur

and
professional
operators.
Hammarlund
engineers have gone beyond ordinary practice
in designing this new and outstanding
receiver. This ultra- modern 12- tube superheterodyne covers a continuous range of
from 31 to . 54 mc. (9.7 to 555 meters) in
six bands, taking in all important amateur,
communication, and broadcast channels. The
- HO-120-X - is
not to be confused with
modified broadcast sets. Two years were
required to develop it. This is a special
receiver with
special
parts throughout.
Every wave range is individuel — that is,
each range has its own individuel coil and
a tuning condenser of proper value for
maximum efficiency ; thus, including the broadcast band does not decrease efficiency
at high frequencies. Besides having all
the necessary features for perfect short
wave reception, such as A.V.C., beat oscil
lator, send- receive switch, phone jack and
relay terminals, the - HO-120-X - also includes a new and outstanding crystal filter
circuit which is variable in 6 steps from full

band- width to razor edge selectivity. This permits the use of the crystal filter for the
reception of both voice and music. It • sno longer necessary to contend with serious
heterodyne interference. These annoyins disturbances can be phased cut with the phasing
control on the panel. Other features include anew and accurate -S."meter sircuit for measuring incoming signal strength; antenna compensator to compensate for various antennas,
and 310 degrees band-spread for each amateur bend from 80 to 1C mercers. The bend
spread dial is calibrated in megacycles for each of :hese amateur bands. The main tuning
dial is calibrated in megacycles throughout the entire range cf the receiver. Rack adaprer
$6.00 extra.
Prices Include Speatrer and Tubes
Code

Type

HO-120-X

Crystal

I Tuning Range
31 — . 54 mc.

Speaker
10" P.M. Dyn.

Speaker cabinet ( metal) 12 1/
2"z 12 1
/
2" a7inches
Special model finished in gray
Speaker Cabinet, gray to match

Net Price
$138.00
3.90
$132.00 Net
4.50 Net

«,d for L4entripuve Booklet!

NEW
It

SUPER- PRO"

1

15 — 560 meters
279.00
294.00
SP-220-SX
PSC

Crystal
10

12"
speaker cabinet to match receiver

Special Models Covering Other Wave Ranges Available On Order

294.00
5.10

new 18 tube - SUPER-PRO - includes
i the outstanding features which have
made the -Super-Pro - famous. and • n acidioon many recent developments have been
added. Tie new -Super-Pro - has a variable selectivity crystal
This crystal
niter has five positions of selectivity — 3
for phone and 2 for CW. The variable crystal
niter. ir addition to the variable bend
width L.F., provides a selectivity range
of from less their 100 cycles to approximately
16 Icc. The new ' Super-Pro - also has an
mproved noise limiter designed to minim ze
interference caused by automobile ignition
systelns and distubances of similar nature.
Maximum image suppression sobtained with
wo stages of high selectrvi:y tuned R.F.
ahead cf the First detecto--. Three stases
of I.F. am s employed and there are three
stages of high fidelity audio amplification
-esulting in an output of approximately 14
watts. A new and improved •' S- meier
nas been installed in the -Super-Pro - ,or
accu-etely reporting relative signal strength.
Other reatures include full band-spread
on all bands,
beat
osillator ; send- receive switch, relay connections ; phone connect.onsr connections
for
phono pickup,
beautifully
finished
modernistic
cabinet.
The sensitivity of the -Super-Pro - is better
than 1 microvolt. Available n rack mounting
type at $ 10.50 extra.
Write or Circular!

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC., 424-438 West 33rd Street, New York City

¡HUME

MICROPHONES

Fie- Feag
e—unkatiufnd
liriell

-N

"q WORLD-FAMOUS
SUPER- LEVEL 70ST

aid

World-favorite Shure high- efficiency speech crystal microphone. Now has built-in R.F.
filter to protect against burnouts
and New Streamlined Desk
Mount for extra beauty and utility. Has the highest output level
ever available in acrystal microphone. Gives clear, crisp signals
that cut through noise and static.
Built-in cable connector with
7ft. shielded cable. Satin Chrome
Head; Iridescent Gray Desk
Mount.

Model 70ST. With Desk Mount.
List Price

$25.50

Model 70STH. Same, without desk mount.
List Price

$22.50

Model 7011. Super-level ffeneral-purpose P.A. type Crystal
Microphone. Complete with 7ft. cable.
List Price. less stand
$22 50

Heard ' Round the World
FIRST with the " high- efficiency"
speech characteristic — FIRST with
"Super-Level" performance and other
advanced developments! That's why
Shure Microphones are widely used in
amateur and commercial installations
'round the world.

NEW CRYSTAL AND
DYNAMIC
"STREAMLINERS"
Shure quality communications
performance at anew low cost.
Assures clear, crisp speech
signals. Circuit insulated from
the operator for extra safety.
Built-in R.F. filter protects
against burnouts. High output
level. New Streamlined Desk
Mount. Iridescent Gray finish
overall. 7 ft. shielded cable.
General-purpose models also
available.
Model 7S. Crystal Type, with
Desk Mount.
List Price
$19.50
Model 7SH. — Same, without Desk Mount.
List Price

$16.50

Model 5S. High impedance Dynamic, with Desk
Mount. List Price

$24.00

Model 5SH. Same, without Desk Mount.
List Price

$21.00

"MILITARY- TYPE"
HAND MICROPHONE
compact
stal
microphone — fits the palm
of the hand! Excellent response and high output
level. Thumb-control " ONOFF" switch. Sturdy cast
case, finished in Iridescent
Gray with bright Satin grille.
3-,4" x 2-X" x
Complete with removable suspension hook and 7 ft. shielded
cable with spring cable
protector. Model 75013
List Price
$22.50

TWO- BUTTON CARBON
Full-size two- button microphone, with
Shure quality performance. Rigid cast
frames and built-in protective grille.
Four Shure "Quickway" hooks for
spring suspension. Rich Satin-Chrome
finish. 3" Diam.
Mode/ 3B. List Price

$ 5.50

STOP FEEDBACK WITH SHURE TRUE
UNI -DIRECTIONAL MICROPHONES
New, efficient, economical. cardioid-type true uni directional
microphones — the answer to troublesome microphone problems in communications, public address, broadcasting and
recording. Sensitive at front — dead at rear — picks up the
sound you want — free from feedback, reverberation and
background noise. Smooth wide-range reproduction. Available
in "Uniplex" Crystal Model 730A at $ 32.50 list and "Unidyne"
Dynamic Series " 55" at $42.50 and $ 45.00 list. Complete
information in Shure Catalog 152.

Available from Authorized Distributors
Throughout the World.

Shure Patents Pending. Crystal Microphones licensed under patents of the
grush Development Company.

Send for Free Catalog 152H

niruniammummin

1.10111111111INF

SHURE BROTHERS
125 West Huron Street *

microphone Headquarters "
Chicago, U.S.A.

Cables Shurernicro

•
•250-01100Itit
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POI.P.RISCOPE....

The tube structure Inas passed all the exacting RCA tests, but what of its glass
envelope This polariscope tes the story•
'Even the slighmst stress or strain in the glass be-

comes evident and engineering corrections can
then be made to eliminate any danger o( leakage
or breakage. As always, the aim is to supply you
with tubes of unquestioned dependability in ever,
pbysical
well as every electrical chatactetistic.

•HO T
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a portable pyrometer to determine the exact degree of
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FIRST IN METAL— FOREMOST IN GLASS— FINEST IN PERFORMANCE

RCA 866

RCA 807
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dgegICORNELL- DUBILIEF
MICA CAPACITORS

-41!

Widely imitated, copied but never duplicated, patente(
C- D micas are serving in thousands of ham rigs the wor1(
over.

DYKANOL TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS

Carefully designed, compact, light- weight, safely rated
furnished with universal mounting clamps, well insulate(
terminals, fire- proof, these units are without a doub
among the most dependable capacitors oçfered th(
radio amateur.

PAPER CAPACITORS

C- D Tubular and Bypass Paper Capacitors have estab
lished an international reputation for outstandirg de
pendability and economy. Available in all capacitie
at 400, 600 and 1000 V.D.C.

WET

DRY ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS

Outstanding in the complete C- D line of electrolytic
is the type BR " Blue Beaver" — world's smallest 500 V
electrolytic. Use " Blue Beavers" — save space, say(
time — get better all ' round performance.
TJU Dykanol Co acitors

errie
Type 86 Mica Capacitors

4Ik

the all-around tops in capacitor
salue. Look for the name CORNELLlICHILlER on the label. Only capacitors
bearing this name are backed by the
specialized experience of 29 manufacturing years and 1) laboratory life tests
for performance — :sour guarantee of
outstanding performance on the job.

CORNELLDUBILIER

L-sx'

Types 4 and 9 Mica Capacitor

ype DT—" '. • rf Tigers"

exr ,
I» co/1

Type DA, DB, DC and DD Bypas

For the complete listing of ell C•D Capacitors, Capacitor Test Instruments and Ouietone Interference Filters,
ask your local C- D distributor for Cat. 175A. Or write
to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., So. Plainfield, N. J.
6F-50 Ca antor AnaTinir

e JOHNSON CONDENSE
These superbly designed condensers have been with
adopted by radio manufacturers supplying

equipent

to the most exacting users, by diathermy manufactiire
and by amateurs. You'll find them ideal for your r
and with Johnson Inductors you can be sure of nia
mum reliability, efficiency, and flexibility in any cit.,'
The condenser at the right in the amplifier illustrat
herewith is aType E.Type E units are of the sanie rl
sign but smaller. The neutralizing condensers are 1)
N and the final tank condenser at the left. the Type I
Type C condensers are of the same design but hug,
Listings of some popular numbers are given belt,
Complete listings of these and other Johnson condense
are given in Catalog 966%1, available on request.

Partial Listing of JOHNSON CONDENSERS: See Catalog 966M for Complete Listing
TYPE D SINGLE SEGI'ION
Panel Space 434." Wide x 4" Iligh
Cat. No.
3501)35
100D70
2501)70
501)90
1001)90

Ca pacity *
Spacing
Max. Min. (Inches)
347
100
244
54
99

100DD35
150DD35
150DD45
50DD70
70DD70
1001)1)70
50DD90
lOODD90

50C110
100C110
50C130
100('130

TYPE
99
131
135
30
72
99
32
97

27
23
45
19
30

Length **

.080
. 175
. 175
. 250
. 250

5134e ,

4" 22 "
10 'a"
4"
7 3e"

I) DUAL SECTION
12 .080
42'e
15 . 080
5' 2 "
22
. 125
9Y
,
Ü
."
13 . 175
5
16 . 175
723,, ,,
21
. 175
I 'IS . 200
9
29
. 250
1427

,,,,

TYPE C SINGLE SECTION
Panel Space 5h" Wide x 5%" High
31
19 . 350
47"(2"
102
30
. 330
Site
50
23
. 500
7ne
1(11
41
. 300
13"."

List
Price

Cat. No.
50E20
1(10E20
130F20

8 9.50
8.25
13.50
7.00
9.00

$8.25
9.75
13.00
9.00
10.50
12.50
11.50
16.50

$3.7
4.5

to'

$5.7
7.3
8.5
6.7
8.9

,,

11

7

$4.0
4.3
4.6.
5.4C
4.35
5.6C

"

T1 -14-: E DUAL SECTION
52
7
. 075
4 ' s2 "
99
10 . 075
5 ll s"
73
11 . 125
7 l'i2"
100
15 . 125
9'"

85.95
7.25
7.91
9.15

TYPE N

NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS
12
2.5 . 125
6 3,,itt
$4.50
12
2.9 . 250
7 ",C
i"
4.90
*C'“exteity per section ** Length over end frames

Quick band change without loss of Efficiency features all
le> JOHNSON INDUCTORS «

ROTrtTING ( A)11. 111-Q
IND& CTORS

660
661
662
663
664
669

in e
2 S..¡"
2

e

50ED30
100E1)30
70E1345
100E1)45
N123
N230

.045
. 045
. 045

TYPE E SINGLE SECTION
Panel Spare 2/fe" x 21'.32"
51
7
.075
11'
73
9
. 075
2
100
10 . 075
2
154
13 .075
3 bi
47
10 . 125 • ii,, ,,
101
16 . 125

50E30
70E30
100E30
150E30
50E43
100E45

11.80
9.90
14.10

7
9
12

List
Pr

TYPE F DUAL SECTION
47
6
. 045
3 Ye
105
9
. 045
4 Vi"
155
10 . 045
6"
51
7
.075
4
.
075
7 Te

io0FD30

89.00

new inductors ( first made available last year) are ideal
for ttttt den' transmitters notating coupling coil permits working
high fretpo•ncy units directly into high impedanc(• lines mightn't
the necessity of
'
networks of any kind. The inductor
mounted on the Type E condenser ( right) in the amplifier
shown aim% e is one of the 660 series rated at 350 watts input.

Cat.
No.

48
106
156

50FD20
I ( 10FD20
I
50FD20
50FD30

TYPE C DUAL SECTION
30(5'1)45
295
26
. 125
10' 1
42"
521.50
50CD110
30
18
350
tell , '"
14.50
65CD110
( 15
20
.350
12'42"
16.50
50CDI30
50
23
.500
14"="
16.75
*Cajiacity per section
** Lenin h over end frames

These

TYPE I: SINGLE SECTION
Panel Space 2"i" Wide x 2" High
Capacity *
Spacing
Max. Min. (Inches)
Length **

Rand Capacity **
(Meters) Required

Dimensions
L X D

TUBE
List
Price

350 WA'I'T INI'UT
10
26
4'¡" 2" $3.75
20
33
4 ' 1,
‘" 2W'
3.95
40
40
4 'i
i
," 2h"
4.10
80
75
4 ' v" " Ie
4.23
160
150
4 l." 2'"
4.40
Ultra-steatite Jack Base for Mounting 1.00

1000 WATT INPUT
680
10
26
6014" 2h"
83.20
681
20
26
6%" 3h"
3.35
682
40
42
W I" 3)4"
5.75
683
80
70
6x4" 34"
5.90
684
160
140
6%" 3h"
6.00
689 Ultra-steatite Jack Base for Mounting 1.50

SOCKET

'I'he inductor at the left in the illustration above is one of the
680 series rated at 1000 watts input and has the same features
as the 660 st-ries. l'here are also - Tithe Socket" inductors ruled
at MO watts input for plugging into a five prong tube socket.
and designed to arc tttttt ' iodate a Johnson Ty pe J condenser
inside, thus forming a compaet
unit.
III- Q

Cat.
Band Capacity**
No. ( Meters) Required
640
641
642
643
644
650
651
652
653
654
646
647

10
20
40
80
160
10
20
40
80
160

24
33
37
71
130
36
58
70
75
110
Form only,
Form only,

INDUCTORS
Link
Winding

List
Price

Center $ 1.65
( ' enter
1.65
Center
1.65
( ' enter
1.113
CeMer
1.63
Bottom
1.33
Bottom
1.53
Bottom
1.33
Bottom
1.55
Bottom
1.55
Four Prong . 80
Five Prong .80

*Capacity in med, required to effect resonance
at low frequency end of band

.-I partial listing of Johnson
Inductors is shown at the left.
Nee Catalog %nil for completé
listing.

Air

" Look
forthe'
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yaluvtonpaittL
Successful because they are
Designed Right and Built Right

• JOHNSON " Q" ANTENNAS
ephe ...... ienal results obtained I,, osers o
if the Johns
Q antenna ou all parts of the
rid are obtained as aresult uf lu, u ej. houai effieient•y of these units. Reports from
r- indicate universal sneer-- wit lu a wiole range of appliv
atiois,
n
ineluding h
w
alf1111Ig
ire hartutalie radia
Beam, radiator-din•etor, radiator- reflector.
Brant, two half- waves in pl.... and others. In all these applieati lll syou secure the
u' jug advantages:

--))-

ADVANTAGES
ll . \ ! Hell greater radial
ir
thi ,
power than out
with ordinar
ten na -feeder systems.

• transmitter
-matched an-

2.1%la I < died impedances througl

3. Penn it s use of open wire lille residting ill except'
low transmiss'
pair - lines.

4.

iillv
I

line loss — less than tfo ahat of " ts,

No standing waves on main traleillais.
lly:illy zero line radial'

line.

1, 1,g

Pr:te-

5 . No exact or critical overall line lengths. Lille may be
Se% eral hia mired feet long if desired.
&Permanent
low- loss construe ' .
insidai M. — will not weather.

7. Easily installed and adjusted — e
ea,. \o.

Glazed

THE JOHNSON C1 WITH REFLECTOR

porcelain

plete dada supplied.

B

1
List Prire
Cat. No.
Band
List Price
5
$ 7.00
20Q
20
$ 12.25
5
10.00
20QS
20
14.50
AQ
Television
9.75 - 10Q
1.0
22.60
1Q
10
7.85
40QS
• lO
26.00
10•••
10
8.65
80Q
80
42.00
il0Q, 20Q. 1111.1 and 80Q have coiled tubing, all other- straight tubing.)
Listings ¡dime .1
antennas vorouelete except for end iii-idators and transmission
Ile material. Tubing for vonstructiug -Q- matehir g section- for antennas already in
se is also availahle. Builetin 103 \ Igi• t--: 1,111111111 1 I
i
-ti r,,,- arul conistruetiomal data.
.

ire
THE JOHNSON HARMONIC RADIATOR

*General Antenna Equipment
J. /11111SIen gem•ral antenna equipment includes aluminum tubing for Q
sections, initt•ima insulators Iinch in diameter in 7 inch. 12 inch, and
20 inch lengths and commercial antenna insulator,. %till] aluminum
allot - end lit firm-. for heavy duty service. There are also three sizes of
stra.in
a new 1
-inch -transmitting antenna insulatiir: three
feet her sprt.aelers
2 inch, Iinch, and 6 inch, respectivelt : a transposititun insulattir fier transposed lines partieularlv useful in r"eollici ll g noise;
anti eliaMelled copperweld antenna wire for strong, non- strew!' antennas.
%II fully deseribed in Catalog 906\1.

Known for their QUALITY— The famous JOHNSON INSULATOR LINE!
, iiuulO 1111111... %, / III

1111111ii.

the name

- Johnson -

m insulators has for years guaranteed the user

he finest in rert • insulators. Constant expatticito as new

were required lias resulted in an
eomplete lute, s • of which are

Illustrated here. There is a wide assortment of
ligh grade porcelain pieces in stand-off, thrutanel. anal other typt.s, as well as others ( if mtremely low loss ultra-steatite.
WRITE FOR CATALOG 966 M

E.
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RDARSO 1 TRANSFORMERS
FOR

HAM REQUIREMENT

"Thordarson" - a name which hams have regarded as a hall- mark of quality since radio's earliest
days. Today, more than ever, it stands as the name on which hams rely for every transformer need.
Only a representative group of Thordarson transformers is listed below. For information about the
complete line ask your parts distributor or write the factory for your free copy of Catalog No. 400-D.

Through the use of five ratios on each transformer, this series will
handle all driver transformer requirements usually encountered
in amateur transmitter circuits. All of them are encased in mounting style 4-D.
Tyne
No.
T-19D01
T-19D02
T-191303
T-19D04
T-19D05

Ratio Primary to 34 Secondary
1:1, 1.2:1, 1.4:1, 1.6:1, 1.8:1
2:1, 2.2:1, 2.4:1, 2.6:1, 2.8:1
3:1, 3.2:1, 3.4:1, 3.6:1, 3.8:1
4:1, 4.5:1, 5:1, 5.5:1, 6:1
1:3.15, 1:2.75, 1:2.5, 1:2.25,
1:2, 1:1.75, 1:1.4, 1:1.25, 1:.85, 1:.75

Amateur
Price
$3.60
3.60
3.60
3.60

Tapped coils enable the experinii.oter to match any modulator
tubes to any Class C R.F. load. All e\,.pt T- 19M17 are in case
style 2N.
Cap.
Watts
15
30
60
100
250

Prl. M.A.
Per Side
50
75
125
175
225

secondary M.A.
Series
Par.
50
100
75
150
125
250
175
350
225
450

Amateur
Price
52.40
4.20
6.00
9.00
14.40

Matched input and smoothing chokes for amateur, amplifier or
experimental applications. Inductance values are measured under
full load conditions and adequate insulation is provided for
recommended service.

Type
No.
1-19(39
1-19C35
1-19C36
1-19C37
,T-19C38

M.A.
150
200
300
400
500

1-19C46
1-19C42
T-19C43
1-19(44
.T-19C45

150
200
300
400
500

Inductance
Henries
5-20
5-20
5-20
5-20
5-20

D.C.
Res.
Ohms
215
130
105
90
75

Volta
Insulation
3000
3000
5000
5000
5000

Mtg. Amateur
Fig.
Price
2F
2D
2D
2J
2)

$1.95
2.40
3.90
6.00
8.40

2F
2D
2D
2.)
2)

$1.95
2.40
3.90
6.00
8.40

SMOOTHING CHOKES
12
12
12
12
12

215
130
105
90
75

3000
3000
5000
5000
5000

raillin
MariPlug?flffl
M

The only modulation transformer built with this unique feature
- see mounting figure 3G. Enables quick and accurate matching
of tube loads without soldering. The experimenter is thus assured of peak transformer performance while testing new tubes
or circuit changes.
Type
No.
T-11M74
T-11M75
T-11M76
T-10477
T-11/478

Cap.
Watts
40
75
125
300
SOO

Prl. M.A.
Per Side
100
145
210
250
320

2K

Secondary M.A.
Amateur
Series
Par.
Price
80
160 $ 5.40
145
290
7.50
160
320
11.70
250
500
18.00
320
640
36.00

2N

2J

These plate transformers are rated in D.C. voltages from a two
section filter, including the voltage drop through the rectifier
tubes. Designed especially for Amateur Short Wave or experimental equipment. Electrostatic shield between primary and
secondary. Primary 115 volts, 50-60 cycles. Listings below
through T- 19P69 are case style 2G. The balance are 2K.
Type
No.
T- 19P54
T-19P55
T- 19P56
T-1 9P57

INPUT OR SWINGING CHOKES
Cae.

2G

3.60

1111111111=1111111111113
Type
No.
T-19M13
T-19M14
T-19M15
T-19M16
T-19M17

4D

3G

T- 19P58
T-19P69
T-19P59
T-19P60
T-19P61
T-19P62
T-19P63
T-19P64
T-19P65
T-19P66
T-19P67
1-19P68

Sec. A.C.
Load Volts
560-0-560
660-0-660
550-0-550
900-0-900
800-0-800
1075-0-1075
507-0-507
1200-0-1200
900-0-900
1180-0-1180
900-0-900
1560-0-1560
1250-0-1250
1875-0-1875
1560-0-1560
2125-0-2125
1875-0-1875
2420-0-2420
2125-0-2125
1560-0-1560
1265-0-1265
1875-0-1875
1560-0-1560
3000-0-3000
2420-0-2420
2125-0-2125
1875-0-1875
2450-0-2450
2125-0-2125
3000-0-3000
2450-0-2450

D.C.
Volts
400
500*
400
750
600
1000**
400
1000**
750
1000
750
1250
1000
1500
1250
1750
1500
2000
1750
1250
1000
1500
1250
2500
2000
1750
1500
2000
1750
2500
2000

D.C.
M.A.
150
250

Ph. Amateur
V.A.
Price
115 $ 3.45
200
4.50

225

260

4.80

125
150
200
150
300

245

6.00

500

7.80

430

7.80

300

550

9.60

300

620

11.10

300

745

12.00

300

860

13.50

500

925

13.80

500

1130

17.10

300

1195

17.70

500

1185

21.00

500

1380

25.50

500

1760

30.00

.This transformer has a bias tap at 33V. " These transformers designed
for double rectifiers and will deliver both secondary ratings M ultaneously.
It only the lower voltage taps are used the current rating is equal to the
current rating of both windings

COMBINATION PLATE AND FILAMENT
For Transmitter Applications ( Mtg. Fig. 2G)
T-19R30
560-0-560
400
150
$4.65
Filament Windings: 5V at 3A: 6.3V at 3A Ct.; 7.5V at 2.5A Ct.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
500 W. HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Penland
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DUMMY ANTENNA RESISTOR

PARASITIC

To Check R. F. Power and Tune Up
Check your R.F. Power and
tune up to peak efficiency —
determine transmission line
losses—check line to antenna
impedance match — all
through the use of this new
Ohmite Dummy Antenna.
Non- inductive, non- capacitive, constant in rasistance.
Mounts in standard tube
socket
Model D-I00, 1C& watts, in
popular 73 ohm and 600 ohm
resistance values. Also in 13,
18, 34, 64, 100, 146, 219, 300,
400, 500 ohm values.
List Price
. 5.50

%fj %

SUPPRESSOR
Ohmite P-300 Parasitic Suppressor—convenient, compact, efficient . . . designed to

quency parasitic oscillations which occur in
the plate and grid leads
of push-pull and parallel tube circuits. Noninductive, vitreous-enameled resistor combined
with a choke into one small integral unit. Only
0/4" long overall and w diameter.
List Price

$ 1.50

Model D-250, 250 watts, in 73 ohm and 5C0 ohm
values. List Price
$ 11 1

1=

Send for Free Dummy Antenna Bulletin 111A
Patent» Pending

•

,
CENTER- TAPPED
RESISTORS
Especially designed for use across tube filaments to provide
an electrical center for the
grid and plate returns. Center
tap accurate to plus or minus
1%. Available in Wirewatt
(1 watt) and Brown Devil
(10 watt) units, in resistances
from 10 to 200 ohms.

POPULAR BROWN DEVILS
!here's good reason hir the world-wide popularity of Ohmite " Brown Devil " Resistors. They're
tough, extra- sturdy units — built right, sealed
tight and permanently protected by Ohmite
Vitreous Enamel. 10 and 20 watt sizes, in resistances from 1to 100,000 ohms.

yudizrizt=
R. F PLATE CHOKES

R. F. POWER LINE CHOKES

High frequency solenoid chokes designed to avoid either fundamental or harmonic resonance
in the amateur bands. Single-layer wound on
low power factor steatite cores with nonmagnetic mounting brackets. Moistureproof. Built to carry A THOUSAND
MA. 4 stock sizes for 5to 160 meter
bands. Details in Bulletin 106.

Just the thing to keep R. F. currents from going
out over the power line, lessen interference with
BCL receivers. Also to prevent high frequency
and R. F. interference from coming in to the receiver. 3 stock sizes, rated at 5, 10, and 20 amperes. Consists of two chokes wound on asingle
core. Details in Bulletin 105.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF NEW CATALOG 17

HANDBOOK

RHEOSTATS * RESISTORS * SWITCHES *CHOKES
* Ohmite Vitreous Enamel is unexcelled as aprotective and bonding covering/or power rheostats and resistors.

Vitreous- Enameled RHEOSTATS
hese arethe rheostats used by amateurs and broadcast
stations alike to
keep power tube
filaments at rated
value all the time—
increase tube life
—get peak efficiency. Time- proved
Ohmite all- porcelain vitreous- enameled construction
and metal-graphite
contact assure permanently smooth, safe, exact control. Available
in 25, 50. 75, 100, 150,225, 300. 500, and 1,000
watt sizes, for all tubes and transmitters. (Under
writers' Laboratories Listed).

OHMITE BAND- SWITCH
A flick-of-the-wrist on
the knob of this popular
Ohmite Band-ChangeSwitch gives you instant,
easy change from one
frequency to another,
with really low-loss efficiency. Band changing
may be provided in all
stages of the transmitter.
and **ganged" for complete front-of- panel control. Can be used in rigs
up to 1K.W. rating.

Ask Your Jobber for the Ohmite parts
you need, or Write today for Catalog 17.

FIXED RESISTORS
These are the same dependable Ohmite vitreousenameled resistors that are almost universally
used by eminent designers and manufacturers of
amateur and commercial transmitters and receivers. Available in 25, 50, 100, 160, and 200
watt stock sizes, in resistances from 5to 250,000
ohms.

ADJUSTABLE DIVIDOHMS
Mighty handy resistors to have around when you
need achange of resistor value or a replacement
in ahurry. You can quickly adjust the Dividohms
to the exact resistance you want and put on one
or more taps wherever needed. Patented percentage of resistance scale. 7ratings from 10 to
200 watts. Resistances up to 100,000 ohms.

New, All- Enclosed High- Current

OHMITE TAP SWITCHES

Multi-point, load-break, non-shorting, single- pole,
rotary selector switches particularly designed for
alternating current use. Ideal for high current
circuit switching in transmitter power supply and
many heavy duty industrial applications. All-enclosed, ceramic construction. Extremely compact
yet perfectly insulated. Self-cleaning, silver-to-silver
contacts. "Slow-break", quick- make action. Shafts
electrically "dead"—insulated with steatite. Available in single or tandem units; in 10, 20, 40, 75
ampere models, 2" diam. to 6" diam.
Send for Tap Switch Bulletin 114
Patents Pending

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4844 FLOURNOY STREET
CHICAGO, U.S.A.- eutieelionliere
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Covering awide range of transmitting requirements, Harvey's " Big Three" are the most outstanding and popular units on the market today.
Their strength for service has made them a
welcome addition to any station.
UHX - 10 (output 10 watts). This portable,
mobile rig is inexpensive to buy and operate.
Improved construction and assembly make it
smarter in appearance and more efficient in
performance. Coils for the various bands ( 5200 meters) may be changed quickly and easily through the hinged cover of the slate gray
cabinet. All controls and meters are conveniently located on the front panel. A special
switch selects CW or PHONE emission. The
UHX-10 is versatile and can be operated from
either an AC power pack or 6- volt dynamotor,
both of which are stock items.
UHX-25 ( output 25 watts). This " big brother"
of the UHX-10 has a combination of tubes
which permits the use of acrystal microphone
—a necessity for clear, crisp speech and is designed so that it can be used as an exciter for
higher RF and audio power when desired.

Series or parallel antenna tuning, speedy coil
changing through the hinged cover, separate
chassis for power supply, and low cost make
this unit a real value in the transmitting field.
100-T (output 100 watts). A plate modulated
transmitter with real " air" performance . . . as
well as 5 band operation, quick frequency
shift, ease of tuning and smart appearance. All
controls are located on the front panel including an " on- off" switch, excitation control, and
"high- low" voltage ccntrol for tuning purposes.
The slate- gray hinged- cover cabinet is chrome
trimmed and all control designations are engraved directly on the panels. This rig is noted
for its efficiency and dependablity.
• These three transmitters, as well as all other
Harvey urits, are built to the same exacting
standards as Harvey Police, Marine and Commercial Equipment. No stone is left unturned
in an effort to produce the finest amateur
equipment available. Catalogs on all Harvey
Amateur Equipment,as well as 2- way Police
Radio and Marine Radio-Telephone,are available on request. Write today.

LABORATORIES, INC.
25 THORNDIKE ST.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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LINEAR
STANDARD

HIPERM
FOR

THE

BROADCAST

STATION

COMPONENTS

ALLOY

UNITS

are in high conductivity drawn
eases. They have
uniform 30 to
20,000 cycle response with medium weight and
size.

have a guaranteed
flat frequency response from 30 to
20.000 cycles with
maximum shielding and low insertion loss.

OUNCER

ULTRAFOR

COMPACT

PORTABLE

SERVICE

TRANS-

TRANS-

FORMERS

FORMERS

ast licirnante mould
imply, weigh approximately one
ounce, and represent the acme in
transformer development for concealed service,
hearing aids. id,.

weight only 51
2
/
ounces. and afford
uniform response
from 30 to 20,000
cycles ... ideal
for remote pick-up
service.
VARIMATCH
TRANS-

PA POWER
FOR

COMMERCIAL AND AMATEUR

EQUIPMENT

FORMERS

are designed to
commercial and
A.I.E.E. standards.
They are rugged,
dependable
units
suitable for every
type of commercial
and amateur
service.

are the perfect solution to the wide
range of impedance matching
combinations encountered in amateur
driver,
modulation, and
cathode
modulation service.
UTC
SPECIAL
SERIES
transformers are
attractive units
representing unprecedented values
. . . every item
designed specifically for the amateur.

COMPONENTS

UTC KITS
FOR

THE

AMATEUR

are available ler a
wide range Of PA
and transntitter
applicat•
s.Complete modulator
kits are available
for Cathode Nlodu-

Qt. 1 ,
14,

'
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LL ¡had Qualit
SINGLE
TRIM- AIRS
Type

ZR-15-AS
ZR-25-AS
ZR-35-AS
ZR-50-AS
ZU-75-AS
ZU-100-AS
ZU-140-AS•
ZV-5-TSt
'IT- 10- AS
'IT- IS- AS
ZT-30-AS
ZS-4-SS3
ZS-7-SSI

M

A\

3,ap
111
15
25
.15
50
10
75
0
140
5
11
15
30
4
7

Min.
Cap

Nr.
Plates

1.2
1.5
2
2.5
2.8
2.7
3
5
1.5
3.6
3
4
1.5
4

3
5
7
11
13
15
19
27
3
6
9
17
5
7

Airgap
.030"
.030"
.030"
.031)"
.1131i"
.020"
.020" ,
.020"
.061"
.070"
.070"
.070"
.141)"
.140"

Dim.
7/8"
31 32"
1/16"
9/32"
3í8"
3/8"
1/2"
23/32"
31/32"
1/16"

.75
.75
.84
.90
.96
1.02
1.05
1.89
.75
.87
.93
1.11
1.11
1.26

!
1 I 2"
1 27/32"

BALANCING TYPE TRIM-AIR WIDGETS

ER- 25- Ali
ER- 50- All
EU -75-A13
EU -100- All
EU -140-A13

Max
( : an

Min.
Cap.

i=
0:11"
1;
0.!0"
1./ . 020"
27
.
020"

,
14))
1111

SINGLE SECTION
TYPES
Type
MR- 50-13S
MR- 70- BS
MR- 105- BS
MR- 150- BS
MR- 260- BS
MR- 365- BS
MO- 165- BS
MT- 20- GS
MT- 35- GS
MT- 50- GS
MT- 70- GS
MT- 100- GS
MT- 150- GS
MG- 35- NS

Ma.
3,ap
.s0
70
105
ISO
260
365
165
20
35
51)
71)
100
150
35

Dim. '
I 110"
I 3 s1 1 2"
1 2.1, 32"

ER- 10- AD
ER- 15- AD
ER- 25- AD
ER- 35- AD
ER- 50- AI)
EU -75- AI)
EU -100-A1)
E11- 140-A0
ET- 15- AD
ET-15-ADI
ET- 30- AD
ET-30-ADI

1

81.14
1.38
1.50
1.56
3.18

Max.
Cap.

Min,
Cap.

Nr.
Plates

10
15
25
.35
50
75
100
140
15
15
30

1.2
1.5
2
2.5
2.8
2.7
3
5
3

3
5
7
11
13
15
11)
27

4

17

.070"

Vol, insulated coupling

ES- 4- SD

4

ES- 4- SDI

%Vit ) insulated coupling
7
4
1
7 1.140"

ES- 7- SDI

I 1.5

5

Cap.
6
7
8
10
11
14
IS
5
6
10
12
16
12

Nr.
Plates

Airgall

'Dim.

11
15
25
35
25
5
7
11
15
21
31
15

.0.6)"
.030"
.03(3"
.030"
.1)30"
.030"
.050"
.070"
.070"
.070"
.070"
.070"
.070"
.171"

I 3/4"
I 3/4"
I 3/4"
1 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/4"
I .3/4"
1 3/4"
I 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/ 4"
3 11 16"
3 11,16"

Net
Price
81.68
1.77
1.83
1.89
1.98
2.28
1.98
1.95
2.10
2.34
2.67
2.94
3.68
3.60

nu :

Min.

2211
440
90
165
290
331)
241)
121)
25
51)
110
19
40
65
100
160

20
40
16
22
35
37
30
19
8
15
26
8
15
20
28
28

a':

Airgap

Net
Price

1 Ii,"

1.141/Ï'

I • i2"
4

2.46

3I
31
3 II

$1.56
1.56
1.62
1.74
1.86
1.98
2.04
3.60
1.80
2.10
2.16
2.16
2.46

I),"

2.70

TRIM-AIR'
Accessories: As listed. Tr'in-Air singles are
equipped for single hole moulting. Dual T " - Airs for single hole
or base mounting. The:, a
dilitional brackets and mounting posts are
sold stile:irately.
Mounting Bracket, with 2 screws and nuts
Net 8.06
Mounting Posts, with screws and lock- washers - per pair Net .
08
-

BAND SPREAD TRIM- AIRS
Type

Tuning

El- 25- 100- AF
K("- 50- 100- AF

Tank
Cap.

25
50

Depth
Behind Panel

100
100

Per Section
Type

MR- 25-131)
MR- 50- BI)
MR- 70-111)
MR- 100- BI)
MR- 150- BD
MR- 260- BD
MO- 180- BI)
MT- 20-G1)
MT- 35-G!)
MT- 50-G11
MT- 70-G0
MT- 100-G1)

Max.
Cap.
25
51)
7()
11)0
150
260
180
20
35
50
71)
100

! i I"

Net
Price
$ 1.80
1.95

DUAL SECTION
TYPES

MIDWAY FEATHERWEIGHT CONDENSERS

"X" TYPE
STANDARD SINGLES

XT- 220- PS
XT- 440- PS
XP- 90- KS
XP- I65- KS
XP- 290- KS
XP- 330- KS
XE-240-XS
XE-120-XS
XG-25-XS
XG-50-XS
XG-110-XS
X(1- 18- XS
XC-40-XS
X(1- 65- XS
3[C- 100- XS
XD- 160- XS

TYPe

Net
Price

*“B" Dimension is length over outside end p ates.
For overall length back of hand when ising panel mounting hex.
posts, add 7/M" t,, " 1i".

Type

Per Section

Net
Price

Double bearing -- 2 inil ; elates, shaft fl' ' textended at rear.
f Supplied with 2 seem qit stator for 17.11.F. circuits. Extra plate
also supplied; easily insta lei); ' waking it 3 plates as listed.
j Neutralizer condensers - . 040" thick plates, buffed - 451)0 V.
peak. Dual type nr's VIII ling in AD! or SDI signify ganged neutralizers for P.P. and have insulated couplings.

Type

DUAL
TRIM- AIRS

New TRIM- AIR MIDGET CONDENSERS

Min.
Cap.
6
7
8
9
1I
IS
6
7
ID
13

Air- ` Dim.
gal)

Nr.
Plates
3
5
7
I1
15
25
29
5
7
11
15
21

. 030"
. 030"
. 030"
. 030"
. 030"
. 030"
. 050"
. 070"
. 070"
. 070"
. 070"
.070"

1 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/4"
23/4"
3 11/16"
5 5/16"
2 3/4"
2 3/4"
2 3/4'
3 11/16"
5 5/16"

Net
Price

82.61
2.82
2.94
3.06
3.18
3.30
4.80
3.33
3.60
3.81
4.20
4.80

For overall, using mounting feet for chassis mounting, add 1 1/8"

"X" TYPE

"X" TYPE TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS STANDARD DUAL
Nr.
Plates
21
11
19
37
3.3
17
5
Il
23
5
11
17
25
27

Air- ,
gap ,
.070"
.070"
3,84"
3184"
0114"
084"
.100"
.100"
.171"
.171"
.171"
.200"
.200"
.200"
.200"
.125"

"!r•
3 3/16"
5"
2 1/16"
3 3/16"
5"
5 5/8"
5 5/8"
3 3/16"
2 1/16"
3 3/16"
5 5/8"
2 1/16"
3 3/16"
5"
6 5/8"
5 5/8"

Net
Price

Per Section
Type

82.70
4.62
2.70
3.90
5.70
6.48
6.48
3.60
2.10
3.90
5.82
2.70
3.90
5.10
6.30
5.40

"B" dimensi in is length over outs) le end plates. For overall
length back of
and
n using liane) mounting lies, posts, add

XR-500-PI)
XT- 80- PI)
XT- 210- PI)
XP- 90 -Ki)
XP-165-KI)
XP- 325 -Ki)
XE-120-X1)
XE-240-X1)
XG-50-X0
XG-110-X11
XC-40-X1)
XC-75-X0
XD- 160-X1)

Max.
Cap.

Min.
Cap.

Nr.
Plates

500
140
211)
95
165
325
120
240
50
110
40
75
161)

18
11
22
15
23
38
19
32
14
27
14
21
28

21
9
21
11
19
37
17
3.3
11
23
11
19
27

Air
gap

.030"
.070"
.070"
3184"
.084"
.084"
.100"
.100"
.171"
.171"
.200"
.200"
.125"

*Dim.

3 3/10"
3 3/16"
5"
3 11/10"
5 5/8"
10 .3/16"
5 5/8"
10 3/16"
5 5/8"
10 3/16"
6 5/8"
10 3/16"
10 3/16"

Net
Price

3.90
3.30
5.22
4.50
6.60
13.20
6.00
12.60
6.42
10.80
6.90
9.00
11.40

7/8" to " Ft". For overall, using mounting feet for chassis mounting,
add I 1/8" to "B".
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A.cilemble_to Alierposes
ULTRA- HIGH
FREQUENCY SINGLES
Max.
Cap.

Type
NP- 50-11S
NP- 75-1)13
NP- 100- DS
NP- 150- DS
NG-35-I)S

Min.
Cap.

50
75
100
ISO
35

New ULTRA- HIGH FREQUENCY
Transmitting Condenser Series

Nr.
Plates

9
11.0
13
19
II

13
19
25
39
15

Airgap

*Dim.
"A"

. 084"
.084"
.(( 84"
. 084"
. 171"

I Net
Price

* Dimension " I" is distance between inside aces of end plait's.
For overall lengt tback o panel, add I , / 32" to " A'• dimem•

SINGLE
SECTION
Type

Max.
Cap.

Min.
Cap.

315
2181
300
50
80
100
160
40
80

31
40
42
18
22
26
40
IS
26

Nr.
Plates
31
23
35
7
1.1
15
25
II
21

end

8 9/32" ' $19.20
7 I ' 4"
16.80
1(1 1/4"
19.20
3 13/16"
9.90
5 7, 8"
12.60
6 9/16"
13.20
10"
18.00
7 1/4"
14.40
12 3/4"
19.20
plates.

Filer Mend!

DISC TYPE NEUTRALIZERS
I Max.
Cap.

Airgap

7 mint
aumf.

Min. I AirCap. , gap

.1" • 1 mini.
,"
3 mud.

I15

.
7"
10"

2"
-I"

$1.80
3.00

FLEXIBLE

A

1

For Shaft
Diam.

Peak
I Max.
Fla ver
I)iam. ' --""" "
3.70i
7jux
13, 08

1 4"
1 4"

C
D

5 8"
1 4"
I 8" S, I I"

E

8"

s

I

S'.
V.

9,00É

10Asx

I"

•
•.,004

v.

\.

v.

I 1 4"
I 1 1"
I"
; I"
2 I s"
2 1 5"

I

. 5 4"
I"
2 I .4"
1 5 16"
I .1 -I"
I"

Net
Price
S . 36
. 36
1.68
1.68
.
90
. 90

RIGID
Typa
FNF
(NF

For Shaft
Diam.

l'eak
lash-ove
r Diam.
Ma'•
ength
I

3/8" or 1/4"
1""

I

12,000 V.
7"M1

I A 8"

2 I, 4"

7/8"
2 3/16"

Net
Price
.60
2.10

MR- I5070- BO
MT- 7035- GO
XE-I6070-XO
.FEX
XG-7050-X0
TL- 7050-U0

2 large
sec. in
Series

2 large.
2 small
sec. In
Series
Par.

Airgap

Length

75-8

110-17

.030"

5 5/16"

18-5

35-7

52-10

.070"

6 15/32"

114-19
50-10

.084"
.084"

10 3/16"
10 3/16"

83-13.5
35-7

$3.60
3.60
3.21
3.60
4 t2

Air
gap

Cap. IPlates
18
15
30
21
18
13
38
19
40
2.1
41
29
13
Il
19
26
36
I.
25
30
21
15
Il

.1(,8"
.168"
.200"
.200"
.200"
.200"
.294"
.294"
.294"
.294"
.350"
.500"

DUAL
SECTION
*1)im.

Net
Price

13 9/32"
11"
8 9/32"
11 1/4"
13 1/4"
16 1/4"
6 9/16"
9 1/4"
I? 1/16"
19"
19"
13 13. 16"

$19.20
21.60
18.60
20.40
22.80
25.20
15.00
17.40
20.70
26.40
26.40
21.60

H. F. NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS

Type
NA- 4- NS

Max.
Cap.
4
II
16
12

IMin.
Nr.
AirCap. Plates gap
2.25
.Stljustable
4
O
.218"
.218"
.218"
7
7
6
.218"

*Dim.
I3/8"
15/32"
2 3/32"
29/16"
t4 25/32"

Net
Price
$2.16
2.16
2.70
3.00
9.00

• Dimension " B" is " serail length fr tin outside front p ate. If
panel mounted, with hex. &zonal tmunting posts add 1/2" to " B".
A dimension per & a, ing for ( 1.11.F. " N" Type.

TYPE "1" PLUG-IN
Type
JO- 50- OS
JC0-25-0S
JD- 100- OS
JD- 80- OS •
.11)- 50- OS
JD- 25-0S
JR -750-0S

Net
Price

Capacity
50
25
100
/50
50
25
750

ntm) .
mud.
mud.
in,,,).
,,uni.
mud.
f.

FIXED AIR CONDENSERS
Nr.
_Plates
13
17
13
8
31

Airgap
.2511"
.2511"
.125"
.125"
.125"
.125"
.030"

Length
5 3/8"3 3/4"
4"
3 3/16"
2,,I/2"
4

Net
Price
$3.30
2.40
3.90
3.30
2.40
1.68
5.28

5.52
6.90
13.20
15.00

39-11

40-13

64-20

.171"

13 1/16"

11.40

28-12

42-15

63-22

.294"

15 9/ lb"

24.00

• Two additional sections on second 180. of Éli d Yielding a fourth
balanced capacity of 120-19 8, n,) il. B. & W. have special jack- bar
to fit FEN and XE-160-70-XQ.

Net Price 5.60

TYPE " E" MIDGET FIXED AIR CONDENSERS
Type

35-5

34-9
18.5-6

Cap.
150
200
100
160
2.110
250
45
70
9-1
160
110
40

Type “..113"

Bal, Capacity Range in
Mmfds.
2 small
sec. in
Series

3 1/16"
3 1/16"
3 1/16"
4 128"

Net
Price

JACK RASE FOR " J" FIXED AIR CONDENSERS
Size -- 2 3 , s" x 2 .1/8" x 1/4".
Material - Alsintag No. 196.
Complete with llllll tilting posts, screws and nuts.

MULTI- SAND CONDENSERS

Type

T.1-350-U1)
T3-200-111)
T(:-100-111/
Tic - 160 - lII)
TC-200-1(i)
T(;-250-111)
TL- 50-111)
TL- 70-111)
TL- 100-111)
TL- 160-111)
TED- 100-111)
TS- 40- RD

Per Section
Max.
Min. I Nr.

NA- 6- NS
NA- 10- NS
NA- 16- NS
NA-12-NI)I

INSULATED COUPLINGS

Type

Type

•

Disc
I Net
Diameter Price

'Dint.
"A."

ADO" plates, In ffed and istlished.
.025" plates, In ffed am polished.

Air- * Dim. ' Net
gap
"B"
Price
. 168"
. 200"
. 200"
. 294"
. 294"
. 294"
. 294"
. 500"
. 500"

• Dimension "B" is length over olItSltle
length back of panel, add I" to B.

ADN
IIIIN

NT- 50- GI):
NP-35-NlY1
NP- 35-1)1)
NP- 50-1)1)
NP- 75-1)1)

Per Seri i,..
\k _
Max. 1Min.
N I
-.
gap
Cap.
Cap. Plates
50
11 . 070"
35
5
9 . 084"
35
5
15
A/84"
50
0
13
.
1I84"
75
11
19 .084"

"T" TYPE HEAVY DUTY TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

T.1 - 3I5-US
TC-200-1111
TC-300-11S
TL- 50- US
TL- 80- US
TL- 100- US
TL- 160- US
TZ-40-RS
TZ-80-RS

Type

Type

2 1/4" ' $ 2.10
3 1/16" ,
2.46
4 1/8"
2.82
5 5/8"
3.66
4 1/8"
3.12

ULTRA- HIGH
FREQUENCY DUALS

EU -80- FS
EU -100- FS
EU -175- FS
EU -200- FS
ER- 50- FS
ER- 75- FS
ER- 100- FS
ER- I50- FS
ER- 200- FS
E0- 50- FS
E0- 100-11S
E0- 150- FS'
E0- 200- FS•
EE- 60- FS'

Capacity
84
116
185
217
57
80
100
153
215
50
118/
150
203
60

Plates

Airgap

6
8
12
14
6
8
10
14
20
8
IS
22
30
18

.020"
.020"
.020"
.020"
.030"
.030"
.030"
.030"
.0311"
.0511"
.050"
.050"
.050"
.100"

• Isolantite plate on each end.

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. CORP.
83 PROSPECT STREET •

BROOKLYN NEW YORK

Overall
Length
11/32"
15/32"
19/32"
23/32"
11/32"
15/32"
19/32"
13/16"
1/16"
23/32"
1/16"
15/16"
1/2"
1/2"

Net
Price
$ .
84
.96
.99
1.05
.87
.93
.99
1.17
1.50
1.05
1.26
1.59
1.83
1.80

ir

ut ALL Your Watts " On T

•

Si

Reduce losses in your rig to an absolute minimum, by using AMPHENOL "912" and "912-B" insulation wh
ever there's R.F.
AMPHENOL "912" is polystyrene, a transparent thermo-plastic. It has electrical properties approximati
those of fused quartz, but is not brittle. It's by far the best insulating material available commercially, and
won't absorb moisture.
Study the table of properties, and the comparison with other well-known types of insulating material, and you
want to use AMPHENOL "912" insulation throughout. It will reduce your R.F. losses, and will put more " soup
in your final tank.
Then, couple the antenna to the final with AMPHENOL "912" insulated co-axial cable, and you'll transf
more watts to the radiator than ever before. You'll put all your watts on the air.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER GOOD INSULATORS
Typical Low-Loss AMPHENOL
Steatite Bakelite
"9/2"
Power Factor
.0076 .018 .00025
Dielectric Constant
6.0
5.4
3.0
Loss Factor
.046 .097
.
00075
Dielectric Strength per
mil.
200
400.
500.
Measurements made at 1,000,000 cycles.

CO-AXIAL CABLES

Electrical and Mechanical Characteristics
Mechanical
Tensile strength, lb./sq. in.
Elongation, %

5 500-7,000
1

Electrical
Surface resistivity, ohms
Volume resistivity, ohm-cm
Arc res. (A.S.T.M. D-495-38T), sec

Ens
lois
240-250

NEW UNIVERSAL INSULATOR
STAND-OFF — FEED-THROUGH

AMPHENOL co-axial cable, insulated with "912" beads, is
exceptionally loss-free. The table below shows direct comparisons
between various types of transmission lines.
LINE LOSS IN WATTS
WHEN 1000 WATTS ARE FED INTO 100 FEET
These Figures Represent Actual Loss
Amphenol
Best
Best
Amphenol
Copper
Twisted
Rubber
Co-Axial
Tubing
Frequency
Pair
Co-Axial
Cable
Cable
120
meg.
800
700
320
210
60
meg.
645
563
249
162
30
meg.
463
411
186
121
15
meg.
324
308
133
88
74 meg.
206
206
110
65
34 meg.
133
135
60
49
1% meg.
88
92
45
39
AMPHENOL co-axial cables are manufactured in several forms
for indoor and outdoor use as transmission lines, patch cords, etc.
List prices range from 60 per foot for copper tubing cable and
double cotton braid indoor cable to $ 1.00 per foot for flexible
weather-proofed cable.
Connectors and end terminals insulated with "912" to fit all types
of "co-ax" list at $ 1.50 each.

COIL FORMS
Molded "912" polystyrene forms for maximum coil efficiency in high-frequency equipment. "Q" of coil remains
constant under all conditions of humidity, especially if

— LEAD-IN

The most versatile insulator ever offered to the Amateur. Sectional construction allows it to be assembled
in many different ways to make all kinds and sizes of
stand-offs, feed-throughs, lead-ins, panel bushings,
etc.
Both base and sleeve molded from Amphenol " 912"
(polystyrene), to make a really ultra-low-loss insulator. Available as a "Stub" Insulator, I" high, at
800 List; Complete Insulator, as illustrated, at $ 1.00
List: Extra sleeves, hardware, etc., also listed so any
kind or length insulator may be constructed. Joints
may be cemented with Liquid "912" for weatherproofing and strength.

STAND-OFFS

Similar in construction to Universal Insulator listed
above, but conductor does not go through. Made of
"912-B" polystyrene- base ultra-low-loss insulation.
Sizes range from 14" x 4" at sog List, 24" x 4" at
60! List, 214"
M" at $ 1.10 List, 434" %" at $ 1.35
,
List and 6" x 4" at $ 1.50 List.

"912-B" INSULATION
Amphenol " 912-B" insulation is " 912" polystyrene with plasticizer added to facilitate machining. It is exceeded in electrical
characteristics only by " 912". May be used to make many types
of insulators not shown here, such as antenna and feeder- spreader
insulators, terminal strips, coil forms, coil spacers, etc. Easy to
cut, drill and machine. Can be bent or twisted by heating in
boiling water until pliable.

STRIPS, SHEET, ROD AND TUBING

painted with Liquid "912." Standard R.M.A. base
coil forms 134" dia. x 2Y¡," long at $ 1.00 list, bantam
jr. tube base types at 6ot list, and plain at 20! list.

SOCKETS
"912" sockets are the finest in the world
for H.F. applications. Breakdown voltage
between contacts on standard octal type is
12,000 volts D.C. Standard octal type and
bantam jr. 5and 6proneypes all list at 50e.

1

72111
-

j.
AMPHENOL " 912-B" is available in 12" x 16" sheets yi" to
Ye thick; 12" strips from 3¡"
to Ye a1"; rod from ei"
to 2Ye in diameter; tubing from 4" to 3" diameter and wall
thickness of 4" to 4", as well as ribbon, in 100 foot %" wide
spools in both .001" and .005" thickness. It is recommended for
making every type of low-loss insulator for high frequency or high
voltage use. It can be machined easily with ordinary tools.

FREE

LIQUID "912"

Contains only pure polystyrene and solvent.
The best coil dope money can buy. Also excellent
for impregnating coil forms, etc. Seals against dirt
and moisture, and improves " Q" of coils by eliminating moisture absorption. A two-ounce bottle liste
at 50e. a four- ounce bottle at 65e.

SAMPLE

AND

CATALOG

Write (
a post-card will do) for our catalog and a sample
of "912-B" Sheet Stock. In addition to the products shown
on this page, the AMPHENOL catalog lists the most
complete line of steatite, bakelite and low.loss-bakelite
sockets, plugs and connectors available in the radio
industry.

soMes

-GS
CONNECTORS

INSULA TIO
The Choice of Discriminating Engineers
A &Armpit. A la

DUWflI If CARPARATICIN_ 19511 \hen Ruribra St__ ( Menem- US- A.

"SMOOTH P

MI

PHONES

"V" SERIES Velocity Microphones
The V Series has straightforward, functional dei-agn. Ihe eiovun
housing allows sound to pass through without reflection and elimi
nates the most frequent source of distortion in velocity type micr,
phones. The result is less feed-back and far higher fidelity. Availabli•
in Direct- to-Grid or all popular low impedances.
Model V-2

s‘ larger than the V- I and the entire
ribbon assembly is rubber suspended.
Frequency response 35-11,000 c.p.s., substantially flat. Output: - 64 DB. 20'
cable, connectors, INTERNAL, shockabsorber, on- and- off switch, and locking
craille.

Model V-1
Small in size, flexible in operation. Fr ,
quency response from 40-10,000 c.P. ,
substantially flat. Output: - ii5 Dll
20' cable, connectors. shock- absorb,'
Im•king cradle and on and- off snitch.

ttiEWItee

List Price
$35.00

List Prici
$25.00

DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

CARBON
MICROPHONES
Model " 75"
sticandoic styling.
— 27 stand coupling. Button current
(each) 3-5 m.a, for close
talking or feedback reduction. 10-15 m.a, for
normal work. Finished
in gunmetal.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
40-9000 c.p.s, with rising characteristic on upper end of curve.
*

OUTPUT: - 56 DB. (open line). Standard output impedances include Hi- Z, direct- to- grid.

'le

VOICE COIL: Hard drawn aluminum wire for
lightness, insulated with Polystyrene.

* MAGNETIC CIRCUIT: I,arge Alnico magnet
with Armco magnetic iron pole pieces.
* DIAPHRAGM: Heat treated Durev.
* TRANSFORMER: Built-in in all models except
50 ohm. Core material has extremely high permeability.
Tiltable for directional or non-directional pick-up.
Rugged construction. Impervious to heat, temperature changes, rough handling and salt air. Chromium
and light gunmetal finishes. Three contact locking
connector, 20 ft. low capacity cable, on- off switch
and tilting stand mounting.

i
,

630- GM ( gunmetal) list price

$7.50

630-C (chromium) list price

The Electro—Voice
.. 6ifi e
I Low priced, yet
re-

plete with features
oi high priced microphones. Can
be tilted for directional or non
directional pick-up. The shockabsorber is wobble- proof. Amphenol cable connectors do not
interfere with the tilting of the
microphone head. Impervious to
extremes of temperature, salt
air and rough handling. Frequency response: 40-8,000 c.o.s. Output - 58
DB. Equipped with 8' low capacity cable.

r

"620"
DYNAMIC
MICROPHONES

List Price

$22.50

$25.00
$27.50

«My!

( 'overs the
entire audio range
from 301 0 , 00 0
c.p.s. Output
is
high: - 55
DB. The
head tilts
through a
180u arc allowing directional or non- directional
operation. Impervious
to moisture, rough
handling and extremes
of temperature. Equipped
with 20' low capacity
cable.
620C — Chromium finish
List Price $30.00
620G — Gunmetal finish
I.ist Price $ 27.50

DYNAMIC

Mobile- Mike

Weighs

rising

13

ounces.

A

"600"

frequency response gives clean,
crisp

speech.

Dynamic

con

struction. Switch is slide- to
talk type. Frequency response,
50-8,000 c.p.s. with attenuated low frequencies. Output:
- 57 DB. Locking cable connector, 8' cable.

List Price

$25.00

Single button model, list price
$12.50

ELECTRO VOICE MFG. CO., Inc.

1239

SOUTH

BEND

AVENUE

SOUTH

BEND,

INDIANA

TRANSMITTING TUBES
AMATEUR, BROADCAST, COMMERCIAL, DIATHERMY, ELECTRONICS, FILM- SOUND
AND

ON

SO

THROUGH

THE

ALPHABET

OF

Meeting a long felt need, this new series
provides for many applications, with either
a more economical or o superior renewal tube
without necessitating
expensive equipment
revision.

(1 k
P k

5 TYPES

10O,
81911
FIV12 , c11
HV18 HUD.

HV27 '
,22

Dios,

100

FAMOUS

7
3320

11.

3.25
(. 85

20
1(10

7.5
10.

1.35
1 22

85
100
100
05
125
40
60
100
20
15
75
4))0
500
500
200
200
200
50

111.
li)
I25
10.
I0
111.1 12
10

14

4.5

35o

14.

1.60
t.

Io. .. Fi
10
10.

.. 11
1 25
1 2.5
1.25
1 12
II.
2.
11. _ Ii.
7 7
10
I0
111
I0
III,
I0
7 5
3 25
7.5
10.

ronf.)

9.5 (1
5
5
2.
2.3

DIMENSIONS IN
286d,

2x1I 1

2xlifa

2 .6t.e

rectifier you !
war so
3 seronds preheating.
Measured minimum mer euro
avoids
amalgams
and
flash-overs.
Kepi:tees. 866.

Exposed Filament

Ile

used an

TRIODES

74 1,y

It Nloil., ( Far., ltd. .511,),
11.p. Amp ()se .A I". 5.11 \ nip

2's, s . ,
2',,, s I; ,,

2,,, x -,

A F. Amp . 31.()
0 l' 0101, Nlod.
()se. Nlod
1( 1 ..5iiii,
II I
, cis. ,, it 1.' % nip • 01‘ ,d
II 1' Ilse ,Ill, Arno. Nlod
Ose., IL l".
11 I". use., and 11.F. . 0t,,),.
Ilse., 1t.F. Anip. ( 1. It 5udiii
II I". ( Me. and 11.F. Amp

1.
›. s 11
1's 0 II • „
2'.. s
1 ',,, 5 w:
2, x 1
.1 1;
2 ,„ s ( 1',

MERCURY

Is . x
2," s
2," x

5.,
5 ...
7I.,

I .'' 5 11 ,,

RECTIFIERS

Filament volts
Filament Iurrent
6 75 amps.
-Melded
Filament mounting
Plate tolls ( max. Inv. peak 1
10M00
Plate current ( max. peak )
1 amps.

NET PRICE

967

1leetina I', S.
for

control rectifier - 1, popular for power
ke0 ing and
'faultless industrial alt
Idicat ions.
nevi:tee ,
13
17
NET PRICE .. $3.50

ir,

HARVEY,

$ 11.00

966-A

The grid

in it lal equipment

257',
2x7t,

2111

I sed widely by I* . S. (Internment and
Important mamma eial tramdnitters Replace( type 872-1.

Newark

9.5
5
2.

Government requirements
shielding anti break - down
test, this mereury rectifier is a uorld wide
`-t
professional
favorite.
1
iteplaces 866-A.

ample

3

Fil.
Fit.

CO.
N. J.

Volts
Amps.

Shielded

2.5
Filament

Max. Inc. Voile. . 10.000
$lax. Peak Amp s
1

NET PRICE

TEMCO and many other well

$2.50

known transmitters.

4.5
4.5
1.75

INCHES

2s7,
2x7t,

CI.

UNITED ELECTRONICS
42 Spring Street

S1.511

2650
20

Intilei ldoll s
Ito'),,,.

(;eneral l'urpo.se
(witeral Purpose
Theatre AtItlio Amp
It I". Amp. Use. (1. It Nloil
ose. 31(.1. RA". Amplifier
ose. l'i It Nlod., It.1.* .
Miip

$9.00

2.5
5

7300

13.F. Amp. ( Far. ( 1. It 11io.1..
2 ,'),, 57',
RI" Amp. tme. Mod.
' 4 .„, 5 11 ,,
T/itottre Atidlio Amp
2,,x
III". Amp. its, ( 1. It 1loil
r2', x
iiidiera) l'urpose..
usu.. NIgul.. A.F. Amp
,'
I, s x 1:
Theatre Audio Amp
1

UNITED

966
The much praised
much about. Only

8130
31101)
25

4350
II

972-A

NET PRICE

UNITED tubes are

7
8130

9
5
2.3

0111111..1

PtIr1818e

972

NET PRICE

1351)
3080
11 't5

COMMERCIAL

'Ellis member of the illustrious UNITED
tel iller family interchanges with type
8,2.
Filament volts
5
Filament current
10
Filament lllll lining
exposed
Plate volts Onus. Inv. peak)
75011
Male eurrent ( max. peak)
5 amps.

I'll. Volts
Fil. Amps.

l'inhoo

SOCKET REQUIREMENTS

Filament
Volts Amps

10.

250

Inquire
18.00
22.50
18.00
12.00

,

1111
35
7
3220

50 watt 50 watt

REGULAR

Mutts Plate

Inquire
Inquire

BW11 i:011t

WORLD

AND

510.09Inquire
5.00
3.45
10.00
Inquire
15.00
16.00
16.00
15.00
13.50
8.75
10.00
11.00
4.50
4.50
10.00

,-:

Volts
0111s.
Mils.
Amps.
(Hints

70 WATTS

NET PRICE $ 7.85

949H

10
10
10
7.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
3.11
1500
1500
15011
1500
1115
110
110
110
411
20
20
23

2.5
1500

OVERALL

2 STYLES

PLATE DISSIPATION

949A

Type
V-7013

INTER- ELECTRODE CAPACITANCES

These are truly marvelous tubes and a value
you can t beat.

945 (`•,1.-.
,
949 ( N19,

10

(I- P oiled.,

GRAPHITE ANODE, THORIATED FILAMENT,
NONEX GLASS

303A fIlEtAl
304A (
2)11.41
3050 12051))
310 (: 01)
311 ( 211)
312E (212E)
342B , 2121))
361A '..1,11 ‘,
376A , 271; 0)
3840 ( 20414
909
04051
930 ( 030)
930B ( 831(11)
939
(038)
941
(841)
942
(
S12I

Volts

3lu

Type V-70-D is very popular for r, o'er, Li.
in power over type TSS.

Net

Ef
If

ItI,

Type V-70-C is simply on oversized 83011 and
is directly interchangeable therewith.

Price

Units

le

The V-70-B replaces type 84I- SW ( used mostly
in diathermy) with a " bang-up" improvement
in output.

Triode Type

APPLICATIONS-

Type Type
Tyne
Type
V•70 V- 70A V-7013 V- 70C

Ratings

Eh ( max.)
lh ( max.)

For example, the v-70 or V-70-A, will in
many cases substitute respectively for types
211 or 203A, under equal plate voltages-with
only moderately reduced plate current. The
characteristics follow so closely that with reduced input and plate lead change, these
new tubes can be most readily adapted.

FREQUENCY

TUBE

70" SERIES

NEW " VERSATILE

HIGH

POWER

287',
287t,

u

NITED

Ø.

1.< ,
11;ç

'

AMATEUR,
• AND
Ever

since

SO

the

ON

DIATHERMY

BROADCAST, COMMERCIAL,

THROUGH

electronic

tube

OSCILLATOR TUBES

appeared

THE
to

ALPHABET

displace

old

DIATHERMY, ELECTRONICS, FILM

OF

These

tubes are

spark-gap diathermy, UNITED has worked hand in hand w•th the

these

leading

tubes cannot

therapy

instrument

designers.

In

consequence

cf

this

great co-operative research, UNITED radio- therapy oscillators
and rectifiers are used by the majority of short wave generator
manufacturers.

TUBE

POWER

self excited

properly

APPLICATIONS —

designed

specifically

circuits,

oscillator

SOUND

—

in

for

heavy duty

which

general

use

in

purpose

be applied.

byof tubes can most readily be made
Accurate replacement
selecting the ;proper UNITED tyres frcyn the tr,bles 6, 10w.

RENEWAL TUBE INDEX FOR STANDARD MACHINES
1If machine is not listed, replace tubes in accordance with guide at bottom of this pagel
Manufacturer

Model

Portable

2 type 311T

•rr

SWI5

2 type 31 1CT

Beck Lee

1205 C
T 1206

2 type 3117

.

Bristow

FP- 35 G FP- 12

2 type 31 1CT

1, '

Stow

NP

Birtcher

Challenger,
models 900,
960, 970, 980,
and 990

{2 type 31 ICT,
12 type 966

II

„
Burdick

2 type CV11

Surgical #3000

2 type 0/11

Triplex

2 type HVI 8

Mognetherm

2 type FV20

SWD 50

2 type 31IT

"

SWD 5

2 type 952

Cameron

Couteradio

1type 930

De Forest

Models K, A, B,
C. E, L, R250,
R300, 0300,
LR300

SWF

2 type 311 CT

ENT

2 type 303-U

HFP

2 type HV12

Fol

Portable 6

¿type 311CT

Fischer of
Glendale

#106C

2 type 311CH

"

#1 I4A

„

___.
-

L

'

o

*%.1
4%7
e
' :.' 4'.. 'r
\ *:,.,,.r..3
N.

"

F-99

2 type 31 ICI

102A

2 type 3I1CT

RF Iand RF5

2 type 31IT

Brevatherm

2 type HVI2

Mooradian
Nassau
Rose

Model C
All models
CW1, CW2,
CW3

2type 311T
2 type 303U

CX2

"
„

C- U
Tube- Gap
Surgical
SI
52

s
"

e

\

Sanitex
II

N..

.......N.N...<„.........._

.

53

.

54

..

SIO
Portable 100
Portable 200

Schema
"

Tema

,I %„
..„

H
C
D
H
C

TECHNICAL

replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

BULLETIN

Net PriceType
$16.00FV-20
.. 16.00HV-I8
.18.00952

1type HV2 7
2 type 31 ICT
{2 type FV20,
)2 type 966
{2 type FV20,
12 type 966
2 type 31 1CT
2 type 3117
2 type 311T
(2 type 3117,
/2 type 966
2 type 311CT
(2 type 31ICT,
/2 type 966
12 type FV20,
/2 type 966
(2 type HVI 8,
12 type 966
1type HV27

T-2 B

"

R-4

II

R-6
R-7
P-14

"

UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED

303U
31TT
311CT
311T
31TCH
303U
NV 12
HV 27
930
952
966

DESCRIBING

Net Price
512.53
22.50
16.40

UNITED ELECTRONICS COMPANY

In Accordance With
C
FP
FP
FP
FP
HD
HF
T
WL
WL
WL

ALL

455
195
197
252A
285
211
200
200
195
211
460

ABOVE

replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced
replaced

TUBES

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

Following

UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED
UNITED

WILL

BE

HV 18
3117
HVI8
HV18,
966
3117

2 type 311T

2000

II

,

2type
2 type
2 type
{2 type
)2 type
2 type

cxi

;.4.
s.

2type 3117,

CW4, CW5
CW6

2 type HVI 8

203
211
211
241
211
303
814
822
830
852
866

2type 31 ICI

macintosh

.S111
›,

NET
Type
3110
31ICT
31ICH

J2 type 31ICT,
12 type 966

,

Replace Worn Out Tubes With UNITED Types

COMPLETE

Console

12 type 31 ICI,
/2 type 966

Portable

.

"

High Tension

‘\
,_ ••••
x44
11 110

/

(1 type FV20
2 type 966 '

Thermodyne

.

{2 type 311CT,
12 type 966

12 type HV18,
2 type 966

LL, M Console
and 61-Wove

Denmark

s., ,

Clinic

International

12 type 311CT,
12 type 966

Models NE,
D400, p4 ,
30,

„

\

*Iellet-7.••

411.1

Viking #550

..

N

--..

2 type CV I1

"

.

wt
fr.
1.•

{2 type 311CT,
/2 type 966

Crusader #500
ISerial numbers
over 634011

II

Fischer of
Glendale

United Tub«

Model

Manufacturer

United Tubes

Manes

Guide
„p •

930
952
311T
FV 20
311CT
311CH
HV 18
HV 18
952
3111
HV 18
SENT

'..'..

1'
i
s,
411

UPON

REQUEST

PRICES
Type
HV-12
HV-27
CV- II

Net Price
$ 18.00
18.00
10.00

Tyne
930
303U
966

Net Price
$ 8.75
18.00
1.50

42 Spring Street, Newark, N. J.
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The reputation of RME as a manufacturer of fine receiving equt
own Middle- Western United States to the impenetrable, steaming .1
arid regions of Africa; from the green moors of England to the wt
itME419— l'he
ME-69 communication receiver is
an instrument which has been held in high favor by the
communication world for years. Wherever radio is used
this reliable 9- tube receiver is known; wherever radio is
depended upon for a vital need this "old standby" is
chosen.

5I0X — A FREQUENCY EXPANDER designed t
permit reception of signals located in the range 27.8 t
70 MC when used in conjunction with a standard short
wave superheterodyne receiver capable of tuning t
10.000 KC or 30 meters.

ILMIC70 — Here is an 11 tube receiver of ultramodern design incorporating all the latest developments
in radio communicasion. The appearance of this unit
with its green dial scales, illuminated R-DB meter,
chrome trim, and crinkle finished cabinet is outstanding.

DB-20 — A three stage PRESELECTOR designed
for improving the operation of any communication receiver operating in the range 550 to 32,000 KC. This
unit pros ides a gain of better than 20 DB on all frequencies and extends the signal-to-image ratio until it is better than 50,000 to 1at afrequency of 14 MC.

1051-36 — A 5 and 10 meter BAND EXPANDER to
be used in conjunction with a standard communication
receiver to provide high- gain and stable reception of
ultra-high frequency signals. It uses the 1852 type tube
in the tuned RE stage which accounts for real gain in the
5 meter land.

HF-10— A complete 5 and 10 meter receiver designed
to produce communication-like reception on these
bands. This unit incorporates 11 tubes including beat
oscillator, tuned '
IF stage, automatic noise suppressor,

OUR 12 PAGE CATALOG WITH COMPLETE DE
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has spread throughout the world: from the fertile valleys of our
of Central America; from the barren icy wastes of the North to the
ept steppes of Siberia, RME equipment is used and depended upon.
nd automatic volunie control. It also has a DB-R
eter and speaker built in the single cabinet.

capable of tuning to 1550 KC the conversion frequency
of this unit.

18441— This unit is a self-contained 6-tube battery
perated receiver with many unusual features. Its small
ize, space for batteries in the cabinet, carrying handle,
mi sturdy construction make it ideal for every portable.
emergency use. Its frequency range I% 180 to 4100 KC.

XC4 — This unit was designed for the purpose of
providing spot frequency operation of a standard
RME-69 receiver. It is a plug-in unit using a quartz
crystal for frequency control replacing the high-frequency oscillator tube. The receiver may be operated in
a normal manner by removing this plug-in unit and
replacing the tube.

110M-30‘ — Th:s is a 5 and 10 meter BAND EXPAN DI I{ designed to be used in conjunction with an
automolile broadcast receiver. It has a conversion frequency ef 1550 KC and has been constructed for battery
operation.

0A4 — The 0A-1 is an oscilloscope pre-amplifier to
be used in conjunction with the RME-69 in order that
incoming signals may be monitored.

LF4110— The LF-90 is a LOW FREQUENCY INVERTER having a frequency range of 90 to 608 K
It is designed to be used in conjunction with a
r

0A-2 — Is similar in operation to the 0A-1 but provides avery much higher signal gain and therefore has a
more universal application.

PTIONS OF THESE UNITS IS NOW AVAILABLE

SON

STREET,

PEORIA,

ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
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* « ' HP iCT " 6" TRANSCEIVER

T-510 TR ANSAI

here is a far cry from the old
unstable and squealy battery
jobs we had so much fun with
outdoors. Let us show you how
far we have advanced this type
of communication to conform
with modern trends and regulations. • Six tubes and integral
batteries. • Crystal or m.o.p.a.
• 4 watts r.f. amplifier.
Many other features!

You asked for alow priced mobile
5 and 10 transmitter — and here
it is stripped to sturdy essentials
and less all frills that do not
show in a luggage compartment.
• Two bands with single crystal
• 21 watts r.f. amplifier • Kit
or wired-press to talk.
Operate as you ride!

litaxikewe

etizi,egg

* The 1940 T) pe HEM

IRANSMITTER

Amateurs, expeditions and others in many countries find
the Type 11FM ready to deliver whenever needed. Special
attention to details and the use of impregnated or oversized
parts make these the outstanding jobs for dependabilit.
• Six bands with two crystals • 36 watts r.f. amplifier
• Instantly changeable 6 or 110 v.
The entirely 111'11 19.10 model is ready!

'rote

.

•
WRITE
for bulle ,ins
listing our
complete, new
and approved
line for amateurs.

*

Ty I" TIC 8

IRAN SNIITTER -RECEIVER

Th, pr.. en dependable 5 meter 111-7 revised for new
• Reliable tuned It . 1'. super-regenerative four tube receiver
• I
i
al Controlled Transmitter • 21 to 36 Watts inputs to
lnad.

*

FIELD STRENGTH METER

'Furling an % interim, is largely guesswork witl
a tin, lin,n,nnnnn un•wr. • Exceptional sensitivity
using a I It I dIld 2:1.! 2 volt integral battery
• Band -,
1717, 60.000 Kr.

RADIO TRANSCEIVER LABORATORIES
8627 115 STREET

RICHMOND HILL, NEW YORK CITY

CABLE ADDRESS: " RATRALAB", NEW YORK

• Every AEROVOX condenser — ten-dollar Xmitting capacitor and ten-cent paper tubular alike — is
individually tested as amatter of standard production
routine. Percentage or spot tests would be simpler —
and cheaper. But AEROVOX prefers to check every
condenser and then back that condenser with the ironclad guarantee slip found in each carton.
So you can build with confidence when you standardize
on AEROVOX condensers— and resistors. Especially
so when most of this season's outstanding "
rigs" specify
AEROVOX throughout.

ELECTROLYTICS

OIL- FILLED

Having pioneered the dry
electrolytic for radio, AEROVOX still leads with the
largest line of popular types.
In the metal-can dry type,
there's the widest choice of
can sizes, mountings, terminals. There are plain-foil
units in large cans for extra heavy-duty service. There
are etched-foil units for
normal-duty service. You
can have single, dual or
triple section units, with
common- negative or with
individual terminals for each
section. • Thrre's the extensive line of cardboardcase units with adjustable
metal flanges for single or
group mounting.. Also cardboard tubular's, for spacesaving requirements. •Wet
electrolytic. are now available in several popular types
for severe peak applications.

High-voltage Xmitting
capacitors in rectangular,
round- can,
and
inverted screw- mounting types. Conservatively rated for cool
operation and long life.
''Vider choice of working
voltages than before —
600 to 5000 v. D.C. working. . 5, 1, 2, 3 and 4
mfd.

PAPER
Latest catalog features
still greater assortment
of paper types. Uncased
paper sections for building your own condenser
banks or for replacements. Many different
types in metal cases,
including round cans
similar to electrolytic.
and cardboard cases
similar to PBS electroly tics. Bakelite- case
units for highest-grade
assemblies.

MICA
MIDGETS
For transrecelvera sad
other ultra-compact assembiles, AEROVOX
provides the DANDER
line of etched-section
metal-can units in single and dual sections. A.
lot of capacity and
working voltage for very
little money.

Fifteen different types of
bakelite condensers now
available for transmitting and receiving circuits. Silver mica units
for extreme accuracy.
Porcelain case units for
ultrahigh- frequency applications. Units with
brackets for by-passing
meters. Low lose bakelite
cases when desired.

for New Catalog . . .
The 1939-40 AEROVOX catalog carries mare types and more
listings than ever before. Ask local jobber for your copy — or
write us direct. And if you're not getting our monthly
RESEARCH WORKER, ask for it. Now FREE'
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RADIO TELEGRAPH APPARATUS

Manufactured

Last year Iwrote on this page: "I've designed and built my semi-automatic and hand radio-telegraph keys
accordance with principles of balance and ease of operation that I've learned in 25 years as an active radio, ca
and telegraph operator. Nearly anywhere in the world wherever dots and dashes are used, operators move mo
traffic with less effort with MAC brand keys." Inow emphasize those words by telling you that I've work
hard this year constantly to improve my products.

Deluxe MAC KEY
$9.50 (
No. goo)
Carefully selected and tested springs partia
ly take the place of wrist and fingers. Fas
rhythmical Morse with little effort. Heav
one-piece casting with beautiful and permit
nent marble finish. Huge bronze adjustmen
screws, heavily chromed. All with prett
"instrument knurl" heads. 3/16" contacts
pigtails, bakelite insulation, molded bakelitt
dot paddle and dash button. Beryllitat
copper main spring and U spring. Stainle
steel bearings and pin. Stainless steel cot
springs. STANDARD M ODEL, #500, same key
with design and finish economies, $ 7.50.

Deluxe Stream Key
$2.85 (No. 30o)
I
t's even prettier than my original Stream Key
of last year. Larger, heavier, rounded, etc.
Beautifully chromium plated. Finely balanced
main lever; stainless steel bearing screws; h 6"
contacts. The "handling" of this key will thrill
any operator. I've also made two lower priced
models of the key but with finish economies.
PROFESSIONAL M ODEL, #200, $ 1.80, streamlined
same as Deluxe but with black wrinkle base,
chromed parts. AMATEUR M ODEL, # 100, similarly
streamlined but slightly smaller. Black wrinkle
base, cadmiumed parts', $ 1.00.

AC/DC AUDIO
OSCILLATOR
$5.95

(No. 700)

Molded bakelite case. Separate outputs
for phones and modulation. Knob control tone selection. 600, 800, 1000 cycles. Complete with two 6C5G and one
ballast tube. Ideal for operators and
engineers.

HANDBOOK
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ORLD'S CHAMPION RADIO TELEGRAPHER
ast year, Iwrote here: "I've employed recent developments in the field of electronics to produce simply designed,
iggedly built, and low cost, completely automatic transmitting and receiving equipment. Trouble-free photo-electric
il circuit supplants intricate and costly mechanical principles. High speed ink recording direct from receiver out'
it by application of newly discovered, economical means of signal rectification and positive pen action resultant
11,1 use of cast N IPERMAG magnets and special bobbins. I now say that another year's experience has
ought about further improvements and an exceptionally fine commercial quality recorder.

Mac Recorder
addition to my own experience and my
wn engineering fellows, I've had closest
illaboration by Wesley Wilson, engineer
or Cinaudagraph Corporation. Here is a
arefully designed and well built recorder
,r any amateur or commercial application.
:onnects direct to speaker output of any
rood communications receiver. Built-in
witching transformer and Rectox rectifyng unit. Cast aluminum housing 5" by 8"
iy 1" deep, weight, 10 lbs. A real quality
ecorder. Immediate deliveries. Mac Reorder, Model #900, $ 60.00 net.

Recorder and
Automatic Transmitter
Same magnet assembly as my recorder. Automatically
keys a separate transmitter on any incoming signals on
any receiver to which it is connected. Capable of speeds
up to 160 cycles which is 400 words per minute. Platinum contact points
6" diameter. These instruments,
as well as niy keys and oscillators are in use by the
United States Antarctic Expedition. Also in use by the
Massachusetts State Police. Signal Recorder and Automatic Transmitter Model # 1400 @ $60.00 net.

Tape
Puller

Mac
Auto
Uses regulation inked slip.
Light from exciter lamp
onto photocell interrule t...1 by inked ( lots and dashes. Amplified to give
positive relay action. Key transmitter or local oscillator. Unequalled for training operators. Limitless
supply tape available thru Recorder. Transmits
perfectly up to 100 wpm. Model shm.ii # 1100,
price $90.00. Operators 11 odel
pri,• '
oh
m ,
tape puller.

T. R. mcELnov.

$45.00
Variable speed
AC DC tape
puller. Model
shown is # 1300,
for commercial
use. Operator's
Model # 1000,
price $ 12.00.
411 my recording devices are tested on Ilallicrafter receivers and in actual work best results
may be secured with these excellent receivers:

100 -192 Brookline .tvenue, Boston. Mass.

Exclusive European representative: C. Webb Ltd., 14 Soho St., London, with
branches at 58, Victoria Street, St. Albans, Hertx, and also Kent Street, Birmingham

When you want the finest and most efficient IRO
CORÉ AIR TUNED I-F's use ALADDIN Ty
G transformers, enclosed in rectangular aluminu
shields, 17
A 6" x 17/" x 4" high. Amateurs' N
Price, 175 and 465 Kc., $3.30 each. 1600 Ke. $4.8
each.
These I- F's are used in aircraft precision apparatu
and other applications where rigid standards o
vibration, temperatures and humidity must be met because
THEY CAN TAKE IT!
For general applications, we suggest ALADDIN Mica
Tuned Type A variable coupling IRON CORE I-F's.
Available for 115 Kc., 260 Kc., 370 Kc., and 465 Kc. in
round aluminum shields 1%" in diameter x 3" high.
Amateurs' Net Price $ 1.80 each.
ALADDIN Type A I-F's are the
most popular type because they
are very dependable, produce high
gain and have ameans for varying
the coupling from 20 to 40 Kc.

Send for catalog illustrating and describing
the complete line

of

Aladdin radio
components
With the ALADDIN Permeability Tuner, even the most
inexperienced beginner can build a 5-tube superheterodyne broadcast band receiver that does not need gang
tuning condensers. The complete instructions, photographs and diagrams furnished with each ALADDIN
Permeability Tuner kit makes it easy to build this fine
radio. Students will learn the interpretation of electrical
circuit symbols — enjoy the thrill of building their own
set and have a receiver that will give excellent performance. Amateurs' Net Price for Tuner Kit $9.00.
Write for Your Copy of the Instruction Booklet Sent If .
ithout
Chore

ALADDIN RADIO INDUSTRIES, INC.
466 West Superior St., Chicago, Illinois

Dept. II,

Licensed under one or more of the following Johnson Laboratories, Inc. U. S. Patents.
1,887,380 2.002,500 2,059,393 2,106,207 2,131,976 2,156,358
Re 21,282 2,005,203
2,082,587
2,106,226
2,135,803
2,158,127
Re 21,074
2,018,626
2,082,589
2,106,229 2,135,841
2,158,251
1,978,599 2,028,534 2,082,590 2,106,253 2,135,852
2,158,252
1.978,600
2,032,580
2,082,595
2,111,373
2,140,770
2,158,255
1,982,689 2,032,914 2,094,189 2,111,490 2,141,254 2,162,335
Re 21,281
2,035,439
453 2,051,012 2,104,792 2,122,874 2,153,622 2,165,596

Aladdin
REG. U.S. PAT.

2,095,421)

2,113,01)3

2,111,029
Other Patents Pending
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Par- Met

IMPORTANT
ES
AL.

Cabinets, Racks, Chassis, Panels
that

AMATEURS PREFER
ts no miracle that so many Amateurs specify PAR,
1ETAL when they build their rigs. PAR- METAL parts
re easy to use — you can assemble your chassis, panels,
dcks, etc., with aminimum of effort, and interchange them
Imost at will. You will find them to be accurately ma-lined, efficiently constructed, and finished durably and
ttractively.

bi MODERN, STREAMLINED
DESIGN
IATTRACTIVELY FINISHED
IACCURATELY MACHINED
VDESIGNED FOR RAPID
ASSEMBLY

Vhether you build up asmall chassis or acomplete transitter, PAR- METAL has an assembly of metal parts for
your needs. Our De Luxe line is distinctively modern in
design, and provides all the essential parts you would recuire for ajob equal in appearance to a commercially
manufactured product.

FREE Catalog Now Ready
Just off the Press' It illustrates and describes the ccmplete 1940
PAR- METAL Line. Every Amateur, Serviceman, Engineer or Experimenter planning anew rig owes
it to himself to get titis catalog at
once. Available at most good jobbers' — or write us direct.
De Luxe Transmider
Rack

Standard Transmitter
Rack

Combination Bracket and Panel

De Luxe Speaker Cabinet

Sloping Front Cabinet

Modern Grille Panel

Standard AmpliBer Foundation
Chassis

Staadard Reisis
% CI<

Stardard Steel Cabinet

PAR- METAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
3529 41sT STREET

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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¡Queridos Señores!
"THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK - se
puede ahora conseguir en lengua española traducido
por la Revista Telegràfica de Buenos Aires, Argentina, reconocida como la más antigua establecida yla
más importante publicación de literatura de Radio en
Sudamérica.
El " Handbook" ( libro manual) esta' reconocido
como el libro modelo en su clase. El por tanto tiempo
esperado y sugestionado libro manual ( Handbook)
estamos seguros que su edicion en español encontrará
una acogidà extraordinaria. Ha sido cuidadosa y escrupulosamente traducido. Ha sido impreso en una
imprenta que esta reconocida como la mejor de
Sudamerica.
Nosotros estamos orgullosos del hecho que la Revista
Telegráfica haya producido este trabajo y estamos
seguros al mismo tiempo que es una contribucion
notable para la literatura técnica en la lengua española.
Se pueden conseguir ejemplares en " The American
Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Connecticut,
U. S. A.'' a $ 1.50 cada ejemplar, franco, osi es más
conveniente directamente de la Revista Telegráfica,
Peru 165, Buenos Aires, Argentina, acuico pesos, en
moneda argentina.

•
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
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Amateur ctisre

RADIO RELAYS

of every description to fit your every need!
be it for

KEYING
REMOTE CONTROL
POWER
OVERLOAD
ANTENNA
or for special duty
Whatever your requirement,
write presenting your problems to our engineers before
selecting any particular type
of relay. Dunco engineers have
at their fingertips all the
data necessary to
your needs

UNE
Relays tailored to fit your problem—

STRUTHERS DUNN, INC.
1311 CHERRY STREET

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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MASTER THE CODE
WITH MASTER TELEPLE
THIS
wasTAPE
made on
MASTER
TELEPLEX
by " Bug" sending
YOU
GO

CAN'T
WRONG

WHEN
CAN
ALL ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
Just plug it in

YOU
SEE

WHAT

YOU

ARE DOING!

THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO LEARN TO RECEIVE THE CODE SIGNALS
AND THAT IS BY LISTENING TO THE SIGNALS. THERE IS ONLY ONE
WAY TO LEARN TO SEND THE SIGNALS PROPERLY AND THAT IS BY
BEING ABLE TO SEE AND HEAR YOUR OWN SIGNALS.
WITH MASTER TELEPLEX YOU LEARN THE CODE IN THE NATURAL,
EASY, FASCINATING WAY. THERE IS NO GUESSWORK BECAUSE YOU
ACTUALLY SEE AND HEAR WHAT YOU ARE DOING!
Learning to send PROPERLY is more difficult than learning to receive. Most
people think sending is easy. Well, just ask the fellow who tries to receive it!
How do you make the letter " C"? Of course not like the third one shown below.
But you might be surprised! Actually; most professional operators are astounded
to see their sending recorded on MASTER TELEPLEX.

MASTER TELEPLEX will show you exactly how you make the letter " C" and
all the rest of the characters. And it will show you how to make them correctly!
CATALOGUE QB EXPLAINS FULLY THE MANY INTERESTING
AND FASCINATING FEATURES OF MASTER TELEPLEX. It also lists
three other types of Code Teachers. Just send apost card asking for catalogue QB.
No obligation.

TELEPLEX CO.
67-69 Park Place

New York City

In Canada Write CANADIAN ELECTRONIC INST., TORONTO, ONT.
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Overloading cannot damage SPEER
Graphite Anodes. They cannot warp, fuse,
blow out or soften.

4. SPEER Graphite Anodes tend to absorb gases given off by other tube elements — help keep tubes gas- free.

Why be Satisfied with Less?
SPEER Graphite Anodes

have all these im-

portant properties. Why be satisfied with less?
List of tubes with SPEER Graphite Anodes and
Anode Booklet No. 81 mailed on request.

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
1

ST. MARYS, PA.

1
CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

DETROIT

MILWAUKEE

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH

HAN I) BOOK
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for better broadcasting

TODAY
RADIO AMATEURS ARE PIONEERS
. . . and so are Bell Telephone

Laboratories and Western Electric
whose engineers have once more
short-circuited years of evolutionary design to produce something
so advanced that it is truly revolutionary. This time it's asingle unit
1KW transmitter.
This transmitter is an example
of the kind of advanced engineering that goes into all Western
Electric products.

Western Electric's new 1 KW engineered by
Bell Telephone Laboratories— styled by famous designer, Henry Dreyfuss. Doherty Circuit combined
with Grid Bias Modulation gives new efficiency.

Western Electric

:OR SMOOTH VOLTAGE CONTROL

/.4/44,....a111111

• THE VARIAC — the original continuously
adjustable autotransformer — offers the ideal means
for absolutely stepless control of a- cvoltages in the
radio transmitter. All VARIACS supply output
voltages 15% higher than the voltage of the line ;
they are particularly useful for compensating for low
line voltage.
When used in the primary circ uit of atube rectifier,
the VARIAC supplies continuously adjustable d- c
from the rectifier. For reducing power asimple twist
of the wrist will give any d- cvoltage desired.

VARIACS are supplied in eighteen models with
power ratings from 90 watts to 7 kw ; priced from
$10.00 to Si00.00. The Type 200- CU ( illustrated)
is designed for behind- the- panel mounting and is
rated at 860 watts. It supplied output voltages from a
115- volt line continuously adjustable from zero to
135 volts. Its price is $ 14.50. Other models are
available for 115- and 230- volt lines.
If yod want to vary voltage in your station use
VARIACS.

• WRITE FOR THE NEW VARIAC BULLETIN NO. 503

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS

H
É
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SUPERIOR KEYS FOR SUPERIOR WORK

STANDARD OF THE WORLD FOR CLARITY . . . SPEED . . . SENDING EASE

V
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SEMIAUTOMATIC
KEY

The "CHAMPION"
The new " CHAMPION" is an
inexpensive key having exceptional sending qualities— clarity
. . . speed . . . sending ease,
which will appeal alike to amateurs and professional operators.
Chrome and cadmium plated
and mounted on black base.
Standard size and equipped with
Standard contact points same as
the more expensive models.
Practically rust-proof. This model
is not equipped with circuit
closer or cord and wedge. IF
your dealer cannot supply you
write us For full particulars.

IMPROVED ORIGINAL VIBROPLEX
$13.75

Approved by Over
100,000 Operators

Needs no introduction being known the world over
for its smooth, easy, rhythmic sending. In high favor
with experienced operators everywhere. Polished
Finish bright parts.
A Winner "LIGHTNING BUG"

Experienced operators — over 100,000 of them, have put their stamp of
approval on VIBROPLEX keys for
clarity, speed and sending ease. They
The BUG trade mark
have learned from actual experience
identities the Genuine Vibroplex
that the Vibroplex really does make
sending a lot easier and better, and
that it develops ahigher degree of sending skill than the
average hand sender can hope to attain.

Press Lever — Vibroplex Does the Rest

This is the same Great New Easy-action Vibroplex
which formerly sold for S17.00 — the same Fine instrument that is preferred for its ease of handling, fine
quality signal and all ' round superior performance.
Polished finish bright parts.
CARRYING CASE

$3.00

Handsome
black morocco. Reinf orced
corners.
Flexible
leather
handle.
Keeps bug
free ordust,
dirt and
moisture.
Patent lock
and key.

If you can send on the regulation key — you can send
better, faster and with half the effort with aVibroplex. Its
simplicity, mechanical perfection, machine speed and
sending ease enables any operator with alittle practice, to
send with the skill of an expert. Simply press lever —
Vibroplex does the rest. Heed the advice of experienced
operators and demand the Genuine Vibroplex. Accept no
substitute. Only the Genuine has " THE BUG" trade
mark. Look for it on the bug you buy. You will always be
glad you did. Money order or registered mail. Write for
FREE illustrated catalog.

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc.
832 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

J. E. Albright, President
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Stancor presents two of the many new 1940 Kits incorporated in the Fourth Edition Stancor Hamanual
(out Oct. 1st). The rigs are versatile in design and
application and represent excellent values. For additional information get the new Hamanual.

STANCOR " 10-P"
TRANSMITTER
A compact, multi- band, phone-CW
rig allowing operation on all bands
from 10-160 meters with three crystals. Uses an oscillator-amplifier circuit involving but one tuned circuit.
Power amplifier input
12 watts
phone
20 watts CW.
Approximate net price,
including cabinet escutcheon, etc.

19 95

Less tubes, crystal, meter and coil

STANCOR " 60-P"
TRANSMITTER
An entirely self-contained 60 watt
phone-CW rig employing the new
HK24 in the R.F. amplifier. Its design
makes for simplicity of operation and
allows either standard rack or table
cabinet mounting. Such features as
oscillator keying, high fidelity audio
channel, well- regulated power supplies
and
low
impedance output ter- $44 80
mination are all
incorporated in this kit.
Approximate net price
Less tubes, crystal, meter, coils and cabinet

'
0110111
ce d iei

The Fourth Edition Hamanual Fully describes these
and many other values in
transmitter and amplifier
kits. AVAILABLE
FROM YOUR
STANCOR JOBBER
ABOUT OCT. 1st.

Catalog

FREE
•tancor's t ' atalog
‘o.
1411A ii -nts
transtOrMets for all
types of amalication.
The complete listing
valuabl.• charts that ansiare tine
correct unit being Intl! at all times. Get it
f lllll your Stancor Jol a.- I

rrDTitei çOR

STANCOR THOROBRED
America's fir ,t
. The
only trin,nnT ul its kind
anywItere.
VOIIT Stan, ter I
caliber has it — be sure to see it.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500

NORTH

HALSTED

STREET,

CHICAGO

HANDBOOK
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FINEST COILS

VARIABLE LINK ASSEMBLIES
Electrically and mechanically superior to
other coils on the market, the popular B&W
Variable Link units deliver top efficiency,
positive loading control, accurate, dependable
performance . . . at low cost! TYPE HDVL,
1 K.W. Rating, is a heavy duty unit for highpower final stages. TYPE TVL, 250 Watts
Rating, similar in appearance but smaller
than the HDVL, is highly efficient in medium
power applications. TYPE BVL, 100 Watts
Rating, is small and unusually compact designed for direct mounting on condenser.
Ideal for low powered xmitters, exciter stages,
or with Type BI, Coils in interstage coupling.

Type

Inductance ',Capacity
Micrnhenrys MMfd.

Wire
Si,

All B&W Variable Link units have four
plugs; are split to provide twin metering in
plate or grid circuits of push pull stages; and
allow front- of- panel control.

ANTENNA COILS
TYPE HDA (1 K.W. Rating) and TYPE
TA (
500 Watts Rating) are efficient antenna
matching coils of fixed link type for coupling
all types of antenna systems to any B&W
Fixed or Variable Link Coil. They may be
used with any conventional tuning system
such as series, parallel or tapped combinations. Wound with
bare copper or
tinned copper wire
Outside Plug
Net
for ease in tapping.
Din.
Centers
Price

160HDVI,
94.0
80110V1.
47.0
40H DVI,
18.0
20110V!.
5.2
10H DVI,
1.3
HDV Base Assembly

90
44
28
25
25

14
10
8
8
4

3W'
3%"
3%"
3Se
24"

7W'
7y•
7W'
7%"
74"

$5.25
4.50
4.00
3.75
3.25
5.00

160HDA
80HDA
40H DA
20H DA
10H DA

94.0
40.0
15.0
4.2
1.3

90
50
35
29
25

14
10
8
8
4

354"
34"
34"
3 "
2g"

i4"
7Se
7g"
74"
7g"

$6.25
5.50
5.00
4.75
4.25

160TVL
130.0
80TVI,
38.0
40TVL
15.0
20TVI.
4.6
10TVI,
1.5
Tv Base Assembly

65
55
34
28
22

18
14
12
12
6

2se
24"
24"
2se
211/16"

5"
5"
5"
5"
5"

$2.25
2.15
1.90
1.65
1.60
4.00
$2.85
2.65
2.40
2.15
2.10

160TA
SOTA
40TA
20TA
IOTA

80
35.0
13.5
4.3
1.3

100
60
38
3(1
25

16
14
12
12
12

24"
2y•
2g"
24"
2Se

5"
5"
5"
5"
5"

160BVL
80BVI,
40BVL
20BVL
IOBVL
5BVL

80
38
13
4.8
2
0.5

100
50
40
25
25
25

20
16
14
14
8
8

2%"
23e
2ye
2%"
2 "
I54"

3Se
34"
34"
3%"
.354"
.34"

$2.10
1.90
1.65
1.45
1.40
1.35
•TotM effective capacity required to effect resonance on low frequency
end of specified band.

TYPE HDVL

STANDARD and
FIXED LINK COILS
The Collipletc range ol types and sizes which comprise
the B&W Standard and Fixed Link group make selection of proper coils a simple matter. Use TYPES B and
BL for top performance in 100- watt oscillator and
buffer- doubler stages. TYPES BX and BXL (250
Watts Rating) and TYPES T and TL (
500 Watts
Rating)

are suitable for neutralized

MODEL B BAND
SWITCHING TURRET
For rapid, front- of- panel selection of any
one of three bands in crystal- controlled or
electron-coupled oscillators; and buffer,
doubler or final amplifier stages with
power inputs not exceeding 100 Watts and
1,000 Volts. Any 3- band combination of
center- tapped,
end- linked
or
centerlinked Type B Coils may be plugged into
the Turret.
Net Price ( less coils)

.....$ 7.50

Net
Price

160B
80B
40B
20B
10B

$ 1.75
1.55
1.30
1.05
1.00

final

up to their rated value.
TYPESHD and HDL,
IK.W. Rating, are real
"lie- man" coils- built
for heavy duty, equipped with oversize banana
plugs - they'll
handle a kilowatt with
ease!

For minimum dielectric in the field of the coils,
extremely low lo , rugged con•truction, excellent appearance, highest efficiency at low cost
- use B&W Air Inductor,
Standard
Type

buffer and

tank stages with inputs

BVL COILS

Linked
Type

Net
Price

AIllcdruociseannrcye

160111,
80BI,
40BL
20131,
10BI,

$2.50
2.30
2.05
1.80
1.75

78.0
39.0
12.0
3.0
1.1

110
52
43
41)
28

18
16
14
14
12

24"
24"
2"
2"
2"

34"
33e
34"
34"
3%"

s

°Capacity
Wire

Outside Plug
Diameter Centers

160BX
80BX
40BX
20BX
IOBX

$1.80
1.60
1.35
1.10
1.05

160BXL $ 2.80
80BXL
2.60
40BXL
2.35
208XL
2.10
10BXI,
2.05

84.0
37.0
10.0
2.8
1.0

100
54
51
45
35

14
14
14
14
12

4"
3"
24"
2"
2"

4"
4"
4"
4"
4"

160T
80T
41)T
20T
IOT

$1.85
1.65
1.40
1.15
1.10

160TL
80TL
40TL
20TI.
IOTI.

$2.85
2.65
2.40
2.15
2.10

74.0
35.0
13.5
4.3
1.3

115
60
38
30
25

12
12
12
12
12

5"
354"
24"
24"
2"

5"
5"
5"
5"
5"

16014
80HD
40HD
2011D
10HD

$4.25
3.50
3.00
2.75
2.25

160H DL $ 6.25
80HDL
5.50
40H DL
5.00
20H DI.
4.75
10HDI,
4.25

94.0
40.0
15.0
4.2
1.3

90
50
35
29
25

5"
34"
34"
3"
2"

7W'
74"
74"
W'
7%"

lo
10

8
8

4

*Total effective capacity required to effect resonance on low frequency end of specified
band.
A68 - Pi- Network Coil
Complete with dip
81.83

SSW UNMOUNTED COILS
No. 1 - 24" Dia., 10" Length, 6 turns per inch, No. 12. Net Price .
No. 2 - 24" Dia., 10" Length, 8 turns per inch, No. 14. Net Price .
No. 3 - 2" Dia., 10" Length. 10 turns per inch, No. 16. Net Price

$1.50
1.50
1.50

BARKER itt. WILLIAMSON, Ardmore, Pa.
Export Address: ROYAL

NATIONAL CO.,

89 Broad St.,

New York,

N. Y.
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APPLICATION

NEW! The " BAND -HOPPER"
(Model 2A Low-Power Band Switch)
The trim little " BAND- HOPPER .'squeezes in most anywhere— delivers quick,
accurate band switching
low- powered capacity coupled stages — from front
of panel! It is BfizW - s practica .
_answer to the obvious need for a small, compact
switch unit combining the advantages of accurate individual coils with the speed
and convenier.ce of panel control. Type 2A Band Switch is ideal for use in all
capacity coupled stages with popular tubes such as the 6L6, 6F6, 802, 807,
R K39, T2I. etc. It require, space only 2,Se x 3" x 2" behind your panel! Ganged
assemblies for single-control switching of
two or more stages are also available on
special order. Write for quotations.
Model 2A Band Switch — Net . .$3.25

CUSTOM BUILT COILS,
ASSEMBLIES and
TRANSMITTERS

NEW! 35-Watt
BABY TURRETS

Years of speelalizatuni in the de,,ign alai
manufacture of inductors of every conceivable type have given B&W engineers a vast
background of inductance experience. Thru
the B&W Engineering Service, this wealth
of knowledge is available to you when you
require special coils or assemblies. Commercial stations, particularly, will find this
service helpful in arriving at the most economical and practical solution of the many
unusual problems which they encounter.
But no matter flow large, nor how small —
whether the job is a new 25- watt coil or a complete
set of special inductors for high- power commercial
service — it will receive full benefit of the comprehensive technical experience of B&W engineers. We wilt
also design and build your complete transmitter — or
construct it to your specifications.
Your jobber will be glad to arrange for this type of
service, or send us details of your needs for further
information.

Compact, practical 5- band switch
'units for low- power transmitter,, and
exciter stages. Each Turret covers
amateur bands horn 10 to 160
meters and mar be tuned in all
types of service with any of the 400
tumid, midget condensers. Their
sturdy construction and exclusive
li&W design asmire permanent coil
alignment and maximum efficsency
with a minimaux number of tubes.
Rated at . t5 Watts, Baby Tirrets are available in four types- TYPE BTM
is a straight untapped coil unit for single-ended unneutralized stages. TYPE
BTCT consists of center- tapped coils foe balanced output with either single
tube or push-pull. TYPE BTEL is an end- linked unit, each coil having a low
impedance link as an integral part, and is designed for single-ended stages.
anneutralized. 7PE BTCL is a center-liniced unit for low impedance coupling
in bzlanced output stages either single-enuled or push-pull.
BABY TURRETS — Net Priue. any type
$ 8.50

25 Watt
"BABIES"
The islaa
layouts,

B&W
ACCESSORIES

non, fur crowded
portables

and

field

transmitters. Made in four
types, by an exclusive B&W
process which assures maxi-

cellent

appearance

All Ceramic ma teria Is shown are
ALSIMAG 196

mum
ruggedness,
perfectly
uniform air-spacing and exin an amazingly small coil —

changing. Tien 25- watt rating ii very conservative.

A30
AS1
A52
AS.;

Net Price — Any Ilt&W BABY (' oil

AS4

without sacrificing high efficiency. Universal 5- prong
Alsirnag 196 plug-in bases permit quick, easy band
$ 1.0111

Inductance

*CoStruightl Center
End 1
.
Center
pacify
Coil
Tapped Linked Linked henrys Mmfd.
MC
MC
MC

ASS
A56
AS7
ASti
AS's

MEL

MCI,

Anil

MCL

82
44

100

MEL

48

14

35

A6I
A62
A63
A64
A6S

MEL

MCL

MC

MEL

MC

MEI,

MCL
MCL

4.2

28

1.1

28

•Total effective capacity required to effect
resonance on low frequency end ot specified
band.

A60
A67

Net Price
Cone Insulator 2" High, Tapped 10-32 Both Ends
$
. 30.
Cone Insulator IS" High, Tapped 8-32 Both Ends
. 20.
Inductance Clip for " Air Inductor" — Tinned Phosphor Bronze
.10
HD Jack Bar — For All Type HD-HDL-HDLV Coils
1.75
1.25Lees Jacks
— T Jack Bar — For All Type T-TL-TVL Coils
1.25
Less Jacks
1.00
— EX Jack Bar — F.er All Type BX-BXL Coils UAL Leon Jacks
.90•
— B Jack Bar — For All Type B-BL-BVL Coils 8.85. Less Jacks
.60
— Steatite Bushing 1e Dia. — 14" Long — Drilled 6-32 Clearance . 03
— Steatite Bushing SN" Dia. — ye Long — Drilled 6-32 Clearance. . 02
— Steatite Post bnsurator SS" Dia. — 1" Long — Tapped 8-32 Both
Ends
. 15— Steatite Post Insulator I4" Dia. — 114" Long — Tapped 8-32 Both
Ends
. 18
— HD Plug Bar, for All Type HD-HDL-HDVL Coils, Less Plugs
1.10
— T Plug Bar, far All Type T-TL-TLV Coils, Less Plugs
. 30
— BX Plug Bar, for All Type BX-BXL Coils, Less Plugs
. 25.
— B Plug Bar. for All Type B-BL-BVL Coils, Less Plugs
. 20— Hexagon Nickeled Brass Post 5/16" x 3-¡" Long — Drilled 6-32
Clearance
.
03— Hexagon Nickeled Brass Post 7/16" x Se Long — Tapped 10-32 . 06
— Special Transmitting Band Change Switch — 5 Section — 3 Position — 100 Watt Rating.
3.65.
—
—
—
—

BARKER & WILLIAMSON, Ardmore, Pa.
Export Address:

ROYAL NATIONAL

CO.

89 Broad

Si., New York,

N. Y
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Learn Code the Easy Way
A1 eclaim, ami s ¡ ti
fear of successful contradiction, that our automatic code transmitter, the Instructograph, and our Book of Instrue , afford the
quickest, easiest and most practical method of
teaching the code that has yet beet. devised.

MACHINES

FOR

RENT

OR

SALE

The Instructograph is a scientifically constructed
machine that sends telegraphic diameters perfectly
at any th•sired speed. By so doing it literally takes
the place of an operator-instructor, and enables
anyone to h•arn either the Morse or Continental
codes without any further assistance.

The " Standard" lnstructograph
The -StandJoi - as illustrated i- - t
roue> constructed, em•lo-ed in an attractive ca- c and is built
for ', ears of o-efulness. Ten tapes and the book of
instructions arc - upplieil uith this machine. Can be
furnished either uit h an electric 110-volt 60-cycle
AC motor or a spring wound
tor. Priced $ 25.50
for the electric motor and $ 18 50 for the Spring
NO lllll
tnotor. These prices are delis ered to all
point in the United States or Pos e-- ions. s1.00
addiiillnal 10 ! Mini'
in Foreign C
tries. NI ay - he
Iturchased on convenient
Illy payments if
desired.
,

The " Junior"
The -junior' . operates jo -I a-. efficiently as the
larger marl • and also coo,- in an at
case.
The difference being mainly in size ami constructimm.
Five tapes and the book of instrui•tions are supplic.1
mith this marl
Priced $ 12.00 delivered to any
point in the Ilnited States or Posst•ssi llll s, and $ 13.00
to ... tint- in Foreign Countries. Sold on easy monthly
inty men 1- if desired.
Rental Proposition
The - Standard - machine only i- used in Rental
Service and rentals apply only io the United States
proper.
Instructograph, 10 tapes and book of instructions:
For the 110 volt 60 cycle AC motor: First month
$3.50, each additional nionth $ 2.75. For the spring
wound motor; First month $ 3.00, each additional
month $2.25.
For Audit, transformer and tube socket installed
add 25e per
th. For full oscillator equipment
iless
111111 battery) add 501. Ier
th.
We pay return transleortation charges on all rentals.
A deposit of $ WAMI, in additi llll to the rental, is
required or satisfactory references asked.
All rental payments may be applied on the purchase
price should you decide to buy the equipment.
Man, Atilt' al " Continental" tapes covering practically
ever y. phase of rode training—elementary, words, plain
langtmge, mixed code, messages. aviati llll and test tapes
may lie purehased at $ 1.00 each. Synopsis tm request.
Full °mill:
equipment with audio transformer and
Odle socket designed to fit inside of machine. Pricc.I •: 71.50
less liattcrv). When Imught with an Instructogr.,0, this
is wired anti installed ill the

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH
accomplishes these purposes:
FIIIST:—It teaches
messages.

, 011

to

SE(:ON1):—It teaches y011

reeeke

t.

Send

telegraph

.1

perfectly.

THIRD:— It increases yoar speed of sending and receiving after
you have learned ti, conk
V. ith the Instructogra:th it is not ,,,,,--.lrs to impose on your
friends. It is always ready and maitin g for son. You are also free
from () II NI experienced in listening thrtnigh your receiver. '
Fluspeed range is live to forty wor.I-. per minute and the tapes range
f
l
the alphabet to typical ine-sagea on all subjects. This marl
is just as valuable to the lieensed amateur for increasing his
speed as to the beginner who r,islies to obtain his amateur license,
We do not anticipate any eliangea in priers, but due to un.
settled world conditions, suggest you write for confirma t•
of the above prices at the time you order.

POSTAL CARD WILL BRING FULL PARTICULARS
IMMEDIATELY

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO.
912 LAKESIDE PLACE

(Dept. H. B. 6)

CHICAGO, I
LLINOIS

r
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TYPE

2

4

The U.11 F. Tube
PRICE $

3

5°

PerP;orde

TYPE

Power Output,
watts . . . .

5

Plate Dissipation,
watts

4

Easy to Drive

225
75

Maximum Plate
volts . . . . 2000

pRICE $ 6 75
•

Maximum Plate
150
Screen,
volts . .

TyPE
2

lest

54

300

Filament,
volts

50

Filament,
Amps

75

Easy to 14eutralcie

TYPE

pRICE $ 12 50

116

\ 11

-11.

257

PRICE $ 22.00

Gammatron offers the 257 Beam Pentode,
a tube of advanced design using Tantalum
354

elements, eliminating insulators and

tlov4 Greatly

"getter." It offers high voltage and power

Improved Design
pR10E

capabilities, suppressor grid modulation
and requires very low driving power, no
neutralization and low screen current.
Other Gammotrons of higher power
to S KW. Write for complete dota.

CALIFORNIA

U • SA •

*METAL BASE
* CORRUGATED FEEDTHRU
INSULATORS

*STEATITE PILLARS

Plain
Type

Jack
Type

List

No.

Hgt.

450
451
452
453
454

I"
S" 5.25
IS"
04" . 30
2i4"
04" . 35
24" "
.
90
4"
"
1.10

Dia.

Price

No.

Hit.

lint
Price

Dia.

4501
4513
452.1
453J
454J

v" 5.30
" . 35
.40
' 1.00
1.20

1

These metal base insulators are designed to elimimte
breakage due lo mounting. They have long leakage paths
and are made of glazed low absorption Porcelain.
last
List
Na.
Hgt.
Price
No.
Hit.
Price
867
4176
4451

$ . 18
.34
.50

2l
e "
404"

8671
41763
44513

0.23
.46
.65

P s"
404"

STANDOFF INSULATORS

CONE INSULATORS

These corrugated Feeddrus are designed to have a long
leakage path and high surtace insulation-They are made of
highly vitrified porcelain with asmooth glaze.
No.

IS"
2l a "
4S"

5.35
.65
. 95

4793
41763
44521

List
Peice

Hit.

No.

1ti
f"
2' a "
4 i"

5.40

.
8o

1.10

FEEDTHRU INSULATORS

Jada
Type

Plain
Type

t
Price

Hgt.

479
4276
4452

Plain
Type

Plain
Type
No.

No.

Hgt.

430
431
432
433

I"
I04"

zw,

List
Price
.10
.15

.zo
.25

No.

Hot.

4313
4323
4331

I"
14"

405
966
866
4275
4450
5.20

Hgt.

List
Price

IS"
2iL"
404"

5.0604
.07 04
.12
.30
.50

List Price 5.25

Imeemooel

Iis, Prfre
1.50
70

.55
.75

458
478
4125
4234
4175

44,'
2

11,"
2S"
V s"

5.12
.»
25
.55
.50

.
4783
4125.1
41751

List
Price

Het.
I"
IS"
2S"

525
. 30
. 75

4237
4238
List Price

461
464
469

2"
4"
6"

5.12
.15
.20

SOCKETS
Became of the improved design el theoe
sockettf. they ara
widely accepted and
are apecified an standard. They have double
wiping phosphor Mons.
leering. • nd nickelplated I. rara
Balms of highly vitrified low absorption
porcelain.

No.434
No- 435

Li . 1
Prize

(1.11

List Price

*New Products

Hgt.

LEADIN INSULATORS

Length

The leakage path is long and the cross section as arnall a.
conistent with the strength required and has a smooth
white glaze overall.

7"
12"

No.

No.

et.ne..ten

Length

5.10

.15
.as

I04"
I04"

aMiES

ANTENNA INSULATORS

470
471

List
Price

Hgt.

FEEDER SPREADERS

*STEATITE BUTTON
It fills the demand for an insulator that will
not loosen up when inmalled. Consists of
two ateatite buttons 'frith • special screw
which prevents turning of the buttons.
Come. complete with cork gaskets and brass
hardware.

Na.
9663
8663
Ilfe6S3
42753
44501

SO watt
10 watt

$1.25
.85

IBIRMSAEH

F.ach cone is 2 ., " high and is made of low aisorption,
highly vitrified glazed porcelain. All brass nickel- plated
hardware and lead and cork simile. are used.
No.

Length

List Price

4235
4236
4137
4238

10"
15"

5 . 90
1.00
1.2.
1.50

10"
IS"

other BIRNBACH

PRODUCTS

JACKS AND PLUGS
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS
FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
E01 GENUINE CABLE
INSULATED AND METAL
PIN TIP JACKS AND PLUGS
MICROPHONE CABLE
COPPERWELD WIRE AND OTHERS

GET OUR NEW AMATEUR EQUIPMENT CATALOG AT YOUR DEALER'S

BIRNBACH 1Zc&c Ccr.,denc
145

HUDSON

ST.,

NEW YORK, N.Y.

rc 541 :1
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or Years KENYON has been a synonym
or QUALITY. That's why the engineering
departments of practically every leading
manufacturer of quality products have sped!, ed Kenyon Transformers. That's why, too,
every leading Expedition to the Polar Realons, and the Tropics has selected Kenyon. The experts know that Kenyons stand
no under the most adverse climatic condi'¡ons — that they're PLUS rated to take the
,
tuff. When you want performance — insist
apon KENYON TRANSFORMERS. If
your jobber can't supply you — write us
,c1 wed tell you where you can get them!

Two Great KENYON Books
Now Ready the Kenyon HAMMANUAL
gives complete specifications of modern
transmitter circuits, exciter kits, speech amplifiers and other ¡ obs that you are sure to
want to build. Contains a wealth of valuable information for every HAM. It's truly a
Complete HANDBOOK on Transmitter
design. Authentic, written by afamous designer of transmitting equipment. Use the
coupon to get your copy.

FREE! The new KENYON CATALOG
is ¡ ust off the Press' Just what every amateur
needs. Get yours today.

* FOR AMATEURS
* FOR BROADCASTERS
* FOR MANUFACTURERS
* FOR INDUSTRIAL USES
* FOR SERVICE MEN aDEALERS

Type
T-668*
T-669*
T-670*
T-671*

PLATE TRANSFORMERS FOR STANDARD AMATEUR DUTY
Net
D.C. Volts
MA DC
$5.85
500-750
300
9.60
1000-1250
300
12.90
1500-1750-2000
300
12.90
1000 1250
500
*tapped secondaries
KEN- 0- TAP UNIVERSAL MODULATION TRANSFORMERS

Type
Y-489
Y-493
T-494
T-495
T-496

Watts
15
40
75
125
300

Type
T-153
T-152
T-166
7-167
T-177

Henries
30
10
11
11
12

Type
T-517
T-506
T-510
T-516
T-521

Henries
15-45
5-20
6-19
5-20
6-21

Net
82.40
3.60
5.40
12.00
18.00

Class C Load Watts
30
80
150
250
600

FILTER CHOKES
MA
Res
90
350
200
100
300
125
400
80
500
95

Ins
1000
1000
1500
3000
5000

$1.80
2.10
4.20
5.70
9.00

Ins
1000
1000
1500
3000
5000

Net
S1 . 80
2.10
420
5.70
9.00

SWINGING CHOKES
MA
90 20
200 30
300 30
400 50
500 60

'KENYON

Res
350
100
125
80
95

TRANSFORMER

CO..

Inc.

840 BARRY ST, NEW YORK, N Y
bport D•portment

25 W

St

New York, N Y

GENTLEMEN:
Please send me your FREE H AMMANU AL. Ienclose 10e to cover cost of
mailing and handling.
Please send me your New IRLE Catalog.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
emu am mammas itall

STATE
MIR OM MIR UM Mil OM

HANDBOOK
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ESI CO
Popularly Priced Electric Soldering Irons
DEPENDABLE — DURABLE
You can depend on Esico Irons to do their job right ever

time. 1ou can

depenil on them to ilelker heat to the tip as fast and as idten as required.
You can depend on them to stay clean— to work as gisal after many weeks as
when you first useil them. They are dependable tools.
Esieo Irons are durable- - they are built to give unlimiteil service. The tips
are made of special forgeil coliper
have to be re- t•

that is why they stay clean and do not

frequently.

It is because of this dependability and durabilits that Radio Manufacturers
as well as many other kinds of manufacturers. Ise Esiro Irons in large quantities. That is why Radio Ilams who knim, use them year after year.
Each Esieo Iron has a

.- piece blued steel case and rich mahogany handle.

They may be used on either k( or IX: current and are w

Iin voltages

from 105 to 210 except the Nick Nack which can be had only in 105 - 120
volts.
Esers

1..-ico 11.011

is elltlipped

¡ III

a . ix-hbot eon' and plug attachment.

A special patented method of lirml> anchoring a hells ii, asbestos lined
No. 18 electric cord to the iron, entirel

eliminates Iras ii,. This is an

important feature.

ESICO MIDGET

ESICO
NICK NACK

Radio Hants, everywhere, use lisien I
and re.

ESICO
JUNIOR

colored display.
mill help you identify
Esiei, 1rons at your
neighborhood dealer or
Radio Supply house.
This

.ntl them

highly. Many will use
no other.

Esico ELEGnuc soLDERING

t \ CONDITIONALLY Gt tU ANTEED

Esico Irons Assure Complete Satisfaction and Lot g- Life

Manufactured by

Electric Soldering Iron Co., Inc.
DEEP RIVER, CONNECTICUT

c.543 ]
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PYREX Lead-In Insulator —

No. 67104

Clearer reception! Greater range uith

PYREX BRAND GLASS INSULATORS
--

.

!

.)1
,
.
i
t

I•

brand glass, bring in clearer signals from greater
distances under any weather conditions!

,

euel
•

it:Ile>:
ABOVE: PYREX Antenna Insulators —
Nos. 67021 ; 6701/, 67007.
BELOW: PYREX Stand- Of! Insulators for High Power
Transmitters— Nos. 67107 ; 67109.

r)
•

no doubt about it! Pyrex Radio In,uTHERE'S
lators, made from tough, non- porous PYREX

e-,

Formed in asingle piece, with asmooth SllticlCe
that can't absorb moisture, PYREX Insulators
have no pores or cracks for dust to lodge in
There is no glaze to chip o- crack.
The result is an insulator of great stability with
superior su face resistance and minimum power
loss . . . the very features you've been looking
for!
Send now or the free folder describing the complete line of PYREX
Radio Insulators. Specify
CORNING MEANS
PYREX Insulators next
RESEARCH IN GLASS
time you b..ry from your
local radio supply house.

CORNING GLASS WORKS
CORNING, N. Y.

HANDBOOK
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t,:lEew CANDLER SYSTEM
With

TRAINS YOU TO MEET NEW CODE SPEED REQUIREMENTS ,

WALTER H. CANDLER

Obtain Your Amateur or Commer-

Maker of Champions Will Train
You Personally to Qualify for
that Bigger, Better Job.

cial License in /
2 Usual Time With
1

The New CANDLER SYSTEM Training
You Can Learn Code RIGHT, from the beginning as you will be
using it on the air, or obtain your commercial license and qualify for a good
job by taking CANDLER TRAINING in
your own home, as McElroy, Jean Hudson,
McDonald and many others have done and
are doing. It is surprisingly easy and
inexpensive.
It takes more than merely the sending and
receiving of code to become askilled radiotelegraph operator. The New CANDLER
SYSTEM teaches you quickly the technique of Fast, Accurate telegraphing.

LEARN AT HOME
'F. R. NicLLRO%
Official Champion
Radio
Operator,
Speed 75.2 wpm., tvon at Asheville
Code Tournament July 2. 1939, says:
"My skill and speed are the result of
the exclusive, scientific training Walter
Candler gave me. Practice is necessary,
but without proper training to develop
Concentration. Co-ordination and a
keen Perce jgiee sense, practice is of
little value. One likely will practice
the wrong way.''

To Read Code at High Speeds
Like You Read Print

L. R. McDONALD. W8CW
At the Asheville Tournament copied
75 wpm. McDonald says: " Without
Candler scientific training and specialized practice. I could never have
made my record of 75 wpm. Candler
fundamental training is necessary to
speed and skill."

If you've practiced and practiced with ally
kind of practice set, but can't get over the
"hump" that seems to be your limit — don't
be discouraged. Thousands of skilled operators
have had the same experience. Some thought
they were dumb; others thought they weren't
"gifted." But you should see those fellows
today! They can send beautiful code and copy
fast press 4 to 8 words behind without conscions effort or strain. Those fellows have
Automatic Sound Consciousness— and they
got it through CANDLER Training!

No Expensive Practice Sets
Needed for Candler Training
Learning to Send and Receive Code Rapidly,
skilfully is a Mental Process that requires
Mind Training such as only CANDLER can
give you. Practice of any kind without this
Specialized Training is like trying to learn
electricity without a knowledge of Ohm's Law.
CANDLER shows you the easy, interesting
way to Speed, Skill, and that Amateur or
Commercial License in half the usual time.

JEAN HUDSON, W3BAK
At the age of 9, after taking Candler
code training. Jean won the championship in Class E. at Chicago
World's Fair.

CANDLER SYSTEM
Dux 331. Dept. HD- DI

ASHEVILLE. N. C.. U.S.A.

Champion Jean at the age of 14
when she won the championship in
Class B at the Asheville Code Tournament.

SEND FOR THIS FREE

BOOK OF
FACTS
It gives you the
story of the chamPions and many
inside tips that
will help you. It
is FREE, apostal
will bring it to
you. No obligation.

HANDBOOK
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TOIT CAN SAVE
ç_e pe caloi epazda44
LOW FIRST COST

LONG LIFE— assured by superior materials,

COMPACTNESS — more

capacity

per

cubic

carefully

supervised

manufacture,

indi-

vidual testing.

Inch, duc to Pyranol's high dielectric and
insulating

properties.

Pyranol

capacitors

are amazingly small.
DEPENDABILITY — more

CONVENIENCE

in shape and in mounting;

available in rectangular and round casings
—for upright or inverted mounting.

time

on

the

air;

CONSERVATING RATINGS — suitable for con-

eliminates costly repairs due to capacitor

tinuous operation up to 10 per cent above

failure.

rated voltage.
YOU CAN'T SURM

You can save with G- E Pyranol Capacitors in your rig. Available in a wide
range of capacities— rated from 500 to 5000 volts. Ask your dealer about
them,

and

write

to

Radio and Television Department, General Electric,

Schenectady, N. Y., for its NEW bulletin, GEA-2021B.

PYRANOL

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

VbraPacks
Give P erfect

Portable Power
for Transmitters, Receivers,
P. A. Systems, Scientific Apparatus
Mallory Vibrapacks are available in both selfrectifying and tube-rectifying types. The complete line includes single and dual Vibrapacks
for operation IN ith the 12 volt batteries commonly used in airplane, bus and boat service.
Check the specifications of the complete line
and see which suits your needs.

Radio operators, engineers and public address
men everywhere have discovered that the most
satisfactory and economical answer to dependable plate voltage from astorage battery source
is aMallory Vibrapack. This perfected Vibrator
type power supply is easy to use . . . efficient
and gives long service.

TIIE COMPLETE VIBRAPACK LINE
N
Iataba
N.
ber

\l'-551
\l'-552
\l'-553
\l'-554
\l'-555e
\l'-557e
\1'4;556
\I-1558

-

tr:/{re!
i
.
siting
Voltage

Nominal Output
Voltage

125-150-175-200
6.3
6.3 225-250-275-300
125-150-175-200
6.3
6.3 225-250-275-300
6.3 300
6.3
12.6
32.

400
225-250-275-300
225-250-275-300

M
UM
Output
Current

100
100
100
100
200
150
100
100

nia.
nia.
nia.
ma.
ma.
ma.
nia.
ma.

T} I
,

Self- Rectifying
Self- Rectifying
Tube Rectifier
Tube Rectifier
Tube Rectifier
Tube Rectifier
Self- Rectifying
Tube- Rectifying

Price

$15.00
18.50
16.50
20.00
37.50
37.50
20.00
20.00

*Special Dual Packs for high output.

Output voltages indicated are nominal. Actual average output voltages
at various loads can be determined by reference to graphs in new data
booklet— Form E-555-B.
Tube rectifier types permit " 13- - to be isolated from ground if desired.
Vibrapacks are supplied complete with special Mallory vibrator. Rectifier
tubes are supplied with these types.

Send for Free Booklet
of Technical Data
From the arctic to the tropics, users of
Mallory Vibrapacks all report the same
high efficiency. Whether you use your
Mallory Vibrapack for operating a radio
receiver, transmitter or P. A. amplifier, you
can depend on long life, satisfactory service
and economical operation.

An 8- page booklet containing complete
descriptions of all Mallory Nibrapacks,
mith application suggestions, technical
data and instructions, is available upcni
request.
Ask for Fibrapack Booklet—
Form E-555-B

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.

MALLORY

HANDBOOK
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Transmitting Capacitors
. . with Exclusive Impregnating

There is no greater
mistake than the false
economy of expecting
long life from cheap
transmitting condensers. Their failure
can result in damage
to expensive power
supply equipment.

ompound that gives Longer Life
.Greater Dependabie- TZ types of Mallory Transmitting

Capacitors are for low power transmitting and television circuits as well as
power amplifier applications. They give
long life and dependable service yet
they cost no more. Types TR are
special low-cost, small-size round units
for amateur transmitting and other
applications. Types TX are general
purpose units for amateur, broadcast
and television application.

TYPE '
IR
£à_

All types are impregnated with a new
NI allo-ry non - inflammable, non - toxic
dielectric compound. II
igh dielectric
constant and unusual heat resistance
afford good power factor with extremely
stable DC resistance.

TYPE
TZ

TYPE TX

MALLORY
(aid Bias Cell

Mallory-Yaxley Type 2190 switches
make it possible to measure anumber of
circuits with a single current reading
meter. The insertion of the meter in the
circuit is accomplished merely by pushing a but Ion. Other circuits connected
to the switch remain closed and uninterrupted.

For Band Switching
allory-Yaxlev IlamBand Switches make
'aye band s‘% i
idling as convenient as eitangig bands on your coinniunications receiver.
:onvenient terminal arrangement, wide
pacing of current carrying parts, heavily
lverplated contacts and low-loss magnesium
licate ceramic insulation are features espejelly designed for high- frequency applications.
'our distributor has data sheets.

Inelinneann1;£

For Meter Switching

Get bei hr phone quality at a
saving. I›e Mallory Bias Cells
to bias the high gain tubes in
',our speech amplifier. They
will provide constant, unfailing ' C" bias that is independent of your power supply.

In al:

_ t•

s.

Send for Complete
Catalog
You should be familiar with all the products manufactured by Mallory-Yaxley.
They include condensers, phone plugs,
lip jacks and plugs, jacks and jack
switches, resistors, dial lights as well as
many other items. Send for acomplete
catalog today.
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"EVEREADY"
No. 386 "Super-Layer-Bilt"
battery is the battery for those who want
only the most satisfactory and economical
source of " B" power obtainable. 45-volt,
8 1/32 x45/16 x73/16 in. 1 lbs. 3oz.

No. 482*
"Mini- max" Portable. Minimum space
and weight. Maximum service, equivalent to No. 762, below. Compare the size
and weight. 45-volt, 31
/ x 13
2
/ x 57/16
4
in. 2lbs.

No. 762
PORTABLE.
i
•

x

3lbs.

in.

No. 138 k
PORTABLE.

2:

x2, 6 x4,', in.
1 lb. 6 oz.

No. X-180

No. 733 11>

MIDGET " LAYERBILT."

PORTABLE.

Smallest 45-volt
"B" battery made.
Flexible Wire
Terminals.
11
/
4 x1
1
A x2 in.

45-volt,

331¡x1Hx4

in.

12 oz.

2 oz.

These are the types of batteries most useful to amateurs and experimenters.

BATTERY

HEADQUARTERS

30 East . 12nd St., New York, N. Y.

HANDBOOK
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RADIO

BATTERIES

No. 742

No. 743 le

11
/2
volt, 4cell,
Portable "A" Battery.
2-H x2!,:; x4in.
1lb. 6oz.

No 141

11
/2
volt, 6cell,
Portable "A" Battery.
33
/ x
4
x
in.
2lbs.

311

POR TABLE

BATTERY
LAVERN RECOVIRS

••••• .

•

,

No. 718

Battery. 11 x

6-volt, 8 cell, Portable "A"

2,91 x5!,!, in: 3lbs.

*No. 741
11
2 /
volt, 8cell,
Portable "A" Battery.
3Ii x2x5Y. in.
2lbs. 14 oz.

4No. 745

1/
2 1
volt, 8 cell, Portable
"A" Battery.10 3
4 x 3ri1 x 1!,!.1 in. 3lbs.
/

No. 746
41
/2
volt, 3cell,
Portable "A" Battery.
3S` x 1 x41,1
;in.
1lb. 3oz.

No. 747

6-volt, 8 cell, Portable "A"
Battery. 10 34 x 3:2,1 x 1M in. 3lbs.

For acomplete catalog of all types of Eveready Radio Batteries write 10
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide [
Triq and Carbon Corporation

TURNER

Microphones
for Efficiency
and Dependability
Pep up your rig with anew Turner Mike.
Enjoy true broadcast quality, professional
appearance and sure-fire performance at
low cost. Amateur and commercial
users the world over And Turner Mikes
answer their most exacting demands.

1
el 33D Dynamic

el 22X Crystal
¡th Tilting Head
e-appeal and performance with this
reamlined satin chrome plated mike.
h for voice or music. Head tilts full
grecs for semi- or non-directional
p. Cable can be changed without
ins mike. Built-in " wind gag"; no
b tfrom close speaking. Diaphragm guard
is uilt in. Large capacity crystal permits
I g mike lines to be run with minimum
I s of level. Inertia type case absorbs
chanical shocks. Crystal impregnated
asfainst moisture and changes in barometric
pressure. Exceptionally free from feed back.
Range 30-7,000 cycles. High level -52DB.
Rugged, dependable. Features equal to
$25 mikes. Complete
rtz 7 ft cable set... List
t

$16.50

Model 22D Dynamic
ntical in appearance with 22X. Rugged
ristruction; dependable performance.
'th 7 foot cable set •
List

$20.00

dd $1.50 for 25 foot cable set.

satin chrome finish of this dynamic
ike adds class to your rig. Ninety degree
tilting head gives semi- or non-directional
pick-up. Twenty-five foot Balanced Line
removable cable set permits operation
under noisy circuit conditions. Output
level — -54DB. Range 40-9,000 cycles. Ruggedly built for P.A. or recorder work.
Built-in transformer free from hum pickup. Can take bad climate conditions and
withstands rough handling. One hundred
ft. lines possible with high impedance unit,
and thousands of feet with low impedance
50 ohms, complete with 25
foot cable set
List
is
200, 500 or high impedance,
with 25 foot cable set
List $ 25 00
Deduct $ 1.50 for 8 foot Cable Set.

$23 50

Model 33X Crystal
Same in appearance as 33D, our finest
crystal microphone with semi- or nondirectional operation. Professional appearance, rugged, satin chrome finish, with
crystal
impregnated
against
moisture.
Automatic barometric compensation. Tilting 90 degree head permits operator to
speak or sing directly into mike without it
being in line of vision. Removable 25 foot
cable set. High output of -52 on wide range
of frequencies. High capacity crystal permits long lines to be run without frequency
discriminations and minimizing loss of
level. Response 30-10,000 cycles. Larger,
heavier unit than 22X with wider response.
Complete with 25 foot removable cable set
List
Deduct $1.50 for 8 foot Cable Set.

$22 50

Write for Catalog AH Describing Complete Turner Line

o el 44X Cr Ys
Selective Direct ional

Now you can choose the sound you wa
amplify. Model 44X has 13-15DB diii
tial between front and rear picku
microphone can be considered dead a
back. Eliminates audience noise and
ground disturbances. Reduces feedback
reflections. Allows operation in accou
ally bad spots. Ninety-degree adios
tilting head allows non-directional plc
Unusually high level -58DB when
with standard 25 foot cable. Lines up t
feet may be used with no frequency
crimination and a minimum loss of I
Range, 30-10,000, cycles. Finished in s
chrome, fits any 5/8-27 stand. Moist
proof crystal, automatic barometric c
pensation, blast proof, mechanical,
proof.
Complete with 25 foot
changeable cable set
List

$27

Model VT- 73 Mi ropho
Stand and Ca ble
Double
your
po
with VT-73, built
pecially for voice t
mission
Speech
quencies emphasiced
creating
rising cur
turc of response
tween 500 and 4
cycles. Crisp, clear
nais, even throu
QRM. Combinati
microphone, han
and stand, weighs
ounces. Anti-reson
cable. Climatical
sealed. Fully RF shie
cd. Won't blast fr
close
spea king.
Hi
output -5ODB. Finish
in telephone black and
chrome.
List

$18.0

Model 99 D namic
Was chosen as Official
Mike at W6USA,California Exposition.
The most rugged mike
we can offer. Gun metal finish; professional appearance.
Output -54DB. Range
40-9,000 cscles.
50 ohm
List . . . .

.
50

CEDAR RAPIDS. I
OWA . U.
S.
A.
Crystal Miereones Licensed Under Patents of the Brush Development Co.

200 ohm, 500 ohm, or
hi- imp. fro9
List ....

.
50
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MODULATION MONITOR
Usable on all broadcasting bands ... Has two Triplett
RED.DOT lifetime guaranteed indicating instruments
—one serves as a carrier level meter and the other
as a percent modulation meter .. . High speed meter
reaches full scale deflection in less then 300 milliseconds. Has delay circuit on downstroke ( requires
700 Milliseconds for return to zero) . . . Neon flasher
indicates overmodulation for peaks of extremely short
duration . . . Calibrated modulation control for neon
flasher from 50°. to 120°. . . . Self•contained adjust-

ment for carrier level . . . Polarity switch permits
checking positive and negative peaks . . . Tip jacks
for phone connection . . . Vacuum tube rectification
throughout. 110 Volt A. C. 60 cycle operation . . .
Modernistic metal case with black suede finish,
14 1
2 "x 75
/
,s" x 41
2 ". Etched panel.
/

$ 33.00 Net.

Also available as a rack panel mounting unit. Monitor
is mounted in o heavy steel panel. 19" x 10 1
2 "
/
533.67 Net.

Today's Most Modern Instruments
Triplett's advanced line of modern electrical measuring instruments includes 21
styles, round, square and fan cases, 2", 3", 4", 5", 7", 10" and twin models.
Front and rear instrument illumination is available. Voltmeters, Ammeters,
Milliammeters, Millivoltmeters, Microammeters, RMeters, Thermo Ammeters,
approved Decibel Meters, Dynamometer type instruments and Instrument
Relays.
A FEW TYPICAL BARGAINS

Models 341 (3" round) and 347-A (3" square) Thermo Ammeters, 0-5, 0-1,
0-1.5, 0-2.5 and 0-5 Amp. ranges, with internal couples $ 4.50 Net Each.
Models 321 (3" round) Decibel Mete-. Standard range, up 6, down 10
$7.84 Net Each.

Model
426

Models 321 (3" round), 327-A (3" square) D.
C. Voltmeters, 1000 ohms per volt. Provided
with special external metallized multipliers on
bakelite strip. 0-1000, 0-1500, 0-2000, 0-2500,
0-3000, 0-4000 ranges .... $ 8.67 Net Each.
New methods and extremely accurate processes representing years of instrument building experience are embodied in every Triplett
design. Today's most modern irstruments, the
Triplett line will give you anew conception of
quality.
321

POCKET VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER

A pocket Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter that is a " must" for every nam shack.
A.C.-D.C. Voltage 0-10-50-250-1000-5000 at 1000 ohms per volt D.C. Milliamperes 0-10-100-500; Resistance 0-300 ohms (shunt type circuit); 0-250,000
ohms (series type circuit). Higher resistance readings with external batteries.
Molded case and panel, completely insulated. $14.50 net.

.
..Ind!!!

666

Vacuum tube voltmeters and acomplete line of radio
test equipment also is available. Write for free catalogs

n

r-

THE

TRIPLETMELECTRICAL

999 HARMON DRIVE

INSTRUMENT

COMPANY

BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Model 430
Six tube four band professional type
amateur communication receiver for mobile and stationary installations where
excellent reliability is required at an
economical initial cost. Contains beatfrequency oscillator, electrical band
spread, iron core i. f• coils, ceramic
coil forms, built-in 6" Jensen dynamic
speaker, headphone jack, flywheel tuning, and pitch control of BFO. Covers
540 kc to 43 mc. Available also with
150-400 kc and 540 kc to 16 mc coverage.
For 105-125 volts, 60 cycle a.c. or for

Model 460 With Bui

6 volts d.c. using Type 610 power pack.

Ten tube four band Communication Receiver

Model 430 with tubes complete $29.95

designed especially for service on the amateur
bands. Frequency range 540 kc to 43 mc in

Type 610
For 6volt operation
of Models 430 or
438 Howard communication receivers in mobile or
rural service. Provides 300 volts 60
mils of "B" power.
Type 610 $ 12.50
Pnnted in U. S. A.

four overlapping bands. Built-in Frequency
Monitor is a precision calibrated oscillator
with a fundamental range of 850 to 1030 kc,
with a 12" calibrated drum dial. The calibration may be checked against crystal controlled
broadcast stations. Harmonics from the oscillator fall in the amateur bands, thus using
these precise harmonics as identification

HANDBOOK
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Model 438
Eight tube four band commercial type
communication receiver for 540 kc to
43 mc. The features of Model 438 are:
extreme sensitivity and selectivity, good
band- spreading, compact size and facilities to permit operation from commercial
a.c. lines or from a six volt storage battery in conjunction with the Type 610

Frequency Monitor
oints any preselected amateur channel may
eaccurately identified. Frequency of incom -

power pack. Contains beat frequency
oscillator, electrical band spread, iron
core i. f• coils, ceramic coil forms, built-in
speaker, flywheel tuning, pitch control of
BFO and optional crystal.
Model 438 complete less xtal $49.95
Model 438 complete with xtal $59.95

signals and your own transmitter can be
becked with remarkable accuracy. CW re eption may be obtained in two ways, either
sing the frequency monitor as the beat signal
raseparate BFO in the i. f. circuit. Built-in
Noise Limiter practically eliminates ignition
interference.
Model 460 with 8" separate speaker $79.95
Model 460 with speaker and crystal $89.95

Type 600
Vacuum tube type
R meter for signal
strength indication.
Plugs into Models
430 or 438 receivers. Rubber suction
cup mtg. Type 600
complete with
tube $ 10.00
All prices ,ubject to change without iritice
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Manufacturers of Communication
and Broadcast Radio Receivers
1735 Belmont Ave.

Chicago, U.S.A.
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BEAMS, VERTICALS, ACCESSORIES
PREMAX CORULITE Rotary Beam ANTENNAS
Premax Corulite Tubular Elements are made of a special design of steel tubing
reinforced by contintion- corrugations, providing amazing stiffness with extremely
light weight. Standard elements consist of three 6- foot sections, ranging from 1" to
%" in diameter, fully adjustable from 6' to 17%'. Double-end elements consist of a
6' center section %." in diameter, into which are inserted two %," sections each 6'
long, adjustable from 12' to 173,4'. The Premax positive locking clamps permit instant

Showing Premax Ream Kit
assembled from standard elements

tuning adjustment. Each kit is complete with bronze mounting clamps and full
instructions for erecting and feeding. All elements are heavily cadmium plated.

KIT RI1-4218 - 4 No. 218-M elements for 10-and 20-meter arrays; weight 15 pounds

NET $ 14.95

KIT RI1-6218 - 6 No. 218-M elements for 10-and 20-meter arrays; weight 22 pounds

NET $22.50

KIT 1111-8218 - 8 No. 218-M elements for 10-and 20-meter arrays; weight 29 pounds

NET $29.95

NO. 218-M - Single standard Premax Corulite Tubular Steel Element; weight 3% pounds

NET $ 3.75

KIT I111-2118 - 2 No. 418-M Double End Corulite Elements for 10-meter array; wt. 6 pounds NET $ 7.20
KIT RI1-3418 - 3 No. 418-M Double End Corulite Elements for 10-meter array; wt. 10 lbs NE'r $ 10.80
KIT 1111-4418 - 4 No. 418-M Double End Corulite Elements for 10-meter array; wt. 13 lbs

NEI' $ 14.40

NO. 418-M - Single Double End Corulite Element, weight 3 pounds

NE:11 . $ 3.60

PREMAX TELESCOPING VERTICAL RADIATORS
Premax Telescoping Vertical Radiators are available in High Tensile Copper Nickel Steel (Style M), Aluminum (Style AM) and Monel (Style MM for marine and commercial). Each type is designed to be fully
telescoping and adjustable at any height by means of special Premax Locking Clamps which hold the sections
firmly in place and provide perfect electrical contact. Each radiator is furnished complete with mast, insulator
and full instructions for erecting and feeding. Steel masts heavily plated in bright cadmium.
RADIATOR VH-136 - 20-meter steel mast 136-M with insulator 136-P; weight 29 lbs
RADIATOR

11-318 - 10-meter steel mast 318-M with insulator 318-P; weight 12 lbs

MAST 136-M - 6-section steel mast only; 7' to 34'; 1%" diameter base; weight 22 lbs.
MAST 318-M - 3-section steel mast only; 6' to 17'; '311"diameter base; weight 8 lbs
RADIATOR VRA-135 - 20-meter aluminum mast AM- 135 with insulator 136- PA; wt. 20 lbs

N VI' $ 16.95
NET $ 7.50
NE:1 $ 9.00
NET $ 4.50
NET $34.50

RADIATOR ' RA- 121 - 10-meter aluminum mast AM- 121 with insulator 136- LA; wt. 12 lbs N1.71 . $ 18.75
MAST AM- 135 - 5-section aluminum mast only; 73' to 34';

WI"diameter

base; wt. 13 lbs NEr $26.40

MAST AM- 121 - 3-section aluminum mast only; 7' to 20'; 1" diameter base; wt. 5lbs
NET $ 10.65
MAST MM- 125 - 3-section Monel mast only; 8' 7" to 24' 8%"; 34" diameter
base; wt. 8 lbs. Insulator No. 136-L recommended
N $ 19.50
III- Q KIT HQ- 10 - Masts only 130-M (5-sec.) and 112-M (2-sec.); weight 20
lbs. IIi-Q ten-meter vertical- no insulator required
NET $ 10.50

PREMAX ROTONIOUNTS

WOOD TOWER
KIT NO. WT- 100 - 10' high, 24" x 24"
base, 9" x9" top. All wood parts cut to exact
length and drilled for assembly, each piece
painted two coats weatherproof paint. Top
drilled for Rotomount. Complete with cadmium- plated bolts, etc. Weight 40 lbs.
NF:r $ 13.50

Send for complete details of Premax
Rotomounts, the ideal mounting, hand
or power, for rotary beams.
NO. 11M-10 - hand operated Roto mount Cable Drive
NET $ 13.50
NO. RMII-20 - Worm Drive Rotomount. NET $30.00
NO. 20-T - Motor Transmission Unit NET $ 15.00

WOOD FRAME KITS

PREMAX INSULATORS

Designed to secure maximum strength
with minimum weight. All parts cut to
length, drilled and painted two coats
of enamel.

Style 136 Lapp heavy Duty Construction,
tested
compression
rating up to 10,000 lbs.
136-P for mast 136-M; 136-PA
for mast AM- 135; 136- LA for
mast AM- 121; 136-L for mast
MM- 125. Weight 7 lbs.
NET $8.10

KIT 4-W - for 10-and 20-meter arrays; weight 45 lbs.
NET $10.95
KIT 2-W - for 10-meter 2-element array; wt. 7% lbs.
NET $ 1.80
KIT WX

- Auxiliary to 4-W for 6-element; wt. 12 lbs.
NET $2.40

Style No. 136

NO. 318-P for lighter verticals.
Wt. 4 lbs
NET $3.00

1
11
1
14
:1

4,0,9

No.318-1"

(Send for Free Technical Bulletin II-3 and Catalog)
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3m, Maze, who _want
25-watt triode

Filament beam-tetrode

Economical general-purpose triode for low- power
R.F amplifier, buffer, doubler, oscillator, Class 8
modulator.
¡lament
/ 5 volts (q., 2.25 amperes
Plate
800 Max. volts & 75 M(1%. ma.
Average amplification factor
55
Plate dissipation
25 max. watts
eassC output at 75% efficiency
42 watts

HY25 $ 1.95 net

Instantaneous- heating
filament- type
R.F.
and
audio tetrode for mobile and portable xmitters no battery drain during stand-by. Shielded for
R.F. Full plate input for phone and doubler
operation.
i- dement
63 volts g 1.5 amperes
Plate
600 Max. volts & 100 IIMX.
Plate dissipation
40 max. watts
Nominal Class C output
42 approx. watts

HY69 $ 3.50 net

40- watt power triodes
High- efficiency graphite-anode triodes for R.F. Class ES and C
amplifier, buffer, doubler, oscillator, Class B modulator.

HY40 $ 3.50 net

R.F. beam- power tetrodes
R.F. power amplifier, buffer, frequency multiplier oscillator,
Class AB .• modulator of exceptionally high power sensitivity.
Fully shielded for R.F. - no neutralizing required.

HY61 $ 3.50 net

Filament
7 5 vo lt s (
a 2.25 amperes
Plate
1000 max. volts & 115 max. ma.
Plate dissipation
40 max. watts
Class C output at 75% efficiency
86 watts

Heater
63 volts 4 0.9 ampere
Plate
600 max. volts & 100 max. ma.
Plate dissipation
25 max. watts
R F. power output
37.5 approx. watts
Directly interchangeable with 1307 and RK-39

HY4OZ $ 3.50 net
Zero-bias high-mu triode similar to
ratings.
Filament
Class C output

HY60 $ 2.50 net

HY40 in

Low- power version of HY61 with reduced power
drain.
Heater
6 3 volts Iii 0.5 ampere
Plate
425 max. volts & 60 mas ma.

7 5 volts @ 2.5 amperes
86 watts

e75% efficiency

65- watt power triodes
Graphite-anode high- efficiency triodes for medium- high- power
operation with olly 1000 volts on the plate.

HY51A-HY51B $ 4.50 net
HY51A filament
7 5 volts 4 3.5 amperes
HY51B filament
10 volts e 2.25 amperes
Plate
1000 Max. volts & 175 Max. Md.
Plate dissipation
65 max. watts
Class C output at 75% efficiency
131 watts

HY615 $ 2.00 net
Heater .
6 3 volts (ii 0.15 ampere
Plate... .. 300 max. volts & 20 max. ma.
Plate dissipation
3 5 max. watts
R.F. power output @ 240 mc.
4.0 approx. watts

Filament
7 5 volts (
ri 3 5 amperes
Class C output e 75% efficiency
131 watts

Low- drain
uses.
Filament
Plate...

filament- type

866 $ 1.50 net

uni

Junior M.V. rectifier
Economical rectifier for light- duty applications.
Plate connection to top cap same as in regular 866
prevents voltage breakdown.

II

2 5 volts (p.;- 3.0 amperes
1250 max. volts

866 Jr. $ 1.05 net
Engineering bulletins free on request. Please
state types you are interested in.

HYTRONIC
A DIVISION

OF

THE

HYTRON

CORP.

battery

Low-loss 6L6GX

2 5 volts @ 5 amperes
2650 max. volts

Two 866 Jr.'s will deliver 250
ma. at DC potentials up to 1125
volts. Ideal for replacing 83
rectifiers when
heaters are
series connected.

for

Beam- power tetrode designed to replace 6L6 and
6L6G types. Low- loss ceramic base eliminates
insulation breakdown - increases R.F. and audio
output capabilities.
Heater
6 3 volts @ 0.9 ampere
Plate
500 max. volts & 90 max. ma.
Plate dissipation
21 max. watts
Especially recommended for use in xtal oscillators,
doublers and Class AB, modulators

Two Hytron 866s will deliver up to 2385 volts
DC at currents up to 500 milliamperes.

I-heater
AC plate voltage

triode

1 4 volts (I, 0.12 ampere
180 max. volts 49 15 max. ma.

Shielded M.V. rectifier
Half- wave mercury-vapor rectifier with internal
shield to prevent bombardment of elements.
Mesh Filament with greater emitting area, spiral
wound to concentrate heat, further increasing
emission.
Filament
AC plate voltage

t

HY114 $2.00 net

HY51Z $ 4.50 net
Zero- bias version of HY51 A for all applications.

II

Ultra- high- frequency triodes
U- H- F oscillator, R.F. amplifier and detector having extremely
low capacitances and short leads resulting in efficient operation
up to 300 megacycles ( 1 meter).

6L6GX $ 1.25 net
wwl

Ceramic- base Bantams
6A8G TX convert, ...
$ . 95
6J5G TX -, ed, mu triode.. $ .
95
6J7GTX r- f. pentode.... $ .
95
6K7GTX r.f. pentode
$ .
95
6K8GTX converter
$1.30

net
net
net
net
net

Special ly-selected
tubes
with low- loss ceramic base
for use in high-frequency
circuits.
Interchangeable
with metal and - G .'types.

%ruim
nu
n

m
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Above ratings are for continuousduty service.

LABORATORIES
72 Lafayette St., Salem, Mass.
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PLUGS- SOCKETS
AND
TERMINAL PANELS

.Weamy c
7t4 Setài.
Five numbers of over 200 in the Heavy Duty series fulfilling practically every plug and socket requirement in the Public Address,
Radio and kindred fields. Rugged construction will withstand
hardest usage. Socket contacts are of the knife switch type, of
phosphor bronze and tin plated. Plug contacts are of hard brass,
tin plated, with 1/4" x 1/16" cross section. Moulded Bakelite insulation. Caps are of steel with baked black crackle enamel.
Made in 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 contacts.
The best all around plug and socket at popular prices

"3 00" Saki,
Six numbers of over 100 in the " 300" series. A popular line of high
grade small plugs and sockets adaptable to thousands of uses.
All plugs and sockets are polarized. Phosphor bronze knife switch
type female contacts. Tin plated brass male contacts, bar type with
5/32" x 3/64" cross section. Moulded Bakelite insulation. Drawn
metal caps. Formed fibre linings.
assembly. Inexpensive.

Made in 2 to 33 contacts.

Simple
f 1

Priced low, but should not be confused with plugs and sockets
manufactured with the express purpose of selling below competition.

Skidded. jiglfz.
A new line of completely shielded plugs and sockets. Plugs are securely held to sockets by a threaded bushing. Housing of brass screw
machine parts, with burnished tin plate finish. XX Bakelite insulation.
No. 202CCT has two contacts, Nos. 101 and 101-D have a single contact.
202- CCT

101

101-D

Ideal for microphone connections, photo cell work, etc.

jemincd, panda..
To Manufacturers—For years we have been serving manufacturers on requirements for special terminal
panels to blue print. Our line of terminals has been developed by customer needs and range from small
sizes ( 2-56 screws), to large sizes ( 10-32 screws). Prompt quotations will be supplied upon receipt of
blue print or sketch.
Request our Catalog
Jobbers . .

No. J-40

Manufacturers . .

No. M-40

Radio Amateurs . .

No. A-40

HOWARD B. JONES
2300 WABANSIA AVE.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

PRAGUE SOLVES the SAFETY PROBLEM
with the Exclusive SPRAGUE
EGUARD TERMINAL PROTECTION
PLAY SAFE
Insist on Sp,agui
LIFEGUARDS

o Chance for Accidental Contact on

hese Transmitting Condenser Terminals
'tt't electrocute yourself! Insist on Sprague Transmitting
eitlensers with the exclusive new Lifeguard Terminal
sulated Caps — pioneered by Sprague. Caps fit snugly
er terminals — give full protection against ever-present
tnger of shock from stored-up charge which may
tamed in condensers for several days.

e.41414.iterà.
,

be

woe— Lifeguard caps are supplied at no extra cost for

ery Sprague Transmitting Condenser — or, you can buy

'ern at 15e net per pair. Just the thing for use on old conmisers — or any other exposed high voltage terminals.
pproved by the A.R.R.L. — first choice of all amateurs
ho know that it PAYS TO PLAY SAFE!

ALL ROUND AND RECTANGULAR TYPES
Sprague Xmitting Condensers are UNCONDITIONALLY GUAFIANT EEL) when used as specified.
Typical are these Type OT (round) net prices: 2mfd.
1,000 V. net 52.25 — 2 mfd. 2,000 V. 53.00 — 1mfd.
3,000 V. $5.40 — rypical Type CA ( rectangular)
prices are: 2mfd. 1000 V. net $300-2 mfd 2.000 V.
$3.90 — Imid. 3,000 V. 57.20. Made in full lines of
both round and rectangular types, also Inverted
screw ran round condensers for Transmitters. High
Gain Amplifiers, Television, etc.

THE BIGGEST IMPROVEMENT IN WIRE
WOUND RESISTORS IN 20 YEARS
. . . and They Cost No More
prague KOOLOIIMS are NEW Wire Wound Resistors having amazegly superior construction features found in no other resistors on the
tarket today. Every bit of wire on Koolohms is insulated. Resistance
slues are accurate, and they remain constant. Non-inductive types have
ractically zero inductance at 50 mc. Koolohm wire insution is impervious to heat and moisture. This insulation
lows Koolohms to be tightly layer-wound with larger
ire and assures full 'mange ratings for all values of ',stance. Imagine a 70,000 ohm, 10- matt resistor

Koolohm Resistors are made by Sprague
under an exclusive process with a ceramic
outer shell as an extra safety factor. They are

tat dissipates a full 10 watts safely!

the only truly insulated wire wound resistors on
the market today — yet they cost no snore.
Now available in 5-watt fixed types; also
10-watt fixed, non-inductive and adjustable.
Ask your jobber to show them to you — or
rush request for free catalog direct to us.

114 '
RESISTORS
LOW COST
XMITTING
ONDENSERS

NEW

HIGH CAPACITY

High Voltage Condensers
Full 800 Working
Volts

1st the Thing

For use in all P.A.,
theatre and amateur
applications where
working voltage is high
try the new Sprague
Type RC rectangular
can type dry electrolytic. — individual
condensers connected
in series for full
capacity — full
working
voltage — low
leakage and low power factor — fully guaranteed. Type RC-28, 2 mfd. 800 volts net
cost $ 1.10; RC-48, 4 mfd. $1.20
net; RC-88, 8 mfd. $ 1.65 net. Auk
our jobber or write to us

or Beginners
rthose who want rugged, dependable and
ttruly economical high-voltage condensers
to 1,000 volts we heartily recommend
rague Type UC Unclosed Paper Sections.
iousands in use by beginners prove their
wary as low-cost transmitting units, etc.
'pe UC-11, 1 mfd. 1,000 volts your net
et only 90e, 2 mfd. 1,000 V. net cost $ 1.50
d4mfd. 1,000 V. net cost only $2.70. Other
D, 600 and 800 volt units at proportionately
vprices.
-311=railr

›RAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY
Here Adams, Mass.

"Two Big Factories

to

Serve You"

Sprague Fixed
Mica
Condensers
Voltage ratings are
fully guaranteed,
fully reliable on these popular Sprague Micas
Power factor is extremely low and stable
Superior performance is further assured 10
special construction which assures remark
ably high resistance to moisture. Made in
complete line.

CATALOG FREE!

Ask your Sprague
,,r .rmte to as for new Catalog
covering the complete lines of Sprague Con.
deniers and Koolohm Resistors.

6- and

110

U-42 HIGH GAIN
PRE- SELECTOR

U- 10A. FREQUENCY
METER-MONITOR

U-36 SIX BAND PHONE-OW
TRANSMITTER
Volts

Temperature stabilized.
1030
2 tube transmitter.
Switch choice of three
Mal frequencies.
Selet ts between standby or
either of two ant, matching colts.
Modulator
and power supply, 105-125 volt, 50-60 cy. A.C.
Output up to 10 watts.
Controls: Key- jack. 3
pos, xtal switch. 6-110 volt selector, oscillator
tuning, on- off, meter- selector, amp, tuning. output coupling, standby, mike jack. Panel cut for
2" meter.
6 volt socket on chassis rear. Uses
7A4, 7C7, 83V, two 7C5s.
Ship. weight, 16 lbs.
Size 12 1
/ "x7"17 1
2
/ ".
2
U- 36K KIT, less meter. crystals
and tubes; with 5-10 meter List
coils
$49.95
U- 36W WIRED. tested..-......
62.45
U-36 TURK KIT
8.25
U-37 CABINET
4.00
4399-440 Coils for 20-40 meters
3.00
4401-02 Coils for 80-160 meters 3.00

kc.

Fundamental range 840-

harmonics

covering

5 thru

160

meters. 7%" dial may be set with extreme accuracy on WWV or 19 broadcast stations.
regulated.
in

100

Voltage

Added frequency standard thru built-

kc.

oscillator.

Detector

tube

provides

audio monitoring and zero beating; cathode ray
tube connected to monitoring detector gives visual
deviation.
D.C.

For 105-125 volts, 25-60 cycle, A.C.-

Uses

VE-105,
Net
$29.97
37.47
4.95
2.40
1.80
1.80

strong

one

each

43,

25A7,

6J5,

6E5,

Complete, independent power.
Connect between
ant, and any receiver to Improve gain, selectiv ity. signal-to-noise ratio.
Five bands, low C
regenerative R.F. amplifier tuning 400 to 46,000
be. Dial 51
/ ", calibrated over 324 degrees, 5:1
2
vernier knob.
Amplification controlled by regenerative knob.
High selectivity.
Controls:
regeneration, on- off, band switch, in- out switch.
ant. - end. doublet and output terminals at rear.
Phone jack allows monitoring phone-e.w.
When
oscillating, serves as heterodyne frequency meter.
Size: 12U"z7"z7 1
4 ".
/

55-A.

List

Net

10 1
2 "sp 1
/
2 ”.7%, ,,.
/

U- 42K KIT ...._._...._.....$27.50

$16.50

Shipping weight: 15 lbs.

U- 42W WIRED, less tubes,
cabinet
. 33.00

19.80

Size:

U-IDA
U- II

WIRED,
TUBE

less

Net

List

tubes $48.75

$29.25

8.75

5.25

KIT

U-37

CABINF71'

U-427 TUBE KIT, one 7A7. 80

4.00

2.40

2.30

1.38

U-31 " SEND-'CEIVER"
Three tube regenerative receiver, si, hands, 10-70o meters.
Basic ' miner one tube. 3 band
xtal controlled oscillator, band switching.
Output nearly ten watts.
Three position crystal,
operation on 3 bands in xmitter circuit, and 6 bands when 7C5 amplifier tube added. 3 position leer selects coils which cover 5-10, 20-40 or 80-160 meters. Space on panel and chassis
for adding power amplifier, or 1 or 2 tube modulator. Key, mike, jacks on panel. A.C. power
supply and 0-150 plate m.a. Included.
Size 17":7"z7 1
/ ".
2
Net
List
$29.97
U- 31K KIT
$ 49.95
37.47
U- 31W
WIRED
62.45
2.97
U-32 CABINET
4.95
U-33 AMPLIFIER KIT: 3 roils, tuning condenser, knob, socket, condenser
3.90
resistors. to add power amplifier
6.50
U-34 MODULATOR KIT: mike transformer, socket, resistors, condensers, for
3.60
adding a 7C5 modulator tube for phone
6.00
3.18
U-317 TUBE KIT: 1-7C7, 80 and 2-7C5
5.30

U-50 " SUPER"
Uses controlled regeneration. Esc , lient inme
lectivity and signal-to-noise ratio.
Three gang condenser.
Eleven tubes, extra socket to add 100 he. oscillator.
Spread- band
tuning in 6 bands. Illuminated gun- sight dial indicator magnifies figures 21
2
/
times. Uses 7A7,
6.15, 6S1,5, 6K8,
6118. 80. two OSEZ, two 7C5. Controls: S- meter. silencer, tone and
on- off, phone jack, send- receive. ant, trimmer, dial, vernier tuning. AVC on- off, a.f.gain,
b.o, switch, selectivity, beat- pitch, $79.88 net, WIRED with cabinet, speaker, tubes. $72.38 net
KIT, with cabinet, speaker, tubes. Size: 17 1
/ "x9 1
2
/ "x10 1
2
/ ".
2
List
Net
U- 50K " SUPER" assembled, ready- to- wire, less cabinet, tubes, speaker...........-$ 83.25 $49.95
57.45
95.75
U- 50W " SUPER" WIRI7D, less cabinet, tubes, speaker..
U- 5I

Ringed Top

U-52

SPEAKER,

U-53 TUBE

camNET
8"

5.84

case

KIT

U-39
Mobile or home use.
Itas steering- post clamps.
Connect between antenna and any set, output
transformer of converter tunable any frequency
between 1500-1600 kg. Tuning condenser rigid,
two gang 20
mfd,
capacity, excellent band
spread through 7:1 tuning knob.
Drain 3/10
amperes filament, and 12 ma. B current from
home or auto set. Size: 6"c4"x4 1
/ ".
2
U-39 KIT .. _ . List $ 22.00 Net $13.20
U- 39W WIRED ....... ....... List 27.00 Net 16.20
1
68K
1.75 Net
1.05

400 So.

Peoria, Chicago, Ill.

9.90

15.05

9.03

II Tub.,

U-35 ICEYTONER

5-10 METER CONVERTER

See

3.50

16.50

Learn code rapidly with this unit. Plug-in key.
connect to A.C. or D.C., and every dot- dash reproduced through built-in speaker. Knob selects
one of five pitches between 300 and 3090 cycles.
Ideal both for code mastery and class- room sendins. Learn with Keytoner, and master hardest
part of becoming an amateur. Size 7"x5"x4".
SIMPLIFIES CODE- LEARNING
List
$ 11.50
16.50
2.35

U- 35K KIT
U- 35W WIRED. less
I-70L7GT Tube

Net
66.90
9.90
1.35

U-44 FREQUENCY METER
Temp. stabilized.
100 kr. standard oscillator.
Calibration against WWV. 51
2 " dial,
/
5 thru
160 meters. Voltage reg, socket provided. Controls: dial, on- off, standard freq. on- off switch.
calibration
zero- setter,
freq.
standard
zerosetter, 105-125 volts, 25-60 cycles. AC.-D.C.
Size 12 1
/ "r7"17 1
2
/ ".
2
70L7GT, 35A5, VR-105.
U- 44K
KIT
List $ 25.00 Net $ 15.00
U- 44W
WIRED
List 33.00 Net
19.80
U-44 TUBE KIT
List
5.00 Net
3.00

These Guthman Products at Your Leading Nearby Jobber
or order direct, giving jobber's name if out of stock.

EDWIN I. GUTHMAN CO., Inc.

Cable Address " GUTHCO"

VAL...FEY
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CRYSTALS
Steil Stet
el xiJi
CAL

PE LOI

TYPE LSS

led low Ion
'rai. For nandtube socket
tin!. Especially
ted to Police,
raft, and other
ire' communication
tenciez. Designed
rse with our CMA
als.
e
Net. $5.50

Molded black
bakelite with gol.
ished aluminum
cover. A receiver
crystal
filter
unit.
Specially mounted for
efficient operation.
Available mound to
465, 500, and 525 Kc.
Price
Net. $5.50
1600 Kc
Net. $7.95

PE VMC4

TYPE V01

vzhiple crystal holder ecrozodeting four unmounted
,:als such as our VC2.
,
d with external switch for
OST. Fits standard tube
'et. DillIOnlII0118: Die.
ght overall: 11/4". A very
.exact unit.
Net. SIL25

A crystal oven machined from
panthed black bokelite. De.
signed for Police, Aircreft,
Amateur, and other applications
where higher stability of frequency is desired. All of our
units with Hie emeriti. of Type
CBC will mount in this assembly.
Operates on from 6 to 8 volts at
approximately.5 APO,.
Price, lest crystal and bolder.
Net. $3.95

r.

'PE Val

VAL-PEV

unft is machined from glassy black
elite. Employs stalnless steel elecond features easy change of
Mk Type VCH1. For crystals from
15 to 4000 Ku. UP to 1.'square Type
343t. For cryaals from 7000 to 7500
up to 1" swore.
so—either tyre
Net. $0.95

84r

(PE LW»
Sided black bekelite. For standard tube
..kit mounting. A special cut crystal with •
elemental *milli/hen in the 14 Mc. band.
IPIPIIOCV drift will not exceed 10 cycles per
../des.C. Highly ective, tIcs uno may be em.
seed for direct control in the 14 Mc. band or
tabling to the higher frequencies. Plus or minus
Ke. of memified frequency from 14 to 15 Mc.
Cs
Net. $ 5.50

TYPE CRC
Our redesigned navy tyPO broadcast
mounting. Machined from polystyrene.
Monet metal electrodes. Exact setting of
crystal frequency by adjusting top electrode, access to which is below name plate.
Especially designed lee use at frequencies
from 400 to 5000 Kc.
Price
Net. $ 12.00

TYPE SS100
Molded black bakelite with polished alualinue
cover. Employs silvered pinpointosounted 100 Kc.
bar. Frequency shih due to vibration eliminated
with this new method of mounting. Designed espe.
dally for primary standard of frequency or other
precision applications.
Price
Net. $8.95

YPE VFU

TYPE DFS

olded black bakelite. For standard tube socket mountg. AT cut crystal. Frequency drift will not exceed 4
oies per Mc./deg.C. Variable frequency continumn oc
6Kc. In apositive direction free th• IlliftlImm frequency.
applied within 5Kc. in th. 3.5 Mc. band.
Ice
Net. $ 5.50
act specified frequency
Net. $6.95

Molded bleak bekelite with poliMed aluminum cover.
For standard tube socket mounting. Crystal ground to
oscillate at 100 or 1000 Kc. Temperature coefficient
103 Kc. 10 cycles per million cycles negative and at 1000
Kc. PO cycles negative.
Price
Net. $7.55

VP! Vi

TYPE VCS

tolded from low lots material. For standard tube socket mountg. Low temperature coefficient Out. Frequency drift will not
.weed 4cycles per Mc./deg.C. Heat dissipation minimized be
sp electrode in contact with cover. Supplied within 5 Kc. of
zecified frequency In the 1.7, 3.5 and 7Mc. band, or Iran dealers
wok. Price
Net. $4.10
cat sasecifital frequency
Net. $5.90

Unmounted X cut crystal. For use in the 1.7, 3.5 and 7Mc. band
within SKc. Temperature coefficient 15 cycles per Mc./deg.C.
Price
Net. $1.90
TYPE VG. Same as above in the 1.7 and 3.5 Mc bands. Plus
or minus 10 Kc.
Price
Net. $1.50
TYPE VG.. Same a, type VC2 exceix teeperature coefficient
which will not eseeed 4cycles peer Mc./deg.C.
Price, within 5Kc
Net. 22.95

'
VP! VMS
dlisided bleak bad:elite. For standard tube socket mornune. An X cut
areal frequency drift 15 cycles per /dea.C, Heat duloation reduced
ominimum by «miming cover as ere electrode. &moire,/ within 5Kc.
rfrom dealeri stock in the 1.7, 3.5, and 7Mc. bands.
ice
Net. $ 3.00
cam specified frequency
Net. $ 4.80
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Our type DMA commercial enamels are cut to within mt.
treme tolerance., frequency drift la Ina than 2 cycles per
Me./ded.C. Prices and data available on request.
Acnerotalylatimed stainless steel electrodes are employed in
all our units.
Frequency calibration. are accurate to within .03% of marked
frequency in purchmers equipment.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
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GORDON PARTS

for the RADIO AMATEURS WHO EXPECT " PROFESSIONAL" RESULTS

WORLD TIME
at a GLANCE!
GORDON
ELECTRIC
DX CLOCK

No guesswork with the
GORDON
DX CLOCK.
Instantly tells GMT or local time in any of the
24 time zones. Waltham self-starting movement.
Available for 110 or 220 volts; 25, 40, 50 or 60
cycle AC. 24 hr. colored dials. Base removable
for mounting flush in a panel. Amateur net, $9.

GORDON HEAVY DUTY RF RELAY
For antenna change-o‘••r. multi- band transmitter
tank switching ami
c% vie ! sewer switching. Takes
1kw. easily. Ideal for beam antennas. Husky
silver contacts with ,
1
7" spacing. Alsimag 196 RF
insulation. Actuated bv 110 volt AC 50-60 cycle
Solenoid that really makes! Very reasonably priced
at $9 net.

GORDON NAME PLATES

ANTENNA TUNING o
Standard Line — 11
2 " x3
/
/
8"
De Luxe Line — 21
2 " x1
/
/
2"
For transmitters, sound and test equipment. Brass
stock. Background etched dull black. Raised markings nickel- plated, then finished in satin chrome.

GO RD ON HA NDW HEEL S
Four Sizes— . 111 Available Ii "ith Pointers and Scales
Here is as,. st line of t " gcontrols — and it's
complete! The variety of combinations enable
you to provide your units with controls that
match. Diameters of GORDON Ilandwheels are
334", 2L4", US." and I!,;". Scales are brass,
etched black. Raised markings are chromium
plated.

Everlasting, corrosion resistant fini -h. A complete
select •
of 125 popular wordings. N1, rite for list of
name plates available. The Amateur net price of
standard size name plates is 6c — the De Luxe size
is 10c.

WRITE FOR THE GORDON CATALO G
Choose from the GORDON line of tuning controls. All types of direct and vernier type dials are
available, together with eight sizes of Bakelite
knobs — with or without pointers. Also acomplete
line of dial plates, jack-markers, rubber grog tttttt

bumper feet, etc. The GORDON line is specifically
designed to provide the radio amateur with essential parts of quality. All amateur parts jobbers
stork GORDON parts. Keep our catalog handy for
read% reference. t.1,1 re., Dept. II 10 for s.oir copy.

GOIDON1rd eCIALTI7S COMPANY
1104

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE

•

•

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

In keeping with as policy cr providing all services within its power , 1he
American Radio Relay League makes available to amateurs and would-be
amateurs literature properly prepared to present in the best çorm all available «irhrmation pertaining to amateur radio. ihe 4ct that its of.iices are
the national and international headquarters oçradio amateurs, makes
League publications authoritative, complete, up-to-the-minute; written
rorn athoroughly practical amateur's point-oUview.

hese publications

ate reqtrently revised and augmented to keep abreast oçthe çast-changing
iielcl• All are printed in the çamiliat OST (:)1. mat v4h\c\-, permits thorough
but economical presentation c) the inçorrnation. \larious invaluable
printed çorms, designed to çacilitate compliance with the rules
good
amateur practice, are availa‘:)le at moderate cost. \
I\le maintain to t‘ie best
izA our ability astock oÇ back copies (:, 051 which are available atthe
original single- copy price. Most c) the publications and supplies described in the çollowing pages are handled by your dealer çor your

3

convenience.
I ‘kl bee( 0

gle0

ilEI.A`l 1-EAGUE, INC.
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For twenty-five years (and
thereby the oldest American
radio magazine) 0ST has
been the " bible" of Amateur Radio.

%

Go e:,;eect %
eteee

OST faithfully and adequately reports each month the rapid
development which makes Amateur Radio so intriguing.
Edited in the sole interests of the members of The American
Radio Relay League, who are its owners, OST treats of equipment and practices and construction and design, and the romance which is part of Amateur Radio, in adirect and analytical
style which has made 0ST famous all over the world. It is essential to the well-being of any radio amateur. 0ST goes to every
member of The American Radio Relay League and membership
costs $ 2.50 per year in the United States and Possessions,
and Canada. All other countries $ 3.00 per year. Elsewhere
in this book will be found an application blank for A.R.R.L.
membership.

Dhe OFFICIAL
MAGAZINE of the
AMERICAN RADIO
RELAY LEAGUE
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Those
epride in the appearance of their la yout and wish to keep their
reference file of OST's in a presentable manner, appreciate the OST binder.
It is stiff- covered, finished in beautiful and practical maroon fabrikoid. Cleverly
designed to take each issue as received and hold it firmly without mutilation, it
permits removal of any desired issue without disturbing the rest of the file. It
accommodates 12 copies of OST and the yearly index. Opens flat at any page
of any issue.
With each Binder is furnished asheet of gold and black gummed labels for years
1922 through 1941. The proper one can be cut from the sheet and pasted in
the space provide for it on the back of the binder.
•
ern ama The back co
QS
of most
teur techni
as
issues is alr
xh
ysin
A file of several years of OST, kept in order i• inders, is amost valuable reference library for any Radio Amateur.
1934 to 1939 copies, inclusive, complete, $2.50 per yearly set.
1925 to 1933 copies, inclusive, incomplete. Available copies of these years
furnished upon application.

1157

All single copies, 25c each. Foreign add SOc for each twelve copies ordered.
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Available only in United
States and Possessions

POSTPAID
51.25 OUTSIDE
CONTINENTAL
U. S. A.
BUCKRAM BOUND
52.50 POSTPAID
SPANISH EDITION
$1.50 POSTPAID

The Handbook tells the things which are needed for acomprehensive
understanding of Amateur Radio. From the story of how Amateur Radio
started through an outline of its wide scope of the present — from suggestions on how to learn the code through explanations of traffic- handling
procedure and good operating practices — from electrical and radio
fundamentals through the design, construction, and operation of amateur
equipment — this book covers the subject thoroughly. It includes the
latest and the best information on everything in Amateur Radio.

Universally recognized as the standard elementary guide for
the prospective amateur, HOW TO BECOME A RADIO
AMATEUR describes, in clear understandable language, apparatus incorporating features hitherto confined to more advanced stations. Although completely modernized, the station can still be built at aminimum of expense, and the designs have been made flexible so that parts out of the junk
box can readily be substituted. While easy to build, the performance of the equipment is such that any amateur can own
and operate it with satisfaction and pleasure. Complete operating instructions and references to sources of detailed information on licensing procedure are given, as well as ahighly
absorbing narrative account of just what amateur radio is and
does.

25e
POSTPAID
ANYWHERE
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Amateurs are noted for their ingenuity in overcoming by clever
means the minor and major obstacles they meet in their pursuit of
their chosen hobby. An amateur must be resourceful and agood
tinkerer. He must be able to make asmall amount of money do a
great deal for him. He must frequently be able to utilize the contents of the junk box rather than buy new equipment. Hints and
Kinks is acompilation of hundreds of good ideas which amateurs
have found helpful. It will return its cost many times in money
savings — and it will save hours of time.

lap It

POSTPAID
ANYWHERE

A comprehensive manual of amateur antenna
design and construction, by the headquarters
staff of the American Radio Relay League.
Eighteen chapters, profusely illustrated. Both
the theory and the practice of all types of
antennas used by the amateur, from simple
doublets to multi-element rotaries, including
long wires, rhomboids, vees, phased systems,
u.h.f. systems, etc. Feed systems and their adjustment. Construction of masts, lines and rotating mechanisms. The most comprehensive
and reliable information ever published on
the subject.

50e
POSTPAID
ANYWHERE
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Before you can operate an amateur transmitter, you must have agovernment license and an officially assigned call. These cost nothing — but you
must be able to pass the examination. The License Manual tells how to do
that — tells what you must do and how to do it. It makes asimple and
comparatively easy task of what otherwise might seem difficult. In addition to a large amount of general information, it contains 198 typical
questions and answers such as are asked in the government examinations.
If you know the answers to the questions in this book, you can pass the
examination without trouble.

An introduction into Amateur Radio-telephony.
Written for the man who has aclass C or class B
license. A companion book to " How to Become a Radio Amateur." Contains simple description of the process of modulation and principles of good design for ' phone. Description of
inexpensive low power transmitter and modulator, with complete operating instructions plus
some antenna dope of particular interest in 160and 10- meter operation. It tells what a new or
inexperienced ham should know before attempting to use ' phone.

25fi
postpaid
anywhere

Building an
'Amateur
Radiotelephone
Transmitter
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A.R.R.L.
Amateur Radio

MAP of the World
A map entirely new in conception and design, contains every bit of
information useful to the radio amateur. A special type of projection
made by Rand, McNally to A.R.R.L. specifications. It gives great circle
distance measurements in miles or kilometers within an accuracy of 2%.
Shows all principal cities of the world ; local time zones and Greenwich ;
WAC divisions ; 230 countries, indexed ; 180 prefixes, districts and subdivisions, where used ; and U. S. examining points. Large enough to be
usable, printed in six colors on heavy map paper, 30 x40 inches.
3411•25

POSTPAID

T
WO HUNDRED METERS AND DOWN
The Story of Amateur Radio
by

CLINTON B. DESOTO

e
TWO HUNDRED METERS

A detailed, concise presentation in full book length
of all the elements that have served to develop the
most unique institution of its kind in the history of
the world. A book of history but not ahistory-book,
TWO HUNDRED METERS AND DOWN: The
Story of Amateur Radio tells in spirited, dramatic
fashion the entire chain of significant events in the
development of the art.
Approximately 200 pages, 90,000
words, with durable imitation leather
red paper cover
_
M

44Í'‘

.00
POSTPAID

Deluxe edition bound
in blue cloth
M2.00
POSTPAID

AND DOWN
THE STORY OF AMATEUR RADIO • ,

50,0

Aware of the practical bent of the average ama
teur and knowing of his limited time, th
League, under license of the designer, W. P
Koechel, has made available several calcu
lators to obviate the tedious and sometime
difficult mathematical work involved in th
design and construction of radio equipment.
The various lightning calculators are ingenious
devices for rapid, certain and simple solution
of the various mathematical problems which
arise in all kinds of radio and allied work. They make it possible to read direct answers without struggling
with formulas and computations. They are tremendous time-savers for amateurs, engineers, servicemen and
experimenters. Their accuracy is more than adequate for the solution of practical problems, and is well
within the limits of measurement by ordinary means. Each calculator has on its reverse side detailed instructions for its use ; the greatest mathematical ability required is that of dividing or multiplying simple
numbers. All calculators are printed in several colors and are wrapped in cellophane. You will find
lightning calculators the most useful gadgets you ever owned.

RADIO CALCULATOR

Type A
This calculator is useful for the problems that
confront the amateur every time he builds a
new rig or rebuilds an old one or winds acoil
or designs acircuit. It has two scales for physical
dimensions of coils from one-half inch to five
and one-half inches in diameter and from onequarter to ten inches in length; a frequency
scale from 400 kilocycles through 150 megacycles; a wavelength scale from two to 600
meters; acapacity scale from 3to 1,000 micromicrofarads; two inductance scales with arange
of from one microhenry through 1,500; aturnsper- inch scale to cover enameled or single silk
covered wire from 12 to 35 gauge, double silk or
cotton covered from 0 to 36 and double cotton
covered from 2to 36. Using these scales in the
simple manner outlined in the instructions on
the back of the calculator, it is possible to solve
problems involving frequency in kilocycles,
wavelength in meters, inductance in microhenrys
and capacity in microfarads, for practically all
problems that the amateur will have in designing
— from high-powered transmitters down to
simple receivers. Gives the direct reading
answers for these problems with accuracy well
within the tolerances of practical construction.
M1 1.00

POSTPAID

OHM'S LAW CALCULATOR
Type B
This calculator has four scales:
A power scale from 10 microwatts through 10
kilowatts.
A resistance scale from .01 ohms through
100 megohms.
A current scale from 1microampere through
100 amperes.
A voltage scale from 10 microvolts through
10 kilovolts.
With this concentrated collection of scale,
calculations may be made involving voltage,
current, and resistance, and can be made with a
single setting of adial. The power or voltage or
current or resistance in any circuit can be found
easily if any two are known. This is anewly-designed Type BCalculator which is more accurate
and simpler to use than the justly-famous original
model. It will be found useful for many calculations which must be made frequently but which
are often confusing if done by ordinary methods.
All answers will be accurate within the tolerances
of commercial equipment.
011.00 POSTPAID

WIRE DATA CALCULATOR
Type C
Makes instantly available information on electrical conductors which would require hours of
work and access to many textbooks. It has scales
for dia, in mills, Stubbs and B&S wire gauges,
current carrying capacity in milliamps, turns- perinch and turns-per-centimeter for all kinds of
insulated and bare wire, and acurrent-carryingcapacity scale for weatherproof and rubberinsulated wire. It gives turns per sq. in., ft. per
lb., ohms per mi., ohms per km., ohms per 1000',
volts lost per 1000' per amp., current carrying
capacity at 1500 cm. per amp., lbs. per 1000',
lbs. per mi., approximate tensile strength, ft.
and meters per ohm, circular mills, equivalent in
sq. wire. Nichrome, manganin, nickel, brass,
aluminum, copper and silver wires are covered
by these scales.

50c

DECIBEL CALCULATOR
Type D
With ascale each for input and output level in
current or voltage or power, and a transmission
loss or gain scale for either voltage or power
ratio plus and minus 120 or 60 db., this calculator may be used in determining decibel gain or
loss on four types of problems. When input and
output voltages are known, when input and output currents are known, when input and output
power are known, or when input voltage to
receiver and output level are known. The decibel
calculator gives an instant and clear picture of
what a decibel is — its relation to power and
voltage. Anyone having anything to do with
amplifiers,transmission lines, directional antennas,
etc., will appreciate this calculator.
5 the

POSTPAID

POSTPAID

RESISTANCE CALCULATOR

PARALLEL RESISTANCE
SERIES CAPACITY
CALCULATOR

Type F

Type E

This calculator makes an ohmmeter of your
voltmeter. With it, it is possible to measure the
resistance of a resistor or circuit by using any
voltmeter with a known voltage source of from
1 to 300 volts, such as a " B" battery. Has a
range from 1ohm to 1megohm.

Solves easily an always confusing problem —
the total effective resistance of two or more resistors in parallel, or the total effective capacity
of two or more condensers in series. Direct
reading answers for condensers or resistors of any
size. A simple calculator but very useful.

50e

POSTPAID

50e

POSTPAID
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STATION OPERATING

LOG BOOK
As can be seen in the illustration, the log page provides space for all facts pertaining
to transmission and reception, and is equally as useful for portable or mobile operation
as it is for fixed. The 38 log pages with an equal number of blank pages for notes, six
pages of general log information ( prefixes, etc.) and asheet of graph paper are spiral
bound, permitting the book to be folded back flat at any page, requiring only the page
size of 81
/2 x 11 on the operating table. In addition, a number sheet, with A.R.R.L.
Numbered Texts printed on back, for traffic handlers, is included with each book.
35c per book or 3books for MI

OFFICIAL RADIOGRAM FORMS
The radiogram blank is designed to comply with
the proper order of transmission. All blocks for
fill-in are properly spaced for use in typewriter.
It has astrikingly- new heading that you will like.
Radiogram blanks, 81
/
2 x7
1
/
4,lithographed in
green ink, and padded 100 blanks to the pad,
25c per pad, postpaid.

MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS

The operating supplies
shown on this page have
been designed by the
A.R.R.L. Communications
Department.

Radiogram delivery cards embody the same design as the
radiogram blank and are available in two styles — on stamped
government postcard, 2c each ;
unstamped, 1c each.

HANDBOOK
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MEMBERSHIP

STATIONERY
Members' stationery is standard 81
/
2 x 11 bond
paper which every member should be proud to use
for his radio correspondence. Lithographed on 81/
2x
11 heavy bond paper.
100 Sheets, 504.

250 Sheets, $ 11.00

500 Sheets, $ 1.75
POSTPAID

In the January, 1920 issue of OST there appeared an editorial requesting suggestions
for the design of an A.R.R.L. emblem — adevice whereby every amateur could
know his brother amateur when they met, an insignia he could wear proudly wherever he went. There was need for such a device. The post-war boom of ama.4eur
radio brought thousands of new amateurs on the air, many of whom were neighbors but did not know each other. In the July, 1920 issue the design was announced
— the familiar diamond that greets you everywhere in Ham Radio — adopted by
the Board of Directors at its annual meeting. It met with universal acceptance and
use. For years it has been the unchallenged emblem of amateur radio, found wnerever amateurs gathered, asymbol of the traditional greatness of that which we call
Amateur Spirit — treasured, revered, idealized.

THE LEAGUE EMBLEM, with both gold border and
lettering, and with black enamel background, is available in either pin (with safety clasp) or screw-back button type.
In addition, there are special colors for Communications Department appointees.
• Red enameled background for the SCM.
• Blue enameled background for the ORS or OPS.
(Red available in pin type only. Blue may be had in
either pin or button style.)
THE EMBLEM CUT: A mounted printing electrotype, 5/8 " high, for use by members on amateur printed
matter, letterheads, cards, etc.

50 e

EACH,
POSTPAID

Stationery and Emblems are available only to A.R.R.L. Members.
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AMATEUR'S

BOOKSHELF

A balanced selection of good technical books, additional to the A.R.R.L. publications,
should be on every amateur's bookshelf. We have arranged, for the convenience of our
readers, to handle through the A.R.R.L. Book Department those works which we believe to be
most useful. Make your selection from the following, add to it from time to time and acquire
the habit of study for improvement. Prices quoted include postage. Please remit with order.
RADIO THEORY AND ENGINEERING
FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO, Second Edition, by R. R. Ramsey.
A modernized revision of the author's work which has been a favorite
with amateurs and experimenters since 1929. 426 pages, 439 illustrations. 2nd Edition. 1935. Price
$3.50
RADIO ENGINEERING, by F. E. Termas. A comprehensive treatment covering all phases of radio communication. An all around book
for students and engineers, 811 pp., 474 illustrations. 2nd Edition,
1937
85.50
ELEMENTS OF RADIO COMMUNICATION, by Prof. J. H.
Morecroft. This is the 2nd edition of this book by the author of the
well-known " Principles." It is about half the size of the larger work,
and the subject is treated in more elementary fashion. Simple algebra
is sufficient. An excellent book for the " first- year" student. 279 pp.,
170 illustrations, 1934
$3.00
PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by Keith Henney. This book is chockfull of meat for the experimenter. The subjects treated range from
the fundamentals of electricity to the modern concepts of modulation
and detection. 477 pp., 306 illustrations. 2nd Edition, 1934
$ 3.50
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING. by W. L. Everitt. A general
text for both first year and advanced courses. Complete treatment of
network theory, including mathematical analysis of radio circuits
and tube operation. 727 pp.. 411 illustrations. 2nd Edition. 1937.
$5.1111

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO ENGINEERING, by R. S. Glasgow.
Mathematical presentation of the fundamentals of radio communication and their application. A large portion of the book is devoted to
the theory and use of the vacuum tube in communication systems.
520 OIL. 6 x 9 -1936
$4.00
FUNDAMENTALS OF VACUUM TUBES, by Austin V. Eastman.
Treats the laws underlying operation of the principal types of tubes
— high-vacuum, mercury-vapor, photo and special tubes — with
engineering analysis of their more important applications. 438
pages, 6 x 9. 1937
$4.00
FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO. by F. E. Termas. An elementary
version of the author's " Radio Engineering," with simplified treatment and intended for readers of limited mathematical ability.
Suitable as a text for an introductory course in radio, and features
problems for class- room work. 458 pages. 278 illustrations, 1938.
13.75
ELECTRON OPTICS IN TELEVISION. by I.G. Maloff and D. W.
Epstein. Covers the theory of electron optics and practical design
problems in constructing cathode-ray tubes for television work. An
introductory section outlines the principles of cathode-ray television.
299 pages, 197 illustrations, 1938
$3.50
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK, VOL. V. ELECTRIC COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONICS, edited by
11, Ponder and K. Ma twain. A compiehensive handbook covering
the field of communication, both wire and radio, and electronics.
1022 pages, 3rd edition. 1936
$5.00

RADIO EXPERIMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEERING, by FE. Termas.
A comprehensive engineering discussion of the measurement problems encountered in engineering practice, with emphasis on basic
principles rather than on methods in detail. 400 pages, including an
appendix of outlines for laboratory experiments and acomprehensive
index. 210 illustrations. 1935. Price
$4.00
THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE AT WORK, by John F. Rider.
Devoted to cathode-ray tube theory, sweep circuits, a.c. wave patterns and description of commercial oscilloscope units including
actual photographs of screen patterns representing about every condition likely to be encountered in audio- and radio- frequency amplifiers, power supplies, complete receivers and transmitters. 322
pages, 444 illustrations. Price
$2.50
HIGH- FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, by August
Hund.
A thorough, modern book, especially useful in advanced laboratory
work. Includes a chapter on piezo-electric determinations. 491 pp..
373 illustrations, 1933
$5.10

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO ENGINEERING, by Prof. J. H
Morecroft. An excellent laboratory text directed specifically to emphasizing the principles involved in the operation of radio apparatus
and intended as a companion to the same author's " Principles."
Following an introductory chapter on instruments and accessories
51 choice experiments are outlined. 345 pp.. 250 illustrations, 1931
U.»
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO. by Prof. R. R. Ramsey. Fourth Edition. A splendid book for the experimenter. This is a laboratory
manual, describing 132 excellent experiments designed to bring out
the principles of radio theory, instruments and measurements. 167
illustrations, 196 pp., 5S.,
/ a !. 1937
$2.75
RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS, by
Hugh A. Brown. A laboratory course in r.f. measurements for communications students. Contains much practical information on methods of measurement. 384 pages. 177 illustrations, 1938
$4.10

COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT AND OPERATING
PRACTICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION, by A. K. .‘ aaon and
J. L. Hornung. A new modern treatment meeting the expanded scope
of today's technical requirements in the various commercial fields.
The first six chapters are devoted to principles, the remaining nine
to latest practice in broadcasting, police system, aviation radio and
marine communication. 754 pages. including an appendix of tabulated data and a complete topical index. 434 illustrations, 1935.
$5,00
Price
THE RADIO MANUAL, by George E. Sterling. Another excellent
practical handbook, especially valuable to the commercial and broadcast operator. and covering the principles, methods and apparatus
of all phases of radio activity. Over 900 pp.. 1938
$6.00
RADIO TRAFFIC MANUAL AND OPERATING REGULATIONS, by Duncan and Drew. A book for students. amateurs or radio
operators who contemplate entering the commercial field; it will enable you to learn quickly and easily all the government and commercial traffic rules and operating regulations. 181 pp
82.00

RADIO OPER 'sr ; QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, by Nilson
and Hornung. A s
ilion volume to " Practical Radio Telegraphy"
by the same with,'
l'he latest Revised Edition is very complete,
covering Commen
and Broadcasting. Amateur. Aeronautical and
Police Radio, Beacons, Airways. Meteorology, and Teletype Operating. 389 pp., 54 x 8. 1936
$2.50
HOW TO PASS RADIO LICENSE EXAMINATIONS, by Charles
H. Drew. Question and answer material on various types of commercial operator examinations. The commercial equivalent of the
A.R.R.L. License Manual. 201 pages, 73 illustrations. 1938...$2.00
RADIO OPERATOR'S MANUAL, by the Radio Dept.. G. E. Co.
Primarily a manual to qualify an applicant for the radiotelephone
classes of license ( including police), but also provides material of
general interest to users of commercial radio equipment. 181 pages,
56 illustrations, 1939
81.00

MISCELLANEOUS
THE RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK. Lists all U. S. and foreign amateur radio stations, s.w. commercials and broadcasters.
$1.25 (
Foreign $1.35)
MAKING A LIVING IN RADIO, by Zeh Bouck. 222 pages. 25 illustrations. A worth-while book for the radio amateur who is considering
entering the Commercial Radio field in its many branches; explodes
the bunk, points out the pitfalls
$2.11
RADIO DATA CHARTS, by R. T. Beatty. A series of graphic charts
for solving, without the use of mathematics, most of the problems
involved in receiver design. 82 pp., fiX x 11
$1.51

AMERICAN

RADIO

SERVICING RECEIVERS BY MEANS OF RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENTS, by J. F. Rider. 203 pp., 94 illustrations. An ex
cellent book for the service man and amateur constructor.
.$ 1.00
SERVICING SUPERHETERODYNES, by John F. Rider. Theory
and practice of superheterodynes, with adjustment and troubleshooting data. 278 pages, 94 illustrations
$1.01
The following books published by the American Radio Relay League,
The Radio Amateur's Handbook, The License Manual. Hints & Kinks.
How to Become a Radio A mateur. ZOO Meters and Down, Building an
Amateur Radiotelephone Transmitter, The A.R.R.L. Antenna Book,
and of course (1`:'1 ., " mph, the foundation of every Amateur
library.
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SECTION

To Handbook Readers Who
QAre Not A.R.R.L. t_Álanbers
AMATEUR RADIO OF TO- DAY IS THE
RESULT OF THE

EFFORTS OF A.R.R.L.

For Twenty-five Years
the A.R.R.L. has been the organized body of amateur radio, its
representative in this country and abroad, its champion against attack
by foreign government and American commercial, its leader in technical progress.

To:
Save yourself 50c a year ( newsstand
copies of OST cost $ 3).
Be sure of getting your copy of OST
first.
Be sure of getting your copy of OST
(newsstands are often sold out).

Be eligible to vote for Director and
Section Comm. Manager (only
A.R.R.L. members receive ballots).
Lend the strength of your support to

Be eligible for appointment or election to A.R.R.L. offices.

the organization which represents
YOU at all important radio conferences.

Be eligible to sign petitions for your
Director, your representative on
the A.R.R.L. Board.

Have YOUR part in the A.R.R.L.,
which has at heart the welfare of
all amateurs.

JOIN THE LEAGUE!
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
West Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.
Ihereby apply for membership in the American Radio Relay League, and enclose $ 2.50
($3.00 outside of the United States and its Possessions, and Canada) in payment of one year's
dues, $ 1.25 of which is for asubscription to OST for the same period. Please begin my subscription with the
issue. Mail my Certificate of Membership and send OST to the
following:
Name
Street or Box
City and State

r
c.5
7
74 1
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SECTION-I

To Handbook Readers Who Are Already A.R.R.L. Members:
members who hold amateur licenses, who are interested in radio activities and Communic
Fon
tions Department operating work (explained fully, Chapters 31, 32), here is an application
a-

blank which may be filled out for appointment as either Official Relay Station (for telegraphing
members) or Official Phone Station (for voice operated member-stations). Copy this, or cut and
fill it out, and send it direct to your Section Communications Manager (address in QST) or to
A.R.R.L. Headquarters, 38 LaSalle Road, West Hartford, Conn. for routing to the proper S.C.M.
for attention if you are interested.
The Communications Department field organization includes only the United States and its
territories, and Canada, Newfoundland, Labrador, Cuba, the Isle of Pines, and the Philippine
Islands. Foreign applications, that is, those from outside these areas, cannot be handled.

APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT AS OFFICIAL

STATION

(Relay or Phone?)

To: Section Comm

!lien t •

Manager

Section, A. R. R. L.

Name

Call

Street and Number

Dale

City

Stale

Courtly

Transmitting frequencies •

kilocycles

My membership in the A.R.R.L. expires
month

In making application for appointment as Official
Relay Station, Iagree:
—
to obey the radio communication laws and regulations of the country under which this station is
licensed, particularly with respect to quiet hours and
observance of our frequency allocations.
—
to send monthly reports of station activities to the
Section Communications Manager under whose jurisdiction this station comes.
—
to handle messages in accordance with good operating procedure, delivering messages within forty-eight
(48) hours when possible, mailing to destination whenever impossible to relay to the next station in line
within a48- hour period.
—
to participate in every A.R.R.L. communication
activity to the best of my ability, always trying to live up
to those ideals set forth in "The Amateur's Code."

understand

that

year

In making application for appointment as Official
Phone Station, Iagree:
—
to obey the radio communication laws of the
country under which my station is licensed, particularly
with respect to the regulations governing quiet hours
and frequencies.
—
to send monthly reports of station activities to the
Section Communications Manager under whose jurisdiction this station comes; to use such operating procedure as may be adopted by the O.P.S. group; to test
outside busy operating hours or using dummy antennas.
—
to handle such messages as may come to me, as
accurately, promptly and reliably as possible.
—
to participate in all amateur communication
activities to the best of my ability. always trying to live
up to those ideals set forth in "The Amateur's Code"
and to carry on amateur operation in aconstructive and
unselfish spirit.
—
to use circuits and adjustments that avoid frequency
modulation and over modulation by proper transmitter
adjustment (accomplished by use of proper indicating
devices) to avoid causing interference unnecessarily.

this appointment requires annual endorsement,

and also may be suspended or cancelled at the discretion of the Section
Corti rnunications Manager for violation of the agreement set forth above
Please send detailed forms to submit in connection with this application.

Signed
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To Manufacturers of
Products Used in Short- Wave
Radio Communication
The Radio Amateur's Handbook is the world's
standard reference on the technique of short-wave
radio communication. Now in its seventeenth annual
edition, it is universally used by radio engineers as
well as the thousands of amateurs and experimenters
for whom it is published. Year after year, each
succeeding edition has sold more widely than its
predecessor, until the Handbook now has a worldwide annual distribution in excess of seventy-five
thousand copies of its English and Spanish editions.
To manufacturers whose integrity is established
and whose products meet the approval of the American Radio Relay League technical staff, we offer use
of space in the Handbook's Catalog-Advertising
Section. Testimony to its effectiveness is the fact
that each succeeding year has seen a larger volume
of Handbook advertising. It is truly the standard
guide for amateur, commercial and government
buyers of short-wave radio equipment. Particularly
valuable as a medium through which complete data
on products can be made easily available to the
whole radio engineering and experimenting field, it
offers asurprisingly inexpensive method of producing
and distributing a creditable catalog, accomplishes
its production in the easiest possible manner, and
provides adequate distribution and permanent availability impossible to attain by any other means.
We solicit inquiries from qualified manufacturers
who wish full data for their examination when catalog and advertising plans are under consideration.
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American Radio Relay League
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